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Aaronson Joan L of Perry and Minnie Dec 8 1935..................32:132
Abbate Beatrice A of Giuseppe and Domenica July 11 1935.....32: 74
Abbatematteo Francesco D of Francesco and Annina Apr 1
1933 .................................................................31: 35
Abbatematteo Joseph V of Francesco and Annina June 22 1935...32: 66
Abbatomarco Anna C of Philip and Filomena June 22 1932.....30:214
Abbenante Joan of Nicolas and Grace M Mar 8 1934............31:163
Abbenante Louis C of Louis and Sadie Apr 4 1933...............31: 36
Abbenante Robert L of Nicola A and Anna J June 5 1931.....30: 65
Abbey Gloria J of Albert G and Lulu Aug 30 1931..............30: 98
Abbood Sadie of Mickbel and Carmela Jan 10 1931..............30: 3
Abbott Albert A of Albert J and Yvonne A Aug 29 1931.......30: 97
Abbott Constance A of Joseph H and Catherine July 4 1931....30: 76
Abbott John W of Norris G and Elizabeth A July 1 1931.......30: 76
Abboud Shashoo of Joseph and Mary Jan 3 1932..................30:149
Abbruzzese Mario R of Orazio A and Rosina Jan 4 1934.........31:139
Abbruzzese —— d of Orazio and Rosina Mar 2 1931..............30: 38
Abedon Herbert J of Bernard B and Anna B Mar 3 1931........30: 26
Abedon Richard L of Bernard B and Anna B Feb 24 1935.......32: 19
Abel Ernest W of Carl A and Elsa C Nov 3 1932...............30:269
Abel Judith M of DeForest W and Isabel Oct 5 1934...........31:241
Abelkop Janice M of Hyman N and Rose Sept 17 1935...........32:101
Abell Richard S of Robert F and Irene Mar 26 1931............30:35
Aberle Joan S of Charles R and Yvonne N Oct 15 1935.........32:112
Abernando Domenic of Raffaelle and Mary Dec 14 1935.........32:134
Abernethy Edwin F of Edwin and Bertha Apr 30 1935............32:45
Abernethy — of Edwin and Bertha June 20 1934.................31:203
Aborn Foster L of John R and Helene C July 8 1934...........31:206
Abowitt Lawrence M of David and Ray Mar 18 1932.............30:177
Abraham Charles J of Joseph and Amelia May 18 1932...........30:201
Abraham Norman of Joseph and Amelia Oct 12 1933.............31:108
Abrahams Phyllis L of Murray and Gertrude Sept 14 1933.....31:98
Abrahamson John A of John A and Martha Feb 24 1931.......30:22
Abramovitz Seena E of Samuel and Anna Oct 26 1934.........31:247
Abramovitz Shirley M of Samuel and Anna Jan 30 1933.......31:11
Abrams Beverly S of Irving and Lillian July 1 1933.........31:69
Abrams Burton M of Sigmund and Etta Nov 19 1931...........30:129
Abrams Dorothy E of William and Dorothy A Sept 25 1933....31:101
Abrams Joan A of Angelina Apr 17 1935.......................32:142
Abrams Josephine M of Catherine Oct 13 1931................30:115
Abrams Marvin S of Irving and Lillian Apr 7 1931............30:40
Abrams Stanley B of Frank and Pauline Jan 8 1933...........31:3
Abrams William of William and Dorothy Mar 15 1932........30:176
Abramson Anna A of Charles E and Hilma E Mar 17 1933.....31:28
Abramson Ernest R of Ernest A L and Evelyn E Aug 4 1934....31:218
Abramson Richard A of Algot R and Jennie M Apr 28 1933....31:44
Abrianoos Joseph of George and Julia M June 20 1931........30:70
Absi Gerardo A of Antone and Serafina Mar 15 1932.........30:176
Absi Habeb M of Antone and Serafina July 4 1933.............31:69
Acampora Joseph D of Giuseppe and Virginia Mar 17 1934....31:165
Acampora Virginia of Giuseppe and Virginia Aug 30 1931....30:98
Acciaioli Joseph of Nicandro and Adeline July 22 1934.....31:211
Acciaioli Richard of Nicandro and Adeline Jan 8 1933.......31:3
Acciola Nicholas E of Nicholas and Virginia Apr 12 1935....32:39
Accusato Vilma Z of Alfredo and Laura Sept 24 1933........31:101
Aceto Alvira of Alfonso and Maria D Feb 1 1932..............30:161
Aceto Arlene M of Henry E and Rose B Nov 13 1934...........31:255
Aceto Elvira A of Alfonso and Maria D Jan 9 1935............32:3
Aceto Gina S of Pasquale and Concetta Oct 26 1931...........30:119
Aceto Henry C of Henry E and Rose B July 19 1931............30:82
Aceto Olga F of Pasquale and Concetta Jan 9 1934...........31:141
Aceto Robert E of Henry E and Rose B Nov 4 1932............30:269
Aceto Rosalie M of Rose Dec 26 1932.........................30:292
Achille Joseph F of Ercole H and Milina V Oct 24 1935......32:115
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Achorn Donald of Evelyn R July 5 1935.................. 32: 72
Ackerman Irwin M of Harry and Edythe Aug 24 1935........ 32: 92
Ackerman Marilyn A of Morris and Hilda July 6 1931...... 30: 77
Ackerman Thelma of Lillian I Mar 16 1934................ 31: 165
Ackroyd Marjorie J of Harry and Ethel June 28 1931.... 30: 73
Actis John of Grosso G and Mary Dec 15 1931............. 30: 139
Adair Dorothy of Herbert and Dorothy Apr 2 1933......... 31: 35
Adam Margaret F of Robert and Margaret F June 19 1931 30: 70
Adamo Carmino P of Domenico and Filomena June 28 1933... 31: 67
Adamo James N of Nicola and Annina Mar 16 1931.......... 30: 31
Adamo Paride of Domenico and Filomena Oct 10 1931..... 30: 114
Adamowicz Walter of Stanislaus A and Edwina Jan 22 1934 31: 145
Adams Adrienne A of Raymond VanN and Marion B Sept 5 1933.......................... 31: 95
Adams Albert LeR of Lloyd and Estella Apr 24 1935...... 32: 43
Adams Ann B of Mirten M and Eileen E Sept 11 1931..... 30: 103
Adams Barbara of William P and Alice June 11 1932..... 30: 210
Adams Beverley R of Edward M and Hilda May 21 1934..... 31: 188
Adams Earlene A of Earle B and Dorothy May 12 1931.... 30: 54
Adams Edward LeR of Edward LeR and Emma V Sept 16 1934 31: 233
Adams Emily P (c) of James N and Madeline Mar 13 1932 30: 175
Adams Eugene of Herbert M and Mabel I Apr 28 1933...... 31: 44
Adams Gladys M of Earl F and Mary I May 13 1933....... 31: 51
Adams Harold E of Harold E and Paulina A Oct 22 1931.. 30: 118
Adams James N (c) of James N and Madeline Sept 16 1935 32: 100
Adams James W of George R and Mary I Aug 8 1935........ 32: 86
Adams Joan A of Edmund L and Mabel B July 4 1934...... 31: 205
Adams John Q of Elmer G and Rose Mar 26 1932............ 30: 180
Adams Laura S of Lewis W and Elizabeth Mar 1 1934...... 31: 161
Adams Leslie C of Leslie C and Grace A Oct 23 1933..... 31: 111
Adams Lillian P of Leroy E and Hazel P Jan 4 1931....... 30: 2
Adams Nancy H of Durward W and Evelyn L Jan 8 1934..... 31: 141
Adams Robert A of Earl F and Mary L Apr 13 1935....... 32: 39
Adams Ronald T of Walter R and Hattie Feb 7 1934........ 31: 151
Adams Sally G of Durward W and Evelyn L Apr 23 1935.... 32: 42
Adams Shirley M of Alton E and Lorraine P Mar 2 1934... 31: 161
Addeo Nunzio A of Alessandro and Maria C H Nov 29 1931 30: 132
Adelman Maurice of Maurice and Eleanor L May 3 1931..... 30: 51
Adelson Dorothy A of Joseph E and Ruth L Aug 25 1931... 30: 96
Adelson Paula N of Joseph E and Ruth L June 2 1934..... 31: 193
Adessi Concetta C of Vincenzo and Florinda Sept 28 1934 31: 237
Adessi Eduardo V of Vincenzo and Florinda Apr 10 1931 30: 42
Adessi Nancy of Vincenzo and Florinda Oct 11 1932........ 30: 259
Adler Joan C of Walter and Celia Apr 4 1931.............. 30: 40
Adler Kenneth A of Irving J and Sara June 5 1934........ 31: 194
Adler Nancy A of Walter and Celia Sept 26 1932............. 30: 252
Adler Stuart P of Bernhard and Dorothy Apr 21 1934........... 31: 177
Adler Toby F of Isadore J and Sara D Dec 23 1935............. 32: 136
Affarian June S of Kareken and Eva S Apr 29 1933................ 31: 44
Affleck Mary C of John J and Mary E Dec 24 1933................ 31: 132
Aggan Demo of Demo and Mildred June 16 1931.................... 30: 69
Aghazarian Aram A of Aram and Siranoush June 2 1932......... 30: 207
Agin Barbara A of John T and Rosanna F Mar 6 1934.......... 31: 162
Agin Gloria J of John T and Rosanna F Feb 13 1933.......... 31: 16
Agin John T of John T and Roseanna F Sept 16 1935............ 32: 100
Agin Marion F of Raymond and Mildred Aug 9 1932.............. 30: 235
Agin Mildred B of Raymond H and Mildred L May 19 1934....... 31: 188
Agin Raymond E J of Raymond and Mildred Aug 18 1931......... 30: 93
Aglione Giovannina A of Raffaele and Concetta July 26 1934... 31: 213
Agmen Dolores C of Stephen and Elizabeth H July 19 1932...... 30: 225
Agnelle Maria C of Antonio and Antonetta Jan 30 1931......... 30: 11
Agnello Antonio G of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 22 1935....... 32: 19
Angnello Evelyn of Antonio and Antonetta Dec 26 1933......... 31: 132
Agnello Rita A of Antonio and Antonetta Aug 20 1932.......... 30: 238
Agnew Donald J of James F and Elizabeth A Aug 16 1933...... 31: 86
Agnew Mary F of Earmon J and Rose B Sept 16 1933............. 31: 98
Agostinelli Anna M of Francesco and Nicolina Nov 25 1933..... 31: 122
Agostinelli Anthony J of Domenico and Maria L Dec 17 1933.... 31: 130
Agostinelli Giuseppe of Francesco and Nicolina Aug 3 1931.... 30: 88
Agostinelli Joseph A of Nicola and Antonetta Mar 9 1935...... 32: 25
Agostinho Dolores B of Albano and Claudia Dec 19 1932....... 38: 285
Agresto Carmela G of Lorenzo and Addolorata July 19 1933..... 31: 75
Agresto Gilda T of Lorenzo and Addolorata Oct 11 1931....... 30: 114
Agronick Jordan A of Benjamin and Nathalie Aug 31 1935....... 32: 94
Agronick Paula F of Benjamin and Nathalie Sept 15 1932....... 30: 248
Agronick Raymond L of Alexander and Sadie Jan 31 1932........ 30: 159
Aguiar Iria P of Antonio F and Maria dosS Oct 20 1932........ 30: 263
Aguiar Leonard of Manuel D and Alice L July 15 1932......... 30: 230
Aharonian Edward N of Edward and Rose Mar 14 1933............ 31: 28
Aharonian Mary E of Edward and Rose Jan 3 1932............... 30: 149
Aharonian —— s of Aharon and Consiglia Jan 8 1932............ 30: 160
Aharonian —— d of Harry and Anna Mar 19 1932............... 30: 177
Ahern Donald J of Mary M Nov 9 1934......................... 31: 253
Ahern Elizabeth A of James J and Agnes R Feb 16 1932......... 30: 165
Ahern Helen M of James W and Jane M Dec 23 1933............... 31: 131
Ahern James W of James W and Jane M Dec 22 1934.............. 31: 268
Ahern Norman R of Frederick B and Mildred A Oct 28 1933..... 31: 112
Ahlborg Avis D of Arthur L and Dorothy E June 16 1931........ 30: 69
Ahlborg Elsie E of Lawrence O and Elizabeth July 1 1933..... 31: 69
Ahlborg Richard W of Walter H and Dorothy Nov 13 1933....... 31: 118
Ahlijanian Haroutune of Misak and Vartouhe Apr 2 1931........ 30: 39
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Ahlquist Jane E of John C and Alfrida T May 3 1934........... 31: 182
Ahlquist John F of John C and Alfrida T Apr 7 1932........... 30: 186
Aidala George of Gaetano and Helena Jan 23 1933........... 31: 8
Aidala Mary L of Gaetano and Helena C Feb 19 1935........... 32: 18
Aiello Anthony J of Giovanni and Elena May 19 1934........... 31: 188
Aiello Dolores B of Raffaele and Rosa Nov 15 1932........... 30: 273
Aiello Joan of Raffaele and Rosa Dec 26 1934........... 31: 270
Aiello Norma A of Raffaele and Teresa Jan 18 1932........... 30: 154
Aiello —— d of Antonio and Angelina Apr 11 1931........... 30: 42
Aiken David L (c) of David W and Nettie A Jan 26 1935........... 32: 8
Aiken Robert F of George F and Olive E Dec 18 1935........... 32: 135
Ainley Frances of Reginald E and Catherine Aug 19 1935........... 32: 90
Ainsworth Barbara H of Harry and May Feb 19 1931........... 30: 20
Ainsworth Martha E of Harold and Lydia M Sept 29 1933........... 31: 102
Aisenberg Carol J of Herman J and Olga May 28 1934........... 31: 190
Aitken Gordon of James D S and Margaret L Feb 5 1933........... 31: 14
Aitken Margaret J of Charles and Ida B Apr 18 1935........... 32: 41
Aker Kenneth W of Wilfred L and Dorothy E Jan 27 1932........... 30: 157
Akerley Wallace L of Wallace L and Josephine M May 9 1933........... 31: 49
Alarie Alfred A of George J and Anna L Feb 4 1931........... 30: 15
Alarie Donald S of Vincent J and Marie A P June 14 1934........... 31: 197
Alarie Jean E of Joseph F and Elsie M Oct 20 1931........... 30: 117
Alarie Richard of Vincent J and Marie A P Oct 17 1935........... 32: 113
Alarie Vincent J of Vincent J and Marie A P May 9 1933........... 31: 49
Alba Adelle A of Joseph and Domenica M May 9 1935........... 32: 50
Alba Brigida of Giuseppe and Lisetta Dec 29 1933........... 31: 133
Alba Elenora A of Michele and Rosalia Sept 20 1932........... 30: 250
Alba June F of Nunnio and Filomena M July 12 1935........... 32: 75
Albanese Aldo U of Antonio and Concettina Jan 23 1931........... 30: 9
Albanese Angela P of Romeo and Iola Mar 17 1931........... 30: 32
Albanese Carlo A of Carlo and Costanza Nov 10 1932........... 30: 271
Albanese Dolores M A of Benedetto and Antoinetta May 24 1931........... 30: 59
Albanese Dorothy J of Giovanni and Teresa June 29 1934........... 31: 202
Albanese Frances D of Francesco and Concetta May 1 1935........... 32: 47
Albanese Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Domenica A Jan 19 1932........... 30: 155
Albanese John B of Giovanni and Teresa Mar 21 1932........... 30: 178
Albanese Judith A of Benedetto and Antoinetta June 15 1935........... 32: 63
Albanese Leonard A of Giuseppe and Antonetta Aug 13 1934........... 31: 221
Albanese Mary of Giacomo and Rosina Nov 5 1934........... 31: 252
Albanese Norma G of Romeo and Iola Sept 18 1933........... 31: 99
Albanese Raffaele V of Raffaele F and Lucia Mar 16 1932........... 30: 176
Albanese Richard A of Raffaele F and Lucia Sept 22 1933........... 31: 100
Albanese Richard M of Mario and Olga M Dec 13 1935........... 32: 133
Albanese Rita M of Giovanni and Eda May 30 1935........... 32: 57
Albanese Rose M of Julio and Antoinetta June 27 1933........... 31: 66
Alberigo Jennie M of Salvatore and Mary E Apr 21 1934..........................31: 177
Albert Alice D of Joseph and Betty Nov 4 1931...............................30: 125
Albert David R of Joseph and Betty Aug 9 1933...............................31: 84
Albert Maynard B of Harry and Dora May 1 1933..............................31: 47
Alberts Franklin J of Harold and Gertrude Nov 23 1932......................30: 275
Albiniano Marie I of John and Elizabeth Nov 19 1935........................32: 124
Albro Amy A of Fred A and Hazel Oct 5 1932.................................30: 257
Albro Donald B of Howard I and Florence M Sept 11 1931...................30: 103
Albro Geraldine M of Donald B and Edith I Feb 21 1935......................32: 18
Albro Pauline H of Howard I and Florence M Oct 31 1933....................31: 113
Aldersley David E of Philip G and Sarah F Feb 5 1934.......................31: 151
Aldersley Philip E of Philip J and Sarah Dec 21 1931........................30: 141
Aldier Patricia A of Thomas and Anna A Apr 4 1931..........................30: 40
Aldrich Allegra of Putnam C and Madeleine J Mar 5 1932.....................30: 173
Aldrich Carlton W of Carlton W and Esther Nov 29 1932......................30: 278
Aldrich Carol A of Albert E and Doris Jan 18 1935............................32: 6
Aldrich Donald F of Frederick H and Ethel M Apr 18 1934...................31: 177
Aldrich Edward A of Albert E and Doris Feb 5 1931..........................30: 15
Aldrich Janet F of Lucino D and Clara July 22 1933..........................31: 76
Aldrich Kenneth T of Lucino D and Sadie Sept 13 1932.......................30: 247
Aldrich Mary A of Philip H and Vallietta M Apr 2 1931......................30: 39
Aldrich Miriam A of Robert and Margaret H Jan 3 1931.......................30: 1
Aldrich Nancy B of Carlton W and Esther June 10 1935.......................32: 62
Aldrich Richard A of Albert E and Doris R Apr 1 1933.......................31: 35
Aldrich Stephen R of Daniel G and Marian July 9 1931.......................30: 78
Aldrich-Ames Helen G of William E and Anna Jan 11 1932.....................30: 152
Alessandro Dolores M of Orazio and Grazia Sept 9 1934......................31: 231
Alessandro Loretta A of Orazio and Grazia Jan 8 1933........................31: 3
Alessandro Maria of Antonio and Antonina June 18 1932......................30: 213
Alexander Edith E of Edward E and Edith E June 21 1934.....................31: 199
Alexander Elizabeth L of Robert G and Ruth E Aug 31 1934..................31: 227
Alexander John R of Bernard W and Lydia P Sept 3 1933....................31: 94
Alexander Joseph E of Joseph E and Elizabeth W June 8 1933..............31: 61
Alexander Joseph M of Joseph M and Susanna F May 7 1932..................30: 197
Alexander Norma F of Arthur N and Maddalena Aug 13 1934...................31: 221
Alexander Paul B of Bernard W and Lydia P Aug 28 1931.....................30: 98
Alexian —— d of Misak and Zowart Mar 19 1935...............................32: 28
Alexiou Dimitrios A of Alexanderos C and Panagioti G Nov 17
1932..........................30: 274
Alexyon John C of Charles and Frances June 22 1932.......................30: 214
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Alexyon Margaret F of Charles and Frances E Nov 8 1933........31:116
Alfano Giuseppe L of Luigi and Maria F Mar 19 1932..........30:177
Algasso — s of Julio and Alvina Sept 5 1931..........30:101
Algeni Barbara A of Giovanni and Filomena Jan 31 1935.....32:10
Algeni — s of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 27 1932..........30:183
Allianello Elaine F of Vincenzo and Maria E Apr 14 1932...30:189
Alliferakis Alexandra of James and Sophie Apr 14 1935.....32:39
Alix Richard R of Andrew and Charlotte Feb 16 1935......32:17
Alixanian — s of Misak and Zuvart Dec 18 1931........30:140
Allaby Stanley R of Edward T and Hope Dec 28 1931.........30:143
Allaire Louis E W of Walter J and Irene E Dec 15 1932...30:283
Allaire Mary R L of Glodermier and Irene L Aug 4 1934...31:218
Allamby Donald B of Julian B and Margaret R May 4 1932...30:197
Allan Jane of John L and Mildred B Aug 2 1934............31:217
Allan Norman D of Norman D and Gertrude May 23 1931...30:59
Allard Alderic M A of Joseph H A and Marie A Sept 17 1933..31:98
Allard Ann N of Stanley and Ruth Jan 18 1932..............30:154
Allard Charles J of Stanley E and Ruth June 4 1933.......31:59
Allard Edith J of Chauncey and Esther July 3 1934.......31:204
Allebaugh Norman P of Norman P and Worthy A July 2 1931..30:76
Allebaugh Russell A of Russell A and Lillian F Apr 12 1931..30:42
Allebaugh — s of Milton S and Caroline K Feb 7 1931.....30:25
Allegretti Antonio G of Gaetano and Cristina Sept 2 1933..31:94
Allegretti Jean of Gaetano and Cristina Aug 11 1931.....30:91
Allen Alberta F of William D and Evelyn R Jan 11 1935...32:4
Allen Alice L of Norman N and Leah M Nov 8 1933..........31:116
Allen Armand L of William J T and Yvonne D Feb 18 1933...31:18
Allen Barbara M of Lloyd J S and Mary E R Mar 18 1933...31:29
Allen Charles W of Charles G and Marion E Sept 21 1931...30:106
Allen Claire H of William J and Lillian A Aug 19 1933....31:87
Allen Constance of Beatrice Sept 23 1934................31:235
Allen David R of Clarence G and Maude Oct 24 1933......31:111
Allen Donald R of Samuel P and Lois E Aug 30 1932........30:242
Allen Donald R of John F and Helen May 17 1931.........30:56
Allen Dorothy A of George and Margaret C May 2 1933.....31:47
Allen Ellen M of Gardiner B and Margaret K May 19 1931...30:57
Allen Ernest R of Raymond C and Alva Nov 29 1931.......30:132
Allen Francis R of Leo F and Anna Jan 1 1931...........30:1
Allen Frank S of Frank S and Dorothy A Dec 24 1934......31:269
Allen Frederick R of Frederick R and Irene Sept 29 1931...30:109
Allen Gilbert D of Charles G and Marion E Oct 27 1935....32:115
Allen Howard F (c) of Edna M July 26 1933..............31:77
Allen James G (twin) of John W and Susan M June 26 1934..31:201
Allen Jane H of George T and Elizabeth H Feb 24 1931....30:22
8
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Allen Joan L of William N and Etta J June 19 1935 ............ 32: 65
Allen John H of John and Mary E Apr 11 1935 ................ 32: 38
Allen Joseph J of Joseph J and Mary E July 24 1933 .......... 31: 76
Allen Kenneth C of William T and Annie D June 28 1935 .... 32: 68
Allen Leo F of William J T and Yvonne D Dec 3 1935 ........ 32: 130
Allen Lloyd J of Lloyd J S and Mary E R Jan 19 1932 ...... 30: 135
Allen Lyman of Torrey and Nancy Mar 7 1931 ............... 30: 28
Allen Marjorie E of Samuel P and Lois July 1 1931 ......... 30: 76
Allen Martha E of Vernon S and Ruth July 28 1932 ........ 30: 228
Allen Mary E of Lloyd J S and Mary E R Jan 12 1931 ....... 30: 4
Allen Miriam A of Charles G and Marion E July 23 1934 .... 31: 212
Allen Morton of Abraham and Bessie Oct 12 1935 ........... 32: 111
Allen Nancy C of Marion Dec 22 1935 ....................... 32: 136
Allen Norman N of Norman N and Leah V Oct 10 1935 .... 32: 111
Allen Patricia A of George J and Helen Sept 14 1931 ..... 30: 104
Allen Patricia E of George T and Elizabeth H Apr 16 1933 .. 31: 40
Allen Pauline T of William J T and Yvonne D Aug 28 1934 .. 31: 226
Allen Philip of Mary M Mar 30 1932 .................. .... 30: 181
Allen Regina C of William J and Isabel M Apr 7 1931 ...... 30: 40
Allen Richard of Raymond B and Alma L Apr 6 1934 ....... 31: 173
Allen Richard K of Edna M Jan 18 1934 ................... 31: 144
Allen Richard W of Richard S and Bertha F June 8 1935 .. 32: 61
Allen Robert of George A and Salome J Apr 8 1931 ........ 30: 41
Allen Robert of Raymond B and Alma L Mar 2 1932 .. .... 30: 172
Allen Robert H of Lloyd J S and Mary E R Sept 21 1934 ... 31: 235
Allen Robert J (c) of Howard and Miley E Jan 12 1931 ... 30: 4
Allen Robert J of William T and Annie Apr 19 1933 ....... 31: 41
Allen Roy E of Eino and Jennie Mar 18 1931 ............... 30: 32
Allen William T of William T and Annie Jan 18 1932 ...... 30: 154
Allen Winifred M of Joseph J and Mary E May 22 1931 .... 30: 58
Allen —— (twin) d of John W and Susan M June 26 1934 ... 31: 203
Allen —— (c) d of Florence E Jan 22 1935 .................. 32: 142
Allenson —— s of George T and Louella T May 2 1934 ....... 31: 192
Allessandro Frances of Dominic and Susie Nov 26 1935 .... 32: 127
Allin Agnes A of Thomas J and Madeline Nov 6 1934 ...... 31: 252
Allin Edward F of Francis E and Mary Jan 17 1935 ......... 32: 6
Allin Thomas J of Thomas J and Madeline Feb 11 1933 .... 31: 15
Alling Richard of Edward D and Roby M Feb 10 1933 ...... 31: 15
Alling Thomas B of Thomas B and Helen T Jan 29 1932 .... 30: 158
Allison William C of Guy C and Anna E Dec 24 1934 ..... 31: 269
Allsop Spencer B of Warren S and Esther E June 9 1935 ... 32: 61
Allstrom Joyce of Harold E and Sarah Oct 1 1935 .......... 32: 143
Allsup Walter J of James and Jessie Feb 20 1931 .......... 30: 20
Allsworth Arthur V of Arthur V and Mary E Nov 22 1935 ... 32: 126
Allsworth Miriam J of Joseph and Dorothy Dec 23 1934 ... 31: 269
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Almagno Camilla A of Giovannibattista and Esther Dec 15
1932 .......................................................... 30:283
Almagno Concetta L V of Giovanni and Maria July 11 1932... 30:222
Almagno Lucia A of Domenico and Rosa July 28 1933........... 31: 78
Almagno Raimondo of Domenico and Maria G Aug 2 1931...... 30: 88
Almagno Theresa J of Giovannibattista and Esther May 8
1931 .......................................................... 30: 53
Almeida Agnes of Amancio P and Rosalina Mar 8 1933........ 31: 33
Almeida Alfred T of Manuel A and Mary Dec 20 1931......... 30:141
Almeida Dorothy A of Abel and Esther Jan 12 1934............ 31:142
Almeida Jacqueline M (c) of John and Marion H Dec 23 1934.31:269
Almeida Manuel T (c) of Thomas M and Henriqueta J Apr 3
1933 .......................................................... 31: 35
Almeida Mary D of Manuel and Mary Feb 27 1934.............. 31:158
Almeida Olimpia M (c) of John and Marion Oct 3 1933....... 31: 105
Almeida Teresa R of Manuel and Mary Dec 1 1935............. 32: 130
Almeida Thomas J (c) of Thomas M and Henriqueta J Sept 30
1935 .......................................................... 32:105
Almeida Thomas M (c) of Thomas M and Henriqueta J Nov 16
1931 .......................................................... 30:128
Almeida Viola A of Manuel and Mary June 24 1934............ 31:200
Almgren Karl O of Karl O and Grace Apr 4 1935.............. 32: 36
Almon Louise of Peter F and Isabel M Feb 14 1933............. 31: 17
Almonte Alessandro of Alessandro and Maria Nov 24 1932.... 30:276
Almonte Alfred P of Alessandro and Maria R June 14 1934.... 31:197
Almonte Anne A of Angelo and Santina Sept 4 1935........... 32: 96
Almonte Anthony of Angelo and Santina Mar 6 1934.......... 31:162
Almonte Anthony J of Errico and Anna F Aug 20 1934....... 31:223
Almonte Edith F of Pasquale and Francesca Feb 13 1934..... 31:153
Almonte Francesca of Angelo and Santina Oct 25 1932...... 30:265
Almonte Francesca A of Errico and Anna F Dec 17 1931.... 30:140
Almonte Pasquale of Pasquale and Francesca Feb 15 1932..... 30:165
Almonte — d of Alfredo and Delia Oct 2 1934................. 31:250
Alquist Francis P of Helmar E and Rose H Mar 11 1934..... 31:164
Almy Donald C of Roger C and Irene T July 10 1932....... 30:222
Almy Richard T of Roger C and Irene T Mar 16 1931...... 30: 31
Almy Ruth M of John H and Minona Dec 2 1931.............. 30:135
Aloia Elena O of Gennaro and Gennarina Aug 10 1933....... 31: 85
Aloia Eva M of Gennaro and Gennarina Jan 5 1932........... 30:150
Aloisio Antonio D of Antonio and Luisa Aug 31 1932........ 30:242
Aloisio Arthur O of Antonio and Luisa May 6 1934......... 31:183
Aloisio Maria of Antonio and Luisa May 16 1931............... 30: 56
Alpaio James of Agostino and Emilia Nov 13 1933............ 31:118
Alper Jerome W of Benjamin and Mary May 7 1931........... 30: 52
Alper Sally A of Benjamin and Mary July 25, 1932............ 30:227
Alpert Leonard of Jacob and Esther M May 14 1934.......... 31:186
Alsfeld Adolph W of Adolph W and Gertrude Feb 16 1932... 30:165
Alsfeld Barbara A of Adolph W and Gertrude E Jan 20 1934... 31:145
Alsfeld Mary-Lou of Walter E and Lovell Nov 23 1935...... 32:126
Alsfeld Richard W of Walter E and Lovell July 30 1933..... 31: 79
Alterio William P of Guglielmo and Dora Nov 9 1934..... 31:233
Altham William F N of John and Mary Mar 15 1932......... 30:176
Althans Joan of Adelbert A and Hildred May 8 1931......... 30: 53
Altieri Anthony P of Salvatore S and Ersilia Dec 11 1933... 31:128
Altieri Antonio of Antonio and Eugenia Apr 26 1932......... 30:192
Altieri Antonio of Antonio and Lena Feb 9 1934............. 31:152
Altieri Carmela A of Antonio and Lena July 30 1932........ 30:229
Altieri Edith V of Flore and Beatrice Mar 7 1931.......... 30: 28
Altieri Florindino T of Florindino and Mary A Feb 20 1934... 31:156
Altieri Stefano B of Francesco and Giuseppina Dec 3 1931... 30:135
Altman David L of Edward M and Florence Nov 12 1932..... 30:272
Altobello Frederic R of Arturo and Anna C June 26 1931... 30: 72
Altomare Rosa of Giovanni and Ripalta Sept 12 1932...... 30:247
Altoonian Surpouni of Sarkis and Arousyag May 22 1932..... 30:202
Altounian Hagop of Artin and Mariam Jan 28 1931......... 30: 11
Alverson Elaine H of Chester B and Margaret Mar 21 1934... 31:167
Alverson Joan E of Chester B and Margaret Apr 23 1935.... 32: 42
Alves Adelaide of Manuel and Maria A Jan 26 1935........ 32:  S
Alves Antonio C (c) of Antonio C and Maria R Sept 1 1933... 31: 94
Alves Eduardo L of Antonio L and Marian Aug 27 1933..... 31: 90
Alves Irwin E (c) of Benigno S and Beatrice G Apr 13 1931.. 30: 43
Alves Joanna G (c) of Julio C and Ludwina May 12 1931..... 30: 54
Alves Joao A (c) of Antonio C and Maria R Feb 7 1932..... 30:162
Alves John (c) of Julio C and Ludwina Feb 4 1933....... 31: 13
Alves Mannel of Manuel and Maria A Mar 2 1933........... 31: 33
Alves Maria C of Manuel and Maria A Dec 3 1931..... 31:145
Alves Rita H of Jose H and Rita D July 18 1934.... 31:210
Alves Rose of Charles J and Edna F Mar 6 1934........... 31:162
Alvino Anna C M of Salvatore and Angelina M May 15 1934.. 31:186
Alviti Antonio of Silverio and Domenica July 13 1931.... 30:  80
Amado Althea I (c) of Anthony and Lillian Dec 3 1931..... 30:135
Amado Anthony (c) of Anthony S and Marion Feb 23 1935.... 32: 19
Amado Elsie L (c) of Peter and Mary May 25 1933.......... 31: 54
Amado George S (c) of Joao S and Rosa Oct 29 1931......... 30:121
Amado John (c) of Joao S and Rosa Oct 17 1932......... 30:262
Amado Joseph of Bertha Mar 26 1931............... 30: 35
Amado Juan A (c) of Mary Dec 31 1934.................. 31:271
Amado Maria S (c) of Joao S and Rosa May 11 1934......... 31:185
Amado Ronald L (c) of Julio C and Marie L June 17 1933... 31:  64
Amado Wilfred A (c) of Mary Dec 22 1935.............. 32:139
Amado —— d (c) of Julio C and Marie L July 14 1934..... 31:216
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Amalfitano Lucia of Matteo and Giulia Feb 14 1933............31: 17
Amalfitano Maria E of Francesco and Luisa June 29 1931.....30: 73
Amalfitano Vincenzo of Matteo and Giulia Apr 11 1931......30: 42
Amanso Angelina (Twin) of Antonio J and Angelina Oct 8
1935 .............................................................32:118
Amanso Maria (Twin) of Antonio J and Angelina Oct 8 1935,32:110
Amaral Alfred H of Alfred and Pauline Jan 14 1934.........31:143
Amaral Alfredo of Moises and Henrietta July 10 1932.....30:222
Amaral Alice of Joseph M and Julia July 20 1935.........32: 78
Amaral Antonio of Antonio B and Maria E Feb 7 1933.....31: 14
Amaral Arnold of John and Mary Aug 18 1935.............32: 90
Amaral Barbara A of John and Mary Sept 6 1933..............31: 95
Amaral Charles of Charles and Emily Aug 2 1935...........32: 84
Amaral Elizabeth A of Joseph J and Maria A July 4 1935...32: 72
Amaral Francisco of Francisco and Maria A July 14 1935...32: 76
Amaral George of Manuel B and Sadie Feb 25 1932.........30:168
Amaral Gloria H of Anthony E and Gladys L Sept 30 1933...31:103
Amaral James A of Anthony E and Gladys L Feb 22 1932...30:167
Amaral Joao of Joao and Maria Aug 10 1932...............30:235
Amaral Joao of Joao and Lydia Aug 11 1933.............31: 85
Amaral John E of Lawrence T and Mary H Apr 26 1933.....31: 43
Amaral Joseph of Joseph and Nora Feb 9 1935..............32: 14
Amaral Manuel of Mary Apr 27 1933 .........................31: 43
Amaral Norma of Joseph M and Julia May 6 1932........30:197
Amaral Phyllis of John R and Hilda Apr 11 1931..............30: 42
Amaral Thelma of Antonio B and Maria E May 4 1932.......30:197
Amaral —— (Twin) s of Manuel and Marion Aug 31 1931...30: 99
Amaral —— (Twin) s of Manuel and Marion Aug 31 1931...30: 99
Amato Angelina A of Carmine and Mollie Apr 9 1931........30: 41
Amatore Giovanna of Domenico and Genoveva Jan 28 1931...30: 11
Ambach Gordon McK of Russell W and Ethel Nov 10 1934...31:254
Ambler James R of Harry and Florence May 10 1934.......31:184
Ambrose John M of Walter and Gladys E June 19 1933......31: 64
Ambrose Raymond J of Joseph C and Stasia S Sept 7 1932...30:245
Ambrosini Virginia G of Giuseppe and Angelina Dec 31 1934...31:271
Ambrosino Amelia A of Francesco and Antonetta Sept 15 1933,31: 98
Amelio Teresa of Carmine and Erminia Dec 12 1932.........30:283
Amedola Marianna N of Antonio and Marie R Dec 10 1931...30:138
Amerantes Edward F of Americo and Nellie Oct 9 1934.....31:242
Americanian Sooren of Kevork and Queeni Mar 8 1932....30:174
Ames Gail C of Henry F and Ina Apr 2 1934...............31:172
Ames Jean F of Henry F and Ina July 19 1931...............30: 82
Ames Sally A of Merton and Thelma Oct 1 1935.............32:108
Amicarelli Dina V C of Biagio and Assunta Aug 1 1931....30: 98
Amicarelli Domenico F of Domenico and Anna May 13 1931...30: 55
Amison Frank A of Frank H and Gladys M Oct 19 1934.....31:245
BIRTHS

Amitrano Maria of Raffaele and Concetta May 5 1932 .................. 30: 197
Amodei Anna L of Achille and Vittoria July 26 1932 .............. 30: 228
Amode Alice M of Charles and Alice M Oct 10 1933 ............. 31: 107
Amodie James J of Charles and Alice Mar 28 1935 ............... 32: 32
Amore Carmine of Carmine and Carmela Jan 6 1933 .............. 31: 31
Amore Dolores of Carmine and Carmela Aug 6 1934 ............... 31: 218
Amore Ella C of Giro A P and Angelina E Nov 28 1932 .......... 30: 277
Amore Francesco of Francesco and Ida C Jan 21 1935 ............ 32: 7
Amore Lucylle M of Giro A P and Angelina E Oct 5 1934 ....... 31: 241
Amoriggi Anna V of Giuseppe and Mary Sept 28 1933 ............ 31: 192
Amoriggi Helen D of Giuseppe and Mary Feb 19 1935 .......... 32: 18
Amoriggi Janet E of Cosmo P and Elizabeth Sept 24 1933 ....... 31: 101
Amoroso Frank of Michele and Angela M B July 31 1935 ......... 32: 82
Amoroso George A of Giorgio P and Luisa I May 14 1935 ....... 32: 51
Amoroso Louise M of Giorgio P and Luisa I Feb 27 1934 ........ 31: 158
Amoroso Luise M of Giuseppe and Maria G Feb 27 1934 .......... 31: 158
Amoruso Giuseppe A of Domenicantonio and Loreta Mar 1 .... 1931 ........................................ 30: 26
Amoruso Vittorio E of Domenicantonio and Loreta Mar 30 .... 1933 ........................................ 31: 33
Anagnostopoulos Harry R of Harry and Anna Nov 27 1934 ...... 31: 259
Anagnostopoulos —— d of Harry and Anna June 3 1932 .......... 30: 207
Anastone Searla M of Joseph and Virginia P June 28 1933 ...... 31: 67
Anatone Barbara P of Antonio and Carmella Nov 1 1935 ...... 32: 119
Anatone Paul of Antonio and Carmela Sept 4 1931 .............. 30: 101
Ancona Mary L of Antonio and Lena Dec 26 1933 ............... 31: 132
Ancona Paolina G of Antonio and Lena Nov 15 1932 .......... 30: 273
Ancone Jennie A of Marco and Lucia Apr 17 1933 .............. 31: 40
Andelman Lois of David and Sara Oct 2 1932 .................. 30: 256
Andersen Andrew E of Andrew E and Jeanie T Jan 2 1931 ....... 30: 1
Andersen Derek N of Aksel E and Doris Oct 20 1934 .......... 31: 246
Andersen Richard E of Andrew E and Jeanie T Sept 1 1934 .... 31: 229
Anderson Albert L of Carl J and Mae L Apr 28 1933 .......... 31: 44
Anderson Alden B of Alfred and Charlotte A Sept 2 1931 .... 30: 100
Anderson Alice B of Henry and Regina July 23 1935 .......... 32: 79
Anderson Barbara J of Clarence E and Hildre Aug 8 1933 ...... 31: 84
Anderson Betty J of Holger and Elsie Mar 22 1935 .......... 32: 29
Anderson Carl E of Carl E and Viola Jan 4 1931 .............. 30: 2
Anderson David L of David L and Virginia Mar 23 1932 ...... 30: 179
Anderson Donald A of Arthur P and Ellen May 4 1932 ......... 30: 197
Anderson Donald H of Gustave H and Ebbeta S I Jan 28 1933 .. 31: 9
Anderson Donald J of Dorothy Sept 16 1932 ................ 30: 248
Anderson Donald O of Albert E and Edith E Oct 23 1931 ....... 30: 119
Anderson Edith E of Andrew and Edith L Jan 30 1931 ......... 30: 11
Anderson Edith E of Gustaf A and Mary July 29 1931 ......... 30: 85
Anderson Elmer M of Elmer M and Hernanda Oct 5 1933 ....... 31: 106
Anderson George A of George A and Florence B Oct 31 1931...30:121
Anderson Helen E of Francis A and Mildred A Dec 31 1931...30:144
Anderson Henry of Henry and Anna Sept 10 1931...........30:102
Anderson Herbert A of Herbert A and Isabelle B Sept 28 1931...30:108
Anderson Hope M of Frank E and Mary P Feb 6 1931.........30:15
Anderson Irene C of Alfred and Charlotte A Apr 22 1933....31:42
Anderson James R of Joseph E and Catherine T Feb 20 1934..31:156
Anderson Jean E of Joseph A and Margaret T Feb 23 1931...30:21
Anderson Jean E (Twin) of Axel T and Wilhelmina C Aug 10
1933 ........................................31:85
Anderson Jean M of John H and Margaret J Dec 4 1934.....31:262
Anderson Joan of Cameron B and Mary Jan 3 1931...........30:1
Anderson Joan M (Twin) of Axel T and Wilhelmina C Aug 10
1933 ........................................31:85
Anderson Joan R of Ivar and Elvera July 5 1935..........32:72
Anderson John F of Herbert C and Irene July 28 1934.....31:214
Anderson Joseph E of Elmer J and Catherine T Aug 5 1932...30:242
Anderson Joseph E of Joseph E and Mary H Mar 22 1934....31:167
Anderson Joyce A of Herbert A and Isabelle B Feb 6 1935...32:13
Anderson Joyce V of John E and Helen T May 13 1933....31:51
Anderson Judith of Alvan and Margaret I July 23 1935.....32:79
Anderson Lois C of Birger E and Margaret M Mar 8 1934....31:163
Anderson Luella M of Helmer L and Ruth Dec 1 1932.......30:280
Anderson Marilyn I of Walter R and Hilda June 18 1932...32:213
Anderson Marjorie A of George F and Sarah P Jan 6 1931...30:2
Anderson Raymond G of Arthur G and Winnifred Nov 18 1931.30:129
Anderson Rebecca B of Karl B and Florence Feb 25 1932....30:168
Anderson Rhoda D of Clarence W and Martha Mar 22 1935...32:29
Anderson Rita E of Edwin A and Mabel E Aug 2 1935........32:84
Anderson Robert of Anders L and Dorothy Oct 12 1932.....30:260
Anderson Robert A of Andrew and Anna G Oct 12 1931....30:114
Anderson Robert C of Carl O and Evelyn Apr 26 1932......30:192
Anderson Roy H of Julia Oct 10 1934........................31:242
Anderson Sheila M of John and Agnes May 21 1933.........31:53
Anderson Shirley M of George F and Sarah P Jan 12 1933...31:4
Anderson Shirley M of Carl E and Blanche M Jan 1 1935...32:1
Anderson Victor deB of Carl W and Estelle Dec 22 1931....30:141
Anderson William A of Clarence A and Bertha M Aug 2 1933..31:82
Anderson William A of Elmer J and Catherine T Aug 29 1935.32:93
Anderson — d of Arthur G and Winnifred July 1 1935......32:71
Andoscia James C of Carlo and Amelia T Sept 18 1932.....30:249
Andoscia Joseph P of Joseph P and Grace F Aug 13 1935...32:88
Andrade Abel M (c) of Carlos and Ietalvina Feb 6 1932....30:162
Andrade Alvera (Twin) (c) of Bastiana Dec 18 1932.........30:284
Andrade Anthony of Anthony and Louise Aug 16 1934......31:221
Andrade Anthony S (c) of Sebastian and Mary Oct 3 1932...30:267
Andrade Antonio (c) of Antonio M and Celestina G June 13
1931..................................................30:267
Andrade Edwin N (c) of Antonio M and Celestina G Aug 5
1933 ..................................................31:83
Andrade Elizabeth M (c) of Sebastian and Mary Dec 18 1933.31:130
Andrade Eufemia (c) of Sebastiana April 18 1931...........30:45
Andrade George J of Frank J and Laura D June 30 1934.....31:202
Andrade Irene (Twin) of Anthony and Louise Mar 24 1932...30:179
Andrade Joan N of Louise Aug 24 1933.......................31:80
Andrade John P of John and Luella D Dec 11 1935.........32:133
Andrade Jose (Twin) (c) of Sebastiana Dec 18 1932........30:284
Andrade Luiz (c) of Jose L and Antonia B June 2 1931......30:64
Andrade Marcellina (c) of Sebastiana June 2 1934.........31:193
Andrade Pauline E of Alfred T and Nellie M Mar 20 1935...32:28
Andrade Stella (Twin) of Anthony and Louise Mar 24 1932..30:179
Andrade Valentino F (c) of Antonia Mar 29 1934...........31:169
Andre David of Francisco and Maria Mar 25 1934............31:168
Andre Roland G of Joaquin and Dora June 5 1932..........30:208
Andre —— s of Frank and Mary E Dec 31 1931..............30:146
Andreoli Alvina of Antonio and Rachela Mar 12 1935.......32:26
Andreoli Delores of Antonio and Rachael Oct 9 1933......31:107
Andreoli Dorothy of Emilio and Anna June 22 1934.......31:199
Andreoli Robert M of Mario and Ermelinda Dec 13 1933....31:128
Andreozzi Alda G of Rocco and Vincenza Oct 28 1934.......31:248
Andreozzi Antonio C of Giuseppe and Rosa Jan 17 1934....30:6
Andreozzi Corinne L of Domenico and Colomba June 4 1931..30:64
Andreozzi Dorotea A of Giuseppe and Rosa Jan 1 1933.....31:1
Andreozzi Filomena M of Victor and Margherita Mar 6 1934..31:162
Andreozzi Francesco of Diomede and Anita May 8 1933.....31:49
Andreozzi Giovanna R of Luigi and Santina Nov 30 1932...30:278
Andreozzi Giovanni D of Rocco and Vincenza Feb 14 1931...30:18
Andreozzi John A of Armando S and Antonetta Oct 28 1934..31:248
Andreozzi Maria of Natale and Micheline Oct 10 1932......30:259
Andreozzi Robert L of Domenico and Colomba Mar 25 1933..31:31
Andreozzi Rocco G of Rocco and Vincenza Mar 19 1933......31:29
Andreozzi Ruth M of Vincenzo and Constance Apr 30 1934...31:180
Andreozzi Victor S of Victor and Margherita Nov 13 1935...32:122
Andrew Donald G of Raymond K and Jessie Dec 23 1935......32:136
Andrew Robert G of Milton and Dorothy M Aug 26 1933......31:90
Andrew Ronald M of Chester and Marjorie M July 24 1935...32:80
Andrews Arleen C (Twin) of Arthur S and Catherine C Jan
10 1932 .............................................30:151
Andrews Arthur J (Twin) of Arthur S and Catherine C Jan
10 1932 .............................................30:151
Andrews Carolyn M of John C and Frances Feb 1 1935.......32:12
Andrews Claire of Norman L and Ruth M Mar 18 1932...... 30:177
Andrews David L of Arthur S and Marjorie I Nov 20 1933... 31:120
Andrews Donald I of John A and Flora A May 4 1935...... 32: 48
Andrews Edward A of Harry R and Lillian M Jan 4 1933...... 31: 1
Andrews Edward R of Frank C and Ruth F Mar 1 1934...... 31:161
Andrews Frank D of Frank and Ezaltina Nov 30 1935....... 32:128
Andrews Janet E of Harvey O and Ethel M Nov 1 1935...... 32:119
Andrews Jean M of Howard L and Dorothy Feb 25 1934...... 31:157
Andrews Joseph J (c) of Mary Mar 8 1933.................. 31: 26
Andrews Patricia A of Frank and Helen Oct 13 1935....... 32:112
Andrews Robert E of Norman L and Ruth M May 15 1933.... 31: 51
Andrews Robert E of George R and Laura V July 20 1933.... 31: 75
Andrews Robert J of Arthur S and Catherine C Apr 26 1933.. 31: 43
Andrews Shirley L of Harry R and Lillian M Feb 19 1935.... 32: 18
Andrews Virginia M of Joseph P and Mary E Oct 24 1935.... 32:115
Andrews William R of Joseph P and Mary E Jan 26 1931..... 30: 10
Andriole Anthony of Anthony and Elena Oct 12 1932....... 30:260
Androeli Anna E of Riccardo and Elsie June 16 1934...... 31:197
Andryc Edward A of Edward and Olga Dec 7 1931........... 30:137
Andryc Irene M of Thaddeus and Stephanie M May 11 1935.. 32: 50
Andryc Margaret M of Joseph and Adele May 8 1935....... 32: 49
Andryc Phyllis A of Joseph and Adele J June 3 1933....... 31: 59
Andryc Regina M of Thaddeus M and Stephanie M Sept 7 1933. 31: 95
AnyeI Marilyn J of Edward and Jane V July 29 1934......... 31:214
Anforth Carolyn R of Albert and Bessie R July 31 1934..... 31:215
Angarella Richard R of Joseph and Filomena July 31 1935... 32: 82
Angarella Roberto P of Giuseppe and Filomena Sept 23 1932.. 30:251
Angeli Americo P of Americo and Theresa May 13 1935..... 32: 51
Angell Alfred S of Charles S and Clara E Oct 4 1932....... 30:257
Angell Arthur T of Arthur T and Ruth E Dec 20 1933........ 31:131
Angell Beatrice E of Charles S and Clara Mar 23 1931...... 30: 34
Angell Claire of Henry L and Mary Nov 26 1931............. 30:131
Angell Dorothy L of Raymond and Dorothy Dec 26 1934....... 31:270
Angell Francis V of Frank H and Mabel L Apr 28 1933....... 31: 44
Angell Gaythorne J of Gaythorne J and Victoria M Feb 26
1935 ................................................................. 32: 20
Angell Raymond J of Raymond J and Dorothy Mar 11 1931... 30: 29
Angell Richard H of Ernest V and Agnes B June 30 1935..... 32: 69
Angell Robert J of James H and Gladys M May 19 1934....... 31:188
Angell Robert L of Herbert and Florence Sept 29 1935....... 32:105
Angell Robert W of Stanley P and Geneva P E Dec 10 1933... 31:127
Angell Ruth H of Arthur T and Ruth E July 26 1931........... 30: 84
Angell Whitney R of Whitney R and Lillian Dec 27 1933..... 31:133
Angell William P of William P and Pearl M Apr 4 1932...... 30:185
Angeloff Nicholas V of Nicholas V and Helen May 12 1931...30: 54
Angelone Annette of Giovanni and Lillian Oct 25 1933........31:111
Angelone Antonio (Twin) of Giovanni and Lillian Nov 14 1932...30:273
Angelone Evelyn B of Giovanni and Antonetta Oct 29 1933.....31:113
Angelone Joan A of Alberto and Claria M R June 30 1935....32: 69
Angelone Mary L of Domenic and Alice T Mar 1 1934........31:161
Angelone —— (Twin) s of Giovanni and Lillian Nov 14 1932...30:273
Angelotti Antonio A of Antonio and Angela C Jan 5 1933.....31:  2
Angelotti Josephine A of Antonio and Angela C May 30 1934...31:191
Angilly Ruth E of Frederick E and Olive L Nov 16 1931.....30:128
Antonelli —— (Twin) of Albert A and Hilda Sept 24 1931....30:107
Annable Beverly L of Bryan K and Lillian G Jan 26 1932....30:157
Annaldo —— s of Annibale and Elizabeth C Aug 12 1933....31: 85
Annan Barbara A of Richard H and Dorothy V May 1 1935....32: 47
Annan Joan D of Richard H and Dorothy May 10 1931.........30: 54
Annan Marcia L of Richard H and Dorothy V Mar 6 1933....31: 25
Annese Pasquale of Salvatore and Maria Jan 18 1931........30: 6
Annese Rolando D of Damiano and Paulina Dec 10 1932....30:282
Annese Thomas of Salvatore and Maria Feb 1 1932........30:161
Annicelli John of Giovanni and Albina E July 15 1935......32: 76
Annis Albert E of Albert L and Ruth E June 30 1933........31: 67
Annis Robert B of Albert L and Ruth E Apr 14 1932........30:189
Annotti Elaine M of Henry J and Rosa Sept 24 1933........31:101
Annotti Grace of Henry J and Rose June 14 1935........31: 63
Annotti Louise M of Matthew J and Mary I I Aug 15 1931....30: 92
Auskopoey —— s of Joseph and Rose Jan 9 1934........31:149
Ansunini Shirley M of Francesco and Iola N May 2 1935.....32: 47
Anthony Carol L of Irene C Mar 27 1934................31:274
Anthony Edward T of Earle E and Calvina M June 13 1933...31: 62
Anthony Gail L of Gardner L and Evelyn T July 24 1935....32: 80
Anthony George F of George F and Grace L July 28 1931....30: 85
Anthony George F of John R and Anna M Sept 13 1932....30:247
Anthony Henry F of Ralph S and Doris Nov 13 1933........31:118
Anthony Jean of Elinor L Mar 3 1934........................31:274
Anthony Jo-Anne E of Earle E and Virginia B May 1 1933...31: 47
Anthony Joseph P of John R and Anna M Feb 2 1934........31:150
Anthony Madeline of Earle E and Calvina M Apr 25 1935....32: 43
Anthony Marion F of Willard B and Helen E Sept 4 1934....31:229
Anthony Robert F of William and Palmira S Dec 5 1932....30:281
Anthony William H of William H and Cecilia R July 29 1934.31:214
Antognani Joseph S of Angelo and Giovannina Nov 5 1933...31:116
Antonelli Antonetta R of Domenico and Assunta June 11 1932.30:210
Antonelli Donato of Donato and Viola Dec 9 1935...........32: 132
Antonelli Elenora A of Americo and Elvira Dec 15 1934......31: 266
Antonelli Elissa A of Alfonzo R A and Luisa Mar 23 1933.....31: 30
Antonelli Elmerinda of Nicola and Anna June 18 1931.......30: 69
Antonelli Francis P of Nicola and Anna Nov 24 1932.........30: 276
Antonelli Jennie of Giovanni and Antonia Sept 1 1933.......31: 94
Antonelli Lucia G of Salvatore and Ida I Oct 27 1933.......31: 112
Antonelli Nicola of Americo and Elvira Apr 10 1932........30: 187
Antonelli Richard C of Cristoforo and Filomena V Aug 1
1934 ...........................................31: 217
Antonelli Richard R of Antonio and Rosanna G July 20 1935..32: 78
Antonelli Salvatore of Salvatore and Ida I Aug 17 1935......32: 89
Antonelli Sylvia M of Antonio and Rosanna G June 11 1934...31: 196
Antonelli Vincenzo E of Salvatore and Ida I Nov 22 1931....31: 130
Antones Delores E of Anthony M and Helen Oct 8 1933.......31: 106
Antonitti Ann R of Liborio and Rosa July 14 1933..........31: 73
Antonson Harold E of Sven E V and Alice S Apr 26 1932....30: 192
Antonson Robert V of Sven E V and Alice S July 18 1934....31: 210
Antonucci Irene L of Luigi and Luisa Dec 24 1934..........31: 269
Antonucci Josephine D of Giorgio and Crescenza Aug 20 1935,32: 91
Antonucci Paul L of Luigi and Luisa Apr 10 1932............30: 187
Antonucci Robert P of Frank and Frances H Oct 13 1934.....31: 243
Antonucci Salvatore V of Salvatore and Giovannina Feb 6
1934 ...........................................31: 151
Antonuccio Anthony of Salvatore and Santa July 31 1935.....32: 82
Antonuccio Jennie D of Giuseppe and Filippa Oct 7 1935.....32: 110
Antonuccio Tomasina A of Salvatore and Santa Nov 15 1932..30: 273
Antuno Gloria E of Antonio and Antonetta Oct 4 1934.......31: 240
Antunno Rinaldo of Rinaldo and Concetta Jan 21 1935.......32: 7
Antuno — d of Raffaele and Ermelinda M Feb 10 1935.......32: 22
Anzelone Marie of Alfonso and Stella S Apr 2 1934..........31: 172
Anzevino Alfred J of Joseph and Maria G Jan 27 1932.......30: 157
Anzivino Frank of Frank and Adele D Sept 4 1932........30: 244
Anzivino Robert J of Rocco and Giovanna June 1 1933.....31: 59
Apece Loraine L of Antonio and Loretta Oct 16 1934.........31: 244
Apece Barbara F of Michael A and Elizabeth F Dec 3 1935...32: 130
Apece Francesco of Antonio and Loretta Mar 10 1931........30: 29
Apece — d of Michael A and Elizabeth F June 30 1933.......31: 68
Apicerno Anthony F of Antonio and Antonetta Jan 27 1932...30: 157
Apicerno Giuliano A of Giuliano and Rosa May 5 1935.......32: 48
Apkarian Kazar of Garabed and Mariam Jan 12 1931..........30: 4
Appell Jill A of Henrietta Sept 7 1933..................31: 95
Appley Mary L of James and Ruth M June 22 1932...........30: 214
Appley Robert E of James and Ruth M Jan 4 1935............32: 2
Appley William E of James and Ruth M Sept 28 1933........31: 102
Applegate John R (c) of William B and Edythe C Mar 11 1934 .................................................. 31: 164
Appleton Donald C of Hubert F and Anna M Nov 11 1934... 31: 254
Appleton Hubert F of Hubert F and Anna M Aug 22 1932.... 30: 239
Appleton Norma L of Harold J and Helen L Oct 15 1932..... 30: 261
Aproian Dikran of Manoog and Macroohi Jan 16 1932.... 30: 154
Aptel Marilyn I of Lester L and Frances R Feb 1 1935........ 32: 12
Aptt Constance M of John F and Anna M Oct 11 1931........ 30: 114
Aquilante Raymond of Mariano and Theresa Sept 7 1934...... 31: 230
Aquilante Domenico of Matteo and Evelina July 17 1933..... 31: 74
Aquilante George of Leo and Maria L May 21 1935.......... 32: 54
Aquilante Luisa of Leo and Maria L July 6 1932........... 30: 220
Aquilante William A of Antonio and Mabel E Dec 23 1934... 31: 269
Aquilio Theresa I of Angelo G and Anita May 22 1934....... 31: 183
Aquino Antoniette Y of Sabatino and Mary G Aug 21 1935... 32: 91
Arabian Joseph E of Joseph E and Doris K July 21 1935..... 32: 79
Arabian Robert H of Mitchell D and Louise A Apr 18 1932.. 30: 190
Arakelian Alice M of John and Marie Aug 21 1935........... 32: 91
Arakelian Harootoun of Hoogas and Tourvanda July 1 1933... 31: 69
Arakelian John of John and Marie J Oct 20 1931........... 30: 117
Arakelian Kevork of Hoogas and Tourvanda Feb 10 1935...... 32: 15
Aramian Martha of Kazar and Nevart G June 9 1934......... 31: 195
Aramian Martha W of Kazar and Nevart G Feb 22 1933....... 31: 19
Aramian Surpouhi of Kazar and Nevart G Jan 19 1932....... 30: 155
Aramini Domenico of Antonio and Liberina July 6 1932...... 30: 220
Aranjo Antonia F (c) of Antonio and Flora Sept 20 1934..... 31: 234
Aranjo George S (c) of Antonio M and Flora May 26 1931... 30: 60
Aranjo Alfred A (c) of Antonio M and Flora M Feb 5 1933.... 31: 14
Aranjo Antonio M (c) of Antonio M and Anna J Nov 23 1934.. 31: 258
Aranjo Eleanor of Manuel S and Maria Nov 20 1931......... 30: 129
Aranjo Juanita A (c) of Antonio M and Anna J Sept 12 1933.. 31: 97
Aranjo Manuel S of Manuel S and Lydia June 27 1933....... 31: 66
Aranjo —— d of Manuel S and Maria Oct 22 1934........... 31: 246
Arbeitsman Norma M of Samuel and Charlotte T Dec 30 1933.. 31: 134
Arbige Vincent A of Ernesto and Mary A Feb 6 1931......... 30: 15
Arbitman Albert of Carl and Elizabeth I Jan 14 1934....... 31: 143
Arbolino Marie J of Alfredo and Filomena July 10 1934...... 31: 207
Arbour Eileen T of John M and Alice Feb 9 1931............ 30: 16
Arcand Jean P of Joseph and Yvonne M Aug 20 1933......... 31: 88
Arcand Paul E of Joseph and Yvonne M Nov 6 1934......... 31: 252
Arcaro Harold C of Harold and Ines Aug 9 1935............ 32: 86
Arcaro Pasco R of Emilio M and Marietta Sept 10 1935...... 32: 99
Archambault Marie L L of Charles D and Colombe Aug 2 1933. 31: 82
Archer Joan M of Herbert F and Helen R Jan 17 1933...... 31: 6
Archer Milton of Dorothy M C Dec 7 1933................... 31: 138
Archer Robert C of Alfred V and Caroline Sept 20 1932..... 30: 250
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Archer Robert W of Garnett E and Marjorie A Mar 5 1933... 31: 25
Archer Russell C of Alfred V and Caroline July 25 1934..... 31: 212
Archer — d of George and Alice F Dec 14 1933............. 31: 136
Archetto Donald A of August and Mafalda F Feb 2 1935.... 32: 12
Arciero Diana M of Giuseppe and Maria June 19 1935...... 32: 63
Arciero Roberto G of Giuseppe and Maria May 26 1932..... 30: 203
Arciero — d of William and Marguerite Mar 10 1931...... 30: 29
Arena Anthony of Anthony and Florence I Mar 22 1935..... 32: 29
Arena Concetta of Raffaele and Chiara Feb 15 1933......... 31: 17
Arena Giovanna M of Nicola and Maria S Mar 10 1934..... 31: 163
Arena Nicola of Nicola and Maria S Jan 22 1931........... 30: 8
Argenio Louis F of Frank and Anna Aug 11 1935..... 32: 87
Argente Rocco of Rocco G and Rachela Nov 18 1931........ 30: 129
Arlia Giuseppe of Pasquale and Rosalinda Aug 14 1935..... 32: 88
Arling Richard A of Percy R and Ruth A Feb 11 1935..... 32: 15
Armato Irene M of Humbert and Angelina Dec 30 1935..... 32: 138
Armas Beverly A of Joseph F and Evelyn Dec 30 1934..... 31: 271
Armbrust Bertha W of Gottlob and Bertha W Jan 19 1934... 31: 145
Armbrust Donald G of Gottlob and Bertha Aug 29 1932..... 30: 241
Armente Giovanni of Giuseppe and Sabatina Mar 20 1931... 30: 33
Armente Louis of Giuseppe and Sabatina Jan 31 1933..... 31: 11
Armenti Evelyn of Giuseppe and Sabatina Jan 15 1935..... 32: 5
Armington Joan M of Joseph A and Mary H Aug 3 1932..... 30: 232
Armitage Carol B of George H and Marta L July 17 1933.... 31: 74
Armitage Grace M of Ralph E and Evelyn G Jan 23 1935.... 32: 8
Armm Faith E of Harold M and Alice M Apr 20 1934...... 31: 177
Armour Barbara A of Christopher H and Agatha M Feb 14
1935 .................. 32: 16
Armstrong Audrey of Donald D and Alice C Oct 16 1935... 32: 112
Armstrong Barbara A of Margaret H May 26 1933......... 31: 55
Armstrong Claire L of Edmund B and Winifred J Feb 16 1933... 31: 17
Armstrong Henry B of Henry B and Ann M Mar 31 1933.... 31: 33
Armstrong Maureen N of Frederick D and Anna H May 15
1931 .................. 30: 55
Arnaoot Rauzia E of Esmond and Margie G Jan 25 1932.... 30: 136
Arnold Alden S of Harold S and Doris A Dec 14 1935..... 32: 134
Arnold Allan W of John E and Elsie M Sept 8 1935..... 32: 98
Arnold Alvah P of Fred S and Ethel R Jan 4 1932....... 30: 150
Arnold Anna M of George H and Anna May 21 1932....... 30: 202
Arnold Barbara J of Edwin and Mildred E July 9 1935..... 32: 74
Arnold Beverley M of Norman S and Mildred Mar 12 1931.... 30: 30
Arnold Carole B of William H and Dorothy G Nov 26 1932... 30: 276
Arnold Carolyn B of Norman S and Mildred Mar 17 1932.... 30: 177
Arnold Elizabeth A of Edwin H and Agnes M June 7 1933... 31: 60
Arnold Evelyn M of Kenneth G and Evelyn L Sept 8 1933.... 31: 96
Arnold Jean F of Robert E and Mary E Jan 16 1934..... 31: 144
Arnold Joseph R of Joseph J and Dorothy Aug 19 1934.....31:223
Arnold Judith S of Sheldon C and Miriam Oct 4 1933.....31:105
Arnold Louise T of George H and Anna M Nov 22 1933.....31:121
Arnold Marjorie M of Herbert and Edith M Apr 4 1935.....32:36
Arnold Patricia A of Norman S and Mildred G Mar 13 1933..31:27
Arnold Philip F of Richard W and Florence Nov 24 1935.....32:126
Arnold Robert E of Robert E and Mary E Nov 27 1932.....30:277
Arnold Rosalie S of Charles P and Rosalie A Aug 27 1933...31:90
Arnold Sarah L of Frank W and Genevieve B May 29 1934..31:190
Arnold William H of William H and Domenica A M Dec 26

1933 .................................................................31:132
Arnold William J of William J and Rose E May 12 1934.....31:185
Arnold Yvonne F of William J and Irene D Sept 17 1934...31:234
Arnestin Martin L of Paul and Adele Feb 16 1932 .........30:291
Aron Edward (Twin) of William and Blanche June 6 1935...32:60
Aron Jerome (Twin) of William and Blanche June 6 1935..32:69
Aron Samuel L of William and Blanche Dec 4 1932 .......30:280
Arone Claire R of Pasquale and Victoria L Sept 5 1933....31:95
Aronne Robert J of Joseph D and Dina L Dec 29 1934.....31:271
Aronovitz Edward of Morris and Ruth Dec 26 1934 .......31:270
Aronovitz Sylvia of William and Blanche Feb 8 1931 .......30:16
Aronovitz Toby G of Harry and Bessie B Sept 28 1933 .....31:102
Aronson Clara A of Adolph H and Sarah Jan 12 1931 .....30:4
Arpin Fleurrette T of Ovila and Laura M Feb 1 1932 ......30:161
Arpin Lorraine A of Ovila and Laura M May 22 1933 .......31:53
Arrico Marion J of Angelo and Sadie M June 29 1935 .....32:69
Arrico Richard E of Pasco A and Mary S July 21 1933 ...31:76
Arrigan Robert F of Leo E and Antoinette M Feb 7 1933...31:14
Arrighie Elizabeth E of William F and Margaret A Oct 10

1933 .................................................................31:107
Arrighie John J of William F and Margaret A May 30 1932..30:205
Arrigo Anna J of Joseph and Vincenza Aug 3 1935 .......32:84
Arrigo Maria of Giuseppe and Vincenza Jan 6 1934 .......31:140
Arruda Dorothy C of Antonio and Christine Feb 3 1933...31:13
Arruda James W of James and Florence Nov 3 1931 .....30:124
Arruda John R of John R and Mary Aug 16 1933 .......31:86
Arruda Joseph of John R and Mary Aug 25 1934 .......31:225
Arruda —— s of Anthony and Mary Sept 27 1933 ..........31:104
Arsenault Dolores C of Arthur L and Rose A Jan 3 1934...31:139
Arsenault Donald H of Henry W and Lillian M July 11 1931.30:79
Arsenault Joan F of Joseph W and Frances R Aug 11 1934..31:220
Arsenault Joseph F of Philip and Mary Oct 4 1931 .....30:112
Arsenault Robert L of Tilmont and Artemiz Sept 21 1931..30:106
Arthur George K of George K and Armosa I Nov 9 1935 ....32:121
Arthur Mabel L of James and Mildred I May 13 1935 .....32:51
Aruda Helen E of Adolphus and Helena Apr 4 1934......31: 172
Arvidson Earl R of Gustave H and Regina Nov 10 1934......31: 254
Arvidson Joan M of Raymond E and Elizabeth F Sept 20 1932, 30: 250
Arvidson Robert A of Gustave H and Regina Apr 8 1933......31: 37
Arwezon Dawn I of Robert K G and Edith June 21 1934......31: 199
Arzomanian Leonard G of Richard and Marie C June 23 1934......31: 200
Arzt Beverly G of Emil F and Esther L Mar 15 1931......30: 31
Asadoorian Araxy of Nishan and Nevart Oct 17 1933......31: 109
Asadoorian Barg A of Nishan and Nevart Oct 4 1931......30: 112
Asciola Paolo of Louis and Sipontena Mar 25 1934......31: 168
Asciolla Antonio R of Giovanni and Maria F Apr 5 1935......32: 36
Asdoorian Karekin of John and Almas Feb 25 1931......30: 22
Ash Bertha H of Charles A and Bertha H Apr 20 1931......30: 46
Ash Earl (c) (Twin) of Paul and Cecelia M E Oct 5 1932......30: 257
Ash Maybelle L (c) of Paul and Cecelia M E Dec 11 1934......31: 265
Ash Paul (c) (Twin) of Paul and Cecelia M E Oct 5 1932......30: 257
Ash Robert C of Albert W and Anna D Mar 28 1931......30: 35
Ashe Gwendolyn C (c) of James R and Pauline Jan 19 1934......31: 145
Asher Andry J of Lester G and Grace E Feb 28 1934......31: 158
Ashman Nancy A of Harry T and Evelyn A June 24 1932......30: 215
Ashness William of William and Mary A July 27 1933......31: 78
Ashton Arthur J (c) of Grace L Sept 6 1933......31: 95
Ashton Charles of Harry and Lillian P Nov 3 1931......30: 124
Ashton Frederick W of Varlow and Nettie E July 17 1931......30: 81
Ashton Harold P of Harold P and Pearl C Nov 27 1934......31: 259
Ashton Shirley A of Harold M and Susanna A Jan 24 1935......32: 8
Ashworth Carole A of Zachariah and Margaret M June 2 1934......31: 193
Ashworth Joan A of Thomas and Irene M Aug 20 1935......32: 90
Ashworth Zachariah of Zachariah and Margaret M Jan 15
1932 ..........................................................30: 153
Askins Irene S of Isadore and Bella Oct 22 1934......31: 246
Aspden Alice M of Fred and Lucy Jan 9 1934......31: 141
Aspinwall Donald N of Moses and Ruth B June 12 1932......30: 211
Aspinwall Joan of Everett H and Ruth Apr 1 1931......30: 39
Aspinwall Ruth of Herbert C and Ethel Nov 21 1933......31: 120
Aspray Marilyn J of James F and Mildred C July 12 1935......32: 142
Aspray — d of John and Florence Mar 7 1932......30: 183
Asprinio Alfonso R of Alfredo and Adelina Jan 20 1931......30: 7
Assanti Raffaele of Raffaele and Concetta Oct 28 1931......30: 122
Assanti Raymond of Raffaele and Concetta Sept 28 1933......31: 102
Assanti Rose of Raffaele and Concetta Nov 22 1935......32: 126
Asselin Andre A of Albert A and Cordelia D Sept 10 1935......32: 99
Astbury Roberta J of Herbert and Mary Oct 21 1932......30: 263
Astley John of John J and Margaret M Feb 5 1931......30: 15
Atamanian Astrig D of Dickran and Badzar June 6 1935......32: 60
Atamian Aznv of Manoog K and Newie B Mar 6 1931......30: 27
Atamian Berjoohy E of Michael K and Elizabeth N Sept 7
1931 ............................................................30: 101
Atamian Shirley of Manoog and Nevar B Nov 21 1935......32: 125
Atansian Margarid of Gurgh and Maria Aug 24 1934......31: 225
Ataide Robert of Manuel S and Alice Nov 7 1935.............32: 121
Atigian John S of Bedros and May Oct 16 1934..............31: 244
Atkins Barbara J of Walter W and Charlotte Feb 20 1935....32: 18
Atkinson Nancy C of Alan and Eveline Feb 14 1932.........30: 164
Attanasio Guido G of Augustina July 14 1935.................32: 76
Attruia George W of Vincenzo and Raffaela Feb 22 1934....31: 157
Atwood Beverly A of Clarence W and Emma B July 2 1931...30: 76
Aube Charles A of Wilfred R and Catherine M Dec 29 1931....30: 144
Aube Thomas H J of Eugene P and Odile V Jan 27 1931......30: 19
Aubin Lorraine M of George E and M Berthe Feb 5 1931......30: 15
Aubin Rita M of David J and Elizabeth M Nov 19 1932......30: 274
Auclair Wilfrid N of Wilfrid N and Mary Oct 13 1932.......30: 260
Aucone Anna E of Fortunato and Maria Mar 12 1932.........30: 175
Aucone Anna P of Ernesto and Flavia Feb 22 1934............31: 157
Aucone Anthony J of Fortunato and Maria Nov 8 1933.......31: 116
Aucone James of Marco and Lucia May 26 1935.................32: 55
Audet Edward F of Alfred D and Esther R Dec 24 1931......30: 142
Audet Esther R of Alfred D and Esther R July 28 1934......31: 214
Audet —— s of Arthur and Medora Jan 25 1933..............31: 9
Audet —— s of Frederic G A and Medora Apr 5 1935........32: 36
Audette Dorothy L of Edward J and Jennie May 17 1935.....32: 52
Audette Jean M of Jean M and Marie Jan 27 1931............30: 10
Audette Joan M of Hormidas and Lillian July 29 1935........32: 81
Audette Normand R of Rudolph J and Margaret C Nov 21
1934 ..................................................................31: 258
Augusta —— s of Antone and Rosa Jan 13 1931.............30: 13
Augustine —— s of William S and Sophie Nov 20 1931.....30: 129
Augustus Anthony of Peter and Amy S Mar 3 1933.........31: 24
Augustyn Constance of William J and Sophie May 8 1935....32: 49
Augustyn Joseph of Nicholas E and Jennie July 21 1932.....30: 226
Augustyn Virginia M of William J and Sophie C Sept 9 1933...31: 96
Augustyn —— s of Nicholas E and Jennie July 11 1934.....31: 208
Aurecchia Frank of Frank and Columbia Dec 6 1934.........31: 263
Aurecchia Leonora A of Antonio and Louisa July 24 1933....31: 76
Aurecchia Philip H of Ernest and Maria G Feb 9 1931........30: 16
Aurelio Albert A of Albert and Concetta Apr 15 1931.......30: 44
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Austin Carol E of William L and Ethel M Dec 1 1932........... 30: 280
Austin Carol L of John W and Edna J Dec 15 1933............. 31: 129
Austin Elwin F of Elwin F and Pearl A June 25 1933.......... 31: 66
Austin Gordon C of Edward R and Mollie July 12 1933......... 31: 72
Austin Harold C of Harold L and Marie A June 24 1935...... 32: 67
Austin Joan B of Stephen H and Charlotte B Dec 30 1933.... 31: 134
Austin Natalie R of Joel D and Ruth June 9 1932............. 30: 209
Austin Patricia M of Ernest G and Eleanor M Mar 20 1935.... 32: 28
Austin Priscilla L of Winslow E and Alice L May 12 1931.... 30: 147
Austin Robert S of Stephen H and Charlotte B May 7 1931... 30: 53
Austin Roy A of Edward R and Mollie Jan 30 1932............. 30: 158
Austin Shirley A of Henry W and Dorothy Apr 9 1934......... 31: 174
Austin Vivian A of Elwin F and Pearl A Feb 18 1935......... 32: 17
Austin William E of William E and Ida Aug 26 1932........... 30: 240
Austin —— d of Winslow E and Alice L Dec 22 1932........... 30: 292
Austin —— s of Edward and Charlotte Dec 5 1934............. 31: 262
Autote Omer R of Irene Aug 9 1933.................................. 31: 84
Avakian Antranig of Babig and Varvar Jan 9 1932............. 30: 151
Avakian Arlene E of Bagdasar and Ardemis Aug 26 1933....... 31: 90
Avakian Elizabeth S of Arminag G and Aznive Apr 6 1933..... 31: 36
Avallone —— d of Vincent and Caroline Apr 12 1934........... 31: 181
A'Vant Herbert O of Alvina Sept 15 1932........................ B-1: 77
Avanco Anna F of Francesco and Cira Nov 12 1931............. 30: 127
Avanco Frank of Francesco and Cira June 6 1934............... 31: 194
Aranista Antonio G of Salvatore and Virginia July 26 1934... 31: 213
Aranista Eduardo N of Salvatore and Virginia May 16 1932.... 30: 200
Avedisian George E of Arsen G and Esther D Feb 15 1932..... 30: 165
Avedisian Kenarig of Garabed and Haganush May 1 1933...... 31: 47
Avedisian Wilson of Vahan and Alma Aug 11 1932............. 30: 235
Avella Adella of Felice and Florenza Aug 26 1932............. 30: 249
Avella Edward of Felice and Florenza July 4 1935............. 32: 72
Averill Payson B of Payson B and Edna Apr 4 1933............ 31: 36
Avery Dolores J of George S and Nellie June 20 1932........ 30: 213
Ayers Edwin J of James B and Helen S Oct 22 1932........... 30: 264
Ayers Everett E of Earle and Margaret Nov 8 1931.......... 30: 126
Aylesworth Catherine D of William H and Mary A June 18...
1932 ............................................................. 30: 213
Aylesworth Mary L of Chester F and Rose A Nov 5 1935..... 32: 120
Aylesworth Patsy A of Chester F and Rose A Oct 1 1932..... 30: 256
Aylesworth Robert J of William H and Mary A May 13 1935... 32: 51
Aylesworth William of William H and Mary A Apr 8 1931..... 30: 41
Aylward Mary L of Philip L and Mary Aug 24 1932............ 30: 240
Ayrssian Noreen E of Mugrdich and Annie May 6 1935........ 32: 49
Azarian George J of Kazar H and Mildred E Sept 25 1932..... 30: 252
Azarian Louise of Kazar H and Mildred E Sept 4 1934........ 31: 230
Azavedo Ann of Hilda R Dec 18 1933................................. 31: 130
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Azevedo Bertha of Frank and Anna Aug 18 1935 .......... 32: 90
Azevedo Dolores of John and Mary Nov 14 1934 .......... 31: 255
Azevedo John M of Francisco and Anna June 16 1932 ....... 30: 212
Azevedo Jose V of Victor and Emilia May 9 1931 .......... 30: 53
Aznavoorian Manooshag of George and Surpouhi Oct 8 1935 .. 32: 110
Aznavoorian Sara of George and Surpouhi July 17 1931 ...... 30: 81
Aznavoorian Vartan of George and Surpouhi Dec 5 1932 ..... 30: 281
Aznavourian William V of Vahram and Beatrice Apr 16 1931 .. 30: 44
Azulay Marilyn C (c) of Roy F and Dorothea Sept 9 1933 .. 31: 96
Azulay Roy F (c) of Roy F and Dorothea Dec 13 1931 ...... 30: 139

Baccari Jane C of Raymond C and Jane T Dec 5 1931 .. 30: 136
Bachke Paul H of Henry F and Dagmar L H Nov 26 1935 .. 32: 127
Babbit John M of Beatrice Mar 8 1932 ................. 30: 291
Babbitt — d of Albert L and Helen R Nov 12 1932 ....... 30: 279
Babbs Robert E of Richard C and Adeline A Jan 10 1934 ... 31: 142
Babcock Barbara of Ellen Dec 10 1933 ................. 31: 127
Babcock Dorothy A of George F and Marie M Nov 28 1931 .. 30: 132
Babcock Irma E of William L and Rose A Dec 2 1932 ..... 30: 280
Babin Beverley J of Louis T and Florence E June 9 1935 ... 32: 61
Babin James R of Louis T and Florence E Mar 5 1931 ...... 30: 37
Babington Edward V of Vernon E and Agnes G Dec 31 1933 .. 31: 134
Baccala Joseph A of Domenico and Lucy D Mar 1 1935 .... 32: 23
Baccari Angelina of Gaetano and Angelina Oct 20 1932 ...... 30: 263
Baccari Anna (Twin) of Errico and Anita June 4 1933 .... 31: 60
Baccari Beverly (Twin) of Errico and Anita June 4 1933 .. 31: 59
Baccari Claire C of Errico and Anita July 30 1934 ...... 31: 214
Baccari Michael of Michele and Giovannina Sept 29 1933 ... 31: 102
Baccari Rita B of Mario R and Elena A Aug 23 1934 ...... 31: 224
Baccari Sarah L of Gaetano and Angelina Apr 8 1931 .... 30: 41
Baccari Theresa of Gaetano and Angelina Mar 12 1934 .... 31: 164
Bacci Giovanni A of Giovanni and Julia Jan 27 1934 ...... 31: 146
Bachand Allen H of George R and Jessie V Mar 28 1933 .... 31: 32
Bachand Barbara J of Kenneth E and Rita M Mar 12 1934 .. 31: 164
Bachand Lorraine M of Kenneth E and Rita M Jan 5 1932 ... 30: 150
Bache Dennis A of Frederick C and Madeline M B Dec 4 1935 .. 32: 131
Bache Dolores J of Howard and Dorothy June 4 1933 ...... 31: 60
Bachman Marilyn R of Louis J and Sarah May 23 1931 .... 30: 59
Backes Agnes L of George J and Ella M June 22 1935 ...... 32: 66
Backes Robert J of George J and Ella M Jan 16 1934 .... 31: 144
Backman Bradley A of Harry G and Esther M Mar 12 1935 ... 32: 26
Backman Carole A of Sidney and Estelle M Oct 15 1935 ...... 32: 112
Backman — d of Harry G and Esther M Dec 12 1931 ...... 30: 146
Bacon Barbara A of Henry and Lea Nov 17 1932 .......... 30: 274
Bacon Dora D of Raoul and Dorothy M Nov 29 1931 ...... 30: 129
Bacon Joan F of Raoul and Dorothy M June 8 1934 ....... 31: 195
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Bacon Mary E of Edward F and Kathleen Dec 7 1933........... 31: 126
Bacon Robert E of James and Sybil Sept 28 1931............ 30: 108
Bacon Sonia of Osborne C and Anna L Mar 4 1935........... 32: 23
Badeau Albert F of Albert F and Mary July 6 1933........... 31: 70
Badeau Mary I of Albert F and Mary Mar 2 1931............. 30: 26
Bader Norman G of Max and Ruth A Sept 2 1934.............. 31: 229
Badessa Antonietta A of Michael and Yolanda Oct 9 1933.... 31: 107
Badessa Antonetta C of Giovanni and Teresa R Nov 9 1935... 32: 121
Badessa Antonio of Teodora Feb 4 1931..................... 30: 15
Badessa Joseph of Michele and Iolanda Nov 2 1935......... 32: 119
Badessa Margherita M of Giovanni and Teresa Dec 7 1933... 31: 126
Badessa Rosario of Rosario C and Dora Oct 24 1931........ 30: 119
Badway Raymond A of Abraham E and Bedea Jan 19 1932..... 30: 155
Baffaro Anna of Mariano and Rosaria Dec 9 1932............. 30: 282
Baffaro Gloria of Mariano and Rosaria Oct 9 1935......... 32: 110
Baffoni Anna M L of Pietro and Luisa May 1 1933........... 31: 47
Baffoni Romeo D of Pietro and Luisa Mar 7 1931.............. 30: 28
Baffoni Ugo S of Giuseppe and Palmira Oct 24 1931........ 31: 119
Bagdasian Sarkes of Avedis and Anna May 31 1934......... 31: 191
Baglassarian Rose M of Shavarsh and Sarah June 1 1935... 32: 59
Bager James R of James and Mary C Jan 13 1933............. 31: 4
Bager Vilma R of James and Mary C July 31 1935............. 32: 82
Baggesen Joan of Randolph C and Mary A Dec 18 1931...... 30: 140
Baggesen Patricia M of Peter and Mary E June 7 1934.... 31: 194
Bagian Claire M of Movses and Cleophee May 14 1934.... 31: 186
Bagian Louise S (Twin) of Movses and Cleophee Aug 2 1932.. 30: 232
Bagian Lousal (Twin) of Movses and Cleophee Aug 2 1932... 30: 232
Bagian Margaret of Simon and Lousig Feb 7 1932.......... 30: 162
Bagley Gertrude B of Raymond F and Theresa G Dec 15 1934 31: 266
Bagley Marjorie C of Perley A and Hazel Feb 26 1935...... 32: 20
Bagley Paul of John P and Edna Oct 28 1935............... 32: 116
Bagley Raymond of Earl H and Winifred M June 5 1932..... 30: 298
Bagley Vincent S (Twin) of Harold V and Julia July 12 1931 30: 79
Bagley Walter T (Twin) of Harold V and Julia July 12 1931. 30: 79
Bagley William A of William A and Mary Nov 6 1934....... 31: 252
Bagley —— d of Thomas G and Mary V Oct 24 1932.......... 30: 268
Bagliere Evelyn M J of Giuseppe and Maria May 21 1934... 31: 188
Baglini Eduardo E of Luigi and Angelina Dec 11 1934...... 31: 265
Baglini Giuseppe R of Luigi A and Angelina Mar 29 1931.... 30: 36
Baglini Paolo L of Luigi and Angelina Sept 22 1932........ 30: 250
Bagnchinsky Felix J of Charles F and Amilia May 5 1932.... 30: 197
Bailey Agnes M of Herbert N and Minnie L June 10 1932.... 30: 210
Bailey Alan C of Robert N and Bertha I Aug 17 1934....... 31: 222
Bailey Alice A of Arthur F and Virginia C May 20 1934.... 31: 188
Bailey Anne T of Maurice F and Anna B Oct 21 1933....... 31: 110
Bailey Arthur L of Maurice F and Anna B Mar 17 1932...... 30: 177
Bailey  Beverly F of  Stanley  G and Mildred A  May 21 1933 ....31: 53
Bailey  Brian G of  William  J and Yvonne L  Nov 7 1933 ....31:116
Bailey  Claire of  Lawrence  G and Erma  June 16 1931 ....30: 69
Bailey  Elizabeth M of  George E and Elizabeth V  Dec 22 1934 ....31:268
Bailey  George E of  George E and Elizabeth V  July 12 1931 ....30: 79
Bailey  Howard M of  Howard and Margaret Dec 20 1935 ....32:135
Bailey  James A of  James A and Margaret D  Nov 18 1934 ....31:256
Bailey  Jane H of  Abner and Vera  July 18 1935 ....32: 77
Bailey  Joan M of  John A and Catherine F  Dec 24 1933 ....31:132
Bailey  John H of  Abner H and Vera  June 24 1932 ....30:215
Bailey  Joyce P of  James A and Mary D Mar 17 1932 ....30:177
Bailey  Marion L of  Herbert F and Evelyn Nov 24 1932 ....30:276
Bailey  Paula E of  Robert K and Elizabeth Nov 5 1931 ....30:125
Bailey  Ralph P of  William J and Yvonne L  Sept 29 1935 ....32:105
Bailey  Rosalind of  Roy P and Mildred E  Mar 27 1932 ....30:180
Bailey  William of  William J and Yvonne Mar 3 1932 ....30:172
Bailey  — s of  Walter T and Grace E  Jan 14 1931 ....30: 13
Baillie  Joan C D of  John and Anna U  July 30 1931 ....30: 86
Baillie  Lois A of  Kenneth A and Ruth N Mar 1 1932 ....30:172
Bainton  Ann W of  Wallace B and Alice M  May 31 1931 ....30: 62
Bajakian  Alice of  Oneg and Arshalous June 7 1933 ....30: 60
Bajakian  Krikor of  Oneg and Arshalous Aug 27 1931 ....30: 97
Bakelman  Albert of  Jack and Esther Jan 21 1935 ....32:  7
Baker  Althea J of  Allison B and Hazel  Sept 28 1932 ....30:253
Baker  Arline C (c) of  Ernest T and Edith M  May 8 1934 ....31:184
Baker  Barbara A of  Charles and Edna M  Dec 3 1934 ....31:262
Baker  Barbara L of  Whitfield A and Alice L  Dec 23 1931 ....30:142
Baker  Carl R of  Carl R and Stella M  Dec 25 1934 ....31:270
Baker  Charles W of  Charles W and Edna M  Sept 24 1933 ....31:101
Baker  Clara M of  Clarence E and Harriett Jan 28 1934 ....31:147
Baker  David E of  Everett M and Helen June 9 1932 ....30:209
Baker  David M of  Nathan and Lillian P Apr 24 1933 ....31:  42
Baker  Edward T of  Edward T and Dorothy Feb 11 1934 ....31:153
Baker  Elaine S of  Archie and Anna Oct 17 1934 ....31:245
Baker  Ernestine A (c) of  Ernest T and Edith M Apr 22 1932 ....30:191
Baker  Esther H of  Clark L and Bessie M May 22 1934 ....31: 189
Baker  Gloria L of  Merle L and Dorothy Apr 13 1932 ....30:188
Baker  Grace E of  Albert R and Helen U  Dec 4 1933 ....31:125
Baker  Jean E of  Herbert and Doris Sept 18 1931 ....30:105
Baker  Joan of  Kenneth and Mary J July 7 1934 ....31:206
Baker  Lloyd A of  William H and Agnes S July 26 1932 ....30:228
Baker  Matthew F of  Louis E and Celia Nov 3 1931 ....30:124
Baker  Nancy of  Donald and Gertrude Jan 12 1934 ....31:142
Baker  Nancy L of  Roswell H and Gwendolen Jan 12 1933 ....31:  4
Baker  Nathaniel B of  Herman and Sarah Nov 26 1934 ....31:259
Baker  Norman A of  Allison and Hazel May 26 1935 ....32:  55
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Baker Norman D of Alfred and Jeannette Nov 18 1935...... 32:124
Baker Raymond J of Herbert V and Doris Sept 10 1932...... 30:246
Baker Richard J of Herbert and Doris Oct 9 1933........... 31:107
Baker Ronald A of Raymond K and Alice E Dec 11 1933.... 31:128
Baker Shirley M of Herbert and Doris Apr 4 1933.......... 32: 36
Baker Stanford F of Abraham S and Evelyn May 19 1931.... 30: 57
Baker Walter H of Howard M and Mary W Aug 22 1931....... 30: 95
Baker —— s of Frank W and Alice L Nov 30 1932............ 30:278
Baker —— s of Nathan and Lillian P July 14 1935.......... 32: 83
Balasco Alfredo P of Pasquale and Giulia Nov 12 1933..... 31:118
Balasco Davide of Vito and Giovanna June 14 1931......... 30: 68
Balassone Michael of Michele and Filodea Sept 27 1935.... 32:104
Balchin Latimer B of Charles E and Eleanor July 13 1931... 30: 80
Balcom Ann F of Ruth E Dec 28 1933....................... 31:138
Balcom Milton of Elizabeth Nov 3 1935..................... 32:119
Balcom —— s of George and Mary June 12 1932.............. 30: 211
Baldaccini Rita of Francesco and Rosa A Jan 11 1934....... 31:142
Baldassarre Domenic of Domenic and Dorothea D Aug 31....
1934.................................................................. 31:227
Baldassare Rosa of Filippo and Vittoria A Jan 10 1931.... 30: 3
Baldini Dolores A of Alberto and Angelina C Feb 1 1932... 30:161
Baldini Domenico A of Luciano and Genoveffa Dec 3 1931... 30:135
Baldini Eda V of Alberto and Angelina Oct 3 1934......... 31:240
Baldino Antonio of Michele and Lucia Nov 8 1931.......... 30:126
Baldisseri Aldo F of Roberto and Anna Aug 9 1932......... 30:235
Baldoni Evelyn D of Federico and Amelia June 30 1931.... 30: 71
Baldridge Mary M of Robert R and Margaret July 15 1932... 30:224
Baldridge Robert W of Robert R and Margaret July 29 1934.. 31:214
Baldwin Anne E (Twin) of Miles E and Edna M July 20 1931.30: 82
Baldwin Barbara A of Stanley W and Melina May 3 1933.... 31: 47
Baldwin John J of John J and Catherine Aug 16 1931....... 30: 93
Baldwin Mescal S of William G and Celia July 13 1931..... 30: 80
Baldwin Patricia L (Twin) of Miles E and Edna M July 20....
1931.................................................................. 30: 82
Baletine Patricia L of Raymond G and Anna E Apr 30 1932.. 30:291
Balestro Francesco of Manuele and Maria Mar 8 1932...... 30:174
Balfour David W of Walter and Evelyn A Feb 22 1935...... 32: 19
Baligian George K of Paul and Makrouhi Oct 24 1935....... 32:113
Baligian Sirarpie of Paul and Makrouhi Mar 16 1931........ 30: 31
Balcom Barbara M of Frederic K and Hazel M July 7 1933.. 31: 70
Balcom —— s of Frederick K and Hazel M Feb 12 1931...... 30: 17
Balkou Helen of Wincenty and Boleslava Sept 12 1931...... 30:103
Balkun Ronald E of Joseph E and Adella Dec 10 1932...... 30:282
Ball Donald J of Walter L and Margaret C Oct 19 1931...... 30:117
Ball Dorothy E of Claude C and Elsbeth B Jan 28 1933...... 31: 9
Ball Kathleen A of Martin C and Catherine M June 20 1932.30:217
Ballard Edouard F of Edward F and Margaret Oct 5 1932...30: 257
Ballard Elizabeth K of James B and Mary A Jan 9 1932...30: 151
Ballard Jeanice V of Victor L and Mary J Feb 27 1933...31: 21
Ballard Joan D of Victor L and Mary J Nov 2 1931...30: 124
Ballard John of Edwin C and Margaret C Apr 29 1933...31: 44
Ballard Lawrence K of Pennel E and Helen Dec 10 1935...32: 132
Ballard Noel A of Allan J and Edith F Dec 27 1931...30: 143
Ballard Paul D of Allan J and Edith F Aug 12 1934...31: 220
Ballard Royal of Royal and Cordelia May 7 1935...32: 49
Balletto Gloria P of Domenico and Angelina May 16 1931...30: 56
Balletto Joan D of Domenico and Angelina Jan 27 1935...30: 9
Balletto Sylvia R of Domenico and Angelina Apr 4 1933...31: 36
Ballou Carol L of Ira A and Ruth L Dec 25 1932...30: 286
Ballou David B of David S and Helen Nov 21 1932...30: 275
Ballou George D of George D and Alice May 5 1931...30: 52
Ballou Nancy A of LeRoy C and Nancy C Oct 6 1933...31: 106
Ballou Raymond C of Raymond C and Doris M Aug 7 1934...31: 218
Ballou Richard D of Leroy C and Nancy K Apr 6 1935...32: 37
Ballou Selah D of Selah B and Wilhelmina Feb 28 1931...30: 23
Ballou — (Twin) d of Frederick A and Caroline E Feb 27 1931...30: 23
Ballou — (Twin) d of Frederick A and Caroline E Feb 27 1931...30: 23
Balzano Gennaro L of Carmine P and Stella Sept 24 1934...31: 236
Bamber Joseph H of Joseph H and Marie D Aug 6 1931...30: 89
Bamber Shirley M of Joseph H and Marie D Oct 17 1932...30: 262
Bamber William E of Edward L and Jessie H June 11 1934...31: 196
Banahan James P of William J and Margaret M Mar 21 1933...31: 30
Banahan Mary B of William J and Margaret M Mar 19 1935...32: 28
Band Bruce E W of Edward K and Dorothy M Mar 26 1935...32: 31
Bane Barbara S of Joseph P and Mary M Dec 11 1932...30: 282
Bane Thomas J of Joseph P and Mary M Feb 27 1932...30: 169
Banks Dorothy H S (c) of Harold and Florence C May 29 1934...31: 190
Banks Edward R (c) of Harold and Florence C July 14 1933...31: 73
Banks Harold D of Ethel E Feb 14 1935...32: 16
Bannigan Barbara M of Joseph F and Gertrude B Dec 7 1931...30: 137
Bannon Dorothy L of Patrick J and Leslie D June 12 1934...31: 196
Bannon Eileen M of Norman J and Mary Feb 25 1931...30: 22
Bannon Mildred A of William H and Loretta T Mar 8 1933...31: 26
Bannon Robert of Edwin G and Elizabeth Mar 20 1935...32: 28
Bannon William F of Gertrude Oct 7 1935...32: 143
Bans Barbara (c) of Sylvia S Feb 16 1934...31: 274
Banti Leopoldo of Giovanni and Anna Jan 31 1932...30: 159
Banville Raymond A of Joseph E and Marie J Mar 1 1934...31: 161
Baptista Dorothy G of Joaquim S and Helena M Mar 28 1931...30: 35
Baptista Stella B of John S and Sylvia Sept 21 1931........ 30:106
Baptiste Ronald G (c) of James and Florence C Nov 27 1935... 32:127
Barad Milton J of Charles S and Anna Feb 5 1931............. 30:15
Baranow Martha of Paul and Julia Apr 16 1932................. 30:189
Baratian Ardis of Hachig and Mary Sept 9 1933................. 31:103
Barattini Anthony (Twin) of Antonio and Rosa Jan 30 1935... 32:10
Barattini Marie (Twin) of Antonio and Rosa Jan 30 1935..... 32:10
Barattini —— s of Antonio and Rosa Feb 14 1934.............. 31:160
Barb Thomas S of Thomas V and Anna Jan 3 1931............. 30:1
Barbadian Margaret of Garabed and Mariam May 31 1931.... 30:62
Barbara Geraldine of Emily F Sept 5 1935.................. 32:97
Barbato Alfonso of Alfonso and Filomena Apr 15 1935...... 32:40
Barbato Barbara F of Anthony T and Frances Sept 8 1935... 32:98
Barbato Donald of Joseph and Della Sept 18 1934............ 31:234
Barbato Gloria F of Giovanni and Rosina Nov 11 1931..... 30:127
Barbato Jean B of Michele and Angelina Sept 2 1933........ 31:94
Barbato Joan D of Anthony T and Frances Nov 2 1934..... 31:251
Barbato Joseph of Joseph and Della Oct 2 1933............. 31:105
Barbato Luigi I of Luigi and Elvira July 31 1931........... 30:86
Barbato Raimondo of Luigi and Vincenza Aug 31 1931...... 30:98
Barbato Richard A of Giovanni and Rosina Oct 23 1933.... 31:111
Barbato Vincent of Joseph and Della Apr 22 1932........... 30:191
Barbato —— s of Francesco and Della May 19 1931............ 30:57
Barbeau Ronald R of Anthony and Nellie E Oct 31 1932.... 30:267
Barber Alva L of Lewis L W and Hope Jan 29 1934........ 31:147
Barber Betty L of Clinton F and Elizabeth Nov 21 1934.. 31:258
Barber Roberta H of Robert H and Catherine F Sept 2 1935... 32:96
Barber Winifred C of Howard C and Winifred Mar 8 1932... 30:291
Barber —— s of Howard and Evelyn June 12 1932............ 30:211
Barbero Raymond P of Joseph and Felicita M Mar 23 1935... 32:30
Barbero Vernon L of Angelo and Bernice Mar 22 1934...... 31:167
Barbone Anna M of Lorenzo and Maria G Oct 19 1935...... 32:113
Barbone Lorenzo L of Lorenzo L and Maria G July 3 1934.. 31:204
Barbone Rodolfo of Lorenzo and Maria Mar 28 1931....... 30:35
Barboza Abel R (c) of Abel and Virginia Jan 1 1935....... 32:1
Barboza Carolyn E (c) of Abel and Virginia Sept 13 1932... 30:247
Barboza Davide (c) of Aurelio A and Elizabeth Sept 26 1932 30:252
Barboza Ernest of Joseph L and Filomena Mar 13 1933..... 31:27
Barboza Evelyn of Joseph L and Philomena Apr 8 1934..... 31:174
Barboza Joseph L of Joseph L and Philomena Sept 1 1931.. 30:100
Barboza Maria (c) of Abel and Virginia May 19 1931...... 30:57
Barboza Marion T (c) of Manuel and Mary Feb 16 1933...... 31:17
Barboza Rose M (c) of Raymond and Catherine Aug 8 1934.. 31:274
Barboza —— d of James and Eva Aug 18 1932................. 30:237
Bardell Joan A of George T and Mary M Jan 9 1934....... 31:141
Bardell Marguerite C of George T and Mary M June 28 1931...30: 73
Bardell Thomas R of James A and Gertrude Oct 11 1934...31: 243
Barden Eleanor M of George T and Mary M Sept 30 1932...30: 254
Barden Gilbert D of John W and Hazel L June 4 1933...31: 78
Barden James E of Everett F and Mary M Aug 30 1935...32: 94
Bardsley Arleen E of Harry J and Elizabeth M Dec 3 1933...31: 125
Bardsley Muriel B of Francis and Emma L Feb 2 1931...30: 14
Bardsley Roy J of Roy and Helen Aug 1 1935...32: 84
Barenbaum Irwin B of Jacob and Esther June 19 1934...31: 198
Barenbaum Marilyn S of Jacob and Esther Apr 26 1931...30: 48
Barenbaum Robert of Jacob and Esther Dec 13 1935...32: 133
Bargamian Marguerite A of Hachadoor and Rose Jan 31 1935...32: 10
Baribault Albert E of Albert and Dorothy E May 14 1933...31: 51
Baribault William E of Albert F and Dorothy E Oct 23 1935...32: 115
Baril Lucien of Lucien and Mae Sept 15 1931...30: 104
Baris Clara of Nicola and Elvira Feb 24 1932...30: 168
Baris Giuseppe of Nicola and Elvira June 20 1933...31: 65
Barish Alice M of Gabriel and Zakieh June 26 1933...31: 66
Barish Gabriel of Gabriel and Zakie Mar 2 1931...30: 26
Barish Verna of Gabriel and Zakie Dec 6 1934...31: 263
Barishian George of Karicor and Emilie Oct 22 1933...31: 111
Barishian Lily M of Karicor and Emilie July 10 1935...32: 74
Barishian Robert of Melkon and Rose Dec 24 1934...31: 269
Barker Carol of Charles A and Mary M Jan 28 1933...31: 9
Barker Carol A of Robert C and Ruth July 12 1932...30: 222
Barker Ernest W of Ernest W and Helen E Oct 3 1935...32: 108
Barker Frank L of Frank L and Mildred June 18 1931...30: 69
Barker Harold E of Harold H and Sara E June 20 1934...31: 199
Barker Horace H of Horace H and Helene May 5 1931...30: 52
Barker Joyce of Norman and Lillian Mar 4 1933...31: 24
Barker Louise J of Louis H and Theresa M May 28 1933...31: 55
Barker Mabel L of Clarence T and Freda Nov 17 1934...31: 256
Barker Marilyn of Charles H and Mildred Jan 2 1935...32: 1
Barker Mary of Frank J and Helen A Mar 20 1933...31: 29
Barker Mary E of Charles A and Nina Aug 6 1931...30: 89
Barker Richard of Henry and Teresa C June 18 1935...32: 65
Barker Robert C of Robert C and Ruth L Mar 13 1934...31: 185
Barker Theresa M of Louis H and Theresa M Dec 27 1934...31: 270
Barker — s of Ernest W and Helen E Sept 1 1931...30: 110
Barker — s of Ernest W and Helen E May 29 1934...31: 192
Barletta Pauline M of Paolo and Adelaide Aug 21 1933...31: 88
Barlow Carolyn E of James B and Elizabeth L Aug 31 1934...31: 227
Barlow George F of Grace Dec 16 1932...30: 284
Barlow Marion J of Ernest and Alice Apr 30 1933...31: 45
Barlow Shirley of Francis J and Evelyn R Aug 3 1931...30: 88
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Barnard Frederick E of Edwin T and Inez G July 18 1935
Barnds Albert G of George A and Maria July 25 1934
Barnds Gloria E of George A and Maria Jan 31 1933
Barnds Ann C of James A and Ethel C Oct 10 1934
Barndes Barbara of Walter F and Marion R Dec 28 1934
Barndes Beverly A of Ernest G and Sadie L Dec 22 1931
Barndes Beverly L of Simeon E and Olive L Mar 31 1934
Barndes Carol A of Ernest G and Sadie L Dec 18 1935
Barndes Carole M of James H and Theresa May 23 1932
Barndes Carolyn S of George E and Doris Oct 10 1935
Barndes Dorothy E of Arthur and Vera Apr 28 1932
Barndes Edward D of Lyman D and Emma C Aug 5 1934
Barndes George H of George H and Nellie Sept 21 1932
Barndes George H of George H and Mildred Nov 29 1932
Barndes Henri T (c) of Jerome C and Dorothy R G Sept 6
1934
Barndes James S of James A and Ethel C May 3 1932
Barndes Louise V of Arthur and Vera Jan 27 1931
Barndes Marilyn A of Frederick M and Florence M Aug 12 1934
Barndes Mary A of Walter F and Marian R Nov 4 1933
Barndes Norman L of Ernest M and Sybl R Nov 15 1934
Barndes Phyllis M of Ernest M and Sybl June 15 1931
Barndes Richard I of Grace Mar 10 1932
Barndes Stephen M of Stephen K and Lora L July 15 1933
Barndes Theodore W of Stephen K and Lora L Apr 24 1931
Barndes Thomas W of Walter and Evelyn June 9 1935
Barndes Winfield R of Winfield R and Elizabeth Mar 21 1932
Barndes — d of Alice C June 20 1934
Barndes Blanche of Abram and Esther Jan 11 1931
Barndes Buster C (c) of George H and Veronica R July 14
1931
Barndes Clyde D (c) of Veronica R June 2 1935
Barndes Ronald F (c) of George H and Veronica R July 19
1933
Barndes Shirley A of Arthur G and Dorothy E May 16 1935
Barney Florence W of Charles C and Florence May 2 1931
Barney Howard E of Earl B and Florence M Apr 14 1931
Barney Joan E of James C and Signe M July 24 1934
Barney Sheila N of Rodman S and Mildred Jan 29 1933
Barney Thomas E of Edward H and Ethel A Jan 11 1931
Barnhorst Maureen A of Harry F and Mary C Sept 23 1931
Barnum Paul T of Phineas S and Edith V Sept 26 1934
Baron Beverly H of James and Iamiee Oct 26 1934
Baron Gertrude A of Joseph S and Mary R July 21 1934
Barone Adrienne L of Phillip W and Genevieve June 2 1934
Barone Dolores J of Giuseppe F and Josephine C Feb 28 1935
Barone Dolores M of Domenico and Immacolata May 24 1935.32: 55
Barone Dorothy of Nicola and Vincenza Apr 30 1931........30: 49
Barone Giacomo G of Giacomo G and Agnieszka K Mar 15
1931 ..................................................30: 31
Barone Giovanni E of Antonio and Giovannina Aug 17 1931.30: 93
Barone Helen of Giovanni and Maria Nov 18 1935........32: 124
Barone Kenneth W of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 23 1931....30: 34
Barone Luigi of Alessandro and Giovanna July 31 1932....30: 220
Barone Robert of Nicola and Vincenza Mar 22 1935........32: 29
Barone Saverio F of Salvatore and Dolorosa Apr 13 1933...31: 38
Barone Vilma of Giovanni and Maria May 5 1933...........31: 48
Baronian Heripsime H of Nshan and Vartouhi July 24 1932..30: 227
Baronian James L of Rose A Feb 12 1935..................32: 142
Baronian Kenneth A of Hagop and Anna Apr 25 1931......30: 47
Barr Alice E of Arthur W and Alice Jan 26 1931............30: 10
Barr Arlene G of Reginal J and Grace A Sept 24 1934....31: 236
Barr Edgar I of Irving S and Mabel M June 7 1934.......31: 194
Barr Edward of Arthur W and Alice Nov 25 1933.........31: 122
Barr Patricia of James H and Alice V Jan 23 1931........30: 9
Barr Reginal J of Reginal J and Grace A June 1 1933......31: 59
Barr Robert of Arthur W and Alice Apr 6 1935..............32: 37
Barr — d of Irving S and Mabel M Apr 12 1932..........30: 195
Barra Carlotta E of Giovanni and Elisabetta S June 12 1933..31: 62
Barreiros Luiz S of John S and Maria A May 26 1931......30: 60
Barrett Arleen G of Edgar and Marion C Dec 14 1934.....31: 266
Barrett Donald L of George O and Harriet R May 12 1931..30: 55
Barrett Fredrick J of Fredrick J and Julia Mar 24 1933...31: 31
Barrett James W of Walter R and Myrtie E May 26 1933...31: 55
Barrett Lois E of Walter R and Myrtel E Sept 5 1931......30: 101
Barrett Norman E of George and Gladys M Dec 27 1935....32: 137
Barrett Paul L of Arthur J and Agnes Dec 13 1935.......32: 133
Barrett Robert W of George O and Harriet R May 3 1932...30: 196
Barrett Walter II of Walter E and Annie May 17 1933.....31: 52
Barrett Warren J of Elmer G and Bertha Jan 31 1935......32: 10
Barrett — (c) s of Henry and Gladys L Mar 26 1935....32: 34
Barrette David F of John B and Ovile Apr 10 1932........30: 187
Barrette John J of Oliver T and Elmira F A May 6 1934....31: 183
Barrette Marie J C of Rheame and Emelia Jan 20 1934.....31: 145
Barrette Olivier T of Olivier T and Elmira F A Jan 29 1932..30: 158
Barrette — d of John B and Ovile A Jan 28 1935........32: 11
Barricelli Domenico of Domenico and Celeste June 2 1931...30: 64
Barricelli Lidia A of Pellegrino and Laura Apr 4 1933......31: 36
Barricelli Rita M of Vincenzo and Caterina Jan 4 1931.....30: 2
Barrie Ann M of Clarence E and Dorothy July 26 1932......30: 228
Barrie Joan I of Raymond E and Ethel Jan 27 1933........31: 9
Barrie Marjorie J of Earl D and Mildred I Oct 27 1935....32:115
Barrie Walter J of Walter F and Martha A Nov 5 1931....30:125
Barrington Roy of Roy and Helen Dec 29 1935............32:138
Barron Edward J of Pierce F and Helen S June 5 1934....31:194
Barron Helen of Pierce and Helen Feb 1 1932................30:161
Barron Robert A of Alexander M and Elsie E May 13 1933..31: 51
Barrone Rita I of William and Ida Apr 8 1932............30:186
Barros Antonio P (c) of Jennie G July 23 1932............30:227
Barros Boaventuro (c) of Mathias and Elvira Mar 5 1934...31:162
Barros Daniel of Alfredo B and Laura Mar 28 1931........30: 36
Barros Dominga M (c) of Mathias and Elvira Dec 29 1935..32:138
Barros Victor (c) of Matros and Elvira Nov 18 1931.......30:129
Barros — (c) d of Joao and Virginia Mar 15 1933...........31: 34
Barros — d of Louis N and Almeda B July 9 1934..........31:207
Barros — (c) s of Luiz and Almeda Mar 10 1935..........32: 34
Barrows Andrew B of William D and Mildred H Feb 3 1934..31:150
Barrows Blair of Edwin A and Joy Aug 1 1932..............30:232
Barrows Fred H of Fred H and Martha June 1 1933.........31: 59
Barrows Genevieve of Joseph A and Violet Mar 14 1935....32: 26
Barrows John T (c) of John T and Lillian O Nov 22 1931..30:130
Barrows Lillian L (c) of John T and Lillian O June 14 1933.31: 63
Barrows Lorraine V of Joseph A and Violet Feb 4 1933.....31: 13
Barrows Richard M of Howard C and Alice June 28 1934....31:201
Barrows Sybil F of Edward and Marjorie Jan 24 1931.....30: 9
Barry Arthur W of Arthur W and Margaret J June 21 1934..31:199
Barry Edward R of Leo A and Nora T May 23 1932........30:202
Barry Francis W of Francis A and Eva Mar 28 1931........30: 36
Barry Hubert R of Hubert K and Delia Nov 9 1933........31:117
Barry Joan C of Vincent R and Alice F Jan 12 1932.......30:152
Barry John F of Carroll F and Mary M July 9 1932.......30:222
Barry Margaret M of William J and Geraldine Jan 25 1935.32: 8
Barry Mary J of Richard H and Mary E Sept 19 1931.....30:106
Barry Patricia of Thomas H and Elizabeth T Mar 17 1935..32: 27
Barry Richard F of Lawrence A and Ruth A June 5 1934....31:194
Barry Ronald F of William J and Geraldine May 27 1933....31: 55
Barry Vincent R of Vincent R and Alice F Mar 30 1935.....32: 32
Barsoumian Virginia of Sumpad and Siranoush Jan 10 1931.30: 3
Barsanti Norma E of Armando and Ester Apr 1 1932.........30:184
Barsz Virginia J of Nicholas and Julia M Feb 12 1935.....32: 16
Barstow Edward I of Albert G and Roxanna Apr 28 1931....30:48
Barsz Evelyn M of Dominik and Statia July 29 1934.......31:214
Barszcz Felix J of Felix and Martha Mar 19 1934..........31:166
Barszcz — s of Richard E and Monica F Aug 27 1931......30: 97
Barta Joseph F of Joseph F and Jane A Apr 11 1932.......30:187
Barth John J of Frederick G and Lucy R Dec 29 1934.......31:271
Barth Mary C of Frederick and Anna Feb 29 1932...........30:169
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Barth Wilber J of Frederick G and Lucy R Dec 27 1931......30:143
Barth — d of Lena July 18 1931...............................30:87
Barthelette Arthur J of Arthur J and Bernice C Aug 29 1932..30:241
Barthelette Lillian R of Arthur J and Bernice C Nov 23 1933..31:121
Barthelmes — d of Henry G and Bernadette F A Aug 27 1934..........................31:228
Bartholomew Barbara A of Harold W and Etta H July 10 1933..31:72
Bartis Carl J of Anthony and Lucy Jan 6 1933.................31:2
Bartlett Anna M of Leroy K and Olga Jan 20 1934................31:145
Bartlett Beverly L of Ambrey C and Esther Dec 27 1934......31:270
Bartlett George I of George H and Elizabeth J May 21 1934..31:188
Bartlett Gloria M of Leroy K and Olga Sept 2 1932.............30:244
Bartlett Janice M of Walter I and Zylpha Oct 18 1931........30:117
Bartlett Richard L of Walter I and Zylpha L Dec 2 1934......31:262
Bartolini Eleanor A of Vincenzo G and Evelyn A Oct 3 1931..30:111
Bartolini Vincent J of Vincenzo G and Evelyn A Feb 9 1934...31:152
Bartolomucci Angelina J of Giuseppe and Giulia Sept 29 1931..30:109
Barton Alfred M of Joseph and Elizabeth V Apr 12 1931......30:42
Barton Barbara A of Eugene F and Blanche C Mar 17 1934...31:165
Barton Faith E of Buell R and Miriam Feb 20 1934.............31:156
Barton Joan L of Edwin W and Lila C Oct 20 1935...............32:114
Barton Joseph D of Joseph and Elizabeth V Mar 31 1933......31:33
Barton Joyce of Alfred C and Doris E Apr 22 1933..............31:42
Barton Marjorie J of George E and Edna M Nov 17 1932......30:274
Barton Prudence H of Edwin S and Barbara S Apr 18 1933....31:40
Bartone Ronald J of Giuseppe A and Clorinda Apr 23 1932....30:192
Bartusiancius Vitantas of Joseph and Amilia Apr 10 1932......30:187
Bashaw John M of John M and Emelia Dec 31 1933..............31:124
Bashaw Robert of George and Eleanor Sept 1 1934...............31:229
Basile Antonio P of Lorenzo and Vincenzo Aug 18 1931.......30:93
Basile Mario V of Lorenzo and Vincenzo Aug 5 1933............31:83
Basile Orazio G of Orazio M and Emilia Mar 19 1933...........31:29
Baskins — s of Theodral T and Emma A June 2 1934............31:193
Basok Bessie L of George B and Sally A Dec 31 1933............31:134
Bass Walter R of Lila Jan 4 1933..............................31:1
Bass — d of Loretta Apr 15 1935..............................32:49
Bassett Roy A of Roy and Florence E Jan 22 1935.............32:7
Bassett William F of William F and Elizabeth M Feb 21 1935..32:18
Bassett — s of William F and Elizabeth M Mar 26 1934......31:168
Bassing Allen B of Rudolph M and Esther Apr 21 1932........30:191
Bassing Nancy J of Albert and Rose May 13 1935.................32:51
Bassing Ruth M of Rudolph M and Esther Nov 4 1935............32:119
Basso Umberto S of Pellegrino and Maria Oct 17 1934........31:245
Bastianelli Shirley A of Joseph and Jennie Apr 14 1935......32:39
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Bastien Alfred J of Alfred J and Mary A June 17 1934........31:198
Bastien Claire V of Alfred J and Mary A Aug 3 1935.........32:84
Bastien Diane M of Joseph and Lucia Oct 31 1935...........32:117
Bastien Marie C F of Lionel J and Marie M May 16 1931.....30:56
Bastien Richard of George and Giovanna Apr 20 1931........30:46
Bastien — d of George and Jennie Sept 29 1934..............31:237
Bastow Lillian J of John H and Olive G Jan 30 1933........31:10
Batch Peter A of Peter A and Lucy E Oct 27 1931..........30:120
Bateman Alfred C of Alfred C and Dorothea F Jan 30 1932....30:158
Bateman Lois H of Richard L and Mabel L Aug 29 1933.....31:67
Bates Lydia B of Reuben C and Madeleine May 23 1933....31:137
Bates Mary E of James J and Ellen M Apr 18 1933...........31:40
Bates Richard G of Walter M and Marjorie Mar 5 1934.....31:162
Bates — d of James A and Irene Apr 22 1934..............31:181
Bathgate Phillip W of John A and Grace E Dec 6 1932....30:281
Bathgate William R of Peter G and Margaret Aug 1 1933...31:82
Baton Clarence E of Allan and Blanche Apr 2 1934........31:172
Battaglia Edward J of Giuseppe E and Beatrice Feb 20 1934.31:156
Battey Helen E of Raymond L and Helen G Aug 28 1934....31:226
Battey Herbert A of William E and Agnes L Dec 11 1931....30:145
Battey Robert E of Raymond and Alice D May 19 1935....32:53
Battey Ruth L of Benjamin R and Margaret M Apr 7 1935...32:37
Battista Carlo of Carlo and Antonetta Jan 3 1933..........31:1
Battista Jeanne of Carlo and Antonetta Mar 30 1931......30:36
Battista Marion J of Mario and Jennie A Feb 22 1933.....31:19
Battista Theresa M of Giuseppe and Vincenzina July 19 1935.32:78
Battle William T of William T and Catherine E June 29 1931.30:73
Batty Daniel R of James E and Carolyn Apr 15 1931.......30:44
Baner Jeanette A of Henry and Josephine Sept 17 1934....31:234
Baner Marilyn W of Augustus W and Agnes W Sept 9 1931...30:102
Bauer Priscilla of Augustus W and Agnes W Nov 25 1934....31:259
Bauman Myron J of Abraham and Gertrude Oct 5 1934.....31:275
Baur Rita H of Oscar and Ane Sept 30 1932..............30:254
Baur Walter W J of Walter W and Hedwig Apr 8 1933......31:37
Baute Peter B of Joseph A and Helen R July 27 1934.......31:213
Bautista John A of John P and Lois E Aug 26 1934.........31:226
Baxter Carol L of Warren M and Bertha B Jan 13 1935.....32:4
Baxter Clarence M of Norman and Myrtle E Feb 27 1935.....32:20
Baxter Clifford A of Clifford A and Marion G Sept 19 1935..32:101
Baxter Edward L of Ernest L and Gladys Feb 23 1931......30:21
Baxter Eloise B of Clifford A and Marion G Mar 10 1931...30:29
Baxter Elwin N of Norman and Myrtle E Dec 13 1933.......31:128
Baxter Frederick A of Allan M and Bertha L Sept 9 1935....32:98
Baxter George D of George and Bridget A Dec 13 1931....30:139
Baxter Joan P of John B and Alice M Apr 5 1932...........30:185
Baxter Joseph of John F and Mary A Apr 20 1931............... 30: 46
Baxter Mary A of John F and Mary A Feb 21 1935............. 32: 18
Baxter Melissa A of Wilfred D and Vera G Nov 5 1934........ 31: 252
Baxter Norman J of Joseph and Paulina Feb 8 1934............ 31: 132
Baxter Patrick D of George and Bridget A Nov 14 1935...... 32: 123
Baxter Richard A of Warren M and Ginerva L Jan 1 1931... 30: 1
Baxter Roberta of Robert T and Mildred S Feb 1 1933....... 31: 13
Baxter Ruth M of Ernest and Clara Aug 15 1935............. 32: 88
Baxter Wilton E of Wilton E and Gladys E Aug 16 1932.... 30: 237
Bayles Richard E of Leo W and Ruth Apr 28 1931............ 30: 48
Bazar Allan J of Harold and Frances Jan 13 1934............ 31: 143
Bazar Gerald M of Maurice and Bessie July 19 1935......... 32: 78
Bazar Sandra Z of Harold and Frances Feb 18 1935......... 32: 17
Beagan Helen M of Thomas P and Mary H Feb 20 1934....... 31: 156
Beagan Katharine K of Robert P and Ann L Apr 12 1935..... 32: 39
Beagan Nancy L of Robert P and Ann L Sept 30 1933....... 31: 103
Beagan —— s of Eugene and Julia Sept 7 1932.............. 30: 245
Beals Dennis K of Albert C and Gladys M Aug 11 1931.... 30: 91
Bean Margaret A of Lawrence and Bernice May 15 1935..... 32: 52
Beanland Robert H of Henry and Emily A May 16 1934..... 31: 187
Bearce Nancy of Prescott K and Dorothy E Mar 23 1934.... 31: 167
Beard James E of James H and Mary C July 5 1934.......... 31: 205
Bearse Jane T of Francis P and Florence Sept 5 1931...... 30: 101
Beaton Earle H of Charles E and Alice K E Oct 26 1932... 30: 295
Beattie John F of William M and Margaret A Apr 24 1931.. 30: 47
Beattie Margaret J of Robert and Annie Nov 26 1931..... 30: 131
Beattie Paul D of John R and Marion R Oct 30 1932........ 30: 266
Beaubien Gloria N (c) of Charles S and Beulah July 20 1932.. 30: 226
Beauchemin Claire M of Joseph M and Theresa Mar 13 1935.. 32: 26
Beauchemin Joan F of Joseph F and Helen R Aug 23 1934.... 31: 224
Beauchemin Raymond J of Joseph M and Theresa Nov 23 1932. 30: 275
Beauchesne Barbara of Joseph R C and Beatrice M May 6 1933. 31: 48
Beauchesne Lowell R of Joseph H C and Mary R B July 30 1935 ........................................... 32: 82
Beauchesne Paul G C of Joseph H C and Mary R B Aug 19 1931 ........................................... 30: 94
Beaudette Bernard R of Raoul J and Elianne June 4 1931... 30: 64
Beandoin —— d of Eugene and Eva Aug 8 1932............... 30: 291
Beaudry Arthur A of Joseph P A and Sarah E Feb 15 1931... 30: 19
Beaudry Barbara A of George W and Madeline T Oct 26 1932. 30: 265
Beaudry Herman A of Rodolphe L and Eva M Sept 12 1935... 32: 99
Beaudry Jeanne L of Armand J and Loretta J Apr 21 1932.. 30: 191
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Beaundry Leo D of William E and Ethel A May 21 1931 30: 58
Beaundry Raymond M of Eli C and Eva M Jan 24 1933 31: 8
Beaundry Samuel B of Frank M and Emily I Mar 15 1932 30: 176
Beaundry Wilfred P of Mathias F and Rubia M May 3 1931 30: 51
Beaulieu Barbara A of Henry L and Hazel M Nov 16 1931 30: 128
Beaulieu Mary L of Henry L and Hazel M Dec 13 1932 30: 283
Beaulieu Robert of William J and Annie Oct 3 1934 31: 240
Beaulieu William of Isabel Oct 6 1935 32: 109
Beaumier Jacqueline L of Henry and Blanche Oct 5 1935 32: 109
Beaumier Jean B R R of Pierre J and Rosa June 24 1931 30: 72
Beaumier Marcel D of Pierre and Rosa July 18 1933 31: 74
Beaumont Marie T P of Armand F and Concorde B Apr 14 1933 31: 39
Beaumont William of John T and Ethel Sept 27 1934 31: 237
Beaune Edward L of Edward J and Eleanor Jul 12 1931 30: 79
Beaupre Donald R of Alfred R and Margaret C Feb 22 1935 32: 19
Beaupre Walter F of Edmund J and Doris L June 29 1935 32: 69
Beauregard Claire M of Arthur J and Margaret E May 16 1933 31: 51
Beauregard Gene N of Norman W and Donny July 5 1934 31: 205
Beauregard Joan M of George J and Mary W Feb 7 1934 31: 152
Beausjour Irene M F of Lucien and Noela June 28 1933 31: 67
Beausjour Mary R of Augustin J and Laura Aug 12 1934 31: 220
Beausjour Robert A of Augustin J and Laura June 12 1931 30: 67
Beausjour Rose M E of Augustin J and Laura Feb 15 1933 31: 17
Beauvais Robert J of Joseph A and Mary M Feb 26 1933 31: 21
Beccari Barbara J of Leno and Alice June 17 1934 31: 198
Beccari Barbara J of Leno and Alice July 15 1935 32: 76
Beck Barbara A of Lester F and Hellen C Apr 24 1934 31: 178
Beck Donald R of Elbert W and Madeline P May 17 1931 30: 56
Becker Albert B of Albert B and Rachel May 14 1932 30: 199
Becker James G of Albert B and Rachel E Dec 15 1934 31: 266
Becker Jean F of Walter T and Mary J Aug 29 1933 31: 91
Becker Karl R of Henry C and Lillian B Apr 3 1934 31: 172
Beckett Arthur T of Arthur T and Ethel M Dec 18 1934 31: 267
Beckett Francis H of Francis H and Irene M Mar 14 1931 30: 30
Beckett Marilyn V of Henry and Mildred V Sept 4 1931 30: 101
Beckett Ralph C of Ralph C and Mary R Jan 20 1935 32: 7
Beckett Robert M of Francis H and Irene M Mar 5 1932 30: 173
Beckett Ronald K of Henry and Mildred V Aug 1 1933 31: 82
Beckman Charles W of Malcolm S and Margaret E Nov 21 1933 31: 120
Beckwith Henry L P of Henry L P and Sarah C May 22 1935 32: 54
Bedard Marie I of Arthur J and Mary O Feb 16 1932 30: 165
Bedard Norma E of Frederick H and Doris A Sept 14 1931 30: 104
Bedard — s of Joseph O and Marie T Feb 2 1933........31: 23
Badetta Barbara B of Enrico and Marietta May 7 1932....30:198
Bedford John S of George E and Elizabeth May 11 1935...32: 50
Bedrosian Armenouhi of Hamparsoom and Alice June 5 1933..31: 60
Bedrosian Bedros of Geragos and Gozale Mar 1 1933......31: 24
Bedrosian Joyce of Harry and Angelina Oct 6 1932....30:257
Bedrosian Karnig of Eugene and Persape May 21 1931...30: 58
Bedrosian Margaret J of Hamparsoom and Alice Mar 17 1931.30: 32
Bedrosian Vartouhi of Geragos and Gozale Feb 15 1935....32: 16
Beech Albert E of Albert E and Mildred A Dec 31 1933...31:134
Beede Russell S of Robert J and Virginia May 15 1935...32: 52
Beeley James H of James H and Marion M Mar 17 1935....32: 27
Beeley Margaret M of James and Josephine E Dec 30 1933..31:134
Beers Henry G of Eugene H and Ida V May 17 1935....32: 52
Beers Jean A of Eugene H and Ida V June 29 1932.....30:217
Begg Elizabeth A of Henry and Rosalie A June 1 1933...31: 59
Begg Francis H of Henry and Rosalie A Aug 27 1931....30: 97
Begones Daniel of Julius J and Louise A June 18 1932...30:213
Begum Marcia J of Aaron and Helen May 8 1933.........31: 49
Behm Frederick of Virginia Oct 14 1932................30:261
Behm Gertrude of Fredrick F and Annie E Sept 22 1932...30:250
Behm Louise G of Harry and Grace Dec 31 1935........32:130
Beighton Eric of Eric and Mildred V June 9 1933........31: 61
Bejian Alma P of Harry and Armenooohi Oct 7 1932....30:258
Bejian Harry F of Harry and Armenooohi Sept 20 1933...31: 99
Bekelman Alan M (Twin) of Harold and Bessie May 9 1935..32: 50
Bekelman Tobey E (Twin) of Harold and Bessie May 9 1935..32: 50
Bekris John G of George S and Mary Dec 29 1933.......31:133
Belanger Albert E of Emilien E and Evelyn E Aug 15 1932..30:236
Belanger Barbara F of Susan Dec 2 1935.................32:130
Belanger Eleanor D of Anna M Apr 10 1934...............31:174
Belanger Jean M of Aurore May 8 1931.................30: 53
Belanger Lionel G of Lionel G and Alice J Oct 25 1932...30:265
Belanger Muriel I of Alfred J and Irene Apr 16 1935....32: 40
Belanger Robert L of Lucien V and Gabrielle M Feb 20 1931..30: 20
Belcher Claire E of Walter F and Clara Sept 17 1932....30:249
Belcher John A of Ronald S and Mary Oct 26 1931.......30:120
Belcher Marjorie E of Lawrence E and Margaret E July 14

1931 ...........................................30: 80
Belcher Thomas W of Ernest C and Hazel R Aug 14 1935...32: 88
Belcher Walter F of Walter F and Clara Jan 6 1934....31:140
Belford Frederick R of Godfroi and Jessie June 14 1934..31:197
Belhumeur Jacqueline of Thomas and Florianne Sept 2 1931,....30:100
Belilove William of Louis and Tillie Sept 17 1934........31:234
Belisle Dorothy M of Antoinette C Nov 10 1934.........31:254
Belisle Jean C of Roland H and Catherine R Dec 30 1932....30:287
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Beliveau Irene of Leo A and Monica A Sept 2 1933.............31: 94
Beliveau Jean H (Twin) of Leo J and Flora B July 3 1934....31: 204
Beliveau Joseph J L of Oscar and Clara Jan 24 1931........30: 9
Beliveau June M (Twin) of Leo J and Flora B July 3 1934....31: 204
Beliveau Leo J of Leo J and Flora B Mar 27 1933............31: 32
Beliveau Maurice J of George J and Josephine M Nov 27 1932.30: 277
Beliveau Oscar R N of Oscar and Clara Dec 28 1934.......31: 271
Beliveau —— (Twin) d of Leo and Flora Apr 9 1932..........30: 186
Beliveau —— (Twin) d of Leo and Flora Apr 9 1932..........30: 195
Bell Arnold I of Hallie H and Letitia Jan 18 1935.........32: 6
Bell Doris M of Thomas J and Eva M May 4 1931..........30: 52
Bell Dorothy G of Manuel A and Delphine A Sept 19 1933..31: 99
Bell Ernest S of Ernest S and Helen G July 18 1935......32: 77
Bell Janice D (c) of Andrew J and Marjorie Apr 17 1934...31: 176
Bell Mary A of Dudley and Delphine Sept 8 1933........31: 96
Bell Marylyn J of Samuel and Pauline Feb 12 1931.......30: 17
Bell Raymond J of Thomas J and Eva M Mar 4 1935.........32: 23
Bell Richard McL of Richard and Helen L Oct 4 1931......30: 112
Bell Sidney of Irving S and Mary B Jan 20 1933.........31: 7
Belleavone Gloria J of Victor J and Bessie Nov 13 1935..32: 122
Belleavone Robert J of Joseph H and Blanche R Nov 27 1935.32: 127
Bellin Gertrude G of Harold A and Rose July 9 1933......31: 71
Bellirano Vincenzo G of Domenico and Elvira Dec 25 1932..30: 286
Bellisie Lionel R of Thiotime and Delia May 8 1933......31: 49
Bello Anthony R of Antonio and Virginia Feb 11 1933....31: 15
Bello Giovanni of Giovanni and Rita A M Aug 20 1934...31: 223
Bello Richard A of Anthony and Virginia May 14 1935....32: 51
Bello —— s of Giovanni and Rita A M Apr 29 1933.........31: 44
Bellotti Roland of Michele A and Rosa M Jan 28 1933....31: 9
Bellrose Claire E of Edward and Edith M Apr 24 1932.....30: 192
Bellucci Assunta T of Antonio and Ida Aug 29 1933.......31: 91
Bellucci Guido A of Francesco and Maddalena Apr 13 1931..30: 43
Bellucci Ida of Francesco and Maddalena Apr 7 1933....31: 37
Belluscio Alfred of Angela Dec 29 1934................31: 275
Belmont Robert M of James J and Mildred Mar 25 1935....32: 30
Belmonte Antonio F of Francesco and Adelina May 18 1931.30: 57
Belovitch Ann M of George and Mildred Jan 27 1935......32: 9
Belovitch Marvina J of George and Mildred July 6 1931...30: 77
Bemberg Frederick W of Hans H and Anneliese G Mar 1 1933.31: 24
Bemis Carolyn of Arnold B and Lydia Aug 29 1935.......32: 93
Bemis Frederick E of Frederick E and Ruth C June 24 1933..31: 66
Bemis Harvey S of Frederick E and Ruth C Sept 23 1935..32: 103
Bemis Wilfred E of Wilfred and Elsie June 23 1934.......31: 200
Bemont Paul V of Everett T and Arlene C May 21 1933.....31: 53
Bender Beryl of Albert B and Loretta Oct 4 1934..........31: 240
Bender Carl P of Philipp H and Alma C May 27 1932.......30: 204
Benedetti Cesario of Joseph and Gilda Aug 3 1935.............32: 84
Benedetti Francis L of Pietro and Rosa Feb 25 1934..........31: 157
Benevides Ralph of Manuel and Mary M Dec 12 1933..........31: 128
Benford Alice C of Lloyd R and Doris I Dec 17 1932.........30: 284
Benford William R of William R and Mary G June 28 1932...30: 216
Bengtson Richard E of Eric F and Anna Oct 23 1934.........31: 247
Benison Claire F of Edward J and Mary A Jan 17 1935......32: 6
Benison Edward J of Edward J and Mary A June 14 1933....31: 63
Benjamin Florence J of Leo T and Marie C J Oct 26 1934....31: 247
Benjamin Georgette A of Arthur and Aurore Oct 4 1932....30: 257
Benjamin Jacqueline M of Evelyn M Feb 6 1933..............30: 137
Benjamin Lionel J of Lionel J and Vincenza Apr 28 1934....31: 180
Bennett Barbara of Herman L and Selma June 15 1931......30: 68
Bennett Bernard II of Bernard and Genevieve Jan 22 1931..30: 8
Bennett Carolyn V of Frederick M and Gladys V Nov 18 1931.30: 129
Bennett Elsie of Thomas and Elsie Nov 1 1931..............30: 124
Bennett Frank H of James O'N and Eleanor Jan 3 1931......30: 1
Bennett George H of George H and Bernice E June 18 1935..32: 65
Bennett George R of George W and Marion F July 22 1931...30: 83
Bennett Jane A of John A and Jane June 16 1932............30: 212
Bennett Joan M of William H and Olive D Mar 27 1935......32: 31
Bennett June N of Palmedus O and Janice H June 16 1935...32: 64
Bennett Mary E of William and Marie E Mar 27 1934.......31: 168
Bennett Muriel N of Clarence E and Ruth July 7 1933......31: 70
Bennett Ralph M of Amos M and Flora B Sept 12 1933.....31: 97
Bennett Richard P of Reuben and Mollie July 22 1935......32: 79
Bennett Stanley H of John H and Deema B Feb 11 1931......30: 17
Bennett Virginia S of Earl D and Mildred L Sept 7 1932....30: 245
Bennett William J of William and Marie E Apr 23 1931.....30: 47
Benoit Carol M of Philip E and Delia May 29 1933.......31: 56
Benoit David J of David J and Nellie M July 5 1934........31: 205
Benoit Doris L of Florian J and Dora L Sept 23 1933......31: 100
Benoit Elizabeth M of Florian and Dora L Dec 6 1934.....31: 263
Benoit Geraldine M of George E and Irene E Oct 29 1935...32: 116
Benoit Jeanne L of Roy E and Jeanne A Jan 12 1935.......32: 4
Benoit Lionel P of Lionel P and Anna I Oct 19 1931......30: 117
Benoit Patricia M of Adelard J and Ada M Aug 14 1934.....31: 228
Benoit Richard E of Oscar J E and Exilia M July 7 1932....30: 221
Benoit Robert J of Adelard J and Ada M July 24 1932......30: 227
Benoit Tillie V of Ernest A and Matilda R Oct 27 1934......31: 248
Benson Ann M of Earl O and Irma Aug 31 1932..............30: 242
Benson Barbara A of Daniel P and Mary A Oct 26 1935......32: 115
Benson Barbara J of Arthur A and Mildred A Jan 30 1933....31: 10
Benson Barrett C of Simon and Catherine D May 18 1934...31: 187
Benson Beverly J of Andrew T and Helen J Dec 19 1934.....31: 267
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Benson Carole J of Charles V and Mary T Nov 28 1935......32:127
Benson Constance P of Simon and Catherine D Sept 18 1935...32:101
Benson Donald W of Walter H and Arlene M Aug 31 1934....31:227
Benson Fred of Frederick G W and Marie Jan 7 1932........30:150
Benson June A of Warren E and Muriel A I June 7 1933.....31:61
Benson Maurice E of Morris T and Edith J Jan 27 1931.....30:10
Benson Phyllis E of Albert E L and Edith L May 15 1934...31:186
Benson Robert L of Lewis B and Helen Dec 7 1931.........30:137
Benson Roy A (Twin) of Walter Y and Arline M Nov 21 1932..30:275
Benson Shirley M (Twin) of Walter Y and Arline M Nov 21
1932 ........................................................................30:275
Bensson Barbara A of John E and Myrtle B May 23 1933...31:54
Bent Albert of Mary Mar 27 1933.................................31:32
Bent David W of Roy S and Kathleen F Apr 4 1935........32:36
Bentley John of Charles E and Ella Jan 12 1931..............30:4
Bentley —— d of James and Madge June 4 1932..............30:207
Bentley —— s of D Gilbert and Harriet E Feb 13 1933.....31:16
Bento Angelina A (c) of Alberto and Amelia May 8 1932...30:198
Bento Dolores of Joseph and Mary May 19 1931..............30:62
Bento Donald J (c) of Albert and Amelia Jan 10 1935.....32:3
Bento Elizabeth (c) of Carlos B and Faustina July 17 1933..31:74
Bento George of Joseph and Alice Jan 8 1935...............32:3
Bento Harold J (c) of Harold J and Ophelia E Dec 6 1935..32:143
Bento Jose S of Joseph and Mary Mar 26 1932...............30:180
Bento Maria A (c) of Carlos B and Faustina June 28 1932..30:216
Bento Mary F (c) of Harold J and Earlie O Jan 4 1933.....31:1
Bento Reginald (c) of Alberto and Amelia Feb 17 1934....31:155
Bento —— (c) s of Harold J and Earlie O Jan 23 1935.....32:8
Benum Carol M of Olaf and Margot Dec 4 1931..............30:136
Benz Robert C of Henry E and Mary B Mar 17 1935........32:27
Berard Daniel J of Joseph and Amelia May 8 1931.........30:53
Berard Irwin D of Delphis and Theresa M July 8 1931....30:78
Berard Robert F of Delphis and Theresa Aug 22 1933.....31:88
Berardinelli Agnes A of Ermete R and Eva July 27 1933....31:78
Berardinelli Norma F of Ermete R and Eva Jan 6 1931.....30:2
Berardis Beniamino of Francesco and Celia Oct 29 1933...31:113
Berardis Elsie of Francesco and Celia Mar 10 1932........30:175
Berberian Lilian S of Misak and Agavine Dec 1 1935.....32:130
Berberian Thomas of Jasper M and Vertouhi Sept 30 1932...30:254
Beretta Allen F of Santino and Dorothy M Mar 6 1933.....31:25
Beretta Ann B of Davide and Bianca A Jan 12 1933......31:4
Beretta Barbara M of Addie A Apr 23 1933..................31:42
Beretta Dorothy M of Santino and Dorothy M Mar 25 1934..31:168
Beretta Joan A of Santino and Dorothy M Oct 4 1935.....32:109
Beretta Richard R of Davide and Bianca A Jan 17 1935....32:6
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Berg Betsy of Edward and Mary Nov 24 1932. .......... 30: 276
Berg Maureen A of Maurice C and Isabella M Apr 13 1935. 32: 39
Berg Robert W of Arno R and Bessie F July 24 1931. .... 30: 84
Bergantini Arturo U of Nicola and Angela Nov 16 1931. .... 30: 128
Bergden --- s of Ingrid Nov 20 1932. ................. 30: 274
Bergel Arlene E of Maurice and Jeannette R Apr 26 1934. 31: 179
Bergel Richard B of Isadore and Anna May 12 1935. ... 32: 51
Bergel --- s of Isadore and Anna Oct 30 1932. ......... 30: 268
Berger Carl E V of Carl E V and Cecile M Aug 23 1931. . 30: 95
Berger Jay L of Nathan and Pauline Apr 14 1931. .. 30: 43
Berger Phyllis H of Henry and Rose S Mar 24 1932. .. 30: 179
Bergeron Albert L of Berthe June 24 1934. .............. 31: 200
Bergeron Barbara J of George D and Irene M Dec 31 1934. 31: 271
Bergeron Claire of Emile and Hanna M July 7 1931. ... 30: 77
Bergeron Eileen C of Philip J and Irene M Aug 27 1931. . 30: 97
Bergeron Jean of Alfred A and Bernadine T Sept 5 1931. 30: 101
Bergeron Jean A of Arthur and Gladys Dec 6 1932. ..... 30: 281
Bergeron Richard C of Emile and Hanna M Jan 16 1935. 32: 5
Bergeron Robert H of Albert J and Rachel M June 3 1935. 32: 59
Bergeron William E of Philip J and Irene M Nov 15 1934. 31: 255
Bergeron --- s of George D and Irene M Jan 23 1934. .. 31: 149
Berghgren Carolyn A of Warren H and Doris E Mar 8 1935. 32: 24
Berghlahn Carolyn M of Albert G and Elsie G Sept 13 1934. 31: 233
Berghheimer William of George E and Florence June 12 1933. 31: 62
Berghman Carl S J of Carl O F and Evelyn May 11 1934. 31: 185
Bergin Donald E of James L and Ida M Aug 7 1932. .... 30: 234
Bergin Joyce E of James L and Ida M July 8 1931. ... 30: 78
Bergin Lillian A of John and Lillian July 7 1932. ... 30: 221
Bergin Mary H of Lillian Apr 23 1934. ............ 31: 178
Berick Ada B of Frederick F and Mildred Jan 10 1932. .. 30: 151
Berick Allan C of Louis H and Ruth Apr 7 1931. ... 30: 41
Berick Frank M of Morris and Gertrude July 9 1934. ... 31: 207
Berick Joy of Morris and Gertrude Oct 2 1931. .... 30: 111
Berk Joan B of Nathan and Lillian Mar 24 1931. ... 30: 34
Berkman Benjamin D of Benjamin D and Ruth Feb 19 1931. 30: 20
Berkowitz Joseph of William and Frances Apr 4 1931. .. 30: 49
Berkowitz Charlotte R of Jacob and Ethel May 20 1935. .. 32: 54
Berkowitz Fay A of Samuel M and Pearl P May 24 1932. .. 30: 203
Berkowitz Shirley A of Samuel M and Pearl P June 27 1934. 31: 201
Berling Richard H of Edward R and Cora L Mar 30 1931. . 30: 36
Berman Bennett S of Abraham and Hattie Mar 10 1934. .. 31: 163
Berman Beverly P of Harry and Martha C May 24 1932. .. 30: 203
Berman Miriam N of David and Fannie Nov 12 1932. ... 30: 272
Berman Muriel of Jacob S and Estelle Nov 23 1931. ... 30: 130
Bernard Arleen of Louis F and Delia B Dec 26 1931. ... 30: 143
Bernard Barbara A of Walter and Sarah E July 5 1935. .. 32: 72
Bernard Donald E of Edgar P and Marguerite Jan 28 1935...32: 9
Bernard Gloria of Louis F and Delia B Apr 28 1933.........31: 44
Bernard Gloria T M of Albert J and Marie Y May 31 1934....31: 191
Bernard Jeanette H of Albert J and Marie Y July 18 1935....32: 77
Bernard Robert L of George L and Myrtle G Nov 13 1934....31: 255
Bernardi Joseph G of Joseph G and Nora L Sept 30 1932....30: 254
Bernardi Paul T of Paul T and Madeline M Apr 17 1935....32: 40
Bernardo Christine J of Pasquale and Jeanette Nov 5 1933....31: 116
Bernardo Giuseppe of Luigi A and Teresa Jan 1 1932.........30: 149
Bernardo Joseph of Vincenzo and Pia A May 24 1933..........31: 54
Bernardoni Cynthia of Nicodemo and Emelia Apr 17 1935....32: 40
Berndt David A of William A and Edith M Feb 14 1934.......31: 154
Berndt Irma K of Hans B and Klara H July 30 1933.........31: 79
Bernhard Linda L of Frank E and Jessie E Feb 16 1931......30: 19
Bernier Jean C of Joseph C and Alyce M Mar 1 1935.......32: 23
Bernier Raymond H of Rene and Laura Oct 6 1931..........30: 112
Bernier Roland J of Roland J and Antonia Feb 26 1932......30: 168
Bernstein Ann M (Twin) of Louis and Sophie Nov 20 1932....30: 274
Bernstein Arlene R of Martin J and Ada July 25 1931......30: 84
Bernstein Jerald R of Sidney and Ida F Mar 24 1935......32: 30
Bernstein Natalie (Twin) of Louis and Sophie Nov 20 1932....30: 274
Berrie Jean J of Burrell B and Myrtle R Jan 1 1933.......31: 1
Berrigan Edmund J of Edmund J and Margaret E Nov 15 1934,31: 255
Berrigan Margaret W of Edward and Agnes Mar 26 1931.....30: 35
Berry Allan R (c) of Muriel E Nov 30 1934........31: 260
Berry Charles E of Thomas E and Esther Feb 2 1935.......32: 12
Berry Donald L of Edward A and Florence Oct 6 1932......30: 257
Berry Dorothy E of Wilfred and Eva Mar 8 1931........30: 28
Berry Evangeline of Joseph S and Evangeline A May 17 1935,32: 52
Berry Jean E of Arthur J and Martha R Oct 16 1932........30: 261
Berry Lila A of Joseph S and Evangeline May 23 1931.......30: 59
Berry —— d of William and Margaret Aug 8 1933..........31: 93
Bert Stephen F of Bernardino and Luigia G July 28 1934....31: 214
Bertani Pietro A of Pietro A and Assunta Feb 10 1931......30: 17
Berthiaume Rita L of Gaston M and Laura A Sept 5 1934....31: 230
Bertholf Lorena A of Ralph J and Ethel L Dec 8 1934......31: 264
Bertoci Ricardo O of Mafalda Jan 2 1935................32: 1
Bertolini Donald B of Ernest E and Margaret May 7 1932....30: 198
Bertoncini Alfred F of Alfred and Mary A Feb 1 1935.....32: 12
Bertone Angelo N of Giovanni and Maria Aug 20 1932......32: 238
Bertone Anna A of Antonio and Maria C Sept 7 1935......32: 97
Bertrand Alfred J of Alfred J and Lillian E May 2 1934.....31: 182
Bertrand Ann C of Walter E and Dolores Dec 3 1931........30: 135
Bertrand Betty J of James and Marjorie Mar 4 1935.........32: 24
Bertrand Doris A of James A and Marjorie Oct 18 1932.....30:262
Bertrand Robert A of Alfred J and Lillian E July 5 1935.....32:72
Bertrand Rose M of Joseph A and Rose D Dec 3 1934.....31:262
Berube Albert J of Albert J and Isabel May 15 1935.....32:52
Berube Claudette Y of Edonard J and Rose A May 4 1932.....30:197
Berube Donald of George S and Gladys I June 29 1934.....31:202
Berube George W of George S and Gladys I June 21 1932.....30:214
Berube Nahma S of Alphonse and Gertrude J Feb 6 1934.....31:151
Berube Pauline M of Adolphe and Olive Sept 25 1932.....30:252
Berube Robert W of Ernest L R J and Marietta V Mar 16 1931, 30:31
Berube —- s of Laurence J and Albina June 8 1934.....31:195
Bessacini Carmela of Michael A and Agnes S Mar 16 1933.....31:28
Bessacini Maria C of Michael and Agnes Feb 5 1932.....30:162
Besse Leo F of Walter F and Florence A Feb 26 1932.....30:168
Bessette Barbara A of Elie A and Mary C Oct 25 1932.....30:265
Bessette Barbara P of Rene G and Mary J Oct 31 1935.....32:117
Bessette Dorothy E of Elie A and Mary C Sept 14 1935.....32:100
Bessette Edward T (Twin) of Joseph L F and Margaret T I
Mar 1 1933.................................................31:24
Bessette Elinor M of George O and Lena Oct 25 1934.....31:247
Bessette Frank J of Frank H and Marie I R Oct 2 1934.....31:240
Bessette Irene F of George O and Lena Feb 18 1931.....30:20
Bessette Jacqueline L of Rene C and Lucy D Mar 2 1935.....32:23
Bessette James H (Twin) of Joseph L F and Margaret T I
Mar 1 1933.................................................31:24
Bessette Jean R of Armand D D and Irene E Nov 12 1933.....32:122
Bessette Joseph A of Hector H and Dorothy E Dec 13 1931.....30:139
Bessette Kathleen T of Joseph L F and Margaret T I Apr 19
1935......................................................32:41
Bessette Leonch I of Louis and Irene May 1 1933........31:47
Bessette Richard E of Elie A and Mary C June 7 1934.....31:194
Bessette Rita E of Joseph L F and Margaret T I Aug 16 1931, 30:93
Bessette Roland A of Armand A and Marie R July 11 1935.....32:74
Bestwick Alice X H of Phillip S and Helen T Oct 14 1934.....31:243
Bestwick Vivian C of John R W and Mary E Aug 23 1934.....31:224
Bethel Clement W of Lewis H and Gladys E Dec 24 1935.....32:137
Bethel James W of William and Ivy Aug 2 1934................31:217
Bethel Lewis H of Lewis H and Gladys E July 4 1934.........31:212
Bettencourt Arthur of Joao S and Emilia May 31 1932.....30:205
Bettencourt Jean O (Twin) of Joseph F and Dorothy E Nov 30
1933......................................................31:123
Bettencourt Joseph F (Twin) of Joseph F and Dorothy E Nov
30 1933......................................................31:123
Bettencourt Marilyn L of Manuel S and Mercy Nov 28 1932.....30:277
Bettencourt Peter of Joao S and Emilia July 18 1934.....31:210
Bettencourt — s of Joao S and Emilia Feb 14 1931.... 30: 25
Betters John W of John W and Ethel Sept 26 1935.... 32: 104
Betts Carolyn F of Lawrence E and Ruby R Jan 14 1935.... 32: 5
Betts Mary E of David W and Mand May 15 1931.... 30: 55
Betts Vivian M of Frank and Margaret G May 31 1931.... 30: 62
Betz Valarie S of Warren H and Helen Aug 5 1935.... 32: 85
Betzer Anne E of Glen F and Helen V Feb 27 1934.... 31: 158
Bevan Carol J of Ralph C and Doris Oct 20 1935.... 32: 114
Bevan Ralph C of Ralph C and Doris July 17 1931.... 30: 81
Bevilacqua Edward E of Giovanni and Maria G P Dec 25 1933, 31: 132
Bevilacqua Francesca E of Domenico and Maria Jan 27 1933, 31: 9
Bevilacqua John S of Giovanni and Maria G P Sept 7 1935.... 32: 97
Bevilacqua Michele of Michele and Michelina July 5 1931.... 30: 77
Bevilacqua Roberto E of Giovanni and Maria G P May 30 1932, 30: 205
Bevilacqua Teresa of Michele and Michelina Dec 20 1933.... 31: 131
Bextel Harold VanC of Harold VanC and Helen D Sept 30
1935.... 32: 143
Beynon Walter D of Tracy K and Lucille Feb 5 1934.... 31: 151
Bezura Sophia of Stanley and Cornelia July 14 1931.... 30: 86
Bianchi Benedetto R of Roberto and Argentina Feb 25 1934.... 31: 157
Bianchi Joanna of Giovanni B and Maria D July 22 1935.... 32: 82
Bianchi Louisa of Felice and Antonetta Dec 27 1934.... 31: 270
Bianchi Maria G of Felice and Antonetta Aug 4 1932.... 30: 233
Bianco Albert S of Antonio and Carmela May 19 1934.... 31: 188
Bianco Carmino A of Frank and Jennie July 16 1933.... 31: 74
Bianco Frank of Frank and Jennie Dec 16 1934.... 31: 266
Bianco Gloria L of Frank and Emanuela Mar 28 1935.... 32: 32
Bianco Michael of Michele and Maria Sept 26 1935.... 32: 104
Bianco Nicola of Angelo and Concetta Mar 21 1932.... 30: 178
Bianco Richard E of Pasquale and Rachela Nov 22 1934.... 31: 258
Bianco Rita L of Luigi R and Pasqualina Feb 15 1933.... 31: 17
Bianco Salvatore of Michele and Maria Apr 14 1933.... 31: 39
Bianco — s of Carmine and Marie A Aug 26 1934.... 31: 226
Bianco — d of Luigi R and Pasqualina June 15 1935.... 32: 70
Bibeau Claire N of Philip and Louise Sept 10 1932.... 30: 216
Bibeau Ernest R of Ernest R and Aimee L June 25 1932.... 30: 215
Bibeault Barbara M of Arthur L and Teresa M May 8 1935.... 32: 49
Bicho Barbara L of Anthony J and Mary W Aug 30 1933.... 31: 91
Bicho Joan M of John J and Alice R S Mar 6 1934.... 31: 162
Bickers Lillian M of James W and Hazel M Feb 14 1932.... 30: 164
Bickford Milton C of Milton C and Sarah M Sept 6 1931.... 30: 101
Bicknell Barbara H of Albert E and Grace I Oct 12 1933.... 31: 108
Bicknell Dorothy L of Luke E and Effie July 30 1932.... 30: 229
Bicknell Grace E of Albert E and Grace I Jan 19 1935.... 32: 6
Bicknell Rebecca A of Luke E and Effie May 11 1934.... 31: 185
Bicknell William E of Albert E and Grace I Mar 21 1932.... 30: 178
BIDA Beverly C of Harold H and Elsie Jan 15 1935..................32: 5
Biddell Jacelyn H of John H and Dorothy S Feb 17 1933..........32: 17
Bieler Helen of Samuel and Rose Sept 23 1931.....................30: 107
Biello Paul G of James and Carmela Feb 2 1931...................30: 14
Bieniek Walter R of Walter and Anna Apr 27 1933................31: 43
Bifulco Paul W of Daniel and Rose Jan 7 1931....................30: 3
Bigelli Giovanni D of Mariano and Ada July 22 1931...............30: 83
Bigney Joseph of John F and Catherine C Apr 8 1932...............30: 186
Bigney Shirley L of Benjamin and Etta Jan 18 1932...............30: 154
Bik Joyce C of Helen May 19 1935...............................32: 142
Bilgor William D of Aaron A and Edith Oct 24 1935..............32: 143
Bill Lawrence B of John G and Catherine E June 14 1935.......32: 63
Bill — d of John G and Catherine E Apr 7 1932...............30: 195
Biller Euda L of David and Thelma Jan 29 1933................31: 10
Billings Faxon C of Faxon C and Esther P May 12 1935.........32: 51
Billington Francis of Francis and Marie Apr 18 1931..........30: 45
Bilodeau Ernest J M of Valerien J and Yvonne July 1 1934....31: 204
Bilodeau Gilbert L of Oscar S and Olive L Feb 29 1932........30: 169
Bilodeau Lucille M A of Valerien J and Yvonne Dec 14 1932...30: 283
Bilodeau Mary L of Vera M June 9 1933.......................31: 61
Bilodeau Ronald R of Armand R E and Eva June 23 1935......32: 67
Bilodeau — s of Armand R E and Eva Mar 4 1933...............31: 34
Bilodeau — s of Raymond A and Cecelia A Dec 24 1933.........31: 132
Bilsky Morton E of Jacob and Rose Aug 27 1932.............30: 241
Bingham Ann C of Henry S and Anne E July 1 1935..............32: 71
Bingham David P of Frank J and Mary Jan 10 1933.............30: 3
Bingham James of Frank J and Mary May 11 1934...............30: 54
Bingham Rita M of Frank J and Mary Sept 11 1934.............31: 232
Bir Dorothy G of William A and Lena Dec 5 1935..............32: 131
Birch Donald S (Twin) of John and Louise Mar 29 1933.........31: 33
Birch Edward E of Harold A and Gertrude M Sept 20 1931......30: 106
Birch Kenneth A of Alfred D and Edith C July 9 1935.........32: 74
Birch Robert N of Alfred D and Edith C June 12 1933.........31: 62
Birch Roger T (Twin) of John and Louise Mar 29 1933.........31: 33
Bird Carol A of James and Emily Dec 13 1934................31: 265
Bird Norman S of Claude C and Evelyn M Feb 18 1935.........32: 17
Bird Wesley C of Claude C and Evelyn M Mar 20 1931..........30: 33
Birningham Charles W of Charles W and Laura July 14 1932...30: 223
Birminham Shirley M of George and Dorothy Oct 1 1935......32: 108
Binnie Lois A of Charles R and Anna L Jan 6 1933............31: 2
Binnie Margaret A of Charles R and Anna L Feb 23 1934......31: 157
Birong Patricia E of Henry and Alice C Dec 26 1933..........31: 132
Birong Ronald A of Frank and Gladys E Jan 3 1931.........30: 1
Birtwell Lucius F of Lucius F and Beryl A July 10 1935......32: 74
Birtwell Nancy E of Harry F and Maude M July 26 1934........31: 213
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Bischoff David A of George C and Almer A Dec 15 1934..............31: 266
Bischoff George C of George C and Alma A Dec 28 1932............30: 287
Bisci Eileen of Gaetano and Rosina June 27 1933.................31: 66
Bisesi Lucy M of Antonio and Giuseppina Sept 8 1935............32: 98
Bishop Anne V of John G M and Marie E A Mar 30 1932...........30: 181
Bishop Barbara K of George and Florence Jan 15 1931............30: 5
Bishop Charles F of Charles F and Ruth Oct 23 1933..............31: 111
Bishop Clarence E of Clarence E and Lottie Mar 1 1933...........31: 24
Bishop Elizabeth A of Ronald C and Elizabeth T May 19 1932..30: 201
Bishop John F of Walter and Elizabeth Sept 11 1935..............32: 99
Bishop Londa P of Mildred Nov 17 1933.........................31: 119
Bishop Olive L of Joseph and Olive Aug 11 1934..................31: 220
Bishop Patricia J of Raymond and Lillian R May 2 1935........32: 47
Bishop Richard H (Twin) of Henry J and Anna M Nov 8 1931.30: 126
Bishop Robert J (Twin) of Henry J and Anna M Nov 8 1931..30: 126
Bishop Shirley A of Harold W and Alice A Nov 14 1934.........31: 255
Bishop — d of Vetal and Catherine May 25 1932.................30: 206
Bishop — s of Eugene L and Lena Sept 21 1934.................31: 239
Bisignano Frances of Salvatore and Santa Oct 19 1935........32: 113
Bisson Joseph A of Joseph A and Sally A Jan 8 1935..........32: 3
Bisson Rita of Paul and Leah May 31 1933......................31: 57
Bisson — s of Joseph N and Sarah A Dec 29 1933.................31: 136
Bitgood Barbara J of Earl F and Ida Dec 24 1933..............31: 132
Bittner Joseph of Henry J and Marie L Jan 24 1934...........31: 146
Bixby Carol A of George R and Jeanne B A July 29 1931.........30: 85
Bixby — d of William H and Adeline K Sept 22 1932............30: 255
Bjorklund Betty E of Eric A and Frances Mar 7 1934............31: 162
Blacher Nancy J of Benjamin and Esther L June 2 1935.......32: 59
Black Alton P of Alton P and Mabel July 2 1931...............30: 76
Black Burnelle O of Ray S and Barbara Mar 3 1932..............30: 172
Black Charles O of Stanley T and Marion Nov 16 1933.........31: 119
Black Deborah of Stanley T and Marion Oct 24 1932...........30: 264
Black Gerald J of Gerald J and Agnes T Aug 23 1935...........32: 92
Black Joan P of William L and Gertrude R Nov 20 1932........30: 275
Black Leo N of Samuel P and Jennie Nov 22 1931...............30: 130
Black Margo D of Thomas F and Margaret D Aug 18 1935........32: 90
Black Mary L of Kenneth H and Sylvia Oct 23 1933..............31: 111
Black Richard A of Alton P and Mabel Mar 2 1933..............31: 24
Black William A of Alfred R and Jane F May 27 1933........31: 55
Black William H of William and Elizabeth Sept 28 1931......30: 108
Black William L of William L and Gertrude R A Nov 30 1935..32: 128
Blackinton Joan E of Robert L and Elizabeth M June 8 1935...32: 61
Blackman Alden H (Twin) of Charles and Rose C Dec 29 1935.32: 138
Blackman Joyce E of Charles and Rose C Jan 23 1932...........30: 156
Blackman Lesle (Twin) of Charles and Rose C Dec 29 1935....32: 138
Blackmar Alden H of Alden H and Martha C Mar 10 1931........30: 29
Blackmar Arnold F of George C and Myrtle F July 24 1933........31: 76
Blackmar Charles R (Twin) of Thomas T and Marie S Dec 18
1934.....................................................................................31: 267
Blackmar Darline M of Thomas T and Marie S Oct 10 1933........31: 107
Blackmar John R of George C and Myrtle F Oct 15 1934........31: 244
Blackmar Ralph W of Ralph E and Marion E July 26 1935........32: 80
Blackmar Thomas T (Twin) of Thomas T and Marie S Dec 18
1934.....................................................................................31: 267
Blackwell Ann L of George H and Dorothy A June 12 1934........31: 196
Blackwell Judith C of Milton P and Eleanor T Sept 21 1935....32: 102
Blackwood John M of John C and Dorothy L July 27 1934........31: 213
Blair David DeF of David DeF and Doris June 6 1931...........30: 65
Blair Donald A of Harry C and Muriel Mar 22 1933..............31: 30
Blair George K of George and Cecelia Apr 18 1932..............30: 190
Blair Joan B of Willis H and Frances L Mar 21 1935............32: 29
Blair John L of Eugene H and Florence I Sept 12 1934.........31: 232
Blair Margaret M of John R and Beatrice Nov 11 1935.......32: 122
Blair Willis H of Willis H and Frances L Aug 30 1933........31: 91
Blair Winifred F of John W and Marion P Jan 3 1935.........32: 1
Blais Bernadette of Albert A and Flora Nov 30 1932...........30: 278
Blais Bertrand R of Clarence E and Jeannette N Sept 11 1935.32: 99
Blais Henry L of Henry L and Beatrice July 17 1934...........31: 209
Blais Marie T L of William L and Lydia A Feb 4 1931.........30: 15
Blais Pauline C B of Joseph A and Charlotte Nov 8 1932....30: 271
Blais Raymond M of Clarence E and Jeannette N Jan 2 1933..31: 1
Blais Richard A of Arthur J and Lucy E Jan 2 1931........30: 1
Blais Rosanna M of Eugene J and Mildred L Jan 7 1933........31: 2
Blairvise Dorothy of Fred and H Alice Feb 3 1934..............31: 150
Blake Barbara of Howard S and Florence A June 10 1934....31: 195
Blake Carole A of Dorothy Feb 22 1935..........................32: 19
Blake Richard A of Albert C and Hazel June 29 1935........32: 69
Blake Richard W of Thomas J and Ida M Jan 24 1931........30: 9
Blake Shirley of Sarah Aug 27 1934.................................31: 226
Blakely Barbara A of James N and Alice M Sept 7 1934....31: 230
Blakely James R of Albert R and Margaret C May 13 1932...30: 199
Blanchard Beverly J of Francis P and Eva M Sept 13 1933....31: 97
Blanchard Constance B of Albert and Alice A June 15 1935..31: 63
Blanchard Joanne E of Arthur and Dorothy Oct 26 1935....32: 115
Blanchard Marie R C of Frederic J and Fabiola Nov 25 1933..31: 122
Blanchard Marie S G of Charles and Yvette July 29 1935.....32: 81
Blanchard Robert C of Raymond C and Helen Apr 3 1934....31: 172
Blanchard Shirley A of Conrad M and Ethel L July 5 1934...31: 205
Blanchard Shirley E of Edmund and Doris F July 5 1935.....32: 72
Blanchard Sylvia of Raymond C and Helen Mar 9 1932........... 30 : 174
Blanchard Wilfred E of Wilfred E and Eva B Nov 11 1931...... 30 : 127
Blanchette Agnes B of Edward H and Agnes Mar 30 1932....... 30 : 181
Blanchette Carol L of Leon N and Juliette M Feb 6 1935...... 32 : 13
Blanchette Edward of Edward H and Agnes M Mar 28 1933...... 31 : 32
Blanchette Joan F of Edward H and Agnes July 7 1934........ 31 : 206
Blanchette Joseph R of Joseph P P and Catherine G Jan 19
1935, ........................................................................ 32 : 6
Blanchette Omer W of Alcide P and Marie E Dec 8 1932....... 30 : 282
Blanchette Robert G of Leon N and Juliette M Nov 21 1933... 31 : 120
Blanchette — s of Joseph and Catherine May 17 1933......... 31 : 58
Blancat Barbara L (c) of William H and Hope E Jan 17 1933.. 31 : 6
Bland Beverly B of Thomas and Violet Oct 14 1931........... 30 : 115
Bland Shirley J (c) of William H and Hope E Nov 25 1934.... 31 : 259
Blandung (Twin) — s of William and Marie Aug 10 1932....... 30 : 235
Blandung (Twin) — s of William and Marie Aug 10 1932....... 30 : 235
Blankenmeyer Richard C of Richard W and Henrietta D Oct
29 1931, ........................................................................ 30 : 121
Blasbalg Melvin F of Hyman and Jean June 27 1931.......... 30 : 72
Blattle — d of Joseph and Leah Mar 15 1933.................. 31 : 34
Blau Audrey H of Leonard and Sallie Nov 13 1933........... 31 : 118
Blau Barbara A of Leonard and Sallie Apr 6 1932............ 30 : 185
Blaydes Clarence H of Clarence H and Doris Feb 4 1935...... 32 : 13
Blazar Andrew S of Milton and Regina Jan 19 1934......... 31 : 145
Blazar Sheldon M of Ernest and Madeline Mar 30 1931....... 30 : 36
Blazer William of Phillip and Anna Oct 16 1933.............. 31 : 109
Blazer — s of Phillip and Anna Sept 28 1932................. 30 : 253
Blauk Celia of Joseph and Stafanie June 20 1931............ 30 : 70
Bleecker Ronald A of Maurice and Ruth E Apr 29 1935....... 32 : 45
Bleich Edith B of George A and Edith E Apr 6 1932......... 30 : 185
Blessing George E of George P and Viola M Apr 18 1934..... 31 : 177
Blessing John F of George P and Viola M Sept 18 1935...... 32 : 101
Blessington Marion J of Francis J and Bertha M Aug 17 1932. 30 : 237
Blicker Robert W of Robert W and Gladys H Nov 11 1934.... 31 : 254
Blicker — s of Charles M and Mary F Apr 12 1932............ 30 : 195
Blifford Barbara A of William and Edna June 28 1934....... 31 : 201
Blinkhorn John A of Aldred E and Catherine Oct 7 1935..... 32 : 110
Blinkhorn Marilyn D of John H and Mildred V Aug 23 1932.... 30 : 239
Bliss Bruce J of Carlton H and Ethel May 18 1935............ 32 : 53
Bliss Clarke E of Stanley C and Claire M Aug 28 1934........ 31 : 226
Bliss Dan M of Lloyd E and Estelle Mar 20 1935.............. 32 : 28
Bliss Graham K of Joseph B and Florence H Aug 10 1931..... 30 : 90
Bliss Judith W of Lawrence E and Carolyn Nov 28 1932....... 30 : 277
Block Robert D of Morris and Mamie Sept 18 1932............ 30 : 249
Block Sondra R of Norman and Bessie Aug 17 1934........... 31 : 222
Blomquist Richard E of Harold V R and Eleanor I Apr 6 1933.. 31 : 36
Bloom Cyrille E of Manuel S and Esther L July 7 1933 .................. 31: 70
Bloom Eleanor of Isidore and Anna Feb 17 1933 .................... 31: 18
Bloom Leonard E of Walter W and Florence F Apr 21 1935 ........ 32: 42
Bloomberg Gertrude L of Harry A and Frances E Dec 2 1931 .... 30: 135
Bloomberg Natalie R of David and Johanna J Feb 6 1934 ........ 31: 151
Bloomfield Martin E of Joseph and Betty June 8 1934 .......... 31: 195
Bloomington Barbara A of Charles H and Mildred Feb 7 1933 .. 31: 14
Bloomington Marilyn T of Harold L and Marie Feb 3 1934 .... 31: 150
Blow — d of Lionel C and Hilma A Aug 29 1935 ..................... 32: 93
Blume Donald F of William and Emily Aug 4 1931 ............... 30: 88
Blumenthal Jerrold of Max M and Sadie Mar 22 1934 ............ 31: 167
Bobozian Marcarid A of Harry and Zabel Feb 5 1933 ............ 31: 14
Bobozian Navaire of Harry and Zabel Sept 5 1935 ............... 32: 97
Bocchino Gilbert E of Gasbarro G and Antonia Jan 1 1934 .... 31: 139
Boccoffino Raimondo S of Paolo and Immacolata Dec 25 1931 .. 30: 142
Bochber Joan of Abraham and Dorothy Nov 11 1934 .......... 31: 254
Bockstael Joan A of Lucien J C and Maria L Sept 13 1935 ..... 32: 100
Boden Richard N of Herbert H and Marie Apr 2 1932 .......... 30: 184
Bodette Ralph F of Ralph F and Alvera F Aug 9 1935 ......... 32: 86
Bodge Patricia J of John A and Florence G Jan 11 1935 .... 32: 4
Bodington Barbara J of Douglas E and Elizabeth Oct 3 1931 .. 30: 111
Bodington Richard F of Alfred H and Martha E May 3 1933 ... 31: 47
Bodkin Joseph B of Edward F and Emma Nov 5 1934 .......... 31: 275
Bodkin Marilyn C of Edward F and Emma June 7 1931 ......... 30: 66
Bodo Louis J of Louis J and Fabiola Jan 4 1931 .......... 30: 2
Boeckler John T of John W and Gertrude E Dec 6 1931 ....... 30: 136
Boehm Kenneth G of Alfred R and Margaret Feb 25 1935 .... 32: 19
Boehm Paula J of Paul and Lillian Dec 19 1933 .......... 31: 130
Boehm Richard W of Alfred R and Margaret June 20 1933 ... 31: 65
Boehmke Barbara A of Harold I and Lauretta E Jan 26 1931 . 30: 10
Boffi — d of Giovanni and Maddalena Oct 30 1935 .......... 32: 118
Bogart Catherine E of Frank E and Anna C June 23 1933 .. 31: 65
Boghigian Ara of Boghos and Varvar July 3 1935 ........ 32: 71
Boghossian Leo C of Leon and Victoria Apr 17 1932 .......... 30: 190
Bogosian Marilyn A of Marderos and Anna V Aug 26 1932 .... 30: 240
Bohan Joan A of Thomas and Mary July 26 1933 .......... 31: 77
Boick — s of Steave and Anna Feb 8 1932 .......... 30: 163
Boisclair Robert J of Joseph A and Florence M Apr 30 1933 .. 31: 45
Boisvert Dorothy R of Albert E and Elizabeth V Sept 20 1931 . 30: 106
Boisvert Germaine E of Joseph E A and Rita Y Apr 5 1935 ... 32: 36
Boisvert Joseph R B of Joseph E A and Rita Y May 21 1931 .. 30: 58
Boisvert Marie J of Hermas and Marie Aug 14 1934 ........ 31: 221
Boisvert Mary B of Hermas and Marie May 10 1933 .......... 31: 50
Boisvert Mary F R of Hermas and Marie Aug 12 1931 .... 30: 91
Boisvert Rhea of Lionel and Marie L Jan 19 1931 .......... 30: 7
Boisvert Therese H of Euclide O and Hilda F July 17 1935... 32: 77
Boisvert Virginia H of Joseph D and Marion V Apr 1 1935... 32: 35
Boitano George of Giovanni and Ida M Dec 5 1932............ 30: 281
Boitano John P of Giovanni and Ida M Apr 3 1931............. 30: 39
Bojar Fannie E of Charles and Marguerite Dec 11 1931...... 30: 138
Bojar Ruth N of Charles and Marguerite Feb 10 1933......... 31: 15
Bolan James E of James E and Myrtle B Jan 22 1934......... 31: 145
Boland Madeline A of John H and Anastasia C July 14 1932.. 30: 223
Boland Marion H of William F and Philomena Aug 19 1933... 31: 87
Bolduc Constantino J of Eugene and Rose Dec 11 1935....... 32: 133
Boler Dolores F of Francis P and Marie L Sept 20 1934.... 31: 234
Boler Eleanor G of Ovila L and Helen V Aug 19 1932....... 30: 238
Bolger John C of Robert and Nora Apr 25 1934.............. 31: 179
Bolger Patrick K of Robert and Nora July 21 1935......... 32: 79
Bolger —— s of Robert and Nora Mar 12 1931................. 30: 30
Bolotow Barbara L of Charles and Betty Mar 13 1931....... 30: 30
Bolster Robert C of William F and Estella A July 8 1931... 30: 78
Bolter Bernard B of Earl L and Beatrice I Aug 26 1934.... 31: 226
Bolter Robert E of Earl L and Beatrice July 4 1931...... 30: 76
Bolton Evelyn M of Lewis and Mary Oct 13 1932............. 30: 260
Bolton James A of James A and Eileen A Dec 29 1932...... 30: 287
Bolton Robert H of Alfred and Mary L Sept 19 1933....... 31: 99
Bolvin John C of Giovanni and Brigida May 21 1932........ 30: 202
Bolvin Teresa A of Giovanni and Brigida Jan 7 1935........ 32: 2
Bolwell Judith E of Charles and Joanna July 15 1932....... 30: 224
Bonacorsi Lillian L of Louis J and Catherine Oct 8 1935... 32: 110
Bonadie Marie M (e) of Henry R and Dominga Oct 11 1935... 32: 111
Bonar Robert A of Robert McC and Hilda G Nov 26 1935.... 32: 127
Bonardi Doris A of Angelo and Katherine Oct 4 1931....... 30: 112
Bonat Beverly M of Ernest R and Beatrice M June 2 1935.... 32: 59
Bonat Marjorie A of Ernest R and Beatrice M May 13 1932... 30: 199
Bonetti Alessandra G of Potito and Carmela Aug 9 1934.... 31: 219
Bonetti Anna M of Potito and Carmela Sept 12 1931........ 30: 103
Bonetti Giovanni of Giuseppe and Michelina July 14 1932... 32: 223
Bonetti Robert J of John and Carmella C Jan 10 1935...... 32: 3
Bongiovanni Antonina M of Domenico and Teresa Sept 11 1931 30: 103
Bonin Jean M of Ernest J and Edith Feb 21 1935............. 32: 18
Bonin Joan T of Ernest J and Edith Aug 23 1933............. 31: 89
Bonn Dorothy E of James T and Florence E Mar 24 1932..... 30: 179
Bonn John J of John J and Ruth A Jan 23 1934.............. 31: 146
Bonn Walter C of James T and Florence E July 7 1935..... 32: 73
Bonn William W of John J and Ruth A July 30 1935........ 32: 82
Bonneau Joan B of Clifford R and Beatrice M Mar 19 1935... 32: 28
BIRTHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonnell Paul C</td>
<td>William L</td>
<td>Ethel M</td>
<td>Jan 12 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonner Harold C</td>
<td>Harold L</td>
<td>Elsie M</td>
<td>July 11 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonner Marion A</td>
<td>Earl F</td>
<td>Marie N</td>
<td>Dec 1 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonner Virginia M</td>
<td>Vincent J</td>
<td>Gertrude E</td>
<td>Sept 1 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnick William A</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>Veronica</td>
<td>July 31 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonsanto Tomaso of Francesco</td>
<td>Lucrezia</td>
<td>July 26 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonsignore Albert W</td>
<td>Alberto Elvira</td>
<td>Apr 9 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonsignore Antonetta V</td>
<td>Alberto Elvira</td>
<td>Nov 9 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bontecou Nathalie M</td>
<td>Russell M</td>
<td>Margaret M</td>
<td>Jan 15 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bontempo</td>
<td>d of Nicolangelo</td>
<td>Luisa</td>
<td>July 20 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bood Janet E</td>
<td>Henry J</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>Feb 18 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bood Robert F</td>
<td>Frank M</td>
<td>Laurina R</td>
<td>Dec 1 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boogar Patricia</td>
<td>William F</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>Dec 2 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookchin Myrna E</td>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td>Irene S</td>
<td>Oct 1 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothe</td>
<td>Jacqelyn L</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>Wendell Alice C</td>
<td>June 19 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Donald A</td>
<td>Alexander N</td>
<td>Helen E</td>
<td>Sept 11 1933</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Henrietta O C</td>
<td>Henry J</td>
<td>Catherine V</td>
<td>Dec 28 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Joan F</td>
<td>Harold E</td>
<td>Helen Sept</td>
<td>5 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Katherine A</td>
<td>F Carlton</td>
<td>Ruth O</td>
<td>Oct 31 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Malcolm W</td>
<td>Palmer C</td>
<td>Iris Aug</td>
<td>10 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Marilyn J</td>
<td>Rodger P</td>
<td>Honor O</td>
<td>Oct 10 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Norma J</td>
<td>Leo F</td>
<td>Viola N</td>
<td>Feb 22 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Robert H</td>
<td>William F</td>
<td>Vivian S</td>
<td>Apr 3 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth Stephen D</td>
<td>Phillips D</td>
<td>Elsie Dec</td>
<td>16 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth William K</td>
<td>Kenneth L</td>
<td>Dorothy Apr</td>
<td>22 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>s of Wallace and Estelle</td>
<td>Aug 20 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothe</td>
<td>s of Marjorie</td>
<td>Apr 10 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothman Ernest R</td>
<td>Ernest</td>
<td>Emma E Aug</td>
<td>9 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootier Evelyn L</td>
<td>Louis E</td>
<td>Eva Oct</td>
<td>28 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bopp Frederick W</td>
<td>Fred W</td>
<td>Ann Feb</td>
<td>11 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boragine Guglielmo O of Vincenzo</td>
<td>Gilda</td>
<td>Aug 20 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boragine Robert J</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>and Anna Feb</td>
<td>2 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borah Robert Lewis E and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Aug 12 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boranian Mary of Melkon and Hurpig Jan</td>
<td>21 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boranian Peter M of Melkon and Hurpig May</td>
<td>14 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bordellean Roland J of John M and Doris R</td>
<td>May 13 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borden Cynthia A of John S</td>
<td>Dorothy M</td>
<td>Aug 4 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borden Joan of Richard J and Louise Jan</td>
<td>26 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borden John of John E and Mary L</td>
<td>May 20 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borden Thomas R of Chester with Mary Nov</td>
<td>6 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bordieri John W (Twin) of Giovanni and Annunziata A L</td>
<td>Feb 2 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bordieri Joseph L (Twin) of Giovanni and Annunziata A L</td>
<td>Feb 2 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borelli</td>
<td>d of Carmine and Pasqualina</td>
<td>May 19 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borello Mary E of Walter and Helen E</td>
<td>June 22 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Boren Priscilla A of Walter T and Elsa Dec 19 1931...........30:141
Borenstein Morton H of Louis and Betty Oct 21 1931........30:118
Borges Barbara A of John and Anna Mar 18 1933.............31:29
Borges Dorothy of Manuel and Jacinta B Aug 18 1931........30:93
Borges Henry C of Henrique S and Anna Sept 27 1933........31:102
Borges —— d of William and Dorothy Apr 15 1934............31:176
Borino Alfredo A of Alessandro and Assunta Feb 18 1931.....30:20
Borland Barbara of John and Florence Sept 2 1932...........30:244
Bornside Elaine of Charles J and Charlotte Mar 5 1931.....30:27
Borod Richard M of Edmond S and Lena H May 11 1933......31:50
Borod Robert L of Morton and Pearle Apr 20 1932............30:191
Borowick Joseph E of Pauline Oct 19 1934...................30:245
Borrasi Gloria T of Raffaele and Loreta Feb 22 1932.......30:167
Borrelli Evelina C of Ernesto and Biagia Feb 15 1933......31:17
Borrelli Jean F of Albert N and Nellie M Sept 20 1934......31:234
Borrelli Vincenzo A of Paride and Anna Sept 22 1931.......30:107
Boscetti Luigi A of Francesco M and Celia Apr 13 1931......30:43
Boscia Carmino M of Paolo and Consiglia Mar 6 1933.......31:25
Boscia Paolina of Paolo and Consiglia Jan 20 1931.........30:7
Bosland Paul C of Chelcie C and Ann E Dec 2 1933..........31:125
Boss Bradford R of Walter R and Sally Mar 13 1933........31:27
Boss Eleanor M of Ernest and Caroline E May 11 1935......32:50
Boss Ernest R of Ernest R and Carolina E July 16 1931....30:80
Boss Frederick H of Earl D and Flora E Jan 28 1934........31:147
Boss Virginia E of Lester F and Beatrice Aug 31 1933......31:91
Boss Warren L of Lester F and Beatrice June 13 1935......32:63
Bosse Fern G of Edith Mar 4 1932..........................30:173
Bossian Alice of Leon and Agnes Apr 19 1935...............32:41
Bossian —— d of Leon and Agnes June 4 1933................31:60
Bossone Carolyn I of Donato and Errichetta Aug 13 1933....31:85
Bossone Giovanni of Giovanni and Antonette Aug 7 1933....32:86
Bossone Ralph A of Raffaele F and Emma A Aug 1 1933......31:82
Bostrom Donald A of Charles A and Eva Jan 5 1933.........31:2
Bosworth David L of William F and Mildred July 27 1932....30:228
Bosworth Donald N of Roland H and Eva G Jan 14 1935.....32:5
Bosworth Dorothy X of Charles and Mary L July 1 1932.....30:219
Bosworth Hazel M of William F and Mildred B Mar 10 1934...31:163
Bosworth Warren M of Warren M and Hedvig Jan 5 1935......32:2
Botelho Barbara A of Irene Feb 2 1934.....................31:150
Botelho Edith L of Antonio S and Germana Nov 10 1935....32:121
Botelho Robert of Antonio and Germana Sept 6 1934........31:230
Botelho —— d of Manuel and Helen Nov 27 1932.............30:277
Bottai Ferdinand E of Ferdinand and Ursula Feb 8 1935....32:14
Bottis Francis R of Guido U L and Anna M Sept 26 1935....32:104
Bottomley Barbara J of Thomas and Amelia M Sept 8 1933...31: 96
Bottoni Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Rosa Oct 2 1932........30: 256
Botvin David G of Max and Hettie Aug 24 1932............30: 240
Botvin Hope G of Max and Sophie Oct 31 1931.............30: 121
Bouchard Annette M of Anselme A and Annette A Nov 4 1932,30: 269
Bouchard Elizabeth A of Leo J and Nora E Feb 4 1933.....31: 13
Bouchard Henry A of Henry and Dora Sept 3 1932..........30: 244
Bouchard Joseph E of Joseph E and Esther Nov 12 1932...30: 272
Bouchard Kenneth F of John F and Grace Apr 29 1935.....32: 45
Bouchard Lillian M of Henry and Dora Oct 22 1933........31: 111
Bouchard Mary E of Philiber A and Catherine Nov 12 1933..31: 118
Bouchard Mildred I of Henry and Dora July 19 1931.......30: 82
Bouchard Reina E of Lloyd and Genevieve Apr 16 1933....31: 137
Bouchard Richard J of Richard and Irene M Oct 10 1935...32: 111
Bouchard — d of Edward W and Leona July 2 1934.........31: 216
Boucher Jacqueline M of Leopold and Jeanne A May 1 1935..32: 47
Boucher Joan F of Howard O and Margaret F Nov 23 1934..31: 258
Boucher Leopold J of Leopold and Jeanne A June 29 1931..30: 73
Boucher Mary C of George F and Catherine T July 1 1933...31: 69
Boucher Noella M of Louis and Alice May 1 1932...........30: 196
Boucher Raphael P of Raphael and Dorothy B Oct 19 1931..30: 117
Boucher Teresa E of Wilfred J and Edna M Oct 31 1931.....30: 121
Boucher — d of Edward and Loretta Nov 15 1932..........30: 273
Boudreau Barbara H of August F and Helen M Apr 25 1933..31: 43
Boudreau Bertha C of John and Eva Sept 25 1932.........30: 252
Boudreau Charles H of John and Eva Jan 17 1931.........30: 6
Boudreau George M of George L and Alice C I June 21 1935..32: 66
Boudreau John T of George and Alice Sept 10 1931........30: 102
Boudreau Robert A of Alfred O and Hazel G Oct 21 1932...30: 263
Boudreau Robert F of Robert F and Irene Feb 14 1933....31: 17
Boudreau Shirley N of William and Louisa C Nov 13 1935..32: 122
Boudreau — s of Rose Jan 15 1931..................30: 6
Bouffard Anne E of Vorris and Edith J June 8 1934........31: 195
Bouffard George (Twin) of George and Mary May 1 1931...30: 51
Bouffard Jeanne P of George and Mary Sept 18 1935.......32: 101
Bouffard Margaret T of George and Mary V May 8 1933.....31: 49
Bouffard Mary (Twin) of George and Mary May 1 1931.....30: 51
Bouffard Robert E of Arthur W and Hattie May 16 1933....31: 51
Boulais Margaret J of Leodore A and Margaret C June 26 1935..32: 67
Boulanger James A of Philip J and Nolia H Sept 22 1932....30: 251
Boulanger — s of Lucien and Philomena Apr 7 1931.........30: 41
Boulas Sofia of Harris and Zarifo Jan 24 1935.............32: 8
Boulaxis Stelianos H of Harris and Zarifo Sept 1 1931....30: 100
Boulds William T of William T and Maria C Dec 27 1935...32: 137
Boule James L of Arthur and Rose A Mar 21 1931..........30: 33
Boulet Lea T of Wilfrid and Marie R June 8 1933.........31: 61
Boulija Shirley A of Julius G and Irene R Oct 31 1933........32: 117
Bouldian —— d of Sarkis and Cecelia C July 19 1931........30: 82
Bourassa Donald F of Aime J and Alice Dec 28 1931...........30: 143
Bourassa Edna M of Aime J and Alice Jan 8 1933..............31: 3
Bourassa Joseph A H (Twin) of Joseph A and Alma Sept 4
1935..................................................32: 96
Bourassa Joseph R H (Twin) of Joseph A and Alma Sept 4
1935..................................................32: 96
Bourassa Marie A C of Arthur J and Alma Dec 2 1931........30: 135
Bourassa Marie D T of Arthur and Alma Apr 20 1933.........31: 41
Bourcier Albert J of Louis J M A and Marie L E Mar 19 1931..30: 33
Bourdeaux Richard of Celia Aug 24 1934.......................31: 225
Bouressa David of Harold C and Lillian V Dec 24 1934........31: 269
Bouressa Joseph D of Allen F and Theresa B May 27 1931.....30: 60
Bourgeois Norma L of Henry L and Elizabeth G Sept 23 1932..30: 251
Bourne Jerome C (c) of Philip T and Harriett L Dec 19 1934..31: 267
Bourne Joyce S (c) of Philip T and Harriett L Nov 24 1931...30: 131
Bourque John F of Arthur E and Marion I Aug 26 1935........32: 92
Bourque Joseph E L of Joseph and Jeanette C Sept 9 1935....32: 98
Bourque Lona C of Arthur L and Catharina Aug 29 1933........31: 91
Bourret Normand J T of Albert J and Mary A F Oct 9 1935....32: 110
Bousquet Laurence P of Edmund P and Laura Nov 7 1931.......30: 125
Boutello James W of Mary Apr 5 1933..........................31: 36
Bouthillier Jean M of Howard A and Alice E Jan 28 1934....31: 147
Bouthillier Lorraine A of Albert A and Annette T Mar 27 1931.30: 35
Boutin Marie R G of Joseph O and Marie E Feb 24 1931.......30: 22
Boutin Mary P of Omer and Mary E Feb 10 1933...............31: 15
Bouvier Noreen J of Charles A and Elizabeth M June 8 1934..31: 195
Bova Annie M of Rose Mar 1 1931............................30: 147
Bova Assunta of Antonio and Francesca July 14 1931........30: 80
Bova Carlo of Carlo and Eleonora Mar 24 1934.................31: 167
Bova Marie A of Pietro and Maria E Oct 29 1933..............31: 113
Bova Marion I of Anthony and Anna Dec 26 1933...............31: 132
Bova Michael S of Michele and Elizabeth Nov 4 1933.........31: 115
Bove Carolina D of Marcello and Antoinette Oct 23 1931.....30: 119
Bove Virginia A of Vincenzo and Lucia Oct 23 1932..........30: 264
Bovi Doris of Harold J and Mabel E July 18 1931.............30: 81
Bovi Margaret A of Ewald and Catherine July 8 1932.........30: 221
Bowden Barbara D of George and Helen Nov 9 1933..........31: 117
Bowden Joseph of Joseph and Irene F Oct 28 1932............30: 267
Bowden Marilyn J of Ronald A and Lilly V July 18 1931.....30: 81
Bowden Nancy J of Ronald A and Lilly V Apr 23 1934........31: 178
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Bowden Thomas H of Milton A and Mary Mar 20 1934.........31:166
Bowen Claire A of James B and Armoza C Oct 23 1932.........30:264
Bowen Philip P of Philip P and Mary C Oct 3 1935.........32:108
Bowen Arleen T of James and Rosetta M June 6 1931.........30:65
Bowen Barbara A of Francis A and Katherine May 31 1931...30:62
Bowen Barbara C of John P and Mary J Aug 12 1934.........31:220
Bowen Betty (c) of Anthony and Myrtle Aug 3 1934.........31:217
Bowen Betty L of Gordon B and Myra Mar 1 1931.........30:26
Bowen Charles G of Rolland A and Beulah E May 4 1934.........31:182
Bowen Edward of Edward H and Mary Mar 19 1931.........30:147
Bowen Janet E of James and Rosetta M Nov 20 1934.........31:257
Bowen John J of Edward F and Katherine E Mar 12 1931.........30:30
Bowen Joseph P of John W and Margaret A July 1 1934.........31:204
Bowen Joyce A of William E and Hazel E July 18 1931.........30:81
Bowen Marilyn E of William E and Dora M Mar 20 1930.........30:33
Bowen Richard E of Charles J and Margaret A Nov 11 1933.........31:117
Bowen Robert D S of Thomas V and Irene Sept 20 1932.........30:250
Bowen Robert H of Gordon B and Myra Aug 15 1932.........30:236
Bowen William A of Edward F and Catherine E Mar 13 1935.........32:26
Bowen —— d of Vincent E and Virginia M Oct 15 1934.........31:244
Bowerman Shirley J of George A and Alma M Jan 17 1931.........30:6
Bowers Barbara A of Calvin M and Mildred F Sept 8 1933.........31:96
Bowers Barbara H B of Ernest E and Ethel Mar 6 1931.........30:27
Bowers Eleanor R of Oswald L and Doris Apr 17 1934.........31:176
Bowers James H of Ernest E and Ethel H Nov 6 1932.........30:270
Bowers Mary A of William V and Helen V Nov 9 1935.........32:121
Bowers Robert E of Ernest E and Ethel June 26 1934.........31:201
Bowers —— s of Elmer E and Alice E Oct 23 1932.........30:264
Bowers Robert A of Austin F and Irene F Dec 12 1934.........31:265
Bowey Alice T of John M and Alice L May 2 1931.........30:51
Bowlin Lola M of Ernest and Margaret G July 14 1935.........32:76
Bowlin —— s of Ernest M and Margaret G Apr 25 1934.........31:181
Bowman Bruce A of Ray O and Wanda June 18 1933.........31:64
Bowry Elizabeth J of James W L and Ellen E Apr 30 1933.........31:45
Box Helen of Salvatore and Teresa Jan 12 1931.........30:4
Box Irene of Salvatore and Teresa Nov 11 1933.........31:117
Box Thomas W of Thomas and Lena July 20 1933.........31:75
Boyaj Elizabeth A of Howard and Assunta A Apr 20 1935.........32:41
Boyajian Catherine E of Harry and Stella July 11 1932.........30:222
Boyajian Robert of Robert and Anna Mar 20 1933.........31:29
Boyce Harry L of Clarence H and Gladys M Jan 7 1932.........30:150
Boyd Anne K of Leo C and Alice J Nov 18 1935.........32:124
Boyd Bernard J of Leo C and Alice Oct 25 1933.........31:111
Boyd Camilla K of Charles E and Edith Oct 6 1931.........30:112
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Boyd Catherine A of Walter P and Agnes May 9 1935...........32: 50
Boyd Eleanor A of Vincent A and Anna E July 14 1931........30: 80
Boyd Ernest B (c) of Warren W and Mary L Nov 1 1934........31: 251
Boyd Frederick A of Vincent A and Anna E June 11 1934......31: 196
Boyd George E of George B and Elizabeth B Feb 25 1935......32: 20
Boyd Gladys E of Warren W and Mary Mar 28 1931.............30: 36
Boyd Joseph F of Walter P and Agnes Nov 28 1931...........30: 132
Boyd Margaret M of Walter P and Agnes V Dec 27 1932........30: 286
Boyd Walter P of Walter P and Agnes V Dec 24 1933.........31: 132
Boyer Clifford J of Clifford J and Dorothy D Mar 8 1935....32: 24
Boyer Raymond L of Raymond L and Aurora Dec 29 1931......30: 144
Boyes Alvin R of Alvin W and Esther L Oct 14 1933.........31: 108
Boyes Anna E of Alvin W and Esther L May 25 1931........30: 59
Boyes Barbara A of Edmund H and Alice H May 25 1934.....31: 189
Boyes Bruce of Herbert N and Marion D Mar 5 1932.........30: 173
Boyes Ellen L of Chester A and Lillian E Dec 26 1931.....30: 143
Boyes Jeanne of Everett B and Mildred T Sept 12 1931......30: 103
Boyes Karis of Everett L and Beatrice I July 16 1933.....31: 74
Boyes Kathryn F of Everett B and Mildred T June 13 1934...31: 196
Boylan Ann M of Vincent P and Eva M June 2 1931........30: 64
Boylan John F of David H and Marion E May 20 1933.......31: 53
Boyle Margaret A of William E and Mary B Nov 24 1935....32: 126
Boyle Richard D of Arthur E and Olga V Mar 10 1931....30: 29
Boyle Teresa J of John J and Alice L May 29 1933.........31: 56
Boyle —— s of Thomas F and Agnes C Apr 17 1932........30: 195
Boyle —— s of George E and Irene M Sept 14 1932........30: 247
Boyle —— d of Clinton N and Elisabeth L Dec 13 1935....32: 140
Boynton Daniel C (Twin) of Oliver G and Rachel July 2 1934,31: 204
Boynton Francis D of Robert L and Sarah M Aug 30 1934...31: 227
Boynton Henry W of Oliver G and Rachel July 6 1932.......30: 220
Boynton John R of John R and Ellen Feb 29 1932.........30: 170
Boynton Richard S (Twin) of Oliver G and Rachel July 2 1934,31: 204
Boynton Walter E of Robert L and Sarah M Jan 7 1933.....31: 2
Bozzi Elma A of Domenico and Maria Dec 26 1931.........30: 143
Bozzi Vincent M of Mario T and Mary Feb 14 1931.........30: 18
Bozzi —— s of Domenico and Maria July 29 1933.........31: 79
Bracken Carolyn L of John F and Elizabeth June 11 1933..31: 62
Bracken Mark of William J and Helen V June 21 1935.....32: 66
Bracken Mary of William J and Helen V July 17 1932......30: 224
Brackenbury Donald E of Tower D and Viola E Mar 7 1934...31: 162
Brackett William S of William S and Emily Aug 3 1931....30: 88
Bradbury Jean A of Robert and Pearl Sept 17 1934.........31: 234
Bradford Clark M of Roland R and Mildred July 23 1931...30: 83
Bradford George W of George W and Aurilla M Aug 20 1932..30: 238
Bradford Gilbert R (Twin) of Gertrude Dec 16 1932........30: 284
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Bradford Karl K (Twin) of Gertrude Dec 16 1932 ............... 30:284
Bradley Anita F of Milton W and Ethel Oct 20 1933 ............ 31:110
Bradley Barbara J of James E and Jean Jan 16 1931 .......... 30: 6
Bradley Barbara J of Frederick H and Olive Mar 31 1935 ....... 32: 32
Bradley Beverly C of Milton W and Ethel May 4 1932 .......... 30:197
Bradley Charlotte P M of Woodworth and Abiata Apr 26 1934 .. 31:179
Bradley David J of Llewellyn E and Jenny S Oct 18 1935 ....... 32:113
Bradley Doris of Joseph A and Ella E Dec 4 1931 .............. 30:136
Bradley Edmund C of Edmund T and Honora E Dec 20 1932 ... 30:285
Bradley Edward W of Albert S and Helen C Sept 6 1933 ...... 31: 95
Bradley Francis W J of Woodworth and Abiata Aug 11 1935 ... 32: 87
Bradley Gerald W of William J and Nora A July 13 1935 ...... 32: 75
Bradley Gladys E of Milton W and Ethel May 6 1931 ........... 30: 52
Bradley John E of William J and Nora A Apr 13 1932 ......... 30:188
Bradley Joseph E of Llewellyn E and Jenny S Mar 20 1932 ... 30:178
Bradley Kathleen M of Allen E and Mary E Feb 7 1935 ........... 32: 13
Bradley Mary E of Allen E and Mary E Oct 4 1931 ............ 30:112
Bradley Nancy of Charles and Helen July 4 1933 .......... ... 31: 69
Bradley Richard N of Clifford and Elizabeth K July 10 1934 .. 31:207
Bradley Theresa of Allen E and Mary E June 25 1933 .......... 31: 66
Bradley Virginia A of Ralph S and Gladys Nov 3 1935 ...... 32:119
Bradner Lawrence H of Leicester and Harriet May 13 1934 ... 31:186
Bradner Stephen of Leicester and Harriet June 3 1931 ....... 30: 64
Brady Catherine of James F and Elizabeth Apr 28 1933 ....... 31: 44
Brady Christine A of Christopher L and Bridget C Apr 16 1934 . 31:176
Brady Donald R of Edward F and Lillian F Nov 17 1935 ...... 32:124
Brady Florence R of Clarence and Mary H Apr 7 1931 ...... 30: 41
Brady Francis J of Francis J and Wilma G July 12 1931 ....... 30: 79
Brady Joan W of Thomas E and Ann Apr 10 1935 ............ 32: 38
Brady John J of John F and Catherine Apr 2 1935 ......... 32: 35
Brady Margaret E of James J and Frances E Jan 2 1935 ...... 32: 1
Brady Mary A of John H and Loretta M July 9 1933 .......... 31: 71
Brady Rachel H of John H and Loretta M Dec 18 1934 ....... 31:267
Brady Robert E of Edwin C and Margaret S Apr 14 1931 .... 30: 43
Brady Robert S of Walter S and Rose M Mar 12 1934 ....... 31:164
Brady Wayne R of Edward F and Lillian F Sept 23 1934 ...... 31:235
Braga Daniel of John and Mary A July 30 1933 ............. 31: 79
Braga Dorothy of Jose L and Maria Oct 17 1931 .......... 30:116
Braga Filomena of John and Mary A May 25 1932 .......... 30:203
Bragger Janet M of Albert E and Lydia H Dec 24 1932 ...... 30:286
Bragger Lois M of Robert B and Hazel M June 22 1931 ...... 30: 71
Braica Rose M of Vincenzo and Antonetta May 6 1934 ....... 31:183
Brailsford Gordon W of Charles and Dorothy M July 18 1935 .. 32: 77
Brailsford Norman E of Charles and Dorothy M May 27 1931 . 30: 60
Brain John I of Ivo W and Alice M Mar 1 1934 .......... 31:161
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Brais Constance M of George and Alice Sept 17 1932: 30:249
Braley Helen E of John H and Hazel R Apr 13 1932: 30:188
Bramble Barbara R of Edward A and Ruth G Apr 13 1934: 31:175
Bramble Beverly A of Edward A and Ruth G Jan 6 1932: 30:150
Branca —- s of Giovanni and Antonia Dec 7 1932: 30:289
Branch Elizabeth H of Claude R and Hope S Sept 18 1934: 31:234
Branch George N of George N and Lula M Apr 13 1931: 30:43
Branch Harry E of Harry S and Florence R Feb 1 1935: 32:12
Branch Horace F of Horace F and Marie A B Mar 13 1932: 30:175
Branch Jesse R of Samuel A and Norma Aug 6 1935: 32:85
Branch Richard C of Horace F and Bella A M Jan 25 1935: 32:8
Branch Samuel A of Samuel A and Norma C Feb 3 1932: 30:161
Brandreth Robert A of Charles T and Ruth B May 15 1931: 30:55
Branigan Barbara I of Chester J and Alice M Mar 18 1931: 30:32
Brannon Barbara (c) of Hurbert C and Doris Sept 22 1931: 30:107
Brannon Beatrice M (c) of Raymond J and Anna I Aug 28 1933: 31:90
Brannon Carl L (c) of Raymond J and Anna I Jan 10 1931: 30:3
Brannon Dorothy M (c) of Evelyn M Feb 20 1934: 31:156
Brannon Geraldine V (c) of Marjorie May 3 1935: 32:48
Brannon Helen M (c) of Oliver L and Ruth Apr 25 1935: 32:43
Bransford Robert F of Roberta L Dec 29 1935: 32:138
Brantolino Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Rosa Feb 10 1933: 31:15
Brasil James V of Francisco d'A and Senhorinha June 12 1932: 30:211
Brassard Francis A V of Victor A and Juliette A Dec 28 1934: 31:271
Brassard Richard L of Alfred J and Theresa June 16 1934: 31:197
Brassil Kevin J of Patrick J and Mary T Apr 6 1932: 30:185
Brassil Vincent F of Patrick J and Mary T Sept 20 1934: 31:234
Brassil James L of James J and Esther C Sept 22 1931: 30:107
Brauns Beverley A of Clarence F and Christine F May 24 1931: 30:59
Brawn Carlton A of Beatrice Jan 3 1931: 30:1
Braxton Thomas L (c) of Carter and Mary Apr 19 1931: 30:45
Braxton (c) — d of Carter and Mary Aug 1 1932: 30:232
Bray Bernice B of Nicholas and Evelyn B Aug 2 1932: 30:232
Bray Dorothy V of James and Alice V July 16 1931: 30:81
Bray Geraldine B of James and Cecilia A Aug 27 1932: 30:241
Bray Jane A of James V and Alice V June 28 1934: 31:201
Bray Joan M of James V and Cecilia A Oct 9 1932: 30:259
Bray Russell S of Russell S and Kathryn M May 14 1933: 31:51
Bray Wilma E of Nicholas and Evelyn B June 7 1935: 32:60
Bray — d of Wesley C and Mary May 5 1933: 31:58
Brayton  Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Edna I Apr 10 1934. 31: 174
Brayton  Donald E of Walter E and Annie Sept 17 1932........ 30: 249
Brayton  Shirley A of Walter E and Annie Nov 13 1934........ 31: 255
Brayton  Sylvia E of Richard H and Matilda L July 10 1933.... 31: 72
Braz  Manuel of Abel and Albina Aug 18 1933.................. 32: 90
Brazenor  Barbara J of Albert J and Marie A Oct 31 1934.... 31: 249
Brazenor  Genevieve M of Albert J and Marie A Apr 7 1933.... 31: 37
Brazil  Julian J of Julian J and Gertrude July 23 1935....... 32: 79
Brazil  Shirley M of Joseph J and Grace D June 13 1934...... 31: 196
Breault  Beverly A of Vincent J and Olga M Oct 8 1934....... 31: 242
Breault  Florence M of Edward and Rita Feb 23 1931......... 30: 21
Breault  James L of Ovelia and Catherine M Mar 15 1931.... 30: 31
Breault  Robert L of Raymond O and Blanche Mar 27 1935.... 32: 31
Breen  Barbara M of Joseph L and Etheldreda Nov 3 1934.... 31: 251
Breen — d of Stanley and Violet May 4 1935.................. 32: 142
Breggia  Irene H of Giuseppe and Natalina Sept 18 1932..... 30: 249
Breheny  Owen E of William E and Lucille Jan 27 1932....... 30: 157
Breheny  William V of William E and Lucille A Mar 5 1934... 31: 162
Breheny  Mary of Joseph A and Helen F Mar 28 1935......... 32: 32
Brennan  Barbara A of Edward A and Anna L Mar 31 1933.... 31: 33
Brennan  Barbara E of Edmund L and Mary J R Mar 28 1932.. 30: 181
Brennan  Barbara V of John E and Catherine A Sept 25 1934.. 31: 236
Brennan  Charles G of Charles B and Louise Jan 4 1931...... 30: 2
Brennan  Daniel A of Charles A and Doris Mar 29 1931....... 30: 36
Brennan  Edward K of Harold J and Dorothy M L Sept 1 1933. 31: 94
Brennan  Genevieve M of Edmund L and Mary J R Oct 11 1933. 31: 107
Brennan  George B of Leo F and Elizabeth Jan 12 1933....... 31: 4
Brennan  Helen E of William A and Florence Apr 8 1932..... 30: 186
Brennan  Jean F of Martin T and Miriam Mar 15 1933........ 31: 28
Brennan  Joan of William J and Margaret A Sept 7 1935..... 32: 97
Brennan  John A (Twin) of Peter J and Alice Oct 3 1931..... 30: 111
Brennan  John J of John J and Margaret Mar 26 1931........ 30: 35
Brennan  John V of John E and Catherine A Mar 23 1931..... 30: 37
Brennan  Joseph (Twin) of Peter J and Alice Oct 3 1931..... 30: 111
Brennan  Joseph A of John E and Catherine A Aug 1 1932.... 30: 232
Brennan  Joseph D of Leo F and Elizabeth C Apr 6 1934..... 31: 173
Brennan  Leo F of Leo F and Elizabeth C Dec 8 1931......... 30: 137
Brennan  Mary M of Edmund L and Mary J R May 4 1935...... 32: 48
Brennan  Mary V of John H and Sadie Apr 9 1933.............. 31: 37
Brennan  Mildred E of John H and Hilda Oct 23 1934......... 31: 246
Brennan  Paula M of Paul E and Grace L July 28 1934........ 31: 214
Brennan  Thomas R of Francis M and Gertrude L June 16 1932. 30: 212
Brennan  Veronica A of John M M and Mary W Mar 11 1933... 31: 27
Brennan  William B of William B and Letitia Apr 15 1931.... 30: 44
Breslin  Thomas G of Robert H and Kate E July 27 1931..... 30: 85
Bresnahan Edward of Charles F and Mary Dec 7 1931........ 30: 148
Bressette Wilfred F of Francis E and Marie A Aug 12 1934.... 31: 229
Breton George J of George J and Ernestine Sept 9 1933....... 31: 96
Breton Joan L of Henri and Pearl L June 11 1931............. 30: 67
Breton Therese L of Charles and Lillian Nov 17 1932......... 30: 274
Brett Howard A of Howard A and Theresa M Nov 4 1931....... 30: 125
Brett John J of Charles F and Mary F Dec 15 1931............ 30: 139
Brett Marilyn A of Charles E and Lucy Apr 5 1934............ 31: 173
Brett Marjorie of Arthur J and Madeline V Nov 21 1934........ 31: 258
Brett Nona M of Joseph P and Anna E Nov 16 1931............. 30: 128
Brett Richard J of Joseph P and Anna E Sept 8 1933......... 31: 96
Brett Thomas A of Thomas A and Mary G Sept 2 1934......... 31: 229
Brett — s of Joseph P and Anna E Mar 12 1935.............. 32: 34
Brewer Gilbert J (c) of Thomas H and Zealide I June 14 1933.. 31: 63
Brewer Kirke P of Alvin G and Deborah G May 15 1934........ 31: 136
Brewster Edward W of Albert P and Mary Feb 19 1932........ 30: 166
Brewster Elsie V S of Herbert K and Ella M V Aug 14 1934..... 31: 221
Brewster Ethel F (c) of Frank S and Zealide F Apr 15 1933.... 31: 39
Brewster Gail M of Herbert K and Ella M V Sept 6 1935........ 32: 97
Brewster Robert J of Albert P and Mary Feb 13 1933......... 31: 16
Brian Richard B of W Stanley and Viola May 30 1931........ 30: 61
Bricker Lawrence F of Lawrence F and Marion L May 27 1935.. 32: 56
Bricker Marion L of Lawrence F and Marion L Apr 19 1932..... 30: 190
Bride Robert of Robert H and Helen V Nov 7 1933............ 31: 116
Briden Richard J of John and Mildred Sept 3 1935............ 32: 96
Bridges Donald G of Henrietta Jan 28 1933................. 31: 9
Brien Joseph T N of Joseph H E and Marie M A June 4 1931... 30: 65
Brien Mary S G of Joseph H E and Marie M A Jan 6 1934..... 31: 140
Brien — s of Albert L and Eva B Sept 1 1933.............. 31: 94
Brier Joyce of Charles and Blanche H May 27 1933............ 31: 55
Brierly Elton C of John H and Violet Sept 4 1931........... 30: 101
Briggs Alice M of Alvin H and Alice M Mar 20 1934........... 31: 166
Briggs Ann M of Arthur and Elaine M May 11 1935............ 32: 50
Briggs Arleen M of James L and Florence Feb 8 1931.......... 30: 16
Briggs Barbara R of William R and Charlotte Dec 8 1931..... 30: 137
Briggs Burleigh M of Alvin H and Alice M Aug 2 1932......... 30: 232
Briggs Carol A of Charles F and Ruth A June 1 1935......... 32: 59
Briggs Conrad of Walter D and Ruth E B Jan 25 1931......... 30: 9
Briggs Donald A of Donald A and Doris Sept 11 1932......... 30: 246
Briggs Donald E of Walter S and Grace E Sept 26 1934....... 31: 236
Briggs Dorothy E of Ernest E and Esther E Mar 17 1933....... 31: 28
Briggs Dorothy E of Herbert H and Dorothy Sept 23 1933....... 31: 100
Briggs Edna M H of Louis L I and Hope May 11 1931......... 30: 54
Briggs Frank of Frank E and Violet E Oct 12 1933............ 31: 108
Briggs Frederick S of Walter S and Grace E Aug 20 1932....... 30: 238
BIRTHS

Briggs Henry C of Donald A and Doris Feb 12 1934 ........... 31: 153
Briggs Leon P of Leon P and Doris M Sept 1 1934 ........... 31: 229
Briggs Louis L I of Louis L I and Hope June 14 1935 ........... 32: 63
Briggs Marilyn R of Charles F and Ruth A Apr 28 1934 ........... 31: 180
Briggs Milton E of Milton E and Mabel L Nov 25 1934 ........... 31: 275
Briggs Nancy A of William A and Eileen M Feb 20 1932 ........... 30: 166
Briggs Phyllis A of Herbert H and Dorothy Aug 28 1934 ........... 31: 226
Briggs Phyllis L of Walter S and Grace E Sept 25 1935 ........... 32: 104
Briggs Richard A of Clinton W and Mabel M July 17 1932 ........... 30: 224
Briggs Robert A of Frank E and Violet E June 7 1935 ........... 32: 60
Briggs Shirley I of Louis L I and Hope Mar 30 1933 ........... 31: 33
Briggs Warren S (c) of Josephus and Constance E Jan 31 1931 ........... 30: 12
Briggs Winton of Walter T and Ruth E B May 26 1934 ........... 31: 189
Briggs — d of James L and Florence E Dec 2 1932 ........... 30: 289
Brightman Dorothy L of Lester C and Marion R July 13 1935 ........... 32: 75
Brightman Howard S (Twin) of Howard S and Elsa Sept 23 1935 ........... 32: 103
Brightman Marjorie M (Twin) of Howard S and Elsa Sept 23 1935 ........... 32: 103
Brightman William T of William T and Marjorie H Feb 13 1934 ........... 31: 153
Brigida Marlene B of Vito and Concetta Oct 27 1932 ........... 30: 265
Brill Eleanor C A of Peter A and Lucille Apr 9 1934 ........... 31: 174
Brill — d of Louis and Gussie Sept 9 1931 ........... 30: 110
Brill — d of Henry and Bertha Dec 10 1935 ........... 32: 132
Brillon Bernice T of George and Lea Feb 14 1934 ........... 31: 154
Brillon Raymond E of George H and Lea Sept 25 1935 ........... 32: 104
Brindamour Joseph R of Joseph and Emma Dec 7 1935 ........... 32: 131
Brindamour Mary J of Bertram and Dorothy Mar 14 1935 ........... 32: 26
Brindamour Richard F of Francis J and Evelyn F Mar 15 1935 ........... 32: 27
Brindamour — s of Florimond and Marie A Feb 5 1933 ........... 31: 23
Brindle Albert J of Albert and Mary A June 18 1933 ........... 31: 64
Brindle Mary C of Albert and Mary A Aug 3 1932 ........... 30: 232
Brindle Richard H of William A and Ruth E July 26 1931 ........... 30: 84
Brindle Robert L of Roland and Edna V Apr 19 1931 ........... 30: 45
Briscoe Jeanne M (c) of Eugene A and Dorothy D Dec 24 1933 ........... 31: 132
Briscoe Richard of Eugene A and Dorothy Aug 15 1932 ........... 30: 237
Brissette — s of Albert and Fabiola Apr 6 1933 ........... 31: 36
Brisson Andrey J of Ernest F and Anee E Sept 21 1932 ........... 30: 250
Brisson Christine E of Omer and Julie A Mar 18 1932 ........... 30: 177
Brisson Donald R of Omer J and Julie A Feb 12 1934 ........... 31: 153
Brisson Marie A Y of Emile and Helen July 7 1935 ........... 32: 73
Bristol Alice C of George H and Mary E Sept 29 1932 ........... 30: 253
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Britcliffe Robert P of Daniel J and Mildred F Apr 20 1935 ... 32: 41
Brito Antonio (c) of Joao V and Rufina S Jan 18 1935 ... 32: 6
Brito Joao (c) of Joao V and Rufina S Feb 9 1933 ... 31: 15
Brito Jose (c) of Joao V and Rufina S Jan 25 1931 ... 30: 9
Britt Dolores (c) of Eva Aug 29 1935 ... 32: 94
Britt Richard (c) of Francisco S and Eva Sept 11 1932 ... 30: 246
Britt Dorothy F (c) of Mary Feb 6 1932 ... 30: 162
Britto Evelyn D (c) of Antonio and Mildred Oct 16 1934 ... 31: 244
Britton Eileen F of Paul F and Medora E Dec 30 1933 ... 31: 134
Broadbent Audrey T of Harry and Edna L Oct 4 1935 ... 32: 109
Broadbent Doreen A of Robert J and Iola A July 9 1934 ... 31: 207
Broadbent Dorothy J of William E and Jennie E Apr 16 1931 ... 30: 44
Broadbent Ellen A of William F and Lillian C Sept 9 1932 ... 30: 246
Broadbent William F of William F and Lillian C Apr 30 1935 ... 32: 45
Broadbent — d of Harry and Edna L Sept 23 1931 ... 30: 110
Broadfield Joyal J of Thomas R and Florence L May 19 1934 ... 31: 188
Broadhurst Charles R of William and Mary D Aug 15 1932 ... 30: 237
Broadhurst Dorothy of William and Mary D Dec 17 1933 ... 31: 130
Broadhurst William of William and Mary D Mar 12 1931 ... 30: 30
Broadman Marlene C of John and Mildred Nov 29 1931 ... 30: 132
Broadman — s of Harry and Alice May 25 1933 ... 31: 54
Broberg Emilie C of Oscar C and Sophie Oct 11 1933 ... 31: 107
Broberg Mathilda L of Oscar and Sophie E Nov 2 1934 ... 32: 251
Brocchi Federico R of Bernardo and Filomena M G Mar 1 1932 ... 30: 172
Broccoli Alberico R of Biagio and Rose Dec 15 1935 ... 32: 134
Broccoli Albert J of Antonio and Adelina Apr 3 1935 ... 32: 35
Broccoli Antonio C of Antonio and Adelina June 8 1932 ... 30: 209
Broccoli Arduino of Giovanni B and Teresa Feb 12 1931 ... 30: 17
Broccoli Carmela A of Benedetto and Angelina Apr 21 1933 ... 31: 41
Broccoli Carmine of Carmine and Giulia Dec 21 1934 ... 31: 268
Broccoli Marie A of Antonio and Mary E Dec 5 1934 ... 31: 263
Broccoli Marie E of Carmelo and Helen Nov 6 1935 ... 32: 120
Broccoli Raymond of Erasmo and Giovannina Mar 28 1934 ... 31: 169
Broder Sheldon A of Max L and Diana Apr 16 1935 ... 32: 40
Broderick Robert (Twin) of John W and Mary M L Nov 23 1933 ... 31: 121
Broderick Roberta (Twin) of John W and Mary M L Nov 23 1933 ... 31: 121
Broderick Shirley A of John W and Mary M L Feb 27 1935 ... 32: 20
Broderick William F of William F and Mary May 19 1932 ... 30: 201
Brodesk Carole of Morris and Jean July 13 1932 ... 30: 223
Brodeur Robert A of Arthur J and Beatrice C June 28 1932 ... 30: 216
Brodie Eileen J of Justin E and Mary J Aug 3 1933 ... 31: 82
Brodie — d of William and Alice M June 17 1933 ... 31: 64
Brodsky Dina of Max and Florence D Sept 9 1934 ... 31: 231
Brodsky Leonard F of David R and Fredda Dec 22 1934 ... 31: 268
BIRTHS

Brody Leonard C of Albert and Miriam Oct 20 1935 . . . 32: 114
Brody Louis G of Benjamin H and Clara Nov 19 1933 . . 31: 120
Brogden Davis P of John M and Charlotte Nov 25 1931 . . . 30: 131
Brogden Robert K of John M and Charlotte L Dec 12 1934 . 31: 265
Brogden William R of Joseph R and Mary M July 15 1933 . . 31: 73
Bromage — s of Clarence H and Mary A July 15 1935 . . . 32: 83
Broman Arline M of Irving H and Rae Mar 13 1933 . . . . . . 31: 27
Bromley Anna D of Raymond C and Dorothy Apr 10 1934 . . . 31: 174
Bromley James J of Raymond C and Dorothy Oct 25 1932 . . 30: 265
Bromley Raymond C of Raymond C and Dorothy Aug 29 1935 . 32: 94
Bromley — s of Raymond C and Dorothy July 20 1931 . . . 30: 87
Bromson Bruce J of Aaron J and Bessie Oct 4 1932 . . . . 30: 257
Bronfman Rose G of Abraham J and Anna M July 28 1932 . 30: 228
Bronstein Charlotte M of Benjamin and Fannie June 5 1933 . 31: 60
Brookner Maxine B of Max and Rose Sept 3 1933 . . . . . . 32: 96
Brooks Arlene H of Vernon and Arline C Feb 24 1935 . . . 32: 19
Brooks Carolyn of John S and Margaret M Mar 22 1934 . . . 31: 167
Brooks Charles G W of Charles T and Vivian L B Jan 23 1932 . 30: 156
Brooks Charlotte of Roger N and Ida June 7 1934 . . . . . . 31: 194
Brooks Dolores A of Herbert E J and Alice M Aug 6 1931 . . 30: 89
Brooks Edward of George and Kathryn Feb 17 1931 . . . . . . 30: 19
Brooks Frederick B of Frederick B and Barbara A Apr 17 1933 . 31: 40
Brooks John of Jack and Agnes Jan 15 1932 . . . . . . . . 30: 153
Brooks Laura M of Phillips E and Lucille R May 13 1931 . . 30: 62
Brooks Marie of John S and Margaret M Oct 2 1932 . . . 30: 256
Brooks Nancy C of Mark E and Ebba L Jan 3 1933 . . . . . 31: 1
Brooks Phillips of Phillips E and Lucille R June 3 1933 . . . 31: 59
Brooks Roberta M of Robert A and Harriet June 17 1934 . . . . 31: 198
Brooks Thomas F of Friend and Theresa V Feb 19 1934 . . 31: 155
Brooks William of Harold J and Edith Feb 7 1931 . . . . . 30: 147
Brooks William DeF of Arthur C and Harriet Aug 24 1932 . . 30: 240
Brooks William F of Phillips E and Lucille R May 24 1934 . . 31: 189
Broomfield Beverly R of Max and Anna Mar 17 1935 . . . . 32: 27
Broomfield Elaine of Max and Bessie Dec 26 1934 . . . . . . 31: 270
Broomhead Carolyn E of Charles A and Martha Nov 26 1934 . 31: 259
Brophy Raymond C of Edward J and Isabella T May 17 1931 . 30: 56
Brophy Robert R of Henry L and Mary A July 30 1934 . . . 31: 214
Brophy Vincent L of Henry L and Mary A May 5 1933 . . . 31: 48
Brophy — s of Gerald A and Beatrice June 9 1935 . . . . 32: 70
Brosco Anna M of Guerrino A and Gemma June 18 1935 . . . 32: 70
Brosco Barbara A of Guerrino A and Gemma Mar 30 1933 . . 31: 33
Brosco Ursula E of Alfredo and Bernaldina May 18 1931 . . 30: 57
Brosnihan Claire T of Cornelius F and Cora G Feb 20 1934 . . 31: 156
Brosowsky Janice J of Harry and Dora Feb 20 1932 . . . . . . 30: 166
Brothers Audrey J of Alfred L and Margaret July 22 1932 . . . 30: 226
Brothers Francis P of Frank P and Elizabeth V Oct 31 1933 . 31: 113
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Brothers Gerald of John E and Anna M Apr 26 1933............. 31: 43
Brothers Gloria J of James and Amelia M Aug 28 1933........... 31: 90
Brothers Joan M of Robert J and Mary I Aug 25 1932............. 30: 240
Brothers Louise M of James F and Amelia M Aug 14 1931........... 30: 92
Brothers Thomas J of Frank P and Elizabeth V June 22 1931.... 30: 71
Brothers Veronica O of James F and Amelia M Sept 26 1935..... 32: 104
Brothers —— d of Robert J and Mary I Nov 20 1935............. 32: 125
Brotherton Gloria T of John F and Blanche A Mar 8 1932....... 30: 174
Brozman Frances of Hyman and Esther Apr 15 1932.............. 30: 189
Brotsky George of Alex and Betty Dec 1 1931............... ..... 30: 135
Bronter Everett of Max L and Diana Sept 10 1932.............. 30: 246
Brough Robert G of Rita M Nov 18 1934............... ....... 31: 257
Brouillard Louis A of Algerie and Aldea Mar 8 1934............ 31: 163
Brouillette Dolores F of Irene Apr 27 1933................. 31: 43
Brouillette Joan E of Edward A and Alice E Dec 1 1934..... 31: 262
Brouillette —— d of Edward A and Alice Apr 24 1933..... 31: 42
Brousseau Albert of George J and Freda Mar 1 1932............ 30: 172
Bro Dorothy L of Lynward H and Dorothy G May 18 1934..... 31: 187
Bro Janice R of Benjamin H and Helen R Feb 13 1934............ 31: 153
Bro Lynda A of Lynward H and Dorothy G May 25 1932............ 30: 203
Bro Marie E of Mona G Feb 10 1934................ 31: 152
Bro Mary L of Harold V and Marion L Dec 10 1931............ 30: 138
Bro Robert F of Benjamin H and Helen R Nov 6 1932............ 30: 270
Brown Alan D of Everett H and Mildred V Oct 4 1931........... 30: 112
Brown Alan J of Leroy H and Mary July 11 1931.............. 30: 79
Brown Albert H (c) of Howard A and Variedus Jan 27 1935..... 32: 9
Brown Alberta E of William A and Frances A July 3 1933..... 31: 69
Brown Allen J of Allen W and Ellen T Sept 7 1935............ 32: 97
Brown Alvin O of Raymond J and Henrietta Aug 4 1932......... 30: 233
Brown Arleen D of Alexander C and Eva Jan 11 1932............ 30: 152
Brown Arnold K of Arnold K and Alva R May 2 1933............ 31: 47
Brown Arthur R of William A and Lois E Apr 26 1933............ 31: 43
Brown Barbara A of Edith M Apr 18 1934............. 31: 177
Brown Barbara A of Francis G and Ruth E Nov 27 1935............ 32: 127
Brown Barbara E (c) of Hiram and Eugenia R Dec 14 1932..... 30: 283
Brown Barbara L of Harold D and Lillian June 3 1932........ 30: 207
Brown Benjamin F of William R and Edna May 16 1934........... 31: 187
Brown Beverly A of Irving W and Marion A Apr 15 1934........... 31: 176
Brown Beverly E of Charles E and Dorothy E July 16 1933..... 31: 74
Brown Carlton E McA of Louis C P and Christine Sept 26 1932.. 30: 252
Brown Carol A of Elmer E and Pearl V Jan 21 1934............ 31: 145
Brown Carol A of Francis F and Gladys E June 22 1935........... 32: 66
Brown Charles E of Charles E and Dorothy E Mar 14 1932..... 30: 176
Brown Charles F of Charles F and Vivian C Oct 10 1935........ 32: 111
Brown Charles H of William and Edith S May 25 1932........... 30: 203
Brown  David R of William R and Edna Mar 13 1933 ............... 31: 27
Brown  Dianne P of Frank H and Alice Nov 17 1934 ............... 31: 256
Brown  Donald J of Walter L and Isabelle M Apr 19 1933 ......... 31: 41
Brown  Donald J of George W and Mary Aug 3 1934 ............... 31: 217
Brown  Donald L of George and Gladys M Feb 20 1932 .......... 30: 166
Brown  Donald L of Leonard H and Clara A Feb 14 1934 .......... 31: 154
Brown  Dorothy H of Francis R and Minnie L July 2 1934 ....... 31: 204
Brown  Edna M L of Willard and Flora Nov 4 1931 ............... 30: 125
Brown  Edward B of Max and Celia Oct 14 1934 .................. 31: 243
Brown  Edward H of Edward H and Nena M July 7 1933 ............ 31: 70
Brown  Elizabeth M of Roland F and Dorothy R Sept 6 1933 .... 31: 95
Brown  Eugene B of Bernard J and Marie G Dec 31 1933 ......... 31: 134
Brown  Eugene R of Joseph T and Alice L May 18 1935 ........... 32: 53
Brown  Evan M of Samuel M and Rose Oct 21 1934 ................. 31: 246
Brown  Evelyn A of Herbert R H and Mary A Feb 14 1932 ...... 30: 164
Brown  Evelyn J of Charles A and Ethel June 29 1933 .......... 31: 67
Brown  Forrest N of Forrest N and Myrtle Jan 11 1935 ......... 32: 4
Brown  Francis B of John S F and Anna L July 22 1931 ......... 30: 83
Brown  Francis H of Francis H and Susanne Dec 7 1932 ......... 30: 281
Brown  Fred M of Jacob and Mary S Sept 10 1934 ................. 31: 275
Brown  Frederic J of Lloyd R and Anna J July 4 1934 .......... 31: 205
Brown  George A (c) of Lawrence E and Goldie V Nov 26 1932. 30: 276
Brown  George C of James R and Hilda K July 26 1933 .......... 31: 77
Brown  George F of Clyde L and Caterina July 20 1935 ......... 32: 78
Brown  George R of George H and Gertrude E M Dec 3 1931 .... 30: 135
Brown  George W of Henry W and Gertrude S Feb 4 1933 ......... 31: 13
Brown  Gertrude C of Leander and Gertrude C Sept 27 1932 .... 30: 253
Brown  Gladys M of Raymond and Theresa Aug 29 1934 ......... 31: 227
Brown  Glenn C of Theodore G and Dorothy M Mar 26 1932 .... 30: 180
Brown  Gloria of Max and Celia Dec 1 1931 ...................... 30: 135
Brown  Grace L (c) of Frank and Bessie M July 19 1931 .......... 30: 82
Brown  Harold W of Leonard H and Clara A June 16 1931 ....... 30: 81
Brown  Harry E of Harry E and Helen M Dec 16 1935 ............ 32: 134
Brown  Henry (c) of Etta Jan 12 1933 .......................... 31: 4
Brown  Henry A L of Francis and Susanne Dec 23 1931 ......... 30: 142
Brown  Howard H of Isaac and Bertha Oct 3 1932 ................. 30: 256
Brown  Howard J of Howard J and Dorothy Sept 1 1933 ........ 31: 94
Brown  Irene C of Walter L and Isabelle M July 3 1934 ....... 31: 204
Brown  Irvin J of Edwin C and Kathleen Nov 5 1932 .......... 30: 270
Brown  Jack of Frank and Maudie Feb 10 1933 ................... 31: 15
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Brown Jean F of Wilfred E and Catherine Oct 3 1934....31: 240
Brown Jean M of Theron D and Margaret O Dec 10 1934....31: 264
Brown Jeanette M of Thomas A and Jeanne M June 18 1931....30: 69
Brown Joan of James W and Ruth July 26 1932................30: 228
Brown Joan A of Carl W and Isabelle J Feb 2 1935............32: 12
Brown John C of John N and Anne S Oct 8 1934..............31: 242
Brown John F of John F and Elsie M Sept 8 1934.............31: 231
Brown John P of Pete K and Lillian R Mar 29 1931............30: 36
Brown Joseph T of Joseph T and Alice L Apr 14 1931.........30: 43
Brown Josephine G of Robert P and Josephine Apr 19 1932....30: 190
Brown Joyce L of Raymond and Theresa June 19 1933.........31: 64
Brown Joyce W of Gilbreth and Dorothy W Feb 12 1931.......30: 18
Brown Kenneth C of Charles E and Dorothy E Sept 24 1934....31: 236
Brown Kenneth P of Carl W and Isabelle June 14 1931........30: 68
Brown Laura M of Walter H and Muriel M Feb 21 1935.........32: 18
Brown Lester J of Alan D and Rosalma I May 1 1932.........30: 196
Brown Lois J of Frederick G and Grace E Jan 5 1935.........32: 2
Brown Loreta J of Carl W and Isabella Nov 11 1932.........30: 272
Brown Louis R of Abraham and Rose Sept 1 1935..............32: 96
Brown Malcolm T of Malcolm T and Edith M Dec 12 1932......30: 283
Brown Marilyn T of Wilfred G and Mary M July 4 1933.......31: 69
Brown Marjorie W of Wendell S and Elizabeth Jan 30 1932....30: 158
Brown Mary A of John F and Anna L Oct 3 1932..............30: 256
Brown Mary S of Donald A and Mary M Dec 29 1934..........31: 271
Brown Mary V of Bernard J and Marie G Aug 22 1932........30: 239
Brown Mildred E of Russell J and Evelyn C Mar 7 1933......31: 25
Brown Mildred J of Wilfred E and Catherine Jan 7 1932.....30: 150
Brown Millicent E of John O W and Lillian G Nov 2 1932....30: 269
Brown Minnie N of Ralph B and Gladys Mar 11 1934.........31: 164
Brown Nancy G of Henry W and Gertrude S Nov 14 1934......31: 255
Brown Nancy S of Irving S and Mary Jan 24 1931...........30: 9
Brown Nicholas of John N and Anne July 1 1932..............30: 219
Brown Norma A of Cecil B and Adeline May 22 1933.........31: 53
Brown Norma M of Thomas and Mayola F July 8 1934.........31: 206
Brown Patricia A of Ellwood T and Laura Mar 7 1932.......30: 173
Brown Patrick J of George W and Mary M Jan 31 1931........30: 12
Brown Philip L of Philip L and Gertrude July 27 1934.......31: 213
Brown Rachel A of Cecil B and Adeline May 20 1935.........32: 54
Brown Ralph B of Ralph B and Gladys Oct 2 1932.............30: 256
Brown Richard L of Richard L and Hilda Apr 22 1931.......30: 46
Brown Robert D of Melbourne D and Marjorie B June 29 1935..32: 69
Brown Robert E of Everett and Anna June 19 1931..........30: 70
Brown Robert E of Joseph T and Alice L Apr 15 1932........... 30:189
Brown Robert F of Walter L and Isabelle M Jan 15 1932........ 30:153
Brown Robert H of William and Edith S Apr 13 1935............ 32:39
Brown Rodney E of Herman B and Katherine E Apr 6 1931.... 30:40
Brown Roger H of Harlan C and Grace June 14 1932............ 30:211
Brown Rowland C of Rowland C and Elizabeth June 18 1934.. 31:198
Brown Royal F of Isaac and Bertha July 11 1935................ 32:75
Brown Russell J of Russell J and Evelyn June 29 1931..... 30:73
Brown Ruth E of Robert and Ida Dec 14 1933.................. 31:129
Brown Sandra A of Alfred W and Doris H June 27 1935..... 32:68
Brown Shirley A of Alice E Dec 1 1935....................... 32:130
Brown Shirley L (c) of Joseph F and Thelma E July 26 1935.. 32:80
Brown Stephen M of Robert and Ida June 22 1931............. 30:71
Brown Stewart P of Francis R and Minnie L Feb 17 1933.... 31:18
Brown Sylvia M (c) of Stanley A and Vernice D May 19 1933.. 31:52
Brown Wallace T of Robert and Flora M Dec 31 1932....... 30:288
Brown Walter J of Walter J and Alice M Aug 18 1933........ 31:87
Brown Wayne E of F Clayton and Frances Nov 29 1931....... 30:132
Brown Wilfred E of Wilfred E and Catherine Nov 15 1935... 32:123
Brown Willard M of Willard M and Maybelle I Dec 8 1934... 31:264
Brown —— d of Howard J and Dorothy Jan 26 1931............ 30:310
Brown —— d of Elmer E and Pearl V July 29 1931.......... 30:85
Brown —— d of Harold E and Julia L Nov 5 1931............ 30:125
Brown —— d of Francis R and Minnie L Mar 11 1932........... 30:175
Brown —— d of Joseph T and Alice L June 4 1933............. 31:60
Brown —— d of Joseph and Rose E Oct 8 1933............... 31:114
Brown —— d of Wilfred E and Catherine Nov 2 1933........ 31:115
Brownie Eric M (c) of Eric M and Edith M Jan 26 1934...... 31:146
Brownell Barbara A of Clifton H and Juliann Jan 4 1933... 31:2
Brownell Dorothy A of Walter D and Dorothy July 14 1933... 31:73
Brownell Juliann G of Clifton H and Juliann Apr 26 1935... 32:43
Brownell Phyllis A of Madeline Apr 19 1931.................. 30:49
Brownell Richard H of Allen F and Grace A June 10 1933... 31:62
Browning Alfred H of John W and Florence E Sept 20 1935.. 32:102
Browning Ann M of Thomas B and Anna J Apr 9 1932........ 30:186
Browning Diane E of John W and Florence E July 5 1933.... 31:70
Browning John R of William V and Edith D Feb 9 1935....... 32:14
Browning —— s of William V and Edith D July 3 1932....... 30:231
Brownridge Helen of Herbert and Bessie M May 1 1935....... 32:47
Brownsworth Alan W of Walter and Alma Apr 19 1933....... 31:41
Brownsworth Walter of Walter and Alma Dec 16 1931........ 30:140
Bruce Carole E of Wallace and Marion C Aug 3 1933........ 31:82
Bruce Jean of Lewis R and Lydia E Aug 31 1931............. 30:98
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Bruce John G of John and Henrietta Nov 26 1934............. 31:261
Brulotte Charles D of Joseph E H and Lucienne M Nov 4 1934 31:251
Brunan Eleanor J of Joseph L N and Mary A H July 18 1935 32: 77
Brunelle Frances L of Alfred J and Florence M Jan 18 1934 31:144
Brunelle Joseph of Amos V and Marie T Oct 18 1934............. 31:245
Brunetti Dolores M of Alberto A and Loretta C July 21 1932 30:226
Brunetti Pasquale A of Elmo and Anna Jan 23 1935............. 32:  8
Bruni Carmino B M of Santo and Gilda June 5 1935............. 32:  60
Bruni Rosario of Santo and Gilda Oct 5 1931............. 30:112
Brunner Arthur F of Arthur F and Esther Feb 21 1932........ 30:167
Bruno Angela M of Erico and Lucia Sept 1 1933............. 31:  94
Bruno Anna of Pasquale and Giovannina Feb 26 1934............. 31:158
Bruno Arthur P of John and Ennue Sept 12 1934............. 31:232
Bruno Carmela V of Giovanni and Anna July 16 1931............. 30:  81
Bruno Corinne L of Joseph L and Phoebe Aug 27 1934............. 31:226
Bruno Emma L of Marcello and Anna July 24 1932............. 30:227
Bruno Julia of Carmine P and Julia A Jan 13 1935............. 32:  4
Bruno Maria of Marcello and Anna June 8 1934............. 31:193
Bruno Marion E of Anthony W and Bertha M Oct 12 1931........ 30:114
Bruno Victoria A of Giovanni and Anna May 21 1933............. 31:  53
Bruno s of Anthony W and Bertha M Dec 30 1934............. 31:273
Brunt Douglas D of Daniel L and Emily Apr 25 1932............. 30:192
Brunt Ralph G of Ralph O and Bertha M Nov 14 1932............. 30:273
Brupbacher Max P of Max and Lena Dec 11 1931............. 30:138
Brusco d of Salvatore F and Rose M Sept 6 1933............. 31:138
Brush Donald A of George D and Elsie L Oct 5 1934............. 31:241
Brush Dorothy E of George D and Elsie L Aug 31 1933............. 31:  91
Brush Frank C of George D and Elsie L Sept 13 1931............. 30:103
Bryan Virginia A of Marcus L and Alice E Feb 6 1934............. 31:151
Bryant Forrest E of Forrest E and Mary A Apr 9 1935............. 32:  38
Bryant Lois N of Roy F and Doris June 27 1935............. 32:  68
Bryden Carolyn H of John and Lena E Aug 24 1935............. 32:  92
Brynes Sandra C of Martin M and Gladys May 31 1935............. 32:  57
Buban Patricia A of Ralph and Evelyn Sept 18 1935............. 32:101
Buban Robert E of Ralph and Evelyn Mar 18 1931............. 30:  32
Buben Barbara A of Michael and Pauline C Aug 24 1933............. 31:  89
Buben Michael of Michael and Pauline C June 9 1931............. 30:  66
Buccafurrie Elisabetta of Carmelo and Rosina Nov 11 1932............. 30:272
Bucci Antonio of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 25 1934............. 31:179
Bucci Arturo of Arturo and Angelina M Feb 9 1934............. 31:152
Bucci Della DeF of Giuseppe and Lodovica Oct 11 1932............. 30:259
Bucci Dolores C of Arthur C and Angelina M Aug 18 1935............. 32:  90
Bucci Dolores F of Anthony and Josephine M Oct 27 1935............. 32:116
Bucci Edward F of Vincenzo A and Anna July 4 1932............. 30:220
Bucci Eleanor J of Domenico and Antonio Apr 15 1935............. 32:  40
Bucci John E of Vincenzo and Louise A Aug 11 1932............. 30:235
Bucci Joseph R of Francesco A and Maria F W June 17 1935. 32: 64
Bucci Louise of Vincenzo and Louise A Dec 15 1934. 31: 266
Bucci Philip V of Vincenzo and Louise A Oct 1 1933. 31: 105
Bucci Phyllis A of Ulderico and Filomena Oct 27 1935. 32: 115
Bucci Richard A of Robert J and Helen Aug 8 1935. 32: 86
Bucci Robert J of Robert J and Helen June 12 1931. 30: 67
Bucci Rosa M of Ulderico and Filomena Mar 25 1932. 30: 180
Bucci William A of Arthur and Mary Mar 30 1931. 30: 36
Bucco Antonio of Aquilino and Antonetta M Nov 17 1932. 30: 274
Bucco Raymond M of Harry and Carmela June 2 1933. 31: 59
Buchanan Charles E of Charles E and Ethel Sept 14 1931. 30: 104
Buchanan Doris of William A and Rose Oct 19 1931. 30: 117
Buchanan Evelyn of Francis J and Margaret V Oct 4 1933. 31: 103
Buchanan James M of William A and Dorothy M Mar 9 1933. 32: 25
Buchanan Joyce of Charles E and Ethel M Oct 4 1932. 30: 257
Buck Dorothy M of Fred I and Agnes Oct 19 1933. 38: 110
Buckler Charlotte P of Hime and Rose Mar 10 1934. 31: 163
Buckler Evelyn A of Barney and Ida Oct 14 1933. 31: 108
Buckler Joyce D of Harvey W and Rose May 6 1933. 31: 48
Buckler — d of Barney and Ida Sept 26 1932. 30: 252
Buckless Florence J of Theodore L and Florence E Feb 28 1934. 31: 158
Buckless Marilyn M (Twin) of Walter S and Mina Jan 8 1931. 30: 3
Buckless Merle W (Twin) of Walter S and Mina Jan 8 1931. 30: 3
Buckless Milton R of Roger K and Ruth V Apr 18 1934. 31: 177
Buckless Ronald E of Theodore L and Florence Apr 9 1932. 30: 186
Buckley Donald I of James and Angelina July 20 1933. 31: 75
Buckley Dorothy A of John E and Vera V July 26 1934. 31: 213
Buckley James of Ernest I and Mary I Jan 21 1933. 31: 7
Buckley Jean (Twin) of Winifred M Jan 25 1935. 32: 142
Buckley Joan (Twin) of Winifred M Jan 25 1935. 32: 142
Buckley John Z of Henry G and Helen S Aug 2 1934. 31: 217
Buckley Peter D of Irving and Beatrice July 16 1931. 30: 81
Buckley William J of Timothy J and Anna M Jan 7 1931. 30: 3
Buckley — s of Thomas J and Gladys M Oct 3 1932. 30: 256
Bucklin Elaine A of Leonard N and Maria A Feb 20 1935. 32: 18
Bucklin Elden G of Elden G and Beatrice May 22 1931. 30: 58
Bucklin Howard F J of Howard W R and Stella Mar 19 1935. 32: 28
Bucklin Nancy A of John C and Mildred G Oct 6 1931. 30: 112
Bucklin Robert L of Edward F and Georgia M Jan 3 1932. 30: 149
Bucklin Ruth H of Harold S and Hazel D Apr 17 1932. 30: 190
Buco Pasco M of Pasquale and Maria N Dec 5 1935. 32: 131
Budano Antonio of Donato A and Maria C June 1 1932. 30: 207
Budano Biagio of Donato A and Maria C July 12 1934. 31: 208
Budarz Frank A of Frank A and Ellen Mar 10 1935. 32: 25
Budlong Bruce A of George J and Ruby I Feb 6 1934. 31: 151
Budlong Charles R of Charles R and Mary A Feb 27 1935. 32: 20
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Budlong Grace C of Charles R and Mary A Oct 14 1931.........30:115
Budlong Marilyn D of Daniel W and Dorothy July 2 1935........32: 71
Budlong Martin F of George F and Bessie E Apr 16 1932........30: 189
Budlong Merilyn L of Merrill P and Louise P July 31 1934......31: 215
Budlong Richard N of George J and Ruby I July 13 1931........30:  80
Budlong Robert M of Harold G and Linda J Sept 17 1935.......32:101
Buffery Henry C of Henry C and Edith L Nov 9 1934.............31: 253
Bugbee Barbara V of Clark R and Lillian H Apr 19 1935.......32:  41
Bugbee Carlton N of Carlton N and Mildred M Dec 25 1932......30: 286
Bugbee Howard B of Clark R and Lillian H Dec 8 1933.........31:127
Bulawka Peter of Fred and Julia Aug 31 1931..................30:  98
Bulford Linnea A of Murray W and Linnea G Apr 8 1935.......32:  37
Ballock Donald J of Russell D and Marion V Nov 7 1932.......30:270
Balpitt Dorothy M of Daniel E and Dorothy B May 5 1934......31:183
Bunn Edward J of Edward J and Lillian M Oct 8 1933.........31:106
Bunn Jane L of Edward J and Lillian M Nov 26 1933.........32:127
Bunnell Frank S of Richard A and Elizabeth Mar 24 1933.....31:  31
Buonafiglia Arthur E of Giuseppe and Alvina July 24 1933....31:  77
Buonafiglia Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Alvina Oct 8 1931......30:113
Buonaiuto Antonio A of Gaetano and Carmela Dec 3 1932.....30:280
Buonaiuto Delfino J of Delfino and Nora June 27 1933......31:  66
Buonaiuto Florence of Stefano and Rosina Mar 23 1934.......31:167
Buonaiuto Rosa M of Stefano and Rosina Jan 2 1931.........30:   1
Buonanni Guglielmo D of Nicola and Maria May 9 1932.......30:198
Buonanni Michele of Pietro A and Maria C Oct 8 1931......30:113
Buonanno Antonio of Antonio and Genoveffa May 18 1935.....32:  53
Buonfiglio Tomaso B of Tomaso and Teresa Aug 21 1932......30:238
Buono Annello R of Annello and Raffaela Aug 3 1934.........31:217
Buononano Lucy of Vito and Virginia Sept 22 1933.........31:100
Buononano Vito D of Vito and Virginia June 11 1931.......30:  67
Buonsanti William of Francesco and Lucretia July 13 1935...32:  75
Buontempo Giuseppe T of Cosimo and Addolorata Nov 16 1931..30:128
Buontempo Raffaele G of Giovanni and Clara May 14 1934....31:186
Buote Barbara M of Joseph L and Mary A Jan 2 1935.........32:   1
Buote Edward L of Joseph L and Mary A Oct 13 1931.........30:115
Burbank Janet K of Calef M and Miriam July 2 1935.........32:   71
Burbank Marjorie A of Calef M and Miriam Oct 7 1931.......30:113
Burbank Nancy B of Calef M and Miriam Oct 6 1933.........31:106
Burbin Raymond E of John Z and Susan M Aug 31 1932........30:242
Burbin Robert F of John Z and Susan M Aug 24 1934.........31:225
Burdick Barbara F of Lewis E and Florence May 28 1932......30:204
Burger Gilbert R of August A and Ethel M June 21 1932......30:214
Burgess Barbara H of Frederick J and Helen B June 21 1935..32:  66
Burgess Benjamin B of Robert L and Rose A May 7 1933......31:  49
Burgess Beverly A of Raymond R and Alice A Jan 31 1931.....30:  12
Burgess Carlton A of William A and Florabelle N Mar 18 1933.31:  29
Burgess Donald of William V and Agnes C May 20 1931........ 30: 58
Burgess Elmer R of George M and Constance A Dec 13 1931... 30: 139
Burgess Everett M of Everett W and Ethel L June 1 1933..... 31: 59
Burgess Frederick R of Frederick J and Helen B Oct 30 1932.. 30: 267
Burgess Henry H of Henry H and Jessie Mar 3 1934............. 31: 161
Burgess Jean D of Arthur and Dorothy Mar 19 1931........... 30: 33
Burgess Kenneth of William V and Agnes C July 27 1933..... 31: 78
Burgess Lurana E of Everett W and Ethel L Aug 19 1934...... 31: 223
Burgess Marilyn J of Walter E and Mary T June 24 1931..... 30: 72
Burgess Raymond R of Raymond R and Alice A Feb 25 1935... 32: 20
Burgess Robert A of Arthur R and Florence May 18 1932..... 30: 201
Burgess Shirley A of Raymond A and Florence Aug 29 1932... 30: 241
Burgess Walter J of Frederick J and Helen B Jan 13 1934.... 31: 143
Burgess Wayland McC of Wayland McC and Florence I Aug 23
1931. ........................................................................ 30: 95
Burgess —— d of Florence Feb 11 1931........................... 30: 17
Burghardt Lillian J of Walter and Jennie May 22 1932...... 30: 202
Burghison Ellsworth W (c) of George E and Leonie R Jan 10
1934. ........................................................................ 31: 142
Burghison Mary E (c) of George E and Leonie R Mar 16 1932.. 30: 176
Burghison Robert E (c) of George E and Leonie R Oct 30 1935.32: 116
Burgoyne Deane G of Harold G and Elsie Oct 3 1931......... 30: 111
Burhoe Alden R of Paul E and Ruth Dec 15 1931.............. 30: 139
Burhoe Ruth P of Paul E and Ruth Sept 26 1935............. 32: 104
Burke Barbara A of Clifford J and Gertrude E June 7 1932... 30: 209
Burke Beverly J of Thomas C and Doris M Oct 5 1933....... 31: 106
Burke Charles F of Charles F and Virginia A July 1 1935.... 32: 71
Burke Cherry R of Robert and Alberta S Oct 28 1933....... 31: 112
Burke Donald E of William J and Helene M Dec 19 1934.... 31: 267
Burke Donald T of John F and Catherine E Aug 25 1935.... 32: 92
Burke Frances of William A and Anna M June 13 1933...... 31: 62
Burke Francis J of Francis B and Mary E Nov 7 1932........ 30: 270
Burke Gerald M of Joseph O’N and Alice M Dec 12 1934.... 31: 265
Burke Isabel of Thomas E and Isabella M Oct 22 1931....... 30: 118
Burns Joanne U of Joseph A and Anna A Aug 3 1935........ 32: 84
Burke John J of John J and Mary T Apr 28 1931............. 30: 48
Burke John J of John J and Mildred F Feb 22 1934........... 31: 137
Burke John W of John W and Ann M Apr 6 1932............... 30: 185
Burke Katherine M of William A and Elizabeth J Dec 9 1931. 30: 137
Burke Madelyn M of William J and Helene M Mar 24 1931.... 30: 34
Burke Margaret P of Thomas A and Helena Aug 15 1935...... 32: 88
Burke Mary A of William and Gertrude V Dec 27 1932........ 30: 286
Burke Maureen A of William F and Anna T Nov 10 1935...... 32: 121
Burke Patricia of William A and Anna M Aug 16 1935........ 32: 89
Burke Patricia A of Charles F and Hope June 5 1932......... 30: 208
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burks Patricia A</td>
<td>10 Jul</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burks Patricia A</td>
<td>14 Jun</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Robert R S</td>
<td>3 Jun</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Thomas A</td>
<td>25 Oct</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Thomas F</td>
<td>14 Jul</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Thomas J</td>
<td>25 Mar</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Walter J</td>
<td>6 Nov</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Walter R</td>
<td>1 Apr</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke William A</td>
<td>27 Jun</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke William F</td>
<td>14 Apr</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke —— d Thomas F</td>
<td>9 Jan</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlingame Gloria</td>
<td>20 Jun</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlingame Nancy L</td>
<td>4 Nov</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlingame Richard</td>
<td>15 Oct</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlingham Alice M</td>
<td>4 Dec</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlingham James A</td>
<td>6 Jul</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burloane Joan</td>
<td>15 Mar</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnatchicz Edward</td>
<td>27 Dec</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnell William J</td>
<td>20 Jan</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnett Robert F E</td>
<td>3 Apr</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnham Barbara A</td>
<td>7 Nov</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnham William S</td>
<td>24 Mar</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Albert J</td>
<td>18 Dec</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Barbara A</td>
<td>25 Sep</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Barbara J</td>
<td>26 May</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Barbara M</td>
<td>10 Dec</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Beverly M</td>
<td>13 Jan</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Daniel T</td>
<td>15 Nov</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Edna I</td>
<td>30 Mar</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Edward J</td>
<td>18 Jul</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Elizabeth S</td>
<td>17 Oct</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Ellen M</td>
<td>3 Oct</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Evelyn E</td>
<td>21 Dec</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Evelyn M</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Geraldine A</td>
<td>13 Jun</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Gladys of John</td>
<td>17 May</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns James E</td>
<td>16 Jun</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns James R</td>
<td>22 Jun</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Jean M (Twin)</td>
<td>19 Jun</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Joan A (Twin)</td>
<td>19 Jun</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns John H</td>
<td>20 Oct</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns John J</td>
<td>15 Jul</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Joseph E</td>
<td>3 Mar</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Leo T</td>
<td>16 Dec</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Loretta of Thomas</td>
<td>28 Jan</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns Lorraine M</td>
<td>18 Jun</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS

Burns Mary C of James J and Zita May 22 1932. 30: 202
Burns Mary H of John H and Evelyn A Nov 7 1934. 31: 252
Burns Mary N of James R and Nora M Aug 23 1932. 30: 239
Burns Robert J of John M and Ethel M July 10 1932. 30: 222
Burns Robert M of Robert M and Edna F Mar 20 1932. 30: 178
Burns Robert M of Matthew E and Everelda July 21 1932. 30: 226
Burns Robert P of James F and Ann R May 2 1931. 30: 51
Burns Robert W of Leo R and Frances B Dec 12 1935. 32: 133
Burns Ruth F of William E and Blanche I May 24 1931. 30: 39
Burns Stephen M of William F and Carmelita M Nov 13 1933. 31: 118
Burns Terence F of William and Alice June 1 1933. 31: 59
Burns William F of William F and Madeline A Oct 5 1931. 30: 112
Burns William F of William F and Carmelita M Feb 16 1935. 32: 17
Burns William R of John W and Helen Jan 9 1935. 32: 3
Burns —— s of Walter E and Mary E Aug 25 1932. 30: 243
Burns —— s of William E and Victoria June 15 1933. 31: 63
Burns —— s of James R and Nora M July 15 1934. 31: 209
Burnside Albert H of Albert H and Gertrude Mar 24 1931. 30: 34
Burnside Joyce C of Howard L and Helen Apr 13 1931. 30: 43
Burnstingle Robert J of Joseph F and Lucy Mar 20 1933. 31: 29
Burpee Pauline G of Frederick N and Louise C Sept 11 1934. 31: 232
Burr Kenneth J of Howard C and Mary E C June 15 1934. 31: 197
Burr Letitia R of Howard C and Mary E C Apr 2 1932. 30: 184
Burr Phyllis J of Howard C and Mary E Sept 9 1935. 32: 98
Burrrill Patricia A of George S and Vera Mar 3 1935. 32: 23
Burrrill Robert S of Arthur W and Alice M July 11 1931. 30: 79
Burroughs John J of William P and Catherine E July 31 1933. 31: 79
Burrows Dorothy M of Frank and Bernadette Aug 12 1931. 30: 91
Burrows Frank P of Frank F and Bernadette Feb 18 1933. 31: 18
Burrows George E of Frank F and Bernadette May 2 1935. 32: 47
Burrows Robert C of Frank F and Bernadette Mar 4 1934. 33: 162
Burton Barbara of Raymond H and Beryl A Jan 23 1933. 31: 8
Burton Barbara J of Fred R and Norma B May 14 1932. 30: 199
Burton Lorna L of William H and Mildred May 13 1933. 31: 51
Burton Mary L of Fred R and Norma B Sept 1 1933. 31: 94
Burton Mary L of William H and Mildred L Dec 12 1934. 31: 265
Bush Marian H of Herman E and Ruth Jan 20 1931. 30: 7
Bush Carole A of Eugene V and Ann Aug 29 1933. 31: 91
Bush Joseph A of Joseph E and Helen L June 5 1932. 30: 208
Bush William E of Joseph E and Helen L Dec 26 1934. 31: 270
Bushell Richard T of Richard and Eva M May 19 1932. 30: 201
Bushell Robert L of Richard and Eva M May 12 1934. 31: 185
Bushman Jean E of James O and Mary M Oct 2 1935. 32: 108
Buswell —— s of Arthur and Helen Sept 1 1933. 31: 138
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Butcher Gerald F of Gertrude L Dec 13 1935..........................32:133
Butera Ann of John and Josephine Aug 11 1934......................31:220
Butera Richard J of Vincenzo and Margherita May 4 1934........31:182
Butler Alice N of Anthony E and Alice M R Nov 16 1934........31:256
Butler Ann M of James P and Rose E Dec 23 1933...............31:131
Butler Anthony E of Anthony E and Alice M R Jan 11 1932.....30:152
Butler Barbara R of John F and Mary E Mar 29 1933............32:33
Butler Barbara S of James B and Marion Mar 27 1935............32:31
Butler Benjamin L of Benjamin M R and Olga C July 13 1933..31:73
Butler Gertrude of William E and Lillian R Mar 20 1932.....30:178
Butler Jean M of Raymond J and Alice E Aug 26 1931.........30:96
Butler John F of John F and Mary E July 21 1933..............31:76
Butler Joseph of Anthony and Alice R Feb 21 1933.............31:19
Butler Marie I of Fred E and Marie I May 4 1935.............32:48
Butler Robert L of Nathaniel L and Blanche Oct 10 1934..31:242
Butler Sheila A of John J and Anne July 11 1935.............32:75
Butler Shirley A of John C and Anna M Oct 26 1934........31:248
Butler Virginia M of John C and Anna M Nov 10 1931......30:127
Butler —— d of John C and Anna M Mar 17 1933.............31:34
Butt Marjorie of Edith May 16 1932....................30:200
Butter Charles M of Max R and Helen O Jan 10 1934.........31:142
Butterfield Barbara E of Harold B and Adele V Apr 5 1935..32:36
Butterfield Donald G of Raymond F and Grace V July 15 1934,31:209
Butterfield Gerald M of Raymond and Grace Oct 25 1931....30:119
Butterfield Huber E of Jerome and Anna B W Mar 8 1935..32:24
Butterfield James E of James A and Evelyn Aug 5 1935....32:85
Butterfield Richard W of Walter H and Ruth Nov 20 1931...30:129
Butterfield Robert A of Charles and Siranoush N Aug 9 1933,31:84
Butterfield Ronald B of Raymond F and Grace Oct 16 1932..30:261
Butterworth Bruce E of Ralph E and Lucie Aug 7 1935......32:86
Butterworth Richard of Annie B Jan 24 1931.................30:9
Buttman Robert H of Charles H and Marjorie I Jan 20 1933..31:7
Butts Nancy A of Stuart A and Mildred Mar 31 1933.........31:33
Butts Peter of Chester E and Althea M Feb 27 1932........30:169
Buxton Shirley A of Hubert and Florence V June 4 1935....32:59
Buzzard Maureen of Michael F and Alice Feb 20 1931........30:20
Buzzell Robert E of Leslie W and Emma C June 30 1935....32:69
Buzziero Albert J of Albert and Angelina Sept 11 1935.....32:99
Buzzi Philip L of Philip L and Carolina Jan 20 1933.......31:7
Bylan Rolf O of Oscar N and Siri I June 9 1935........32:61
Byrne Elizabeth J of James W and Frances Nov 20 1932....30:275
Byrne John of Martin P and Margaret V Apr 24 1932........30:192
Byrne Kathleen M of Martin P and Margaret V Mar 3 1934...31:161
Byrne Leonard P of Leo C and Dorothy P Nov 22 1931.....30:130
Byrne Richard G of Edmund J and Gwendolyn Sept 6 1934..31:230
Byrnes Davis R of Garrett D and Ebba Mar 7 1933.........31:25
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Byrnes Patricia A of Francis V and Alice Aug 5 1931 ....... 30: 89
Byrnes Richard F of Francis V and Sara A Dec 31 1933 ....... 31: 134
Byron Angela of John F and Elizabeth G Aug 17 1935 ....... 32: 89
Byron Barbara A of Wilfred A and Ida R Aug 31 1932 ....... 30: 242

Cabral Antone of Virgilio J and Antonia July 13 1931 ....... 30: 80
Cabral Delores E of John M and Jessie Oct 10 1935 ....... 32: 111
Cabral Dorothy of Manuel V and Jacintha S Mar 16 1931 ....... 30: 31
Cabral Edward of Manuel S and Irene Sept 3 1932 ....... 30: 244
Cabral Edward of Joseph and Mary Oct 22 1932 ....... 30: 264
Cabral Edward of Manuel and Celia Apr 7 1935 ....... 32: 37
Cabral Edward A (c) of Alice Mar 30 1931 ....... 30: 36
Cabral Helen M of Manuel and Florence C Sept 9 1933 ....... 31: 96
Cabral Ida (c) of Joaquim and Anna Feb 21 1931 ....... 30: 20
Cabral Joao S of Joao S and Otillia Sept 18 1932 ....... 30: 254
Cabral John S of Cristiano S and Francisca Sept 9 1935 ....... 32: 98
Cabral Juanita L of James P and Ellen Apr 1 1933 ....... 31: 35
Cabral Laura of Leonidio and Fermina Jan 20 1933 ....... 31: 7
Cabral Marie E of Manuel P and Jennie M Nov 12 1934 ....... 31: 254
Cabral Mary of Manuel and Emily Oct 3 1934 ....... 31: 240
Cabral Norman C of Joseph and Maria Dec 14 1935 ....... 32: 134
Cabral Norman J of John and Agnes May 22 1933 ....... 31: 53
Cabral Robert M of Manuel and Florence C July 28 1935 ....... 32: 81
Cabral Salvadore H of Mary Apr 26 1933 ....... 31: 43
Cabral Virginia of Manuel and Antonia July 18 1932 ....... 30: 225
Cabral — d of John and Lena Jan 22 1934 ....... 31: 149
Cacchiotti Giovanni A of Francesco and Angelina Dec 31 1934 ....... 31: 272
Cacchiotti Peter C of Alfonzo and Giovannina Aug 26 1935 ....... 32: 92
Caccia Joseph A of Pasquale and Giuliva Aug 24 1931 ....... 30: 96
Caccia Joseph A of Concetta Aug 13 1935 ....... 32: 88
Caccia Maria M of Ignazio and Helen May 3 1932 ....... 30: 196
Caccio Michele of Michele and Marion Aug 4 1932 ....... 30: 233
Cady Claire A of Harold F and Rachel A Oct 25 1932 ....... 30: 265
Caddick Arthur A of William L and Mary E Mar 8 1934 ....... 31: 163
Caddick Dorothy A of William and May E July 21 1931 ....... 30: 83
Cadrin Gerard R of Francois X and Anna M Feb 24 1933 ....... 31: 20
Caduto Michael of Giovanni T and Filomena July 6 1933 ....... 31: 70
Cady Alice B of Lealond H and Priscilla C Aug 10 1935 ....... 32: 87
Cady Barbara of Wilfred and Olga Jan 13 1935 ....... 32: 4
Cady Betty of Harold H and Bertha E Jan 30 1932 ....... 30: 158
Cady Dorothy of Wilfred and Olga Jan 9 1933 ....... 31: 3
Cady Edwin C of Hugh C and Eleanor Jan 19 1935 ....... 32: 6
Cady Eleanor A of Wilfred and Olga Sept 11 1931 ....... 30: 103
Cady Ernest J of Ernest J and Mary June 2 1935 ....... 32: 59
Cady Lealond H of Lealond H and Priscilla C Dec 29 1932 ....... 30: 287
Cady Loretta of Wilfred and Olga Dec 14 1933 ....... 31: 129
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cady</td>
<td>Susan J of Donald H and Margaret E</td>
<td>Apr 26 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafaro</td>
<td>Margherita D of Beniamino and Luisa</td>
<td>June 11 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferky</td>
<td>Helen T of Patrick and Martha</td>
<td>Apr 4 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferky</td>
<td>James P of Patrick J and Martha</td>
<td>Sept 29 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferky</td>
<td>John M of Patrick and Martha</td>
<td>Jan 5 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferky</td>
<td>Joseph S of Patrick and Martha</td>
<td>Dec 17 1933</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferty</td>
<td>Eleanor of James F and Ann G</td>
<td>Jan 28 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferty</td>
<td>Marguerite C of Francis H and Ellen V</td>
<td>Dec 15 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferty</td>
<td>Veronica C of John and Susan</td>
<td>Oct 18 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafferty</td>
<td>— d of Austin J and Katherine V</td>
<td>Apr 25 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffrey</td>
<td>Mary E of Francis G and Bertha A</td>
<td>May 11 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahalan</td>
<td>Carlton E (Twin) of James E and Gladys E</td>
<td>Feb 18 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahalan</td>
<td>Marilyn E of James E and Gladys E</td>
<td>June 29 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahalan</td>
<td>Paul (Twin) of James E and Gladys E</td>
<td>Feb 18 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahalan</td>
<td>Robert R of Joseph B and Isabel M</td>
<td>May 9 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>Ann P of Daniel F and Mary A</td>
<td>July 17 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>Eleanor T of Daniel F and Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 21 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>Gerald G of Francis A and Mary E</td>
<td>Nov 15 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>James H of James C and Jennie A</td>
<td>Oct 3 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>John M of William F and Margaret H</td>
<td>July 6 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>Margaret H of William F and Margaret E</td>
<td>Apr 1 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>Mary F of Daniel F and Mary A</td>
<td>Sept 30 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>Patrick of Leander R and Olive M</td>
<td>May 30 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>William F of William F and Margaret E</td>
<td>May 8 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahill</td>
<td>— s of Charles J and Stella</td>
<td>Oct 24 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>Janet R of William A and Ruth M</td>
<td>Feb 20 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>Mary A of Henry T and Anne F</td>
<td>Aug 20 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>Robert J of Thomas A and Margaret V</td>
<td>Mar 27 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>Thomas A of Thomas A and Margaret V</td>
<td>Oct 15 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>Thomas F of Frederick J and Gertrude E</td>
<td>Nov 11 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>William of John H and Anne J</td>
<td>Nov 8 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahir</td>
<td>— d of William A and Ruth M</td>
<td>May 5 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahoon</td>
<td>Carolyn N of Herbert and Elvera</td>
<td>Feb 2 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahoon</td>
<td>John A of Arthur F and Flora M</td>
<td>Dec 31 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahoon</td>
<td>Raymond W of Walter E and Cecelia</td>
<td>Sept 21 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahoon</td>
<td>Robert G of Raymond and Elida E</td>
<td>July 26 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairman</td>
<td>John A of Pasquale and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 3 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
<td>Constance V (c) of Thelma</td>
<td>May 28 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
<td>Dorothy M of Edward T and Dorothy M</td>
<td>Sept 6 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
<td>Gloria A of Edward and Dorothy</td>
<td>July 8 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
<td>Lucy C (c) of Louis A and Irene C</td>
<td>Apr 6 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
<td>Pearl Y (c) of Louis A and Irene C</td>
<td>Oct 21 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain</td>
<td>— s of Thomas X and Anna L</td>
<td>June 14 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caine</td>
<td>Beverley E of Joseph F and Florence E</td>
<td>Oct 24 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caione</td>
<td>Irma L of Luigi and Rosina</td>
<td>Nov 28 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Cairo George J of George J and Mary Aug 21 1935 .......................... 32: 91
Cairone Alfredo of Luigi and Teresa Jan 5 1932 .......................... 30: 150
Cairone Filomena of Carmine and Assunta Nov 27 1931 .................. 30: 132
Cairone Luigi of Carmine and Assunta July 28 1934 .................. 31: 214
Cairone Nancy of Carmine and Assunta Mar 25 1933 .................. 31: 31
Caito Agnes B of Giovanni B and Margherita Dec 20 1932 .......... 30: 285
Caito Filippo R of Filippo and Rosina Feb 14 1934 .......... 31: 154
Caito Maria G of Giovanni and Maria G Sept 14 1931 .......... 30: 104
Caito Robert B of Giovanni and Maria G May 18 1933 .......... 31: 52
Caito William G of Giovanni and Maria G Feb 3 1935 .......... 32: 12
Calabrese Giuseppe of Michele and Nicoleta May 4 1932 .......... 30: 197
Calabro Albert F of Domenico P and Yvonne T Oct 23 1933 .......... 31: 111
Calabro Angelo G of Angelo and Gerarda Apr 15 1933 .......... 31: 39
Calabro Anna M of Carmelo and Rosa Jan 23 1932 ................ 30: 156
Calabro Loretta of Angelo and Gerarda Jan 8 1932 .......... 30: 151
Calabro Salvatore G of Gaetano and Fortunatia Mar 24 1931 .... 30: 34
Calabro Salvatore M T of Gaetano and Antonia June 14 1933 .... 31: 63
Calabro William A of Carmelo and Rosa Nov 7 1933 .......... 31: 117
Calande Jeaninne R of Ernest J and Blondine M Apr 14 1935 .... 32: 39
Calcagni Addolorata J of Alfredo and Carmella July 3 1935 ........ 32: 71
Calcagni Anna M of Pietro G and Augusta Apr 19 1931 .......... 30: 45
Calcagni Airline M of Francesco and Helen Dec 28 1935 .......... 32: 138
Calcagni Filomena A of Alfredo and Carmella June 1 1931 .......... 30: 64
Calcagni Joyce R of Francesco and Helen May 7 1932 .......... 30: 198
Calcagni Norma A of Antonia and Maria July 9 1932 .......... 30: 222
Calcagni Teresa G of Pietro G and Augusta Apr 21 1933 .......... 31: 41
Calcagni Teresa M of Francesco and Rosa M Sept 26 1931 .......... 30: 109
Calcagni Vilma E of Antonio and Maria Apr 9 1931 .......... 30: 41
Calcagni —— s of Luigi and Assunta May 8 1933 .................. 31: 58
Calcagni —— d of Luigi and Assunta Sept 10 1934 ........ 31: 239
Calce Carmine A of Carmine A and Maddalena June 1 1934 .......... 31: 193
Caldarella Joseph of Emilio and Anna May 6 1933 .......... 31: 48
Caldarella Leo R of Emilio and Anna Mar 20 1931 ........ 30: 33
Caldarone Anna of Theodore L and Anna E July 29 1931 .......... 30: 85
Caldarone Helen A of Tommaso and Luisa July 21 1935 .......... 32: 79
Caldarone Josephine A of Vittorio and Mary E Aug 14 1935 .......... 32: 88
Caldarone Michael C of Michael and Natalie Aug 21 1935 .......... 32: 91
Caldarone Raymond G of Guido and Gladys M June 7 1934 .......... 31: 194
Caldarone Rosindo of Rosindo and Antonetta N Apr 18 1935 ........ 32: 41
Caldarone Ruby E of Tommaso and Luisa Feb 21 1933 .......... 31: 19
Caldarone Victor J of Victor P and Mary E May 16 1932 .......... 30: 200
Caldas Richard D of Manuel C and Estefanise K June 24 1935 .......... 32: 67
Caldeira Izabel D of Jose B and Maria H Aug 14 1934 .......... 31: 221
Calder Carol of Chester W and Helen June 23 1933 .......... 31: 65
Caldwell Charles E of James E and Eva E Dec 13 1934 .......... 31: 266
Caldwell Elmer A of Robert H H and Charlotte Sept 16 1931 .......... 30: 105
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell George E of Margaret J</td>
<td>Aug 27 1935</td>
<td>32:143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell John N of John N and Isabel Jan 14 1934</td>
<td>31:143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell William of Robert H H and Charlotte Jan 19 1934</td>
<td>31:145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Herbert C of George C and Dorothy May 9 1932</td>
<td>30:198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Jeanette A of George C and Dorothy Dec 9 1934</td>
<td>31:264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Anthony of Vincenzo and Anna May 20 1933</td>
<td>31:53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Vincento of Vincenzo and Anna July 20 1931</td>
<td>30:82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Antonio of Gioacchino and Zolema July 21 1931</td>
<td>30:83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Antonio E G of Sisto and Maria June 12 1931</td>
<td>30:67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Domenico of Gioacchino and Zolema Sept 11 1934</td>
<td>31:232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Lucia of Gioacchino and Zolema Jan 23 1933</td>
<td>31:8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Rosina of Sisto and Maria June 8 1934</td>
<td>31:195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Anna of Michele and Maria Feb 28 1931</td>
<td>30:23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Barbara C of Roswell A and Myrtle C Jan 3 1933</td>
<td>31:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Donald S of Giovanni and Santa Nov 1 1934</td>
<td>31:251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Dorothy L of Giuseppe and Antonietta Nov 2 1932</td>
<td>30:269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Esther A of Carminio and Francesca Aug 5 1931</td>
<td>30:89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Giovanni A of Giovanni and Santa May 17 1933</td>
<td>31:52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Helen R of Carminio and Francesca May 2 1935</td>
<td>32:47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Marie C of Giovanni and Santa Aug 26 1931</td>
<td>30:96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Nancy of Antonio and Santa June 27 1935</td>
<td>32:68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Sebastiano of Carminio and Francesca July 27 1933</td>
<td>31:78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Tindaro A of Antonio and Maria Mar 5 1932</td>
<td>30:173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Antonio of Paolo and Giovanna May 3 1931</td>
<td>30:51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Gaetano of Gaetano and Mary May 7 1935</td>
<td>32:49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Genevieve of Cristofaro and Adella V Apr 20 1933</td>
<td>31:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Gilbert of Joseph and Santa M Apr 5 1934</td>
<td>31:173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Giuseppe S of Federico and Carina Aug 1 1932</td>
<td>30:232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Janet M of Domenico and Marion A May 16 1933</td>
<td>31:51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Joan M of Joseph M and Virginia A July 7 1935</td>
<td>32:73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Joseph J of Giuseppe and Filomena May 31 1934</td>
<td>31:191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Massimina of Tranquillo and Teresa Oct 16 1931</td>
<td>30:116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Ralph A of Alexander and Marietta Sept 22 1932</td>
<td>30:251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Rose of Tranquillo and Teresa Apr 5 1933</td>
<td>31:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista William J of Giovanni and Carmela June 26 1933</td>
<td>31:66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista —— of Cristofaro and Adella V Aug 10 1931</td>
<td>30:99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Antonetta of Francesco and Michelina Jan 28 1932</td>
<td>30:157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Antonetta E of Carminio and Anna May 24 1935</td>
<td>32:55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Domenico of Carmine and Anna Feb 10 1931</td>
<td>30:17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Joseph A of Antonio and Eva E Dec 5 1931</td>
<td>30:136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Maria E of Nicola and Donata May 21 1932</td>
<td>30:202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calista Yolanda L of Rocco and Silvia Mar 8 1935</td>
<td>32:25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callaghan Dennis of Richard T and Mary June 14 1934</td>
<td>31:197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callaghan Patricia M of Richard T and Mary M Sept 27 1932</td>
<td>30:253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callaghan Richard T of Richard T and Mary Mar 16 1931</td>
<td>30:31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callahan Clement LaS of Clement and Beatrice E Dec 4 1933</td>
<td>31:126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Callahan Eugene E of Eugene E and Jessie Jan 4 1932...........30: 150
Callahan James J of William H S and Gertrude R Nov 14 1932.30: 273
Callahan Jean A of William F and Mary E Jan 16 1933........31:  5
Callahan John W of William H S and Gertrude R July 15 1933.32:  76
Callahan Mary of Leon E and Loretta E Nov 23 1932...........30: 275
Callahan Mary R of John W and Alice E Nov 27 1933...........31:122
Callahan Rita B of Charles A and Irene A May 28 1931........30:  60
Callan Bernie A of Bernard M and Christina E July 29 1933..31:  79
Callan John J of John J and Mary Mar 15 1933.................31:  28
Callanan Andrew P of Frank J and Emily M Dec 14 1932......30:283
Callaway Barbara A of Willis F and Florence June 6 1932.....30:208
Callei Richard C of Carmine L and Nicoletta M Mar 31 1933...31:  33
Callei Rita G of Carmine L and Nicoletta M July 31 1934....31:215
Callei —— s of Carmine L and Nicoletta M Aug 18 1931.......30:  93
Calligano Louis of Luigi and Evelina M Mar 29 1934.........31:169
Calo Potito of Lorenzo and Anna M Apr 15 1931..............30:  44
Calore Antonio of Angelo and Maria Feb 23 1932...............30:167
Calore Lucia of Salvatore and Rosina Dec 13 1932............30:283
Calore —— s of Angelo and Maria Mar 18 1931.................30:  38
Calouro Joseph S of Joseph and Adelia Feb 13 1933.........31:  16
Calouro Norma J of Joseph S and Adelia June 22 1935......32:  66
Caluori Ida A of Gustavio and Antonetta July 3 1935....32:  71
Caluor Maria A of Gustavio and Mary A Dec 1 1932........30:280
Calvino Gloria A of Gaetano and Amelia Apr 12 1933.......31:  38
Camara Alan J of Manuel P and Rose E May 19 1935.........32:  53
Camara Harvey M of Manuel P and Rose E June 14 1932....30:211
Camara Theresa of Jesse R and Violante July 30 1932....30:229
Camara —— d of Anthony and Yvonne July 3 1932..............30:231
Camara —— s of Anthony and Yvonne July 27 1933..........31:  81
Camara —— s of Antonio and Yvonne June 19 1934...........31:203
Cambio Anna C of Giuseppe and Elvira Aug 19 1933.........31:  87
Cambio Barbara F of Frank B and Mary D May 15 1933.....31:  51
Cambio Frank C of Frank C and Adelina Feb 25 1935........32:  20
Cambio Marie C of Frank and Mary July 8 1935..............32:  73
Cambio Pauline M of Peter and Gertrude M Nov 5 1933....31:116
Cambio Raymond A of Alexandro and Anna M July 2 1933....31:  69
Cambio Rosa M of Rocco and Maria C Nov 26 1932...........30:276
Camera George I of George and Avis D May 19 1935.........32:  53
Camera Ruth A of George and Avis D June 7 1934...........31:194
Camera Shirley M of Frederick and Barbara Sept 4 1935....32:  96
Cameron Donald J of James D and Catherine Dec 19 1933...31:130
Cameron Elizabeth A of Edwin B and Margaret C Mar 6 1931..30: 27
Cameron Erna F of Daniel and Erna F May 9 1933.............31: 49
Cameron James P of William H and Grace I Jan 10 1935.....32:  3
Cameron Ralph R of Ralph and Myrtle F May 14 1932........30:199
Cameron William H of William H and Grace I Mar 18 1932...30:177
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cameron —— d of Ernest and Doris June 4 1934..............31:203
Campagna Antonio S of Antonio and Lucia Oct 27 1932........30:263
Campagna Esther L of Rocco and Anna M Jan 8 1935...........32: 3
Campagna Leonia T of Leo and Crescenzina Aug 25 1931.......30: 96
Campagnone Pasquale S of Carmine S and Antonetta G Feb 13
1935.................................................................32: 16
Campagnone Robert W of Angelo and Porzia Feb 23 1933.....31: 20
Campanella Clorinda J of Gennaro and Giuseppina Apr 12
1935.................................................................32: 39
Campanella Corinne D of Matteo J and Orsola Mar 17 1934...31:165
Campanelli Martin A of Luigi V and Edegarda E Oct 10 1931..30:114
Campanelli Oliver R of Luigi V and Edegarda E June 14 1933..31: 63
Campanile Antonio of Nicolino and Lucia Apr 17 1931.........30: 44
Campano Domenico R of Domenico and Addolorata Sept 16
1932.................................................................30:248
Campano —— s of Joseph and Victoria Nov 2 1935.............32:129
Camparone Helen of Maria Sept 30 1931..........................30:109
Campbell Ardys A of Max A and Clara Mar 16 1932.............30:176
Campbell Beverly M of Thomas V and Ruth E June 14 1935....32: 63
Campbell Carol A of Edmond C and Lillian Nov 26 1935.......32:127
Campbell Clair W of Clyde W and Ina N Feb 21 1931..........30: 21
Campbell Doris R of Ernest A and Jennie I June 1 1931......30: 64
Campbell Dorothy G of Bertram and Gertrude Jan 26 1935.....32: 8
Campbell Dorothy M of Albert A and Mildred G July 22 1931..30: 83
Campbell Gwyneth of Donald J and Hester Sept 23 1935.......32:103
Campbell Helen J of Bernard C and Elizabeth Mar 13 1935....32: 26
Campbell Hope F of Alfred B and Frances R June 19 1931....30: 70
Campbell Irene F of Leo J and Irene July 29 1934............31:214
Campbell Jane A of Joseph and Elizabeth Sept 27 1935.......32:104
Campbell Jane A of James and Hilda May 28 1935.............32: 56
Campbell Jean N of Andrew J and Agnes E July 24 1934......31:212
Campbell Joan P of Albert A and Mildred G Mar 31 1935......32: 32
Campbell John L of Albert F and Mary E Aug 19 1934........31:223
Campbell Katherine T of Bernard C and Elizabeth Aug 6 1932..30:233
Campbell Kenneth A of Donald B and Helen M Dec 17 1934....31:267
Campbell Mary E of Leo J and Irene May 21 1933..............31: 53
Campbell Norma M of Bertram and Gertrude Oct 20 1931.......30:117
Campbell Paul E of John J and Catherine June 5 1931.........30: 65
Campbell Peter R of Peter R and Cecelia May 22 1931........30: 59
Campbell Robert A of James and Hilda June 28 1932..........30:216
Campbell Robert J of Abraham and Annie E June 28 1934......31:201
Campbell Robert K of Andrew J and Agnes E Apr 16 1933......31: 40
Campbell Ronald W of Wilfred A and Barbara Aug 7 1934......31:218
Campbell Shirley A of Samuel C and Dorothy E Dec 28 1934....31:271
Campbell Summer of John R and Dorothy Oct 26 1934.........31:218
Campbell Thomas W of Thomas V and Ruth E Jan 21 1933.......31: 7
Campbell Vernon S (c) of Vernon S and Irene Jan 23 1932 ... 30: 156
Campbell Vincent of Sarah May 3 1932 ................................ 30: 196
Campbell William A of Thomas V and Ruth E Dec 5 1933 .... 31: 126
Campellone Geraldine A of Emilio and Venera Mar 31 1931 .. 30: 37
Campellone Renzo A of Antimo and Aurora Jan 1 1931 ....... 30: 1
Campisani Anna M of Luigi and Assunta Sept 26 1931 ....... 30: 108
Campo Joseph of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 19 1934 .......... 31: 166
Campopiano Albert A of Paul and Clara Nov 13 1933 ....... 31: 118
Campopiano Anna M of Filomeno and Marie J Oct 16 1933 .... 31: 109
Campopiano John M of John and Iolanda Apr 2 1933 ....... 31: 35
Campopiano Lucia E of Michele and Petrina Dec 2 1935 .... 32: 130
Campopiano Natalie G of Paul P S and Clara Feb 1 1935 .... 32: 12
Campopiano Norma V of Arturo and Silvia May 26 1935 .... 32: 55
Canaipi David N of Mario and Lenore Sept 18 1932 ....... 30: 249
Canaipi Eugenia of Vittorio V and Kiriacoula June 23 1932 .... 30: 214
Canale Adeline B of Angelo and Teresa M June 18 1931 ....... 30: 69
Canale — s of Angelo and Teresa M Mar 4 1935 ........... 32: 34
Canavan James P of Joseph and Anna V Mar 3 1932 ....... 30: 172
Canavan John T of Patrick J and Beatrice A Jan 28 1935 .... 32: 9
Canavan Marion J of John T and Marguerite V Feb 2 1934 .... 31: 150
Canavan — s of Ruth E Jan 29 1933 .................. 31: 12
Cancelliere — s of Antonio and Luisa June 20 1932 ....... 30: 214
Cancelliri Antonio of Ermano and Theresa Apr 26 1932 .... 30: 193
Cancelliri Carlo A of Ermano and Theresa Aug 27 1934 .... 31: 226
Canham John J of Lawson C and Alice H July 12 1933 .... 31: 72
Canis Mary A of Thomas and Agnes Apr 6 1931 ........... 30: 40
Cann Gregory R of Ernest E and Louise T Aug 19 1934 ...... 31: 223
Cannao Lorenzo of Nicola and Caterina Nov 19 1931 ....... 30: 129
Cannata Agostino of Rocco and Angelina Feb 15 1934 ....... 31: 154
Cannavo Ramon F of Pietro G and Rosina June 5 1932 .... 30: 208
Canning Francis J of Frederick J and Beatrice F Mar 9 1932 .... 30: 174
Canning Joan M of George E and Margaret E May 1 1935 .... 32: 47
Canning John C of John T and Helen L May 18 1933 ....... 31: 52
Canning Patricia of Frank J and Florence A Sept 17 1932 .... 30: 249
Canning Richard B of George E and Margaret E Jan 3 1933 .... 31: 1
Cannon Catherine of Peter and Teresa Dec 9 1931 ........ 30: 137
Cannon James E (Twin) of John P and Grace June 10 1935 .... 32: 62
Cannon Jeremiah H of Peter L and Mary Oct 21 1931 ....... 30: 118
Cannon John McK of John P and Grace Nov 26 1933 ....... 31: 122
Cannon Richard W (Twin) of John P and Grace June 10 1935 .... 32: 62
Cannon William M of John and Annie May 28 1934 .......... 31: 190
Cannon —— s of Peter C and Gladys L Dec 31 1933 ....... 31: 136
Canover Shirley J of Howard R and Margaret W Apr 8 1935 .... 32: 37
Cantini Robert L of Vittorio and Giuseppina C Jan 6 1932 .... 30: 150
Canton Raymond W of Raymond H C and Roxie I Nov 5 1931 ... 30: 125
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cantone — s of Luigi and Pasqualina Oct 6 1933............31: 114
Cantwell Diana T of I Leo and Mary Nov 12 1931............30: 127
Cannel Leo A of Leo A and Mabel Aug 23 1935.............32:  92
Capalbo Pietro A of Pietro A and Michellina Mar 10 1932...30: 175
Capaldi Claire A of Gaetano and Pasqualina July 18 1935....32:  77
Capaldi Dorine A of Antonio and Elvira May 12 1935....32:  51
Capalı Emilia M of Antonio and Caterina L Oct 5 1933....31: 106
Capalı Gilbert R of Emelio and Rosilda June 7 1934....31: 115
Capalı Jacqueline of Edward F and Mary A Oct 9 1935....32: 110
Capaldi Justine C of Giovanni P and Maria A June 26 1934...31: 201
Capaldi Lucia M of Gesualdo and Maria S Dec 14 1933...31: 129
Capaldi Margaret J of Gesualdo and Maria S May 7 1931...30:  53
Capaldi Vincent H of Vincent F and Dorothy A July 25 1935.32:  80
Caparco Alberto of Antonio and Carolina May 5 1932........30: 197
Caparco Anthony of Antonio and Carolina June 25 1933....31:  66
Caparco Anthony R of Calileo A and Margherita July 17 1933.31:  74
Caparco Cleonice M of Mario and Margherita May 17 1933....31:  52
Caparco — s of Antonio and Carolina Nov 27 1934..........31: 261
Caparelli Amalia of Domenico and Nicolina Aug 2 1932....30: 232
Caparian Doris of Donabed and Mary A Jan 21 1932........30: 155
Capasso Donald P of Roberto and Maria June 29 1931........30:  73
Capasso Giovanni S of Stefano and Esmeralda Feb 7 1933...31:  14
Capasso Jacqueline S of Roberto and Maria Aug 14 1934....31: 221
Capezza Dorothy A M of Alessio and Domenica Feb 2 1934...31: 150
Capezza Eduardo J of Alessio and Domenica Sept 8 1935...32:  98
Capezza Nicholas R of Giovanni and Caterina Aug 3 1933...31:  82
Capilli Pietro G of Giovanni and Maddalena Jan 27 1932....30: 157
Capino Giovanni of Teresa Dec 5 1932.....................30: 281
Capizano John J of Charles and Nancy Nov 22 1934........31: 258
Capobianco Anna of Antonio and Carolina Sept 16 1931...30: 105
Capobianco Costanzo of Michele and Angelina Aug 23 1933...31:  89
Capobianco Louis of Luigi A and Assunta C Mar 27 1931....30:  35
Capobianco Louis A of Luigi and Italia M Sept 26 1931....30: 108
Capobianco Lucie of Michele and Angelina Apr 12 1931....30:  42
Capobianco Michele C of Michele and Angelina July 17 1935..32:  77
Capobianco Richard A of Luigi and Italia M Aug 31 1933...31:  91
Capoverde Alfredo of Francesco and Elvira Nov 28 1932....30: 277
Capoverde Robert of Francesco and Elvira June 23 1934....31: 200
Capoverdi Antonio S of Antonio S and Rose July 4 1932....30: 220
Capoverdi James D of Antonio S and Rose May 22 1934........31: 189
Capoza Carlo of Pasquale and Virginia Dec 16 1934........31: 267
Capozzi Concetta C of Saverio and Maria July 16 1932....30: 224
Capozzoli Elaine L of Edward L and Albertina Dec 13 1931...30: 139
Capozzoli Salvatore of Salvatore and Anna June 7 1932....30: 209
Cappabianca Francesco of Giuseppe and Angelina May 5 1932.30: 197
Cappalli Joan M of Emilio F and Giuseppina Nov 29 1934....31: 260
Cappalli Lillian D of Americo S and Vincenza G Oct 4 1935...32:109
Cappalli Richard E of Balto A and Ida Apr 28 1932............30:193
Cappelletti Dorothy A of Raffaele and Carolina E Jan 24 1934.31:116
Cappelletti Jeanette of Raffaele and Carolina E Nov 22 1932....30:275
Cappelli Bettina L of Emilio N and Elizabeth H Mar 9 1934....31:163
Cappelli Clorinda A of Domenico and Clorinda Apr 17 1932....30:190
Cappelli Julia A of Giuseppe and Raffaela Mar 13 1934.......31:164
Cappelli Juliette T of Domenico and Colorinda Oct 15 1933.....31:109
Cappelli Maria A of Louis W and Catherine Aug 2 1932.......30:232
Cappelli Maria G of Giuseppe and Raffaela Aug 27 1931.......30:97
Cappelli Nicola P of Emilio N and Elizabeth H Feb 28 1935....32:21
Cappelli Thomas F of Martin and Angelina Mar 26 1932.......30:252
Capraro Alberto of Carmine and Letizia Dec 3 1932..........30:280
Capraro Anthony A of Erasmo J and Brigida T May 14 1935...32:52
Capraro Antonio P of Antonio and Maria C Apr 10 1934....31:174
Capraro Francesco of Francesco and Rose Dec 10 1932........30:282
Capraro Giovannina of Carmine and Letizia Feb 21 1931.....30:21
Capraro Giuseppe of Carmine and Letizia Aug 19 1934........31:223
Capraro Jean A of Antonio and Mary C June 3 1935..........32:59
Capraro Lidia A of Federico and Angelina Mar 22 1932.....30:182
Caprina Cristina of Pasquale and Angelina July 2 1932.....30:219
Caprina Oronzo J of Pasquale and Angelina Apr 20 1935......32:41
Caprio Americo J of Giovanni and Serafina Jan 17 1934.....31:144
Caprio Antonio of Antonio and Filomena May 17 1934.....31:187
Caprioli Anne C of Luigi and Maria July 24 1935........32:80
Caprioli Carolyn A of Luigi and Maria Aug 20 1933........31:88
Capron Carol C of Adin B and Freda R Apr 28 1935.........32:44
Capron Raymond C of Raymond F and Emma M Apr 16 1933..31:40
Capron Richard H of Raymond F and Emma M Oct 25 1934...31:247
Capron — s of Raymond F and Emma M Mar 8 1932........30:174
Caproni Yvonne G of Henry and Jeanne Feb 25 1934..........31:158
Capuano Amelia L of Francesco and Carmela Nov 4 1933....31:115
Capuano Giuseppe B of Francesco and Carmela Mar 18 1931...30:32
Capuano Gordon G of Pasco A and Gertrude May 19 1931....30:57
Capuano Henry J of Vincent and Domenica June 14 1932....30:211
Capuano Margaret G of Umberto and Maria Apr 14 1933....31:39
Capuano Melvin D of Pasco A and Gertrude July 30 1934....31:214
Capuano Robert H of Pasco A and Gertrude Apr 29 1933....31:44
Capuano Sylvia L G of Silvio and Letizia July 19 1935.....32:78
Capuano Venita M of Giovanni and Dora Dec 24 1933....31:132
Capuano Vincent of Vincenzo and Maria C July 5 1933....31:70
Capuano — s of Luigi G and Ethel S June 13 1933.......31:68
Caputo Ann E of Angelo and Viola C Nov 16 1932........30:273
Caputo Arlone J of Gaetano and Elena June 25 1935....32:67
Caputo Barbara A of Gaetano and Elena Feb 20 1932......30:166
Caputo Richard L of Antonio and Maria G Mar 1 1932......30:172
Caputo Thomas E of Gaetano and Elena Aug 21 1933
Capwell Carolyn G of William and Mary G Feb 27 1931
Capwell Courtland J of Luther L and Maude May 28 1931
Capwell Gary T of Earl W and Martha Nov 28 1933
Capwell Joan M of Herbert A and Winifred A July 19 1932
Capwell Sylvia M of William D and Mary G May 3 1932
Carabinieri Federico F of Giuseppe and Gemma Feb 16 1932
Carabiniero Nancy G of Giuseppe and Gemma Apr 15 1934
Caraccia Julia F of Angelo and Francesca M Mar 7 1933
Caraman Alice I of Agar and Eva Apr 11 1932
Caramante Eugene J of Damiano A and Cristina M Sept 7

1934

Caramaturo John J of Joseph J and Mae C Dec 11 1935
Caranci Charles L of Charles and Sophie Dec 5 1934
Caranci Elena I of Nunzio and Felicia May 29 1933
Caranci Maria C of Antonio and Winnie Jan 11 1934
Caranci Norma G of Libero and Maria S Apr 3 1933
Caranci Robert M of Michael and Filomena Sept 8 1935
Caranci Rosa D of Carlo and Margherita Nov 14 1931
Caranci — s of Charles and Sofie Feb 15 1931
Caranci — s of Antonio and Minnie Apr 18 1932
Caranica Gloria of James and Thoma Dec 10 1931
Carbery Norbert A of Thomas E and Viola G Jan 29 1934
Carbery Thomas E of Thomas and Viola Apr 28 1931
Carbery Evelyn D of Leo V and Doris B July 19 1932
Carbery George E of Robert J and Victorine July 14 1931
Carbery Janice A of Robert J and Victorine B Oct 10 1932
Carbery Mable A of Edwin C and Anna Oct 27 1934
Carbery Margaret A of Raymond G and Mary J Apr 5 1932
Carbery Margaret M of Charles E and Margaret M Oct 10
1932

Carberry Mary J of Raymond G and Mary J Mar 12 1931
Carberry Robert J of Robert J and Bridget V Apr 8 1934
Carberry Thomas E of Charles E and Margaret M Sept 21 1933
Carbery Edwin C of Edwin C and Anna Dec 31 1932
Carbery James D of Edwin C and Marie A F Nov 20 1933
Carbone Anna L of Giovanni and Lucia July 30 1935
Carbone Dolores S of Samuele and Teresa Feb 27 1932
Carbone Dorotea M of Antonio and Maria Mar 22 1932
Carbone John V of Francesco A and Della May 19 1935
Carbone Maria G I of Luigi and Rosina Mar 22 1933
Carbone Robert J of Joseph and Agnes M Aug 19 1931
Carbone Thomas L of Joseph and Agnes M Apr 30 1935
Carcieri Angela M of Aquilino and Carmela Aug 10 1933
Carcieri Ann A of Alberto P and Corina Oct 21 1935
Carcieri Anna of Aquilino and Carmela Aug 11 1932
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Carcieri Anna of Guglielmo and Eleanor Oct 15 1933............ 31: 109
Carcieri Barbara M of Jerome and Angelina Apr 12 1935........ 32: 39
Carcieri Guglielmo of Guglielmo and Eleanor Mar 28 1935........ 32: 32
Carcieri Ida C of Carmine and Giuseppina June 27 1933........ 31: 66
Carcieri James D of Domenic J and Helen Aug 25 1934........ 31: 225
Carcieri Lillian H of Domenico and Helen Jan 19 1932.......... 30: 155
Carcieri Michele A of Gennaro and Cristina May 8 1933........ 31: 49
Carcieri Tomaso of Gennaro and Cristina Feb 28 1931......... 30: 23
Carcieri Vivian M of Victor and Bertha July 12 1934........ 31: 208
Card Agnes J of Willard H and Helen June 28 1933........ 31: 67
Card Alvin F of Alvin and Mary F Aug 7 1932.............. 30: 234
Card Barbara L of William L and Esther Sept 3 1935........ 32: 96
Card Carolyn E of Howard L and Mildred Feb 14 1935......... 32: 16
Card Claire E of George L and Doris E Apr 3 1933.......... 31: 36
Card Dean P of Louis and Ruth Mar 12 1931........... 30: 30
Card Dorothy M of Walter and Catherine Mar 16 1932......... 30: 176
Card George L of George L and Doris E Mar 8 1935........ 32: 25
Card Mary J of Walter and Bertha F Nov 7 1931......... 30: 126
Card Roger W of Walter and Katherine M Nov 18 1935..... 32: 124
Card Willard H of Willard H and Helen Jan 16 1935......... 32: 5
Card — s of Willard and Helen Dec 7 1931........... 30: 146
Cardarelli Doris M of John and Genevieve Nov 22 1932...... 30: 275
Cardarelli Rita A (Twin) of Salvatore and Rosalie Feb 8 1933, 31: 15
Cardarelli Robert J (Twin) of Salvatore and Rosalie Feb 8
1933................... 31: 15
Cardarelli Ronald of Paolo G and Eda May 17 1935........ 32: 52
Cardarelli William H of John and Genevieve June 19 1931... 30: 70
Cardarelli — d of Vittorio and Luisa Mar 11 1933...... 32: 34
Cardell William B of William S and Carina Dec 4 1932.... 30: 280
Cardente Angelina C of Guido and Teresa Apr 8 1934.... 31: 174
Cardente Theresa A of Pasquale and Maria Apr 15 1933... 31: 39
Cardiff Helen M of Francis J and Helen A Aug 25 1933.... 31: 89
Cardillo Beniamino M of Thomas and Margaret Apr 19 1931... 30: 45
Cardillo Dorothy E of Antonio L and Elena May 30 1931.... 30: 61
Cardillo Ethel L of Antonio L and Elena Aug 16 1932...... 30: 237
Cardillo Evelyn A of Antonio and Sabatina Mar 22 1934.... 31: 167
Cardillo Loretta A of Antonio and Sabatina Aug 11 1932.... 30: 235
Cardillo Mary H of Antonio and Sabatina June 27 1931..... 30: 73
Cardin Emile R of Emile and Mary June 8 1935......... 32: 61
Cardin Marlene E of Joseph A and Lena L Mar 5 1935.... 34: 24
Cardin William D of Rosilda Mar 6 1931............... 30: 27
Cardinal Mary D M of William and Generia Aug 5 1933..... 31: 83
Cardinale Concetta A of Luigi and Maria G Aug 1 1933..... 31: 82
Cardinale Evelyn F of Alessandro and Fiorinda Sept 9 1935.. 32: 98
Cardinale Marguerite M of Onorato and Maria A Oct 18 1934.. 31: 245
Cardines Richard J of Nicandro G and Filomena Y Nov 3 1933, 31: 115
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.  

Cardogno Anna M of Berneto and Leonilda Feb 22 1931.............30: 21
Cardogno Remeto R of Remeto and Leonilda July 7 1934...........31: 206
Cardose Mary E of Joseph R and Anna X June 21 1934.............31: 199
Cardoso Hope R of Joseph C and Anna Aug 6 1932...............30: 234
Cardoso Silvestre of Silvestre and Irene June 19 1935...........32: 65
Cardozo Pedro F (c) of Porfirio S and Roza Feb 21 1934.........31: 156
Cardozo Shirley E (c) of Moses C and Esther May 15 1934....31: 186
Cardulla Peter of Pietro and Litteria L Aug 24 1933..............31: 89
Cardullo Catherine E of Esther Dec 4 1934........................31: 262
Cardullo Joseph A of Giaacomo and Rosa Dec 8 1933.........31: 127
Cardullo Thomas M of Tommaso and Assunta May 9 1931........30: 53
Carello Anthony of Joseph and Madeline May 7 1932..............30: 198
Carello Antonio of Rosario and Mariannina Mar 23 1931........30: 34
Carello Barbara L of Vincenzo and Maddalena Nov 26 1931......30: 131
Carello George R of Jennie May 30 1934..........................31: 274
Carello Gloria A of Vincent and Maddalena Sept 30 1935......32: 105
Carello John J of Joseph and Madeline Aug 6 1934..............31: 218
Carello Joseph R of Jennie Sept 3 1931..........................30: 100
Carello Norman A of Francesco and Edna Nov 8 1931........30: 126
Carey Anne of Edward A and Lillian Apr 21 1933.................31: 42
Carey Beverly A of Joseph B and Jean F July 25 1934...........31: 212
Carey Francis E of William H and Anna E Aug 12 1933.........31: 85
Carey James L of Sadie A July 21 1931............................30: 83
Carey James W of Cyril J and Rita Sept 7 1934.................31: 230
Carey Jane K of William H and Anna E Apr 9 1932..............30: 187
Carey Mary C of Joseph M and Sarah F Oct 4 1932..............30: 257
Carey Ruth D of Clarence W and Mabel Dec 3 1931..............30: 135
Carey William J of Gertrude E Mar 19 1934........................31: 166
Carey —— d of Lawrence and Doris I Jan 22 1935..............32: 7
Carey —— d of William H and Anna E Oct 19 1935..............32: 113
Cargill Richard B of Walter M and Abbie M Jan 19 1931.......30: 7
Cariglio Antonetta of Matteo and Nannina Oct 25 1933.31: 112
Cariglio Maria of Matteo and Nannina Aug 30 1932.............30: 242
Carillo Mary F of Flori and Mary Aug 16 1934...............31: 221
Carl Elizabeth B of William H and Gladys I Dec 8 1935........32: 132
Carl Francis of Clara B Oct 5 1933.............................31: 106
Carl Joseph R of Clara Mar 17 1932.............................30: 177
Carl Merna E of Edward A and Marion E Jan 28 1934........31: 147
Carl Russell W of William H and Gladys I Oct 21 1932........30: 263
Carle Joan B of Jean and Bernice July 14 1934.................31: 209
Carlen Audrey V of Ralph J A and Hulda C Dec 13 1934........31: 266
Carlen Ralph A of Ralph J A and Hulda C Mar 19 1931........30: 33
Carleton Lynne A of Russell F and Margaret May 13 1934...31: 186
Carleton Richard A of Russell F and Margaret Mar 15 1931...30: 31
Carlevale Antonietta of Luigi and Angelina Apr 15 1931...30: 44
Carlevale Janette Y of Luigi and Angelina June 21 1934....31: 199
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlton Daniel S of John H and Esther F Nov 10 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlton Edward C of Edward C and Helen M Dec 19 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlton Herbert S of Herbert S and Annie Dec 5 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlton John R of John H and Esther E Oct 1 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlton — d of Raphael J and Loretta D July 9 1931</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlino Eugene D of Domenico and Angelina Sept 30 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlone Cora T of Michelangelo and Maria June 23 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlone Louis A of Nicola and Fortunata Feb 19 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlos Barbara A of George and Lena J Oct 19 1931</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlos — d of John F and Mary F July 18 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlow Randall L of Charles and Mary E Mar 28 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Alan G of Edwin G and Ruth I Jan 17 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Alan H of Carl A and Lillian Feb 18 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Audrey A of Ernest O and Ragnhild Feb 10 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Barbara A of Gunnar A and Freda M Sept 4 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Beatrice J of John H and Blanche I Mar 30 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Carl A of Carl A and Ruth A Mar 31 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Carl H of Mildred Aug 28 1931</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Carol V of Carl O and Harriet E Nov 18 1931</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Claire E of Hilding C and Helen J Oct 31 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Claire M of George W and Ruth P Apr 7 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Donald E of Agnar E and Alice Aug 18 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Dorothy D of Clifford V and Dorothy G June 20 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Edna B of Edwin and Carrie Aug 11 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Edward D of Oscar C and Fannie E Nov 3 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Edwin T of Edwin O and Esther I Aug 19 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Frances A of Frank A L and Mamie E R Feb 18 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Gloria J of Carl A and Vega W Sept 23 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Gunnar W of Karl E G and Ida M Jan 4 1931</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Harold E of Harry and Jennie Aug 3 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Joan M of Carl A and Nina M Feb 26 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Joan T of Gabriel A and Catherine T June 30 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Kenneth E of Oscar E and Rae E June 26 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Lillian M of Carl A and Lillian Oct 2 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Lloyd A of Carl H and Agnes C June 20 1931</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Margaret M of Allan S and Hazel G Nov 17 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Marilyn H of Albert G and Mary Jan 31 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Mildred A of Peter E and Mildred C May 26 1933</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Nancy L of Edwin O and Esther I Oct 28 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Norman B of Carl T and Rose E R Nov 15 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Priscilla R of Edwin G and Ruth I Aug 24 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Raymond A of George R and Ella L Dec 17 1935</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Richard N of Russell M and Margaret June 28 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Robert G of Gustave A N and Olive Jan 16 1932</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Robert N of Neils R and Helen E Apr 15 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carlson Robert P of Walter N and Ruth W Mar 14 1934</strong> ..........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Carlson Robert S of George R and Ella L Dec 14 1932 ............ 30:283
Carlson Robert W of Harold A and Esther Mar 26 1933 ........ 31: 31
Carlson Shirley A of John H and Isabel Sept 24 1931 ............ 30:107
Carlson Vernon C of Carl J and Roxie Oct 9 1931 .............. 30:113
Carlson —— d of Oscar C and Fannie E June 3 1933 ............ 31: 68
Carlton Donald R of Luther J and Helen F May 25 1935 ........ 32: 55
Carlton Gordon W of Harold A and Alice M May 25 1933 ........ 31: 54
Carlton Norma M of Luther J and Helen F Feb 6 1933 .......... 31: 14
Carmello Allyn P of Peter and Olivene June 27 1935 .......... 32: 68
Carmen Joyce M of John G and Mildred M Mar 13 1931 ........ 30: 30
Carmichael Anne B of Arthur W and Gertrude M Dec 13 1935 .. 32:133
Carmichael Francis W of Arthur W and Gertrude M Sept 24 1934 . 31:236
Carmichael Harold S of Harold G and Marjorie F Oct 2 1931 . 30:111
Carmichael Martha of Leonard and Pearl L Sept 17 1935 . . . 32:101
Carmody Bertrand C (Twin) of Alfred J and Eunice E Aug 6 1932 ................. 30:234
Carmody Claire D of Joseph L and Margaret M Jan 13 1932 . 30:152
Carmody Edwin V (Twin) of Alfred J and Eunice E Aug 6 1932 ................. 30:234
Carmody Mary S of Thomas G and Mary P Apr 23 1935 .......... 32: 42
Carmody Mariel A of Joseph L and Margaret M Apr 9 1935 ... 32: 38
Carmody Raymond A of John J and Mary A Apr 27 1932 ........ 30:193
Carmody Robert W of John J and Mary A Nov 22 1934 .......... 31:258
Carnegie David K of James N and Marjorie E Dec 23 1934 .... 31:269
Carnegis Afentia P of Peter N and Nersina P May 31 1931 ... 30: 62
Carnegis James of John N and Zoe Feb 11 1933 ................. 31: 16
Carneglia Anita A of Giuseppe and Tina July 25 1932 ........ 30:227
Carneglia Doris A of Vito and Teresa Nov 1 1932 ............. 30:269
Carner George W E of Delbert L and Barbara A Dec 27 1934 . 31:270
Carnevale Anna of Francesco and Giulia Oct 10 1931 ......... 30:114
Carnevale Dolores M of Francesco and Giulia May 17 1935 . . 32: 53
Carnevale Gloria J of Luigi and Filomena Sept 18 1931 ....... 30:105
Carnevale Joseph of Carmine and Leonilda July 11 1935 ... 32: 75
Carnevale Joseph P of Joseph P and Filomena Feb 19 1934 .. 31:155
Carnevale Lillian E of Giovanni and Domenica Aug 23 1935 . 32: 92
Carnevale Lucia A of Domenico and Angelina Nov 2 1932 .... 30:269
Carnevale Norma A of Filippo and Valentina Sept 30 1933 .. 31:103
Carnevale —— d of Luigi and Filomena July 1 1935 ............ 32: 71
Carney Patricia A of Vincent P and Doris Apr 22 1933 ....... 31: 42
Carney Robert E of Thomas E and Alice Nov 3 1932 .......... 30:269
Carney Thomas E of Thomas E and Alice Aug 2 1935 .......... 32: 84
Carolan John J of James A and Marie Aug 2 1931 ........... 30: 88
Carolan Thomas F of James A and Marie Mar 1 1933 ........ 31: 24
Carollo Antonio of Filippo and Anna Aug 11 1931 .......... 30: 91
Caron Andre of Edgar J and Marie Aug 23 1934 ............ 31:224
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caron Georgette</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 19 1935</td>
<td>32: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron Marie A F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 14 1932</td>
<td>30: 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron Mary J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 7 1931</td>
<td>30: 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron Robert L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct 19 1935</td>
<td>32: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron Roger A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 6 1933</td>
<td>31: 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron Roland F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 22 1932</td>
<td>30: 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron Theresa C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 21 1932</td>
<td>30: 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carosi Giulio</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 14 1933</td>
<td>31: 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carosi ——</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 25 1931</td>
<td>30: 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carosi ——</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 1 1932</td>
<td>30: 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenito Antonio P (Twin)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Jan 20 1932</td>
<td>30: 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenito Maria E (Twin)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 20 1932</td>
<td>30: 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Arthur M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 16 1934</td>
<td>31: 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Barbara E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 29 1931</td>
<td>30: 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Barbara L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 14 1935</td>
<td>32: 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Dorothy H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 25 1932</td>
<td>30: 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Douglas E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 28 1934</td>
<td>31: 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Edward F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 12 1935</td>
<td>32: 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Florence A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 14 1935</td>
<td>32: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Howard P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct 12 1931</td>
<td>30: 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Janice E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 31 1934</td>
<td>31: 249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Mary of</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 31 1934</td>
<td>31: 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Mary C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 29 1931</td>
<td>30: 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Nancy A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 28 1932</td>
<td>30: 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Patricia A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 20 1931</td>
<td>30: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Robert E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Jan 31 1931</td>
<td>30: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Robert J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dec 20 1933</td>
<td>31: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Rose M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 17 1931</td>
<td>30: 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter Wilfred B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 4 1935</td>
<td>32: 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter (c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 23 1931</td>
<td>30: 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Arthur C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 20 1935</td>
<td>32: 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Bertha R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 22 1935</td>
<td>32: 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Charlotte A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 22 1931</td>
<td>30: 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Daniel J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 1 1933</td>
<td>31: 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Edward F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 13 1934</td>
<td>31: 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Everett J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 2 1934</td>
<td>31: 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr George J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 13 1931</td>
<td>30: 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Janet M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 31 1935</td>
<td>32: 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Joan of Edward J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 16 1931</td>
<td>30: 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr John J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 14 1931</td>
<td>30: 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Josephine A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 13 1933</td>
<td>31: 73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Carr Maryanne P of Earl and Roseme Feb 15 1933........31: 17
Carr Michael F R of Thomas G and Margaret A July 29 1933..31: 79
Carr Norma A of Norman and Gertrude Mar 16 1935..........32: 27
Carr Rita E of Clesson H and Cynthia Mar 18 1934........30: 32
Carr Robert E of Joseph F and Lottie E Feb 25 1932........30: 170
Carr Thelma of Raymond E and Irene E July 1 1933.......31: 69
Carr —— d of Earl and Roseme Aug 1 1931................30: 99
Carr —— s of Walter E and Mary E July 4 1935............32: 72
Carraclla Antonio of Giacomo and Lena Mar 19 1931......30: 33
Carrarher Anna M of William J and Annie E Aug 9 1931...30: 90
Carrara Anita E of Gosidio and Anna Sept 22 1934.......31: 235
Carrara Andrei M of Giuseppe and Giacinta Dec 27 1933...31: 133
Carrara Joseph C of Giuseppe and Giacinta Nov 20 1932..30: 275
Carrara Peter J of Pietro and Assunta Sept 29 1934.....31: 237
Carrazzo Carmela G of Michele and Giuseppina Mar 19 1934.31: 166
Carrera Anna M of Pellegrino and Angelina Apr 7 1933...31: 37
Carrier Angelo of George A and Mary M Feb 9 1935.......32: 14
Carrier George of Evelyn July 12 1931....................30: 79
Carrier George E of Anna T May 28 1933...................31: 55
Carrier Richard N of John and Florence D Aug 24 1932...30: 240
Carrier Robert F of Rose M Apr 27 1935...................32: 44
Carriagan James D of William I and Theresa R May 28 1935.32: 56
Carriagan Joan of John J and Genevieve R May 3 1931.....30: 51
Carriagan Timothy E of Timothy E and Julia A Aug 17 1933..31: 87
Carrington Barbara A of George and Mary W Jan 2 1933...31: 1
Carrington Gladys M (c) of William C and Gladys Aug 27
1932...........................................................30: 241
Carrocci Gloria A of Giuseppe and Giuseppina July 8 1931.30: 78
Carroll Ann of Peter F and Anna M Sept 19 1932.........30: 250
Carroll Bruce L of Albert J and Dorothy J Mar 2 1934....31: 161
Carroll Carolyn A of Raymond S and Catherine C July 4 1931.30: 76
Carroll Eileen A of John F and Irene A Apr 6 1935.........32: 37
Carroll Eileen M of William H and Agnes T Apr 1 1934....31: 172
Carroll Elizabeth M of William I and Louise Mar 11 1934.31: 164
Carroll James of John W and Eva Jan 4 1933..............31: 2
Carroll Joan of John G and Marcella A Aug 20 1933.......31: 88
Carroll Joan B of John S and Margaret V July 4 1933....31: 69
Carroll John H of John H and Florence L May 21 1932.....30: 202
Carroll John J (Twin) of Thomas B and Anna E Apr 5 1934.31: 173
Carroll Joseph E of James J and Mary May 24 1931.......30: 59
Carroll Joseph F of Patrick J and Mary K Apr 4 1932.....30: 185
Carroll Kathleen M of John and Katherine Nov 7 1934....31: 233
Carroll Mary B (Twin) of Thomas B and Anna E Apr 5 1934.31: 173
Carroll Maureen of Patrick A and Lillian B June 8 1933...31: 61
Carroll Maureen of John L and Mary G May 18 1934.......31: 187
Carroll Maureen A of John S and Margaret V May 26 1931......30: 60
Carroll Patricia J of Edward W and Veronica Dec 13 1935......32: 133
Carroll Raymond A of William F and Alice M Feb 29 1932......30: 169
Carroll Rosemary of Francis E and Katherine L Oct 15 1935......32: 112
Carroll Thomas B of Thomas B and Anna E Jan 26 1931......30: 10
Carroll Virginia of John W and Eva June 1 1935..............32: 59
Carroll —— d of Robert J and Theresa M Dec 2 1931.........30: 135
Carrozza Edith M of Phillip S and Edith July 14 1931.......30: 80
Carson —— s of William K and Ruth Dec 26 1931.........30: 146
Carter Ann L of James H and Margaret A Oct 6 1932........30: 257
Carter Barbara J of James H and Margaret A Feb 21 1935.....32: 18
Carter Donald (c) of Arthur S and Hadassah H Sept 10 1934..31: 281
Carter Earl M of Earl M and Margaret May 28 1935............32: 56
Carter Eileen F of James H and Margaret A Dec 18 1933......31: 130
Carter Joel W (Twin) (c) of William and Flora Mar 10 1934..31: 163
Carter John A of Harry and Lillian Nov 15 1933..............31: 119
Carter Joseph H (Twin) (c) of William and Flora Mar 10
1934..................31: 163
Carter Lillian M of Harry and Lillian Mar 25 1931...........30: 34
Carter Mildred of Evelyn P June 22 1935..................32: 142
Carter Ronald G of Stephen and Maria A L Sept 29 1934.....31: 237
Carter Stephen J of Stephen and Maria A L Aug 12 1931.....30: 91
Cartier Barbara A of Alfred M and Evelyn Nov 9 1931.......30: 126
Cartier Richard D of Norman T and Clara L Feb 24 1933.....31: 20
Cartwright Mable G of Thomas and Myrtle E Feb 20 1933.....31: 19
Cartwright Sheila M of Thomas and Myrtle E Feb 6 1935.....32: 13
Carty Frederick D of Justin W and Frances E July 28 1933...31: 78
Carty Margaret A of William H and Julia A Aug 5 1934......31: 218
Carty William J of William H and Julia A June 5 1932......30: 208
Carty —— d of Thomas L and Catherine G May 18 1935......32: 58
Caruolo Edward V of Antonio and Emma Nov 1 1931.........30: 124
Caruolo Isabelle J of Antonio and Irene M June 14 1934.....31: 197
Caruolo Janet M of Armando G and Assunta May 5 1932.......30: 197
Caruolo Maria G of Cosimo and Lucia Jan 21 1931............30: 8
Caruolo Robert A of Armando G and Assunta Aug 22 1933.....31: 88
Caruolo Robert A of Antonio and Emma July 10 1934.........31: 207
Caruolo William A of Angelo P and Alice Aug 14 1933.......31: 86
Caruolo William L of Guglielmo and Amalia A Oct 8 1933.....31: 107
Caruso Elena P of Pietro and Angelina Sept 23 1933........31: 100
Caruso Constance A of Francis and Angie June 18 1935......32: 65
Caruso Giovanni of Pietro and Angelina Apr 27 1931.........30: 48
Carvalho Dolores of Antonio and Maria July 4 1935.........32: 72
Carvalho Emilia S (c) of Praxedes S and Isolina O Sept 5 1933,31: 95
Carvalho Eugenio of Alfred and Eliza Jan 31 1935............32: 10
Carvalho Mildred of Jose and Gloria July 19 1934...........31: 210
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Carvalho Richard of Anthony L and Lucille H Oct 11 1932...30:259
Carvalho Robert of Anthony L and Lucille H Jan 7 1935...32:2
Carver Mary S of George P and Sylvia Mar 25 1933...31:31
Carver —— s of George P and Sylvia Mar 30 1931...30:36
Carvill Florence of Edward and Mae Jan 15 1931...30:6
Carvisiglia Paolo S of Paul and Maria P Aug 15 1931...30:92
Cary Donald W T (c) of Ernest C and Frances E Apr 15 1934,31:176
Cary Ernest C (c) of Ernest and Frances E Dec 6 1932...30:281
Cary Raymond L of Walter H and Myra E Mar 4 1935...32:24
Cary Sarah K (c) of Ernest and Frances E Nov 12 1935...32:122
Cary William R of William R and Grace V Oct 7 1934...31:241
Casali Leonora N of Joseph C and Margarita Nov 24 1931...30:131
Casavant Jean R of Paul and Emeriza Sept 23 1935...32:103
Casavant Raoul E of Paul and Emeriza Sept 25 1933...31:101
Casbarro Anthony C of Antonio and Stella Oct 12 1934...31:243
Casbarro Irene A of Antonio and Stella Apr 5 1932...30:185
Cashman Eleanor A of Michael F and Elfrieda Dec 31 1934...31:272
Case Richard L of Frederick E and Edvina A Nov 17 1933...31:119
Casey Alice E of Daniel J and Helen Jan 11 1933...31:4
Casey Ann of Calvert E and Mary Jan 28 1932....30:157
Casey Anna M of James P and Marie A Aug 22 1935...32:91
Casey Barbara A of John F and Mary K July 9 1935...32:74
Casey Barbara E of Francis E and Annie I Aug 6 1933...31:83
Casey Barbara T of Joseph L and Grace V Nov 7 1934...31:253
Casey Charles H (Twin) of Charles H and Mary G Nov 4 1931,30:125
Casey Charles J of James P and Marie A May 12 1934...31:185
Casey Cullen of Calvert E and Mary A Apr 1 1935...32:35
Casey Daniel F of John F and Mary K June 2 1934...31:193
Casey Edward L of Edward L and Loretta A Sept 2 1934...31:229
Casey Francis of Margaret Feb 27 1931...30:23
Casey James F of James F and Lorraine E Apr 30 1933...31:45
Casey James P of James P and Marie A July 17 1933...30:224
Casey James P of James P and Helen R Feb 7 1935...32:13
Casey Jean G of Robert and Gladys J Aug 22 1932...30:239
Casey Joseph E of Joseph R and Eileen J Jan 21 1933...31:7
Casey Josephine M of Edwin M and Catherine Oct 6 1931...30:112
Casey Mary D of Anthony J and Ernestine A Dec 15 1933...31:129
Casey Mary E of Charles H and Mary G Aug 11 1934...31:220
Casey Paul F (Twin) of Charles H and Mary G Nov 4 1931...30:125
Casey Richard T of Joseph R and Eileen Aug 22 1934...31:224
Casey Robert of Luke A and Agnes J Nov 10 1934...31:254
Casey Robert S of Edward L and Loretta A Nov 11 1935...32:122
Casey Rose M of John T and Mary M Jan 12 1934...31:142
Casey —— s of James P and Marie A Apr 8 1931...30:41
Casey —— s of Edward L and Loretta A Feb 21 1932...30:171
Casey —— d of Annie Aug 16 1933...31:93
Cashman Doris M of Thomas J and Loretta M Mar 25 1932 ... 30: 180
Cashman Katherine B of William E and Gertrude U Oct 7 1934 ... 31: 241
Cashman —— s of William E and Gertrude U Oct 30 1932 ... 30: 268
Casimira Richard S of Alfred and Leona A Nov 13 1932 ... 30: 272
Casino Richard J of Leonardo and Domenica Mar 24 1933 ... 31: 31
Caskey Barbara A of Howard W and Mildred Apr 26 1932 ... 30: 193
Caslowitz Arthur A of Hyman M and Gertrude Nov 26 1931 ... 30: 131
Casparian Barbara A of Sahag B and Virginia Jan 19 1933 ... 31: 7
Casparian Richard M of Sahag B and Virginia Feb 18 1931 ... 30: 20
Casparian Sarkis of Sarkis and Arousiaj Jan 18 1931 ... 30: 7
Casperson Anne L of Harold O E and Clara J June 12 1931 ... 30: 67
Casperson Carol A of Ernest H and Elizabeth D Apr 7 1934 ... 31: 173
Casperson Kenneth J of Roy W and Grace A Sept 25 1935 ... 32: 104
Casperson Roy W of Roy W and Grace A Oct 12 1932 ... 30: 260
Caspoli Sylvester of Sylvester and Alice Apr 14 1931 ... 30: 43
Cass Winthrop of Henry L and Ferne C Jan 31 1933 ... 31: 11
Cassamas Beatrice E of Andrea and Yvonne Apr 10 1934 ... 31: 174
Cassamas Constance E of Paul P and Clara B Oct 8 1934 ... 31: 242
Cassels Gerald E of William F and Agnes T Sept 22 1931 ... 30: 107
Cassels Regina C of William F and Agnes T Feb 26 1935 ... 32: 20
Cassettari Katherine D of Giovanni and Catherine May 30
1931 ... 30: 61
Cassidy Ann L of Albert L and Alma July 13 1935 ... 32: 75
Cassidy Anna M of James P and Mary Aug 28 1934 ... 31: 226
Cassidy Barbara M of Francis W and Mary May 24 1931 ... 30: 59
Cassidy Edward F of Edward F and Rosetta Oct 19 1931 ... 30: 117
Cassidy Elizabeth A of William E and Lillian 1 July 13 1932 ... 30: 223
Cassidy John W of John W and Josephine T Dec 22 1931 ... 30: 142
Cassidy Mary H of James P and Mary Dec 31 1935 ... 32: 139
Cassidy Robert F of John J and Elsie I Nov 1 1934 ... 31: 251
Cassidy Sarah of William E and Lillian 1 Jan 22 1935 ... 32: 7
Cassidy William J of John J and Anna F May 29 1932 ... 30: 204
Cassie Marjorie A of Edward J and Esther E July 14 1932 ... 30: 223
Castaldi Anna M of Luigi and Eclisetta R A Aug 8 1933 ... 31: 84
Castedello Wilma H of Walter P and Hedwig Sept 12 1935 ... 32: 99
Castello Camilla C of Francesco and Annunziata Jan 12 1932 ... 30: 152
Castellone Angela M of Antonio and Giuseppina May 28 1933 ... 31: 55
Castellone Dolores M of Luigi and Rosina Oct 1 1934 ... 31: 240
Castellone —— s of Luigi and Rosina July 1 1931 ... 30: 76
Castellucci Elaine C of Santino A and Elvira T Aug 30 1935 ... 32: 94
Castellucci William O of Mary Nov 15 1932 ... 30: 273
Castle Barbara J of William A and Barbara Dec 11 1932 ... 30: 282
Castle Margaret A of William A and Barbara Oct 26 1935 ... 32: 115
Castle —— d of William J and Irene M Sept 19 1932 ... 30: 250
Castronquay Norman R of Charles A and Anna July 12 1931 ... 30: 79
Castrataro Eleanora of Nicandro and Filomena Jan 23 1933 ... 31: 8
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Castrataro Luigi of Nicandro and Filomena Feb 12 1931 ..........30 : 18
Castrichini Joseph A of Tomaso and Asunta Apr 20 1932 ..........30 : 191
Castricone Barbara H of Giovanni and Evelyn C June 21 1932 .30 : 214
Castricone Donald J of Domenico and Helen Aug 8 1933 ..........31 : 84
Castricone Richard J of Domenico and Helen May 18 1935 ....32 : 53
Castrignano Graziella of Angelo and Emma Oct 8 1934 ..........31 : 242
Castriotta Anna (Twin) of Pietro and Vincenza Mar 4 1931 ..30 : 27
Castriotta Carmela of Pietro and Vincenza P Dec 26 1934 ....30 : 270
Castriotta Etta of Carmela Nov 28 1932 ........................30 : 277
Castriotta Giuseppina (Twin) of Pietro and Vincenza Mar 4 1931 .................................................................30 : 27
Castriotta Italia of Nicola and Antonetta Jan 11 1935 ....32 : 4
Castriotta Mary S of Pietro and Vincenza P July 10 1933 ....31 : 72
Castriotta Regina M of Nicola and Antonetta Oct 20 1933 ....31 : 110
Castro Dorothy of Frank and Alice Dec 24 1933 ..........31 : 132
Castronovo Arlene B of Ferdinando and Giovannina Sept 24 1932 .................................................................30 : 251
Caswell Mary J of Stephen and Helene Aug 22 1933 ..........32 : 91
Caswell — of Gilbert F and Monica M June 26 1935 ....32 : 67
Catalan Theresa E of Roger C and Bella T Aug 5 1932 ....30 : 233
Catalano Donald of Gaetano and Iolanda M Oct 15 1932 ....30 : 261
Catalano Gennaro of Gennaro and Filomena Nov 2 1931 ....30 : 124
Catalano Michelino P of Gennaro and Filomena May 5 1934 ...31 : 183
Catalano Saverio of Gaetano and Giuseppina Mar 2 1932 ....30 : 172
Catalano Shirley A of Gaetano and Giuseppina July 5 1935 ....32 : 72
Cataldi Barbara A of Nicholas and Ruth E June 30 1933 ....31 : 67
Cataldi Joseph D of Domenico and Angela B Aug 31 1935 ....32 : 94
Cataldo Frank R of John and Mary D May 12 1933 ..........31 : 50
Cataldo John J of John and Mary D Dec 25 1934 ..........31 : 270
Cataldo Paride L (Twin) of Argante T M and Sabbatina Aug 22 1934 .................................................................31 : 224
Cataldo Theresa A of Giuseppe and Antonetta Apr 25 1933 ..31 : 43
Cataldo Vincent I (Twin) of Argante T M and Sabbatina Aug 22 1934 .................................................................31 : 224
Catalfamo Filippo of Antonino and Francesca Dec 27 1931 .30 : 143
Catalfamo Giuseppe R of Antonio and Francesca Aug 16 1934 ...31 : 221
Catalfamo Isabella of Antonino and Francesca June 3 1933 ....31 : 59
Catalfamo Nunzio of Nunzio and Grazia Sept 12 1931 ..........30 : 103
Catallozzi Dora N of Ernesto and Crescenza June 25 1932 ....30 : 215
Catallozzi Francesco G of Francesco and Ida Apr 2 1932 ....30 : 184
Catallozzi Richard A of Francesco and Ida Jan 27 1935 ....32 : 9
Cantanzaro Anna A of Leonardo and Concetta M Jan 26 1935 .32 : 8
Cantanzaro Antonina of Giuseppe and Maria G May 14 1931 .30 : 55
Cantanzaro Antonina A of Antonio and Filomena Dec 29 1934 .31 : 271
Cantanzaro Corrine A of Giuseppe and Eva Aug 12 1932 ..30 : 236
Catanzaro Henry H of Bartolo and Elizabetta Sept 6 1935...32: 97
Catanzaro Loretta A of Giuseppe and Maria G Dec 11 1935...32: 133
Catanzaro Maddalena A of Filippo and Filomena June 15 1931.30: 68
Catanzaro Robert S of Agostino and Filomena Nov 12 1933...31: 118
Cate — s of Frederick M and Florence Mar 3 1932...30: 183
Catineault — s of Arthur and Orare June 10 1932...30: 218
Catley George W of George R and Gertrude L Mar 15 1933...31: 28
Catlow Albert E of Albert and Rose June 1 1931...30: 65
Catlow Charles J of Raymond B and Maud A Aug 2 1934...31: 217
Catlow Earle F of Joseph H and Mabel July 26 1934...31: 213
Catlow Glenn F of Frederick E and Lillian R Jan 28 1933...31: 9
Catlow John H of James I and Mary A Oct 3 1933...31: 105
Catlow Lawrence E of Elwood P and Dorothy M July 1 1933...31: 69
Catlow Leroy E of Robert E and Dorothy L Apr 25 1933...31: 43
Catlow Mary E of Albert and Rose A Aug 23 1935...32: 92
Catlow Robert E of Robert E and Dorothy L Jan 3 1932...30: 149
Catlow — s of John A and Benelah E Apr 6 1935...32: 37
Catlow — d of Joseph H and Mabel Jan 29 1933...31: 12
Catolino Giovanni of Domenico and Ida Mar 3 1935...32: 23
Catolino Rocco of Domenico and Ida Feb 13 1931...30: 18
Catolino Rocco D of Domenico and Ida May 8 1933...31: 49
Catoni Dante A of Dante and Edvige Aug 17 1931...30: 93
Catri Shirley F of Francesco P and Florence M Oct 7 1934...31: 241
Catuto Alfredo G of Vincenzo and Sabatina M Sept 10 1932...30: 246
Catuto Edward J of Vincenzo and Sabatina M Oct 6 1933...31: 106
Catuto Richard V of Vincenzo and Sabatina M Mar 28 1935...32: 32
Cavallaro Ida F of Giacomo and Fortunata Nov 17 1932...30: 274
Cavallaro Lucy of James C and Angelina Feb 19 1935...32: 18
Cavalloro Antonio T of Bernardino and Maria Mar 3 1934...31: 161
Cavanagh Barbara A of Joseph A and Victoria L Jan 22 1933...31: 8
Cavanagh Mary C of John and Alice July 3 1935...30: 71
Cavanagh Ann C of Leo R and Jane F Aug 28 1932...30: 241
Cavanagh Claire F of Francis J and Amy Mar 14 1933...31: 28
Cavanagh Donald J of Joseph F and Mary G Sept 23 1935...32: 103
Cavanagh Evelyn of John E and Margaret A June 24 1931...30: 72
Cavanagh George E of George O and Viola F Feb 4 1933...31: 13
Cavanagh James E of James E and Amelia L Sept 4 1932...30: 244
Cavanagh Joan F of Joseph F and Mary G Jan 31 1932...30: 159
Cavanagh Mary E of John T and Hazel M Mar 8 1931...30: 28
Cavanagh Norman R of George O and Viola F Apr 11 1934...31: 174
Cavanagh Rita A of James E and Amelia L Sept 9 1934...31: 231
Cavanagh Thomas L of Thomas E and Margaret V Oct 6 1931.30: 112
Cavanagh Veronica M of George O and Viola F Dec 6 1931...30: 145
Cave June A of William A and Delia L June 29 1935...32: 69
Cavedon Alfred W of Alfred W and Gladys Jan 31 1934...31: 148
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cavedon George R of Alfred W and Gladys July 19 1935 ........... 32: 78
Cawley Ann of Vincent F and Anna E Aug 26 1931 ............... 30: 96
Cawley Robert V of Vincent F and Anna E Feb 10 1935 .......... 32: 15
Cawley —— s of Vincent F and Anna E May 16 1933 ............. 31: 51
Cayer Charles J of Prime and Cecile Jan 5 1932 ............... 30: 150
Cayer Edward N of Edith Aug 20 1933 .................. 31: 137
Cayer William R of Lillian Oct 29 1933 ..................... 31: 138
Cece Maria R of Emilio and Angelina June 16 1935 ............ 32: 64
Ceci Anna M of Ercole and Almerinda Jan 10 1934 ............. 31: 142
Cedor Frances M of Peter J and Marion G Sept 7 1935 .......... 32: 97
Cedor Kathleen C of Peter J and Marion G Apr 26 1934 ......... 31: 179
Cedor Therese of Peter J and Marion G Oct 2 1932 ............ 30: 256
Cedor Virginia of Peter J and Marion G Jan 31 1931 .......... 30: 12
Cedrone Dolores of Antonio and Maria Jan 14 1932 .......... 30: 153
Cedroni Angela M of Rocco and Gesnaldia June 16 1931 ....... 30: 69
Celani Carmella of Secondino and Giovanna Nov 5 1934 ..... 31: 252
Celano Barbara R of Michele and Esther A Mar 19 1932 ....... 30: 177
Celano Beverly R of Michele and Esther A Aug 26 1933 ..... 31: 90
Celeberto Maria R of Salvadore and Madeline M June 28 1935 32: 68
Celentano Marie R of Anthony and Margarita Nov 12 1933 .... 31: 118
Celia Elena of Leon and Teresa May 4 1934 .................. 31: 182
Celia George of Leon and Teresa Oct 13 1935 ................. 32: 112
Celio Robert E of William and Elvena A Jan 2 1934 ......... 31: 139
Celletti Rocco M of Rocco and Mary J Aug 11 1934 .......... 31: 220
Celona Anna D of Antonio and Lattarina July 21 1931 ....... 30: 83
Celona Anna T of Cosmo A and Marianna Apr 6 1935 ......... 32: 37
Celona Antonina T of John and Teresa Oct 22 1934 ......... 31: 246
Celona Joseph of John and Teresa July 12 1933 .......... 31: 72
Cenami Richard F of Luigi A and Ida M A Apr 10 1931 ...... 30: 42
Cenci Edna T of Salvatore and Edna J Jan 12 1931 .......... 30: 4
Cennamo Edward W of Antonio and Maria May 10 1933 ......... 31: 50
Censorio Alfredo P of Abramo and Amelia Nov 8 1931 ....... 30: 126
Centofanti Rose of Giovanni M and Grazia Jan 29 1933 ....... 31: 10
Centore Luisa E of Pasquale and Elisabetta July 8 1934 .... 31: 206
Centrocchio Giovanni F of Giovanni A and Esterina S Nov 27 1934 .................. 31: 259

Ceprano Peter A of Pietro and Antonetta Aug 21 1933 ...... 31: 88
Ceprano Rosina of Salvatore and Cesaria May 14 1932 ....... 30: 199
Cerbone Ralph J of John and Vincenza July 9 1935 .......... 32: 74
Cerci Raimondo of Antonio and Carmela Dec 3 1931 ......... 30: 135
Cerclini Filomena G of Antonio and Grace M May 26 1931 ....... 30: 60
Cerel Joel M of Jack A and Frances June 28 1934 ........... 31: 274
Ceresi Lawrence J of Salvatore and Esther Aug 31 1932 .... 30: 242
Ceresi Margaret D of Salvatore and Esther Jan 5 1934 ....... 31: 140
Cerico —— s of Domenico and Concetta M May 31 1935 ....... 32: 58
Cerilli Agnello J of Mario and Annina June 11 1933 ....... 31: 62
Cerilli Anthony R of Mario and Annina May 24 1935........... 32: 55
Cerilli Guido J of Guido and Mafalda June 23 1933........... 31: 65
Cerio Florence F of Nicola and Angelina July 3 1932........ 30: 219
Cerio Josephine G of Domenico and Mary Mar 19 1931.......... 30: 33
Cerra Barbara L of Biagio and Mildred May 3 1934........... 31: 182
Cerra Constance A of Biagio and Mildred Apr 19 1933........ 31: 41
Cerrito Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Argia Apr 10 1933........... 31: 38
Cerrone Barbara E of Michele and Flavia Dec 15 1932........ 30: 283
Cerrone Lillian M of Alfred and Maria Jan 9 1934............ 31: 141
Cerroni Emilio A of Emilio and Esther Dec 19 1934.......... 31: 268
Cerullo Gilda D of Luigi and Maria May 17 1932.............. 30: 290
Cerullo Luigi A of Luigi and Maria Sept 4 1934.............. 31: 230
Cerullo Robert L of Henrietta M Apr 17 1935................. 32: 142
Cervini Teresa M of Federico G and Immacolata May 12 1935... 32: 51
Cervini Thomas A of Alexander and Florence June 7 1932..... 30: 291
Cervone Antonio of Luigi and Elena June 5 1931............. 30: 65
Cervone Luigi G of Luigi and Elena Mar 8 1933.............. 36: 26
Cesana Carlo S of Henry and Maria C Dec 13 1933............ 31: 129
Cesario Alfredo A of Alberto and Carmina July 5 1934..... 31: 205
Cesario Ann G of Luigi and Grazia Apr 5 1935................. 32: 36
Cesario Ernesto of Alberto and Carmina Nov 28 1931....... 30: 132
Cesario Rosa of Luigi and Grazia Feb 23 1932................. 30: 167
Cesaro Paolo of Paolo and Anna Dec 3 1934................. 31: 262
Cesaro Pasquale R of Pasquale and Julia Aug 29 1931...... 30: 97
Cesaro Rose of Fiore and Rosina Dec 31 1933............... 31: 134
Cesino Anthony of Giuseppe and Saveria Oct 13 1935...... 32: 112
Cetrone Gelsomina E of Giuseppe and Elvira Dec 28 1931.. 30: 143
Chabot James J of Francis C and Roberta G Aug 18 1933.... 31: 87
Chabot Lorraine L of Hormidas and Alice July 22 1933.... 31: 76
Chabot Raymond E of Raymond and Ruth June 7 1933........ 31: 61
Chabot Raymond J of Joseph H and Catherine C Jan 13 1933.. 31: 4
Chace Beverly G of Earl R and Cora M Dec 16 1933....... 31: 129
Chace Charles A of Ernest V and Audrey H Dec 31 1931.... 30: 144
Chace Donald E of Ernest P and Beatrice Apr 20 1935..... 32: 41
Chace Eliot of Malcolm and Beatrice Apr 30 1932............ 30: 194
Chace Jane C of Malcolm and Beatrice Mar 12 1931........ 30: 30
Chace Malcolm G of Malcolm G and Beatrice Oct 26 1934.... 31: 248
Chace Raymond E of Earl R and Cora Nov 24 1932.......... 30: 276
Chace Robert W of Warren R and Mildred L Sept 1 1933.... 31: 94
Chace Warren R of Warren R and Mildred L Dec 3 1931.... 30: 135
Chadbourne Joan of Joseph and Barbara July 3 1935....... 32: 71
Chadderton Constance E of Frederick W and Evelyn Dec 20 1932.................................................. 30: 285
Chadderton —— d of Frederick W and Evelyn Feb 4 1935... 32: 13
Chadwick Barbara J of Herbert W and May Dec 2 1934.... 31: 262
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Chadwick Kenneth A of Clarence R and Dorothy Feb 16 1931.. 30: 19
Chadwick Loring W of William H and Laura Sept 22 1932...... 30: 251
Chafez Irving of Israel and Sarah Jan 31 1934................ 31: 148
Chafee Mary D of Francis H and Jane Apr 26 1935......... 32: 43
Chafee Beverly G of Marion Oct 8 1931..................... 30: 113
Chalifoux Mary of Boghos and Martha G Apr 11 1933...... 31: 38
Chalifoux Alfred J of Alfred L and Ovilia Jan 13 1932.... 30: 152
Chalifoux Alphonse J of Alfred L and Ovilia M July 11 1933.. 31: 72
Chalmers John J of Kenneth Y and Ethelyne M Sept 15 1935.. 32: 100
Chalmers Kenneth Y of Kenneth Y and Ethelyn M Feb 21 1932.. 30: 167
Chalmers Marilyn R of Kenneth Y and Ethelyn M Aug 28 1934.. 31: 226
Chalmers Wilma E of Kenneth Y and Ethelyn M Feb 1 1933.... 31: 13
Chamandy Warren A of Sidney and Alice May 12 1931...... 30: 55
Chamberlain Donald E of Edward O and Elizabeth E Nov 19
1934............................................. 31: 257
Chamberlain George R of Herbert L and Etta E June 27 1935.. 32: 68
Chamberlain Herbert L of Herbert L and Etta Oct 9 1932.... 30: 259
Chamberlain John R of Edward O and Elizabeth E Jan 18
1931............................................. 30: 7
Chamberlain Wesley S of Wesley S and Annie B Apr 8 1934.. 31: 174
Chamberlin Doris M of George W and Lillian M Feb 3 1935.... 32: 22
Chamberlin Joan E of George W and Lillian W Nov 11 1932.... 30: 272
Chamberlin Nancy J of Rome E and Gertrude Oct 23 1932.... 30: 264
Chambers Ann B of Richard V and Barbara F Sept 27 1934.... 31: 237
Chambers David A of Norman R and Olive June 6 1935...... 32: 60
Chambers John L of Norman R and Olive June 12 1932...... 30: 211
Champagne Marie J of Charles and Eva Aug 8 1931........... 30: 90
Champagne Normand G of Charles A and Eva Mar 11 1933..... 31: 27
Champagne — s of Charles and Eva July 27 1935.............. 32: 83
Champlain Sandra R of Wilfred M and Elaine F May 16 1935.. 32: 52
ChAMPLin Barbara A of Horace H and Anna E July 29 1935... 32: 81
Champney Lewis W of Lewis W and Agnes W Dec 29 1932.... 30: 287
Chantre Ann M of Thomas M and Margaret July 13 1932..... 30: 223
Chantre Mary E of Thomas M and Margaret Jan 2 1931..... 30: 1
Chapin Rosina of Walcott and Margaret Aug 29 1933........ 31: 91
Chapin Virginia E of Granville P and Edith A Aug 22 1931... 30: 95
Chaplin Donald G of Ira R and Grace J Oct 9 1934........... 31: 242
Chapman Bradford H of Kenneth B and Ruth M July 25 1931.. 30: 84
Chapman Edith A of William W and Ruth E Mar 8 1932...... 30: 174
Chapman Everett A of Telford A and Evelyn J Apr 8 1934.... 31: 174
Chapman George H of William W and Ruth E Oct 4 1934.... 31: 240
Chapman Jesse R (c) of Jesse and Willie Aug 26 1933...... 31: 90
Chapman Joan E of Harold E and Inez June 16 1932...... 30: 212
Chapman Joan P of Edmund F and Gladys A Sept 21 1932.... 30: 250
Chapman Mary C of Frederick G and Mary C June 9 1931... 30: 66
Chapman Paul K of Charles B and Elizabeth Sept 11 1931... 30: 103
Chapman Philip H of Charles B and Elizabeth Apr 9 1934... 31: 174
Chapman Raymond F of Stewart J and Ellen F Feb 26 1935... 32: 20
Chapman Richard of Francis and Viola M Feb 8 1933........ 31: 15
Chapman Robert B of Lester G and Mary E Mar 20 1933.... 31: 29
Chapman Ruth I of Frederick J and Helen I Apr 17 1935... 32: 40
Chapman Shirley A of Francis L and Margaret M June 11 1934, 31: 196
Chapoorian Hagop A of Andrew H and Zabel July 18 1932... 30: 225
Chappell Jean F of Robert J and Celia June 11 1934....... 31: 196
Chappell John R of Sydney W and Mildred Oct 4 1933..... 31: 105
Chappell Joyce W of Frank C and Gertrude E May 24 1932... 30: 203
Chappell Marilyn C of Lester W and Clementine Dec 14 1934... 31: 266
Chappell Richard W of Lester W and Clementine Aug 18 1931. 30: 94
Chappell Roderick W of Charles W and Gertrude W Jan 19
 Chappell Walter E of Clarence B and Mary F June 13 1931... 30: 68
Chappron Joseph of Joseph and Anna Sept 24 1932......... 30: 251
Charboneau George N of George and Irene A Sept 25 1933... 32: 104
Charboneau Maureen E of Walter and Mary July 20 1932.... 30: 226
Charboneau Natalie H of Walter A and Mary Nov 10 1933... 31: 117
Charboneau Alfred E of Frederick and Pasqualina E Mar 24
 Charnbonneau Eleanor M of Frederick and Pasqualina E Mar 6
1931............................................. 30: 27
Charbonneau Frances V of Francis J and Lida V June 30 1933. 31: 67
Charbonneau Frederick of Frederick and Pasqualina E Nov 14
1933............................................. 31: 118
Charbonneau Jean E of Omer W and Mary July 6 1935....... 32: 72
Charbonneau Mary A of Frederick and Pasqualina E Aug 7
1932............................................. 30: 234
Charbonneau Robert J of Joseph B and Edith H Feb 8 1935... 32: 14
Charbonneau Teresa R of Omer W and Mary Oct 6 1931... 30: 112
Charlest Doris of Jeanette M July 7 1931.................... 30: 77
Charette Alfred A of Alfred A and Phyllis M Aug 19 1932... 30: 238
Charette Donald E of Henry J and Hope M Mar 25 1935..... 32: 30
Charette Elmer J of Elmer C and Ethel M Jan 5 1934......... 31: 140
Charette Joan A of Leonard E and Nora July 6 1934........ 31: 206
Charette Kathleen A of Herbert L and Kathleen A Aug 8 1933. 31: 84
Charette Mathra N of Thomas J and Janet Apr 24 1933....... 31: 42
Charette Norman V of Leonard E and Nora July 19 1931.... 30: 82
Charette Patricia M of Leonard E and Nora Apr 18 1933..... 31: 40
Charette Thomas F of Francis T and Susanna Sept 7 1933.... 31: 95
Charifson Joan M of Abe and Lena Nov 29 1931.............. 30: 132
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Charles Eleanor M of Samuel and Sadye Jan 28 1931...........30: 11
Charles Richard E of Edward T and Jennie M Apr 20 1933......31: 41
Charleston Barbara L of Reuben A and Helen Nov 19 1931.....30: 129
Charloune Raymond J of Oliver L and Eva R Mar 26 1933.....31: 31
Charpentier Dale M of Aldemar W and Beatrice Aug 5 1933....31: 83
Charpentier Vincent F of Joseph D and Edna G May 3 1934....31: 182
Charrette Pearl M of Elmer C and Ethel M Aug 20 1931.......30: 94
Charron Joseph L A of J B Arthur and Alma Apr 6 1931.......30: 40
Charron Marie A D of Adelard and Laura May 4 1935.........32: 48
Charron Marie B A of Joseph B A and Alma Dec 28 1933......31: 133
Charron Marie D of Adelard and Laura June 9 1932..........30: 209
Chartier Albert F of Albert W and Pauline M Dec 24 1935......32: 137
Chartier Barbara S of Omer C and Lillian Aug 13 1935.......32: 88
Chartier Dorothy H of Omer C and Lillian May 20 1932.......30: 201
Chartier Richard E of Zuel J and Gertrude E Sept 4 1934.....31: 230
Chartier Robert G of Omer C and Lillian Mar 12 1933........31: 27
Chartrand Richard A of Richard A and Rose C Dec 18 1933....31: 130
Chase Audrey R of Samuel and Bertha Oct 8 1934..............31: 242
Chase Barbara A of William E and Louise F June 6 1932......30: 208
Chase Barbara A of William F and Delia Mar 22 1935.........32: 29
Chase Bernadette G of Charles L and Bessie Jan 12 1934.....31: 142
Chase Bertha J (c) of Milton G and Corinthea B Mar 11 1934.31: 164
Chase Carolyn A of Charles W and Evelyn Oct 30 1935.......32: 116
Chase Donald E of Henry F and Ellen M Aug 10 1935.........32: 87
Chase Irene C of Mckinley and Rhea July 13 1931............30: 80
Chase Jacqueline T of Leslie T and Mary Nov 27 1935.......32: 127
Chase Judith of Waldo E and Helen M Mar 5 1935.............32: 24
Chase Marcia H of Louis G and Minnie Oct 11 1932..........30: 259
Chase Meredith of Frederic L and Gertrude L July 12 1934....31: 208
Chase Milton A of Henry F and Ellen M Feb 25 1932.........30: 168
Chase Nancy O of Charles W and Evelyn May 8 1933...........31: 49
Chase Patricia A of Chester A and Alice T Mar 22 1935.......32: 29
Chase Patricia A of Nathaniel B and Ruth Aug 13 1931.......30: 91
Chase Roslyn of Irving and Fruma Jan 4 1934.................31: 139
Chase Samuel N of Martin M and Helen Dec 16 1935.........32: 134
Chase Virginia of Chester A and Alice T Jan 27 1932.......30: 201
Chase Winsor L of Leslie T and Mary Nov 17 1931............30: 128
Chase (c) —— s of Milton G and Corinthea B Sept 16 1931....30: 110
Chassey Elaine L of Napoleon J and Lillian H Aug 8 1931....30: 90
Chastainier Richard G of Lila Dec 18 1934..................31: 267
Chatterton Nancy D of Owen and Susan E May 18 1932........30: 201
Chattwin John K of Howard V and Helen C Jan 27 1934......31: 146
Chausse Dona L of Donat J and Lois L Nov 28 1932...........30: 277
Chausse —— s of Donat J and Lois L Oct 13 1931............30: 123
Chaves Elizabeth J of John and Olive A Aug 13 1934.........31: 221
Checca Olive L of Vincenzo and Teresa Aug 3 1931...........30: 88
Checchia Lattanina of Vincenzo and Concetta July 18 1931... 30: 81
Chece Pasquale G A of Pasquale and Maria L Aug 7 1931... 30: 90
Check Donald of Stanley D and Mary M Feb 11 1935..... 32: 15
Checrallah Josephine of Mazed and Matilda Feb 10 1931... 30: 17
Chemick Eleanor J of Edward and Sadie Aug 6 1935.... 32: 85
Chenery Beverly A of Arthur L and Emma June 9 1932... 30: 210
Cherella Dorotea E of Rosidio and Stella Jan 25 1934... 31: 146
Cherms Norma S of Albert E and Jessie A Aug 15 1935... 32: 89
Chernick Ernest K of Joseph A and Fanny Aug 13 1931... 30: 91
Chernov Braina E of Samuel and Irene Feb 11 1934.... 31: 153
Chernov Nathan T of Paul and Rose Mar 3 1934.... 31: 161
Cherry Kathleen G of William S and Lenore Feb 24 1931... 30: 22
Cherry William S of William S and Lenore Nov 7 1932... 30: 270
Cherubino Carmela A of Gerardo and Pierina July 16 1932... 30: 224
Cherubino Gerardo U of Gerardo and Pierina May 4 1931... 30: 52
Cherubino Helen N of Gerardo and Pierina Oct 2 1935.... 32: 108
Chesebro John A of John A and Jeanette Apr 17 1932.... 30: 190
Chester Nancy L of John D and Flora M Feb 11 1935.... 32: 15
Chester Theodore E (e) of Emma May 28 1932.... 30: 291
Chevalier Roland L of Elphege and Florida C Mar 14 1935... 32: 26
Chew Mary of Randolph and Mary E Nov 9 1932.... 30: 271
Chew William E of Ernest and Edna Sept 16 1935.... 32: 100
Chiappinelli Joan B of Bartholomew and Irene May 2 1933... 31: 47
Chiarella Domenico of Francesco and Susama Mar 15 1933... 31: 28
Chiarillo Cesare of Giorgio and Giuseppina Mar 21 1935... 32: 29
Chiarillo Mary S of Giorgio and Giuseppina Feb 12 1931... 30: 18
Chiarillo Teodora of Giorgio and Giuseppina Jan 4 1932... 30: 150
Chiarillo —- s of Giorgio and Giuseppina Mar 10 1933... 31: 33
Chiaromonte Eugenio S of Giovanni and Serafina June 9 1932; 30: 210
Chiavarini Antonio A of Antonio and Louise Feb 9 1931... 30: 16
Chiavarini Raimondo P of Antonio and Luisa Aug 11 1932... 30: 235
Chiaverini Eileen E of Francesco and Gertrude M Dec 13 1932.. 30: 283
Chiaverini June V of Domenico D and Angelina Oct 12 1931... 30: 114
Chiaverini Marie C of Antonio and Luisa July 20 1935.... 32: 78
Chiaverini William of Guglielmo and Vittoria M Dec 1 1933... 31: 125
Chiaverini William E of Guglielmo and Vittoria M July 3 1935... 32: 71
Chiavettone Anthony N of Natalino and Antonia Dec 22 1934... 31: 268
Chierubino Fred of Fred and Catherine Aug 20 1935.... 32: 90
Chihoski Donald R of Alexander and Helen E Aug 6 1934... 31: 218
Chihoski Dorothy L of Julia Jan 1 1932... 30: 149
Chihoski George H of Alexander and Helen Aug 24 1932... 30: 240
Chihoski Russell A of Alexander and Helen Sept 23 1931... 30: 107
Child John W of Frank C and Annie N June 19 1931.... 30: 70
Chilvers Ernest H of Ernest S and Sarah Apr 3 1935..... 32: 35
Chini Quinda M of Francesco and Raffaelina May 25 1933... 31: 54
Chiodo Giuseppina of Raffaele and Serafina Feb 2 1931.... 30: 14
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Chiodo Isolda of Raffaele and Serafina Feb 12 1934.........31:153
Chipman George C of Roy C and Robina Jan 2 1934.........31:139
Chipman June R of Roy C and Robina Apr 18 1935.........32:41
Chipman Lillian M of Roy C and Robina Mar 26 1932.........30:180
Chipman Roy U of Roy C and Robina Jan 28 1931.........30:11
Chirico Cosmo of Giovanni and Carolina Feb 27 1933.........31:21
Chisholm Jane of Sydney and Thelma Mar 8 1935.........32:25
Chisholm Veronica of William T and Catherine A Aug 3 1931, 30:88
Chisholm William M of William T and Catherine A Dec 1 1932, 30:280
Chivian Alice of Hovsep and Baidzar Feb 6 1932.........30:162
Chivian Mary of Hovsep and Baidzar Jan 19 1935.........32:6
Chmielewski Mary A of Alexander and Alice E June 18 1935, 32:65
Choate Dudley A of George A and Lillie Sept 7 1932.........30:245
Choiniere Jeanne A of Arthur J and Alice R May 17 1932.........30:201
Choiniere Robert R of Alfred J and Coranna M June 6 1934.........31:194
Choquette Arlene L of Joseph N and Irene A July 5 1934.........31:205
Choquette Beatrice A of Albert A and Annie May 12 1931.........30:55
Choquette Frances M of Paul J and Virginia J Nov 9 1935.........32:121
Choquette Robert B of Bertha D Nov 16 1934.........31:256
Chorney Bernice H of Isaac G and Lillian R Nov 4 1935.........32:120
Chorney Paul of John and Ida May 10 1934.........31:184
Chorney Rhoda of Simon and Lilian Jan 18 1935.........32:6
Chorney Stanley A of Abraham and Ida B Apr 19 1933.........31:41
Chouinard Richard E of Aloria H and Edith C Sept 14 1935.........32:100
Chousse Clarence H of Clarence H and Marie L A June 6 1934, 31:194
Chreste Nancy L of William H and Constance M Sept 8 1935.........32:98
Chrisso Anna F of Demosthenes and Benda Feb 24 1933.........31:20
Chrisso Stella M of Demosthenes and Benda Dec 25 1935.........32:137
Christen Robert N of Alexander J and Lena M Jan 14 1933.........31:5
Christensen Dorothy I of Haakon J and Susan E July 20 1933, 31:75
Christensen Robert H of Haakon J and Susan E Jan 7 1935.........32:2
Christiansen Beryl E of Obadiah B and Robina Nov 23 1935.........32:126
Christiansen Dorothy M of Alfred J and Helena Mar 18 1931.........30:32
Christiansen Ruth D of Arthur O and Mabel July 17 1935.........32:77
Christianson — d of George T and Lillian M Dec 27 1933.........31:136
Christie Charles S of Allen Q and Mildred Apr 11 1933.........31:38
Christie Edith A of Charles T and Harriet E Dec 20 1931.........30:141
Christie George M of William H and Mary Dec 3 1932.........30:280
Christie John J of John J and Beatrice M May 6 1933.........31:48
Christie Margaret M of William and Mary June 24 1935.........32:67
Christie Vernon of Frederick A and Clara A Dec 7 1931.........30:137
Christo Jose of Jose and Lidwina Sept 3 1933.........31:94
Christofaro Majorie A of Raymond W and Amelia July 4 1935, 32:72
Christopher Jean A of Charles and Adelaide Mar 25 1935.........32:30
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Christopher Raymond H of Raymond H and Virginia H Mar 17 1933 .......................... 31: 28
Christy Dorothy F of Thomas F and Mabel M May 30 1932 .................. 30: 205
Christy — d of James and Etta June 15 1931 .......................... 30: 68
Chrostowski Leon R of Leon A and Aili A Dec 9 1933 ............... 31: 127
Chrystie Richard H of Richard H and Ellen L Dec 2 1935 .... 32: 130
Church Annmary C D of Hezekiah W and Constance H June 11 1931 .......................... 30: 67
Church Constance H of Charles L and Helen Aug 27 1933 .......................... 30: 90
Church John H of Herbert M and Vivian L May 17 1933 .................. 31: 52
Church Shirley A of Mason B and Marion May 18 1932 .......................... 30: 201
Chutchian — s of Richard and Eva July 19 1931 .................. 30: 82
Ciaccarelli Antonio P of Pasquale and Annunziata July 5 1934 .......................... 31: 205
Ciafrei Giulio A of Giulio and Carmela July 13 1932 .................. 30: 223
Ciambrone Guglielmo F of Carlo and Angelina Feb 18 1933 .... 31: 18
Ciancaglini Alberto R of Igino and Maria May 26 1934 .................. 31: 190
Cianci Barbara A of Constantino and Elizabeth E Aug 17 1934 .......................... 31: 222
Cianci Ethel M of Vincenzo and Ethel M Jan 4 1934 .......................... 31: 139
Cianci Gloria A of Luigi and Adelina Apr 1 1935 .......................... 32: 35
Cianci Jean E of Ralph F and Anna Apr 28 1931 .......................... 30: 48
Cianci Joan E of Constantino and Elizabeth E Nov 7 1935 .......................... 32: 121
Cianci Julia M of Luigi and Adelina May 12 1933 .......................... 31: 50
Cianci Roberto G of Luigi and Adelina June 4 1931 .......................... 30: 65
Cianfrocco Assunta N of Tulio and Guglielma Oct 6 1933 .......................... 31: 106
Cianfrocco Gloria A of Tulio and Guglielma Apr 19 1931 .......................... 30: 45
Ciaramela Anna F of Bartolomeo and Anna Jan 30 1934 .......................... 31: 147
Ciaramello Anthony J of Antonio and Teresa Aug 1 1932 .......................... 30: 232
Ciardo Guerino of Luigi and Antonetta Jan 19 1931 .......................... 30: 7
Ciaramello Luigi of Luigi and Maria Jan 29 1933 .......................... 31: 10
Ciasullo Elaine M of Primo and Evelyn M Dec 16 1933 .......................... 31: 129
Ciasullo Verna E of Primo and Evelyn M Dec 13 1934 .......................... 31: 266
Cibor John E of John and Mary L Nov 24 1932 .......................... 30: 276
Cibulsky Albina A of Steven and Annie July 9 1931 .......................... 30: 78
Ciccacero — s of Cominio and Theresa Oct 27 1931 .......................... 30: 123
Cicchelli Alberto of Alberto U and Giovannina Dec 26 1931 .......................... 30: 143
Cicchetti Anna M of Beniamino and Assunta July 27 1932 .......................... 30: 228
Cicchetti Frank J of Giuseppe and Francesca Nov 22 1935 .......................... 32: 126
Cicchetti Giuseppina R of Beniamino and Assunta June 21 1931 .......................... 30: 71
Ciccio Ruth D of Giovanni P and Lucia May 15 1931 .......................... 30: 55
Ciccone Alexander M of Alfiero and Lucia June 7 1932 .......................... 30: 209
Ciccone Filomena D of Giuseppe and Anna June 30 1932 .......................... 30: 217
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ciccone Orlando G of Giuseppe F and Angelina Oct 30 1931 . . . . . . . . . .30: 121
Ciccone Thomas R of Tomaso and Maria C Oct 3 1934 . . . . . . . . . . .31: 240
Cicerchia Antonio of Frank and Ida Nov 7 1935 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32: 121
Cicerchia Dolores E of John and Stella Aug 29 1931 . . . . . . . . . . .30: 97
Cicerchia Eleanor of John and Stella Sept 8 1932 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 246
Ciceria Frances of Frank and Ida Dec 24 1933 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 132
Cicerone Lina of Luigi and Rachela Oct 31 1931 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 121
Cicillini Andrew of Umberto and Rosaria June 9 1934 . . . . . . . . . .31: 195
Cicillini Marianna of Domenico and Oliva May 13 1931 . . . . . . . . .30: 55
Cicione Ann T of August A and Anna Feb 13 1933 . . . . . . . . . . .31: 16
Cicione Louis A of Anthony J and Mary E Nov 13 1934 . . . . . . . . .31: 255
Cicione William L of Joseph J and Bertha Aug 6 1932 . . . . . . . . .30: 234
Cicerelli Ethel T of Antonio and Grace Sept 14 1932 . . . . . . . . . . .30: 247
Ciema Despina H of Haralambie G and Loana H June 12 1931 . . . . . . .30: 67
Cicoro Marie A of Aurelio and Cristina Jan 25 1935 . . . . . . . . . . .32: 8
Cicotti Bruno of Mario and Carmela Feb 4 1933 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 13
Cicotti Celine T of Louis A and Kathryn A June 12 1935 . . . . . . . . .32: 62
Cifelli Anna M of Nicola and Margherita June 7 1931 . . . . . . . . . . .30: 66
Cifelli Anna G of Constantino and Carolina Aug 8 1932 . . . . . . . . .30: 234
Cifelli Dolores R of Ernest V and Rosa June 30 1934 . . . . . . . . . . .31: 202
Cifelli Evelina G of Nicola and Margherita Mar 20 1934 . . . . . . . . .31: 166
Cifelli Teresa M of Constantino and Carolina Apr 22 1931 . . . . . . . . .30: 46
Cifelli — — s of Edward and Angela R Sept 30 1934 . . . . . . . . . . .31: 238
Ciliento Eugene T of Salvatore and Lillian Sept 14 1933 . . . . . . . . .31: 138
Ciliberto Concetta of Giovanni and Michelina Dec 7 1932 . . . . . . . .30: 281
Ciliberto Ignazio P of Salvatore and Maddalena Jan 16 1933 . . . . . . .31: 5
Cilley Frederick H of Ralph G and Gloria L Mar 31 1933 . . . . . . . . .31: 33
Cilley Gloria J of Ralph G and Gloria L Mar 20 1935 . . . . . . . . . . .32: 28
Cima Carmela of Giovanni and Teresa May 10 1932 . . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 198
Cimaglia Luigi A of Michael and Carmina Aug 25 1933 . . . . . . . . . .31: 89
Cimini Bruno F of Bruno F and Antonetta Aug 24 1932 . . . . . . . . . . .30: 240
Cimini Giovanni of Robert A and Pasqualina Feb 24 1935 . . . . . . . .32: 19
Cimini Janet O of Robert and Pasqualina Aug 24 1931 . . . . . . . . . . .30: 96
Cimini Joseph of Luigi and Giovanna May 1 1934 . . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 182
Cimini Marlene M of Matthew and Michelina Feb 8 1933 . . . . . . . . .31: 15
Cimino Angela of Antonio and Caterina C May 24 1932 . . . . . . . . .30: 263
Cimino Angelina R of Pasquale and Rose Mar 1 1933 . . . . . . . . . . .31: 24
Cimino Elfride of Antonio and Caterina C July 21 1933 . . . . . . . . . .31: 76
Cimino Jeanette M of Charles and Antonette Apr 3 1934 . . . . . . . . .31: 172
Cimorelli Robert U of Arturo N and Italia Nov 12 1934 . . . . . . . . .31: 254
Cinieri Jean A of Pietro and Antonetta Dec 26 1935 . . . . . . . . . . . .32: 137
Cinquant Amedeo C of Amedeo and Maria E Oct 16 1934 . . . . . . . . .31: 244
Cinquant Dorothy B of Amedeo and Maria E Sept 2 1931 . . . . . . . . .30: 100
Cinquant Rose M of Giovanni and Rose June 26 1932 . . . . . . . . . . .30: 216
Cinquagana Anthony J of Henry J and Savoia Mar 27 1935 . . . . . . . .32: 31
Cioci Francis of Hugo and Elvira June 9 1935.................................. 32: 61
Cioci Sylvia A B of Pasquale and Palma Dec 4 1935......................... 32:131
Cioci Vincent of Hugo and Elvira Mar 16 1934.................................. 31:165
Clue Angela F of Americo and Francesca May 15 1933......................... 32: 52
Clue George P of Eugenio and Adelina Apr 13 1933............................. 31: 38
Ciolfi Marian F of Amelio and Rose Oct 17 1933................................. 31:109
Ciolfi John J of Ermitage and Filomena Dec 20 1933........................... 31:131
Ciolfi Lena of Domenico and Michelina Feb 17 1931............................. 30: 19
Ciordano Anne E of Francesco and Maria T Mar 7 1931.......................... 30: 28
Ciotti Bernard of Pasquale and Rosa May 12 1933................................. 31: 50
Cippolla Anita D of Giovanni and Antonetta Sept 9 1933....................... 31: 96
Cippolla Evelina of Pietro V and Angela July 30 1931............................ 30: 86
Cippolla Jack of Jack and Amelia Aug 8 1932................................... 30:234
Cippolla Maria A of Edoardo and Vincenza Oct 5 1931............................ 30:112
Cippolla Maria T of Alphouse and Antoinette E Jan 30 1933..................... 31: 10
Cippolla Orietta of Pietro V and Angela Feb 5 1934................................ 31:151
Cippolone Giulio A of Camillo and Ida A Jan 10 1931............................. 30:  3
Cippolone Irene M of Camillo and Ida A Dec 27 1933................................. 31:133
Cipriani Helen V of Giuseppe and Carmela Feb 7 1934.............................. 30: 16
Cipriano Donald F of Michael and Lillian Nov 17 1935............................ 32:124
Cipriano Dorothy M of Colombo and Maria Feb 8 1935............................. 32: 14
Cipriano Enrico of Ricco and Maria P Nov 21 1935................................. 32:125
Cipriano Joan M of Michael and Lillian July 23 1933............................... 31: 76
Cipriano Marie M of Pasquale and Angelina C Sept 7 1934......................... 31:230
Cipriano Norman L of Lillian Aug 17 1934........................................ 31:222
Cirella Stanislao F of Domenico and Carmela Jan 12 1932........................ 30:152
Ciresi Salvatore R of Liborio and Maddalena June 18 1933....................... 31: 64
Cirillo Frank E of Sabato and Rose M Dec 15 1934................................ 31:266
Cirillo Raffaele of Umberto and Vincenzina Dec 7 1933........................... 31:126
Citrone Carmino of Bernardo and Restituta July 15 1931........................ 30:  80
Citrone Louis A of Luigi and Viola June 28 1935.................................. 32: 68
Cinillo Josephine of Joseph and Mary Aug 5 1932.................................. 30:291
Cinillo Luisa A of Joseph and Maria Jan 16 1931.................................. 30:  6
Cinillo Richard A of Alfonso and Adelina June 18 1932............................. 30:213
Claiborne (c) — d of Joshua and Bertha Oct 6 1932................................ 30:268
Clancy Donald P of John T and Agnes M Nov 30 1932.............................. 30:278
Clancy Dorothy L of Mathew and Louise June 24 1932............................. 30:215
Clancy Joan C of Patrick J and Celia Jan 7 1934.................................. 31:141
Clancy Robert A of John T and Rose E June 14 1931................................. 30: 68
Clancy William P of Patrick J and Celia Feb 2 1931............................... 30:  4
Clapp Christopher R of Roger T and Helen H July 28 1933........................ 31:  78
Clark Barbara J of Irving L and Margaret M June 4 1931.......................... 30:  65
Clark Bernard S (c) of George F and Bertha M Dec 23 1934....................... 31:269
Clark Beverly A of Irving L and Margaret M July 15 1934.......................... 31:209
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Clark Carol E of Christian C and Gladys L May 8 1935........... 32: 49
Clark Caroline A of Arlene Mar 3 1934........................... 31: 161
Clark Charles W (c) of Abraham L and Willamay Aug 29 1932. 30: 241
Clark Charles W of Harris W and Cecile Dec 24 1935......... 32: 137
Clark David H of David and Margaret McT Feb 8 1934........ 31: 152
Clark David W of Hubert C and Reina V Jan 4 1931............. 30: 2
Clark Donald B of James and Gladys E Oct 31 1934............ 31: 249
Clark Elizabeth A of Thomas and Esther M Jan 25 1931....... 30: 9
Clark Elvin B (c) of Abraham L and Willamay Jan 5 1934. 30: 2
Clark Frederic M of Fred G and Jean R June 15 1934.......... 31: 197
Clark Genevieve J of Willard E and Genevieve A Oct 29 1935. 32: 116
Clark George B (c) of George F and Bertha M Mar 5 1931..... 30: 27
Clark Geraldine J (c) of George F and Bertha M Sept 19 1933.31: 99
Clark Harold E C of Harold E and Thera Sept 17 1932....... 30: 249
Clark Harold L of Harold L and Minnie E Oct 12 1935........ 32: 111
Clark Helen B of Robert B and Helen B Nov 7 1934............ 31: 253
Clark Howard (c) of Lincoln and Williamay Feb 28 1935...... 32: 21
Clark Joan of Wade J and Hilda Oct 19 1934.................... 31: 245
Clark Joan of John L and Elizabeth Aug 6 1935................. 32: 85
Clark John E of John E and Alice Apr 9 1932.................. 30: 187
Clark Kenneth R of Roland F and Minerva July 19 1932...... 30: 225
Clark Martin F of Leonard H and Evelyn L Aug 16 1934...... 31: 222
Clark Olive (c) of Abraham L and Willamay Dec 23 1933...... 31: 131
Clark Raymond E of Richardson and Lorena J Dec 7 1935..... 32: 131
Clark Richard P of Henry G and Marjorie D Aug 16 1935..... 32: 89
Clark Robert E (c) of George F and Bertha M June 13 1932.. 30: 211
Clark Robert F of William F and Amelia E Jan 30 1934..... 31: 147
Clark Ronald M of John E and Annie E July 12 1932........... 30: 223
Clark Russell E of Chester W and Emma D Mar 12 1931...... 30: 30
Clark Russell S of Robert and Stefina C Nov 3 1932......... 30: 269
Clark Welfthea A of Edwin R and Bernice A Dec 19 1931.... 30: 141
Clark William V of Alfred J and Mary E Apr 11 1932........ 30: 187
Clark —— s of Arthur B and Ellen Feb 15 1931................. 30: 25
Clark —— d of William F and Amelia E Mar 31 1932......... 30: 183
Clarke Charles F of Bay A and Janie G Mar 27 1933............ 31: 32
Clarke Chloe L of Raymond E and Lydia May 31 1932.......... 30: 205
Clarke Doreen P of Harold and Rose Sept 5 1935.............. 32: 97
Clarke Florence A of Frank E and Jessie D June 30 1934..... 31: 292
Clarke Frances P of Francis P and Jessie Aug 4 1935......... 32: 85
Clarke Henry T of Henry A J and Catherine M July 2 1934.... 31: 204
Clarke Jane A of Robert G and Ellen Mar 28 1932.............. 30: 181
Clarke Joan N of Edward O A and Edith G Mar 29 1932........ 30: 181
Clarke Judith of Fred N and Elizabeth June 17 1933......... 31: 64
Clarke Marilyn of Malcolm G and Jeanette Nov 22 1931.... 30: 130
Clarke Michael J of Michael F and Anna Dec 10 1935......... 32: 132
Clarke Paul L of Walter E and Marion E July 6 1931......... 30: 77
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarke Richard H</td>
<td>Richard H</td>
<td>Phyllis</td>
<td>Dec 29 1932</td>
<td>30 287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke Rosemary</td>
<td>Ambrose V</td>
<td>Mildred</td>
<td>May 31 1934</td>
<td>31 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke Shirley A</td>
<td>Alvin L</td>
<td>Laura C</td>
<td>Jan 12 1935</td>
<td>32 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarkin Patricia E</td>
<td>William F</td>
<td>Mary C</td>
<td>June 1 1934</td>
<td>31 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarkin Patricia M</td>
<td>Matthew A</td>
<td>Elsie A</td>
<td>Jan 27 1934</td>
<td>31 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clary Lois A</td>
<td>Harold E</td>
<td>Hazel V</td>
<td>Feb 14 1932</td>
<td>30 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clary Peter L</td>
<td>Harold E</td>
<td>Hazel V</td>
<td>Oct 19 1934</td>
<td>31 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clason James H</td>
<td>Henry R</td>
<td>Eva Jan</td>
<td>26 1932</td>
<td>30 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clason Richard A</td>
<td>Clarence E</td>
<td>Edith P</td>
<td>Dec 14 1931</td>
<td>30 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavin Jane P</td>
<td>Joseph M</td>
<td>Catherine R</td>
<td>Feb 25 1932</td>
<td>30 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavio Theresa I</td>
<td>Domenico</td>
<td>Eva A</td>
<td>Aug 24 1933</td>
<td>31 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay Arlene M</td>
<td>Edward T</td>
<td>Marion E</td>
<td>June 25 1935</td>
<td>32 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay Barbara R</td>
<td>Earle and</td>
<td>Marguerite</td>
<td>Nov 16 1935</td>
<td>32 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clays Patricia A</td>
<td>August P</td>
<td>and Marguerite M</td>
<td>Nov 5 1934</td>
<td>31 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clays Virginia M</td>
<td>August P</td>
<td>and Marguerite M</td>
<td>Jan 29 1932</td>
<td>30 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayton John W</td>
<td>John W</td>
<td>Gertrude M</td>
<td>Jan 12 1932</td>
<td>30 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg Carol A</td>
<td>Wilfrid M</td>
<td>Ann F</td>
<td>Sept 4 1935</td>
<td>32 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg Gwendolyn G</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Eva M</td>
<td>July 11 1932</td>
<td>30 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg John W</td>
<td>Edmund J</td>
<td>Mary C</td>
<td>May 19 1931</td>
<td>30 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg Wallace H</td>
<td>John and</td>
<td>Eva M</td>
<td>Mar 28 1934</td>
<td>31 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemence Kenneth E</td>
<td>of Kenneth E</td>
<td>and Etta</td>
<td>Mar 5 1933</td>
<td>31 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemence —— s of Lewis and</td>
<td>Kate</td>
<td>Feb 19 1934</td>
<td>31 160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemence —— s of William F and</td>
<td>Beatrice L</td>
<td>June 9 1935</td>
<td>32 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement George H (c)</td>
<td>of Helen G</td>
<td>July 7 1933</td>
<td>33 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement Irving H</td>
<td>of Irving J</td>
<td>and Mildred</td>
<td>June 1 1931</td>
<td>30 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemente Barbara</td>
<td>Rocco and</td>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>Apr 25 1932</td>
<td>30 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemente —— s of</td>
<td>Gennaro and</td>
<td>Madaline</td>
<td>Aug 13 1932</td>
<td>30 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clements Albert E</td>
<td>of Albert C</td>
<td>and Lillian C</td>
<td>Apr 3 1931</td>
<td>30 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clements Richard H</td>
<td>of Harld J</td>
<td>and Viola L</td>
<td>Sept 26 1934</td>
<td>31 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clements Shirley A</td>
<td>of Raymond L</td>
<td>and Catherine</td>
<td>Nov 19 1935</td>
<td>32 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleri Carlo</td>
<td>of Carlo and</td>
<td>Elizabeth Nov 25 1935</td>
<td>32 127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clever Lawrence A</td>
<td>of Raymond H</td>
<td>and Ruth E</td>
<td>Sept 23 1933</td>
<td>31 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleverly George T</td>
<td>of George R</td>
<td>and Helen Aug 17 1932</td>
<td>30 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford Edward L</td>
<td>of Edward L</td>
<td>and Hedwig</td>
<td>Aug 17 1931</td>
<td>30 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clift Norma A</td>
<td>of Howard J</td>
<td>and Geraldine F</td>
<td>Mar 27 1934</td>
<td>31 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clift Robert of</td>
<td>Howard J</td>
<td>and Geraldine F</td>
<td>Apr 15 1932</td>
<td>30 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cline Joan M</td>
<td>of Christopher T</td>
<td>and Florence</td>
<td>July 19 1931</td>
<td>30 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton Frank H</td>
<td>of Frank H</td>
<td>and Frances L</td>
<td>June 3 1935</td>
<td>32 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton Robert E</td>
<td>of Frank H</td>
<td>and Frances L</td>
<td>Dec 3 1933</td>
<td>31 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloran Susan A</td>
<td>of Gordon F</td>
<td>and Susan Mar 12 1932</td>
<td>30 175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clossick Eileen M</td>
<td>of John J</td>
<td>and Eileen R</td>
<td>Sept 11 1933</td>
<td>31 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clossick Francis P</td>
<td>of John J</td>
<td>and Eileen R</td>
<td>July 18 1935</td>
<td>32 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clossick John V</td>
<td>of John J</td>
<td>and Eileen R</td>
<td>Oct 6 1932</td>
<td>30 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clossick Thomas F</td>
<td>of Mae Dec 24 1934</td>
<td>31 269</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closson Priscilla M</td>
<td>of Charles W</td>
<td>and Mae E June 8 1933</td>
<td>31 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cloutier Arlene A of Earl D and Maria Oct 1 1931 .................. 30:111
Cloutier Carolyn M of Henry J and Edna M Dec 30 1933 ......... 31:134
Cloutier Donald G of Albert P and Yvonne D June 21 1934 .... 31:199
Cloutier Gerald J of Joseph and Nellie Nov 5 1935 ............ 32:120
Cloutier Richard H of William F and Martha Mar 9 1933 ....... 31:26
Clow Stuart H of John H and Elizabeth M June 6 1933 ......... 31:60
Coates Edward A (c) of Edward A and Mabel E May 12 1933 ... 31:50
Coates John W of Joseph B and Gladys A Sept 17 1932 ......... 30:249
Cobb Donald S of Donald S and Ella E Sept 15 1934 ......... 31:233
Cobb Nancy J of Henry B and Helen Feb 15 1932 ............ 30:165
Cobern John H of Henry W and Lillian V Feb 10 1932 ......... 30:163
Coccia Anna M of Nicola and Alma June 9 1934 ............ 31:195
Coccia Frank S of Nicola and Alma May 14 1933 ............ 31:51
Coccia Rachael L (Twin) of Nicola and Alma Apr 11 1932 .... 30:187
Coccia (Twin) — d of Nicola and Alma Apr 11 1932 ......... 30:187
Cocciardi — d of Donato and Giuseppina Apr 29 1932 ......... 30:193
Coccio Antonio of Onofrio and Rosina May 1 1932 ............ 30:196
Coccio Edward of Onofrio and Rosina Feb 6 1934 ............ 31:151
Coccio Raimondo of Onofrio and Rosina Feb 20 1931 ......... 30:20
Cecoli Anna T of Angelo and Rosa May 20 1931 ............ 30:58
Cecoli Anthony E of Peter and Elvira Aug 20 1935 ............ 32:90
Cecoli Vincenzo of Angelo and Rosa May 28 1933 ............ 31:56
Cochran Alice A of Gilbert C and Anna C Dec 4 1934 ......... 31:275
Cocozza Eleanor A of Angelo and Margaret A Feb 19 1933 .... 31:19
Cocozza — s of Angelo and Margaret A Mar 27 1931 ............ 30:38
Codagnone Guido A of Luigi and Antonetta Feb 1 1931 ......... 30:14
Cody Eleanor M of William F and Clara M June 7 1935 ......... 32:61
Cody Joan of Joseph P and Mary L Sept 17 1935 ............ 32:104
Cody Lorraine A of Joseph P and Louise Apr 17 1933 ......... 31:40
Cody Raymond of Joseph P and Louise Dec 3 1931 ............ 30:135
Cody William D of William F and Clara M July 12 1934 ....... 31:208
Cody William F of William F and Clara M Oct 26 1932 ......... 30:265
Cody — s of William F and Clara M Jan 6 1931 ............ 30:13
Coe Janice F of Arthur F and Cecile L Oct 22 1931 ............ 30:118
Coelho Albina of Domingo J and Maria Nov 16 1931 ......... 30:128
Coelho Alice DeR of Joao DeR and Maria July 10 1933 ......... 31:72
Coelho Dorothy of Victor and Rose Apr 25 1931 ............ 30:147
Coelho Robert of Albert P and Constance E Aug 4 1933 ......... 31:82
Coen Joseph of Joseph H and Anne M Oct 21 1932 ......... 30:263
Coffey Edward J (Twin) of Charles I and Beatrice E Jan 30 1933. ............ 31:10
Coffey Genevieve E of Raymond B and Gertrude H Oct 9 1932 .... 30:259
Coffey Helena F of Daniel J and Celia A Sept 30 1932 ......... 30:254
Coffey Inez M of Raymond B and Gertrude H Jan 7 1935 ......... 32:2
Coffey Joan D of Raymond B and Gertrude H July 10 1931 ....... 30:79
Coffey Joyce M of John B and Ida Sept 10 1932..................30:216
Coffey Marion of Joseph G and Marion June 22 1932...........30:214
Coffey Martha M (Twin) of Charles I and Beatrice E Jan 30
1933. ..............................................31:10
Cofone Marie A of Domenico S and Lucia Oct 8 1933..........31:107
Cogean Walter H of William T and Lillian E Aug 4 1932....30:233
Coghill Elinor A of Joseph H and Laura Oct 24 1933........31:111
Coghill Priscilla L of Earle F and Lenna E Oct 22 1931....30:118
Coghill —— d of Joseph H and Laura W Apr 30 1935........32:142
Cogsweil Edgar J of Edgar and Eleanor Mar 16 1935.........32:142
Cohane Rita D of Maurice J and Esther Mar 10 1932.........30:291
Cohen Barbara A of Samuel and Mildred Mar 19 1934........31:166
Cohen Barbara A of Robert W and Bertha Oct 9 1934..........31:242
Cohen Bernice D of Morris and Ida July 20 1935...............32:78
Cohen Beverly R of William B and Edith Apr 8 1931.........30:41
Cohen Donald S of Leo S and Anne Nov 30 1934..............31:260
Cohen Dorothy J of Henry H and Mildred Dec 15 1931.......30:139
Cohen Elaine D of Samuel S and Rose Nov 1 1933............31:115
Cohen Elliott S of Raymond and Anne G Apr 7 1935.........32:37
Cohen Herbert S of Alfred and Dora May 11 1933............31:50
Cohen Hessel L of Lester and Kay July 8 1934...............31:206
Cohen Joel H of Lester and Kay Dec 4 1935..................32:131
Cohen Joyce M of Sanford H and Anne Mar 10 1931..........30:147
Cohen Lorna R of Robert W and Bertha Nov 18 1931.........30:148
Cohen Melvin A of Ernest and Rose L Jan 27 1935.........32:9
Cohen Sanford S of Michael and Esther Apr 15 1931........30:44
Cohen Sondra E of Harry and Tessie Feb 9 1933............31:15
Cohen —— s of Max and Fannie Sept 29 1933...............31:102
Coia Giuseppe A of Vincenzo and Domenica D May 14 1931..30:55
Coia Giuseppe S of Domenico and Carmela Sept 13 1932....30:247
Coia James A of Vincenzo and Domenica D Apr 16 1934.....31:176
Coia Maria L of Domenico F and Maria G Feb 27 1935.......32:20
Coia Pasquale E of Enrico and Alice July 22 1932........30:226
Coia Raymond R of Umberto and Luisa Sept 11 1935........32:99
Coia Richard A of Alberto and Ida Oct 28 1933...........31:112
Coit —— d of Ernest D and Esther O July 13 1933..........31:73
Coite Louise M of Mannel and Marie I Feb 27 1935.........32:20
Coken Morton L of John B and Katharine June 3 1935.......32:59
Coker Carol E of Lewis R and Carlena A Dec 8 1935.......32:132
Colacci Jean A of Frank and Angelita V May 19 1932......30:201
Colacone Angelo of Saverio and Maria Mar 21 1931.........30:33
Colacone Carmine (Twin) of Carmino and Mary July 19 1934.31:210
Colacone Dolores A of Carmino and Maria Sept 25 1932.....30:252
Colacone James A (Twin) of Carmino and Mary July 19 1934.31:210
Colafrancesco Gaetana C of Luigi and Emilia July 14 1932...30:223
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Colafrancesco Gaetano C of Luigi and Emilia July 27 1934...31:213
Colafrancesco Giovanni L of Giovanni and Angelina Dec 10
1934 .................................................................31:264
Colafrancesco Luigi D of Benedetto and Angelina July 6 1934.31:206
Colafrancesco Rocco G of Giovanni and Angelina Oct 10 1932.30:259
Colagiovanni Filomena A of Giovanni and Mariangela July 31
1933 .................................................................31: 79
Colagiovanni Genevieve of Nicolino and Adelina L July 28
1932 .................................................................30:228
Colagiovanni Gennaro N of Nicolino and Adelina L Nov 27
1935 .................................................................32:127
Colagiovanni Giuseppe of Giovanni and Mariangela Sept 29
1931 .................................................................30:109
Colaluca Alberto M of Lorenzo and Giovannina Dec 24 1933...31:132
Colaluca Anna C of Lorenzo and Giovannina Mar 27 1935...32: 31
Colaluca Elaine D of Anthony A and Mary E Jan 10 1935...32: 3
Colaluca Geraldine T of Michele and Giuseppina Mar 7 1932...30:173
Colaluca Michele A of Michele and Giuseppina Aug 23 1933...31: 89
Colaluca Richard A of Richard and Irene Nov 12 1931...30:127
Colaluca Roberto E of Lorenzo and Giovannina Aug 23 1932...30:239
Colaluca Rodolfo of Adolfo and Maria C Aug 14 1931...30: 92
Colaluca — d of Lorenzo and Giovannina July 24 1931...30: 84
Colan Barbara R of Amelia M July 16 1935...32: 76
Colan Richard of Amelia M June 22 1934...31:199
Colan Thomas J of Kaster and Isabel Apr 22 1935...32: 42
Colando Gloria F of Ernesto and Anita Dec 29 1934...31:271
Colando Madeline E of William M and Doris L July 2 1935...32: 71
Colando — s of William M B and Doris E Aug 22 1933...31: 93
Colanduono Anna M of Daniel and Rose Jan 29 1931...30: 11
Colaneri Giovanni C of Michelangelo and Carmina July 26
1931 .................................................................30: 84
Colaneri Marie E of Filippo and Adelina Oct 18 1933...31:109
Colangelo Alberto of Giustino and Giuseppina Sept 27 1932...30:253
Colangelo Anna P L of Nicola and Mary E Apr 16 1931...30: 44
Colangelo Josephine M of Nicola and Mary E Aug 31 1934...31:227
Colangelo Umberto of Nicola and Virginia Apr 14 1931...30: 43
Colannino Anthony J of Costanzo and Filomena Jan 20 1933...31: 7
Colantonio Antonio of Antonio and Bessie Sept 22 1932...30:251
Colantonio Carolyn of Agostino and Fortunata Sept 19 1935...32:101
Colantonio Francis of Agostino and Fortunata Aug 26 1933...31: 90
Colantonio — d of Antonio and Bessie Apr 12 1931...30: 50
Colantuono Benedetto of Antonio and Bessie Mar 4 1935...32: 24
Colapietro Donaldo A of Antonio F and Consiglia June 15
1932 .................................................................30:212
Colapietro Eleanor of Domenico and Caterina Apr 15 1933...31: 39
Colardo Eloise M of Enrique R and Maria A Aug 24 1931...30: 96
BIRTHS

Colardo John E of Giovanni and Evelina Feb 14 1933...... .31: 17
Colardo Paul of Roberto and Antonetta Mar 31 1931........ .30: 37
Colardo Richard A of Francesco and Giovannina July 23
   1933 .......................................................... .32: 79
Colardo Richard J of Giovanni and Evelina Feb 26 1935.... .32: 20
Colardo Rita of Roberto and Antonetta July 5 1934........ .31: 205
Colardo Robert W of Amalio and Madeline May 29 1933.... .31: 56
Colardo Thomas of Amalio and Madeline Apr 2 1931......... .30: 39
Colardo Thomas J of Amalio M and Madeline Oct 2 1934.... .31: 240
Colarusso Anna P of Domenico and Erminia May 28 1932.... .30: 204
Colarusso Evelyn A of Felice and Elisabetta Aug 25 1934... .31: 225
Colarusso Marie A of Felice and Elisabetta Mar 10 1933.... .31: 26
Colavecchio Carmella of John and Edith Feb 28 1934...... .31: 158
Colavecchio Robert J of Julio and Edwina R Dec 31 1934... .31: 272
Colbert Anne E of David J and Mary A July 26 1934......... .31: 213
Colbert Mary P of David J and Mary A May 27 1933......... .31: 55
Colburn Barbara G of Earl B and Grace A Feb 23 1932...... .30: 167
Cole Bernice B of Roger L and Beatrice July 27 1935....... .32: 142
Cole Charles P of William H and Margaret Nov 7 1934...... .31: 253
Cole Danila B of James and Bertha Nov 24 1931............. .30: 131
Cole Doris M of Herbert A and Alice L July 19 1932....... .30: 225
Cole Gladys L of Wesley P and Ruth Sept 21 1935......... .32: 102
Cole Joan E of John E and Elizabeth Oct 26 1932......... .30: 265
Cole John W of Arthur C and Gertrude I Aug 15 1931...... .30: 92
Cole Kenneth E of Carroll F and Lena B Sept 25 1933...... .31: 101
Cole Lillian L J F of Louis B and Inez E Aug 24 1933...... .31: 89
Cole Marion L of Lyndon A and Faunie M Mar 18 1935....... .32: 28
Cole Norman E of Ellis M and Mildred D Sept 28 1932...... .30: 253
Cole Phyllis B of Thomas H and Madella Feb 1 1931........ .30: 14
Cole Robert K of Archie W and Eudora V May 16 1933...... .31: 51
Cole Sharon I of Louis B and Inez E Mar 25 1935.......... .32: 30
Cole Thomas O of Thomas H and Madella Aug 1 1932........ .30: 232
Cole Virginia M of Ellis M and Mildred DeW Mar 1 1931..... .30: 26
Colella Lilia A of Costanzo and Laura Nov 19 1933........ .31: 120
Colella Lucia of Domenico and Anna Dec 13 1931........... .30: 139
Colella Raymond J of Giuseppe A and Adelaide Dec 10 1934.. .31: 264
Colella Wilma A of Giuseppe A and Adelaide Jan 27 1931.... .30: 10
Colella Wilma E of Costanzo and Laura Apr 28 1934......... .30: 48
Coleman Bernard P of Bernard P and Esther June 3 1935.... .32: 59
Coleman Edward C of Edward C and Dorothy L Dec 16 1931... .30: 140
Coleman Esther L of Frederick E and Esther May 4 1931..... .30: 52
Coleman George L of Edward C and Dorothy L Dec 8 1934..... .31: 264
Coleman Hope L of John F and Mary E June 27 1935.......... .32: 68
Coleman Jacquelyn G of James H and Mary D May 5 1935...... .32: 48
Coleman Joan F of John F and Mary E Feb 11 1934......... .31: 153
Coleman John B of John B and Mary A Feb 10 1933.......... .31: 15
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Collins

John F of John F and Jane V Aug 7 1934............. 31: 218
Margaret M of John P and Josephine A Dec 25 1932. 30: 286
Mary C of John F and Mary E July 30 1931........ 30: 86
Mary L of John C and Mary Apr 20 1935............. 32: 41
Wilfred E of Wilfred E and Frances Jan 21 1932..... 30: 155
—— s of James H and Mary D Apr 28 1932........... 30: 195
—— d of Bernard P and Mary M Oct 28 1932........ 30: 268
Anthony J R of Roberto and Emilia Mar 20 1933.... 31: 29
Assunta C of Giovanni and Anna Jan 1 1934........ 31: 139
Edmondo R of Ernesto and Gemma May 18 1934.... 31: 187
Fulvia L of Ernesto and Gemma Mar 27 1932........ 30: 180
Mario A R of Roberto and Emilia Apr 21 1931.... 30: 46
Ulisse V of Gino and Elvira May 15 1934........... 31: 186
Beniamino R of Amedeo and Maria Nov 27 1932.... 30: 277
Diane M of Anthony A and Catherine C Feb 21 1934.. 31: 156
Jean A of Guido and Evelyn July 27 1935........... 32: 81
Ronald L of Benedetto and Theodora G May 31
1934........................................ 31: 191
Anne C of James F and Martha L Dec 24 1935......... 31: 269
Joan deS of James D and Grace V Apr 22 1933..... 31: 42
David of George H and Eva Aug 29 1932.......... 30: 241
Raymond E of William and Emma H Mar 22 1931.... 30: 33
Barbara D of Leo A and Martha Nov 5 1931...... 30: 125
Robert of Tomaso and Giovannina Sept 19 1935... 32: 101
Angelo R of George and Genevieve May 27 1935..... 32: 56
Madeline A of Domenico and Anna July 22 1932.... 30: 226
Richard S of Richard S and Helen Nov 1 1934.... 30: 124
James W of Willard J and Mary E Jan 9 1934..... 31: 141
Alice E of George W and Jeannie Dec 29 1934.... 31: 271
Chester J of Chester LeR and Margaret M Mar 27 1934. 31: 168
Anna T of Thomas and Margaret Feb 1 1931......... 30: 24
Barbara G of Herbert M and Teresa A Mar 31 1933.. 31: 33
Bernard of Bernard and Dorothy P Aug 3 1934..... 31: 217
Bruce T of Hugh T and Jennie G Apr 11 1933..... 31: 38
Carleton E of Elijah C and Gladys B Apr 14 1935... 32: 39
Carolyn G of John J and Grace M May 17 1931.... 30: 56
Clifford of Charles A and Edith B Aug 21 1934.... 32: 224
Cornelius B of William J and Helen Sept 20 1935... 32: 102
David G (Twin) of William J and Helen Apr 12 1932.. 30: 188
Donald H of Hugh T and Jennie G Dec 13 1935...... 32: 133
Edward J of Patrick J and Mary T Apr 10 1935..... 32: 38
Elizabeth of John F and Veronica July 20 1931..... 30: 82
Helen L of Arthur E and Susie Apr 25 1932......... 30: 192
Herbert A of Herbert M and Theresa A July 20 1934.. 31: 211
James A of Albert V and Yvette Apr 19 1935....... 32: 45
James D of John F and Veronica Aug 16 1935....... 32: 89
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Collins James F of James F and Esther Feb 21 1934 .......... 31: 156
Collins James T of Thomas and Margaret Nov 17 1932 .......... 30: 274
Collins Joan E of Winthrop B and Elma M Apr 8 1935 .......... 32: 37
Collins Louise M of Herbert M and Teresa A Feb 18 1932 .......... 30: 166
Collins Mary M (Twin) of William J and Helen Apr 12 1932 .......... 30: 188
Collins Mary M of Patrick J and Mary T Nov 24 1933 .......... 31: 121
Collins Mary R of John F and Veronica Feb 11 1933 .......... 31: 16
Collins Mildred R of Dean C and Renee Oct 18 1934 .......... 31: 245
Collins Paula of James F and Esther Oct 21 1935 .......... 32: 114
Collins Raymond F of Harold B and Lillian M May 12 1935 .......... 32: 51
Collins Sheila A of William B and Kathryn Feb 1 1935 .......... 32: 12
Collins Susan D of Frederick W and Margaret V Nov 12 1931 .......... 30: 127
Collins — d of Elijah C and Gladys B Mar 11 1932 .......... 30: 183
Collins — s of Elijah C and Gladys B Feb 16 1934 .......... 31: 160
Collison Sandra L of Curtis L and Svea E Dec 18 1935 .......... 32: 135
Cologne Ernest A of Ferdinand and Louise Aug 17 1932 .......... 30: 237
Colombo Antonio of Vincenzo and Louisa Apr 4 1932 .......... 30: 185
Colombo Theresa of Vincenzo and Luisa June 20 1935 .......... 32: 66
Colone Gloria of Luigi and Mary Jan 2 1932 .......... 30: 149
Colonies Ann of Francis and Flora May 8 1931 .......... 30: 53
Colonna John B of John B and Irene B Apr 1 1931 .......... 30: 39
Coloon Frederick A of Frederick A and Mary Oct 10 1931 .......... 30: 114
Colson Robert A of Frederick A and Mary E Apr 10 1935 .......... 32: 38
Colstad Priscilla of Charles N and Helen Oct 28 1931 .......... 30: 120
Colucci Giovanna M of Frank H and Teresa Dec 23 1933 .......... 31: 131
Colucci Lawrence F of Frank H and Teresa June 5 1935 .......... 32: 60
Colville — s of Edward and May Sept 16 1931 .......... 30: 105
Colvin Anne C of Charles E and Gertrude E June 30 1933 .......... 31: 67
Colvin Elizabeth of Waldo P and Evelyn Nov 29 1931 .......... 30: 132
Colvin Russell G of Ralph R and Ethel M Apr 19 1933 .......... 31: 41
Colvin Shirley M of Ralph R and Ethel M May 9 1931 .......... 30: 53
Colvin — s of Charles E and Gertrude E Sept 23 1934 .......... 31: 239
Colwell John W of Williston F and Ruth M Feb 4 1931 .......... 30: 15
Colwell Kenneth W of Edith May 9 1932 .......... 30: 198
Colwell Patricia H of Samuel G and Margaret H Dec 10 1931 .......... 30: 138
Colwell — d of John T and Elizabeth L May 19 1934 .......... 31: 188
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
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Comager Herbert E (c) of Herbert and Constance Aug 3 1931. 30: 88
Comber Edward R of Edward A and Isabell M Dec 1 1932. 30: 280
Comeau Arthur L of Wilfred W and Alice July 24 1933. 31: 77
Comeau Bernard L of Bernard L and Marie C June 3 1933. 31: 59
Comeau Paul J of Francis J and Mary A Apr 30 1932. 30: 194
Comella Fredrick of Leo and Giuseppina Jan 7 1933. 31: 2
Comella Marie D of Giuseppe and Sara June 12 1935. 32: 62
Comella Salvatore A of Mariano and Carmella Mar 30 1931. 30: 36
Comella Salvatore B of Michael and Maria Jan 24 1931. 30: 9
Comella Teresa of Antonio and Maria Nov 30 1935. 32: 128
Comella — s of Michael and Maria Dec 17 1931. 30: 146
Comello Ann G of Giuseppe and Loretta Dec 5 1933. 31: 126
Commette Barbara J of Arthur J and Lillian A Feb 4 1932. 30: 161
Como Vittorio A of Anthony and Victoria Sept 17 1932. 30: 249
Compagnone Lillian R of Michele and Lidia Sept 14 1932. 30: 247
Compagnone Theresa B of Giuseppe and Santina Aug 26 1933. 31: 90
Companatico Elsa of Domenico and Emilia May 18 1931. 30: 57
Comparone Barbara A of Pietro and Caterina Jan 15 1933. 31: 5
Comparone Patriccia A of Federico and Natalina July 7 1934. 31: 206
Comprone Alfred A of Alfred and Giuseppina Jan 29 1933. 31: 10
Comras Joseph T of Jacob L and Rose July 16 1933. 31: 74
Comstock Marie E of Thomas A and Alice E Oct 2 1934. 31: 240
Conaty Catherine C of Arthur L and Katherine S June 19 1931. 30: 70
Conaty Jean M of John T and Catherine A Jan 18 1931. 30: 7
Conaty Sarah T of Thomas P and Helen L Apr 4 1933. 31: 36
Conboy John K of James F and Agnes R June 28 1931. 30: 73
Conboy Luke R of George T and Flora B July 17 1933. 31: 74
Conboy Robert E of George T and Flora B Apr 15 1932. 30: 189
Conca Alfred R of Natalino and Luisa Aug 1 1934. 31: 217
Conca Anna F of Ermalio and Rosina June 9 1932. 30: 210
Conca Anthony of Antonio and Filomena Sept 4 1935. 32: 96
Conca Elizabeth of Vincenzo G and Stella F June 29 1933. 31: 67
Conca — s of Armandino and Rose Jan 10 1931. 30: 12
Conde Edmond F of Urban V and Gertrude L May 20 1935. 32: 54
Conde Norman F of Urban B and Gertrude L Apr 27 1934. 31: 179
Conde Richard F (Twin) of Raymond O and Gladys L Oct 18 1932. 30: 262
Conde Robert V (Twin) of Raymond O and Gladys L Oct 18 1932. 30: 262
Condon Francis B of Francis B and Lillian F May 30 1935. 32: 57
Condon Gertrude E of John L and Esther Aug 27 1931. 30: 97
Condon Marion E of William J and Mary E May 18 1934. 31: 187
Condon William L of John L and Esther E Aug 30 1934. 31: 227
Conery Jacqueline C of George B and Loretta Feb 17 1935. 32: 17
Conetta Reta of Antonio and Antonetta Sept 29 1933. 31: 102
Conforti Anna of Salvatore and Caroline Feb 17 1935. 32: 17
Congdon John C of Howard W and Ruth C Sept 23 1934........ 31: 235
Congdon Norma C of Courtland A and Phyllis C Dec 17 1933... 31: 130
Conheeney William D of William P and Catherine A Aug 16
1933......................................................... 31: 86
Conkey David L of Clarence E and Helen June 14 1933........ 31: 63
Conklin Barbara B of Harold F and Emma A Aug 15 1931.... 30: 92
Conley Elinor T of Joseph and Sarah June 30 1935............. 32: 69
Conley Mary E of Peter F and Elizabeth F Sept 6 1934...... 31: 230
Conley Nancy of Robert J and Hazel Sept 9 1933............... 31: 96
Conley Raymond R of Joseph and Sarah Aug 12 1933............ 31: 85
Conley Ronald F of Peter F and Elizabeth F May 23 1932.... 30: 202
Conley Virginia F of Albert R and Eugenie J July 30 1931.... 30: 86
Conley William H of Peter F and Elizabeth F Mar 4 1931.... 30: 27
Conley —— s of William L and Mary E Sept 29 1931......... 30: 110
Conley —— s of Frank J and Loretta Sept 16 1932............ 30: 255
Conlon Charles W of Charles W and Dora E Oct 22 1935..... 32: 114
Conlon Joseph F of Joseph F and Ethel Feb 13 1935.......... 32: 16
Conlon Joseph M of Peter and Anna Mar 14 1931............. 30: 30
Conlon Mary C of Eugene J and Mary C Feb 9 1932............ 30: 163
Conlon —— s of Anna May 11 1931........................... 30: 54
Conn Frances E of Earle F and Ethel H Mar 17 1935............ 32: 27
Conn Leslie E of John H and Rhoda Feb 22 1933.............. 31: 19
Conneely Helen T of John J and Helen T May 23 1935......... 32: 55
Conneely Robert J of Robert J and Mary J Nov 6 1933....... 31: 116
Connell Edna J of John A and Edna G Feb 11 1935............ 32: 15
Connell Hazel M of William J and Hazel Dec 11 1931........ 30: 138
Connell James of James E and Cecilia J Feb 23 1932......... 30: 167
Connell Joseph B of John J and Catherine E Aug 25 1933... B-1: 83
Connell Theresa C of Edward J and Catherine E Oct 16 1932.. 30: 248
Connell Walter S of Malcolm L and Virginia M Oct 23 1931.... 30: 119
Connelly Charles J of Althea A Apr 24 1934............... 31: 178
Connelly Francis J of James F and Evelyn Jan 28 1931....... 30: 11
Connelly Joan M of Thomas L and Margaret E Aug 7 1934..... 31: 218
Connelly Lelian E of Joseph and Mary Jan 26 1933............ 31: 9
Connelly Richard H of James F and Evelyn Feb 14 1934...... 31: 154
Conner Susanne of Ernest and Constance C June 12 1934...... 31: 196
Connerton Anne M of James F and Edana M Feb 21 1931....... 30: 21
Connetta Antonio of Antonio and Antonetta Nov 20 1935...... 32: 125
Connick Muriel A of Robert M and Gladys May 18 1933....... 31: 52
Connick Robert M of Robert M and Gladys Apr 11 1932........ 30: 187
Connly Robert A of Robert A and Doris A Nov 9 1933......... 31: 117
Connolly Agnes M of John J and Roseanna Jan 4 1932......... 30: 150
Connolly Giles of Margaret July 17 1932.................. 30: 224
Connolly Madelyn M of Joseph B and Madeline M Apr 29 1932.. 30: 193
Connolly Marion J of James F and Rose H Mar 24 1933........ 31: 31
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Connolly Maureen M of James A and Elizabeth McG Aug 1
1934 .................................................. 31:217
Connolly William E of John H and Helen Mar 1 1934 .... 31:161
Connor Eugene R of John H and Agnes L Apr 6 1935 .... 32: 37
Connor John H of John H and Agnes L June 27 1935 .... 31: 66
Connor Robert of Arthur and Catherine Dec 14 1935 .... 32:134
Connors Carol A of William J and Alice G July 3 1934 .... 31:204
Connors Edward T of James and Laura J Aug 18 1934 .... 31:222
Connors Elaine M of James and Laura J July 23 1933 .... 31: 76
Connors Hope R of James and Hope May 20 1932 ....... 30:201
Connors James F of James and Laura J Sept 2 1931 ....... 30:100
Connors James R of William H and Doris L July 10 1934 .... 31:207
Connors Joseph G of George T and Madeleine C Aug 4 1932 ... 30:233
Connors Margaret J of Daniel and Mary Dec 9 1933 ....... 31:127
Connors Mary T of Daniel and Mary July 4 1931 ....... 30: 76
Connors Richard J of James and Hope Oct 30 1934 ....... 31:249
Conrad Austin H of John H and Irene May 6 1931 ....... 30: 52
Conrad Robert L of Egbert V and Ruth M July 2 1932 .... 30:219
Conroy Charlotte M of James F and Anna Jan 21 1933 .... 31: 7
Conroy Francis W of Francis W and Laura S Sept 30 1934 .... 31:238
Conroy Gertrude A of James F and Anna Dec 4 1935 .... 32:131
Conroy James F of James F and Anna Aug 20 1931 ....... 30: 94
Conroy John E of James F and Anna M Apr 19 1934 .... 31:177
Conroy Virginia of James P and Annie J May 24 1933 .... 31: 54
Considine William P of William P and Lillian M Nov 15 1931,30:128
Consoles Luigi of Luigi and Dora Oct 22 1931 .......... 30:118
Constant Henry of Joseph L R and Ida R Sept 13 1935 .... 32:100
Constant Joseph L R of Joseph L R and Ida R Oct 3 1931 ... 30:111
Constant Wilfred A of Joseph L R and Ida R Sept 25 1933 .... 31:101
Conte Edmund B of Pasquale and Ada June 29 1933 ....... 32: 69
Conti Albino F of Francesco and Natalina Mar 15 1934 .... 31:165
Conti Alfredo N of Salvatore and Angelina June 4 1932 .... 30:297
Conti Anna M of Joseph and Josephine Feb 2 1935 ....... 32: 12
Conti Benjamin of Joseph and Josephine Aug 30 1933 .... 31: 91
Conti Gennaro of Gennaro and Lucia Nov 15 1931 ....... 30:128
Conti George of Nicola V and Maria G Jan 8 1935 ....... 32:  3
Conti Giovanni of Giuseppe and Vittoria Jan 20 1933 ....... 31: 7
Conti Giuseppe P of Antonio and Maria Oct 30 1932 .... 30:267
Conti Gloria I of Anthony and Edna Aug 7 1931 .......... 30: 89
Conti John J of Henry A and Dorothy Feb 20 1932 ....... 30:166
Conti Joseph of Giuseppe and Vittoria Apr 7 1934 ....... 31:173
Conti Maria of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 19 1931 ....... 30: 45
Conti Palma of Giuseppe and Vittoria Jan 25 1932 ....... 30:156
Conti Salvatore F of Salvatore and Angelina Apr 8 1931 .... 30: 41
Conti — d of Henry A and Dorothy F Nov 9 1933...........31: 124
Conti — d of Henry A and Dorothy F Dec 10 1934...........31: 273
Conti — d of Alexander and Emma G May 27 1935...........32: 58
Contillo Carol N of Michael and Angelina Dec 25 1934......31: 270
Contillo Elisabeth C of Leonard J and Domenica June 25

1935 ......................................................32: 67
Contillo Philip of Filippo and Mary May 27 1932...........30: 204
Contois Jane L of Wilfrid and Claire Mar 4 1931...........30: 27
Conway Agnes of Edward A and Mary Dec 4 1934...........31: 262
Conway Charles F of Frederick L and Sarah E June 26 1931..30: 72
Conway Edward R of Elizabeth Feb 22 1932.................30: 167
Conway Francis J of Joseph and Mary T Apr 6 1934...........31: 173
Conway James D of Thomas W and Alice F June 2 1932......30: 207
Conway Jean L of Edward A and Mary Feb 6 1933............31: 14
Conway Joan M of Charles G and Helen J Dec 12 1931......30: 138
Conway Joan M of Bernard E and Doris A Aug 22 1933......31: 88
Conway Joyce B of James N and Vera July 1 1935...........32: 71
Conway Leonard T of Leonard W and Agnes M Sept 4 1931...30: 101
Conway Margaret A of William A and Mary D July 4 1931...30: 76
Conway Margaret F of Frederick L and Sarah E July 2 1934..31: 204
Conway Mary S of Edward A and Mary July 6 1931.........30: 77
Conway Raymond J of Raymond J and Doris E Oct 1 1932...30: 256
Conway Richard of Clarence J and Eleanor K May 7 1935...32: 49
Conway Robert J of Thomas W and Alice May 9 1935......32: 50
Conway Thomas F of Thomas F and Ruth L Sept 27 1934.....31: 237
Conway Thomas W of Thomas W and Alice F Mar 30 1931....30: 36
Conway William E of William E and Marion E Nov 7 1935...32: 121
Conway William F of Patrick S and Mary E Jan 7 1931....30: 3
Conway William F of Leonard W and Agnes M July 17 1933..31: 74
Coogan John of James W and Veronica L Oct 10 1931......30: 114
Coogan Madeline M of James W and Lauretta S July 1 1933..31: 69
Coogan Raymond of James W and Veronica L Oct 6 1932....30: 258
Coogan Robert E of John J and Margaret M May 5 1932......30: 197
Cook Allen S of Allen C and Annie Jan 7 1935.............32: 2
Cook Bette L of Robert S and Lucile M May 15 1935.......32: 52
Cook Bradley A (c) of Henry L and Helen J July 30 1935...32: 82
Cook Donald H of Doris M Nov 24 1931.....................30: 131
Cook Eddie P of Arthur E and Lucille Oct 12 1934.........31: 243
Cook Frederick W of Frederick W and Lucille Apr 6 1931...30: 40
Cook Henry T of Henry T and Faith S Dec 8 1931...........30: 137
Cook James A of James A and Gladys M Feb 11 1934.......31: 153
Cook James F of James L and Mary E Jan 25 1933...........31: 9
Cook Jane M of James A and Gladys M Mar 14 1932.........30: 176
Cook Janet M of Milton M and Fannie E Aug 16 1934......31: 222
Cook John E of Frederick W and Lucille E Dec 20 1935....32: 135
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cook John W of John H and Nellie Aug 28 1934 ............ 31: 226
Cook Kathryn B of Kenneth B and Olive Aug 24 1931 .... 30: 96
Cook Kenneth L of Lawrence L and Mary A Oct 20 1934 .... 31: 246
Cook Laura L of George I and Bertha M June 30 1935 .... 32: 69
Cook Marcia I of Alfred L and Veronica H Nov 8 1935 .... 32: 121
Cook Marjorie L of Henry A and Louie July 9 1934 ....... 31: 207
Cook Mary L of Clarence and Marion A Nov 13 1934 ....... 31: 255
Cook Muriel D of Herbert E and Edna F Apr 18 1932 ....... 30: 190
Cook Patricia A of William M and Rose A Mar 17 1935 .... 32: 27
Cook Raye of Raymond G and Winifred J July 13 1933 .... 31: 73
Cook Richard N of George I and Bertha M Mar 18 1931 .... 30: 32
Cook Robert A of Frederick W and Lucille Sept 8 1932 .... 30: 246
Cook Robert D of John H and Lena M Apr 13 1933 ....... 31: 38
Cook Stephen O of George I and Bertha M Aug 31 1932 .... 30: 242
Cook Walter R of Walter R and Alice B Apr 3 1931 ....... 30: 39
Cooke Carol L of Stuart and Elizabeth Dec 6 1934 ....... 31: 263
Cooke Claire L of Edgar W and Bertha J Apr 4 1934 ....... 31: 172
Cooke Dolores R of Clinton R and Rose C Nov 17 1931 .... 30: 128
Cooko Everett H of Hazard K and Ella M Oct 18 1932 .... 30: 267
Cooko Jean C of James C and Yvonne A Aug 23 1933 ....... 32: 92
Cooko John C of Hazard K and Ella M Nov 2 1933 ......... 31: 115
Cooko Kenneth A of Frank and Alicia Jan 14 1931 ....... 30: 5
Cooko Richard E of Ernest F and Gertrude E May 6 1934 .... 31: 183
Cooko Ruth A of Stuart P and Elizabeth Sept 15 1932 .... 30: 248
Cooko Thelma A of Harold R and Arline June 3 1931 ....... 30: 64
Cooko Virginia A of Ernest F and Gertrude E Aug 5 1932 .... 30: 233
Cooko Walter E of Walter E and Christine M Mar 2 1932 .... 30: 172
Cookson Gleason O of Earl G and Bertha C Nov 26 1932 .... 30: 276
Coolen Robert J of James and Doris Jan 16 1933 ......... 31: 5
Cooko Joyce of Alden B and Florrie Apr 15 1932 ......... 30: 189
Cookobs Carol M of Walter T and Alice L May 1 1934 .... 31: 182
Cookombs Marcia J of Lloyd T and Ella M May 28 1933 .... 31: 56
Coon Robert A of Alton H and Hazel M Apr 6 1933 ....... 31: 36
Cooko CaroJ of Earl L and Violet Aug 25 1933 ......... 31: 90
Cooney Donald of Charles W and Ellen V Sept 6 1932 .... 30: 245
Cooko Eleanor M of Edward T and Rosealba Feb 16 1935 .... 32: 17
Cooko Frederick G of Frederick G and Winifred F May 28 1933. .... 31: 56
Cooko Harold J of Harold E and Ethel V Sept 23 1933 .... 31: 100
Cooney Irene L of John J and Irene G Aug 18 1931 ....... 30: 94
Cooko James F of James F and Lisetta Mar 11 1932 ....... 30: 175
Cooko James F of James F and Lillian M May 20 1934 .... 31: 188
Cooney Joan M of Austin P and Madeleine E May 20 1934 .... 31: 188
Cooney John J of John J and Irene G Dec 16 1933 ....... 31: 130
Cooko John P of John J and Margaret M July 5 1931 ....... 30: 77
Cooko Lois E of Frederick G and Winifred F May 16 1932 .... 30: 200
Cooney Marie H of John J and Mary F Feb 25 1935..............32: 20
Cooney Marie T of Frederick P and Mary M Apr 11 1934........31: 174
Cooney Michael of John P and Margaret M July 30 1932........30: 220
Cooney Ralph of John M and Martha I Nov 4 1934..............31: 252
Cooney Robert F of John P and Margaret M July 6 1933........31: 70
Cooney Robert M of Frederick G and Winifred F Nov 12 1935...32: 122
Cooney Terence P of John P and Margaret M Dec 13 1934......31: 266
Cooney Thomas F of Thomas S and Helen Feb 4 1935..........32: 13
Cooper Audrey L of Lloyd S and Ellen M Apr 10 1935........32: 38
Cooper Eleanor S of Arthur and Gertrude H May 7 1934......31: 183
Cooper John C of Arthur McC and Mary J Nov 4 1932........30: 269
Cooper Judith A of Harry E and Helen June 3 1934.........31: 193
Cooper June L of Henry and Mary June 26 1933..............31: 66
Cooper Peter C of Arthur McC and Mary J Feb 6 1931.........30: 16
Copeland Gordon W J of Gordon W J and Marie June 17 1931..30: 69
Copeland James P of James P and Florence Jan 18 1932......30: 154
Copeland William H of James D and Helen H P Nov 7 1933....31: 116
Coppa Frances of Anna May 31 1935..........................32: 57
Coppa Frank of Francesco and Concetta Feb 28 1935........30: 21
Coppa Giovanni of Giovanni and Rosina Dec 14 1931.......30: 139
Coppa Rosa R of Giovanni and Rosina May 18 1933.........31: 52
Coppa William A of Giovanni and Rosina Mar 3 1935......32: 23
Coppola Carmine V of Antonio and Rosa July 16 1931......30: 81
Coppola Gladys L A of Edward A and Innocentia C Apr 24
1932......................................................30: 192
Coppola Harry J of Umberto A and Mary L June 17 1934..31: 198
Coppola Ralph A of Raffaele A and Addolorata M Mar 25 1934.31: 168
Coppola Ralph J of Raffaele G and Clelia Sept 7 1934....31: 230
Coppola Ronald of Beatrice R June 19 1935.................32: 65
Coppolelli Joseph N of Joseph and Mary Mar 21 1935......32: 29
Coppolino Maria P of John and Maria E Mar 25 1934......31: 168
Copponi Marie T of Bernardo and Maria May 27 1935.......32: 56
Corbeil Arlene M of Joseph D E and Margaret M Feb 16 1933..31: 17
Corbeil Dennis E of Joseph D E and Margaret M Mar 14 1932.30: 176
Corbeil Donald J of Joseph D E and Margaret M Sept 1 1935..32: 96
Corbeil Edward A of Albert and Mary L L Jan 2 1932......30: 149
Corbesero Eleanor A (Twin) of Ralph and Bertha M Apr 27
1933......................................................31: 43
Corbesero Eugene D (Twin) of Ralph and Bertha M Apr 27
1933..................................................................31: 43
Corbesero Ralph of Ralph and Bertha M Jan 22 1931........30: 8
Corbett Helen of Joseph W and Katherine R Feb 28 1932....30: 169
Corbett Marian of William and Helen C Aug 20 1933........31: 88
Corbett Nicholas of Stephan and Nellie June 11 1931.......30: 67
Corbett Rose M of William J and Helen C Apr 27 1935......32: 44
Corbett William J of William J and Esther Apr 2 1935......32: 35
Corbin Beverly of William L and Margaret Apr 25 1934 .......... 31:179
Corbin Dorothy of Walter E and Elizabeth M Aug 20 1932 .... 30:238
Corbin Evelyn M of Edward and Regina Aug 6 1932 .......... 30:234
Corbin Lawrence F of Francis L and Evelina M July 31 1931 30 : 86
Corbin Mildred of William and Margaret May 28 1932 ........ 30:204
Corbin —— s of Elizabeth M Aug 1 1934 ..................... 31:274
Corbishley Joan X of George H and Myrtle G Sept 7 1933 .... 31:95
Corbishley John W of George H and Myrtle G Aug 24 1934 ... 31:225
Corcelli Angela M of Louis P and Vincenza Jan 31 1934 ....... 31:148
Corcelli Antonio of Antonio and Anna Nov 14 1932 .......... 30:273
Corcelli Dolores G of Louis P and Vincenza July 8 1935 ....... 32:73
Corcoran Alan B of Archie J and Margaret E Nov 4 1933 ...... 31:115
Corcoran Alice of Bert and Margaret Dec 26 1933 ............ 31:133
Corcoran Arthur N of Charles E and Ethel M Nov 3 1931 ...... 30:124
Corcoran Dorothy M of Joseph L and Dorothy E May 29 1934 . 31:190
Corcoran Frederick A of Frank J A and Anna E July 23 1934 . 31:212
Corcoran Harold P of Joseph L and Dorothy E Oct 21 1931 ... 30:118
Corcoran Joan of Mortimer M and Margaret Aug 25 1935 .. 32:92
Corcoran John E of Thomas F and Margaret M Feb 15 1933 .... 31:17
Corcoran Mary J of John V and Alice M Apr 9 1933 .......... 31:37
Corcoran Mary M of Thomas F and Margaret M July 7 1935 ... 32:73
Corcoran Maureen F of Peter J and Rose I Oct 21 1931 ....... 30:118
Corcoran Patricia A of Edward F and Alice C Mar 17 1934 ... 31:165
Corcoran Richard J of Thomas F and Margaret M Nov 6 1931 . 30:125
Corcoran —— d of Charles E and Ethel M Dec 13 1932 .......... 30:289
Cordeiro Joseph R of Jose E and Eleanor H Jan 5 1934 ..... 31:140
Cordeiro Manuel R of Manuel R and Mary Feb 25 1934 ...... 31:158
Corden Joseph R of Edward T and Mary A Jan 28 1933 ....... 31:9
Cordner Samuel E of Samuel E and Stephanie Oct 16 1933 ... 31:109
Cordner Virginia A of Samuel E and Stephanie Nov 29 1931 . 30:132
Corelli Gino A of Giovanni and Immacolata Dec 9 1931 ....... 30:137
Coren Alva L of Barney and Sarah Mar 7 1934 ............... 31:163
Corey Carol of James B and Catherine Apr 12 1931 .......... 30:42
Corey Mary B of William J and Alice E Apr 6 1931 .......... 30:40
Corey Mary E of Harry M and Elizabeth M July 4 1935 ...... 32:72
Corey —— d of William J and Alice E July 15 1933 ........... 31:81
Corio —— s of Maria C Aug 9 1935 ......................... 32:143
Coristine Charles R of Charles and Mary Oct 30 1935 ........ 32:116
Coristine Edward K of Thomas F and Rose B Mar 20 1935 .. 32:29
Corkrean Donald A of Clarence L and Inez M Mar 11 1931 . 30:29
Corducci Gloria of Pasquale and Maria L Dec 12 1931 ....... 30:138
Cormier Clarence J of Arthur W and Olive Nov 7 1931 ....... 30:126
Cormier Donald P of Evariste A and Mary A Jan 31 1931 .. 30:12
Cormier George E of Arthur J and May Jan 19 1935 ........ 32:6
Cormier John J of John J and Eva Jan 10 1932 ............. 30:151
Cormier Robert F of Arthur W and Olive Dec 31 1935 ........... 32: 139
Cormier William H of John J and Eva Jan 16 1933 ........... 31: 5
Cornelius Nancy A of Charles B and Dorothy A Mar 19 1934 .... 31: 166
Cornell Barbara M of Leanos A and Josephine M May 7 1931 .... 30: 53
Cornell Dorothy J of Walter F and Dorothy L Aug 4 1931 .... 30: 88
Cornell Florence G of James M and Annie C Apr 2 1931 ....... 30: 39
Cornell Frederic A of Frederic A and Marjorie V Jan 22 1935 .... 32: 7
Cornell Jean A of James M and Annie C Mar 5 1935 ....... 32: 24
Cornell Loretta M of Harriet Mar S 1935 ....... 32: 25
Cornell Merrill G of Rowland G and Sarah Mar 18 1934 ....... 31: 166
Cornell — d of Charles C and Mary L Oct 18 1932 .......... 30: 262
Corner Grace E (c) of Albert D and Nellie E Aug 28 1934 .... 31: 226
Cornicelli Salvatore of Tomaso and Maria Apr 18 1932 ....... 30: 190
Corning Barbara A of Henry A and Zita A Apr 20 1933 ....... 31: 41
Corning Grace J of John A and Josephine S Sept 8 1933 ....... 31: 96
Corning Verna A of Henry A and Zita Mar 18 1931 ....... 30: 32
Coro Domenico of Domenico and Amelia May 29 1934 ....... 31: 190
Coro Teresa E of Domenico and Amelia June 11 1932 ....... 30: 211
Corolla Rosemarie F of Samuel and Josephine Oct 8 1934 ....... 31: 242
Corr Marie of Edward L and Mary L Jan 14 1932 ....... 30: 153
Corrado Marie of Antonio and Ersilia Oct 24 1934 ....... 31: 247
Corrado Michael of James V and Michelina Dec 23 1934 ....... 31: 269
Correa Diamantina of Francisco and Olentina Nov 16 1931 .... 30: 128
Correa Edward J of Henry E and Sarah L June 23 1935 ....... 32: 67
Correa Francisca (c) of Jose and Rosa Jan 23 1931 ....... 30: 9
Correa Regina M of Eduardo and Beatrice A Dec 9 1934 ....... 31: 264
Correa Richard S of Vincent S and Violante Mar 8 1935 ....... 32: 25
Correa — d of Giovanni and Maddalena May 17 1931 ....... 30: 56
Correa — s of Beatrice Nov 26 1935 ....... 32: 127
Correia Bernadina of Jose and Evelyn June 2 1931 ....... 30: 64
Correia Richard of Jose and Evelyn Aug 11 1932 ....... 30: 235
Correllas Joseph of Joseph and Constance July 4 1932 ....... 30: 220
Corrente Agnese D of Eugenio and Palma Mar 1 1931 ....... 30: 26
Corrente Elena of Giuseppe and Edith June 17 1933 ....... 31: 64
Corrente Francesco A of Francesco A and Giovannina Nov 29 1931 ....... 30: 132
Corrente Frank J of Giuseppe and Ida Nov 25 1934 ....... 31: 259
Corrente Marie of Alessandro and Angelina June 14 1935 .... 32: 63
Corrente Mario P of Pietro and Emilia Apr 19 1931 ....... 30: 45
Corrente Mary E of Giuseppe and Edith Feb 25 1931 ....... 30: 22
Corrente — s of Giuseppe and Edith Apr 7 1932 ....... 30: 195
Correra Elisabetta C of Domenico and Giuseppina Feb 5 1932 .... 30: 162
Correra Ralph of Raffaele and Maria C Nov 9 1934 ....... 31: 253
Correra Theresa M of Luigi G and Maria A Mar 14 1935 ....... 32: 26
Corridon Raymond R of Raymond R and Florence L Feb 5 1931 ....... 30: 15
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Corrigan Bernard J of Michael F and Louise A Dec 3 1933...31:125
Corrigan Christopher J of James H and Lillian R Dec 12 1931.30:138
Corrigan Elizabeth A of James J and Mercedes M Mar 11 1935.32: 26
Corrigan James H of James H and Lillian R July 9 1934.31:207
Corrigan James N of Michael F and Louise A Dec 16 1934.31:267
Corrigan Mary F of James H and Lillian R Oct 28 1932.30:266
Corrigan Mary L of Margaret T Oct 13 1934...31:243
Corrigan Michael F of Michael F and Louise A Dec 17 1932...30:284
Corrigan — d of Arthur B and Mary T Apr 25 1934...31:181
Corriveau Joyce M of Rene L and Esther L Dec 5 1934...31:263
Corriveau Mary A F of Armand L and Lena June 9 1931...30: 66
Corry Raymond C of James J and Anna S Nov 29 1932...30:278
Corry — d of James J and Etta C Dec 23 1933...31:131
Corsair Arthur V of Arthur V and Alice E Dec 15 1934...31:266
Corsair David B of David B and Rita V Aug 11 1934...31:220
Corsetti Barbara A of Carlo and Lucia Aug 6 1935...32: 85
Corsetti Giulia A of Gaetano and Maria V Sept 29 1935...32:105
Corsetti Gloria M of Amato and Maria May 22 1932...30:202
Corsetti Phyllis B of Luigi and Concetta Oct 16 1935...32:112
Corsetti Rocco A P of Angelo M and Sofia Nov 29 1935...32:128
Corsetti — d of Angelo M and Sofia Jan 25 1931...30: 9
Corsetti — s of Angelo M and Sofia Dec 11 1931...30:146
Corsi Anthony C of Mario and Carolina Nov 5 1933...31:116
Corsi Dolores A of Mario and Carolina May 2 1935...32: 47
Corsi — d of Peter and Anna May 29 1934...31:190
Corso Antonina of Antonio and Lucia Dec 24 1932...30:286
Corso Esterina A of Corrado and Caterina June 27 1931...30: 73
Corso Giovanni of Giuseppe and Rosa July 2 1931...30: 76
Corso Rita G of Giovanni and Elvira Aug 24 1931...30: 96
Cort Carl M of Joseph A and Bertha May 31 1935...32: 57
Cortellesa Giovanni of Giovanni and Assunta Nov 8 1931...30:126
Cortellesa Pasquale of Giovanni and Assunta Nov 19 1933...31:120
Cortes Angelo of Manuel D and Genevieve G Aug 30 1934...31:227
Corveno Edward E of Eduardo and Dea B Sept 18 1935...32:101
Corvese, Antonetta M of Louis and Angelina M Sept 21 1935...32:102
Corvese Arturo (Twin) of Emilio and Domenica Jan 16 1931...30: 6
Corvese Beverly A of Ernest and Felgra T May 5 1933...31: 48
Corvese Carmino of Carmino and Elisa Nov 8 1934...31:253
Corvese Doris A of Daniel E and Helen M May 2 1933...31: 47
Corvese Elia (Twin) of Emilio and Domenica Jan 16 1931...30: 6
Corvese Rosemaria of Gioacchino and Concetta Mar 10 1935...32: 25
Corvi Vincent of Vincenzo and Anna I Feb 15 1934...31:154
Cosby Frederick J (c) of Priscilla Aug 15 1933...31:137
Cosmo Homer J of Lena Nov 30 1932...30:292
Cost Robert L of Lena M and Mabel E Apr 23 1935...32: 42
Costa Albert of Albert and Rose July 5 1934...31:205
Costa Alfred of Charles and Mary Mar 3 1933............... 31: 24
Costa Anthony of Victor and Teresa J Dec 31 1933........... 31: 134
Costa Arthur E of Arthur E and Eleanor A Dec 20 1934....... 31: 268
Costa Charles L of Manuel and Ambrozina C Aug 25 1934...... 31: 225
Costa Delores P G (c) of Albert and Philomena S Oct 19 1935 32: 113
Costa Dolores of Jose and Margaret July 20 1931............ 30: 82
Costa Dolores of Joao V and Maria I Jan 3 1932.............. 30: 149
Costa Dominga (c) of Nunes and Dolly Apr 21 1932........... 30: 191
Costa Doris F of Anthony and Mary July 29 1932............ 30: 229
Costa Edward of Mary June 22 1934.......................... 30: 71
Costa Edward of Antonio and Maria deL Aug 11 1932......... 30: 235
Costa Ernest of Anthony and Maria H C May 13 1932.......... 30: 199
Costa Ernest D of Antonio and Maria deL Aug 2 1935......... 32: 84
Costa Evelyn M of Anthony and Maria H July 18 1933......... 31: 74
Costa Fellippe A (c) of Nunes and Dolly May 1 1934......... 31: 182
Costa Frank of Jose and Vittoria Nov 9 1932................ 30: 271
Costa Frank of Francisco J and Maria deM Aug 9 1933........ 31: 84
Costa Gilbert J of John D and Mary Jan 22 1931............. 30: 8
Costa Gladys L of Guilherme and Anna July 27 1935......... 32: 81
Costa Hortence of Joseph and Belmeda May 28 1931........... 30: 60
Costa Jose of Jose and Delia June 9 1932.................... 30: 210
Costa Joseph of Jose and Vittoria Aug 18 1934............... 31: 222
Costa Joseph of Sylvia July 18 1935........................ 32: 77
Costa Kenneth F (c) of John and Mary July 14 1932......... 30: 223
Costa Leonore D of George J and Mary Jan 2 1933............ 31: 11
Costa Lorena A of Jose and Vittoria Sept 9 1931............. 30: 102
Costa Mary L of Thomas and Gertrude Apr 14 1935............ 32: 39
Costa Norma G of George J and Mary Mar 5 1934.............. 31: 162
Costa Renaldo J of Manuel and Maria C July 11 1933......... 31: 72
Costa Roland C (c) of Manuel and Dorothy H July 24 1932.... 30: 227
Costa Theresa of Antonio and Maria deL Nov 8 1933.......... 31: 116
Costa William H of Guilherme and Anna July 21 1933......... 31: 76
Costa —— s of John J and Louise M Jan 27 1934.............. 31: 147
Costabile Antonio of Antonio N and Carolina Feb 14 1932.... 30: 164
Costabile Ciro D of Antonio N and Carolina Jan 5 1935...... 32: 2
Costabile Richard K of Antonio N and Carolina Feb 26 1933 31: 21
Costaldi Anna M of Giuseppe and Maria A Aug 6 1931....... 30: 89
Costantino Alexander W of Alexander A and Olga C Nov 29 1935 ................................................................. 32: 128
Costantino Attilio E of Attilio and Carolina July 24 1932... 30: 227
Costantino Donald A of Almerindo and Eleanor July 20 1935. 32: 78
Costantino Emilio A A of Erminio and Giovannina Apr 28 1933 .................................................................................. 31: 44
Costantino Francesco of Salvatore and Carmela Oct 21 1933.. 31: 110
Costantino Gene M of Gennaro G and Mildred A Aug 10 1933. 31: 85
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Giovanni of...</td>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>30: 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Helen M of...</td>
<td>Nov 8 1931</td>
<td>30: 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino John of...</td>
<td>July 15 1934</td>
<td>31: 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino John G of...</td>
<td>Feb 20 1934</td>
<td>31: 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Lucia D of...</td>
<td>May 13 1932</td>
<td>30: 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Norma B of...</td>
<td>Sept 27 1935</td>
<td>32: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Raffaele of...</td>
<td>Oct 22 1931</td>
<td>30: 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Richard of...</td>
<td>Nov 2 1935</td>
<td>32: 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Rosa C of...</td>
<td>May 26 1932</td>
<td>30: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costantino Verna J of...</td>
<td>Dec 27 1935</td>
<td>32: 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costanzo Anthony of...</td>
<td>Aug 9 1933</td>
<td>31: 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costanzo Francesco A of...</td>
<td>Jan 12</td>
<td>30: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coste Betsy of...</td>
<td>Nov 28 1933</td>
<td>31: 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coste Nicholas of...</td>
<td>Oct 20 1935</td>
<td>32: 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello Alfred P of...</td>
<td>Jan 10 1931</td>
<td>30: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello Carolyn E of...</td>
<td>Jan 31 1934</td>
<td>31: 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello Edward J of...</td>
<td>Mar 26 1933</td>
<td>31: 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello John D of...</td>
<td>May 3 1934</td>
<td>31: 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello John P of...</td>
<td>Apr 27 1935</td>
<td>32: 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello Joseph E of...</td>
<td>Jan 27 1933</td>
<td>31: 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello Patricia J of...</td>
<td>June 4 1932</td>
<td>30: 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello Virginia G of...</td>
<td>Jan 27 1931</td>
<td>30: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costigan Alice M of...</td>
<td>Sept 19 1931</td>
<td>30: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costigan Ida M of...</td>
<td>Dec 15 1932</td>
<td>30: 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costigan Joan A of...</td>
<td>July 7 1932</td>
<td>30: 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costigan Lilian R of...</td>
<td>June 17 1934</td>
<td>31: 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costigrano Maureen E of...</td>
<td>Mar 8 1932</td>
<td>30: 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cota Richard E of...</td>
<td>July 29 1935</td>
<td>32: 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Alice J of...</td>
<td>July 23 1931</td>
<td>30: 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Corrine L of...</td>
<td>Feb 9 1934</td>
<td>31: 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Gloria D of...</td>
<td>June 8 1934</td>
<td>31: 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Jean M (Twin) of...</td>
<td>Sept 1 1933</td>
<td>31: 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Joan C M of...</td>
<td>Feb 13 1932</td>
<td>30: 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Joan M (Twin) of...</td>
<td>Sept 1 1933</td>
<td>31: 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Louise F of...</td>
<td>Oct 20 1935</td>
<td>32: 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Normand A of...</td>
<td>Mar 1 1931</td>
<td>30: 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Paul A of...</td>
<td>Aug 18 1935</td>
<td>32: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Richard E of...</td>
<td>Oct 20 1933</td>
<td>31: 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Rita F of...</td>
<td>Aug 20 1934</td>
<td>31: 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Suzanne L of...</td>
<td>Dec 8 1935</td>
<td>32: 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote Teresa M of...</td>
<td>Sept 15 1931</td>
<td>30: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote William F of...</td>
<td>July 6 1932</td>
<td>30: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotoia Alberino M of...</td>
<td>Jan 15 1933</td>
<td>31: 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cotoia Anna G of Giuseppe and Giovannina July 1 1932... 30: 219
Cotoia Armando L of Francesco and Angelina Oct 10 1935... 32: 111
Cotoia Giovanni F of Nicola and Filomena Feb 17 1932... 30: 165
Cotoia Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Giovannina June 4 1935... 32: 59
Cotoia Marilyn A of Antonio and Lelia Aug 17 1933...... 31: 87
Cotoia Rose M of Nicola and Filomena Nov 20 1934...... 31: 257
Cotoia Vito of Francesco and Angelina July 30 1933..... 31: 79
Cotrell David L of Bertha V Aug 7 1935................. 32: 86
Cotta Antonio of Jose and Phoebe Apr 23 1931.......... 30: 47
Cotta John W of Joseph E and Helen E Apr 24 1931..... 30: 47
Cotta Lorraine P of Joseph and Rosaline July 7 1935... 32: 73
Cotter Ann of Richard F and Ellen B Feb 1 1934...... 31: 150
Cotter James K of John W and Mary E July 25 1931.... 30: 84
Cotter Leo C of Thomas A and Emily M May 23 1932.... 30: 202
Cotter Marjorie H of James P and Esther M Aug 19 1931... 30: 94
Cotter Paul of John W and Mary E Mar 17 1933......... 31: 28
Cotter — s of Thomas L and Anna T Dec 15 1933.... 31: 138
Cottle Hazel N of Harold A and Marjorie B Jan 21 1935.. 32: 7
Cottle Samuel S of Samuel S and Genevieve H Feb 12 1931... 30: 18
Cottle Wallace W of Ruth E Nov 17 1933................. 31: 119
Cotton Carolyn M of Clarence P and Virginia E Feb 26 1934... 31: 158
Cotton Maureen J of Maurice W and Pearl Mar 14 1933... 31: 28
Cotton Russell of Philip and Alice Sept 11 1934.... 31: 232
Cottrell Dolores A of Orasmus S and Lillian M Apr 5 1932... 30: 185
Coty Ronald V of Victor and Viola A May 3 1935..... 32: 48
Couch Eunice B of Herbert N and Eunice Mar 15 1931.... 30: 31
Coughlin David E (Triplet) of Robert and Ida June 18 1935... 32: 65
Coughlin Dona G S (Triplet) of Robert and Ida June 18 1935... 32: 65
Coughlin Donald R E (Triplet) of Robert and Ida June 18 1935... 32: 65
Coughlin Francis of Frank J and Caroline Sept 8 1934... 31: 239
Coughlin James (Twin) of John V and Regina C Nov 7 1935... 32: 121
Coughlin Jean (Twin) of John V and Regina C Nov 7 1935... 32: 121
Coughlin John J of John V and Regina C Mar 15 1934.... 31: 165
Coughlin John W of John W and Lilliah M Aug 9 1933.... 31: 84
Coughlin Mary E of Walter H and Anna Feb 20 1932.... 30: 166
Coughlin — s of Walter H and Anna June 15 1933.... 31: 68
Coulillard Louis A of Cecile Jan 3 1932................. 30: 149
Couillard Stephen J of Stephen J and Viola May 23 1933... 31: 54
Coulters Daniel F of Daniel F and Evelyn G Mar 11 1933... 31: 27
Coulters David L of Daniel F and Evelyn Nov 12 1934... 31: 254
Coulthurst Beverly R of William and Rose Sept 7 1934.... 31: 231
Coupe William V of Henry and Christine M Apr 3 1932.... 30: 184
Couray Edouard G J of Clarence A and Orise L Oct 9 1931... 30: 113
Cournoyer Paul A of Albert W and Gertrude Sept 18 1934... 31: 234
Cournoyer Thresa A of Peter P and Sarah E July 30 1934... 31: 214
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cournoyer — d of Albert W and Gertrude Oct 22 1931...30:118
Court Irene C of James M and Mary L Nov 27 1932............30:277
Court Rozalie L (c) of Edward and Dorothea June 21 1933...31:65
Courtemanche Claire G of Edward T and Blanche F Dec 20
1931 ..................................................30:141
Courtemanche — s of Teresa Nov 14 1931.......................30:128
Courtois Jean M T of Alphonse P and Marie M J July 15 1934.31:209
Cousineau Barbara A of Arthur A and Marguerite June 27
1934 ..................................................31:201
Cousineau Jane F of Arthur A and Marguerite May 25 1932...30:203
Cousins Anita L of Harry H and Nora Feb 14 1933.............31:17
Contanche Carolyn G of Philip V and Agnes C May 16 1934...31:187
Coutcher Cora E of Lester and Cora Sept 7 1934..............31:231
Couto Barbara J of Joseph and Marie C Mar 10 1935...........32:25
Couto Rogerio of Jose M and Marianna Feb 6 1933.............31:14
Coutu Charles G of Gerard S and Cecile T June 30 1934......31:292
Coutu Joseph A A of Joseph H and Gracia Aug 17 1933......31:87
Coutu Joseph R of Arthur and Blanche Mar 13 1935............32:26
Coutu Mark E of Gerard S and Cecile T July 27 1935.........32:81
Couture Gene R of Roland and Theodora Nov 30 1935.........32:128
Couture Mary J of Germaine Nov 28 1932.......................30:277
Covill Marilyn J of Albert T and Anastasia Dec 4 1933......31:126
Covill Ruth A of Albert T and Anastasia Oct 20 1932........30:263
Covill Thomas of Albert T and Anastasia Feb 15 1935........32:17
Covinsky Irwin D of Louis and Rose Aug 27 1931..............30:97
Cowen Muriel S of Joseph L and Jeannette G Jan 13 1935....32:4
Cowen — d of Joseph L and Jeannette G Nov 5 1932.........30:270
Cowell Barbara E of Henry C and Olive G Nov 17 1935.......32:124
Cowen Donald W of Morris L and Anna Feb 7 1935............32:13
Cowen Harry R of Everett and Rose G Sept 16 1931.........30:105
Cowen Hope B of Morris L and Anna Sept 20 1932............30:250
Cowen Norman J of Everett and Rose June 7 1934............31:195
Cowsill Ellen of William H and Margaret M Nov 28 1932.....30:277
Cox Donald J of Edward P and Grace E Feb 27 1933...........31:21
Cox Edward L of Edward L and Margaret Aug 29 1935.......32:94
Cox Ellenjane of James L and Anna U Nov 10 1934............31:254
Cox George W of George W and Mary K June 29 1933..........31:67
Cox Howard B of Howard E and Alida C Nov 25 1934........31:259
Cox Judith of Preston F and Dorothy Nov 1 1935.............32:119
Cox Virginia A of James L and Anna U Mar 30 1931.........30:36
Cox William E of Howard E and Alida C Sept 9 1932.........30:246
Cox William S of Edward P and Grace E Nov 10 1935........32:124
Coyle Elaine P of Patrick J and Alice J Mar 18 1931........30:32
Coyle Joan F of John J and Ethel E Feb 13 1934.............31:153
Coyle John J of John J and Ethel E Feb 16 1933............31:17
Coyle Mary of Frederick J and Margaret July 29 1933.......31:79
Coyne Daniel of Urban G and Bertha M June 24 1932 .......... 30: 215
Coyne Elizabeth A of Walter S and Frances M Sept 5 1933 .......... 31: 95
Coyne Joan of Arnold C and Harriet Oct 31 1934 .......... 31: 249
Coyne John of Urban G and Bertha M Feb 13 1935 .......... 32: 16
Cozzolino Mary C of Ernesto and Maria Aug 18 1933 .......... 31: 87
Cozzone Dorothy S of Pietro and Maria C May 6 1935 .......... 32: 49
Crabtree Dorothy of John and Iolanda M Feb 9 1931 .......... 30: 16
Crabtree Joyce M of Bertrand and Susan Jan 3 1933 .......... 31: 1
Crabtree Robert B of Bertrand and Susan A June 20 1934 .......... 31: 199
Craddock Harold F of Walter R and Emma G Oct 13 1931 .......... 30: 115
Craddy Thomas J of Thomas V and Helen May 13 1934 .......... 31: 186
Craford Mary R of John W and Mary A July 15 1935 .......... 32: 76
Cragan Christine A of Robert and Anne Apr 4 1935 .......... 32: 36
Craighed Alice M (c) of Virginia Aug 9 1935 .......... 32: 143
Craighed Doris M (c) of Christopher C and Mabel W Apr 28 1931 .......... 30: 48
Craig Joan C of Joseph C and Muriel May 28 1934 .......... 31: 199
Craig John R M of John M and Helen E Jan 13 1934 .......... 31: 143
Cranston Frank E of Frank E and Rose M Nov 22 1932 .......... 30: 275
Cranston Gal R of George C and Marjorie A Sept 30 1935 .......... 32: 105
Craven David J of Harold J and Marion F Mar 3 1931 .......... 30: 26
Craven Frederick A of Frederick A and Ruth Jan 18 1933 .......... 31: 6
Craven Nancy A of Harold J and Marion F Jan 25 1933 .......... 31: 9
Craven Patricia A of Eugene F and Bertha M Apr 1 1932 .......... 30: 184
Craven Richard A of John A and Ethel C Feb 3 1931 .......... 30: 14
Crawford Joseph of Joseph H and Blanche R Aug 29 1932 .......... 30: 241
Crawford Robert of Michael A and Ellen M July 3 1934 .......... 31: 204
Crawley John R of William T and Katherine Apr 6 1933 .......... 31: 36
Crawley William J of William T and Katherine Dec 13 1931 .......... 30: 139
Crummer Charles M of Frank J and Elizabeth A Sept 23 1933 .......... 31: 100
Crummer Joseph F of Joseph F and Margaret V Jan 28 1932 .......... 30: 157
Crummer Raymond of William A and Elizabeth C Dec 10 1935 .......... 32: 132
Creasey — d of Roby A and Anna L Nov 23 1934 .......... 31: 261
Creegan Carol of William L and Catherine P Dec 25 1934 .......... 31: 270
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Creegan Denise of William L and Catherine P June 13 1933...31: 62
Creegan Marguerite M of Raymond A and Marguerite H Nov 9
1931.............................................30: 126
Creedman George M of William H and Helen A Apr 6 1934...31: 173
Crees Arthur C of Eustace L and Helen L Jan 23 1931........30: 9
Crehan Richard F of Mathew M and Agnes C Mar 16 1931....30: 31
Creighton Herbert W of Thomas J and Edith M Jan 19 1931...30: 7
Creighton Jean M of Thomas J and Edith M May 4 1934....31: 182
Creighton Robert E of Fred W and Viola S Apr 15 1932.....30: 189
Crenca Elena of Umberto and Nicolina June 28 1935........32: 68
Crenca Lina of Umberto and Maria X June 19 1931........30: 70
Crenca Lina M of Umberto and Nicolina May 15 1932.......30: 200
Crepeau Frederic R of Frederic A and Mary R Dec 27 1935...32: 137
Crepeau Norma L of Ernest R and Madelina Sept 21 1931....30: 106
Crescenzi Ugo A L of Carmine and Angelina July 7 1931....30: 77
Crescenzo Barbara A of Luigi and Lucia Oct 27 1935.....32: 116
Crecci Anna D of Julius and Ida Jan 13 1933............31: 4
Cressey Jean B of Paul F and Elizabeth Nov 21 1934......31: 258
Cresto Domenico F of Aristide F and Vincenza July 13 1932..30: 223
Creta David F of Anthony and Frieda Nov 26 1933.........31: 122
Cribari John of Giovanni F and Maria F Apr 19 1932....30: 190
Crimmins Roger H of George J and Dorothy May 16 1931...30: 56
Crino Edward A of Carmelo and Angelina Oct 17 1934......31: 245
Crino William II of Carmelo and Angelina Jan 18 1933....31: 6
Cripps Howard E of Rutherford and Grace Mar 28 1933....31: 32
Criscone Elena G of Emanuele and Concetta Oct 24 1935....32: 115
Criscone Emanuela of Emanuele and Concetta May 13 1931...30: 55
Criscone Salvatore J of Emanuele and Concetta Oct 16 1933..31: 109
Crisostomi Rosetta B of Pietro and Johanna Sept 26 1933...31: 101
Cristi Vincenzo di Giuseppe and Giuseppina July 23 1932...30: 227
Cristiano — s of Alfonso and Adelina C May 17 1931....30: 56
Cristo Lino of Jose and Lidwina Feb 26 1932............30: 168
Cristoforo Ralph di Giuseppe and Grace Feb 16 1933.......31: 17
Cristoforo Roberta D of Carlo X and Adelaide C July 11 1932..30: 222
Crichtlow Carolyn G of Evan C and Sophie G Jan 7 1934....31: 141
Crichtlow Raymond E of Evan C and Sophia G Feb 5 1935...32: 13
Croasdale John S of John D and Elizabeth Nov 14 1934....31: 255
Croce Anthony L of Angelo A and Elena May 22 1932.......30: 202
Croce Arlene L of Michele D and Luisa N May 5 1934.........31: 183
Croce Barbara A of Rocco and Doris K May 13 1933.........31: 51
Croce Beverly M of Benedetto and Lucia C Aug 15 1933.....31: 86
Croce Caterina A of Vito and Colomba July 5 1932.........30: 220
Croce Ernest of Cesaro and Emilia Oct 2 1934..............31: 240
Croce Frank R of Sevio and Loretta M May 14 1933.........31: 51
Croce John M of John and Elizabeth M May 17 1935.........32: 53
Croce Joseph of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 28 1932...........30: 181
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Croce Maria H of Nicola and Angelina Sept 21 1934..... 31: 235
Croce Raymond J of Giuseppe and Elenora Sept 16 1931... 30: 105
Croce Roberto of Guido and Eugenie June 1 1931......... 30: 64
Croce Ronald J of Angelo A and Elena Mar 10 1933..... 32: 25
Croce Vito M of Vito and Colomba Sept 20 1933........ 31: 99
Crocker Barbara J of Gordon D and Syvilla B Apr 6 1933... 31: 36
Crocker Gordon H of Gordon H and Edith A Jan 30 1934... 31: 147
Crocker Lucy C of Willis A and Bertha T Sept 18 1933.... 31: 99
Crocker Robert G of William H and Evelyn G Mar 5 1931... 30: 27
Croft Arleen A of Leo B and Ethel L June 21 1932........ 30: 214
Croft Ernestine of John T and Estelle M Aug 26 1935..... 32: 92
Croft Harold L of Harold L and Lois A Aug 8 1931....... 30: 90
Croft Jacqelyn R of John T and Estelle M Sept 2 1934... 31: 229
Croft Joan C of John T and Estella M Jan 20 1932....... 30: 155
Croft Leonard H of Harold L and Lois A Apr 18 1935..... 32: 41
Croft —— s of Harold L and Lois A Apr 18 1935.... 32: 41
Crofton —— s of William E and Sarah A May 30 1931.... 30: 61
Crofton (Twin) —— s of William E and Sarah A Mar 3 1932.. 30: 172
Crofton (Twin) —— d of William E and Sarah A Mar 3 1932.. 30: 172
Crogan Eleanor M of George F and Katherine A Feb 22 1934. 31: 157
Crohan Pauline of John F and Margaret R Jan 25 1934.... 31: 146
Croke Richard G of Thomas J and Mary L Feb 15 1935..... 32: 17
Croke Robert T of Thomas J and Mary L Apr 8 1933....... 31: 37
Crompton Joyce of Fred and Ethel June 27 1934.......... 31: 201
Crompton Marion J of Lloyd W and Beatrice M Sept 27 1933. 31: 102
Cronan Beverly A of John LaS and Anna E Aug 17 1934..... 31: 222
Cronin Barbara H of Joseph and Margaret June 26 1931.... 30: 72
Cronin Bernadette E of Joseph W and Mary E Jan 4 1934... 31: 140
Cronin Bertha L of Raymond D and Bertha May 29 1931.... 30: 61
Cronin Edwin F of Edwin F and Ruth A Nov 20 1931........ 30: 130
Cronin Frances W of Thomas J and Mary B July 31 1933..... 31: 79
Cronin James F of Thomas J and Mary B Aug 31 1934..... 30: 98
Cronin John J of William H and Mildred R Oct 2 1934..... 31: 240
Cronin Joseph W (Twin) of Joseph W and Catherine R May 14 1932................ 30: 200
Cronin Marilyn J (Twin) of Joseph W and Catherine R May 14 1932................ 30: 200
Cronin Robert J of John J and Mary M Apr 1 1931......... 30: 39
Cronson Evan L of George I and Fay Dec 9 1934........ 31: 264
Crook Audrey A of Raymond and Winifred P Aug 14 1934..... 31: 221
Crook Elaine R of Joseph W and Cecelia R S Jan 1 1934.... 31: 139
Crook Richard F of George F and Eileen F Mar 22 1934..... 31: 167
Crook Richard M (Twin) of Ralph F and Madeline W May 8 1931.......................... 30: 53
Crook Robert M (Twin) of Ralph F and Madeline W May 8 1931.......................... 30: 53
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Crook —— s of James W and Anna L Jan 9 1934 ............... 31: 141
Crookes Warren A of Walter C and Dezzie F May 25 1932 ... 30: 203
Crooks Donald G of William S and Mary J Sept 1 1932 .... 30: 244
Crosby Carole L of Stanley W and Elizabeth M Dec 23 1932 .. 30: 285
Crosby Charles D of Alexander and Agnes M Oct 14 1932 ... 30: 261
Crosby Emma S of Fred B and Ruth Aug 27 1931 ............ 30: 98
Crosby Marjorie J of Edward O and Edith Apr 10 1931 ....... 30: 42
Crosby Martha L of Edward O and Edith Apr 18 1932 ....... 30: 190
Crosby Patricia of Robert and Ruth Aug 13 1935 ............ 32: 88
Crosby Robert F of Stanley W and Elizabeth M July 20 1931 .. 30: 82
Cross Albert R of Albert and Ada Jan 31 1931 .............. 30: 12
Cross Blanche M (c) of Joseph G and Octavia M Apr 22 1934 .. 31: 178
Cross Gail of Phyllis StJ July 19 1934 ..................... 31: 210
Cross Pearl (c) of Lawrence M and Pearl C July 3 1931 .... 30: 76
Crossley Frances A of Cedric and Bernadette O M June 20 1931 .................................. 30: 70
Crossley Harold of Harold and Rose A June 18 1935 ......... 32: 65
Crossley Irene A of William J and Anna Aug 25 1933 ......... 31: 90
Crossley Robert A of Harold and Rose A Mar 8 1933 ......... 31: 26
Crossley William of Cedric and Bernadette O M Feb 23 1933 .. 31: 20
Crossman Frederick I of Whipple D and Iva G Aug 20 1934 ..... 31: 223
Crothers Frederick A of Norbert J and Catherine M Mar 7 1933 .................................. 31: 25
Crothers Frederick H of Charles and Ethel Jan 11 1932 ..... 31: 214
Croitz Gerald H of Charles and Ethel Jan 11 1932 ......... 30: 152
Croitz Herbert F of Jack and Natalie May 21 1932 ...... 30: 202
Crowder Virginia B (c) of Thomas and Marjorie Feb 25 1933 .. 31: 20
Crowe Beverly A of Russell W and Almyra J June 14 1933 .. 31: 63
Crowe Robert M of Harvey R and Louise A July 21 1935 ..... 32: 79
Crowell Edward C of George B and Mary B Mar 22 1931 ..... 30: 33
Crowey Barbara M of John M and Beatrice C Apr 9 1931 .... 30: 41
Crowley Cornelius of Cornelius and Mary A Oct 18 1931 ..... 30: 117
Crowley Daniel F of George and Alice L Apr 18 1931 ..... 30: 45
Crowley Delores A of Arthur A and Hannah Sept 15 1935 .. 32: 100
Crowley Kathleen C of Kathleen Aug 6 1931 ............. 30: 89
Crowley Margaret E of Edmund and Gertrude Jan 28 1935 .... 32: 9
Crowley Mary E of William F and Sara R Jan 22 1934 ...... 31: 145
Crowley Patricia M of Kenneth R and Mary V June 8 1934 .. 31: 195
Crowley Rita M of Joseph T and Harriett C Mar 31 1931 .... 30: 37
Crowley Walter L of Walter L and Nellie S Jan 20 1933 .... 31: 7
Crowley —— s of Joseph T and Harriett C Apr 18 1933 .... 31: 46
Crowninshield Beverley R of Raymond M and Hazel Dec 22 1931 .................................. 30: 142
Crowther Jean S of Robert E and Dorothy Nov 4 1932 .... 30: 269
Crowther Robert E of Robert E and Dorothy July 22 1934 .. 31: 211
Crudele Amalia E of Adolfo and Genovina Mar 9 1931.............30: 29
Crudele John of Emilio and Cecilia Oct 17 1932................30:262
Crugnale Nicola (Twin) of Donato and Maria Sept 27 1932.....30:253
Crugnale (Twin) —— s of Donato and Maria Sept 27 1932.....30:253
Cruickshank Barbara A of Herman S and Martha E Oct 18
1934..........................................................31:245
Cruickshank Harry S of Walter S and Mabel E Aug 8 1933....31: 84
Cruickshank Joan I of Finley W and Jean Nov 8 1933........31:116
Cruickshank Kenneth F of Herman S and Martha E Jan 26
1931............................................................30: 10
Cruickshank Virginia H of Herman S and Martha E Mar 3
1932..........................................................30:172
Crum Irving E (c) of Clarissa M Sept 26 1935.................32:104
Cruso Guanio of Guanio and Natalina Mar 7 1931.............30: 28
Cruso Robert of Guanio and Natalina Dec 3 1933..............31:125
Cruz Alfredo J (c) of Jose V and Maria P July 21 1931......30: 83
Cruz Joseph A (c) of Antonio P and Geneva R Nov 26 1933...31:122
Csizmesia Edward of Rudolph and Lillian Aug 24 1931.......30: 96
Cucca Barbara A of Arturo and Maria June 11 1934.........31:196
Cudahy —— s of Michael T and Katherine Aug 12 1932......30:243
Cudahy —— d of Michael and Catherine Apr 28 1935............32: 46
Cuddemi Giovanni of Michele and Vincenzina Oct 23 1935..32:115
Cuddigan —— s of Joseph P and Margaret E July 11 1933.....31: 81
Cudworth Richard C of Wilmer T and Beatrice Aug 11 1932...30:235
Cugino Alfredo V of Domenico V and Ersilia A Mar 28 1932..30:181
Cugino Dorothy of Domenico V and Ersilia A Oct 12 1933....31:108
Culf Norris K of Norris K and Julia C Aug 18 1931..........30: 94
Cullian Patricia J of June E Feb 26 1932......................30:168
Cullen Agnes of Edmund W and Catherine R Nov 3 1931......30:124
Cullen Carolyn L of Charles E and Alice M June 18 1931.....30: 69
Cullen Edward (Twin) of Thomas A and Mary C Nov 9 1931...30:126
Cullen Francis A of Francis A and Lillian M May 13 1933....31: 51
Cullen George E of Henry M and Evelyn F June 5 1933.......30: 60
Cullen Helen J of John and Mary Apr 30 1932.................30:194
Cullen Henry M of Henry M and Evelyn Nov 19 1931.........30:129
Cullen James F of Francis J and Ida July 29 1931..............30: 82
Cullen Mary J (Twin) of Thomas A and Mary C Nov 9 1931....30:126
Cullen Phyllis J of William H and Bernice Jan 1 1933.......31: 1
Cullen Robert C of Charles E and Alice M Nov 17 1934......31:261
Cullen Thelma A of Henry M and Evelyn F June 21 1934......31:199
Cullen Vincent A of Vincent A and Edith E Mar 23 1934......31:167
Cullerton —— d of Alonzo L and Eva M July 10 1934............31:207
Cullinan Kathleen T of William A and Mary C Oct 6 1931....30:112
Cullinan William A of William A and Mary C June 8 1935.....32: 61
Culton David H of David H and Elsie F May 30 1934.........31:191
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Cummings Alice B of Francis L and Alice F Mar 7 1934 ................ 31: 163
Cummings Carol L of Charles and Dorothy Dec 9 1935 ................ 32: 132
Cummings Charles L of Charles L and Martha Apr 30 1931 ........... 30: 49
Cummings Gordon W of Royal and Ruth B May 27 1931 ............... 30: 60
Cummings Janice B of Albert and Evelyn Dec 31 1935 ............... 32: 139
Cummings Joseph E of Joseph E and Mary A Oct 24 1932 .......... 30: 264
Cummings Marcia of Edwin H and Emnise Apr 17 1931 ............... 30: 44
Cummings Margaret of W Joseph and Mary Aug 22 1933 ............. 31: 88
Cummings William E of William E and Doris L Oct 19 1931 ....... 30: 117
Cummings — d of William J and Catherine J July 3 1932 ....... 30: 231
Cundy Bernice A of James W and Clara E Feb 10 1933 ............. 31: 15
Cundy Beverly A of George G and Laura V Dec 1 1932 .......... 30: 280
Cundy George G of George G and Laura V Dec 21 1931 .......... 30: 141
Cunha Anthony C of Antonio and Savina July 26 1934 ............ 31: 213
Cunha George of Anthony and Louise Dec 10 1935 ............ 32: 132
Cunha Lilly of Everett and Elsie Apr 19 1935 ................ 32: 41
Cunha Mary E of Everett and Elsie May 16 1933 ................. 31: 52
Cunha Rita C of Antone and Florence H Oct 5 1933 ........... 31: 106
Cunha William A of Antone and Florence H June 23 1931 ....... 30: 71
Cunneen Margaret A of James A and Marion I Dec 21 1935 ....... 32: 136
Cunniff John G of John G and Marie M Apr 28 1934 ............. 31: 180
Cunniff Marjorie A of John G and Marie M Mar 23 1935 ........ 32: 30
Cunningham Anna M of John J and Margaret Jan 21 1932 ....... 30: 155
Cunningham Barbara A of James V and Mildred Jan 20 1932 .... 30: 155
Cunningham Bernice of Francis T and Angela Feb 16 1934 ....... 31: 154
Cunningham Carol A of William E and Norma F Aug 25 1934 .. 31: 225
Cunningham Carolyn M of William F and Isabelle A Jan 26 1932 ........ 30: 157
Cunningham Elaine M of Francis T P and Angela M Mar 29 1935 ........ 32: 32
Cunningham Elizabeth A of Thomas J and Mildred Feb 19 1931 ........ 30: 20
Cunningham Frances of Francis T and Angela Dec 27 1932 ....... 30: 286
Cunningham Gail M of Edward J and Mary P Jan 1 1934 ....... 31: 139
Cunningham James (Twin) of Charles and Anna S Apr 29 1935 ........ 32: 45
Cunningham John J of Patrick E and Julia E July 28 1932 ....... 30: 229
Cunningham Lawrence D of Edward M and Marie A Aug 21 1935 ........ 32: 91
Cunningham Margaret E of John and Margaret Feb 20 1931 ....... 30: 20
Cunningham Margaret M of Thomas J and Anna E July 6 1932 .... 30: 220
Cunningham Michael (Twin) of Charles and Anna S Apr 29 1935 ........ 32: 45
Cunningham Thomas G of John and Veronica Nov 10 1935...32: 121
Cunningham William of John and Margaret Aug 21 1933...31: 88
Curra Roberto of Antonio and Assunta July 28 1931....30: 85
Curato Carmine J of Salvatore and Mary Jan 3 1934....31: 139
Curato Giovanni T of Salvatore and Mary July 12 1935....32: 75
Curcio Francesco V of Francesca and Ermilinda Apr 13 1932..30: 188
Curcio Raymond F of Frank and Mary July 4 1934....31: 205
Curcio Thomas R of Francesca and Ermilinda May 26 1933..31: 55
Curran Franklin of George and Anna Mar 16 1933....31: 28
Curley Beverly A of George F and May Dec 24 1934....31: 269
Curley James A of Albert F and Eva July 10 1933....30: 72
Curley James M of John F and Elsie May 3 1932.........30: 196
Curley Joan M of George F and May July 17 1931....30: 81
Curley Thomas A of Thomas E and Marion R Sept 8 1934..31: 231
Curran Anne P of John P and Anita M Mar 9 1932....30: 174
Curran Catherine A of John T and Loretta L Oct 9 1934..31: 242
Curran Charles H of Charles H and Elizabeth G Nov 1 1934..31: 251
Curran Diane of Thomas F and Reba C June 6 1933....31: 60
Curran George T of Frank E and Genevieve Aug 19 1935..32: 90
Curran Harriet I of Robert and Betty Aug 15 1933....31: 86
Curran Helen M of Joseph S and Helen W Nov 11 1933...31: 117
Curran Joel D of Martin and Pearl E Aug 10 1933....31: 85
Curran John G of John P and Anita M Nov 12 1934....31: 254
Curran Joseph of Joseph W and Elizabeth H Aug 23 1933...31: 89
Curran Joseph of Daniel and Ellen M Aug 28 1934....31: 226
Curran Margaret M of Thomas E and Margaret Jan 15 1933..31: 5
Curran Paul G of Joseph S and Helen W Aug 10 1932....30: 235
Curran Richard E of Edward A and Vincenza Nov 6 1932..30: 270
Curran Robert F of Francis J and Helen F Sept 22 1932..30: 251
Curran Robert L of Matthew and Frances June 8 1931....30: 66
Curran Theresa M of Edward J and Theresa V Mar 22 1933..31: 30
Curran —— s of John F and Mary M Aug 2 1933....31: 82
Curren Lee A of Levi A and Catherine May 11 1935....32: 50
Currei Antonio of Antonio and Rosina Aug 17 1931....30: 93
Curria Barbara M of Samuel and Francesca Nov 24 1935..32: 126
Curria Dorothy of Leo and Maria May 19 1935....32: 53
Curria Elaine A of Samuel and Francesca Sept 16 1932..30: 248
Currie Claire F of Fred W and Florence M Jan 8 1932....30: 151
Curry Doris of Joseph and Mary Aug 18 1934....31: 222
Curry George of Joseph L and Rose E Jan 22 1934....31: 145
Curry Judith McL of Dana R and Isabel Sept 4 1934....31: 230
Curry Robert S of Bartholomew A and Winnifred L Aug 31
1931....30: 147
Curti George of George V and Mary A Dec 27 1935....32: 138
Curtin Edward J of Martin and Ellen J July 25 1931....30: 84
Curtin George H of Joseph T and Grace Dec 10 1931....30: 138
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Curtin Jacqueline P of Joseph T and Grace June 16 1933........31: 63
Curtin Joseph of Joseph T and Grace P Dec 10 1934..............31: 264
Curtinho Evelyn D of Caesar M and Mary T Aug 11 1932.........30: 235
Curtis Albert L of Albert L and Catherine A July 29 1931....30:  85
Curtis Barbara M of Leroy C and Helen E Mar 19 1932.........30: 177
Curtis Beatrice of Howard and Laura Mar 24 1931..............30:  34
Curtis Brian W of Raymond and Muriel Nov 16 1935.............32: 124
Curtis Everette F of Henry W and Marie L I Aug 17 1934.....31: 222
Curtis Frank E of Gordon and Marjorie Nov 22 1934............31: 258
Curtis Geraldine A of Clinton R and Inez G Oct 15 1934....31: 244
Curtis Henry W of Henry W and Marie L I Jan 29 1932........30: 158
Curtis Hope A of Edward D and Hope Mar 11 1933.............31:  27
Curtis Kenneth H of Merle S and Vera Nov 19 1931............30: 129
Curtis Milton D of Edward N and Dorothy Apr 5 1934........31: 173
Curtis Nancy of Gilbert and Elizabeth May 28 1933............31:  56
Curtis Sue of Gilbert and Elizabeth Nov 6 1934..............31: 252
Curtis Virginia A of Mildred C June 5 1934..................31: 194
Curtis — s of Henry W and Marie L I Aug 24 1935............32:  95
Curvelo Hope of Charles E and Anna Oct 9 1932..............30: 259
Curvelo Lillian of Charles E and Anna June 28 1934.........31: 201
Cushing Dorothea M of John F and Dorothea A Jan 19 1933...31:   7
Cushing Robert E of Cedric W and Olive R Nov 4 1932....30: 269
Cushman Elizabeth of Rufus and Clara Apr 17 1932.........30: 190
Cushman Stephen M of Stephen M and Caroline Feb 25 1933...31:  21
Cusick Barbara of Mary Mar 3 1933..........................31:  24
Cusick Barbara of William F and Mary R Nov 10 1933......31: 117
Cutitar Maria of George and Ida Mar 4 1932................30: 173
Cutler Charles A of Ernest A and Bertha A Nov 15 1935....32: 123
Cutler Diane of Carl W and Mary F July 6 1935...........32:  72
Cutroneo Concettina T of Emanuele and Rose Oct 15 1933...31: 109
Cutting Lois A of Robert V and Alice E Mar 10 1935.......32:  25
Cuttle Norma of John R and Rebekah H June 12 1931.........30:  67
Cuttle William R of John R and Rebekah H Nov 6 1932.......30: 270
Cuzzzone Theresa M of Pietro and Maria C Aug 20 1933....31:  88
Cybuls ki Richard W of Walter F and Beatrice M Apr 26 1933..31:  43
Cybulski Walter F of Walter F and Beatrice M June 21 1935..32:  66
Cyckевич Adam of Adam and Ida J Dec 11 1933..............31: 128
Cyronak Barbara R of John A and Yania May 17 1935.........32:  53
Cyronak Marion A of Daniel P and Helen A May 29 1933.....31:  56
Czernicki Carolyn A of Francis A and Phyllis G Apr 5 1935..32:  36
Czernicki Phyllis A of Francis A and Phyllis Mar 30 1932...30: 181

D'Abate Bernice J of Guglielmo and Elizabeth Feb 26 1935....32:  20
D'Abate Ida M of Guglielmo and Elizabeth Jan 9 1931........30:  3
Dabrosca Ann B of Luigi and Angelina Apr 23 1933...........31:  42
Dabrosca Luigi of Luigi and Angelina Feb 3 1932.............30: 161
DaCosta Alberto of John and Olivia I Sept 7 1932 ..........30: 245
DaCosta Elenore of John and Olivia I June 30 1931 ..........30: 74
daCosta Maria deL of Manuel G and Maria daC May 1 1932 ....30: 196
D'Adamo Robert P of Vincenzo P and Santina Aug 7 1935 ....32: 86
Daddario — s of Francesco and Ida Oct 17 1931 ..........30: 123
Dadkian Arsen A of Armenag and Victoria May 28 1935 ....32: 56
Dadkian Zaven A of Armenag and Victoria Aug 1 1933 ....31: 82
Daffuso Esther M of Antonio and Margherita May 3 1935 ....32: 48
da Fonseca Diamantino of Diamantino and Maria M July 19
3191 ..................................................30: 82
Daft Marion E of Edward W and Catherine June 24 1933 ....31: 66
Dalgier Elaine A of Anna Sept 11 1933 ..........32: 99
Daglieri Lillian T of Mary May 31 1931 ..................30: 147
Daglieri — d of Pasquale and Mary J Jan 14 1934 ....31: 149
D'Agostino Angelo of Angelo and Helen Jan 21 1935 ....32: 8
D'Agostino Anna of Pasquale and Filomena Feb 6 1934 ....31: 151
D'Agostino Anna G of Andrea and Giuseppina Apr 20 1931 ....30: 46
D'Agostino Anna M of Pietro and Cecelia M June 20 1931 ....30: 70
D'Agostino Anthony F of Rinaldo and Angelina Dec 15 1934 ....31: 266
D'Agostino Bridget P of Carlo and Fatima R Sept 2 1935 ....32: 96
D'Agostino Carmela A of Giovanni and Anna Mar 24 1931 ....30: 34
D'Agostino Dorothy A of Pietro and Cecelia M May 21 1934 ....31: 188
D'Agostino Giusepppe of Pasquale and Filomena Aug 12 1931 ....30: 91
D'Agostino Giusepppe A F of Andrea and Giuseppina Sept 2
1934 ..................................................31: 229
D'Agostino Leonard J (Twin) of Raffaele and Assunta Nov 25
1932 ..................................................30: 276
D'Agostino Robert R (Twin) of Raffaele and Assunta Nov 25
1932 ..................................................30: 276
D'Agostino Robert R of Ignazio and Carmela M Sept 7 1934 ....31: 231
D'Agostino Roberto of Giusepppe and Angela Feb 25 1932 ....30: 168
D'Agostino Rodolfo F of Angelo and Marianna Apr 2 1931 ....30: 39
D'Agostino William M of Raffaele and Assunta Nov 17 1933 ....31: 119
D'Aguanno Annamaria of Giovanni and Sabina Apr 19 1934 ....31: 177
Dahl Gerald A of Carl A and Edna H I Aug 23 1931 ........30: 95
Dahlgren Eunice P of John A G and Ada S E Mar 6 1934 ....31: 162
Dahlin Eleanor D of Bror E B and Edith C C Jan 27 1932 ....30: 157
Dahlin Robert E of Bror E V and Edith C C July 28 1933 ....31: 78
Daigle Charles T of Raymond E and Florence G Sept 2 1934 ....31: 229
Daigle Emil V of Emil V and Marie M Sept 1 1933 ..........31: 94
Daigle Louise C of Emil V and Marie M Mar 12 1935 ..........32: 26
Daigle Raymond of Raymond and Florence Mar 6 1932 ....30: 173
Daigle Robert E of Herbert D and Lillian R Feb 10 1935 ....32: 15
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Daignault, Roland E of Roland E and Rose B Nov 8 1932... 30:271
Daignault, Shirley M of Alfred and Ethel M Aug 10 1934... 31:219
Daigneau, Lloyd L of Walter L and Alma B May 3 1933... 31:47
Daigneault, Edward J of Herve and Marion E May 13 1932... 30:199
Daigneault, Robert W of Herve J and Marion E May 3 1934... 31:182
Dailey, Delores M of Leo and Margaret T Apr 27 1934... 31:180
Dailey, Earl L of Edward J and Mildred L Aug 10 1934... 31:219
Dailey, Edward J of Edward J and Mildred L May 19 1933... 31:52
Dailey, Helen E of William A and Eva Dec 14 1932... 30:283
Dailey, James E of Eugene F and Mary E May 26 1935... 32:55
Dailey, Jane F of Jeremiah A and Marian E Dec 30 1934... 31:271
Dailey, Joseph A of LeRoy F A and Marie L Dec 1 1933... 31:125
Dailey, Robert E of Thomas J and Hazel June 9 1932... 30:210
Dailey, Virginia A of Jeremiah A and Marion E Sept 15 1932... 30:248
Dakin — s of Albert U and Marguerite Apr 1 1932... 30:184
Dale, James E of Charles and Barbara L Apr 14 1932... 30:189
Dale, John E of Charles W and Barbara L July 20 1933... 31:75
Dale, Thomas O of Charles W and Barbara L Jan 29 1935... 32:10
Dale, William S of T Frank and Ruth Jan 10 1931... 30:4
D'Alesio, Dante A of Giuseppe and Marianna Oct 16 1935... 32:112
D'Alessandro, Frank M of Frank and Maria C Oct 7 1933... 31:106
D'Alessandro, Thomas of Thomas and Anna Aug 18 1933... 31:87
D'Alessandro, Vincenzo A of Antonio and Maria L July 4 1933... 31:69
D'Alessio, Frank of Cosimo and Anna July 25 1933... 31:77
D'Alessio, Harry of Cosimo and Anna Oct 26 1932... 30:265
D'Allessio, Jeanne E of Vincent and Thresa A Mar 12 1933... 31:27
Dalessio, John M of John and Kathleen July 1 1935... 32:71
D'Alessio, Robert A of Giovanni and Elisabetta Oct 20 1935... 32:114
D'Alessio, Vincenzo R of Cosimo and Francesca Aug 19 1934... 31:223
D'Alessio, William D of William and Anna T C Apr 8 1935... 32:37
D'Alessio — d of Samuel and Maria Aug 10 1935... 32:95
Daley, Eunice of Catherine Sept 20 1934... 31:238
Daley, James E of James E and Thelma M Apr 5 1935... 32:36
Daley, Janice E of Thomas V and Norma Sept 5 1933... 31:95
Daley, John A of John F and Mary A Oct 25 1934... 31:247
Daley, John W of John W and Anna Dec 4 1933... 31:126
Daley, Robert E of Thomas F and Anna M July 18 1933... 31:74
Daley, Ruth N of Edward C and Hope Apr 3 1934... 31:172
Daley, Thomas B of Thomas and Norma Mar 21 1931... 30:33
Daley, Thomas J of John F and Mary A Sept 1 1931... 30:100
Daley, Thomas J of Thomas J and Isabelle Apr 23 1932... 30:192
D'Alfonso, Amalia S of Vittorio and Maria Nov 1 1934... 31:251
Dalier, Robert R of Lucy Aug 8 1935... 32:86
Dallaire, Dorothy E of Wilfred O and Minnie L Nov 9 1934... 31:253
Dallaroso, Nicola of Nicola and Maria T Mar 10 1933... 31:26
BIRTHS

Dallinger Cynthia R (Twin) of William and Rosa May 3 1933. 31: 47
Dallinger Eleanor G (Twin) of William and Rosa May 3 1933. 31: 47
Dalmazzi Roberto G of Adone and Vittoria May 30 1931. 30: 61
Dalnas Frances of Arthur and Georgiana May 28 1935. 32: 56
Dalo Edmund N of Natale and Elizabeth Mar 2 1933. 31: 24
DaLouise Marie J of James and Rita June 11 1935. 32: 62
DalPian Robert D of Silvio and Mary Sept 14 1934. 31: 233
Dalpiaz Marline D of Alfonse and Angela M Jan 13 1932. 30: 152
Dalton Dorothy N of Arthur J and Margaret A May 6 1934. 31: 183
DaLuz Dorothy A of Antonio C and Maria J June 11 1931. 30: 67
Daluz Elise C (c) of Joao A and Carmella Feb 26 1932. 30: 169
DaLuz John A (c) of John A and Carmella M Mar 22 1935. 32: 29
Daly James E of James E and Sarah C Feb 6 1932. 30: 162
Daly Mary of William J and Josephine May 10 1931. 30: 54
Daly Patricia of William J and Josephine Feb 1 1934. 31: 150
Daly Patricia A of James E and Sarah C Mar 22 1934. 31: 167
Daly Robert T of Robert J and Agnes M June 27 1934. 31: 201
Daly — s of Charles and Bridget J Apr 14 1934. 31: 175
Daly — s of Charles and Bridget J Aug 14 1935. 30: 95
D’Amario Carolyn L of Luigi and Carmina Mar 19 1935. 32: 28
D’Amario Daniel L of Arthur and Mary A July 8 1932. 30: 221
D’Amario Myrna of Vincenzo and Irene E Sept 8 1933. 31: 96
Damaso Edward T of Edward T and Louise E July 23 1932. 30: 227
D’Ambra Americo of Americo and Helen M Oct 5 1931. 30: 112
D’Ambra Andrea F of Vito and Cencetta Sept 22 1932. 30: 251
D’Ambra Anna G of Aniello and Maria Feb 27 1933. 31: 21
D’Ambra Annunziata A of Giuseppe and Annunziata June 14
1933. 31: 63
D’Ambra Antonio C of Carmino and Regina June 11 1932. 30: 211
D’Ambra Carmella A of Mary July 16 1934. 31: 274
D’Ambra Ciro of Aniello and Maria July 17 1931. 30: 81
D’Ambra Dolores A A of Michele G and Dolores M May 17
1933. 31: 52
D’Ambra Edward M of Vincent and Florence Apr 30 1932. 30: 104
D’Ambra Francis of Carmino and Regina Aug 14 1935. 32: 88
D’Ambra Gennaro of Gennaro and Margaret M May 2 1935. 32: 47
D’Ambra Joseph of Giuseppe and Nunziata May 9 1935. 32: 50
D’Ambra Maria L of Giuseppe and Jennie May 27 1934. 31: 190
D’Ambra Maria S S of Thomas and Petrina Aug 14 1935. 32: 88
D’Ambra Mildred S of Gilbert C and Antonetta Apr 1 1931. 30: 39
D’Ambra Norma B of Gilbert C and Antonetta Jan 11 1933. 31: 4
D’Ambra Raffaele N of Nicola and Virginia May 3 1932. 30: 196
D’Ambra Shirley F of Giuseppe and Fortuna Aug 29 1931. 30: 97
D’Ambra Sylvia A of Aniello and Maria June 6 1935. 32: 60
D’Ambra Vincent J of Michele G and Dolores M Apr 23 1935. 32: 42
D’Ambra Vito R of Gennaro and Margaret M Sept 29 1933. 31: 103
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

D’Ambra —— s of Giuseppe and Jennie Oct 16 1932............30:261
D’Ambro Giro V of Vito and Concetta June 17 1934............31:198
D’Ambrosco Rita A of Pietro and Brigida Jan 20 1933............31: 7
D’Ambrosia Fiorentino A of Fiorentino and Francesca Mar 25

1934, .........................................................31:168
D’Ambrosia Rosa of Fiorentino and Francesca Mar 16 1932...30:176
D’Ambrosio Helene C of Marshall and Mary G Dec 5 1931...30:136
Dambruch Doris L of George E and Esther V Mar 16 1934...31:165
Dambruch Edward L of Francis X and Mildred C Oct 21 1934,31:246
D’Ambrosio Mildred R of Raffaele and Louise Jan 3 1933,..31: 1
Dame Barbara A of James A and Effie A Apr 28 1933.........31: 44
Dame Glenda L of Charles and Gladys 1 Aug 20 1934....31:223
Dame James A of James A and Effie Apr 23 1931...........30: 47
Dame Jean D of Frank L and Mary A Mar 6 1933..............31: 25
Dame Patricia B of William M and Dorothy M Aug 5 1933...31: 83
D’Amelio Mary A of Giuseppe and Maria D Dec 27 1933...31:133
D’Amelio Pasqualena M of Giuseppe and Maria D Mar 5 1931,30: 27
Damiani Richard M of Angelo and Girolama Nov 2 1934....31:251
Damiano Nicola R of Gildo C and Rose Jan 18 1935.........32:  6
D’Amico Antonio of Antonio and Maria May 7 1931.........30: 53
D’Amico Corrine A of Nicholas S and Marion July 20 1935....32: 78
D’Amico Pasquale T of Pasquale T and Carolina B Mar 27

1933, .........................................................31: 32
D’Amico Richard P of Giuseppe P and Rose Aug 24 1934....31:225
D’Amico Robert G of Alberto and Rosalia C Feb 12 1935....32: 16
Damon Gladys X of Wesley W and Laura B July 22 1931,...30: 83
Damon Marjorie R of Luther A and Priscilla H June 3 1932,..30:207
Damon William B of Bruce C and Anna Mar 11 1931........30: 29
Damon —— s of Walter B and Ruth B Apr 30 1931...........30:147
D’Amore Anthony R of Gennaro and Concetta July 12 1935,...32: 75
D’Amore Augustine G of Francesco and Francesca Dec 14

1932, .........................................................30:283
D’Amore Elizabeth M of Salvatore G and Dorothy A Jan 18

1932, .........................................................30:154
D’Amore Joan F of Gennaro and Concetta Mar 30 1932........30:181
D’Amore Richard A of Frank J and Giuseppina M Dec 27 1932,30:169
Damos Louise M of Nicholas P and Mary Aug 9 1934......31:219
Dandeneau Doris L of Joseph E T and Marie R May 6 1934,..31:183
Dandeneau Marie G D of Joseph W and Marie R Feb 2 1932,..30:161
Dandeneau Norman A of Arthur J and Mary E June 12 1933,..31: 62
Dandeneau Ovila N of Joseph E T and Marie R Mar 1 1932,..30:172
Dandeneau Roger E of Norbert and Yvonne July 18 1935....32: 77
D’Andrea Alfredo of Alfredo and Giuseppina M Mar 6 1932,..30:173
D’Andrea Amleto E of Amleto E and Margherita G Jan 20

1935, .........................................................32:  7
D’Andrea Anna I of Mario E and Geraldina July 26 1935....32: 80
D'Andrea Anna R of Raimondo and Maria C Sept 8 1932 ...... 30:216
D'Andrea Dolores of Thomas and Mary Nov 25 1934 ............ 31:259
D'Andrea Geneve M A of Armando E and Clara M L Apr 3
1931 .................................................. 30: 39
D'Andrea James of Alfredo and Giuseppina M June 13 1931.. 31: 62
D'Andrea Lucia A of Costantino and Antonetta Oct 18 1931.. 30:117
D'Andrea Teresa H of Liberato and Palma Jan 5 1933 ......... 31: 2
D'Andrea William D of William E and Maria V Mar 16 1931 .. 30: 31
Danella Esther T of Giovanni and Florence L Oct 15 1934 .... 31:244
Danella Gilda E of Vincento and Filomena Mar 7 1933 ......... 31: 25
Danella Loretta of Giovanni and Florence L Sept 20 1931 ...... 30:106
Danesi Constance of Edmund H and Elizabeth G Feb 10 1935 .. 32: 15
Danesi William A of Edmund H and Elizabeth G Aug 26 1931 .. 30: 96
D'Angelico Pasquale of Francesco and Angelina Feb 28 1931 .. 30: 23
D'Angelo Raffaele of Raffaele and Maddalena Nov 17 1931 .. 30:128
D'Angelo Rocco of Rocco and Rose Dec 17 1935 ............... 32:135
Daniel Elsie M of William J and Elsie M Oct 14 1933 ......... 31:108
Daniel Kenneth P of Peter and Margaret Mar 12 1931 ...... 30: 30
Daniello Lawrence R of Peter and Margaret Sept 25 1935 .... 32:104
Daniello Ralph of Ralph and Anna July 20 1934 ............... 31:211
Daniels Anne B of Edward J and Mildred V July 27 1934 .. 31:213
Daniels Arthur P of Edward J and Mildred V June 21 1931 .. 30: 71
Daniels Elizabeth of Daffer and Mary May 23 1931 ......... 30: 39
Daniels Homer L of Homer and Marie R A Aug 10 1932 .... 30:235
Daniels Loretta M of Homer and Roseanna M Nov 8 1934 .. 31:253
Daniels Patrick S of Irving J and Hazel A May 26 1935 .... 32: 55
Daniels Robert E of Raymond J and Anna E Aug 27 1932 .. 30:241
Daniels Rosanna M of Homer and Marie R A Oct 15 1933 .. 31:109
Daniels William J of Thomas and Catherine Sept 14 1931 .. 30:104
Danilowski Barbara of Stanley and Susanna Nov 11 1935 .. 32:122
Danilowski Robert J of Stanley and Susanna July 8 1934 .. 31:206
Dann Joan F of William F and Thelma S Dec 5 1935 ....... 32:131
Dann Preston H of Harold C and Gertrude Mar 1 1931 ...... 30: 26
Dann Shirley M of Elliot R and Esther M Mar 12 1932 .. 30:175
Dann William H of Elliot R and Esther M June 30 1934 .. 31:202
D'Amolfo Fioravante of Salvatore and Maria Oct 31 1931 .... 30:121
Dansereau Alberta B of Maxime and Annette Apr 24 1932 .. 30:192
Dansereau Irene A of Aldrick and Maria Apr 13 1935 ....... 32: 39
Dansereau Shirley J of Theodore A and Florida M June 25
1933 .................................................. 31: 66
Dansereau Theresa Y of Aldrick and Mary Feb 12 1933 ...... 31: 16
D'Antuono Angela M of Lorenzo and Rosa Dec 1 1932 ......... 30:280
D'Antuono Joseph of Giuseppine and Filomena Dec 15 1932 .. 30:284
D'Antuono Roberto R of Louis and Angelina Mar 16 1931 .. 30: 31
Danz Elaine D of Clinton D and Christina Nov 27 1932 .... 30:277
DaPont Ronald F of Francis J and Lily July 11 1932 ....... 30:222
DaPonte John of Joao and Maria E May 12 1933...............31: 50
DaPonte Wallace A of Anthony and Mary Sept 16 1935.........32: 100
Darby Alfred E of Alfred E and Irma M June 2 1931..........30: 64
Darby Donald F of Harold and Laura Oct 21 1931..............30: 118
Darby Margaret M of Arthur E and Mary O Sept 15 1934.......31: 233
Darer Daveeda of Harry H and Mollie Aug 4 1931..............30: 88
D'Arezzo Antonio of Luigi and Carmela Jan 17 1931..........30: 6
Darezzo Antonio P of Massimino and Carmela June 29 1932...30: 217
D'Arezzo Giovanni T of Antonio and Fortuna Mar 29 1931.....30: 36
D'Arezzo Joyce A of Pasquale and Giovannina S Dec 24 1933..31: 132
D'Arezzo Richard E of Elno and Julia July 3 1934............31: 204
D'Arezzo -- s of Antonio and Anna Nov 20 1935..............32: 129
Dargis Doris A of Maurice G and Jane G Nov 15 1935.........32: 123
Dark Irving A of Alfred W and Doris E Sept 29 1932.........30: 253
Darling Cynthia J of Russell E and Dorothy E June 13 1933..31: 62
Darling Dorothea of Lloyd J and Ellen M Nov 12 1935........32: 122
Darling George F of George F and Margaret T June 25 1935....32: 67
Darling Harold E of Harold W and Alice L Apr 3 1931.......30: 39
Darling Martha of Edward B and Ruth Sept 20 1935...........32: 102
Darnbrough Edward A of Archie and Eleanor D Oct 4 1935....32: 109
Darnell Russell E of Elmer T and Avicia Oct 30 1933.......31: 113
daRocha Delina of Jose and Delfina Jan 13 1934..............31: 143
daRocha Jose J of Jose J and Mary Oct 17 1933..............31: 109
daRosa Dolores C of Joaquim and Maria A Aug 30 1934.......31: 227
DaRosa -- s of Joseph and Alice Aug 18 1934*.................31: 222
Darizio -- s of Enrico and Giovannina Nov 13 1932.........30: 279
Dashoff -- s of Aaron and Rose June 16 1933...............31: 64
D'Atri Maria E of Vincenzo A and Sarah A May 1 1931........30: 51
D'Atri Patricia A of Vincenzo A and Sarah A June 10 1933....31: 62
Datillo Anthony D of Anthony and Celia Apr 16 1932.........30: 189
Datillo Raymond T of Anthony and Celia Apr 16 1933.........31: 40
Datz Allan S of David M and Minnie R Aug 5 1933............31: 83
Datz Burton L of Samuel I and Jean May 25 1931.............30: 59
Daubney Anita I of Claude and Annie Jan 16 1931............30: 6
Daubney Belva J of Leslie C and Bertina R Dec 16 1932......30: 284
Daubney Dieudonne D of Leslie C and Bertina R July 23 1935..32: 79
Dauphinee Bruce H of Henry H and Ethel C Aug 6 1932.......30: 234
Dauphinee Carol D of Albert E and Martha M Oct 14 1933.....31: 108
Dauphinee Grace D (Twin) of Roy R and Mildred R Apr 28 1933.................31: 44
Dauphinee Mildred R (Twin) of Roy R and Mildred R Apr 28 1933..........................31: 44
Dauphinee Neil A of Albert E and Martha M Aug 24 1931.....30: 96
Daumay Barbara A of Theodore A J and Gertrude M Feb 4 1931..................................30: 15
Daveney William F of William F and Betty Nov 19 1931 .................. 30:129
Davenport Paul S of Allen G and Mabelle Feb 1 1935 ...................... 32:142
Davenport Thomas A of David P and Olive Oct 11 1931 .................... 30:114
Davey George A of Harold and Madonna A Nov 1 1934 ................. 31:271
Davey James R of James R and Emilie Nov 12 1934 ...................... 31:254
Davey Jean M of John J and Irene C Aug 29 1933 ......................... 31:91
Davey Raymond of John H and Agnes June 23 1932 ....................... 30:214
David Jean (Twin) of Jeannette Dec 28 1931 ............................. 30:143
David Joan (Twin) of Jeannette Dec 28 1931 .............................. 30:143
David Walter J of Walter and Doris June 8 1933 ........................ 31:61
Davidson Anna E of Peter A and Exilda Dec 23 1935 .................... 32:136
Davidson Barbara L of Wilfred J and Alberta H July 17 1933 ........... 31:74
Davidson David A of David A and Blanche A Oct 11 1932 .............. 30:259
Davidson George S of Samuel N and Blanche Aug 30 1931 ............. 30:98
Davidson Gerald E of Abraham and Eva July 31 1933 .................... 31:79
Davidson Joan L of Andrew M and Marion Mar 19 1934 ................. 31:166
Davies Byron P of Grace E June 3 1934 ................................. 31:193
Davies Clinton K of Clinton K and Evelyn E Feb 27 1933 .............. 31:21
Davies Edward of Oliver and Theresa M Apr 14 1931 .................... 30:43
Davies Norman E of Alfred E and Doris E June 6 1933 ................. 31:60
Davignon Dawn C of Wilfred G and Madeline Nov 29 1933 ............... 31:129
Davignon Richard H of Ermand and Bertha Nov 24 1934 ................ 31:258
Davis Albert E of Albert H and Beatrice E Dec 24 1934 ............... 31:269
Davis Allen of David and Eva Feb 13 1935 ................................ 32:16
Davis Barbara J of Stewart W and Elizabeth A Apr 17 1934 .......... 31:176
Davis Beatrice M (c) of Frederick and Pearl E G Apr 11 1934 ...... 31:174
Davis Beverly F of George W and Helen I Sept 11 1931 ............... 30:163
Davis Carolina I of Paul A and Beatrice M Aug 27 1933 .............. 31:90
Davis Claire A of Harold G and Helen E Feb 28 1931 ................. 30:23
Davis Donald A of Paul A and Beatrice M July 21 1931 ............... 30:83
Davis Donald S of Hollis H and Clara H June 25 1933 ................. 31:66
Davis Floyd C of Floyd C and Adeline Oct 8 1932 ..................... 30:258
Davis George M of George and Florence Sept 29 1933 ................. 31:103
Davis Gwendolyn of Edward R and Florence E Mar 28 1933 .......... 31:32
Davis Helen of Frank and Anna M June 5 1933 .......................... 31:60
Davis James R of Floyd C and Adeline Oct 25 1934 .................... 31:247
Davis Jean L of William and Loretta Jan 3 1935 ...................... 32:1
Davis Joan A of Clinton L and Ruth L Mar 4 1935 ...................... 32:24
Davis John G of Francis P and Clara Oct 4 1932 ....................... 30:257
Davis Joslin I of Harry and Sarah Aug 3 1932 .......................... 30:233
Davis Joyce M of George H R and Marion Nov 2 1933 ................. 31:145
Davis June M of Elmer C and Helen May 6 1933 ....................... 31:48
Davis Lloyd H of Lloyd E and Avis A Aug 3 1932 .................... 30:233
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Davis Madeline B (c) of William M and Ora Apr 7 1932........... 30: 186
Davis Marion E of Levi P and Bertha M Jan 19 1931............. 30: 7
Davis Marion E of Francis F and Ruth H Apr 15 1933............ 31: 40
Davis Mary of Frederick S and Mary I Jan 3 1931.............. 30: 1
Davis Mary E (c) of William M and Ora Dec 19 1934............ 31: 268
Davis Mildred M of Frank W and Mildred Apr 19 1932............ 30: 190
Davis Patricia H of Edward R and Florence E May 25 1935..... 32: 55
Davis Raymond J of Raymond J and Theresa June 13 1935...... 32: 63
Davis Richard E of Charles J and Mary Dec 5 1933............. 32: 131
Davis Richard J of Charles J and Emily C Mar 29 1933........... 31: 32
Davis Robert E of Harold and Alice E Sept 8 1932.............. 30: 246
Davis Robert E of Edwin J and Ethel M May 29 1933............. 31: 56
Davis Robert T of Charles H and Josephine B Aug 18 1933..... 31: 87
Davis Roslyn of Henry and Ada July 18 1935..................... 32: 77
Davis Sally L of William P and Edna June 15 1932.............. 30: 212
Davis Shirley A of Herbert B and Hilda June 26 1933............ 31: 66
Davis Thomas E of Frank and Luisa May 12 1931.................. 30: 55
Davis Walter E of Edwin J and Ethel M June 23 1931............. 30: 71
Davis Walter H of Herbert B and Hilda Apr 22 1935.............. 32: 42
Davis Warren W of Jack W and Myrtle Aug 31 1932.............. 30: 242
Davis William R of William R and Alice M Aug 7 1931............ 30: 89
Davis — s of Harold M and Mary Feb 11 1931..................... 30: 17
Davis — s of Charles J and Emily C Jan 7 1932................... 30: 160
Davis — (c) s of Frederick and Pearl E G July 4 1932......... 30: 220
Davis — s of Newell K and Hanora M July 7 1932................. 30: 221
Davis — s of Henry and Ada Dec 6 1933......................... 31: 136
Davis — s of Walter F and Mary E June 3 1935................... 32: 59
Davison Mildred R of Burton H and Ruth Aug 29 1935............ 32: 94
Davol William E of Obadiah E and Mabel July 5 1932............ 30: 220
Davoli Marion of Peter and Rose Jan 22 1933.................... 31: 8
Davy Edward J of Clarence M and Alice R May 10 1934............. 30: 184
Davy Shirley H of Clarence M and Alice R Nov 23 1931......... 30: 130
Dawley Richard A of Percy E and Annie G May 12 1932........... 30: 199
Dawson Alice E of William J and Alice E Aug 19 1933............ 31: 87
Dawson Frank H of Frank C and Marie May 13 1935.............. 32: 51
Dawson Joseph H of Joseph H and Viola C June 15 1934........... 31: 197
Dawson Loretta of John J and Mary B Nov 16 1931............... 30: 128
Dawson Mary P of Norman G and Irene P Nov 5 1933.............. 31: 116
Dawson Meredith of James A and Isabell Sept 13 1933............ 31: 97
Dawson Patricia A of Walter F and Mary F May 14 1935........... 32: 52
Dawson Walter F of Walter F and Mary F Aug 31 1933............ 31: 91
Day Alice M of Harry A and Bessie A Oct 26 1933................. 31: 112
Day Ann J of William and Clara E June 2 1933................... 32: 69
Day Barbara L of Raymond and Marion Oct 31 1935............. 32: 117
Day Charles E of Harry A and Bessie A June 26 1935............. 32: 67
Day Constance A of Walter T P and Adeline R Apr 8 1931........ 30: 41
Day Helen M of William and Clara Jan 13 1932....................... 30: 152
Day Henry of Henry F and Elizabeth J Sept 13 1935.............. 32: 100
Day Martha A of Edward W and Madeline E Apr 20 1934............. 31: 177
Day Patricia J of Henry F and Elizabeth J May 19 1933........... 31: 52
Day Richard H of Richard H and Mildred June 8 1935.............. 32: 61
Day Virginia L of Edward W and Madeline E May 2 1931............ 30: 51
Day William P of Earle S and Mildred L Dec 11 1934.............. 31: 265
Daylory Dorothy C of Joseph and Florence E May 28 1933........... 31: 36
Deacon Marion T of Arthur A and Magdalene Sept 22 1935........ 32: 103
Deacon Shirley L of John W and Helen D Apr 4 1933............. 31: 36
Deady Francis H of Thomas H and Alice E May 26 1932............. 30: 203
Deady Ilene M of Thomas H and Alice E Sept 3 1933.............. 31: 94
Deady Joseph of Thomas H and Alice E May 6 1934................. 30: 52
Deady Richard C (Twin) of Joseph C and Selma C July 17

1932.................. 30: 224
Deady Robert C (Twin) of Joseph C and Selma C July 17

1932.................. 30: 224
Deady Robert E of Thomas H and Alice E Nov 27 1934.............. 31: 259
Deal Beverly V of Arthur E and Mae B Apr 27 1933................. 31: 43
Dean Donald F of Joseph W and Antonia C Jan 25 1934............. 31: 146
Dean Frederick S of Willard S and Bertha M June 29 1933........ 31: 67
Dean Joseph H of Joseph W and Antonia C June 21 1931............ 30: 71
Dean Marion E of Walter J P and Edna L Sept 2 1933............. 31: 94
Dean Stephen E of Stephen L and Margaret J Dec 24 1932........ 30: 286
Dean William J of Stephen L and Margaret J Mar 20 1934........ 31: 166
Dean William L of Norman and Mildred Apr 2 1935................. 32: 35
DeAndrea Anna of Manuel and Maria May 1 1931.................... 30: 51
Deane James E of Donald K and Florence May 28 1931............. 30: 60
Deane Joan E of Donald K and Martha F Sept 22 1933............. 31: 100
Deane Robert K of Donald K and Martha F Aug 2 1932............. 30: 232
DeAngelis Alfred A of Armando and Giselda Aug 14 1934........... 31: 221
DeAngelis Caroline J of Rocco and Giovanna Aug 23 1933........... 31: 90
DeAngelis Dolores of Rocco and Giovanna Aug 3 1935.............. 32: 84
DeAngelis Dolores D of Arturo and Mary A Apr 13 1932........... 30: 188
DeAngelis Domenico J of Domenico and Caterina Dec 27 1933........ 31: 133
DeAngelis Evelina A of Domenico and Caterina Aug 16 1931........ 30: 93
DeAngelis Evelyn E of Fiore and Florence J June 17 1935........ 32: 64
DeAngelis Florence J of Giuseppe and Elena Apr 27 1933........... 32: 44
DeAngelis Lucille A of Rocco and Viola Oct 22 1933.............. 31: 111
DeAngelis Malio of Bartolomeo and Mary Apr 7 1931.............. 30: 41
DeAngelis Salvatore T of Tommaso and Clotilda June 1 1933........ 31: 59
DeAngelis Teresa C of Thomas and Amelia Feb 7 1935............. 32: 14
DeAngelis Teresa E of Angelo and Clara M Sept 3 1932............ 30: 244
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

DeAngelis Thomas of Rocco and Giovannina Nov 4 1931........ 30:125
DeAngelis Thomas W of Sorzio and Elena Dec 28 1935........ 32:138
DeAngelis — s of Giuseppe and Lucia Mar 16 1932........... 30:183
Deasy Robert L of John P and Helen Oct 13 1931............ 30:115
DeBarros Amos F (c) of Amos F and Alice E Aug 25 1931.... 30:96
DeBarros Joseph (c) of Joao and Virginia Nov 30 1934...... 31:260
DeBartolo James of Vincenzo and Angelina Feb 8 1933...... 31:15
DeBerardis Anthony J G of Antonio and Maria N Oct 22 1935.. 32:114
DeBiasi Anna M of Antonio and Maria R I Oct 30 1933....... 31:113
DeBiasio Guglielmo of Giuseppe and Giovannina June 9 1932.. 30:210
DeBiaso — s of Antonio and Lucia Dec 1 1932.............. 30:289
DeBlasio June E of Frank and Edrizes Sept 25 1934........... 31:236
DeBlasio Riccardo E of Femino A and Louisa May 17 1934.... 31:187
DeBlasio Ronald P of Vincenzo A and Rosa A June 6 1932.... 30:234
DeBow Wilfred W of Wilfred W and Verna L June 16 1933.... 31:64
DeCamp George M of George M and Barbara June 10 1934.... 31:195
DeCarlo Evelina of Rocco and Filomena Nov 4 1931........... 30:125
DeCarlo Joseph of Giuseppe and Vincenzina May 28 1934..... 31:190
DeCarlo Silvia of Teobaldo and Domenica May 15 1934...... 31:186
DeCataldo Addolorata of Giuseppe and Grazia Dec 24 1932.... 30:286
DeCataldo Francesca G of Giuseppe and Maria S Feb 7 1932... 30:162
DeCataldo Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Maria E Apr 3 1935.... 32:35
DeCataldo Giovanni and Antonetta Aug 24 1934............. 31:225
DeCataldo Rosa M of Giovanni and Antonetta Nov 5 1931..... 30:125
DeCesare Americo of Enrico and Maria Feb 9 1934............ 31:152
DeCesare Barbara E of Alessandro and Amelia July 5 1932.... 30:220
DeCesare James R of Amore and Anna V Sept 14 1934........ 31:233
DeCesare Jean D of Ernest and Elide E A July 20 1933...... 31:75
DeCesare Rose M of Amedo and Maria June 30 1933............ 31:68
DeCesare Vilma of Giuseppe and Michelina Sept 13 1931..... 30:103
DeCesare William A of Edwin A and Elizabeth H Nov 29 1934.. 31:260
DeChristopher Albert H of Earl G and Lena G Dec 30 1932.... 30:287
DeChristopher Claire M of Earl G and Lena June 19 1931.... 30:70
DeChristopher Donald N of Earl G and Lena G Mar 16 1934.... 31:165
DeChiantis Ann of Michele and Dorothy July 27 1931........ 30:85
DeCiccio Donald R of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 9 1934...... 31:152
DeCico Bernardo J ofPasquale and Rosa Nov 23 1931........ 30:130
DeCico Edith of Federico and Angelina Apr 17 1934......... 31:176
DeCico Filomena of Pasquale and Rosa May 10 1933........... 31:50
Decker Beverly A of George H and Methyl O Oct 28 1935..... 32:116
DeClemente Giuseppe I of Innocenzio and Filomena Mar 10 1932........ 30:175
DeConcillis Doris O of Gaetano F and Adelaida June 29 1934.. 31:202
DeConcillis Joanna M of Piendino and Clara Mar 5 1933...... 31:25
DeCorpo Bernice J of Domenico and Filomena Mar 15 1935.... 32:27
DeCosta Dorothea of Louis and Maria Jan 2 1935............. 32:1
DeCosta Gloria F C of John F and Charlotte Dec 3 1934... 31:262
DeCosta John J of John J and Margaret July 28 1931... 30:85
DeCosta June K of Anthony and Katherine Aug 26 1934... 31:226
DeCoste Mildred A of Joseph E and Elizabeth A July 10 1935... 32:74
DeCota Joyce B of George and Grudite June 30 1935... 32:69
Decoteaux Fabiola M of Arthur and Marie Sept 22 1934... 31:235
DeCourcy Robert L of James and Alice Oct 26 1934... 31:248
DeCristofano Antonetta H of Mario S and Mary H Oct 29 1935... 32:116
DeCristofano Mario of Mario S and Mary H Mar 27 1932... 30:180
DeCristofaro Anna G of Domenico and Gennarina Apr 8 1932... 30:186
DeCristofaro Dorothy A of Amedeo and Assunta Mar 14 1933... 31:28
DeCristofaro Estelle M of Domenico and Gennarina Feb 25 1931... 30:22
DeCristofaro Robert G of Angelo C and Orsola May 4 1935... 32:48
DeCristoforo Joseph of Giovanni and Elisabetta Oct 27 1934... 31:248
DeCristoforo Shirley of Michael and Rose July 1 1935... 32:71
DeCrosta Richard W of Giovanni and Francesca Nov 19 1934... 31:257
DeCrosta ---- s of Giovanni and Francesca Feb 5 1932... 30:162
DeCubellis Anthony of Luigi and Viola Feb 15 1933... 31:17
DeCubellis Antonio P of Pasquale and Olga Feb 15 1932... 30:165
DeCubellis Dolores of Giuseppe S and Rita V Apr 28 1932... 30:193
DeCubellis Ralph of Raffaele L and Ruth A July 24 1932... 30:227
DeCunto Giuseppe of Vito and Liberina Mar 12 1931... 30:30
DeCurto Vilma A of Raffaele and Elvira Sept 9 1932... 30:246
DeDols Peggy A of Elmer and Anna Apr 9 1933... 31:37
DeDora Charles A of Angelo and Jeannette June 19 1933... 31:64
DeDora Dorothy J of Angelo and Jeannette Feb 4 1935... 32:13
Dee Elaine R of Robert A and Evelyn M Mar 9 1935... 32:25
Dee Marguerite of William J and Marguerite J May 14 1932... 30:199
Dee Marie J of William J and Marguerite J May 22 1931... 30:59
Deeb Michael G of Mike G and Elis S Apr 24 1934... 31:178
Deadling Patricia A of Irene M June 15 1934... 31:197
DeFazio Alfredo S of Domenico and Maria Nov 3 1931... 30:124
DeFazio Dorothy of Domenico and Maria Dec 2 1935... 32:130
DeFederle Jeanette of Cosimo and Caterina Oct 22 1934... 31:246
DeFelice Ann B of Antonio and Michelina May 13 1935... 32:51
DeFeo Francs A of Frank and Mary Apr 17 1934... 31:176
DeFilippo Vincenzo of Nicola and Eva Feb 27 1931... 30:23
DeFilippo ---- d of Nicola and Anna Mar 3 1933... 31:24
DeFontes Joyce P of John and Florence E Aug 18 1933... 31:87
DeFrancesco Arthur A of Antonio and Elvera July 1 1933... 31:69
DeFranco Marian F of Orlando and Maria L May 21 1931... 30:58
deFreitas Barbara M of Antonio L and Clara F Sept 26 1933... 31:101
deFreitas Lorraine J of Antonio L and Clara F Mar 23 1935... 32:30
DeFusco Adeline of Guglielmo and Elizabeth H Oct 17 1933... 31:109
DeFusco Anthony R of Antonio and Teresina Apr 9 1935... 32:38
deLauro Vilma F A of Orlando and Adele E July 25 1932... 30:228
DelBene Gloria D of Carlo and Lena May 4 1931.......... 30:52
DelBonis John J of John and Mary A July 30 1934.... 31:214
DelBonis Lawrence of Tomaso and Maria Oct 7 1935..... 32:110
DelBonis Louise of Joseph and Rose M July 29 1931..... 30:85
DelBonis Tomaso of Tomaso and Maria Oct 2 1931....... 30:111
DelConte Pasqualina of Angelo and Caesarina Sept 23 1931... 30:107
DelDeo Joseph V of Vito and Maria Dec 15 1931....... 30:139
DelDeo Lucy A of Francesco P and Almerinda Sept 27 1935... 32:104
DelDederfield Lynne of Frederic P and Bertha P June 9 1935... 32:61
Delekta Kathleen L of Ignatius F and Stacy Jan 14 1932... 30:153
DeLellis Marjorie L of Frank M and Winifred Jan 8 1932... 30:151
DeLeone Marie A of Francesco and Maddalena Aug 15 1935... 32:89
Deleu Francis A of Arthur E and Helen I June 23 1934.... 31:200
Deleu Nancy A of Arthur E and Helen Sept 13 1932..... 30:247
DelfFarino Evelyn R of Giuseppe and Rosa Jan 18 1934.... 31:144
DelFino Eleonora A of Vincent A and Emma Apr 20 1932... 30:191
DelFino Letizia A of Alfonso and Lina Apr 3 1932......... 30:184
DelFino Raymond L of Peter and Mary Sept 7 1935...... 30:98
DelFino Rita C of Vincent A and Emma Mar 20 1934...... 31:166
DelfFarino Anna of Domenico and Irene M Oct 16 1935.... 32:112
DelGiudice Anthony J of Salvatore and Margaret Nov 26 1934... 31:259
DelGiudice Ferdinando G of Giuseppe and Diamande Apr 25 1932... 30:192
DelGiudice James C of Carmine and Phyllis Oct 19 1933... 31:110
DelGiudice Patricia A of Salvatore and Margaret Dec 9 1932... 30:282
DelGizzo Edward R of Giovanni and Maria May 7 1932... 30:198
DelGrande Eddy of Ettore and Rosaline May 8 1935...... 32:49
DelGrande Ruth of Ettore and Rosalina Sept 27 1932...... 30:253
DelGreco Anna T of Antonio C and Teresa Feb 20 1932.... 30:167
DelGreco Eduardo G of Gennaro E and Elvira Jan 1 1932... 30:149
DelGreco Lillian of Gennaro E and Elvira Mar 27 1933.... 31:32
DelGreco Raymond of Gennaro E and Elvira Sept 22 1934... 31:235
DelGreco William R of Antonio C and Teresa Nov 21 1935... 32:126
Delicato Ina J of Anthony and Ina May 27 1933......... 31:55
Delicio Joseph of Joseph and Maria Apr 10 1931........ 30:42
DeLisi Liborio J of Marino A and Barbara Apr 15 1933.... 31:39
DeLisi Pietro of Francesco and Maria Sept 14 1932.... 30:247
DeLisi Robert of Marino A and Barbara R Nov 1 1935.... 32:119
DeLisi Vincenzo P of Francesco and Maria July 9 1935.... 32:74
Deliz Daniel J of Frank J and Mary C Apr 3 1934......... 31:172
 DELlaGrotta Angela M of Antonio C and Filippina L May 19 1934... 31:188
DellaGrotta Guglielmo of Pietro and Concetta Mar 11 1932... 30:175
DellaGrotta Madalena of Pietro and Concetta Jan 12 1934... 31:142
DelлаGrotta Marion C of Salvatore and Emilia Feb 12 1932... 30:164
DellaGrotta Nicola A of Antonio C and Filippina L Sept 27 1935. ........................... 32:104
DellaGrotto Vincenza of Angelo and Rosina Jan 8 1935. .......................... 32: 3
DellaPorta Barbara J of Louis A and Eva D Mar 24 1931. ............... 30: 34
DellaPorta Elaine M of Joseph and Mary Sept 8 1931. .......................... 30:102
Dellaporta Joan A of Luderico and Assunta Sept 12 1934. ............... 31:232
DellaSelva Antonio G of Michelangelo and Raffaela Nov 23 1933. ........................................ 31:121
DellaSelva Giuseppe of Michelangelo and Raffaela Jan 20 1931.30: 8
DellaSelva John E of Giovanni and Priscilla V Jan 20 1932. ............... 30:155
DellaTorra Gennaro of Gennaro and Pasqualina Nov 28 1931. ............... 30:132
DellaVentura Pauline E of Gaetano and Anna Nov 24 1934. ................. 31:258
D'Ellena Gloria G M of Carmine and Filomena Dec 26 1932. ............... 30:286
DelloAcono Josephine of Pasquale and Adelina May 2 1935. ................. 32: 47
DelMastro Alfredo A of Francesco B and Rose M Aug 20 1935. ............... 32: 91
DelMastro Anna M of Francesco B and Rose M May 27 1933. ................ 31: 55
DelMastro Evelyn J of Francesco and Amelia Feb 19 1934. ................ 31:156
DelMastro Irene B A of Francesco and Amelia Dec 7 1931. ................ 30:137
DelMastro Nicola A of Nicola S and Maria G Oct 30 1934. ................ 31:249
DelMonaco Anna L of Pietro and Maria M May 28 1931. ...................... 30: 61
DelMonaco Evelina M of Marco and Luisa Jan 22 1931. ...................... 30: 8
Delmonico Francesco A of Domenico and Maria July 2 1932. ............... 30:219
Delmas —— s of Arthur and Gene July 30 1933. ........................... 31: 81
DelNegro Giuseppe of Francesco and Lucia June 5 1931. .................. 30: 65
Deloge Normand J of Oliva and Bernadette May 19 1934. .................. 31:188
DeLomba Anna E of Augustus E and Emily Aug 13 1931. .................. 30: 91
DeLomba Donald A of Manuel and Elma M Feb 14 1934. .................. 31:154
DeLomba Edward of Edward and Ermina Oct 7 1932. ...................... 30:238
DeLomba John W of John and Laurentina May 16 1934. .................... 31:187
DeLorenzo Anna M of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 30 1935. ................... 32:116
Delory Hope E of John J and Rose V Feb 5 1933. .......................... 31: 14
Delory Joseph M of John J and Rose V May 1 1931. .................. 30: 51
DelPadre Cecilia M of Michael and Cecilia M Apr 10 1933. ............... 31: 38
DelPadre Isabelle A of John H and Isabelle V Jan 10 1932. ............... 30:151
DelPadre Joan H of Michael and Cecilia M Feb 15 1935. ................ 32: 17
DelPadre Josephine J of John and Filomena Sept 1 1935. ............... 32: 96
DelPadre Margaret L of John H and Isabelle V Mar 8 1933. ............... 31: 26
DelPadre Mary N of John H and Isabelle V Mar 5 1934. ................... 31:162
DelPadre Michael J of Michael and Cecilia M Mar 30 1932. ............... 30:182
DelPico Antonio R of Antonio and Rosina Jan 13 1933. ................ 31: 4
DelPizzo Philip A of Filippo A and Angela M A Apr 3 1933. ............... 31: 35
DelRicco Arlene of Lorenzo and Anna Nov 4 1935. .......................... 32:120
DelRicco Elaine of Lorenzo and Anna Jan 27 1932. ...................... 30:157
DelRicco Geraldine of Aldo and Rita L Feb 1 1931. ................... 30: 14
DelRicco Lorraine D of Aldo and Rita L Mar 28 1933. .................. 31: 32
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

DelRicco Richard A of Aldo and Rita L Aug 15 1935 ........... 32: 89
DelRossi Robert E of Antonio and Maria Feb 5 1933 .......... 31: 14
DelSante Barbara A of Giovanni A and Carolina Nov 23 1931. 30: 130
DelSanto Anna of Giovanni and Maria Sept 14 1933 .......... 31: 98
DelSanto Dolores of Giovanni and Maria Nov 5 1934 .......... 31: 252
DelSanto Giuseppe T of Giovanni and Maria Sept 12 1931 .... 30: 103
DelSanto Maria of Michele and Maria Feb 20 1931 ........... 30: 20
DelSanto Mary H of Anthony and Rose July 17 1935 .......... 32: 77
DelSanto Ralph F of Ralph F and Anna E Mar 10 1935 ....... 32: 142
DelSanto Sarah E of Michele and Maria G July 13 1934 ....... 31: 208
DelSelva Arlene D of John and Priscilla V Dec 26 1933 ....... 31: 133
DelSelva George R of Domenico and Helen M June 1 1934 .... 31: 193
DelSesto Christopher T of Christopher and Lola E Oct 9 1935.. 32: 110
DelSesto Enrico R of Enrico and Savina Jan 16 1933 ........ 31: 5
DelSesto Joseph R of Giuseppe and Lelia A July 21 1933 .... 32: 79
DelSesto Marie A of Luigi and Lydia Jan 18 1935 ........... 32: 6
DelSesto Nicola A of Nicola A D and Giuseppina Oct 25 1931.. 30: 119
DelSesto Teresa A of Luigi and Maria A July 29 1932 ......... 30: 229
DelSignore Anna M of Pietro and Anna Sept 23 1935 ........ 32: 103
DelSignore Anthony L of Francesco and Maddalena June 3

1934 .................................................. 31: 193
DelSignore Helen M of Alessandro and Anna Dec 5 1931 ....... 30: 136
DeLuca Barbara J of Guglielmo A and Anna M Mar 19 1933.. 31: 29
DeLuca Dante F of Leonardo and Anna Apr 5 1932 ........... 30: 185
DeLuca Edith D of Alfredo and Vincenza Dec 31 1934 ......... 31: 272
DeLuca Geraldine A of Rocco and Margaret Mar 18 1934 .... 31: 166
DeLuca Gilda S of Antonio and Assunta May 26 1932 ...... 30: 203
DeLuca Gloria C of Alfredo and Vincenza May 4 1932 ...... 30: 197
DeLuca Janet C of Salver and Ida L June 19 1935 ......... 32: 65
DeLuca Joseph W of Giovanni and Amalia Dec 31 1934 ....... 31: 272
DeLuca Lawrence J of Mary May 24 1933 ........... 31: 137
DeLuca Norman T of Pasco and Margaret T Oct 29 1934 .... 31: 249
DeLuca Raymond E of Vincenzo L and Cristina Apr 14 1933. 31: 39
DeLuca Roberta F of Giovanni F and Filomena June 4 1932.. 30: 207
DeLuca Rocco A of Rocco and Margaret Dec 31 1931 ........ 30: 144
DeLuca William A of Guglielmo A and Anna M July 26 1935.. 32: 80
DeLulo Bernard of James and Mary Oct 5 1932 ........... 30: 257
Delnty Helene of Louis and Sadie Mar 5 1931 ........... 30: 27
DelVecchio Consiglia of Alfred and Mary J Apr 9 1935 ........ 32: 38
DelVecchio Domenico A of Pasquale and Maria Sept 7 1934.. 31: 231
DelVecchio Fiorenza T of Pasquale and Maria Jan 7 1932 .... 30: 150
DelVecchio Lorraine of Louis and Wanda Apr 13 1932 ...... 30: 188
DelVecchio Ronald E of Daniel and Maria G June 4 1935 ...... 32: 59
DelVecchio Theresa J of Paul and Saveria Oct 4 1933 ....... 31: 105
DelVecchio —— d of Antonetta May 19 1931 ........... 30: 63
DelVecchio —— s of Antonetta July 16 1932 ........... 30: 231
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

DeMagistris David A of Ralph and Marie B A May 19 1935.................. 32:  53
DeMagistris Franklin C of Ralph and Marie B A Apr 12 1933,31:  38
DeMagistris Geraldine J of Renaldo and Helen M June 22 1935.................. 32:  66
DeMagistris Louise A M of Ralph and Marie B A Dec 5 1931,30:  136
DeMagistris Marie C of Raffaele and Celia A Jan 9 1934.................. 31:  141
DeMaio Anita P of John and Margaret Apr 14 1935.................. 32:  39
DeMaio Corina of Vittorio and Teresa Sept 7 1931.................. 30:  102
DeMaio John T of Mario and Mary W Apr 3 1933.................. 31:  35
DeMaio Marie A of John and Margaret Jan 8 1934.................. 31:  141
DeMaio Roland C of Vincenzo and Filomena July 16 1934.................. 31:  209
DeMaio —— d of Salvatore and Anna Mar 8 1931.................. 30:  28
Demara Eleanor T of George L and Germaine M Apr 12 1933,31:  38
DeMarco Anita of Silvio and Celia Aug 9 1935.................. 32:  86
DeMarco Carmino of Carmino and Emma Mar 2 1934.................. 31:  161
DeMarco Cristina L of Silvio and Lattanina Apr 13 1931.................. 30:  43
DeMarco Dolores G of Pietro and Margaret Apr 10 1931.................. 30:  42
DeMarco Doris A of Lorenzo and Petrina Apr 21 1931.................. 30:  46
DeMarco Joan R of Anthony and Imelda E Oct 11 1934.................. 31:  243
DeMarco Shirley A of Anthony and Imelda E Jan 5 1931.................. 30:  2
DeMarco Susanna A of Antonio and Mary M Jan 10 1933.................. 31:  3
DeMarco Vincenzo of Giacomo and Carmela Feb 9 1932.................. 30:  163
DeMaris Carmel of Alfred and Ines May 7 1934.................. 31:  183
DeMars Wilfred N of Wilfred N and Elizabeth G Nov 3 1935,32:  119
DeMasi Peter S of Pietro S and Fiorenza Jan 14 1933.................. 31:  5
DeMasi Robert of Antonio and Evelyn July 29 1935.................. 32:  81
DeMasi —— s of Peter and Florence Dec 4 1931.................. 30:  136
DeMasi —— s of Antonio and Evelyn Mar 21 1933.................. 31:  30
Demaula Louis of Elizabetta Apr 4 1931.................. 30:  40
DeMayo Frank V of Frank V and Lillian C May 2 1931.................. 30:  51
DeMayo Joseph E of Joseph E and Elizabeth Sept 11 1932.................. 30:  246
DeMello Nesta M of Joseph N and Mary Aug 24 1931.................. 30:  96
DeMerchant Douglas S of Oscar L and Ethel May 6 1932.................. 30:  197
DeMerchant Murray S of Oscar L and Ethel E June 5 1935.................. 32:  60
DeMerchant Philip S of Bennie I and Myrtle May 2 1932.................. 30:  196
Demers Claire Y of Lucien and Rose A G Apr 5 1931.................. 30:  147
Demers David W of Lucien and Grace A July 30 1934.................. 31:  215
Demers Joseph of Lionel and Alice May 25 1933.................. 31:  54
Demers Marie B of Henry A and Mary C Feb 11 1931.................. 30:  17
Demers Mary T of Louis J and Margaret A May 5 1931.................. 30:  52
Demers Stanwood A of Albert J and Mae F Feb 18 1931.................. 30:  20
Demetraka Arete M of Michel and Victoria Oct 13 1931.................. 30:  122
Demetrakas Gregoreos of Michael and Victoria Jan 13 1933.................. 31:  4
DeMichele Rose M of Rodolfo C A and Maria S A Aug 21 1933,31:  88
DeMillar Suzanne L of Floyd O and Aimee L Jan 30 1934.................. 31:  147
DeMillar —— d of Lloyd O and Aimee L Feb 17 1935.................. 32:  17
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Deming John F of Fred L and Elizabeth Apr 25 1935........32: 43
DeMiti Gerhard of Rose M Feb 11 1935............................32: 142
DeMizio Joseph A of Antonio and Maria C Oct 18 1935.....32: 113
DeMola Shirley J of Antonio and Maria C July 26 1932.....30: 228
Demopoulos — d of George and Grace May 28 1933.........31: 56
DeMoranville Patricia J of Aaron F and Catherine J Aug 17

1932. ........................................................................30: 237
Dempsey John B of John J and Helen June 4 1935.........32: 39
DeMunzio Savino of Savino and Maria Dec 14 1931........30: 145
Demus John F of William E and Margaret J Aug 12 1935...32: 87
Demus William E of William E and Margaret J June 1 1932..30: 207
Demuth Dennis L of Louis A and Marie A Jan 15 1935......32: 5
Denham Shirley of William and Mary May 12 1935..........32: 51
Denice Edward M of Edward V and Mary Oct 16 1932.......30: 261
DeNicola Albert A of Umberto A and Amalia May 16 1933...31: 52
DeNicola Dolores M of Umberto A and Amalia May 11 1935...32: 30
DeNicola Eleanora G of Stanislaw and Francesca Jan 6 1934..31: 140
DeNicola Marie A of Antonio L and Elvera Dec 24 1934.....31: 269
DeNicola Thomas A of Antonio L and Elvera Mar 7 1933....31: 25
DeNicola Vincenzo A of Stanislaw and Francesca Nov 7 1931..30: 126
Deniger Robert J of Eugene A and Lena I July 31 1934......31: 215
Deniz Charles M of Manuel F and Evangelina Jan 30 1933...31: 10
Denkewitz Dorothy M of Johannes and Dorothy M Aug 27

1932. ........................................................................30: 241
Denkewitz Lisbeth A of Johannes and Dorothy M Aug 8 1933..31: 84
Denning Dorothy M of Edward M and Teresa E June 4 1933..31: 60
Dennis Donald A of Arthur J and Violet M Feb 21 1931......30: 21
Dennis Robert M of Morton H and Dorothy L Apr 24 1933....31: 42
Dennis Wallace C of Wallace C and Ruth Dec 9 1931........30: 137
Dennis Wayne M of Morton H and Dorothy L Feb 13 1935....32: 16
Denoncour Helen of Joseph L and Helen Feb 23 1935........32: 19
Denoncour Joseph F of Edward J and Yvonne M Apr 13 1933..31: 38
Denoncour Richard J of Napoleon J and Loretta B Aug 1 1934..31: 217
Denoncour Rita T of Napoleon J and Loretta B Apr 28 1932...30: 193
Denoncour Victor J of Victor J and Annamae June 4 1932...30: 207
Denton Beverly J of George E and Lucy R Dec 20 1935......32: 135
Denton George E of George E and Lucy R Apr 11 1933.......31: 38
Denton Raymond E of Ernest F and Mabel Aug 9 1933.......31: 84
D’Entremont Elizabeth L of Delisle J and Ambrosine J Jan 18

1933. ........................................................................B: 1: 501
DeNucio Marco of Luigi and Anna Oct 25 1934...............31: 247
DeNucio — d of Alphonso W and Lauretta E Dec 30 1934....31: 273
DeOrsey Shirley M of Wilfred L and Helen G Dec 6 1934...31: 263
DePace John J of Samuel J and Alice Mar 8 1932............30: 174
DePace Peter F of Giuseppe L and Louise K Jan 2 1933....31: 1
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

153.

DePace Salvatore G of Salvatore G and Alice Feb 16 1931...30: 19
DePalma Francesco G of Giuseppe G and Angela M Jan 29
1933..........................................................31: 10
DePalma Giuseppe C of Giuseppe and Amalia June 27 1935...32: 68
DePalo Henrietta of Antonio and Carmela June 12 1932...30: 211
DePaumphilis John P of Philip and Eva Oct 28 1932........30: 266
DePaumphilis Margaret M of Philip and Eva Oct 16 1934...31: 244
DePari Ernesto of Ernesto and Rosina Apr 18 1932.........30: 190
DePasquale Beatrice I of Luigi and Marie L Aug 9 1931.....30: 90
DePasquale Eva M of Luigi and Marie L Nov 5 1935........32: 120
DePasquale Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Giustina Mar 16 1931.30: 31
DePasquale John P of Attilio and Kathleen E J July 16 1931..30: 81
DePasquale Mary D of Filomeno and Vincenza F June 16 1931..30: 69
DePasquale Sandra A of Philip and Virginia Aug 17 1935....32: 89
DePasquale William of Giuseppe and Giustina Jan 6 1935.....32: 2
Depasse Clair M of Leo J and Theresa J Mar 4 1933.........31: 25
DePetrillo Alice A of Angelo and Amelia Feb 14 1931.......30: 18
DePetrillo Primio S of Angelo and Lucia July 26 1931......30: 84
DePetrillo Ralph A of Antonio and Clara May 28 1933.......31: 56
DePetrillo Tomaso G of Tomaso and Giuseppina May 7 1932..30: 198
DePietro Robert P of Thomas D and Gertrude F Sept 15 1931..30: 104
DePreker Charlotte J of Peter and Dorothy E Dec 15 1934....31: 266
DeQuattro Adelina A of Giuseppe and Annunziata Apr 18 1931..30: 49
DeQuattro Alberto A of Giuseppe and Annunziata Aug 7 1932..30: 242
DeQuattro Evelyn A of Giuseppe and Annunziata Oct 14 1934...31: 243
DeQuattro Giovanni A of Michele and Filomena May 10 1931...30: 54
DeQuattro William T of Gaetano and Elvira Nov 8 1931.....30: 126
DerArsinian Vartoohi of Nishan and Khatchkhatoun Sept 10
1934..........................................................31: 231
DerBogosian Elizabeth of Harry and Mary E May 12 1931....30: 55
DerBogosian Robert S of Harry and Mary E Dec 21 1932.....30: 285
D'Erecole Caterina C of Pasquale and Filomena July 15 1931..30: 80
D'Erecole Francesco A of Francesco and Benedetta Feb 5 1932..30: 162
D'Erecoli Anna of Camillo and Annunziata Mar 26 1931.......30: 35
Derderian Agavny of Arshag and Mary June 6 1932...........30: 208
Derderian Ara S of Stephan and Zaronhe Feb 16 1931.........30: 19
Derderian Armenag of Melkon and Julia Apr 1 1933.........31: 35
Derderian Edward of Paul and Josephine Sept 19 1933.......31: 99
Derderian Harootune of Vagarshag and Margarit Oct 16 1932..30: 261
Derderian Hosannah O of Arshag and Mary Mar 1 1934........31: 161
Derderian James of Harry and Anna Apr 27 1935..............32: 44
Derderian Kegham S of Hampartzoum and Bargeshd Jan 4
1935..........................................................32: 2
Derderian Soukias of Arshag and Mary Nov 5 1935............32: 120
DeRensis Emilio of Domenico A and Maria A Nov 18 1932....30: 274
DeRentiis Jessica J of Vincenzo and Elisabetta A Sept 15 1932 .................................................. 30: 248
DeRentiis Norma M of Vincenzo and Elisabetta A July 11 1931 .................................................. 30:  79
Deresta George W of Antonio and Maria Feb 22 1934 .......... 31: 157
DerHagopian Mgrdich G of Garabed and Rose Mar 9 1935 .................. 32:  25
DeRita Robert M of Vincenzo A and Rita M Feb 25 1935 ............. 32:  20
DeRita Vincent R of Vincenzo A and Rita M May 16 1933 .......... 31:  52
Derjue Anna H of Gustav H and Lisette A May 10 1931 .......... 30:  54
DerManouelian Margaret of Avedis and Azniv Sept 27 1932 ...... 30: 253
DerManouelian George A of Sarkis and Veron June 14 1935 ...... 32:  63
DerManouelian Vartouhy of Giragos and Margaret Jan 8 1931 ...... 3:  3
DerManouelian Vehanush of Giragos and Margaret May 27 1933 .. 31:  55
Dermer Anne F of Harry and Ida May 17 1932 .......... 30: 201
Dermer Zigmund L of Harry and Ida Apr 8 1934 ................. 31: 174
Dermksian George M of Manoog and Hermine Aug 6 1935 ........ 32:  85
D’Erno Joan A of Alderico and Pasqualina Mar 25 1933 ........ 31:  31
DerMooshegan Mary of Hagop and Elmas Sept 23 1932 ......... 30: 251
DeRobbio Angelo V of Angelo and Gesulda June 14 1933 ...... 31:  63
DeRobbio Dolores C of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Oct 25 1932 .... 30: 265
DeRobbio Ida of Stefano and Giovannina Jan 11 1931 .......... 30:  4
DeRobbio Lucia D of Angelo and Giuseppina Jan 5 1933 ....... 31:  2
DeRobbio Marie A of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Jan 28 1934 ... 31: 147
DeRobbio Maria A C of Alfonso and Celia E July 29 1931 ....... 30:  85
DeRobbio Richard F of Angelo and Gesulda Aug 8 1935 ....... 32:  86
DeRobbio Vincenzo F of Angelo and Gesulda Feb 27 1931 ....... 30:  23
DeRoche Anne M of James J and Catherine M May 12 1934 ....... 31: 185
Derocher Marie J G of Joseph H and Jeanette Jan 17 1934 ....... 31: 144
Derocher Marie T C of Joseph H and Jeanette Dec 16 1932 ....... 30: 284
DeRosa David of Anthony and Alice M May 16 1931 .......... 30:  56
DeRosa Domenico G of Giovanni S and Marianna Mar 24 1931 ... 30:  34
DeRosa Isabell of Anthony and Alice M Nov 22 1934 ... 31: 258
DeRosa Joyce A of James J and Mildred July 10 1934 ....... 31: 207
DeRota Eduardo of Michele and Michela July 3 1932 .......... 30: 219
Derouin Doris M of Amedee and Blanche E Feb 18 1934 ....... 31: 155
Derouin Pauline R of George H and Palma Aug 16 1935 ....... 32:  89
Derr Carol L of Charles R and Blanche L Jan 3 1931 .......... 30:  1
Derrick Robert M of John W and Georgianna May 22 1931 ....... 30:  59
D’Errico Grace E of Antonio V and Mary Sept 9 1933 .......... 31:  96
D’Errico Leonardo N of Nicola and Edith Jan 31 1935 ...... 32:  10
Derrico Paolo R of Paolo and Francesco Oct 31 1932 ....... 30: 267
D’Errico —— s of Antonio V and Mary Sept 25 1933 ........ 31: 101
DeRuosi Giuseppe L of Antonino and Domenica May 14 1932 ... 30: 200
DeSano Anthony of Alberto and Madeline M June 18 1935 ...... 32:  65
DeSano Joan A of Filippo and Marie E Sept 20 1934 ........ 31: 234
DeSantis Angelo C of Francesco A and Angelina Aug 23 1933 .. 31:  89
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

DeSantis Anna C A of Emidio and Maria Jan 14 1931........ 30: 5
DeSantis Anthony B of Sando and Lucretia Aug 24 1934........ 31: 225
DeSantis Frank A of Francesco A and Angelina Aug 17 1935.... 32: 89
DeSantis Guglielmo C of Cosimo and Maria V May 3 1931....... 30: 51
DeSantis Teodoro E of Emidio and Maria Aug 3 1932........... 30: 233
DeSanto Arthur J of Attilio and Mary A June 25 1932......... 30: 215
DeSanto Carmin E of Carl and Rose Jan 13 1934............... 31: 143
DeSanto Edward A of Attilio and Mary A Nov 12 1933......... 31: 118
DeSarro — s of Alfredo and Carmela A A July 14 1932......... 30: 231
Desaulniers James J of James J and Mildred A Mar 9 1933..... 31: 26
Desaulniers Jean A of James J and Mildred A July 18 1934..... 31: 210
Desaulniers Joan L of Roland J and Mary M Sept 28 1931.... 30: 108
Desaulniers Rita M of Henry L and Jeanette Apr 15 1933..... 31: 39
Desaulniers Robert J of Roland J and Mary M Apr 28 1935..... 32: 44
DeScenzo Anthony D of Domenico and Amelia July 4 1931..... 30: 77
DeScenzo Barbara M of Domenico and Amelia May 6 1933..... 31: 48
Deschene Kenneth E of Louis E and Alice July 9 1935....... 32: 74
Deschene Marilyn H of Louis E and Alice Apr 21 1933........ 31: 42
Desgagne Joseph A E of Romeo and Diana Feb 28 1931....... 30: 23
DesGranges Jacqueline T of Alfred C and Nativa B June 3
1931.................................................. 30: 64
DesGranges Jeanne M of Alfred C and Nativa B Nov 3 1932... 30: 269
DesGranges Joan M of Cecile Nov 21 1935....................... 32: 125
Deshaies Edward J of Alfred L and Madeline M Dec 2 1931... 30: 135
Deshaies Jean M (Twin) of Alfred L and Madeline M July 21 1934............................................. 31: 211
Deshaies Joan M (Twin) of Alfred L and Madeline M July 21 1934............................................. 31: 211
Desilets Anna E of Paul O and Annie L Feb 25 1932......... 30: 168
Desilets Frederick I of Frederick I and Antoinetta S Nov 1 1932............................................. 30: 269
Desilets Paul R of Paul O and Annie L June 30 1933......... 31: 68
DeSilva Anna M of Manuel A and Mary July 21 1933.......... 31: 76
DeSilva Audrey J of Alfred and Evelyn Nov 12 1934........ 31: 254
DeSilva Carlton A of Anthony and Virginia May 21 1935.... 32: 54
DeSilva Robert of John and Julia May 20 1935............... 32: 54
DeSimone Anna of Felice and Mariadonata Oct 21 1931...... 30: 118
DeSimone Antonio V of Pellegrino V and Angelina Apr 3 1934.31: 172
DeSimone Caterina A of Domenico and Giuseppina July 29 1932............................................. 30: 229
DeSimone Claudia of Domenic and Carmelia Jan 7 1934....... 31: 141
DeSimone Diane of Lawrence and Eva M Sept 6 1934......... 31: 230
DeSimone Domenica of Rocco and Giacinta July 18 1932....... 30: 225
DeSimone Dorothy J of Peter and Dorothy Nov 9 1932....... 30: 271
DeSimone Francesco of Pasquale and Incoronata Sept 7 1935.32: 98
DeSimone Julio D of Antonio and Rose Oct 5 1935........... 32: 109
DesSimone Pasquale G of Pasquale G and Miriam H July 13 1932 .................................................. 30:223
DesSimone Peter A of Peter A and Dorothy H Aug 16 1934 ... 31:222
DesSimone Raffaele P of Pellegrino V and Angelina Sept 18 1931 .................................................. B-1: 75
DesSimone Richard A of Antonio and Louisa P June 27 1935 ... 32: 68
DesSimone Richard F of Francesco S and Angelina I May 22 1935 .................................................. 32: 54
DesSimone Rocco J of Rocco and Giacinta June 2 1935 .......... 32: 59
DesSimone Thomas E of Domenic and Carmelia Mar 27 1932 ... 30:180
DesSimone —— d of Carmine and Angelina Feb 17 1932 ........ 30:165
Desjardins Barbara A of David and Mary June 13 1934 ........ 31:196
DesJardins Mary M of Leo S and Margaret V June 16 1934 .... 31:197
Desjardais Cynthia A T of Lucien J and Elena R June 3 1935 ... 32: 59
Desjardais Edward of Arthur R and Esther M Jan 7 1934 ....... 31:141
Deslandes Paul J of Leo E and Lorraine G Jan 13 1932 ........ 30:152
Deslauriers Arline D of Frederick E and Doris G Jan 31 1934 ... 31:148
Deslauriers Frederick E of Frederick E and Doris Feb 15 1935 ... 32: 17
Desmarais Edmond J of Edmond J and Lillian Feb 13 1931 .... 30: 19
Desnoyers Edgar N of Arthur and Aldea M May 21 1931 ....... 30: 58
Desnoyers Jean M of Arthur and Aldea M Aug 14 1934 ........ 31:221
Desnoyers Marie L E of Arthur and Aldea M Oct 14 1932 ....... 30:261
Despres Florence T of David A and Flora May 23 1932 ....... 30:292
Despres Gladys M of David A and Flora Sept 10 1934 ......... 31:231
DesRoches Joseph A of Joseph A and Marie B L Feb 14 1933 ... 31: 17
Desrochers Philip H of Philip A and Margaret J Dec 4 1935 .... 32:131
Desrochers Raymond A of Arthur E and Margaret M Dec 29 1932 .................................................. 30:287
DesRoches Eugene H of Eugene H and Louise E July 3 1934 ... 31:204
Desroches Normand E of Lionel and Eva Oct 25 1932 .......... 30:265
Desrosiers Arthur N of Arthur N and Jeanette A Oct 18 1934 ... 31:245
Desrosiers Joseph W N of Charles W and Ida M Nov 16 1933 ... 31:119
Dessaint Florence M of Stephen A and Margaret J Apr 3 1932 .................................................. 30:184
Dessaint Robert E of John A and Marie A E Jan 6 1934 ....... 31:140
Dessaint —— s of Stephen A and Margaret J July 26 1935 ...... 32: 83
Desseau Catherine M of Peter H and Catherine June 1 1932 .... 30:207
DeStefanis Anthony of Antonio and Maria Nov 20 1933 ....... 31:120
DeStefanis Barbara E of Giuseppe and Antonetta Mar 8 1932 ... 30:174
DeStefanis Domenico P of Domenico P and Teresa June 4 1931 .................................................. 30: 65
DeStefanis Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Antonetta Feb 12 1931 ... 30: 18
DeStefanis Marie of Domenico P and Theresa Aug 31 1934 ...... 31:227
DeStefanis Raniero H of Antonio and Maria Oct 11 1932 ....... 30:260
DeStefanis Roberto F of Antonio and Maria Oct 6 1931 ....... 30:112
DeStefano Anthony of Anthony and Carmena Sept 4 1934 .... 31:230
DeStefano Donald L of Angelo and Helen O Oct 4 1932 ..................30:257
DeStefano Gloria of Antonio and Caterina June 13 1934 ..................31:196
DeStefano Joanne of Antonio and Caterina June 23 1931 ..................30: 71
DeStefano Sally S of Angelo and Helen O Mar 30 1934 ..................31:169
DeStefano —— d of Angelo and Helen Mar 21 1931 ..................30: 38
Destegulian Ardenis of Margos and Lucie Nov 19 1931 ..................30:129
Destino Ralph R of Ralph R and Josephine Apr 7 1932 ..................30:186
Detomasis Carmine A of Luigi and Lucie Dec 11 1934 ..................31:265
DeTora Andrew W of Andrew and Maria A June 25 1935 ..................32: 67
DeTora Domenico of Domenico and Mildred July 17 1931 ..................30: 81
DeTora Pasquale R of Ignazio and Giulia June 19 1934 ..................31:198
Detoro Frederic E of Ferdinando and Maria T Nov 29 1932 ..................30:278
DeToro Marco R of Antonio and Angelina June 26 1931 ..................30: 72
DeTroia Giovina of Pasquale and Ida Sept 19 1933 ..................31: 99
Denkmeian Marguerite V of Herman and Araxie M July 23 1933 ..................31: 76
Deusen Elizabeth A of William F and Elizabeth F Oct 22 1934 ..................31:246
Devaney Janet P of John H and Rita B May 11 1933 ..................31: 50
Devaney John (Twin) of Frederick A and Eleanor C Mar 5 1935 ..................32: 24
Devaney William (Twin) of Frederick A and Eleanor C Mar 5 1935 ..................32: 24
Devauln Marjorie R of Leo and Mary E Apr 12 1932 ..................30:188
Devereaux —— s of Raymond LeR and Agnes M Aug 13 1931 ..................30: 91
Devine Barbara A of Thomas F and Catherine M Jan 26 1935 ..................32: 9
Devine Cecilia A of Charles E and Alice A Feb 1 1932 ..................30:161
Devine Donald F of Joseph S and Gladys I May 17 1934 ..................31:187
Devine Edward R of Edward R and Gertrude E Feb 28 1935 ..................32: 21
Devine Frederick A of Frederick A and Poebe H July 12 1934 ..................31:208
Devine Gerard C of Leander J and Delia M Apr 4 1932 ..................30:185
Devine Howard E of Edward J and Gertrude C Mar 13 1932 ..................30:175
Devine John R of John J and Grace L Dec 20 1933 ..................31:131
Devine Mary J of Edward R and Gertrude E Oct 27 1932 ..................30:265
Devine Shirley M of Frederick A and Phoebe H May 2 1932 ..................30:196
Devine —— d of Charles E and Alice A Feb 24 1933 ..................31: 23
Devine —— d of George W and Margaret M Apr 28 1935 ..................32: 46
DeVito Guglielmo C N of Nicola and Concetta May 25 1934 ..................31:168
Devlin Lucille Z of Thomas H and Sarah F Aug 7 1932 ..................30:234
Devoe Betty A of Wilbur A and Ida M Aug 2 1934 ..................31:217
Devoe Harry L (Twin) of Harry L and Margaret Dec 8 1933 ..................31:127
Devoe Jane R (Twin) of William B and Rose A July 5 1933 ..................31: 70
Devoe Margaret A (Twin) of Harry L and Margaret Dec 8 1933 ......................................................... 31: 127
Devoe William B (Twin) of William B and Rose A July 5 1933 ......................................................... 31: 70
Devol LeRoy W of LeRoy W and Agnes Feb 16 1934 .......................................................... 31: 154
Devolve John W of Elmer V and Anna I July 22 1935 ............................................................. 32: 79
Devolve Robert F of Elmer V and Anna I May 25 1932 ............................................................ 30: 203
DeVona Joan M of Nicola and Maria Feb 7 1935 ................................................................. 32: 14
DeVozza Barbara of Orazio and Angelina Nov 22 1932 ........................................................... 30: 275
DeVries Ethel L of Chester and Edith M July 30 1931 ............................................................. 30: 86
Deware Barbara A of Stanley B and Hester P June 29 1934 .................................................. 31: 274
Deware Betty L of George K and Susanna May 21 1931 ......................................................... 30: 58
Deware Helen E of Freeman A and Eva G Oct 1 1931 .......................................................... 30: 111
Deware John W of John W and Grace A J Nov 1 1932 ......................................................... 30: 269
Deware Roger L of Earle F and Vera L Sept 2 1934 ............................................................... 31: 229
Deware Ruth E of Clarence E and Ruth E Nov 4 1932 ............................................................ 30: 269
Dewdney —— d of Edward F and Rose W Aug 1 1933 .............................................................. 31: 93
DeWetter Joseph of Hector and Mary S May 27 1932 ............................................................ 30: 204
DeWitt Norma G M of Mason and Rose Mar 14 1933 ............................................................. 31: 28
DeWolf Francois L of Francois L and Edith Jan 13 1932 ....................................................... 30: 152
DeWolf James L of Francois L and Edith L Dec 10 1933 ...................................................... 31: 128
DeWolfe John F of Robert A and Harriet N Jan 21 1933 ...................................................... 31: 7
Dexter Marjorie B of Irving H and Ruth E May 12 1931 ..................................................... 30: 55
Dexter Sandra V of Henry G and Ada Oct 9 1935 ................................................................. 32: 110
Diamond Eleanor of Maurice D and Mary Jan 16 1931 ....................................................... 30: 6
Diamond —— d of Patrick R and Katherine F June 15 1931 ................................................... 30: 75
Diana Gilda of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 15 1935 ................................................................. 32: 123
Diano Ester G of Luigi and Felicetta June 29 1931 ............................................................... 30: 73
Diano Jeanette E of Luigi and Felicetta June 29 1934 .......................................................... 31: 202
Diano Palmina of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 26 1932 ............................................................... 30: 180
Dias Charles D (c) of Charles and Lucille F Sept 1 1933 .................................................... 31: 94
Dias Harriet M (c) of Charles and Lucille F Sept 17 1932 ................................................... 30: 249
Dias Howard E of John and Louise F Oct 13 1933 ............................................................... 31: 108
Dias Lorraine of Antonio and Cotilde July 20 1935 ............................................................. 32: 78
Dias Madeline D (c) of Charles and Lucille F Nov 12 1935 .................................................. 32: 122
Dias Maria of Francisco and Mary L Apr 20 1932 ................................................................. 30: 194
Dias Mildred V (c) of Charles and Lucille F Nov 20 1934 ................................................... 31: 257
Dias Norma D of Frank and Maria Sept 8 1934 ................................................................. 31: 231
Dias Richard of William and Lydia Nov 13 1933 ................................................................. 31: 118
Dias Vincent (c) of Marion H July 1 1931 ................................................................. 30: 147
Dias —— s of William H and Gertrude Oct 11 1932 ............................................................. 30: 268
Diaz Barbara A of John and Esther M Apr 26 1935 ............................................................ 32: 43
Diaz Esther G of John and Esther M Oct 6 1932 ................................................................. 30: 258
DiBari Jennie A of Peter and Dora A Jan 9 1935 ................................................................. 32: 3
DiBattista Joan R of Donato and Giuseppina A Feb 21 1934 ........................................... 31: 156
FROM 1931 TO 1933 INCLUSIVE.

DiBattista Marie L of Ernesto and Jessie M Aug 30 1931...30: 98
DiBattista Mary A of Michele and Maria Dec 5 1934.............31: 263
DiBattista Rose A of Donato and Giuseppina A Sept 20 1933.32: 102
Dibble Kathryn A of George H and Susan E Sept 16 1933....31: 98
DiBenedetto Giovanna F of Domenico and Clementina Apr
28 1931 .................................................................30: 48
DiBenedetto Gloria A of Antonio and Enrichetta Dec 10 1931.30: 138
DiBiase Gloria E of Angelo and Elvira Apr 28 1932.............30: 193
DiBiase Nunziata of John and Justina July 14 1935.........32: 76
DiBiasio Anna N of Antonio and Elisa Dec 25 1931...........30: 142
DiBiasio Antonio A of Giusepppe and Maria Sept 6 1933.....31: 95
DiBiasio Ernest R of Rinaldo and Giovannina E Feb 19 1933.31: 19
DiBiasio Ernesto P of Ernesto and Elisa July 14 1934.....31: 209
DiBiasio Floriano G of Giusepppe and Maria June 26 1932...30: 216
DiBiasio Giuseppe (Twin) of Giusepppe and Loretta Sept 3
1931 .................................................................30: 100
DiBiasio Giuseppe R of Ernesto and Elisa Sept 16 1932......30: 248
DiBiasio Grazia A of Vincenzo and Carmella Oct 6 1932.30: 258
DiBiasio Ida L of Rinaldo and Giovannina E June 11 1931...30: 67
DiBiasio James A of Vincenzo and Bernice Nov 15 1933......31: 119
DiBiasio Joseph A of Giusepppe and Anna Jan 21 1934......31: 145
DiBiasio Michele V of Vincenzo and Carmella Aug 15 1934..31: 221
DiBiasio Rocco D of Vincent and Sarah J Jan 2 1934....31: 139
DiBiasio Settimio of Antonio and Concetta Jan 12 1931...30: 4
DiBiasio Viola (Twin) of Giusepppe and Loretta Sept 3 1931..30: 100
DiBiasio — d of Giusepppe and Anna Apr 9 1931.................30: 50
DiBiasio — d of Antonio and Concetta Sept 10 1934......31: 239
DiBiaso Raymond W of Antonio and Lucia Aug 20 1934.....31: 223
DiBiaso — d of Louise May 31 1935................................32: 57
DiBona Josephine C of Carlo and Antonetta June 28 1935...32: 68
DiBona Luisa A of Giacomo and Filomena July 31 1932....30: 229
DiBona Margherita of Carlo and Antonetta Sept 12 1932....30: 247
DiBona Maria A V of Giacomo and Filomena Mar 9 1931....30: 29
DiBona Marie J of Antonio and Michellina Oct 17 1934...31: 245
DiBona Pietro of Francesco and Regina Sept 14 1931....30: 104
DiBoni Gerardo of Angelo and Lavinia June 29 1935......32: 69
DiCandio Carlo of Carlo and Lula June 25 1931...............30: 74
DiCandio William of Carlo and Lula Apr 3 1933............31: 35
DiCandido Vito of Vito and Julia Dec 12 1935.................32: 133
DiCarlo Doris A of Mary E Feb 5 1934..........................31: 151
DiCarlo Gennaro of Giovanni and Michellea Dec 30 1934...31: 271
DiCarlo John R of Vincenzo and Elvira Apr 26 1933........31: 43
DiCarlo Louis of Giovanni and Maria Nov 3 1933........31: 115
DiCarlo Pasquale of Giosue and Anna May 1 1932........30: 196
DiCarlo Vincenza G of Giusepppe and Vincenzina Feb 22 1933.31: 19
DiCecco Gloria O of Pietro and Filomena Jan 9 1931.......30: 3
DiCecco William E of Salvatore and Concetta Oct 26 1933... 31:112
DiCenso Gloria M of Altieri and Francesca Sept 3 1934.... 31:229
DiCenso Robert D of Panfilo and Pia R Feb 20 1935..... 32: 18
DiCenzo Florence A of Lorenzo and Pierina Mar 17 1933... 31: 28
DiCenzo Lilly I of Lorenzo and Pierina Dec 28 1934...... 31:271
DiCesaro Alice of Giovanni and Angelina Feb 23 1932.... 30:167
DiChiara Antonio A of Salvatore M and Maria S May 17 1934.31:187
DiChiara Michelina of Pietro and Antonetta Sept 26 1931... 30:108
DiChiara Salvatore R of Salvatore and Giuseppina A Sept 26 1935 ..., 32:104
DiChiara Diana of Giovanni and Rosina Mar 14 1934 ...... 31:164
DiChiara Irene A of Antonio and Maria Jan 28 1933..... 31: 9
DiChristoforo Anna M of Carmino C and Jennie Oct 16 1931.30:116
DiChristopher Maria D of Victor and Mary Jan 9 1933.... 31: 3
DiCicco Ines M of Mario and Giovannina Mar 17 1934..... 31:165
DiCiurcio Constance R of Antonio and Rosina Sept 10 1933.31: 97
DiCiurcio Roberto A of Cosmo and Philomena Jan 17 1933.. 31: 6
Dickens Ann II of Louis H and Freda E Sept 17 1931..... 30:105
Dickerman Edward A of Henry E and Helen Jan 14 1931.... 30: 5
Dickerman Joyce E of Wallace A and Ruth E Dec 4 1935.... 32:131
Dickerson Richard of Bernard and Bernice June 5 1932.... 30:208
Dickerson Robert A of Arthur W and Deborah L Nov 20 1933 ........................................... 31:120
Dickerson Roger W of Haschal and Myrtis June 2 1935.... 32: 59
Dickey Mary M of Emery S and Evelyn M July 24 1931...... 30: 84
Dickie Robert W of Samuel R and Janet Feb 3 1935....... 32:12
Dickinson Margaret A of Albert E and Nellie Nov 19 1931 30:129
Dickinson Mary J of George L and Mary L Nov 26 1932.... 30:276
Dickinson Robert L of Lewis E and Madeline Mar 5 1932... 30:173
Dickinson Ruth T of George and Helen Dec 27 1932........ 30:286
Dickison Donald R of Shirley R and Dorris E Mar 2 1934.... 31:161
DiConti Emily A of Leonardo and Carmella Apr 30 1933.... 31: 45
DiCorpo Luisa A of Pasquale and Filomena Aug 22 1933.... 31: 88
DiCristoforo Ethel M of Michele and Rosa July 8 1932.... 30:221
DiCristoforo Giuliano D of Giuliano and Maria Mar 5 1933.31: 25
DiCristoforo Teresa of Giuliano and Maria July 18 1931.... 31: 81
DiDino Lillian A of Enrico and Attilia Sept 14 1932....... 30:247
DiDomenico Edward A of Raffaele and Alvira July 10 1933.31: 72
DiDomenico Norma D T of Adelchi and Ida Oct 3 1934..... 31:240
DiDonato Cherubina V of Luigi and Rosina S Sept 11 1934.31:232
DiDonato John of John and Mary Apr 10 1934............... 31:174
DiDonato Philip of John and Mary Nov 14 1935.............. 32 123
DiDonato Roberto M of Amato and Christina Oct 25 1935... 32:115
Dietl — d of George J T and Jeanie B Sept 27 1931........ 30:110
Dietlin Donald H of Joseph and Caroline E Oct 24 1931.... 30:119
Dietz Maureen A of Herman F and Ruth Apr 20 1934........31:177
Difanti Paolo of Antonio and Rosina Mar 8 1931...........30:28
Difley Rosena G of Vincent J and Helen G Aug 4 1933.....31:82
DiFilippo Antonio C of Nicola M and Maria Aug 7 1931....30:89
DiFilippo Catherine M of Ernesto and Sadie C Nov 26 1933..31:122
DiFilippo Eileen A of Ernesto and Sadie C Nov 20 1934....31:257
DiFilippo Placido C of Nicola M and Mary Nov 15 1935.....32:123
DiFilippo Sabatino of Raffaele and Erminia Nov 18 1934...31:257
DiFilippo Vincenzo A of Vincenzo and Maria A Mar 23 1935.32:30
DiFolco Rocco of Antonio and Concetta May 1 1931........30:51
DiFonzo —— s of Antonio and Angelina Apr 24 1933.........31:42
DiFormato Jennie of Domenico and Orsola Dec 30 1934.....31:271
DiFormato Pietro of Domenico and Orsola Oct 4 1932.......30:257
DiFraia Evelina M of Ugo and Rosa Feb 12 1934...........31:153
DiFrancesco Dolores A of Guglielmo and Anita F R May 19 1933..................................................31:52
DiFrenna Giovanni D of Giovanni and Dolorata A Aug 19 1934..................................................31:223
DiFrenna Giuseppe of Filippo and Concetta Apr 4 1932....30:185
DiFrenna Marie of Filippo and Concetta Feb 17 1934.......31:155
DiFrusci Angiola of Antonio and Carmela Oct 23 1932.....30:264
DiFrusci Amunziata P of Antonio and Carmina Mar 28 1931..................................................30:36
DiFusco Elena of Carminio and Antonetta Aug 18 1933.....31:87
DiFusco Marianna of Domenico and Rosina Feb 22 1932.....30:167
DiFusco Raffaele of Pasquale and Caterina Mar 16 1931....30:31
DiFusco Richard A of Mario and Anna July 30 1933.......31:79
DiFusco Vincenzo of Virginio and Olimpia Aug 8 1931.....30:90
Digby Carolyn M of Charles L and Marie D Apr 29 1934.....31:180
Digby Marily A of Charles L and Doris Aug 1 1935.........32:84
DiGennaro Alice M of Gelardo and Biasina Dec 9 1933.....31:127
DiGennaro Shirley A of Frank and Mary Mar 27 1934.......31:168
Diggs Helen G (c) of James A and Beatrice V Aug 19 1931..30:94
DiGiacomo Stephen V of Vincenzo and Palmina July 12 1933.31:72
DiGiovanni Angelo of Giovanni and Elsie May 16 1933.....31:52
DiGiovanni Anna C of Romolo and Maria Dec 8 1935......32:132
DiGiovanni Peter G of Peter and Anna May 7 1935.........32:49
DiGiovanni Rudolph of Romolo and Maria Oct 18 1934.....31:245
DiGiovanni —— s of Giovanni and Elsie Apr 22 1932.......30:195
DiGiovanni —— s of Abram and Antonietta Dec 16 1933.....31:136
DiIorio Brigida of Felice and Emilia July 18 1931.........30:81
DiIorio Dorothy R of Rocco and Olga June 22 1934.........31:199
DiIorio Elena F of Luigi and Vincenza Nov 29 1933........31:123
DiIorio Evelina C of Marco and Sabina Apr 12 1931.......30:43
DiIorio Gennaro A of Gennaro and Maria Sept 15 1933.....31:98
DiIorio Guerino of Guerino and Esterina July 30 1931.....30:86
DiIorio Peter of Pietro and Minnie Apr 7 1933.................. 31: 37
DiIorio Robert C of Carlo G and Pasqualina Oct 31 1933...... 31:113
DiIorio Vincenzo E of Pasquale and Maria July 25 1931...... 30: 84
DiIorio Vincenzo M of Filippo and Antonietta Dec 17 1931.. 30:140
DiIorio William of Guerrino and Esterina Dec 10 1933...... 31:128
DiLazzaro Giuseppe V of Vincenzo and Giuseppina May 21
1931 ......................................................... 30: 58
DiLeo —— s of Thomas and Mary July 23 1933.................. 31: 76
DiLeonardo Annunziata M of Giuseppe A and Arcangela M
Mar 13 1931 ................................................... 30: 30
DiLeonardo Domenick A of Giuseppe A and Arcangela M Jan
17 1935 ........................................................... 32: 6
DiLeonardo Maria M of Francesco and Antonetta Mar 28
1934 ................................................................ 31:169
DiLeone Gilbert R of Ralph and Constance Oct 30 1935...... 32:116
DiLeone Roland R of Ralph and Constance Sept 29 1932..... 30:253
DiLibero Thelma of Severino and Viola I Mar 9 1933....... 31: 26
Dillon Claire M of John J and Mary E C May 16 1935....... 32: 52
Dillon David A of John J and Helen I Mar 22 1934......... 31:167
Dillon Elizabeth of David and Eleanor E July 19 1933..... 31: 75
Dillon Joan H of John J and Helen I Feb 9 1933............. 31: 15
Dillon Lorraine R of John J and Mary E C Apr 25 1934..... 31:179
Dillon Marjorie V of Thomas L and Florence E Dec 4 1933.. 31:126
Dillon Mary C of David and Jane Aug 9 1932................. 30:235
Dillon Mary J of Thomas and Edna M Oct 15 1935......... 32:112
Dillon Patricia F of John J and Mary E C July 24 1932..... 30:227
DiLonardo Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria C Apr 24 1931... 30: 47
DiLorenzo Beverly A of Edward A and Marjorie C Feb 11 1935.32: 15
DiLorenzo Edward A of Edward A and Marjorie C Oct 20 1933.31:110
DiLorenzo Joseph A of Pasquale and Velia Sept 11 1935..... 32: 99
DiLorenzo Lilliana D P of Giuseppe and Providenza Mar 15
1931 ................................................................. 30: 31
DiLorenzo Norma J of Louis and Sarah June 22 1932........ 30:214
DiLucia Teodoro of Theodoro and Erminia Oct 7 1931....... 30:113
DiLuciano Paolo A of Paolo and Francesca M Sept 7 1931... 30:102
DiLucigio Domenico of Domenico and Elvira G Nov 25 1931.. 30:131
DiLullo Lucy D of Peter and Mafalda July 10 1934............ 31:207
DiLullo Mary of James and Mary M July 19 1934.............. 31:210
DiLullo —— d of James and Mary M Dec 6 1935................. 32:131
DiMaio Anthony W of Leo F and Maria May 19 1931 ......... 30: 57
DiMaio Felice G of Luigi and Amelia Feb 22 1931............ 30: 21
DiMaio Lucia E of Luigi and Amelia July 2 1931.............. 31:204
DiMaio Luisa A of Michele and Immacolata June 9 1932....... 30:210
DiMaio Maria T of Agostino and Francesca C Feb 15 1934... 31:154
DiMaio Matthew A of Matthew A and Jessie S June 11 1932... 30:211
DiMaio Pasquale V of Agostino and Francesca C May 26
1931 ................................................. 30: 60
DiMaio Vincent A of Francesco X and Carmela Dec 11 1934 ...... 31: 265
DiMarco Barbara J of Giacomo and Carmela May 5 1935 ...... 32: 48
DiMaria Amado of Giovanni and Maria Aug 18 1935 ....... 32: 90
DiMaria Anna of Giovanni and Maria Sept 27 1932 ....... 30: 253
DiMaria Norma of Nicola and Maria May 26 1932 ....... 30: 204
DiMartino Barbara C of Giacomino and Bronislava Dec 18
1934 ................................................. 31: 267
DiMartino Marguerite E of Dominic G and Elissa V July 4
1933 .......................................................... 31: 69
DiMarzio Maria D of Antonio and Domenica June 22 1931 ...... 30: 71
DiMarzo Cristina F of Pardo A and Julia Mar 28 1932 ...... 30: 181
DiMarzo Giovanni of Michele and Rachele Feb 28 1934 ...... 31: 159
DiMascio Agnes of Paolo and Maria Apr 28 1933 ....... 31: 44
DiMascio Domenico G and Paolo and Maria Jan 3 1932 ...... 30: 149
DiMascio — d of Concezio and Rose May 2 1933 ....... 31: 58
DiMase Joseph D of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 18 1933 ....... 31: 6
DiMatteo Diana P of Rocco and Antonietta June 25 1933 ....... 31: 66
DiMauro Antoinette X of Giuseppe and Amelia Dec 11 1935 .... 32: 133
DiMauro Barbara A of Costabile F and Geltruda M A Nov 8
1933 .......................................................... 31: 116
DiMauro Carmelina of Tomaso and Antonia M Feb 22 1931 ...... 30: 21
DiMauro Luisa F of Michele A and Luisa Nov 20 1931 ...... 30: 130
DiMauro Maria C of Cristabel and Vittoria A Apr 28 1934 ...... 31: 180
DiMauro Richard A of Costabile F and Geltruda M A Jan 2
1935 .......................................................... 32: 1
DiMauro Rita of Santo and Giuseppina Apr 18 1935 ...... 32: 45
Dimeglio Aniello F of Antonio and Santina Jan 3 1931 ....... 30: 1
Dimeglio Antonio of Gaetano and Raffaela Sept 18 1933 ....... 31: 99
DiMeglio Giovanna (Twin) of Vincenzo and Mariannina Aug
29 1933 .......................................................... 31: 91
DiMeglio John J of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 16 1932 ...... 30: 273
Dimeglio Joseph E of Antonio and Santina June 6 1932 ...... 30: 208
DiMeglio Madeline D of Antonio and Santina Oct 26 1935 ...... 32: 115
DiMeglio Ralph R of Saverio and Maria F May 30 1934 ...... 31: 191
DiMeglio Rosa M of Saverio and Maria F Nov 7 1932 ...... 30: 270
DiMeglio Theresa A (Twin) of Vincenzo and Mariannina Aug
29 1933 .......................................................... 31: 91
Dimiglio Vincenzo G of Gaetano and Raffaela Jan 9 1931 ...... 30: 3
Dimenticati Theresa M of Alfredo and Teresa Mar 9 1933 ...... 31: 26
Dimeo Alberto of Salvatore and Clarinda June 3 1931 ...... 30: 64
DiMeo Anna R of Giacomo and Antonetta Nov 20 1931 ...... 30: 130
DiMeo Anthony of Anthony and Catherine E Oct 27 1934 ...... 31: 248
DiMeo Barbara J of Pasquale and Rosalia Sept 13 1935 ...... 32: 100
DiMeo Estelle J of Giovanni and Rosa Jan 5 1932 ...... 30: 150
DiMeco Gerard of Gerardo and Anna Nov 5 1935 .................. 32:120
DiMeco Marie E of Giovanni and Rosa Sept 8 1933 ................ 31: 96
DiMeco Marion R of Anthony and Catherine E Feb 2 1931 ....... 30: 14
DiMeco Richard J of Pasquale and Rosalia Sept 21 1932 ........ 30:250
DiMeco Salvatore J of Salvatore and Clorinda Sept 14 1933 ... 31: 98
DiMee — s of Pasquale and Rosalia Aug 25 1931 ............ 30: 99
DiMeza —— d of Pasquale J and Maria E Feb 19 1935 .......... 32: 22
DiMicco Ernestine of Ernesto and Santina July 5 1933 ........ 31: 70
DiMichele Frederic R of Giosaffatto and Antonetta Dec 12 1933. ................. 31:128
Dimmitt Sterling of Frank W and Ruth Mar 13 1932 ............ 30:175
Dinond Phylene S of Harry and Alma July 29 1933 ............ 31: 79
DiMuccio Shirley A of Giovannibattista M and Margaret R Aug 18 1935. .......................... 32: 90
DiMuccio Teresa J P of Salvatore and Jennie June 22 1932 .... 30:214
DiMuccio William J of William J and Catherine E Oct 18 1935. 32:113
Dinagen Claire E of James M and Claire E Dec 18 1933 ....... 31:130
Dinagen Donald E of James M and Claire E Aug 5 1932 ........ 30:233
Dinagen James F of James M and Claire E Mar 17 1931 ....... 30: 32
Dinagen Mary M of Joseph L and Gertrude May 30 1932 ....... 30:295
Dinagen Rosemary of James G and Catherine May 5 1934 ....... 31:183
DiNapoli Anthony R of Domenico and Ersilia M Apr 26 1935 ... 32: 43
DiNapoli —— s of Armando and Anna July 22 1935 ............ 32: 83
DiNezza Angela A of Gioacchino and Carmela Aug 16 1931 .... 30: 93
DiNezza Filippo L of Filippo and Annunziata June 15 1932 .... 30:212
Dinger Donald B of Fred B and Margaret Nov 30 1935 ....... 32:128
DiNitto Alberto of Giuseppe and Civita Mar 18 1931 .......... 30: 32
DiNitto Carmine D of Carmine and Fortunata A Aug 23 1935 ...... 32: 92
Dinneen John E of Edward C and Elizabeth F Jan 6 1934 .... 31:140
Dino Adela J of Mariano and Valeria July 31 1935 ............ 32: 82
Dino Lucia of Francesco and Giovannina Apr 23 1932 .......... 30:192
Dino —— d of Francesco and Giovannina Oct 9 1933 .......... 31:114
DiNobile Louis H of Anthony and Mary L Nov 17 1935 ........ 32:124
DiNobile Roberto of Luigi and Maria Feb 13 1931 ............. 30: 18
DiNobile Vilma A of Rocco and Elvira A May 25 1931 ...... 30: 59
DiNofrio Anthony J of Vincenzo and Pasqualina Oct 5 1934 .... 31:241
DiNofrio Dorothy of Guido and Catherine Mar 10 1935 ....... 32: 25
Dinosky Barbara M of Louis J and Anna F Oct 1 1933 ....... 31:105
Dinosky Lois A of Louis J and Annie F Feb 3 1932 .......... 30:161
Dinosky William J of Louis J and Annie F Dec 30 1935 ....... 32:138
Dinsmore Elizabeth I of Wesley H and Bertha V Apr 15 1933 .... 31: 39
Dinsmore Eva V of Wesley H and Bertha V Dec 7 1934 ....... 31:263
Dinsmore Robert C of Wesley H and Bertha V Jan 24 1932 .... 30:156
Dinsmore Theo P of Theodore P and Edith A Sept 10 1934 .... 31:231
DiNunzio —— d of Fillippo and Maria July 25 1935 ............ 32: 83
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
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Diodati Carmela I of Harry and Catherine May 6 1931 .......... 30: 52
Dion Anna of Leo H and Anna R Apr 15 1931 .............. 30: 44
Dion Edith V of Edward E and Helen L July 7 1934 ...... 31: 206
Dion Edna P of Edward and Helen L Aug 13 1935 ....... 32: 88
Dion Helen E of Edward E and Helen Nov 1 1932 ....... 30: 269
Dion — s of Edward and Helen Oct 11 1931 ............ 30: 114
Dionsisi Anna C of Giovanni and Giovannina July 26 1933 .... 31: 77
Dionne Armand J of Armand J and Bertha I Mar 17 1934 .... 31: 165
Dionne Charles A of Charles A and Alma Apr 13 1932 .... 30: 188
Dionne Doris C of Leo and Jessie Nov 21 1932 ........ 30: 275
Dionne Dolores E of Norbert J and Mary L A Aug 15 1933 .... 31: 86
Dionne George J of Helas E and Marie G R May 20 1935 .... 32: 54
Dionne Gloria V of Rene J and Doria L Mar 10 1935 .... 32: 25
Dionne Jeanette T of Joseph E and Delina R M July 3 1935 .... 32: 71
Dionne Lorraine J of Louis A and Mary B A Aug 28 1932 .... 30: 241
Dionne Norman L of Louis A and Mary B A Sept 4 1934 .... 31: 230
Dionne Thelma D of Joseph E and Delina R M Feb 16 1932 .... 30: 165
Dionne — s of Helas E and Marie G R Sept 12 1931 .... 30: 110
DiOrio Agnes M of Carmine and Maria June 16 1935 .... 32: 64
DiOrio Antonetta C of Frank and Rose M June 27 1935 .... 32: 68
DiOrio Domenico of Domenico and Celia Aug 12 1934 .... 31: 220
DiOrio Edward of Alfredo and Palmina Aug 22 1935 .... 32: 91
DiOrio Giusepppe of Antonio and Lucia Oct 12 1931 .... 30: 114
DiOrio Jean L of Louis and Filomena Mar 29 1933 .... 31: 33
Diorio Palma M of Giusepppe and Lucia Oct 23 1933 .... 31: 111
DiOrio Riccardo of Alfredo and Palmina Sept 29 1931 .... 30: 109
DiOrio Theresa A of Agulino and Maria Mar 1 1934 .... 31: 161
DiOrio — s of Carmine and Maria Oct 27 1933 .......... 31: 112
DiPalma Francesca B of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 14 1934 .... 31: 154
DiPalma Giuseppe C of Luigi and Elisa C Mar 5 1933 .... 31: 25
DiPalma — d of Vincenzo and Anna Feb 25 1932 .... 30: 168
DiPalma — s of Vincenzo and Anna May 2 1933 .... 31: 47
DiPalmo Arthur J of Domenico and Josephine Nov 13 1933 .... 31: 118
DiPaola Andrew F of Silvio and Rosina Sept 30 1932 .... 30: 254
DiPaola Carmela P of Luigi and Rosa Apr 4 1931 .... 30: 40
DiPaola Francesco E of Pasquale and Maria Apr 19 1931 .... 30: 45
DiPaola Lena of Giovanni and Cesaria Nov 8 1934 .... 31: 253
DiPaola Luisa I of Carmine and Rosa Aug 9 1932 .... 30: 235
DiPaola Mario of Giovanni and Cesaria Mar 29 1932 .... 30: 181
DiPaolo Anna of Gennaro and Giuseppina July 20 1935 .... 32: 78
DiPaolo Evelyn A of Francesco and Luisa E Jan 1 1932 .... 30: 149
DiPaolo Gloria of Filippo and Liberina Oct 5 1933 .... 31: 106
DiPaolo John R of Vincenzo and Giovannina Jan 20 1931 .... 30: 8
DiPaolo Luigina of Gennaro and Giuseppina Dec 6 1933 .... 31: 126
DiPaolo Richard A of Francesco and Luisa E Sept 10 1934 .... 31: 231
DiPetrillo Enrico G of Enrico and Angelina Mar 18 1932 .... 30: 177
DiPetrillo Raymond of Giovanni and Modesta Apr 10 1934...31:174
DiPetrillo Thomas E of Tomasinio and Helen M July 29 1933.32: 81
DiPetrillo —— d of Enrico and Mande July 13 1931............30: 87
DiPetrillo —— d of Giovanni and Modesta Nov 25 1931........30:131
DiPietro Carlo of Carlo and Maria May 20 1931................30: 58
DiPietro Elena of Santo and Antonietta Nov 15 1934........31:255
DiPietro Giuseppe F of Carlo and Maria Sept 28 1932.......30:253
DiPietro Margherita E of Carlo and Maria Feb 8 1934.......31:152
DiPietro Pasqualina A of Carlo and Maria Sept 4 1935......32: 96
DiPina James M (c) of Joseph and Laura Sept 12 1934....31:232
DiPinto Egidio R of Antonio and Vincenza Sept 22 1935...32:103
DiPippo Ascacio G of Carmine and Carmella Jan 21 1932...30:155
DiPippo Edmund of Silvio and Evelyn June 8 1935.........32: 61
DiPippo Nicola of Carmine and Ida Feb 19 1931.............30: 20
DiPippo Robert F of Silvio and Evelyn Feb 21 1934........31:156
DiPippo Serafina of Giovanni and Amabile Aug 24 1933.....31: 89
DiPippo Silvio S of Silvio and Evelyn July 27 1932.........30:228
DiPippo Vincenzo B of Carmine and Carmella Nov 15 1934..31:255
DiPompeo Rosa of Giovanni and Maria Jan 19 1931.........30:  7
DiPrete Gloria of Raffaele and Elvira Sept 29 1923....31:103
DiPrete Helen N of Enrico and Helen J Oct 2 1933........31:105
DiPrete Henry A of Henry and Margaret E June 18 1934....31:198
DiPrete Robert L T of Mario R H and Esther L Feb 4 1935...32: 13
DiQuattrro Mario N of Nicola and Olimpia May 6 1931......30: 52
DiRobbio Alberto D of Angelo and Giovanna Oct 21 1932...30:263
DiRobbio Sabatino R of Sabatino and Sandella May 20 1933.31: 53
DiRobbio Virginia C of Raffaele and Louise Sept 2 1931...30:100
DiRobbio —— s of Antonio and Lucia Dec 8 1931........30:137
DiRocco Domenico of Rose Oct 9 1932........................30:259
DiRocco Norma F of Ernesto and Maria D Dec 3 1931....30:135
DiRuzzo Anna D of Arduino and Adelina Aug 22 1933......31: 88
DiRuzzo Gina of Arduino and Adelina Nov 26 1931.........30:131
DiSaia Ernesto O of Ernesto O and Helen E Apr 22 1931...30: 46
DiSaia Roberto O of Oresto and Elena Apr 1 1931.........30: 39
DiSalvia Giorgio of Antonio and Maddalena Aug 24 1935...32: 92
DiSalvia Michele D of Giuseppe and Anna May 31 1933....31: 57
DiSalvio Anna L of Antonio and Maddalena Jan 23 1931....30:  9
DiSandro Adolph P of Adolfo and Pauline H Dec 31 1934...31:272
DiSandro Daniel F of Daniel A and Anna Apr 25 1933.....31: 43
DiSandro Edmondo A E of Nicandro and Adelina Aug 9 1932...30:235
DiSandro Elsie P of Adolfo and Pauline H Mar 6 1933.....31: 25
DiSandro Gloria M of Adolfo and Pauline H Feb 4 1932....30:161
DiSandro Lois A of Vincent and Vera Oct 8 1935.........32:110
DiSandro —— s of Enrico R and Giacomina Aug 15 1935....32: 89
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

DiSano Anna L of Thomas and Margaret July 7 1932............30:221
DiSano Anna M of Apollinaire and Giuseppina Jan 12 1934..31:148
DiSano Anthony L of Anthony and Mary Apr 8 1933...........31:37
DiSano Antonio of Francesco and Carmela Jan 31 1931.......30:12
DiSano Elizabeth J of Antonio and Ellie E Nov 19 1934....31:257
DiSano Evelina P of Giuseppe and Giovanna Nov 24 1931...30:431
DiSano Gennaro of Pasquale and Barbara Apr 22 1934.......31:178
DiSano Louis of Francesco and Carmela Feb 17 1934...........31:155
DiSanto Amelia of Domenico and Iunazzia May 31 1931...30:62
DiSanto Dorothy E of Giuseppe and Lucia Aug 11 1935.....32:87
DiSanto Edna F of Eugenio and Clelia Apr 1 1935.........32:35
DiSanto Elisa O of Eugenio and Clelia Aug 25 1933........31:90
DiSanto Emelio D of Annibale and Filomena Dec 22 1931...30:142
DiSanto Giovanni D of Saulle and Nicolina Apr 13 1933...31:38
DiSanto Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Lucia Sept 24 1933.....31:101
DiSanto Nicola C of Nicola and Giovannina Jan 12 1932....30:152
DiSanto Salvatore C of Giuseppe and Lucia July 16 1931...30:80
DiSanto Vilma L of Annibale and Amelia F May 17 1935....32:53
DiSarro Richard A of Sabatino and Evangeline E Oct 9 1931.30:113
DiSarro Robert W of Sabatino and Evangeline E Feb 19 1935.32:18
DiSciullo Alphonse E of Alphonse and Josephine M May 1
1935.............................32:47
DiSilvo Marco of Antonio and Maria Aug 19 1931..........30:94
DiSimone Edward L of Amalio and Angelina June 6 1934....31:194
Disley Royal M of Elisha II and Bertha Nov 11 1933.......31:117
DiSpirito Joseph of Salvatore and Nicolina Mar 3 1935.....32:23
DiSpirito Salvatore of Salvatore and Nicolina Feb 29 1932..30:169
Distant Carmine of Cosimo and Clotilde Nov 3 1931........30:124
Distant Cosimo of Cosimo and Elena Oct 8 1935.............32:110
Distant Frank of Cosimo and Elena Feb 24 1933.............31:20
DiStaolo Nicholas C of Celestino and Laura C May 9 1935..32:50
DiStaolo Nicola of Celestino and Laura July 9 1931........30:78
DiStefano Anthony V of Giovanni and Celia Feb 17 1935....32:17
DiStefano Basil C of Basiglio and Elena July 19 1933.....31:75
DiStefano Carmine A of Alberto and Vincenza May 29 1935..32:56
DiStefano Evelyn L of Francesco A and Giovannina Dec 14
1931................................30:139
DiStefano John A of Giovanni and Celia July 19 1931......30:82
DiStefano John N of Eugene J and Hannah J Feb 8 1935....32:14
DiStefano Nina of Carmelo and Mary Dec 1 1933............31:125
DiStefano Roberto P of Mario and Liberata June 29 1931....30:73
DiStefano — d of Giacomo and Mary M Apr 26 1932........30:195
DiStefano — s of Giacomo and Mary M Feb 24 1934.......31:157
DiStefano — s of Nicola and Ida June 1 1934..............31:203
DiSumma Pietro G of Giovanni and Carmela July 18 1934..31:210
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/24/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Lena</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/18/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Antoinette</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/01/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Gabriele</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/19/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Nicolas</td>
<td></td>
<td>07/25/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Alessandrina</td>
<td></td>
<td>02/01/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiTommasi Vincenzina</td>
<td></td>
<td>05/16/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Itri Alfonso</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/15/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiVincenzo</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/13/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diwinsky Faith</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/30/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon William</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/05/1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon</td>
<td></td>
<td>04/30/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiZazzo Ann</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/22/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiZazzo Crescenzo</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/17/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiZazzo Mario</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/30/1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiZoglio Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td>02/20/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doane Mildred</td>
<td></td>
<td>09/23/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doane Ruth</td>
<td></td>
<td>02/06/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobbing William</td>
<td></td>
<td>07/01/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobbs Frederick</td>
<td></td>
<td>04/29/1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobson Earl</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/21/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docca Joan</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/29/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dockray Robert</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/06/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dockrey Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>06/30/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dockrey Raymond</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/13/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dod Martin</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/03/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodd Barbara</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/13/1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodd Clifford</td>
<td></td>
<td>09/16/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodd James</td>
<td></td>
<td>10/26/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Oddio Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/08/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge Barbara</td>
<td></td>
<td>06/16/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge Carolyn</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/21/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge George</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/14/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge Joan</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/08/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge Joan</td>
<td></td>
<td>09/09/1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doeg Bertha</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/05/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Ann</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/24/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Francis</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/22/1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Helen</td>
<td></td>
<td>10/16/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/21/1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Maureen</td>
<td></td>
<td>05/08/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Philip</td>
<td></td>
<td>02/03/1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doherty Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td>07/26/1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Doherty — s of Charles J and Anna J Dec 23 1931........... 30:142
Dohoney Dorothy M of Edward A and Mary T May 31 1932. 30:205
Dohoney Edward A of Edward A and Mary T June 6 1934. 31:194
Doire Claire M of Albert A and Georgianna May 7 1933........ 31:49
Doire Mary H of Henry and Mary L G Feb 25 1932........... 30:168
Doire Robert N R of Simon and Rosanna May 2 1933............ 31:47
Doire Ronald O of Albert A and Georgianna July 28 1934........ 31:214
Dolan Barbara of James V and Eva L July 24 1933............ 31:77
Dolan Barbara A of Eugene and Bertha A Apr 2 1933............ 31:35
Dolan Barbara M of William I and Beatrice M July 13 1931.... 30:80
Dolan Edward A of Albert P and Josephine May 10 1932........ 30:198
Dolan Edward D of Edward D and Mary A July 20 1932........... 30:226
Dolan Ellen of James and Margaret Apr 16 1933................ 31:40
Dolan Francis P of Francis P and Pearl M June 23 1934........ 31:200
Dolan James J of Patrick and Mary Apr 1 1931............... 30:49
Dolan James P of Edward D and Mary A Aug 20 1933............ 31:88
Dolan Jean D of Albert P and Josephine Dec 10 1934............ 31:264
Dolan Marian of James V and Eva L Feb 29 1932.............. 30:169
Dolan Paul P of John J and Mary C Dec 5 1934................. 31:263
Dolan Robert I of John J and Lillian Dec 12 1934............. 31:265
Dolon William J of William J and Gertrude Jan 22 1932........ 30:155
Dolbashian Arthur of Ohan and Agedhi Oct 9 1935.............. 32:110
Dolbashian Rose of Ohan and Agedhi Aug 23 1934.............. 31:224
Dolbashian Simon of Ohan and Ogedhi Jan 17 1933.............. 31:6
Dolbey Harold R of Harold S and Doris May 29 1931............. 30:61
Dolbey Joyce L of Stephen I and Catherine McB July 20 1935... 32:78
Dolce Elda F of Giuseppe and Elvira Oct 13 1931............... 30:115
Dolce Rita A of Rosindo and Clorinda Feb 14 1932.............. 30:164
Dolce Rosa V of Antonio and Alfonsina Jan 21 1932............... 30:155
Dolgielowicz Theresa of Joseph and Malvina July 10 1931...... 30:79
d'Oliveira Fernande E of Julio S and Emma R Mar 5 1932........ 30:173
Doll Arthur S of Joseph H and Mary F Dec 13 1931............ 30:139
Dolloff Deborah A of Vincent A and Kathleen Sept 2 1931...... 30:100
Dolphi Claire J of James and Mary Sept 25 1933.............. 31:101
Domagalski Charles R of Charles and Hattie A July 9 1931...... 30:78
Dombroski Patricia of John and Frances I Dec 20 1935......... 32:135
Domenico Dorothy J of Alfred and Gladys W Mar 24 1934........ 31:167
Domenico Elaine N of Alfred and Gladys Dec 5 1932............ 30:281
Domenicone Pietro F of Amedeo and Assunta July 22 1932........ 30:226
Dominiuc Roger A of Raymond E and Gertrude C July 7 1935.... 32:73
Dominick David J of Charles F and Leonarda J May 21 1932.... 30:202
Dommarski Stanisława of Romuldy and Helena Nov 19 1931.... 30:129
Donahed Elton P of George A and Katherine M Mar 19 1932..... 30:177
Donahay William H of Walter A C and Ethel F Apr 8 1932...... 30:186
Donahue Barbara A of Thomas F and Grace C June 15 1934...... 31:197
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Dorothy M</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Dorothy V</td>
<td>Mar 15 1935</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Edward T</td>
<td>Edward T</td>
<td>Anna E</td>
<td>Nov 24 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Eileen M</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Jan 16 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Helen L</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>Annie T</td>
<td>Mar 18 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue James B</td>
<td>Frank L</td>
<td>Mabel E</td>
<td>May 30 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Joan M</td>
<td>Lawrence J</td>
<td>Edith A</td>
<td>Nov 18 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue John B</td>
<td>Leo C</td>
<td>Grace R</td>
<td>Oct 2 1935</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Joseph B</td>
<td>James S</td>
<td>Catherine E</td>
<td>Feb 21 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Laurence J</td>
<td>Lawrence J</td>
<td>Alice E</td>
<td>Aug 19 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Lawrence E</td>
<td>Lawrence J</td>
<td>Virginia E</td>
<td>Aug 25 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Lawrence J</td>
<td>Leo F</td>
<td>Evelyn M</td>
<td>July 2 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Mary E</td>
<td>James J</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 31 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Patricia A</td>
<td>Lawrence J</td>
<td>Edith A</td>
<td>Apr 21 1935</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Robert H</td>
<td>Lawrence J</td>
<td>Alice E</td>
<td>Apr 17 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue William H</td>
<td>Joseph E</td>
<td>Anna G</td>
<td>Nov 21 1935</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue — d</td>
<td>Leo F</td>
<td>Evelyn M</td>
<td>Apr 19 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue — s</td>
<td>Thomas F</td>
<td>Annie M</td>
<td>Sept 13 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue — d</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>Dec 10 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue Rita</td>
<td>Albert O</td>
<td>Marie R</td>
<td>Apr 22 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donaldson John</td>
<td>James N</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Dec 5 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donaldson Raymond</td>
<td>James N</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>May 9 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donatelli Anthony</td>
<td>of Anthony U</td>
<td>Margaret M</td>
<td>Jan 21 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donatelli — s</td>
<td>Ernestine</td>
<td>Dec 16 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donilon John</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Eleanor B</td>
<td>May 11 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donley Catherine</td>
<td>Hugh B</td>
<td>Ann Apr</td>
<td>6 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnell Robert B</td>
<td>Harland H</td>
<td>Eleanor</td>
<td>Aug 4 1935</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Ann</td>
<td>of John F</td>
<td>Doris K</td>
<td>June 15 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Charles</td>
<td>of Charles J</td>
<td>Catherine T</td>
<td>Dec 21 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Eugene</td>
<td>of John J</td>
<td>Elizabeth E</td>
<td>Jan 9 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Faith</td>
<td>of James and</td>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>Sept 4 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Helen</td>
<td>of George V</td>
<td>Helen A</td>
<td>July 26 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly James</td>
<td>of James J</td>
<td>Winifred</td>
<td>Oct 10 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly John</td>
<td>of John F</td>
<td>Theresa A</td>
<td>June 9 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly John</td>
<td>of John F</td>
<td>Doris K</td>
<td>Mar 10 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Lillian</td>
<td>of John E</td>
<td>Kate Apr</td>
<td>3 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Maureen</td>
<td>of Peter E</td>
<td>Agnes M</td>
<td>Apr 23 1933</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Nancy</td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>Margaret K</td>
<td>June 17 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Paul</td>
<td>of James R</td>
<td>Ruth May</td>
<td>18 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Paul V</td>
<td>of Francis J</td>
<td>Mildred H</td>
<td>Oct 11 1932</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Paul V</td>
<td>of William J</td>
<td>Mary C</td>
<td>Apr 5 1935</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Peter E</td>
<td>of Peter E</td>
<td>Agnes Aug</td>
<td>17 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Raymond</td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>Margaret K</td>
<td>Sept 12 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Raymond</td>
<td>of William H</td>
<td>Colette P</td>
<td>Nov 28 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Roger</td>
<td>of Stephen F</td>
<td>Anne V</td>
<td>Nov 19 1934</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly Stephen F</td>
<td>of Stephen F</td>
<td>Anne V</td>
<td>Jan 22 1931</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Donnelly William J of Alfred G and Mary C July 6 1935 ..... 32: 73
Donnelly William J of Walter E and Ruth E July 18 1935 ..... 32: 77
D'Onofrio Ernest R of Ernest and Marcella H Sept 30 1934 ..... 31: 238
D'Onofrio Giovina F of Levinio and Concetta Nov 29 1931 ..... 30: 132
D'Onofrio Manrico S of Giuseppe and Rosina May 19 1931 ..... 30: 57
Donovan Ann M of Donal L and Amalia F Jan 22 1934 ..... 31: 145
Donovan David J of John C and Helen Jan 13 1931 ..... 30: 5
Donovan Dorothy A of Anna F Dec 12 1934 ..... 31: 265
Donovan Elaine G of Arthur F and Marguerite G June 27 1933 ..... 31: 66
Donovan George R of George R and Mary A Aug 8 1933 ..... 31: 84
Donovan Kerry M of Francis C and Alice H July 17 1932 ..... 30: 225
Donovan Una M of Frederick D and Vera E Jan 24 1935 ..... 32: 8
Doodson Shirley A of Arthur S and Charlotte F Sept 5 1935 ..... 32: 97
Dooley Kenneth R of Leo P and Marion V Oct 22 1931 ..... 30: 118
Dooley Lawrence of Leo P and Marian V Mar 28 1934 ..... 31: 169
Dooley — d of Raymond and Laura Feb 28 1931 ..... 30: 25
Doolin Clare A of Hugh V and Julia E Feb 21 1931 ..... 30: 21
Doolittle Esther W of Lytton W and Mary L Apr 6 1932 ..... 30: 185
Doon Richard F of Leo H and Anna Jan 17 1931 ..... 30: 6
Doon Robert B of Leo H and Anna Oct 19 1933 ..... 31: 110
Doonen Mary S of Edward J and Mary E Mar 1 1931 ..... 30: 26
Doorley Carol L of Joseph and Nora Oct 12 1931 ..... 30: 114
Doorley Dorothy E of Joseph and Nora Nov 10 1932 ..... 30: 271
Doorley Edward R of Joseph and Nora July 3 1934 ..... 31: 205
Doorley Madonna M of Edward and Rosanna D Feb 3 1934 ..... 31: 150
Doorley Robert F of John F and Mary C Oct 8 1933 ..... 30: 107
Doran Martha L of Willis S and Schally O Sept 23 1931 ..... 30: 107
Doran Mary J of Martin and Nora M Dec 19 1931 ..... 30: 141
D'Orazio Marie C of Antonio and Elena Apr 30 1934 ..... 31: 180
D'Orazio Tomaso of Vincenzo and Genoveffa Jan 21 1932 ..... 30: 155
Dorcas — s of Robert and Margaret E June 5 1934 ..... 31: 194
D'Ordine Barbara A of Raffaele and Anna Feb 5 1934 ..... 31: 151
D'Ordine Elizabeth L of Louis and Angelina May 8 1934 ..... 31: 184
Dore Kenneth B of Kenneth B and Edna Feb 11 1935 ..... 32: 15
Dori Stephen M of Matavio and Estelle E Mar 26 1935 ..... 32: 31
Doris Beverly T of Russell G and Gladys H Apr 19 1933 ..... 31: 41
Dorman Clotilde W of William A and Marjorie B Jan 16 1932 ..... 30: 154
Dorney Gloria M of William A and Angelina G July 4 1931 ..... 30: 77
Dorosko Paul of Paul and Mary Mar 25 1933 ..... 31: 31
Dorr George R of Earl L and Alice R June 3 1935 ..... 32: 59
Dorr Gerald M of Earl L and Alice R Dec 4 1933 ..... 31: 126
Dorrance Frederick I of Frederick I and Cecile Apr 11 1934 ..... 31: 175
Dorsey Elizabeth A of James A and Rose M July 2 1931 ..... 30: 76
Dorsey James J of James A and Rose M Jan 11 1934 ..... 31: 142
Dorsey Mary E of James A and Rose M Aug 20 1932.............. 30: 238
Dorsey Robert J of John E and Helen V Feb 18 1931.............. 30: 20
Dorsey Virginia R of James A and Rose M Jan 23 1935.............. 32: 8
D'Orsi Anna L of Ercole and Elena Feb 16 1935.............. 32: 17
D'Orsi Arturo A of Ercole and Elena Oct 27 1933.............. 31: 112
D'Orsi Barbara F of Ugo D and Francesca June 15 1935.............. 32: 64
D'Orsi Dolores J of Raffaele G and Jennie Nov 14 1934.............. 31: 255
D'Orsi Robert P of Armando and Margaret July 7 1935.............. 32: 73
D'Orsi Stanislaus G of Armando and Margaret Sept 13 1932.............. 30: 247
dosReis Jose D (c) of Jose R and Patricia R Dec 1 1935.............. 32: 130
dosReis Luis D (c) of Jose R and Patricia R Aug 19 1934.............. 31: 223
dosReis Mary DeL (c) of Jose R and Patricia R Apr 8 1933.............. 31: 37
Dotti Antonio R of Rocco and Maria Oct 17 1931.............. 30: 116
Dotti Rocco of Rocco and Maria June 26 1934.............. 31: 201
Dottor Earl J of Giuseppe and Lena Oct 2 1932.............. 30: 256
Doucette Joseph D R of Donat and Doris June 7 1932.............. 30: 209
Doucette Mary T of Carl S and Veronica M Nov 7 1933.............. 31: 116
Dougherty Helen T of James P and Helen M Sept 14 1931.............. 30: 104
Dougherty Hubert W of James P and Helen M Jan 8 1933.............. 31: 3
Dougherty Joseph E of Martin J and Mildred A Mar 23 1934.............. 31: 167
Dougherty Mary T of Martin J and Mildred Oct 14 1935.............. 32: 112
Dougherty Maureen of Edward F and Ida J Oct 27 1931.............. 30: 120
Dougherty — s of Martin J and Mildred July 6 1932.............. 30: 231
Doughty Donald C of Norman A and Gladys G July 17 1933.............. 31: 74
Doughty Frederick W of Kenneth C and Loula-Morris July 3 1931.............. 30: 76
Doughty Norrie of Walter and Susan June 9 1932.............. 30: 210
Douglas Barbara L of William L and Doris E May 27 1933.............. 31: 55
Douglas Claudette A (c) of Robert and Louisa Nov 12 1931.............. 30: 127
Douglas Kenneth W of Kenneth W and Regis June 27 1931.............. 30: 73
Douglas Norman W of William L and Doris E Nov 12 1934.............. 31: 254
Douglas Thelma J (c) of Thelma L May 16 1935.............. 32: 52
Douthwaite Dorothy A of William and Una E June 13 1935.............. 32: 63
Dove Joan M of John A and Marie E Sept 8 1935.............. 32: 98
Dove Phyllis M of John A and Marie E Dec 13 1932.............. 30: 283
Dove Shirley A of Walter J and Anna F Jan 18 1933.............. 31: 6
Dove Walter J of Walter J and Anna F Dec 19 1931.............. 30: 141
D'Ovidio Gino P of Amedeo and Donata Apr 16 1933.............. 31: 40
Dow Duncan of Howard L and Ruth A July 23 1932.............. 30: 227
Dow Miriam M of James and Miriam Mar 15 1931.............. 30: 31
Dowd Francis J of Francis J and Ann May 9 1932.............. 30: 198
Dowd Francis S of Francis S and Catherine Feb 27 1933.............. 31: 21
Dowd Joseph W of Merrill D and Blanche M Nov 30 1935.............. 32: 128
Dowd June M of Russell J and Virgin June 30 1934.............. 31: 202
Dowd Robert T of Thomas A and Marcelle F Mar 22 1931.............. 30: 33
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Dowd Rosemary T of Thomas A and Marcelle F Sept 20 1934 31:234
Dowd — s of Merrill D and Blanche M Oct 6 1934 31:241
Dowding Ellen M of James W and Ellen Mar 21 1933 31:30
Dowding Lillian A of James W and Ellen Oct 31 1935 32:143
Dowding Robert W of Frank A and Beatrice Sept 13 1934 31:233
Dowiot Beverly J of Jozef and Jadwiga Oct 1 1935 32:108
Dowlis Francis J of Jozef and Jadwiga Jan 8 1931 30:3
Dowlis Margaret M of Jozef and Jadwiga May 3 1933 31:47
Dowler Robert H of Charles W and Almeda P Feb 2 1934 31:150
Dowlis Carol A of Carolyn Dec 29 1935 32:138
Dowlis Edward G of Edward G and Jane G Oct 21 1934 31:246
Dowlis Helen M of John J and Mary G Sept 13 1931 30:104
Dowlis Joan of Frederick H and Catherine C Dec 4 1934 31:262
Dowlis John E of Joseph L and Ruth Aug 31 1935 32:143
Dowlis John K of Herbert J and Elizabeth A Dec 3 1931 30:135
Dowlis Mary G of John J and Mary G Nov 27 1935 32:127
Dowlis Ruth A of Willis D and Elizabeth S Aug 17 1931 30:93
Dowlis Thelma D of Archibald W and Carrie I Sept 23 1934 31:235
Dowlis Thomas J of Henry E and Emilia Feb 17 1934 31:155
Dowlis William F of John J and Mary G Oct 23 1932 30:264
Dowlis — d of Willis D and Elizabeth S Nov 3 1933 31:115
Downtowns Joan E of Mary Jan 29 1932 30:158
Downtowns Marjorie J of Alfred and Florence M Sept 18 1933 31:99
Downtowns Mary J of Arthur E and Marion Feb 23 1935 32:19
Downtowns Peter of Elden M and Anita M Feb 2 1932 30:161
Downtowns Peter M of Elden M and Anita M Apr 27 1933 31:43
Downtowns Shirley A of Lester R and Veronica M Oct 25 1933 31:112
Downey David A of James H L and Estelle G Mar 24 1934 31:167
Downey Elizabeth of James J and Theresa E Apr 8 1932 30:186
Downey Frances of James J and Elisabeth Dec 21 1935 32:136
Downey Harold T of George H and Helen June 22 1932 30:214
Downey James L of James E and Dorothy E May 5 1934 31:183
Downey Matthew O of Joseph P and Catherine T Dec 13 1931 30:139
Downey Robert E of Robert E and Alice M June 14 1935 32:63
Downey Robert N of James E and Dorothy E Dec 24 1935 32:137
Downing Robert J of Edward D and Etta G June 17 1935 32:64
Downing Rosemarie of James E and Ellen T Mar 12 1933 31:27
Downs Edith M of Harry E and Lillian E Aug 30 1933 31:91
Downs Grace L of Harry E and Lillian E Aug 8 1931 30:98
Downs Joseph L of Joseph L and Rita T Nov 27 1933 31:122
Downs Marion I of Harry E and Lillian E Dec 19 1934 31:268
Downs Pauline M of Thomas II and Mary G Apr 28 1935 32:44
Downs Robert S of Donald S and Marian Mar 11 1931 30:29
Doyle Dorothy P of Edward J and Anna E Apr 25 1932 30:192
Doyle Eileen of John and Catherine Apr 29 1933................. 31: 44
Doyle Elizabeth F of Eugene A and Marion L Nov 26 1935.... 32: 127
Doyle Frederick E of Walter J and Clara M Feb 12 1932..... 30: 247
Doyle James F of James L and Beatrice Nov 10 1932....... 30: 271
Doyle Joan H of James F and Helen B July 1 1934........... 31: 204
Doyle Joan M of Thomas A and Helen M Feb 28 1933........... 31: 22
Doyle Joan M of John F and Mae July 20 1933............... 31: 75
Doyle John H of John H and Margaret E Jan 23 1935......... 32: 8
Doyle John M of Eugene A and Marion L May 6 1934......... 31: 183
Doyle Joseph M of Joseph F and Frances July 23 1935....... 32: 79
Doyle Mary L of Louis W and Edith C Aug 9 1934........... 31: 219
Doyle Mildred 1 of Joseph M and Mildred I Jan 22 1934.... 31: 145
Doyle Nancy E of Thomas W and Florence E Feb 1 1935..... 32: 12
Doyle Norman of Mary V July 6 1934.......................... 31: 206
Doyle Patricia A of Ann Apr 8 1931.......................... 30: 41
Doyle Patricia M of Mary Mar 2 1932........................ 30: 172
Doyle Sheila O’N of Raymond J and Mary E Feb 9 1935..... 32: 14
Doyle Thomas A of Thomas A and Helen M Sept 30 1935..... 32: 105
Doyle William L of William L and Ann L May 12 1935..... 32: 51
Doyon Dorothy L of Leonard W and Lillian M Apr 28 1933.. 31: 44
Doyon Ernest H of Ernest H and Charlotte E Jan 4 1934.. 31: 140
Doyon Leonard E of Leonard W and Lillian M Aug 30 1931. 30: 98
Doyon Lucille M of Antonio W and Marie E Mar 29 1933.... 31: 33
Doyon Phyllis A of Joseph V and Anna M Mar 19 1935..... 32: 28
Doyon Shirley A of Leonard W and Lillian M Dec 5 1935.... 32: 131
Dozier — (c) s of William E and Elizabeth Mar 24 1931.... 30: 38
Dragon Donald A of Paul A and Maude W Dec 30 1933..... 31: 134
Dragon Joan C of Louis F and Jane M Nov 19 1934......... 31: 257
Dragon Patricia L of Albert and Bertha June 4 1933...... 31: 60
Dragonetti Giuseppe T of Tommaso and Maria A Aug 10 1931 ........................................ 30: 90
Drake Craig N of Norman and Ethel E A July 9 1935....... 32: 74
Draper Beverly A of Lord W and Marie B Y May 21 1935.... 32: 54
Draper Leroy (c) (Twin) of Oscar L and Ethel C Jan 31 1931.30: 12
Draper Pearl (c) (Twin) of Oscar L and Ethel C Jan 30 1931.30: 12
Draper Wendell G (c) of Oscar L and Ethel C Mar 27 1932... 30: 180
Dray Mary E of William F and Mary A Oct 22 1931........ 30: 118
Dress Arden S of Louis and Phyllis F Apr 7 1933.......... 31: 37
Dress Donald P of Louis and Eva Dec 7 1935................. 32: 143
Dress Pauline E of Harry and Yetta M Nov 24 1932......... 30: 276
Dressler Alan L of David C and Violet July 13 1934....... 31: 208
Dressler Joan M of Joseph and Sarah P May 31 1933....... 31: 57
Dressler Max B of Hyman and Esther July 14 1932......... 30: 223
Drew Eleanor L of Howard A and Mildred L Mar 11 1933.... 31: 27
Drew Frances B of Herbert E and Roby Sept 11 1933....... 31: 97
Drew Janice T of Alston C and Mildred W July 16 1935..... 32: 76
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Drew Marjorie A of George K and Anna V Nov 28 1934........31:259
Drew — d of Maurice J and Helen E June 13 1932............30:218
Drimouras Kay of Sarantos and Eve May 6 1933..................31:48
Dring Roger A of John M and Aileen M Mar 15 1933...........31:28
Drinwater Robert W of Admerial D and Dorothy A Aug 19

1934 ..........................................................31:223
Driscoll Eleanor M of John H and Eleanor Sept 1 1933......31:94
Driscoll John T of John T and Gertrude A June 28 1935....32:68
Driscoll Joseph R of Joseph H and Bertha F May 6 1934.....31:133
Driscoll Lloyd A of Lloyd A and Estelle E Jan 18 1932....30:154
Driscoll Marshall J of John P and Beulah A Dec 27 1933....31:133
Driscoll — (Twin) d of Gerald J and Irene L Oct 31 1933...31:113
Driscoll — (Twin) d of Gerald J and Irene L Oct 31 1933...31:113
Driskell — s of Rexford and Yvonne Feb 25 1933..............31:21
Drohan Eleanor M of William J and Ellen A July 14 1931...30:80
Drohan Robert J of William J and Ellen A Jan 16 1933.....31:5
Drowne James F of Frank B and Agnes Feb 25 1932..........30:168
Droz Avis D of Lester H and Alice M Jan 9 1933..............31:3
Droz Barbara A of Lester H and Alice June 19 1931.........30:70
Druda Evelyn H of Charles and Jane June 19 1932..........30:213
Drummond Albert E of Albert E and Dorothy R Dec 2 1932...30:280
Drummond Elizabeth S of Russell E and Lily E June 2 1935..32:59
Drummond Florence of Henry R and Florence J June 18 1931..30:69
Drummond Margaret of William J and Madeline Feb 14 1935..32:16
Drummond Robert F of Albert E and Dorothy R Jan 15 1934...31:143
Drummond Shirley J of Byron P and Emily J Jan 29 1932....30:158
Drummond William D of Albert E and Dorothy R Aug 23

1931 ..........................................................30:95
Drury Ann C of James H and Catherine Jan 29 1933..........31:10
Drury Clement V of Clement V and Mary E May 15 1933.....31:51
Drury Florence M of James J and Marie L F Feb 27 1932....30:169
Drury James V of James J and Marie L F Apr 3 1933.........31:35
Drury Raymond J of Clement V and Mary E Dec 7 1934......31:263
Drury William B of John E and Bertha E Oct 15 1934.......31:244
Drury William R of John F and Bessie M Apr 19 1931.....30:45
Drury — s of Francis S and Lillian July 29 1933.............31:81
Duarte Antonio B (c) of Bartholomeo M and Almorinda June

13 1932 ................................................................30:211
Duarte Arthur L (c) of Jose and Louise Jan 4 1935.........32:2
Duarte Barbara F of John S and Ethel Sept 21 1933.......31:100
Duarte Francisa A (c) of Joaom M and Addie E Jan 29 1934..31:147
Duarte James B (c) of Bartholomeo M and Almorinda Nov

19 1934 ................................................................31:257
Duarte Joan of Jose and Maria Mar 16 1932....................30:176
Duarte John S of John S and Ethel G July 2 1935..........32:71
Duarte Maria E (c) of Joaom M and Addie E Sept 20 1935....32:102
Duarte Richard of Mary May 18 1931............................ 30: 57
Dube Bertram M of Louis A and Dora A June 10 1932........ 30: 210
Dube Ernest A of Ernest A and Helen May 20 1933............ 31: 53
Dube Leo R of Louis A and Dora A Mar 4 1931................ 30: 27
Dube Raymond of Imelda Nov 10 1934.......................... 31: 254
Dube Ronald L of Louis A and Dora A Nov 15 1934............ 31: 255
Dube Theresa N of Albert and Beatrice Jan 11 1935.......... 32: 4
Dubeau Albert A of Joseph A and Mary Jan 25 1931........... 30: 9
Dubeau Donald N of Joseph N and Diana R Apr 2 1935........ 32: 35
Dubin Jess of Philip and Eva Oct 13 1932..................... 30: 260
Dubinsky Robert G of Nathan and Bella Sept 10 1931......... 30: 102
Dubitsky Harriet P of Samuel T and Daisy Nov 21 1934 ...... 31: 258
Dubois Alma of William and Rose Jan 11 1932............... 30: 152
Dubois Arline G of Adrien and Margaret E Dec 6 1934..... 31: 263
Dubois Armand of Armand J and Alice A May 3 1932......... 30: 196
Dubois Henry J of Joseph O T and Giuseppina June 20 1935 32: 66
Dubois Joseph W of William J and Rose A May 2 1933........ 31: 47
DuBois Maryrose J of Joseph O T and Giuseppina June 5 1934 30: 65
Dubois Robert J of William J and Rose A Aug 22 1935....... 32: 91
Dubois Ronald W of Jean B E G and Eva M Dec 29 1933..... 31: 133
DuBois —— s of Henry and Ann M Aug 31 1933................. 31: 137
Dubuc Alexander G of Alexander and Marion Dec 19 1933.... 31: 130
Dubuc Joan E of Joseph H and Mary E Sept 14 1934......... 31: 233
Dubuque Charles P of Joseph A and Bertha E June 8 1935... 32: 61
Dubuque Donald E E of Edmond and Viola Oct 6 1935....... 32: 109
Dubuque Philip A of Joseph A and Bertha E Aug 3 1931...... 30: 88
Duby Charles F of Charles F and Helen D Feb 11 1932....... 30: 163
Duby Harold R of Edward J and Theresa F May 19 1933..... 31: 52
Duby James F of Edward J and Theresa F Apr 30 1932....... 30: 194
Ducharme Cecelia A of Joseph W and Loretta Mar 27 1933... 31: 32
Ducharme Elizabeth A of Dolphins and Hilda May 29 1932.... 30: 204
Ducharme Jacqueline E of Arthur and Aldeia Aug 9 1935.... 32: 86
Ducharme Joan L of George P and Albertine Feb 12 1933..... 31: 16
Ducharme Lorraine J of Raymond J and Mary G Mar 22 1933... 31: 30
Ducharme Marie D V of Theophile and Marie Aug 16 1934..... 31: 222
Ducharme Robert L of Leo G and Catherine Oct 11 1931..... 30: 114
Ducharme Vivian J of George L and Eva M Nov 13 1932....... 30: 272
Ducheneau Doris A of Pierre and Mary D May 16 1934....... 31: 187
Ducheneau Pierre A of Peter A and Mary D Sept 18 1931...... 30: 105
Duchesneau Allen L of Allen L T and Ernestine L Aug 16 1933............................. 31: 86
Duchesneau Donald A of Antonio and Elizabeth C Apr 10 1935............................. 32: 38
Duclos Marie T P of Walter and Violet Mar 27 1932.......... 30: 180
Dudewich Jennie M of Mike and Aniela Aug 13 1931.......... 30: 92
Dudley Dana M of William N and Helen S Mar 22 1933 ....... 31: 30
Duell Audrey L of James F and Ann L Dec 24 1935 ...... 32: 137
Dufault Anita M of Pacifique and Sylvia B Oct 29 1932 ...... 30: 266
Dufault Claire of Montcalm and Blanche Apr 24 1935 ...... 32: 43
Dufault Gloria M of Pacifique and Sylvia Aug 15 1931 ...... 30: 92
Duffey Norman A of Elmer E and Valentine I July 15 1931. 30: 80
Duffy Ann L of Clarence W and Margaret V Sept 16 1932 .... 30: 248
Duffy Barbara E of John J and Marion I Sept 20 1935 ...... 32: 102
Duffy Donald F of Arthur J and Jennie G Oct 6 1931 ...... 30: 112
Duffy Donald J of Charles M and Ruth G Feb 23 1932 ...... 30: 167
Duffy Edward F of Thomas E and Evelyn C Dec 28 1934 ...... 31: 271
Duffy Elizabeth A of Joseph R and Mary E Sept 19 1933 ...... 31: 99
Duffy Eugene M of Edward J and Marion R July 25 1933 ...... 31: 77
Duffy Francis H of Francis J and Florence E Jan 29 1933 ...... 31: 10
Duffy Gladys A of Clarence G P and Ellen G Jan 20 1931 ...... 30: 8
Duffy Irene of Peter A and Evelyn Aug 29 1931 ...... 30: 97
Duffy James P of Thomas H and Marcella C Feb 5 1934 ...... 31: 151
Duffy James P of Daniel H and Anna L Mar 11 1935 ...... 32: 26
Duffy Joanne M of Frederick J and Anita H Dec 5 1935 ...... 32: 131
Duffy John W of Daniel W and Anna L Oct 21 1933 ...... 30: 110
Duffy Joseph R of Joseph R and Mary Sept 1 1932 ...... 30: 244
Duffy Marie B of Andrew E and Mildred T Apr 28 1935 ...... 32: 44
Duffy Raymond A of Albert and Janette Dec 10 1932 ...... 30: 282
Duffy Raymond E of Arthur J and Jennie G Oct 22 1934 ...... 31: 246
Duffy Robert D L of Lawrence J and Greta Dec 12 1935 ...... B1: 800
Duffy Robert E of Elizabeth Apr 5 1932 ...... 30: 185
Duffy Sally M of Thomas H and Marcella C July 10 1935 ...... 32: 74
Duffy Walter J of Bernard J and Mary P Apr 12 1934 ...... 31: 175
Duffy William B of Charles M and Ruth G May 21 1934 ...... 31: 188
Duffy —— d of Albert and Janette Sept 13 1931 ...... 30: 147
Duffy —— d of Thomas H and Marcella C Sept 12 1932 ...... 30: 255
Dufour Alice of Oliver and Marie July 9 1931 ...... 30: 78
Dufour Mary D of Oliver and Mary Sept 22 1934 ...... 31: 235
Dufresne Catherine M of Everett W and Isabel Jan 14 1935 ...... 32: 5
Dufresne Claudette M of Edmund A and Ena M May 9 1935 ...... 32: 50
Dufresne Jeanne M of Joseph L L and Mary A Oct 7 1931 ...... 30: 113
Dufresne Joan L of Edward F and Alice Oct 8 1932 ...... 30: 258
Dufresne Marie H M C of Oliver and Blanche Oct 23 1934 ...... 31: 247
Dufresne Sidney B of George U and Lillian E July 2 1934 ...... 31: 204
Dugan Howard C of John R and Evelyn B Dec 18 1933 ...... 31: 130
Dugan Robert G of George F and Martha T Sept 23 1934 ...... 31: 235
Dugan Thomas A of John R and Evelyn B Oct 9 1931 ...... 30: 113
Dugan — s of George F and Martha T Aug 11 1932........30:235
Duggan Charles E of Elmer J and Mary E Sept 28 1935...32:105
Duggan Claire T of John H and Margaret F Nov 2 1931...30:124
Duggan Eleanor F (Twin) of Elmer J and Mary E May 30
1933........................................31:56
Duggan Joan F of Elmer J and Mary E July 4 1931........30:77
Duggan Madeline J (Twin) of Elmer J and Mary E May 30
1933........................................31:56
Duggan Mary M of Michael S and Mary E May 11 1933....31:50
Duggan Thomas of Thomas and Julia Feb 2 1931............30:14
Duggan Vincent T of William J and Anna C May 15 1931..30:55
Duhaime Lillian M of Joseph S and Mildred L Apr 11 1934..31:175
Duhaime Marie D of Albert A and Marie L Sept 19 1932...30:250
Duhaime — d of Wilfred and Margaret J Sept 21 1931....30:110
Duhaime Irene M R of Joseph H and Yvonne Mar 2 1933....31:24
Duhamel Allan H of Elmer E and Anna Mar 26 1935.......32:31
Duhamel Eugene E of Elmer E and Anna E Dec 29 1933.....31:133
Duhamel June A of Alfred E and Helen L June 9 1932.....30:210
Duke George M of George M and Betty May 1 1935.......32:47
Dulgarian George K of Krikor and Siranoosh June 5 1933..31:60
Dumais Joseph L R of Elzear and Flora Jan 1 1932........30:149
Dumais Joseph T R of Elzear and Flora June 4 1934......31:193
Dumais Marie B P of Elzear and Flora Nov 11 1935......32:122
Dumais Marie M C of Elzear and Flora Jan 16 1933.......31:5
Dumas Claire E of Theodore J and Stella Aug 31 1934.....31:227
Dumas Theodore J of Theodore J and Stella Oct 10 1935...32:111
Dumin Herbert G of Albert S and Louise E Mar 27 1932..30:180
Dunning — d of Charles O and Mary A Nov 25 1932.......30:292
Dumont Mary A of Paul E and Curana R July 10 1935.....32:74
Dumont Paul of Luc and Yvonne M Apr 22 1935.............32:42
Dunayeski Barbara of Daniel and Olga Aug 14 1932.....30:236
Dunbar Dale A of Edgar S and Gwendolyn A Nov 20 1935...32:125
Dunbar James N of Andrew W and Eloise Feb 28 1931.....30:23
Dunbar Jean W of Arthur B and Mary E Apr 17 1934.......31:176
Dunbar Leslie F of Charles W and Genevieve E June 13 1935..32:63
Dunbar Mary C of William J and Margaret Mar 24 1931..30:34
Duncan Lester E of George B and Violet J June 15 1933....31:63
Dunford Carol A of Joseph R and Anna Apr 18 1934........31:177
Dunford James H of James H and Rose Jan 7 1934..........31:141
Dunham Shirley I of Joseph C and Katherine L Jan 17 1931..30:6
Dunklee Lorimer C of Lorimer C and Margaret M May 28 1931.30:61
Dunlap Ursula E of Harold G and Rose Sept 29 1931.......30:109
Dunlevy Doris C of Henry A and Marie C Sept 6 1931.......30:101
Dunlevy John P of Henry A and Claire July 13 1933.......31:73
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Dunlevy Leo W of Henry A and Claire T Dec 31 1934........... 31: 272
Dunn Barbara A of John and Marie L B May 8 1933........... 31: 49
Dunn Bernard D of Alexander G and Mary A Feb 10 1934..... 31: 152
Dunn Francis G of Francis and Isola Feb 28 1933........... 31: 22
Dunn Jane of Walter J and Helen Jan 17 1931................ 30: 6
Dunn John F of John F and Winifred E Nov 14 1934........... 31: 255
Dunn Joseph W of William C and Anna E July 17 1933........ 31: 74
Dunn Marcia I of John E and Ina A Oct 24 1935............. 32: 115
Dunn Robert J or Robert J and Vera A Aug 2 1934........... 31: 217
Dunn Ronald E of John E and Ina A Mar 30 1934.............. 31: 169
Dunne Mary of Leo F and Helen L Dec 13 1933................. 31: 138
Dunnigan Edward J of Edward J and Katherine F July 24
1931......................................................... 30: 84
Dunnigan Jane C of James S and Marion E Oct 27 1935...... 32: 116
Dunnigan Marion E of James S and Marion E Aug 9 1933..... 31: 84
Dunning Richard A of Sylvester F and Alice Oct 16 1934... 31: 244
Dunning Robert S of James S and Beatrice M Jan 11 1933... 31: 4
Dunning Sylvester F of Sylvester F and Alice Oct 4 1932... 30: 257
Duphry Ernest of Ernest and Minna I Dec 9 1935............. 32: 132
Duphry Lloyd T of Lloyd T and Mildred R May 20 1931...... 30: 58
Duphry Noreen T of Lloyd T and Mildred R Nov 11 1933..... 31: 117
Dunton Muriel G of Francis A and Germaine Aug 15 1932.... 30: 237
Dunton Ronald K of Ralph A and Katherine Dec 28 1932.... 30: 287
Dupree Virginia L of Everett E and Virginia L Oct 15 1934 31: 244
Duplessis Alfred P of Alfred and Mary K July 3 1933...... 31: 69
DuPont Joseph of Joseph and Gemma Apr 9 1935.............. 32: 38
DuPonte Ruth J of Joseph B and Mary Aug 5 1935............ 32: 85
Dupouy Clara E of Milton A and Rachael A Nov 23 1934..... 31: 258
Dupre Adrienne M of Adrien H and Marie L E Sept 12 1935... 32: 99
Dupre Dolores C of Albert and Gabrielle May 29 1935...... 32: 56
Dupre Noella A of Albert and Gabrielle A Dec 25 1933...... 31: 132
Duquette Edward E of Emery O and Laura V May 7 1931..... 30: 53
Duquette Leon R of Gedeon and Louise E July 1 1934....... 31: 204
Duquette Marjory E of Lester A and Virginia July 20 1933... 31: 75
Duquette Shirley A of Earl H and Mary M Aug 18 1934...... 31: 222
Duquette Thomas E of William A and Elizabeth Oct 6 1935... 32: 109
Durand Arthur A of Germaine Dec 27 1931.................... 30: 143
Durand Robert J of Joseph and Marie L X Dec 16 1933....... 31: 130
Durand Ronald P of Peter M and Edith Jan 11 1935......... 32: 4
Durant Jackson R of Robert M and Amy M Nov 19 1933....... 31: 120
Durante Frances I of Giuseppe and Concetta May 2 1933..... 31: 47
Durante Francesco of Antonio and Marie June 28 1935....... 32: 68
Durante Jeanette B of Giuseppe and Concetta Feb 20 1935... 32: 18
Durante —— d of Giuseppe and Concetta Oct 23 1931......... 30: 119
Duren Robert L of William and Jennie Jan 24 1935......... 32: 8
Durfee Betty A of William A and Alice M Aug 7 1935......... 32: 86
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Durfee Robert S of William A and Alice M May 23 1934........31: 189
Durkin Helen L of Joseph H and Helen G Oct 28 1933..........31: 112
Durkin William N of John J and Adele H Dec 13 1932........30: 283
Durning James B of James B and Georgia July 6 1932.........30: 220
Durrell Beverly F of George W and Violette P Oct 29 1935...32: 116
Durrell George W of George W and Violette P Feb 26 1934...31: 158
Dusseault Betty A of William F and Marion I Nov 20 1933...31: 120
Dusseault Marion D of William F and Marion I Nov 24 1931...30: 131
Dustin Willis H of Howard W and Louise July 17 1931......30: 81
Dutch Norma L of Edward A and Louise S July 10 1933......31: 72
Dutcher Barbara A of Henry A and Phyllis M Nov 13 1935...32: 122
Dutcher Helen E of Henry A and Phyllis Oct 31 1933.......31: 113
Dutcher Phyllis M of Henry A and Phyllis Jan 11 1933......31: 4
Dutra Dolores G of Frank J and Geraldine Dec 15 1934......31: 266
Dutra Edmund J of Edmund J and Agnes C Nov 30 1934....31: 260
Dutra Edna J of Joseph F and Viola M Mar 18 1934.........31: 166
Dutra Judith A of Christopher D and Dorothea M Apr 24 1935,32: 43
Dutra Raymond J of Joseph F and Viola M Feb 10 1935......32: 15
Dutra Sylvia J of Christopher D and Dorothea M Mar 1 1934..31: 161
Dutson Thomas L of Thomas J and Cora Dec 11 1935......32: 133
Dutton Richard H of Percy C and Helen A Apr 22 1934.....31: 178
Dutton (Twin) —— d of Richard W and Harriet Sept 3 1934,31: 229
Dutton (Twin) —— d of Richard W and Harriet Sept 3 1934,31: 229
D’Uva Louise M of Antonio and Filomena E Dec 1 1933.....31: 125
D’Uva —— s of Antonio and Filomena E June 11 1931......30: 67
Duval Irene M of Edeas J and Irene M Mar 10 1932.........30: 175
DuVally John C of John C McM and Anna E Mar 10 1932.....30: 175
Duxbury Doris M of Joseph E and Christine M Aug 4 1934...31: 218
Dwares Ina J of David and Martha Sept 13 1935........32: 100
Dwares Morton M of Louis and Rachel June 17 1931.......30: 69
Dwinnell Dawn O of George T and Florence May 3 1932.....30: 196
Dwinnell Florence V of George T and Florence V Dec 26 1935,32: 137
D’Wolf Henry D of Henry and Marguerite E Apr 18 1934...31: 177
Dwyer Barbara L of John F and Dorothy I Feb 28 1933......31: 22
Dwyer Jean M of William E and Ellen E Aug 15 1931......30: 92
Dwyer John F of John J and Mary J Aug 7 1931...........30: 89
Dwyer John T of Henry P and W Irene Apr 22 1934.........31: 178
Dwyer Joseph E of John J and Mary J July 3 1933.........31: 69
Dwyer Margaret A of John J and Ellen E Nov 3 1935......31: 119
Dwyer Margaret P of Francis M and Margaret E Dec 25 1934..31: 270
Dwyer Mary M of John J and Ellen E June 3 1933.........31: 59
Dwyer Rosella of James B and Katherine E Aug 22 1932.....30: 239
Dwyer William A of William A and Dorothy M June 17 1934..31: 198
Dwyer —— s of Henry P and W Irene Aug 10 1931........30: 90
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Dye Richard R of Robert S and Anna Apr 1 1933.................31: 35
Dyer Ann M of Robert B and Nora V Feb 1 1933..................31: 13
Dyer Barbara of Fredrick G and Dorothy Aug 24 1935...........32: 92
Dyer Claudia A of George E and Lillian A July 18 1933........32: 77
Dyer Dorothy F of George W and Josephine Sept 6 1935........32: 97
Dyer Edward A of Edward A and Mary E Feb 1 1934................30: 14
Dyer George of George W and Josephine Feb 7 1934..............31: 152
Dyer Gerald T of Edward A and Mary E June 23 1934..............31: 200
Dyer Jeanne D of Earl F and Susan E Oct 17 1931...............30: 116
Dyer Joan F of Joseph A and Blanche R A Aug 9 1933............31: 84
Dyer Kenneth H of Howard S and Emma Mar 25 1931...............30: 34
Dyer Marjorie M of Andrew C and Etta R Feb 13 1935............32: 16
Dyer Mary F of Francis A and Mary T Jan 24 1931...............30: 9
Dyer Mary J of Frederick G and Dorothy June 5 1934............31: 194
Dyer Robert A of Robert A and Mary J Dec 4 1933..............31: 126
Dyer Sheila A of Francis A and Mary T Feb 23 1934..............31: 157
Dyer William C of William C and Dorothy Apr 20 1935..........32: 41
Dyer —— d of William H and Anna S Jan 22 1933...............31: 8
Dymek Edward A of Adam and Mary Dec 18 1934.................31: 267
Dyson James W of James W and Mary A Feb 3 1932..............30: 161
Dyson John E of James W and Mary A Apr 24 1935..............32: 43
Dyson —— s of James W and Mary A Jan 28 1933...............31: 12
Dyson —— s of Harry and Mary E Oct 6 1933..................31: 106
Dzenkowski Annie L of Kazimir and Maria Apr 2 1931.........30: 39
Dzenkowski Charles of Kazimir and Maria Oct 21 1935.........32: 114
Dziekiewicz Richard of Anthony and Anna Mar 14 1932.........30: 176
Dzikiewicz George R of Anthony and Anna Feb 22 1935.......32: 19

Eade Beverly A of Thomas W and Elsie June 28 1932...........30: 216
Eammarino Joseph B of Filippo and Mormina Nov 5 1935........32: 120
Earle Betty A of William C and Bessie A Aug 17 1934..........31: 222
Earle Denise of Marsden P and Elizabeth Jan 6 1933.........31: 2
Earle Walter H of Howard W and Rosalind July 28 1934........31: 214
Earley Catherine M of Charles P and Kathleen Oct 11 1935....32: 111
Earley Eileen J of Charles P and Kathleen June 21 1934.....31: 199
Earley Joan L of James E and Isabell M Sept 12 1931........30: 103
Earley Joseph E of Daniel and Margaret T Apr 6 1932........30: 185
Earley Mary M of John J and Sarah E Apr 25 1931.............30: 47
Earley Robert of James C and Hazel L Oct 16 1934............31: 244
Earshaw Alice K of Arthur E and Alice H Sept 17 1933........31: 98
Earshaw Owen D of Elmer O and Alice H Sept 29 1933..31: 103

Easterbrooks Frank D of Frank D and Hazel O May 26 1932...30: 204
Easterbrooks Richard C of Frank D and Hazel O Sept 29 1933.31: 103
Eastman Joan A of Warren W and Ethel G Mar 20 1934..........31: 166
Eastwood Judith of Howard F and Dorothy Mar 27 1933..........31: 32
Eastwood Marilyn F of James W and Gertrude P June 21 1935.32: 66
Eastwood —— d of Chester and Grace Dec 9 1931.............30: 148
Eaton Lawrence of Walter J and Mary Apr 19 1933..........31: 41
Eaton Patricia A of Joseph and Grace P Apr 14 1935..........32: 40
Eaton Walter J of Walter J and Mary Mar 18 1932.............30: 177
Edler Barbara L of Oscar and Louise Aug 21 1934............31: 224
Elmer John of Bridget Jan 12 1935..............................32: 4
Ebraico Guglielmo E of Nicola R and Elvira Oct 6 1932......30: 258
Eccleston Robert F of John R and Cecile I Oct 26 1934......31: 248
Eck Alice M of Henry C and Esther A Apr 21 1931............30: 46
Eckart Charles H of Herman B and Lucy May 24 1931.......30: 59
Eckelson Gustave W of Gustav A and Jennie B Dec 10 1933...31: 128
Eckstein Peter C of Peter C and Mildred July 16 1931......30: 81
Eckstein Robert I of Peter C and Mildred A Oct 27 1933....31: 112
Eckstein Sheila A of Adolph W and Grace M Aug 21 1931....30: 95
Edgberg Russell E of Russell E and Martha C Nov 14 1932..30: 273
Eddy Caroline F of John L and Annie M Feb 1 1935..........32: 12
Eddy Francis A of Francis and Anna M Apr 3 1934...........31: 172
Eddy George A of Rose B Oct 31 1933...........................31: 138
Eddy Mary B of Francis J and Anna M July 11 1935.........32: 75
Edgar Donald H of James and Eva Feb 28 1933.............31: 22
Edge Charles W of John J and Alice G Sept 13 1931........30: 104
Edge James G of John J and Alice G Oct 5 1935.............32: 109
Edlund Kenneth A of Gladys Feb 18 1932........................30: 166
Edmonds Dolores L (c) of Thomas H and Anne Mar 9 1932....30: 174
Edmonds Elizabeth D (c) of Thomas H and Anne M Nov 17.

1933..............................................................31: 119
Edmonds Gloria M (c) of Leon A and Ida M Sept 14 1933....31: 98
Edmonds Leon A (c) of Leon A and Ida M Feb 6 1935.........32: 13
Edmonds Millicent E (c) of Thomas and Anna M May 1 1935..32: 47
Eduardo Rosemary N of Philip A and Catherine T Dec 25 1934.31: 270
Edwards Anna C of Orin E and Anna R Oct 29 1934.........31: 249
Edwards Clara D (c) of Catherine July 13 1932.............30: 223
Edwards Ellen G of John N and Ethel G Jan 25 1932.........30: 156
Edwards George D of Charles G and Clara E July 11 1934....31: 208
Edwards Gladys M of Elmer L and Hazel Aug 28 1935.........32: 93
Edwards Gloria L of Raymond and Alice E Feb 4 1932........30: 161
Edwards James R of Henry E and Rachel M Feb 1 1933.......31: 13
Edwards James S of Charles G and Clara E Nov 1 1931......30: 124
Edwards Joan R of Milton T and Gertrude B Jan 12 1932.....30: 152
Edwards John H of Orin E and Anna R Nov 28 1932........30: 277
Edwards Oliver D of Oliver D and Esther M July 24 1934........31:212
Edwards Raymond S of Lawrence M and Amelia L Dec 28 1932.30:287
Edwards Richard D of Robert F and Helen June 29 1933........31:67
Edwards Robert F of Frank C and Roslyn C Dec 25 1933........31:132
Edwards Robert G of George and Irene Jan 14 1933.............31:5
Edwards Robert T of Milton T and Gertrude B May 25 1933.....31:54
Edwards --- s of William H and Ella M Jan 4 1933............31:2
Edwards --- s of Walter M and Beatrice E Dec 11 1933........31:128
Efros Liola of Henry and Flora Sept 18 1934....................31:234
Egan Ann M of John J and Margaret July 20 1932..............30:226
Egan Charlene M of Edward A and Mary A Apr 14 1935........32:40
Egan Francis J of Francis J and Mary R Feb 26 1934........31:158
Egan James T of James C M and Grace V May 30 1933............31:56
Egan Jean of Francis H and Margaret C Feb 18 1933...........31:18
Egan Joan of James J and Mary A Sept 23 1931...............30:107
Egan John E of Mark A and Elizabeth M July 25 1933........31:77
Egan Margaret J (Twin) of Mark A and Elizabeth M Jan 24
1932........................30:156
Egan Mark A of Mark A and Elizabeth M Feb 4 1931...........30:15
Egan Nancy A of Mark A and Elizabeth M Nov 28 1934........31:259
Egan Thomas J of Thomas J and Hannah J July 22 1931.......30:83
Egan Thomas J (Twin) of Mark A and Elizabeth M Jan 24
1932........................30:156
Egan William R of Thomas J and Hannah J July 19 1934......31:210
Egan --- s of James C M and Grace V June 29 1935.........32:70
Egenton Marie of Flora E Apr 6 1932.........................30:186
Egge Carol J of Henry I and Sarah L Dec 16 1935............32:134
Eichenfeldt Jean A of Albert and Grace Aug 1 1935..........32:84
Eiseman Mae R of William H and Ruth M Dec 17 1935.........32:135
Ekberg Carl J of Roy and Gertrude Aug 13 1934..............31:221
Eklof Frank A of Frank W and Alena A Mar 9 1931............30:29
Ekman Edward O of Edward O and Edna July 17 1932.........30:225
Ekno Dolores A of Harry R and Grace R May 31 1932.......30:205
Ekstrand Greta E of Malcolm O and Jennie June 3 1931....30:64
Ekstrom Lincoln of Claus E and Marjorie A Aug 21 1932.....30:239
Elhy Gloria M of Henry E and Julia R Mar 9 1931............30:147
Elderkin Florizel B I (c) of Earl E and Leona E Apr 15 1932..30:189
Elderkin Gwendolyn G N (c) of Earl E and Leona E Sept 14
1933........................31:98
Eldridge Charlotte E of Lucius G and Harriett Feb 11 1931..30:17
Eldridge Barbara A of Howard E and Eva May 2 1935.........32:47
Eldridge Francis W of Walter F and Mary June 1 1933......30:59
Eley Arthur W of Arthur C and Mildred F July 5 1931......30:77
Elgar Anna of Harry S and Maria A Nov 2 1931.................30:124
Elgar Barbara of Harry S and Maria A Aug 30 1933............31:91
Elgar Richard of Harry S and Maria A July 12 1935.........32:75
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Eliason Arthur F of Arthur F and Helen Jan 3 1933.............31:  1
Eliason John E of Arthur F and Helen Sept 28 1934.............31: 237
Ellbey Gloria M of Peter C and Roxie May 15 1934.............31: 186
Ellery Gordon R of William A and Gladys R July 2 1935........32:  71
Ellery Maureen A of William A and Gladys R Oct 30 1933........31: 113
Ellinwood Adelbert R of Adelbert R and Mary R June 22 1931,30:  71
Ellinwood Carl E of Carl E and Marjorie Nov 16 1934.............31: 256
Ellinwood Doris J of William C and Estelle M Sept 23 1935...32: 103
Ellinwood Edwin C of Adelbert R and Mary R Aug 21 1932...30: 239
Ellinwood Edwin D of William C and Estelle M July 5 1931...30:  84
Ellinwood George W of George W and Doris July 21 1931.....30:  83
Ellinwood John G of William C and Estelle M Oct 9 1933...31: 107
Ellinwood Norman of Adelbert R and Mary R July 6 1934...31: 206
Ellinwood Ronald P of Adelbert R and Mary R Sept 17 1935...32: 101
Elliott Anna C of Milton A and Eva G June 17 1931.............30:  69
Elliott Barbara M of William P and Lorraine M May 29 1934...31: 190
Elliott Gladys M of Milton A and Eva G Nov 6 1935.........32: 120
Elliott Joan F of Milton A and Eva G July 29 1933...........31:  79
Elliott Joyce E of William P and Lorraine M July 28 1935...32:  81
Elliott Rita M of James A and Anna J Jan 12 1931.............30:  4
Ellis Dorothy A of Charles E and Minnie W Jan 14 1933.....31:  5
Ellis Gary L of George B and Florence L May 6 1934.........31: 183
Ellis George R of Lillian E June 22 1934..................31: 199
Ellis Helen L of Henry L and Catherine L Apr 30 1931....30:  49
Ellis Raymond W of Raymond C and Anna B May 26 1931.....30:  60
Ellis Robert E of Joseph J and Ruth E June 17 1933.....31:  64
Ellis Robert I of William C and Mary E Oct 2 1932......30: 267
Ellis Robert K of Arthur and Lilly Oct 1 1935.........32: 108
Ellis Wendell N of Wendell N and Irene Dec 26 1935......32: 137
Ellison June of Loretta July 23 1932.................30: 227
Ellsworth David R of Harold L and Ellen M Mar 1 1934.....31: 161
Ellsworth Marilyn of Leonard K and Hazel G July 20 1932...30: 226
Ellsworth Richard H of Harold L and Ellen M Sept 22 1931...30: 109
Elman Alfred A of Samuel and Eva Apr 23 1931..........30:  47
Elman Geraldine B of Samuel and Eva Nov 12 1934......31: 254
Elman Norman A of Morris and Dorothy Aug 30 1935...32:  94
Elmasian Charles of Nishan and Alice Feb 21 1931......30:  21
Elmasian Mannia of Manoog and Araxy Nov 10 1933.....31: 117
Elmer Mary P of Henry A and Mary E Feb 6 1931.............30:  16
Elowitz Dorothy R of Joseph and Celia Feb 8 1935.........32:  14
Elsbree Andrew G of Shirley S and Bertha L H Aug 12 1935...32:  87
Elsbree Eugene V of Shirley S and Bertha L H Oct 2 1933...31: 105
Elsbree Marilyn A of William E and Helen F Sept 10 1933...31:  97
Elsbree —— d of Milton and Mary J Mar 22 1932.............30: 183
Elwell Beverly J of Irving T and Cora A Aug 8 1934........... 31: 219
Elwell George W of Irving T and Cora A Nov 23 1932........... 30: 275
Ely Anna of Julius and Mollie Sept 15 1934..................... 31: 233
Ely Theodore of Theodore and Laura Sept 23 1933.............. 31: 100
Emenoe Avis J of John A and Jennie July 25 1932.............. 30: 228
Emers Dorothy H of Lester D and Natalie July 7 1932......... 30: 221
Emers Norma M of Mitchell R and Martha A Dec 8 1935......... 32: 132
Emers (Twin) — s of Mitchell and Martha Nov 28 1931........ 30: 132
Emers (Twin) — s of Mitchell and Martha Nov 28 1931........ 30: 132
Emerson Ann L of Elton L and Phyllis L May 28 1932.......... 30: 204
Emerson Carolyn M of Albert H and Mary L Dec 2 1931........... 30: 135
Emerson Claire M of Lewis D and Clara L Mar 9 1932............ 30: 174
Emery Blanch of Frank P and Flora Oct 30 1932.................. 30: 267
Emery Charlotte L of Everett M and Leota B July 26 1933..... 31: 77
Emery Marvin W of Marvin S and Ethel L Feb 26 1935............ 32: 20
Emidy Alice E of Walter R and Celia Mar 14 1932.............. 30: 176
Emidy Christine of Herman L and Teresa G Jan 2 1931......... 30: 1
Emidy Joanne of Stephen E and Margaret E Aug 23 1932........ 30: 239
Emidy Lorenzo of William C and Agnes A July 6 1931............ 30: 77
Emidy Stephen E of Stephen E and Margaret E Aug 18 1934..... 31: 222
Emidy Walter R of Walter R and Celia Jan 20 1933.............. 31: 7
Emidy — s of Herman L and Teresa G Feb 24 1933.............. 31: 20
Emilio William E of Carmine and Giuseppina Nov 12 1933..... 31: 118
Emirzian Louise E of Harry S and Arax G Apr 29 1931......... 30: 49
Emma Carleton W of Earl C and Martha B June 8 1931......... 30: 66
Emma Eleanor of Giovanni A and Concetta Jan 3 1933......... 31: 1
Emma Francis C of Carmine N and Louise R Dec 5 1934........ 31: 263
Emma Mary E of Joseph and Blanche L May 11 1935.............. 32: 50
Emmett Beatrice A of Christopher C and Irene L Sept 9 1931 30: 102
Emmett Raymond C of Christopher C and Irene L Feb 12 1933.. 31: 16
Emmett Richard of William H and Marguerite V Feb 24 1932.... 30: 168
Emmons Ann M of Francis G and Alice M Apr 29 1933......... 31: 44
Emmons Rose M of Francis G and Alice M June 12 1931........ 30: 67
Emond Beth M of John B and Elizabeth M Oct 3 1933............ 31: 105
Emond Jeannine A of Raymond A A and Antoinette E June 13 1933, ................................................................. 31: 63
Emond Raymond D of Adelard R and Antoinette E May 6 1935.. 32: 49
Emryan Bernice E of William N and Bernice T Nov 11 1934.... 31: 254
Enander John W of John H and Jennie May 27 1931............ 30: 60
Encarnanzie Kathleen S (c) of John and Constance Jan 15 1934, ................................................................. 31: 143
Enders Margaret O of Henry W and Anna M May 11 1932....... 30: 199
Engelhardt John J of Walter H and Elsie M Dec 5 1931........ 30: 145
Engelhardt Raymond W of Walter H and Mry E Mar 9 1933..... 31: 26
England Anna T of Peter J and Mary B Mar 25 1932............ 30: 180
England Claire M of Alderick J and Rosalie Dec 5 1934........ 31: 263
England Herbert S of Herbert II and Natalie June 2 1935...32: 59
England Jeannette Y of Joseph E L and Beatrice R Oct 10
1931.........................................................30: 114
England Joseph A L of Alderick J and Rosalie July 30 1933...31: 79
England Morris A of Alderick J and Rosalie June 9 1932...30: 210
England Raymond E of Peter J and Mary B Feb 27 1935...32: 21
Engley Earl P of Charles A and Clara M May 26 1934...........31: 190
English Edwin A of William F and Catherine T Sept 2 1931...30: 100
English —— d of Willard M and Dorothy July 31 1933...........31: 79
Englund Joan R of Henry W and Celia B May 2 1934............31: 182
Engstrom Evert P of Evert G and Edna M Sept 22 1935.........32: 103
Engstrom May E of Arnold O and Ruth M Oct 1 1931.............30: 111
Engwall Peggy D of Knut W and Hanna M Aug 24 1931...........30: 96
Ennis Edward G of James A and Anna B June 15 1932............30: 212
Ennis Joseph J of Francis W and Elsie July 9 1931..............30: 78
Ennis Marguerite A of James J and Mary A Oct 2 1932...........30: 256
Ennis Phyllis F of George H and Lillian P Aug 2 1933..........31: 82
Enokian Louise of Garabed M and Ankene Aug 15 1931...........30: 92
Enos Delores M of Dennis J and Mary D Feb 26 1934.............31: 158
Enos Dorothy of Francisco and Maria A Dec 28 1933.............31: 133
Enos Elsie of Antonio and Mary Feb 27 1934.....................31: 158
Enos Evelyn (c) of Jose P and Maria Aug 5 1932.................30: 233
Enos John A of John A and Maria R Nov 10 1933.................31: 117
Enos Jose (c) of Maria Dec 20 1934.........................30: 268
Enos Joseph of Joao and Maria June 30 1934.....................31: 202
Enos Mary L of Manoel and Deolinda June 7 1935.................32: 61
Enos Paul of Jesse and Mary O Nov 2 1935.......................32: 119
Enos —— s of Manoel and Deolinda Oct 30 1932..................30: 267
Enright Melven J of Joseph H and Sarah J Mar 6 1931...........30: 27
Enright Raymond F of Joseph H and Sarah J Apr 1 1932........30: 184
Ensign Gail E of Carlton P and Catherine L Nov 15 1934......31: 255
Entwistle James of James and Irene V Feb 17 1935..............32: 17
Ephraim Elliot M of Samuel L and Gertrude Jan 6 1933.........31: 2
Ephraim Harold S of Samuel L and Gertrude Nov 11 1934........31: 254
Eppolito Anna L of Francesco and Margaret Mar 24 1932........30: 179
Epps Waymon C (c) of Hope V May 4 1934.......................31: 182
Epstein Frederick A of Charles and Beatrice Apr 16 1931......30: 44
Epstein Joseph B of Charles and Beatrice Apr 23 1932.........30: 192
Equi Eleanor A of Alfred H and Lillian M July 19 1933........31: 75
Equi Martha E of Alfred H and Lillian M Nov 19 1934.........31: 257
Eranosian Anahid A of Souren G and Elise June 5 1935.........32: 60
Eranosian Edward S of Souren G and Elise Sept 5 1932.........30: 245
Erban Richard J of George W and Gertrude D Oct 2 1933......31: 105
Erbe Edmund T of Alfred and Mary E Apr 25 1931..............30: 47
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Erbe Raymond E of Alfred and Mary E Feb 25 1934...........31:158
Ercolano Adriano A of Pasquale and Elena Dec 4 1933........31:126
Eremita Maria A of Michele and Antonetta Feb 6 1934........31:151
Erenkrantz Joan D of Theodore and Nellie Mar 14 1931.......30:30
Erganian Susanne of Kakhadoor and Hatoon Feb 8 1935........32:14
Erie Francesco of Gaetano and Francesca Apr 20 1931........30:46
Erie John of Gaetano and Francesca Sept 14 1933............31:98
Erickson Carl J (Twin) of Carl J and Mabel Aug 5 1932....30:233
Erickson Constance J of Harold M and Norma S Feb 6 1932...30:162
Erickson Donald G of Philip W and Astrid E Dec 15 1931....30:139
Erickson Elizabeth M of Karl J and Mabel Aug 6 1933......31:83
Erickson Everett H (Twin) of Carl J and Mabel Aug 5 1932..30:233
Erickson Gayl E of Albert M and Grace E Dec 15 1932.......30:284
Erickson Harold T of Carl L and Helen C M Oct 30 1931....30:121
Erickson June A of Elof A and Ellen I Dec 30 1935.........32:138
Erickson Karna L of Arthur E and Ruth L Aug 22 1934.......31:224
Erickson Lawrence of Carl H and Blanche C Nov 4 1933.....31:115
Erickson Louise R of Harry and Rebecca Feb 14 1931.......30:14
Erickson Pauline A of Carl L and Helen C M May 20 1934...31:188
Erickson Ruth M of Edward W and Lucy D Apr 3 1932.......30:184
Erickson Constance E of Henry T and Marion E Nov 19 1935.32:125
Ernst Albert of Albert and Pearl Sept 30 1933..............31:103
Erskine Edward of Joseph F and Mary Mar 8 1932............30:174
Esposito Anna of Antonio and Anna July 28 1934............31:214
Esposito Anna A of Francesco and Incoronetta Feb 12 1931..30:18
Esposito Antonio of Charles A and Grace Mar 7 1933.......31:25
Esposito Benedetto C of Antonio and Anna Jan 6 1932......30:150
Esposito Carolina A of Antonio and Anna July 24 1933.....31:77
Esposito Dorothy J of Antonio and Caterina Dec 23 1931...30:142
Esposito Glorine B of Andrew and Elvira Oct 15 1932.......30:261
Esposito John of Giovanni and Sarah Aug 20 1933..........31:88
Esposito Joseph of Giuseppe and Michelina Oct 28 1935....32:116
Esposito Nicandro G of Giuseppe and Michelina Oct 31 1931.30:121
Esposito Robert J of Ernesto and Giovannina Sept 22 1931..30:107
Esposito Rose M of Vincent J and Catharine E Sept 2 1935..32:96
Esposito Rose M P of Umberto and Antonietta Nov 9 1932...30:271
Esposito Theresa A of Salvatore and Margherita Feb 27 1933.31:21
Esser Coral E of William M and Coral E Oct 30 1933........31:113
Esser William McK of William M and Coral E Oct 22 1934....31:246
Essex Helen M of Peter J and Ella Jan 10 1931..............30:4
Essex Marvin W of Everett B and Corinne L Feb 1 1933......31:13
Essex Peter E of Clarence E and Hazel G Aug 25 1934.......31:225
Essex Peter J of Peter J and Ellen E June 16 1933.........31:64
Essig Beverly A of Walter and Evelyn M Sept 26 1933......31:101
Esten Stanley of Cora A Jan 29 1933.......................31:10
Estes John H of John H and Emily D Oct 2 1931.............30:111
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Estes Robert A of John H and Emily D May 4 1933........31: 48
Esteves Maria deJ of Antonio and Maria doC Mar 5 1933.....31: 25
Estey Richard B of Roger B and Doris B June 23 1933......31: 65
Estrella James of Jose B and Elchandrinha R Mar 15 1931....30: 31
Esty Cyril S of Cyril S and Flora M June 7 1934.........31: 195
Etchells Barbara A of Joseph W and Katherine E May 22
1934. ................................................................31: 189
Etchells Charles H of Charles H and Martha E Aug 24 1933..31: 89
Etchells Elaine F of William and Margherite F July 15 1931..30: 80
Etchells Elsie G of Elmer H and Florence Sept 10 1931.....30: 102
Etchells Joyce M of Kenneth J and Annie M Feb 14 1935....32: 16
Etchells Kathryn J of Joseph A and Catherine Apr 22 1932...30: 191
Etchells Robert R of Kenneth J and Anna M Jan 3 1931.....30: 1
Etchells Russell D of Elmer H and Florence May 8 1934.....31: 184
Etheridge Barbara A of Edward and Mary A E Mar 30 1934..31: 169
Ethier Charles H of Charles L and Florence D July 25 1933...31: 77
Ethier Doris A of Albert and Anna May 2 1935............32: 47
Ethier Marie A of Irene C May 25 1935..................32: 55
Etter Frederic L of Frederick B and Amy L Nov 7 1933....31: 116
Enart Joan E of Raymond J and Pauline M Nov 12 1932.....30: 272
Eunis Yvonne J of John D and Julia May 30 1935..........32: 57
Eva Carol of Wilfred R and Ethel M Dec 19 1934...........31: 268
Evangelista Phyllis E of Gaetano and Felicia July 6 1931..30: 77
Evangelista Vilma C of Nicola and Anna M Nov 25 1932.....30: 276
Evans Alden D of William A and Grace C June 9 1934.....31: 195
Evans Brian W of Albert E and Ivy G May 19 1934.......31: 188
Evans Carol G of Alfred G and Julia E Nov 5 1932.........30: 270
Evans Donald of John F and Mary M Nov 5 1932.........30: 270
Evans Edward A of Edward A and Ruth M July 6 1932.......30: 221
Evans George D of George F and Carmelita Oct 19 1933...31: 110
Evans Marilyn M of George F and Carmelita Apr 29 1931...30: 49
Evans Mary L of Robert A and Eleanor June 15 1934.....31: 197
Evans Muriel A of William J and Annabelle J Aug 28 1934...31: 226
Evans Robert P of George F and Carmelita Apr 20 1935.....32: 41
Evans Robert P of Philip and Arlene Oct 14 1931.........30: 115
Evans Wendell A (c) of Willie and Virginia Apr 13 1932...30: 188
Evaron Sophie M of Harry and Annie Jan 6 1934.........31: 140
Everett Constance M of Percy E and Gladys E May 22 1932..30: 205
Everett Robert P of Leon D and Mary Mar 25 1934.........31: 168
Evers Beverly J of Walter I and Ella M Feb 19 1935.......32: 18
Evers Constance P of Walter I and Ella M Dec 12 1933.....31: 128
Evers Walter I of Walter I and Ella M Jan 6 1933.........31: 2
Evers William A of William J and Lillian M July 24 1934...31: 212
Every Margaret L of Aubrey C and Ethel M Oct 26 1932.....30: 265
Evora Saturnino S (c) of Marcelino and Rose Nov 29 1934..31: 260
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ewart —— d of John and Doris Nov 1 1932.................. 30: 269
Ewen —— s of Robert G and Louisa Nov 5 1935.............. 32: 129
Ewing Alfred E of Alfred E and Evelyn B Mar 14 1932..... 30: 176
Ewing Charles L of Alfred E and Evelyn B Apr 19 1935.... 32: 41
Ewing Marjorie L of Alfred E and Evelyn B Sept 8 1933... 31: 96
Exley Barbara A of Robert J and Gladys J Jan 28 1933..... 31: 9

Faber Frederick J of Hazel Aug 4 1932...................... 30: 291
Faber Samuel G of Saul E and Sadie Feb 21 1934............. 31: 156
Fabiano Julia of Fortunato and Goldie May 29 1931........ 31: 190
Fabricant Barbara T of Abraham and Nachama Apr 21 1934.. 31: 177
Fabrizio Jeanette A of Marco and Assunta Apr 18 1933..... 31: 40
Fabrizio Teodore J of Severino and Vittoria June 9 1933... 31: 61
Faccenda Carmine E of Nicola and Rose Sept 12 1934....... 31: 220
Faccenda Nicola J of Nicola and Rose Nov 6 1932.......... 30: 270
Faccendo Vilma G of Giovanni and Giulia Sept 9 1931...... 30: 102
Facha Antonio V of Antonio V and Lillian M Aug 22 1933... 31: 88
Facha Willard L of Antonio V and Lillian M Aug 10 1935.... 32: 87
Fachon Eugene E of Emil and Evangeline May 8 1934......... 31: 184
Factor Alfred of Benjamin and Jennie June 27 1931......... 30: 73
Factor Frederick of Morris and Goldy Feb 16 1935........... 32: 17
Fadgen Patricia A of Edward J and Sarah J May 23 1934..... 31: 189
Fadgen William A of Edward J and Sarah J July 7 1933..... 31: 70
Faella Antonio of Antonio and Angelina Sept 3 1934........ 31: 229
Faella Carmela of Vincenzo and Giovanniina July 5 1933.... 31: 70
Faella Giovanni of Antonio and Angelina June 26 1932...... 30: 216
Faella Jeanette A of Angelo and Olimpia Mar 25 1931........ 30: 34
Faella Nicola L of Michele L and Anna Aug 30 1932........ 30: 242
Faella —— s of Gaetano and Pasqualina Apr 21 1931......... 30: 50
Faford Doris M of Aldore and Marion Jan 18 1931............ 30: 7
Fagan Gladys of Thomas F and Mildred Feb 18 1931........... 30: 20
Fagan James J of Harriet L July 18 1934.................... 31: 210
Fagan James L of James L and Kathleen Aug 24 1933......... 32: 92
Fagan Joseph of Joseph E and Ruth C Nov 4 1932............. 30: 269
Fagan Mary C of Joseph E and Ruth C May 5 1931............. 30: 52
Fagan Nancy P of Leo F and Albertine A Dec 6 1934........ 31: 263
Fager Marjorie E of Rudolph O and Elva June 18 1931........ 30: 69
Fagiano Norma of Saverio and Laura Sept 13 1935............ 32: 100
Fagnant Marie A L of Walter J and Rose Sept 6 1931........ 30: 101
Fahey Jerome of George L J and Cecilia G Nov 8 1934........ 31: 253
Fahey Patricia A of Raymond A and Emma M June 27 1935..... 32: 68
Fain Barnett of Irving I and Miriam Mar 31 1932............. 30: 182
Fain Bernard I of Benjamin A and Tillie Jan 21 1931..........30: 8
Fain Gilbert of Daniel and Ruth A Aug 5 1935................32: 85
Fain Herbert I of Daniel and Ruth A June 17 1932.............30: 212
Fain Hope R of Louis and Ruth Dec 31 1931....................30: 144
Faiola Gennaro of Luigi and Assunta Sept 8 1934..............31: 231
Faiola Gloria of Francesco and Assunta Feb 6 1932.............30: 162
Faioli Albert of Vincenzo and Vincenzina May 14 1933.........31: 51
Faioli Armando of Luigi and Assunta Feb 13 1932..............30: 164
Faioli Giulia D of Giuseppe and Attilia Aug 7 1935.............32: 86
Fairbanks Beverly of Ralph L and Lavinia A July 3 1934......31: 265
Fairbanks George S of Harold S and Mary Aug 21 1933.........31: 88
Fairbanks Mary E of Harold S and Mary Mar 24 1932............30: 179
Fairbrother Anna M of Clara July 22 1932....................30: 226
Fairman Henry F of John A and Emily L M June 22 1934......31: 199
Falagunerra Ralph G of Ralph and Anna May 29 1933..........31: 56
Falardi Barbara M of Michele and Anna Nov 28 1933.........31: 122
Falco Anna M of Luigi and Maria July 26 1934.................31: 213
Falco Salvatore P of Salvatore and Giulia Dec 23 1931.....30: 142
Falcone Ann D of Luigi and Rosina Oct 27 1931.................30: 120
Falcone Henry P of Alfonso and Ida Sept 15 1931............30: 194
Falcone Luigi P of Luigi and Rosina Aug 27 1934..............31: 226
Falcone Marietta of Pasquale and Eva G May 6 1932..........30: 197
Falcone Paul R of Constantine and Jennie Aug 22 1934......31: 224
Falcone Richard M of Constantine and Jennie June 20 1931...30: 71
Fales Arthur V of LeRoy A and Dorothy E Dec 6 1931........30: 136
Fales George W of Harry L and Ada L Jan 8 1932.............30: 151
Fallon Catherine H of Michael J and Winifred T Oct 17 1934.31: 245
Fallon Eleanor F of Richard J and Deborah A May 7 1934....31: 183
Fallon James M of Joseph T and Florence M Dec 11 1934......31: 265
Fallon Jeannette E of William P and Emily J June 9 1931...30: 74
Fallon John M of Michael J and Winifred T Feb 8 1933......31: 15
Fallon Josephine A M of Joseph P and Alice L Jan 27 1932...30: 157
Fallon Kathleen M of Richard J and Deborah A May 2 1931...30: 51
Fallon Lois A of Walter F and Anastasia M July 6 1933.....31: 70
Fallon Robert E of John T and Sophie M Aug 4 1931.........30: 88
Fallon Walter F of William F and Anna Feb 19 1932.........30: 166
Fallon William C of Henry M and Margaret A Feb 18 1933.....31: 18
Fallon William J of Walter F and Anastasia M June 6 1935...32: 69
Fallon —— s of Anna M May 13 1934............................31: 192
Fallone Ida A M S of Giovanni and Vittoria June 30 1932...30: 217
Falls Agnes of William E and Catherine M Nov 1 1932.......30: 269
Fallstrom Robert D of Iver W and Ingrid Oct 1 1935........32: 108
Falso Cecelia of Pietro and Fortuna Oct 10 1933..............31: 107
Falso Paolo of Pietro and Fortuna Dec 3 1931...............30: 135
Falso Robert of Ernesto A and Olimpia June 6 1931..........30: 65
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Falvey Joseph R of Patrick and Helen May 10 1935 .......................... 32: 50
Falvey Margaret T of John J and Margaret P June 13 1932 .......................... 30: 211
Falvey Russell E of Milton E and Dorothy M May 7 1933 .......................... 31: 49
Falvo Santina of Vincenzo and Ernestina June 19 1931 .......................... 30: 70
Falvo Vincent of Vincenzo and Ernestina Sept 2 1935 .......................... 32: 96
Falvo Vincent W of Antonio and Rachela Mar 4 1931 .......................... 30: 27
Fama — d of Giuseppe and Filippa June 30 1931 .......................... 30: 75
Famiglietti Antonio T of Raffaele and Elvira M R Mar 11 1933 .......................... 31: 27
Famiglietti Joseph A of Ernesto R and Adeline Mar 17 1935 .......................... 32: 27
Famiglietti Maria G of Arturo E and Maria Oct 16 1931 .......................... 30: 116
Fanara Frank of Frank and Mary July 15 1933 .......................... 31: 73
Fandetti Domenico A of Antonio and Teresa Jan 9 1933 .......................... 3: 3
Fandetti Domenico G of Giovanni and Angelina Nov 8 1931 .......................... 30: 126
Fandetti Donald V of Vincenzo and Esterina Dec 24 1933 .......................... 31: 132
Fandetti John C of Giovanni and Lena July 15 1935 .......................... 32: 76
Fandetti Rosemary of Vincenzo and Rose C Dec 23 1934 .......................... 31: 269
Fandetti Vincenzo A of Vincenzo and Rose C Oct 11 1934 .......................... 30: 114
Fandetti — s of Antonio and Teresa Aug 28 1931 .......................... 30: 99
Fanella Marilyn A of Rocco V and Bertha M Feb 26 1934 .......................... 31: 158
Fanella Richard E of Rocco V and Bertha M Feb 28 1933 .......................... 31: 22
Fanella — d of Rocco V and Bertha M Jan 28 1932 .......................... 39: 157
Fanelli Francesca C of Giuseppe and Anna June 27 1935 .......................... 32: 68
Fanning Ann T of William M and Elizabeth M July 29 1932 .......................... 30: 229
Fanning Mary D C of Charles LeR and Mary R E June 27
1935 .......................... 32: 68
Faraone Geraldine M of Massimo and Maria D Nov 8 1935 .......................... 32: 121
Faraone Gilda M of Gildo and Maria June 8 1935 .......................... 32: 61
Faraone Sarah of Nando and Pasqualina Apr 14 1935 .......................... 32: 40
Farber Bradley A of Louis and Ida June 29 1933 .......................... 31: 67
Fargnoli Antonio F of Enrico and Carmella Oct 17 1933 .......................... 34: 109
Fargnoli Antonio G of Giuseppe and Francesca May 23 1931 .......................... 30: 59
Fargnoli Evelyn T of Giuseppe and Angelina M July 6 1933 .......................... 31: 70
Fargnoli Paolina A of Enrico and Carmela Apr 28 1932 .......................... 30: 193
Fargnoli Rita R of Enrico and Carmella Feb 20 1935 .......................... 32: 18
Fargnoli Romeo C of Giuseppe and Maria G Nov 10 1932 .......................... 30: 271
Fargnoli — s of Antonio and Louisa Dec 7 1935 .......................... 32: 140
Faria Caroline of Manuel T and Victoria July 11 1932 .......................... 30: 222
Faria Edward of John E and Celisa Apr 23 1934 .......................... 31: 178
Faria Evelyn of Samuel A and Virginia deC July 7 1932 .......................... 30: 221
Faria Samuel of Samuel A and Virginia deC Nov 12 1933 .......................... 31: 118
Faria Virginia of Samuel A and Virginia deC Apr 8 1931 .......................... 30: 41
Farias Manuel F of Manuel S and Irene F Aug 28 1932 .......................... 30: 241
Farias Maria of Manuel S and Irene F July 5 1933 .......................... 31: 70
Farias Russell of Alfredo S and Adelaide O Mar 26 1934 .......................... 31: 168
Farias William S of Manuel S and Irene F July 21 1934 .......................... 31: 211
Fargnoli Teresa of Domenico and Filomena Aug 17 1931 .......................... 30: 93
Farina Antonetta M of Ettore and Carmela Dec 4 1932............30:280
Farina Antonio G of Salvatore and Colombia Dec 30 1935........32:138
Faris Barbara A of Frank C and Eva Aug 1 1934..................31:217
Faris Tanous D of Frank C and Eva Aug 4 1933....................31: 83
Farley Jean I of Ernest F and Irene E July 29 1934.............31:211
Farley Joan R of David and Rita M Nov 14 1933...................31:118
Farley Patricia A of John F and Mary M Aug 24 1934.............31:225
Farley Paul G of Ernest F and Irene June 29 1932..............30:217
Farlini Lisa B of Luigi and Celia Jan 28 1933....................31:  9
Farnell Marilyn P of Albert E and Florence V Nov 11 1934....31:254
Farnell —— d of Albert E and Florence V Oct 24 1933...........31:114
Farnesi Beatrice A of Luigi and Maddalena Oct 2 1932.........30:256
Farnham Carleton R of A Carleton and Marguerite Mar 30 1931........30: 36
Farnham Richard A of Samuel W and Inez E Sept 6 1931........30:101
Farnsworth James A of Harry E and Gertrude Sept 2 1932......30:244
Farnsworth Ralph P of William B and Elizabeth Sept 19 1935..32:102
Farnsworth —— d of Amos and Annie July 8 1931................30: 87
Farrally Earl S of Rogers S and Irma A June 5 1933............31: 60
Farrally Paul S of Rogers S and Irma A July 18 1931............30: 81
Farrar Bruce W of Delwin B and Phyllis Feb 12 1933.............31: 16
Farrar Dianne H of Stanley C and Helen A Oct 9 1935...........32:110
Farrar Harold J of Harold F and Martha Jan 21 1935............32: 10
Farrar Mary of William and Mary Aug 17 1934.....................31:222
Farrara Davido A of Tomaso and Maria V Oct 19 1932............30:263
Farrell Barbara of Charles and Nellie Aug 17 1931.............30: 93
Farrell Barbara M of George F and Sarah Nov 28 1934...........31:260
Farrell Charles H of Charles H and Celia C Feb 20 1933........31: 19
Farrell Charles L of Charles L and Mary A Oct 3 1932...........30:256
Farrell Claire B of Edward J and Mary A May 28 1934...........31:190
Farrell Daniel J of Daniel J and Helen M Mar 16 1933.........31: 28
Farrell Dorothy A of Henry J and Helen M Feb 1 1935............32: 12
Farrell Dorothy V of Frank E and Esther E Oct 3 1931..........30:111
Farrell Elizabeth A of Thomas F and Anna V Feb 2 1933........31: 13
Farrell Elizabeth A of Thomas P and Elizabeth H July 26 1934..31:213
Farrell Evelyn A of Joseph E and Laura M Mar 12 1935...........32: 26
Farrell Henry of Henry and Manola Aug 15 1932..................30:237
Farrell Henry T of Henry T and Mary R Sept 24 1932...........30:251
Farrell Jean M of Leo J and Helen F Jan 3 1932..................30:149
Farrell Jeanne F of Thomas M and Loraine Nov 26 1932..........30:276
Farrell Joan M of Edward and Mary A Aug 25 1931..............30:  96
Farrell John J of Daniel J and Helen M May 15 1934...........31:186
Farrell Leo C of Charles E and Clara E May 3 1931..............30:  51
Farrell Margaret A of James A and Margaret C Sept 27 1935..32:104
Farrell Marie E of Thomas P and Elizabeth H June 1 1931.....30:  64
Farrell Mary E of Henry T and Mary R July 11 1934.........31: 208
Farrell Raymond of Charles and Nellie July 14 1933.........31: 73
Farrell Robert E of Robert E and Anna L May 4 1935.......32: 48
Farrell Robert J of Charles E and Clara E July 26 1932.....30: 228
Farrell Robert N of Clifford W and Alice W May 4 1932.....30: 197
Farrell Thomas H of Thomas H and Doris M July 19 1933....31: 75
Farrell Thomas R of Claire M Feb 6 1933....................31: 14
Farrell —— of Charles and Bella Feb 4 1933.................31: 23
Farrelly Gerald P of Joseph P and Harriet E Aug 12 1935...32: 87
Farrelly Joseph R of Joseph P and Harriet E Sept 20 1932..30: 250
Farrelly Leona A of Peter L and Anna M July 8 1932........30: 221
Farrelly Paul J of Peter L and Anna M Aug 18 1934.........31: 222
Farrelly Thomas F of Kieran and Catherine V Nov 15 1932..30: 273
Farrenkoff Donald of Catherine Aug 19 1931...............30: 94
Farrington James E of William U and Gertrude W Jan 14
1931..........................30: 5
Farruggia Raymond of Filippo and Violetta Aug 28 1933....32: 93
Farwell Warren L of Raymond W and Lillian Aug 4 1931....30: 88
Fasano Dolores M of Angelo and Mary A July 28 1934.......31: 214
Fascia Giuseppina M of Eustachio and Pasqualina Feb 13 1932.30: 164
Fascitelli Anna T of Michele and Genoletta Sept 17 1932...30: 249
Fascitelli Shirley of Stefano and Elizabeth May 23 1934....31: 189
Fashjian George V of Nushan and Agnes July 28 1934.......31: 214
Fattore Robert J of Alberto and Antonetta Feb 23 1935.....32: 19
Faubert Ernest of Michel and Helen A Oct 29 1934.........31: 249
Fauber —— of Michel and Helen A Jan 10 1933...............31: 12
Faucher Andrewina D M of Ubald and Elizabeth Jan 25 1931..30: 9
Faucher Marie T D of William J and Florida M July 21 1931..30: 83
Faulkner Elizabeth L of George T and Louise Sept 7 1931...30: 102
Faulkner Florence L of John K and Helena H Mar 14 1934...31: 164
Faulkner Lucy A of George T and Harriett L July 14 1933...31: 73
Faulkner Richard H of G Harvey and Doris Sept 12 1932....30: 247
Faulkner Robert B of George H and Rhoda D Sept 20 1934...31: 234
Faurlan Jane A of Albert and Edna B Apr 22 1935.........32: 42
Faunce Raymond W of Nat L and Mary C Mar 1 1933.........31: 24
Favali Ann G of Joseph V and Genevieve H Mar 7 1931.....30: 28
Favali —— of Ambrose J and Mary Aug 24 1934..............31: 225
Favicchio Livia E L of Michele and Angelina Aug 20 1933....31: 88
Favoecii Eleanor A of Alfredo and Ulrica June 28 1932......30: 216
Favreau Shirley L of Leo and Marie Mar 14 1935.............32: 26
Fawthrop Mable L of Everett C and Myrtle M May 1 1935....32: 47
Fay Alfred L of William J and Elizabeth A Feb 11 1935.....32: 15
Fay Carolyn A of Edwin A and Gertrude M Feb 5 1931.......30: 15
Fay James V of James V and Emily C Oct 11 1935............32: 111
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fay John E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Edwin A</td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fay Marillyn A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Thomas L</td>
<td>Oct 7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayerweather Raymond F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>(Ind) of Leah</td>
<td>June 16</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayne Helen C (Twin)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of George P</td>
<td>Sept 4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayne Louise M (Twin)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of George P</td>
<td>Sept 4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayne Robert L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of George P</td>
<td>Feb 5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazio Anna</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Carmelo</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazio Helen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Frances</td>
<td>Apr 1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazio Vincenzo</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Antonio</td>
<td>and Maddalena</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazioi Annunziata G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Giovanni</td>
<td>and Carmina</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazioli Apolonia B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Giovanni</td>
<td>and Carmina</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazzano Amelia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Alberto</td>
<td>and Angela</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazzano Enrico G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Domenico</td>
<td>and Margherita</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federico Maria A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
<td>and Mariana</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fee Alice V</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Samuel C</td>
<td>and Elizabeth</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fee Herbert (chi)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Wong Fee</td>
<td>and Yee Shee</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feehan Eileen T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of John F</td>
<td>and Johanna</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeley John</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Louis and</td>
<td>Theresa</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeley John E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James R</td>
<td>and Helen M</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeley Lawrence F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Lawrence J</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeley Leo F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Leo F</td>
<td>and Agnes</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeley Shirley D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of James R</td>
<td>and Helen M</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feely Richard J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Richard J</td>
<td>and Maria C</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Barbara J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of George</td>
<td>and Helen A</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Carol A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>and Mary E</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Donald J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James F</td>
<td>and Beulah</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Elizabeth A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Vincent L</td>
<td>and Jane R</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Ellen R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of James J</td>
<td>and Ellen R</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Evelyn R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Vincent L</td>
<td>and Jane R</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Francis A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Francis</td>
<td>and Elsie</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney George</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of George</td>
<td>and Helen A</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney James A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Walter G</td>
<td>and Gilda</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney James J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Martin J</td>
<td>and Mary E</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Joan M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James F</td>
<td>and Beulah</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney ——</td>
<td></td>
<td>d of Francis E</td>
<td>and Mary A</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeney Rosemary E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Francis M</td>
<td>and Marguerite</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feighery Patricia J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of James E</td>
<td>and Gladys E</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feighery Raymond of</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Francis J</td>
<td>and Ruth M</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feinberg Joel I</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Norman L</td>
<td>and Edythe</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feinstein Jeffrey J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Herman M</td>
<td>and Marion E</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feitall Ann</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Louis E</td>
<td>and Leia</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feitall Charles N</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Abraham</td>
<td>and Sarah</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Felch, Donald C of John A and Pasqualina Mar 15 1931........ 30: 31
Felch, Frank J of John A and Pasqualina Feb 2 1933.......... 31: 13
Felch Richard J of John A and Pasqualina Jan 11 1935........ 32: 4
Feldman Elisabeth A of David M and Minna Dec 25 1933....... 31: 132
Feldman Frank of Charles and Gertrude Oct 12 1932.......... 30: 260
Feldman Phyllis C of Isadore and Anna Aug 1 1935........... 32: 84
Feli ci Claire T of Oreste and Maria G Aug 7 1934............. 31: 218
Felix Loreta of John and Rita Feb 16 1932................... 30: 165
Fell Gayle A of Gilbert A and Virginia D Aug 19 1934........ 31: 223
Felter Elizabeth M of William and Beatrice L Nov 17 1934... 31: 256
Fenino Giuseppina of Stefano and Maria Feb 26 1931.......... 30: 22
Fenner Amey R of Howard I and Eva V June 14 1935............ 32: 63
Fenner Audrey L of George A and Irene L Nov 16 1935........ 32: 124
Fenner Doris E of Howard I and Eva V June 23 1933............ 31: 65
Fennessy Donald J of Robert F and Margheritte S June 10
1934.......................... 31: 195
Fennessy James R of Francis J and Mary E Jan 9 1931......... 30: 3
Fenton Ethel G of Ronald G and Jessie M Feb 27 1933......... 31: 21
Fera Domenico A of Carmine and Henrietta A Nov 22 1935..... 32: 126
Fera Maria C of Paolo and Carmela July 7 1932............... 30: 221
Ferguson Alfred E of Walter and Dorothy Sept 12 1933....... 31: 97
Ferguson Bernard L of Lisle K and Mary Sept 13 1932........ 30: 247
Ferguson Edward T of Edward T and Lucille A Apr 8 1935..... 32: 37
Ferguson Gail A of Edward T and Lucille A May 9 1934....... 31: 184
Ferguson Helen J of Ralph E and Edith July 10 1932......... 30: 222
Ferguson Jean M of Joseph F and Olive E Mar 30 1932........ 30: 181
Ferguson Jon C of Elliott and Elizabeth Sept 3 1935........ 32: 96
Ferguson Priscilla D of Thomas C and Bertha D July 24 1934.. 31: 212
Ferguson Richard E of Elliott and Elizabeth Feb 8 1934...... 31: 152
Ferguson Rose of Richard M and Rose Nov 27 1932............. 30: 277
Ferland Bertha of Henry and Ida Feb 8 1935................... 32: 14
Ferland Janet M of Louis L and Evelyn May 15 1931............ 30: 56
Ferlengi ero Elena of Raffaele and Lucia Feb 12 1931......... 30: 18
Fermanian Louise of Samuel and Manooshag Apr 2 1933........ 31: 35
Fermanian Mariam (Twin) of Stefan and Goulpig Sept 3 1931... 30: 100
Fermanian Takouhi (Twin) of Stefan and Goulpig Sept 3 1931.. 30: 100
Fernandes Antonio F (c) of John and Maria May 10 1935...... 32: 50
Fernandes Lillian of Albert and Marion Apr 12 1932......... 30: 188
Fernandes Richard A of Edward and Cecelia Apr 23 1933...... 31: 45
Fernandez Frederick P (c) of Peter and Ruby Feb 26 1935..... 32: 20
Fernandez Gloria R B (c) of Antonio B and Charlotte J Feb
25 1932.............. 30: 168
Ferns Barbara T of Michael J and Genevieve R Oct 4 1931..... 30: 112
Ferns Eileen M of Michael J and Genevieve R Apr 13 1935.... 32: 39
Ferns John of Michael J and Genevieve R Oct 13 1933......... 31: 108
Ferragamo Joseph of Joseph and Anna Mar 4 1934.............. 31: 162
Ferragamo Richard of Roger and Carmella Jan 30 1934... 31: 147
Ferraiolo Vincent P of Armando L and Eva Sept 17 1935... 32: 101
Ferrante Bernard A of Pasquale A and Marietta May 30 1933... 31: 56
Ferrante Genevieve D of Lucio and Elvera Aug 19 1931... 30: 94
Ferrante Guglielmo of Vincenzo and Antonetta Mar 11 1931... 30: 29
Ferrante Vincenzo of Luigi and Vincenza Feb 21 1933... 31: 19
Ferrante — s of Nicola and Vienna June 6 1933... 31: 60
Ferranti Giuseppe A of Giovanni F and Anna Nov 28 1931... 30: 132
Ferranti Nicola of Nicola and Teresa Oct 15 1931... 30: 116
Ferranti Rocco G of Michael and Nellie July 10 1931... 30: 79
Ferranti Sylvia M of Giovanni F and Anna Jan 13 1935... 32: 4
Ferrara Angela of Frank and Margaret Oct 5 1935... 32: 109
Ferrara Joan B of Eugene M and Evangeline A July 1 1934... 31: 204
Ferrara Pasquale of Pasquale and Maria June 23 1931... 30: 71
Ferrara Pasquale A of Anthony and Mary Dec 27 1934... 31: 270
Ferrara Rita L (c) of Maxwell G and Blanche O July 20 1934... 31: 211
Ferrara Stanley J (c) of Maxwell G and Blanche O Apr 16 1933... 31: 40
Ferrara — s of Frank and Margaret Mar 26 1931... 30: 38
Ferrara — d of Emile J and Jennie Mar 26 1934... 31: 168
Ferrari Alfonso L of Louis and Mildred Feb 27 1931... 30: 23
Ferrari Carol M of Julius J and Laura R Oct 28 1934... 31: 248
Ferrario Angela E of Pasquale and Emma Dec 16 1931... 30: 140
Ferrario Edward A of Pasquale and Emma June 27 1934... 31: 201
Ferraro Anthony M of Michael and Mary Oct 18 1935... 32: 143
Ferraro Rosa M of Pasquale and Orsola Mar 18 1933... 31: 29
Ferrazza Donald J of Onorato and Amelia June 1 1934... 31: 193
Ferrazzano Antonetta A of Domenico and Carmela Nov 21 1931... 30: 130
Ferrazzano Elizabeth A of Luigi A and Mary M Dec 15 1933... 31: 129
Ferreira Anna M of Jose and Isabel Sept 19 1932... 30: 250
Ferreira Frances M of Jose C and Izabel Jan 30 1934... 31: 147
Ferreira George F of George C and Matilda A Aug 19 1934... 31: 223
Ferreira Gilbert of Joseph and Isabel Feb 14 1935... 32: 16
Ferreira Helen T of Jose and Olive May 7 1933... 31: 49
Ferreira Isabel of Jose and Isabella Sept 8 1931... 30: 102
Ferreira Joan S of Alfredo R and Emilia M Apr 11 1933... 31: 38
Ferreira Olga O of Armando P and Mary Mar 24 1935... 32: 30
Ferretti Roberto G of Costantino and Ida Jan 4 1931... 30: 2
Ferri Anthony P of Anthony and Frances R May 27 1935... 32: 56
Ferri Beverly L of Domenico and Francesca Oct 17 1934... 31: 245
Ferri Elaine R of Thomas and Doris Dec 2 1932... 30: 280
Ferri Everett A of Arthur R and Elizabeth June 14 1932... 30: 211
Ferri Joseph A of Joseph A and Margaret Nov 25 1931... 30: 131
Ferri Josephine of Giuseppe and Maria July 19 1933... 31: 75
Ferri Maria D of George and Rose Mar 12 1932... 30: 175
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

1932: 30:269
Ferri Marion L of Antonio and Mary E Nov 2 1932. 30:269
Ferri Olga M of Alfredo and Linda Oct 8 1931. 30:113
Ferri Robert A of Ubaldo A and Inez D Feb 7 1933. 31:14
Ferri Robert E of Eleonor Mar 30 1934. 31:274
Ferri Ronald T of Domenico and Francesca Aug 20 1932. 30:288
Ferri Vincenzo of Michele V and Michelina Mar 15 1931. 30:31
Ferri William A of Antonio and Mary E Sept 22 1933. 31:100
Ferri — s of Anthony and Frances Jan 5 1934. 31:149
Ferri — s of George and Rose Apr 14 1935. 32:40
Ferri Doris M of Louis P and Vera E May 24 1935. 32:55
Ferri Lorraine D of Louis and Vera E Aug 13 1933. 31:85
Ferrieri Luigi of Luigi and Anna May 31 1932. 30:205
Ferrigno Mildred of Anthony G and Vera H Aug 25 1932. 30:240
Ferrin Howard W of Howard W and Marion Jan 17 1931. 30:6
Ferris Francis J of Francis J and Mildred L I June 27 1932. 30:216
Ferris Frederick G of Francis J and Mildred L I Feb 13 1934. 31:153
Ferris Richard of Alfred S and Adelaide O Jan 22 1933. 31:8
Ferro Maria B (Twin) of Louis and Beatrice Jan 29 1933. 31:10
Ferro Nicola J (Twin) of Louis and Beatrice Jan 29 1933. 31:10
Ferrucci Alice of Vincenzo F S and Ermelinda July 27 1934. 31:213
Ferrucci Edmond C of Giuseppe G M and Teresa Apr 12 1932. 30:188
Ferrucci Elisabetta A of Domenico and Gelsomina Aug 17 1931. 30:93
Ferrucci Marie of Antonio and Elvira Sept 8 1934. 31:231
Ferrucci Mario of Mario A A and Annie July 27 1933. 31:78
Ferrucci Richard C of Gerolamo and Ora M Dec 17 1931. 30:140
Ferrucci Ruth S of Vincenzo F S and Ermelinda Mar 10 1931. 30:29
Ferrucci Vincent F of Vincenzo F S and Ermelinda May 22 1933. 31:53
Ferrucio Michele G of Michele and Carmela May 10 1931. 30:54
Ferrunolo Albert J of Albert and Phyllis Aug 28 1933. 31:90
Ferrunolo John A of Alfredo and Maria G Mar 24 1934. 31:167
Ferrunolo Raymond V of Vincenzo and Giovannina O June 7 1934. 31:195
Ferry Edward T of James J and Margaret M Aug 12 1935. 32:87
Ferry James J (Twin) of James J and Louise V Oct 4 1931. 30:112
Ferry Joan M of James E and Gladys Feb 24 1932. 30:168
Ferry John F (Twin) of James J and Louise V Oct 4 1931. 30:112
Fetta — s of Antonio and Victoria June 9 1935. 32:70
Fenner Barbara R of Charles T and Eugenie H July 11 1932. 30:222
Ffrench Jeanette M of Edward L and Margaret Dec 7 1933. 31:126
Ficorillo Anthony R of Antonio and Caterina July 6 1931. 30:77
Fico Anthony R of Antonio and Caterina Mar 14 1934. 31:164
Ficorilli Giorgio A of Loreto and Carmela July 13 1934. 31:208
Fiddes Barbara F of Sydney H and Elsie E Aug 7 1933. 31:83
Fiddes Doris H of Sidney H and Elsie May 21 1932. 30:202
Fiddes Gladys M of Sydney H and Elsie E Apr 18 1935. 32:41
Fiddes Gordon B of William M and Anna Apr 22 1934...........31:178
Fidi Adolfo R of Adolfo and Felicita July 20 1931............30:82
Fidi Elsie F (Twin) of Adolfo and Felicita Nov 25 1932........30:276
Fidi Salvatore P (Twin) of Adolfo and Felicita Nov 25 1932....30:276
Fiedor Josephine I of Frank and Anna Nov 3 1934.............31:231
Field Jean S of Albert J and Nellie Aug 15 1932..............30:237
Field Noel M of Noel M and Ellen DeW May 15 1934............31:186
Field Pearl J of Albert J and Nellie July 18 1931..............30:82
Field Sybil of Maurice and Evelyn Jan 26 1931..................30:10
Field Sylvia P of Noel M and Ellen DeW May 29 1932...........30:205
Field Walter B of Walter B and Catherine Dec 25 1931........30:142
Fielder Donald L of Wilbur and Myrtle E Aug 27 1934........31:226
Fieldhouse Frederick of Frank and Anna R Nov 10 1932.........30:271
Fielding Howard K of Howard K and Eleanor B Feb 8 1933.....31:15
Fiero May I of William and Alice M June 6 1931...............30:65
Fierstein Richard W of Lester and Beatrice B Apr 24 1935....32:43
Figuiredo Ann J S of Manuel S and Maria P Oct 25 1933.......31:112
Figuierd Ruth M of Tony S and Lily Aug 31 1933..............31:92
Figuria George of Manuel and Mary J Feb 22 1931..............30:21
Filardo Rose M of Domenico and Catherine Mar 18 1932.......30:177
Filipkowski Helen of Stanley and Josephine Aug 3 1931.......30:98
Filippis Janet of Francesco and Maria Mar 1 1931.............30:26
Filippone Gilda R of Americo and Angelina Mar 30 1935......32:32
Filippone Paul V of Paolo and Teresa D Feb 16 1935...........32:17
Filiziani Anna T of Benjamin and Anna M Jan 2 1931..........30:1
Fillo Stephen F of Stephen F and Helen H Apr 23 1933.......31:42
Filonow Marion of Julia Feb 25 1933.........................31:21
Filonow Sergi R of Sergi and Sophie C Sept 9 1932..........30:246
Filonow Thomas of Julia July 7 1935..........................32:73
Filson Earle G of Dorothy May 16 1932.......................30:200
Finan Bernice M of Thomas P and Mary B June 14 1935.......32:63
Finan Clare B of Thomas P and Mary B Oct 25 1933............31:112
Findley Robert H of Joseph and Elizabeth Feb 23 1933.......31:20
Fineberg Burton E of Albert and May Sept 30 1935..........32:105
Finegan Barbara of Matthew A and Marguerite L Apr 15 1932..30:189
Finegold Maurice N of Samuel R and Ruth Sept 6 1932.......30:245
Finelli Anthony R of Attilio A and Anna Oct 4 1934.........31:240
Fink Charles B of Moe and Betty Aug 2 1932..................30:232
Fink Michael of Moe and Betty Dec 12 1933...................31:128
Finklestein Ruth of Noah and Sadye Aug 26 1932..............30:240
Finklestein Charles I of Robert I and Fannie July 8 1934....31:206
Finklestein Yetta of Joe and Rose Dec 28 1933.................31:133
Finn Doris A of John J and Rose M Nov 7 1932.................30:270
Finn John J of John J and Rose M Jan 3 1931..................30:1
Finn Marjorie L of Margaret L Feb 22 1935....................32:142
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
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Finn Raymond of Margaret Apr 5 1932.......................... 30:185
Finn Raymond F of Edward F and Alice C May 26 1935........ 32: 56
Finn Regina A of Edward F and Alice C Sept 25 1933......... 31:101
Finn Robert F of John J and Rose M May 20 1935.............. 32: 54
Finnegan Barbara of John T and Edith E Dec 22 1933......... 31:131
Finnegan Beverly L of Peter P and Bernice I Dec 27 1933... 31:133
Finnegan Dorothy A of Frederick J and Edna B Aug 2 1933... 31: 82
Finnegan Eileen C of James J and Elizabeth A Mar 24 1932... 30:179
Finnegan Eileen M of Frederick J and Edna May 2 1935 ....... 32: 47
Finnegan Eleanor M of John T and Edith E June 16 1931.... 30: 69
Finnegan Patricia A of Thomas F and Marie A H Nov 25 1934 31:259
Finnegan Richard of Frank and Florence Nov 24 1934 ....... 31:258
Finnegan Thomas F of Thomas F and Marie A H June 26 1933 31: 66
Finneran Joyce C of Joseph P and Madelyn C Apr 19 1935... 32: 41
Finnerty John P of Peter J and Mary R Aug 4 1935 ......... 32: 85
Finnerty John T of Ruth R June 20 1935 ...................... 32:142
Finnerty Leonard J of Peter J and Mary R Dec 16 1931 .... 30:140
Finnerty Peter of Peter J and Mary R Jan 30 1934 .......... 31:147
Finnerty Raymond of Peter J and Mary R Jan 2 1931 ....... 30:  1
Finnerty Ruth D of William F and Doris V Aug 15 1935 ...... 32: 89
Finocchiaro Arturo A of Eugenio and Rosa May 21 1931 .... 30: 58
Finucane Verne J of Edward J and Catherine A June 18 1932 30:213
Fiocca Vincenzo F of Vincenzo and Laura Aug 10 1931 ..... 30: 90
Fiore Andrea of Andrea V and Claire L Apr 5 1934 ......... 31:173
Fiore Antonio V (Twin) of Andrea and Teresina M June 10 1932.............................................................. 30:210
Fiore Christopher of Christopher and Flora Apr 29 1932 ... 30:193
Fiore Elaine M (Twin) of Andrea and Teresina M June 10 1932.............................................................. 30:210
Fiore Giovanni B of Attilio and Jennie Mar 14 1932 ....... 30:176
Fiore Jean M of Pellerino and Irene V Dec 24 1931 ......... 30:142
Fiore Michael R of Vincent P and May N May 5 1932 ....... 30:197
Fiore Paul V of Pellerino and Irene V Sept 8 1933 ........ 31: 96
Fiore Silvana of Salvatore and Lucia Feb 1 1934 ........... 31:150
Fiore Veronica C of Gaetano T and Anna July 30 1933 ....... 31: 79
Fiore Vincent of Vincenzo and Anna Aug 9 1935 ............. 32: 86
Fiore Vincent P of Vincent P and May N Sept 1 1933 ....... 31: 94
Fiore —— d of Vincent P and Mary N May 14 1931 ........ 30: 62
Fiorentini Americo of Americo and Mariantonia July 28 1935 32: 81
Fiorentino Barbara M of Antonio and Maria Mar 27 1932 .... 30:180
Fiorenzano Arthur of Francesco and Giuseppina Mar 25 1933 31: 31
Fiorio Anthony D of Domenico and Giuseppina Apr 30 1933 31: 45
Fiorio David J of Domenico and Giuseppina May 21 1935 ... 32: 54
Fiorio Giovanni R of Domenico and Giuseppina J June 8 1931 30: 66
Fiorio Giovannina A of Domenico and Giuseppina J Apr 7 1932. 30: 186
Fiorito Annunziata of Vincenzo and Domenica Feb 7 1933. 31: 14
Fiorito Francesco of Vincenzo and Domenica June 29 1931. 30: 73
Fiormanti Mary T of Antonio and Emilia June 8 1933. 31: 61
Firby John of Robert and Edna Apr 10 1932. 30: 291
Fireman Gloria R of Jacob D and Ruth G Aug 23 1935. 32: 92
Firth Ethel M of Otis and Ina July 28 1932. 30: 229
Firth Robert V of Jack and Eva M Dec 1 1934. 31: 262
Firth Ruth A of Otis and Ina F Dec 30 1933. 31: 134
Fischer Beatrice J of Sigmund W and Beatrice E Mar 17 1935. 32: 27
Fischer Claire P of Victor R and Eloise Apr 6 1932. 30: 185
Fischer Claire R A of Sigmund W and Beatrice E Dec 19 1931. 30: 141
Fischer Edward H of Edward H and Hazel Dec 1 1932. 30: 280
Fischer Hazel G of Edward H and Hazel Oct 28 1935. 32: 116
Fischer Richard S of Sigmund W and Beatrice E Oct 20 1933. 31: 110
Fischman Marilyn D of Louis and Lillian Mar 23 1935. 32: 30
Fish Dean S of Alden B and Margaret E Mar 2 1933. 31: 24
Fish Hope W of Warren B and Mabel E Nov 19 1935. 32: 125
Fish Janis E of Norman L and Edith Sept 29 1931. 30: 109
Fish John C of John C and Rosemary Aug 4 1935. 32: 85
Fish Mary of Joseph A and Helen M July 12 1935. 32: 75
Fish Sally B of Warren B and Mabel E Sept 22 1931. 30: 107
Fishbein Irwin H of Ralph H and Mollie S Aug 4 1931. 30: 88
Fisher Anna E (c) of Harold H and Gladys M Feb 29 1932. 30: 169
Fisher Charles of Solomon and Rose July 31 1931. 30: 86
Fisher Clarence J of Clarence J and Lillian Nov 1 1933. 31: 115
Fisher Donald E (c) of Herbert E and Viola B May 27 1933. 31: 55
Fisher Dorothy D (c) of Harold H and Gladys M Dec 5 1933. 31: 126
Fisher Edward F of Clarence A and Mary E Aug 9 1931. 30: 90
Fisher Emily M of Herbert L and Altina Feb 27 1933. 31: 21
Fisher Evangeline B of Herbert L and Altina Sept 26 1934. 31: 237
Fisher Frederick W of Willard A and Margaret I July 30 1931. 30: 86
Fisher Henry T of Frederick and Anna July 27 1931. 30: 85
Fisher Isabelle C of Herbert L and Altina M Jan 13 1931. 30: 153
Fisher James J of James J and Julia A Jan 24 1931. 30: 9
Fisher John of James J and Julia A Apr 27 1933. 31: 43
Fisher John S of Frederick and Anna Dec 27 1934. 31: 270
Fisher Kenneth T of William and Winifred Aug 25 1931. 30: 96
Fisher Rita A of Raymond E and Mary E June 9 1934. 31: 195
Fisher Shirley C of Herbert L and Altina Dec 23 1935. 32: 136
Fisher Theresa A of James J and Julia A Nov 1 1935. 32: 119
Fisher Virginia M of Willard A and Margaret I Jan 8 1933. 31: 3
Fisher William C of William C and Thelma Apr 19 1931. 30: 45
Fishlock Alice F of Percy R and Amy G Dec 20 1933. 31: 131
Fishman David S of Harry H and Tessie Mar 1 1933. 31: 24
Fishman Miriam L of Nathan and Hannah P Dec 17 1935 31:32:135
Fisk Hattie I of Charles A and Marjorie P Nov 11 1935 31:32:122
Fisk Richard R of Clarence R and Marguerite E July 25 1933 31:30:77
Fisk Walter J of Walter J and Margaret M Jan 4 1933 31:30:2
Fisk William A of William A and Edna M Sept 7 1933 31:30:95
Fiske Barbara A of Duston B and Helen A Nov 23 1934 31:30:258
Fiske Carolyn C of Frank A and Grace Nov 5 1932 31:30:270
Fiske Edwin J of Edwin Y and Dorothy M Dec 14 1933 31:30:129
Fiske Robert E of Duston B and Helen A Sept 28 1933 31:30:102
Fiske Robert F of Charles E and Catherine Nov 26 1932 30:30:276
Fitzgerald Donald J of Edward F and Margaret A Apr 9 1931 30:30:42
Fitzgerald Donald W of Clarence J and Lucy June 7 1932 30:30:209
Fitzgerald Dorothy M of Edward F and Margaret A Apr 29 1933 30:30:44
Fitzgerald Earl J of Dorothy Nov 13 1931 30:30:127
Fitzgerald Elizabeth A of Edward and Elizabeth Apr 21 1931 30:30:46
Fitzgerald Francis X of Edward F and Margaret A June 12 1934 31:31:196
Fitzgerald James F of Joseph F and Ethel June 6 1934 31:31:194
Fitzgerald James R of James J and Mary A May 21 1934 31:31:188
Fitzgerald Joseph R W of William and Margaret Nov 13 1931 30:30:148
Fitzgerald Raymond J of Thomas S and Anna Feb 24 1931 30:30:22
Fitzgerald Robert of Thomas S and Anna Dec 31 1932 30:30:288
Fitzgerald William F of Lawrence H and Helen T Dec 21 1934 31:31:268
Fitzhugh Marlene D of Edward and Dorothy Apr 6 1931 30:30:40
Fitzpatrick Barbara A of Hugh W and Barbara July 29 1933 32:32:81
Fitzpatrick Daniel J of Michael J and Mary D July 20 1934 31:31:211
Fitzpatrick Gertrude A of Robert E and Kathryn G July 23 1931 30:30:84
Fitzpatrick James J of James P and Florence Nov 8 1932 30:30:271
Fitzpatrick Joan M of Walter J and Mabel V Jan 18 1933 31:31:6
Fitzpatrick Katherine F of Catherine May 17 1931 30:30:56
Fitzpatrick Maureen of James E and Catherine A G Oct 8 1932 30:30:258
Fitzpatrick Peter E of Francis J and Sarah C Mar 22 1933 31:31:30
Fitzpatrick Richard C of Gayton R and Eleanor M May 28 1934 31:31:190
Fitzpatrick Sally A of Francis J and Sarah C Oct 19 1931 30:30:117
Fitzpatrick Thomas J of Thomas F and Mary Dec 22 1934 31:31:268
Fitzpatrick — d of Margaret June 20 1931 30:30:75
Fitzroy George F of George F and Jessie T July 22 1934 31:31:211
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Fiyod Salime J of Joseph S and Karemi Y Dec 4 1933...... 31:126
Flagg William G of Walter D and Helen M Aug 28 1934.... 31:227
Flaherty Frances R of Richard and Florence Mar 12 1934.... 31:164
Flaherty Joseph of Joseph P and Gertrude M Sept 25 1933... 31:101
Flaherty Paul of John P and Gertrude M June 29 1932...... 30:217
Flaherty Thomas D of Thomas D and Catherine M Oct 3 1931... 30:111
Flamand Albert L of Joseph T G and Marie Y F Feb 25 1932... 30:168
Flamand Florence C of Joseph C and Marie B I Jan 15 1933.... 31:5
Flamand Joan B of Neree J and Maria C Dec 2 1931......... 30:155
Flamand Norma I of Neree J and Maria C Jan 2 1935....... 32:1
Flamand Robert E of Joseph C and Marie B I Oct 26 1934.... 31:248
Flaminio Gaetano M of Samuele and Vittoria Aug 30 1931..... 30:98
Flaminio Lorraine V of Samuele and Vittoria Dec 4 1933.... 31:126
Flaminio Robert P of Antonio and Margherita Dec 3 1933.... 32:130
Flanagan Allan L of George J and Olive L Jan 15 1932.... 30:153
Flanagan Charles D of Benjamin W and Elizabeth Dec 26 1931.. 30:143
Flanagan Clarence of John T and Elizabeth June 17 1931..... 30:69
Flanagan Edward M of Edward M and Louise M Feb 15 1932... 30:165
Flanagan Gerald F of Charles H and Celia A Dec 10 1933..... 31:128
Flanagan Jack R of William H and Jeane K Sept 12 1933..... 31:97
Flanagan Leo F of William J and Alice C Aug 19 1933...... 31:87
Flanagan Nancy E (c) of Sidney L and Indianna Apr 12 1932... 30:188
Flanagan Richard M of Benjamin W and Elizabeth M Oct
2 1934 .......................................................... 31:275
Flanagan Robert E of William E and Helen Aug 27 1935..... 32:93
Flanagan Robert H of William H and Jeane K Oct 6 1934.... 31:241
Flanagan Roy C of Roy C and Beatrice M Aug 18 1935...... 32:90
Flanagan Sidney L (c) of Sidney L and Indianna July 19
1934 .......................................................... 31:210
Flanagan Thomas D of Thomas S and Kathleen M Jan 6 1935.. 32:2
Flanagan — d of William J and Alice C Mar 19 1932...... 30:183
Flanders — s of Kenneth C and Bernice E June 28 1933.... 31:67
Flanigan Alice H of Francis J and Alice H Jan 9 1935...... 32:3
Flanigan Francis J of Francis J and Alice H Nov 30 1932.... 30:278
Flanigan Edward F of Edward F and Edna M Oct 12 1934.. 31:232
Flannery Annie E of James P and Annie E June 26 1931..... 30:72
Flannery James F of James P and Annie E Nov 8 1932....... 30:271
Flather Beverly F of Mark R and Bettie A Oct 13 1932..... 30:260
Flather Charles R of Mark R and Bettie A Oct 25 1934..... 31:247
Fleck Barbara L of Seymour G and Priscilla W May 2 1931.. 30:51
Fleet Elizabeth R of Charles B and Violet July 8 1933...... 31:71
Fleisig Norbert of Maurice B and Celia Sept 15 1935...... 32:100
Fleisig Phyllis E of Maurice B and Celia Mar 5 1933...... 31:25
Fleming Gerald of John F and Jennie July 10 1934........... 31:207
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Fleming James J of James J and Blanche Nov 19 1931........ 30:129
Fleming Janice of Louis D and Almera E Apr 30 1935......... 32: 45
Fleming Raymond (Twin) of John M and Mary E May 21
1935 .................................................................. 32: 54
Fleming Richard (Twin) of John M and Mary E May 21 1935. 32: 54
Fleming Richard P of James J and Blanche Apr 25 1933.... 31: 43
Fleming Theodore A of Arnold G and Josephine Dec 1 1934.. 31:262
Fleming Thomas R of John F and Jennie June 1 1931..... 30: 64
Flemming Anne C of Byron M and Ruth Apr 17 1931....... 30: 44
Flemming Beatrice E of John M and Mary E Aug 4 1933.... 31: 83
Flemming Irene F of John M and Mary E July 28 1931...... 30: 85
Fletcher Alan J of John F and Elsie Mar 14 1932........... 30:176
Fletcher Ann F of Kenneth S and Joan C June 4 1935...... 32: 59
Fletcher Anne of John F and Elsie Aug 19 1934........... 31:223
Fletcher Carol J of Kenneth S and Joan July 13 1932...... 30:224
Fletcher Dorothy of Charles W and Elizabeth M Aug 15 1934. 31:221
Fletcher Henry A of Henry A and Henrietta L Sept 24 1935.. 32:103
Fletcher Jane of Kenneth S and Joan H Oct 19 1933...... 31:110
Fletcher Preston B of Howard E and Margaret Feb 10 1934. 31:152
Fletcher Talmadge E of Talmadge E and Elizabeth May 4 1934. 31:182
Fletcher William of William and Estelle Jan 1 1932.......... 30:149
Fleury Mary M of John and Catherine Sept 10 1935........ 32: 99
Fliegner — d of Herman C C and Wladyslawa M Sept 10
1935 .................................................................. 32:107
Flink Joan (Twin) of Samuel H and Dorothy E July 24 1933.31: 77
Flink Joyce (Twin) of Samuel H and Dorothy E July 24 1933.31: 77
Flink Robert H of Louis J and Marjorie June 26 1932...... 30:216
Flink Ruth M of Philip and Sadie Apr 8 1932................. 30:186
Flink Sally A of Louis J and Marjorie Feb 19 1935.......... 32: 18
Flint Carolyn M of Frank H and Barbara Mar 17 1935..... 32: 27
Flint Elizabeth P of Frank P and Margaret Apr 20 1932.... 30:191
Flint Garrett M of Frank H and Barbara Mar 21 1932...... 30:178
Flint John B of Frank P and Margaret Sept 12 1933....... 31: 97
Flint Judith of Edward S and Barbara Sept 7 1933......... 31: 95
Flint Michael B of Edward and Barbara Mar 2 1935....... 32: 23
Flint Myles E of Frank H and Barbara D Oct 19 1933...... 31:110
Flodin Eunice B of Rodman C and Emma L Apr 9 1932..... 30:187
Flodin Frank A of Oscar E and Marie R Mar 17 1935...... 32: 27
Flodin Hellen L of Oscar E and Marie R Mar 2 1934...... 31:161
Flodin Joan D of Herbert and Lillian Jan 27 1931......... 30: 10
Floody Eugene L of Walter J and Loretta M July 13 1932.. 30:223
Floody Joan A of Walter J and Loretta M Dec 14 1935....... 32:134
Floody Loretta M of Walter J and Loretta M Feb 20 1931.... 30: 20
Floody Thomas H of Walter J and Loretta M Aug 9 1934.... 31:219
Flores —— s of John and Helen May 19 1931..................30:  63
Flori David A of Bernardino and Amalia Dec 29 1934...........31:271
Flori Olindo G of Olindo and Cesira Oct 2 1931...............30: 111
Flori Pietro of Ignazio and Mary Mar 23 1933..................31:  31
Flori Telemaco of Bernardino and Amalia May 9 1932..........30:198
Florio Angelo of Nicola and Teresa Mar 6 1931...............30:  27
Florio Frank of Costabile and Pasqualina Mar 22 1935........32:  29
Florio John A of Frank and Antoinette Jan 7 1933.............31:  3
Florio Norma E of Giuseppe and Filomena Oct 28 1931........30:120
Flojo Rosa of Michael and Eda Aug 7 1933....................31:137
Florio Thelma C of Pasquale and Elisabetta Dec 19 1931....30:141
Flowers Dennis W of Martin and Anna June 25 1935..........32:  67
Flowers Norman J of Martin and Anna Mar 19 1934.........31: 274
Floyd —— s of Herbert and Florence Oct 1 1932..............30:256
Fluet Marie L of Joseph and Angelina Jan 12 1932.........30:152
Flynn Anna M of Catherine Sept 8 1931.....................30:102
Flynn Arlene S of Edward J and Teresa M Dec 15 1935.........32:134
Flynn Barbara M of James P and Kathleen A June 26 1932.,30:216
Flynn Donald of George F and Mary Mar 5 1934.............31:162
Flynn Dorothy H of Edward and Josephine Apr 6 1931....30:  40
Flynn Edward J of Edward P and Ida Feb 13 1933.............31: 16
Flynn Edward M of Edward A and Rosamond F Sept 29 193532:105
Flynn Elinore M of Thomas E and Marie I A Oct 23 1934....31:247
Flynn Elizabeth A of Edward A and Rosamond F Jan 29
1932 ..........................................................30:158
Flynn Eugene B of Edward E and Lillian M Dec 10 1935....32:132
Flynn Evelyn R of Daniel E and Ruth Oct 30 1931.........30:121
Flynn Francis X of Edward P and Ida Mar 12 1935........32:  26
Flynn George S of George S and Eleanor K Dec 15 1933...31:129
Flynn Henry J of John T and Lauretta I Sept 2 1934.......31:229
Flynn James M of James P and Teresa R Nov 9 1934........31:253
Flynn Joan F of Edward A and Rosamond F May 29 1933..31:  56
Flynn Joan F of Vincent I and Lillian M July 13 1934....31:208
Flynn John F of Earl F and Margaret M Nov 20 1932......30:275
Flynn John H of John H and Catherine V July 14 1931....30:  80
Flynn John J of John F and Mary G Oct 27 1934..........31:248
Flynn John T of John T and Lauretta I Dec 24 1932.........30:286
Flynn Leo of John H and Catherine V Jan 21 1934.........31:145
Flynn Margaret of James P and Teresa R Feb 16 1933......31:  17
Flynn Margaret T of James and Margaret M July 23 1931..30:  84
Flynn Mary V of John F and Mary G Oct 22 1931...........30:118
Flynn Maureen of Thomas E and Marie I A Dec 2 1932....30:280
Flynn Patricia A of Andrew B and Alberta A July 26 1935...32:  80
Flynn Raymond C of Raymond C and Mary E Nov 12 1935.....32:122
Flynn Raymond E of Edward J and Teresa M Oct 24 1933..31:111
Flynn Raymond J of Roymand H and Marion E Jan 21 1933..31:  7
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Flynn Richard O of Donald S and Anne M Aug 5 1934...........31: 218
Flynn Robert J of Bernard J and Anna T Aug 4 1932...........30: 233
Flynn Robert J of Katherine M May 18 1934.....................31: 187
Flynn Roselind P of Patrick and Roselind July 5 1935...........32: 72
Flynn Ruth C of Thomas F and Mary E July 26 1931.............30: 84
Flynn Shirley A of George S and Eleanor K Feb 6 1935.........32: 13
Flynn Vincent J of Vincent J and Mary J Apr 2 1932...........30: 184
Flynn William J of James P and Kathleen A June 12 1931.....30: 67
Flynn William R of James J and Edna M June 2 1931...........30: 64
Flynn — d of Harold and Mae May 13 1932.......................30: 201
Flynn — s of Charles M and Mary A July 30 1933.................31: 81
Flynn — s of Daniel E and Ruth L Apr 14 1934................31: 175
Föber Doris of Frank and Elsie Jan 18 1931....................30: 7
Föber Phyllis of Frank and Elsie July 18 1932.................30: 225
Focke Alfred B of Alfred B and Alice July 26 1935............32: 80
Fogarty Robert A of Joseph A and Dorothy G Jan 19 1933.....31: 7
Fogarty Sally V of John L and Verma B Oct 21 1933............31: 110
Fogarty William E of Joseph A and Dorothy G Dec 2 1934......32: 262
Fogel Bruce E of Joseph and Lillian M Mar 13 1934............31: 164
Fogel Sanford P of Joseph H and Sadie May 25 1934.............31: 189
Fogell Barbara M of David and Helen L Dec 9 1933.............31: 127
Fogel Charles M of David M and Helen L June 6 1935...........32: 60
Fogell Donald M of Harold J and Elizabeth M Sept 8 1935.....32: 98
Fogel Harold J of Harold J and Elizabeth M Apr 3 1934.......31: 172
Fogerty John E of John E and Mary M Oct 14 1932..............30: 261
Fogerty Patricia J of John E and Mary M July 6 1935.........32: 73
Fogerty William J of John E and Mary M Dec 14 1933.........31: 135
Folcarelli Antonio of Tomaso A and Francesca Dec 18 1934...31: 267
Folcarelli Corrine F of Giovanni and Carmela Aug 2 1934.....31: 217
Folcarelli Giovanni G of Giovanni G and Carmela Sept 26 1931 30: 108
Folcarelli Joseph L of Giovanni and Carmela Oct 16 1935.....32: 117
Folco Ernesto of Fiorentino and Concetta Feb 2 1931...........30: 14
Folco Giovanni and Maria July 10 1932.........................30: 222
Folco Maria G of Fiorentino and Concetta Dec 24 1931........30: 142
Folco — d of Louis and Mary L Aug 5 1932......................30: 243
Foley Ann C of Herbert W and Ann Feb 16 1933.................31: 17
Foley Anna M of John J and Rose Dec 7 1933...................31: 126
Foley Barbara E of Francis E and Lillian Feb 23 1935.........32: 19
Foley Malcolm E of Francis E and Lillian Jan 26 1933........31: 9
Foley Margaret M of John F and Margaret Dec 1 1931.........30: 135
Foley Mary of William and Kathryn Mar 28 1933................31: 32
Foley Patricia of John F and Margaret Sept 16 1935..........32: 100
Foley Paul of Fred and Marie Feb 11 1935.....................32: 15
Foley Theresa F of Christopher J and Theresa F Nov 4 1933...31:115
Foley William J of William F and Harriet E Dec 3 1934...31:262
Folger Loretta E of Edward T J and Eileen G July 19 1932.30:225
Folgo Luisa A of Lorenzo G and Luisa June 9 1931...........30:66
Foline Agnes A of Giovanni and Maria Aug 4 1933............31:83
Follett David S of Irvin D and Muriel L Apr 7 1935.......32:37
Follett Jean E of Samuel B and Vera Feb 25 1933.......31:21
Follett Ronald A of Henry F and Cora M Aug 18 1932......30:237
Fonseca Ayres of Ayres and Guiteria Dec 24 1935...........32:137
Fonseca John of Ayres and Guiteria Mar 13 1933............31:27
Fonseca Nancy D of Diamante and Maria June 28 1933....31:67
Fontaine Alice T of Emile J and Elizabeth M Sept 30 1932...30:254
Fontaine Arthur L of Emile Z and Anna May 24 1933......31:54
Fontaine Claire I of Wilfred A and Adele C Apr 24 1935...32:43
Fontaine Margaret M of Phillas and Jennie Oct 10 1934...31:242
Fontaine Raymond C of George T and Lena D July 18 1932...30:225
Fontaine Teresa J of Arthur W and Adele C Dec 10 1931...30:138
Fontaine Virginia B of Emil G and Flora July 30 1934.....31:215
Fontaine —— s of Edward and Clara M Mar 15 1933........31:34
Fontanarosa Barbara (Twin) of Menotti and Elvira Jan 28
1931......................................................................30:11
Fontanarosa Bernice (Twin) of Menotti and Elvira Jan 28
1931......................................................................30:11
Fontes Charlene A of Charles E and Anna A Mar 27 1935..32:31
Fontes Gerald N (c) of Norato and Madeline Ang 15 1934...31:221
Fontes Harold B (c) of Norato and Madeline Apr 8 1932...30:186
Fontes Joseph of Joseph and Mary F Mar 2 1931............30:26
Fontes Leonard J (c) of Jose L and Mary Sept 23 1933...31:101
Fontes Manuel of Philomena Oct 10 1935....................32:111
Fontes Maria (c) of Anna Oct 23 1932.......................30:264
Foote Caroline of Robert N and Mildred Mar 6 1931......30:27
Foote Earle C of Ralph E and Jane G Apr 29 1933.........31:44
Foote Edna M of Nathan and Edna M Mar 25 1934.........31:168
Foote Ralph E of Ralph E and Jane G June 28 1931....30:73
Forbes Thomas C of Thomas L and Elizabeth C Nov 12 1935..32:122
Forcier Jean A of Nazarie and Dorothy E Feb 17 1933....31:18
Forcino Antonio F of Antonio and Margherita July 12 1931..30:79
Forcino Riccardo E of Antonio and Margherita July 10 1932...30:222
Ford Ernest II of Edson E and Carmella May 30 1934.....31:191
Ford Frederick W of Frank E and Mary E May 18 1931.....30:57
Ford Gloria J (c) of Theodore J and Loretta J Oct 9 1934...31:242
Ford Irene E of Joseph F and Margaret A Oct 24 1931....30:119
Ford James C of Charles F and Mary E July 24 1935......32:80
Ford Joan E of John R and Stanisława D June 2 1934......31:193
Ford Margaret C of Joseph F and Margaret A Jan 30 1933...31:10
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ford Peter A of Peter J and Margaret A July 11 1934......31:208
Ford Patricia B of Charles F and Florence L Apr 10 1935....32: 38
Ford Robert R of Earle F and Anna A July 10 1931........30: 79
Ford William A (c) of Burrell A and Flora E Nov 18 1934....31:257
Ford —- d of Howard V and Agnes M Mar 7 1932............30:183
Forde Catherine E of William T and Josephine C May 21
1933..............................................31: 53
Forgue Francois X of Francois X and Helen D R May 7 1931.30: 53
Forgue Robert A of Joseph S and Rose E Aug 18 1932........30:237
Forgues Paulette of Leona M A July 19 1934................31:210
Forit Joseph of Martin and Antonina Oct 7 1932............30:258
Forkin Kathleen V of Michael J and Margaret Aug 28 1932...30:241
Forkin Patricia of Michael J and Margaret Aug 14 1935........32: 88
Forkin Thomas J of Michael J and Margaret Nov 13 1933.....31:118
Fordasto Nancy L of Antonio and Anna Apr 27 1933...........31: 43
Fordasto Vincenzo N of Antonio and Anna June 27 1931.......30: 74
Forlingieri Alfred of Alfred and Jean I Mar 10 1934.......31:163
Forlingieri Concetta of Carmine and Giuseppina Nov 26
1932..............................................30:276
Forlingieri Roberto of Fiorinto and Amelia Aug 9 1931......30: 90
Forman Audrey of Mack M and Sylvia Apr 19 1933............31: 41
Formica Francesco of Giovanni and Maria Dec 11 1932.......30:282
Formica Lorenzo of Giovanni and Maria May 6 1934.........31:183
Fornaro Mary J of Michele and Concetta Mar 3 1932........30:172
Forrest Ann M of Leonard W and Lucy A Feb 10 1934.......31:152
Forrest Barbara H of Leonard W and Lucy A Apr 15 1932......30:189
Forrest Leonard W of Leonard W and Lucy A Apr 18 1931.....30: 45
Forrest Marjorie E of William and Ethel M Sept 30 1932.....30:254
Forrest Raymond J of Joseph P and Marie L June 5 1931.....30: 65
Forsberg Donald K of Charles K and Irene R Feb 11 1935....32: 15
Forsberg Norma H of Carl A and Helen G V Jan 4 1932.......30:159
Forsell Pauline H of Paul H and Hazel S May 25 1934.......31:189
Forslund Robert E of Fred R and Mary E Oct 21 1933........31:110
Fort Lois A of Charles M and Rebecca L Dec 26 1933........31:133
Fort Robert S of Charles M and Rebecca Apr 21 1932.........30:191
Forte Antonio M (c) of Antonio M and Louise M Jan 12 1933.31:  4
Forte Caterina G of Eleuterio and Virginia Jan 30 1931......30: 11
Forte Eduardo G (Twin) of Eduardo and Elena M Sept 29
1932..............................................30:254
Forte Emilio R (Twin) of Eduardo and Elena M Sept 29
1932..............................................30:254
Forte —- d of Gaetano and Gaetana Apr 15 1932..............30:195
Fortes Marguerita (c) of Antonio M and Louise M Aug 1 1931.30: 88
Fortes Miguel C (c) of Miguel and Ida Feb 6 1933.........31:137
Forti Clara V of Eleuterio and Virginia M Nov 28 1935 ...... 32: 127
Forti Filippo of Eleuterio and Virginia M Feb 11 1934 ...... 31: 153
Forti Gloria A of Antonio and Maria G Feb 14 1931 ...... 30: 18
Forti Kathleen F of Antonio and Micheline Feb 18 1934 ...... 31: 155
Forti Lucille G of Antonio and Micheline Apr 25 1931 ...... 30: 47
Forti Rosemarie of Antonio and Maria G Nov 29 1932 ...... 30: 278
Fortier Shirley A of Wilfred A and Mildred Oct 25 1934 ...... 31: 247
Fortin Cyrille N of Leon L and Lilia A July 19 1934 ...... 31: 210
Fortin Gertrude C of Joseph E A and Mary Feb 17 1932 ...... 30: 165
Fortin Jean of Everett L and Anna G June 30 1932 ...... 30: 217
Fortin Joan M A of Leon L and Lilia A Sept 11 1932 ...... 30: 246
Fortin Leon W of William E and Henriette A Feb 22 1931 ...... 30: 21
Fortin Muriel M of Joseph E A and Mary Nov 1 1933 ...... 31: 115
Fortin Raymond of Raymond and Ettie M Jan 21 1935 ...... 32: 7
Fortin Richard A of William D and Hilda Oct 18 1932 ...... 30: 262
Fortin Virginia L of William R and Lillian G May 26 1933 ...... 31: 55
Fortini Loretta M of Girolomo A and Hilda C July 30 1933 ...... 31: 79
Fortini Robert N of Michele M and Angela V M June 12 1935 ...... 32: 62
Fortune Anna M of Walter P and Anna M Nov 29 1935 ...... 32: 128
Fortune Charlotte A of Lester F and Charlotte L Mar 10 1932 ...... 30: 182
Fortune Robert A of Robert H and Doris A Aug 11 1934 ...... 31: 220
Fortune William B of William J and Florence Jan 1 1933 ...... 31: 1
Fortune William D of Thomas and Olive Apr 3 1935 ...... 32: 35
Fortune ----- d of Lester F and Charlotte L July 2 1933 ...... 31: 81
Foss Elizabeth R of Francis C and Ruth H Mar 28 1933 ...... 31: 32
Fosse Michele R of Michele and Luisa Sept 24 1931 ...... 30: 109
Foster Adeline L (c) of Paul and Juanita E Aug 21 1931 ...... 30: 95
Foster Charles R of Charles B and Filomena Oct 21 1931 ...... 30: 118
Foster Constance A (Twin) of Theodore W and Irene Dec 12 1933 ...... 31: 128
Foster Dorothy M of Edward O and Dorothy C Jan 29 1933 ...... 31: 10
Foster Earl F of Earl F and Margaret Dec 5 1931 ...... 30: 136
Foster Edward O of Edward O and Dorothy C Mar 31 1935 ...... 32: 32
Foster Frank A of Charles B and Filomena Dec 15 1932 ...... 30: 284
Foster Geraldine J of Irving M and Agnes M July 12 1934 ...... 31: 208
Foster Janet of William R and Doris M June 11 1934 ...... 31: 196
Foster Joan W of Earl F and Margaret A Apr 2 1934 ...... 31: 172
Foster Joy P of Herbert V and Phillis E July 25 1933 ...... 31: 77
Foster Laurence S of Laurence S and Ursula Jan 10 1935 ...... 32: 3
Foster Norman of William R and Doris Nov 1 1935 ...... 32: 119
Foster Normand E of George F and Elizabeth M Sept 20 1932 ...... 30: 250
Foster Robert D of Carl F and Margaret A July 17 1935 ...... 32: 77
Foster Roger L of Roger L and Sarah Oct 6 1932 ...... 30: 258
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Foster William C (Twin) of Theodore W and Irene Dec 12 1933. .......................................................... 31: 128
Foster William R of William R and Doris Dec 4 1931................ 30: 136
Foti Filomena of Carmelo and Immacolata Aug 10 1934............. 31: 219
Fotopoulos George of Christos and Mary July 7 1931............... 30: 77
Fotopoulos Panagiota C of Christos and Mary Oct 29 1932........ 30: 266
Fountain Edward J of Paul L and Irene Dec 6 1931................ 30: 136
Fountaine Doris L of Emile J and Elizabeth M Aug 6 1933........ 31: 83
Fountaine — s of Florence Feb 17 1935. ............................. 32: 22
Fournier Aline R of Hector P and Marie R Mar 2 1931............. 30: 26
Fournier Claire D of John M R and Emma C Jan 22 1931........... 30: 8
Fournier Doris P of John M R and Emma C Mar 5 1933............. 31: 25
Fournier Edgar J of Edgar J and Margaret L July 22 1933........ 31: 76
Fournier Edward L of Robert L and Emma Jan 5 1933.............. 31: 2
Fournier Eugene A of Edgar J and Margaret L Apr 8 1935........... 32: 37
Fournier Henry M of Henry A and Jessie Dec 6 1931.............. 30: 136
Fournier Hope C of John M R and Emma C Aug 1 1934.............. 31: 217
Fowler Brenda H of Harry and Martha Nov 6 1933.................. 31: 116
Fox Arthur W of Arthur W and Margaret I Sept 11 1934........... 31: 232
Fox Dorothy P of G Raymond and Dorothy Jan 4 1932.............. 30: 150
Fox Frances of Francis V and Helen L Oct 3 1933.................. 31: 105
Fox George R of George R and Dorothy D Sept 29 1933............ 31: 103
Fox John F of John F and Helen E June 8 1932.................... 30: 209
Fox Laurence R of Laurence R and Charlotte Feb 17 1931.......... 30: 19
Fox Margaret J of John F and Helen E Feb 22 1931................ 30: 21
Fox Marguerite P of Arthur W and Marguerite I May 31 1933...... 31: 57
Fox Marion V of John F and Helen E Aug 20 1935................. 32: 91
Fox Richard K of Joseph F and Rosaleen E June 6 1933............ 31: 60
Fox Robert J of Joseph F and Rosaleen E June 30 1934............ 31: 202
Fox Robert J of John F and Helen E Aug 4 1934................... 31: 218
Fox Thomas J of Thomas J and Laura R Mar 1 1931................. 30: 26
Foxman Norman of Abel and Sadie May 11 1931...................... 30: 54
Foy Elizabeth L of George O and Elsie June 3 1933............... 31: 59
Foye — d of George V and Carmen D Sept 3 1931................... 30: 100
Fracassi Gilbert A of Alessandro and Beatrice July 4 1934....... 31: 205
Fracasso Louis T F of Luigi and Amelia L Oct 18 1935............. 32: 113
Fracasso Riccardo of Giuseppe and Cristina Dec 28 1932......... 30: 287
Fracasso — d of Tommaso and Angela M A Sept 19 1935............ 32: 102
Fradin Harry of Charles and Sara July 20 1932..................... 30: 226
Fradin Hope S of Hyman and Dorothy June 1 1934.................. 31: 193
Fradin Joan E of David and Helen J June 4 1931................... 30: 65
Fradin Roberta of Bernard and Rose Apr 4 1933.................... 31: 36
Fradin Roberta H of Max and Edith W Aug 4 1934.................. 31: 218
Fraggeorgio Daniel B of Biaggio and Rose Apr 14 1932............ 30: 189
Fraggeorgio Ermon A of Biaggio and Rose Apr 5 1933.............. 31: 36
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Fragose Herbert of Bernard A and Rose E July 25 1933........31: 77
Fraieli Donald of Loreto D and Rena Oct 16 1935..............32: 113
Fraile Antonio D of Ernesto and Giulia Apr 30 1931..........30: 49
Fraile Mary of Giulia May 4 1935............................32: 48
Fraime Mary E of Charles E and Mary E Apr 5 1935..........32: 36
Fraioli Thomas of Tomaso and Orsiana B June 25 1935.......32: 67
Fraioli Vincenzo B of Antonio and Veronica Aug 17 1933.....31: 87
Franca Abel (Twin) of Jose and Maria B deJ Jan 3 1931.....30: 1
Franca Jose (Twin) of Jose and Maria B deJ Jan 3 1931.....30: 1
Francetti Antonio of Antonio and Lucia Feb 6 1932.........30: 162
Francetti Filomena of Antonio and Lucia July 23 1935......32: 79
Francis David O of David O and Clara Aug 27 1931.........30: 97
Francis Donald L (c) of Samuel L and Ethel E Oct 31 1935..32: 117
Francis Evelyn R of Alexander and Catherine Sept 1 1932..30: 244
Francis Gerald S of John and Gladys H Sept 2 1932........30: 244
Francis Gloria D of Antonio E and Teresa Nov 5 1932......30: 270
Francis James H of James H and Jeanette W Aug 18 1932....30: 238
Francis Joseph of Joseph B and Inez Aug 6 1935.............32: 85
Francis Joseph A of Joseph A and Gertrude E Jan 28 1935...32: 9
Francis Kenneth R (c) of George W and Harriett M July 29
1931..........................30: 85
Francis Leonard A of James H and Jeannette W Sept 23 1934.31: 235
Francis Norman M of David O and Clara Dec 27 1934.......31: 270
Francis Paul E of Arthur T and Loretta G Mar 22 1931......30: 33
Francis Ramona C of Harold A and Grace E Nov 23 1934.....31: 258
Francis Richard (c) of Samuel L and Ethel E Feb 12 1932...30: 164
Francis Theresa of Anthony E and Teresa May 7 1931.......30: 53
Francis —— s of Arthur T and Loretta G Apr 5 1932........30: 195
Francis (c) —— s of Ethel Apr 10 1933.....................31: 38
Francisco Alicia of Vicente and Maria J Nov 8 1931........30: 126
Franco Angelo of Giuseppe and Adelina May 20 1932........30: 201
Franco Anthony V of Filomena Oct 18 1935....................32: 113
Franco Barbara of Antonio and Antonetta Dec 1 1935.......32: 130
Franco Edward of Luigi and Giovannina May 31 1935........32: 57
Franco Francesca of Luigi and Giovannina May 19 1932.....30: 201
Franco Raymond of Giuseppe and Lena Nov 2 1935.............32: 119
Franco Richard V of Luigi and Giovannina Mar 7 1934.......31: 163
Frank David of Jacob and Bessie Sept 24 1932.................30: 251
Frank Enid F of Milton M and Sadie Sept 6 1935.............32: 97
Frank Sandra E of Jacob and Bessie Dec 12 1935.............32: 133
Franklin Barbara G of Eugene B and Elsie Mar 23 1933.....31: 31
Franklin George R of Vera Dec 7 1932.......................30: 281
Franklin Lincoln P of Eugene and Elsie Nov 13 1931.......30: 127
Franklin —— s of Joseph and Etta Nov 4 1931..............30: 125
Franks Jonathan S of Raymond G and Leah June 12 1934.....31: 196
Franson Elsa of Eli E and Mildred E May 2 1931.............30: 51
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Franzeir Eva K C of Claus A and Elha Feb 15 1931.............30: 19
Frappier Charlotte L of Charles E and Marie A Sept 5 1935..32: 97
Frappier Muriel P of Joseph and Virginia Mar 17 1934.......31: 170
Frappier Roger of Alfred L and Eva A Nov 7 1934.............31: 253
Fraraccio Maria C of Antonio and Maria Jan 14 1932...........30: 153
Fraser Alexander M of Alexander M and Isabelle M Sept 22
1934. ...........................................31: 235
Fraser Ann M of John B and Mary M Apr 16 1932.............30: 189
Fraser Barbara A of Jerome T and Roseanna V Aug 14 1931.30: 92
Fraser Beverly A of Alexander Mck and Isabelle M Jan 21
1933. ...........................................31: 7
Fraser Gwendolyn E of Carl R and Dorothy C Feb 28 1934...31: 159
Fraser Henry W of Henry W and Charlotte F Feb 22 1932...30: 167
Fraser Marilyn J of James A and Doris M June 14 1935....32: 63
Fraser Melvin A of Donald Mcr and Blanche A Jan 21 1933.31: 7
Fraser Robert E of Forrest E and Marion E May 21 1935....32: 54
Fraser Robert N of James D and Emma F Feb 17 1935.....32: 17
Fraser Shirley A of William B and Margaret E Apr 9 1932..30: 187
Fraser — d of Earle R and Janet S Sept 28 1933............31: 102
Fratantuono Jean E of Giuseppe and Eva Aug 2 1932......30: 232
Frattarelli Albert H of Felicia Feb 7 1934..................31: 152
Fratus Barbara A of Joseph L and Margaret V Nov 2 1935...32: 119
Fratus Claire J of Clarence F and Giuseppina Oct 27 1934..31: 248
Fratus Emmanalina of Jose and Mary June 17 1932..........30: 212
Fratus John K of Manuel and Alice Sept 14 1933...........31: 103
Fratus Joseph J of Joseph J and Anna Jan 4 1935...........32: 2
Fratus Joseph L of Frank T and Sophie A Dec 31 1933....31: 134
Fratus — s of Stanley J and Greta Sept 3 1935.............32: 96
Frawley Frances M of Earl T and Doris E May 5 1931......30: 52
Frazee Donald W of Maurice D and Louise June 23 1931....30: 71
Frazier Ronald F of Grenville A and Doris E Feb 18 1933...31: 18
Frazier Edward M of Walter L and Mary L Mar 19 1931....30: 37
Frazier Eileen J of Reuben L and Elmira E Aug 26 1934.....31: 226
Frazier Frank E of George H and Clara L July 16 1932....30: 224
Frazier James V of George H and Clara L Oct 7 1934.......31: 241
Frazier Joan L of Walter L and Mary Nov 29 1934...........31: 260
Frazier Joyce A of Joseph A and Evelyn June 8 1935........32: 61
Frazier Lawrence E of George H and Clara L Apr 15 1931....30: 44
Frazier Margaret M of George H and Clara L Sept 3 1933...31: 94
Frazier Marie E of Reuben L and Elmira E Sept 7 1931.....30: 102
Frazzone Michele U of Amato and Sophia July 31 1935.....32: 82
Freberg Barbara L of Mildred I Jan 20 1931.................30: 147
Freed Barbara A of Darwin R and Angela B May 13 1935.....32: 51
Freed Shirley A of Alvaro W and Marion F Aug 23 1934.....31: 224
Freden Nancy A of Edgar E and Mildred F July 22 1935.....32: 79
Frederick Dean K of Charles E and Elizabeth K Nov 11 1934...31: 254
Fredericks Douglas of William H and Amelia E Mar 27 1932...30: 180
Fredette Romeo S of Romeo S and Myrtle A June 6 1932...30: 208
Fredette Shirley M of Romeo S and Myrtle A May 5 1935...32: 58
Fredrikson Arne H of Arne H and Girda L Oct 27 1933...31: 112
Freebairn Evelyn M of John and Helen G Dec 5 1934...31: 263
Freeborn George W of George M and Inez M June 24 1932...30: 215
Freedman Ayer of Maurice L and Josephine Aug 5 1934...31: 218
Freedman Carolyn L of Michael and Rose Nov 15 1935...32: 123
Freedman Charles L of Maurice L and Josephine May 16 1932...30: 200
Freedman Sandra B of Hyman and Fannie Mar 21 1935...32: 29
Frehof Bertram of Harry and Shirley Jan 16 1935...32: 5
Freeman Adrienne S of Mortimer W and Clara Sept 11 1932...30: 246
Freeman Barbara H of Gardner W and Eleanor Apr 1 1931...30: 39
Freeman Dorothy G of Donald B and Muriel B Feb 6 1933...31: 14
Freeman Elaine B of George E and Elizabeth Sept 15 1931...30: 104
Freeman Emie E H of Oliver F and Ruby June 21 1931...30: 71
Freeman Gerald E of Solomon and Sophia June 9 1931...30: 66
Freeman Hovey T of Hovey T and Marjorie E Apr 13 1932...30: 188
Freeman Peter B of Harry B and Theodora Aug 4 1932...30: 233
Freeman Ronald (c) of Frieda B Dec 28 1934...31: 271
Freer George E of George E and Dorothy E July 21 1933...31: 76
Freer Shirley E of William H and Odell R Apr 15 1935...32: 40
Freethy Barbara A of James A and Helen M Aug 5 1934...31: 218
Freethy Helen M of James A and Helen M June 20 1932...30: 214
Fregeau John A of Arthur N and Jennie Apr 26 1931...30: 48
Fregeau Richard F of Alfred A and Mabel Mar 21 1933...31: 30
Freiberger Richard W of Walter C and Margaret E Jan 15
1934...31: 143
Freidenburg — s of Leland D and Beatrice Dec 11 1935...32: 133
French Barbara M of William J and Ada M Sept 4 1935...32: 96
French William S of Carl G and Hulda V Aug 13 1932...30: 236
Frenier Barbara J of Joseph L and Helen M June 15 1935...32: 64
Frenier Carol J of Joseph L and Helen M Dec 26 1933...31: 133
Frezza George of Dussolina Nov 25 1931...30: 131
Friar — s of Edward P and Ida M July 26 1934...31: 213
Fricke Dorothy H of Walter J and Avis H Aug 5 1934...31: 218
Frikirk Robert F of Stevens J and Alice M Aug 4 1932...30: 233
Fricter Ronald D of Stevens J and Alice M Nov 20 1935...32: 125
Fricot Loretta L of Albin V and Marie L Aug 9 1935...32: 86
Fried Ida S of Louis and Matilda May 2 1931...30: 51
Friedlander Marilyn of Albert C and Fannie J Jan 12 1931...30: 4
Friedman Bernard J of Joseph and Dora Sept 28 1931...30: 108
Friedman David H of Joseph and Polly Feb 9 1931...30: 16
Frieslander Joseph A of Philip J and Julijana V Sept 15 1935...32: 100
Frieslander Phillip J of Philip J and Julijana V July 16 1933...31: 74
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Frio Raymond J of Concetta Sept 23 1931.................... 30:147
Friss Virginia L of William H and Virginia G Sept 10 1933... 31: 97
Froncillo Riccardo A of Alfredo and Maria Jan 20 1933........ 31:  7
Froncillo Roberto E of Salvatore and Elide Dec 31 1931....... 30:144
Frongillo Nicholas of Julian and Antonetta Apr 12 1933.... 31: 38
Frost Allyn F of Lloyd M and Daisy D Feb 11 1933............. 31: 16
Frost Richard S of Ellen Apr 22 1934.......................... 31:178
Frost Robert M of Lloyd M and Daisy D Apr 16 1934........... 31:176
Fry Eleanor of Harold D and Mary E Sept 29 1933............. 31:103
Fry Joan M of Harold D and Mary E June 25 1931.............. 30:  7
Frye Donald R (c) of Charles A G and Francesca July 14
1934. ....................................................................... 31:209
Frye Joseph L (c) of Charles A G and Francesca July 8 1935.. 32:  73
Frye Pearl B (c) of Charles A G and Francesca Apr 4 1933... 31: 36
Fryer Daniel F of James J and Mary A Jan 11 1931........... 30:  4
Fryer Patricia A of James J and Mary A Mar 27 1932.......... 30:180
Fugere Barbara M of Louis J H and Catherine F May 2 1933... 31:  47
Fugere Ernest J of Ernest J and Helen O Nov 26 1932........ 30:276
Fugere Gladys A of Louis J H and Catherine F Mar 4 1931.... 30:  27
Fuina Dina M of Giacomo and Amalia C Apr 5 1934............. 31:173
Fuina Emma of Giacomo and Amalia C Mar 20 1931............. 30:  33
Fuller Bette A of Earl C and Lillian Feb 28 1934............. 31:159
Fuller Charlotte A of Caleb A and Catherine Jan 12 1932.... 30:152
Fuller Constance E of Charles W and Susan Sept 12 1931..... 30:103
Fuller David A of George P and Mabel Sept 26 1935.......... 32:104
Fuller Edward F of Edward F and Bertha L Apr 13 1932.... 30:188
Fuller Frederie A of Oliver A and Murette L Feb 19 1934.... 31:156
Fuller Hope M of Oliver A and Murette L Nov 12 1935........ 32:122
Fuller Irving A (Twin) of Henry I and Rose Sept 25 1934.... 31:236
Fuller Nathan A of Rufus C and Alice Dec 10 1932............ 30:282
Fuller Pamela S of Earl C and Lillian Aug 5 1932............. 30:233
Fuller Ronold B (Twin) of Henry I and Rose Sept 25 1934.... 31:236
Fullerton Norman I of Richard and Calista M Feb 28 1931... 30:  23
Funaro Santo of Giovanni and Giuseppina Apr 26 1932....... 30:193
Fuoroli Alfredo G of Alfredo and Alice Apr 11 1931......... 30:  42
Fuoroli Constance P of Carmine and Pauline Nov 10 1931..... 30:127
Fuoroli Francis C of Carmine and Pauline Dec 10 1932....... 30:282
Fuoroli Francis C of Carmine and Pauline Dec 29 1935....... 32:138
Fuss Patricia R of Raymond M and Rose E May 14 1935........ 32:  52
Furbish Barbara A of George H and Ruth H Nov 27 1931...... 30:132
Furey James M of George E and Hazel M July 29 1935......... 32:  81
Furey Mildred L of George E and Hazel M Nov 26 1932....... 30:277
Furey Raymond of Frederick J L and Bridie R Mar 19 1932... 30:177
Furey — s of Thomas J and Margaret M Feb 4 1931........ 30: 25
Furia Francesco of Luigi and Elizabeth Dec 11 1932.......... 30: 282
Furia Pietro A of Pietro and Bianca Nov 30 1934............. 31: 260
Furlani Anna R of Giacinto and Elisabetta Nov 2 1934........ 31: 251
Furlani Mario of Giacinto and Elisabetta July 9 1933......... 31: 71
Furlong — s of Andrew G and Edith R Feb 9 1932............. 30: 171
Furrer Ronald W of Holland M and Josephine Dec 12 1933.... 31: 128
Furtado Alice of Anthony M and Olympia S Dec 4 1932........ 30: 280
Furtado Carlos of Antonio D and Maria C May 25 1935........ 32: 55
Furtado Genevieve J of John and Mary May 12 1933.......... 31: 50
Furtado Joaquim of Joaquim F and Mary D Aug 17 1935....... 32: 89
Furtado John of Joseph L and Madeline M Jan 11 1931........ 30: 4
Furtado Madeline of Joseph L and Madeline M Sept 23 1933... 31: 101
Furtado — s of Joseph L and Madeline M Dec 5 1935........... 32: 131
Fusaro Robert P of Angelo P and Giuseppina Jan 30 1935.... 32: 10
Fusaro Teresa C of Angelo P and Josephine Aug 16 1933..... 31: 86
Fuscellaro George J of Fiorangelo A and Sarah A C July 17
1935. ...................................................... 32: 77
Fusco Alfred of Olindo and Germina July 4 1934.............. 31: 205
Fusco Anna of Charles A and Rosina M June 14 1935......... 32: 63
Fusco Anthony S of Archangelo M and Elettra Mar 21 1931... 30: 33
Fusco Arturo F of Arturo A and Lucia Sept 4 1934.......... 31: 230
Fusco Francesco A of Francesco C and Angelina May 21 1932... 30: 202
Fusco Guglielmo of Olindo and Germina July 24 1932......... 30: 227
Fusco Henry of Pasquale and Angela May 26 1933............. 31: 55
Fusco Michele of Raffaele and Margherita July 15 1932....... 30: 224
Fusco Richard F of Salvador and Cecilia June 4 1932....... 30: 207
Fusco Stefano S of Archangelo M and Elettra July 1 1932.... 30: 219
Fusco — s of Ralph and Anna Mar 18 1933.................... 31: 34
Fusco — d of Pasquale and Vincenza Dec 8 1934.............. 31: 264
Fusco — d of Antonio and Lucy May 27 1935.................. 32: 56
Fuyat Eileen of Martin W and Annie A May 31 1932........... 30: 205

Gabar Joan I of Samuel and Henrietta June 7 1935............ 32: 61
Gabellieri Anna C of Giovanni F and Catherine Mar 1 1931... 30: 26
Gabellieri Dolores E of Giuseppe and Anna Apr 16 1933....... 31: 40
Gabellieri — d of Giuseppe and Anna May 11 1931............ 30: 63
Gablinske Ann L of William H and Annie C Jan 18 1935...... 32: 6
Gaboury Barbara F of Arthur and Agnes Mar 26 1931......... 30: 35
Gaboury Edmond L of Edmond L and Julia M Oct 26 1934...... 31: 248
Gaboury George R of Raymond J and Eleanor Sept 22 1933.... 31: 100
Gaboury Mabel E of Raymond J and Eleanor May 28 1931...... 30: 61
Gaboury Madeline I of Edmond L and Julia M June 27 1933.... 31: 67
Gaboury Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Ruth L Nov 20 1933..... 32: 125
Gabrey Beverly A of Henry and Anna May 14 1932............. 30: 209
Gabrey Joseph A of Joseph and Stella May 12 1935.......... 32: 51
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Gabriel Gabriel C of Charles and Catherine Mar 21 1934........ 31:167
Gabriel Lydia S of Charles and Catherine R Jan 12 1933........ 31:  4
Gabriel Margaret M of Charles and Catherine R Sept 1 1931... 30:100
Gabriel Michael N of Charles and Catherine Oct 17 1935.... 32:113
Gabriele Albino A of Lodovico and Angelina Mar 27 1931.... 30:  35
Gabriele Anna R of Federico and Rita S July 1 1931........... 32:  76
Gabriele Ernesto G of Giuseppe and Elisabetta May 5 1932.. 30:197
Gabriele Joseph A of Joseph and Mary C May 8 1934......... 31:184
Gabriele Louis A of Lodovico and Angelina May 18 1934.... 31:187
Gabriele Mario V of Giuseppe and Elisabetta Oct 12 1935... 32:111
Gabriele Peter L of Luigi and Francesca June 30 1935..... 32:  69
Gabrielsen Bernard H of Herman and Charlotte E Mar 19
1934.................. 31:166
Gabrielsen Herman of Herman and Charlotte E Aug 6 1932.. 30:234
Gabrielsen Ruth H of Henry and Theresa C July 24 1932.... 30:227
Gaddes Joan of George T and Mercy L Apr 26 1932............ 30:193
Gadigian Gerard of Peter B and Kheoush A Mar 24 1935.... 32:  30
Gadonas Richard A of Ray and Julia L May 2 1935.......... 32:  47
Gadrow Theodore R of Theodore J and Adelaide L June 5
1933.................. 31:  60
Gaeta Joseph R of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 25 1934............ 31:146
Gaethofs Joseph H of Joseph A and Lena M Dec 30 1934.... 31:271
Gage Norman F of Rudolph and Lauretta M Oct 28 1931.... 30:120
Gage —— s of Freeman F and Catherine V May 27 1932..... 30:204
Gaglia —— s of Frank A and Josephine Feb 24 1935.......... 32:  22
Gagliardi Giovanni of Pasquale and Anna Aug 18 1931..... 30:  94
Gagliardi Josephine of Francesco and Rhea June 22 1935.... 32:  66
Gagliardi June P of Carlo and Bertha June 4 1934....... 31:193
Gagliardi Luana F of Carlo and Bertha Nov 14 1932....... 30:273
Gagliardi Maria C of Pasquale and Anna July 19 1933.... 31:  75
Gagliardi Phillip S of Domenico and Caterina Oct 2 1935.. 32:108
Gagliardi Rosa of Pasquale and Anna Aug 12 1935......... 32:  87
Gaglione Frank A of Francesco and Emilia Dec 9 1933.... 31:127
Gagne Maureen V of George and Helen M May 27 1931........ 30:  60
Gagner Carol S of Albert H N and Margaret M Dec 10 1933.. 31:128
Gagner Justine H of Justin A and Virginia D Oct 25 1935.. 32:115
Gagner Anne M Y of Guy M and Anna A July 16 1933....... 31:  74
Gagner Guy J M of Guy M and Anna A Sept 6 1931........... 30:101
Gagnier Joseph A of Antonio A and Delia L Feb 14 1934.... 31:154
Gagnier Joseph C G of Charles H and Germaine D May 30 1931. 30:  61
Gagnon Arthur J of Leo and Ronia Mar 25 1935............ 32:  31
Gagnon Charles E of Harvey H and Helen M June 29 1932.... 30:217
Gagnon Charles E of Louis M and Tekla L Feb 15 1934.... 31:154
Gagnon Edward F of Edward and Ellen June 1 1933......... 31:  59
Gagnon Lucille C of Romeo A and Blandine Nov 19 1931.... 30:129
Gagnon Patricia J of Raymond H and Rosa Mar 17 1931.... 30:  32
Gagnon Paul A of Romeo A and Blandine C Jan 30 1934...... 31:147
Gagnon Robert N of Harvey H and Helen M May 6 1931...... 30: 52
Gahan Brendan J of James N and Helen E July 24 1933...... 31: 77
Gaiga Janet V of Luigi and Carmela Sept 26 1932.............. 30:252
Gaiga Jeannette B of Louis and Carmela Sept 30 1933...... 31:138
Gaines John F of Christopher P and Mary J Mar 13 1932...... 30:175
Gaines Norman J (c) of Marshall L and Edna M Mar 11 1934.. 31:164
Gaines Richard W of Richard W and Mary E May 23 1935...... 32: 55
Gaisford Esther R of Sydney F and Esther L Dec 18 1934..... 31:267
Gaito Ester E of Antonio G and Anna M Mar 27 1932......... 30:180
Gajoli — s of Leo and Rose E Mar 18 1932.................... 30:183
Galante Leonora T DeC of Annibal C and Cecilia Sept 16
1933 .................................................................. 31: 98
Galarneau Janet L of John E and Ethel Jan 28 1932........ 30:157
Galasso Raymond A of Domenico and Pasqualina May 24 1934.31:189
Gale Patricia E of Robert L and Paula S Apr 2 1935........ 32: 35
Galer Shirley of Morris and Dora Feb 6 1935.................. 32: 13
Galetti Irene of Pietro and Giuseppina Jan 28 1932......... 30:157
Galitsky Elaine B of Louis and Julia July 13 1932.......... 30:223
Galkin George J of Theodore L and Beatrice I Dec 22 1934... 31:268
Galkin Rhoda E of Morris and Gladys E Aug 16 1934........ 31:222
Gallagher Ambrose A of Bernard F and Lillian A May 2 1935... 32: 47
Gallagher Ann (Twin) of Thomas J and Rose A Feb 22 1932.. 30:167
Gallagher Anthony F (Twin) of John J and Mary I May 5
1933 ................................................................. 31: 48
Gallagher Barbara L of William V and Louise Aug 12 1932... 30:236
Gallagher Catherine G of John L and Catherine G Jan 27 1932.30:157
Gallagher Ernest M of James and Edith Aug 7 1935........... 32: 86
Gallagher Frederick F of Frederick F and Esther A Oct 9 1935.32:110
Gallagher George (Twin) of Thomas J and Rose A Feb 22 1932.30:167
Gallagher Gilbert W of Gilbert W and Florence E Feb 3 1935.. 32: 12
Gallagher Helen C of Farrell and Bridgid M Sept 11 1931.... 30:103
Gallagher Helen T (Twin) of John J and Mary I May 5 1933... 31: 48
Gallagher John J of John and Agnes G Mar 1 1931.............. 30: 26
Gallagher Joseph F of Martin J and Catherine Apr 30 1932... 30:194
Gallagher Josephine A of Frederick F and Esther A May 6
1933 .................................................................. 31: 48
Gallagher Margaret M of Farrell and Bridget M Apr 17 1934...31:176
Gallagher Marjorie E of Frederick C and Estella Apr 2 1931.30: 39
Gallagher Mary of Charles J and Jeannie Jan 18 1934......... 31:144
Gallagher Raymond F of Farrell and Bridie M Apr 30 1933.... 31: 45
Gallagher Richard F of Sylvester J and Irene F May 18 1933... 31: 52
Gallagher Robert H of John J and Hazel F Nov 21 1933....... 31:120
Gallagher Sarah T of Michael J and Florence R July 20 1931.. 30: 82
Gallagher Thomas W of Patrick J and Margaret H Dec 17 1931.30:140
Gallagher Walter J of Michael J and Florence R Nov 15 1932.30:273
Gallagher —— d of James F and Mary C Feb 9 1931............30:25
Gallagher —— s of Edward F and Mary V Dec 31 1931........30:146
Gallagher —— d of Patrick J and Margaret H July 20 1932...30:181
Gallant Betty A of James H and Anna M Mar 28 1932........30:191
Gallant Charles R of Joseph W and Leona Apr 20 1932......30:191
Gallant Gerald L of Gerald B and Etta M Nov 16 1931.....30:128
Gallant Joseph E of Tilmont J and Viola M Jan 25 1934...31:146
Gallant Leona M A of Joseph W and Leona Sept 26 1933...31:101
Gallant Mary D of Tilmont J and Viola M Dec 24 1931....30:142
Gallant —— s of Gerald B and Etta M Nov 2 1935...........32:129
Galleskaw Patricia R of James J and Ruth Sept 10 1934...31:231
Galligan Kenneth J of Kenneth J and Catherine E Jan 24 1934 31:146
Galligan Nancy of Walter F and Evelyn C May 22 1935......32:54
Galligan Thomas of Francis J and Rose A Dec 11 1933.....31:128
Galligan Walter of Walter F and Evelyn C May 28 1933....31:56
Galligan —— s of James J and Emma W July 25 1933.......31:77
Gallison Raymond E of Joseph H and Germaine Dec 8 1931...30:137
Gallo Anthony C of Antonio and Maria Sept 26 1932......30:252
Gallo Antonio F of Cosimo M and Rosa G Nov 22 1931......30:130
Gallo Donald R of Angelo and Laura M Sept 8 1933........31:96
Gallo Evelyn A of Antonio and Maria Feb 18 1931........30:20
Gallo Francesco N of Salvatore R and Giuseppina Dec 6 1931...30:136
Gallo Pietro di Pietro and Antonetta June 15 1934........31:197
Gallo William of Antonio and Maria Oct 8 1935.............32:110
Gallogly Ann E of James and Bridget A Sept 2 1933.......31:94
Gallogly James T of Daniel and Theresa Apr 14 1932......30:189
Gallogly John J of William F and Maria July 24 1932......30:227
Gallogly Patricia C of John and Gretta M Aug 22 1934.....31:224
Gallogly Raymond of Lawrence and Rose E Nov 23 1932....30:275
Gallotta Albert A of Umberto A and Annunziata Sept 15 1932...30:248
Gallotta Richard A of Albert A and Nancy Sept 9 1935....32:98
Gallotta Valerio M of Umberto A and Annunziata Mar 15 1934...31:165
Galloway Alice L of Richard M and Dorothy Aug 7 1931....30:89
Galloway Joan L of Leslie and Josephine Aug 9 1934.......31:219
Galluci Antonetta of Tomaso and Alma Jan 17 1933........31:6
Gallucci Beatrice A of Albert and Julia Feb 3 1934........31:150
Gallucci Joseph E of Joseph and Angelina Feb 9 1935......32:11
Gallucci Luigi of Tomaso and Alma Dec 31 1934............31:272
Gallucci Robert T of Domenico and Angela Nov 17 1935....32:124
Gallucci Vincent F of Frank and Mary T May 26 1934......31:190

FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Gallup Joan B of Denton and Ruth Oct 24 1935.................. 32:115
Gallup — d of Benjamin T and Ruth C Aug 11 1935............. 32:95
Galucia Milton G of Milton G and Marjorie Apr 25 1931........ 30:47
Galuppi Angelo of Sisto and Irma Oct 31 1931.................. 30:122
Galuppo Alfonso of Carmillo and Gilda July 14 1932............ 30:224
Galvin Barbara R of Harold W and Mary L Dec 1 1932........... 30:280
Galvin Marilyn A of Mary June 30 1932........................ 30:217
Galvin Mary L of Harold W and Mary L Oct 10 1931.............. 30:122
Gama — d of Panfilo and Anna May 5 1932...................... 30:206
Gama — (c) d of Antonio F and Anna July 4 1934................. 31:205
Gaman Irwin H of Louis and Gertrude Feb 3 1934................. 31:150
Gambao Norman J of Joseph M and Mary Sept 28 1932............ 30:253
Gambini Anna L of Arthur and Antonetta Oct 31 1935............ 32:117
Gamble Richard H of Hobert R and Hazel C Jan 18 1932........... 30:154
Gamble Shirley J of Hobert R and Hazel C Oct 4 1934............ 31:241
Gambuto Angelina T of Francesco and Giuseppina Aug 23 1932... 30:239
Gammage Richard E of Everett W and Ellen Mar 30 1935........ 32:32
Gammell Arthur M of William and Valentine Jan 1 1933........ 31:1
Gammell Richard A of Walter F and Madeline E Dec 23 1931..... 30:142
Gammon Constance E of Charles R and Evelyn G Feb 13 1934...... 31:153
Gange Carolin M of George W and Elizabeth F July 6 1933...... 31:70
Gange Irving W of George W and Elizabeth Apr 12 1931........ 30:43
Gange Ralph B of George W and Elizabeth May 30 1935.......... 32:57
Gannon Dennis of Francis P and Muriel R Apr 16 1934............. 31:176
Gannon Frederick I of Frederick I and Ruth V June 5 1932...... 30:208
Gannon Geraldine B of Francis J and Winifred B July 14 1934.... 31:209
Gannon Helen M of Francis J and Mary C June 6 1932............. 30:208
Gannon Joseph F of Francis J and Mary C July 28 1933........... 31:78
Gannon Mary T of Martin J and Mary R Nov 6 1932................. 30:270
Gannon Robert M of Thomas J and Theodora R July 17 1934..... 31:210
Gants Lois J of Frank A and Mary E June 16 1934................ 31:274
Ganz Paul A of Walter G and Vernice R Oct 2 1932.............. 30:256
Garabedian Aharon C of Charles and Yvonne Jan 8 1934........... 31:141
Garabedian Aram G of Haroutoun and Aroosia May 13 1935........ 32:51
Garabedian Charles J of Garabed S and Badaskan B Feb 5 1934.... 31:151
Garabedian Charles N of Hachadoor and Paylazoon Mar 8 1931.... 30:28
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Garabedian Hamparsum C of Haroutoun and Aroosia May 11
1934 .......................................................... 31: 185
Garabedian Margaret of Hagop M and Satenig July 25 1933.. 31: 77
Garafran0 Carmela L A of Raimondo and Antonetta Dec 22
1931 .......................................................... 30: 142
Garbecki Irene F of Stanley A and Mary Nov 20 1933..... 31: 120
Garber Perry of Louis and Carrie June 3 1935............. 32: 59
Garber Henry J of Henry J and Marion L July 24 1934... 31: 212
Garberg Joan of Edward T and Margaret M May 18 1932... 30: 201
Garberg Margaret A of Raymond J and Arleen M June 7
1933 .......................................................... 31: 61
Garceau Margaret E of Wilfred and Teresa Mar 28 1931... 30: 36
Garceau Sarah E of Ermond E and Margaret M Feb 24 1934.. 31: 157
Garchew Rose M of Duncan and Mary L Mar 23 1932...... 30: 179
Garcia Alphouse G of Alphonse G and Evelyn May 20 1933.. 31: 53
Garcia — (c) d of Cezar A and Ethel A June 29 1932...... 30: 218
Garcia — (c) s of Cezar A and Ethel A Dec 25 1933...... 31: 136
Gardenston Barbara of Samuel and Elizabeth Aug 14 1933.. 31: 86
Gardiner Barbara J of Joseph J and Jean Mar 15 1934... 31: 165
Gardiner Carol R of Kenneth R and Helen Oct 30 1931..... 30: 121
Gardiner Charles C of Charles C and Elena J May 11 1934.. 31: 185
Gardiner George C of Clinton E and Emily July 6 1934.... 31: 206
Garvin Dennis F of Augustus A and Ellen M May 29 1934... 31: 190
Gardiner Elmer H of Elmer H and Frances M Apr 14 1934... 31: 175
Gardiner Joan B of Jeremiah and Hazel M Jan 8 1935..... 32: 3
Gardiner Rose M of Edwin F and Rose F Aug 5 1933....... 31: 83
Gardiner — d of Louis B and Mabel C Oct 11 1931....... 30: 114
Gardiner — d of Harold C and Dorothy M Dec 30 1933..... 31: 134
Gardner Eleanor M of Harry A and Ruth D Feb 26 1931.... 30: 22
Gardner Jacqueline V of John H and Virginia June 4 1934.. 31: 193
Gardner James W of James W and Helen Feb 9 1932...... 30: 163
Gardner Janice of LeRoy M and Bertha G Sept 13 1935.... 32: 100
Gardner Jeane D of John H and Virginia Aug 8 1935.... 32: 86
Gardner Jeanne M of Harry A and Ruth D Oct 7 1932..... 30: 258
Gardner Joseph F of Joseph F and Ethel C Feb 28 1934.... 31: 139
Gardner Peter V of Mathias V and Mabel L Nov 2 1935.... 32: 119
Gardner Richard M of George W and Irene May 28 1931.... 30: 61
Gardner Suzanne M of M Vernon and Mabel L Nov 28 1932.. 30: 277
Gardner William H of Harris L and Louise E Jan 27 1932... 30: 157
Gardner William H of Joseph F and Ethel C Sept 19 1935... 32: 102
Gardner — s of Herbert S and Ethel May 1 1933......... 31: 47
Gareau Edward A of Edward A and Grace Oct 12 1935..... 32: 111
Garedo Calire F (e) of Juan E and Clara F Feb 24 1932.... 30: 168
Garedo Juan A (c) of Juan E and Clara F Mar 3 1934..... 31: 161
Garey William of David and Sophie Jan 12 1934......... 31: 142
Garey — d of David and Sophie Aug 28 1931.......... 30: 97
Garfinkle Louise T of Bessie F Dec 29 1933..................31:138
Garganese Angelo of Angelo and Ermelinda Nov 1 1934.....31:251
Garganese Bruno J of Gaetano and Ersilia U Mar 25 1932...30:180
Garganese Elena of Angelo and Ermelinda Nov 12 1935.....32:122
Garganese Giuseppe of Angelo and Ermelinda Oct 14 1932....30:261
Gargano Daniele L of John and Giuseppina June 9 1932......30:210
Gargano John J of John and Josephine July 9 1935...........32:74
Gargano — s of Giovannii and Giuseppina Sept 17 1933.....31:104
Garlepky Paul H of Paul L and Anna Dec 23 1934.............31:269
Garland — d of Ralph S and Doris E Oct 23 1933.............31:114
Garland — s of Ralph S and Doris E May 3 1935..............32:58
Garlick — s of Mary J June 16 1933...................31:64
Garmirian Markeret D of Donabed and Novart Feb 17 1931...30:19
Garner Gladys B A (c) of John D and Gladys F Dec 31 1931.30:144
Garner Jean F of John A and Alice W Aug 15 1933............31:86
Garnett — d of Herbert and Florence S Oct 4 1932.........30:263
Garofano Richard P of Frank and Angelina Dec 4 1934......31:262
Garofolini Giovanni A of Mario I and Maria G Feb 27 1931..30:23
Garr Herma I of Bernard and Fannie June 26 1935..........32:68
Garrahan Audrey K of James W and Etta F Oct 29 1935....32:116
Garrahan Carolyn R of James W and Etta F June 7 1933....31:61
Garrahan Eileen M of Thomas J and Margaret M July 7 1931.30:78
Garrah Vincent J of John and Margaret Nov 6 1932.........30:270
Garrant Shirley M of Loretta Dec 10 1935..................32:132
Garrett Shirley I of John T and Irene J Jan 31 1935........32:10
Garrido Florence M of Mario S and Maria S Oct 2 1931.....30:111
Garriepy Norma R of Frederick J and Ruth H Sept 13 1934..31:233
Garriepy Robert W of Joseph H and Mary E Aug 19 1932....30:238
Garrin Mary E of Earl F and Mary E Dec 27 1931............30:143
Garrin Ruby A of Robert D and Alice July 18 1933.........31:74
Garry John P of Bernard R and Julia E July 17 1931.......30:81
Garside Patricia A of Francis V and Genevieve M May 2 1932.30:196
Gartland Maureen A of James H and Mary M Aug 12 1934....31:220
Gartland Robert H of James H and Mary M Apr 12 1931......30:43
Gartner Carolyn J of Josef and Ella A Nov 9 1931.........30:126
Gartner Henry M of Henry M and Catherine Mar 15 1931....30:31
Garvey Barbara C of Lawrence and Jennie May 1 1933........31:47
Garvey Eugene F of Eugene O and Mary H Nov 12 1933.......31:118
Garvey Francis E of Francis E and Harriet R June 11 1931.30:67
Garvey Marilyn J of Eugene O and Mary H Feb 11 1932.......30:164
Garvey Mildred of Raymond and Mildred Dec 21 1931.........30:141
Garvey Norma M of Eugene and Mary H May 10 1935.........32:50
Garvey William of William J and Elsie Dec 18 1931.......30:140
Garvey William of Raymond and Mildred May 6 1935.........32:49
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Garvin Augustus A of Augustus A and Ellen M June 8 1933.31: 61
Garvin Genevieve S of George S and Sybil Apr 3 1935.32: 35
Garvin John of Augustus A and Ellen M Oct 18 1935.32: 113
Garvin Kathleen M of Francis E and Kathleen M Aug 19 1934.31: 223
Gasbarino Florence A T of Romeo and Filomena F Oct 13 1932.30: 260
Gasbarro Irene E of Francesco and Teresa May 14 1932.30: 200
Gasbarro Mario D of Nicola and Giuseppina Apr 8 1931.30: 41
Gaskey Irene F of John F and Martha B Mar 14 1932.30: 176
Gaskey Robert N of John F and Martha B July 28 1933.31: 78
Gaskin Norma A of Charles E and Alice Dec 10 1933.31: 128
Gaspee Angelina of Augusto S and Rosalina Jan 14 1935.32: 5
Gaspee Jayme S of Augusto and Rosalina May 3 1933.31: 47
Gaspee Manuel of August and Rosa May 2 1931.30: 51
Gately Barry deO of Edward J and Louise M Apr 28 1933.31: 44
Gately Joan C of Harold F and Sarah M Aug 27 1933.31: 90
Gately Joseph F of James W and Regina June 10 1935.32: 62
Gately Joseph H of Joseph P and Margaret F Mar 29 1934.31: 169
Gately Thomas T of Harold F and Sarah M Nov 3 1934.30: 124
Gately — d of James W and Regina June 20 1931.30: 71
Gates Barbara A of Edwin H and Lillian A Mar 30 1931.30: 37
Gates Joseph of James W and Alice B Jan 30 1932.30: 158
Gates Lois M of Hollis J and Margaret W Aug 12 1932.30: 236
Gath Florence L of Leonard T and Marion P Dec 7 1931.30: 137
Gath Lawrence A of Leonard T and Marion P Feb 26 1935.32: 20
Gath — s of Leonard T and Marion P May 18 1933.31: 52
Gatta Angelo of Angelo and Clara Jan 23 1932.30: 136
Gatta Antonio J of Antonio J and Clara Nov 2 1933.31: 115
Gatta Caterina of Paolo and Giuseppina Aug 27 1931.30: 97
Gatta Conchetta A of Pasco and Mary Nov 6 1934.31: 252
Gatta Pasco of Rosario and Lena June 30 1931.30: 74
Gatta Rosa M of Rosario and Lena Oct 21 1932.30: 263
Gauch Gilbert G of John R and Florence M Feb 6 1934.31: 151
Gauch Johanna T of Jacob and Elisabeth Dec 20 1931.30: 141
Gauch Joseph J of Jacob and Elisabeth Sept 12 1933.31: 97
Gaucher Barbara V of Clarence R J and Mildred Aug 29 1934.31: 227
Gaucher Leonard M of Leonard M and Phyllis B Apr 23 1933.31: 42
Gaucher Peter H of Leonard M and Phyllis B Sept 2 1934.31: 229
Gaucher Robert H of Charles and Yvonne Oct 11 1935.32: 111
Gaudet Bernadette D of Ernest and Angelina Aug 3 1935.32: 84
Gaudet Desmond C of Charles and Hannah Dec 24 1933.31: 132
Gaudet Gwendolyn M of Gerard J and Edith Jan 26 1935.32: 9
Gaudet Joan P of Charles and Johanna Apr 30 1935.32: 45
Gaudet John J of Charles and Hannah Nov 19 1931.30: 129
Gaudet Mary R of Ernest and Angelina Apr 19 1932.30: 190
Gaudio Paolina M of Antonio C and Teresa Nov 12 1932.30: 272
Gaudreau Joan T of Henry C and Elvie M Aug 13 1931.30: 92
Gaudreau Nancy Z of Alfred H and Eliza G Nov 28 1932........30:277
Gaul Bernard W of Robert H and Madeline D June 2 1931....30: 64
Gaul Dorothy D (c) of James and Hattie D Apr 26 1933.....31: 43
Gaul Joan E (c) of James and Hattie D Sept 7 1935........32: 98
Gaul —— (c) s of James and Hattie D Aug 5 1934.........31:218
Gaule Raymond F of William F and Mabel M Oct 23 1933....31:111
Gaulin William D of Irving J and Irene L Sept 30 1934...31:238
Gauinon Mary D of Alfred and Diane V Feb 10 1934........31:152
Gauthier Anna E (Twin) of Joseph J and Cecelia M Oct 23
1932........................................30:264
Gauthier Constance L of Ozias and Eliza Y Mar 14 1935....32: 26
Gauthier Edward J of Edward H and Dorothy Sept 17 1932..30:249
Gauthier Eugene L of Joseph and Celia May 26 1931........30: 60
Gauthier Franklin R (Twin) of Joseph J and Cecelia M Oct 23
1932........................................30:264
Gauthier Gladys C of John J and Marie A July 22 1933.....31: 76
Gauthier Gloria P of John J and Marie A Mar 17 1931....30: 32
Gauthier Jane C of Romeo and Malvina L July 4 1932......30:220
Gauthier Joan (Twin) of Joseph J and Cecelia M Dec 17 1933.31:130
Gauthier John (Twin) of Joseph J and Cecelia M Dec 17 1933.31:130
Gauthier John E of Jean B and Irene G Oct 27 1932........30:265
Gauthier Robert S of Joseph and Marie C Feb 18 1935......32: 17
Gautieri Albert of Giovanni and Carmella July 4 1934......31:205
Gautieri Dolores L of Enrico and Elena May 9 1933.......31: 49
Gautieri Frederick of Federico and Maria E Nov 16 1932...30:274
Gautieri Gloria M of Giovanni and Catherine Sept 14 1932..30:247
Gautieri Helene V of Enrico and Elena Dec 17 1931.......30:140
Gautieri John G C of Giovanni G C and Catherine E Sept 18
1935........................................32:101
Gautieri John H of Giovanni and Carmella Dec 2 1932......30:280
Gautieri Mary J of Federico and Maria E July 30 1931.....30: 86
Gautieri Ronald F of Emilio G and Francesca Oct 10 1933...31:107
Gauvin Anette L of Omer and Marie A Mar 4 1935.........32: 24
Gauvin Claire M of Omer and Marie A Jan 6 1931...........30: 2
Gauvin Ella L of David J and Medora A Jan 21 1931......30: 8
Gauvin George A of Edgar J and Antonia A May 31 1935....32: 57
Gauvin Joseph L of Omer and Marie A Nov 10 1933.......31:117
Gauvin Lionel N (Twin) of August and Rita L June 2 1931..30: 64
Gauvin Lorraine D (Twin) of August and Rita L June 2 1931..30: 64
Gauvin Marie J of Omer and Marie A Oct 21 1932...........30:263
Gavin —— s of Henry and Agnes Mar 23 1932..............30:292
Gavitt Janet L of Frederic H and Aldia Dec 19 1932......30:285
Gavitt Norman E of Harold E and Doris E Mar 6 1932.......30:173
Gavitt Robert O of Fred O and Erdine Feb 1 1933.........31: 13
Gay Grottsia of Walter I and Christie G Feb 12 1934......31:153
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Gaynor Janet M of Francis M and Gladys E Sept 17 1931... 30:165
Gaynor Marilyn E of Francis M and Gladys E June 25 1933... 31: 66
Gaynor Marjorie G of Francis M and Gladys E Sept 27 1934... 31:237
Gazzerro Anne M of Ernesto and Brigida Mar 6 1934........... 31:162
Gazzerro Francesco of Michele and Palma Sept 14 1932........ 30:247
Gazzerro Immacolata C of Giovanni B and Maria Dec 8 1931.... 30:137
Gazzerro Margarita of Michele and Palma Mar 6 1935........... 32: 24
Gazzerro Maria A of Ernesto and Brigida July 21 1931........ 30: 83
Gazzerro Angelo (Twin) of Paolo and Concetta Aug 26 1933... 31: 90
Gazzerro Paolo (Twin) of Paolo and Concetta Aug 26 1933... 31: 90
Gearin Corinne of Leon and Ethel F July 6 1931.............. 30: 77
Gearing Marie L of Albert L and Minnie Mar 29 1933........... 31: 33
Geary Barbara A of Francis L and Mary G Feb 14 1932........ 30:164
Geary Helen M of Harold V and Vena B Aug 23 1933.......... 32: 92
Geary Mary J K of William E and Helen W May 6 1933........ 31: 48
Geary Sheila A of Eileen June 16 1933...................... 31: 64
Geary — d of Martin A and Elizabeth V July 26 1931........ 30: 87
Geaslen Wallace D of Albert K and Mildred H Feb 24 1933... 31: 20
Gebler Muriel A of Howard and Dorothy Oct 10 1935........... 32:111
Geddes Robert W of William A and Harriette Sept 5 1931... 30:101
Gee Patricia of William S and Barbara Sept 23 1935........... 32:103
Geelin — s of James J and Catherine A June 20 1931... 30: 71
Geer Joyce E of Herbert and Eloise Sept 15 1935............. 32:100
Geer Rae I of Emery B and Isabel A June 16 1934............ 31:197
Geer Richard G of Russel M and Elizabeth Nov 19 1933..... 31:120
Geer Stanley E of Emery B and Isabel A Oct 16 1932........ 30:262
Geegan Joan E of John B and Ethel May 25 1931.............. 30: 59
Geisler Joann E of Alexander E and Ethel May 29 1931...... 30: 61
Gelardi Anna M of Giuseppe and Anna Nov 10 1932............ 30:271
Gelardi Carmine of Anthony and Eda Nov 11 1931............ 30:127
Gelardi Giuseppe L of Leonardo G and Giuseppina Jan 16 1932........................................... 30:154
Gelardi Joseph P of Joseph and Anna Nov 20 1933............ 31:120
Gelardi Robert R of Katherine Oct 30 1934................... 31:249
Gelatt — d of Mark F and Doris M June 19 1934.............. 31:199
Gelenian Maushegh B of Maushegh and Grace Sept 5 1931...... 30:101
Gelfuso John B of Giovanni E and Gladys M July 26 1932...... 32:228
Gelfuso Marie V of Giovanni E and Gladys M Jan 7 1935...... 32:  3
Gelfuso Rita M of Andrea and Mae Oct 13 1931................ 30:115
Gelfuso — s of Sebastiano and Giovannina G Mar 21 1932.... 30:183
Gelineau Homer A of Homer A and Valida E Feb 18 1934...... 31:155
Gelsomino Anita M of Michele and Gelsomina Apr 14 1933..... 31: 39
Gelsomino Anna N of Gennarino and Giovannina June 17 1935... 32: 64
Gelsomino Franklin J of Gennarino and Giovannina Apr 11 1933........................................... 31: 38
Gelsomino Giuseppe M of Gennarino and Giovannina Jan 19
1931 ................................................................. 30:  7
Gemma Alfonso of Alduino and Antonetta Aug 24 1932 ...... 30: 240
Gemma Alfonso of Alfonso and Maria Feb 14 1933 ............ 31:  17
Gemma Alfred of Alfredo and Ermalinda Aug 17 1934 ........ 31: 222
Gemma Bernardo of Bennett and Anna Dec 14 1931 .......... 30: 139
Gemma Dorotea G of Rocco and Filomena Jan 12 1932 ....... 30: 152
Gemma Gaetano G of Rocco and Maria Sept 19 1931 ......... 30: 106
Gemma Gemmaro of Gennaro and Giovanna Sept 26 1933 .... 31: 101
Gemma Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Evelina July 26 1932 ...... 30: 228
Gemma Giuseppe A of Alessandro and Rosa Nov 6 1933 ...... 31: 116
Gemma Hilda D of Joseph E F and Viola Sept 3 1933 ......... 31:  94
Gemma Janet of Gennaro and Giovanna June 29 1931 ......... 30:  73
Gemma John R of Bernard and Anna Nov 25 1934 .......... 31: 259
Gemma Joseph of Alduino and Antonetta Mar 19 1935 ....... 32:  28
Gemma Joseph E F of Joseph E F and Viola Oct 1 1931 ....... 30: 111
Gemma Raimondo of Angelo and Filomena Nov 24 1932 ....... 30: 276
Gemma Raymond R of Rocco and Maria May 14 1935 .......... 32:  52
Gemma Rosa M of Basilio and Filomena Oct 28 1932 .......... 30: 266
Gemma Shirley A of Louis and Rose Aug 18 1935 .......... 32:  90
Gemma Stephen J of Alfonso and Maria May 23 1935 ......... 32:  55
Gemma Sylvia A of Henry and Jennie Apr 29 1935 .......... 32:  45
Genaitis Robert A of Alphonse A and Mary W Dec 4 1934 ... 31: 262
Gendron Catherine A of Earl F J and Mildred C Feb 27 1934 .. 31: 158
Gendron Diana J of Harold R and Theresa May 20 1934 ...... 31: 188
Gendron Jean B R of Henry and Mary Mar 18 1934 .......... 31: 166
Gendron Joseph of Earl F J and Mildred C Mar 2 1931 ....... 30:  38
Generali Adolfo M of Adolfo and Fenizia Oct 8 1933 ....... 31: 107
Generali Anna A of Adolfo and Fenizia Aug 15 1931 ......... 30:  92
Generali Dora A of Adolfo and Fenizia June 12 1935 ......... 32:  62
Genest Anita M of Archie O and Fabiola R June 29 1931 ..... 30:  73
Genest Herve A of Aimee J and Bertha C July 13 1931 ....... 30:  80
Genest Mary H F of Albert J and Aurore M E Dec 1 1933 .... 31: 125
Genest Irene B of Aimee J and Bertha C July 16 1934 ......... 31: 209
Genest Renee A J of Albert and Aurore M E Sept 17 1931 .... 31: 105
Genever Edward A of Robert E and Louisa S July 16 1932 ..... 30: 224
Geng Dorothy L of Alfred A and Elsie O Jan 11 1933 ....... 31:  4
Genovesi Elivia A of Joseph and Sadie Nov 15 1934 ......... 31: 255
Gensler Sandra J of Isador and Estyr Mar 21 1932 .......... 30: 178
Gentile Alfonso A of Umberto and Clara July 8 1932 ....... 30: 221
Gentile Anthony G of Antonio and Antonina Jan 16 1933 .... 31:  5
Gentile Bernardo F of Alfonso and Emma R Mar 16 1933 .... 31:  28
Gentile Lois S of Thomas and Madeline Sept 10 1935 ....... 32:  99
Gentile Marilyn D of Armando A and Mary A Mar 25 1931 .... 30:  35
Gentile Orlando F of Alfonso and Emma Apr 26 1935 ....... 32:  43
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Gentile Robert A of Alfred and Anna Nov 24 1931.............30:131
Gentile Salvatore E of Salvatore and Rosa July 15 1931......30: 80
Gentile Salvatore R of Cosimo and Francesca June 1 1935....32: 59
Geoghegan Mary A of John H and Alice B Mar 12 1933....31: 27
George Alfredo A of Alfredo A and Maria Jan 20 1932....30:155
George Anthony W of Patrick and Marion July 29 1935....32: 81
George Edwin M of Manuel F and Luatina Feb 8 1934....31:152
George Frances of Joseph and Julia G Sept 25 1933....31:101
George Homer W of Homer W and Evelyn M Dec 31 1934....31:272
George Mannel G of Mannel G and Charlotte F Sept 20 1933..31: 99
George Marcia C of Floy Dec 24 1932........................30:286
George Margaret of Raymond and Margaret H Nov 12 1935..32:122
George Margaret J of John and Olimpia Aug 13 1931....30: 92
George Norma of Joseph and Julia G June 18 1935....32: 65
George Ralph of Burton and Mary J Oct 4 1932.............30:257
George Robert R of Raymond and Margaret H Mar 3 1932....30:172
George William F (c) of William F and Charlotte L May 20
1933..........................................................31: 53
George —— d of Joseph and Julia G Dec 16 1931.............30:140
Georgeadys Maria N of Nicholas K and May July 17 1932....30:225
Georgina Malcolm L of Lester and Lydia L Apr 9 1933....31: 37
Gerard Andre E of Andre E and Marie R Sept 1 1934....31:229
Geremia Andrea A of Angelo and Maria C Apr 8 1932....30:186
Geremia Angelo C of Angelo C and Rose A Aug 3 1934.....31:217
Geremia Angelo M of Corrado and Rosina June 27 1934....31:201
Geremia Giuseppe A of Angelo and Rose A Jan 27 1931....30: 10
Geremia Louis A of Alfredo A and Emma June 3 1933....31: 59
Geremia Louis C of Louis and Ines Nov 25 1934.............31:259
Geremia Luigi D of Angelo and Maria C July 14 1935....32: 76
Geremia Nora of Vincent F and Marie E Dec 9 1933.....31:127
Geremia Sylvia M of Domenico G and Maria G July 29 1935..32: 81
Gergel Eunice E of Morris and Lena Sept 30 1934...........31:238
Gergora George of Thomas and Marie May 7 1932............30:198
Gerhardt Leonard H of David and Rae Mar 11 1931........30: 29
Gerlach James E S of Harold E and Catherine F May 23 1931..30: 59
Gerlach Norbert K of Herman G and Beatrice M Jan 12 1934..31:142
Germani Americo of Gaetano and Antonia M Jan 26 1933....31:  9
Germani Dino of Gaetano and Antonia M Feb 14 1931.......30: 18
Germani Elia (Twin) of Gaetano and Mary A Feb 5 1935....32: 13
Germani Ernesto of Ernesto and Alice May 17 1932........30:201
Germani Roberto (Twin) of Gaetano and Mary A Feb 5 1935..32: 13
Germani Alvin F of Anthony A and Cora M Apr 23 1931....30: 47
Germani Antonio of Alfredo and Ernestina July 12 1933.....31: 72
Germani Christine of Joseph D and Kate Dec 21 1932.......30:285
Germani Donald F of Joseph and Marguerite H July 10 1932..30:222
Germani John V of Rose Nov 22 1932...................30:275
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Germano Robert V of Anthony A and Cora W June 9 1934... 31:195
Gerry Beverly J of George W and Esther A Feb 6 1934.... 31:151
Gerry Robert E of George W and Esther A Feb 6 1934.... 31:212
Gerry Ronald G of George W and Esther A Nov 12 1935... 31:122
Gershkoff Jay F of Edward and Etta Feb 22 1934.... 31:157
Gershovitz Sidney of Jacob and Dora Aug 19 1935.... 32:90
Gerson Stanford M of Harry and Anna July 24 1932......... 30:227
Gerstenblatt Wilfred of Harry and Bessie Aug 14 1933.... 31:86
Gertsacov Joan T of Edward L and Agnes Oct 20 1931.... 30:117
Gertsacov Lawrence S of Irving and Rita E Nov 15 1934.... 31:256
Gerulfo Leonard D of Leonardo and Elena Aug 15 1934.... 31:221
Gervais Doreen A of Norman A and Dorothy A Jan 21 1933.. 31:7
Gervais Doris of George A and Alida J Mar 23 1935.... 32:30
Gervais Helen L of Ernest J and Helen M Aug 15 1933.... 31:86
Gervais Leonard E of Albert A and Olive M Apr 18 1933... 31:40
Gervais Marlene L of Horace C E and Wanda Nov 8 1934.... 31:253
Gervais Mildred L of Lloyd B and Celia M Apr 8 1933.... 31:37
Gervais Marilyn E of Ernest J and Helen M Aug 5 1934.... 31:218
Gervasio Marie A A of Francesco P and Velia A Apr 28 1933.. 31:44
Gervasio Ralph A C of Francesco P and Velia A June 2 1931... 30:64
Gerzevitz Walter E of Walter and Dora F Sept 11 1934.... 31:232
Gerzog Sandra S of George G and Rose M May 8 1932.... 30:198
Gesterling Deborah A of William and Deborah A Apr 4 1931.. 30:40
Gesualdi Angelina A of Giuseppe and Severia Mar 23 1931.... 30:34
Gesualdi Anna M of Liberato and Olga Nov 5 1932......... 30:270
Gesualdi John of Giuseppe and Severia Nov 16 1935.... 32:124
Gesualdi Lorraine E of Antonio and Vincenza Oct 7 1932.... 30:258
Gesualdi Lorraine E of Antonio and Vincenza Nov 25 1933... 31:122
Gesualdi Rose A of Nicola and Anna Feb 24 1933......... 31:20
Getchell Robert C of Cecil C and Bertha G Nov 22 1932.... 30:275
Getek Edward S of Stanley W and Sabina Aug 24 1934.... 31:225
Giacchi Sarina P of Angelo and Anna June 30 1932.... 30:217
Giacchelli Barbara A of Amedeo and Anna Aug 13 1935.... 32:88
Giacchelli Claire of Amedeo and Anna Apr 12 1932.... 30:188
Giammarco Dante R of Dante R and Clara E Mar 25 1934.... 31:168
Giammarco Gaetano V of Salvatore and Elizabeth Feb 6 1933.. 31:14
Giammarco Giglio G of Panfilo and Bernadetta June 19 1931.. 30:70
Giammasi Stella A of Pasquale and Olympia Sept 28 1934.... 31:237
Giampaoli Joseph of Pietro and Maria Apr 5 1931.... 30:40
Giampietro Antonio of Antonio and Laura Aug 1 1932.... 30:232
Giampietro Dolores A of Filiberto and Anna Oct 31 1934.... 31:249
Giampietro Tommaso A of Angelo and Maria R Oct 16 1933... 31:109
Gianfrancesco Arthur R J of Arthur R and Eva May 6 1931.... 30:52
Gianfrocco Elizabeth E of Filippo and Anastasia B Nov 11 1932.... 30:272
Giangiacomo Dionino of Dionino and Giuseppina Apr 18 1933..31: 41
Giannamore Virginia R of Peter and Teresa Sept 2 1933............. 31: 94
Giannetti Joan D of Alfredo and Josephine E Apr 24 1933........... 31: 42
Giannini Carmela of Pio and Judith Feb 14 1933..................... 31: 17
Giannini Corina L of Pio and Judith Mar 11 1935.................... 32: 26
Giannini Janice of Alberto E and Angela Nov 15 1935................. 32: 123
Giannini Rose M of Pierino and Rosina Nov 15 1934................... 31: 256
Gianoulis Shirley M of Connie and Catherine B May 12 1934......... 31: 185
Gianquitti Evelyn A of Luigi and Rosa Apr 22 1933................... 31: 42
Gianquitti Giuseppe S of Antonio and Rosaria Mar 24 1932........... 30: 179
Gianquitti Guglielmo L of Luigi and Rosa Jan 24 1932............... 30: 156
Gianquitti Vilma E of Antonio and Rosaria Apr 28 1934................. 31: 180
Giansanti Orlando of Orlando and Vincenza Sept 13 1934............. 31: 233
Giarussso Alessandro A of Carmine P and Anna Jan 13 1932........... 30: 153
Giarussso Anthony V of Vincenzo and Anna Oct 1 1934............... 31: 240
Giarussso Barbara M of Carmine P and Anna Apr 24 1935.......... 32: 43
Giarussso Carmine of Carmine and Annina Oct 22 1934................. 31: 246
Giarussso Dorotea T of Giochino and Mary July 6 1932................. 30: 221
Giarussso Emilio A of Emilio and Emilia Apr 30 1934............... 31: 180
Giarussso Gennaro G of Gennaro and Angela M Jan 1 1933............ 31: 1
Giarussso Grace of Gennaro and Angela M May 13 1931................. 30: 55
Giarussso Helen of Carlo and Matilda Dec 28 1934................... 31: 271
Giarussso James N of Giovanni and Marianna Jan 28 1935............. 32: 9
Giarussso Maria C of Carlo and Matilda Nov 20 1935.................. 32: 125
Giarussso Virginia A of Cesare and Domenica Sept 7 1931............ 30: 102
Giarussso —— s of Pietro and Angela M June 20 1935.................. 32: 70
Gibalerio —— s of Anthony and Amelia Sept 29 1934............... 31: 239
Gibbons Audrey J of William F and Mildred M Sept 5 1931........... 30: 101
Gibbons Charles W of Clarence W and Gladys M July 1 1932.......... 30: 219
Gibbons Clare F of Henry J and Violet M July 31 1931................. 30: 86
Gibbons Elizabeth A of Robert P and Yvette E Feb 27 1935......... 32: 21
Gibbons Eugene P of Charles A and Margaret C Mar 11 1932......... 30: 175
Gibbons Gerald T of Charles A and Margaret C July 30 1934......... 31: 215
Gibbons Jane A of David J and Jane A Aug 24 1933.................. 31: 89
Gibbons Kathleen of Elizabeth M May 12 1933......................... 31: 137
Gibbons Raymond H of Henry J and Violet M Feb 24 1933.............. 31: 20
Gibbons Robert W of John A and Muriel A June 11 1934.............. 31: 196
Gibbons —— d of Thomas and Claire Apr 29 1934.................... 31: 180
Gibbs Helen R of Harold E and Ruth Aug 13 1931.................... 30: 92
Gibbs Rosalind of Edward V and Louise A July 13 1934............... 31: 208
Gibeau Claire M of Omer R and Mary L Sept 12 1934................. 31: 232
Gibeau Raymond O of Omer R and Mary L Oct 2 1931................. 30: 111
Giblin Agnes M of James H and Malvina P June 21 1932.............. 30: 214
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Birth No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giblin Janice</td>
<td>M of</td>
<td>Richard A</td>
<td>Dec 20 1935</td>
<td>32:135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giblin John</td>
<td>F of</td>
<td>Albert L</td>
<td>May 2 1934</td>
<td>31:182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giblin Julia</td>
<td>A of</td>
<td>James H</td>
<td>July 26 1933</td>
<td>31:77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giblin Thomas</td>
<td>F of</td>
<td>George F</td>
<td>Feb 4 1931</td>
<td>30:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giblin William</td>
<td>B of</td>
<td>Richard A</td>
<td>Nov 17 1933</td>
<td>31:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson James</td>
<td>W of</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Feb 16 1935</td>
<td>32:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson Joan</td>
<td>D (Twin)</td>
<td>of Gordon G</td>
<td>Jan 15 1933</td>
<td>31:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson Joyce</td>
<td>H (Twin)</td>
<td>of Gordon G</td>
<td>Jan 15 1933</td>
<td>31:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson</td>
<td>—— (c)</td>
<td>s of Emily</td>
<td>Dec 18 1932</td>
<td>30:289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giddings</td>
<td>Lorraine</td>
<td>D of Edwin R</td>
<td>Nov 29 1935</td>
<td>32:128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giddings</td>
<td>William A</td>
<td>of John J</td>
<td>Dec 16 1935</td>
<td>32:134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giese</td>
<td>Marilyn</td>
<td>R of William</td>
<td>June 15 1935</td>
<td>32:64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffen</td>
<td>John T</td>
<td>of John T</td>
<td>June 23 1935</td>
<td>32:67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffoni</td>
<td>Dorotea E</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Jan 18 1931</td>
<td>30:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffoni</td>
<td>Saverio</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
<td>May 8 1932</td>
<td>30:198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Constance I</td>
<td>of Seth B</td>
<td>Oct 24 1935</td>
<td>32:115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Ernest F</td>
<td>of Ernest F</td>
<td>Apr 27 1935</td>
<td>32:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Irving A</td>
<td>of Paul W</td>
<td>May 10 1933</td>
<td>31:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Jane A</td>
<td>of James R</td>
<td>Sept 1 1935</td>
<td>32:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Jean A</td>
<td>of Naida A</td>
<td>Feb 16 1934</td>
<td>31:155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>John A</td>
<td>A of Norman V</td>
<td>July 20 1933</td>
<td>31:75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Margaret L</td>
<td>of Donald K</td>
<td>July 3 1932</td>
<td>30:219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford</td>
<td>Nancy A</td>
<td>of James R</td>
<td>Jan 19 1932</td>
<td>30:155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigante</td>
<td>Norman F</td>
<td>of Joseph</td>
<td>Mar 10 1932</td>
<td>30:175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giganti</td>
<td>Barbara A</td>
<td>of Joseph</td>
<td>July 30 1933</td>
<td>31:79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigli Nicola</td>
<td>G of</td>
<td>Domenico</td>
<td>Feb 25 1934</td>
<td>31:158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giglio</td>
<td>Francis S</td>
<td>of Francis S</td>
<td>Nov 3 1935</td>
<td>32:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giglio Teresa</td>
<td>G of</td>
<td>Vincenzo</td>
<td>Jan 2 1932</td>
<td>30:149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilardi</td>
<td>Barbara E</td>
<td>of Alfonso</td>
<td>Jan 24 1934</td>
<td>31:146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbane</td>
<td>Lucille R</td>
<td>of James P</td>
<td>Jan 7 1932</td>
<td>30:151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbault</td>
<td>Wilfred J</td>
<td>of Wilfred J</td>
<td>Nov 18 1935</td>
<td>32:124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert</td>
<td>Beverly J</td>
<td>of Roy A E</td>
<td>Nov 11 1931</td>
<td>30:127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Donald</td>
<td>M of</td>
<td>Joshua</td>
<td>June 27 1935</td>
<td>32:68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert George R</td>
<td>R of</td>
<td>George R</td>
<td>Nov 30 1933</td>
<td>31:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Joan</td>
<td>E of</td>
<td>Leonidas O</td>
<td>Aug 21 1934</td>
<td>31:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Marilyn</td>
<td>J of</td>
<td>Roy A E</td>
<td>Apr 12 1933</td>
<td>31:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Richard</td>
<td>F of</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>Jan 2 1932</td>
<td>30:149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Shirley A</td>
<td>A of</td>
<td>Joseph P</td>
<td>June 6 1931</td>
<td>30:65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilchrist</td>
<td>Charles T</td>
<td>of Charles J</td>
<td>Sept 15 1934</td>
<td>31:233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilchrist</td>
<td>Patricia A</td>
<td>of Robert</td>
<td>Oct 20 1932</td>
<td>30:263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilchrist</td>
<td>Sheila A</td>
<td>of Eugene F</td>
<td>Jan 15 1935</td>
<td>32:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gildea</td>
<td>Eugene of Harold J</td>
<td>of Ethel T</td>
<td>Sept 20 1933</td>
<td>31:99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gildea</td>
<td>Thomas of William A</td>
<td>and Marguerite</td>
<td>Mar 7 1932</td>
<td>30:173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilden</td>
<td>Charlotte of Nathan</td>
<td>and Jennie</td>
<td>Sept 14 1931</td>
<td>30:104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilden Hinda</td>
<td>M of</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Oct 30 1935</td>
<td>32:116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gile Robert H of Alonzo R and Inza Nov 26 1933.................31:122
Giles Gilbert B of Harold C and Ruth June 3 1933.................31:59
Giles Robert H of Harold C and Ruth May 16 1935.................32:52
Gilliland Ann of John J and Elizabeth M Jan 7 1934.............31:141
Gilliland Elizabeth of John J and Elizabeth M Feb 9 1931...30:16
Gillheany Leonard of James A and Mary May 17 1932.........30:201
Gillhooly Margaret E of Patrick J and Margaret R Sept 16 1931.30:105
Gilkenson Elizabeth J of Albert H and Elizabeth May 26 1932.30:204
Gilkenson Joan C of John H and Myrtle L Feb 13 1934...........31:153
Gill Claire K of Warren S and Catherine Oct 5 1931..........30:112
Gill Dorothy E of Earl B and Alice C Nov 7 1931.................30:126
Gill Elizabeth A of George W and Madeline G Jan 3 1935....32:1
Gill Florence of Warren A and Blanche Oct 25 1933..............31:112
Gill Grace G of John and Grace E Apr 7 1932..................30:186
Gill Harold A of Harold A and Viola Apr 1 1931.................30:39
Gill Joseph C of Joseph P and Catherine R Apr 20 1933......31:41
Gill Lois of Mildred Sept 12 1933..............................31:97
Gill Patricia A of Earl B and Alice C Jan 5 1933..............31:2
Gill Paul A (Twin) of Nathaniel A and Mary H July 27 1935...32:81
Gill Pauline A (Twin) of Nathaniel A and Mary H July 27 1935..........................32:81
Gill Roselyn M of George W and Madeline G Sept 2 1933.....31:94
Gill Thomas E of Thomas E and Anna C Apr 2 1931.............30:39
Gill Thomas W of Thomas W and Gertrude Aug 23 1931........30:95
Gilleeney James T of James T and Eleanor Dec 19 1935......32:135
Gilleeney Genevieve of William E and Genevieve P June 16 1935..32:64
Gillerin Richard E of Edward A and Olivia Sept 10 1933....31:97
Gillette Zakar of Charlotte Jan 22 1934..........................31:145
Gilligan —— s of Mark and Helen Mar 14 1932................30:176
Gilliss Beverly J of Clarence W and Eugenia Feb 19 1931....30:20
Gilliss George A of Austin D and Grace E Nov 20 1935........32:125
Gilliss Joseph C of Francis J and Mary V Sept 10 1931....30:103
Gilliss Mary A of Timothy J and Gladys M Nov 14 1932.....30:273
Gilliss Timothy J of Timothy J and Gladys M Mar 29 1934....31:169
Gilliss William E of Timothy J and Gladys M Apr 2 1935....32:35
Gillooly Frank of Frank and Mary Mar 30 1935................32:32
Gillooly James G of James S and Susan A July 4 1934........31:205
Gillooly Joan V of Charles F and Marie I July 8 1931........30:78
Gillooly Louise A of Robert A and Anna B Jan 18 1931......30:7
Gillooly Theresa E of Frank J and Dorothy H May 27 1934....31:190
Gillooly —— d of Charles F and Marie I Aug 10 1934........31:228
Gillooly —— s of Frank J and Mary Dec 31 1935.................32:139
Gilman Beverly R of Frank J and Cecelia May 13 1931........30:55
Gilman Elizabeth T of Albert H and Aline L Apr 24 1933....31:43
Gilman Robert T of Hector A and Sally Dec 11 1935............32:133
Gilmartin Barbara L of John E and Viola A Feb 2 1934 31: 150
Gilmartin Emma J of Joseph J and Emma E June 18 1931 30: 69
Gilmartin Joan M of John E and Viola A July 12 1932 30: 223
Gilmartin — s of Eugene R and Dorothy May 25 1932 30: 203
Gilmore Elaine R of Harold G and Florence M Dec 17 1932 30: 284
Gilmore Esther A of Forrest R and Laura Apr 12 1932 30: 188
Gilmore John A of Milton A and Eva B June 3 1931 30: 64
Gilmore Marie F of Milton A and Eva B Mar 23 1933 31: 31
Gilmore Milton E of Wilfred and Eva Mar 15 1932 30: 291
Gilmore Rita A of George A and Margaret M Nov 9 1932 30: 271
Gilmore Rose M of Luke and Mary E May 6 1931 30: 52
Gilmore Ruth M of Forrest R and Laura A May 16 1933 31: 52
Gilroy Robert J of Walter M and Mary A Jan 30 1933 31: 10
Gilroy Walter M of Walter M and Mary A June 1 1931 30: 64
Gilson Emily C of Luther C and Emily Nov 12 1932 30: 272
Gilstein Henry M of Irving and Anna May 29 1933 31: 56
Gilstein Lillian C of Alfred H and Anna May 23 1931 30: 59
Gincastro Alice M of Gaetano and Giuseppina Mar 22 1935 32: 29
Gincastro Ann T of Gaetano and Giuseppina July 25 1932 30: 228
Gincastro Vincenzo G of Sebastiano and Grazia Dec 21 1931 30: 141
Gingery Gloria M of Gertrude M Dec 27 1934 31: 270
Ginnerty Donald F of James P and Mary M Oct 17 1935 32: 113
Ginnerty Robert J of James P and Mary M Mar 28 1934 31: 169
Ginnis Lorayne of Edward L and Stella Mar 8 1931 30: 28
Ginsberg Sandra P of Louis and Ada May 29 1935 32: 56
Ginsburg Avis H of Louis and Ada Apr 3 1931 30: 39
Gioffreda Louis F of Giovanni and Ida Oct 23 1933 31: 111
Gioielli Ronald L of Albert F X and Eva E Sept 14 1933 31: 98
Gionti Giulio of Giuseppe and Maria G Sept 14 1932 30: 247
Gionti Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Maria G Dec 7 1933 31: 127
Giordano Rose M of Sabatino and Maria A Nov 13 1935 32: 122
Giordano Rosa M A of Giovanni and Olimpia Feb 24 1931 30: 22
Giordano Sabatino M of Sabatino and Maria A Mar 28 1933 31: 32
Giordano Sabato of Antonio and Fortunata Sept 7 1932 30: 245
Giordese Nicholas A of Harry C and Edith T Apr 25 1934 31: 179
Giordese Patricia A of Harry C and Edith T Sept 5 1935 32: 97
Giorgi Antonio L of Antonio and Marie A B Nov 11 1935 32: 122
Giorgi Dora O of Angelo and Savina Oct 2 1931 30: 111
Giorgi Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 19 1931 30: 45
Giorgianni Anthony N of Nicola and Stefana July 8 1933 31: 71
Giorgianni Anthony P of Peter A and Angela Feb 15 1935 32: 17
Giorgio Barbara J of Antonio and Giovannina Oct 25 1934 31: 247
Giorgio Domenico of Domenico and Paolina July 4 1934 31: 205
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Giorgio Evelyn T of Mary M Oct 14 1934............................31:243
Giorgio Joseph A of Antonio and Giovannina Dec 7 1935.........32:132
Giovannucci Maria A of Michele and Maria C Aug 30 1935......32:94
Giovine Onofrio A of Onofrio A and Idia V July 30 1935........32:82
Giovine Peter R of Pietro and Angelina May 16 1932............30:200
Giragosian Giragos M of Manoog and Zaronhi May 23 1934......31:189
Girard Virginia M of Joseph T and Mary R Jan 27 1935.........32:9
Girard —- d of Paul E and Odellie July 1 1935....................32:71
Girardi Enrico G of August and Vingenza Feb 3 1931.............30:14
Girardin Albert L of William E and Claire A Sept 2 1934......31:229
Gironard Joseph N of Victor J and Marion L Feb 9 1931.........30:16
Giroux Claire A of Arthur A S and Evelina G Oct 18 1932.....30:262
Giroux Raoul G J of Raoul J and Mary Jan 5 1932...............30:150
Giroux Shirley of John W and Irma Feb 3 1935...................32:12
Giroux Yvette M of Ralph J and Mary A Sept 5 1934.............31:230
Giroux —- s of John W and Lillian E Mar 20 1933...............31:29
Giuliani Roberto A of Agostino and Madelena M Nov 23 1932.30:275
Giuliano David C of Nicola and Carmella Apr 5 1934............31:173
Giuliano Joan M of Louis and Jennie Apr 14 1935.................32:40
Giuliano Elena of Antonio and Diana July 13 1932..............30:223
Giuliano —- s of Carmine and Jeanette Jan 24 1933..............31:12
Giunti Dolores A of Renato and Mary Nov 18 1931.................30:129
Giusasgo Teresa of Valentino and Maria Feb 22 1931..............30:21
Giusti Adele A of Joseph and Assunta Mar 8 1935................32:25
Giusti Francesco P of Domenico and Saveria Jan 12 1935......32:4
Giusti Gerald J of Angelo and Amalia July 29 1933..............31:79
Giusti Giovanni B of Bruno and Caterina Feb 6 1934............31:151
Giusti Jeanette C of Bruno and Caterina May 12 1935..........32:51
Giusti Joseph of Joseph and Maria L Sept 8 1935..............32:98
Giusti Raymond J of Joseph F and Anna Jan 6 1934..............31:140
Giusti Rocco A of Domenico and Saveria Nov 9 1932.............30:271
Giuttari Joseph M of Joseph and Vannina M Sept 10 1934.......31:232
Given Philip D of James H and Loretta I Apr 5 1935..........32:36
Gizzarelli Bernice E of Bernardino and Elena Nov 5 1935......32:120
Gizzarelli Domenico of Domenico and Rose Dec 22 1934.........32:268
Gizzarelli Teresa A of Bernardino and Elena Oct 6 1931.......30:112
Gizzarelli Vilma A of Domenico and Rosa May 21 1933............31:53
Gladding Meredith of Herbert B and Doris R F Oct 24 1935.....32:115
Gladding Nownie of Norris II and Irene J P June 7 1932.......30:209
Gladhill Barbara L of George R and Regina M Apr 28 1931.....30:48
Gladhill Joan M of George R and Regina M June 9 1934........31:195
Gladstein Harriet of Samuel and Ruth June 30 1933.............31:68
Gladue Frederic A of Frederic A and Rose B May 7 1935........32:24
Glancy Clare T of Bernard J and Susan E Sept 20 1931.........30:106
Glancy Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary M Nov 13 1931...........30:127
Glancy —- (Twin) d of Mary K Aug 12 1934......................31:220
Glancy — (Twin) d of Mary K Aug 12 1934 ............... 31:220
Glanvill Beverly R of William J and Dorothy E Sept 5 1934 .... 31:230
Glanvill Joan L of James E and Alice Jan 13 1935 ............. 32: 4
Glanvill William W H of Harry E and Bertha B May 6 1934 .... 31:183
Glarum Sivert H of Sivert N and Mary June 6 1933 ............. 31: 60
Glasheen Leo B of Leo B and Viola R Dec 12 1933 ............... 31:128
Glavin Jean F of Francis E and Isabel G Aug 8 1935 ............ 32:142
Glazer Robert B (Twin) of Sam and Martha Apr 23 1933 ......... 31: 42
Glazer Ronald D (Twin) of Sam and Martha Apr 23 1933 ......... 31: 42
Gleason Harold J of Dorothy Mar 19 1935 ....................... 32: 28
Gleason James H of Edward F and Jessie L May 5 1935 .......... 32: 48
Gleason Janet H of John W and Helen V Nov 29 1932 .......... 30: 278
Gleason Phyllis W of Willard S and Edith H Dec 10 1932 ....... 30:282
Gleason Richard N of John T and Estelle Sept 18 1934 ......... 31:234
Gleason William J of Edward F and Jessie L Apr 16 1933 ....... 31: 40
Gleason William S of Stephen H and Eileen M Dec 14 1931 ....... 30:139
Gleckman Elaine of Jacob and Sarah Nov 15 1932 ............... 30:273
Gleckman Elinor of Samuel and Frances July 7 1931 ............. 30: 78
Gleckman Morton A of Louis and Bessie Feb 1 1931 ............. 30: 14
Gleckman Robert of Louis D and Lillian H July 19 1934 .......... 31:210
Gleckman Thomas W of Louis and Bessie Jan 1 1935 ............. 32:  1
Gledhill John W of John W and Emma A R July 9 1933 .......... 31: 71
Gledhill Sydney L of John W and Emma A R June 25 1934 ....... 31:200
Glen Robert L (c) of Beulah Jan 18 1935 ....................... 32:  6
Glendinning John G of John G and Florence M Sept 26 1932 .... 30:252
Glottone Jeannette 1 of Paolo and Maria Apr 28 1935 ........... 32: 44
Glover Frank R (Twin) of Robert H and Margaret H Nov 13 1934 .... 31:255
Glover Robert W of Robert H and Margaret H Aug 30 1933 ....... 31: 91
Glover William J (Twin) of Robert H and Margaret H Nov 13 1934 .... 31:255
Gluck Mildred of Fred E and Freda Jan 21 1933 ............... 31:  8
Gluck — d of Fred and Frieda Oct 17 1935 .................... 32:113
Gluckman Leon S of Emanuel and Gertrude Jan 23 1935 ......... 32:  8
Glynn Raymond T of Richard M and Mary F C Sept 22 1935 .... 32:103
Glynn — s of Joseph F and Anna J Sept 30 1931 ............... 30:110
Gnozzio Diana N of Giuseppe and Josephine Aug 20 1933 ....... 31: 88
Gnozzio Silva A of Joseph and Josephine Aug 29 1934 ......... 31:227
Gobeille Bert of Elizabeth M Sept 1 1934 ..................... 31:229
Gobeille Jean M of Raymond H and Mary July 7 1933 .......... 31:  70
Godbout Cecile of William and Aurore July 27 1934 ............ 31:213
Godbout Doris C of William and Aurore Aug 23 1932 .......... 30:239
Goddard Raymond G of Raymond D and Phyllis A Dec 9 1931 .... 30:137
Godek Frederick of Emily Nov 23 1931 ..................... 30:131
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Godek Marion J of Joseph W and Mary C Aug 15 1933...........31: 86
Godfrey Bradford W of Carlton K and Ruth R Dec 1 1933....31:125
Godfrey Jean M of Arthur W and Katherine J Dec 6 1934....31:263
Godfrey Joan F of Murdock N and Florence E Mar 8 1933....31: 26
Godin Annette L of Louis F X and Attala B Nov 8 1933.....32:121
Godin Barbara E of William and Althea Feb 27 1935.......32: 21
Godin Doris M of Louis F X and Attala B Feb 25 1933.....31: 21
Godin Jeanne F of Louis F and Attala B June 7 1934.......31:195
Godin Joseph N X of Louis F X and Attala B June 19 1931..30: 70
Godley Benjamin of Benjamin R and Bertha June 4 1932.....30:207
Goetz Elizabeth A of Francis X and Hilda V Mar 16 1933...31: 28
Goff Charles I of Charles I and Alice T Nov 12 1935.......32:122
Goff Jane W of Louis B and Florence May 30 1934..........31:191
Goff Joan L of Wesley D and Dorothy July 31 1935.......32: 82
Goff Robert F of Albert F and Doris Nov 6 1935.........32:129
Goff Robert H of Robert and Nelia Nov 17 1935..........32:124
Gogun Lorraine of Keiril and Mary July 29 1933.........31: 79
Gogun Richard of Kieril and Mary Sept 16 1935........32:101
Going Ann G of John G and Isabelle M Aug 1 1932......30:232
Going John C of John C and Isabel Apr 30 1931..........30: 49
Going Joseph B of John C and Isabelle M Feb 16 1935....32: 17
Going Margaret K of John C and Isabelle M Aug 10 1933..31: 85
Going Perley L of Perley L and Mildred Mar 28 1931....30: 36
Golato Alberto N of Pietro and Marianna May 25 1931..30: 59
Golato Anna L of Luigi and Adelina Sept 24 1931.......30:108
Golato Eleanor N of Pietro and Marianna Apr 17 1933....31: 40
Golato Raffaele G of Giuseppe and Luisa Nov 15 1931...30:128
Golaute — s of Annibald C and Cecilia Mar 25 1932....30:183
Gold Benson E of Morris I and Esther June 29 1934.....31:202
Gold Enid S of Joseph and Lillian Apr 23 1935........32: 43
Gold Harriet S of Julias and Pauline Mar 28 1932......30:181
Gold Herbert of Joseph and Esther Apr 6 1931.........30: 40
Gold Shirley B of Morris I and Esther Jan 29 1931......30: 14
Goldbaum Craig A of Iver S and Lois A Oct 28 1934......31:248
Goldberg Barbara S of Jack and Lena June 11 1935.....32: 62
Goldberg Donald M of David and Doris Oct 15 1933.....31:109
Goldberg Joel M of Edward and Sandra July 13 1934......31:208
Goldberg Lawrence Y of Jesse and Jennie July 21 1931..30: 83
Goldblatt Robert M of Henry M and Eleanor Apr 19 1931...30: 45
Golde Elaine T of Edgar H and Clara M Aug 31 1932.....30:242
Golde Patricia C of Edgar H and Clara M Nov 5 1935.....32:120
Golden Catherine Y of Harry J and Kathleen Sept 12 1932..30:247
Golden Charles E of Thomas H and Mary C Mar 11 1934...31:164
Golden Harry of Harry and Lillian E June 24 1932......30:215
Golden Henry A (Twin) of Harry J and Kathleen Aug 10
1934. .......................................................... 30: 239
Golden Marilyn I of James P and Irene June 6 1932. ......... 31: 208
Golden Mary (Twin) of Harry J and Kathleen Aug 10 1934. .... 31: 199
Golden Pincus of Benjamin and Irene Aug 5 1931. ............. 30: 89
Golden Roger L of David L and Shirley June 25 1933. ......... 31: 66
Golden Sandra J of Matthew S and Ann June 23 1935. ......... 32: 67
Goldenberg Shirley of Israel and Nettie May 20 1932. ......... 30: 201
Goldenberg Alphonse J of Alphonso and Maria G May 1 1935. .. 32: 47
Goldenberg Camillo D of Alfonso and Maria G June 5 1932. .... 30: 208
Goldfarb William A of Murray H and Jeanette G Sept 22 1932. . 30: 251
Goldis Barbara A of Herbert and Cynthia July 7 1931. ......... 30: 78
Golditch Morton E of Louis and Matilda Sept 10 1932. .. ..... 30: 246
Golditch William B of Nathaniel and Shirley Oct 1 1932. ....... 30: 262
Goldmaker William F of William F and Blanche June 24 1931. .. 30: 72
Goldman Albert (Twin) of Jacob S and Gussie July 15 1931. ..... 30: 80
Goldman Edythe R (Twin) of Jacob S and Gussie July 15 1931. . 30: 80
Goldman Fred S (Twin) of Frank and Hermione H Dec 20 1934. .. 31: 268
Goldman Gloria of Louis H and Sonia E Nov 7 1934. .......... 31: 253
Goldman Hyman H (Twin) of Frank and Hermione H Dec 20 1934. . 31: 268
Goldman — s of Frank and Hermione H June 2 1932. ....... 30: 218
Goldmann Don E of Edward I and Blanche D Sept 3 1934. .... 31: 274
Goldmann Gary B of Edward I and Blanche D Nov 20 1935. .... 32: 125
Goldrick Arnold of Thomas D and Doris E Feb 4 1934. ...... 31: 150
Goldrick Richard A of James M and Mary Aug 2 1933. ...... 31: 82
Goldshine Jane E of Harry and Sylvia Aug 25 1933. ....... 32: 92
Goldsmith Sidney J of Milton J and Cora Jan 17 1932. ....... 30: 154
Goldsmith William A of George H and Jane Nov 20 1935. .... 32: 125
Goldstein Arnold P of Frank and Minnie Dec 6 1935. ....... 32: 131
Goldstein Barbara C of Samuel and Irene S Nov 26 1934. .... 30: 131
Goldstein Bernard M of Abraham H and Etta R Feb 5 1934. .... 31: 151
Goldstein Burton W of Louis D and Sadie May 30 1932. ....... 30: 205
Goldstein Edmond M of Abraham and Esther D Apr 14 1933. .... 31: 39
Goldstein Ernest A of Samuel C and Charlotte July 13 1933. .... 31: 73
Goldstein George M of Frank and Marion Apr 11 1935. ..... 32: 39
Goldstein Irene of Harold and Thelma June 17 1935. ....... 32: 64
Goldstein Jeanne L of Benjamin M and Ethel V Feb 13 1935. ... 32: 16
Goldstein Jessie S of Adrian and Sadye Apr 5 1935. ....... 32: 36
Goldstein Morris E of Paul E and Clara May 15 1931. ....... 30: 62
Goldstein Murray H of Max and Shirley April 20 1935. ....... 32: 41
Goldstein Nathaniel R of Abraham E and Lillian May 9 1932. ... 30: 198
Goldstein Roberta A of Paul and Rose June 13 1935. ....... 32: 63
Goldstein Ruth of Morris and Sarah Apr 24 1934............31:178
Goldstein Sally E of Morris and Sarah Apr 23 1932........30:192
Goldstein Seymour S of Abraham and Dora May 26 1931...30:60
Goldstein Sheldon S of Jacob and Eva Jan 15 1932........30:153
Goldstein Shirley G of Abraham and Esther D May 22 1931..30:59
Golie Mary D of Dorothy May 17 1931..................30:56
Golini Phyllis B of Alfred and Mary E June 28 1931....30:73
Goloski Patricia J of Mary L July 24 1932...............30:227
Goluses Marina of Triantefelos and Mary Sept 16 1935....32:101
Gomberg Cynthia R of Morris and Sylvia Dec 20 1933....31:131
Gomberg —— d of Morris and Sylvia Apr 30 1931.........30:49
Gombeyski Henry E of Henry B and Antonina J July 2 1934.31:204
Gombeyski Joan A of Henry B and Antonina J Aug 2 1933..31:82
Gomes Maurice of Joseph A and Margaret L Apr 25 1934...31:179
Gomersall Owen H of Owen H and Florence M Apr 11 1931..30:42
Gomes Adelina (c) of Eugene and Viola Jan 29 1932......30:158
Gomes Alice A (c) of Francisco A and Angelina Apr 3 1935..32:35
Gomes Amelia A of John and Mary E May 31 1934.........31:191
Gomes Angelena L (c) of Eugene and Viola Apr 13 1934...31:175
Gomes Carlos (c) of Francisco A and Angelina Nov 4 1931..30:125
Gomes Dorothy E and Joao and Cecilia Nov 19 1931.......30:129
Gomes Elsie of Manuel V and Maria Apr 3 1932...........30:184
Gomes Eugene A of Eugene and Viola May 18 1935.........32:53
Gomes Florence (c) of Eugene and Viola Jan 27 1933......31:9
Gomes Frances E of John and Mary July 12 1933.........31:80
Gomes Harold of Anibal and Elizabeth Aug 22 1933....31:88
Gomes Jose (c) of Lawrence and Amelia Oct 19 1931....30:117
Gomes Jose F (c) of Francisco A and Angelina June 18 1933.31:64
Gomes Loretta of Anibal and Elizabeth July 13 1932.....30:223
Gomes Manuel S of Joseph and Celeste M Dec 21 1933.....31:131
Gomes Mary (c) of Caetano and Guilhermina Jan 29 1933..31:10
Gomes Norman of Anibal and Bessie Apr 17 1935.........32:40
Gomes Peter (c) of Caetano and Minnie Sept 5 1931......30:101
Gomes Shirley L (Twin) (c) of John and Laura E Dec 18
1933 ................................................................31:130
Gomes Vernon D (c) of Amelia Dec 27 1934..............31:270
Gomes —— (Twin) (c) d of John and Laura E Dec 18 1933.31:136
Gomes —— d of Frank S and Mary Jan 8 1934............31:141
Goncalves Daniel A (c) of Antonio M and Virginia Nov 18
1934 ................................................................31:257
Goncalves Doroteia daS of Jose daS and Maria daP Apr 7
1932 ................................................................30:186
Goncalves Everett (c) of Antonio M and Virginia May 23
1932 ................................................................30:202
Goncalves Margaret of Jose and Edwina F Aug 29 1932..30:241
Goneconto Joseph A of Peter and Pasqualina Apr 23 1934..31:178
Gonsalves Antonetta M of Francesco and Rose May 14 1931... 30: 55
Gonsalves Frank A of Francesco and Rose Dec 3 1935... 32: 130
Gonsalves Elizabeth of Rose Aug 8 1931... 30: 147
Gonsalves Irene (c) of Beatrice Jan 11 1933... 31: 4
Gonsalves Joao S of Joao S and Belvina S Feb 27 1932... 30: 169
Gonsalves Joseph R of Angelo and Maria June 2 1932... 30: 207
Gonsalves Ralph F of Frank and Florence Apr 21 1933... 31: 42
Gonsalves Richard A of Frank and Florence Apr 30 1934... 31: 180
Gonsalves Silvia M of Joseph and Sally July 10 1935... 32: 74
Gonsalves —— s of Benjamin and Mary Oct 5 1931... 30: 123
Gonsalves —— (c) s of Benjamin and Mary Sept 6 1932... 30: 255
Gontarek Charles W of John and Wanda M Mar 28 1934... 31: 169
Gontarek John J of John and Wanda M Oct 31 1932... 30: 267
Gonyea Donald J of Ovilla M and Hazel D Apr 8 1935... 32: 37
Good Barbara A of Clifford B and Edith M Jan 10 1932... 30: 151
Good Lianne M of Clifford B and Edith M Mar 22 1935... 32: 29
Good Richard J of J Allen and Eileen Apr 14 1931... 30: 43
Gooden Elizabeth A of Daniel A and Evelyn H July 18 1933... 31: 74
Gooden James F of Daniel A and Evelyn H May 3 1935... 32: 48
Gooden Robert of George E and Mary A Feb 22 1931... 30: 21
Gooding Doreen M of William and Margaret M June 21 1935... 32: 66
Gooding Robert W of William and Margaret M Aug 30 1932... 30: 242
Goodman George C of Charles and Hilda Jan 7 1935... 32: 3
Goodman Geraldine E of George and Lorina Apr 29 1932... 30: 193
Goodman Gordon L of Elmer E and Eugenie R Apr 20 1935... 32: 42
Goodman Kenneth G of Louis H and Gussie E July 3 1934... 31: 205
Goodrich Fred S of Robert M and Marion Feb 16 1933... 31: 17
Goodrich John B of Leland M and Eleanor July 13 1933... 31: 73
Goodwin Alfred E of John F and Margaret E Jan 12 1931... 30: 12
Goodwin Ann F of Owen and Annie F Apr 24 1931... 30: 47
Goodwin Bruce K of Thomas W and Lizzie C Oct 14 1931... 30: 115
Goodwin Dorothy A of Artemas P and Laura L May 11 1934... 31: 185
Goodwin Ellen M of Owen F and Annie F July 6 1935... 32: 73
Goodwin Frances M of William V and Helen A Oct 25 1932... 30: 265
Goodwin Harold L of Robert L and Julia E June 13 1931... 30: 68
Goodwin Louise A of John F and Margaret E Feb 18 1935... 32: 17
Goodwin Margaret N of John F and Margaret E Jan 19 1934... 31: 145
Goodwin Richard E of Edward J and Carol A Oct 16 1934... 31: 244
Goodwin Ruth E of Austin H and Bertha Aug 11 1931... 30: 91
Goodwin Thomas N of Owen and Annie F June 15 1933... 31: 63
Goolgaskan John P of John P and Amalinda July 22 1935... 32: 79
Goothblatt Sherwin Z of Alex and Sarah Nov 22 1935... 32: 126
Gorden Clara R of Zelig and Lillian M Oct 2 1932... 30: 256
Gorden Israel of Morris and Mary June 9 1935... 32: 61
Gordon Arline H (Twin) of Irving and Rose Nov 9 1931... 32: 126
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Gordon David N of David and Eglantine O Dec 24 1935........ 32:137
Gordon Esta E of Barney and Rose Feb 7 1932................. 30:162
Gordon Franklin E (c) of Henry and Beulah Mar 22 1933... 31: 30
Gordon Gerald B of Louis and Genevieve Feb 5 1935........ 32: 13
Gordon Joan A of Kenneth V and Marjorie E Jan 23 1935.... 32:  8
Gordon Joseph R of Joseph R and Helen F Nov 19 1931..... 30:129
Gordon Melvin L of Louis and Jessie Oct 24 1933........... 31:111
Gordon Miriam R of Harry and Lillian E July 12 1931...... 30: 79
Gordon Rhoda L (Twin) of Irving and Rose Nov 9 1931..... 30:126
Gordon Richard E of Hector M and Gertrude Apr 9 1932.... 30:187
Gordon Robert L of George M and Victoria T Aug 26 1931... 30: 96
Gordon Sylvia of Nathan and Lilly May 6 1931.............. 30: 52
Gordon Thomas D of Mary A Mar 26 1933..................... 31: 31
Gordon Violet E (c) of Henry and Beulah Oct 3 1931........ 30:111
Gordon Walter G of Walter G and Adeline Nov 19 1933.... 31:120
Gordon — s of Samuel and Sophie H Aug 20 1935........... 32: 95
Gorgoni — s of Giuseppe and Sosia May 8 1933.............. 31: 58
Gorgoni — d of Giuseppe and Sosia Oct 20 1934............. 31:250
Gorgora Eveline A of Thomas M and Mary July 29 1933.... 31: 79
Gorham John of Sayles and Ruth M Oct 23 1932.............. 30:264
Goring Janet W of Matthew and Dorothy Oct 31 1932........ 30:267
Gorman Charles M of Barney and Anna E May 9 1934........ 31:184
Gorman Claire H of Frederick W and Genevieve C Oct 16

1932.................................. 30:262
Gorman Eileen of Joseph and Catherine C Sept 4 1933..... 31: 95
Gorman Elizabeth J of Thomas J and Edith R Mar 20 1931... 30: 33
Gorman Gerald F of Merle W and Florence Aug 27 1934.... 31:226
Gorman Henry P of Thomas W and Opal M Sept 16 1935..... 32:101
Gorman Irene E of Albert J and Esther J July 14 1934.... 31:209
Gorman Irving S of Irving S and Edna C Aug 7 1932....... 30:234
Gorman Joan E of James F and Margaret V June 23 1932.... 30:214
Gorman Joanne of Joseph H and Edna M Dec 14 1933........ 31:129
Gorman Joyce L of Adolph and Elizabeth Oct 30 1932...... 30:267
Gorman Mary E of John and Mary Jan 22 1933.............. 31: 8
Gorman Raymond J of Lawrence N and Viola M Oct 27 1931.. 30:120
Gorman Thomas R of Francis P and Ethel Feb 22 1932..... 30:167
Gorman Valerie T of George A and Josephine M Apr 2 1932.. 30:291
Gorman Virginia L of Leo E and Frances J Oct 15 1934.... 31:244
Gorman — s of William H and Grace M Sept 29 1932........ 30:255
Gormley Francis H of Francis H and Louise E Nov 16 1933.. 31:119
Gormley Joan S of John J and Hilda W Aug 7 1934......... 31:219
Gormley Joseph J of Joseph E and Florence G Feb 11 1931.. 30: 17
Gormley Lola P of Arthur W and Pasqualina July 20 1933.... 31: 75
Gormley Robert J of John H and Helen A July 9 1934...... 31:207
Gormly Dolores J of John B and Hazel E Apr 26 1931........30: 48
Gormly William C of William P and Agnes T July 1 1931...30: 76
Gorobzov Edith of Abraham and Eva Dec 6 1933..............31:126
Gorodetsky Lenore R of Louis and Sally May 17 1931.....30: 56
Gorrie Peter of Isabel June 20 1935..........................32: 66
Gorton Arlene E of Kingdon D and Eveline Mar 16 1931...30: 31
Gorton William A of Adolphus W and Rose Oct 31 1933...31:113
Gosciminski Janice F of John W and Frances Sept 24 1932..30: 251
Goshdigan Theresa of Abraham and Anna Dec 13 1932.....30:283
Gossett George B of Lillian F Mar 24 1935..................32: 30
Goudie Robert A of Robert A and Edith Jan 12 1932....30:152
Gough Joanna F of Edward D and Gertrude O Jan 12 1934..31:142
Goun Janet L of Leo J and Pearl Aug 14 1935..............32: 88
Goun Leo K of Leo J and Pearl Aug 20 1934..................31:223
Goulart Delina S of John S and Mary Aug 23 1933.......31: 89
Goulart Maria S of John S and Mary May 1 1931.......30: 51
Gould Barbara M of James D and Elizabeth Oct 11 1934...31:243
Gould John H of John H and Dorothy Jan 1 1931.........30:  1
Gould Robert J of Clinton and Mary C Feb 19 1934.....31:156
Gould Robert J of Howard J and Julia L May 31 1935...32:  57
Gould Robert L of Leonard and Myrtle L Feb 19 1931....30:  20
Goulding Paul E of James and Margaret Nov 6 1934....31:252
Goulet Joseph J P A of Jean and Amanda Jan 28 1933...31:  9
Goulet Marie J G of Thomas E and Marie G July 4 1934...31:205
Goulet Paul C of Thomas E and Marie G Dec 29 1932....30:287
Goulet Paul J of Elphege J and Mildred Sept 20 1931....30:106
Gourd Joseph R R of Raphael and Antoinetta Sept 21 1931..30:106
Goushakjian Albert of Avedis and Marie Mar 3 1931.....30:  26
Goushakjian Lucy R of Avedis and Mary Apr 22 1934....31:178
Gouveia Donald of John F and Florence G Nov 1 1933...31:115
Gouveia Robert of Frank and Blanche F June 27 1931....30:  74
Gouveia — d of John F and Florence G Sept 9 1932.....30:255
Gouvia — s of Michael and Eva L Nov 23 1934.............31:258
Gove Patricia M of Richard D and Florence M E Feb 11 1935..32: 15
Govey Marilyn M of Joseph M and Mary Oct 20 1935....32:114
Gowdy Cynthia B of Donald M and Madelyn F Aug 2 1934..31:217
Gowdy Donald M of Donald M and Madelyn F Jan 31 1931..30: 12
Gower Richard C of Harold A and Florence A July 15 1934..31:209
Grable Audrey M of Walter F and Frieda H Mar 24 1934...31:168
Grable Dorothy F of Walter F and Frieda H Feb 9 1931....30:  16
Grace William B of Everett B and Gertrude L Aug 8 1931..30: 90
Gracia Bernice C of Paul and Amelia Oct 10 1931.........30:114
Gracie Charles of Frank A and Margaret F June 10 1934..31:195
Gracie Francis A of Frank A and Margaret F July 6 1932..30:221
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Gracie John of Frank A and Margaret F July 15 1933........31: 80
Gracie Mary M of Frank A and Margaret F May 6 1931........30: 52
Grady Ann of Alice M July 25 1931............................30: 84
Grady Barbara L of Francis J and Jane M Sept 25 1932.....30: 252
Grady Francis J of Joseph A and Marie L E Oct 3 1935.....32: 108
Grady Jeanne of Joseph H and Alice M May 9 1931..........30: 53
Grady John A of John J and Irene B June 4 1934............31: 194
Grady John E of John and Betty II Dec 21 1935.............32: 136
Grady Margaret of Austin E F and Genevieve N Apr 30 1933,31: 45
Grady Maureen C of Austin E F and Genevieve N Dec 9 1935,32: 132
Grady Virginia T of John and Catherine Dec 25 1931........30: 142
Graham Barbara J of George R and Lillis A Feb 22 1933.....31: 20
Graham Carl R of Elwood K and Louise F Aug 1 1934........31: 217
Graham Constance A of Harold M and Catherine R Apr 28 1935................................................32: 44
Graham Henry H of Henry II and Anna Jan 26 1931...........30: 10
Graham James W of George and Hulda I May 17 1932.........30: 201
Graham John R of John and Stella M June 20 1932.........30: 214
Graham Kenneth R of Robert and Sarah A Dec 1 1933........31: 125
Graham Robert A of Frederick A and Hazel V Nov 23 1933...31: 121
Graham Sylvia A of Elwood K and Louise F Nov 19 1935.....32: 125
Graham Thomas E of Hazen E and Katherine C Nov 15 1934...31: 256
Graichen Barbara A (Twin) of Norman W and Gladys J Apr 17 1935................................................32: 40
Graichen Beverly F (Twin) of Norman W and Gladys J Apr 17 1935................................................32: 40
Graichen Gloria M of Norman W and Gladys J July 27 1933,31: 78
Graichen Marion L of Joseph N and Flora M June 28 1931...30: 73
Graichen Richard S of Louis S and Bessie W Nov 5 1934....31: 252
Grain Everard J W of Everard B and Julie Nov 16 1934....31: 256
Grain —— s of Everard B and Julie Feb 3 1931............30: 25
Grammas William of George and Sophie Jan 19 1931........30: 7
Granata Daniel E of Joseph and Racheal H Apr 16 1935......32: 40
Granata Gloria T of Joseph and Racheal H Mar 8 1933......31: 26
Granata Joseph F of Joseph and Racheal H May 17 1931.....30: 56
Grandchamp Gloria J of Joseph and Olive A Sept 29 1932....30: 254
Grandchamp Raymond F of Napoleon and Helen M June 20 1934..................................................30: 71
Grandchamp Robert of Joseph and Olive A May 18 1931.....30: 57
Grande Alphonse A of Louis and Annie Jan 9 1934..........31: 141
Grande Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Giuseppina May 12 1932...30: 199
Grande Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 22 1933.......31: 30
Grande Giuseppe A of Pasquale and Maria C May 14 1934....31: 186
Grande Joseph A of Joseph A and Emma L Nov 5 1934.......31: 252
Grande Leopoldo A of Alberto and Elvira Mar 5 1932........30:173
Grande Marie N of Domenico and Belinda Sept 25 1932......30:252
Grande Paul V of Paolo V and Margaret M Apr 2 1934.....31:172
Grande Ronald R of Americo E and Anna Apr 6 1935......32:37
Grande William of Guido G and Gemma E M July 6 1934...31:206
Grandfield — d of Robert F and Agnes Mar 6 1932......30:173
Grandolfi — s of Giuseppe and Incoronata May 11 1931...30:63
Granfield — s of Robert F and Agnes C Feb 5 1931.......30:15
Granni Anne M of Joseph B and Mary G Aug 12 1935......32:87
Grann Henry C of Walter B and Esther H C June 15 1933..31:63
Gram Richard A of Harold W and Sarah May 12 1931.......30:55
Granoff Fred (Twin) of Samuel and Evelyn June 27 1932...30:216
Granoff Lawrence (Twin) of Samuel and Evelyn June 27

1932 ........................................30:216
Grant Arthur E of Arthur E and Marguerite E Jan 14 1935..32:5
Grant Edgar W of Charles W and Ethel Oct 10 1932........30:259
Grant Jacqueline R of George U and Marie R June 16 1932..30:212
Grant John C of John C and M Florence Jan 16 1934....31:144
Grant Leland B of Marshall D and Marie A July 6 1932....30:221
Grant Margaret R of John C and Florence Nov 30 1931.....30:133
Grant Patricia of Harold S and Helen F Feb 6 1933.......31:14
Grant Raymond G of Robert S and Grace Sept 18 1932....30:249
Grant Robert M of Robert M and Sarah C June 6 1933.....31:60
Grant Robert W of Stanley K and Mae Apr 12 1932.......30:188
Grantmaier Theodore E of Theodore E and Helen B Nov 20

1934 ........................................31:257
Grasso Eleanor A of Saverio and Frances Mar 12 1935......32:26
Grasso Mary C of Costanzo and Teresa Dec 25 1933.......31:132
Grasso Richard of Costanzo and Teresa Mar 30 1935.......32:32
Graton William M of John F and Edith A Nov 16 1934....31:256
Grattage Harold L of Harry J G and Benlah M Aug 9 1934..31:219
Grattage Harry J G of Harry J G and Benlah M Mar 22 1931.30:34
Grattan Maureen A of Cyril J and Mary A Mar 29 1935.......32:32
Gravalese Virginia L of Philip E and Anna M May 24 1931..30:59
Gravell Dorothy E of George B and Dorothy E Dec 29 1935..32:138
Graves Miriam of Hubert N and Miriam Nov 19 1935.......32:125
Graves Robert E of Henry E and Florence Mar 20 1931.....30:33
Graves Ruth L of Donald L and Ruth E Oct 2 1932........30:256
Gravina Lorenzo L of Lorenzo and Dalia June 21 1931....B-1:79
Gravino Marie D of Rocky and Lillian July 15 1934......31:274
Gravlin Ruth L of Leslie M and Svea June 27 1934.........31:201
Gray Allen R of Helen L Jan 5 1933........................31:2
Gray Barbara A (Twin) of Joseph F and Hazel E July 17

1931 ........................................30:81
Gray Donald E of Raymond F and Jennie L Oct 31 1934....31:249
Gray Donald G of Edith Oct 21 1933........................31:110
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Gray Earl E of George and Annie Feb 25 1931.............. 30: 22
Gray Edward of George and Annie M Feb 3 1934.............. 31: 150
Gray George E of George W and Adele A Apr 28 1935........ 32: 44
Gray Gerald L of Harold L and Ivy June 24 1933............. 31: 66
Gray Gloria B of Howard G and Florence Jan 4 1932........ 30: 150
Gray Homer W of Homer W and Constance Feb 7 1931........... 30: 16
Gray Hugh of Raymond F and Jennie L May 15 1932............ 30: 200
Gray Janice A of Howard T and Doris V Nov 28 1934........... 31: 259
Gray Jean of James J and Esther H Jan 5 1933................. 31: 2
Gray John W of Joseph F and Hazel E June 21 1932........... 30: 214
Gray Joseph F (Twin) of Joseph F and Hazel E July 17 1931. 30: 81
Gray Joyce F of Wallace D and Ivy R Nov 6 1934.............. 31: 252
Gray Marion E of William A and Marion E Jan 12 1933........ 31: 4
Gray Marshall W of Edith Feb 16 1932.......................... 30: 165
Gray Raymond F of Raymond F and Jennie L May 1 1931....... 30: 51
Gray Richard E of Richard and Sarah E July 5 1935........... 32: 72
Gray Richard H of Herbert B and Ethel M Sept 22 1931...... 30: 107
Gray Richard S of Clarence S and Marion Nov 17 1935........ 32: 124
Gray Robert of Nancy Nov 12 1931.............................. 30: 127
Gray Robert E of Joseph F and Hazel E Aug 13 1933......... 31: 85
Gray Robert O of Elmer P and Mary L Oct 18 1933............ 38: 109
Gray Ronald (c) of Edward and Ethel A June 2 1932......... 30: 207
Gray Thomas A of William A and Marion Feb 26 1934.......... 31: 158
Gray Verna M of Harry E and Florence V Apr 18 1935........ 32: 41
Grayson Edward J of Harold F and Mary F June 16 1934...... 31: 197
Grayson Louise F of Harold F and Mary F Mar 11 1931....... 30: 29
Graziano Joseph C of Riccardo G and Catherine M Dec 2
1931...................................................... 30: 135
Graziano Sylvia A of Riccardo G and Catherine M Mar 25
1933...................................................... 31: 31
Graziano Vincent J of Vincenzo N and Anna M Apr 7 1933... 31: 37
Graziano —— d of Francesco and Carmela Oct 29 1935....... 32: 118
Greaves John G of John G and Mary A Mar 4 1931............. 30: 27
Greaves Robert A of Charles A and Anna Feb 16 1931........ 30: 19
Greco Anna M of Luigi and Filomena June 28 1931............ 30: 73
Greco Anna G of Louis and Grace July 18 1934................. 31: 210
Greco Anna M of Angelo and Maria L Nov 24 1933............ 31: 121
Greco Barbara L of Luigi and Filomena Oct 19 1933.......... 31: 110
Greco Eduardo A of Eraclio F and Filomena Dec 5 1932..... 30: 281
Greco George of Giovanna Jan 28 1932........................ 30: 157
Greco Lorenzo A of Angelo and Maria L Nov 19 1932........ 30: 274
Greco Norma L of Giovanni and Lillian E Feb 18 1934...... 31: 155
Greco Ronald A of Eraclio and Maria E Aug 29 1935......... 32: 94
Greco Salvatore of Salvatore and Cosima Aug 13 1932........ 30: 236
Greeley Carole L of Joseph E and Isabelle C June 29 1933... 31: 67
Greeley Robert G of Joseph E and Isabelle C Oct 2 1931......30:111
Green Carl A of Carl A and Rose A Feb 15 1932.............30:165
Green Catherine M of Harry and Helvi Oct 1 1934............31:240
Green Herbert H of Abraham and Annie Sept 3 1931........30:100
Green Hope I of Nelson J and Alice Jan 12 1931.............30:  
Green Morris I of Leo and Judith Mar 3 1935..................32: 23
Green Ruth E of Carl A and Rose A Sept 11 1933.............31: 97
Green Samuel of Abraham and Annie Feb 19 1933..............32: 18
Greenan Joan M of Gerard A and Margaret J Sept 15 1933.....31: 98
Greenberg Allen G of Myer and Ida I Mar 8 1933..............31: 26
Greenberg David H of Morris K and Charlotte F Dec 28 1935.32:138
Greenberg Ernest M of Abraham and Claire July 3 1932.......30:219
Greenberg Melvin of Myer and Ida I Mar 7 1931................30: 28
Greenberg Philip of Max and Fanny Y Oct 22 1932..............30:264
Greenberg Rosalie G of Morris K and Charlotte F Dec 3 1933.31:125
Greenberg Sondra of Benjamin and Sarah Apr 5 1935.........32: 36
Greenblatt Dorine of Albert and Shirley Aug 9 1934.........31:219
Greene Andrew (c) of Helen Mar 2 1933........................31: 24
Greene Ann E of Harold S and Annie Dec 11 1934.............31:265
Greene Ann S of Edward O and Madelyn V Apr 16 1933........31: 40
Greene Anna F of Walter L and Sara Nov 3 1931..............30:124
Greene Barbara A of Charles H and Hilda Apr 25 1932.......30:192
Greene Barbara A (c) of Helen F Dec 9 1935.................32:143
Greene Barbara F of Francis T and Ruth E May 9 1931.......30: 53
Greene Bernadette of Charles H and Mae X May 20 1933.....31: 53
Greene Beverly R of Charles H and Hilda Mar 20 1933.......31: 29
Greene Bradford I of Marmaduke and Lillian E June 20 1934.31:199
Greene Carolyn of Charles H and Mae X May 21 1935.........32: 54
Greene Charles H of Charles H and Hilda Sept 11 1934......31:232
Greene Charles L of Charles L and Florence E Dec 29 1933..31:134
Greene Charles R of Charles H and Mae X Jan 31 1931........30: 12
Greene Charles W of Charles C and Helen I Feb 2 1934.......31:150
Greene Charlotte R of Lester E and Mary E Nov 20 1931.....30:130
Greene Charlyne A of Charles H and Hilda Sept 10 1935.....32: 99
Greene Christopher M of William C and Harriet A Mar 12
  1932 ..............................................30:175
Greene Constance L of Earl E and Edith Mar 16 1932........30:176
Greene Donald I of Raymond N and Ethel L Sept 18 1933.....31: 99
Greene Dorothy M of Francis E and Ella M E July 9 1933....31: 71
Greene Elizabeth A of Ernest H and Lillian Aug 31 1932.....30:242
Greene Gerald A of Charles H and Mae X Jan 8 1932..........30:151
Greene Gertrude R of James B and Katherine Aug 26 1931...30: 96
Greene Hope A of Winston M and Rosellen M Feb 19 1935....32: 18
Greene John W of Charles C and Helen I Jan 20 1932.........30:155
Greene Joyce R of Francis E and Ella M E Aug 28 1935...32: 93
Greene Judith of Denison W and Louise June 23 1931......30: 71
Greene Marcia J of Albert G and Dorothy J May 4 1932....30: 197
Greene Margery M of Lawrence E and Marian Jan 2 1932...30: 149
Greene Marilyn of George V and Alice V Mar 21 1933.......31: 30
Greene Marilyn W of Ray W and Marjorie Mar 27 1934.....31: 168
Greene Marion F of Courtland and Virginia July 21 1932...30: 226
Greene Nathanael of Nathanael B and Doris Apr 4 1935...32: 36
Greene Richard A of Lyman W and Harriet J July 28 1934...31: 214
Greene Robert B of Harriet Aug 21 1931....................30: 95
Greene Robert C of Clifton J and Blanche E Oct 1 1932...30: 256
Greene Russell E of Ernest H and Lillian D Oct 19 1933...31: 110
Greene Sarah S of Denison W and Louise Sept 7 1935......32: 98
Greene Thomas E of Benjamin T and Anna M Sept 13 1935..32: 100
Greene Wallace A of Reginald H and Lillie Oct 2 1933....31: 105
Greene Walter of Milton and Anna E Apr 26 1932.........30: 193
Greene Walter L of Walter L and Sarah Oct 4 1933.......31: 105
Greene William of George V and Alice V Aug 14 1931.......30: 92
Greene William J of George T and Celia E June 12 1935...32: 62
Greene —— (c) s of Irving C and Mary E May 15 1931....30: 63
Greene —— d of John B W and Ida July 5 1933..........31: 81
Greene —— d of Courtland and Virginia Dec 27 1933....31: 133
Greenfield Faye of Abraham and Pauline Apr 19 1932.....30: 190
Greenfield —— s of Abraham and Pauline Jan 10 1931....30: 4
Greenhalgh Doris E of George D and Edith L Jan 22 1932...30: 155
Greenhalgh Frederick W of Frederick W and Marion A Aug 14 1934 .........................................................31: 225
Greenhalgh Gail A of Harvey and Mildred Dec 9 1935...32: 132
Greenhalgh Joan N of Wilfred L and Nancy C July 18 1933..31: 74
Greenhalgh John R of John R and Elizabeth H June 8 1931..30: 66
Greenhalgh Joseph O of Fred and Corinne Mar 30 1931.....30: 37
Greenhalgh June L of Alfred E and Lillian Aug 1 1933....31: 82
Greenhalgh Norma A of Clement G and Winifred V Dec 31 1932 .................................................................30: 288
Greenhalgh Teresa E of Thomas H and Elizabeth B Nov 24 1931 .................................................................30: 131
Greenhalgh Thomas B of Charles G and Helen Feb 4 1931..30: 15
Greenleaf John B of Bert G and Elizabeth E Dec 17 1932...30: 284
Greeno Henry E of Henry E and Doris Nov 28 1935........32: 127
Greenough William B of William B and Dorothy G Jan 3 1932 .................................................................30: 149
Greenquist Margaret L of Frank R and Susanna Jan 18 1932.30: 154
Greenspan Martin D of Harry and Nan Apr 3 1932.........30: 184
Greenspan Paula R of Harry and Nan May 2 1935.........32: 47
Greenspan — s of Harry and Nan June 14 1933..............31: 63
Greenstein Howard B of Max J and Eleanor Mar 27 1935.....32: 31
Greenstein Howard R of Charles and Olga Aug 22 1935.....32: 91
Greenway Norma A of Robert A and Mary J Apr 25 1935.....32: 43
Greenwell George J of Frederick R and Margaret A July 31
1932..................................................30: 230
Greenwell Jan of Clarence D and Ethel F Feb 9 1931.......30: 16
Greenwood Ann M of Arthur R and Helen C Apr 4 1935.....32: 36
Greenwood Joyce M of Maurice and Elsie M Dec 3 1933.....31: 125
Greenwood Robert J of John S and Ella T Dec 7 1933.....31: 127
Greer Barbara E of John I and Louise L July 31 1934.....31: 215
Greer Dolores C (c) of Roosevelt and Revela Feb 3 1934.....31: 150
Greer Estella M (c) of Conrad and Beatrice E Dec 3 1933.....31: 125
Greer James R of John I and Louise L Feb 8 1931.........30: 16
Greer Patricia A of Frances L Mar 2 1935...............32: 142
Greer Ruth M of George E and Alice E July 1 1931......30: 76
Greer Stephen J of James E and Jacquelyn Sept 28 1933...31: 102
Grego Norma of Lawrence and Teresa Dec 31 1932........30: 288
Gregoire Gloria D of Alphedisa N and Beatrice E Feb 8 1935.32: 14
Gregoire Julian of Joseph J and Mary A Sept 12 1935.....32: 99
Gregorio Irene of Armando and Filomena Aug 28 1931.....30: 97
Gregorio — s of Armando L and Filomena G Dec 18 1932...30: 284
Gregory David N of Robert D and Mary L Dec 12 1932.....30: 283
Gregory George M of Guido E and Catherine July 1 1934...31: 204
Gregory Gilbert of Gilbert J and Mabel C Dec 18 1935.....32: 135
Gregory Joan of Leno T and Marion Sept 30 1932.........30: 254
Gregory Kathleen A of Daniel G and Catherine C Nov 25 1932.30: 276
Gregory Kathryn F of Frederick N and Rosanna Aug 4 1935...32: 85
Gregory Lois A of Leno T and Marion C May 4 1935........32: 48
Gregory Richard C of Guido E and Catherine Aug 5 1932.....30: 233
Gregory Robert D of Robert D and Mary Jan 28 1931.......30: 11
Gregory Willard G of Frank E and Christina A Nov 29 1931.30: 132
Gregory — d of John and Irene C Sept 17 1933.............31: 104
Gregson Katherine M of James H and Bernadine M Sept 21
1934................................................................31: 235
Gregson Ronald E of Edgar and Hilda Apr 17 1934.........31: 176
Greifer Berton M of Frederick C and Pauline May 21 1931..30: 58
Greite Lorelle A of Herbert W and Ann F Sept 22 1935.....32: 103
Grelia Evelina of Angelo and Ernestina Jan 19 1931....30: 7
Grellia Vivian G of Carmine G and Gilda G Aug 16 1934.....31: 222
Grelle Elaine M of Vincenzo and Carolina O Apr 15 1934...31: 176
Gremba Barbara A of Stanley J and Anna C Nov 4 1934.....31: 252
Grenzi Giuseppe S of Giuseppe A and Anna June 19 1933.....31: 64
Grenzi Lucia A of Giuseppe A and Anna R Dec 13 1934.....31: 266
Grenzi Teresa M of Giuseppe A and Anna July 3 1932........30: 219
Grenga Elena M of Tommaso and Loreta Nov 22 1932.........30: 275
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Grenier Barbara A of Loretta Aug 27 1931.................. 30: 97
Grenier Barbara A of Louis and Antoinette Nov 14 1934...... 31: 255
Grenier Barbara F of Arthur F and Mary F Dec 11 1935...... 32: 133
Grenier Claire L of Louis and Antoinette Sept 13 1933.... 31: 97
Grenier Donald E of Edward L and Marie B L June 2 1934.... 31: 193
Grenier Dorothy B of Joseph A and Margaret L July 4 1932... 30: 220
Grenier Normand A of Emery J and Albina A Oct 2 1931..... 30: 111
Grenier Raymond C of George J and Eva June 20 1932........ 30: 214
Grenier Robert A of Joseph E and Irene M June 1 1934...... 31: 193
Grenier Robert E of Emile and Constance E Apr 12 1931.... B1: 501
Grenier —— s of Ernest and Ida Nov 26 1934............ 31: 275

Gretchner Edward A of Vincent and Stanislawa B Jan 16
1935 ............................................. 32: 5
Gretchner Vincent S of Vincent and Stanislawa B May 29
1932 ............................................. 30: 205
Grey Mary J of Michael and Madeline C Aug 11 1935........ 31: 274
Grieco Ernesto A of Ernesto and Maria C Aug 24 1932...... 30: 240
Grieco Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Anna M Dec 6 1931..... 30: 137
Grieco Jeanette L of Vincenzino and Giuseppina July 10 1933, 31: 72
Grieco John of Vincenzino and Giuseppina June 20 1931.... 30: 71
Grieco Norma M of Matteo and Mary Mar 7 1933.............. 31: 25
Grieco Vincenzo of Vincenzino and Giuseppina Apr 23 1932.. 30: 192
Griego Domenico V of Domenico and Maria Apr 5 1932...... 30: 185
Griego William A of William and Rena C May 23 1931...... 30: 59
Gretchen Anna T of Michael and Winifred D July 16 1934.... 31: 209
Gretchen Barbara J of William and Mary J May 7 1932...... 30: 198
Gretchen David L of Harry F and Georgina R Jan 17 1933.... 31: 6
Gretchen Donald L (c) of Donald L and Doris M Aug 13 1934, 31: 221
Gretchen Elizabeth C of John E N and Elizabeth C Oct 5 1934, 31: 241
Gretchen Francis A of Francis A and Helen T Sept 18 1931.. 30: 105
Gretchen Henry W of Henry W and Edith Feb 6 1933........ 31: 14
Gretchen James V of Patrick F and Margaret M Nov 8 1933.. 31: 117
Gretchen Jean F (Twin) of Timothy P and Margaret July 30
1934 ............................................. 31: 215
Gretchen Joan A (Twin) of Timothy P and Margaret July 30
1934 ............................................. 31: 215
Gretchen Joan F of James A and Emma Aug 28 1931........... 30: 97
Gretchen Joan M of Francis A and Helen T Dec 8 1932....... 30: 282
Gretchen Joseph E of Joseph and Catherine T Apr 6 1931.... 30: 40
Gretchen Joyce L (c) of Donald L and Doris M Mar 22 1933... 31: 30
Gretchen Lewis F (c) of Lewis F and Kathleen Dec 23 1935... 32: 136
Gretchen Louise F of John H and Louise Apr 16 1933........ 31: 40
Gretchen Margaret M of Timothy P and Margaret Sept 10 1932, 30: 246
Gretchen Mary A of Edward J and Bridget A Sept 5 1934..... 31: 239
Gretchen Nancy of Clifford H and Florence Nov 24 1932...... 30: 276
Griffin Nancy E of William V and Anna E May 9 1934 ........ 31: 184
Griffin Raymond E of Henry W and Edith B Apr 23 1935 ... 32: 43
Griffin Richard J of Joseph and Catherine T Oct 28 1933 .... 31: 112
Griffin Robert L of Walter and Louisa Jan 1 1932 ........ 30: 149
Griffin Thomas C of William V of Anna E Dec 25 1935 .... 32: 137
Griffin Virginia E of Henry W and Edith B Mar 17 1934 ... 31: 165
Griffin William of William and Mary J Apr 26 1935 ........ 32: 43
Griffin William V of William V and Anna E June 1 1931 ... 30: 64
Griffin — s of Phillip and Amelia Dec 22 1931 ........ 30: 148
Griffin — s of William and Jane May 24 1933 ........ 31: 58
Griffin — d of Doris L M Nov 24 1933 ........ 31: 138
Griffith Beverly A of Earl C and Alice June 21 1934 .... 31: 199
Griffiths Clara P (Twin) of Lawrence and Clara Nov 8 1933 31: 117
Griffiths Lawrence W (Twin) of Lawrence and Clara Nov 8
1933 ..................................................... 31: 117
Grignon Patricia L of Theodore V and Josephine N Mar 17
1931 .......................................................... 30: 32
Grigor Elizabeth A of John M and Georgie M May 24 1935 32: 55
Grilli Anthony E of Antonio and Adelina Apr 28 1933 .... 31: 44
Grilli Marco A of Marco and Anna Apr 14 1931 .......... 30: 43
Grillo Shirley A of Giuseppe and Anna Oct 7 1934 .... 31: 241
Grimaldi Albert of Carmella Apr 2 1935 .................. 32: 35
Grimaldi Louis of Luigi and Assunta July 18 1931 .... 30: 82
Grimaldi Mary A T of Luigi and Assunta June 1 1935 .... 32: 59
Grimes Alice C of Paul J and Alice M Aug 5 1935 ........ 32: 85
Grimes Ellen C of Paul J and Alice M Apr 16 1931 .... 30: 44
Grimes Joseph A of Joseph A and Catherine June 26 1932 30: 216
Grimes Robert C of Charles P and Dora Sept 29 1933 .... 31: 103
Grimes — d of Charles P and Dora Nov 11 1932 ........ 30: 279
Grimes — d of John and Florence Dec 7 1932 ........ 30: 289
Grimley Joan M of Vincent J and Elsie M Aug 14 1934 ... 31: 221
Grimley — d of Vincent J and Elsie M May 6 1933 .... 31: 58
Grimoldi Anne L of Umberto and Elvera G Jan 31 1935 ... 32: 10
Grimshaw Janet A of Duckworth A and Evelyn Feb 11 1935 32: 15
Grimshaw Richard L of Duckworth and Evelyn Nov 15 1933 31: 119
Grinshaw Thomas W of Thomas and Miriam Mar 27 1935 ... 32: 31
Grinceri Placido of Antonio and Maria Apr 30 1932 ...... 30: 194
Grindley Walter II of Walter II and Marion Nov 28 1931 30: 132
Gringeri Antonio of Antonio and Mary Sept 18 1935 ...... 32: 101
Grinnell Alan M of Albert M and Dorothy Apr 2 1933 ... 31: 35
Grinnell Lois A of Lester E and Alice E Sept 14 1932 ... 30: 247
Grist Raymond A of Albert E and Marie V Apr 25 1931 ... 30: 47
Grocott Grace E of George A and Esther E Nov 24 1933 ... 31: 121
Grogan Barbara A of Edward J and Nora L Sept 8 1935 ... 32: 98
Grogan Daisy G of James P and Daisy G Feb 19 1933 .... 31: 19
Grogan Terence P of John A and Margaret F Feb 19 1934 31: 156
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alfred M</td>
<td>of Alfred and Marie L</td>
<td>Sept 21 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alice C (c)</td>
<td>of William H and Alice C</td>
<td>Dec 30 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Ann R</td>
<td>of Daniel R and Susan</td>
<td>July 8 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Barrett of George M</td>
<td>and Ethel P</td>
<td>July 31 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Eleanor J</td>
<td>of Thomas and Emma Apr</td>
<td>23 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Gerald M</td>
<td>of George M and Ethel P</td>
<td>Feb 28 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Paul B</td>
<td>of Benjamin and Ida</td>
<td>Nov 6 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossguth Carl L</td>
<td>of Maurice and Thelma G</td>
<td>Dec 6 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossguth Theodore A</td>
<td>of Maurice and Thelma G</td>
<td>Nov 18 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi Anna of Bernardo and Vincenza</td>
<td>May 28 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>. . . . 30: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi David G</td>
<td>of Angelo and Caroline H</td>
<td>Oct 22 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi Frances C</td>
<td>of Luigi and Maria</td>
<td>July 15 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi Frank V</td>
<td>of Vincenzo and Lucia</td>
<td>Aug 12 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi Gloria G</td>
<td>of Antonio and Giovannina</td>
<td>Jan 31 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi Thomas A</td>
<td>of Antonio J and Mary G</td>
<td>Nov 23 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossi Virginia F</td>
<td>of Vincenzo and Lucia</td>
<td>Nov 3 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman Ina Z</td>
<td>of Saul S and Jeannette Oct</td>
<td>20 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman Miriam J</td>
<td>of Joseph and Esther</td>
<td>Jan 14 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman Morris A</td>
<td>of Louis and Rose</td>
<td>Aug 13 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman Richard C</td>
<td>of Max B and Anna A</td>
<td>Jan 3 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grosvalet Albert M F</td>
<td>of Albert M F and Marie C B</td>
<td>May 27 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Ann L</td>
<td>of Morris L and Frances</td>
<td>Sept 2 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Dorothy V</td>
<td>of Arthur G and Veronica</td>
<td>Aug 25 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Eileen E</td>
<td>of Luther W and Maude G</td>
<td>Oct 17 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Helen M</td>
<td>of Luther W and Maude G</td>
<td>Feb 24 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover James H</td>
<td>of James H and Cecelia M</td>
<td>Feb 11 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Marion F</td>
<td>of Raymond E and Rose M</td>
<td>Jan 18 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Robert L</td>
<td>of Morris L and Frances</td>
<td>July 5 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover Shirley A</td>
<td>of Andrew L and Martha E</td>
<td>Dec 19 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groves Jacqueline M</td>
<td>of Peter F L and Gladys E</td>
<td>Feb 15 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grube Dolores M</td>
<td>of William C and Clara M</td>
<td>Apr 1 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundy Alfred J B</td>
<td>of Raymond E and Mary E</td>
<td>June 17 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundy Raymond E</td>
<td>of Raymond E and Mary E</td>
<td>Aug 7 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grygiewicz Dorothy F</td>
<td>of John and Veronica E</td>
<td>Jan 20 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grzych Thomas of John and Zofia</td>
<td>Apr 28 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>. . . . 31: 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadagni Giulio G P</td>
<td>of Giulio and Carmel</td>
<td>Jan 27 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadagni Dennis E</td>
<td>of Thomas and Eva</td>
<td>Mar 12 1931</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guagn Francesco V</td>
<td>of Vincenzo and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 8 1932</td>
<td>. . . . 30: 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gualdieri John of Alfred F</td>
<td>and Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 18 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gualdieri Melva of Alfred and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 12 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>. . . . 30: 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarino Claire S</td>
<td>of Joseph and Alice</td>
<td>Oct 25 1934</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarino Donald D</td>
<td>of Joseph A and Alice S</td>
<td>Oct 22 1935</td>
<td>. . . . 32: 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarino James of Angelo M and Italia A</td>
<td>Aug 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>. . . . 31: 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarino Michael R</td>
<td>of Mariano and Ines S L</td>
<td>Jan 23 1933</td>
<td>. . . . 31: 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Guarino Paul of Paul and Josephine Feb 7 1935.................32: 14
Guarnieri Luigi G of Giulio and Angelina June 10 1935........32: 62
Guarniero Raffaele M of Marcellino and Filomena Aug 5

1931 ...........................................................................30: 89
Guay Annette L of Arthur C and Marie A Dec 15 1933.....31:129
Guay Norma F of Edward J and Angeline M Jan 23 1931...30:  9
Guay William L of Joseph D and Elizabeth M Oct 30 1931..30:121
Gubata Rita B of Joseph A and Mary C Aug 31 1932.......30:242
Gubernick Arlene S of Irving and Ray May 1 1932.........30:196
Gubernick Jerome H of Max and Tillie Apr 10 1932......30:187
Guckeran Anna M of William and Catherine Apr 1 1931....30: 39
Gudaitis Eugene (Twin) of Vitold and Alice J Sept 14 1934.31:233
Gudaitis Joan M of Isadore J and Marjorie Sept 29 1934...31:238
Gudaitis William (Twin) of Vitold and Alice J Sept 14 1934.31:233
Gudeczauskas Daniel E (Twin) of Peter and Josephine Sept
3 1934 ...........................................................................31:229
Gudeczauskas Dorothy I (Twin) of Peter and Josephine Sept
3 1934 ...........................................................................31:229
Gueltieri Antonetta A of Giuseppe and Angelina July 21 1932.30:226
Guenther Joseph R N of Alfred and Jeanette May 10 1932...30:198
Guenther William P of Carl and Mary July 12 1935.....32: 75
Guerin Barbara M of Arthur L and Ida M Feb 19 1933.....31: 19
Guerra Anna of Matteo and Santa Dec 31 1932 .............30:288
Guerra Anna F of Saverio and Carmela Feb 4 1931.......30:  15
Guerra Antonetta of Saverio and Carmela June 21 1932....30:214
Guerra Ercole V of Matteo and Maria G Oct 2 1931........30:111
Guerra Giovanni of Matteo and Santa Jan 11 1931........30:  4
Guerra Joao F of Joao F and Maria deR Aug 17 1931.....30:  93
Guerra Lorenzo of Saverio and Saveria G C Feb 1 1934...31:150
Guerra Lucia V of Matteo and Maria G Aug 23 1935........32:  92
Guerra Matteo of Matteo and Santa May 28 1935.........32:  56
Guerra Ricardo F of Joao F and Maria deR Oct 14 1933.....31:108
Guertin Arthur R of Arthur E and Ellen V June 18 1935...32:  65
Guertin Daniel C of Lewis E and Mary A Dec 28 1931......30:143
Guertin Joan A of Harold A and Bertha R Sept 7 1934...31:231
Guertin Martha of Ernest and Martha Oct 20 1935.........32:118
Guertin Robert A of Ralph and Laurentine Nov 2 1934....31:251
Guertin — s of Gerard A and Cora F Feb 25 1934........31:160
Gugli William V of Guglielmo and Ines Oct 8 1932.........30:258
Guglielmello Margherita J of Nicola and Santanella Feb 4
1932 ...........................................................................30:161
Guglielmetti Anna N of Antonio and Rosa July 13 1932....30:223
Guglielmetti Felix A of Antonio and Luigia Mar 7 1933....31:  25
Guglielmetti Luigi of Luigi and Francesca Aug 18 1934....31:222
Guglielmetti Nancy T of Antonio and Rosa Apr 6 1931.....30:  40
Guglielmetti Paolina D of Paolo and Vincenza Jan 7 1932...30:151
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Guglielmetti Peter J of Antonio and Rose Sept 17 1934........31:234
Guglielmi Anthony C of Raffaele M and Vincenza Mar 21
1932 .................................................................30:178
Guglielmi Mafalda D of Arturo and Ersilia Jan 20 1931.....30: S
Guglielmino Grace of Paolo and Rosina July 2 1935.........32: 71
Guglielmino Lucia S of Raffaele and Paolina Aug 19 1932...30:238
Guglielmino Raffaele P of Raffaele and Paolina June 1 1931.30: 64
Guglielmo Anthony J of John and Frances Dec 9 1933......31:127
Guglielmo Gloria P of Pasquale and Maria G Jan 8 1932....30:151
Guibault Laura A M of Albert and Alvia Jan 22 1934......31:145
Guidice Anthony T of Nicola and Nicolina June 20 1933....31: 65
Guido Linda of Giuseppe and Luisa Aug 27 1933............31: 90
Guidone James of John C and Anna Mar 16 1932.............30:176
Guidone Phillip C of John C and Anna Apr 8 1934.........31:174
Guilbault Barbara M of Mary Dec 28 1934...................31:275
Guilbault George R J of Camille and Rosalba Nov 27 1934...31:259
Guild Jane F of Stuart A and Ruth Dec 24 1931.............30:142
Guillette Arthur R of Arthur J and Yvonne A Feb 16 1934.31:155
Guillette Paul D of Joseph D and Laurence June 25 1935..32: 67
Guilmette Richard R of William H and Antonetta June 14
1935 .................................................................32: 63
Guimette Alvin A of Alvin A and Helen J Feb 7 1935.......32: 14
Guindon Robert G of George W and Cecile A Apr 11 1934...31:175
Guintoli Jean N of Anthony and Theresa G Aug 14 1933....31: 86
Gulick Charlotte V of J Halsey and Dorothy July 3 1934....31:274
Gullen Robert J of Joseph A and Helen Aug 20 1934........31:223
Gumauskas Ambrose V (Twin) of Ambroziews and Marijona
Dec 7 1932 ..........................................................30:281
Gumauskas Joseph W (Twin) of Ambroziews and Marijona
Dec 8 1932 ..........................................................30:282
Gumbley Carolyn G of Henry J and Sarah A June 12 1935...32: 62
Gumbley Joan T of Henry J and Sarah A Apr 30 1933.......31: 45
Gumula Joseph of Stanley and Anastasia July 11 1932.....30:222
Gunder Rosemary P of George A and Ethel W Aug 15 1934...31:221
Gunn Martha B of Peter J and Marie E Oct 18 1934.........31:245
Gunther Albert R of Ervin R and Grace A Dec 30 1932.....30:287
Gunther Donald E of Ervin R and Grace A Oct 12 1935.....32:111
Gunther Elaine of Elmer and Jennie July 28 1933..........31: 78
Gunther George W of George W and Margaret T Mar 10 1935.32: 25
Gureghian Krikor of Gorun and Alice July 10 1932.........30:292
Guresh Muriel J of John and Eva Dec 23 1933..............31:131
Gursky Anita P of David J and Minnie M May 10 1934......31:184
Gursky Esther A of Philip and Rose Oct 25 1933.............31:112
Gusue —— s of George W and Ann A Mar 25 1931............30: 38
Gustafson Beverly J of Gunner W and Pearl Apr 7 1935.....32: 37
BIRTHS RecorderD IN PROVIDENCE

Gustafson Hilma A E of John A and Elaine V Mar 11 1931........ 30: 29
Gustafson John A of Carl T and Anna H A Sept 30 1935......... 32: 105
Gustafson Niles E C of Niles E C and Irene M Aug 18 1932.... 30: 291
Gustafson Robert W of Robert S and Agnes H June 13 1935.... 32: 63
Gustafson Shirley A of Carl T and Anna H A July 15 1931..... 30: 81
Gustafson Shirley E of Gunnar W and Pearl June 15 1931...... 30: 68
Gustavsson Carl E of Carl F and Lillian Feb 11 1932......... 30: 164
Guy Clifford W (c) of Clifford W and Esther M Oct 17 1935.... 32: 113
Guy Joanna A (c) of Walter S and Alice E Mar 19 1931........ 30: 33
Guy Maynard N of Abraham and Rebecca Sept 18 1931......... 30: 105
Guy ——— (c) s of Walter S and Alice E June 24 1934....... 31: 200
Guyette George W of Forrest and Flora E Nov 27 1931....... 30: 132
Guzzo Barbara A of Peter A and Anna A June 18 1934........ 31: 198

Haak Avery A of Leo A T and Edna May 4 1932................. 30: 197
Habbepe Anne T of Josephine T Dec 24 1934.................. 31: 269
Habberlin James C of James and Florence Sept 25 1932...... 30: 252
Hachadorian Charles of Charles and Anna Dec 7 1933........ 31: 127
Hackett Doris R of Leo F and Laurea R Nov 7 1933.......... 31: 116
Hackett Eleanor F of Leo F and Laura R Jan 6 1935........ 32: 2
Hackett Helen M of William H and Helen M Jan 12 1931.... 30: 4
Hackett Marguerite E of William H and Helen M Dec 30 1935 .................. 32: 138
Hackett Patricia J of William H and Helen M Nov 4 1932.... 30: 269
Hackett Richard A of Paul A and Gladys E Oct 10 1935..... 32: 111
Hackett Robert C of Everett P and Dorothy M Dec 15 1931... 30: 139
Hackett Russell F of Barrie A and Emma Jan 29 1933......... 31: 10
Hackett Walter F of Edward F and Annie E Feb 2 1934...... 31: 150
Hackett ——— s of John H and Esther J Sept 18 1932....... 30: 249
Hacking Arthur of Arthur and Emma E Feb 16 1932.......... 30: 165
Haddigan Joan M of Joseph L and Mary B Aug 16 1934....... 31: 222
Haddigan Walter B of Joseph L and Mary B Mar 23 1933..... 31: 31
Hadfield Constance A of Lawrence A and Mary C Apr 2 1934.. 31: 172
Hadfield George G of George L and Margaret Apr 10 1935.... 32: 38
Hadfield June L of George L and Margaret June 29 1931..... 30: 73
Hadfield Mary E of William C and Clementine Nov 12 1932... 30: 272
Haelsen Bruce C of Richard and Sarah L Aug 13 1935........ 32: 88
Haerick Richard C S of Richard C and Marie Apr 26 1935.... 32: 44
Hafey Robert L of Leo R and Maria Apr 2 1934................ 31: 172
Haffenreffer Carl W of Carl W and Carolyn Aug 29 1935..... 32: 94
Haffenreffer Jean M of Rudolph F and Virginiae Apr 16 1933... 31: 40
Hagan Catherine of James H and Catherine F Mar 23 1933..... 31: 31
Hagan Eugene A of Eugene A and Irene A Nov 6 1933......... 31: 116
Hagan Jane (Twin) of James H and Catherine F Oct 26 1931... 30: 120
Hagan John F (Twin) of James H and Catherine F Oct 26 1931........ 30: 120
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Hagan William of James H and Catherine F July 22 1935 ........... 32: 79
Hagelstein Joseph D of Joseph J and Evelyn May 21 1935 ........... 32: 54
Hageman Jane H of George H and Nettie L Oct 11 1931 ........... 30: 114
Hagen Richard C of Charles H and Irene H Feb 24 1935 ........... 32: 19
Hagenau Alvin R of Walter A and Anna W Nov 4 1932 ........... 30: 269
Hagerty Catherine T of George A and Esther L Oct 3 1933 ........... 31: 105
Hagerty Esther M of George A and Esther L Aug 19 1932 ........... 30: 238
Hagerty Jean M (Twin) of John F and Evelyn July 12 1935 ........... 32: 75
Hagerty Joan M (Twin) of John F and Evelyn July 12 1935 ........... 32: 75
Hagerty —— d of James R I and Irene L Dec 17 1931 ........... 30: 146
Haggarty Ronald D of Philip E and Doris Oct 12 1935 ........... 32: 111
Haggerty Jane A of Jeremiah J and Mary C Nov 26 1935 ........... 32: 127
Haggerty Margaret L of Walter A and Josephine M Jan 22

1931

Haggis Barbara M of Lloyd and Helen Feb 17 1932 ........... 30: 165
Haggis Richard J of Lloyd and Helen July 8 1934 ........... 31: 207
Hagglund Gordon A of Gustavus A and Esther Jan 28 1932 ........... 30: 158
Haglund May E of Andrew E and Ruth A May 1 1935 ........... 32: 47
Hagopian Emilia (Triplet) of George and Siranoush June 4

1935

Hagopian Garabed A of Abraham and Vanina June 21 1931 ........... 30: 71
Hagopian George of George and Beatrice May 31 1933 ........... 31: 57
Hagopian George of Harry and Arpine Dec 28 1934 ........... 31: 271
Hagopian Hasrov of Hasrov and Eghsa Oct 14 1932 ........... 30: 261
Hagopian Mary (Triplet) of George and Siranoush June 4

1935

Hagopian Robert W of George and Beatrice Jan 6 1935 ........... 32: 2
Hagopian Sarkis of Abraham and Vanina Sept 21 1935 ........... 32: 102
Hagopian Sofig (Triplet) of George and Siranoush June 4

1935

Hagopian —— s of Paul and Honarig Feb 10 1932 ........... 30: 163
Hagopian —— s of Shabouh and Siranoush Mar 28 1932 ........... 30: 181
Hagopian —— s of Shabouh and Siranoush Mar 3 1934 ........... 31: 171
Hague Carl L of Charles J and Astrid C July 13 1935 ........... 32: 75
Hague Charles J of Charles J and Astrid C Feb 9 1933 ........... 31: 15
Hague —— s of Charles J and Astrid C Nov 20 1931 ........... 30: 134
Hahn Joyce E of Stephen J and Marjorie June 19 1932 ........... 30: 213
Hahn Russell J of Stephen J and Marjorie May 30 1933 ........... 31: 56
Haigh Barbara J of Alfred and Dorothy Feb 27 1931 ........... 30: 23
Haigh Evelyn J of Carl A and Olive E Jan 30 1935 ........... 32: 10
Haigh Jean E of John H and Jeannette A Jan 21 1934 ........... 31: 145
Haigh Suzanne F of Alfred and Dorothy Feb 28 1932 ........... 30: 169
Haines Robert F of James J and Marcia L May 26 1933 ........... 31: 55
Hainey Richard A of Andrew J and Julia E Apr 20 1933 ........... 31: 41
Hainse Albert J C of Joseph L F and Marie A F June 13 1935 ........... 32: 63
RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hainse Mary A D C of Maurice J and Mary C Jan 23 1932 ... 30: 156
Hainsworth Doris M of Fred and Theresa Feb 23 1935 ... 32: 19
Halben Robert A of Herman W and Lillian Dec 2 1931 ... 30: 135
Haley Ann (Twin) of John W and Beatrice Feb 12 1933 ... 31: 16
Haley Jane (Twin) of John W and Beatrice Feb 12 1933 ... 31: 16
Haley Ruth of Albertine July 10 1931 ... 30: 79
Halliburton Ada M of Chesley W and Dorothy Apr 10 1932 ... 30: 187
Hall Annice of William and Mary Nov 24 1935 ... 32: 126
Hall Arnold R of Albert E and Mabel L Apr 20 1934 ... 31: 177
Hall Arthur R of Clarence E and Margaret May 30 1931 ... 30: 61
Hall Barbara M of James G and Gladys M Jan 21 1935 ... 32: 7
Hall Carol J of Harry and Mildred May 26 1933 ... 31: 55
Hall Charles A of Charles A and Mildred Sept 21 1932 ... 30: 250
Hall Claire M of John J and Clara Oct 9 1931 ... 30: 133
Hall David G of Charles A and Mildred E June 4 1934 ... 31: 194
Hall Donald H of Graham R and Inez I May 7 1935 ... 32: 49
Hall Doris W of Hilton and Amy Feb 24 1931 ... 30: 22
Hall Eleanor A of Mary M May 1 1934 ... 31: 182
Hall Ernest of William and Mary A July 14 1932 ... 30: 224
Hall George of James G and Gladys M Jan 21 1934 ... 31: 145
Hall George W of George H and Annie Sept 30 1933 ... 31: 103
Hall Gladys H of Hilton and Amy Mar 24 1935 ... 32: 30
Hall Jane E of Gordon M and Clara Mar 20 1932 ... 30: 178
Hall Janet R of St John M and Edna Sept 7 1935 ... 32: 98
Hall Joan M of James F and Elizabeth A May 7 1931 ... 30: 53
Hall John C of John E C and Hope B Jan 30 1932 ... 30: 158
Hall John F of Frank J and Susan W Jan 12 1934 ... 31: 142
Hall Joyce S of Cecil L and Jessie Jan 29 1932 ... 30: 158
Hall Lawrence P of Clyde and Lillian Sept 23 1934 ... 31: 275
Hall Margaret A of Harold W and Beatrice A Sept 30 1933 ... 31: 103
Hall Marion I of Preston I and Gladys Mar 19 1931 ... 30: 33
Hall Maureen of John W and Marion Sept 2 1932 ... 30: 244
Hall Nancy Y of Charles and Myra Y Sept 19 1932 ... 30: 250
Hall Norman J of Wilfred and Alice May 23 1935 ... 32: 55
Hall Patricia A of Frederick A and Madeline M Mar 16 1934 ... 31: 165
Hall Peter W of Gordon M and Clara J May 8 1935 ... 32: 49
Hall Richard E of Edwin N and Edna M May 15 1935 ... 32: 52
Hall Robert E of Mary M July 29 1935 ... 32: 81
Hall Robert S of Stanley and Doris M Nov 7 1934 ... 31: 253
Hall Stewart G of Graham R and Inez July 2 1932 ... 30: 219
Hall Wilhelmina J of Doris Aug 21 1931 ... 30: 95
Hall — d of William and Susan Nov 17 1932 ... 30: 279
Hall — (Twin) s of John W and Marion Oct 22 1935 ... 32: 114
Hall — (Twin) d of John W and Marion Oct 22 1935 ... 32: 118
Halladay Allan W of Allan W and Mary E June 25 1932 ... 30: 215
Hallal Alice of Mike and Lena Dec 6 1931 ... 30: 137
Hallam Joan of Arthur R and Catherine R July 9 1932......30: 222
Hallene Alice F of Gordon F and Beatrice M June 30 1933......31: 68
Hallene Ann C of Oscar R and Laurina C Apr 26 1935......32: 44
Hallie Catherine of John T and Catherine C Oct 21 1934......31: 246
Halley Frances M of William G and Frances O May 13 1935......32: 51
Halley Francine T of William G and Frances O Sept 21 1933......31: 100
Halley Margaret A of John T and Catherine C Oct 12 1932......30: 260
Halley Verilyn M of William and Frances O Jan 29 1932......30: 158
Halliday Arthur C of Paul H and Mary I Jan 13 1935......32: 4
Halliday Earl R of Chester A and Mary G June 21 1931......30: 71
Halliday Nancy E of Kenneth W and Cleo July 27 1931......30: 85
Halliday Paul W of Paul H and Mary I Sept 7 1931......30: 102
Halligan Arthur P of Ernest V and Margaret June 30 1931......30: 74
Halligan William J of Ernest V and Margaret Dec 18 1934......31: 267
Halliwell Joyce of Benjamin W and Josephine L Sept 6 1932......30: 245
Halliwell William of George W and Dorothy A Apr 18 1931......30: 45
Hallock Adelaide M of Richard A and Edith Dec 21 1931......30: 141
Hallock Richard A of Richard A and Edith Apr 12 1935......32: 39
Halloran Ann M of William T and Catherine J May 18 1931......30: 57
Halloran Frederick J of William T and Catherine J July 18 1932......30: 225
Halperin Ethel of Max and Sarah July 16 1931......30: 81
Halpern Barbara M of Joseph and Tillie Sept 19 1935......32: 102
Halsall Roslyn J of Robert J and Elizabeth June 23 1934......31: 200
Halton Edward R of Edward G and Mary A July 7 1935......32: 73
Ham Joseph J (Chie) of Joe and Vincenza E Apr 24 1935......32: 43
Hamberger Dolores S of William M and Sophia Aug 29 1935......32: 94
Hamberger Rudolf W of William M and Sophia Mar 26 1933......31: 31
Hamberger Walter C of Karl A and Margarete June 16 1935......32: 64
Hamberger — s of William and Sophia Mar 24 1931......30: 38
Hamblen Robert F of Cornelius F and Maxine H Nov 23 1932......30: 276
Hamblet Carol M of William D and Marion I Dec 28 1933......31: 133
Hamblin John B of Kenneth H and Helen L July 17 1931......30: 81
Hamblin Robert H (c) of Ambrose J and Blanche Dec 14 1931......30: 139
Hames Rita L of Martin J and Florence M Sept 23 1931......30: 107
Hamilton Ann B of James P and Beatrice M Apr 16 1935......32: 40
Hamilton Beatrice M of Ralph M and Dorothy A Feb 10 1932......30: 163
Hamilton Edgar S of Edgar S and Elwin R Jan 4 1934......31: 140
Hamilton Frances M of Francis A and Mary E Mar 8 1931......30: 28
Hamilton Gladys M of Roy and Rachael Sept 21 1932......30: 250
Hamilton Margaret M of James P and Beatrice M Sept 28 1933......31: 102
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hamilton Marilyn D of Robert A and Dorothea July 13 1932...30: 223
Hamilton Mary T of James P and Beatrice M Jan 27 1931...30: 10
Hamilton Ralph N of Ralph N and Dorothy A Nov 14 1933...31: 118
Hamilton Robert L of Alfred P and Winifred Oct 22 1933...31: 111
Hamilton Walter LeR of Frederick LeR and Rachael A Sept
20 1933 ........................................................................31: 99
Hamilton William J of William J and Eleanor H Mar 23
1934 ........................................................................31: 167
Hamilton William M of Samuel J F and Elizabeth Sept 29
1931 ........................................................................30: 109
Hamilton —— d of Michael J and Margaret July 20 1934...31: 216
Hamlyn Stuart F of Russell S and Catherine M Sept 14 1933.30: 104
Hammerman Joyce N of Morris and Neva E May 19 1933...31: 52
Hammerschmidt Herbert E of Robert I and Gertrude E Nov
4 1933 ........................................................................31: 115
Hammerschmidt Kenneth E of Robert I and Gertrude E Mar
22 1932 ........................................................................30: 179
Hammerschmidt Robert S of Otto and Hilda Oct 10 1934...31: 242
Hammersley Richard C of Pearl S and Mary A Feb 15 1934...31: 154
Hammersly Joan B of Pearl S and Mary A Apr 8 1932...30: 186
Hammond Donald T of John J and Annie A Oct 22 1934...31: 246
Hammond Esther L of James H and Clotilda L Jan 12 1932...30: 152
Hammond Harold E of Harold E and Dorothy Oct 14 1931...30: 122
Hammond Helen M of Donald E and Beatrice H Oct 22 1935.32: 114
Hammond Joseph P of John J and Annie A Mar 26 1933...31: 31
Hammond Paul B (c) of George S and Vivian F Mar 24 1932.30: 179
Hammond Richard W of Walter H and Freelove Feb 28 1933.31: 22
Hammond Roland H of James F and Florence I Oct 28 1932...30: 266
Hammond William J of James H and Clotilda L Dec 3 1933...31: 125
Hampton Harry L of Harold E and Iuez E June 8 1935...32: 61
Hampton Lois I of Robert L and Elizabeth A Nov 14 1935...32: 123
Hampton Marjorie of Arnold T and Marjorie Jan 24 1934...31: 146
Hampton Norma A of Beatrice Feb 24 1935...32: 142
Hampton Virginia of Arnold T and Marjorie Apr 8 1931...30: 41
Hanaway Francis J of Francis J and Katherine I Aug 12
1934 ........................................................................31: 220
Hanaway James F of James F and Katherine L Nov 20 1933.31: 120
Hanaway Richard J of James F and Katherine L Oct 15 1934.31: 244
Han Arm Alice M of Leo V and Alice V Nov 6 1935..............32: 120
Hand Frederick B of Frederick B and Mary H June 21 1934...30: 71
Hand Teresa M of Raymond F and Alice A Sept 20 1935...32: 102
Handfield Claire B of Wilfred E and Martha Aug 22 1931...30: 95
Handfield Evelyn A of Emmie J and Yvonne Aug 4 1932...30: 233
Handfield Joan of George J and Anna M July 12 1935...32: 75
Handfield Mary A of Joseph M and Alice F Dec 30 1931...30: 144
Handfield Wilfred E of Wilfred E and Martha M May 15 1935 32: 52
Handman Gerald T of Maurice and Elsie V May 17 1933 31: 52
Handy Carl O of Owen J and Grace E Aug 12 1935 32: 87
Handy Max J of Owen J and Grace E Oct 24 1933 31: 111
Handy Russell S of Russell S and Mary M Aug 31 1934 31: 227
Haney Richard B of Royal J and Viola M May 14 1934 31: 186
Haney — s of Royal J and Viola M Apr 28 1933 31: 46
Hankinson Ernest E (c) of Charles T and Lillian Feb 7 1934 31: 152
Hankinson Thelma (c) of Charles T and Lillian June 8 1932 30: 209
Hanks Claire M of Alfred E and Agnes R D Nov 16 1931 30: 128
Hanley Albert J of Albert J and Marguerite Mar 26 1932 30: 180
Hanley Alice C of Albert J and Marguerite Aug 31 1935 32: 94
Hanley Barbara A of Thomas J and Pearl E Jan 20 1934 31: 145
Hanley Charles T of Thomas J and Pearl E Dec 12 1932 30: 283
Hanley Claire P of Anthony F and Sarah T Mar 16 1933 31: 28
Hanley Donald F of Delores A Dec 24 1933 31: 132
Hanley Enniece E of James P and Hazel Mar 16 1932 30: 176
Hanley Florence A of Lester J and Dolores A Dec 27 1931 30: 143
Hanley Franklin E of Franklin E and Carmela June 24 1932 30: 215
Hanley Gerald (Twin) of John J and Esther M Aug 1 1932 30: 232
Hanley Geraldine M of John J and Margaret June 16 1931 30: 69
Hanley Grace M of John P and Grace W May 10 1931 30: 54
Hanley John G of John G and Barbara C Nov 22 1931 30: 130
Hanley John S of James H and Evelyn J Jan 30 1934 31: 147
Hanley Kathleen of Francis T and Marguerite M July 5 1935 32: 72
Hanley Marguerite N of Francis T and Marguerite M May 30
1934 31: 191
Hanley Marion C of Anthony F and Sarah T Feb 5 1931 30: 15
Hanley Mary G of Frank and Carmela May 20 1931 30: 58
Hanley Mary M of Francis T and Marguerite M Feb 14 1931 30: 18
Hanley Patricia A of Thomas J and Pearl E Oct 30 1931 30: 121
Hanley Patricia A of Francis T and Marguerite M July 21
1932 30: 226
Hanley Patricia I of Alfred M and Inez A Jan 13 1935 32: 4
Hanley Phillip of Oran T and Anna Nov 25 1933 31: 122
Hanley Thomas (Twin) of John J and Esther M Aug 1 1932 30: 232
Hanlon Claire M of Bernard L and Alice M Aug 8 1934 31: 219
Hanlon James C of Bernard L and Alice M Sept 23 1931 30: 107
Hanlon Joseph F of Joseph F and Mary M Mar 16 1931 30: 31
Hanna John P of Peter and Millie Mar 17 1933 31: 29
Hannafin Arthur A of Arthur B and Albina L June 13 1931 30: 68
Hannah Doris E of James A and Dorothy L Aug 11 1934 31: 220
Hannah Marion A of James A and Dorothy L Oct 12 1932 30: 260
Hannah Robert A of William A and Lillian Aug 8 1931 30: 90
Hannaway Claire of Walter F and Teresa J Jan 16 1933 31: 5
Hannon Phyllis B of Sidney L and Berthe E Jan 24 1932 30: 156
Hannon Robert E of William F and Ella T Apr 3 1934........31:172
Hannon Russell R of Russell R and Lillian Dec 6 1931........30:137
Hanoian June M of Boghos and Mabeth G June 23 1934........31:290
Hanoian Kerrigan G of Boghos and Mabeth Sept 17 1931........30:105
Hanoian Lucille K of Louis G and Giovannina Feb 24 1932........30:168
Hanowell Ernest L of Ernest L and Gladys Jan 3 1933........31:1
Hanrahan Angela G of William J and Gertrude B Mar 7 1935........32:24
Hanrahan Jean A of Patrick J and Kathryn A Feb 24 1933........31:19
Hanrahan John F of William J and Gertrude B June 9 1932........30:210
Hanson Joyce of Rolf G and Gertrude H July 14 1935........32:76
Hanson Carolyn of Bertha Apr 16 1935..........................32:40
Hanson Edward E of George T and Nellie M Apr 14 1933........31:39
Hanson Evelyn L of Hugo N and Christina Sept 7 1934........31:231
Hanson Frank A of Frans A and Anna L Sept 21 1931........30:106
Hanson Lorraine M of Henry C and Jennie M B Jan 19 1932........30:155
Hanson Nancy H of Eric P and Annette M May 30 1934........31:191
Hanson Thomas E of Austin W and Rachael Sept 23 1932........30:251
Hanson William R of William and Elvira Feb 8 1931........30:16
Hanson — s of Carl F and Gladys C July 14 1932........30:224
Harahan Maureen of James F and Mary G June 13 1931........30:68
Harbin Dorothy L of Earl C and Alice A July 7 1931........30:78
Harcastle Harvey E of Joseph R and Ellen L Aug 11 1935........32:87
Harcastle June M of Joseph R and Ellen L Nov 2 1933........31:115
Hardman — s of John J and Mary E June 2 1935........32:70
Hardin Jefferson F of Leo J and Mildred L July 5 1932........30:229
Hardin Lucy of Leo J and Mildred L Aug 31 1933........31:92
Harding Arlene R of John P and Elizabeth M Jan 21 1932........30:155
Harding Celia A of Margaret Feb 28 1932.....................30:169
Harding Ramond T of Edward B and Victoria M A Aug 23 1934........31:224
Harding Rose M of Edward B and Victoria M A Sept 23 1931........30:107
Harding Sandra A of George W and Gertrude D Nov 4 1934........31:252
Harding Victoria A of Edward B and Victoria M A Oct 7 1932........30:258
Hardy David H of Howard H and Lilian Apr 26 1932........30:193
Hardy Marilyn J (c) of James N and Ella G Oct 5 1934........31:241
Hardy Myrtice B M (c) of James N and Ella G Aug 27 1931........30:97
Hardy Norman H of Horace R and Kathleen M Jan 4 1934........31:140
Hardy Thomas E of William H and Anna V Sept 17 1935........32:101
Hardy William H of William H and Anna V Aug 9 1932........30:235
Hardy — s of Lawrence E and Ruth Aug 2 1932........30:243
Hardy — (c) s of James N and Ella G Sept 25 1933........31:104
Hareld Eleanor S (c) of Walter J and Lydia J July 24 1933........31:77
Hareld Raymond S (Twin) (c) of Walter J and Lydia J Oct 15 1931........30:116
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Hareld Robert L (Twin) (c) of Walter J and Lydia J Oct 15
1931 ..............................................30:116
Harford Harold G of Harold R and Ruth Dec 13 1931......30:139
Hargreaves Richard S of Raymond S and Agnes E May 1 1935.32: 47
Hargreaves Robert M of David W and Honora Oct 6 1933....31:106
Hargreaves Ronald G of David W and Honora July 18 1932...30:225
Hargrove Helen L (c) of Helen Nov 16 1933................31:119
Harley Kenneth G of Clinton G and Ellen J C May 14 1935...32: 52
Harlow Joan M of Joseph F and Rebecca A Feb 23 1934.....31:157
Harlow John F of John F and Lucille E June 23 1933......31: 65
Harlow —— (Twin) s of John F and Lucille E Oct 8 1931...30:113
Harlow —— (Twin) s of John F and Lucille E Oct 8 1931...30:113
Harlowe Joan M of Kenneth M and Julia May 27 1935......32: 56
Harnedy Patricia A of Richard J and Sarah I Oct 12 1934...31:243
Harnedy —— d of Richard J and Sarah I May 6 1932.......30:206
Harnish —— s of Lillian Jan 7 1931......................30: 13
Haronian Howard R of Nazaret and Mae J Sept 4 1933.....31: 95
Haronian Sarkis of Sarkis and Theresa Apr 26 1933.......31: 43
Harootunian Shant J of Sarkis and Aghavny Mar 15 1931...30: 31
Harper Edward P of Anthony A and Irene M Oct 7 1932....30:258
Harper Eileen J of Anthony A and Irene M June 2 1931.....30: 64
Harper Robert F of Robert F and Nellie T June 29 1933...31: 67
Harpin Edmund G of Edmund G and Helen Nov 8 1933......31:117
Harrall Henry E of William R and Martha Feb 25 1933.....31: 21
Harriet Frances G of Max and Bertha Dec 14 1933.........31:129
Harrigan Charles J of Charles J and Rosa July 29 1931....30: 85
Harrigan Joseph F of Pelig and Anna Mar 21 1932.........30:178
Harrigan Robert J of Charles J and Rose Sept 3 1935.......32: 96
Harriman Norma R of Ernest M and Alice C Aug 5 1933....31: 83
Harrington Brenden D of Daniel F and Lillian Sept 26 1932..30:252
Harrington Carole E of Lawrence L and Sarah E July 21
1935 ..............................................32: 79
Harrington Carroll S of Carroll and Katherine Apr 11 1932..30:187
Harrington Daniel F of Daniel F and Lillian Dec 27 1933....31:133
Harrington Donald P of William E and Winnifred M Feb 9
1933 ..............................................31: 15
Harrington Doris E of Henry L and Vera E Nov 24 1933....31:121
Harrington Edward F of John J and Helen M Aug 26 1931....30: 96
Harrington Edwin F of Henry L and Vera E Dec 3 1935......32:130
Harrington Florence E of Laurence J and Edna C Oct 18
1933 ..............................................31:109
Harrington Helen M of Michael J and Rose A Mar 18 1931....30: 32
Harrington James of James H and Anna F Dec 5 1933.......31:126
Harrington James C of Henry L and Vera E July 1 1932.......30:219
Harrington James L of James L and Frances E Nov 3 1932..30:269
Harrington John F of Jeremiah J and Mary A Apr 14 1931........30: 43
Harrington Kathleen E of John J and Ellen Dec 9 1931........30: 137
Harrington Marjorie M of Arthur F and Yvonne Sept 19 1933.31: 99
Harrington Mary E of Timothy J and Catherine M Jan 19
1931 .............................................................30: 7
Harrington Mignon E (Twin) of Raymond C and Olive June
8 1933 ..............................................................31: 61
Harrington Nancy of Shirley and Margaret J Jan 13 1932....30: 153
Harrington Patricia A of John J and Helen M June 13 1933..31: 63
Harrington Patricia A of Michael and Winifred Apr 24 1935..32: 43
Harrington Raymond C (Twin) of Raymond C and Olive
June S 1933..........................................................31: 61
Harrington Robert D of James F and Evelyn M Dec 5 1931....30: 136
Harrington Thomas of John J and Helen M Mar 7 1935.......32: 24
Harrington William E of William E and Winifred M Jan
10 1931 .............................................................30: 4
Harrington William J of William D and Helen Aug 2 1932....30: 232
Harrington — d of Frederick and Berenette July 2 1932....30: 231
Harris Adeline of Benjamin P and Lucy W Jan 23 1933......31: 8
Harris Albert C of George and Anna Sept 19 1931...........30: 106
Harris Albert E of John A D and Coletta A Dec 27 1933.....31: 133
Harris Aulton S of Aulton S and Evelyn M July 30 1931.....30: 86
Harris Barbara B of Arthur E and Annie Dec 8 1933.......31: 127
Harris Barbara J of Ross C and Anita D Sept 9 1934.......31: 231
Harris Celine M of Howard K and Bertha R Oct 20 1934.....31: 246
Harris Edward E of Edward E and Edith Dec 7 1934........31: 263
Harris Eleanor L (c) of George E and Thelma L July 30 1933.31: 79
Harris Esther M of George E and Esther M Jan 19 1935....30: 7
Harris George A (c) of George A and Dorothy A Oct 11 1933.31: 107
Harris George E of George E and Esther M Oct 29 1933.....31: 113
Harris Josephine M of George D and Jessie Sept 27 1933....31: 102
Harris June M of Ralph W and Flavil E Dec 7 1935.........32: 132
Harris Keith H of Aulton S and Evelyn M May 1 1935......32: 47
Harris Kent W of Edwin C and Marjorie Sept 15 1932.......30: 248
Harris Lawrence C of Lawrence C and Beatrice Feb 1 1932...30: 161
Harris Manola M (c) of George and Dorothy Aug 19 1932....30: 242
Harris Marjorie J (c) of Asa R and Emma L Dec 17 1935....32: 135
Harris Nancy of Robert S and Maude July 7 1935............32: 73
Harris Nelson E C of John A D and Colletta A Mar 21 1931..30: 33
Harris Norman R of Frederick A and Winifred A Oct 20 1931.30: 117
Harris Ralph of Doris V Aug 10 1933..........................31: 85
Harris Raymond W of Sally Sept 10 1935......................32: 99
Harris Richard E of Elmer S and Viola M Sept 12 1935.....32: 99
Harris Sandra E of Everett M and Dorothy L Apr 24 1933....31: 43
Harris Stephen B of Ralph W and Flavil E June 16 1933.....31: 64
Harris Thomas of Thomas and Dorothy June 2 1934........31: 193
Harris Thomas J (c) of Theodore R and Myrtle M Aug 6
1931 ......................................................... 30: 89
Harris —— s of Hal C and Constance Aug 31 1931........... 30: 98
Harrison Albert (Twin) of Walter and Salley Oct 25 1933...31: 112
Harrison Beverly A of Irving and Charlotte R Feb 20 1932..30: 167
Harrison Claire M of Arthur F and Cecelia M Aug 6 1931...30: 89
Harrison Donald F of Hugh F and Anna Mar 2 1935...........32: 23
Harrison John (Twin) of Walter and Salley Oct 25 1933.....31: 112
Harrison Joseph R of Hugh F and Anna Dec 6 1931..........30: 137
Harrison Kathleen of Hugh F and Anna May 23 1933.........31: 54
Harrison Madeline V of Claude F and Gertrude V Oct 24
1931 ......................................................... 30: 108
Harrison Norman of Walter R and Salley Mar 26 1935......32: 31
Harrison Raymond J of Raymond J and Elmo July 5 1935...32: 72
Harrison Richard E of Thomas and Catherine I Aug 7 1935..32: 86
Harrison Russell E of Haskell N and Adeline C Aug 27 1935..32: 93
Harrison Shirley E of Ralph C and Rose E Sept 11 1933.....31: 97
Harrison Walter G of Walter and Sally Dec 24 1931........30: 142
Harrison —— d of Thomas and Catherine I June 19 1933.....31: 68
Harrod Norman E of William H and Hazel A Dec 15 1932...30: 284
Harrod Shirley A of George E and Elvina M Sept 17 1935...32: 101
Harrold Daniel F of Hugh B and Anna Oct 12 1932.........30: 260
Harrold Louise G of Francis R and Viola B Oct 15 1934....31: 244
Harrold —— s of Francis R and Viola Aug 2 1931...........30: 99
Harry Jane W of William W and Mildred Oct 3 1933.........31: 105
Harson Mary L of Frederick L and Helen L Sept 5 1935....32: 97
Hart Albert J (c) of Richard D and Marjorie E May 15 1934.31: 186
Hart Barbara A of James E and Florence Aug 16 1931......30: 93
Hart Barrie of James S and Claire R May 15 1931...........30: 56
Hart Charles A of Arthur and Hannah July 8 1932..........30: 221
Hart Gloria R (c) of Richard D and Marjorie E Apr 12 1931..30: 43
Hart Irene M of Melvern H and Mabel Mar 10 1934..........31: 163
Hart James E of James E and Florence July 28 1935.........32: 81
Hart Julia M T of Herbert W and Josephine M Nov 8 1933...31: 117
Hart Kenneth I of Irving M and Eunice E Feb 7 1935.......32: 14
Hart Raymond J of James A and Margaret E July 25 1933....31: 77
Hart Richard L (c) of Richard D and Marjorie E Oct 13 1932..30: 260
Hart Robert J of Robert H and Dorothy L July 9 1934.......31: 207
Hart Robert J of James E and Agnes May 4 1935...............32: 48
Hart Sheila K of James J and Blanche July 22 1932..........30: 226
Harter William K of William and Mina Apr 22 1932.........30: 191
Hartigan Elizabeth M of Martin J and Josephine M May 12
1934 ......................................................... 31: 185
Hartigan Michael F of Martin J and Josephine M Apr 8 1933..31: 37
Hartington Pauline M of Augustine and Kazmiera K July
14 1931 ........................................... 30: 80
Hartley Ann of James and Leonora M July 6 1932 ............ 30: 221
Hartley Madeleine L of John and Madeleine L Sept 17 1934 ... 31: 234
Hartley William H of Maynard C and Harriet E Sept 7 1931. 30: 102
Hartman Cyril B of Cyril B and Fanny May 14 1932 ......... 30: 200
Hartnett Mary C of Richard J and Mary A Oct 2 1931 ....... 30: 111
Hartshorn Lawrence L of Algernon E H and Carmella Feb
17 1933 .......................................... 31: 18
Hartshorn Richard A of Algernon E H and Carmella May
11 1931 ........................................... 30: 54
Hartwell Beverly A of Earl L and Margaret M May 12 1934 .. 31: 185
Harty Floyd McB of Floyd McB and Elizabeth M July 7 1935.. 32: 73
Hartze Joseph G A of Ellen R Jan 15 1931 .................... 30: 147
Haruben Gerald J of John and Veronica C Sept 24 1934 .... 31: 236
Harvey Holton O of Holton O and Teresa M Feb 25 1934 .... 31: 158
Harvey Janet (Twin) of Daniel J and Helen June 10 1933 .. 31: 62
Harvey Janet M of Howard A and Isabel C Aug 22 1932 ..... 30: 239
Harvey Jean (Twin) of Daniel J and Helen June 10 1933 ... 31: 62
Harvey Joseph of Florence J and Rita E Apr 17 1934 ....... 31: 176
Harvey Marjorie A of Francis C and Ella June 17 1932 .... 30: 212
Harvey Paul of Florence J and Rita E May 19 1935 .......... 32: 53
Harvey Robert E of Howard A and Isabel C Mar 18 1934 ... 31: 166
Harvey William G of William G and Alice D Dec 8 1934 ... 31: 264
Harvey — s of Raymond E and Margaret M Jan 23 1934 .... 31: 149
Haseotes Byron of Vasilios S and Aphrodite July 19 1932 .. 30: 225
Haseotes Erato of Vasilios S and Aphrodite B Dec 12 1935 .. 32: 133
Haseotes George of Vasilios S and Aphrodite May 20 1931 ... 30: 58
Haseotes Haido of Vasilios S and Aphrodite Mar 4 1934 .... 31: 162
Haskell Henry M (Twin) of Henry C and Emily Dec 19 1933 .. 31: 130
Haskell Joan K of Alfred E and Dorothy E Mar 11 1935 .... 32: 26
Haskell Mercy W (Twin) of Henry C and Emily Dec 19 1933 .. 31: 130
Haskin Ann of Dana C and Edith May 16 1932 ............... 30: 200
Haskins Barbara R of Walter F and Edith A Jan 1 1935 .... 32: 1
Haskins Joseph of Viola Aug 24 1931 ......................... 30: 96
Haskins Norma V G of Norman A and Cathleen G July 14
1934 ........................................... 31: 209
Haskins Wesley F of Wesley F and Emma Apr 24 1935 ....... 32: 43
Haskins — (c) d of Charlotte May 9 1931 .................... 30: 54
Haslam Beverly of Gordon R and Ruth Jan 3 1932 .......... 30: 149
Haslam Gail of Gordon R and Ruth Apr 25 1935 .............. 32: 43
Haslam William L of William J and Jesse July 3 1935 .... 32: 71
Hasney Eunice H of Frank W and Helen M Aug 8 1931 ....... 30: 90
Hassan Kemal of Mahmead and Beatrice M Mar 23 1932 .... 30: 179
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Hassell Arlethia J (c) of Octavis Z and Lucile B Jan 3 1933...31: 1
Hassell Barbara A of William A and Flora C Sept 22 1933....31: 100
Hassell Flora C of William A and Flora C Jan 30 1935....32: 10
Hassenfeld Irwin N of Jack and Gertrude Jan 3 1932....30: 149
Hassenfeld Sydney of Jacob and Gertrude L Apr 6 1934....31: 173
Hassett Alfred A of Alfred F and Della M Sept 11 1933....31: 97
Hassett Honora F of Alfred F and Della M Mar 29 1932....30: 182
Hassett John A of John G and Lillian Apr 25 1935...32: 43
Hassett Mary E of Michael and Nellie Sept 11 1933....31: 97
Hassett Michael M of Michael and Nellie Nov 2 1931....30: 124
Hastie Jean L of George B and Annette July 1 1934....31: 204
Hastings Charles F of Charles F and Esther A Dec 15 1933....31: 129
Hastings Ray G of Herman R and Flora G Oct 7 1931....30: 113
Hatchman —— s of Walter and Ellen Mar 1 1934....31: 171
Hatfield Barbara S of Lawrence S and Marion A July 15 1931.30: 147
Hathaway Carol A of Nathaniel G and Marjorie L June 13 1933....31: 63
Hathaway Ervin L of Lester G and Elizabeth Nov 19 1933...31: 120
Hathaway George C of Leon W and Rose Jan 4 1932....31: 150
Hatzikian Seta M of Ardashes A and Marie Aug 2 1934....31: 217
Haugen Claire E of Ralph H and Francella D June 14 1934....31: 197
Haughey Dorothy A of James P and Dorothy I Dec 30 1933...31: 134
Haughey Elizabeth A of Charles P and Marie B Mar 3 1934...31: 161
Haughey Marlene of Charles P and Maria July 12 1932....30: 223
Haun —— d of Everett V and Elizabeth M Sept 3 1932....30: 255
Hausler Rita of Johann and Helene R July 11 1933....31: 72
Haven Barbara A of Joseph C and Agnes M Oct 5 1935....32: 109
Havens Catherine S of Harris A and Catherine V May 24 1932....30: 203
Haverly Richard E of Richard and Pasarda June 21 1935....32: 66
Haverly —— s of Richard and Pasarda July 6 1934....31: 206
Haverty Milton T of Milton T and Maude Jan 2 1935....32: 1
Havey Irene M of Martin P and Ida M May 8 1932....30: 198
Hawes James L of William W and Caroline Aug 1 1933....31: 82
Hawes Lois A of Charles T and Florence M Sept 3 1933....31: 94
Hawes Shirley A of Isaiah J and Rita M Mar 11 1931....30: 29
Hawkes Russell A of Barry and Doris Nov 26 1932....30: 277
Hawkins Barbara J of Everett Y and Jessie Aug 6 1932....30: 234
Hawkins Catherine E of William J and Catherine E Dec 2 1931....30: 135
Hawkins Charlotte E of Raymond G and Charlotte Nov 1 1931....30: 124
Hawkins Christine E of Christopher H and Ruth M Nov 9 1934....31: 253
Hawkins Herbert B of Byron L and Mary L Jan 12 1935....32: 4
Hawkins Hollis S of Doris Apr 29 1931....30: 49
Hawkins Joan M of Herbert C and Viola M Aug 2 1934 .......... 31: 217
Hawkins John A of Herbert C and Viola M Mar 8 1932 ...... 30: 174
Hawkins Lee II of Norman W B and Mabel J S Oct 3 1934 . 31: 240
Hawkins Leon E of Earl C and Daisy H Sept 3 1931 ....... 30: 100
Hawkins Milton LeR of Milton LeR and Doris E May 14 1935 .. 32: 52
Hawkins Nelson L of Brooks and Dorothy B Jan 16 1933 .... 31: 6
Hawkins Ralph L of Ralph L and Mary Jan 10 1933 .. 31: 4
Hawkins Richard R of William and Gladys M Jan 13 1935 .. 32: 4
Hawkins Sally J of Adelbert and Sarah July 30 1935 ....... 32: 82
Hawkins William J of William J and Catherine E June 20

1933 ........................................................................ 31: 65
Hawkins —— s of Arnold E and Caroline May 15 1933 .... 31: 51
Hawksley Robert W of Harry W and Marion G May 9 1935 .. 32: 50
Hawley Dorothy of George R and Dorothy Mar 28 1931 .. 30: 36
Hawley Robert H of Herbert S and Margaret S Mar 15 1932. 30: 176
Haworth Elaine of Harry B and Annie J Nov 11 1935 ...... 32: 122
Hawrigan Jean E of Wilfred T and Lydia B Nov 28 1934 ...... 31: 259
Hawthorne William G of Frederick G and Dorothy L Oct 27

1934 ........................................................................ 31: 248
Haxton Donald J of Dorothy Apr 1 1933 ....................... 31: 35
Haxton John J of Thomas C and Elizabeth F Sept 1 1932 .. 30: 244
Haxton Robert J of Thomas C and Elizabeth F Apr 6 1934 .. 31: 173
Hay Marjorie C of Wendell E and Ruth E Apr 18 1933 .... 31: 41
Hayden John D of Harry F and Alice Nov 25 1932 ...... 30: 276
Hayden Lane H of Paul V and Margaret C Dec 12 1933 .... 31: 128
Hayden Loretta of John J and Mary G July 3 1934 ...... 31: 205
Hayden Marie of John J and Mary G July 18 1931 ....... 30: 82
Hayden Patricia of Charles and Helen June 23 1932 ...... 30: 214
Hayden Paul V of Paul V and Margaret Feb 25 1932 ...... 30: 168
Hayden Phillip H of Harold F and Freda M Dec 20 1934 ... 31: 268
Hayek George of George and Mary D Jan 8 1934 .......... 31: 141
Hayes Carolyn F of Francis J and Ida B Sept 1 1933 .... 31: 94
Hayes Charles F of Thomas and Hannah T Apr 7 1934 .. 31: 173
Hayes Frances T of Henry J and Frances C Oct 28 1931 .. 30: 120
Hayes Helen M of Francis J and Ida B Oct 25 1932 ...... 30: 265
Hayes James of Henry J and Frances C Mar 6 1933 ...... 31: 25
Hayes James A of Thomas and Hannah T June 27 1932 ...... 30: 216
Hayman Jerald M of Benjamin and Bessie M Feb 23 1935 .. 32: 19
Hayman Joan S (Twin) of William H and Ida B Mar 11 1935 .. 32: 26
Hayman Lois B (Twin) of William H and Ida B Mar 11 1935 .. 32: 26
Hayman Ruth G of William H and Ida B Jan 12 1932 ...... 30: 152
Haynes Beverly L of Charles M and Elizabeth May 25 1932 .. 30: 203
Haynes Ronald B of Harry C and Helena D Feb 3 1933 ...... 31: 13
Hays Edward F of Edward F and Mildred M Oct 28 1932 .. 30: 266
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Hays Edward T of Lafayette A and Prudence E Oct 27 1931.30: 120
Hays Lois A of Lafayette A and Prudence E Oct 28 1933.31: 112
Haytaian Alice M of Aram J and Mary Nov 26 1932.30: 277
Hayward Barbara E of Wesley B and Elizabeth W Apr 8 1931.30: 41
Hayward Dean of Grant and Emelia F Dec 4 1932.30: 280
Hayward Donald W of Edward G and Grace M July 3 1931.30: 76
Hayward Robert S of Edward G and Grace M Oct 24 1932.30: 264
Hayward Roy of Roy and Gladys N Jan 19 1933.31: 7
Hayward William A of Harold W and Dorothy July 28 1934.31: 214
Hazard Carlton S (c) of Henry E and Hattie M Mar 19 1934.31: 166
Hazard Charles M of Frederick R and Rozalie Aug 18 1931.30: 94
Hazard Edith M (c) of Arnold E and Edith Apr 5 1935.32: 36
Hazard Henry T (c) of Henry E and Hattie M Jan 31 1931.30: 12
Hazard Oliver C of Thomas P and Anne F Dec 7 1931.30: 137
Hazard Stanley B (c) of Gladys M Mar 9 1934.31: 163
Hazard Stephen A of Alger L and Barbara Oct 5 1934.31: 241
Hazard — s of Robert E and Josephine V Sept 8 1933.31: 104
Hazard — (c) d of Ralph C and Thena July 1 1934.31: 204
Hazlehurst Thomas E of Thomas P and Hope C Sept 21 1934.31: 235
Hazman Ruth of Max and Nettie Oct 29 1931.30: 121
Hazzard Constance L (c) of Ralph C and Thena Sept 13 1931.30: 104
Hazzard Ethelda M (c) of Ralph C and Thena July 17 1933.31: 74
Head Ann R of Russell J and Mary J July 3 1935.32: 72
Head Arlene S of James F and Madeline M Mar 6 1935.32: 24
Head Robert R of James F and Madeline M May 29 1933.31: 56
Head — s of William J and Irene M Oct 30 1931.30: 123
Heagney William D of John L and Olive M July 14 1935.32: 76
Heald Shirley A of Raynor M and Anna Feb 29 1932.30: 169
Heald Suzanne B of Pusey B and Anna B Nov 5 1935.32: 120
Heald — d of John and Zita F July 22 1931.30: 87
Healey Donald E of Edward E and Margaret V July 27 1931.30: 85
Healey Dorothy R of William J and Dorothy R Aug 13 1933.31: 85
Healey Joan M of Thomas B and Mary E Mar 7 1931.30: 28
Healey John F of Francis J and Mary Apr 30 1935.32: 45
Healey John J of Patrick and Peggy Aug 24 1934.31: 225
Healey Mary M of Patrick and Peggy Oct 27 1932.30: 265
Healey Mary T of James and Carrie D Feb 2 1933.31: 13
Healey Miriam M of Daniel M and Mary A May 8 1935.32: 49
Healey Norma F of James and Carrie D Dec 16 1934.31: 267
Healey Patricia A of Joseph F and Jeannette A Aug 30 1934.31: 227
Healey Patricia L of Edward F and Evelyn M Jan 5 1935.32: 2
Healey Robert L of William and Ethel Nov 28 1933.31: 122
Healey Virginia of Joseph II and Julia May 8 1931.30: 53
Healey William J of William J and Dorothy R Aug 1 1932.30: 232
Healy Edward of Thomas F and Loretta R July 22 1931..... 30: 83
Healy Elaine of Anthony R and Helen S Jan 27 1933....... 31:  9
Healy John of Michael and Josephine M Aug 17 1933....... 31: 87
Healy Margaret M of Patrick F and Mary A Aug 3 1931.... 30: 88
Healy Margaret M of Edward F and Katherine A Sept 9 1931.30:102
Healy Virginia A of Anthony R and Helen S Sept 18 1933... 32:101
Healy —— s of Daniel and Mary Mar 12 1931............... 30: 38
Heaney Joseph R of Joseph R and Maxine E Apr 9 1931..... 30: 42
Heaney Mary A of Joseph R and Maxine E Oct 18 1935..... 32:113
Heaney Robert F of Joseph R and Maxine E Feb 23 1932..... 30:168
Heaney —— s of Joseph R and Maxine E Feb 27 1934....... 31:160
Heanue Thomas E of James P and Ellen M Jan 1 1935..... 32:  1
Heap Hope A of Fred and Corinne A Oct 4 1934............ 31:241
Heaphy John F of Joseph A and Olivia Nov 18 1931....... 30:129
Hearle Barbara L of David H and Pearl A July 9 1933.... 31:  71
Hearle Bruce C of John C and Ruth E Nov 1 1934......... 31:251
Hearne George E of George E and Mildred E Oct 27 1935... 32:116
Hearne Robert E of George E and Mildred E Sept 16 1933... 31: 98
Hearne —— s of George E and Mildred E Oct 12 1934....... 31:243
Heath Brenda of Raymond F and Ida I Oct 28 1935......... 32:116
Heathcote Madeline T of Howard M and Madeline I Mar 5
1931 .................................................................... 30:  27
Heatherton Eugene F of James and Rose Oct 12 1932..... 30:260
Heatherton James T of James and Rose May 9 1934...... 31:184
Heatherton John B of James and Rose June 5 1935....... 32:  60
Heaton Ronald M of Lemuel W and Lois Apr 9 1931....... 30:  42
Heaton Shirley A M of George W and Lillian E May 10 1934.31:184
Heavey Margaret J of Vincent J and Esther J Aug 6 1933... 31:  83
Hebblewaitre Harry W (Twin) of Charles and Gladys H Aug
14 1931 .................................................................. 30:  92
Hebblewaitre Thomas W (Twin) of Charles and Gladys H
Aug 14 1931 ................................................................ 30:  92
Hebden Patricia D of Howard C and Marion Feb 10 1935... 32:  25
Hebert Bernardine J of Joseph J P and Grace M Dec 6 1934.31:263
Hebert Donald A of Wilfred J and Edith M Nov 17 1933... 31:119
Hebert Edward G of Corade and Florence Nov 21 1935...... 32:125
Hebert Eugene E of Eugene E and Muriel July 7 1934...... 31:206
Hebert Janet K of Wilfred J and Edith M May 18 1931..... 30:  57
Hebert Joseph of Joseph J P and Grace M Sept 15 1932..... 30:248
Hebert Joseph E of Charles E and Jennie Aug 9 1932....... 30:235
Hebert Lorraine E of Wilfred J and Edith M Jan 18 1935.... 32:   6
Hebert Margaret R of Raymond J and Margaret Jan 18 1933.31:  6
Hebert William J of Aime J and Melena Sept 21 1931....... 30:106
Hebner Charles of Charles and Sophie June 4 1931......... 30: 65
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Spouse Name</th>
<th>Spouse Gender</th>
<th>Death Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr 23 1934</td>
<td>Hedberg Stanley E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>George J</td>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>31:178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 30 1931</td>
<td>Hedges Robert</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>Delphine</td>
<td>30:86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 4 1935</td>
<td>Hedges Thurman A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Arthur W</td>
<td>Mildred</td>
<td>32:127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 19 1935</td>
<td>Hettler Herbert C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Herbert C</td>
<td>Lorretta</td>
<td>32:90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 27 1935</td>
<td>Heelan Charles F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Charles F</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>32:127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 15 1935</td>
<td>Heelan James S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>James J</td>
<td>Lillian M</td>
<td>32:100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 19 1931</td>
<td>Heffernan Barbara A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Francis A</td>
<td>Kathleen L</td>
<td>30:20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8 1932</td>
<td>Heilborn Charles T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Charles T</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>30:221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 20 1933</td>
<td>Heiss Donald L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Joseph K</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>31:7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1 1934</td>
<td>Heiss Edward J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>John S W</td>
<td>Elisabetta C</td>
<td>31:217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 26 1934</td>
<td>Heiss Mary A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Joseph K</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>31:168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 17 1934</td>
<td>Helfand Eilene S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Eva R</td>
<td>31:98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 26 1934</td>
<td>Helgerson Adolf G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Gilbert A</td>
<td>Eva M</td>
<td>30:85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8 1933</td>
<td>Helgerson Theodore E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Thurston R</td>
<td>Ethel G</td>
<td>31:107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 21 1931</td>
<td>Heller Marvin S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>30:118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1 1934</td>
<td>Hellerich Margaret E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Raymond M</td>
<td>Marguerite</td>
<td>31:185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2 1934</td>
<td>Hellew Donald G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Victoria A</td>
<td>31:251</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 1 1935</td>
<td>Hellewell John S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>John J</td>
<td>Gladys</td>
<td>32:71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 19 1932</td>
<td>Helliwell William E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>30:263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 20 1935</td>
<td>Helman Barbara M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Edwin J</td>
<td>Eileen Sept</td>
<td>32:102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 28 1932</td>
<td>Helman Lois E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Leonard</td>
<td>Betty Apr</td>
<td>30:193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 18 1933</td>
<td>Hellman Marcia N</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Leonard</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>31:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 22 1932</td>
<td>Hellstrom Kay E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Gustave</td>
<td>Dorothy Nov</td>
<td>30:273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 25 1931</td>
<td>Helm Annis N</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Macklen M</td>
<td>Evelyn</td>
<td>30:35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 28 1933</td>
<td>Hellstrom Ralph E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Elmer T</td>
<td>Clara W</td>
<td>31:90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12 1935</td>
<td>Hembree Barbara J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Erman O</td>
<td>Eileen M</td>
<td>32:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 8 1934</td>
<td>Hemingway Frederic F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Charles W</td>
<td>Helen L</td>
<td>31:228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 18 1935</td>
<td>Hemingway Jean L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Walter D</td>
<td>Helen Dec</td>
<td>32:135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 27 1934</td>
<td>Hemmalin John P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Alfred L</td>
<td>Eva</td>
<td>31:147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 13 1934</td>
<td>Hemond Fernand J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Fernand J</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>31:196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 22 1934</td>
<td>Hemond Jeanne I</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Gaetan A</td>
<td>Irene R</td>
<td>31:211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 24 1935</td>
<td>Henault Elizabeth M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Raymond G</td>
<td>Winifred</td>
<td>32:119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 11 1933</td>
<td>Henault Paul G II</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Camille S</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>31:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Henchy James B of Thomas M and Winifred Nov 20 1934... 31: 257
Henchy Robert J of Thomas M and Winifred Feb 14 1932... 30: 164
Henchy Thomas L of Thomas M and Winifred Mar 5 1931... 30: 27
Henchy Virginia A of Thomas M and Winifred Sept 10 1933... 31: 97
Henderson Adele E (c) of William and Elvira Aug 6 1935... 32: 85
Henderson Eileen A of Donald G and Eileen M Nov 15 1935... 32: 123
Henderson Jean A of John C and Florence E July 12 1932... 30: 223
Hendrick Joan M of Burton E and Grace E June 14 1934... 31: 197
Hendricks Elaine C of David P and Hazel M Aug 28 1935... 32: 93
Henceault Jeaninne R of George J and Rose Dec 5 1935... 32: 131
Henhebury Estelle J of John R and Estelle R June 1 1933... 31: 59
Henhebury Richard of John R and Estelle R Sept 6 1935... 32: 97
Henhebury Robert W of John R and Estelle R July 31 1934... 31: 215
Henley —— s of Oran T and Anna M Apr 9 1932... 30: 187
Henn Harold H of Harold H and Hazel Sept 1 1932... 30: 244
Hennessey Donald J of James B and Julia M Oct 6 1934... 31: 241
Hennessey Elinore A of James F and Eleanor F Nov 28 1931... 30: 132
Hennessey Francis W of Francis W and Stella M Dec 26 1933... 31: 133
Hennessey Joan R of Leonard F and Carmel Feb 6 1932... 30: 162
Hennessey Joseph P of Joseph P and Ellen H Mar 11 1931... 30: 29
Hennessey Robert W of William J and Grace H Nov 11 1934... 31: 254
Hennessey Thomas F of Joseph P and Ellen H June 12 1932... 30: 211
Hennessey Beulah M of Leo M and Beulah V Apr 13 1931... 30: 43
Hennessey Ellen J of Leo M and Beulah V Mar 15 1935... 32: 27
Hennessey Francis L of Leo F and Gertrude L Jan 23 1933... 31: 8
Hennessey Gertrude L of Francis L and Gertrude L Nov 4 1935... 32: 120
Hennigan Edward MacN of William J and Mary July 19 1935... 32: 78
Hennigan Mary L of William J and Mary July 17 1934... 31: 210
Hennigan William J of William J and Mary July 22 1932... 30: 227
Henningson John J of John W and Clotilda H June 20 1931... 30: 71
Henries Ronald G of Elsie Aug 31 1932... 30: 242
Henrikson Lorna B of Roland G and Emily July 27 1931... 30: 85
Henrikson Nancy L of Roland G and Emily A Sept 28 1932... 30: 253
Henrikson Richard I of Roland G and Emily Sept 6 1933... 31: 95
Henry Francis J of Francis J and Mary May 17 1931... 30: 56
Henry John C of Patrick C and Anna A Aug 19 1933... 31: 87
Henry Joseph P of Patrick C and Anna A Jan 7 1932... 30: 151
Henry Marjorie F of Herbert L and Mildred B June 7 1932... 30: 209
Henry Mary M of Frank R and Victoria Apr 22 1933... 31: 42
Henry Nancy D of David J and Grace E June 23 1932... 30: 214
Henry Paul D (Twin) of Francis J and Mary L June 27 1932... 30: 216
Henry Peter D (Twin) of Francis J and Mary L June 27 1932... 30: 216
Henry Richard A of William W and Julia Feb 23 1932... 30: 168
Henry Richard F of John E and Harriet J Feb 20 1932... 30: 167
Henry Russell C of Charles and Eva Nov 27 1935... 32: 127
Henry Velma V (c) of Charles W and Cedilece O May 26 1931... 30: 60
From 1931 to 1935 Inclusive.

Henry William E of Prelott E and Agnes Apr 4 1931..........................30:  40
Henry William F of Benjamin H and Elizabeth G Sept 17 1933...........31:  98
Henry —— d of George T and Maud A May 3 1931..........................30:  63
Henry —— (c) s of Charles W and Cedilece O July 8 1932.................30: 231
Henry —— s of Francis J and Mary L Apr 6 1934..........................31: 173
Henry —— d of David J and Grace Aug 17 1935.............................32:  89
Henschel Alfred X of Alfred N and Marjorie Jan 10 1931.................30:  4
Henschel Paul S of Alfred N and Marjorie June 30 1935...................32:  69
Henseler Margaret A of Henry D and Margaret May 13 1931..............30:  55
Henshall Elizabeth A of Charles and Annie Dec 31 1932..................30: 288
Heon Elaine C of Daniel J and Mary Jan 22 1935...........................32:   7
Heon Ralph J of Henry F and Irene E Apr 8 1931..........................30:  41
Heon William B of Arthur and Joanna M Nov 17 1933......................31: 119
Hepburn George H of George H and Martha C May 16 1933................31:  52
Hepburn Jean A of Frederick L and Margaret A Oct 16 1934..............31: 244
Hepburn Joyce D of George H and Martha C July 23 1934..................31: 212
Herbert Ralph F of John R and Lillian M Jan 17 1935.....................32:  6
Herchen Arthur E of Arthur E and Irene J Jan 12 1934....................31: 142
Hercov Gloria of Gladys Aug 27 1932..........................30: 241
Herder Patricia A of Edwin and Muriel Nov 14 1931......................30: 128
Herman John B of Leroy and Betty May 7 1935............................30:  49
Herman Robert A of Austin L and Bertha E May 26 1932..................30: 204
Hermanson Constance V of Oscar V and Sigrid A C Aug 4 1933............31:  83
Hernandez Francis L of Mannel J and Ellen E Dec 2 1931.................30: 135
Herndon John W of John W and Anna M Jan 12 1932......................30: 152
Herndon James A of James A and Marguerite Feb 11 1933................31:  16
Heroux Norman H of Wilfred O and Colone M Feb 17 1935................32:  17
Herr George D of George D and Mary Apr 22 1932..........................30: 191
Herr Philip B of Stephen T and Frances C Jan 8 1932.....................30: 151
Herreshoff Halsey C of Algernon S D and Rebecca Sept 6 1933...........31:  95
Herreshoff Nathaniel G of Algernon S D and Rebecca Apr 20 1931.........30:  46
Hersey Lois M of Edgar A and Florence M Jan 19 1933....................31:   7
Hertel Frank P of Franciszek M and Katerine Apr 14 1933.................31:  39
Herzog William F of William F and Anna T Jan 30 1932...................30: 158
Hesketh Donald S of Sylvester and Evelyn F Oct 31 1931.................30: 121
Hesketh Joseph J of Joseph J and Anna E July 18 1932...................30: 225
Hesketh Ronald J of William J and Mary Jan 30 1932.....................30: 158
Hesketh Sam of Sam and Elizabeth M Oct 25 1931..........................30: 119
Heslin John E of John E and Catherine M Apr 7 1932.....................30: 186
Heslin Robert of John E and Catherine M Nov 23 1933....................31: 121
Hess Herbert C of Herbert C and Teresa Aug 17 1931......................30:  93
Hesselton Cardin A of Verne O and Marion H Nov 15 1934.................31: 256
Hetherington John M of John M and Esther H Apr 28 1934...31: 180
Heuser Mary T of Louis C and Bertha K Nov 7 1934............31: 253
Hewitt Beverly A of Kenneth M and Gertrude E Oct 10 1933..31: 107
Hewitt Constance M of James F and Catherine M July 24 1933.31: 77
Hewitt Doris T of John S and Teresa J Jan 29 1932..........30: 158
Hewitt Fred A of Fred A and Emma Oct 18 1932...............30: 262
Hewitt Kenneth M of Kenneth M and Gertrude Oct 11 1932...30: 260
Hewitt Richard J of Charles W H and Alice M Sept 11 1931..30: 103
Hewson Robert M of William E and Dorothy M Oct 2 1934...31: 240
Hey John of John and Mary V Apr 8 1931........................30: 41
Heywood Barbara M of Edward and Elizabeth Oct 16 1932...30: 248
Heywood Elizabeth A of Edward and Elizabeth July 6 1931...30: 77
Heywood Margaret P of Edward and Elizabeth M Dec 2 1933..31: 125
Hiatt Hilda F of Robert W and Gladys M May 30 1932........30: 205
Hickey Alice E of Simon and Mary Mar 21 1935.............32: 29
Hickey Alice M of Thomas J and Agnes I May 27 1935......32: 56
Hickey Barbara Z of Stephen J and Grace M Nov 13 1935...32: 122
Hickey Carol F of Joseph A and Irene M Jan 23 1934.......31: 146
Hickey Catharine E of William M and Catharine G Jan 13
1934, ........................................................................31: 143
Hickey George J of George J and Marcella C Nov 5 1934...31: 252
Hickey Gerald F of William L and Katherine M Oct 16 1934..31: 244
Hickey James of William L and Katherine M Nov 25 1935...32: 128
Hickey Janet L of William M and Catharine G Nov 13 1935..32: 123
Hickey Joan M of Joseph A and Irene M Feb 25 1932........30: 168
Hickey John R of William L and Katherine M Jan 13 1933...31: 4
Hickey Joseph A of Joseph A and Irene M Sept 29 1935...32: 105
Hickey Marilyn C of Nicholas V J and Madeline G Nov 4 1931.30: 125
Hickey Maureen A of Oscar W and Annie Apr 7 1933.......31: 37
Hickey Robert T of William M and Catharine G Aug 5 1932..30: 233
Hickey Sheila M of John E and Margaret A Mar 6 1935......32: 24
Hickey William A of Thomas J and Agnes I Feb 18 1934...31: 155
Hickman Robert T (c) of Robert T and Hilda J Sept 18 1934..31: 234
Hickman Ruth A (c) of Robert T and Hilda J Apr 15 1933...31: 39
Hickney Phyllis M of Keitha May 25 1931......................30: 59
Hicks Anna D of Stephen P and Eleanor B Apr 17 1935......32: 40
Hicks Arthur W of Stephen P and Eleanor B Jan 23 1932....30: 156
Hicks Barbara E (c) of Maurice H and Ethel Feb 14 1934...31: 154
Hicks Edward G of Peter J and Margaret A May 18 1932.....30: 201
Hicks Elaine M of Wilfred W and Margaretite Nov 22 1933...31: 121
Hicks Elynor L (c) of Maurice H and Ethel June 27 1934...31: 154
Hicks George S of Sylvester and Mary E July 23 1935........30: 84
Hicks James E of Peter E and Rose A Feb 25 1931..........30: 22
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Hicks Joan F of Charles R and Mary E Mar 24 1934 ........ 31: 168
Hicks John E of Charles R and Mary E Sept 24 1932 .......... 30: 251
Hicks Leonard H of Edward H and Mary C Aug 23 1934 .... 31: 224
Hicks Marion L of Peter E and Rose A Oct 4 1932 ......... 30: 257
Hicks Mary B of Edward H and Mary C Oct 18 1935 .......... 32: 113
Hicks Priscilla A of Sylvester and Mary E Mar 6 1934 ..... 31: 162
Hicks Raymond F of Peter E and Rose A Sept 26 1934 ..... 31: 237
Hicks —— d of Everett E and Eva L Feb 8 1931 ........... 30: 25
Hie Evangeline I (c) of George C and Doris E Dec 1 1935 .. 32: 130
Hie Muzette L (c) of George C and Doris E Aug 7 1934 .... 31: 219
Higgin Walter J of Joseph and Elsie Oct 13 1933 ......... 31: 108
Higginbotham Shirley E of Jerome T and Doris E Apr 11 1934. 31: 175
Higgins Henry of James I and Annette C Jan 11 1931 .... 30: 4
Higgins John J of James I and Annette C July 17 1933 .... 31: 74
Higgins Myra I of John S and Frances H July 7 1934 ..... 31: 206
Higgins Pauline E (Twin) of Edgar G and Hilda F July 21 1931 .... 30: 83
Higgins Richard E of Joseph F and Lynette F Aug 2 1933 ... 31: 82
Higgins Richard L of Harold V and Gladys A Oct 7 1933 ... 31: 106
Higgins Robert H of Harold V and Gladys A Nov 20 1934 .... 31: 257
Higgins Thomas H of Joseph P and Anna J Feb 6 1932 .... 30: 162
Higgins —— (Twin) d of Edgar G and Hilda F July 21 1931. 30: 83
Higgins —— d of John L and Mary Sept 12 1931 .......... 30: 147
Higgins —— s of Edgar G and Hilda F Oct 31 1933 ........ 31: 113
Higginson Shirley E of Benjamin A and Dorothy L Aug 27 1933. 31: 90
Higginson William R of Florence I July 16 1932 ......... 30: 224
Higham Claire L of Everett J and Mabel F V July 14 1933 .... 31: 73
Higham Earl J of Earl J and Mary E R Mar 19 1931 ....... 30: 33
Higham Edward F of Earl J and Mary E R Oct 18 1932 .... 30: 262
Higham Elizabeth A of James and Dorothy M Apr 8 1935 .... 32: 37
Higham James F of James and Dorothy M June 25 1933 ....... 31: 66
Higham John F of Earl J and Mary E R Nov 8 1934 ....... 31: 253
Higney Arthur of Arthur B and Alice M July 15 1932 .... 30: 224
Higney Patricia A of Arthur B and Alice M June 29 1935 ... 32: 69
Hildebrand Marie L of Edward F and Marie L Nov 23 1933 .. 31: 121
Hildebrandt Hans of Burton E and Helen R Nov 5 1934 ... 31: 252
Hilfer Tula of Nathan and Sarah Jan 3 1931 ............... 30: 1
Hill Albert F of George H and Laura E July 27 1935 .... 32: 81
Hill Barbara A of Charles L and Lillian I Apr 25 1934 .... 31: 179
Hill Beverley A (c) of Harold F and Mabel G June 3 1932 ... 30: 207
Hill Beverley F of Christopher J and Dorothy F June 15 1934 .. 31: 197
Hill Beverley R of Robert W and Emma M July 5 1932 .... 30: 220
Hill Clifford A (c) of Harold F and Mabel G July 31 1934 ... 31: 215
Hill Donald W of Albert F and Marion C Sept 6 1935........32: 97
Hill Dorreen J of Walter H and Margaret July 25 1933........31: 77
Hill Doris E of Rowland and Florence C Sept 5 1931........30:101
Hill Dorothy E of Harold E and Edna May 16 1934.............31:287
Hill Douglas G of Charles G and Amelia June 24 1931........30: 72
Hill George of Herman D and Ruth Sept 27 1935..............32:105
Hill Ida L of George A and Emma F Aug 27 1931..............30: 97
Hill James F of George H and Laura E Mar 28 1933...........31: 32
Hill James F of James M and Edna F Dec 24 1933............31:132
Hill Joseph E (c) of Alice J Aug 23 1934...................31:224
Hill Leona E of William and Leona Oct 10 1932..............30:259
Hill Leroy of Lillian Dec 12 1934..........................31:265
Hill LeRoy F (c) of Alice Jan 29 1933.......................31: 10
Hill Raymond LeR of William and Grace Jan 18 1934........31:144
Hill Robert W of Robert W and Emma M Dec 8 1935...........32:132
Hill —— s of George H and Laura E Apr 26 1931............30: 48
Hill —— (c) d of Thomas A and Alice J Oct 3 1931........30:123
Hillas James V of Will and Margaret M Feb 9 1935...........32: 14
Hillberg George B of Carl W and Marguerite Aug 9 1932.....30:235
Hilliard Jane E of Winfield C and Gladys L Oct 24 1934...31:247
Hillier Gloria C of Charles and Albina Dec 3 1935.........32:130
Hillier Marjorie E of Ernest H and Hanora B Oct 2 1933...31:105
Hillman Janice of John G and Gladys July 7 1935............32: 73
Hillman William C of Harold S and Anne Oct 15 1935.......32:112
Hills Janet E of Edmund E and Dorothy Apr 10 1932........30:187
Hilton Arnold of Arnold and Lilly Feb 15 1931..............30: 19
Hilton Joan V of Joseph W and Lillian L July 20 1932......30:226
Hilton Lillian I of Joseph W and Lillian L Nov 19 1933....31:120
Hilton Norman A of William and Gertrude Mar 2 1934.......31:161
Hilton Robert C of Theodore C and Maybelle B Dec 29 1935..32:135
Hines Virginia L of Ralph S and Helen G Feb 13 1932......30:164
Hinchey Mary D of James H and Mary Feb 1 1931............30: 14
Hinckley George C of George C and Mildred C June 9 1933..31: 61
Hinckley —— s of Albert E and Christina R Feb 18 1933....31: 23
Hind Barbara J of George C and Eva July 5 1935.............32: 72
Hind Joan A of Eric and Gladys Oct 2 1934..................31:240
Hindle Joseph L of Lawrence W E and Margaret B Dec 30
1933..................................................31:134
Hindle Robert E of Joseph E and Edith P Feb 24 1931........30: 22
Hindle Robert E of George W and Agnes B June 1 1934......31:193
Hindle James S of James W and Dorothy C July 3 1934......31:205
Hindle Patricia B of Vincent B and Emma June 24 1931....30: 72
Hines Carol A of Charles L and Mary D Apr 11 1933.......31: 38
Hines Patricia M of Thomas F and Rae Dec 18 1934..........31:267
Hines William C of William I and Anna J Nov 8 1935......32:121
Hingley Alice N of Henry and Louis M Jan 28 1933.........31:  9
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Horns Allison L of Laurence N and Emma A Apr 14 1933... 31: 39
Horns Margery M of George A and Margery May 6 1935... 32: 49
Hird Elizabeth A of Jonas and Elizabeth Feb 20 1935... 32: 18
Hirsch Charles A of Joseph and May G Apr 1 1935... 32: 35
Hirsch Janet I of George O and Erma P July 31 1931... 30: 86
Hirsch Marilyn B of Ferdinand B and Marion B Dec 5 1932... 30: 281
Hirsch Walter S of George O and Irma P Dec 31 1932... 30: 288
Hirst Annmary of Joseph H and Evangeline Apr 7 1934... 31: 173
Hirst Norman F of Norman E and Georgia Mar 8 1932... 30: 174
Hirst Robert E of Norman E and Georgia June 23 1935... 32: 67
Hirst Robert W of William E and Helen Jan 23 1931... 30: 9
Hitch Catherine VanN of John V N and Mary O Oct 7 1935... 32: 110
Hitch Sarah H of John V N and Mary O Dec 1 1933... 31: 125
Hitchcock Howard N of Walter L and Anna Jan 2 1931... 30: 12
Hitchcock Lillian E of Arthur and Lila Aug 8 1935... 32: 86
Hitchen Harold of Harold and Sigrid E Oct 23 1934... 31: 247
Hite Margaret E of William M and Elizabeth A Sept 1 1932... 30: 244
Hoadley Edith M of Walter F and Edith L Aug 2 1935... 32: 84
Hoadley George F of Walter F and Edith Aug 20 1932... 30: 238
Hoague Don E of Alfred E and Yvonne D Oct 13 1934... 31: 243
Hoar Bernard W of Walter and Irene Dec 1 1932... 30: 292
Hoard Margerite E of William E and Helen Apr 24 1933... 31: 43
Hoard Mary C of Esther June 19 1931... 30: 70
Hobin Dorothy A of John M and Mary E Oct 7 1931... 30: 113
Hobin William T of John M and Mary E Dec 29 1935... 32: 138
Hobson George L of George L and Nellie Oct 14 1935... 32: 112
Hobson Phyllis M of Linwood and Gertrude Nov 12 1934... 31: 254
Hochadel Anna W of Willis and Nina May 13 1932... 30: 199
Hochberg Miriam S of Benjamin and Harriet Oct 29 1934... 31: 249
Hochman Arlene R of Hyman and Ethel J June 28 1935... 32: 68
Hochman Beverly D of George and Jean E Jan 15 1934... 31: 143
Hochman Howard S of Marcus M and Pauline Jan 17 1931... 30: 6
Hochman Marcia A of Marcus M and Pauline Feb 25 1934... 31: 158
Hodde Frederick H of Raymond E and Helen M Dec 26 1931... 30: 143
Hodell Arnold L of Arnold L and Mary B B Mar 7 1935... 32: 24
Hodge Ethel M (e) of Edith July 8 1932... 30: 221
Hodge Evard J (e) of Edith M Nov 13 1935... 32: 123
Hodges Agnes R of Frank W and Inez July 17 1932... 30: 225
Hodges Constance D of Alfred L and Conetta Oct 14 1935... 32: 112
Hodges William G of William G and Dorothy A May 27 1931... 30: 60
Hodgkinson Beverly A of Carleton E and Ida L June 25 1933... 31: 66
Hodgkinson Edith M of Leon B and Ethyl C Aug 12 1932... 30: 236
Hodgkinson Roy R of Roy R and Selena A Sept 2 1932... 30: 244
Hodgkinson William F of William F and Gladys Feb 20 1934... 31: 156
Hodgson Barbara E of Harold E and Catherine J Dec 29 1933... 31: 134
Hodgson Carol M of Harold E and Catherine J July 27 1935... 32: 81
Hodgson Margaret J of Frank and Margaret J Jan 25 1933... 31: 9
Hodgson Norma J of George E and Alice V May 15 1934... 31: 186
Hodgson William H of William H and Marion R Sept 21 1935... 32: 102
Hodosh Marvyn R of Saul and Helen July 16 1935... 32: 76
Hodson Audrey of George S and Beulah M Dec 28 1931... 30: 143
Hodson James E of Herbert and Helen F June 17 1932... 30: 213
Hodson Mary S of William F and Geraldine M Aug 27 1932... 30: 241
Hodson William E of William F and Geraldine M Aug 31 1934... 31: 227
Hodson William L of Herbert and Helen F Dec 23 1935... 32: 136
Hoeckele Ester R of Anton and Fannie Jan 19 1932... 30: 155
Hoerth Hubert C of Hubert and Helen Oct 28 1935... 32: 116
Hoffman Arlene M of Sydney J and Dorothy Apr 4 1932... 30: 185
Hoffman Barbara of Harry A and Anna Jan 5 1935... 32: 2
Hoffman Bruce B of Mischa B and Dora May 8 1932... 30: 198
Hoffman Donald of Charles and Harriet Oct 26 1932... 30: 265
Hoffman Doris of William and Dora Dec 3 1932... 30: 280
Hoffman Irma L of Joe and Clara June 7 1932... 30: 209
Hoffman Madeline of Charles and Harriet Aug 28 1934... 31: 227
Hoffman Ralph of Charles and Harriet Jan 27 1931... 30: 10
Hoffmeyer Esther M of William T and Evelyn E Aug 14 1934... 31: 221
Hoffschrir Adrianne B of Albert H L and Edith B July 10 1931... 30: 79
Hogan Ann M of Francis G and Anna V Nov 7 1932... 30: 270
Hogan Claire A of Joseph R and Kathryn V Feb 9 1935... 32: 14
Hogan Franklin J of Joseph H and Florence A Sept 28 1933... 31: 102
Hogan Joan of Martin P and Margaret F July 31 1932... 30: 230
Hogan Marguerite A of John J and Helen M June 27 1934... 31: 201
Hogan Mary of Christopher M and Mary C June 30 1933... 31: 68
Hogan Patricia A of John D and Mary C Dec 12 1934... 31: 265
Hogan Patricia M of William H and Mary E Mar 17 1935... 32: 27
Hogan William E of William E and Mary F Nov 22 1931... B: 1: 500
Hogberg Arthur R of Arthur R and Esther Sept 10 1931... 30: 103
Hogberg Daniel J of Edward D and Brita M Dec 18 1934... 31: 267
Hoge Lucy A of Wallace W and Martha L July 8 1932... 30: 221
Hoge Martha L (Twin) of Wallace W and Martha L May 7

1931... 30: 53
Hoge (Twin) — d of Wallace W and Martha L May 7 1931... 30: 53
Hogg Anne P of Joseph A and Frances P Apr 18 1934... 31: 177
Hogg Joseph L of Joseph L and Catherine E July 31 1931... 30: 86
Hogue Roland of Roland J and Palmyra Dec 13 1934... 31: 266
Hogue Rose M of Louis G and Rose Dec 17 1934... 31: 267
Hohlmaier Lois R of Herman and Jean W Oct 25 1934... 31: 247
Hokenson Claire A of Martin H and Anna L June 24 1935... 32: 67
Hokenson Martin H of Martin H and Anna L Dec 2 1932... 30: 280
Holden Dolores M of Harry and Angelina R May 17 1935... 32: 53
Holden Frederick R of Arthur H and Sarah T Mar 6 1935... 32: 24
Holden Joyce M of Donald and Hazel Aug 8 1931... 30: 90
Holden — d of Arthur H and Sarah T Aug 21 1931........... 30: 95
Holden — s of Lillian Feb 24 1932.......................... 30: 168
Holding Nancy U of Robert S and Elizabeth D July 18 1933. 31: 74
Holesh Patricia A of Ignatius and Ophelia Jan 31 1932...... 30: 159
Holgate Shirley A of Samuel M and Jeanie W S Sept 20 1934. 31: 234
Hollinen Edward M of Aloysius E and Elizabeth A Apr 9 1934. 31: 174
Hollinen John F of Joseph M and Gertrude L V Oct 28 1932... 30: 266
Holladay Betty A of Walter J and Mary E Feb 16 1934........ 31: 155
Holland Diane of Mildred R Mar 5 1934......................... 31: 162
Holland Edward F of Edward W and Wilhelmina E Mar 7
1934.................................................................. 30: 28
Holland Francis A of Joseph E and Sarah F July 14 1934..... 31: 209
Holland Gail D of George C and Clara F Apr 19 1932.......... 30: 190
Holland Helena J (c) of William F B and Margaret H Apr 24
1934.................................................................. 31: 178
Holland Howard J of Hyman and Rebecca Jan 6 1933........... 31: 2
Holland James A of Joseph P and Margaret E Dec 5 1932..... 30: 281
Holland Jean M of Michael J and Rose A Nov 28 1931........ 30: 132
Holland John J of Joseph E and Sarah F July 19 1931......... 30: 82
Holland Joseph T of Joseph P and Margaret E Aug 5 1931..... 30: 89
Holland Leo J of Thomas J and Elizabeth R Mar 10 1932...... 30: 175
Holland Margaret E of Joseph P and Margaret E Nov 14 1934. 31: 255
Holland Norma M of John W and Marie V L May 21 1933...... 31: 53
Holland Patricia A of Edward W and Wilhelmina E Sept 10
1934.................................................................. 31: 232
Holland Philip A (c) of William F B and Margaret H May 1
1932.................................................................. 30: 196
Holland Robert E of Herbert E W and Alice H Feb 12 1935.... 32: 16
Holland Sandra L of Hyman and Rebecca Sept 19 1931........ 30: 106
Hollander Edward F of Edward F and Virginia A Dec 18 1934. 31: 267
Holley Harry E (c) of Charles E and Etelka M Aug 27 1933.... 31: 90
Hollingworth Ethel A of John and Ethel A Aug 30 1935........ 32: 94
Hollingworth Wayne A of Robert C and Ruth E H Feb 26 1935. 32: 20
Hollinsworth Harlene A of Harland R and Catherine May 14
1935. .................................................................. 32: 52
Hollinsworth Joyce of Harland R and Mary C Mar 28 1932.... 30: 181
Hollis Elizabeth A of John E and Margaret M June 2 1935..... 32: 59
Hollis Frederick Y of Howard J and Natalie M Sept 5 1934.... 31: 230
Hollis Howard B of Howard J and Natalie M June 9 1932..... 30: 210
Hollis Richard E of Howard B and Natalie M July 30 1935..... 32: 82
Holloway Albert H of Albert H and Evelyn E Mar 9 1933...... 31: 26
Holloway Audrey A of Carleton W and Faith Nov 6 1931...... 30: 125
Holloway David I of Christopher M and Miriam S Aug 14 1932. 30: 236
Holloway Elizabeth of Albert H and Evelyn E Aug 28 1931.... 30: 97
Holloway Kenneth A of John B and Mary A Jan 17 1934........ 31: 144
Holm Alice N of Reginald A and Synerva Feb 13 1931........... 30: 18
Holm Janet A of Reginald A and Synerva Oct 15 1932........... 30: 261
Holman Arthur F of Waldo F and Christina B Oct 11 1935.... 32: 111
Holman Evelyn J of Waldo F and Christina B July 4 1932.... 30: 220
Holman Margaret C of Waldo F and Christena B May 26 1934.. 31: 190
Holmes Barbara E of Lawrence and Dorothy Jan 25 1932.... 30: 156
Holmes Benjamin W of Benjamin W and Ann M Aug 8 1934.... 31: 219
Holmes Beverly T of Wilbur A and Therese B Jan 28 1932.... 30: 158
Holmes David M of Harry A and Marjorie Oct 27 1932.... 30: 266
Holmes Donald W of Richard L and Mildred E Mar 27 1932.. 30: 180
Holmes Gordon H of Milton E and Eva F Mar 17 1935..... 32: 27
Holmes Herbert F of Herbert M and Anna Dec 4 1931.... 30: 136
Holmes James H of George H and Helen B Nov 5 1933.... 31: 116
Holmes June A of Josephine P July 1 1935..................... 32: 71
Holmes Katherine B of John E and Barbara A Feb 21 1935... 32: 18
Holmes Marjorie J of William W and Ella M Oct 6 1933.... 31: 106
Holmes Nancy G of Robert B and Helen A Dec 23 1933.... 31: 131
Holmes Nancy L of Oliver W and Marion L May 14 1933.... 31: 51
Holmes Robert W of Wilfrid and Elsie Dec 3 1931............. 30: 135
Holmes — s of Oliver W and Marian L June 26 1931......... 30: 72
Holmes — s of Frederick W and Agnes G Sept 12 1935..... 32: 107
Holquist Frederick J of Frederick and Hilda J Dec 3 1933.. 31: 125
Holroyd Robert W of Arthur L and Edith Nov 29 1932.... 30: 278
Holscher Herman R of Herman R and Elizabeth Nov 16 1931.. 30: 128
Holst Dagmar L of Oscar E and Lucille E July 9 1932.... 30: 222
Holt Donald F of George H and Marie C Aug 11 1933.... 31: 85
Holt Edward E of Albert H and Corrine E Sept 16 1932.... 30: 248
Holt Harold A of Harold F and Hilda B Nov 17 1933..... 31: 119
Holt Harriet L of William T and Anne L Oct 31 1933..... 31: 113
Holt Judith L of Ralph D and Alice M Mar 30 1935....... 32: 32
Holt Marilyn T of Harry C and Christina Feb 7 1931....... 30: 16
Holt Meredith E of Randolph C and Doris E Aug 11 1935.... 32: 87
Holt Richard P of Norman and Cecile Nov 27 1934....... 31: 259
Holt Ruth M of Harold F and Hilda B Mar 8 1935............. 32: 25
Holt William T of William T and Anne L May 16 1931.... 30: 56
Holt — s of George H and Marie C Nov 23 1935............. 32: 126
Holton Nancy E of William W and Stella P Feb 6 1935..... 32: 13
Holton Robert P of Phillip J and Madeline G June 5 1935.... 32: 60
Holzhauer Carl E of Frederick W and Rose Aug 15 1931.... 30: 92
Homan Clarke G of Luther C and Marion B July 16 1931.... 30: 81
Homen Judith C of Joseph and Bertha Mar 19 1935......... 32: 28
Honan Barry M of Francis J and Florence R Dec 9 1934...... 31: 264
Honan Stephen F of Francis J and Florence R Nov 26 1932.... 30: 277
Hood Joan B of John L and Ethel Apr 28 1932............. 30: 193
Hoogasian John H of Kasper and Arshalouss July 26 1931.... 30: 84
Hookey Mary E of Daniel F and Elizabeth Dec 5 1934 31: 263
Hoooper James B of James B and Doris P Jan 6 1935 32: 2
Hoover Donald W of Donald W and Virginia W Sept 24 1935 32: 103
Hope Gordon W of Eric S and Ina V Apr 26 1934 31: 179
Hope Joyce S of Eric S and Ina July 4 1931 30: 77
Hope Robert B of Robert B and Laura D May 24 1933 31: 54
Hopkins Arline of Christopher J and Sarah G June 3 1934 31: 193
Hopkins Audrey M (c) of William S and Mary L Mar 18 1933 31: 29
Hopkins Barbara A of George F and Elaine V Jan 22 1931 30: 8
Hopkins Barbara M of Eleanor M Jan 17 1934 31: 144
Hopkins Bernard B of Herbert H and Mary C Nov 2 1933 31: 115
Hopkins Betty J of Robert and Hope June 27 1935 32: 68
Hopkins Beverly I of Milton E and Gertrude Mar 28 1933 31: 32
Hopkins Carol L of John E and Ruth M Dec 13 1933 31: 129
Hopkins Dale A of Ernest M and Lytle Feb 12 1931 30: 18
Hopkins Dennis A (Twin) of Chester S and Marion H Feb 10 1934 31: 153
Hopkins Diane A (Twin) of Chester S and Marion H Feb 10 1934 31: 153
Hopkins Donald T of Stanley T and Marjorie Nov 11 1931 30: 127
Hopkins Dorothy G of Lester A and Ruth G Oct 9 1931 30: 113
Hopkins Howard L of Ellis F and Lillian July 20 1934 31: 211
Hopkins John A of Charles E and Ora R Feb 11 1932 30: 164
Hopkins Margaret M of Patrick J and Margaret June 16 1933 31: 64
Hopkins Marilyn of Ernest M and Lytle R June 27 1934 31: 201
Hopkins Marion of Christopher J and Sarah G May 9 1933 31: 49
Hopkins Patricia A of Howard J and Catherine M Aug 26 1934 31: 226
Hopkins Raymond G of George A and Dorothy Sept 15 1935 32: 100
Hopkins Robert A of Charles L and Esther V Dec 7 1931 30: 137
Hopkins Robert E of William H and Mary L Apr 3 1934 31: 172
Hopkins Shirley A of Ernest M and Alice C Aug 30 1932 30: 242
Hopkins Shirley L of Ellis F and Lillian May 14 1932 30: 200
Hopkins William S (e) of William S and Mary L Aug 27 1931 30: 97
Hopkins Winifred of Raymond S and Venessa W Oct 27 1935 32: 116
Hopkinson Hubert L of Hubert L and Grace Aug 30 1933 31: 91
Hopwood Ronald of John S and Agnes M Mar 16 1932 30: 176
Horan Agnes of James and Rose Jan 22 1934 31: 145
Horan James J of Patrick J and Helen M Mar 9 1935 32: 25
Horan John W of James P and Rose May 8 1931 30: 53
Horan s of James and Nora May 6 1935 32: 58
Horbert Raymond E of Walter F and Alice C Mar 20 1935 32: 29
Horbert Walter G of Walter F and Alice C May 7 1933 31: 49
Horenstein Sarah of Isadore S and Etta L Nov 20 1931 30: 130
Horgan Eileen E of Edward F and Mary A Aug 2 1931 30: 88
Horiagon Dorothy M of James E and Katherine J Nov 6 1931.30:125
Horn George J of George J and Lauretta A Dec 18 1935.32:135
Horn James F of William A and Mary G Nov 12 1935.32:122
Horn —— s of Clarence J and Evelyn Apr 15 1931.30:50
Horner Joseph S of Thomas H and Ruth E Sept 22 1934.31:235
Horner Norman R of Henry and Ruth E Jan 3 1934.31:139
Horner Thomas H of Thomas and Ruth E Jan 29 1933.31:10
Horner —— d of James E and Ethel E July 19 1931.30:147
Hornstein Edmund H of Edmund and Margaret Mar 30 1935.32:32
Horoho John F of John F and Mary L Jan 18 1932.30:154
Horovitz Adrian J of Morris and Dena Jan 26 1932.30:157
Horovitz Maralyn S of Samuel and Sophie Sept 28 1934.31:237
Horovitz Marilyn of Sigmund and Dora Apr 18 1933.31:41
Horovitz Stanley of Morris and Dena July 7 1933.31:70
Horowitz Cynthia T of Charles and Nellie Jan 25 1931.30:9
Horr Gladys B of Gifford F and Lucy V Feb 19 1932.30:166
Horr Ronald G of Gifford F and Lucy V May 20 1935.32:54
Horridge Joan E of William J and Eleanor Oct 6 1932.30:258
Horridge Norma I of William J and Eleanor Oct 22 1933.32:114
Horridge William J of William J and Eleanor Mar 18 1934.31:166
Horsfall Charles W of Ernest and Gwendolin A Sept 30 1933.31:103
Horsman Ann L of William H and Lillian E Feb 1 1934.31:150
Horsman Sally A of Roy S and Jeanie P Apr 25 1933.31:43
HorstKamp Margaret of Raymond and Georgiana June 9 1935.32:62
Horton Anthony S of Clarence A and Helen M July 3 1931.31:205
Horton Charles S of Horace F and Hope D Jan 25 1932.30:156
Horton David G of Benjamin G and Eleanor Nov 2 1932.30:269
Horton Howard E of Howard P and Irene S May 25 1933.32:55
Horton Lois I of Howard P and Irene S May 13 1932.30:199
Horton Robert H of Horace F and Hope D July 15 1933.31:73
Horton Rosamond of Arthur T and Deborah June 14 1932.30:211
Horton Sheila J of H Roy and Aileen Apr 12 1932.30:188
Horovitz Barbara R of Joseph and Dorothy Oct 23 1932.30:264
Horovitz Endal of Samuel and Mollie Apr 26 1935.32:44
Horovitz Luba B of Ammon H and Anna Oct 22 1932.30:264
Horovitz Paul of Abraham and Rose Aug 6 1935.32:86
Horovitz Ruth M of Samuel and Mollie Jan 29 1931.30:11
Hosley Claire E (c) of James R and Arlina Jan 16 1931.30:6
Houde Lois A of Francis R and Emma T Mar 31 1932.30:182
Hough Patricia E of Francis and Mary V Feb 24 1935.32:19
Houghton Dawn W of Wilfred R and Gertrude F June 9 1934.31:195
Houghton Elizabeth J of James H and Mary E Oct 9 1934.31:242
Houghton Lewis F of Franklin L and Clara Dec 6 1935.32:131
Houle Barbara L of Arthur and Helen S Mar 6 1931.32:27
Houle George E of Emile J L and Marie J Aug 27 1935.32:93
Houle Joan M of Albert E and Marie B Oct 31 1934.31:249
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Houle Norma B of William J and Mary F Feb 12 1931 30: 18
Houle — s of Arthur and Helen S Oct 23 1932 30: 268
Houlahan Jean A of George A and Marie R July 26 1934 31: 213
Houlahan Joan M of Joseph F and Emma L Feb 2 1935 B-1: 800
Houlahan Shirley E of George A and Marie R July 11 1931 30: 79
Houlahan William of Leo C and Alice July 13 1934 31: 208
Houlker Leonard E of John F and Gladys M May 21 1934 31: 188
Houlahan Jean M of John J and Mary C Sept 20 1934 31: 234
Houlahan John J of John J and Mary C May 25 1933 30: 203
Houlahan Thomas E of John J and Mary C July 23 1933 31: 76
Hourtal Shirley A of Gabriel P and Anna V Mar 22 1934 31: 167
Houston Richard F of Bradley and Margaret May 1 1935 32: 47
Houston Thomas T of William L and Phyllis M Dec 27 1934 31: 270
Houston — d of Craig S and Charlotte June 9 1933 31: 61
Hovanessian Hamazasp of Hamazasp and Vartanesh Mar
16 1933 31: 28
Hovanessian Vahagn of Hamazasp and Vartanesh Dec 29 1934 31: 271
Hover Lynne A of Earle A and Jean W Apr 4 1935 32: 36
Hovey Eleanor J of Kenneth J and Isabel C Oct 29 1931 30: 121
Hovanian Goharig of Asadoor and Aghavnie Mar 3 1933 31: 24
Howard Barbara E of Linwood and Evelyn M July 11 1932 30: 222
Howard Edward C of Fred N and Lida L Sept 15 1932 30: 248
Howard Ernest J of Ernest J and Lillie Feb 3 1932 30: 161
Howard Francis J of Francis J and Josephine Oct 19 1932 30: 263
Howard Grace M of James W and Katherine M June 17 1932 30: 213
Howard Grace W of James R and Mary T Mar 6 1931 30: 28
Howard Harold E of Frederick N and Lida L May 4 1931 30: 52
Howard Jane E of Hilton W and Anna A May 24 1931 30: 59
Howard Jean S of Robert J and Viola T July 7 1932 30: 221
Howard Lida M of Frederick N and Lida L July 5 1934 31: 205
Howard Patricia of Frederick N and Bernadine Jan 12 1935 32: 4
Howard Raymond C of Hilton W and Anna A Mar 3 1934 31: 161
Howard Richard A of Hilton W and Anna A Sept 10 1932 30: 246
Howard Robert J of Edward L and Bessie M Mar 16 1932 30: 176
Howard Shirley A of Jack and Annie M Jan 19 1934 31: 145
Howard — s of Robert J and Viola T Apr 28 1935 32: 44
Howarth Helen R of Harold K and Beatrice T May 5 1934 31: 183
Howarth Joyce L of Walter and Charlotte O July 18 1931 30: 82
Howarth Richard R of Robert E and Doris E June 23 1934 31: 200
Howarth Robert E of Robert E and Doris Dec 6 1932 30: 284
Howarth William of William and Mary C Aug 3 1935 32: 84
Howe Barbara of Leo J and Margaret June 15 1932 30: 212
Howe Barbara J (Twin) of Parker J and Margaret M Feb 5 1932 30: 162
Howe Barbara W of Harry R and Adonell N July 21 1934......31:211
Howe Bernice A of William F and Bernice G Oct 28 1934......31:248
Howe Ethel O of Benjamin C and Marion L Sept 17 1933......31:99
Howe Gerald of William F and Mary May 8 1934.............31:184
Howe Judith of Frank W and Natalie B July 9 1934...........31:207
Howe Nancy A of Benjamin C and Marion L Apr 8 1932.......30:186
Howe Patricia H (Twin) of Parker J and Margaret M Feb 5
1932 ..................................................30:162
Howe Ralph J of Margaret M Aug 4 1934.......................31:218
Howe Richard of William F and Mary May 11 1932............30:199
Howell Blair J of William M and Hazel G Dec 8 1932........30:282
Howell Jane A of William M and Hazel G Sept 1 1931........30:100
Howell Richard H of Percival G and Irene E May 8 1933....31:49
Howell Mary S of Edwin L and Dorothy O May 23 1935......32:55
Howes Alfred U of Jean P and Marion S Dec 5 1934..........31:263
Howland Barbara A of Daniel J and Madeline Apr 29 1931..30:49
Howland Elaine C of Harold L and Lillian A Apr 30 1932..30:194
Howland Erving R of Erving T and Dorothy E Sept 10 1933.31:97
Howland Grace B of Kenneth and Elsie Feb 9 1935..........32:14
Howland John C of John C and Rutha C Apr 17 1935......32:41
Howland Mary E of Daniel J and Madeline July 1 1933.....31:69
Howland Ruth E of John J and Ruth E Dec 11 1934........31:265
Howland —— d of Kenneth M and Bernice H Sept 9 1935....32:107
Howson John S of George W and Alice M Oct 6 1935........32:109
Hoxsie Phyllis M of Arthur F and Stena A Nov 15 1935....32:123
Hoxsie Robert C of Robert E and Signe L June 6 1934.....31:194
Hoyas Raymond E H of Raymond and Adela Nov 13 1932...30:272
Hoye Carolyn A of James V and Doris A Jan 21 1935.......32:7
Hoyle Barbara A (Twin) of Elmer S and Sarah L Feb 20
1932 ..................................................30:167
Hoyle Charles (Twin) of Elmer S and Sarah L Feb 20 1932..30:167
Hoyle Donald B of Elmer S and Sarah L Nov 10 1934....31:254
Hoyle Donald L of Lincoln C and Lillian A Sept 29 1932..30:254
Hoyle Etta M of Harry W and Etta July 15 1932............30:224
Hoyle Melvin of Edward M and Elizabeth V July 15 1931....30:81
Hoyle Robert W of George R and Angelina June 5 1935.....32:60
Hoyle William J of Harold C J and Louise C Sept 18 1931..30:105
Hrisanthopoulos Alexios A of Anastasios and Andromaki May 4 1934 ...........................................31:183
Hrisanthopoulos Constantino A of Anastasios and Anna Apr 13 1933 ..............................................31:38
Hrisanthopoulos Kostantinos of Anastasios and Andromahi
Mar 5 1931 ...........................................30:27
Hubbard Judith B of Russell S and Anna C Dec 26 1933....31:133
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Hubbard Mary L of George W and Ruth A Mar 21 1935......32: 29
Huber Albert C (Twin) of Albert J and Charlotte Jan 27
1931 ..........................................................30: 10
Huber Charles A (Twin) of Albert J and Charlotte Jan 27
1931 ..........................................................30: 10
Hubert Joseph C of Harry and Adelaide C Jan 4 1933.....31: 2
Huddish Grant R of Louis J and Abbie Aug 30 1934.......31:227
Hudson Barbara E of George C and Ellen Dec 21 1931......30:141
Hudson Donald A of John and Emily Nov 13 1931.........30:127
Hudson Dorothy F of Edward J and Ida F July 20 1933....31: 75
Hudson Francis J of Frank J and Dorothy J Jan 1 1934....31:139
Hudson John E W of John E W and Hazel M Dec 28 1932....30:287
Hudson Kenneth W of John and Emily M Apr 5 1933.......31: 36
Hudson Nancy E of Buell W and Esther Mar 23 1932........30:179
Hudson Robert A of John E W and Hazel M Feb 5 1934.....31:151
Hudson Susan P of Buell W and Esther Aug 11 1935.......32: 87
Huestis Chester A of George O and Agnes J June 29 1931..30: 73
Hufault Marie R G of Hormidas and Rose E Sept 30 1932....30:254
Huff Nancy A of Charles W and Mary Apr 23 1931.........30: 47
Hufnagel Florence H of John E and Helen F July 22 1933..31: 76
Huggs Sondra E of Ernest W and Shirley L Oct 7 1932.....30:258
Hughes Barbara M of John J and Mildred Feb 20 1933.....31: 19
Hughes Donald R of Francis C and Doris R Aug 7 1931.....30: 89
Hughes Dorothy of George W and Helen M Aug 28 1933.....31: 90
Hughes Grace R of Frank and Eileen C Nov 6 1933.........31:116
Hughes Joan F of Truman A and Louise G Apr 8 1935.....32: 38
Hughes John K of John M and Emily E May 28 1931.......30: 61
Hughes Kenneth C of Kenneth C and Margaret May 6 1931..30: 52
Hughes Marcia A of William A and Mary E Aug 11 1931....30: 91
Hughes Mary E of Francis and Elizabeth A Feb 13 1935....32: 16
Hughes Mary M of Thomas F and Margaret A Aug 15 1931..30: 92
Hughes Patricia A of Thomas J and Anna E Aug 31 1934...31:227
Hughes Robert E of Albert and Gertrude M Aug 28 1931....30: 97
Hughes Robert R of Robert R and Margaret E Oct 5 1934..31:241
Hughes William A of Joseph P and Myrtle S June 3 1935..32: 59
Hughes — s of Frank and Mary Sept 13 1931.................30:104
Hughes — d of Francis C and Doris R Oct 5 1933.........31:114
Hughes — d of Thomas F and Margaret A Dec 7 1933......31:127
Hughes — s of John M and Emily E Jan 1 1934...........31:149
Hughes — d of John M and Emily E Oct 10 1935..........32:111
Hughlett Robert E of Robert E and Margaret E Nov 21 1931.30:130
Hulatt Patricia A of Ralph E and Dorothy M May 14 1933..31: 51
Huling George W of James E and Florence V June 10 1932..30:210
Huling Joyce L of Leon W and Helen M Mar 25 1935........32: 31
Huling Muriel H of Leon W and Helen Nov 10 1931.........30:127
Huling Norman J of James E and Florence V Dec 11 1933..31:128
Huling Vance D of Vance D and Edna E Nov 21 1934......31: 258
Hull David R of David R and Flora May 26 1931.............30: 60
Hull Edward (c) of Sylvester S and Elizabeth Mar 11 1934...31: 164
Hull Howard A of Harry A and Martha L July 26 1932........30: 228
Hull Johanna C of Romuald and Johanna Aug 12 1931........30: 91
Hull John W of William E and Ida M Mar 29 1932.............30: 181
Hull June S (c) of Sylvester S and Elizabeth Sept 8 1931.....30: 102
Hull Kathryn A of David R and Flora May 9 1933..............31: 49
Hull Marjorie A of Isaac C and Marjorie L Sept 8 1932.......30: 246
Hull Nancy of George C and Flora June 14 1933...............31: 63
Hull Norman X (c) of Sylvester S and Elizabeth Oct 13 1932..30: 261
Hull Roy S (c) of Sylvester S and Elizabeth June 15 1935....32: 64
Hull Thelma M of Romuald and Johanna June 29 1934.........31: 202
Hull Thomas G of Isaac C and Marjorie L Jan 8 1935.........32: 3
Hulme Donald J of Joseph and Alice June 8 1935.............32: 61
Hulme Kenneth E of Raymond E and Gladys L Dec 2 1932.....30: 280
Hultenius Arne W of Gustaf W and Selma E May 25 1935......32: 55
Hultenius Bertil K of Carl S and Signe C Oct 7 1935........32: 110
Hultenius Charles L of Carl S and Signe C Feb 28 1933......31: 22
Hulting Corinne A of Arthur M and Ruth G May 2 1935......32: 47
Hulton Barbara A of Chester A and Estella B June 24 1934...31: 200
Hulton John S of Chester A and Estelle B July 30 1933......31: 79
Hultquist Henry G of Henry G and Alice C Aug 17 1932......30: 257
Humes Raymond J of William and Sarah A Jan 21 1935......32: 7
Hummer Robert J of Herbert and Helen Apr 16 1935.........32: 40
Humphrey Kathryn of James and Bertha Nov 21 1935.........32: 125
Humphrey Patricia A of Marshall P and Edith Mar 5 1932.....30: 173
Hunt Barbara A of Willard F and Lillian J Mar 21 1933.....31: 30
Hunt Barbara A of Harold and Genevieve Mar 12 1935......32: 26
Hunt Carol E of Harold B and Genevieve G Feb 11 1934......31: 153
Hunt Charles H of Charles H and Carolina A Apr 14 1933....31: 39
Hunt Cornelius of Timothy J and Marion J May 21 1931.....30: 58
Hunt Diane C of James R and Endie V Mar 2 1932............30: 172
Hunt Evelyn E of Everett R and Vivian A Aug 19 1934......31: 223
Hunt Frances of Willard F and Lillian J Jan 13 1932......30: 133
Hunt Harold of Henry H and Eva C June 4 1931.............30: 65
Hunt Jane of Martin C and Theresa July 9 1933............31: 71
Hunt Janet H of Charles F and Louise C Mar 13 1933......31: 27
Hunt John J of Joseph and Mary Aug 19 1935...............32: 90
Hunt Judith M of Harold E and Margaret T Nov 3 1934......31: 251
Hunt Lester E of Lester E and Adeline L Oct 19 1932......30: 263
Hunt Louisa A of George R and Florence T Nov 9 1931......30: 126
Hunt Margaret A of Francis E and Florence N Sept 5 1932....30: 245
Hunt Marguerite T of Michael J and Bridget T Jan 21 1931..30: 8
Hunt Martha A of Howard G and Martha F Mar 2 1932.......30: 172
Hunt Mary B of Harold B and Genevieve Dec 10 1931......30: 138
Hunt Richard V of Willard F and Lillian J Aug 26 1935...32: 92
Hunt Virginia E of Nicholas P and Thelma E Jan 29 1932...30: 158
Hunt —— s of Edward F and Hanora Oct 12 1933.........31: 114
Hunter Betsy of James W and Mary Apr 26 1932.........30: 193
Hunter Dorothy E of James F and Florence M Feb 19 1934..31: 156
Hunter Lois A of Donald A and Elizabeth Oct 17 1935....32: 113
Hunter Robert E of Earl L and Charlotte G Feb 27 1932...30: 169
Hunter —— d of Henry L and Ida M Feb 27 1934.........31: 160
Huntington Ann E of Albert P and Elizabeth F Mar 26 1934.31: 168
Huntley Gladys M of Ernest W and Lelia Nov 2 1933.....31: 115
Huntoon Schuyler of Louis H C and Alice L Jan 8 1934...31: 141
Hutisman Richard of Richard and Ethel M Feb 22 1935...32: 19
Hurd Frank J of Frank LeR and Alice M Jan 17 1933.....31: 6
Hurd Jean I of Donald W and Agnes R Jan 17 1935.....32: 6
Hurd Joanne A of Frank LeR and Alice M Apr 13 1931...30: 43
Huriaux Jeanne D of Leopold C and Ruth P Feb 12 1934...31: 153
Hurbut Marie A of Warren and Marion Sept 15 1934.....31: 233
Hurley Charles M of Charles A and Mildred B Apr 28 1932..30: 193
Hurley Joseph M of Joseph D and Mary Mar 27 1932.....30: 180
Hurley Mary A F of John and Gwendolyn May 23 1931...30: 59
Hurley Robert of Charles A and Mildred B Oct 7 1933.....30: 106
Hurst Alice C of Charles E and Edith M May 11 1931.....30: 54
Hurst Francis B of Francis B and Eleanor Nov 1 1931...30: 124
Hurst James of James P and Marie Mar 31 1934.........31: 170
Hurst Ralph J of Joseph and Annie May 22 1931.........30: 59
Hurtubise Jean G of Joseph M and Gertrude Feb 13 1934..31: 153
Hurtubise Joseph M of Joseph M and Gertrude May 1 1932..30: 196
Hurworth Elizabeth L of Robert H and Gladys M Nov 24 1931.30: 131
Huske Richard H of Charles and Kathleen E May 8 1934...31: 184
Hussey Joan H of William W and Lois H Jan 15 1934.....31: 143
Hussey Ruth H of William W and Lois H Sept 15 1932....30: 248
Hutcheon Alexander of William R and Marie B June 5 1931..30: 65
Hutchins David K of George S and Ruth Oct 31 1932.....30: 267
Hutchins Donald J of Willard F and Ethel I June 23 1932..30: 214
Hutchins George S of George S and Ruth Mar 12 1931.....30: 30
Hutchins Robert H of Willard F and Ethel I May 21 1931..30: 58
Hutchinson Nancy A of Margaret E Nov 22 1934.........31: 275
Hutchinson Norma C of Jeanette M Oct 2 1933.........31: 105
Hutchinson —— s of William J and Addie M Oct 9 1931...30: 123
Hutchison Mercedes M of Wheaton H and Marie L July 22 1935.32: 79
Hutter Paul F of Frank C and Helen M Dec 27 1935......32: 138
Hyde Barbara J of Arthur and Grace T Aug 8 1934......31: 219
Hyver Harrison R of Harrison and Mary Dec 3 1933.....31: 125
Hylander Robert H of Henry G and Barbara July 18 1933...31: 74
Hyman Frank L (e) of Nathaniel and Sadie Jan 6 1931...30: 2
Hyman Lester S of Carl and Alice July 14 1931............. 30: 80
Hyman Richard A (c) of Clarence N and Sadie June 8 1932.. 30: 209
Hyman Stanley M of Manuel and Diana Aug 4 1931........... 30: 88
Hyman Warren W (c) of Nathaniel and Sadie Feb 12 1934... 31: 153
Hynes Francis A of James M and Mary A Feb 14 1931....... 30: 18
Hynes Gertrude A of James M and Mary A Aug 7 1934...... 31: 219
Hynes John T of John and Grace Sept 10 1932............... 30: 246
Hynes Mary T of James M and Mary A Jan 4 1933.......... 31: 2
Hynes Robert J of Frank M and Mabel E Dec 19 1934...... 31: 268
Hynes William V of William V and Edith Apr 30 1933..... 31: 45

Iacampo Michele F of Michele and Maria Nov 1 1932........ 30: 269
Iacchei Norma L of Nicola and Emelia V Apr 23 1932...... 30: 192
Iaciofano Carl of Carl and Mary Apr 20 1934............. 31: 177
Iacobbo Antonetta V of Pasquale and Lena Sept 21 1934.. 31: 235
Iacobbo Frank L of Francesco and Altina Apr 21 1933.... 31: 42
Iacobbo Guglielmo C of Pasquale and Michelina Mar 14 1931. 30: 30
Iacobbo Raymond E of Guido and Emelia July 10 1931..... 30: 79
Iacobbo Thelma E of Guido and Emelia Dec 2 1932....... 30: 280
Iacobellis Annette of Francesco and Francesca Sept 14 1934. 31: 233
Iacobellis Nicholas of Nicola and Anna Sept 24 1933.... 31: 101
Iacobellis —— s of Francesco and Francesca May 16 1933... 31: 58
Iacobucci Eracio L of Francesco and Maria L June 4 1933.. 31: 60
Iacobucci Maria L of Gennaro and Giovannina Aug 24 1932.. 30: 240
Iacobucci Richard J of Giovanni and Francesca Aug 16 1935.. 32: 89
Iacobucci Virginia A of Salvatore and Amalia Oct 21 1932.. 30: 263
Iacona Joseph A of Giovanni and Maria A Mar 19 1935.... 32: 28
Iacona Teresa P of Giovanni and Maria A Apr 16 1933..... 31: 40
Iacone Gloria of Egidio and Assunta Oct 22 1931........ 30: 118
Iacone Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Giuseppina June 5 1931... 30: 65
Iacono Giovanna of Vito and Carmela June 24 1932........ 30: 215
Iacono Luigi of Luigi and Veronica Nov 10 1931........... 30: 127
Iacono Maria S of Giovanni A and Giovannina Dec 17 1931... 30: 140
Iacono Tomaso of Francesco G and Rosa Apr 14 1931....... 30: 43
Iacovone Anthony S of Antonio and Mary M A Feb 5 1934... 31: 151
Iacovone Pasqualina E of John and Maria C Nov 18 1934... 31: 257
Iacovone Teodoro C of Teodoro and Agnesa Oct 31 1931.... 30: 121
Iacovone Theresa A of Giovanni and Claudina Oct 18 1934.. 31: 245
Iacovone Vilma G of Emilio R and Rosa Feb 23 1932........ 30: 168
Iacunoe Anthony P of Giuseppe and Maria A Nov 19 1934... 31: 257
Iadelfuca Norma M of Carmine and Annina Mar 22 1935..... 32: 29
Iadeveia Agnes E of Giuseppe and Philomena Jan 25 1933.... 31: 9
Iadeveia Joyce M of Lorenzo and Maria C Nov 22 1932.... 30: 275
Iadeveia Lydia M of Domenico A and Enrica July 2 1931.... 30: 76
Iadeveia Antonio of Tommaso and Teresa June 17 1932...... 30: 213
Iadeveia Rosa of Tommaso and Teresa Sept 19 1933....... 31: 99
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Iafolla Domenico of Carmine and Filomena Sept 22 1934 ........ 31: 235
Iafrate — s of Loreto and Rosa Aug 15 1931 .................. 30: 99
Iafriti Geremio E of Orazio and Anna June 3 1932 ........... 30: 207
Iafriti Marie A of Fred L and Anna M Oct 24 1935 .......... 32: 115
Ianiere Giovanni of Michele and Elisabetta Aug 10 1931 .... 30: 91
Iannacarco Anna of Carmelo M and Assunta Apr 12 1932 .... 30: 188
Iannantuoni Robert A of Antonio and Yolanda Feb 25 1933 .. 31: 21
Iannazzi Dolores M of Olindo S and Angelina M Apr 8 1933 .. 31: 37
Iannelli Richard J of Giacomo and Mary Jan 12 1931 ......... 30: 4
Iannetta Geraldine L of Alessio and Loretta M Sept 20 1935 .. 32: 102
Iannetta Marie of Giuseppe and Maria A Apr 11 1933 ......... 31: 38
Iannetta — d of Andrea and Argentina Dec 3 1931 .......... 30: 146
Iannicelli Barbara A of Thomas G and Isabel July 31 1934 .. 31: 215
Ianniello Giuseppe A of Giovanni and Laurena June 12 1931 . 30: 67
Ianniello Joseph A of Raffaele and Teresa Jan 1 1935 ....... 32: 1
Ianniello Rose L of Raffaele and Teresa Jan 12 1934 ......... 31: 142
Iannitelli Filomena L of Ernesto and Margaret Aug 21 1932 .. 30: 239
Iannitti Angelo V of Bernardino and Carmela Oct 14 1934 ... 31: 243
Iannitti Carmine A of Bernardino and Carmela Jan 20 1932 ... 30: 155
Iannone Clara B of Augusto and Giuseppina July 8 1931 ... 30: 78
Iannone Jeanne E of Ciro and Clotilda Apr 28 1934 ......... 31: 180
Iannone Maria L of Vincenzo and Rosa June 16 1932 ....... 30: 212
Iannotti Estella N of James and Giuseppina M May 2 1931 .... 30: 51
Iannotti Robert of Carminuccio and Micheline Jan 14 1933 ... 31: 5
Iannucci Anne A of Annibale A and Evelina M Mar 22 1933 ... 31: 30
Iannucci Frank J of Albert and Evelina June 24 1934 ....... 31: 200
Iannucci William M of Ugo E A and Nella M May 10 1931 ... 30: 54
Iannucci — d of Annibale A and Evelina M July 9 1931 .... 30: 78
Iannuccilli Antonio of Armando and Levia E May 4 1932 ..... 30: 197
Iannuccilli Frederick of Frederick A and Hilda Apr 8 1931 .. 30: 41
Iannuccilli Hilda of Frederick A and Hilda July 8 1933 .... 31: 71
Iannuccilli Leo J of Carmine and Maria Oct 28 1935 ......... 32: 116
Iannuccilli Norma A of Luigi and Adlgisa J June 23 1933 ... 31: 65
Iannuccilli Shirley A of Giovanni and Helen June 23 1935 .... 32: 67
Iannuccillo Cornelia A of Emilio D and Dora L May 20 1935 .. 32: 54
Iannuccillo Emilio D of Emilio D and Dora L May 19 1932 ... 30: 201
Iannuccillo — d of Giuseppe and Emilia Oct 6 1931 ........... 30: 112
Ianotti Dolores of Malio and Madeline Mar 3 1934 ........... 31: 161
Ianotti Luisa of Malio and Madeline Feb 6 1932 ............ 30: 162
Iantosco Antonetta M of Libero and Frances Apr 28 1934 ... 31: 180
Iantosco Joan of Michele and Fannie Dec 31 1934 .......... 31: 272
Iantosco Joseph L of Libero and Frances Nov 17 1935 ..... 32: 124
Iapano Josephine H of Annibale and Helen July 28 1934 ... 31: 214
Iarocci Carolyn B of Giuseppe and Cordelia B Dec 18 1934 ... 31: 267
Iarocci Reginald L of Giuseppe and Cordelia B Oct 5 1932 .... 30: 257
Iascone Rosina M of Francesco P and Angelina Aug 17 1933 .. 31: 87
Iasimone Ernesto of Luigi and Giuseppina Aug 19 1932........30: 238
Iasimone Everett W of Giovanni and Carmina Feb 9 1934........31: 152
Iavarone Alfonso of Alfonso and Filomena May 19 1931........30: 57
Iavarone Edna A of Antonio and Anna Nov 12 1931........30: 127
Iavarone Richard L of Luigi and Eleanor July 3 1935........32: 72
Iavazzo Emil R of Anthony A and Mary H Dec 8 1935........32: 132
Iavazzo Ronald E of Anthony and Mary H Sept 16 1934........31: 233
Ibonno Evelyn P of Antonio and Alvira E Feb 19 1934........31: 156
Idc Margaret M of Walter R and Lynaugh A May 27 1933........31: 55
Idelson Belden A of Benjamin and Ruth Aug 6 1935........32: 86
Idskou Sandra D of Einar J and Mary Apr 20 1935........32: 42
Iervolino Josephine of Camillo and Julia Sept 29 1933........31: 103
Iervolino Michele of Camillo and Julia June 3 1932........30: 207
Ieva Dora A of Domenico and Annina Mar 3 1932........B-1: 800
Iervolino Achillo of Michele and Caterina Dec 20 1932........30: 285
Igliozzi Angelo V of Angelo and Luisa Nov 11 1932........30: 272
Ignagni Donato D of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 10 1934........31: 242
Ignagni Emilia D of Pasquale and Vincenzina Oct 20 1934........31: 246
Ihlefeld Gilbert M of Walter F C and Effie W Jan 28 1932........30: 158
Ikoncn William R of Anna Dec 28 1935........32: 138
Ilesley Phyllis A of Lorne P and Reina R Oct 18 1931........30: 117
Iluuzzi Flora A of Giuseppe and Flora M Sept 15 1931........30: 104
Iluuzzi Giovanni of Luigi G and Fiorentina June 3 1933........31: 59
Iluuzzi Giuseppina of Luigi and Fiorentina Nov 6 1931........30: 125
Imbeault Doris of Joseph O and Alice Sept 27 1931........30: 108
Imbriaco Eduardo D of Angelo and Caterina July 4 1932........30: 220
Imbriaco Romeo of Angelo and Caterina Feb 11 1931........30: 17
Imondo Angelo of Angelo and Vincenzina Oct 14 1931........30: 115
Imondo Angelo R of Angelo and Angelina Apr 2 1934........31: 172
Imondo Anna of Ernest and Stella L Oct 4 1932........30: 257
Imondo Anna M of Louis and Margaret Apr 29 1932........30: 194
Imondo Anthony of Benjamin E and Anna M June 11 1935........32: 62
Imondo Elvira E of Thomas and Edith July 7 1935........32: 73
Imondo Gloria M of Martin and Genoveffa June 3 1934........31: 193
Imondo John of Giovanni and Angelina Dec 27 1934........31: 270
Imondo Maria of Giovanni and Angelina July 8 1932........30: 221
Imondo Marion of Antonio and Anna Aug 7 1933........30: 84
Imondo Mary I of Francesco and Ida Jan 3 1934........31: 139
Imondo Paul G of Angelo and Vincenzina May 19 1934........31: 188
Imperatore Adelyne L of Ralph and Amalia July 7 1932........30: 221
Imperatore John F of Ralph and Mildred June 30 1932........30: 217
Improta Antonetta C of Antonio and Domena Feb 7 1931........30: 16
Imundi Joseph B of Liberatc and Erminia Mar 16 1935........32: 27
Imundi Romeo R S of Liberato and Erminia Dec 6 1933........31: 126
Incollingo Anthony X of Vincenzo and Teresa Apr 10 1934........31: 171
Indeglia Richard D A of Pasquale and Tomassina Apr 3 1933........31: 36
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Indeglia  Rosa M of Antonio and Maria M Oct 10 1935...... 32:111
Ingham  Alfred H of Oswald G and Cora E Sept 12 1934...... 31:232
Ingle  Richard D of Victor W and Gertrude C Feb 9 1931...... 30:17
Inglesi  Carmela of Assunta Sept 30 1933.....................31:103
Ingraham  Christopher C of Arthur and Eleanor Feb 13 1933...... 31:16
Ingram  Dolores E of William M and Winifred G July 19 1932...30:225
Ingram  Winifred D (c) of Julius O and Florence M Jan 17

1933 ..............................................................31:6
Inman  Barbara G of Abijah G and Mildred L May 10 1931...30:54
Inman  Bruce P of Malcolm H and Harriett C July 11 1931...30:79
Inman  Joan E of John E and Grace H May 3 1934..............31:182
Inman  John E of John E and Grace H Apr 29 1931..............30:49
Innocente  Valentino S of Valentino and Filomena Apr 11

1935 ..............................................................32:39
Insana  Joseph A of Anthony J and Hope H Sept 16 1931......30:105
Integlia  Jeanetta A of Pasquale and Tommasina Dec 18

1935 ..............................................................32:135
Interlandi  Joan of Paolo and Giuseppina Nov 21 1932.......30:275
Iodice  Carol E of James A and Aileen E June 26 1932......30:216
Iofolla  Francesco of Carmine and Filomena Apr 22 1933......31:42
Ionata  Edward C of Carmine and Ida June 11 1934.........31:196
Iovinelli  Henry of Enrico and Assunta Nov 24 1933.......31:121
Iovini  Vittorio F of Andrea and Maria July 5 1931.......30:77
Iovino  Alexander J of Alessandro and Vincenzo July 20 1934..31:211
Iovino  Rinaldo of Giuseppe and Pasqualina Nov 6 1932......30:270
Iovino  Robert J of Giuseppe and Pasqualina Apr 22 1935....32:42
Iovino  Thomas H of Giuseppe and Pasqualina Dec 5 1933....31:126
Iozzi  Angelina D of Giuseppe and Catherine Apr 7 1931....30:41
Iozzi  Iolanda A of Vincenzo and Filomena Nov 22 1935......32:126
Ippolito  Susie R of Francesco and Margherita Aug 16 1935..32:89
Irace  Richard D of Antonio F and Eva July 18 1933.......31:74
Ireland  Alfred E of Alfred E and Catherine R Oct 29 1935....32:116
Ireland  Margaret J of Leslie and Margaret Apr 21 1932......30:191
Ireton  Janice K of Thomas H and Mae T Dec 14 1932.......30:283
Irons  Annette M of Milton and Harriett E Sept 6 1934.....31:230
Irons  Mildred F of Irving W and Helen J July 14 1933......31:80
Irons  William P of Henry and Hazel Dec 23 1932............30:285
Irons  Marcia of William R and Marjorie Sept 13 1931......30:104
Irons  Richard E of Raymond and Anna G July 20 1933........31:75
Irons  Russell of Raymond and Anna G Sept 15 1931............30:104
Irons —— d of Ernest W and Anna June 27 1935..............32:68
Irwin  Madeline L of Joseph B and Wladyslawa Apr 24 1932...30:192
Irwin  Raymond A of Joseph B and Wladyslawa Jan 17 1934...31:144
Isaac  Saleam of Bakos and Ruby Feb 2 1933..................31:13
Isaacs Elizabeth of Samuel F and Mary Mar 23 1931........30: 34
Isaacs Philip T of Samuel F and Mary Sept 30 1935........32: 103
Isabella Dolores A of Alberto and Elvera June 30 1935....32: 69
Isabella Gloria A of Theodore A and Antonetta M Sept 12
1932 ..................................................30: 247
Isabella Joseph A of Ralph A and Mae H Jan 15 1933.....31: 5
Isabella Norma A of Ralph A and Mae H Aug 27 1935.....32: 93
Ise Adrian R of Adriano A and Lucia Nov 22 1932.......30: 275
Ise Augusto A of Lino and Carolina Dec 15 1931.........30: 139
Ise Robert H of Adriano A and Lucia Jan 21 1935.......32: 7
Isherwood Thomas A of William and Mary June 29 1932...30: 217
Isles Betty E of Charles P and Elsie Mar 22 1933.......31: 30
Isles Sylvia V of Nathan F and Hortense M Mar 20 1934...31: 166
Isoardo Donato P of Donato J and Cecelia J July 21 1934..31: 211
Isom LeRoy L (c) of LeRoy L and Gencie E Apr 25 1932...30: 192
Isom Lorethe (c) of LeRoy L and Gencie E Mar 3 1934....31: 161
Iuliano Francesco G of Francesco and Giovanna Apr 12 1931.30: 43
Ivers Meredith E of Warren A and Hope E Feb 4 1931....30: 15
Ives Mary M (c) of Clarence H and Mary Nov 5 1931.....30: 125
Ivone Rita of Domenico and Consiglia Aug 9 1933......31: 84
Izbiicki Margaret of Anthony and Helen F June 26 1934...31: 201
Izeman Henry F of Nathan and Celia Feb 20 1932.........30: 167
Izzi Barbara E of Giuseppe and Elizabeth Sept 17 1935...32: 101
Izzi Claudia A (Twin) of Alberico A and Amalia Aug 16 1935.32: 89
Izzi Donald P of Pasquale and Theresa Jan 14 1932.......30: 153
Izzi Donald R (Twin) of Alberico A and Amalia Aug 16 1935.32: 89
Izzi Helen M of Mario and Helen Sept 11 1932........30: 246
Izzi John D of Giuseppe and Elizabeth Dec 31 1931.......30: 144
Izzi Joseph of Giuseppe and Elizabeth C June 28 1933....31: 67
Izzi Joseph A of Ruggero and Carolina Feb 12 1935.......32: 16
Izzi Renzo of Gennaro and Vincenzina Oct 28 1931........30: 120
Izzi Rita A of Mario and Helen Oct 8 1935...............32: 110
Izzi — s of Raffaele and Madeline Mar 20 1932........30: 183
Izzo Achille of Giovanni and Elisa Jan 15 1933........31: 5
Izzo Alfred of Alfred and Gladys A Nov 4 1933.........31: 115
Izzo Anna P of Domenico A and Mary W Dec 26 1932.......30: 286
Izzo Antonio of Antonio and Eulalda Dec 8 1933.........31: 127
Izzo Christine M of Giovanni P and Maria A July 10 1935..32: 74
Izzo Elena M of Giovanni and Giuseppina Oct 14 1933....31: 108
Izzo Francesco of Raffaele and Teresa Mar 29 1934.......31: 169
Izzo Gaetano D of Peter L and Norma H June 3 1934......31: 193
Izzo Giovanni P of Giovanni P and Maria A July 18 1932..30: 225
Izzo Gloria A of Pasquale A and Vittoria A May 15 1934..31: 186
Izzo Helen T of Domenico A and Mary W Apr 9 1935......32: 38
Izzo John A of Gelasio and Josephine May 30 1935........32: 57
Izzo Maria of Domenico and Teresa Aug 16 1932........30: 237
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Izzo Maria A of Michele and Annina Aug 22 1931............. 30: 95
Izzo Maria C of Domenico and Matilda Jan 6 1934............. 31: 140
Izzo Mary A of Raffaele and Teresa July 28 1935............ 32: 81
Izzo Norma R of Giuseppe P and Laura July 10 1933........... 31: 72
Izzo Raymond G of Gelasio and Josephine Mar 22 1934........ 31: 167
Izzo Salvatore C of Carmine and Filomena Jan 27 1931........ 30: 10
Izzo Tomaso E of Domenico and Matilda Sept 7 1931......... 30: 102
Izzo Vittoria F of Pasquale A and Vittoria Jan 21 1932..... 30: 155

Jabin Edwyna L of Francis J and Laura E Jan 31 1935........ 32: 10
Jackson Albert M of Albert M and Irma I July 24 1932........ 30: 227
Jackson Alice E of Robert and Barbara Jan 24 1933........... 31: 8
Jackson Angela G of George M and Nellie Feb 23 1934........ 31: 157
Jackson Ann M of Shelby E and Emma Nov 27 1933............ 31: 122
Jackson Arthur H of Thomas L and Beatrice M Sept 25 1931.. 30: 108
Jackson Barbara E of Wilbert and Olive Z May 6 1934........ 31: 183
Jackson Barbara J of Edward H and Estelle E Aug 29 1935.... 32: 94
Jackson Barbara M of Arthur R and Mary M Aug 1 1933....... 31: 82
Jackson Christine C of Harry and Jessie Dec 25 1932........ 30: 286
Jackson Clifford S of Clifford S and Imelda A Apr 17 1933... 31: 40
Jackson Edward L (Twin) (c) of Winfield N and Audrey L....
   Apr 16 1934 .............................................. 31: 176
Jackson Eleanor M of Shelby E and Emma Mar 25 1932........ 30: 180
Jackson Ernest C of Ernest C and Dorothy June 18 1933..... 31: 64
Jackson Everett R of John and Maude H Mar 29 1932......... 30: 181
Jackson Francis J of Francis J and Mary E May 23 1932..... 30: 202
Jackson Gloria C of Walter and Mildred Aug 29 1933........ 31: 91
Jackson Harold S of Sidney and Ruth E May 27 1932......... 30: 204
Jackson Helen V of John R and Mary H June 6 1934............ 31: 194
Jackson Janet L (c) of James C and Lola E June 7 1931..... 30: 66
Jackson Jean M of William C and Catherine E May 12 1931.. 30: 55
Jackson Joan A of Frank W and Jeannette B May 15 1935.... 32: 52
Jackson Joan C of James W and Rose I Jan 2 1935............. 32: 1
Jackson Joan M of George E and Jean V Feb 12 1933......... 31: 16
Jackson John J of Richard and Margaret E Mar 29 1934...... 31: 169
Jackson Kathleen R of Edward B and Kathleen May 30 1932.. 30: 205
Jackson Marjory A of Roger T and Dorothy July 19 1934...... 31: 211
Jackson Milton L of Albert S and Ethel M Dec 2 1934....... 31: 262
Jackson Nancy J of Charles T and Claire F Apr 6 1933...... 31: 36
Jackson Norma E (c) of Winfield N and Audrey L Jan 12
   1933 .................................................................. 31: 31
Jackson Raymond T (c) of Raymond T and Beulah L Dec
   11 1933 .......................................................... 31: 128
Jackson Richard of Richard and Margaret E Aug 2 1932...... 30: 232
Jackson Richard A of John W and Emilie V A Aug 17 1935.... 32: 89
Jackson Robert A of Cyril and Irene June 18 1932......... 30: 213
Jackson Robert F of Walter E and Marion R Oct 2 1933......31: 105
Jackson Shelby of Shelby E and Emma Mar 23 1935...........32: 30
Jackson Suzanne of Herbert S and Edith I Aug 7 1932...........30: 254
Jackson Truman B (c) of Winfield N and Audrey L Apr 8

1935 ........................................................................32: 38
Jackson Vivian A (c) of Winfield N and Andrew L Apr 8 1931 30: 41
Jackson Walter of Walter and Mildred Jan 13 1931...........30: 5
Jackson Winifred D (Twin) (c) of Winfield N and Audrey L

Apr 16 1934 ..............................................................31: 176
Jackson — s of Thomas L and Beatrice M July 26 1934...31: 213
Jackvony Claire C of Antonio and Lucia C Jan 19 1935.....32: 6
Jackvony Ethel A of Antonio and Lucia C Jan 30 1933.....31: 10
Jackvony Joan E of Albert H and Anna M Apr 18 1933....31: 41
Jackvony Thomas E of Thomas E and Carmela Sept 15 1933...31: 98
Jacobovitz Gerald L of David and Charlotte Jan 3 1935.....32: 1
Jacobovitz Paul B of David and Charlotte Apr 10 1931......30: 42
Jacobs Arlene F of Warren R and Frances C Aug 26 1934....31: 226
Jacobs Donald E of Joseph I and Rose Aug 6 1932...........30: 234
Jacobs Gerald of Carl and Pauline Sept 18 1935..............32: 101
Jacobs Israel D of Max L and Claire Dec 14 1931...........30: 139
Jacobs Janet A of Ferdinand A and Doris L June 8 1935.....32: 61
Jacobson Beverly E of Albert F and Hazel July 26 1932.....30: 228
Jacobson Carl G of Carl A and Svea E Feb 22 1933.........31: 20
Jacobson Donald L of Samuel and Rebecca Aug 11 1931.....30: 91
Jacobson Gloria A of Alexander and Mary Aug 22 1933.....31: 88
Jacobson — s of Alexander and Mary Mar 17 1932.......30: 177
Jacobus Edward D of Edward K and Yvette J Dec 10 1934...31: 275
Jacolucci Charles C of Charles C and Esther E Nov 14 1934...31: 255
Jacolucci Ernest A of Arthur S and Cora E June 11 1934....31: 196
Jacolucci Rose F of Arthur S and Cora E Sept 15 1935.......32: 100
Jacquard Mary G of John and Elizabeth Feb 15 1931.......30: 19
Jacques Doris A of Henry T and Olive I Mar 13 1933.......31: 27
Jacques Elayne L of Joseph M and Louise M June 3 1935....32: 59
Jacques Ferdinand A of Joseph M and Grace Apr 9 1932....30: 187
Jacques Joseph X of Joseph N and Irene Dec 15 1933......31: 129
Jacques Margaret E of Eber D and Olive F Jan 26 1933.....31: 9
Jacques Marie T H J of Louis M E and Marie C J June 6 1931.30: 65
Jacques Norman L of Louis D and Ivy May 1 1934...........31: 182
Jacques Norman P of Philemon N and Bertha L Feb 19 1933.31: 19
Jacques Richard F of Richard F and Hazel Sept 16 1932....30: 248
Jacques Robert Y of Philemon N and Bertha L Nov 23 1935..32: 126
Jaeger Eleonore L M of Otto A and Lena Feb 12 1933.......31: 16
Jaeger Lillian H of Adolf and Hermine May 25 1935.........32: 55
Jaeger Louise B of Adolf and Hermine Feb 19 1932.........30: 166
Jaffee Arline B of Alexander I and Evelyn Aug 29 1934....31: 227
Jaffee — s of Alexander and Evelyn Feb 27 1932.............30: 291
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Jagger Nancy J of Edmund B and Jennie Dec 11 1932...... 30: 282
Jaggi Frederick L of Frederick E and Clarice July 2 1935... 32: 71
Jagolinzer Elinor P of Max and Ruth M June 23 1934...... 31: 200
Jagolinzer Norman B of Harry D and Minnie Feb 23 1932.... 30: 168
Jagolinzer — s of Charles P and Lillyan L Dec 19 1935... 32: 135
Jakeman Norman of Norman and Helen C Sept 15 1931...... 30: 104
Jakobiak Stanley J of Stanislaw and Sophie R Nov 9 1933.. 31: 117
Jakubowicz Frank of Stephen and Josephine June 24 1932... 30: 215
Jalbert Alice M of Leo A and Lillian J Feb 2 1932........... 30: 161
Jalbert Arthur L of Fortuna A and Dora A Mar 28 1932.... 30: 181
Jalbert Donald E of Joseph C F and Mary M Jan 25 1935.... 32: 8
Jalbert Joseph C of Cuthbert J and Mary E Jan 12 1933.... 31: 4
Jalbert Raymond E of Joseph R A E and Eva M Dec 29 1935... 32: 138
Jalbert Robert A of Cuthbert J and Mary E May 2 1935.... 32: 47
Jamagochian Margaret of Nishan and Elmas May 22 1932... 30: 202
James Barbara G of Creighton and Edith July 2 1931...... 30: 76
James Carol L of Creighton W and Edith Sept 29 1933..... 31: 103
James Norman A of A Rex and Louise Apr 18 1932........ 30: 291
James Ronald (c) of George and Lillian May 20 1934..... 31: 188
Jamagochian Heropsime of John and Mariam Nov 22 1932... 30: 275
Jamagochian — d of John and Mariam Aug 6 1935......... 32: 95
Jamieson Robert I of Robert I and Ella Oct 19 1934.... 31: 245
Jamiel Catherine of Michael G and Anna Nov 20 1934..... 31: 257
Jamiel Evelyn E of Michael and Anna Aug 10 1933...... 31: 85
Jampolsky Selene B of David and Florence May 16 1931... 30: 56
Jamumshan Vartanoush of Misak and Martha Aug 9 1933... 31: 84
Jane Barbara L of Frederick and Gertrude E Apr 2 1931.... 30: 39
Jane Dorothy M of Frederick and Gertrude E Feb 26 1935... 32: 20
Jane Edwin R of Edwin R and Gertrude June 15 1932..... 30: 212
Jane Frederick of Frederick and Gertrude E Feb 27 1934... 31: 158
Jane William R of William R and Gilda E Nov 26 1933... 31: 122
Janello Gloria M of Vincent and Mary Dec 8 1935......... 32: 132
Janigian Dolores B of Charles and Elizabeth Dec 20 1935... 32: 136
Janigian Mary of Charles and Elizabeth Apr 10 1931..... 30: 42
Janigian Robert H of Moses and Agnes Apr 7 1935....... 32: 37
Janis — s of Veronica Aug 9 1933.......................... 31: 137
Jannello Ralph of Ralph and Adeline Mar 31 1934......... 31: 170
Jannetti — s of Carl and Mary Aug 19 1933................. 31: 93
Jansen Beverly L of Raymond J and Lillian V Apr 27 1935... 32: 44
Jansen Patricia M of Kellard D and Ardice J Jan 22 1933... 31: 65
Jansen Richard E of Kellard D and Ardice J July 24 1935... 32: 80
Jansen Ronald A of Kellard D and Ardice J Nov 1 1931.... 30: 124
Janson Barbara J of Virginia M Jan 19 1932.............. 30: 291
Janson Eugene E of Oscar E and Gladys M Aug 24 1934......31: 225
Janton Joseph H of Joseph H and Doris E June 26 1934......31: 201
Janulevicius —— s of Veronica Aug 9 1933......................31: 137
Janszkiemicz Elaine E of Alfred P and Genowefa Dec 13 1933.31: 129
Jaquette Jean P of Jean P and Hazel Jan 21 1931..............30: 8
Jaquette Nancy C of Jean P and Hazel Sept 15 1934......31: 233
Jarbeau Laurence E of John A and Loretta May 25 1932......30: 263
Jardin Joseph G of Joseph G and Irene Dec 5 1931............30: 136
Jaroma Peter G of George and Mary Feb 13 1935..............32: 16
Jarrett Alice V of William S and Florence G Apr 1 1931.......30: 39
Jarrett Truman E (c) of Louis and Elvira E Mar 14 1934......31: 164
Jarrett William T (c) of Louis and Elvira E Nov 28 1931.....30: 132
Jarvie Barbara I of James S and Helen G Apr 16 1933........31: 40
Jarvie —— d of James S and Helen G Jan 3 1932..............30: 149
Jarvie —— d of James S and Helen G June 6 1934...........31: 194
Jarvis Audrey M of Francis H and Lillian Oct 3 1932......30: 256
Jarvis Francis C of Francis and Lillian June 4 1931........30: 65
Jarvis Marcy J of Robert J and Mary July 31 1934........31: 215
Jasak Barbara F of Stanley P and Dorothy Aug 6 1932.....30: 234
Jasak Robert S of Stanley P and Dorothy Oct 23 1934......31: 247
Jasewicz Robert of Stanley and Mary June 28 1934.........31: 201
Jasper Shirley A of Matthew and Mary C May 8 1934......31: 184
Jaswell Martha A of Joseph J and Vera Aug 1 1933.........31: 82
Jaswell Rocco P of Rocco P and Eliza Sept 3 1934........31: 229
Jaworski Donald of Alexander J and Anna M Sept 12 1932....30: 247
Jaworski James J of James J and Olga July 7 1934.......31: 206
Jeff Donald of Robert L and Abbie E Dec 24 1934........31: 269
Jeffords Charles R of Charles H and Helen M Sept 6 1933...31: 95
Jeffers William X of Albert B and Ruth A Apr 29 1931.....30: 49
Jeffers —— d of Theodore R and Elizabeth L Aug 1 1931.....30: 99
Jefferson —— d of Raymond and Dorothy Feb 3 1932........30: 171
Jeffrey Donald E of Donald E and Ellen B Jan 19 1933.....31: 7
Jeffryes Betty J of Leslie R and Doris M Aug 16 1931.......30: 93
Jelinek Donald E of Charles R and Emma M May 1 1932......30: 196
Jenard Joan F P of Francis W K and Chloe Sept 21 1932.....30: 250
Jenckes Ann C of Robert D and Elizabeth May 23 1933.......31: 54
Jenckes Marjorie J of Thomas A and Marjorie H July 29 1934..31: 214
Jenckes Robert C of Robert D and Elizabeth Sept 23 1935....32: 103
Jencks Marcia S of Ralph H and Marjorie S Dec 29 1931.....30: 144
Jenison Frank W of Frank W and Ruth A Feb 12 1933.........31: 16
Jenison Mary H of Harold L and Ester H Jan 14 1933........31: 5
Jenkins Sally A of William G and Rose M Nov 23 1932.......30: 276
Jenks Harry E of Everett H and Kathryn M Mar 9 1932.......30: 174
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Jennings Carl of William and Evelyn Feb 20 1931 ................ 30: 20
Jennings David of William and Evelyn Apr 20 1934 ............... 31: 177
Jennings Edward of James J and Nellie A Sept 6 1932 .......... 30: 245
Jennings Edward C P of William E and Dorothea July 30 1934, 31: 215
Jennings Evelyn E (c) of Samwel W and Evelyn M Mar 30 
1935 .................................................. 32: 32
Jennings James A (c) of Charles E and Sarah E Sept 28 1932, 30: 253
Jennings Pauline M of John E and Gladys May 26 1933 ......... 31: 55
Jennings Robert of William and Evelyn Aug 21 1932 ............ 30: 239
Jennings Thomas D (c) of Samuel W and Evelyn M Oct 19 
1931 .................................................. 30: 117
Jennings - d of James J and Nellie A Jan 25 1934 ............... 31: 146
Jennison Nancy P of James S and F Loraine Jan 19 1934 ....... 31: 145
Jepson George T of Harold E and Florence E Apr 9 1932 ....... 30: 187
Jeremiah Constance L of Jeremiah S and Lorna June 30 1932, 30: 217
Jeremiah Jeremiah S of Jeremiah S and Lorna June 17 1935 .... 32: 64
Jeremiah Lenora of Kay S and Fannie Aug 26 1935 ............... 32: 93
Jeremian Gloria M of Kay S and Fannie May 2 1933 ............. 31: 47
Jerome - s of John L and Mary G Mar 25 1934 ................. 31: 171
Jerould Gladys of Charity Feb 13 1931 .................. 30: 18
Jerrett Carol E of Howard L and Marion A Mar 11 1934 .. ...... 31: 164
Jeschke Ruth P of Philip P and Katherine K May 31 1932 .. ... 30: 205
Jesienowski Eugene S of Adam E L and Bridget I Dec 26 1933, 31: 133
Jessop Raymond G (Twin) of Robert J and Georgina July 16 
1934 .................................................. 31: 209
Jessop Robert J (Twin) of Robert J and Georgina July 16 
1934 .................................................. 31: 209
Jessu John A of John and Marie June 24 1935 ................... 32: 67
Jessu Thomas H of John and Marie Aug 10 1933 .................. 31: 85
Jett Gladys D (c) of Robert A and Gladys A Dec 12 1932 ....... 30: 283
Jett Ralph D (c) of Robert A and Gladys A Aug 24 1934 ....... 31: 225
Jewett Helene A of David and Rachel Oct 19 1932 .............. 30: 263
Jimis William of William and Frances July 17 1934 .......... 31: 210
Joannidi Andrew of Achille and Louise M Feb 7 1933 ......... 31: 14
Jobin Alvin H of Albert H and Evelyn Feb 26 1931 ............. 30: 22
Jobin Ronald J of Albert H and Evelyn Aug 27 1932 ........... 30: 241
Jodat Calvin Y of Carl E and Winifred B Sept 23 1933 ...... 31: 101
Jodat Carol E of Carl E and Winifred B Dec 25 1934 .......... 31: 270
Johannis Henry A (Twin) of William F and Hedwig J Oct 28 
1932 .................................................. 30: 266
Johannis Robert E (Twin) of William F and Hedwig J Oct 28 
1932 .................................................. 30: 266
Johansen Harold L of Haakon L and Signy H Oct 26 1934 ....... 31: 248
Johansen Shirley A of Arvid and Ida Jan 24 1935..................32:  8
John Florence of Nicholas and Stella Jan 18 1934..................31: 144
Johns Alice M of Daniel D and Ella F June 8 1932..................30: 209
Johnsen Avis L of Peder and Mildred A Dec 10 1934..................31: 264
Johnson Alexander H of George A and Marjorie B Dec 28 1935.32: 138
Johnson Ann C of Donald C and Frances July 30 1931..................30:  86
Johnson Anna M of Thomas and Celia Nov 29 1935..................32: 128
Johnson Aram of Armen and Zabelle Feb 15 1931..................30:  19
Johnson Archie R (c) of Archie R and Mary V Feb 21 1934........31: 156
Johnson Arie M (c) of Beatrice May 24 1934..................31: 189
Johnson Arlene M of Carl L and Mary E June 14 1933..................31:  63
Johnon Arnold W of Adolph F and Alice L May 23 1932..................30: 203
Johnson Barbara A of Chester W and Josephine Aug 25 1932........30: 240
Johnson Barbara H (c) of Robert G and Gladys Jan 28 1933........31:  9
Johnson Betty E of Bernhard N and Mabel Apr 13 1933........31:  18
Johnson Beverly A of Alfred and Irene July 21 1935........32:  79
Johnson Carl of Francis J and Beatrice E Sept 28 1931........30: 108
Johnson Carl G of Herman L G and Annie S Dec 17 1935........32: 135
Johnson Carl G O of Oliver and Olga Feb 11 1931........30:  17
Johnson Carleton E of Carleton E and Dorothy H Sept 10 1935........32:  99
Johnson Carol E (c) of Arthur E and Willie E Aug 3 1933........31:  82
Johnson Cecilia A of Joseph E and Anna June 13 1931........30:  68
Johnson Charles F (Twin) of Walter E and Helen E June 11
1932..................30: 211
Johnson Charlotte A of Harry W L and Marguerite May 12
1934..................31: 185
Johnson Charlotte J of Harold A and Margaret M Aug 6 1931.30:  89
Johnson Clarence E of Clarence E and Dorothy J Nov 4 1934........31: 252
Johnson Clinton H of Clinton H and Dorothy L Aug 29 1933........31:  91
Johnson Daniel W of Nils B and Ellen June 27 1935........32:  68
Johnson Dianne M of Earl S and Bessie L Aug 14 1931........30:  92
Johnson Dolores C of William T and Edythe M Sept 2 1932........30: 244
Johnson Doris I of John R and Ethel M Dec 18 1931........30: 140
Johnson Doris M (Twin) of Walter E and Helen E June 11
1932..................30: 211
Johnson Doris M of Eric and Ellen July 24 1934........31: 212
Johnson Dorothy E of William H and Dorothy E Nov 21 1934........31: 258
Johnson Dorothy J of Edwin W and Elsie June 27 1932........30: 217
Johnson Dorothy M of Austin and Eva Nov 16 1931........30: 128
Johnson Edgar C (Twin) of Carl E W and Myrtle M Mar 20
1932..................30: 178
Johnson Edna L of Gustaf A and Alma C Mar 18 1932........30: 177
Johnson Eleanor A of Edwin B and Caroline July 30 1931........30:  86
Johnson Elvin A (c) of Grace July 23 1934........31: 212
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Johnson Esther K of John E and Catherine F Nov 15 1935....32:123
Johnson Evelyn M (c) of Herbert F and Evelyn M Mar 9 1933..32: 25
Johnson Florence A of John E and Dalia E A Dec 13 1932....30:283
Johnson Florence M of James A and Anna M July 24 1931....30:  84
Johnson Frank (c) of Essie Sept 7 1934......................31:231
Johnson Franklin J of Francis J and Beatrice E July 3 1933..31:  69
Johnson Frederick R of Frederick H and Inez S Aug 25 1934..31:225
Johnson Gertrude V (c) of Kenneth G and Gertrude V June 12

1935.................................................................32:  62
Johnson Gordon C of Bertil A and Katherine Feb 11 1935....32:  15
Johnson Greta B of Ernest J and Greta V Dec 31 1931........30:144
Johnson Harvey H of Carl J and Emily M Apr 3 1933........31:  36
Johnson Heather M of Cyril L and Helen W May 27 1933......31:  55
Johnson Henry V of Mary May 14 1932..........................30:200
Johnson Irving O of Irving O and Clara E Jan 6 1931........30:   2
Johnson Janet M of Harold E and Mabel G Dec 19 1932.......30:285
Johnson Jean F of Roy M E and Ruth B Mar 12 1933.........31:  27
Johnson Jesse R (c) of Archie R and Mary V Sept 25 1935....32:104
Johnson Johan A A of John A E and Helen R Oct 19 1933....31:110
Johnson John E of John and Elizabeth Aug 4 1933............31:137
Johnson Josephine M of Thomas and Celia June 7 1934.......31:195
Johnson June P (Twin) of Eskil C and Hazel May 25 1932....30:203
Johnson Karl E of William E and Ellen Mar 9 1931..........30:  29
Johnson Kenneth G of Henry R and Madeline J Oct 5 1931....30:112
Johnson Leigh E of Clarence E and Laura M Dec 13 1935....32:133
Johnson Lillian D of Thurston R and Clara M Aug 9 1933....31:  84
Johnson Lloyd A of Axel G and Anna M Aug 15 1932..........30:237
Johnson Lloyd C of Harold V and Astrid M Apr 17 1934.......31:176
Johnson Lois E of Edgar C and Evelyn P Dec 25 1932.........30:286
Johnson Lois H of Albin W and Helen G Apr 21 1935.........32:  42
Johnson Loring F of Joseph L and Loretta T Jan 1 1935......32:   1
Johnson Margaret A of Raymond and Catherine July 17 1933...31:  74
Johnson Margaret L of Carl H and Margaret L June 23 1932..30:215
Johnson Marguerite M of Harry W L and Marguerite Dec 23

1931.................................................................30:142
Johnson Marjorie of Axel G and Marguerite June 18 1935.....32:  65
Johnson Maureen K of Henry R and Madeline J June 15 1935..32:  64
Johnson Mildred L of Everett E and Florence E Nov 29 1933..31:123
Johnson Mildred P of Marion L Jan 30 1935......................32:  10
Johnson Miriam E (c) of Kenneth G and Gertrude V Oct 13

1933.................................................................31:108
Johnson Myrtle J of Azilda E June 27 1933.....................31:137
Johnson Nancy B of Carl A and Elizabeth H Feb 4 1935......32:  13
Johnson Nancy J of George A and Marjorie B June 10 1932..30:210
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Nancy L</td>
<td>(Twin)</td>
<td>Eskil C and Hazel May</td>
<td>25 1932</td>
<td>30: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Natalie C</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>Raymond M and Leonora L</td>
<td>Oct 25</td>
<td>32: 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Nicholas E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarence G and Blanche V</td>
<td>June 14</td>
<td>31: 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Norma B</td>
<td>of Elmer R and Olive V</td>
<td>Oct 8 1934</td>
<td>31: 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Norma S</td>
<td>of Burnley A and Mildred G</td>
<td>July 18 1933</td>
<td>31: 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Patricia G</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>William L and Carol W</td>
<td>Oct 17</td>
<td>32: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Paul B</td>
<td>of M Paul and Ruth L</td>
<td>July 4 1934</td>
<td>31: 205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Priscilla R</td>
<td>of Carl F and Ruth G</td>
<td>Oct 16 1934</td>
<td>31: 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Randall D</td>
<td>of Henry W and Beatrice F</td>
<td>Sept 15 1931</td>
<td>30: 104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Rawley R</td>
<td>of Stanley and Lillian Jan</td>
<td>13 1935</td>
<td>32: 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Raymond of Raymond and Catherine July</td>
<td>13 1932</td>
<td>30: 223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Richard of Austin and Eva Jan</td>
<td>29 1934</td>
<td>31: 147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Richard W</td>
<td>of Walter E and Ida A</td>
<td>Dec 28 1933</td>
<td>31: 133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert A</td>
<td>of Alfred H and Bridget O</td>
<td>June 7 1932</td>
<td>30: 209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert C</td>
<td>of Albert C and Viola F</td>
<td>Dec 20 1933</td>
<td>31: 131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert E</td>
<td>of Earl T and Jessie Dec</td>
<td>8 1932</td>
<td>30: 282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert J</td>
<td>of Harold M and Ada L</td>
<td>Jan 5 1934</td>
<td>31: 140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert J</td>
<td>of Ivar V and Gertrude M</td>
<td>Oct 24 1934</td>
<td>31: 247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert J</td>
<td>of Harry and Katherine Nov</td>
<td>14 1934</td>
<td>31: 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert J</td>
<td>of John E and Elizabeth Nov</td>
<td>19 1934</td>
<td>31: 257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert L</td>
<td>of Carl LeR and Clara M</td>
<td>May 2 1934</td>
<td>31: 182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert V</td>
<td>of Hjalmar V and Viola J</td>
<td>Jan 2 1933</td>
<td>31: 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert W</td>
<td>of Roy M E and Ruth B</td>
<td>Aug 27 1931</td>
<td>30: 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Robert W</td>
<td>(c) of Benjamin S and Matilda S</td>
<td>Nov 13</td>
<td>30: 272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Ronald L</td>
<td>(c) of William A and Alice D</td>
<td>Jan 17 1934</td>
<td>31: 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Roland X</td>
<td>of Nils J E and Stella L</td>
<td>Feb 23 1933</td>
<td>31: 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Roland R</td>
<td>of Roland E and Olga E May</td>
<td>30 1932</td>
<td>30: 205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Roy A</td>
<td>of Harold V and Astrid Dec</td>
<td>20 1931</td>
<td>30: 141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Roy R</td>
<td>of Carl B and Anna E</td>
<td>July 18 1933</td>
<td>31: 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Samuel E</td>
<td>of Clarence E and Dorothy J</td>
<td>Feb 21 1932</td>
<td>30: 167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Shirley A</td>
<td>of Austin and Eva</td>
<td>Mar 25 1935</td>
<td>32: 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Shirley M</td>
<td>of Walter I and Bertha M</td>
<td>Jan 18 1935</td>
<td>32: 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Sumner F</td>
<td>of Stanley F and Lillian Sept</td>
<td>29 1931</td>
<td>30: 109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Vincent I</td>
<td>of Ivar V and Gertrude June</td>
<td>4 1932</td>
<td>30: 207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Wayne M</td>
<td>of Howard F and Evelyn W</td>
<td>Feb 2 1931</td>
<td>30: 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson William A</td>
<td>(c) of William A and Alice D</td>
<td>Jan 7 1933</td>
<td>31: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson William J</td>
<td>of Charles and Mary T</td>
<td>Jan 18 1935</td>
<td>32: 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson William T</td>
<td>of William T and Edythe M</td>
<td>Sept 15 1934</td>
<td>31: 233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson William W</td>
<td>of Edgar C and Evelyn P</td>
<td>Jan 7 1935</td>
<td>32: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson —— s of Alfred H W and Katherine I</td>
<td>Apr 20 1931</td>
<td>30: 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson —— (Twin) d of Carl E W and Myrtle M</td>
<td>Mar 20 1932</td>
<td>30: 178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Johnston — (c) s of Thomas S and Grace C Apr 10 1933...31: 46
Johnston — s of John W and Alice Aug 4 1933..............31: 93
Johnston — d of Chester W and Josephine Feb 18 1934....31: 160
Johnston Bernard M of Grace E Oct 20 1934.................31: 246
Johnston Beverly A of Leonard D and Helen M May 31 1932,30: 205
Johnston Carol C (c) of William M and Elizabeth A Dec 25

1933 ..........................................................31:132
Johnston Donald of Andrew and Rosetta E Sept 24 1932...30: 252
Johnston Frederick C of Frederick J and Marion E Nov 25

1931 ..........................................................30:131
Johnston Gerald T of Robert and Catherine Feb 9 1934....31:152
Johnston Howard T of Howard T and Bernice Mar 12 1931..30: 30
Johnston Jean E of William F and Marie June 30 1933....31: 68
Johnston Joseph C of Joseph C and Patricia Mar 16 1931..30: 31
Johnston Natalie A of Samuel J and Mary A July 1 1933...31: 69
Johnston Ralph C (c) of Howard T and Bernice Mar 27 1935..32: 31
Johnston Richard of Robert and Catherine Aug 29 1931....30: 97
Johnston Robert F of Robert T and Ella B Jan 16 1935....32: 32
Johnston Shirley M of Charles and Teresa Nov 25 1931....30:131
Johnston Velma J of Neil H and Catherine Sept 23 1933....31:101
Johnston Verna II of Neil H and Catherine Nov 20 1932...30:275
Johnston Virginia A (c) of Howard T and Bernice Mar 11

1932 ..........................................................30:175
Johnston William J of William J and Jeanette Dec 12 1934..31:265
Jolin Lorraine B of Rose Jan 18 1932..........................30:154
Jollie Barbara M of Joseph A and Bessie Nov 28 1932....30:277
Jollie Frances G of Joseph A and Bessie Nov 21 1931....30:130
Jollie Patricia of Harold W and Pauline Feb 7 1933....31: 14
Jolls Eleanor A of Joseph B and Theresa A Mar 4 1933....31: 25
Jolls Marie E of Joseph B and Theresa A Apr 18 1931....30: 45
Joly Arlene T of Ernest and Catherine C Oct 3 1935.......32:108
Jones Alfred W (c) of Robert H and Ruth E May 24 1931....30: 59
Jones Arnold W of Arnold W and Esther Sept 12 1935....32: 99
Jones Arthur E of Joseph H and Mildred A Feb 18 1933....31: 18
Jones Barbara A of Walter S and Florence July 27 1934....31:213
Jones Beverly A of Markham F and Edna V May 21 1932....30:202
Jones Carolyn R of George H and Goldie M Jan 16 1933....31:  6
Jones Catherine E of William E and Margaret Nov 5 1935...32:120
Jones Charles E of Charles E and Alice E Sept 3 1933....31: 95
Jones Constance L of Joseph H and Mildred Mar 25 1931....30: 35
Jones David T of Charles T and Mary E Sept 22 1932....30:251
Jones Deborah L of Russell P and Margaret M Apr 22 1935..32: 42
Jones Donald R of Charles W and Gladys I Mar 1 1934....31:161
Jones Doris A F of Charles W and Vivian S June 24 1934....31:200
Jones Dorothy J of Joseph H and Mildred Mar 4 1932....30:173
Jones Dorothy L of Timothy F and Dorothy June 25 1932...30:215
Jones Earl B (c) of Earl B and Myrtle W Apr 4 1934..........31:172
Jones Edward F (c) of Robert H and Ruth E Jan 15 1933.....31: 5
Jones Eleanor J of Harry C and Barbara V Sept 13 1932...30:247
Jones Eleanor R (c) of Earl B and Myrtle W Jan 25 1933....31: 9
Jones Elizabeth A (c) of Oscar W and Isabell Dec 29 1934...31:271
Jones Elizabeth A (c) of Bessie C Sept 23 1935............32:103
Jones Elizabeth G of James F and Elizabeth G July 10 1932.30:230
Jones Ernest H of Ernest H and Mary Sept 8 1932.........30:246
Jones Florence G of James and Mary J Sept 12 1935.........32: 99
Jones Florence V of Alanson D and Margaret N Jan 10 1931.30: 4
Jones Herman P (c) of Ernest G and Margaret Apr 7 1932..30:186
Jones James (c) of James A and Iner P Aug 21 1931........30: 95
Jones James E of Thomas R and Bertha Apr 9 1933..........31: 37
Jones Janet G of Alanson D and Margaret N July 8 1934....31:207
Jones Joharie T (c) of Stephen and Frances L July 7 1935...32: 73
Jones Judith E of Oakah L and Dorothy E June 2 1932.....30:207
Jones Judith P of Kenyon and Mary B Jan 18 1935.........32:142
Jones Marilyn A of Joseph E and Jeannette July 11 1933...31: 72
Jones Mary E of Gordon and Helen M Feb 15 1934.........31:154
Jones Mildred M of Joseph T and Margaret Sept 8 1932....30:246
Jones Nelson B of Nelson B and Marion Apr 1 1933.........31: 35
Jones Owens C of Charles and Sadie Apr 30 1931.........30: 49
Jones Patricia A of Charles W and Gladys I Jan 6 1933.....31: 2
Jones Patricia A of Joseph H and Minnie A July 18 1934...31:210
Jones Richard A (c) of Ernest G and Margarete Apr 6 1931..30: 40
Jones Richard H of Benjamin and Charlotte Oct 15 1935...32:112
Jones Richard R of Nelson B and Marion Nov 1 1935........32:119
Jones Robert H of Harold V and Ruth H June 5 1931........30: 65
Jones Robert W of Robert B and Hazel M Mar 22 1933....31: 30
Jones Theodore J of Harry C and Barbara V June 27 1931...30: 73
Jones Thelma J (c) of Julian G and Sarah A Oct 10 1934....31:242
Jones —— d of Herbert W and Marie Mar 15 1931.........30: 38
Jones —— (c) s of Oscar W and Isabell June 21 1933....31: 68
Jones —— (c) d of Ernest and Margaret Jan 4 1934.........31:149
Joost Barbara E of Michael W and Doris I Aug 24 1931...30: 96
Joost Geraldine E of Michael W and Doris I Apr 14 1933...31: 39
Joost Leo F of Leo F and Alice Dec 23 1931...............30:142
Jordan Barbara (c) of Nellie Mar 13 1931..................30: 30
Jordan Carol A of Raymond E and Charlotte S June 17 1934..31:198
Jordan Charles F of Charles F and Alice E July 6 1931...30: 77
Jordan Dorothy A of Norman L and Edith Oct 1 1935.......32:108
Jordan George E of William J and Martha July 29 1932....30:229
Jordan George M of George M and Viola Sept 14 1934......31:233
Jordan Jean (Twin) of Harry E and Mabel F Dec 19 1935...32:135
Jordan Joan (Twin) of Harry E and Mabel F Dec 19 1935...32:135
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Jordan Joan L of Sanford A and Harriet E Aug 23 1933... 31: 89
Jordan Marvette A of Joseph M and Alice Feb 20 1933... 32: 18
Jordan Raymond E of James C and Pearl R Feb 27 1933... 31: 21
Jordan Richard M of Manvel M and Dorothy June 12 1931... 30: 67
Jordan Robert C of J Chester and Pearl R Feb 2 1935... 32: 12
Jordan Robert H of Harry E and Mabel F Sept 5 1932... 30: 245
Jordan Ruth M of Clarence E and Viola Nov 3 1931... 30: 124
Jordan —— d of Herbert C and Beatrice M Mar 6 1931... 30: 38
Jordan —— s of Norman L and Edith Dec 25 1933... 31: 132
Jordin Dorothy of Carlos and Rose Mar 22 1934... 31: 167
Jorgensen Donald G of George P B and Jessie M Nov 30 1933... 31: 123
Jorgensen Evelyn E of Peder and Johanna Oct 19 1935... 32: 113
Jorgensen Raymond of Peder and Johanna Dec 6 1933... 31: 126
Joseph Daniel of Daniel and Mary May 3 1935... 32: 48
Joseph Edward M of John and Amelia July 20 1932... 30: 226
Joseph Segeloil J of John and Amelia Mar 31 1931... 30: 37
Joseph Shirley M (c) of Albert and Ethel July 20 1935... 32: 78
Joseph —— d of John and Alice Apr 6 1932... 30: 185
Josephson Donald A of Emil S and Clara M July 11 1933... 31: 72
Josephson Fay V of Howard M and Mildred K Nov 12 1935... 32: 122
Josephson Perry H of Howard M and Mildred K Dec 11 1934... 31: 265
Joslin Audrey A of Herbert F E and Evelyn M Nov 17 1932... 30: 274
Joslin Lawrence G of Lawrence F and Gilda Jan 24 1932... 30: 156
Josselyn Cynthia S of Burton C and Hazel D Mar 14 1934... 31: 164
Josselyn Deborah E of Burton and Hazel Jan 8 1932... 30: 151
Joy Barbara E of Daniel F of Ruth C Sept 25 1934... 31: 236
Joy Donald E of Edward and Dorothy June 23 1935... 32: 67
Joy Ira R of Ira R and Madeline M Nov 24 1934... 31: 258
Joyce Alan R of Henry S and Mary S June 12 1933... 31: 62
Joyce Alice T of John J and Margaret J Apr 2 1933... 31: 35
Joyce Ann L of Lee A and Catherine D Jan 15 1935... 32: 5
Joyce John of John and Anna May 29 1934... 31: 190
Joyce Thomas F of John J and Margaret J Jan 15 1932... 30: 153
Joyce —— d of Leo A and Catherine Aug 8 1932... 30: 234
Joyce —— d of Richard and Catherine June 11 1933... 31: 62
Joyner Peter E (c) of Frank A and Lillian E May 10 1931... 30: 54
Jubinville Beverly A of Irene Y June 30 1934... 31: 202
Jubinville Rita T of Theodore and Eva July 21 1934... 31: 211
Juchnowsky Joan A of Joseph A and Leonida L Apr 22 1935... 32: 42
Juckett Joyce E of Oliver H and Ethel M Aug 10 1931... 30: 91
Judd Lawrence E of Walter F and LaVern M Jan 8 1932... 30: 151
Judge John T of Peter J and Rose May 29 1934... 31: 190
Judge Kevin J of Peter J and Rose Sept 19 1935... 32: 102
Judge Robert T of John J and Josephine B Sept 15 1933... 31: 98
Juddkins Robert W of Nathaniel B and Florence Sept 22 1931... 30: 107
Julian George J of Chris and Christina M Apr 10 1935... 32: 38
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jundanian</td>
<td>Richard</td>
<td>Eliza</td>
<td>12 1933</td>
<td>May 31:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurgelievicz</td>
<td>Joseph W</td>
<td>Peter W</td>
<td>21 1935</td>
<td>March 32:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juskalian</td>
<td>Ara K</td>
<td>Kosrof</td>
<td>27 1935</td>
<td>February 32:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juskalian</td>
<td>Ardemis L</td>
<td>Kosrof</td>
<td>24 1933</td>
<td>March 31:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juskalian</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>Kosrof</td>
<td>23 1933</td>
<td>April 30:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juskalian</td>
<td>Shirley A</td>
<td>James M</td>
<td>29 1932</td>
<td>October 30:266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juskalian</td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>16 1932</td>
<td>June 30:154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin</td>
<td>Dianne H</td>
<td>George V</td>
<td>25 1935</td>
<td>November 32:127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin John</td>
<td>Albert H</td>
<td>Martha</td>
<td>25 1932</td>
<td>May 30:203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Meryl</td>
<td>George V</td>
<td>Dorothy</td>
<td>30 1931</td>
<td>July 30:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jutra S</td>
<td>Joseph E</td>
<td>Calixte</td>
<td>12 1932</td>
<td>June 30:199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kabbas —— s of Anthony and Maria May 28 1934
Kachadoorian —— Leon of Garabed and Virginia July 26 1934
Kachadoorian —— Mary of Garabed and Virginia August 5 1934
Kachigian —— Giragos of Valia and Bagazada October 6 1931
Kachoung —— Harry of Minas and Shooshan December 21 1933
Kadossevitz —— Bessie of Charles I and Sarah March 21 1935
Kadsivitz —— Chone of Charles and Sarah February 6 1932
Kadsivitz —— Harry L of Charles and Sarah March 19 1933
Kagan —— Everett J of Morris and Bessie June 2 1931
Kagan —— Hope M (Twin) of Edward E and Eva May 13 1932
Kagan —— Myrna H (Twin) of Edward E and Eva May 13 1932
Kahler —— Anne H of William H and Alice May 25 1933
Kahn —— Roberta J of Harold and Celia May 31 1934
Kaiser —— Joan of John D and Anna E September 5 1931
Kaiser —— Lucille C of Henry T and Mary June 23 1931
Kaiser —— William P of William N and Frances F October 7 1933
Kaiser —— d of Frederick and Marina April 23 1935
Kajian —— d of George and Mary November 22 1931
Kalfiaian —— Elizabeth of Garabed and Afkine May 3 1935
Kalian —— John of George and Mary September 30 1933
Kalian —— Queen of George and Mary November 4 1931
Kalinowski —— Katherine K of John M and Josephine August 13 1932
Kaloostian —— Peter L of Leon P and Maritza March 13 1932
Kaloudjian —— s of Misha and Margaret January 27 1931
Kalmian —— Kenneth D of Kurken and Victoria December 8 1933
Kamaroff —— David P of Samuel and Lottie September 16 1931
Kaminski —— Raymond of Joseph J and Lena August 24 1931
Kamps —— Louise E of Albert L and Ethel April 20 1935
Kanary —— George E of George and Alice May 3 1932
Kandzierski —— Sheila A of Stephen S and Alice November 15 1935
Kane —— Ann J of Edward J and Anna V August 30 1934
Kane —— Anna T of Charles J and Hannah May 8 1931
Kane —— Arthur H of Arthur H and Helen February 25 1931
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Kane Charles of David and Mary A Nov 7 1931 .......................... 30: 126
Kane Daniel of Daniel and Louise A Mar 22 1933 .......................... 31: 30
Kane Joan of Alice July 20 1933 ........................................... 31: 75
Kane Joan M of Vincent B and Delta May 16 1933 .......................... 31: 52
Kane Margaret C of William J and Margaret Aug 29 1932 ............... 30: 241
Kane Mildred of Joseph F and Id a Feb 3 1931 ........................... 30: 14
Kane Mildred M of Daniel and Edith Feb 13 1935 .......................... 32: 16
Kane Patricia of Irwin E and Charlotte F Mar 18 1935 .................. 32: 28
Kane Richard F of Chester F and Margaret E Aug 5 1934 ............... 31: 218
Kane Willard S of John S and Lona June 12 1934 .......................... 31: 196
Kane William F of William J and Margaret Sept 30 1935 ............... 32: 105
Kane William T of Francis and Marjorie June 7 1935 ..................... 32: 61
Kane — d of Joseph and Catherine Jan 3 1933 ............................ 31: 12
Kane — d of Sidney and Edythe Dec 4 1933 ............................... 31: 138
Kanelakos Peter of John and Venetia Jan 31 1934 .......................... 31: 148
Kanelos Georgette L of Leonidas N and Evangeline G Mar 6 1934 ....... 30: 28
Kanis Edwin G of George O and Mabel C Feb 21 1935 .................... 32: 18
Kant Robert of Walter and Grace E July 8 1933 ........................... 31: 71
Kantrowitz Arthur S of Harry O and Gittel June 9 1931 .................. 30: 66
Kantrowitz George W of Morris E and Helene T May 10 1933 ............ 31: 50
Kaplan Donald E of Samuel and Ethel Apr 2 1933 .......................... 31: 35
Kaplan Harold of Barney and Jeannette July 7 1933 ........................ 31: 71
Kaplan Joan P of Walter A and Pauline Dec 19 1933 ....................... 31: 130
Kaplan Lawrence of Arthur and Pearl Apr 7 1933 .......................... 31: 37
Kaplan Lenore B of Manuel and Ann Aug 28 1935 .......................... 32: 93
Kapolas Alexandra of John and Eudoxia Oct 30 1932 ....................... 30: 267
Kappler Barbara A of Arthur M and Eleanor Feb 3 1931 .................... 30: 14
Kapstein Bruce M of Charles R and Minna M Dec 10 1935 ................. 32: 132
Kapstein Eleanor C of Charles R and Minna M Feb 24 1933 ............... 31: 20
Kapstein Judith D of Israel J and Stella July 14 1933 ................... 31: 73
Kapstein June H of Charles R and Minna M June 14 1934 .................. 31: 197
Kapuscinski Leonard of William A and Mary A Oct 13 1931 ............... 30: 115
Karabel Diane of Arthur and Sadie May 9 1933 ............................ 31: 49
Karbol Paula E of Aaron A and Sadie Feb 8 1935 .......................... 32: 14
Karathanos Koula of Arthur N and Helen Oct 27 1934 ...................... 30: 120
Kareliussen Richard of Einar and Elizabeth L Dec 25 1933 ............... 31: 132
Karklin Marcia L of Morris and Gertrude G Oct 3 1934 .................... 31: 111
Karlsson Dorothy A of Gustaf O J and Anna Apr 25 1932 ................. 30: 192
Karoleczuk Eugene J of Eugene J and Loretta R Oct 18 1934 ............. 31: 245
Karpovitz Charles R of Frank and Nellie Mar 17 1932 ........................ 30: 177
Karras — d of Nicholas and Mary A June 18 1934 .......................... 31: 198
Karten Barbara C of Louis and Sara June 21 1931 .......................... 30: 71
Karwowski Rose of John and Marija May 10 1931 .......................... 30: 54
Kasanin Elizabeth M of Jacob and Elizabeth Oct 31 1935 .................. 32: 117
Kasigian Antranig of Charles and Satanag Feb 26 1932 ..................... 30: 169
Kaslov Steves of Nick and Mary Jan 6 1931. 30: 2
Kasper Hirschiel of Samuel L and Bertha I Jan 8 1935. 32: 3
Kasperowicz John F of Frank and Josephine Nov 9 1932. 30: 271
Kassed Blanche R of Samuel and Anna Sept 24 1932. 30: 252
Kassed Marvin W of Frank and Dorothy Sept 4 1933. 31: 95
Kastal Norma L of Harry and Alice May 21 1932. 30: 202
Kastner Helen M of Herbert C and Helen M Jan 15 1934. 31: 143
Kaszynski Dorothy of Bruno L and Marion S Feb 19 1933. 31: 19
Kates Dexter M of Reginald S and Mary Oct 30 1935. 32: 117
Kates Mary E of Reginald S and Mary Dec 16 1931. 30: 140
Katt Marilyn B of Hyman and Bertha Jan 28 1931. 30: 11
Katt Morton E of Hyman and Bertha May 23 1935. 32: 55
Katt Paula of Max and Julia M Aug 27 1935. 32: 93
Katz Lawrence H of Samuel and Frances E June 11 1933. 31: 62
Katz Shirley R of Morris and Esther Feb 11 1935. 32: 15
Kaufman Arnold N of Louis A and Freda Aug 14 1932. 30: 236
Kaufman Burton of Benjamin and Molly Feb 19 1931. 30: 20
Kaufman Marilyn S of Julius and Anna July 21 1932. 30: 226
Kavanagh Claire E of Bernard J and Veronica E Feb 27 1931. 30: 23
Kavanagh Edward G of Daniel J and Theresa J Feb 28 1934. 31: 159
Kavanagh Kevin T of Bernard J and Veronica E June 30 1933. 31: 68
Kay Beverly J of Frank and Elsie F Aug 9 1935. 32: 86
Kay Edwin of Edwin and Helen Jan 1 1933. 31: 1
Kay Irwin M of Murray and Mirrel E Aug 29 1931. 30: 97
Kay Marilyn of George W and Doris L July 14 1931. 30: 80
Kay Mary E of William J and Mary E Dec 16 1934. 31: 267
Kay Robert F of Vincent E and Viola C July 4 1934. 31: 205
Kay Shirley A of Edwin and Helen Sept 8 1935. 32: 98
Kay — s of Frank and Elsie F Apr 21 1931. 30: 50
Kayata Helen of Nicholas and Mary Jan 22 1934. 31: 145
Kaye Beverly A of Charles C and Grace C Dec 22 1935. 32: 136
Kaye Shirley M of George R and Adelaide Feb 6 1935. 32: 13
Kazarian Adrine of Boghos K and Hripsime H Jan 24 1932. 30: 156
Kazarian Charlotte A of Arthur and Bertha Apr 26 1931. 30: 48
Kazarian Garnig C of Kasper and Rosina Jan 18 1933. 31: 6
Kazarian Kachadoor N of Boghos K and Hripsima H Aug 2 1934. 31: 217
Kdnonian Malcolm A of Michael and Remira Feb 28 1934. 31: 159
Kean Mary E of Walter B and Martina M Oct 9 1931. 30: 113
Keane Alice of James L and Mary E Dec 10 1935. 32: 132
Keane Edward F of James L and Mary E Mar 11 1932. 30: 175
Keane Nancy M of Walter T and Anne Sept 7 1935. 32: 98
Keaney Raymond F of Raymond F and Florence E Dec 29 1932. 30: 287
Kearns Agnes A of William F and Agnes L Jan 29 1934. 31: 147
Kearns Barbara A of Matthew E and Barbara June 26 1931. 30: 72
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Kearns Peter E of Matthew E and Barbara Feb 21 1933
Kearns Robert A of Daniel J and Cora E Mar 3 1931
Kearns Stephen F of Matthew E and Barbara May 3 1935
Kearns William F of William F and Agnes Sept 14 1932
Keating Paula G of Francis J and Gertrude Feb 25 1933
Keefe Anne M of Thomas A and Gertrude B Apr 26 1934
Keefe Clare L of Edward L and Esther M Sept 27 1934
Keefe Esther M of Edward and Esther June 23 1933
Keefe Francis J of Francis J and Mary July 30 1932
Keefe Geraldine M of John and Alice E Apr 12 1935
Keefe Harry of Harry R and Mary L Oct 1 1933
Keefe Jo-Ann G of Joseph R and Gilda June 26 1932
Keefe Joseph R of Joseph R and Gilda Mar 24 1934
Keefe Marie J of Joseph R and Gilda May 12 1931
Keefe Mary E of John E and Minnie July 24 1931
Keefe Maureen J of Francis J and Mary C Aug 6 1933
Keefe Ruth E of Charles F and Ruth M Aug 22 1931
Keefe Barry E of William D and Mildred C Nov 23 1933
Keefe Joan P of William D and Mildred C Oct 20 1935
Keegan Albert F of John and Georgianna Mar 1 1933
Keegan Anna M of Patrick and Bridget A Aug 4 1933
Keegan Jacquelyn J of John J and Rosanna F Nov 20 1933
Keegan Joseph P of Patrick and Bridget A Nov 5 1934
Keegan William P of Philip H and Anna L Dec 9 1934
Keeling Inez B of Frederick W and Mildred June 19 1931
Keeling Raymond J of Ruth Apr 19 1931
Keenan David A of James M and Olga W June 17 1932
Keenan Edwin M (Twin) of George E and Inez J Aug 30 1935
Keenan Frederick A (Twin) of George E and Inez J Aug 30

1935

Keenan Henry A of Harry A and Mary July 28 1932
Keenan John O of Michael J and Mary A Feb 9 1932
Keenan Mary A of Edward F and Gertrude Feb 19 1932
Keenan Robert F of Nellie Dec 27 1934
Keenan Shirley A of Henry A and Alice A Oct 13 1933
Keenan — s of Rose Nov 11 1932
Keene Nancy J of George E and Thelma A Aug 11 1931
Keene Norman B of Mabel June 11 1931
Keene Walter F of Henry W and Beatrice L Dec 23 1932
Keener Theodore R of Marion F Sept 8 1935
Keesee Marilyn L of Elwyn D and Mary A Mar 7 1933
Kehoe David J of Edward J and Rosella E Apr 5 1933
Kehoe Edward J of Edward J and Rosella E Sept 1 1931
Kehoe Gerald F of Edward J and Rosella E Dec 10 1934
Kehoe — s of William G and Ruth F Mar 24 1935
Keighley Harry G of Ernest F and Ora O Feb 24 1935

301
Kelleher Ann L of Patrick J and Margaret T Nov 10 1931......30: 127
Kelleher Janet of George and Mary B July 16 1932...............30: 212
Kelleher Joan F of Francis J and Eileen A Feb 14 1933.........31: 17
Keller — d of Agnes July 27 1932................................30: 231
Kelley Arnold H of James W B and Faith Feb 9 1934..........31: 152
Kelley Arthur of Matthew J and Margaret C June 8 1932....30: 209
Kelley Carolyn A of Richard L and Fannie Apr 23 1932........30: 192
Kelley Catherine C of David and Mary E Apr 10 1935........32: 38
Kelley Delores E of Vincent Z and Dorothy Oct 2 1932........30: 256
Kelley Edith of John S and Doris H May 16 1932..............30: 260
Kelley Faith G of Julius G and Ruth Jan 27 1935..............32: 9
Kelley Frances T of Robert E and Kathleen M Dec 17 1934....31: 267
Kelley Francis M of William B and Florence V Dec 26 1934...31: 270
Kelley Francis V of Francis V and Josephine June 8 1932...30: 209
Kelley Frank of Helen Jan 1 1931.................................30: 1
Kelley George A of Arthur P and Dorothy L Apr 11 1934.....31: 175
Kelley Jacqueline A of John J and Anna M Oct 12 1934.....31: 243
Kelley James E of James E and Hazel M Dec 18 1934........31: 267
Kelley Joan R of Raymond J and Kathleen M Dec 12 1934...31: 265
Kelley Leo of Leo M and Theresa M Mar 30 1935..............32: 34
Kelley Louise M of Edgar A and Maria A Feb 17 1932........30: 165
Kelley Margaret E of James W B and Faith Dec 21 1934.....31: 268
Kelley Mildred J of Thomas J and Mildred M July 14 1932....30: 224
Kelley Nathalie F of Thomas F and Lillian M Dec 1 1933....31: 125
Kelley Norma L of James D and Hazel J May 16 1934.........31: 187
Kelley Norman F of William J and Carmela Apr 9 1932....30: 187
Kelley Owen of George T and Helen Jan 14 1931..............30: 5
Kelley Patricia of William E and Margaret Feb 3 1931......30: 14
Kelley Patricia A of Richard F and Catherine L Dec 5 1932..30: 281
Kelley Patricia A of Thomas J and Mildred M June 17 1935...32: 64
Kelley Patricia I of Madeline Dec 11 1934.................31: 265
Kelley Robert of Matthew J and Margaret C Feb 6 1934......31: 151
Kelley Robert G of Francis E and Josephine E May 15 1933...31: 51
Kelley Robert J of William J and Carmela Dec 11 1933....31: 128
Kelley Robert J of Robert J F and Mary Apr 12 1935........32: 39
Kelley Thomas of George T and Helen June 18 1932........30: 213
Kelley Thomas A of Levi and Winifred A May 31 1931.......30: 62
Kelley Thomas H of Warren and Elizabeth Dec 13 1933....31: 135
Kelley Thomas J of Thomas J and Mildred M July 14 1931...30: 80
Kelley Virginia of George W and Muriel Sept 7 1934........31: 231
Kelley William of John J and Marguerite C July 11 1932...30: 222
Kelley William B of William B and Florence V Dec 13 1933...31:123
Kelley —— d of Thomas F and Rose A Sept 13 1932......30:247
Kelley —— d of William B and Florence V Dec 17 1932....30:289
Kelley —— d of James L and Mary May 22 1934.............31:189
Kelley —— s of Joseph F and Carmella May 4 1935......32:58
Kelliher Jeremiah J of Edward F and Mary C Oct 10 1932...30:259
Kellman Frederick W of Frederick W and Alice Oct 22 1934..31:246
Kellman Robert P of Frederick W and Alice May 4 1932...30:197
Kells Albert J of John S and Mary M Jan 20 1935........32:7
Kells Edmund of James G and Margaret B Aug 13 1931....30:92
Kells Evelyn of James G and Margaret B May 15 1933.....31:51
Kells Gerard of John M and Marguerite T Sept 15 1931....30:104
Kellstein Malcolm S of Irving and Flora Dec 15 1935.....32:134
Kelly Alice C of Oswald P and Mabel Sept 12 1931.....30:103
Kelly Anne D of James J and Rose A May 20 1933.....31:53
Kelly Arthur E of Samuel and Mildred M Nov 30 1932.....30:278
Kelly Barbara E of Joseph E and Marion Oct 26 1931.....30:120
Kelly Barbara M of James H and Florence A Aug 6 1931....30:89
Kelly Charles E of Charles E and Anna L Mar 28 1934...31:169
Kelly Doris M (Twin) of George E and Jane E July 12 1932..30:223
Kelly Doris P of John F and Doris E July 1 1931....30:76
Kelly Dorothy M of Michael and Rose Feb 12 1931......30:18
Kelly Dorothy M of Earl F and Helen C Mar 3 1932.....30:172
Kelly Edward P of Edward H and Florence I July 21 1932..30:226
Kelly Edward P of Edward J and Agnes F Nov 16 1934....31:256
Kelly Eleanor F of John J and Elizabeth E Feb 20 1934...31:156
Kelly Eugene of Bernard V and Etha J Feb 15 1933.......31:17
Kelly Eugene L (Twin) of George E and Jane E July 12 1932..30:223
Kelly Evelyn of Ralph E and Bertha E Dec 5 1933........31:126
Kelly Francis E of Edward J and Agnes F Apr 29 1933....31:44
Kelly George F of George F and Helen M May 15 1932....30:200
Kelly Gladys M of Fred and Gladys Aug 27 1934.......31:226
Kelly Harold T of Earl F and Helen C Jan 8 1935.......32:3
Kelly Jacqueline E of John J and Elizabeth E Feb 14 1932..30:164
Kelly James F of William G and Gladys V Mar 2 1932.....30:172
Kelly James J of James J and Rose A Aug 21 1935.....32:91
Kelly Jane A of Charles T and Mildred R Dec 2 1935.....32:130
Kelly John F of John F and Doris E Sept 11 1933......31:97
Kelly John M of John M and Alice V Nov 10 1934......31:254
Kelly Joseph E of Joseph E and Mary T Apr 14 1934......31:175
Kelly Joseph L of Leo J and Irene C Jan 22 1934.........31:145
Kelly Margaret P of Gerard M and Dora C Oct 12 1935...32:112
Kelly Mary of Oswald P and Mabel K Jan 22 1933......31:8
Kelly Mary of Leo J and Irene C Mar 11 1935.........32:26
Kelly Mary C of Patrick J and Bridget A July 8 1931..... 30: 78
Kelly Mary D of Michael J and Mary K Apr 21 1931..... 30: 46
Kelly Maureen of Joseph E and Mary T Oct 8 1932..... 30: 258
Kelly Maureen A A of John M and Alice V Mar 30 1933..... 31: 33
Kelly Maureen J of Malachi F and Sarah R June 11 1935.... 32: 62
Kelly Mercedes L of Joseph H and Margaret A Aug 11 1931.. 30: 91
Kelly Michael of Catherine M June 3 1933.................. 31: 68
Kelly Mildred M of Edward J and Agnes F June 12 1931.... 30: 67
Kelly Nancy J of Charles L and Nancy Jan 10 1931........... 30: 4
Kelly Patrick J of Thomas J and Mary E Mar 17 1934..... 31:165
Kelly Richard of Charles E and Nora M Jan 5 1934.... 30: 2
Kelly Richard J of John T and Antoinette Apr 19 1931.. 30: 45
Kelly Robert F of John F and Louise May 11 1935.... 32: 50
Kelly Rose M of Joseph H and Margaret A Dec 14 1932.... 30:283
Kelly Thomas F of Thomas F and Rose A Sept 27 1931.... 30:108
Kelly Thomas P of Richard J and Mary C Apr 12 1935..... 32: 39
Kelly Vincent L of Michael and Rose Jan 12 1933........... 31: 4
Kelly William J of George F and Helen M Sept 23 1935.... 32:103
Kelly —— s of Thomas J and Mary E Sept 18 1932..... 30:255
Kelly —— s of Richard and Mary J June 16 1933............ 31: 68
Kelly —— s of John J and Mary Jan 15 1934................. 31:143
Kelly —— s of Richard and Mary J Nov 27 1935............ 32:129
Kelman Burton E of Milton W and Fannie Apr 25 1934..... 31:179
Kelso Helen I of Gilbert W and Agnes B June 23 1931.... 30: 72
Kelvey John J of Frank E and Ellen M Feb 17 1931......... 30: 19
Kelvey Mary J of Frank E and Ellen M Aug 28 1932..... 30:241
Kelvey William J of Frank E and Ellen M July 13 1935.... 32: 75
Kemalian Barbara J of Anthony A and Araxy Dec 30 1931.. 30:144
Kemble Robert B of Walter J and Ethel W July 1 1935.... 32: 71
Kenahan Bernard G of Charles E and Rose D Sept 10 1931.. 30:103
Kenahan Robert E of Charles E and Rose D Feb 8 1935.... 32: 14
Kenaston Henry W of Eugene F and Ada H May 31 1932.... 30:205
Kenaston Margaret M of Fred J and Margaret M Apr 14 1934..31:175
Kendall Anna B of Clarence L and Myrtis L July 28 1933... 31: 78
Kendall Wayne F of Francis S and Alice Aug 28 1931....... 30: 97
Kendall —— d of Clarence L and Myrtis L Jan 24 1932.... 30:160
Keneally James F of Leo A and Marcelle P Sept 7 1934.... 32: 98
Kenishe Donald of Francis J and Antonetta M Feb 19 1932.. 30:166
Kenlan Charles J of Charlelle L and Dorothy Dec 24 1931.... 30:142
Kenlan Dorothy K of Charles J and Dorothy G Nov 5 1934.. 31:252
Kennard Adeline of George C and Ellen G Aug 10 1931..... 30: 91
Kennard Elizabeth L of George C and Ellen G Jan 24 1934.. 31:146
Kennaway Joanne E of James and Loretta Oct 8 1932....... 30:259
Kenneally Marion P of Leo P and Marion B Dec 20 1933..... 31:131
Kenneally William J of Leo P and Marion B Sept 8 1935..... 32: 98
Kennedy Alfred of Joseph R and Gertrude Mar 19 1931.... 30: 33
Kennedy Betty J of James A and Myrtle M Dec 11 1935.... 32:133
Kennedy Caroline A of E Carey and Winifred Aug 27 1935.. 32: 93
Kennedy Charlotte A of John L and Dorothy H July 19 1931.. 30: 82
Kennedy Donald D of John L and Dorothy H Oct 23 1934... 31:247
Kennedy Donald F of Walter T and Myrtis A Nov 13 1931... 30:127
Kennedy Doris F of James E and Helen G Apr 22 1934..... 31:178
Kennedy Edgar V of Joseph R and Gertrude Dec 13 1934... 31:266
Kennedy Edward F of Francis J and Leona M Dec 30 1932.. 30:287
Kennedy Elaine of Thomas M and Lillian Feb 23 1931........ 30: 21
Kennedy Francis M of Francis M and Gladys Mar 13 1931... 30: 30
Kennedy Franklin P of James H and Katherine Oct 29 1931.. 30:121
Kennedy Gertrude I of Samuel H and Gertrude Feb 12 1932.. 30:164
Kennedy James of Joseph R and Gertrude Feb 14 1933...... 31: 17
Kennedy James of James H and Katherine July 1 1934..... 31:204
Kennedy James E of Francis L and Leona July 15 1934..... 31:209
Kennedy James J of James J and Anna M July 15 1935..... 32: 76
Kennedy Joan I of Joseph L and Mary C July 24 1934..... 31:212
Kennedy John D of Eugene J and Kathleen A Nov 12 1933... 31:118
Kennedy John P of James J and Anna M Sept 18 1933..... 31: 99
Kennedy Leo F of William and Helena V Apr 5 1935...... 32: 36
Kennedy Margaret M of Margaret Oct 11 1932........... 30:260
Kennedy Mary C of Joseph L and Mary C July 25 1932..... 30:228
Kennedy Maureen R of Hugh H F and Margaret Apr 19 1932. 30:190
Kennedy Norman J of Francis J and Leona M Sept 23 1934... 31:235
Kennedy Patricia A of Timothy P and Margaret Feb 3 1935.. 32: 12
Kennedy Phyllis C of Hugh H F and Margaret Apr 26 1931... 30: 48
Kennedy Priscilla S of Fred J and Ruth July 5 1932........ 30:220
Kennedy Rita I of Francis L and Leona Mar 20 1932....... 30:178
Kennedy Robert G of Edmond DeF and Margaret Apr 20
1931 .......................................................... 30: 46
Kennedy Suzanne L of Alexander J and Susan F May 21 1934. 31:274
Kennedy William C of William C and Helena V July 3 1933.. 31: 69
Kennedy William E of George R and Christine Dec 4 1932.. 30:280
Kennedy William P of Thomas B and Hazel M Mar 16 1931.. 30: 31
Kennedy —— s of Charles A and Anna M Jan 23 1931...... 30: 13
Kennelly David M of James M and Marion G Jan 28 1931.... 30: 11
Kennelly Joyce M of James M and Marion G Mar 12 1934... 31:164
Kenner Bruce F of Philip and Sadie Aug 20 1933........... 31: 88
Kenner Francine L of Philip F and Sadie Aug 3 1935...... 32: 84
Kenner Maynard A of Philip and Sadie Dec 25 1931...... 30:142
Kennett Irving C of Sewell R and Florence M June 22 1935.. 32: 66
Kennett Norma L of Earle and Doris Sept 26 1935......... 32:104
Kenney Clement of James P and Catherine M Jan 11 1931... 30:  4
Kenney David T of David T and Cecelia M Oct 23 1934.... 31:247
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Kenney John F of John P and Elizabeth F July 4 1931..........30: 77
Kenney Margaret F of Francis J and Margaret A Jan 6 1932...30:150
Kenney Mary R of F Leo and Mary Feb 24 1935.................32: 19
Kenney Raymond F of Francis J and Adeline Nov 27 1935....32:127
Kenney Robert J of William W and Helena F June 22 1932..30:214
Kenney William A of J Francis and Doris Jan 30 1931.......30: 11
Kenny Eleanor T of John F and Catherine E Jan 20 1934....31:145
Kenny Robert W of Robert W and Gertrude Sept 7 1932.....30:245
Kenosian Eva of Leon and Nuvart Mar 30 1933..............31: 33
Kenosian Joseph G of Leon and Rose Apr 25 1931...........30: 47
Kent Courtland M of Courtland P and Florence Jan 7 1933..31: 3
Kent Joan of Warren D and Emma W Apr 11 1934.............31:175
Kent Marion M of Albert S and Mildred L B Mar 20 1933....31: 29
Kent Nancy B of Albert S and Mildred L B June 11 1931...30: 67
Kent Richard E of Joseph C and Earnie Nov 9 1935........32:121
Kent Robert S of Courtland P and Florence Mar 1 1935....32: 23
Kenne Phyllis C of Clayton H and Helen J Dec 5 1931....30:136
Kenyon Charles L of Albert G and Bernice Jan 8 1933....31: 3
Kenyon George S (Twin) of Francis S and Agnes V Dec 6
1932 .................................................................30:281
Kenyon Patricia B of Howard A and Gladys L Aug 2 1931....30: 88
Kenyon William J (Twin) of Francis S and Agnes V Dec 6
1932 .................................................................30:281
Kenyon William R of Clarence W and Constance Sept 27 1934.31:237
Keough Andrey M of Mary F Aug 14 1934......................31:221
Keough Hugh L of Hugh H and Florence A Jan 9 1933.......31: 3
Keough John of John F and Mary E Apr 1 1935............32: 35
Kerkhoff Cynthia A of Thomas A F and Edith G Dec 27 1933..31:133
Kerkhoff Janice L of Roderick J and Julia L Aug 17 1934....30:222
Kerkhoff Philip J of Roderick J and Julia L Dec 10 1932...30:282
Kerkhoff Roderick F of Roderick J and Julia L Sept 19 1931.30:106
Kerkhoff Thomas A F of Thomas A F and Edith G Oct 22
1934 .................................................................31:246
Kern George W of George A and Evelyn L Sept 25 1932.....30:252
Kern —— d of Charles J and Bessie Nov 21 1932............30:279
Kerness Elton J of Louis and Dorothy Jan 25 1934.........31:146
Kerr Donald of Dorothy E July 29 1935..............32:142
Kerr Virginia of Garland and Nora Dec 6 1935.............32:131
Kerrigan Charles E of James D and Florence M Mar 15 1934.31:165
Kershaw Donald J of Richard R and Mary M Oct 11 1934....31:243
Kershaw Kenneth R of Richard R and Mary Nov 9 1932.....30:271
Kershaw Samuel S of Samuel S and Mary June 29 1931....30: 73
Kershaw William of Robert and Elsie Mar 24 1933........31: 31
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Kerwin William F of William F and Hazel L Nov 2 1934.............31:251
Kerzner Maurice of John J and Bessie Jan 15 1934.............31:143
Keshis Leo V of Stanley and Adella Feb 16 1931.............30:24
Kesslar —— d of Emma A July 14 1933.........................31:73
Kessler Harold I of William L and Rebecca Aug 25 1934........31:225
Kessler Morton H of Jacob and Sarah Sept 23 1932.............30:251
Kestenman Anita E of Abraham and Sarah R Sept 1 1932........30:244
Kestenman Helene R of Max and Pauline Dec 28 1932.............30:287
Ketchum June M of Perlie A and Stella M June 23 1935.........32:69
Kettell Wesley D of Charles F and Catherine J June 18 1935....32:65
Kettelle Marjorie H of Harold D and Marjorie H Aug 28 1933...31:90
Kettlety Rodman G of Howard W and Beatrice R Oct 19 1935....32:113
Kevorkian David M of Aram M and Asenath Aug 27 1935...........32:93
Keyes Agnes L of George A and Edith M I Sept 8 1932...........30:246
Keyes Sumner L of Royce W and Sara Nov 21 1935.............32:125
Khwajja Dorothy P of Paul and Sadie Aug 28 1935.............32:93
Kibbe Gerald M of Kyle A and Elizabeth M Oct 30 1931...........30:121
Kidd Chester B of Floyd R and Lena Aug 24 1933...............31:89
Kidd Donald LeR of Floyd R and Lena Jan 14 1931.............30:5
Kidd John E of Floyd R and Lena June 10 1932.................30:210
Kidd Ronald W of John W and Carolyn E Mar 21 1935............32:29
Kiene Marguerite A of Hugh E and Catherine Apr 26 1932.......30:193
Kierce Barbara E of Walter and Florine V Sept 29 1932........30:292
Kiernan Anna M of Thomas W and Mary A July 15 1933.........31:73
Kiernan Barbara A of Leonard J and Gertrude I Nov 15 1933....31:119
Kiernan Elizabeth A of Francis J and Helen H Mar 12 1933....31:27
Kiernan Elizabeth M of John J and Esther L June 10 1933....31:62
Kiernan Helen E of Francis J and Helen H June 18 1934.......31:198
Kiernan Jane F of Peter F and Jane C Mar 17 1933.............31:29
Kiernan John J of John J and Esther L Aug 4 1934............31:218
Kiernan John J of John J and Magdalen H Aug 28 1935.......32:93
Kiernan John J of James E and Nellie A Sept 24 1935........32:103
Kiernan Leonard A of Leonard A and Mary E Nov 19 1933....31:120
Kiernan Loretta of Peter F and Jane C Feb 12 1935............32:16
Kiernan Margaret L of John F and Annie L July 5 1931.......30:77
Kiernan Peter F of Peter F and Jane C Aug 19 1931...........30:94
Kiernan Raymond E of John J and Margaret E May 16 1932.....30:200
Kiernan William J of Charles A and Alice May 6 1932........30:198
Kilburn —— s of Edwin J and Mabel G Oct 5 1932.............30:268
Kileline Donald R of John F and Winifred M Jan 2 1934.......31:139
Kilday Alice C of Thomas J and Mary A Aug 24 1932............30:240
Kilday Gordon A of Anthony and Doris Mar 4 1935............32:24
Kilduff Donald J of Edward M and Margaret R Feb 6 1934.....31:151
Kilduff Edward M of Edward M and Margaret R Aug 28 1931....30:97
Kilduff Esther B of Edward M and Margaret R June 20 1935....32:66
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIRTHS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kilduff Joan M of Edward V and Mary L Sept 22 1933</td>
<td>31:100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilduff Joseph LaS of Joseph L and Muriel O Feb 28 1935</td>
<td>32:21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilduff Louise of Edward V and Mary L Dec 1 1934</td>
<td>31:262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilduff Margaret D of Joseph F and Helen G Mar 14 1932</td>
<td>30:176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiley Robert J of Martin J and Mary A Oct 14 1931</td>
<td>30:115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilgallon Marion of John F and Helen L Dec 31 1931</td>
<td>30:144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilguss Betty M of George E and Marie D Oct 17 1931</td>
<td>30:116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilguss George of George E and Marie D Jan 20 1934</td>
<td>31:145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilianski Hanna M of Rudolf E and Elfreda Aug 7 1931</td>
<td>30:90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilianski Rudolf P of Rudolf and Elfreda July 8 1935</td>
<td>32:73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny Catherine M of Peter and Katharine C July 2 1932</td>
<td>30:219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny Gustave W of William F and Arlee M Nov 3 1935</td>
<td>32:119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny Robert J of Peter and Katharine C Nov 6 1933</td>
<td>31:116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killabian Haganooosh A of Panos and Kachkatoon Dec 3 1935</td>
<td>32:130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killeen Patricia A of Pemberton L and Helen Sept 7 1933</td>
<td>31:95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killian Isaac A of Isaac A and Elizabeth Apr 24 1931</td>
<td>30:47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killian Charles I of Isaac A and Elizabeth Oct 7 1935</td>
<td>32:110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killulea James of James T and Evelyn U Aug 29 1935</td>
<td>32:92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killion Evelyn C of Peter F and Lillian M Aug 4 1933</td>
<td>31:83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killion Francis E of Peter F and Lillian M Nov 24 1935</td>
<td>32:126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killion Jean F of John J and Catherine F Dec 30 1933</td>
<td>31:134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killion Raymond F of Peter F and Lillian M Aug 11 1934</td>
<td>31:220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killoran Joseph F of Joseph P and Edith M Jan 7 1934</td>
<td>31:141</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilner Nancy J of George M and Isabel Aug 15 1935</td>
<td>32:89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball Beverly A of Dana S and Lillian M Oct 4 1933</td>
<td>31:105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball Carolyn L of Willis and Dorothy F Aug 13 1934</td>
<td>31:221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball Richard H of Howard and Gladys Mar 21 1931</td>
<td>30:33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball Robert F of Frank V and Margaret G Jan 9 1933</td>
<td>3:3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimmence Charles M of Charles M and Anna E Feb 21 1933</td>
<td>31:19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimmer James H of Alfred H and Gertrude F July 7 1931</td>
<td>30:78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinder Karl of Joseph C and Shirley June 6 1934</td>
<td>31:194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinder William F of Harold and Mildred Feb 19 1931</td>
<td>30:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindlund Kenneth H of Henry E and Elizabeth A June 29 1935</td>
<td>32:69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Anthony (c) of Louise Sept 3 1931</td>
<td>30:100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Arlene C of Joseph C and Ambrosina Aug 14 1931</td>
<td>30:92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Barbara J of Leon H and Victoria J Feb 6 1932</td>
<td>30:162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Barbara R (c) of Joseph and Matilda F Nov 21 1934</td>
<td>31:258</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Beverly J of Melvin A and Frances M Aug 9 1933</td>
<td>31:84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Chester I of Chester I and Mary E V July 13 1933</td>
<td>31:73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Claire of John F and Sarah E Feb 24 1933</td>
<td>31:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King David M of Clarence A and Hazel Aug 19 1935</td>
<td>32:90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Donald H of Harry and Mary L Aug 10 1934</td>
<td>31:219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Eleanor of Christopher E and Catherine May 24 1932</td>
<td>30:203</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Eugene R of Harry G and Eleanor Apr 29 1932</td>
<td>30:194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Evelyn M of Earl H and Olive R Jan 18 1933</td>
<td>31:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
King Francis of John F and Sarah E Oct 17 1931 ................ 30:116
King Frank A of Chester I and Mary E V Aug 23 1935 ............ 32: 92
King Franklin J of Edward J and Elise Nov 14 1933 .............. 31:118
King George A of George A and Dorothea V Feb 26 1931 .......... 30: 22
King Grace I of John J and Bertha H Sept 13 1934 ............... 31:232
King Harold B of Edward J and Elsie Nov 28 1931 ............... 30:132
King Hiram A of Hiram A and Alice H Oct 1 1932 ................. 30:256
King Jean L of Raymond G and Alodia L Feb 13 1933 ............. 31: 16
King Lorraine A of John and Anna Apr 12 1933 ................... 31: 38
King Mary E of Chester I and Mary E V June 17 1931 ............ 30: 69
King Patricia J of William and Josephine A Aug 11 1932 ........ 30:235
King Priscilla W of Andrew H and Olive Mar 4 1933 .............. 31: 25
King Raymond A of Raymond G and Alodia Mar 7 1931 ............ 30: 28
King Regina C of Carlton F and Kathryn A Aug 12 1931 .......... 30: 91
King Richard A of Alfred L and Anna D June 3 1935 .......... 32: 59
King Robert W of Thomas F and Kathleen Jan 3 1933 .......... 31: 1
King Shirley A of Leon H and Victoria J Nov 16 1934 .......... 31:256
King Theodore S of Sherman W and Clara Dec 5 1934 ............ 31:263
King Virginia L of Welling H and Minnie E Oct 14 1931 .......... 30:122
King Walter A of Richard and Alice G Sept 28 1933 .......... 31:102
King William A of William A and Janice Dec 27 1932 .......... 30:286
Kingman Edward H of Harold N and Mary P May 18 1931 ...... 30: 57
Kingsborough Carrie W of Clarence W and Harriett M Nov 26 1932 .................................................. 30:277
Kingsborough Everett C of Clarence W and Harriett M Dec 11 1933 .................................................. 31:128
Kingsley Hazel B of Abram C and Hazel Oct 25 1933 .......... 31:112
Kingsley Marcia of Walter I C and Esther Feb 11 1932 .......... 30:164
Kingsley Richard of Abram C and Hazel Feb 20 1932 .......... 30:167
Kingsley Winifred H of Abram E and Hazel Jan 12 1931 .... 30: 5
Kingston Herbert L of Herbert L and Irene G June 12 1935 .... 32: 62
Kingston Thomas E of Melvin E and Genevieve Sept 18 1933 .... 31: 99
Kinkead Richard G of Hugh II and Marie E June 12 1932 .... 30:211
Kinnear Paul L of John H and Ida May 1 1932 ............... 30:196
Kinney Carolyn S of Charles S and Helen Dec 22 1931 .... 30:142
Kinney Evelyn C of Millie A Aug 3 1931 ............... 30: 88
Kinney Raymond A of Raymond L and Margaret M Aug 25 1935 .... 32: 92
Kinney Theodore B of Raymond L and Margaret M Apr 22 1931 .................................................. 30: 46
Kinsella Mary C of William J and Mary C Apr 28 1934 .......... 31:180
Kinsey Faith M of George L and Dorothy May 25 1931 .......... 30: 60
Kinsey Kenneth F of Kenneth L and Katherine Sept 14 1933 .... 31: 98
Kinsley Corinne M of Herbert and Mildred Dec 15 1935 .... 32:134
Kirby Patrick G of George and Ann Jan 25 1934 .......... 31:146
Kirby — d of Raymond E and Mary E Feb 1 1932......... 30:171
Kirchjezyk Aleckander of Alexander and Casimira Aug 24 1933. 31: 89
Kirinsky Anna M of Boris and Mary July 17 1932........... 30:225
Kirinsky Irene of Boris and Mary Jan 2 1931............. 30: 1
Kiritsy George P of George P and Mary K Feb 22 1931..... 30: 21
Kiritsy Hugh J of George P and Mary K Nov 6 1933....... 31:116
Kiritsy Theodore J of George P and Mary K Apr 26 1932... 30:193
Kirk George J of George T and Jennie L Mar 19 1932...... 30:178
Kirk Mildred L of George T and Jennie L Feb 20 1933.... 31: 19
Kirk Montgomery B of Montgomery B and Ruby Feb 24 1931.. 30: 22
Kirk Shirley J of Harold C and Hazel B July 15 1935..... 32: 76
Kirkconnell John F of John F and Evelyn L Nov 5 1935... 32:120
Kirkconnell William of Alton and Elizabeth Mar 9 1934... 31:163
Kirkendall Henry L of Henry L and Bertha Oct 2 1933.... 31:105
Kirkorian — (Twin) s of Ralph and Mary Nov 3 1934.... 31:251
Kirkorian — (Twin) d of Ralph and Mary Nov 3 1934.... 31:251
Kirkwood Joyce E of Thomas J and Vivian E Mar 30 1935... 32: 32
Kirkwood Rita M C of Stephen P and Elizabeth A Aug 6 1932. 30:234
Kirol Louise of Wincey and Louise Apr 12 1934............ 31:175
Kirshenbaum Sanford M of Morris and Eda Jan 3 1934..... 31:148
Kirshenbaum Sheila G of Samuel and Sadye Apr 27 1933.... 31: 43
Kirwin Kenneth J of Robert A and Catherine June 3 1934... 31:193
Kirwin Thomas of Walter G and Alice M Feb 17 1932....... 30:165
Kirwin Vincent A of Walter G and Alice M Feb 2 1934.... 31:150
Kirwin — s of Hollis R and Irene F Oct 13 1931......... 30:123
Kitchin Dorothy M of Walter V and Helen M Dec 2 1935... 32:130
Kite Jane E of Edgar N and Ruth Apr 13 1935............. 32: 39
Kite — s of William L and Marjorie T June 23 1932..... 30:218
Kitson Robert H of John F and Dorothy R Aug 17 1932... 30:237
Kittell Dolores W (Twin) of Henry J and Hjordis W July 9 1933. 31: 71
Kittell Dorothy E (Twin) of Henry J and Hjordis W July 9 1933. 31: 71
Kivalos Anna of Harry P and Athene Oct 6 1931.......... 30:112
Kivalos Anna of Harry P and Athene Mar 20 1935......... 32: 29
Kivalos Epaminondas of Harry P and Athene Jan 18 1933... 31: 6
Klanian Bedros of John and Haigouhi Oct 24 1932........ 30:264
Klanian Sirouhi of Misak and Virgin June 30 1935......... 32: 69
Klanian — d of John and Haigouhi Apr 2 1934........... 31:181
Klaiman Toby J of Max D and Estelle S July 16 1935..... 32: 76
Klein George W of George W and Esther E May 1 1933.... 31: 47
Klein Rosella L of Bennie and Celia Aug 13 1932........ 30:236
Klein William C of Samuel and Katherine C Dec 17 1931... 30:140
Kleinschmidt Richard R of Paul and Evelyn F Mar 19 1933. 31: 29
Klemer Sidney S of Abraham and Cecilia Apr 15 1935.... 32: 40
Klibanoff Allen L of Harold F and Marie T July 7 1935..... 32: 73
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Kling Vivian E of Carl B and Eleanor L Oct 19 1935........ 32: 113
Klinger Martin E C of Martin C and Theodore May 29 1935.... 32: 56
Kluttig Richard J of Aurelia May 2 1933................... 31: 47
Kmiec Evelyn L of Charles and Victoria C Sept 22 1933..... 31: 100
Knappe Joan R of Cornelius A and Helen 1 Nov 24 1933.... 31: 121
Knappe Virginia M of Theodore S and Marion Oct 13 1931... 30: 115
Knapton Emmett S of Emmett S and Phyllis E June 29 1933.. 31: 67
Knapton Rosemary of Ernest J and Jocelyn June 17 1935.... 32: 64
Kuasie --- s of Max F and Ida Oct 11 1934................. 31: 243
Knight Betty A of Norman H and Thelma Aug 5 1932......... 30: 233
Knight Beverly A of Nehemiah and Irene D Feb 6 1935....... 32: 13
Knight Carolyn of Lawrence H and Gertrude Nov 9 1931.... 30: 126
Knight Clarence H of Everett C and Hannah E May 9 1931... 30: 54
Knight Earl P of Earl P and Estelle C July 23 1935......... 32: 80
Knight Idella M of Chester and Rose M May 18 1932......... 30: 201
Knight Jean L of Richard L and Doris Dec 4 1932............ 30: 280
Knight June F of Charles E and Catherine B Aug 21 1935.... 32: 91
Knight Mary F of Earl P and Estelle C July 10 1931........ 30: 79
Knight Norma C of Donald K and Marion A Oct 29 1931..... 30: 121
Knight Richard L of Richard L and Doris Dec 25 1931....... 30: 143
Knight Robert L of Reginald W and Phyllis Feb 16 1933...... 31: 17
Knight Thomas H of Charles E and Catherine B June 14 1931.. 30: 68
Kniveton William L of Ernest L and Grace Aug 23 1932....... 30: 239
Knopow Roslyn H of Benjamin and Eva July 27 1935......... 32: 81
Knott Beverly A of Arthur I and Ethel Aug 18 1934......... 31: 222
Knott George R of Percy F and Helen V Mar 20 1932......... 30: 178
Knott Howard E of Howard E and Helen M Aug 30 1931....... 30: 98
Knowles George W of Wilkinson and Julia Aug 27 1934...... 31: 226
Knowles Joan M of Russell and Eleanor M May 18 1932....... 30: 291
Knowles Kenneth G of Frederick J and Ruth July 29 1931.... 30: 85
Knowles Richard F of Francis S and Vera E Nov 19 1932..... 30: 274
Knowles Russell of Russell and Eleanor July 13 1934....... 31: 274
Knowlton Arthur E of Arthur E and Dorothy M Nov 16 1933... 31: 119
Knowlton Barbara A of Arthur E and Dorothy June 15 1932... 30: 212
Knowlton Franklin T of Arthur E and Dorothy M Nov 9 1935... 32: 121
Knox Judith E of Robert C and Barbara A Nov 18 1935....... 32: 124
Knox Patricia A of Robert C and Barbara A Mar 20 1934..... 31: 166
Knudde Julian R of Paul G and Victoria P Apr 16 1932....... 30: 189
Knuscheke Barbara J of Louis A and Edith E Aug 30 1934.... 31: 227
Knych Helen of John and Salomena A Jan 23 1934............ 31: 146
Koebig Henry P of Henry P and Emily B Aug 15 1935......... 32: 89
Koehler Richard L of Clifford L and Dorothea M Feb 14 1934.. 31: 154
Koelsch Paula of John P and Mildred Dec 21 1932............ 30: 285
Koenig Eleanor G of Joseph and Annie Sept 6 1935........... 32: 97
Koffler Lawrence H of Irving and Jessie L Apr 6 1934....... 31: 173
Kofman Charles J of Israel A and Amelia Feb 22 1935....... 32: 19
Kofman Charmel J of Israel A and Amelia Aug 31 1932...30:242
Kohler Robert F of Robert and Dorothy L July 9 1933...31: 71
Kohler William F of Robert and Dorothy L Dec 31 1934...31:272
Kohloff Petronella R of Casper J and Alma L Mar 23 1933...31: 31
Kohm Rolf C of Christian F and Louise Mar 8 1931.....30: 28
Kohm Ruth L of Christian F and Louise Mar 19 1934...31:166
Kohnle Alfred P of Alfred P and Anna Jan 11 1934....31:142
Kohr Charles M of Charles M and Julia G Feb 25 1934....31:158
Kojabashian Anahid of Sarkis and Mariam May 26 1933...31: 55
Kojian Satenig of Arsen and Vartanoush Feb 28 1934...31:159
Kojoian Ruth of Partog and Yegsa Feb 17 1932.........30:166
Kokinos George S of Peter G and Calliope Oct 20 1931...30:117
Kolb Ann S of Chester W and Mary J Sept 2 1934....31:229
Kolb Sandra of William M and Jewel M May 9 1934....31:184
Kolb William C of Chester W and Mary J Mar 29 1932...30:181
Kollbeck Arthur R of Arthur R and Beatrice L Mar 5 1934...31:162
Kollbeck Sonja H of Arthur R and Beatrice Feb 19 1933...31: 19
Kollbeck William L of Arthur R and Beatrice L Oct 8 1935...32:110
Kollet Norman K of Kenneth W and Bertha M Jan 31 1933...31: 11
Kollet William C of Kenneth W and Bertha M Feb 13 1934...31:153
Kollett Donald S of Lyman K and Mabel G Aug 14 1932...30:236
Kollett Helen of Edward L and Annie J Sept 24 1935...32:104
Kollett Phillip E of Charles R and Charlotte C Apr 11 1934...31:175
Kollett — d of Charles R and Charlotte C Oct 29 1931...30:121
Kolligian Edward of Nishan and Beatrice Apr 25 1931...30: 47
Kolligian Rosalie H of Richard and Bessie G July 10 1931...30: 79
Kolligian Sylvia B of Richard and Bessie G May 29 1933...31: 56
Koloian Mary of George and Osanna Jan 25 1932........30:156
Koly Richard M of Matthew and Vera E Mar 10 1934...31:164
Kondracki — d of John and Lillian May 29 1932...30:205
Konopky Marvin M of Philip and Ethel Feb 13 1931...30: 18
Kopka Vincent of Vincent and Dorothy July 30 1935...32: 82
Kopoian Haroutun of Sarkis and Annig July 8 1932...30:221
Korabiowski Constance C of Peter S and Anna May 29 1933...31: 56
Korabiowski Dolores J of Walter C and Angeline Mar 6 1931...30: 28
Koritz Robert L of Marion Apr 13 1932.....30:188
Korman Lois of William and Tillie Mar 3 1932....30:172
Korn David of Solomon and Claire Mar 5 1933.......31: 25
Korn David M of Lewis and Fannie May 11 1935.....32: 51
Korn Leah B of Lewis and Fannie Apr 5 1933.......31: 36
Kornstein Libby of Sarah G May 12 1933........31:137
Korpinen Robert G of Frederick and Irene E May 9 1933...31: 50
Kortick Maurice I of Joseph and Katherine Oct 27 1934...31:248
Kosciow Helen of Nikolaus and Franca Jan 1 1932....30:149
Koshgarian Parnag of Nishan and Zarouhi Aug 4 1931...30: 88
Koshgerian Arenhooie of Nishan and Zarhoorie Sept 13 1934...31:233
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Kosiba Barbara A of Frank W and Anna C Nov 4 1931........30: 125
Kosinski Boleslaus of Boleslaus and Olive C July 20 1934....31: 211
Kosinski Ernest A of Andrew and Aniela Feb 9 1932..........30: 163
Kosinski —— s of Jennie Jan 21 1935..........................32: 142
Kosmecki Walter F of Walter E and Violet V Dec 27 1934....31: 270
Kosofsky Elaine T of David and Gladys July 12 1935........32: 75
Kosofsky Evelyn of Jack and Margaret Feb 12 1935..........32: 16
Kostecki Barbara of Frank and Bessie Apr 19 1933............31: 41
Kotkofski Henry of Adam and Jean May 26 1932.................30: 204
Kotlen Betsey I of Harry L and Pauline B June 27 1935......32: 68
Kotter Maurine A of Horace and Harriet Sept 28 1933........31: 102
Kouffman Marjorie H of Abraham H and Hildreth N July 11
1935....................................................................32: 75
Koufondakis Barbara E of Costas E and Charlotte May 28
1932.......................................................................30: 204
Koufondakis Dorothea of John and Anastasia Dec 30 1933....31: 134
Kourey Susan P of Peter and Annie Feb 11 1931..............30: 17
Kontras Lillian (Twin) of Andrew and Angelina Nov 16 1934,31: 256
Kontras Marian (Twin) of Andrew and Angelina Nov 15 1934,31: 256
Kowalczuk Jennie of Wasil and Emilia Oct 13 1932...........30: 261
Kozakiewicz John T of John T and Julia Sept 17 1934......31: 234
Kozec Evelyn A of John S and Mary Aug 27 1931..............30: 97
Kozec Frances I of John S and Mary July 5 1933..............31: 70
Kralik Joseph of Joseph J and Katherine L Jan 7 1935......32: 3
Kramer Herbert of Charles and Esther Mar 16 1931...........30: 31
Kramer Robert I of Louis I and Jessie S July 31 1933........31: 79
Kramer Ronald of Madaline Dec 21 1935.........................32: 136
Krapf Catherine C of Albert and Agnes B Mar 29 1932......30: 181
Krapf Joseph W of Theodore and Anna M Apr 23 1933........31: 42
Krasner Frima of Jacob and Lillian B Nov 22 1934..........31: 258
Krasnoff Barbara of Eli and Eva Mar 16 1934..................31: 165
Krasnoff Gloria M of Isadore and Dorothy July 24 1933.....31: 77
Krasnoff Judith L of James C and Muriel B May 30 1935....32: 57
Krassner Myrna Y of William E and Ethel Jan 2 1931........30: 1
Kraus Patricia A of Joseph A and Helen B Jan 29 1934......31: 147
Krekorian Miriam of Nushan and Aushken V Jan 22 1934.....31: 145
Krekorian Nushan of Nushan and Aushken V Oct 16 1932.....30: 262
Kreydatus Dorothy of Andrew and Sophie Nov 6 1933........31: 116
Krichmar Calvin C of Morris L and Dorothy July 3 1935.....32: 72
Krichmar Stanley D of Morris L and Dorothy Mar 26 1933....31: 32
Krikis Katherine of Peter and Nastar July 7 1931............30: 78
Krikorian Aghavnie of John and Takouhi July 13 1934......31: 208
Krikorian Elizabeth of Antranig and Nouhimaz Dec 24 1931..30: 142
Krikorian Garbis of John and Takouhi Apr 27 1932..........30: 193
Krikorian Joan of Bessie Feb 10 1932..........................30: 163
Krikorian Krikor K of Karan and Araxie Apr 20 1931........30: 46
Krikorian Margaret of Gabriel and Marnos Jan 13 1933
Krikorian Milton C of Paul and Rena Feb 5 1931
Krikorian Miriam C of Paul and Rena E Jan 20 1933
Krikorian Rena A of Paul and Rena E Nov 17 1934
Krikorian Richard of Arthur and Emily Dec 12 1932
Krikorian Robert R of Samuel and Osana June 14 1935
Krikorian Zaroni of Antranig and Noyemzar Dec 2 1933
Krikorian Zarouhi K of Karan and Araxie Apr 1 1934
Krinsky Bernard S of William and Edith May 21 1931
Krirkjian George H of George H and Rose Jan 10 1935
Kritz Arnold H of Morris and Minnie Jan 6 1935
Kroian Mugurdich S of Sarkis M and Hrachooli M June 28

1934
Krug Joanne of James W and Gertrude Feb 12 1935
Krukel Henry R of Stanley T and Dorothy A June 14 1935
Krukowsky Robert of Pearl Apr 17 1933
Krupowicz Ann I of Stanislaw and Leocadia Apr 3 1935
Kubanek Martin J of Joseph L and Marian D Mar 11 1935
Kubanek Nancy L of Joseph L and Marion D May 7 1933
Kudzma Elizabeth L of John P and Giuseppina C L July 14
Kudzma Ralph J of John P and Giuseppina C L May 5 1934
Kullberg Jean E of Beatrice C Nov 8 1933
Kulz Walter R (Twin) of George A and Josephine M Aug 11
Kulz William P (Twin) of George A and Josephine M Aug 11
Kurowsky Ruth M of Frank and Natalie G May 25 1934
Kutniewski Frances T of John E and Genevieve R Nov 6 1932
Kutniewski Joan M of Ludwig and Evelyn I Jan 25 1933
Kutniewski John K of John K and Viola M Apr 26 1935
Kutniewski Robert J of John E and Genevieve R June 7 1934
Kutniewski Violet M of Viola M Aug 1 1933
Kutniewski William P of Ludwig and Evelyn I Sept 26 1934
Kuzolian Setrak of Stephan A and Paris Aug 12 1934
Kwietowski George F of Kajetan and Eva Feb 13 1935
Kwiakowski Muriel E of Walter J and Theresa I Sept 18 1933
Kwiakowski Walter J of Walter J and Theresa I Jan 21 1935
Kyle Barbara L of Robert E and Jennie A Apr 11 1935
Kyle John N of Henry A and Mildred Oct 3 1932

Labagnara Dolores M of Filippo and Rosa Oct 26 1931
Labanca Anthony of Anthony and Marion C Sept 15 1932
Labbee Jacqueline of Joseph A and Catherine R Apr 29 1935
Labbee Maneu F of Paul P and Lillian D Jan 7 1933

314 BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
LaBianca Vincenzo S of Vincenzo and Lucia Dec 22 1935 32:136
Laboissoniere Dorothy L of Ernest J and Lillian A Mar 16 1932 30:176
Laboissoniere — d of Charles and Leona Jan 17 1931 30:13
Lobaoissoniere Gerard L of Gerard and Alice Apr 2 1931 30:39
Laboissoniere Norma H of Ernest J and Lillian A Jan 4 1933 32:2
Laboissoniere Ruth D of George J and Nellie M Nov 15 1935 32:123
Labonte Arlene H of Henry and Esther Aug 5 1931 30:89
Labonte Carole A of Alphonse P and Anna L Apr 10 1934 31:174
Labonte Henry J of Henry and Esther June 8 1933 31:61
Labonte Joan M of Alphonse P and Anna L Dec 4 1931 30:136
Labonte Joseph W O of Alfred and Alice Oct 3 1933 31:105
Labonte Joseph R of Alfred and Alice May 13 1932 30:199
Labonte Jovite of Jovite and Madeleine E Jan 16 1933 31:6
Labonte Lorraine E of Leo and Rose Dec 24 1931 30:145
Labonte Marie Y A of Alfred and Alice July 10 1935 32:74
Labonte Raymond J of Archie and Florida Aug 14 1932 30:236
Labonte William J of Jovite and Madeleine E Jan 14 1931 30:5
Labonte Nancy M of Ovila W and Madeleine Sept 8 1933 31:96
LaBranche Irene O of Theodore and Stanny May 16 1932 30:200
Labriola Michael C of Carmine and Nicolina Jan 3 1935 32:1
Labush Leonard W of Abraham and Sonia Aug 14 1931 30:92
Labush Phyllis G of Abraham and Sonia Sept 25 1933 31:101
LaCascio Louis F of Louis and Katherine Apr 8 1932 30:186
LaCascio Robert J of Louis and Catherine F Apr 5 1935 32:36
LaCascio Rose M of Louis and Catherine July 24 1933 31:77
Lacasse Annelle M of Ernest and Delvina M July 17 1935 32:77
Lacasse Diana M of Ernest and Delvina M Nov 16 1933 31:119
Lacasse Edna M of Ernest and Delvina M Apr 27 1931 30:48
Lacasse Robert M of Ernest and Delvina M July 25 1932 30:228
Lace John J of John J and Elizabeth July 26 1935 32:80
Lace Marilyn F of John J and Elizabeth Sept 1 1931 30:100
Lacerenza Fedele E of Pasquale and Filomena Oct 13 1931 30:115
Lacerenza Robert R of Pasquale and Filomena Nov 16 1935 32:124
Lacey Bradford S of John T and Mary T June 13 1932 30:211
Lach Mary A of Frank H and Mary Jan 11 1934 31:142
LaChance Charles J of Raymond and Irene Mar 17 1932 30:177
Lachance Joan A of Joseph A and Mollie C Dec 18 1933 31:130
Lachance Milton F of Cora July 17 1935 32:77
Lachapelle Paul A of Amos L and Lena June 10 1933 31:62
Lacharite Joseph E L of Rosario P and Almabillise A Dec 4 1934 31:262
Lackey Donald F of Vincent L and Geraldine H Jan 31 1933...11
LaClair Dorothy A of William H and Philomena Feb 11 1933...16
Laclair Mary R of Raymond and Mary Nov 24 1934..........31:258
LaCombe Ann M of Frederick E and Elsie L Apr 29 1933....31:44
Lacombe Donald G of Joseph E and Florence Dec 20 1933...31:131
Lacombe Richard E of Ephrem and Emelda July 1 1933.....31:69
LaCosta Cecilia A of Alida J Mar 24 1932..................30:179
LaCour Paul D of Paul D and Ann R Mar 2 1931..............30:26
LaCourse Anna R of Joseph J and Lucy M Nov 3 1931......30:124
LaCourse Arline I of Irene Aug 5 1935......................32:85
LaCourse Joseph D of Joseph J and Lucy M Nov 23 1933....31:121
Lacroix George M of Felix P and Agnes E Aug 17 1931.....30:93
Lacroix Godfrey of Godfrey and Roberta Jan 31 1934......31:148
LaCroix Raymond W of Richard and Kathleen Apr 9 1935...32:38
Lacroix Rose M of Godfrey and Roberta V Nov 4 1935.....32:120
Lacross Marion B of William J and Marion May 12 1931....30:55
LaCrosse Ida F of Joseph and Mabel Apr 17 1931............30:45
Lacy Margaret A of Samuel J and Mary E July 20 1934.....31:211
Lacy Robert of Samuel J and Mary E Mar 1 1933.............31:24
Lacy Samuel J of Samuel J and Mary E Dec 31 1931.......30:144
Ladd Dorothy W of Charles H and Lulu E Jan 19 1933......31:7
Ladd —— s of Israel and Rose Nov 23 1931...............30:131
Ladies Constance J of Jewel P Dec 29 1931...............30:144
LaDonceur —— s of Leonide J and Gertrude H Dec 29 1935..32:140
LaFauci Kenneth J of Orazio and Assunta M Dec 1 1934...31:262
LaFazia Domenico of Domenico and Antonetta Mar 7 1933..31:26
LaFazia Kenneth A of Albert and Angelo May 31 1931.....30:62
LaFey Lillian M of Joseph J and Lillian V Aug 1 1931.....30:88
LaFlamme Ann of Warren J and Alice Aug 23 1934.........31:224
LaFlamme Gerard A L of Albert N and Marie L Mar 17 1934..31:165
LaFlamme Joseph J R of Harvey A and Lena Apr 6 1932......30:186
LaFlamme Marie M S of Alfred G and Bertha Z Aug 11 1934..31:220
LaFlamme Raymond H of Raymond M and Rubie E Jan 1 1932.30:149
LaFleur Francis A of Francis A and Florence E Jan 4 1934..31:140
LaFrance Kevin J of Louis and Claire Aug 21 1932..........30:239
LaFrance Mary A of Louis and Claire Jan 1 1934............31:139
LaFreniere Alice B of Hector A and Mary L May 1 1932.....30:196
LaFreniere Joseph N of Henry E and Alice June 4 1932.....30:207
Lagasse Quinton F of Henry C and Edith Oct 10 1932........30:259
Lagasse Theresa H of Henry C and Edith Mar 26 1931........30:35
Lagasse William J of Henry and Edith June 21 1935.......32:66
Lague Alma R of Arthur and Alma Feb 20 1932.............30:167
Lague Jacqueline D of Arthur and Alma E Apr 12 1935......32:39
Lahiff Charles V of Charles V and Irene G May 28 1931.....30:61
Lahiff Raymond of Raymond and Madeline E Apr 21 1935..32:42
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Lahue Marie D F of Charles F J and Doris M M Apr 3 1935. 32: 35
Laine Jean P of Raoul E and Yolande L Feb 26 1933. 31: 137
Laine Ralph D of Raoul E and Yolande Aug 12 1934. 31: 274
Lajennesse Stafford E of Ernest A and Florence A June 14 1932. 30: 211
Lajoie Joseph P M of Joseph D and Jeannette Nov 27 1935. 32: 127
Lajoie —— d of Edward and Lillian P Jan 29 1932. 30: 160
Lake Arthur W of Leslie A and Olive L Mar 5 1932. 30: 173
Lake Barbara J of Palmer Z and Bertha V July 22 1935. 32: 79
Lake Diane E of Llewellyn V and Grace E May 9 1932. 30: 198
Lake Donald F of Waldo A and Margaret A Oct 20 1932. 30: 263
Lake Elizabeth A M of Leslie A and Olive L Sept 6 1934. 31: 230
Lake Heyward N of Everett L and Margaret V Apr 10 1935. 32: 38
Lake Leonard L of Waldo A and Margaret A Mar 29 1934. 31: 169
Laliberte Francine L of Eddie E and Irene A Nov 5 1934. 31: 252
Lallier Barbara M of Helen A Aug 11 1935. 32: 87
Lally Anna M of Thomas J and Anna E June 11 1931. 30: 67
Lally Robert V of Bert J and Irene Oct 20 1934. 31: 275
La Lumiere Eleanor T of Ernest J B and Eleanor May 25 1931. 30: 60
Lamake George D of Joseph J and Madeline May 10 1932. 30: 198
LaMake William J of John and Abigail C Dec 25 1934. 31: 270
Lamantia Charles A of Giovanni and Edith A July 28 1933. 31: 78
Lamantia John of Giovanni and Edith A Oct 9 1933. 31: 113
Lamarra Angelina of Giuseppe and Giaconda Jan 22 1933. 31: 8
LaMay —— s of George and Mary Mar 22 1931. 30: 34
Lamb Gilbert A of Lester C and Evelyn M Nov 17 1931. 30: 128
Lamb Philip E of Philip R and Marguerite M Mar 31 1933. 31: 33
Lambert Donald B of Raymond G and Reba M Jan 3 1935. 32: 1
Lambert Dorine M of Eva C Aug 19 1935. 32: 90
Lambert Edith A of Hector J and Yvonne D Sept 9 1935. 32: 98
Lambert Leonide G J of Joseph G L and Mary A Apr 5 1932. 30: 185
Lambert Marie C L of Valmore P and Olivine Feb 3 1932. 30: 161
Lambert —— d of Arthur J and Pierina Mar 2 1933. 31: 24
Lamberton Winifred G of Robert T and Agnes F Mar 21 1931. 30: 33
Lambias Ann J of Alessandro and Mafalda Oct 28 1935. 32: 116
Lambias Margherita J of Argentina and Ida Mar 23 1935. 32: 30
Lamoi Joseph G A of Leo R and Orese May 2 1932. 30: 196
Lamond Bruce A of Robert A and Sarah M Apr 24 1934. 31: 178
Lamond Kenneth J of Herbert A and Rose D Aug 13 1935. 32: 88
Lamont —— s of Maxwell and Rachel C Aug 23 1931. 30: 99
Lamontagne Geraldine of Joseph G and Claudine Mar 1 1933. 31: 24
Lamontagne Marie A T of Philip J and Augustine July 17 1933. 31: 74
Lamontagne Viola L of Philip J and Augustine Feb 6 1932. 30: 162
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lamontagne Mary A of Joseph and Claudine May 11 1934....31:185
Lamontagne —— (Twin) s of Beatrice Aug 5 1932............30:233
Lamontagne —— (Twin) s of Beatrice Aug 5 1932............30:253
LaMonte Harriet S. of Harvey L and Marion A Aug 19 1932, ...30:238
Lamore Betty J of Frank J and Adeline Jan 18 1934...........31:144
LaMorge Mary of Donna A and Beatrice H Nov 7 1932...........30:270
LaMorge Robert J of Donna and Beatrice P Dec 28 1934.....31:271
Lamorte Elisabeta of Vito M and Elisabetta July 31 1933.....31:80
Lamothe Doris M of Henry A and Margaret B Feb 10 1935...32:15
LaMountain Joseph T of Thomas J and Alice Feb 10 1935...32:15
Lamoureaux Andre H J of Raymond J and Mary Feb 13 1934...31:154
Lamoureaux George J of Leo J and Beatrice M Apr 9 1932...30:187
Lamoureaux Henri H of Albert and Ernestine Aug 29 1933...31:91
Lamoureaux Mary M E G of Raymond J and Mary July 30 1935...32:82
Lamoureaux Normand J of William and Albina Apr 18 1931...30:45
Lamoureaux Paul W of Joseph A and Alice Feb 17 1933......31:18
Lamoureaux Philippe S J of Raymond J and Mary Apr 4 1932,30:185
Lamoureaux Richard G of George B and Helen July 11 1935..32:75
Lamoureaux Yvonne of William and Albina Feb 5 1933......31:14
Lamphere Barbara A of Harold and Alice May 15 1935.....32:52
Lamphere Barbara D of George F and Esther C Feb 26 1933...31:21
Lamphere Mary E of Walter A and Alphonsina Oct 21 1932...30:263
Lampkin Nancy P (c) of Joseph L and Jessie M Jan 2 1932...30:149
Lamprey —— s of Clinton M and Claire Dec 1 1931..........30:146
Lamson Shirley A of Warren F and Mabel M Dec 29 1935....32:138
Lamy Alfred A of Emile A and Diotina E Apr 4 1931........30:40
Lamy Eileen M of Emile A and Diotina E June 17 1932...30:213
Lanagan —— s of William and Cecilia Nov 22 1932...........30:279
Lanard Carol A of Philip A and Gertrude C Feb 4 1933....32:13
Lanard Mary L of Wilfred H and Mary L Oct 14 1932.....30:261
Lancellotti Gilda C of Vincenzo and Annina Apr 4 1932.....30:185
Lancellotti Kenneth D of Pietro and Iolanda M Nov 2 1934...31:251
Lancellotti Raimondo E of Pietro and Iolanda M Sept 7 1932,30:245
Lancey Charlotte P of Donald M and Rosa Jan 17 1935.....32:6
Landi Anne R of Michele and Rosa Aug 3 1935.................32:84
Landi Decola of Guglielmo and Evelina May 31 1931.........30:62
Landi Edward G of Filippo and Bettina A Jan 9 1934......31:141
Landi Hilda N of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 3 1932............30:256
Landi John N of Nicola and Eleanor Sept 24 1932...........30:252
Landi Mary E of Rocco and Anna C May 17 1932..............30:201
Landi Mary G of Thomas D and Josephine Nov 28 1933.......32:127
Landi Salvatore of Joseph and Anna M Apr 12 1935..........32:39
Landi Vincenzo E of Vincenzo and Maria May 29 1931........30:61
Landolfi Lucia of Vincenzo and Mariannina May 16 1932......30:200
Landolfi Pasquale M of Antonio and Marianna Sept 24 1931...30:108
Landrigan Alberta C of James G and Alberta Dec 12 1935....32:133
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Landry Marjorie L of Lawrence J and Dorothy Jan 22 1931. 30: 8
Landry Maurice of Maurice A and Marie E G Dec 19 1932. 30: 285
Landry Robert E of Eleanor N Apr 22 1934. 31: 178
Landy Bruce C of Clarence E and Goldie E Aug 2 1933. 31: 82
Lane Cecil W of Helen Sept 2 1935. 32: 96
Lane Charles T of John F and Anna Z Feb 28 1931. 30: 23
Lane Margaret A of William F and Winifred H Mar 16 1931. 30: 31
Lane Roger of John A and Eileen Jan 17 1934. 31: 144
Lanfredi Alfred J of Angelo and Mafalda Aug 3 1935. 32: 84
Lang George of Charles F and Sarah M Mar 22 1933. 31: 30
Lang Jeanne M of Joseph V and Mildred C Feb 1 1935. 32: 12
Lang Rita of Charles F and Sarah M Feb 3 1931. 30: 14
Lang William of William M and Anna M Dec 15 1931. 30: 139
Langan Eileen R of Thomas A and Claire L Oct 28 1933. 31: 112
Langan Mary L of Thomas A and Claire L Dec 24 1931. 30: 142
Langan Thomas E of Peter P and Katherine M July 12 1933. 31: 72
Langberg Rosella of David and Sarah Feb 6 1931. 30: 16
Langella Antonetta M of Giovanni and Valentina C May 9 1933. 31: 50
Langella Camillo of Camillo G and Luisa M May 12 1935. 32: 51
Langella Giovanni of Giovanni and Valentina C Feb 28 1931. 30: 23
Langevin Norman E of Norman J and Alice T Dec 1 1933. 31: 125
Langford Donald L of William A and Alice R Jan 13 1931. 30: 5
Langhorn Joan F of Joseph F and Catherine A July 18 1934. 31: 210
Langlais Georgiana O of Philip T and Mary I Jan 30 1934. 31: 148
Langlais Joseph R of Ephraim A and Rose B Dec 11 1933. 31: 128
Langley Harriet C of Gordon C and Mildred Feb 7 1931. 30: 16
Langley Rita A of Ernest and Doris A Sept 19 1931. 30: 106
Langlois Anna M of Edgar and Marguerite July 10 1933. 31: 72
Langlois Arthur E L of Leon T and Alberta Feb 5 1931. 30: 15
Langlois Carol A of Leo J and Marion P Apr 27 1933. 31: 44
Langlois Edgar J of Edgar and Marguerite Aug 26 1934. 31: 226
Langlois Grant S of Leo J and Marion P Nov 9 1935. 32: 121
Langlois Jean B of Joseph A and Beatrice Jan 23 1933. 31: 8
Langlois William E of William E and Emily Oct 23 1933. 31: 111
Langlois — of Roy J and Helen F May 20 1934. 31: 188
Langon Edward D of John P and Mary Aug 7 1931. 30: 90
Langon Rita M of John P and Mary Oct 23 1932. 30: 264
Langton Ellen B of Thomas E and Ellen Sept 19 1934. 31: 234
Langton Helen M of Austin D and Anna J Dec 22 1935. 32: 136
Langton Joan of John R and Catherine G June 22 1932. 30: 214
Langton Joan M of John P and Margaret M Apr 15 1931. 30: 44
Langton John P of John P and Margaret N July 2 1933. 31: 69
Langton Mary T of Thomas E and Ellen Mar 11 1933. 31: 27
Langton Ruth A of Raymond L and May May 8 1932. 30: 198
Langton Shirley M of Raymond L and Alma M Sept 10 1934. 31: 232
Langton — s of Joseph B and Jane A Aug 2 1931 ........... 30: 99
Languedoc Donald J of Henry and Nativa Jan 28 1932 ........ 30: 158
La Ninfa Angela M of Giuseppe and Assunta Oct 5 1934 ....... 31: 241
La Ninfa Dorothy A of Rocco and Rosa Nov 28 1931 ........... 30: 132
La Ninfa Federico of Federico and Alice Apr 17 1931 .......... 30: 45
La Ninfa Lillian A of Eleuterio and Maria T Dec 31 1932 ... 30: 288
La Ninfa Robert G of Federico and Alice Mar 20 1935 ........ 32: 29
Lank Clinton L of Clinton L and Ruth June 14 1931 .......... 30: 68
Lankowicz Anthony L of Bazil and Stephanie Oct 9 1934 ... 31: 242
Lanni Alfred A of Giovanni and Josephine Aug 8 1935 ...... 32: 86
Lanni Edmund L of Edmundo L and Eleanor Apr 15 1932 .... 30: 189
Lanni Gertrude M of Giovanni and Giuseppina Aug 25 1932 ... 30: 240
Lanni Jeanette A of Louis and Anna July 4 1933 ............ 31: 69
Lanni Marguerite G of Giovanni and Giuseppina Jan 13
1931 .................................................................. 30: 5
Lanning Frances B (Twin) of Frank C and Reba M Apr 2 ...
1933 .................................................................. 31: 35
Lanning Frank M (Twin) of Frank C and Reba M Apr 2 1933 31: 35
Lannon Bernard E of James V and Dorothy V Dec 13 1934 .. 31: 266
Lannon Catherine E of Dorothy Nov 4 1933 .............. 31: 115
Lanoie Arthur A of Leon and Maryjane Aug 25 1935 ....... 32: 92
Lanoie George A of Armand L and Mary R A July 15 1931 30: 81
Lanoie Louise F of Louis A and Florida 1 May 1 1933 ..... 31: 47
Lanoie Ruth of Leon and Mary J Apr 28 1931 .............. 30: 48
Lanois Gerald D of Cleophas and Evelyn Apr 15 1934 ..... 31: 176
Lanois Lee C of Cleophas J and Anna E June 15 1931 ....... 30: 68
Lanone Barbara I of Gerard A and Evelyn Nov 3 1935 .... 32: 119
Lanone Daniel J of Henry and Loudia May 24 1934 ..... 31: 189
Lanone Gerard of Gerard A and Evelyn July 31 1933 ....... 31: 80
Lanone Herold of Henry A and Loudia Oct 10 1932 ....... 30: 259
Lanone Kenneth of Gerard A and Evelina Aug 5 1934 .... 31: 218
Lanpher Diane of Lawrence and Eleanor B Sept 27 1934 ... 31: 237
Lanpher Francine of Lawrence and Eleanor B Nov 28 1931 30: 132
Lantini Gloria R of Reno and Grazia July 4 1932 ....... 30: 220
Lantini — s of Reno and Grazia Sept 2 1931 .............. 30: 100
Lanzi Anna M of Luigi and Maria July 28 1932 .......... 30: 229
Lanzi Josephine B of Arturo G and Viola June 18 1933 ... 31: 64
Lanzi Leonard A of Angelo and Annunziata Feb 11 1935 ... 32: 15
Lapan Maureen of Frank R and Mabel F Feb 21 1932 .... 30: 167
Lapati Andrew J of Antino and Angela Sept 21 1933 .... 31: 100
Lapati Joan A of Antino and Angela June 1 1935 .......... 32: 59
La Perche Daniel R of George S and Ellen L Oct 9 1935 ... 32: 111
La Perriere Thomas of Marguerite E June 16 1934 ....... 31: 197
Lapham Allen H of Earl F and Hazel E Sept 20 1933 .... 31: 100
Lapham Anne B of Lester L and Doris May 23 1932 ....... 30: 203
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Lapierre Alice J of George H and Alice J Feb 9 1934. 31: 152
Lapierre George H of George H and Alice J Mar 13 1933. 31: 27
Lapierre Janet of Alfred G and Alice M Dec 24 1935. 32: 137
Lapierre Marie C of Arthur L and Christina May 21 1933. 31: 53
Lapierre William P of Polidore W and Hazel E Mar 16 1933. 31: 28
Lapin Anita M of Jack and Sarah July 2 1932. .......... 30: 219
Lapin Myra of Harry and Dora May 5 1934. .......... 31: 183
Lapinha James daS of Manuel S and Maria Apr 15 1934. 31: 176
Laplant Normand L of Hormidas L and Rose A June 27 1932. 30: 216
Laplante Albert of Albert and Bertha Apr 20 1933. .......... 31: 41
Laplante Emery of Emile and Margaret A Aug 17 1933. 31: 87
LaPlante Emile de Emile and Margaret A July 29 1931. 30: 85
LaPlante Jean A J of Albanie J and Antonette Dec 27 1933. 31: 133
Laplante Marie E of Albert and Bertha July 11 1931. .......... 30: 79
LaPlante Mary M of Emile and Margaret A Sept 22 1934. 31: 235
Lapointe Anita of Joseph and Irene May 27 1933. .......... 31: 55
LaPointe Beatrice M of Rudolph A and Bertha Dec 1 1932. 30: 280
LaPointe Wilfred A of Rudolph and Bertha Oct 14 1931. 30: 115
LaPolla Annunziata A of Giuseppe and Addolorata Mar 22
1932 ................................................................. 30: 179
LaPolla Elaine B of Donato and Viola Aug 4 1935. .......... 32: 85
LaPolla Frank of Giovanni A and Concetta Mar 20 1935. .......... 32: 29
LaPolla Genevieve A of Antonio and Maria Jan 6 1935. ...... 32: 2
LaPolla Joseph D of Daniel G and Edith E Dec 2 1934. .......... 31: 262
LaPolla Peter J of Anthony F and Sadie T May 16 1931. .... 30: 56
LaPolla —— s of Antonio and Maria Apr 15 1933. .......... 31: 39
LaPollo Dorotea R of Raffaele and Catherine June 26 1931. 30: 72
LaPorte Donald A of George E and Ida L Dec 12 1931. .... 30: 138
LaPorte Ethel M of Raymond F and Ethel July 20 1931. .......... 30: 82
LaPorte James W of Horace E and Mary A Dec 29 1933. .. 31: 134
LaPorte Robert D of Joseph O S and Irene Sept 28 1931. ... 30: 108
LaPorte William B of William B and Emma F June 23 1934. 31: 200
LaPosta Mario A of Antonio and Maria July 3 1932. .......... 30: 219
Laramee Jean M of Joseph E and Florence W Dec 9 1934. . 31: 264
Laraway Estelle I of Steven F and Albina Apr 27 1931. ...... 30: 48
Lardner Michael of William F and Margaret Sept 27 1934. .... 31: 237
Lardner Patricia of William F and Margaret Aug 7 1932. .... 30: 234
Lareau Anne M (Twin) of Edgar and Armande July 28 1932. 30: 229
Lareau Marie C (Twin) of Edgar and Armande July 28 1932. 30: 229
Larimiere Thomas R of Thomas R and Elizabeth Jan 19 1933. 31: 7
Larivee John F of John and Anna M Sept 3 1935. .......... 32: 96
Lariviere Theresa N of Edward J and Rosalie L Jan 16 1931. 30: 6
Lariviere William A of Joseph H and Ruth A July 22 1933. .... 31: 76
Lariviere —— s of Edward J and Rosalie L Mar 6 1935. ...... 32: 34
Larkin Alice of Carrie Mar 2 1934.............................................. 31: 161
Larkin Diane K of Rosella K Oct 24 1931............................................. 30: 147
Larkin James H of James H and Doris M Jan 23 1933.............................. 31: 8
Larkin Leo E of Leo F and Ruth M July 26 1933........................................ 31: 77
Larkin Richard A of James H and Doris M Oct 15 1934............................ 31: 244
LaRoche Anthony R (c) of Edwin and Mary July 17 1935................. 32: 77
LaRoche Betty L (c) of Edwin and Mary Nov 27 1933.............................. 31: 122
LaRoche Donald E (c) of Edwin and Mary July 20 1932.......................... 30: 226
Larocque Claire E of Joseph A and Georgianna C Dec 25 1932.............. 30: 286
Larocque Frances S of Andrew G and Evelyn Apr 24 1933.................. 31: 43
Larocque Marie G of Ephraim and Marie Oct 11 1932......................... 30: 260
Larocque Raymond N of Joseph A and Georgianna C Apr 29
1935 ...................................................................................... 32: 45
LaRocque — d of Albert F and Edna M Apr 13 1935............................. 32: 46
LaRose Dorothy R of Alexander and Florette L Aug 1 1935.................. 32: 84
LaRose Harold E of Howard D and Anna Dec 8 1932.............................. 30: 282
LaRose Jennie F of Howard D and Anna Feb 16 1931.............................. 30: 19
LaRose Lillian D of Howard D and Anna Sept 24 1934........................... 31: 236
LaRose Robert E of Alexander and Florette L Apr 9 1932.................... 30: 187
LaRotonda Amelia of Oscar and Lena Oct 29 1933.............................. 31: 113
Larrivee Anna of John J and Anna M Jan 30 1932............................... 30: 158
Larsen Alice I of William E and Rose A Jan 8 1933............................ 32: 3
Larsen Doris of Olaf A and Sigrid Sept 23 1935.................................... 32: 103
Larsen Margaret A of Olaf A and Sigrid Aug 1 1933............................ 31: 82
Larsen Nancy A of Robert J and Arabella Aug 17 1933......................... 31: 87
Larsen Norman A of Norman A and Dora Feb 24 1933............................ 31: 20
Larsen Robert T of Olaf A and Sigrid July 18 1931............................. 30: 82
Larson Carol A of Frithyof and Mildred A C May 1 1933....................... 31: 47
Larson Donald F of John P and Jeanette M E Nov 7 1934..................... 31: 253
Larson Evelyn B A of Carl F and Hulda E Mar 8 1932......................... 30: 174
Larson Frederick A of Frederick N A and Gertrude L Sept 4
1933 .......................................................................................... 31: 95
Larson George E of George E and May Dec 9 1934.............................. 31: 264
Larson Lois E of Bror H and Esther M Dec 29 1934.............................. 31: 271
LaSalandra Jean F of Michael L and Helen T June 12 1935..................... 32: 63
LaSalle — s of Oswald J and Ada L Apr 6 1932..................................... 30: 195
LaScola Joseph L of Valentino J and Catherine M July 3 1935................ 32: 72
Lasky Charles M of Ainsley and Doris V Mar 9 1933............................ 31: 26
Lasorsa Gaetano of Gaetano and Prudence Aug 22 1932....................... 30: 239
Lasselle Peter A of Howard G and Ruth Feb 15 1932............................. 30: 165
Lassiter Arlene (c) of James C and Mollie C Jan 7 1934....................... 31: 141
Lassiter Bruce S (c) of Arthur and Gladys M Jan 10 1933..................... 32: 4
Lassiter Caroline L (c) of Arthur and Gladys M Jan 13 1933............... 31: 5
Lassiter — (c) d of Lula Apr 3 1933................................................. 31: 36
Lastarza Dolores C of John B and Ada Dec 14 1934............................. 31: 266
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

323

Laurola S of Marco and Mildred Mar 8 1932......30:174
Latessa Claire A of Ernesto and Rosa M Feb 26 1932......30:169
Latessa Norma I of Ernesto and Rosa M Feb 16 1935......32:17
Latham Eugene C of Joseph M and Helen Apr 14 1932......30:189
LaTorre Anna L of Pietro and Maria Mar 13 1932......30:175
Latos Christos of James C and Haido Sept 13 1932......30:247
Latos Catharin C of James C and Haido May 5 1934......31:183
Latter Joanne T of Hinman D and Harriet E Apr 3 1934......31:274
Laurent Dorothy A of Charles L and Charlotte C July 30
1931 .......................................................................30:86
Laurenza Eduardo G of Paolo and Palma May 24 1931......30:59
Laurenzo Ann E of Ernesto A and Marianna Aug 14 1933......31:86
Laurenzo Dolores P of Anthony and Immacolata Sept 2 1933.31:94
Laurenzo Giacchino V of Vincenzo and Anna Mar 26 1934......31:168
Laurenzo Giovannina A of Vincenzo and Anna Feb 22 1932......30:167
Laurie Edmund W of Edmund and Mary H Mar 28 1932......30:181
Laurie Leo J of Leo I and Mary L July 13 1934......31:208
Laurie Leroy M of Milton E and Violet Nov 7 1932......30:271
Laurino Angelo L of Larry and Nicolina Aug 25 1934......31:225
Laurolietter Catherine of Giovanni and Maria B Feb 1 1931......31:14
Laurolietter Josephine of Giovanni and Maria B Mar 30 1933......31:33
Laurolietter Libera of Antonio and Rosa Aug 11 1934......31:220
Laurolietter Nicola of Antonio and Rosa Sept 3 1932......30:244
Lauro Angelo R of Angelo and Helen Aug 16 1934......31:222
Lauro Richard M of Michele A and Anna Feb 6 1935......32:13
Lautier J of Bennedetto and Violanda Oct 31 1935......32:117
Lautier Doris L of Agostino E and Sophie May 10 1931......30:54
Lautier Eduardo R A of Antonio and Adelina July 28 1931......30:85
Lavalette David R of Theodore W and Ivy L July 10 1933......31:72
Lavalier Albert E of Albert E and Rebecca H Aug 9 1933......31:84
Lavalier Arthur G of Edmond J and CELIA Jan 24 1933......31:8
Lavalier Charles E of Hervey and Emily Aug 10 1935......32:87
Lavalier Claire E of Roland G H and Estelle C Apr 23 1934......31:178
Lavalier Eva J M of Conrad J and Bertha C Dec 7 1933......31:127
Lavalier Hervey E J of Hervey and Emily Mar 6 1934......31:162
LaValier Joseph A A of Conrad J and Bertha C July 3 1935......32:72
Lavalier Leo P of Leo P and Angela M A Sept 27 1933......31:102
Lavergne Albert L F of Joseph P A and Lydia July 27 1933......31:78
Lavergne Joan L of Wilfred J and Novia M Jan 2 1932......30:149
Lavery Dolores M of Frederick A and Mary A July 15 1932......30:224
Lavery Henry T of Henry T and Mary A Jan 26 1931......30:10
Lavery Richard of Everett J and Marie R I June 28 1933......31:67
Lavery Teresa M of Everett J and Marie R I Dec 22 1931......30:142
Lavigne Gemma J of Romeo and Merilda Sept 2 1934......31:229
Lavimodiere Evelyn of Theodore and Marie D M Jan 2 1932. 30:149
Lavimodiere Mary L of Theodore and Marie D Nov 10 1933. 31:117
Lavimodiere Theodore C of Theodore and Marie D Dec 14 1934. .......................................................... 31:266
Lavimodiere — d of Theodore and Marie D Nov 23 1932. 30:279
Lavin Barbara L of Raymond D and Rose M R Sept 2 1935. 32:96
Lavin Francis J of Francis J and Bertha L Jan 14 1934. 31:143
Lavin Joan A of John D and Anna J Nov 23 1934. 31:258
Lavin John D of John D and Anna J July 16 1932. 30:224
Lavin Raymond G of Raymond D and Rose M R Apr 2 1934. 31:172
Lavin Virginia A of Joseph J and Frances L Dec 21 1934. 31:268
Lavin Walter A of Walter A and Esther M Sept 16 1931. 30:105
LaVine Carole L of Royal H and Margaret G July 28 1933. 31:78
Lavoie Alfred L of Leo C and Catherine C June 16 1933. 31:64
Lavoie Claire R of Alfred J and Marie L Aug 29 1931. 30:97
Lavoie Marie T A of Joseph A P and Irene C Jan 10 1933. 31:4
Lavoie Richard J of Armand B and Sarah J May 9 1934. 31:184
LaVoy Barbara J of Sanford E and Velma B June 5 1933. 31:60
LaVoy Cynthia A of Sanford E and Velma B June 7 1934. 31:195
Law Daniel of Daniel and Helen L Sept 17 1933. 31:99
Law Gayle A of Daniel and Helen L Dec 31 1934. 31:272
Law William of Daniel and Helen Aug 8 1932. 30:234
Lawlor Charles A of Charles A and Louise M Aug 22 1931. 30:147
Lawlor Elizabeth A of Frank M and Elizabeth L June 23 1934. 31:200
Lawrence Annie M of Margaret B Nov 17 1932. 30:292
Lawrence Eileen W of Everett and Melvina Sept 1 1931. 30:100
Lawrence Frederick A F of Francis F and Adelina July 7 1932. 291
Lawrence Gail of Arthur L and Elizabeth May 27 1932. 30:204
Lawrence Joseph L A of Theodore and Regina July 19 1933. 31:75
Lawrence Patricia A of Mary G Apr 16 1934. 31:176
Lawrence Rose M of Frank and Anna M July 5 1931. 36:77
Lawrence Steven C of Edward W and Louise S Mar 19 1935. 32:28
Lawson Althea L (c) of Arthur L and Beatrice M July 31 1933. 31:80
Lawson Charles E of Carl E and Miriam L Mar 20 1933. 31:29
Lawson Edgar H of Robert H and Marion R Aug 28 1931. 30:48
Lawson John W of Herman A and Mary N Nov 11 1932. 30:272
Lawson Judith C of Holger I and Ruth Jan 20 1934. 31:145
Lawson Mabel C of Carl J and Catherine R Feb 5 1933. 31:14
Lawson Paul E A of Carl J and Catherine R Nov 16 1931. 30:128
Lawson Ralph A of George F and Florence E Jun 7 1933. 31:61
Lawson Richard A of Herman A and Mary N Jan 13 1934. 31:143
Lawson Ruth C of Carl J and Catherine R Oct 8 1934. 31:242
Lawson Walter R of Robert H and Marion May 23 1934. 31:189
Lawson — s of Howard W and Hazel R Jan 12 1935. 32:11
Lawton Abner P of Abner and Grace Sept 27 1934. 31:237
Lawton Betty A of Stephen G and Nellie M Jan 27 1933......31: 9
Lawton David A of Charles and Alice E Mar 23 1931........30: 34
Lawton Donald H of George H and Alice June 29 1935......32: 69
Lawton Doris J of Joseph A and Mildred E July 4 1931......30: 77
Lawton Eileen L of William J G and Ursula F Mar 21 1934...31: 170
Lawton Harold R of George H and Alice Sept 17 1931.......30: 105
Lawton Isabelle H of Charles and Alice E Apr 1 1935.......32: 35
Lawton James L of William J G and Ursula F May 7 1932...30: 205
Lawton Joan C of Frederick M and Mary E Nov 13 1933....31: 118
Lawton John F of John F and Hedvig Nov 9 1932............30: 271
Lawton Marilyn E of Herbert J and Lillian Dec 9 1931....30: 138
Lawton Mildred J of Joseph A and Mildred E Jan 12 1933....31: 4
Lawton Nancy E of Abner and Grace Aug 4 1931............30: 147
Lawton Richard L of Vincent J and Dorothy I Dec 3 1934...31: 262
Lawton Rita M of John F and Hedvig Oct 2 1934............31: 240
Lawton Robert of Walter J and Evelyn F Mar 23 1934.....31: 167
Lawton Robert A of Vincent J and Dorothy I Dec 31 1932...30: 288
Lawton Thomas L of Lester K and Eva Apr 10 1934.......31: 174
Lawton William J of William J and Lydia A Sept 10 1932..30: 246
Lawton — s of Walter J and Evelyn F Jan 18 1931.......30: 7
Lawton — d of Benjamin J and Emily T June 5 1935.......32: 70
Laycock Arthur G of Arthur and Ruth E Sept 19 1934......31: 234
Laycock Donald P of William F and Bertha Apr 26 1931...30: 48
Layden Margaret A of John J and Nora July 25 1932.....30: 228
Layfield Doris M (Twin) of Daniel J and Hannah M June 3
1932 ........................................................................30: 207
Layfield Ernest B of Ernest B and Emily N July 30 1932..30: 229
Layfield Mary (Twin) of Daniel J and Hannah M June 3 1932.30: 207
Layfield Robert A of Ernest B and Emily N Dec 25 1934...32: 270
Layfield Russell of Anna May 17 1935......................32: 53
Layfield William A of William A and Ennice M Aug 10 1933.31: 85
Lazarides Angelos J of James and Alcie Jan 28 1932......30: 158
Lazarovich Leonard of Joseph and Minnie June 23 1935....32: 67
Lazarovich Sheldon H of Joseph and Minnie Apr 11 1931...30: 42
Lazarus Malcolm H of Samuel P and Gertrude July 21 1932..30: 226
Lazarus Sandra H of Frank and Rose June 7 1935..........32: 61
Lazouras Marie of George and Irene C Mar 26 1935.........32: 31
Lazzareschi George A of Luigi and Grace Feb 15 1934.....31: 154
Lazzareschi Norma B of Cesare E M and Maria Apr 24 1935..32: 43
Lazzarino Domenico of Pietro and Filomena Dec 1 1931....30: 135
Leach Ann C of Robert M and Christine May S 1933..........31: 49
Leach Barbara F of Robert F and Margaret L Oct 19 1933..31: 110
Leach Dorothy of Harold W and Margaret R Sept 21 1934..31: 235
Leach Eva M of Alfred and Eva L July 19 1933.............31: 75
Leach Florence M of Robert F and Margaret L Feb 19 1931. .30: 20
Leach Gloria N of John and Margaret Aug 12 1931. . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 91
Leach Joan D of James B and Kathryn M July 15 1932. . . .30: 224
Leach Nancy J of John and Dorothy Feb 1 1931. . . . . . . . . . .30: 14
Leach Nancy J E of Walter I and Blenda V J Jan 18 1933. .31: 6
Leach Priscilla of John A and Beatrice Sept 24 1932. . . . . . . .30: 252
Leach Rita J of Fred and Mary July 27 1933. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 78
Leach Rosemary C of Malcolm and Eleanor Feb 28 1931. .30: 23
Leacy Alfred W of Alfred W and Louise E Apr 2 1935. . .32: 35
Leahy Patricia A of John J and Catherine M June 7 1933. .31: 61
Leahy Thomas W of Thomas W and Alphina M Feb 17 1932. . . . .30: 166
Leahy William of John J and Catherine M Oct 6 1934. . . . . . . . .31: 241
Leal John B of Manuel B and May B Jan 15 1932. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 153
Leal Lionelida of John D and Virginia F Apr 13 1934. . . . . . . . .31: 175
Leaman Barbara A of Charles E and Ettie A May 2 1934. . . .31: 182
Leaman Marilyn A of Charles E and Ettie A Jan 21 1933. . .31: 8
Leamy Constance E of David F and Ellen E July 8 1932. . . . . . .30: 221
Leamy Edward J of Raymond A and Stacia F Nov 20 1934. . . . .31: 257
Leamy Ellen V of David F and Ellen E Sept 22 1935. . . . . . . . .32: 103
Leamy Robert D of David F and Ellen E July 8 1933. . . . . . . . . . .31: 71
Leamy Walter E of Walter E and Mary A Mar 21 1935. . . . . . . . .32: 29
Leamy William R of David F and Ellen E June 25 1934. . . . . . . .31: 200
Leand Judith D of Milton and Elaine Aug 29 1931. . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 97
Leand Paul M of Milton and Reba May 8 1935. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32: 49
Leath Kenneth T of Thomas and Elizabeth Apr 29 1931. . . . . . .30: 49
Leather Barbara R of Eric R and Blanche H Nov 15 1935. . . . .32: 123
Leathers Eunice N of Bion R and Louise Sept 17 1933. . . . . . . .31: 99
Leavens Kenneth W of George M and Edith R June 16 1934. . . . .31: 197
Leavitt Joan E of Lawrence B and Ethel G Jan 19 1935. . . . . . .32: 6
Leavitt Paula M of Eli and Ruth Feb 20 1934. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 156
Lebanon Joseph T of Tony and Rita C Mar 3 1932. . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 172
Lebanon Mary of Tony and Rita C Jan 27 1931. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30: 10
LeBeau Jeanne M of George A and Margaret M May 11 1934. . .31: 185
LeBeau Margaret C of George A and Margaret M Apr 4 1935. . .32: 36
LeBlanc Barbara A of Joseph H and Helen L Aug 26 1934. . . . .31: 226
LeBlanc Carolyn T of Joseph H and Alice M Aug 27 1935. . . . .32: 93
LeBlanc Jean A of Albert and Albina Sept 8 1935. . . . . . . . . . . . . .32: 98
LeBlanc Jeanette D of Arthur J and Flora D May 24 1934. . . . .31: 189
Leblanc Mary G T of Arthur J and Flora D Aug 5 1932. . . . . . . .30: 233
LeBlanc Rodger J of Solomon and Albina B July 13 1934. . . . .31: 208
Leblanc Theresa M of Elzear and Ada E Jan 12 1934. . . . . . . . . . .31: 142
LeBonef Reginald R of Napoleon L and Blanche Aug 9 1931. .30: 90
Lechinskies Dorothy S (Twin) of John and Agnes July 12 1933. .31: 72
Lechinskies —— (Twin) d of John and Agnes July 12 1933. . . . .31: 72
Lecht Askill P of David and Bertha Mar 11 1934. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 164
Lecht Charles P of Morris and Lillian L Aug 5 1933. . . . . . . . . . . . .31: 83
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Lecht Elaine D of Israel M and Hilda Mar 31 1931...........30: 37
Lecht Leon B of Morris and Lillian L Feb 6 1931............30: 16
Lecht Sanford S of Israel M and Hilda June 26 1934........31: 201
Lechtman Max D of Abraham J and Beatrice C Apr 24 1935...32: 43
Leclaire Arthur C of Cyril A and Marjorie D Oct 18 1935...32: 113
Leclaire Deus O J B of Deus O J B and Laura Oct 18 1932...30: 262
LeClair Felix C W of Felix C W and Dora M July 25 193230: 228
LeClair Henry L of Henry L and Amanda Oct 28 1934....31: 248
LeClair Irving T of William H and Carolyn M Feb 4 1934...31: 150
LeClair Margaret J of William H and Carolyn M Dec 9 1935..32: 132
LeClair Maureen J of Henry and Amanda Feb 19 1933........31: 19
LeClair Norman B of Albert R and Constance W May 20 193230: 201
LeClair William H of William H and Carolyn M Sept 3 1932...30: 244
Leclaire Dolores M L of Deus and Laura Feb 1 1935.......32: 12
LeClair Paul J of Albert C and Laura J Apr 7 1932........30: 186
Leddy Barbara A of William F and Ann B Nov 16 1932...30: 274
Leddy Carol J of Thomas C and Mary Oct 3 1932...........30: 256
Leddy Francis R of Joseph J and Mary Jan 13 1935.......32: 5
Leddy Frederick C of Frederick C and Margaret T July 31
1934 ..................................................................31: 215
Leddy Joseph P of Joseph J and Mary Sept 28 1933......31: 102
Leddy Mary V of Herbert S and Anna Aug 23 1932.....30: 239
Leddy Maureen of Thomas C and Mary C Feb 4 1934.....31: 150
Leddy Muriel of Joseph J and Mary May 31 1932.........30: 205
Leddy Walter J of Walter J and Julia J Apr 30 1933....31: 45
Lederman Harvey D of Bernard and Marion June 17 1934..31: 198
Ledoux Francis C of Francis C and Anna Mar 29 1935....32: 32
LeDoux Lawrence C of Joseph L C and Rolande Z M Dec 18
1934 ..................................................................31: 267
LeDuc James E of Alvah J and Laura M Feb 10 1931....30: 17
LeDuc Robert N of Alice July 8 1933.......................33: 137
Ledwidge Augustine T L of Augustine T L and Josephine Oct
28 1932 ................................................................30: 266
Lee Constance M of George T and Georgeanna A M May 7
1932 ..................................................................30: 198
Lee Dina of Paul and Alberta June 15 1932.................30: 212
Lee Edward of Robert E and Margaret A May 28 1931....30: 61
Lee Elizabeth T of William and Mary B May 31 1935....32: 57
Lee Francis H of Robert E and Margaret A Feb 18 1933...31: 18
Lee Judith A (c) of Albert and Ennice Dec 21 1935......32: 136
Lee Marian of Arthur J and Eileen L Mar 20 1933........31: 29
Lee Marjorie (Chi) of Ah Jim Lee and Mary Sept 21 1931..30: 106
Lee Mary A of William and Mary B July 11 1932.........30: 222
Lee Nancy of William B and Majel E July 7 1933........31: 71
Lee Robert G of George T and Georgeanna A M June 1 1933..31: 59
Lee Virginia M of Walter R and Angela Sept 25 1932....30: 252
Leech Alan M of Clifton B and Helen May 21 1935...........32: 54
Leech Eleanor B of Francis R and Cecelia I M Oct 6 1932...30: 258
Leech Rosamond of Clifton B and Helen July 7 1933........31: 71
Leeder Frederick C of Frederick and Elizabeth F Feb 23 1932.30: 168
Leeder Ruth M of Frederick and Elizabeth F July 2 1934....31: 204
Leeman David of William H and Blanche M Jan 18 1931......30: 7
Lees Diane of William J and Edna Dec 6 1933...............31: 126
Lefebvre Claudette F G of Philidore A and Celina Apr 3
1934 ..................31: 172
Lefebvre Elaine J of Benjamin and Lillian E July 25 1934..31: 212
Lefebvre Harry A of Harry A and Hope V Oct 28 1932.....30: 266
Lefebvre Jerome E of Alfred J C and Alice L Sept 15 1932..30: 248
Lefebvre Joan P of Theodore R and Marguerite G Oct 21 1933.31: 110
Lefebvre Joanne M of Adrian J and Blanche E Mar 5 1933...31: 25
Lefebvre Joseph G of Alfred and Alice Aug 17 1931........30: 93
Lefebvre Marie B of Alfred J C and Alice L May 15 1934...31: 186
Lefebvre Marie R E of Alfred and Alice May 22 1935.......32: 54
LeFebvre Shirley N of Joseph A O and Mae J May 18 1932...30: 201
LeFevere Barbara A of William E and Antoinette Nov 28 1932
..........................30: 277
Leffingwell George W of George W and Jeannie Sept 13 1931.30: 104
Lefoley Bernard L of John E and Mary A Apr 13 1932.......30: 188
Lefrancois Edmond L of Edgar N and Edith Dec 28 1935....32: 138
Legere Jean E of Francis D and Marie E Nov 19 1935.....32: 125
Legere Joseph E of Eugene and Mary Sept 17 1931.........30: 105
Legere Lorraine M of Eugene and Mary May 31 1933.........31: 57
Legere Shirley H of Francis D and Marie E Feb 7 1933.....31: 14
Legg Paul J of Robert J and Edith V July 18 1934.........31: 210
Lehan Jane E of Ralph E and Ruth June 14 1932...........30: 211
Lehman Edward C of Edward C and Emma E June 5 1931....30: 65
Lehmann Richard of Herman M and Agnes L Nov 21 1931....30: 130
Leibowitz Barbara of Saul and Shirley Apr 2 1932.......30: 184
Leigh Beverly A of Arthur H and Helen M July 21 1931....30: 83
Leighton Frederick L of Wilbur F and Elizabeth May 31 1934.31: 191
Leighton Marjorie A of Raymond M and Mary July 22 1931...30: 83
Leighton Patricia A of John H and Celia Feb 10 1931......30: 17
Lein Ernest A of Albert E and Mary C Sept 7 1932.......30: 245
Lein Thekla J of Albert E and Mary C Jan 11 1934........31: 142
Leinhos Ruth M of August and Bertha Sept 30 1935........32: 105
Leisch Ann C of Edward A and Lillian June 6 1932.........30: 208
Leite Barbara of Joseph C and Seraphina E July 29 1934....31: 214
Leite Doris T of John P and Mary Sept 3 1932.............30: 244
Leite Dorothy of Joseph C and Seraphina E Aug 8 1933....31: 84
Leite Genevieve of Joseph C and Seraphina E Oct 2 1931...30: 111
Leite Isabel M of Manuel C and Maria I Nov 6 1931.......30: 125
Leite John M of John P and Mary Aug 31 1933.........31: 92
Leitner Leonard W of Isidore and Mary S Dec 6 1934........31:263
Lejeune Paul D of Jules and Esther Aug 23 1933...........31:89
Lema Alice (c) of Antonio C and Maria C Apr 7 1932........30:186
Lema Alice W of John F and Catherine I Mar 22 1931........30:34
Lema Audrey M (Twin) (c) of Robert and Celia Aug 25 1931.30:96
Lema Barbara A (Twin) (c) of Robert and Celia Aug 25 1931.30:96
Lema Clayton R of John F and Catherine I Oct 7 1932........30:258
Lema Donald J of Mannel and Theresa Nov 23 1935........32:126
Lema Kenneth J of Edward G and Catherine F June 28 1932.30:216
Lema Rogers of William and Marian Nov 18 1933............31:119
Lema Winifred B (c) of Anna June 27 1934................31:201
Lemay Claire L of Lionel P and Clara June 27 1931........30:73
Lemay Dorothy L of Edward and Olive Sept 10 1932........30:246
Lembo Eugenio G of Michele and Victoria Apr 10 1931....30:42
Lembo James F of Nicholas and Mary G July 20 1933.......31:76
Lembo Michael A of Michele and Victoria Aug 15 1933.....31:86
Lemieux Donald (Twin) of Eddie O and Antoinette Oct 18
1931 ..................................................................30:117
Lemieux Eleanor E of William A and Margherita V Aug 9
1934 .....................................................................31:219
Lemieux Gerald (Twin) of Eddie O and Antoinette Oct 18
1931 ..................................................................30:117
Lemieux Joseph H of Joseph C and Mildred Mar 2 1931...30:26
Lemieux Lucille A of Theodore E and Louise June 2 1934..31:193
Lemieux Mary A G of Arthur and Odeliska Nov 11 1932...30:272
Lemire Bernard L of Louis J and Bertha A Aug 14 1933...31:86
Lemire Louis J of Louis J and Bertha A Feb 13 1931.....30:18
Lemire ——s of Wilfred and Elinor Mar 16 1932...........30:176
Lemmon Martha H of Alfred F and Bernadette Sept 14 1932.30:247
Lemmon Susan C of Alfred F and Bernedette Aug 22 1934..31:224
Lemmer Louise of Joseph and Ethel Apr 11 1932............30:187
Lemoi Gerald P of Earl W and Mary Nov 16 1935........32:124
Lemoi Richard K of Earl W and Mary July 11 1932........30:222
Lemoine Robert of George and Mary Feb 19 1934.........31:156
Lemos Lee A of Lee A and Florence Oct 14 1933........31:108
Lenahan James R of Peter and Mildred A Sept 13 1935....32:100
Lenahan John J of John J and Helen I Apr 18 1933......31:41
Lendrim Robert H of Henry G and Marion Oct 17 1934.....31:245
Lendry Richard H of Wilfred J and Alice Feb 21 1935....32:18
Lenduy Barbara A of Joseph and Elizabeth Oct 25 1931....30:119
Lenihan Barbara J of James F and Florence M Sept 8 1933..31:96
Lenihan James E of James E and Annie L Feb 25 1935......32:20
Lenihan Natalie R of Thomas J and Agnes E Feb 18 1935...32:17
Lenihan Thomas A of Thomas J and Agnes E Feb 28 1932...30:169
Lenk Glennys P of Charles W and Lillian M Dec 15 1931...30:139
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lennon Eugene of Thomas F and Margaret M Aug 3 1932...30: 233
Lennon Robert H of William J and Claire F Mar 23 1931...30: 34
Lennon —— s of Francis A and Marion K July 3 1935...32: 72
Lennox Shirley A of James W and Frances Mar 5 1932...30: 173
Lent Mary L of James W and Margaret Sept 27 1934...31: 237
Lentini Grace D of Vincenzo and Antonetta Jan 30 1934...31: 148
Leo Emilia of Alessandro and Emilia Nov 2 1931...30: 124
Leoffler John J of Gertrude J Aug 29 1935...32: 274
Leonard Anna M of Theresa Aug 17 1935...32: 89
Leonard Arthur J of Frank V and Myrtle Mar 12 1933...31: 27
Leonard Carole A of Alton T and Ina M Dec 24 1934...31: 269
Leonard Catherine E of Peter M and Catherine E June 4 1935...32: 60
Leonard Charles B of Charles B and Dolores May 14 1934...31: 186
Leonard Daniel F of Frederick and Ida M Dec 13 1934...31: 266
Leonard Donald of William A and Mary E Jan 3 1934...31: 139
Leonard Helen J of Bridget T May 29 1934...31: 190
Leonard Joan M of Edwin A and Alice J Jan 28 1935...32: 9
Leonard John F of Robert W and Bertha Dec 1 1931...30: 135
Leonard Norman K of Frank and Myrtle Apr 27 1935...32: 44
Leonard Patricia M of Francis J and Dorothea Mar 17 1933...31: 29
Leonard Richard J of John P and Grace M Apr 29 1932...30: 194
Leonard Richard T of Frank V and Myrtle E May 27 1931...30: 60
Leonard Ronald A of John P and Grace M Oct 10 1933...31: 107
Leonard Theodore A of Joseph and Mae Feb 15 1931...30: 19
Leonard Victor F of Francis J and Dorothea Dec 20 1931...30: 141
Leonard William G of John P and Grace M July 2 1935...32: 71
Leonard William H of Joseph F and Helen L July 3 1932...30: 219
Leonardo Agnes of Louis G and Christina S Mar 8 1933...31: 26
Leonardo Anthony of Anthony and Concetta L June 14 1932...30: 211
Leonardo Jeanette A of Antonio and Jennie Mar 5 1934...31: 162
Leonardo Norma F of Francesco and Francesca Nov 20 1932...30: 275
Leonardo William J of John and Rose Nov 15 1931...30: 128
Leoncavallo Norma E of Domenico and Julia Aug 28 1933...31: 91
Leoncavallo Stella of Francis and Stella Feb 16 1932...30: 165
Leoncavallo Violanda M of Simeone and Teresa Feb 28 1933...31: 22
Leone Anna C of Giovanni and Anna Feb 19 1932...30: 166
Leone Antonetta D of Antonio and Maria Dec 19 1935...32: 135
Leone Barbara J of Sanguine M N and Maria A Apr 26 1935...32: 44
Leone Florindo of Fiorindo and Maria A Dec 19 1932...30: 285
Leone Giovanni of Giovanni and Lena C Nov 17 1934...31: 256
Leone Loreto R of Lorenzo and Maria May 1 1932...30: 196
Leone Maria C of Nicolino and Celia Mar 23 1931...30: 34
Leone Nicholas S of Nicolino and Celia Dec 2 1933...31: 125
Leone Richard P of Nicolino and Celia Nov 21 1935...32: 125
Leone Sylvia of Michele and Sylvia Apr 27 1933...31: 44
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Leone Tommaso A of Lorenzo and Maria Dec 12 1935..........................32: 133
Leonhart George F of George F and Margaret May 18 1931..................30: 57
Leoni Franklin D of Antonio and Carmina Nov 10 1932......................30: 271
Leoni Mario J of Antonio and Carmina Feb 11 1935..........................32: 15
LePain Therese L of Leo and Lydia June 15 1935..............................32: 64
Lepere Bernice J of Ruth Feb 5 1935.......................................32: 13
Lepizzera Raymond of Isidore and Filomena June 7 1935.....................32: 61
Leporacci Joseph of Pasquale and Carmella July 31 1935..............32: 82
Lepore Arlene F of Francesco A and Pasqualina July 7 1931..............30: 78
Lepore Dolores E of Antimo and Giuseppina Sept 26 1931.................30: 108
Lepore Eleanor of Fiore and Maria Feb 9 1933................................31: 15
Lepore Eugenio of Giuseppe and Grazia Dec 30 1931......................30: 144
Lepore Gloria of Fiore and Maria Dec 27 1931................................30: 143
Lepore Robert J of Vincenzo and Emily Nov 23 1931......................30: 131
Lepore Robert W of Antimo and Giuseppina Apr 14 1935.....................32: 40
Lepore Ruth A of Louis and Catherine May 14 1932.........................30: 200
Lepore Shirley A of Vincenzo and Emily Nov 28 1934.......................31: 260
Lepore Vincenzo E of Antonio and Concetta Apr 21 1931..................30: 46
Lepre — d of Eduardo A and Josie M Sept 4 1931............................30: 101
Lermond Meredith of Charles E and Lucille Dec 8 1935....................32: 132
LesCarbeau Evelyn M of Ralph and Martha Feb 12 1931....................30: 18
Leshenski Regina E of Stephen and Stella Nov 19 1934.....................31: 257
Lesniak Jeanne M of Tadens J and Viola July 17 1931......................30: 81
Lesniak Richard T of Tadens J and Viola Apr 6 1933.......................31: 36
Lessard Albert U of Joseph A and Beatrice G June 20 1933..................31: 65
Lessard Lorraine of Adrien J and Yvonne June 14 1931.....................30: 68
Lessler Abby J of Simon S and Ruth Apr 22 1935..............................32: 42
Lester Doris L of Clarence J and Irene E Jan 28 1931......................30: 12
Lester George J of George H and Nora C Nov 27 1932......................30: 277
Lester Maureen A of Edward J and Mary A July 3 1934.......................31: 205
Letendre Emile of Emile and Helen Dec 12 1934.............................31: 265
Leth-Steens Johann T of Johan F and Wilhelmine Sept 3

1933 ...

Letizia Antonetta R of Rocco and Rosa Oct 30 1931.......................30: 122
Letizia Michele D of Antonio and Alfonsina Oct 13 1931....................30: 115
Letizia William R of Antonio and Alfonsina Oct 30 1934....................31: 249
Letoile Diane M of Henry A and Helen V Nov 30 1935.......................32: 128
Letourneau Alfred J of Alfred J and Theresa Oct 27 1932..................30: 266
Letourneau Clement D of George and Hattie Aug 3 1931......................30: 88
Letourneau Jeanne E of George and Hattie Sept 5 1934.....................31: 230
Letourneau Joseph H D of Charles and Cecile Nov 14 1935.................32: 123
Letourneau Marie T R of Alfred J and Theresa Apr 12 1931..............30: 43
Letourneau Ruth of Edwin and Alice Feb 3 1933............................31: 13
Lett Mildred A of William A and Bessie Jan 10 1935.......................32: 4
Lettell Eva M (c) of Anna M M Jan 25 1933.................................31: 9
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lettell Gordon S (c) of Anna M Aug 16 1935................. 32: 89
Lettieri Lattanina M of Pasquale and Ida Aug 29 1931........ 30: 98
Letts Donald S of Stuart V and Anna I Aug 6 1933........... 31: 83
Lenba Robert C of Wilfred R and Madeline M Oct 24 1932... 30: 264
LeVasseur Jane A of Armand and Dorothy Sept 10 1932..... 30: 246
Leveille Alfred J of Alfred J and Rena B May 23 1933...... 31: 54
Leveille Donald E of Joseph E and Gertrude L June 17 1934... 31: 198
Leveille Loretta L of Alfred J and Rena B Oct 30 1934...... 31: 249
Leveille Marie G of Joseph E and Gertrude L Dec 6 1935.... 32: 121
Leveillee Alfred J A of Aime J and Florida Oct 29 1933..... 31: 113
Leveillee Claire M M of Aime J and Florida June 14 1935.... 32: 63
Leveillee Gertrude M D of Aime J and Florida Jan 5 1931.... 30: 2
Leveillee Normand J A of Aime J and Florida June 14 1932... 30: 212
Leven David E of Harry and Josephine Apr 28 1933.......... 31: 44
Levenson Bruce K of William L and Gladys July 29 1935.... 32: 81
Leveque Jane F of John and Jennie F Oct 4 1931............. 30: 112
Leveque Joseph F of Joseph P and Anna V Nov 5 1932....... 30: 270
Lever Barbara P of John and Marion L Mar 17 1934.......... 31: 165
Levesque Alcida R of Alcide P and Rosanna C Feb 11 1933.... 31: 16
Levesque Barbara A of Wilfred J and Florence L June 2 1935. 32: 59
Levesque Claudette M C of Eugene and Claire Apr 19 1933... 31: 41
Levesque Gertrude C of Geoffroy L and Florinda June 25 1932. 30: 215
Levesque Irene E of Joseph T and Cora I May 26 1931........ 30: 60
Levesque Joan R of Joseph F and Lillian Feb 24 1933........ 31: 20
Levesque Michael M of George E and Louise M July 18 1935... 32: 77
Levesque Raymond J of Joseph T and Cora I Nov 21 1932.... 30: 275
Levesque Raymond R of Romeo E and Rose A June 24 1934.... 31: 200
Levesque Theresa H of Edgar and Clementine Oct 13 1932.... 30: 261
Levesque Therese of Philippe and Sophie Nov 4 1931........ 30: 125
Levett Charles L of Charles L and Olive Sept 19 1933....... 31: 99
Levin Adaline of Samuel and Gertrude Dec 13 1931.......... 30: 139
Levin Arthur D of Benjamin B and Lillian I Aug 6 1932...... 30: 234
Levin David C of Israel and Edith L May 2 1932............ 30: 196
Levin Iris L of Israel and Jennie Jan 25 1932............... 30: 156
Levin Irving L of Paul and Lena Oct 10 1934............... 31: 242
Levin Irwin S of Max and Dorothy E Dec 27 1931.......... 30: 143
Levin Leonard I of Samuel and Becky Mar 4 1931........... 30: 27
Levin Marvin of Leo and Bella Aug 27 1932................. 30: 241
Levin Morris J of Benjamin and Rose Jan 27 1931......... 30: 10
Levin Morris J of Louis and Anna Aug 11 1931............. 30: 91
Levin Norman A of Max and Rose F Mar 19 1935............ 32: 28
Levin Norman I of Charles and Mildred July 20 1934........ 31: 211
Levin Yetta of Morris and Etel Nov 7 1932................ 30: 271
Levin —— d of Harry and Rose May 6 1935................ 32: 58
Levine Beverly A of Louis H and Lillian Oct 27 1932...... 30: 266
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Levine Colman of Clifton and Mildred Nov 30 1934.............31: 260
Levine Joan of Sam and Irene Feb 9 1932.......................30: 163
Levine Judith J of George E and Grace E Oct 9 1934...........31: 242
Levine Phillip J of David and Sadie Jan 7 1934.................31: 141
Levinson Gilbert M of Sydney A and Sally C Mar 28 1932.......30: 181
Levis Mildred J of Harry D and Mildred B Aug 6 1933..........31: 83
Levoie Margaret E of Hene Oct 29 1933..........................31: 113
Levy Howard M of Louis and Ida S May 15 1934...................31: 186
Levy Thelma of Samuel J and Sadie A July 29 1932..............30: 229
Lew Mildred G (c) of Harold and Ethel F Feb 3 1931............30: 14
Lewers Jean C of James A and Edith H Jan 13 1931..............30: 5
Lewin James E of James E and Mildred H Apr 7 1932..............30: 186
Lewis Aaron M of Jacob and Goldie July 27 1935.................32: 81
Lewis Arthur K of Wellington P and Jessie M Feb 13 1933....31: 16
Lewis Barbara J of Edgar M and Madeline H May 22 1935.......32: 54
Lewis Barbara L (c) of Harold F and Caroline Oct 23 1933....31: 111
Lewis Beverly E of Raymond and Grace Jan 18 1931..............30: 7
Lewis Beverly M of Byron W and Marion E June 12 1934.......31: 196
Lewis Byron W of Byron W and Marion E Sept 24 1935.........32: 104
Lewis Charles M of John B and Edith Apr 9 1931...............30: 42
Lewis Chesley L of Lawrence F and Blanche T Jan 13 1933....31: 5
Lewis Donald F of Edgar M and Madeline H July 31 1932.......30: 230
Lewis Edward T of George H and Otelia N Sept 20 1931........30: 106
Lewis Edward T of Edward T and Florence May 29 1934........31: 190
Lewis Elizabeth I of Leroy A and Catherine E Jan 5 1933.....31: 2
Lewis Elizabeth S of Edgar M and Madeline H Oct 20 1933.....31: 110
Lewis Etta R (c) of Ernest C and Mary O July 5 1931.........30: 77
Lewis George F of George F and Beatrice G Mar 9 1931.......30: 29
Lewis George P of George P and Marion L Feb 11 1933.........31: 16
Lewis Gerald R (c) of George R and Dorothy Apr 18 1932.....30: 190
Lewis Harold E of Elmer E and Ella M May 1 1933.............31: 47
Lewis Harold E of Harold E and Mary E May 12 1935...........32: 51
Lewis Harry E of Ralph M and Mary L Nov 18 1935..............32: 124
Lewis Hilda R of Jacob and Goldie Jan 26 1931.................30: 10
Lewis John of Arthur and Alice E May 17 1935..................32: 53
Lewis John J of Bridget Apr 15 1931............................30: 147
Lewis John P of Ralph T and Justine E Jan 17 1933............31: 6
Lewis Joseph A (c) of Howard E and Lillian E July 16 1934...31: 209
Lewis Lesly D (c) of Otelia N May 9 1933......................31: 137
Lewis Raymond A (c) of Howard E and Lillian May 15 1932....30: 200
Lewis Robert H of Robert H and Rose E May 24 1932............30: 203
Lewis Robert W of William A and Grace L Mar 19 1933.........31: 29
Lewis Rose M of Clarence and Stella M Oct 28 1934............31: 248
Lewis Russell of Frank and Mary Feb 20 1931...................30: 20
Lewis Ruth E of Frank and Agnes A Mar 14 1935................32: 26
Lewis Sophie P of John B and Edith Jan 19 1933..............31: 7
Lewis Thelma M of Frank and Mary May 2 1933 .................. 31: 47
Lewis Thomas W of Harold E and Marion Jan 12 1932 .......... 30: 152
Lewis Vera L (c) of Howard E and Lillian E June 28 1933 .... 31: 67
Lewis William F of William F and Elsie L Dec 28 1933 ....... 31: 133
Lewis William G of John H and Dorothy A Nov 27 1934 ....... 31: 259
Lewis —— s of Arthur R and Dorothy V Jan 12 1934 .......... 31:149
Ley Barbara V of William B and Clara B Oct 20 1934 ......... 31:246
Ley Donald M of William B and Clara B Aug 19 1933 .......... 31: 87
Leyden John J of Thomas J and Katherine July 3 1931 ......... 30: 76
Leyden Martin F of Thomas J and Katherine Apr 11 1934 ...... 31:175
Leyden Robert S of Matthew J and Mary A Dec 26 1934 ........ 31: 270
Leylegian Hagop of Donabel and Persope Oct 26 1935 ......... 32: 115
L'Heureux Robert of Pierre E and Mary E July 23 1933 ......... 31: 76
Libby Audrey A of William H and Anna M Jan 29 1935 ......... 32: 10
Libby Barbara J of Raymond W and Selma J Apr 7 1931 ...... 30: 41
Libby Martha J of Harold and Sadie Dec 4 1934 ............... 31:262
Libby William H of William H and Anna M Apr 30 1932 ...... 30:194
Liberatore Raimondo of Antonio and Gaetana Dec 31 1932 ...... 30:288
Liberto Loretta V of Lawrence B and Lena Aug 15 1932 ...... 30:291
Librandi Sofia C of Francesco and Clorinda Mar 1 1932 ....... 30:172
Liburdi Maria F (c) of Miriam Jan 13 1932 ..................... 30:153
Libutti Dacia of Donato and Statia H C Sept 21 1935 ........ 32:102
Libutti Joan of Donato and Statia H C Apr 8 1931 ............ 30: 41
Libutti Riccardo of Clorindo and Erminia May 8 1932 ........ 30:198
Libutti —— s of Michele A and Rosina Nov 28 1931 .......... 30:132
Licciardi Anna D of Antonio and Benedetta Mar 18 1933 ....... 31: 29
Licciardi Carmelo of Tindaro and Rosa June 27 1935 .......... 32: 68
Licciardi Ferdinand of Ferdinando and Amelia June 27 1933 .... 31: 67
Licciardi Giovannibattista of Ferdinando and Amelia Feb 13 1932 ....... 30:164
Lieberman Harvey A of Benjamin and Ida May 1 1932 .......... 30:196
Lieberman Janice F of Leo and Matilda Aug 26 1935 .......... 32: 93
Lilla Eileen M of Arthur and Lena Oct 5 1932 ................. 30:257
Lilley William C of William H and Mary E July 17 1935 ....... 32: 77
Lillibridge George W of George W and Hope M May 1 1935 .... 32: 47
Lillibridge Joan M of Frank T and Evelyn Nov 7 1934 ......... 31:253
Lima Diana of Manuel A and Evangelina Mar 22 1935 .......... 32: 30
Lima Joseph F of Joseph F and Sarah M Apr 24 1933 .......... 31: 43
Lima Joseph F of Joseph F and Sadie M Jan 8 1935 ........... 32:  3
Lima Lillian J (c) of Joao S and Joaquina M Jan 2 1935 ...... 32:  1
Lima Lydia of Joseph A and Adelina Feb 1 1934 ............... 31:150
Lima Riqueta (c) of Robert M and Ifigema M Jan 19 1933 ..... 31:  7
Lima Teresa F D of Jose A and Adelina July 3 1931 ......... 30: 76
Lima William H (c) of Joao S and Joaquina M Sept 17 1932 .... 30:249
Limerick Arthur of Yvonne Aug 19 1931 ....................... 30: 94
Limerick Winifred E of Arthur and Winifred Jan 27 1932...30:157
Limoges Frederick G of Wallace J and Lillian E Feb 24 1931.30:22
Limoges Joan L of Edward F and Myrle I Nov 14 1932...30:273
Limoges Robert T of Wallace J and Lillian E Mar 22 1934...31:167
Lincoln Claire L of Linden P and Clara Apr 21 1932.......30:191
Lincoln Edward W of Edward W and Muriel Oct 14 1932...30:292
Lincoln Grace M of Phillip W and Pauline E Sept 23 1931...30:107
Lincoln Howard F of Howard F and May T Oct 30 1935...32:117
Lincoln Sara-Ann C of Richard E and Anna C May 27 1935...32:56
Lincourt Anthony J of Anthony J and Rosanna Jan 7 1934...31:141
Lincourt Ernest O of Ernest O and Dorothy M July 21 1932...30:226
Lincourt Frank W of Ernest O and Dorothy M Oct 19 1933...31:110
Lind Carol J of Leslie O and Wanda E Dec 24 1932.......30:286
Lind Robert T of James A and Mary A Jan 22 1932.......30:156
Lindberg Wesley J of Bertil W and Ethel I Sept 14 1932...30:247
Lindbloom Charles L of Robert A and Marjorie Apr 6 1934...31:173
Lindell Ann of Raymond G and Mary I Jan 30 1933.........31:10
Lindell Barbara E of Harry A and Elsie M Nov 25 1932...30:276
Lindell Barbara J of Raymond G and Mary I Nov 25 1934...31:259
Lindell Dorothy R of John L and Etta Feb 14 1932.......30:165
Lindell Gladys N of John L and Etta June 22 1933.......31:65
Lindell June A of Clifton A and Genevieve T Aug 5 1934...31:218
Lindell Shirley A of Lester E and Dorothy E July 8 1935...32:73
Lindemann Lois B of Albert P and Agnes W Feb 17 1934...31:155
Linden Elizabeth P of Paul G and Catherine Sept 2 1931...30:100
Linden Isabelle A C of Paul G and Catherine June 28 1933...31:67
Lindenbaum Kenneth S of Charles and Bessie Sept 23 1934...31:235
Linder Theodore of Arthur and Celia Jan 17 1931.........30:6
Lindgren Frances E of Carl H and Frances Feb 29 1932...30:169
Lindquist Carl E of Carl V and Mary C July 3 1932...30:219
Lindquist Earl B of Earl B and Dorothy Oct 31 1932.......30:267
Lindsay Jack S of Andrew and Marion D July 3 1933...31:69
Lindsay John J of John J and Beulah R Mar 15 1935...32:27
Lindsay Robert E of Elwood and Marjorie A Apr 7 1935...32:37
Lindsey Helen H (c) of Martha June 18 1931........30:69
Lindsey Willard L of Willard and Lucile May 8 1932......30:198
Lindsey —— s of Harley L and Elizabeth A Feb 16 1934...31:160
Lindstrom Edward C of Carl S and Lillian M July 10 1933...31:72
Linebarger Barbara E of Luther E and Madeline Sept 26 1933...31:101
Linebarger John R of Luther E and Madeline June 2 1932...30:207
Linebarger Mathew W of Luther E and Madeline L Dec 8
1934........31:264
Linehan Claire F of William A and Anna E Oct 25 1931...30:119
Linehan Joan of James B and Rachel July 24 1931........30:84
Linehan John F of John B and Laura B Aug 21 1932...30:239
Linehan Marilyn B of George H and Blanche A Nov 6 1934...31:252
Linehan Patricia R of George H and Blanche A July 14 1933.. 31: 73
Linge William F of Everett V and Margaret A Jan 8 1934.... 31: 141
Lincnares Mary A of Anthony and Fiorinta July 26 1934.... 31: 213
Linke Beatrice M of Fred W and Evelyn M June 2 1934.... 31: 193
Linne Joyce H of Lester M and Hazel E Mar 19 1934....... 31: 166
Linne Robert L of Lester M and Hazel E Sept 16 1931..... 30: 105
Lipis Evelyn R of Louis L and Gertrude May 29 1931..... 30: 61
Lippacher Henry J of Henry and Rosa Dec 26 1934.... 31: 270
Lippman William D of Martin and Adelaide Oct 6 1933.... 31: 106
Lipscomb Marsha C (c) of William C and Bernice Sept 1 1935..32: 96
Lipscomb Richard J (c) of Richard and Madeline Jan 11 1932.30: 152
Lipscomb (c) s of George L and Elizabeth June 25 1932.30: 215
Lipshitz — d of Charles and Bertha May 20 1933............. 31: 58
Lipsitz Gilbert V of Bernard and Lillian May 7 1933........ 31: 49
Lipson Sheldon R of William E and Anna Dec 11 1932...... 30: 282
Lisa Joseph R of Giovanni and Maria July 29 1932......... 30: 229
Lisabelle Joseph W of Joseph A and Dorothy T Oct 2 1931.. 30: 111
Lisbon Chester J of Chester and Lyda C July 1 1934........ 31: 204
Lischio Frederic J of Erasmo and Angela July 10 1934..... 31: 207
Liscio Raffaele of Raffaele and Maria Oct 30 1931.......... 30: 121
Lisi Benedetto of Giovanni and Vincenza Feb 18 1932...... 30: 166
Lisi Dolores L of Tomaso and Lucia V Oct 23 1932......... 30: 264
Lisi Edward of Vincenzo and Lena Apr 17 1931.............. 30: 45
Lisi Gemaro of Giovanni and Vincenza Apr 25 1934........ 31: 179
Lisi Harry E of Antonio and Teresa May 28 1931............ 30: 61
Lisi Raimondo of Luigi and Maria Oct 14 1932.............. 30: 261
Lisi Raymond C of Rinaldo and Virginia Oct 17 1935....... 32: 113
Lisi Robert W of Antonio and Teresa Dec 22 1934......... 31: 268
Lisi — d of Rinaldo and Virginia Dec 11 1933.............. 31: 136
Lisker Etta R of Albert A and Marion R Feb 22 1935....... 32: 19
Lisker Harvey A of William and Ada Apr 6 1932............ 30: 186
Lisle Suzanne of Richard W and Elizabeth July 28 1933.... 31: 78
Liss Joel of Harold and Bessie C May 22 1935.............. 32: 54
List Stuart B of Percy and Hilda Jan 19 1932.............. 30: 155
Lister Harrod C of Harold and Almeda Oct 13 1931......... 30: 115
Lister Richard F of William H and Mary Sept 18 1935..... 32: 101
Litchfield Loring R of Loring P and Helen M Mar 11 1935..32: 26
Littell Isaac W of Isaac W and Lyndall Aug 21 1935........ 32: 91
Litterio Filomena V of Virginio E and Gemma E Oct 2 1935..32: 108
Little Arthur F of Arthur F and Edith C Dec 13 1931....... 30: 139
Little Augusta W of Royal and Augusta W G May 1 1933.... 31: 137
Little Dena E of Walter B and Olive A May 1 1931......... 30: 51
Little Geraldine A of John F and Mildred Jan 22 1931..... 30: 8
Little Joan E of LeRoy A and Albina R Aug 22 1934........ 31: 224
Little Joan M of William C and Elizabeth A July 17 1933... 31: 74
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Little Lester K of Arthur F and Edith C Oct 21 1935.... 32: 114
Little Stevan B of Arthur F and Edith C May 26 1933.... 31: 55
Littlefield Ann M of Frank B and Margaret E Oct 18 1933.... 31: 109
Littlefield Bruce M of Richard W and Thelma May 13 1933.... 31: 51
Littlefield Katherine L of Russell W and Katherine L May 22
1935 .......................................................... 32: 54
Livernois Sylvia of Henry and Armenia Mar 8 1934.... 31: 163
Livesey Jean F of William J and Doris Apr 11 1931..... 30: 42
Livezey John F of Harry F and Hope June 6 1931........ 30: 65
Livingston Robert of Walter LeR and Mary A Feb 21 1934.... 31: 157
Livingston Velma K of Stanley D and Jessie Mar 15 1932.... 30: 176
Livingston Walter LeR of Walter LeR and Mary A Nov 14
1931 .......................................................... 30: 128
Livingstone Jane C of Charles W and Christine June 26 1931.30: 72
Lizotte Gloria L of Edward and Florence Jan 4 1931..... 30: 2
Lizotte Marian B of George T and Maria A Nov 13 1933.... 31: 118
Lizotte Marie V of Alfred J and Alice M Sept 16 1933.... 31: 98
Lizotte Mary F of Wilfrid and Florida Aug 25 1932........ 30: 240
Lloyd Arthur A of Arthur A and Margaret A July 6 1933.... 31: 70
Lloyd Barbara J of George and Olga June 20 1931......... 30: 71
Lloyd Beverly E of Arthur A and Margaret A Mar 14 1935.... 32: 26
Lloyd Carolyn L of Clifford L and Frances M Oct 30 1935... 32: 117
Lloyd Robert of Thomas F and Anna M June 24 1935....... 32: 67
Lobel Stanley of Morris and Anna Jan 31 1935............... 32: 10
LoBello Antonio F of Giuseppe and Pietrina Oct 7 1932.... 30: 258
LoBello Salvatore of Giuseppe and Petrina May 30 1934.... 31: 191
lobris Carmella of Louis and Katherine L Aug 5 1933.... 31: 83
lobris Jennie of Louis and Katherine L Jan 1 1935......... 32: 1
Locke Murray S of Jacob and Tilly Sept 5 1932............ 30: 245
Locke William A of William A and Anna M Jan 27 1933.... 31: 9
Locklin — d of George H and Bertha M Aug 23 1931.... 30: 95
Lockwood William E of William E and Ethel A June 2 1933.... 31: 59
Lodewick John S of John S and Margaret June 14 1933.... 31: 63
Loeber — s of Irving and Martha Mar 11 1934.............. 31: 275
Loffredo Anthony A of Antonio and Clementina Mar 25 1934.... 31: 168
Loffredo Everett of Giovanna May 10 1931................ 30: 54
Loffredo Joseph F of Antimo and Anna Jun 7 1933......... 31: 61
Logan Anna E of Francis T and Marie A May 8 1931....... 30: 53
Logan Paul A L (c) of Paul A L and Christina M Sept 6 1932.... 30: 245
Logan — s of Francis T and Marie Y A Mar 14 1933.... 31: 34
Logothets Louise E of Nicholas S and Jane P Oct 18 1933.... 31: 110
Lohnes Barbara M of William and Helen A June 27 1935.... 32: 68
Lohnes Jane L of Mark W and Eva Mar 16 1935.............. 32: 27
Loignon Edwin L of Leo H and Freda Dec 5 1935............ 32: 131
Loignon Joseph A of Omer F and Marie L C Feb 11 1935.... 32: 15
Loignan Marie J of Omer F and Marie L C Oct 11 1932.... 30: 260
Loignon Mary A of Leo H and Freda Feb 11 1934.............31: 153
Loiselle Evelyn L of Arthur C and Amelia M Apr 26 1935......32: 44
Loiselle Joan M of Arthur N and Clarissa M Feb 17 1933......31: 18
Loiselle Kenneth T of Arthur N and Clarissa M July 31 1934.31: 215
Loiselle Walter A of Walter A and Anna L Oct 12 1935......32: 112
Loiselle Walter J of Arthur C and Amelia M Sept 28 1932....30: 253
Lojko Constance A of Adam and Mary May 16 1933.............31: 52
Lolicata Florence of Manuel and Georgiana May 26 1934.....31: 189
Loiko Albert L of Joseph and Marion Dec 3 1932.............30: 280
Loiko Betty M of Joseph and Marion Aug 25 1934.............31: 225
Loio Jean A of Fidele and Maria Feb 8 1933.................31: 15
Loio Jennie of Giovanni and Marietta Mar 20 1933..........31: 29
Loilo Joyce M of Ernest and Hope V Sept 23 1934............31: 235
Loilo Marylyn R of Ernest and Hope V Feb 16 1931.........30: 19
Loilo —— s of Giovanni and Caterina Mar 22 1931...........30: 34
Lomartere Anna M of Salvatore and Mildred May 18 1932....30: 201
Lomartere Charles P of Salvatore and Mildred Feb 12 1934..31: 153
Lomas Esther of William T and Lena Mar 5 1932.............30: 173
Lomas Joseph A of William T and Lena Feb 9 1931...........30: 17
Lomax Marilyn of Leo F and Avis M June 18 1935.............32: 65
Lomba James E (c) of Manuel and Pearl L June 27 1933.....31: 67
Lombardi Alfredo R of Raffaele and Elisabetta July 19 1932.30: 225
Lombardi Anthony R of Alessandro and Lillian May 21 1931..30: 58
Lombardi Antonietta M of Pietro and Anna Aug 31 1931.....30: 98
Lombardi Antonio of Salvatore and Maria June 15 1934.....31: 197
Lombardi Barbara M of Charles A and Anna H Oct 7 1932....30: 258
Lombardi Dominic J of Domenico and Elvira July 18 1934....31: 210
Lombardi Donald F of Alessandro and Francesca July 3 1935.32: 72
Lombardi Dorotea M of Alessandro and Francesca Oct 10

1931 ....................................................30: 114
Lombardi Edna E of Raffaele and Elisabetta Dec 31 1933....31: 134
Lombardi Elena C of Carmine and Elisabetta Aug 31 1932....30: 242
Lombardi Elizabeth D of Carmine and Vincenza Jan 17 1935.32: 6
Lombardi Elma E of Ferdinando and Gilda Nov 23 1933.....31: 121
Lombardi Frances M of Michael and Antonetta Dec 5 1933...31: 126
Lombardi Frank J of Raffaele and Silvia May 14 1933......31: 51
Lombardi Giovanni S of Ludovico and Giovannina June 7 1931.30: 66
Lombardi Lillian F of Domenico and Elvira Jan 25 1931....30: 9
Lombardi Marie E of James and Carmella Aug 19 1934......31: 223
Lombardi Mary B of Santo and Elisia Oct 7 1932.............30: 258
Lombardi Norma T of Pietro A and Agnese Apr 5 1934.......31: 173
Lombardi Peter of Pietro and Amelia Mar 1 1933.............31: 24
Lombardi Salvatore A of Salvatore and Maria T Mar 27 1933.31: 32
Lombardi Salvatore T of Salvatore and Emma Nov 23 1931....30: 131
Lombardi Vilma R of Pietro A and Agnese Aug 1 1931........30: 88
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Lombardi Vincent L of Domenico and Elvira Nov 25 1932...30:276
Lombardi Vincenza A of Vincenzo and Olimpia June 4 1933...31: 60
Lombardo Angelo F of Antonio and Adeline Dec 8 1932....30:282
Lombardo Claire R of Giuseppe and Ada A Feb 20 1932.....B:1: 79
Lombardo Edward R of Salvatore and Emma Jan 12 1934.....31:142
Lombardo Elsie E of Joseph and Elsie C May 19 1931....30: 57
Lombardo Giuseppe D of Vincenzo and Olimpia May 29 1931.30: 61
Lombardo Helen B of Antonio and Adeline Sept 3 1934......31:229
Lombardo John of Anthony and Carmella Feb 11 1933.........31: 16
Lombardo Phyllis M of Eduardo A and Gladys M Sept 7 1931.30:192
Lombardo William F T of Edward A and Mafalda V Dec 2
1935...........................................................................32:130
Lombardo William S of Antonio and Adeline Apr 19 1931..30: 45
Lombari Anthony P of Francesco and Louise Oct 9 1932....30:259
Lombari Caroline S (Twin) of Francesco and Louise Oct 15
1935...........................................................................32:112
Lombari Dorothy A (Twin) of Francesco and Louise Oct 15
1935...........................................................................32:112
Lombari Francesco S of Francesco and Louise Aug 18 1931..30: 94
Lombari Giuseppe A of Amalio and Giuseppina Apr 28 1931..30: 48
Lonardo Anita T of Emilio and Margherita A Mar 9 1935...32: 25
Lonardo Antonio of Paolo A and Sofrain Aug 9 1931........30: 90
Lonardo Barholomeo F of William G and Frances June 11
1935...........................................................................32: 62
Lonardo Gugielmo (Twin) of Alessandro and Anna M Mar 15
1932...........................................................................30:176
Lonardo Gugielmo R of Serafina and Palmarosa Oct 20 1931..30:117
Lonardo Joan T of Domenico and Filomena June 13 1934....31:196
Lonardo Loretta F of William G and Frances Aug 23 1931....30: 95
Lonardo Luigi R of Luigi and Lena Aug 19 1933..............31: 88
Lonardo Margherita I of Emilio and Margherita Nov 5 1932..30:270
Lonardo Marilyn E of Angelo and Eva M Apr 6 1934........31:173
Lonardo Pasquale of Samuele and Annina Sept 29 1934.....31:238
Lonardo Robert E of Angelo and Eva Feb 6 1932............30:162
Lonardo Roberto (Twin) of Alessandro and Anna M Mar 15
1932...........................................................................30:176
Lonardo Samuele P of Samuele and Onilda Dec 22 1931......30:142
Lonardo —— d of Luigi and Carmella May 15 1933............31: 51
Lonergan Joan F of John F and Sarah H July 24 1934.......31:212
Loners Kenneth R of Robert J and Mildred June 26 1932...30:216
London Dorothy W of John H and Pearl R Mar 6 1931......30: 28
Londoner Judith L of Jesse and Pauline May 25 1931......30: 60
Lonczak Joan M of Frank M and Anna Oct 26 1934..........31:248
Lonergan Martha of Cornelius M and Margaret M July 29
1932...........................................................................30:229
BIRTHS

Lonergan Patricia A of George A and Adrienne M Mar 8 1935. 32: 25
Lonergan William T of William T and Evelyn L May 10 1935. 32: 50
Lonergan — d of Helen V Aug 9 1935. 32: 87
Long Bernard E of Bernard E and Margaret B Dec 31 1934. 31: 272
Long David A of Gerald E and Edna M Dec 26 1934. 31: 270
Long Enid R of Florence E Mar 16 1934. 31: 165
Long Henry C of Henry C and Marie I G Aug 29 1933. 31: 91
Long Herbert A of Herbert J and Florence E Nov 10 1935. 32: 121
Long Irene M of Henry C and Marie I G Oct 18 1931. 30: 117
Long Lawrence A of Gerald E and Edna Feb 21 1931. 30: 21
Long Rosella M of John E and Viola E June 13 1931. 30: 68
Long Wayne C of Harry C and Irene D June 11 1933. 31: 62
Longo Anthony A of Antonio and Maria L May 4 1934. 31: 182
Longo Beverly A of Francesco and Teresa Sept 8 1933. 31: 96
Longo Carmine of Carmine G and Giovanna L July 26 1933. 31: 77
Longo Dolores A of Louis and Ida Nov 26 1933. 31: 122
Longo Gilda R of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Aug 27 1932. 30: 241
Longo Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Francesca Aug 3 1935. 32: 84
Longo Giuseppe E of Errico and Lena Mar 2 1931. 30: 26
Longo Iolanda L of Francesco and Teresa July 15 1931. 30: 81
Longo John L of Antonio and Vittoria Sept 20 1933. 31: 100
Longo — d of John and Catherine May 18 1931. 30: 63
Lonsdale John D of John and Martha June 18 1931. 30: 69
Loomis James K of James T and Alice Feb 12 1931. 30: 18
Loomis — d of James T and Alice A Jan 11 1934. 31: 142
Lopallo Barbara R of Michael and Concetta Aug 24 1935. 32: 92
Lopardo Alfredo L of Alfredo L and Fortunata A Oct 27 1935. 32: 116
Lopardo Gloria A of Michael and Anna Oct 30 1934. 31: 249
Loper John E of Harold and Norah A July 17 1933. 31: 74
Lopes Adelina M (c) of Joao L and Maria Jan 26 1934. 31: 146
Lopes Albert of Manuel and Laura Aug 28 1935. 32: 93
Lopes Anna R (c) of Manuel and Roselina Mar 4 1932. 30: 173
Lopes Anna R (c) of Manuel and Roselina Aug 23 1934. 31: 224
Lopes Charlie (c) of Elvira Jan 4 1935. 31: 2
Lopes Constance of Joseph M and Mary Dec 4 1934. 31: 262
Lopes Domingos (c) of Guilherme and Antonia Mar 20 1932. 30: 178
Lopes Donald J (c) of Joao P and Ina M Aug 16 1935. 32: 89
Lopes Engenia T (c) of Jose A and Teresa Apr 1 1931. 30: 39
Lopes Ferreira N (c) of Joao L and Maria Apr 19 1935. 32: 41
Lopes Jeanette L (c) of John and Laura P Mar 15 1934. 31: 165
Lopes Jennie R (c) of Manuel and Roselina Feb 7 1933. 31: 14
Lopes Joana T (c) of Jose A and Teresa May 16 1934. 31: 187
Lopes Lawrence (c) of Francisco L and Clara M Nov 27 1935. 32: 127
Lopes Loretta M (c) of John and Laura May 30 1935. 32: 57
Lopes Luiz J (c) of Jose A and Teresa Aug 19 1932. 30: 238
Lopes Marcelina A (c) of Joao L and Maria Apr 6 1931. 30: 40
Lopes Maria C (c) of Francisco L and Clara M Sept 21 1934...31: 235
Lopes Thomas J (c) of Jose A and Teresa Dec 29 1935......32: 138
Lopes Virginia I (c) of Joao P and Ina M Feb 23 1934......31: 157
Lopes —— s of Antone and Jessie July 29 1933.............31: 81
Lopez Carmen of Jose and Camila Feb 16 1934..............31: 155
Lopez Lawrence H of Lawrence and Esther Aug 14 1931....30: 92
Lopez Maria T of Jose and Carmela Nov 6 1932.............30: 270
Lopez Marie V of Horatio A and Madeline C Mar 2 1933....31: 24
Lopez William A of Horatio A and Madeline C Oct 14 1931..30: 115
Loporcho Salvatore M of Pasquale and Gabriela Mar 6 1931...30: 28
Loporcho Stefano of Michele and Maria D Aug 29 1931.....30: 98
Loporcho Vincenzo of Francesco and Filomena May 25 1933.31: 54
Loppi Eleanora M of Giuseppe D and Rosina Mar 7 1932....30: 173
Lorange Claire J of Conrad and Julia Sept 17 1931........30: 105
Lord Barbara L of Ralph P and Harriet L Oct 20 1932.....30: 263
Lord Betty A of Clifford A and Grace R July 21 1934......31: 211
Lord Charles D of Ralph P and Harriet L Nov 24 1933.....31: 121
Lord Donald J (Twin) of Clifford and Grace Aug 18 1931...30: 94
Lord Dorothy F of Alfred R and Edna M July 12 1931.....30: 79
Lord George F of George and Vera Apr 21 1931.............30: 46
Lord Muriel A of George F and Vera G June 22 1933.......31: 65
Lord Virginia G (Twin) of Clifford and Grace Aug 18 1931..30: 94
Lord William H of Herman M and Gertrude Feb 28 1931....30: 23
Lorea John A of John V and Anna Aug 20 1933.............31: 88
Lorenz Alfred H of Alfred H and Ellen M Jan 4 1933......31: 2
Lorenz Theodore of Annette Jan 13 1932....................30: 153
Lorenzo Gloria of Giuseppe and Raffaela Apr 4 1931......30: 40
Lorenzo Joanna E of Josef A and Agda E Nov 30 1932.....30: 278
Lorenzo Mary N of Joseph and Eleanor July 7 1933......31: 71
Loreto Nicola A of Marco and Giovannina Apr 2 1932.....30: 184
Lorimer Richard B of John A and Virginia May 27 1933....31: 55
Loring Adra W of Howard W and Ruth G June 17 1935.....32: 65
Loring Thelma F of Howard W and Ruth G Nov 2 1933......31: 115
Lorraine Stella L of George and Mary L Nov 15 1934......31: 256
Losee Jean F of Raymond E and Martha S Dec 7 1935......32: 132
Losorsa Anna M of Francesco and Francesca July 24 1932..30: 227
Lostocco Anita L of Alessandro and Beatrice P Sept 12 1932..30: 247
Lotito Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Elizabetta Sept 19 1935...32: 102
Lough George M of Walter A and Mildred Dec 30 1933.....31: 134
Lough Ira of Ira L and Concetta Mar 6 1931...............30: 28
Lough —— d of Robert E and Alice F Nov 14 1932.........30: 273
Loughery Thomas J of Thomas J and Anna Dec 18 1932......30: 284
Loughery —— d of Margaret M Jan 15 1933.................31: 5
Loughlin William L of William L and Anna C Dec 23 1931..30: 142
Loughran Donald of Richard J and Elizabeth M Mar 23 1932..30: 179
Loughran Mary E of Thomas J and Mary A May 14 1934.....31: 186
Loughran Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary A Jan 27 1931 ... 30: 10
Lounsby David R of Richard N and Bertha A Feb 13 1935 ... 32: 16
Louth Bernard F of William A and Lillian I Dec 23 1934 ... 31: 269
Louth Robert W of William A and Lillian I May 1 1932 ... 30: 196
Louttit Lee A of Thomas R and Charlotte Aug 7 1931 ... 30: 90
Louttit Thomas R of Thomas R and Charlotte A July 26 1933 ... 31: 77
Louttit William E of William and Doris M Mar 16 1931 ... 30: 31
Loux Norma M of George E and Margaret H Sept 14 1933 ... 31: 98
Loux Robert A of George E and Margaret H June 11 1932 ... 30: 211
Loux William F of George E and Margaret H May 20 1935 ... 32: 54
Love Anne H of David A and Margaret C Aug 13 1933 ... 31: 85
Love Jean S of David A and Margaret Mar 20 1935 ... 32: 29
Love Patricia D of Ernest J and Julia A Mar 17 1931 ... 30: 32
Love Ruth E of Ralph H and Ruth June 28 1934 ... 31: 202
Lovegrove Alan L of Irving S and Gertrude L Feb 12 1933 ... 31: 16
Lovelace Edith N of Bliss H and Edith D Sept 15 1935 ... 32: 100
Lovelace Helen E of Rey G and Anna B Feb 11 1931 ... 30: 17
Loven Charlotte K of Clarence T and Sarah K July 19 1934 ... 31: 211
Loven John W of John W and Edith G Nov 18 1935 ... 32: 124
Lovenberg Ann of Frederick H and Margaret Jan 29 1931 ... 31: 11
Lovenberg Dorothy L of Frederick H and Marguerite Oct 3 1934 ... 31: 240
Lovenbury Emily E of Ernest and Helen Oct 8 1932 ... 30: 259
Lovett Bella of Israel and Gertrude Dec 1 1931 ... 30: 135
Lovett Charles E of Charles E and Julia C Sept 27 1935 ... 32: 105
Lovett Elizabeth A of Frank A and Elizabeth Mar 2 1931 ... 30: 26
Lovett George F of Frank A and Elizabeth Aug 11 1932 ... 30: 235
Lovett John J of Charles E and Julia C Sept 9 1932 ... 30: 246
Lovett John R of John R and Ann M June 2 1931 ... 30: 64
Lovett Robert J of William F and Gertrude F Nov 19 1933 ... 31: 120
Lovett Ronald E of George E and Rebecca A Apr 27 1935 ... 32: 44
Lovett Vincent J of John R and Ann M Feb 1 1933 ... 31: 13
Lovett William F of William F and Gertrude F July 18 1932 ... 30: 225
Lovett William M of Samuel and Jean Apr 11 1931 ... 30: 42
Lovett William R of William R and Elaine M Dec 9 1933 ... 31: 127
Lovett — d of Charles and Julia May 26 1931 ... 30: 60
Lovett — s of Samuel and Jeanne July 27 1934 ... 31: 213
Lovgren Dorothy M of Frank O and Dorothy M Apr 13 1932 ... 30: 188
Lovgren Marion M of Frank O and Dorothy M Feb 18 1933 ... 31: 18
Lovitt Sarah R of Israel and Gertrude June 13 1934 ... 31: 196
Low Robert L of Allan F and Dora C Jan 24 1932 ... 30: 156
Low Susan E of Isadore S and Cecile Nov 5 1935 ... 32: 120
Lowden Helen P of Michael and Margaret Mar 18 1931 ... 30: 32
Lowder Ellen M of John F and Louise H Dec 14 1935 ... 32: 134
Lowder Patricia A of Joseph A and Ethel A Dec 22 1934 ... 31: 268
Lowe Charles E of John and Mary T Feb 26 1934 ... 31: 158
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Lowe Earle A of Fredrick E and Gertrude E Mar 14 1935.. 32: 26
Lowe Howard R of Robert H and Astrid L J May 22 1935.. 32: 54
Lowe John W of Joseph A and Jane F June 17 1934...... 31: 198
Lowe Norma J of Owen E and Mildred May 19 1934...... 31: 188
Lowe Roland C of Roland C and Hazel Oct 18 1931...... 30: 117
Lowe Thomas W of Arthur W and Ora Nov 24 1933...... 31: 121
Lowe William B of Egbert W and Thelma Aug 19 1932.. 30: 238
Lowell Clarence M of Clarence M and Elizabeth L Dec 12 1931. 30: 138
Lowell Joseph B of Joseph B and Marguerite Apr 30 1935.. 32: 45
Lowell Louise A of Joseph B and Marguerite June 10 1933.. 31: 62
Lowell Phyllis D of Clarence M and Elizabeth L Apr 18 1933. 31: 41
Lowell Robert S of Leslie A and Isabella Sept 18 1931.. 30: 105
Lowell — s of Walter W and Lillian W Oct 30 1933.. 31: 113
Lower Nelson A of Nelson A and Florence Sept 18 1932.. 30: 249
Lownes Ann of Albert E and Barbara June 20 1932.. 30: 214
Lownes Sylvia of Albert E and Barbara Nov 26 1934.. 31: 259
Lowney Gladys L of Richard F and Gladys Feb 15 1935.. 32: 17
Lowney Patricia A of Richard F and Gladys L Mar 20 1934.. 31: 166
Lowrey Edward G of Edward G and Ella M July 6 1932.. 30: 221
Lowry Frederic S of David S and Lucy C May 12 1935.. 32: 51
Loxley Barbara E of Irving G and Sarah L Oct 3 1934.. 31: 240
Loxley Sally A of Irving G and Sarah L Mar 16 1933.. 31: 28
Loxton George W of George W and Florence Apr 26 1931.. 30: 48
Lozo Charles G of Charles G and Julia A Oct 24 1932.. 30: 264
Lozo Claire M of Charles G and Julia A Jan 12 1931.. 30: 5
Lozow Donald L of Myer and Rosa Apr 9 1932.. 30: 187
Lozowski Edward A of Edward A and Dorothy M May 30
1932.......................... 30: 205
Lozowski William S of Edward A and Dorothy M Jan 1 1934. 31: 139
Lozowski — s of Edward and Dorothy Apr 15 1931.. 30: 44
Lucas Beverly A of Vincent E and Sarah E Jan 14 1932.. 30: 153
Lucas George A of Vincent E and Sarah E Feb 16 1933.. 31: 18
Lucas Margaret of Delfin and Georgianna Sept 8 1933.. 31: 103
Lucas Patricia of Vincent E and Sarah E Apr 24 1934.. 31: 178
Lucca Alberto (Twin) of Salvatore and Rosa Sept 5 1933.. 31: 95
Lucca Salvatore (Twin) of Salvatore and Rosa Sept 5 1933.. 31: 95
Lucca Teresa of Luigi and Maddalena May 11 1934.. 31: 185
Lucchetti Pauline of Gaspare P A and Paolina G Aug 16
1934.......................... 31: 222
Lucy Joyce A of John J and Lillian B Oct 5 1933.. 31: 106
Lucy Nancy E (Twin) of John J and Lillian B Apr 10 1931.. 30: 42
Lucy — (Twin) d of John J and Lillian B Apr 10 1931.. 30: 42
Lucuk Kenneth B of Bronislaw and Emily R Apr 14 1935.. 32: 49
Luciano Margherita of Giovanni and Anna May 26 1931.. 30: 60
Lucier Grace H of Alfred J and Mary A June 15 1931.. 30: 68
Luescher Arnold of Edward and Cora E Feb 26 1933.. 31: 21
Lufkin Elinor F of Alden B and Evelyn I June 1 1934........31:193
Lufkin Ronald H of Harry M and Myrtle J Sept 15 1931........30:104
Lusignan Anna of Michele and Angelina Oct 28 1935............32:116
Lusignan Thomas J of Giovanni and Frieda A F Mar 19 1933....31: 29
Lusignan Viola of Michele and Angelina Apr 1 1932.............30:184
Lusignan Dolores of Agustinho and Georgiana Nov 13 1932.....30:272
Lukosevicius Dorota F of Joseph and Mary S Jan 17 1933.....31:  6
Lukosevicius Joseph E of Joseph E and Mary S May 20 1934..31:188
Lukowicz Joseph F of Joseph and Mary Oct 14 1934............31:243
Luminello Barbara L of Raoul R and Angela R May 5 1934....31:183
Luminello Donald F of Raoul R and Angela R Mar 27 1933....31: 32
Luminello William J of William J and Emily V Apr 26 1935..32: 44
Luminiello Lattani of Alfredo and Maria E Apr 17 1934.....31:177
Lundberg Martha I of Adolf and Elsa Aug 7 1931..............30: 90
Lundblad Joan C of Leroy B and Harrietta E Sept 15 1931....30:101
Lundblad — s of Elof G and Janet L May 2 1935..............32: 58
Lundgren Carl R of Carl E and Carrie May 16 1935..........32: 52
Lundh Lois C of Gustave L and Esther M Oct 18 1931........30:117
Lundin Eris of Otto A and Eris Apr 3 1933....................31: 36
Lundy Mary of William P and Elizabeth Apr 8 1932.........30:186
Lundy Stephen J (c) of Joseph and Margaret J Dec 30 1935..32:139
Lunn Lloyd R (Twin) of Walter P and Jessie June 5 1931...30: 65
Lunn Lois E (Twin) of Walter P and Jessie June 5 1931.....30: 65
Luongo Roberta M of Louis H and Catherine Mar 7 1933....31: 26
Lupien Gerard P J of Moise J and Maria Dec 13 1935........32:133
Lupien Marie T A of Moise J and Maria Feb 4 1932...........30:161
Lupien Shirley A of Adelard T and Susan A Sept 5 1934....31:230
Lupien — s of Moise J and Maria Feb 17 1934..............31:160
Lupo Adelina A (Twin) of Michele A and Adelina E Aug 1 1931........................................30: 88
Lupo Angelina (Twin) of Antonio and Amelia Nov 26 1932..30:277
Lupo Anna of Filippo and Maria May 9 1932...................30:199
Lupo Barbara L of Demetrio and Mary Nov 3 1933............31:115
Lupo Esterina L of Pellegrino and Amalia Apr 5 1931.......30: 40
Lupo Maria F of Michele and Adelina C Feb 28 1935........32: 21
Lupo Michele A (Twin) of Michele A and Adelina E Aug 1 1931........................................30: 88
Lupo Nicola (Twin) of Antonio and Amalia Nov 26 1932..30:277
Lurgio Alfred J of Alfredo and Jennie E Apr 10 1933........31: 38
Lurgio Gerald V of Antonio and Ermalinda F Jan 27 1932....30:157
Lusignan Arthur E of Leo A and Mary L O Apr 26 1932......30:193
Lusignan Donald LeR of Victor D and Mae I Mar 5 1931....30:  7
Lusignan Dorothy M of Victor D and Mae I Aug 23 1935.....32: 92
Lusignan Evelyn A of Augustine F and Sylvia T Oct 7 1931..30:113
Lusignan George H of Victor D and Mae I Feb 11 1932......30:164
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Lusignan Paul L of Leo A and Mary L O Oct 14 1933........... 31: 108
Lussier Francis E of Frank E and Dorothea O'N Nov 2 1932. 30: 269
Lussier Lucille M of Joseph and Bernadette Mar 24 1931. 30: 34
Lussier Mary M L of Elzie E and Alice Jan 23 1931. 30: 9
Luster Marion E (c) of Ernest and Mildred G Feb 3 1932. 30: 161
Lutey Kenneth J of Andrew C and Teresa M May 3 1935. 32: 48
Luth Jessie M of Frank W and Clayothe F Jan 6 1932. 30: 150
Luth Marguerita M L of Frederick C and Philomena Dec 19
1933 .................................. 31: 130
Luther Clarence H of Clarence H and Helen M Sept 11 1931. 30: 109
Luther Frances M of George F and Frances M Feb 23 1935. 32: 19
Luther Helen M of Clarence H and Helen M May 23 1934. 31: 189
Luther Joan B of James A and Beatrice M July 25 1933. 31: 77
Luther Kent B of Charles E and Barbara Dec 29 1931. 30: 144
Luther Marjorie E of Edward J and Gladys L Mar 7 1935. 32: 24
Luther Nelson G of George E and Amelia May 12 1932. 30: 199
Luther Shirley F of Edgar H and Rose M Nov 8 1934. 31: 253
Lutrario Richard R of Alfredo and Maria Dec 11 1932. 30: 283
Lutrario Roberto I of Isadore G and Lucia Jan 4 1933. 31: 2
Luzzi Lillian of Mariano and Anna Dec 18 1932. 30: 284
Lyden Thomas J of Mary Aug 20 1935. .................. 32: 91
Lyman Ann M of James T and Marie V Mar 23 1931. 30: 34
Lyman Christopher of Christopher A and Mabel M Sept 1 1932. 30: 244
Lyman Jane M of James E and Rose M Oct 8 1935. 32: 110
Lyman Pauline T of Victor and Marguerite Oct 3 1933. 31: 105
Lynam Alice M of Patrick J and Marie Aug 15 1931. 30: 92
Lynam Robert S A of Patrick J and Marie Oct 13 1932. 30: 261
Lyneh Bernard P of Bernard P and Blanche Feb 10 1934. 31: 153
Lyneh Charles M of Charles M and Dorothy J Feb 20 1934. 31: 156
Lyneh Constance V of James H and Alice E Sept 23 1932. 30: 251
Lyneh David of John J and Edna Sept 12 1934. 31: 232
Lyneh Dorothy A of James H and Helen M Feb 9 1931. 30: 17
Lyneh Dorothy A of James F and Rita May 7 1931. 30: 53
Lyneh Edwin P of Edwin P and Sarah A Apr 22 1934. 31: 178
Lyneh Eileen E of Michael J and Mary Oct 16 1931. 30: 116
Lyneh Ellen A of James H and Alice E Mar 3 1931. 30: 26
Lyneh Frederick D of John J and Edna Feb 10 1933. 31: 15
Lyneh James C of James F and Rita M Sept 6 1932. 30: 245
Lyneh James H of James H and Alice E Aug 29 1935. 32: 94
Lyneh Joan A of Joseph and Irene Jan 5 1935. .................. 32: 2
Lyneh Joan E of Stephen J and Sarah E May 16 1934. 31: 187
Lyneh Julia R of Thomas and Mary Apr 4 1931. .................. 30: 40
Lyneh Kenneth P of Raymond U and Mildred Feb 18 1935. 32: 17
Lyneh Lois F of David F and Evelyn B Nov 9 1934. 31: 253
Lyneh Marguerite M of Stephen J and Sarah E June 26 1935. 32: 68
BIRTHS

Lynch Mary E of Charles and Anna M Aug 19 1935........32: 90
Lynch Patricia A of Charles and Anna M Feb 21 1932........30: 167
Lynch Paul A of Francis P and Hazel L Jan 11 1934......31: 142
Lynch Robert N of Cornelius A and Mary July 9 1934.....31: 207
Lynch William of John M F and Mary V Apr 13 1931......30: 43
Lynch —— d of Frederick and Edith Oct 4 1932........30: 268
Lynch —— d of Edmond F and Thelma F Jan 19 1934....31: 274
Lynes Joan A of John J and Anna W Jan 5 1931.......30: 2
Lynes Margaret M of John J and Anna W July 28 1932....30: 229
Lynes Raymond L of Raymond A and Marjorie A Sept 16 1933.31: 98
Lyness Carol A of Edward A and Ethel C Nov 27 1933....31: 122
Lyness Donald F of Edward A and Ethel Dec 11 1932.....30: 283
Lynness Ruth E of Edward A and Ethel Aug 19 1935.....32: 90
Lynsky Dolores of Joseph W and Ermelinda A Feb 2 1935....32: 12
Lynsky Mary of Joseph W and Ermelinda A Feb 19 1933....31: 19
Lynsky Ruth P of Lawrence and Violet June 19 1933....31: 64
Lyons Anne M of Francis E and Madeline July 27 1932....30: 228
Lyons Barbara H of Joseph E and Matilda R Aug 13 1935..32: 88
Lyons Bernard F of Bernard F and Thelma June 7 1935...32: 61
Lyons Carol A of Clarence A and Agnes W Nov 13 1934....31: 255
Lyons Donald F of Joseph E and Matilda R Jan 6 1931....30: 2
Lyons Ellen F of Frederick J and Grace M Aug 1 1931....30: 88
Lyons Francis T of James J and Mary G Jan 26 1935.....32: 9
Lyons James F of James F and Marie M Mar 4 1932.......30: 173
Lyons James P of Leo F and Mary A Sept 8 1934.........31: 231
Lyons Joan M of Stephen J and Madeline R Apr 8 1934....31: 174
Lyons John K of Timothy J and Laura U Dec 14 1933....31: 129
Lyons Joseph F of James J and Marion M Feb 23 1932....30: 168
Lyons Joseph J of James J and Mary G Oct 19 1932.......30: 263
Lyons Lorraine of Kathleen M Feb 9 1935........32: 142
Lyons Richard D of James J and Marion M Aug 26 1934....31: 226
Lyons Robert L of James F and Marie M Aug 18 1935.....32: 90
Lyons Stephen J of Stephen J and Madeline R Nov 18 1932..30: 274
Lyons William of Henry J and Emma H Sept 13 1935.....32: 100
Lyons —— d of James P and Katherine T Aug 20 1932....30: 243
Lyons —— s of Mortimer A and Margaret July 26 1933....31: 81
Lytell Robert W of William C and Marjorie L Feb 2 1931...30: 14
Lytle Ruth C of John A and Catherine Sept 27 1931....30: 108

Mabray Carol L (c) of William A and Iola A Nov 11 1933...31: 117
Mabray Gail E (c) of William A and Iola M Jan 4 1935....32: 2
Mabray Joyce K (c) of James G and Germaina July 13 1935..32: 75
Mabray —— (c) d of William A and Iola A Sept 9 1931....30: 110
Mabray —— (c) s of William A and Iola A Feb 1 1933....31: 13
Macalister Judith L of Frederick L and Madeline Jan 26 1932. 30: 157
Macallum James of James and Ellen June 7 1932.................. 30: 209
Macari Annamaria F of Pasco and Angelina Nov 21 1933......... 31: 120
Macari Thomas A of Constantino and Nunziata May 29 1934..... 31: 190
Macaruso Anna F (Twin) of Tomaso and Amelia E Jan 18
1932. ......................................................................... 30: 154
Macaruso Carmina D (Twin) of Tomaso and Amelia E Jan 18
1932. ......................................................................... 30: 154
Macaruso Catherine of Anthony and Maria May 20 1933....... 31: 53
Macaruso —— d of Americo and Emma M Nov 9 1935......... 32: 129
Maconlay Don C of Murray K and Isobel June 15 1935....... 32: 64
MacAnley Charles L of Herbert T and Amelia G Jan 8 1935.... 32: 3
MacAuley Francis E of Frank and Gladys E July 6 1932....... 30: 221
MacAuley George T of Frank and Gladys E Mar 21 1934....... 31: 167
MacBeth Robert H of Alexander W and Mildred E Dec 3 1935... 32: 130
Maccarone Alfred P of Alfred and Anastasia Mar 2 1935...... 32: 23
Maccarone Doris S of Antonio and Filomena Nov 1 1934..... 31: 251
Maccarone Vincent of Vittorio and Concetta R Mar 5 1934.... 31: 162
Maccarone —— s of Gabriele and Mary C Apr 18 1935......... 32: 46
Macchia Phyllis M of Anthony and Phyllis Oct 4 1934......... 31: 241
Macchiarella Rita A of Esterino and Anna Nov 15 1933...... 31: 119
MacColl Alfred M C of Kenneth D and Elizabeth B June 8
1931. .......................................................................... 30: 66
MacColl Norman A of Norman A and Mary Apr 27 1934....... 31: 180
MacCombie Florence A of Franklin S and Florence E Nov 24
1935. .......................................................................... 32: 126
MacCombie John A of Herbert E and Amy Mar 7 1932....... 30: 173
MacDonald Barbara L of William J and Louise M Sept 11
1933. .......................................................................... 31: 97
MacDonald Beverly J of Ewen A and Elsie July 22 1934..... 31: 211
Macdonald Cathrine W of John R and Florence E June 29
1933. .......................................................................... 31: 67
MacDonald Dorothy S of Donald J and Rita Aug 16 1933.... 31: 86
MacDonald Earl B of Peter D and Hazel June 17 1932...... 30: 213
MacDonald Elizabeth J of Robert G and Jean E July 1 1934.. 31: 204
MacDonald Elizabeth M of David A and Elizabeth M Oct 30
1932. .......................................................................... 30: 267
MacDonald Howard L of Howard J and Martha Jan 10 1934.. 31: 142
Macdonald Kathleen D of David A and Elizabeth M July 4
1934. .......................................................................... 31: 205
MacDonald Mary V of Allan A and Clara Aug 18 1931....... 30: 94
MacDonald Patricia J of John J and Estelle Dec 17 1935.... 32: 135
MacDonald Phyllis L of John M and Ada M Sept 7 1933..... 31: 96
MacDonald Phyllis M of William J and Louise May 30 1932.. 30: 205
MacDonald Robert F of Raymond F and Ethel M Apr 20 1931. 30: 46
MacDonald Robert S of Alex S and Roberta M Mar S 1932...30: 174
MacDonald Ruth A of Colin F and Adelaide R C Aug 30 1931...30: 98
MacDonald Spencer K of Milton E and Audrey M Jan 9 1935...32: 3
MacDonald —— d of Josiah and Anna E Jan 9 1931.............30: 13
MacDonald —— d of John R and Florence E Apr 17 1932...30: 195
Macdougall Jacquelyn S of John S and Helen B Sept 14 1933...31: 98
Macdougall Priscilla A of John S and Helen B Aug 12 1932...30: 236
MacDuff Howard E of Howard E and Hazel E Aug 26 1932...30: 240
MacE Harvey A of Antonio and Elvira Mar 28 1935.............32: 32
Macedonio Evelina A of Giovanni and Maria Aug 13 1933...31: 85
Macedonio Filomena of Giovanni and Maria Apr 20 1931...30: 46
Macedonio Robert J of Giovanni and Maria Mar 18 1935...32: 28
Macera Natalie M of Lucio and Anna Mar 10 1934.............31: 164
Macera Pasquale G of Lucio and Anna Mar 15 1933...........31: 28
Maceroni Robert A of Armendo and Edith Dec 15 1935....32: 134
MacGregor James F of George C and Sarah Jan 29 1933...31: 10
Machado Evangeline (Twin) of Joao and Evangeline Oct 2
1933..................31: 105
Machado Julio H of Jose H and Palmera Aug 10 1931...30: 91
Machado Marie (Twin) of Joao and Evangeline Oct 2 1933...31: 105
Machado Roberto of Jose and Lucy Apr 9 1932.................30: 187
Machado Thomas of Joao and Evangeline Mar 20 1932......30: 178
Machado Virgilio A of Jose H and Palmera Oct 7 1935...32: 110
Machon Elaine J of Leon H and Martha W May 10 1934...31: 184
Machon Lolita J of Norman H and Eley L Apr 2 1932....30: 184
Maciag Pauline F of Walter and Victoria C Oct 30 1934...31: 249
MacInnes Judith of Murdoch H and Ruth U Apr 13 1933...31: 39
MacIntosh Donald W of Roy N and Sarah C Mar 26 1931...30: 35
MacIntosh Roland E of Roy N and Sarah C Oct 27 1932...30: 266
MacIntyre Charlotte A of James I and Anna R May 29 1935...32: 56
MacIntyre John L of James I and Anna R Aug 9 1933...31: 84
Macioci Mary J of Pietro and Giovannina Jan 22 1932...30: 156
MacKay Cynthia G of Thornton W and Esther June 26 1933...31: 66
MacKay Donald MacG of Richmond C and Barbara May 13
1935..................32: 51
MacKay Joan A of John T and Antonette Mar 6 1935...32: 24
MacKay John T of John T and Antonette Jan 12 1934...31: 142
MacKeever Carol J of Donald W and Mildred Mar 26 1932...30: 180
MacKenzie Alexandrina of Kenneth and Mary Feb 4 1932...30: 161
MacKenzie Beatrice A of John D and Beatrice G Feb 12 1932...30: 164
MacKenzie Brenton H of Brenton H and Hortense C Jan 14
1933..................31: 5
MacKenzie Carol of Charles A and Dorothy B Dec 23 1934...31: 269
MacKenzie Carolyn J of William F and Naomi Nov 3 1934...31: 251
MacKenzie Dorothy of Charles A and Dorothy B Nov 25 1931...30: 131
MacKenzie Glenn E of J Duncan and Louise Apr 12 1933...31: 38
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Mackenzie John S of John S and Ruby Nov 8 1932........ 30:271
MacKenzie William F of William F and Naomi Nov 16 1933.. 31:119
MacKenzie Winifred C (c) of Wilhelm E and Madeline R L

June 29 1932 .......................................................... 30:217
Mackey Dawn H of Edward A and Hazel M M Jan 19 1931... 30: 7
Mackie Justine B of Henry D and Eleise M May 17 1935..... 32: 53
Mackie Mary E of Gordon and Clarion H July 1 1933......... 31: 69
Mackinney Harold A of Harold A and Amey K Oct 6 1934.... 31:241
Mackinney —— d of Harold A and Amey K Nov 26 1932.... 30:277
MacKinnon Charles W of Norman R and Martha Jan 10 1935.. 32: 4
MacKinnon Leona A of James E and Roberta July 10 1934.. 31:207
MacKinnon Lillias J of James E and Roberta June 30 1932.. 30:217
Mackintosh Marilyn of Bentley and Florence Mar 23 1932.... 30:179
MacLachlan Francis of Jessie July 19 1935.................... 32: 78
MacLaren Bruce M of Neil B and Alvena I July 29 1931.... 30: 85
MacLaren Joyce E of Neil B and Alvena I June 8 1935..... 32: 61
MacLaughlan Eleanor J of Alexander J and Ruth May 5 1931. 30: 52
MacLean Eda B of James R and Eda M May 14 1932......... 30:200
MacLellan Catherine M of Andrew and Mary M Sept 14 1931. 30:104
MacLeod Jeanne V of Paul D and Verdie May 27 1931........ 30: 60
MacMillan Carole A of Robert W and Mildred F Oct 26 1933. 31:112
MacMillan Eva L of William D and Eva V June 2 1931.... 30: 64
MacMillan Thomas B of Angus and Margaret Nov 30 1931.... 30:133
MacNeill Kenneth D of Herbert G and Beatrice E Nov 24

1935 ................................................................. 32:126
Macnie Clyde M of James A and Ruth July 10 1934........ 31:207
Macomber Barbara E of Franklyn L and Laura F Apr 7

1931 ................................................................. 30: 41
Macomber Carolyn L of Wallace J and Hope S Sept 6 1931... 30:101
Macomber Clara H of Henry C and Hilda C Oct 1 1931..... 30:111
Macomber Edna F of Raymond C and Florence Mar 16 1933.. 31: 28
Macomber Elnora L of Harkless R and Dorothy Jan 22 1932.. 30:156
Macomber —— s of Harkless R and Dorothy M July 22 1933.. 31: 76
MacPhail Janet C of Andrew H and Margaret A May 8 1934.. 31:184
MacPhee David S of Walter S and Mary J May 15 1935.... 32: 52
MacPherson Marjorie I of Claude M and Estella I Nov 6 1934. 31:252
Macrae Barbara S of Walter S and Georgia W June 24 1934.. 31:200
MacRae Joan of Everett W and Annie Nov 27 1931......... 30:132
MacRae Kenneth D of Everett W and Annie Nov 17 1934.... 31:256
Macrae Martha I of Walter S and Georgia W June 29 1931.. 30: 73
MacRae Robert E of Clarence E and Marie E July 4 1933.... 31: 69
Macreading Harold of Harold H and Ella L Oct 18 1931.... 30:117
Macreading Jacqueline L of Harold H and Ella L June 22

1933 ................................................................. 31: 65
MacRoberts David L of Paul B and Melita Mar 25 1934.... 31:168
MacRoberts Robert of Carl N and Iva Sept 23 1932........ 30:251
Macuch Frank E of Stephen and Helen Jan 5 1931..............30: 2
Macuch Olga of Stephen and Helen May 27 1932..................30: 204
Madalena Elizabeth of Laura Feb 16 1933.........................31: 18
Maddalena Antonio G of Giuseppe and Marietta June 4 1931....30: 65
Maddalena Margherita of Salvatore and Giuseppa Jan 22 1932..30: 156
Maddalena —— d of Luigi and Cristina May 1 1932..............30: 206
Maddelski Catherine of Joseph P and Esther M Feb 27 1932...30: 169
Madden Arthur E of Louis F and Lillian Oct 1 1934..............31: 240
Madden Evelyn of Thomas J and Sarah B Nov 19 1932..........30: 274
Madden Joan E of William J and Dorothy L July 6 1935........32: 73
Madden Joseph P of Joseph F and Ella M Oct 1 1932............30: 256
Madden Maureen A of John B and Mary T May 31 1932...........30: 205
Madden Norma J of Genevieve N Dec 11 1934.....................31: 275
Madden Richard T of Louis F and Lillian Dec 20 1932.........30: 285
Madden Vincent of Peter V and Anna M May 12 1932.............30: 199
Madden William T of Peter V and Anna M May 25 1934.........31: 189
Maddox Ann E (c) of John E and Grace E Aug 24 1935.........32: 92
Maddox John E (c) of John E and Grace E Sept 25 1932........30: 252
Maden John A of Harold and Edith A July 28 1935..............32: 81
Madoian Aram of Hagop and Arshaloos May 21 1931............30: 58
Madonna Elisabetta C of Nicola and Albina Aug 12 1934......31: 220
Madsen Joan F of Chester F and Marian F Mar 29 1933.......31: 33
Magarian John of Hovhannes and Hadjikachkatoun Apr 25
1933 ..................................................31: 43
Magarian Mateos of Hovhannes and Kachkatoun Mar 30 1935.32: 32
Magee Charles F of Charles F and Gertrude A Jan 8 1935....32: 3
Magee Helayne F of George S and Ellen R Apr 25 1934.......31: 179
Magee Marie M of Charles F and Gertrude A Feb 11 1932....30: 164
Magee Robert F of George S and Ellen R Dec 15 1932......30: 284
Magee William E of William E and Kathryn L Aug 30 1935...32: 94
Magee —— s of George S and Ellen R Nov 27 1931..............30: 132
Magee —— s of James H and Edna V Jan 14 1933............31: 12
Maggiacomo Elaine G of Giuseppe and Giulia July 10 1934..31: 207
Maggiacomo Francis R of Salvatore and Adelina Aug 30 1933.31: 91
Magliano Dorothea L of Nunzio and Viola Mar 27 1934......31: 169
Maglio Raymond R of Lawrence A and Marie J E Nov 6 1932..30: 270
Magliocchetti Gloria of Achille and Maria Mar 16 1931.....30: 31
Magliocco John of John and Anna Apr 7 1934..................31: 173
Maglioli Grace E of Gabriele and Angelina Feb 20 1935....32: 18
Magnan Helen M of Emile and Louise Nov 15 1935..............32: 123
Magnan Louise A (Twin) of Emile and Louise Jan 30 1934...31: 148
Magnan Richard J of Albert E and Mary T Dec 4 1932.......30: 280
Magnan (Twin) s of Emile and Louise Jan 30 1934...........31: 148
Magnani Adele A of Arolfo and Margherita Aug 6 1934......31: 218
Magnani Aroldo of Arolfo and Margherita Apr 28 1931.......30: 49
Magnani Pietro of Pietro and Eva May 20 1935.................32: 54
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Mahoney Celia J of Giuseppe P and Assunta V Jan 6 1933...31: 2
Mahoney —— s of Fiorino and Maria A Dec 15 1934.........31: 266
Magner Patricia A of Dennis and Nora Jan 11 1931.........30: 4
Magno Anna of Vittorio and Maddalena July 9 1933.........32: 74
Magno Antonio G of Vittorio and Maddalena July 21 1932....30: 226
Magno Arthur of Alfonso M and Luisa Feb 4 1931..........30: 15
Magnone Gino J of Vincenzo and Filomena Oct 26 1934.....31: 248
Magnuski Donald J of Roman and Leona M Aug 21 1933......30: 500
Magnuson Doris E of Edward A and Laura Jan 23 1933.....31: 8
Magnuson John A of Harold and Fannie June 25 1931....30: 72
Magnuson Robert E of Vernon E and Hazel I Nov 17 1935...32: 124
Magnuson Ronald I of Iver R and Anne June 28 1932.....30: 216
Magrath Linwood H of Linwood H and Emily J Oct 4 1933...31: 105
Maguire Alice D of David A and Mary D Dec 29 1934.....31: 271
Maguire Brendan E of Peter and Delia Feb 27 1935.......32: 21
Maguire David B of David A and Mary D Aug 25 1933.....31: 90
Maguire Dorothy J of Thomas E and Jessie F Sept 9 1935..32: 99
Maguire James F of Peter and Mary Apr 5 1933............31: 36
Maguire James P of James E and Marie D Oct 18 1934.....31: 245
Maguire Lois A of John B and Elizabeth G Mar 25 1935....32: 31
Maguire Louise M A of George A and Lucy M A June 10 1933,31: 62
Maguire Mildred A of Donald L and Anna C Apr 25 1934...31: 179
Maguire Norma A of Thomas E and Jessie F Apr 18 1932....30: 190
Maguire Patricia of John D and Margaret M Apr 25 1934...31: 179
Maguire —— d of John H and Anne T Aug 5 1931...........30: 89
Maguire —— s of John D and Margaret M June 1 1932.....30: 207
Mahar Mary A of Earl F and Amelia M Feb 23 1935.......32: 19
Maher Albert of Albert J and Mary K Mar 15 1932.......30: 176
Maher Ann J of Edward M and Alexandria A Mar 27 1932...30: 186
Maher Barbara A of Thomas F and Agnes S May 14 1931....30: 55
Maher Edward of Albert J and Mary K Mar 25 1934.........31: 168
Maher Eileen B of John J and Blanche Y Mar 18 1933.....31: 29
Maher Lois of James O and Louise C May 1 1933.........31: 47
Maher Mary A of Bertram C and Alice V Oct 14 1934.....31: 243
Maher Phyllis A of Francis E and Muriel M Apr 27 1933....31: 44
Maher Ronald R of Raymond P and Rosanna E Oct 6 1933...31: 106
Maher Shirley A of James O and Louise C Aug 1 1931......30: 88
Mahon Catherine E of James T and Mary M Dec 18 1931....30: 141
Mahon David R of Cornelius J and Mildred Dec 10 1934...31: 264
Mahon John J of James T and Mary M Nov 15 1934.........31: 256
Mahon Pauline T of Raymond T and Laura M Mar 28 1932....30: 181
Mahoney Ann E of John J and Bessie A Aug 9 1933.........31: 84
Mahoney Ann L of Frederick J and Marion Mar 22 1933.....31: 30
Mahoney Barbara C of Frederick J and Marion Aug 16 1931..30: 93
Mahoney Edward J of Michael J and Aldea D June 26 1931..30: 72
Mahoney George R of Charles J and Aileen Feb 24 1931....30: 22
Mahoney Janet A of John W and Catherine L Oct 25 1933...31:112
Mahoney Joan M of Joseph E and Florence Oct 12 1931...30:114
Mahoney John of Thomas P and Dorothy D Mar 21 1933...31:137
Mahoney John W of Andrew W and Catherine D Oct 7 1932...30:258
Mahoney Mary L of John A and Mary V Nov 9 1931...30:126
Mahoney Paul E of John R and Ada June 23 1934...31:200
Mahoney Peter A of John R and Ada Mar 18 1933...31:29
Mailhorne Ermete J of Ermete J and Etta A Feb 6 1934...31:151
Maiello Alfred of Alfred M and Ida Mar 21 1935...32:29
Maiello Daniel G of Michele and Giuseppina A Feb 18 1932...30:166
Maiello Edward J of Michele and Giuseppina A May 7 1934...31:183
Maiello Luigi of Guglielmo and Louisa C Mar 1 1932...30:172
Maine Claire J of Joseph E and Albertina June 8 1931...30:66
Mailhorne Edgar G of Frederick L and Gracia D Jan 29 1933...31:10
Mailhorne Jeanette A of Rolland and Edna M June 13 1935...32:63
Mailhorne John R of Fredrick and Gracia Nov 26 1935...32:127
Mailhorne Louise C of Frederick L and Gracia D Oct 24 1934...31:247
Maine Edward of Lawrence D and Ethel C Sept 21 1934...31:235
Maine Barbara A of Henry C and Madeline E Apr 14 1933...31:39
Maine Daniel F of Henry C and Madeline E Sept 10 1931...30:103
Maine Ellsworth C of Raymond R and Evelyn C Oct 12 1931...30:114
Maine Hugh C of Hubert C and Bella Feb 19 1934...31:156
Maine Lenore E of Herbert F and Avis E Jan 20 1934...31:145
Maine Madeline M of Henry C and Madeline E Nov 19 1934...31:257
Maine Maria A of Louis T and Elena June 1 1933...31:59
Maine Maria of Louis T and Elena Mar 12 1932...30:175
Maine Marianne of Vincenzo and Ida L Nov 2 1935...32:119
Mainelli Anna V of Michele D and Concetta A V Feb 5 1933...31:14
Mainelli Constance A (Twin) of Anthony and Adelle M Apr 26 1935...32:44
Mainelli Joyce of John and Artemia Aug 4 1932...30:233
Mainelli Kenneth A (Twin) of Anthony and Adelle M Apr 26 1935...32:44
Mainelli Mary C of Giuseppe and Marianna Sept 17 1934...31:234
Mainelli Roberto D of Domenico and Crestina July 8 1932...30:221
Mainey Ann of James R and Madelyn G June 8 1931...30:66
Mainey James R of James R and Madelyn G Feb 13 1933...31:16
Mainey Richard of James R and Madelyn G Mar 8 1935...32:25
Mainey Robert of John F and Julia E Jan 2 1934...31:139
Maine Lena L of Francesco and Giuseppina Oct 26 1933...31:112
Maine Laura A of Francesco and Giuseppina Jan 19 1935...32:7
Mainorano Gaetano G of Giuseppe and Filomena Feb 14 1932...30:165
Mainorano Maria of Raffaele and Domenica Feb 24 1931...30:22
Mainorisi Angelo H of Gaetaneo and Rose Feb 15 1931...30:19
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Maiorisi Anthony P of Gennaro and Rose Dec 15 1933........ 31:129
Maiorisi Loretta A of Angelo and Florence July 28 1933..... 31: 78
Major Barbara A of David A and Catherine G Nov 6 1931..... 30:125
Major Barbara C of Lyman F and Josephine M Aug 25 1932... 30:240
Major Barbara J of Amelia J Aug 19 1935..................... 32: 90
Major Delores A of Malvina Nov 12 1933...................... 31:138
Major Dorothy M of Malvina A Dec 30 1931................... 30:148
Major Edward S of Samuel J and Irene B Dec 27 1933....... 31:133
Major Gloria F of Samuel J and Irene B Dec 31 1931.... 30:144
Major Hugh N of Nathaniel and Sarah S L Apr 17 1932..... 30:190
Major Johniebelle of June July 20 1934...................... 31:211
Major Natalie S of Nathaniel and Sarah S L Jan 12 1935... 32:  4
Major Norman E of Lyman F and Josephine M May 11 1931... 30: 54
Major Robert A of William S P and Adelia Feb 17 1934.... 31:155
Major Robert E of James A and Grace E Jan 6 1935........ 32:  2
Major Ronald F of Lyman F and Josephine M July 18 1934... 31:210
Makant Kenneth L of Kenneth L and Grace O July 13 1933... 32:  75
Maker Marjorie G of Raymond W and Gladys G May 4 1935... 32:  48
Maker Nancy W of Phillip T and Ada T Mar 21 1933......... 31:  30
Maklar Jeanette M of Samuel and Elsie I July 27 1931.... 30:  85
Malafronte Anthony F of Pasquale and Constance Sept 18
1933........................................................................ 31: 99
Malafronte John A of Aniello and Elvira July 9 1933 .... 31:  71
Malafronte Rosina R of Pasquale and Constance Sept 24 1935.32:104
Malafronte —— s of Rose M Sept 30 1935.................... 32:143
Malaga Vincenzo E of Giuseppe and Caterina Aug 22 1933.. 31:  88
Malagodi Joan A of Edward F and Annette Apr 4 1931...... 30:147
Malardo Biaggio of Potito and Maria May 9 1932........... 30:198
Malardo Frank of Potito and Maria Apr 8 1935.............. 32:  38
Malascalez Gilda of Pasquale and Raffaela Sept 26 1934... 31:237
Malcolm Anne A of Samuel and Ethel T Jan 24 1934...... 31:146
Maldavir Gerald S of Barney and Gertrude Jan 18 1934... 31:144
Malenfant Barbara L of John R and Gladys L Apr 1 1933... 31:  35
Males William R of Joseph J and Helen B June 25 1931... 30:  72
Malian George K of Kevork and Anna Nov 23 1933........... 31:121
Malinou Martin S of Nathaniel J and Etta E Dec 6 1932... 30:281
Malinou Sheldon H of Nathaniel J and Etta May 8 1935... 32:  49
Malkasian John M of Archie and Eva Nov 25 1934.......... 31:259
Mallace Mary J StC of Malcolm G StC and Beatrice Sept 20
1932 ....................................................................... 30:250
Mallardo Anthony of Peter A and Annette Y Dec 1 1934.... 31:262
Mallett Joan E of Clarence O and Laura M Apr 13 1935... 32:  39
Mallett Mildred E of Clarence D and Laura M Mar 3 1932... 30:172
Mallett Rita G of John and Lillian May 27 1932............. 30:204
Mallett Robert W of William D and Gladys Apr 27 1933... 31:  44
Malley Elizabeth B of Stephen C and Elizabeth C Jan 5 1931.30:  2
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Malley James J of Stephen C and Elizabeth C Feb 1 1935.... 32: 12
Malley Stephen C of Stephen C and Elizabeth C Nov 12 1932.. 30: 272
Mallon Edward T of Bernard and Lucy C May 31 1935..... 32: 57
Mallon Francis A of Bernard J and Blanche R July 27 1934.. 31: 213
Malloy Anne C of Thomas H and Mae A June 20 1935..... 32: 66
Malloy Catherine R of Francis L and Josephine Feb 13 1932.. 30: 164
Malloy Constance C of Robert J and Mary C Apr 13 1934.. 31: 175
Malloy Edward F of Thomas F and Florence Dec 31 1931... 30: 144
Malloy Gerald R of Thomas F and Florence R Nov 12 1933.. 31: 118
Malloy Joseph F of Francis L and Josephine Feb 9 1931.... 30: 17
Malloy Mary T of William E and Mary J Oct 24 1932.... 30: 264
Malloy William E of William E and Mary J Jan 19 1931... 30: 7
Mallozzi Alice of Joseph and Adelina Mar 2 1935.......... 32: 23
Mallozzi Amalia of Antonio and Elvira L Jan 6 1931... 30: 2
Mallozzi Antonio L of Luigi and Mariuccia Mar 24 1931... 30: 34
Mallozzi Hilda of Antonio and Elvira L Oct 7 1932... 30: 258
Mallozzi Louis P of Luigi and Mariuccia Sept 10 1935... 32: 99
Mallozzi — s of Giovanni and Michelina Sept 10 1932... 30: 246
Malm Joan L of John H and Phebe E Aug 15 1933... 31: 86
Malm Shirley A of John H and Phebe E Dec 6 1934... 31: 263
Malmberg Rodney A of Axel A J and Anna M Nov 6 1931.. 30: 125
Malmberg Carl A of Carl K and Lillian June 14 1931... 30: 68
Malo Barbara A of Arthur and Helen F M Apr 15 1933... 31: 39
Malo Barbara J of Amedeo and Florence M Oct 14 1932... 30: 261
Malo Frances A of Edmund N and Margaret M Dec 23 1933.. 31: 131
Malo Gloria A of James A and Annie F Jan 31 1934........ 31: 148
Malo Herbert T of Herbert T and Anna M J Nov 22 1932.... 30: 275
Malo Joseph F of Amedeo and Florence E Oct 10 1933.... 32: 111
Malo Marie J of Walter H and Estelle M Oct 7 1934.... 31: 241
Malo Robert E of Charles O and Ennice M Apr 7 1934.... 31: 173
Malo Roland P of Alfred and Marie L A Jan 7 1934... 31: 141
Malo Thomas A of Amedeo and Florence M July 14 1934... 31: 209
Malo — s of Amedeo and Florence M Apr 17 1931.... 30: 50
Malone Anne of Irving P and Mary H Sept 30 1933.... 31: 103
Malone Elizabeth A of Arthur G and Frances H Mar 28 1931... 30: 36
Malone Faith of Charles E and Mary A June 28 1935.... 32: 68
Malone Marie T of Irving P and Mary H Aug 21 1931... 30: 95
Malone Mary I of Benedetto and Mary Feb 16 1933.... 31: 18
Malone Maureen of Arthur G and Frances H May 14 1933.... 31: 51
Malone Thomas of Agnes June 12 1934.................. 31: 274
Malone Thomas J of Thomas J and Jane F Apr 11 1934... 31: 175
Malone William of John and Helen Apr 5 1932.... 30: 185
Malone — d of Thomas J and Jane F Sept 9 1931.... 30: 110
Maloney Bessie I of Thomas J and Gertrude T Apr 12 1931... 30: 43
Maloney Charles R of Thomas J and Gertrude T Feb 8 1934.. 31: 152
Maloney James A of Dennis G and Annie S May 2 1933... 30: 196
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Maloney Teresa M of William J and Gertrude C Mar 31 1931 30: 37
Maloney William J of William J and Gertrude C Apr 6 1934 31: 173
Maloney —— d of Patrick W and Mildred M Feb 7 1933 31: 14
Maltais Jean T of Jean T and Yvonne Dec 28 1931 30: 143
Maltais Lydia R of Jean T and Yvonne Oct 6 1933 32: 109
Malvoisin George K of Marceau and Eugenie Aug 23 1933 31: 89
Mambro Angela M of Giuseppe and Antonetta Jan 4 1932 30: 150
Mambro Marie H of Guerino and Marian J May 22 1933 31: 53
Mamicio Anna M (c) of Joao A and Maria P Jan 11 1933 31: 4
Mamis Gerald A of Eli and Katherine Sept 28 1932 30: 253
Manchester Bernice A of Harold W and Alice Aug 21 1933 31: 88
Manchester Edna M of Merton W and Edna May 18 1932 30: 201
Manchester Richard E of Ernest B and Marion E July 31 1934 31: 215
Mancini Anthony of Beny and Nancy Aug 27 1935 32: 93
Mancini Anthony R of Anthony and Adeline J Sept 27 1934 31: 237
Mancini Antonio of Antonio and Angelina Jan 20 1935 32: 7
Mancini Armando of Armando and Mariana June 27 1935 32: 68
Mancini Bernardino of Armando and Marianna Dec 10 1932 30: 282
Mancini Diane of Giuseppe N and Dorothy E Feb 13 1934 31: 154
Mancini Dorothy A of James and Anna Jan 16 1934 31: 144
Mancini Emma E of Pierino and Teresa Mar 4 1933 31: 25
Mancini Francis A of Mario J and Elizabeth Oct 14 1934 31: 244
Mancini Gloria A of Emilio and Enrichetta Mar 4 1934 31: 162
Mancini James A of James and Anna Dec 20 1935 32: 136
Mancini Joseph J of Fario and Eva M G Oct 27 1935 32: 116
Mancini Joseph N of Joseph N and Dorothy E July 16 1935 32: 76
Mancini Livia of Cesare A and Malinda June 11 1932 30: 211
Mancini Luigi H of Leo and Vita Aug 6 1933 31: 83
Mancini Mary A of Andrea and Agata Sept 26 1935 32: 104
Mancini Michele R of Alphonse and Flaminia M May 25 1935 32: 55
Mancini Pierino A of Pierino and Teresa Aug 24 1931 30: 96
Mancini Riccardo C of Mario J and Elizabeth June 10 1932 30: 210
Mancini Theona of Simeone and Ursula H Jan 18 1934 31: 144
Mancini Vincenzo A of Antonio and Caterina Dec 4 1931 30: 136
Mancini —— s of Vincenzo and Adelina Sept 4 1931 30: 110
Mancini —— d of Andrea and Agata Feb 12 1932 30: 171
Mancini —— s of Benedetto and Anna Jan 30 1934 31: 149
Mancino Lucia of Joseph and Maria Nov 22 1931 30: 130
Manco Henry C of Eduardo and Antonetta Mar 29 1934 31: 169
Manco Marie R of Gaetano and Villermina July 12 1932 30: 223
Manco Nancy of Gabriele D and Elvira V Oct 3 1932 30: 256
Manco Virginia of Gabriele D and Elvira V May 1 1935 32: 47
Manco Walter M of Biagio A and Olive M Mar 31 1933 31: 33
Mandell Barbara S of George H and Etta E Nov 4 1934 31: 252
Mandell Joan F of Israel and Claire Oct 21 1933 31: 110
Mandella Gladys F of Michele and Chiarina May 10 1934........... 31: 184
Manderelli Raymond of Luigi and Francesca Oct 15 1934........... 31: 244
Mandeville Mary E of Charles H W and Frances W Jan 6 1932......... 30: 150
Manecofsky Julius of Charles S and Florence Dec 15 1931........... 30: 139
Manecofsky Mildred of Charles S and Florence Dec 30 1935........... 32: 139
Manekofsky Judith L of Samuel and Martha Jan 16 1932........... 30: 154
Manera Carolyn V of Francesco A and Maria M Jan 22 1935........... 32: 7
Manera John P of Paolo and Rosa M C Jan 7 1933........... 31: 3
Manes Nancy C of Harry and Florence Apr 20 1932........... 30: 191
Maney Cecelia C of Walter E and Helen I Apr 22 1933........... 31: 42
Manfredi Alfonso V of Francesco and Generosa June 23 1931......... 30: 72
Manfredi Alfonzina M of Francesco and Generosa July 4 1935......... 32: 72
Manfredi Antonio of Camillo and Maria M S Dec 18 1933........... 31: 130
Manfredi Mario G of Giuseppe and Teresina Dec 27 1933........... 31: 133
Manfredi Sabatino of Michele and Assunta Dec 18 1933........... 31: 130
Manfredi Vincenza R of Francesco and Generosa Dec 17 1932......... 30: 284
Manfredi —— s of Francesco and Generosa July 23 1934........... 31: 216
Manfredo Louis of Pietro and Elvira Mar 3 1935........... 32: 23
Mangan Mary of John and Beatrice Apr 12 1932........... 30: 194
Mangan Mary E of Catherine Aug 27 1932........... 30: 241
Manganelli Dorothy of Antonio and Ida Jan 30 1935........... 32: 10
Manganelli Paul A of Antonio and Ida Nov 7 1933........... 31: 116
Mangiarelli Anthony J of Luciano and Iannina June 21 1935........... 32: 66
Mangiarelli Jean of Guido A and Stella May 4 1935........... 32: 48
Mangili Henry of Angelo and Angela Aug 28 1933........... 31: 91
Mangili —— s of Angelo and Angela Apr 20 1932........... 30: 191
Mangione Antonio V of Liberato and Domenica Mar 28 1932......... 30: 181
Mangione Francis C of Cosmo J and Lillian C July 11 1934........... 31: 208
Mangione Liberato of Liberato and Domenica May 26 1934........... 31: 190
Mangione Liborio L of Filippo and Filomena July 27 1931........... 30: 85
Mangione Philip of Filippo and Filomena Sept 25 1934........... 31: 236
Mangler Joyce E of Alfred C and Marguerite E Feb 1 1933........... 31: 13
Maniatakos Maria of John and Georgia Mar 11 1933........... 31: 27
Manichas Peter A of Peter A and Carrie R June 27 1933........... 31: 67
Manion Barbara F of Louis T and Hazel Aug 27 1932........... 30: 241
Manion Constance A of John E and Alice C Feb 15 1933........... 31: 17
Manion Thomas A of Thomas A and Mary M Aug 10 1934........... 31: 219
Manly Barbara J of George and Clarice D May 16 1934........... 31: 187
Mann Alvin F of Leroy W and Dorothy E Jan 28 1932........... 30: 158
Mann Anthony B of Earl R and Edna N Sept 4 1934........... 31: 230
Mann David J of Henry V and Dorothy Oct 22 1935........... 32: 114
Mann Joan of Henry V and Dorothy May 23 1931........... 30: 59
Mann Kenneth P of Walter and Genevieve Oct 21 1932........... 30: 263
Mann Richard L of Stanley B and Alice V Dec 1 1933........... 31: 125
Mann Shirley D of Charles and Cathryn T Jan 20 1935........... 32: 7
Mannarelli Assunta of Alfonso and Concetta Jan 25 1931........... 30: 9
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Mannarelli Leonardo A of Romolo and Giuseppina July 29

1931.................................................................30: 85
Manney John B of Walter A and Margaret A Dec 12 1931......30:138
Manning Anne M of Thomas A and Mary G July 26 1933.......31: 77
Manning Irene F (c) of Charles T and Doris M May 30 1933..31: 56
Manning James of Thomas J and Catherine M Aug 13 1932.....30:236
Manning Joseph M of Lester P and Anna O Jan 16 1931.......30:  6
Manning Josephine C (c) of Charles T and Doris M Apr 25

1931.................................................................30: 47
Manning Louise A of Earl L F and Louise E Dec 14 1931.....30:139
Manning Mary E of Thomas J and Catherine M Aug 2 1934....31:217
Manning Maureen P of Walter J and Mary L Nov 18 1934....31:257
Manning Thomas J of Thomas J and Catherine M Aug 18 1931.30: 94
Mannolini Giuseppe P of Rocco and Albertina B June 30 1932..30:217
Manocchia Edward R of Rinaldo L and Teresa May 2 1933....31: 47
Manocchia —— d of Liberato and Filomena Apr 11 1935.....32: 39
Manocchio Pasquale of Pasquale and Viola June 5 1933......31: 60
Manocchio Sandra J of Domenico and Annina Feb 9 1935.....32: 14
Manogian Kevork of Mesack and Zarouhi June 17 1931.......30: 69
Manogian Takouhie of Robbie and Verkena Feb 22 1931......30: 21
Mansfield Bruce E of Bruce E and Margaret M Jan 7 1934.....31:141
Mansfield —— d of William G and Grace Nov 2 1933.........31:124
Mansi Antonio L of Luigi and Felicia July 12 1933...........31: 72
Mansi Francesco of Matteo and M Jennie June 11 1931......30: 67
Mansi Mathew R of Matteo and M Jennie Feb 21 1935........32: 18
Mansolillo Antonio F of Antonio and Giovannina Oct 4 1934.31:241
Mansolillo Arthur L of Giuseppe and Amelia Nov 15 1932....30:273
Mansolillo Irene of Donato and Maria Oct 29 1932...........30:266
Mansolillo Norma A of Vincenzo and Antonetta Sept 20 1932.30:250
Mansolillo Norma F of Giovanni and Giuseppina Mar 6 1932..30:173
Mansolillo Olga G of Giovanni and Giuseppina Mar 9 1934...31:163
Mansolillo Raimondo of Donato and Maria Sept 26 1932......30:252
Mansolillo Silvia B of Vincenzo and Antonetta June 11 1935..32: 62
Mansolillo —— s of Antonio and Elisabetta T Nov 28 1934....31:261
Manson Frederick A of Frederick A and Frances A Dec 26

1935.................................................................32:137
Manson —— s of Frederick A and Francis A Oct 8 1934.......31:242
Mantius Doris E of Charles E and Olga C Nov 4 1934.......31:252
Mantzaris Denise D of Athanasios S and Paraskeve Feb 5 1934.31:151
Mantzaris Rosaleen of Athanasios S and Paraskene Aug 25

1935.................................................................32:  9
Manuel Silvino of Joaquin and Mary Oct 17 1934............31:245
Manuppelli Maria C of Antioco and Irena May 17 1932.......30:291
Manuppelli Roberta J of Antioco and Irena Mar 18 1934......31:166
BIRTHS

Manzello Anna of Michele A and Angelina P Aug 12 1935    32: 87
Manzer Edith J of Harold V and Vera M Jan 20 1931    30: 8
Manzi Frank of Joseph and Vernice Jan 16 1933    31: 6
Manzi Helen M of Pasquale and Mary June 4 1935    32: 60
Manzi Loretta of Pasquale and Mary Feb 27 1931    30: 23
Manzi Pasco of Pasquale and Mary May 24 1935    32: 55
Manzi Theresa of Pasquale and Mary Aug 30 1933    31: 91
Manzo Anthony of Costanzo and Gelsomina Nov 15 1933    31: 119
Manzo Flora A of Pasquale and Sabatina Feb 16 1933    31: 18
Manzo Giuseppe of Filippo and Maria M Mar 15 1933    31: 28
Manzo Rosa of Giovanni and Carmela May 19 1932    30: 201
Manzolillo Charles of Celestino and Ermelinda Aug 12 1933    31: 85
Mara Raymond A of Raymond A and Beatrice Sept 15 1931    30: 105
Marabian Raymond A of Babig and Vartouhi June 25 1932    30: 215
Marabilo Vincenzo L of Santo and Maria Mar 5 1932    30: 173
Maragos George N of Nicholas C and Demetroula Feb 15 1932    30: 165
Marandola Anna M of Antonio and Esther Dec 20 1931    30: 141
Marandola Barbara R of Francesco and Angela R Mar 5 1933    31: 25
Marandola Beverly V of Matteo and Margherita Apr 13 1934    31: 175
Marandola Edward of Alberto and Emilia July 27 1932    30: 228
Marandola Eleanor of Guido and Antonetta Feb 1 1931    30: 14
Marandola Enrico A of Harry and Lucy E Dec 18 1935    32: 135
Marandola Francesco M of Francesco and Angela R Oct 18 1934    31: 245
Marandola Giovanni E of Enrico and Lucia E Oct 20 1932    30: 263
Marandola Joseph D of Thomas D and Juliette F Aug 16 1933    31: 86
Marandola Thomas of Domenico and Giovannina Oct 17 1933    31: 109
Marandola Thomas D of Thomas D and Juliette F Sept 4 1931    30: 101
Marandola Vincenzo G of Benedetto and Concetta Jan 21 1935    32: 7
Marandola —— s of Vincent and Marie June 4 1935    32: 70
Maratta Gelardo of Paolo and Rosa Aug 14 1931    30: 92
Maratta Margaret J of Paolo and Rosa May 31 1933    31: 57
Marble James E of James E and Gertrude E Dec 8 1933    31: 127
Marcaccia Arthur F of Vito A and Margherita Jan 23 1934    31: 146
Marcaccia Mario G of Vito and Margherita Feb 13 1931    30: 18
Marcaccio Edward J of Tomaso L and Dolorata F Feb 18 1933    31: 18
Marcantonio Arturo L of Arturo and Angelina May 8 1931    30: 53
Marcello Anne M of Giuseppe and Filomena Feb 28 1934    31: 159
Marcello Dolores M of Michelangelo and Lebrina June 8 1933    31: 61
Marcello Doris N of Tomasso and Antonietta Jan 7 1935    32: 3
Marcello Eleanor A of Arthur O and Elena M Mar 13 1933    31: 27
Marcello Margaret S of Carmine and Harriet R Jan 28 1935    32: 9
Marcello Michele A of Michele and Anita Aug 17 1931    30: 93
Marcello Robert T of Tomasso and Antonietta July 12 1933    31: 72
Marcello Rose of Michael and Emily C Feb 7 1931    30: 16
Marcello Vincent A of Andrea and Maria E Feb 5 1935    32: 13
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Marcet Wilfred H of Henry G and Katherine F Aug 25 1933...31: 90
March —— s of Robert J and Helen July 9 1933................31: 71
Marchant Donald E of Albin J and Elizabeth J Nov 18 1933...31: 119
Marchesani Anthony M of Nicholas and Lena July 20 1935....32: 78
Marchesi Rosa of Giuseppe and Santina Sept 17 1931........30: 105
Marchetti Anna of Antonio and Lucia Mar 28 1932.............30: 181
Marchetti Antonio A of Angelo and Giuseppina Aug 10 1931..30: 91
Marchetti Gino of Antonio and Donata July 20 1931.........30: 82
Marchetti Salvatore of Salvatore and Rosina Dec 1 1931.....30: 135
Marchetti William E of Americo G and Mary E Feb 6 1933.....31: 14
Marchionda Joseph P of Raffaele E and Josephine R Mar 24
1935........................................32: 30
Marchionda Raffaele of Raffaele E and Josephine R July 25
1932................................................................30: 228
Marchitto Dora M of Antonio and Vincenzina Dec 31 1932...30: 288
Marciano Christine J of Antonio and Giovannina July 5 1931.30: 77
Marciano Gennaro J of James G and Evelyn May 25 1931....30: 60
Marciano Imogene R of Eugenio and Venera June 16 1932...30: 212
Marciano Joan E of Gennaro and Evelyn M V Aug 23 1933...31: 89
Marciano Richard A of Eugenio and Venera Apr 9 1934.....31: 174
Marciano Robert L of Alberto and Adelina Oct 23 1932.....30: 264
Marcil Glen S of Albert and Ona Aug 2 1935.................32: 84
Marcil Joan D of Frederick J and Gertrude J Sept 14 1932...30: 248
Marco James E of James J and Marie A Jan 5 1932...........30: 150
Marcocciio Angela of Eleuterio and Teresa July 29 1931....30: 85
Marcoccio Armando of Giovanni Battista and Sossia Feb 18
1932..................................................................30: 166
Marcoccio Dorotea I of Donato and Filomena Apr 28 1935...32: 44
Marcoccio Filomena of Giovanni B and Sossia May 25 1934...31: 189
Marcoccio Giuseppina C of Donato and Filomena June 9 1932.30: 210
Marcoccio Eugenio of Donato and Filomena Feb 12 1931.....30: 18
Marcolivio Gloria N of Luigi and Rose A May 30 1932........30: 205
Marcotigiano Attilio of Attilio and Maria Jan 29 1932.....30: 158
Marcus Jerome A of Ira and Mildred E Oct 16 1931.........30: 116
Marchwitz Allan H of Max and Ida Dec 31 1933.............31: 134
Marcy Beverly T (Twin) of Melvin T and Mary E Nov 28 1932.30: 278
Marcy Elizabeth T of Melvin T and Mary Nov 18 1934......31: 257
Marcy Muriel S (Twin) of Melvin T and Mary E Nov 28 1932..30: 278
Marderosian Aram (Twin) of Sarkis and Mariam Jan 14 1931.30: 5
Marderosian Haig (Twin) of Sarkis and Mariam Jan 14 1931..30: 5
Mardirossian Manoog of Bagdasar and Azgoul Mar 11 1932...30: 175
Mardo Anthony G of Elias and Mary Apr 29 1935............32: 45
Mardo Antoinette of Elias and Mary Aug 13 1931...........30: 92
Marenaro Alphonse R of Alphonse R and Martha Aug 21 1934.31: 224
Marenaro Raymond A of Raymond and Laura June 12 1933....31: 62
Marfeo Dolores L of Nicola and Angelina May 27 1933......31: 55
Margadonna Gilbert A of Raymond and Josephine Apr 17 1931...30: 45
Margadonna Joseph R of Joseph and Teresa June 27 1934...31: 201
Margolies Helen of Samuel and Anna May 16 1931.............30: 56
Marianetti Alfredo E of Enio and Rachela July 27 1933...31: 78
Marianetti Enio A of Enio and Rachela May 2 1932...........30: 196
Marianetti Felix A of Enio and Rachel Mar 31 1935...........32: 32
Marianetti Maria L of Americo L and Amelia Oct 29 1931...30: 121
Mariani Alfonso of Giuseppe and Geltruda June 18 1931...30: 69
Mariani Annunziata L of Domenico R and Maria M May 3
1931............................................................30: 51
Mariani Norma F of Domenico R and Maria M Feb 21 1933...31: 19
Mariani Domenico R of Domenico R and Maria M Apr 18
1934................................................................31: 177
Mariano Elizabeth A of Giuseppe E and Amelia Dec 3 1935...32: 130
Mariano Louis R of Raffaele and Flora A Aug 27 1934........31: 226
Mariano — d of Raffaele and Flora Aug 28 1932...............30: 243
Marinelli Franklin D of Guglielmo and Alice E Feb 18 1933...31: 18
Marinelli Robert D of Nicola and Eva May 8 1931............30: 53
Marinelli Romeo R of Romeo R and Maria Feb 27 1931.......30: 23
Marinelli Rose of Vito and Agostina Aug 23 1933.............31: 89
Marinelli William A of Valenzi and Santella Feb 13 1935...32: 16
Marinelli William F of William and Alice E Nov 26 1931....30: 131
Mariniello Carl R of Aniello and Providencia M June 17 1934.31: 198
Mariniello Constanze D of Aniello and Providencia M July 9
1932..................................................................30: 222
Marino Amalia E of Francesco and Rosa Jan 17 1932......30: 154
Marino Antonio D of Domenico and Antonetta M June 13
1931..................................................................30: 68
Marino Barbara P of Peter P and Pasqualina Mar 28 1933...31: 32
Marino Beatrice A of Francesco and Anna Oct 16 1931......30: 116
Marino Domenico of Luigi and Maria Feb 24 1931............30: 22
Marino Elena B of Francesco P and Anna Apr 14 1933......31: 39
Marino Mary A of Giovanni S and Mary E June 27 1934......31: 201
Marino Peter P of Peter and Pasqualina May 17 1934......31: 187
Marino Thomas J of Thomas and Paolina I Mar 19 1934.....31: 166
Marino — s of Giovanni S and Mary E Dec 1 1931.........30: 146
Marino — s of Francesco and Antonetta Nov 20 1933......31: 120
Marion Margaret E of Edward J and Elizabeth M Feb 27 1931.30: 23
Marion Shirley A of Edward J and Elizabeth M May 25 1934..31: 189
Marionetti Maria A of Mario and Lavinia Oct 7 1932........30: 258
Marioneni Amedeo L of Amedeo L and Maria C Aug 14 1931..30: 92
Marioneni Anna J of Tommaso and Erminia Dec 20 1934.....31: 268
Marionzeni Esta of Tommaso and Erminia Aug 21 1933......31: 88
Mariotti Roberto of Domenico and Almerinda Apr 18 1933....31: 41
Marisi Giovanna L of Luigi and Rachela Dec 27 1931......30: 143
Markarian Bogas of Andrew and Lucy Mar 24 1934............31: 168
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Markarian Satanig of Donig and Varvar Nov 27 1934.... 31: 259
Markarian Shavazp H of Harootune K and Satenig Aug 22
1932 ................................................................. 30: 239
Markarian Toorvandah of Andrew and Lucy Apr 15 1931... 30: 44
Markel Jozef H of Morris and Helen Feb 13 1932 .......... 30: 164
Marker Daniel E of Fredrick H and Katherine I Sept 14
1934 ................................................................. 31: 233
Marker Teresa D of Frederick H and Katherine J Sept 27
1932 ................................................................. 30: 253
Markey Elizabeth P of George N and Gladys M Sept 6 1933.. 31: 95
Markey George N of George N and Gladys M June 8 1935... 32: 61
Markey Gladys M of George N and Gladys M Aug 29 1932... 30: 241
Maroff Edward M of Maurice E and Rose Apr 23 1934..... 31: 178
Maroff Leon F of Fred E and Rose Apr 17 1931............... 30: 45
Maroff Sandra A of Theodore and Evelyn Feb 14 1933..... 31: 17
Markowski Jenny of John S and Stella H Jan 20 1935..... 32: 7
Markowski Leo E of John S and Stanisflawa Feb 27 1933... 31: 21
Markowski —— d of Mary Oct 26 1931...................... 30: 123
Marks Carol D of James D and Alice B Jan 6 1934......... 31: 140
Marks Rosa of Dewey and Lena Jan 5 1931.................. 30: 2
Marland Diana D of Daniel and Anna Sept 23 1935........ 32: 103
Marland Howard J of Howard J and Helen F June 27 1932... 30: 216
Marland Isabelle H of James A and Isabelle B Apr 22 1932.. 30: 194
Marland Shirley A of George H and Margaret E Jan 11 1933. 31: 4
Marland Shirley A of Howard J and Harriet A Feb 11 1935... 32: 15
Marling Anne L of Earl C and Mabelle Aug 5 1931........... 30: 89
Marocce Emilio G of Anacletto and Mary July 14 1932..... 30: 224
Marold Charles M of Ernest R and Lillian M Sept 19 1932... 30: 250
Marold Helene B of Ernest R and Lillian M July 25 1931... 30: 84
Marolla Angelo D of Vincenzo and Angelina May 26 1932... 30: 204
Maron James of Wakin and Nahiah June 20 1931............. 30: 71
Maroni Amelia L of William M and Gertrade M July 14 1934.. 31: 209
Maroni Frank R of William M and Gertrade M Aug 8 1931.. 30: 90
Maroni Gertrude J of William M and Gertrude M Oct 20 1935.. 32: 114
Marot Claire C of Emile P and Florence M Aug 18 1934.... 31: 222
Marot Eileen B of Raymond H and Edna M Sept 20 1934.... 31: 234
Marot Raymond H of Raymond H and Edna M Sept 18 1932.. 30: 249
Marot Richard W of Raymond H and Edna M Dec 10 1935... 32: 132
Marot Robert L of Leo H and Catherine A June 10 1934.... 31: 195
Marotto Francesco V of Giovanni P and Rosa Sept 5 1932... 30: 245
Marovelli Dante of Dante G and Rose A Mar 18 1934....... 31: 166
Marques Elaine J of John and Bertha Aug 6 1935........... 32: 86
Marques Lorraine I of Manuel and Irene Oct 30 1934........ 31: 249
Marques —— d of John and Bertha Dec 29 1933............. 31: 138
Marr Elizabeth of Frank and Bertha Apr 30 1935............ 32: 45
Marr Nancy A of Albert R and Julia E Mar 5 1931.......... 30: 27
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albert R</td>
<td>Apr 23 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>Julia E</td>
<td>Apr 23 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Michael R</td>
<td>Cosimo and Stella</td>
<td>May 7 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norma D</td>
<td>Luigi and Giuseppina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marra Paolo R</td>
<td>Lorenzo and Michelle</td>
<td>Nov 17 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrapese Dorothy A</td>
<td>Pasquale and Ida V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrapese Eleanor E</td>
<td>Pasquale and Ida V</td>
<td>Apr 16 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrese Elisa of Luigi and Luigia</td>
<td>Mar 9 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriott Thelma A</td>
<td>Giuseppe and Dora</td>
<td>Aug 2 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marriott Barbara A</td>
<td>John A and Josephine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marroco Antonio of Joseph P and Elizabeth C</td>
<td>May 5 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Anthony</td>
<td>of Charles and Maria</td>
<td>Nov 12 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Dolores of Antonio and Annina</td>
<td>June 10 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Giulio L</td>
<td>Luigi and Anna J</td>
<td>May 27 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marsden Dorothy B</td>
<td>Alfred E and Malvina G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio</td>
<td>of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio</td>
<td>of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Stella</td>
<td>Aug 6 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marrocco Antonio of Antonio and Angelina L</td>
<td>Sept 27 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Marshall Albert of Albert S and Honoria Jan 3 1934........31:139
Marshall Alden E of James P and Lillian G Feb 6 1931........30:16
Marshall Anna M of Joseph and Philomena Feb 27 1935........32:21
Marshall Bernard G of Charles I and Mary Aug 15 1933........31:86
Marshall Clifford L (c) of Elizabeth Apr 25 1934............31:274
Marshall Gail S of Walter B and Charlotte F Feb 9 1933........31:15
Marshall Herbert T of Herbert and Rose Sept 23 1931........30:107
Marshall Jane of Harvey N and Roberta V Sept 17 1935........32:101
Marshall Joan L of George H and Bernice E Sept 22 1932........30:251
Marshall Joseph E of Herbert D and Rose Dec 30 1933........31:134
Marshall Joseph L of George F and Edith L May 19 1934........31:188
Marshall Marden W of John and Florence Dec 16 1935.........32:134
Marshall Marion of Joseph and Ann M July 5 1934.............31:205
Marshall Norma C of Samuel S and Kathrine I Jan 7 1933......31:3
Marshall Philip L of Frank L and Gertrude H H July 1 1935..32:71
Marshall Ronald I of Walter E and Mabel E Apr 7 1933........31:37
Marshall Theresa of Adeleen P and Quiteria E July 2 1935.....32:71
Marshall — d of Herbert D and Rose Nov 13 1932.............30:272
Marshall — d of John and Evagila Jan 16 1935...............32:11
Marsland Robert A of James and Beatrice W June 9 1931......30:66
Marsland — s of James and Beatrice W Mar 29 1933...........31:33
Marso Jean H of Daniel E and Louise July 24 1935...........32:80
Marsocci Gino of Luigi and Adelina Sept 23 1932.............30:251
Marsocci Joseph G of Fabrizio and Carmela Apr 5 1933.......32:36
Marsocci Massimino R of Frank and Josephine May 14 1935....32:52
Marsocci Michele G of Michelangelo and Clotilde June 24 1932.30:215
Marsocci Roberto A of Pasquale and Josephine D Apr 14 1931.30:44
Marsocci Roberto D of Oreste and Marietta Dec 18 1931......30:141
Marsocci Shirley J of Anthony and Eleanor Aug 15 1935......32:89
Martel Leon C of Leon C and Irene C June 14 1933............31:63
Martellini Ernesto A of Giuseppe and Amalia Jan 20 1931.....30:8
Martellini Marietta of Paul and Elvira Apr 12 1935............32:39
Martellini Michele of Paul and Elvira Jan 4 1933.............32:2
Martensen Arnold R of Richard and Dorothy Mar 9 1933.......31:26
Martin Albert J of Albert J and Alice E Apr 21 1935..........32:42
Martin Antonio of Antonio and Agnes Dec 22 1932.............30:285
Martin Arthur of William and Maria July 1 1934.............31:204
Martin Barbara M of Manuel and Elsie Sept 18 1935........32:101
Martin Charles G of Charles V and Lucille L July 5 1934.....31:206
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Martin Daniel E of Daniel T and Blanche Feb 22 1935........32: 19
Martin Delor E of Manuel and Mary I R Mar 1 1934...........31: 161
Martin Dolores C of Peter and Maria Dec 8 1932.............30: 288
Martin Donald E of Gordon E and Vera W Sept 18 1935........32: 101
Martin Dorothy W of Thomas L and Maude K May 9 1934........31: 184
Martin Duncan C of Edgar C and Allene A June 8 1935........32: 61
Martin Edward of Eugene G and Eva F Feb 13 1932............30: 164
Martin Edward A of Edward P and Alice G May 11 1931........30: 54
Martin Francis A of Francis A and Dorothy M June 27 1935.....32: 68
Martin Francis J of Thomas H and Delia B July 29 1935........32: 81
Martin George F of Jose and Maria June 2 1933...............31: 59
Martin Gordon E of Gordon E and Vera W Sept 16 1932........30: 248
Martin Irene of Eugene G and Eva F Jan 3 1931...............30: 1
Martin Irene W of George W and Irene M Mar 22 1932.........30: 179
Martin James of Irene Jan 9 1935..........................32: 142
Martin James F of Anthony F and Fern A July 21 1931.......30: 83
Martin James L of Thomas L and Maude C May 15 1932........30: 200
Martin Jean F of Harold E and Alice Oct 22 1932............30: 264
Martin Joan E of Ernest W and Mary E Nov 27 1934...........31: 259
Martin Joan F of Joseph F and Sylvia C Nov 11 1935........32: 122
Martin John of Jack and Sarah J May 22 1934...............31: 189
Martin John F (c) of John D and Ida M Mar 9 1931............30: 29
Martin John F of Joseph F and Margaret M June 30 1934.....31: 202
Martin John R of George O and Dorothy A Jan 12 1932.......30: 152
Martin Joseph H of Clarence S and Florilda Dec 3 1934......31: 262
Martin Kenneth H of Kenneth H and Bertrice M Oct 30 1933..31: 113
Martin Larry J of Clara July 10 1934.......................30: 79
Martin Lawrence F of Anthony F and Fern A May 12 1934.....31: 185
Martin Lloyd J of Raymond and Emma S Mar 8 1934...........31: 163
Martin Margaret L of Ellery F and Anna Mar 1 1935.........32: 23
Martin Marguerite of Joseph E and Margaret M May 29 1933..31: 56
Martin Marilyn A of Frederic S and Marian D Apr 18 1933...31: 41
Martin Marshall P of Alexander and Alfreda M Dec 27 1932...30: 287
Martin Mary A of Manuel and Antonetta Dec 2 1932.........30: 288
Martin Mary I of John W and Isabella Dec 26 1932...........30: 286
Martin Mary L of Lucien and Theresa May 2 1932.............30: 196
Martin Muriel J of Earl C and Margaret J Nov 20 1931......30: 130
Martin Oliver of Thelma Dec 24 1934.......................31: 269
Martin Paul E of Thomas H and Delia B Jan 30 1933.........31: 10
Martin Phyllis C of Herbert N and Theresa Apr 6 1932.......30: 186
Martin Richard of Manuel R and Guilhermina Mar 17 1935.....32: 27
Martin Richard F of Frederick D and Flora Dec 8 1934.......31: 264
Martin Robert of Frederic A and Margaret C Oct 7 1933.....31: 106
Martin Robert of Eugene G and Eva F July 10 1934...........31: 297
Martin Robert of Mary July 27 1934........................31: 213
Martin Robert D of Francis B and Mary E Apr 15 1932........30: 189
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE. 365

Martin Robert E of Earl C and Margaret J Feb 3 1935..........32: 12
Martin Samuel C of Roland and Julia Sept 6 1935..............32: 97
Martin Thomas of Joseph T and Ella M Nov 22 1931.............30: 130
Martin Thomas A of Thomas A and Mabel C Oct 10 1931........30: 114
Martin Walter E of Walter E and Lillian M Mar 7 1934........31: 163
Martin Walter R of Gertrude M Mar 30 1934.....................31: 169
Martin William A of William A and Hannah E Mar 7 1931.....30: 28
Martin William F E of William F and Mary G Dec 7 1933.....31: 127
Martin —— s of Emanuel and Mary Nov 4 1931..................30: 134
Martin —— d of Edgar C and Allene A Feb 7 1932..............30: 171
Martin —— d of George H and Florence Apr 20 1932............30: 195
Martin —— s of Kenneth H and Bertrice M Sept 22 1932.....30: 255
Martin —— d of Samuel and Florence Apr 7 1933..............31: 37
Martin —— s of James T and Elizabeth Mar 25 1934............31: 171
Martin —— s of Mary F July 24 1934............................31: 215
Martindale Alice E of William and Sarah M July 16 1933....31: 74
Martineau Mildred C of Edmund L and Alice Aug 15 1933....31: 86
Martineau Mildred E of Albert and Delia Apr 25 1935.......32: 43
Martineau Norman A of Albert J and Elizabeth Feb 17 1934..31: 155
Martineau Robert E of Leo T and Louisa M May 6 1932.......30: 197
Martinelli Angelo S (Twin) of Angelo and Anna Sept 30 1935.32: 105
Martinelli Anna S (Twin) of Angelo and Anna Sept 30 1935..32: 105
Martinelli Barbara A of Ezechiele and Anna Apr 20 1935....32: 42
Martinelli Dian A of Guglielmo and Dorothy Sept 23 1935...32: 103
Martinelli Dolores E of Angelo and Anna Sept 22 1932......30: 251
Martinelli Ferdinando P of Guglielmo and Dorothy Dec 21 1932........30: 285
Martinelli Palma E of Giovanni and Maddalena Apr 2 1932...30: 184
Martinelli Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Carmela Feb 9 1932....30: 163
Martinelli —— s of Thomas J and Gladys E Feb 25 1931.....30: 25
Martinez Frances of Frank J and Matilda A Feb 19 1934.....31: 156
Martinez Paul A of Manuel A and Rosa Mar 13 1935...........32: 26
Martini Josephine of Luigi and Giovannina Mar 10 1935.....32: 25
Martini Luigi of Luigi and Giovannina Dec 13 1931.........30: 139
Martini Thomas V of Tomaso and Rina Dec 18 1934.......31: 267
Martino Adolfo of Michele and Sylvia Oct 14 1931...........30: 115
Martino Alfonso A of Luigi and Elisabetta Dec 7 1932......30: 281
Martino Anna of Salvatore and Assunta Mar 29 1932.........30: 181
Martino Antonio of Tomaso and Assunta Dec 17 1932.......30: 284
Martino Barbara A of Agnes Aug 8 1934.......................31: 219
Martino Eduardo of Luigi and Assunta Nov 13 1932.........30: 272
Martino Eleonora A of Marco A and Emilia July 18 1934....31: 210
Martino Giovanni of Michele and Sylvia June 22 1934.......31: 199
Martino Iolanda of Carmine and Concetta Apr 16 1931.....30: 44
Martino John A of John and Anna Oct 17 1935...............32: 113
Martino Marco A of Marco A and Emilia Jan 14 1931........30: 5
Martino Maria C of Domenico and Assunta Jan 10 1932........30:151
Martino Maria C of Michele and Maria I July 4 1933........31:69
Martino Olga A of Salvatore and Assunta May 28 1933.......31:56
Martino Robert C of Americo and Celesta Apr 14 1935......32:40
Martino Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Domenica Dec 22 1934....31:269
Martino —— s of Luigi and Gemma July 31 1935..............32:83
Martins Gordon D of Luiz C and Angela A A Oct 6 1932.....30:258
Martins Theresa of Joaquim and Maria Aug 21 1931........30:95
Martins Helen F of Jose and Maria Jan 14 1935..............32:5
Martins Robert J of Jose A and Maria L July 14 1931......30:80
Martinson Ursula of Edwin H and Kathleen Jan 16 1935....32:10
Martinz Daniel of Peter and Mary D July 14 1935.........32:76
Martone Giacomo A of Biagio and Anna Nov 2 1933.........31:115
Martone Raymond M of Antonio and Elvira Oct 11 1933....31:107
Martone Salvatore P of Antonio and Domenica Dec 20 1935..32:136
Martro Nancy M of Alfred and Maria Sept 2 1934..........32:229
Martucci Giovannina M of Peter and Lucy June 17 1933...31:64
Martufi Marie A of Giocondo and Josephine Jan 18 1935....32:6
Marx Alberta E of Walter N and Helene F B July 1 1932....30:219
Marx Barbara A of George and Evelyn M Dec 22 1934......31:269
Marx Barbara I of Albert H and Mabel I Sept 8 1931.....30:102
Marx Norma L of Albert H and Mabel I Feb 9 1933.........31:15
Marx —— d of Irving A and Lillian E June 7 1935.........32:61
Marzella Anthony P of Pasquale and Maria Jan 11 1933....31:4
Marzilli Antonio A of Eleuterio and Assunta June 10 1932..30:210
Marzilli Giuseppe S of Enrico D and Evelina Apr 14 1932..30:189
Marzilli James J of Vincenzo and Laura Mar 4 1935......32:24
Marzilli Lattanina A of Eleuterio and Assunta Aug 26 1933..31:90
Mascarelli Claire A of John B and Anna F May 9 1935.....32:50
Mascarelli Frances L of John B and Anna F Oct 12 1933...31:108
Mascari Edward J of Edward J and Adeline Aug 13 1933....31:85
Mascio Anthony M of Anthony and Carolina R May 8 1931....30:53
Mascio Charlotte V of Anthony and Carolina R Oct 7 1933...31:106
Mascott Richard A of Adam J and Bertha Nov 15 1931.....30:128
Maselli Tomaso of Michele and Teresa Aug 6 1931.........30:89
Masello Claire L of Carmine and Linda A July 9 1931......30:78
Masello Joan A of Vincenzo and Maria May 9 1934.........31:184
Masi Albert A of Albert and Mary Dec 19 1934............31:268
Masi Anna of Angelo and Ersilia Feb 29 1932..............30:170
Masi Anthony S of Angelo and Ersilia Dec 25 1933.........31:132
Masi Ernesto G of Ernesto G and Gwendolyn M Dec 1 1934...31:262
Masi Francesca D of Joseph and Florence Nov 9 1933.....31:117
Masi Helen M of Ernest G and Gwendolyn M Oct 5 1932.....30:257
Masiello Salvatore of Salvatore and Mariannina Apr 25 1932..30:192
Maskenuicz Patricia A of Anthony J and Helen T May 19 1935..32:53
Mason Clark D of Russell C and Harriet D Dec 7 1933.....31:127
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Mason Donald W of John and Anna June 6 1933 31: 60
Mason Earl P of Earl E and Irma C Feb 23 1931 30: 21
Mason Fred L of Chester L and Gertrude M July 21 1931 30: 83
Mason Gloria M of Irving L and Doris Feb 14 1933 31: 17
Mason Iona A (Twin) of Lloyd E and Iona V Sept 19 1935 32: 102
Mason Kenneth H (Twin) of Stanley B and May Jan 17 1933 31: 6
Mason Lloyd E of Lloyd E and Iona Mar 23 1931 30: 34
Mason Lynn M of Jeanne and Evelyn Mar 12 1931 30: 30
Mason Marilyn R of Emerson E and Lou Feb 14 1932 30: 165
Mason Randall C of Randall C and Ruth D Mar 16 1934 31: 165
Mason Richard E of Curtis B and Mary F Mar 14 1931 30: 30
Mason Richard E of William V and Agnes L Oct 12 1932 30: 260
Mason Richard R of Lloyd E and Iona V June 4 1933 31: 60
Mason Robert A (Twin) of Lloyd E and Iona V Sept 19 1935 32: 102
Mason Robert C of Earl E and Irma C Apr 10 1933 31: 38
Mason Robert L of Fred E and Mildred A Dec 15 1935 32: 134
Mason Stuart B (Twin) of Stanley B and May Jan 17 1933 31: 6
Mason — d of Raymond C and Zella M Nov 7 1935 32: 129
Massa Lucretia A of Joseph and Lucretia Aug 16 1934 31: 222
Massaro Raymond F of Giovanni and Renata July 1 1933 31: 69
Masse Russel J of Russel E and Alice V July 2 1933 31: 69
Masse Shirley A of Peter P and Lillian R Nov 28 1934 31: 260
Massee Maud T of Armand C and Adeline M July 24 1931 30: 84
Massey John S of Norman E and Mary E Feb 9 1931 30: 17
Massey Richard H of Harry G and Matilda Sept 10 1932 30: 246
Massicotte Cary B of Estelle P Mar 24 1935 32: 30
Massie Edouard L of Frederick H and Mary O L Apr 29 1932 30: 194
Masso Gino E of Vincenzo and Angelina Jan 9 1932 30: 151
Masso John of Albino and Mary C Jan 21 1932 30: 155
Masso Lois A of Pietro G P and Rosa Nov 1 1932 30: 269
Masso Marjorie of Albino and Mary C Feb 17 1935 32: 17
Masso Pasco of Pasco and Assunta Mar 8 1934 31: 163
Masso William of Albino and Mary C Oct 12 1933 31: 108
Masso — s of Pietro G P and Rosa Sept 1 1931 30: 100
Massotti Arthur of Pasquale and Lillian M Mar 2 1935 32: 23
Massotti — d of Pasquale and Lillian M June 7 1932 30: 218
Massotti — s of Pasquale and Lillian M Nov 21 1933 31: 124
Mastantuono Dorothy L of Antonio G and Elena Nov 22 1932 30: 275
Mastantuono Raymond F of Domenic and Viola June 2 1932 30: 275
Masterson Charles P of Bernard F and Hedwig F Dec 7 1931 30: 137
Masterson James G of James J and Doris P July 28 1932 30: 229
Masterson Joseph F of Francis E and Gertrude M Mar 19
1935 32: 28
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Masterson Monica A of Joseph L and Lillian M Sept 26 1934.31:237
Masterson Peter J of Peter and Rose July 30 1934..................31:215
Masterson William J of John R and Florence A Dec 30 1931........30:144
Mastracchio Josephine A of Saraiano and Maria Sept 20 1935..32:102
Mastrangelo Antonetta M of Salvatore and Pasqualina Feb 1

1932. .........................................................30:161
Mastrangelo Delores of Angelo and Giovannina Oct 11 1933....31:107
Mastrangelo Francesca R of Nicola and Fortuna Sept 4 1931....30:101
Mastrangelo Giovannina L of Angelo and Giovannina Feb 15

1931 ..........................................................30: 19
Mastrangelo Maria of Salvatore and Angelina Sept 9 1931.....30:109
Mastrangelo Marie F of Salvatore and Pasqualina Oct 28

1935 ..........................................................32:116
Mastrati Rachel B of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 11 1935.........32: 15
Mastrianni Gloria A of Michele and Maria Sept 7 1934.......31:231
Mastrobuono Elvio of Elvio and Filomena Nov 1 1931.......30:124
Mastrobuono Raymond T (Twin) of Elvio and Filomena Dec

9 1933 ..........................................................31:127
Mastrobuono Richard L of Amedeo X and Anna M July 17

1934 ..........................................................31:210
Mastrobuono Virginia G (Twin) of Elvio and Filomena Dec 9

1933 ..........................................................31:127
Mastrola Frank W of Frank W and Antonetta L Oct 27 1934....31:248
Mastronardi Anthony D of Domenico and Carmela Oct 9 1934...31:242
Mastrostefano Anna R of Giuseppe and Anna Nov 21 1933....31:121
Mastrostefano Antonio of Antonio and Louise Sept 26 1935...32:104
Mastrostefano Antonio G of Giuseppe and Annie June 19 1935..32: 65
Mastrostefano Caroline of Antonio and Louise May 28 1932...30:204
Mastrostefano John of Pasquale and Maria Aug 10 1933.....31: 85
Mastrostefano — d of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 21 1931....30: 38
Mastrostefano — d of Joseph and Anna Feb 5 1932........30:171
Mastrostefano — d of Pasquale and Maria Sept 10 1935....32:107
Matano Anthony of Antimo and Flavia July 21 1935........32: 79
Matano Maria A of Pasquale and Fanny July 9 1935.......32: 74
Matano Marie R of Giuseppe and Maria June 3 1933........31: 59
Mataraese Angela V of Pasquale and Elsie June 17 1931...30: 69
Mataraese Anthony of Antonio and Maria A Dec 22 1934.....31:263
Mataraese Anthony V of Michele A and Rosina Apr 20 1932....30:191
Mataraese Arcangelo of Arcangelo and Assunta June 3 1932....30:207
Mataraese Maria R of Vito and Filomena Feb 4 1935........32: 13
Mataraese Nicola S of Vito and Filomena Dec 5 1931.........30:136
Mataraese Norma M of Pasquale and Elsie June 9 1935........32: 62
Mataraese Vincenzo of Filippo and Anna June 14 1933.......31: 63
Mataraese Vito J of Gaetano and Constance Feb 1 1935......32: 12
Matera Mattia R of Raffaele and Maria Jan 12 1931..........30:  5
Matera Pasquale of Antonio and Amalia Oct 4 1931..........30:112
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
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Matterese Theresa A of Gaetano and Constance E Jan 12 1934.31:142
Mathers Barbara M of Eugene J and Mildred E May 1 1935...32:47
Mathers Eugene E of Eugene J and Mildred E Oct 13 1932...30:261
Mathen Gilberto of Francisco and Johanna June 22 1932.....30:214
Mathews Barbara A of Charles A and Anna Apr 20 1935......32:42
Mathews George A of John and Lydia Oct 17 1931............30:116
Mathews Robert T of James H and Estelle June 23 1935.....32:67
Mathewson Elaine of William H and Ruth Aug 28 1932.......30:241
Mathewson Eleanor L of Elmer S and Mildred W Jan 27 1933.31:9
Mathewson Phyllis I of Roscoe E and Gladys I Mar 7 1933...31:26
Mathewson Shirley A of Roscoe E and Gladys I Apr 21 1934..31:177
Mathewson William S of Daniel J and Hope V July 17 1935...32:77
Mathias Augusto of Augusto F and Hortensia Aug 2 1932....30:232
Mathison Robert A of Walter L and Emma Mar 21 1935......32:29
Mathison Walter N of Walter L and Emma Mar 9 1932......30:174
Matracia Michael J of Michele and Doris Sept 29 1933.....31:103
Matrullo —— s of Carlo and Maria Jan 31 1931.............30:12
Matrumalo Marilyn C of Anthony F and Isabel July 16 1935...32:77
Matteo Rosa M of Carlo and Rosa Apr 6 1932.................30:186
Matteodo Eugene A of Simone and Maria July 26 1934.......31:213
Matteodo Marie L of Simone and Maria Oct 5 1932...........30:257
Matteodo Maurizio of Simone and Maria Mar 8 1931.........30:28
Mattera Antonio I of Giuseppe and Fortuna June 28 1933...31:67
Mattera Clorinda of Francesco and Giuseppina Sept 23 1934.31:235
Mattera Donald C of Vincent J and Blanche Oct 8 1931.....30:113
Mattera Geraldine M of Vincent J and Blanche M June 17 1934..........................31:198
Mattera Giuseppe of Ignazio and Maria V Aug 1 1931......30:88
Mattera Michele R of Salvatore and Santa M July 6 1935....32:73
Mattera Tomaso G of Salvatore and Santa M May 10 1931...30:54
Mattera Vincent A of Giuseppe and Angelina Sept 1 1934...31:229
Mattera Vincenzo D of Paolo F and Anna M June 3 1931....30:64
Mattera —— d of Giuseppe and Angelina Apr 23 1932.........30:195
Mattera —— d of Giuseppe and Angelina July 19 1933........31:81
Mattera —— s of Michele and Margaret R Jan 31 1934......31:149
Matteson Beverly M of Clarence E and Loretta M Nov 24 1933.31:121
Matteson Charles L of Charles L and Katherine E Apr 4 1932.30:185
Matteson Eugene of Edward and Ruth July 20 1931..........30:82
Matteson Marguerite E of George E and Helen M Feb 2 1935..32:12
Matteson Mary M of Frank E and Helen G Feb 19 1933........31:19
Matteson Warren S of Warren W and Winifred Mar 21 1933...31:30
Matthew Mildred W of Frank and Hilda July 18 1931..........30:82
Mathews Althea E of Clifford C and Cornelia A Aug 8 1931...30:90
Mathews Carolyn J of Wilfred E and Edith M July 1 1932....30:219
Mathews Charlotte M A of Earl W and Helen K Dec 19 1932..30:285
Mathews Hugh D of David H and Christene F Sept 20 1933...31:100
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Matthews Jacqueline (c) of Dorothy Nov 17 1935 .................. 32: 124
Matthews Richard A of Stanley W and Dorothy C Jan 27 1933 31 : 9
Matthews — s of Ralph H and Mary P June 28 1932 ............. 30: 216
Mattiacio Anna (Twin) of Francesco and Serafina May 19
1931 .................................................. 30: 57
Mattiacio Giuseppina (Twin) of Francesco and Serafina May
19 1931 .................................................. 30: 57
Mattiaci Domenico of Michele and Carmela Feb 17 1932 ....... 30: 166
Mattiaci Marie A of Joseph and Anna Nov 17 1932 .......... 30: 274
Mattimoe Mary M of John F and Catherine T Sept 14 1934 .. 31: 233
Mattis William J of William I and Mary E Sept 4 1935 ....... 32: 96
Mattison Helen F of Albert E and Helen L May 21 1933 ....... 31: 53
Mattos Barbara A of Francisco C and Evangeline Jan 16 1935 . 32: 5
Mattos — s of Francisco C and Evangeline Dec 21 1932 ....... 30: 289
Matulla — d of Charles and Mary July 31 1932 ............... 30: 231
Matusiewicz — s of Alice and Agnes Mar 26 1931 ............ 30: 38
Matuszek Frank of Mary Apr 18 1935 ...................... 32: 41
Matzner Ruth L of Joseph and Celia May 17 1932 .......... 30: 201
Maurath Gail H of William C and Hope B Mar 26 1933 ....... 31: 32
Mauro Charles A of Anthony E and Lilia M June 13 1933 .... 31: 63
Mauro Edmund M of Edmund M and Zelia A Dec 13 1932 .... 30: 283
Mauro Ida E of Antonio and Michelle Feb 11 1931 .......... 30: 24
Mauro — d of Anthony E and Lilia M Apr 1 1932 ........... 30: 184
Mawson Joyce A of Arthur and Gladys A Mar 20 1935 ....... 32: 29
Max Rose F of Sidney and Pauline Aug 11 1934 ............. 31: 220
Maxey Lorraine F of Frank E and Naoma M Feb 26 1932 ....... 30: 169
Maxwell Barbara A of John F and Irene M Apr 10 1933 ....... 31: 38
Maxwell Barbara L of Robert and Louise Jan 15 1934 ....... 31: 143
Maxwell Everett V of Herbert F and Rose E May 20 1935 .... 32: 54
Maxwell Gerald F of John A and Margaret E Apr 17 1932 .... 30: 190
May Jeanne B of William H and Eleanor I Jan 12 1932 ....... 30: 152
May Matthew J of Matthew J and Eileen M Sept 7 1934 ....... 31: 231
Mayberg Arlene L of Abraham and Lillian Nov 11 1935 ....... 32: 122
Mayberg Lois C of Abraham and Lillian Dec 30 1932 ......... 30: 287
Mayberg Raynah L of Benjamin and Freda Apr 28 1933 ....... 31: 44
Mayette Paul of Louis V and Helen Z Mar 11 1935 .......... 32: 26
Mayette Robert J of Louis V and Helen Z May 22 1933 ....... 31: 54
Mayhew Allen G of Everett L and Beatrice Jan 19 1934 ....... 31: 145
Maykis Robert W of Peter W and Helen M Aug 25 1935 ...... 32: 92
Mayleben Donald R of George P and Marie Aug 4 1932 ....... 30: 233
Maymon Albert K of Chester and Ethel Apr 6 1935 .......... 32: 37
Maymon Kenneth H of Howard B and Mabel R Apr 6 1933 .... 31: 37
Maymon Lillie M of Chester L and Ethel June 16 1932 ....... 30: 212
Maynard Earnest W of Arthur O and Mary E May 14 1935 .... 32: 143
Maynard Gilmore W (c) of Gilmore and Dorothy Nov 1 1935 ... 32: 119
Maynard Gloria A B of Harry E and Anna Jan 13 1933 ........ 31: 5
Maynard Gwendolyn E (c) of Gilmore and Dorothy May 11
1934 ............................................................... 31: 185
Maynard Herbert A of Herbert A and Mary July 24 1934 .... 31: 212
Maynard Jean L of Theodore J and Margaret F Nov 23 1931 .... 30: 131
Maynard Joel R of Joel P and Annie M Dec 17 1933 .... 31: 130
Maynard Joseph V of Edward C and Eugenia Mar 29 1931 .... 30: 36
Maynard Marilyn L of Harry D and Thelma E Aug 19 1935 .... 32: 90
Maynard Paul O of Omer A and Marie B C Feb 14 1933 .... 31: 17
Maynard Richard M (c) of Gilmore and Dorothy Mar 15 1933 .... 31: 28
Mayo Sylvia E of Francis T and Lois L Apr 22 1933 .... 31: 42
Mayoh Robert H of Harry and Viola L May 17 1931 .... 30: 56
Mayor Eleanor A of Harry A and Anna L Apr 8 1935 .... 32: 38
Mayor Henry J of Harry A and Anna L July 1 1931 .... 30: 76
Mayott Robert K of Amelia Aug 8 1931 .... 30: 90
Mayotte Barbara A of Louis G and Bonnelyn Sept 8 1933 .... 31: 96
Mayotte Betty L of Golden L and Bonnelyn Feb 9 1932 .... 30: 163
Maytuin John F of Charles G and Irene A Jan 10 1932 .... 30: 151
Mazzara Philomena R M of Ralph and Helen A Sept 24 1935 .... 32: 104
Mazza Flora O of Francesco and Michelina May 19 1935 .... 32: 53
Mazza John P of Carmine L and Catherine T Sept 4 1931 .... 30: 101
Mazza Natalina of Francesco and Michelina Aug 26 1931 .... 30: 96
Mazza — s of Antonio and Margherita June 24 1931 .... 30: 75
Mazzarelli Carmelo L of Biagio and Maddalena Sept 23 1931 .... 30: 107
Mazzei Armando of Potito and Incoronata Dec 14 1934 .... 31: 266
Mazzei Gilda C of Potito and Maria L Aug 23 1932 .... 30: 239
Mazzio Marie A of Andrew and Rose Nov 12 1933 .... 31: 118
Mazzocca Antonio R of Francesco and Addolorata May 12 1931 .... 30: 55
Mazzoncini Guglielmo of Mario and Rosa Nov 19 1932 .... 30: 274
Mazzoncini Orlando F of Orlando and Reta June 22 1933 .... 31: 65
Mazzone Raymond A of Francis J and Rita Oct 24 1935 .... 32: 115
Mazzotta Antonio of Antonio and Theresa M Mar 18 1933 .... 31: 29
Mazzuechelli Luigi G of Egisto and Adalaine E Mar 1 1932 .... 30: 172
McAdam Madelene L of Angus J and Madelene M Feb 6 1933 .... 31: 14
McAdams Dolores V of Thomas X and Mary A Dec 7 1932 .... 30: 281
McAleer Sheila A of Vincent E and Catherine M Sept 25 1934 .... 31: 236
McAleer Joseph B of James R and Elizabeth J Jan 5 1931 .... 30: 2
McAleer Joseph R K of Joseph R K and Helene E Aug 15 1932 .... 30: 237
McAleer Margaret M of Edward J and Margaret M Jan 30
1931 ............................................................... 30: 11
McAleer Thomas L of James R and Elizabeth J Dec 13 1933 .... 31: 129
McAlice Denise E of Robert P and Alice E Sept 29 1932 .... 30: 254
McAlice Edward F of Edward F and Lorretta L Aug 7 1933 .... 31: 84
McAlice James V of James V and Hazel M Jan 10 1931 .... 30: 4
McAlice Jeanne of Edward F and Lorretta L Nov 2 1934 .... 31: 251
McAlice Paul of James V and Hazel M July 22 1933 .... 31: 76
McAllister Jean B of William M and Mary L Apr 13 1932 .... 30: 188
McAllister Patricia A of Wallace J and Gertrude T Oct 15
1935 ............................................................... 32: 112
McAllister Sadie C of Stanley M and Florida Feb 11 1931........ 30: 17
McAloon Anna of James H and Elizabeth Mar 20 1931........ 30: 33
McAnany Doris A of Charles W and Mary B July 2 1931........ 30: 76
McArdle Frances of Christine Feb 17 1935.................... 32: 17
McAree John J of John J and Helen M Apr 21 1935............. 32: 42
McAree —— s of John J and Helen M Dec 16 1932.............. 30: 289
McArthur Joseph D (Twin) of Duncan J and Catherine C July
7 1933 .................................. 31: 71
McArthur Robert C of Robert A and Ethel M Dec 13 1935...... 32: 143
McArthur —— (Twin) d of Duncan J and Catherine C July 7
1933, .................................. 31: 71
McAskill Mary L of Murdock J and Jean May 30 1931........ 30: 61
McAtee Alta A of Ruth M Aug 21 1935......................... 32: 91
McAtee Martin P of Martin P and Amelia M Nov 17 1933..... 31: 119
McAtee Olive P of Patrick J and Helen July 18 1931......... 30: 82
McAtee Patrick J of Patrick J and Helen Nov 30 1932...... 30: 278
McAnlay William A of Alexander and Margaret E Oct 22 1931.30: 118
McAnuliffe Cornelius J of James F and Lydia Sept 14 1934... 31: 233
McAvoy Anna E of John and Mary A July 25 1931.............. 30: 84
McAvoy James E of Everett J and Mary L Nov 13 1932...... 30: 272
McAvoy James E of Everett J and Mary L Dec 14 1933....... 31: 129
McAvoy John J of John and Mary A July 13 1933.............. 31: 73
McBride Barbara A of Joseph M and Margaret M Aug 4 1933... 31: 83
McBride David J of David and Agnes W Nov 28 1933......... 31: 122
McBride Dorothea C (Twin) of Edward J and Dorothea M July
25 1934 .................................. 31: 212
McBride Harold J of David and Agnes W Jan 28 1935......... 32: 9
McBride Jean of Lawrence H and Hazel E Nov 18 1933....... 31: 120
McBride Lawrence H of Lawrence H and Hazel E Aug 29 1933.32: 94
McBride Naomi (Twin) of Edward J and Dorothea M July 25
1934, .................................. 31: 212
McBride —— s of Joseph and Margaret Apr 19 1931........... 30: 147
McBurnie John S L of Joseph M and Beatrice A July 8 1931... 30: 78
McCabe Andrea of Hugh J and Esther A June 9 1932......... 30: 210
McCabe Ann of Gerald B and Mary Nov 28 1935............... 32: 128
McCabe Arlene of Eugene M and Eva I C Nov 26 1935........ 32: 127
McCabe Carolyn M of John R and Mary A Mar 9 1933......... 31: 26
McCabe Charles H of Charles H and Anna R Oct 27 1931....... 30: 120
McCabe James of Theodore A and Margaret E June 1 1932.... 30: 207
McCabe James P of James P and Zita E Apr 29 1933......... 31: 44
McCabe John L of Eugene M and Eva I C Apr 19 1934........ 31: 177
McCabe Margaret M of Theodore A and Margaret E Apr 15
1934, .................................. 31: 176
McCabe Marion H of Patrick B and Kathrine D May 1 1931.... 30: 51
McCabe Patricia A of Charles H and Anna R Oct 15 1932..... 30: 261
McCabe Patricia J of John E and Sara K Mar 17 1935....... 32: 27
McCabe William J of Eugene M and Eva I C Feb 17 1933..... 31: 18
McCabe Zita E of James P and Zita E Nov 25 1931........... 30: 131
McCabe — d of Matthew A and Mabel C July 30 1931......30: 86
McCaffery Claire M of John J and Cora C Sept 22 1932...........30: 251
McCaffrey Barbara M of Hugh and Margaret Feb 24 1934......31: 137
McCaffrey Eugene J of Eugene J and Catherine V Nov 28 1932.30: 277
McCaffrey Jean F of John J and Rose R Dec 5 1933............31: 126
McCaffrey Lorraine A of Edward J and Abena B Nov 13 1935.32: 123
McCaffrey Mary L of Frederick A and Hanora Aug 21 1935....32: 91
McCaffrey Robert T of Thomas E and Anna M Jan 6 1932........30: 150
McCaffrey Thomas P of Peter T and Roseanna Sept 1 1931.....30: 100
McCagney Jean H of Andrew L and Helen F Feb 2 1932........30: 170
McCagney William J of Andrew L and Helen F Oct 14 1933....31: 109
McCahy Edward J of Edward J and Mary M Feb 22 1932.........30: 167
McCull Barbara A of William E and Ellen G Sept 13 1931.....30: 104
McCull Donald A of Donald T and Asenath M May 3 1931.....30: 62
McCull James G A of Donald T and Asenath M May 4 1935.....32: 48
McCull Patricia J of Joseph L and Mary F Feb 26 1935.......32: 20
McCullum Percy F of Percy L and Margaret E Mar 11 1933....31: 27
McCullum — d of Archibald R and Louise D Mar 23 1932......30: 183
McCann Barbara F of Edward A and Margaret F July 10 1931.30: 79
McCann Dorothy H of Joseph W and Mildred H June 5 1931....30: 65
McCann Dorothy M of Joseph H and Irene M Apr 13 1933.....31: 39
McCann Edward F of Louis J and Gertrude I Oct 20 1934.....31: 246
McCann Edward V of Edward J and Blanche Aug 10 1932......30: 235
McCann Elaine A of Edward and Blanche May 2 1935.........32: 47
McCann Henry of Henry P and Alice H Aug 30 1931.............30: 98
McCann Joan C of Thomas J and Mildred Jan 19 1933............31: 7
McCann John J of John J and Veronica M Apr 8 1933.........31: 37
McCann John R of Henry P and Alice H Feb 20 1935..........32: 18
McCann Joseph H of Joseph H and Irene M Feb 27 1932......30: 169
McCann Patricia A of John J and Veronica M Feb 5 1931....30: 15
McCann Thomas E of Thomas E and Bernice M Oct 28 1934....31: 248
McCann — d of Henry P and Alice H Sept 20 1932.............30: 250
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McCarron Hugh F of Hugh F and Lydia D Sept 7 1933.........31: 96
McCarron Michael H of William F and Frances E Apr 5 1933..31: 36
McCarron Thomas J of Thomas F and Gertrude J Feb 17 1931.30: 19
McCarron William F of William F and Frances E Dec 12 1935.32: 133
McCarthy Althea V (c) of Gwendolyn Mar 23 1933..........31: 31
McCarthy Andrew D of Francis J and Olga Dec 21 1931.......30: 141
McCarthy Carol A of Walter L and Gertrude H Oct 11 1932...30: 260
McCarthy Catherine of Michael and Mary A Mar 3 1935......32: 23
McCarthy Catherine L of Leonard A and Catherine A June 27
1934. ..................................................31: 201
McCarthy Charles C of John J and Annie T Sept 13 1933.....31: 97
McCarthy Charles J of Charles and Gladys July 20 1933....31: 76
McCarthy Christine of Francis E and Christina M Sept 10 1933 .................................................. 31: 97
McCarthy David H of David H and Dorothy A Oct 4 1933 .... 31: 105
McCarthy Denis J of Francis J and Olga Jan 14 1935 .... 32: 5
McCarthy Dolores J of Joseph A and Dolores J May 26 1935 ... 32: 56
McCarthy Edward J of John A and Mabel R June 23 1934 ... 31: 200
McCarthy Elizabeth (Twin) of Michael and Mary Mar 12 1933 31: 27
McCarthy Elizabeth A of Richard W and Josephine K Sept 18 1932 .................................................. 30: 249
McCarthy Ellen (Twin) of Michael and Mary Mar 12 1933 ... 31: 27
McCarthy Francis E of Francis E and Christina M Jan 20 1931 30: 8
McCarthy Francis J of Francis J and Olga Nov 27 1933 .... 31: 122
McCarthy Helen of Daniel D and Amelia June 4 1932 .... 30: 208
McCarthy Helen B of Jerome and Margaret Apr 1 1935 .... 32: 35
McCarthy James of Justin G and Elizabeth A Nov 30 1932 ... 30: 278
McCarthy Joan M of John T and Helen M Jan 31 1934 .... 31: 148
McCarthy John E of John E and Winifred A Feb 11 1931 ... 30: 17
McCarthy Lois of James V and Genevieve May 16 1934 .... 31: 187
McCarthy Madeline P of John J and Annie T June 5 1932 ... 30: 208
McCarthy Margaret K of Joseph D'A and Margaret H Aug 19 1932 .................................................. 30: 238
McCarthy Marion C of Michael J and Katherine Sept 22 1931 30: 107
McCarthy Mary E of John A and Mabel R Dec 21 1932 .... 30: 285
McCarthy Mary M of Michael and Mary A Apr 10 1932 .... 30: 187
McCarthy Maureen of William J and Kathrena C July 18 1933 31: 74
McCarthy Patrick F of John J and Margaret M July 7 1932 ... 30: 221
McCarthy Paul of Francis P and Helen M May 29 1934 .... 31: 190
McCarthy Sheila D of James F and Julia E Apr 8 1935 .... 32: 38
McCarthy Suzanne of Joseph A and Dolores Ang 31 1933 ... 31: 80
McCarthy Walter L of Walter L and Gertrude H May 10 1935 ... 32: 50
McCarthy —— d of Francis P and Helen M Apr 3 1932 .... 30: 184
McCarron Dolores T of John A and Angelina May 11 1935 ... 32: 51
McCarron Franklin J of Francis and Alice Mar 4 1933 .... 31: 25
McCask Arthur C of Arthur L and Eleanor E Apr 1 1934 ... 31: 172
McCaughey Patricia A of John E S and Anna B Dec 28 1932 ... 30: 287
McCaughey James C of William F and Antonetta Mar 10 1934 31: 164
McCaughey James R of Joseph M and Helen L Sept 23 1935 ... 32: 103
McCaughey Maureen A of Leo A and Mary S May 14 1932 ... 30: 200
McCaughey Natalie L of William F and Antonetta Feb 19 1932 ... 30: 166
McCaughey Robert D of Hugh F and Doris M May 12 1934 ... 31: 185
McCaughey Yvonne P of Francis M and Margaret P June 21 1934 .................................................. 31: 199
McCaughey —— s of John A and Angela X June 28 1933 ... 31: 68
McCaughey Donald W of Henry N and Alice R Jan 19 1934 ... 31: 145
McCaughey Henry N of Henry N and Alice R Mar 16 1931 ... 30: 32
McCaughey James W of Alfred N and Winifred M Sept 25 1933 ... 31: 101
McCaughey Jean H of David F and Jennie Apr 16 1934 ... 31: 176
McCaughey John L of John L and Helen M June 4 1931 ... 30: 65
McCauley Mary T of John L and Helen M Sept 8 1932 30:246
McCauley Robert J of Henry N and Alice R Apr 25 1932 30:192
McChrystal Robert of John W and Margaret Mar 28 1933 31:32
McCloskey Madelyn J of Gordon and Madelyn I Dec 19 1934 31:268
McCcloud Betty of James and Mary Aug 21 1935 32:91
McCluskey Anna of Patrick and Mary Apr 23 1935 32:43
McCluskey Barbara J of Lawrence F and Barbara F May 12 1932 30:199
McCluskey John P of Patrick and Mary Jan 19 1933 31:7
McCluskey Rose of Patrick and Mary Dec 29 1931 30:144
McClusky Lorraine F of Lawrence F and Barbara F Feb 4 1934 31:150
McCooms Halsey R of Courtland and Lillian G May 2 1934 31:182
McCormack Hugh F of Hugh P and Margaret Feb 28 1931 30:23
McCormick Thomas F of Thomas F and Marie A Dec 17 1931 30:140
McCormick Thomas J of John J and Mary C Dec 20 1934 31:268
McCormick — s of Thomas F and Marie A May 27 1933 31:58
McConvilie Fredrick J of John and Winifred Nov 9 1934 31:253
McCooms William J of William J and Dorothy Feb 28 1932 30:169
McCormack Arthur J of Charles J and Catherine G Apr 18 1934 31:177
McCormack Charles R of Charles A and Mary E Aug 2 1933 31:82
McCormack Eugene J of Eugene J and Marie C Aug 3 1934 31:217
McCormack Joseph A of George F and Alice Oct 5 1935 32:199
McCormack William A of Charles A and Mary E Nov 19 1931 30:129
McCormick Bertha T of Thomas A and Albertine B Jan 6 1931 30:2
McCormick James T of James J and Helen F Apr 17 1933 31:40
McCormick John of Joseph J and Kathryn M June 18 1933 31:64
McCormick Joseph of Thomas A and Albertine B Dec 19 1933 31:130
McCormick Joseph H of Joseph H and Rose M Oct 9 1933 31:107
McCormick June A of Joseph H and Rose M June 29 1931 30:73
McCormick Kathleen A of Francis C and Mary J Apr 11 1931 30:42
McCormick Kenneth E of Leon D and Grace V Jan 16 1934 31:144
McCormick Lillian V of James E and Edna J Aug 16 1933 31:87
McCormick Lois M of Ronald V and Laura May 18 1932 30:201
McCormick Marjorie of Michael F and Marguerite A Feb 10 1932 30:163
McCormick Mary E of Thomas A and Albertine B Nov 6 1932 30:270
McCormick Matthew M of Matthew M and Mary E Nov 8 1935 32:121
McCormick Thomas of William H and Rose E May 28 1932 30:204
McCormick William J of Matthew J and Mary E Oct 18 1933 31:110
McCoy Barbara J of Walter R and Marguerite D May 28 1931 30:61
McCoy Donald L (c) of Major and Bertha July 19 1933 32:78
McCoy James E (c) of Major and Bertha June 4 1934 31:194
McCoy Margaret R of Walter R and Marguerite D July 30 1933 31:79
McCoy Mary D (c) of Major and Bertha May 12 1933........31: 50
McCoy Natalie M of Walter R and Marguerite D June 3 1934..31: 193
McCoy Raymond L of William J and Mary H July 15 1935....32: 76
McCracken Patricia H of George E and Ruth July 21 1931...30: 86
McCrae Charles S of Charles S and Margaret July 7 1935....32: 73
McCrae — d of Charles S and Margaret J May 26 1934......31: 192
McCray Thomas S of Thomas S and Etta P Aug 18 1934.....31: 222
McCrea George E of Raymond and Rose Oct 25 1935........32: 115
McCrillis Edgar of Edgar V F and Ruth Feb 12 1933.......31: 16
McCrink Bernard of Bernard E and Elizabeth M Aug 15 1935..32: 89
McCrudden Alice J of John and Mary A Feb 10 1932.........30: 163
McCue John M of John M and Hazel M May 2 1935..........32: 47
McCulla — d of Bernard and Anne M Feb 6 1934...........31: 151
McCullagh Marjorie A of William H and Marguerite E Apr 4
1935, ..........................................................32: 36
McCullin Horace M of Horace M and Ruth E Feb 28 1931....30: 23
McCullin Margaret M of Walter C and Edythe M Jan 8 1931..30: 3
McCullin Marilyn A of Walter C and Edythe M July 1933....31: 71
McCullough Helen M of Edward and Margarette L Aug 12
1935, ..........................................................32: 87
McCullough James A of Eugene R and Agnes Oct 16 1935....32: 113
McCullough — s of James and Evelyn July 9 1935........32: 83
McCully Roger W of Percy R and Anne W Oct 24 1931.......30: 119
McCumber Barbara E of Fred H and Marian Feb 22 1931....30: 21
McCurdy Carol A of Francis E and Grace A Mar 14 1934....31: 164
McCurdy Carol A of Russell J and Margaret M Oct 1 1935..32: 108
McCurdy William of John H and Mary F May 26 1935.......32: 56
McCusker Barbara A of John H and Ellamay V Oct 12 1932..30: 260
McCusker Edward C of John H and Ellamay V Feb 15 1931..30: 19
McCusker Henry of Henry and Alice Nov 18 1931........30: 129
McCusker Malcolm R of Patrick F and Rose M May 21 1931..30: 58
McDaniel Charlotte V of Walter L and Charlotte V Oct 28
1931, ..........................................................30: 120
McDaniel Everett S (c) of James D R and Dorothy Sept 18
1935, ..........................................................32: 101
McDaniel James D R (c) of James D R and Dorothy June 9
1933, ..........................................................31: 61
McDaniel Mildred L (c) of Derward R and Dorothy Jan 22
1932, ..........................................................30: 156
McDeed Anne M of Arthur V and Hannah C Jan 12 1931....30: 5
McDeed Arthur V of Arthur V and Hannah C Apr 15 1933....31: 39
McDermott Charles B (Twin) of John F and Irma A July 26
1933, ..........................................................31: 77
McDermott Dorothy of Edward J and Winifred May 13 1931.30: 55
McDermott James H of James H and Ruth M Dec 16 1931....30: 140
McDermott James J of John and Mary Sept 16 1935........32: 101
McDermott John E of Frank T and Nellie C May 20 1933 ........31: 53
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McDermott Mary G of William L and Alice Y May 9 1931 ........30: 54
McDermott Patricia A of William L and Alice Y Mar 31 1935 ...32: 32
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1933 ..........................................................................31: 78
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1934 ..........................................................................31: 225
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McDermott Thomas F of Owen C and Catherine V Apr 23
1931 ..........................................................................30: 47
McDermott William H of William J and Regina C Dec 8 1934 ..31: 264
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McDermott — d of Edward J and Ellen R Sept 13 1933 ......31: 104
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1933 ..........................................................................31: 119
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1935 ..........................................................................32: 32
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1935 ....................................................................32: 38
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McDuff Dimity J of Agnes J Nov 16 1935.......................32: 143
McEachern —— s of Clyde W and Mary E Feb 23 1934......31: 160
McEligott Edward J of Edward J and Rosalie Feb 2 1931...30: 14
McEligott Marilyn of Edward J and Rosalie A Oct 28 1933...31: 112
McElroy Edward C of Edward C and Margaret C Oct 19 1932..30: 263
McElroy Edward T of Edward P and Madeline M Jan 2 1932..30: 149
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McElroy Grace E of Arthur V and Grace C Jan 27 1933.....30: 10
McElroy James of James P and Mary A Aug 15 1931........30: 92
McElroy James A of Patrick J and Mary R Sept 16 1933....31: 98
McElroy James F of Raymond P and Louise T June 14 1934..31: 197
McElroy Joan A of Philip F and Mary E May 18 1934.......31: 187
McElroy Joan E of John L and Lucy I May 18 1934.........31: 187
McElroy John F of John F and Lillian M June 28 1931....30: 73
McElroy Margaret V of Joseph H and Alice C Feb 5 1931....30: 15
McElroy Mary of John H and Katherine J Dec 6 1934........ 31: 263
McElroy Maureen of Thomas F and Margaret L July 31 1935.32: 82
McElroy Patricia A of Patrick J and Mary B Aug 22 1931.... 30: 95
McElroy Patricia A of John L and Lucy Aug 10 1932........ 30: 235
McElroy Raymond F of James P and Mary A Apr 9 1935..... 32: 38
McElroy Raymond P of Raymond P and Louise T Oct 15 1932.30: 261
McElroy Regina M of Philip F and Mary E Feb 25 1933..... 31: 21
McElroy Robert B of Terence and Agnes May 2 1931........ 30: 51
McElroy Therese A of Raymond P and Louise T July 31 1931.30: 86
McElroy Thomas of Terence and Agnes Nov 21 1932.......... 30: 276
McElroy William R of James E and Margaret C Oct 10 1934... 31: 243
McElroy William R of Edward P and Madeline M Nov 13
1934 ................................................................... 31: 255
McEmeny Joan E of John H and Elizabeth Jan 12 1935.... 32: 4
McEvilly Barbara M of Dennis and Mary E June 11 1931... 30: 67
McEvilly -- s of Thomas and Alice Apr 26 1932............. 30: 193
McEvoj Leo F of John J and Theresa May 23 1933........ 31: 54
McEvoj -- s of John J and Theresa Apr 8 1931............ 30: 50
McEwen Everett E of Everett E and Thelma July 15 1932... 30: 224
McFadden Harold M of Harold and Alice Nov 6 1935...... 32: 120
McFadden Kathleen M of Daniel J and Mary E Feb 13 1932... 30: 164
McFarlane James E of Margaret A Dec 10 1935............ 32: 275
McFetters George W of Robert J and Dorothy Feb 22 1931... 30: 21
McGair Francis C of Francis C and Mary A July 22 1931.... 30: 83
McGair Gilbert of Gilbert and Florence I Oct 10 1934..... 31: 213
McGair -- s of Henry R and Bertha L Feb 17 1933......... 31: 23
McGannon Harold J of Harold J and Myrtle Mar 24 1933.... 31: 31
McGarrahan Frederick W of John B and Madeleine J July 6
1935 ................................................................... 32: 73
McGarrahan John B of John B and Madeleine July 30 1932.. 30: 229
McGarrahan Joseph N of Joseph N and Elsie Aug 26 1934.. 31: 226
McGarrahan Jean M of Peter and Winifred C July 29 1934... 31: 214
McGarrahan Mary A of John J and Anna Feb 3 1934........ 31: 150
McGarrahan Mary L of Joseph A and Anna L Oct 7 1931..... 30: 113
McGarrahan Walter L of Walter L and Kathryn V July 10 1935.. 32: 74
McGarrahan -- s of Joseph A and Anna L Dec 11 1935....... 32: 140
McGarty Eileen A of James B and Anna M July 16 1934 ...... 31: 209
McGarty John of John J and Catherine Jan 11 1935......... 32: 4
McGarty Raymond J of Raymond J and Mary J Nov 24 1935... 32: 126
McGarty -- s of Raymond J and Mary J June 10 1934........ 31: 196
McGarty James E of James E and Evelyn F Dec 4 1934...... 31: 262
McGee Dorothea of Thomas H and Anna M June 22 1935...... 32: 66
McGee James F of Thomas H and Annie M Apr 3 1933........ 31: 36
McGee Joan A of Roderick H and Florence J Nov 8 1934....31: 253
McGee Joan E of Thomas H and Annie M Nov 3 1931....30: 124
McGee Phillip M of Joseph P and Claire E Mar 31 1935....32: 33
McGee William of John J and Alice M May 7 1932....30: 198
McGeehan Dorothy of Joseph L and Alice W Nov 27 1933....31: 122
McGeough Jude P of James P and Margaret Aug 31 1933....31: 92
McGeough Thaddens J of James P and Margaret Nov 26 1935....32: 127
McGetrick Catherine of Joseph T and Helen V Apr 12 1932....30: 188
McGetrick Edward W of Joseph T and Helen V July 21 1935....32: 79
McGetrick John L of Joseph T and Helen V Mar 28 1931....30: 36
McGetrick John S of James F and Margaret M Aug 19 1935....32: 90
McGetrick Mary of Joseph T and Helen V Nov 8 1933....31: 117
McGetrick Mary I of James F and Margaret M Oct 7 1931....30: 113
McGill George W of George W and Lois Apr 18 1931....30: 45
McGillivray Doris M of Hugh A F and Lillian C June 16 1934....31: 198
McGillivray Raymond M of Hugh A F and Lillian C Apr 3
1933.31: 36
McGillivray Robert N of Hugh A F and Lillian July 13 1935....32: 75
McGillivray William of Hugh A F and Lillian Mar 26 1931....30: 36
McGinley Ann M of James J and Mary A Feb 18 1933....31: 18
McGinley Barbara J of James J and Mary A Dec 4 1931....30: 136
McGinley James J of James J and Mary A Oct 13 1934....31: 243
McGinn Doris A of Joseph A and Myra C Mar 4 1935....32: 24
McGinn Francis D of Francis D and Elizabeth L Dec 23 1934....31: 269
McGinn Joan F of Francis J and Agnes J Nov 14 1934....31: 255
McGinn John M of James F and Anna A Apr 9 1934....31: 174
McGinn Joseph A of Joseph A and Myra C Aug 22 1933....31: 89
McGinn Leona M of Vincent L and Irene M May 29 1933....31: 56
McGinn Patricia M of Joseph A and Myra C July 15 1932....30: 224
McGinn Robert E of James F and Anna A Aug 4 1931....30: 89
McGinn Walter P of Walter P and Mary E Jan 5 1934....31: 140
McGinn —— s of Harold J and Agnes E June 14 1933....31: 68
McGinn —— d of Walter V and Gertrude E July 30 1934....31: 216
McGinnes John C of Francis R and Julia Apr 14 1933....31: 39
McGinnes John M of Mathew M and Ethel D Apr 4 1933....31: 36
McGinnis Alberta L of Francis and Louise Aug 25 1932....30: 240
McGinnis Jean of Bernadine M June 21 1934....31: 199
McGirr John J of Thomas A and Theresia E July 22 1931....30: 83
McGlinchey Robert W of John A and Hattie M Nov 13 1932....30: 292
McGloon Geraldine M of Lawrence J and Margaret M Oct 15
1932....30: 261
McGloon Russell T of Lawrence J and Margaret M Aug 27
1934.31: 226
McGlone Raymond S of Martin and Victoria Dec 1 1933....31: 125
McGloine Robert D of Martin and Victoria Sept 8 1935......32: 98
McGloine —— s of Francis and Frances L Sept 26 1932......30: 255
McGlynn Earl V of Earl V and Mary A Apr 22 1934......31: 178
McGovern Anna R of John J and Alice G Sept 7 1933......31: 96
McGovern Donald J of John J and Annie May 4 1931......30: 52
McGovern Eugene J of James V and Mary Aug 22 1932......30: 239
McGovern Francis of Francis A and Helen J Jan 18 1931......30: 7
McGovern George W of George W and Hazel E Oct 5 1934......31: 241
McGovern Helen F of Francis A and Helen J Dec 1 1935......32: 130
McGovern Joan E of John J and Annie Sept 24 1933......31: 101
McGovern John E of Charles S and Gertrude R M July 1 1931.30: 76
McGovern Thomas P of Thomas P and Margaret E Mar 15
1935 .................................................................32: 27
McGowan Andrew of Andrew J and Helen M Sept 21 1931...30: 106
McGowan Barbara J of Edward F and Jennie May 3 1932...30: 196
McGowan Frances J of Arthur F and Stanislawa Apr 10 1935.32: 38
McGowan John of Andrew J and Helen M Nov 5 1932......30: 270
McGowan John A of John A and Margaret A July 18 1933...31: 75
McGowan Kathleen M of William L and Helen M Feb 22 1934.31: 137
McGowan Marita of Andrew J and Helen M Dec 18 1934......31: 267
McGowan Mary A of Henry J and Sara Sept 3 1935......32: 96
McGowan Mary C of James T and Mary July 9 1932......30: 222
McGowan Mary J of Arthur F and Stanislawa July 9 1933...31: 71
McGowan Maureen of Leo P McC and Doris L July 25 1934..31: 212
McGowan Patricia M F of Andrew E and Anna Aug 21 1934.31: 224
McGrail Claire L of Joseph A and Pearl W Jan 19 1933......31: 7
McGrail Gladys J of John W and Christine Aug 26 1932......30: 240
McGrail Joan M of John W and Christina Dec 9 1934......31: 264
McGrail Rachael of Joseph A and Pearl W June 23 1931......30: 72
McGrail —— s of Joseph A and Pearl W Feb 27 1934......31: 159
McGrane Francis J of Mark V and Veronica G Dec 18 1934..31: 267
McGrane Patricia A of Mark V and Veronica G Jan 20 1934..31: 145
McGrane Thomas C of Thomas L and Gladys A Jan 14 1935..32: 10
McGrath Ann S of William H and Anna T Mar 18 1933......31: 29
McGrath Barbara A of John T and Josephine Feb 27 1935......32: 21
McGrath Dolores H of John J and Hope H Sept 8 1932......30: 246
McGrath Geraldine E of John A and Irene M Nov 18 1933..31: 120
McGrath James A of Arthur W and Ursula E Mar 25 1934..31: 168
McGrath James B of John T and Josephine Oct 4 1932......30: 257
McGrath Joseph P of Patrick and Dorothy M June 24 1934..31: 200
McGrath Mary J of John F and Hellen Nov 8 1934.........31: 253
McGrath Mary T of Patrick and Dorothy M Sept 21 1935......32: 102
McGrath Thomas R of Thomas R and Mildred V June 25 1933..31: 66
McGrath Thomas R of John J and Hope H Oct 9 1933........31: 107
McGrath — d of Edward and Mary A Feb 17 1934........31: 155
McGreevy Catherine M of John G and Catherine D June 6
1935 .................................................................32: 60
McGregor Louise E of Louis A and Adelina G Dec 28 1932....30: 287
McGregor Rose T of John T and Catherine E June 2 1933..31: 59
McGregor Ruth E of William R and Selma June 17 1935...32: 65
McGregor — d of John T and Catherine E July 12 1932....30: 231
McGroarty Claire A of William L and Claire G Aug 2 1934..31: 217
McGroarty Leo B of Charles L and Gertrude Dec 22 1935...32: 136
McGuinness Francis of Francis and Louise Jan 4 1931....30: 2
McGuinness John J of John J and Margaret E Sept 8 1933..31: 96
McGuinness Raymond L of Howard D and Katherine L July
26 1932 ..............................................................30: 228
McGuinness Shirley C of William J and Catherine Dec 24
1931 .................................................................30: 142
McGuinness William E of William J and Catherine Mar 20
1933 .................................................................31: 30
McGuire Bernard H of Francis J and Maude E Sept 20 1933..31: 100
McGuire Edith M of Lily Oct 9 1935..........................32: 111
McGuire Francis J of Francis J and Margaret G Dec 19 1934.31: 268
McGuire Grace E of Francis J and Margaret G Apr 3 1931..30: 39
McGuire Norman J of Gertrude W Nov 18 1933............31: 138
McGuire Raymond C of Francis J and Maude E May 22 1932..30: 202
McGuire — s of John and Catherine V Mar 6 1933........31: 25
McGuire — d of Edward J and Blanche M July 26 1933......31: 81
McGuire — d of Arthur and Doris Oct 2 1933..............31: 114
McGuirk Jean of Louis F and Anna M Oct 27 1931.........30: 120
McGuirk Kenneth F of Francis B and Annie L July 2 1931..30: 76
McGuirk Patricia A of Francis B and Annie L Feb 23 1934..31: 157
McGuirk Patrick J of Thomas F and Clara M Nov 17 1933..31: 119
McGuirl Fredrick J of Fredrick J and Dorothy Oct 30 1935..32: 117
McGnir John F of Peter F and Jessie Feb 12 1935.........32: 16
McGnir Peter T of Peter F and Jessie Apr 13 1933........31: 39
McGunagle Kenneth F of John E and Katherine M May 18
1935 .................................................................32: 53
McGurn Edward J of Edward J and Nora A Jan 2 1935....32: 1
McGuy Geraldine M of Edward F and Josephine Feb 8 1931..30: 16
McGuy Janice M of Edward F and Josephine Sept 28 1935..32: 105
McGwin Jacqueline A of Raymond J and Marie A Feb 27 1931..30: 23
McGwin Mark E of Mark E and Margaret V June 21 1935..32: 66
McHale Donald J of Richard H and Mary E Dec 11 1935....32: 133
McHale Edward R of John P and Marie R C Aug 2 1933...31: 82
McHale Jean of Vincent P and Mary Jan 10 1932..................30: 151
McHale Richard W of Richard H and Mary E Aug 8 1934...31: 219
McHale Thomas R of John P and Marie R C Mar 2 1935...32: 23
McHugh Barbara of Leonard E and Julia V Jan 14 1934...31: 143
McHugh Charles J of Thomas P and Emily E May 30 1934...31: 191
McHugh Donald E of John T and Edna E July 11 1935...32: 75
McHugh Donald J of James F and Mary E Dec 5 1933...31: 126
McHugh Hazel M of Joseph P and Frances Mar 9 1933...31: 26
McHugh James R of John F and Mary B Sept 8 1932...30: 246
McHugh James W of James W and Margaret R Sept 30 1935...32: 105
McHugh John H of Raymond F and Margaret C May 13 1935...32: 51
McHugh Madeline M of Patrick J and Elsie R Aug 2 1933...31: 82
McHugh Margaret A of James F and Mary E Oct 20 1931...30: 117
McHugh Mary L of Thomas P and Emily E Nov 10 1932...30: 271
McHugh Rosemary A of John P and Rose S M June 18 1932...30: 213
McHugh Thomas E of John P and Rose S M Feb 27 1931...30: 23
McHugh William L of Patrick J and Elsie R July 24 1931...30: 84
McHugh — d of John F and Mary B Mar 5 1935...32: 34
McHugh — s of William J and Gladys E Sept 18 1935...32: 101
McIlmail Jean F of William F and Anne E July 18 1935...32: 78
McIlmail Katherine E of William J and Margaret Apr 22
1931...30: 46
McInerney John J of John and Delia Apr 18 1933...31: 41
McInerney Patricia A of John J and Delia Mar 16 1935...32: 27
McInerney — d of John and Delia Apr 21 1931...30: 46
McInnes Duncan of Duncan and Esther M Apr 9 1931...30: 147
McInnis Frederick J of Viola Feb 7 1935...32: 14
McInnes William B of William A and Beatrice Nov 19 1933...31: 120
McIntosh Alfred F of Alfred F and Mary A Nov 9 1931...30: 126
McIntosh Carol V of Percy W and Ruth E July 29 1931...30: 85
McIntosh George of George and Anna Dec 24 1931...30: 142
McIntosh John B of Alfred F and Mary A July 5 1934...31: 206
McIntosh Kenneth T of Thomas and Helen Apr 24 1933...31: 43
McIntosh William of George and Anna June 13 1933...31: 63
McIntyre Alice J of Allen P and Winifred C Nov 19 1932...30: 274
McIntyre Carole E of James L and Sara Aug 9 1932...30: 235
McIntyre Donald A of Thomas C and Julia M Sept 28 1933...31: 102
McIntyre John E of John F and Ann L Oct 23 1934...31: 235
McIntyre Kathleen of John F and Alice I Aug 15 1932...30: 237
McIntyre Marion C of Allen P and Winifred C Sept 30 1931...30: 109
McIntyre Mary A of John F and Alice I Oct 20 1933...31: 110
McIntyre Myrtle J of Bernard F and Sarah Oct 8 1931...30: 113
McIntyre Rita of Bernard F and Sarah J Apr 25 1934...31: 179
McIsaac Donald E of Angus A and Rita Mar 30 1932...30: 182
McIsaac — s of Francis J and Sadie A Feb 24 1933...31: 23

FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
BIRTHSRecorded in Providence

McKaig Donald R of Robert C and Betty M Apr 10 1935...32: 38
McKaig Robert C of Robert C and Betty M Jan 18 1933...31: 6
McKanna Joan A of Joseph R and Dorothy E May 4 1934...31: 182
McKay Catherine H of Mary R Dec 30 1934..............31: 271
McKay Donald A of Benjamin A and Florence June 10 1931...30: 66
McKay Earl V of Peter E and Marion I M Apr 21 1935...32: 42
McKay Edwin of Raymond W and Bertha A Dec 27 1934...31: 270
McKay John H of Benjamin A and Florence Apr 5 1935...32: 37
McKay Kenneth J of Robert J and Eva C Dec 29 1931...30: 144
McKay Margaret M of Joseph T and Margaret M Mar 3 1935...32: 23
McKay Peter E of Peter E and Marion I M May 5 1932...30: 197
McKay Raymond F of Raymond W and Phyllis L Oct 12 1933...31: 108
McKay —— d of Joseph T and Margaret M Mar 7 1932...30: 183
McKean Roger W of Margaret Feb 10 1931.................30: 147
McKee Eugene R of Eugene R and Anna C Feb 13 1934...31: 154
McKeever Joan H of Joseph P and Hazel M May 6 1935...32: 49
McKeever Patricia E of James F and Elizabeth A Oct 14 1932...30: 261
McKellips William H of Herbert and Blanche W Dec 9 1931...30: 138
McKendall David F of Benjamin W and Mary C Sept 28 1932...30: 253
McKendall Michael B of Michael B and Nancy July 24 1934...31: 212
McKendry James R of James R and Phyllis L Nov 5 1933...31: 116
McKendry Phyllis A of James R and Phyllis L Feb 7 1935...32: 14
McKenery Edward J of James E and Fermima Nov 6 1935...32: 120
McKenna Adelaide K of Eugene S and Mary A Apr 12 1934...31: 175
McKenna Agnes E of John F and Mary H Apr 8 1932...30: 186
McKenna Ann U of James J and Margaret June 7 1932...30: 209
McKenna Arthur W of Helen T May 25 1934..............31: 274
McKenna Barbara A of John E and Elizabeth M Dec 31 1931...30: 144
McKenna Barbara J of Robert and Helen H Dec 30 1934...31: 271
McKenna Daniel of Irene W Nov 28 1933..................31: 122
McKenna Daniel J of Daniel J and Mary E May 19 1933...31: 52
McKenna Deborah M of Eugene S and Mary A Sept 22 1931...30: 107
McKenna Edward J of William J L and Elizabeth A July 5
1933........................................31: 70
McKenna Eileen M of William J L and Elizabeth A Apr 14
1931........................................30: 44
McKenna Francis J of John J and Elizabeth B Apr 3 1934...31: 172
McKenna Henry C of Henry A and Mary Oct 28 1934........31: 248
McKenna James T of John E and Viola Y Nov 10 1935........32: 121
McKenna Joan F of Charles E and Antoinette L Apr 16 1934...31: 176
McKenna Joan R of Francis T and Bettina P June 2 1933...31: 59
McKenna John F of William A and Adeline Aug 16 1931...30: 93
McKenna John F of John F and Mary H June 4 1934...31: 194
McKenna John F of John F and Loretta Nov 26 1934...31: 259
McKenna John R of Charles J and Johnsie Nov 3 1933...31: 115
McKenna John W of John W and Helen J Feb 18 1934...31: 155
McKenna Lenore A of John F and Anna M Aug 7 1932... 30: 234
McKenna Leo F of Charles J and Avis R Mar 26 1933... 31: 32
McKenna Margaret J of John F and Marguerite L Feb 26
1931 ........................................ 30: 22
McKenna Mary F of Frank J and Mary D June 11 1934... 31: 196
McKenna Mary L of Frederick and Helen M Mar 29 1933... 31: 33
McKenna Maureen J of Henry A and Mary Sept 3 1933... 31: 95
McKenna Maureen M of John E and Elizabeth M June 5 1934... 31: 194
McKenna Mildred R of Mary A Feb 24 1935... 32: 19
McKenna Patricia A of Harold and Rose Aug 28 1933... 31: 91
McKenna Paul R of Charles E and Antoinette L May 3 1931... 30: 51
McKenna Raymond M of Francis T and Bettina P Nov 12
1934 ........................................ 31: 254
McKenna Robert J of James C and Margaret V Feb 23 1931... 30: 21
McKenna Roberta E of John F and Dorothea M Nov 29 1934... 31: 260
McKenna Ronald of Patrick and Margaret Jan 5 1931... 30: 2
McKenna William F of William F and Marie J June 16 1931... 30: 69
McKenna — s of Frank J and Mary D Nov 29 1932... 30: 278
McKenna — d of George W and Mary J Sept 27 1934... 31: 239
McKenna — d of Leo G and Helen Jan 17 1935... 32: 11
McKenna — d of Eugene J and Mary F Apr 21 1935... 32: 46
McKenney Joan A of Catherine L Sept 6 1931... 30: 147
McKenney John H of Edward J and Ethel M June 25 1931... 30: 72
McKenney Kathleen M of Edward J and Ethel Aug 21 1935... 32: 91
McKenzie Helen C of John J and Bertha L Aug 24 1931... 31: 801
McKenzie James C of James R and Lucia Dec 7 1933... 31: 127
McKenzie — s of Austin V and Mary E Mar 4 1931... 30: 38
McKenzie — s of Alexander and Augusta M Oct 16 1935... 32: 118
McKeon Catherine H of George and Catherine F Feb 25 1934... 31: 158
McKeon Delores A of William J and Ethel Sept 7 1935... 32: 98
McKeon Katherine E of William C and Ellen M Feb 1 1934... 31: 150
McKeon Patricia H of John C and Sue Nov 18 1935... 32: 124
McKeon — d of Eugene J and Marie Aug 27 1933... 31: 93
McKeown Peter R of Fred W and Ruth May 24 1934... 31: 189
McKiernan Catherine H of Walter R and Helen C Aug 19
1934 ........................................ 31: 223
McKiernan Maureen C of Terence I and Brigid C June 13
1933 ........................................ 31: 63
McKiernan Walter R of Walter R and Helen Apr 8 1932... 30: 186
McKiernan — d of Eugene V and Helen L July 26 1935... 32: 83
McKinney George K (c) of Richard I and Phyllis Dec 16 1934... 31: 267
McKinnon Jenette E of James N and Rose July 17 1932... 30: 225
McKinnon Mary A of Daniel W and Annie Mar 18 1932... 30: 177
McKinnon — s of James N and Mary R Dec 27 1935... 32: 140
McKittrick Elizabeth M (Twin) of William J and Gladys E
Oct 13 1931 .................................. 30: 115
McKittrick Gladys E (Twin) of William J and Gladys E Oct 13 1931 ..................................................30: 115
McKittrick Norman R of Hugh O and Jeannette Mar 1 1933..31: 24
McKivergan David A of Vincent A and Evelyn Sept 23 1933..31: 101
McKivergan Sheila M of Vincent A and Evelyn Aug 29 1933..32: 94
McKivergan Thomas H of James F and Margaret R Dec 21 1931 ..........................................................30: 141
McKnight Conrad K of Girvan T and Erna Oct 12 1932......30: 260
McKnight John S of John H and Alberta Mar 27 1935.......32: 31
McKnight Michael of Alexander L and Maria A Dec 19 1935..32: 135
McLachlan Charles C of Robert and Sarah J Sept 14 1934..31: 233
McLachlan Jean E of Robert L and Eunice Apr 13 1932......30: 188
McLane Jane F of Howard J and Emma F Apr 9 1931........30: 42
McLaren Robert W of William R and Margaret E Mar 9 1932..30: 174
McLaughlin Anna J of Gilbert H and Anna F Jan 14 1933..31: 5
McLaughlin Bernice M of Edward B and Laura L May 31 1934 ...............................................................31: 191
McLaughlin Carolyn J of Charles F and Barbara B Jan 25 1931 ..............................................................30: 10
McLaughlin Charles A of Charles A and Adeline R Mar 8 1933 ...............................................................31: 26
McLaughlin Edward of Edward A and Mary F June 18 1931..30: 69
McLaughlin Eileen of William E and Mary Nov 24 1932......30: 276
McLaughlin Elaine F of James J and Bernice I May 8 1934..31: 184
McLaughlin Florence A of Charles A and Adeline R May 28 1934 .............................................................31: 190
McLaughlin George W of George A and Agnes M May 23 1935..32: 55
McLaughlin Henry A of Harry A and Eleanor M Dec 28 1932..30: 287
McLaughlin Hugh J of Hugh J and Jean July 29 1931......30: 85
McLaughlin James H of Henry J and Serena M Mar 23 1933..31: 31
McLaughlin Jean E of James J and Bernice Oct 20 1932......30: 263
McLaughlin John A of Andrew W and Helen M June 9 1933..31: 61
McLaughlin Joseph D of Joseph D and Florence E June 9 1933 ............................................................31: 61
McLaughlin Joyce A of Edward B and Laura L Apr 3 1932..30: 184
McLaughlin Katherine E of John F and Catherine I Mar 28 1933 ............................................................31: 32
McLaughlin Maris of William E and Mary Feb 8 1931.........30: 16
McLaughlin Mary E of James F and Margaret Oct 8 1931....30: 113
McLaughlin Patricia F of Patrick F and Jane F Apr 3 1933..31: 36
McLaughlin Robert V of Richard A and Ruth M June 10 1931..30: 67
McLaughlin Sheila of William and Mary Jan 7 1935..........32: 3
McLaughlin Teresa of Henry J and Serena M Dec 16 1931....30: 140
McLaughlin Walter J of Walter J and Abby C Sept 8 1934..31: 231
McLaughlin William C of Edward A and Mary F May 21 1934 31:188
McLaughlin William E of Charles A and Adeline R Sept 7
1935 .........................................................32: 98
McLean John D of John K and Irene May 1 1931 ..................30: 51
McLean Robert O of James F and Mary E June 22 1933 .............31: 65
McLean Thomas L of Thomas L and Susan Oct 12 1932 .............30:260
McLean — d of George L and Teresa E Oct 19 1934 ..............31:250
McLellan Joseph M of Joseph M and Lillian F June 16 1933 31: 64
McLelland Alexander J of Alexander and Ambrosina Dec 22
1931 ..........................................................30:142
McLeod Barbara L of Robert E and Dorothea Dec 5 1932 .........30:281
McLeod Betty of William W and Helen F July 13 1933 ..........31: 73
McLeod Donald J of Anna Aug 19 1931 ...........................30: 94
McLeod Elizabeth A of Robert E and Dorothea Dec 15 1931 30:139
McLeod Jane F (Twin) of Edwin A A and Gladys May 14
1933 ..........................................................31: 51
McLeod Marie F (Twin) of Edwin A A and Gladys May 14
1933 ..........................................................31: 51
McLeod — d of Arthur W and Lois D Dec 10 1934 .................31:273
McLinden Robert F of Daniel L and Anne Aug 17 1932 .........30:237
McLinden Therese of Thomas and Loretta M Oct 28 1932 ........30:266
McLynch Marilyn M of Walter and Lucille F Sept 3 1935 .......32: 96
McMahon Elizabeth A of Earle V and Elizabeth A July 4
1932 ..........................................................30:220
McMahon Jean A of Gerald R and Verna May 26 1935 ..............32: 56
McMahon Joan L of William P and Esther R Nov 24 1931 .......30:131
McMahon John J of John J and Helen F Apr 24 1935 ............32: 43
McMahon Kathleen R of William E and Catherine Apr 17
1932 ..........................................................30:190
McMahon Leo R of Joseph F and Alice Aug 29 1931 ..............30: 98
McMahon Mary F of Earl V and Elizabeth A July 11 1933 .......31: 72
McMahon Patricia of Joseph and Hazel May 28 1931 ............30: 61
McMahon Paul of James P and Clara F Mar 22 1933 ...............31: 30
McMahon Raymond W of Raymond and Mary A July 24 1934 .......31:212
McMahon Richard of Edward and Catherine Feb 7 1935 .........32: 14
McManley Francis of Thomas E and Viola May 29 1931 .........30: 61
McMann James A of James A and Mary May 5 1933 ...............31: 48
McMann — d of Joseph F and Dorothy I Nov 15 1932 ............30:273
McMann — d of Joseph F and Dorothy I Mar 24 1934 ............31:168
McManus Barbara M of James J and Mary A May 10 1934 .......31:184
McManus Elizabeth A of Francis M and Caroline G Mar 7
1931 ..........................................................30: 28
McManus Elizabeth A of Philip E and Elizabeth Oct 7 1935 ....32:110
McManus Gloria M of John E and Florence M Mar 8 1932 .......30:174
McManus Helen F of Samuel J and Mary Mar 14 1934 31:165
McManus James E of James J and Mary A Nov 14 1935 32:123
McManus James O of James O and Jeannette C Sept 16 1932 30:248
McManus Lawrence L D of Lawrence L and Mildred P Sept 27

1934 31:237
McManus Mary L of Terence J and Florence B Feb 7 1935 32:14
McManus Ruth L of Frederick A and Mabel A July 11 1934 31:208
McManus Terence J of Terence J and Florence B Aug 12 1931 30:91
McManus Thomas J of Joseph P and Helen F Nov 7 1935 32:121
McManus s of James O and Jeannette C Aug 7 1931 30:99
McManus d of John F and Mary A Feb 27 1931 30:23
McManus s of Terence J and Florence B Apr 17 1933 31:40
McManus d of John J and Sadie Dec 17 1935 32:143
McMaugh Mary A of Peter J and Agnes E June 8 1931 30:66
McMeehan Barbara A of Henry S and Mary E Mar 13 1933 31:27
McMeekin Madelyn P of David E and Gertrude Sept 21 1933 31:100
McMellon Carol L of Charles L and Ethel M Oct 2 1934 31:240
McMellon Everett A of Thomas and Beatrice Mar 20 1934 31:166
McMillan Joseph D of Robert E and Claire M May 5 1934 31:183
McMullen Davis of Patrick and Anna M July 11 1932 30:222
McMullen Patricia A of Edward J and Marion Nov 15 1935 32:123
McMullin Marilyn E of Donald and Margaret G July 29 1935 32:82
McMurrough James P of Frank A and Madeline E May 30

1934 31:191
McNabb Frederick L of Frederick L and Florence M Sept 27

1932 30:253
McNally Alice C of John J and Catherine E Jan 1 1931 30:1
McNally Catherine R of Thomas and Flossie Feb 17 1932 30:166
McNally Dorothy A of James F and Mary H Apr 8 1933 31:37
McNally Dorothy J of Thomas and Flossie July 6 1934 31:206
McNally Elizabeth A of John J and Catherine E Oct 30 1933 31:113
McNally Mildred of John and Hazel L Mar 28 1932 30:181
McNally William (Twin) of John and Hazel L Sept 3 1934 31:229
McNally William J of William J and Dorothy Sept 9 1932 30:246
McNamara Anna T of Matthew and Anna Mar 11 1935 32:26
McNamara Daniel E of Timothy L and Gertrude V May 25

1933 31:54
McNamara James G of James A and Anna M Nov 4 1931 30:125
McNamara Jane A of Raymond V and Helen M Aug 10 1931 30:91
McNamara Mary A of Vincent A and Eva Mar 21 1935 32:29
McNamara Robert of Luke and Anna C Dec 8 1931 30:137
McNamara William J of James A and Anna M June 28 1934 31:292
McNamara d of Matthew and Anna Aug 24 1933 31:89
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McNamee Alfred W of Alexander P and Mary E L Apr 23
1932 ................................................................. 30: 192
McNamee Jean F of Alexander P and Mary E L July 13 1934... 31: 208
McNamee Joanne of Beatrice J Aug 23 1935 ....................... 32: 143
McNamee John L of Beatrice Feb 8 1934 .......................... 31: 274
McNamee — d of Charles J and Rose G Sept 2 1932 ......... 30: 255
McNeil Barbara A of Bernard F and Marie E Mar 22 1932 ... 30: 179
McNeil Leo F of Peter and Annie M Dec 8 1934 .............. 31: 264
McNeil Margaret J of Bernard F and Marie E Apr 29 1933... 31: 45
McNeil Richard E of Bernard F and Marie E July 20 1934 . 31: 211
McNeill Jane F of Eugene F and Anna E Jan 28 1932 ......... 30: 158
McNicholas — s of Thomas P and Catherine Jan 23 1935 .... 32: 8
McNiff George D of George and Anna July 7 1932 ......... 30: 221
McNiff Patricia A of John W and Gertrude M Apr 11 1934 .. 31: 175
McNulty Cornelius C of Cornelius and Helen Dec 25 1932 ... 30: 286
McNulty Dorothy B of Bernard J and Dorothy U Feb 9 1935 ... 32: 15
McNulty James P of Andrew J and Nora A Dec 12 1932 .... 30: 283
McNulty Lecia A of Karl J and Elizabeth A Aug 3 1932 ... 30: 233
McNulty Raymond J of Raymond J and Marion May 8 1933 .. 31: 49
McOsker Journala M of Joseph A and Mary A July 29 1934 .. 31: 214
McPeak Patricia L of Wilfred R and Mary E Sept 28 1931 .. 30: 108
McPhail Edward G of Edward G and Catherine Feb 23 1934 .. 31: 157
McPherson David A of Alexander and Helen L Nov 24 1935 ... 32: 126
McPherson Donald J of William R and Alice Apr 10 1933 .. 31: 38
McPherson Judith P of Leo J and Mary J Dec 18 1935 ....... 32: 135
McPhillips Delores R of Joseph M and Catherine F Sept 12
1935 ...................................................................... 32: 99
McPhillips Edward J of Joseph M and Catherine F Nov 5
1932 ...................................................................... 30: 270
McPhillips John C of Leonard D and Leona M Mar 10 1934 .. 31: 164
McPhillips John L of John L and Agnes R Apr 2 1933 .... 31: 35
McPhillips Rita C of Joseph M and Catherine F Sept 2 1934 .. 31: 229
McQuade Jenette of Henry F and Jane A Nov 4 1932 .... 30: 269
McQuaide — s of Walter E and Frances E Aug 2 1935 .... 32: 95
McQueeney Joan M of James J and Dorothy Apr 29 1931 ... 30: 49
McQueeney Thomas B of James J and Dorothy Oct 8 1934 .. 31: 242
McQueeney Robert G of James J and Dorothy Sept 13 1933 .. 31: 97
McQuiggan Ann of James and Frances Jan 23 1931 ........ 30: 9
McQuiggan Jean of James E and Frances Jan 2 1932 ....... 30: 149
McSheehy Lewis W of Joseph A and Josephine M May 12 1933 .. 31: 50
McSheehy Margaret M of Joseph A and Josephine M Dec 25
1935 ...................................................................... 32: 137
McSheehy — d of Joseph A and Josephine M Mar 10 1931 .. 30: 29
McSheehy — d of Joseph A and Josephine M June 2 1934 .. 31: 203
McSherry Ann M of Bernard J and Alice M Jan 30 1931 ... 30: 11
McSweeney Agnes L of John J and Mary A Dec 29 1933........31:134
McSweeney Charles of Charles P and Esther Aug 15 1931....30:93
McSweeney Dennis F of Dennis F and Winifred M Dec 4 1931.30:136
McSweeney Irene P of John J and Mary A Nov 13 1935......32:123
McSweeney John of Charles P and Ester M Sept 5 1934.....31:230
McSweeney Joseph of Charles P and Esther M May 3 1933...31:47
McSweeney Winifred P of Dennis F and Winifred M Mar 9

1933 .................................................................31:26
McTernan Catherine of Henry A and Catherine C Apr 4 1932..30:185
McVay Barbara of Frank V and Mary Dec 9 1932............30:282
McVay Richard E of Francis V and Mary F June 30 1931....30:74
McVeigh Raymond of James C and Rose E Mar 6 1932......30:173
McVey Harold F of Hugh J and Isabelle L Mar 31 1932....30:182
McVey — d of William and Marion Oct 27 1931............30:148
McVicker Maureen of John J and Margaret T May 15 1933..31:51
McWeeney John H of Edward S and Ellen I May 20 1935...32:54
McWeeney Richard of George H and Mary E Dec 22 1932....30:285
McWeeney — d of Edward S and Ellen I Mar 1 1931........30:38
McWilliams Nancy A of Joseph A and Theresa M Sept 21

1933 .................................................................31:100
McWilliams Richard of Joseph A and Theresa M Oct 30 1931..30:121
Meade Elizabeth A of Charles W and Mary A Nov 10 1934...31:254
Meader Esther R of Robert O and Mary Jan 21 1932........30:155
Meader Mary L of Robert O and Mary L Aug 24 1934......31:225
Meagher Eleanor F of Leo F and Roselind L July 30 1935...32:82
Meagher Joseph R of Joseph R and Elizabeth V Feb 4 1934..31:150
Meagher Lois A of Leo F and Florence A Jan 25 1932......30:56
Meagher Roselyn A of Leo F and Roselind L July 26 1933...31:78
Meagher — s of Leo F and Roselind L June 23 1932........30:215
Meaker George L of George L and Louise A June 27 1935...32:68
Meakin Beatrice P of Theophilus and Esther P Mar 26 1931..30:35
Meakin Gertrude E of Theophilus and Esther P Nov 19 1932..30:274
Mealey Beverly A of John and Anna J Dec 29 1931........30:144
Mears Malcolm H of Gilbert M and Mary P Feb 11 1931....30:17
Medeiros Barbara G of Carlos and Bessie M Nov 19 1933...31:120
Medeiros Carole E of Murillo and Naomi P Dec 14 1933....31:129
Medeiros Catherine I of Joseph J and Florence Mar 17 1934..31:165
Medeiros Edward of Manuel and Maria Jan 30 1931.........30:11
Medeiros Frank of Frank S and Mary A Feb 3 1933.........31:13
Medeiros Frank of Manuel and Maria July 5 1935........32:72
Medeiros Helen of Antone R and Senhorinha daC Feb 17 1933..31:18
Medeiros Joanna C of Manuel and Maria Dec 6 1932.........30:281
Medeiros Joao of Antonio and Mary May 31 1935............32:57
Medeiros John of John and Georgiana Mar 19 1933........31:29
Medeiros Nancy C of Murillo and Naomi P Sept 4 1935.....32:97
Medeiros Theresa M of Anthony C and Maria Sept 26 1933..31:101
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Medeiros Veronica of Jose and Angelina Feb 17 1931......30:19
Medeiros William H of Carlos and Bessie M Mar 23 1935......32:30
Medeiros — s of Lauriano F and Maria Apr 21 1935......32:46
Medeiros Robert F of Elsie V Dec 1 1935..................32:130
Medice Raffaele of Luigi and Genoveffa Sept 16 1931......30:105
Medici Donald G of Guido and Olimpia Feb 28 1932......30:169
Medici Edward M of Guido and Olimpia Aug 22 1933......31:89
Medici — s of Emilio and Palma Nov 15 1931.................30:128
Medici — s of Emilio and Palma Sept 11 1935.................32:99
Medina Catherine (c) of Vito and Bertha M Aug 3 1933...31:82
Medina Julia V (c) of Vito and Bertha M Oct 7 1935.....32:110
Medina Milton D (c) of Mary July 10 1935...............32:74
Medro Norma of Elizabeth May 6 1934..................31:183
Medrous Mary C of Emanuel and Rosa Jan 6 1932........30:150
Meegan Donald G of Henry G and Ethel M Oct 13 1933...31:108
Meegan Francis R of Joseph J and Minnie A Mar 21 1931...30:33
Meegan — s of Marie Oct 3 1932..........................30:256
Meehan Bernard F of Bernard F and Marie-Ange A Sept 22 1931................................................30:107
Meehan — d of Mabel L June 29 1932......................30:291
Meeker — s of William E and Hazel M Mar 2 1932........30:183
Mecnan Mary S of John J and Veronica June 8 1931.....30:66
Mega Anna J of Antonio and Vincenza Nov 9 1931........30:126
Mega Giuseppe V of Antonio and Vincenza Sept 20 1933...31:100
Megarry William H of William H and Mildred H Nov 16 1934,31:275
Megerichian Mardiros O of Ohan and Margaret Jan 26 1933,31:9
Meglio Elena of Tommaso and Restituta Dec 12 1932.....30:283
Meglio Elinora of Tommaso and Restituta Mar 24 1931...30:34
Megredichian Megredich of Karousd and Margaret Nov 17 1935................................................32:124
Meiklejohn Ann of John R and Hilda Aug 23 1934........31:224
Meiklejohn Jean S of J Ronald and Hilda June 4 1932....30:208
Meinert Richard N of Richard N and Violet Nov 16 1932...30:274
Mekaillain Alice of Stepan and Loucy Aug 19 1931.......30:94
Mekuto Alfred of Alfred and Philomena Jan 14 1935......32:5
Mekuto Anthony A of Alfred and Philomena May 27 1931...30:60
Melanant Esther R of Jacob and Anna M Sept 16 1932.....30:249
Melanant Shirley A R of Izidore and Anna May 4 1935....32:48
Melaragno Giovanna of Alfredo and Giovanna Feb 12 1933...31:16
Melaragno Helen P I of Amico and Giuseppina Apr 16 1932..30:189
Melcher Andrew P of Andrew P and Laura C Sept 2 1934...31:229
Melcher Laura C of Andrew P and Laura C Oct 15 1935.....32:112
Melgi Giuseppe E of Luigi and Angelina Jan 12 1931......30:5
Mellenu Elizabeth A of Albert W and Irene July 19 1933...31:75
Melikian Armenis of Boghos and Azniv Jan 18 1933........31:6
BIRTHS

30: 233
Melikian Thelma of Barsam and Sarah Sept 15 1934.
31: 283
Melillo Anthony R of Liberato C and Gaetana Sept 27 1934.
31: 237
Melillo Robert E of Joseph and Esther Sept 17 1931.
30: 105
Melillo — s of Joseph and Esther Dec 7 1934.
31: 273
Melino Concetta M of Vito and Antoinetta Apr 5 1932.
30: 185
Melino Giuseppe of Donato and Maria G Apr 22 1931.
30: 46
Melino — d of Vito and Antoinetta Aug 31 1933.
31: 92
Melino — s of Vito and Antoinetta July 31 1934.
31: 216
Melkonian Hovhannes of Richard H and Azadoohi Apr 13 1933.
31: 39
32: 111
30: 244
Mellen James E of James E and Virginia M May 10 1931.
30: 54
Mellen Virginia M of James E and Virginia M Sept 8 1934.
31: 231
Meller Jean B of Jesse and Mary G Feb 2 1935.
32: 12
Mellin Ernest W of Algot W and Anna F K May 27 1933.
31: 55
Mellin — s of Algot W and Anna F K Oct 13 1931.
30: 123
Mello Albert M of Albert M and Mary I Oct 8 1932.
30: 259
Mello Daniel of Joao and Adelina May 7 1932.
30: 205
31: 212
Mello Donald of Alfred F and Helena E Sept 11 1932.
30: 247
Mello Doris M of Manuel S and Mary D Feb 18 1934.
31: 155
30: 230
Mello Jane of Joseph and Helena Dec 11 1934.
31: 265
Mello Jean A of Joseph and Olinda Apr 21 1933.
31: 42
Mello John of John and Laura Nov 16 1934.
31: 256
Mello Jose C of Aldina Dec 25 1935.
32: 137
Mello Louis of Elais and Elizabeth Sept 30 1935.
32: 106
Mello Nancy of John and Mary Dec 28 1935.
32: 138
Mello Richard J of Albert M and Mary I Aug 19 1934.
31: 223
Mello Roberto of Guilherme C and Christina Feb 28 1931.
30: 24
Mello Ruth of Joseph and Helena Sept 26 1933.
31: 102
Mello William A of Manuel and Mary Feb 21 1935.
32: 18
Mellon Elizabeth R of Edward A and Ruth Mar 15 1932.
30: 176
Mellon Barbara A of Francis A and Lucy F Feb 5 1932.
30: 162
32: 100
Mellon Francis A of Francis A and Lucy F Apr 16 1933.
31: 40
Mellon Francis J of Peter F and Agnes L Nov 24 1935.
32: 126
Mellon Marilyn M of Peter F and Agnes L May 7 1934.
31: 183
Mellor Barbara J of Joseph W and Violet Feb 24 1933.
31: 20
Mellor Richard G of George and Florence Apr 23 1932.
30: 192
Melucci Lillian M of Pasquale and Rosina Mar 31 1934.
31: 170
Melucci Nicola of Angelo and Pia Aug 19 1935.
32: 90
Melucci Norma A of Modesto and Antoinetta June 26 1931.
30: 72
Melucci Robert N of Modesto and Antoinetta Sept 20 1935.
32: 102
Melucci — d of Pasquale and Rosina Dec 24 1935.
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Meldavta John D of John and Aurore Nov 16 1935 .......................... 32: 143
Menard Alfred J of Alfred U and Flora Mar 3 1933 ....................... 31: 24
Menard Arlene StJ of Leola M Sept 5 1933 ................................. 31: 95
Menard Carole R of Richard G and Phyllis Nov 17 1934 ................. 31: 256
Menard Joseph C of Clara Jan 25 1934 .................................. 31: 149
Menard Muriel G of Clara C June 28 1935 ................................ 32: 142
Mencoff Ethelyne Y of Samuel and Pauline Jan 11 1932 .................. 30: 152
Mende Richard A of Henry T and Valerie S Apr 26 1932 ................. 30: 193
Mende Robert H of Henry T and Valerie S Jan 18 1931 ................... 30: 7
Mende —— s of Henry T and Valerie S May 1 1933 ......................... 31: 58
Mende —— d of Henry T and Valerie S Apr 29 1934 ....................... 31: 181
Mendence Robert A of Albert A and Lucy Aug 12 1933 .................... 31: 85
Mendence William A of Frank A and Assunta M Feb 7 1931 .............. 30: 16
Menders Jane of Joseph B and Agnes J July 12 1932 ..................... 30: 223
Mendes Benjamin (c) of Boaventura and Louise A May 20 1931 ......... 30: 58
Mendes Donna L (c) of Boaventura and Louise A May 31 1935 ............. 32: 57
Mendes Gregory O (c) of Boaventura and Louise A July 4 1932 .......... 30: 220
Mendes William L (c) of Gregory and Margaret Mar 26 1934 .......... 31: 168
Mendillo Beverly B of Pasquale and Katherine C Sept 21 1935 ......... 32: 103
Mendillo Ernesto of Ernesto and Anna July 18 1933 ..................... 31: 75
Mendillo Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Luisa Jan 10 1932 ................. 30: 151
Mendonca Eileen of Manuel and Ermelinda Oct 11 1934 .................. 31: 243
Mendonca Natalie M of Anthony and Josephine Dec 29 1933 ............. 31: 134
Mendonca Rosalina of Joao and Elvira Apr 14 1931 ....................... 30: 44
Menese —— d of Joao and Ethel A Nov 27 1932 .......................... 30: 277
Menese —— d of John and Adelaide Oct 11 1934 ........................ 31: 250
Menna Angelo of Angelo and Antonietta Oct 19 1932 ...................... 30: 263
Menzies John I of James W and Harriet H Mar 17 1932 ................. 30: 177
Meo Francesco of Salvatore and Giovannina D Dec 10 1932 ............. 30: 282
Meo Santino of Francesco and Anna M Aug 7 1934 ....................... 31: 219
Merandi William P of Pietro and Concetta May 8 1934 ................. 31: 184
Mercardante Maria A of Giuseppe and Maria G Sept 3 1931 .......... 30: 100
Mercer Kenneth A of Frederick W and Evelyn Aug 11 1934 ............ 31: 220
Mercer Norma M of Edward F and Margaret J May 14 1931 ............. 30: 55
Mercer Sally D of Grierson and Betty June 29 1935 ...................... 32: 69
Merchut Henryk P of Pawel and Pauline Apr 15 1932 ..................... 30: 189
Mercier Alice M of Eli D and Margaret N Oct 10 1931 .................. 30: 114
Mercier Arlene L of Joseph D and Sarah E Jan 18 1934 ............... 31: 144
Mercier Joseph D of Joseph D and Sarah E Dec 18 1934 .............. 31: 267
Mercier Joseph D of Joseph D and Sarah E Oct 20 1935 ............. 32: 114
Mercier Margaret L of Joseph D and Sarah E Sept 26 1932 ........... 30: 252
Merlino Claire A of John and Clara June 26 1931
Merlino Francis of Anthony and Carmela 6 May 1931
Merlino Helen C of Anthony and Carmela 8 1935
Merlino Marion C of Lawrence J and Helen M Dec 5 1931
Merlino Roberto S of Salvatore and Maria G Apr 13 1931
Merrick Barbara J of George H and Eva E Sept 8 1933
Merrick Frederick J of George H and Eva E Apr 7 1932
Merola Andino F of Carlo G and Florence Oct 19 1935
Merola Angelo D of Antonio and Clementina G Aug 1 1933
Merola Anna of Guido and Vincenza June 17 1935
Merola Carlene F of Carlo G and Florence Aug 23 1932
Merola Eugene G of Guido and Vincenza Aug 20 1933
Merola James V of Theresa Aug 3 1932
Merola Raymond of Ignazio and Elena Sept 7 1931
Merola Teresa V of Guido and Vincenza Oct 2 1931
Merola William of Ignazio and Elena Oct 19 1933
Merrill Ellard R of Ellard C and Mildred J Aug 23 1933
Merrill Joan B of Lowell B and Svea July 15 1935
Merriman Charles H of Charles H and Alice June 14 1934
Merriman Duncan C of Harold T and Jeanette W Jan 16
Merriman Howard R of Howard R and Anne W Dec 20 1933
Merritt Irene Y of William H and Flora M Mar 22 1933
Merritt William H J of William H and Flora M Dec 15 1934
Merz Marilyn E of Ernest J and Elsie Feb 28 1932
Meshino Luciano of Tomaso and Cristina Dec 11 1934
Mesrobian Antranig of Sdepan and Miriam Apr 14 1932
Messerlian John H of John B and Vivian Feb 10 1931
Messerlian Robert B of Leon J and Engenie July 2 1931
Messerlian Sylvia M of John B and Vivian Feb 2 1934
Messier Joan M of George G and Catherine I June 23 1934
Messier William E of William E and Mary G Feb 17 1931
Messineo Giovanni G of Charles and Antonetta June 7 1932
Messineo Joanne J of Charles and Antonetta May 10 1935
Messing —— s of Charles and Sarah July 8 1931
Messore Benedetto B of Benedetto B and Letitia Feb 4 1934
Messore Michael B of Michele and Katherine G June 25 1932
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Metcalf Esther E of George P and Pauline Jan 12 1932...30:152
Metcalf Michael P of George P and Pauline Sept 1 1933...31:94
Metcalf George E of Walter and Signe Feb 6 1933........31:14
Metcalf Robert of Joseph and Edith A Oct 23 1931....30:119
Metcalf Walter of Walter and Signe Apr 1 1931........30:39
Mete Anna G of Antonio and Maria A Sept 23 1935.....32:103
Metivier Loretta of George L and Mae M Mar 7 1935....32:24
Metivier Mary E of George L and Mae C Feb 18 1933...31:18
Metts Benjamin D (c) of Benjamin D and Helen N Apr 5 1931..30:40
Metts Dolores A (c) of Joseph and Mabel H May 25 1935..32:55
Metts Ruth A (c) of Benjamin D and Helen N Jan 29 1934..31:147
Metz Leonard J of Samuel I and Jennie Oct 22 1933...31:111
Metz — s of Louis and Yetta Apr 22 1932........30:191
Mennier Joan C of Alexander J and Mary H July 8 1935...32:73
Mennier Ruth F of Alexander J and Mary H June 22 1933..31:65
Meyer Ann J of Bernand and Gloria June 24 1934.......31:200
Meyer Ray W of Ray W and Hilda M Jan 20 1935.......32:7
Meyer Ruth A of Rudolph and Dorothy Nov 5 1935....32:120
Meyer William N of Henry A and Esther V July 2 1931...30:76
Meyers Frank R of Frank R and Ruth E June 23 1932...30:215
Meyers Frederick of Lillian M Apr 19 1931........30:46
Meyers Leonard R of David and Anna S Oct 23 1934...31:247
Mezzanotte Beverly A of Leonardo and Rose Apr 3 1932..30:184
Mezzanotte Claire M of Leonardo and Rosa Nov 2 1933..31:115
Mezzanotte Leonore of Leonardo and Rosa Dec 27 1935..32:138
Miale Dolores F of Gugliardo and Margarida June 27 1931..30:73
Miale Filomena L of Gugliardo and Margarida Feb 27 1933..31:21
Miale Joseph A of Gugliardo and Margarida Aug 9 1934...31:219
Michael Anthony A of Assad and Dorothy D Apr 12 1934...31:175
Michael Eva of Abraham and Hind Jan 1 1934........31:139
Michael Nazara of Peter and Affeley Apr 3 1932.......30:184
Michael Richard A of Assad and Dorothy Feb 8 1932....30:163
Michaud Norbert O of Joseph E and Eva C Mar 9 1934..31:163
Michaud William A of Arthur and Doris Sept 28 1934...31:237
Micheletti Anthony of Domenico and Maria C Sept 23 1933..31:101
Micheletti Paolo of Paolo and Maria G Nov 26 1935.....32:127
Micheletti Vincenzo of Paolo and Maria G May 21 1931..30:58
Micheletti — s of Paolo and Maria Aug 6 1934.......31:228
Micheli Lucia of Rodolfo and Maria D Dec 13 1931...30:139
Michelotti John P of Giovanni and Maria E Nov 6 1931..30:125
Mickus Dolores of Myrna Nov 7 1935..................32:121
Middlebrook Richard J of James A and Sarah E Aug 26 1934..31:226
Middleton Helen N of Samuel J and Florence C Feb 1 1931..30:14
Middleton Norman W of Edward H and Helen Mar 16 1931..30:32
Midgley Gibson V of Gibson V and Georgina M Aug 31 1932..30:242
Micle Amedeo of Amedeo and Marianna Sept 9 1932....30:246
Miele Pauline of Raffaele and Michelina Jan 10 1934........31:142
Miele Raffaele of Raffaele and Michelina May 31 1931........30: 62
Miele Sylvia of John and Maria S July 22 1935.................32: 79
Migliaccio Anthony J of Antonio V and Mary H May 14 1932,30:200
Migliaccio Chiara of Domenico and Luisa June 14 1934........31:197
Migliaccio Loretta of Christopher L and Dorothea Jan 6 1933,31: 2
Migliaccio Mary C of Vincent and Mary C Oct 9 1935...........32:111
Migliori Anna M of Giuseppe and Anna Sept 28 1934...........31:237
Migliozi Joseph A ofAmerico G A and Hilda M Nov 9 1934......31:253
Mignaelli Diana of Pasquale and Erminia A Mar 28 1934.......31:169
Mignanelli Norma T of Vittorio and Alfonzina Aug 9 1934.....31:219
Mignault Dean E of Victor and Evelyn May 19 1931............30: 57
Mignault John R of John B and Mary A July 7 1933..........31: 71
Mignault Patricia A of John B and Mary A July 16 1935......32: 77
Mignault Alfred L of Alfred E and Maude C May 3 1935......32: 48
Mignault Eugene C of Alfred E and Maude C Feb 19 1934.....31:156
Mignault Joan C of Philip and Charlotte R Aug 3 1934......31:217
Migneault Joseph W of Joseph W and Clementine Sept 25
1935 ..................................................32:104
Migridchian Bedros of Ohan and Margaret Sept 2 1931......30:100
Miguel George of Manuel and Mary Feb 25 1934.................31:158
Miguel Jesse S of Pedro S and Maria Apr 7 1931..............30: 41
Miguel Joao of Manuel and Maria Nov 17 1931.................30:128
Mihailides Emanuel of Peter and Kaliophe Aug 6 1931......30: 89
Mike Marilyn of Sam and Jennie Nov 27 1933.................31:122
Miklusis Bertha M of Vincent and Zuzana Oct 8 1934.......31:242
Milan Russell E of Howard J and Dorothy A July 24 1934.....31:212
Mildner Donald E of Robert F and Catherine A Apr 27 1935...32: 44
Mildner Joan M of Frank R and Catherine A Oct 25 1931.....30:119
Mildner William V of Frank R and Catherine A June 4 1933,31: 60
Miles Carolyn F (c) of Harvey A and Catherine Aug 2 1935...32: 84
Miley Miriam A of William J and Josephine M Apr 30 1934...31:180
Millar Jane E of John and Esther A Apr 8 1934............31:174
Millar Richard I of Raymond I and Edna M Jan 14 1933.....31:  5
Millard Albert S of Albert S and Grace L June 12 1933.....31: 62
Millard Barbara A of Leonard F and Irene J Nov 19 1933....31:120
Millard Claire I of Leonard F and Irene J Sept 23 1931.....30:107
Millard Harold J of Harold S and Ellen Nov 12 1931......30:127
Millard Jean I of Raymond F and Lillian E June 28 1933.....31: 67
Millard Marjorie E of Percy W and Grace V May 7 1935......32: 49
Millen June T of William I and Veronica W Nov 26 1935.....32:127
Miller Ann J of John W and Margaret E Nov 8 1933........31:117
Miller Anthony C of Peter M and Esther June 13 1931........30: 68
Miller Audrey M of Raymond E and Ruth H Mar 27 1933......31: 32
Miller Barbara A of Irving F and Ruth Dec 28 1931.........30:143
Miller Barbara A of Virgil G and Abbie C Apr 10 1932.....30:187
Miller Beverly A of Francis H and Elsie M May 25 1935........32: 55
Miller Charles H of Charles H and Mary V Nov 9 1931........30: 126
Miller Constance R of Joseph B and Estelle L Mar 30 1935........32: 32
Miller Frederic E of James I and Agnes L Jan 6 1931........30: 3
Miller George E of Charles H and Mary V Sept 19 1933........31: 99
Miller George L of Sylvester J and Laura May 2 1934........31: 182
Miller Gerald J of Gerald J and Margaret M Oct 18 1935........32: 113
Miller Helen F of Fred J and Dorothy Dec 7 1934........31: 263
Miller Hubert G of Hubert W and Lillian Oct 27 1935........32: 116
Miller Jerome P of Jack and Betty Nov 13 1932........30: 272
Miller Joan A of Henry T and Irma L Apr 1 1933........35
Miller Joan A of Charles L and Gertrude E Dec 4 1934........31: 262
Miller Joan L of John W and Margaret E June 6 1931........30: 65
Miller Joan M of Raymond and May Jan 27 1933........31: 9
Miller John A E of Spencer A and Lillian Apr 16 1935........32: 40
Miller John W of John W and Margaret E July 16 1932........30: 224
Miller Joseph G of Joseph M and Jeannette Feb 18 1934........30: 20
Miller Joyce E of John F and Doris E Sept 26 1935........32: 104
Miller Kenneth M of Frederick J A and Lillian Sept 14 1935........32: 100
Miller Lawrence K of Lincoln F and Blanche Feb 25 1931........30: 22
Miller Margaret A of Raymond J and Agatha Mar 6 1935........32: 24
Miller Marilyn R of Bertil E F and Roberta M Jan 1 1934........31: 139
Miller Mary A of Percival R and Mary E Nov 28 1932........30: 278
Miller Mina M of Robert K and Clara Dec 16 1935........32: 134
Miller Nancy J of Melvin F and Eva July 27 1934........31: 213
Miller Phyllis A of Harold T and Hattie B June 6 1935........32: 60
Miller Raymond R of Charles H and Mary V Nov 6 1935........32: 120
Miller Richard A of Ray O and Sarah E July 14 1931........30: 80
Miller Robert of William H and Margaret V June 15 1933........31: 63
Miller Robert A of John R and Harriet M July 16 1935........32: 77
Miller Robert E of Bertil E F and Roberta M Apr 26 1935........32: 44
Miller Roger W of Kenneth E and Helen Nov 23 1931........30: 131
Miller Rose M J of Eugene and Emelda Oct 16 1932........30: 262
Miller Ruth of John R and Harriett M June 30 1931........30: 74
Miller Sanford of Ralph W and Alice June 26 1933........31: 66
Miller Sonya H of Morris and Clara M May 2 1935........32: 47
Miller Sydney A of Kenneth W and Marian P July 30 1933........31: 79
Miller Walter S of Charles K and Viola L July 13 1935........32: 75
Miller Warren F of Benjamin F and Viola E Sept 17 1932........30: 249
Miller —— d of Ruben K and Clara July 22 1931........30: 87
Miller —— d of Chester A and Anna M Nov 20 1931........30: 130
Miller —— d of Peter M and Esther Aug 31 1933........31: 92
Miller —— d of Frederick T and Mary J Nov 30 1934........31: 260
Miller —— d of Tobias and Myrtle E Sept 1 1935........32: 96
Millian Josephine C of Joseph and Winifred Feb 21 1934........31: 157
Milligan Joan E of Harold E and Lucy Sept 9 1935
Milligan Keith G of Clarence H and Marjorie Sept 25 1932
Milliken Joseph A of Samuel J and Mary A Jan 31 1935
Milliken Leland H of Calvin L and Emma F Jan 4 1934
Milliken Patricia A of Howard J and Irene F Oct 17 1935
Millman Cynthia of Solomon S and Lena Feb 20 1934
Millman Harvey of Albert and Rose June 30 1932
Millman Jacob of Meyer and Jennie Sept 29 1931
Mills Allan C of Robert P and Dorothy A Nov 3 1933
Mills Clifton W of Clifton W and Frances M June 20 1935
Mills David F of David and Doris Nov 6 1932
Mills Joanne B of Russell and Dorothy July 21 1932
Mills Judith A of Joseph and Gladys M Oct 17 1934
Mills Rita M of Loftus and Mary A June 24 1931
Mills Robert J of John W and Valentine Apr 5 1934
Mills Robert J of Loftus and Mary A Dec 19 1934
Mills Russell of George F and Irene B May 15 1935
Milmoe — s of Patrick and Elizabeth T Feb 25 1931
Milne Delmar A of Delmar A and Dorothy June 5 1935
Milne Janice of Delmar A and Dorothy Oct 13 1931
Milne Meredith of Edward J and Alice L July 26 1934
Milner Gilbert K of Gilbert and Edythe Oct 20 1931
Milner Joan B of Harry B and Constance June 17 1931
Milnes Ruth A of Ralph P and Elsa O Jan 27 1935
Milot Arthur C of Aram A and Gertrude E Nov 7 1932
Milot David A of Aram and Gertrude July 17 1935
Milson John R of John R and Gertrude Aug 30 1934
Milton Kenneth R of Roland G and Virginia I Oct 24 1932
Mimande Audrey J of Henry P and Gertrude H A Sept 3 1931
Mimande Raymond A of Henry P and Gertrude H A Aug 19
Minadeo Vivian F C of Luigi and Elvira Apr 13 1931
Minahan Eileen V of Timothy P and Agnes M Nov 8 1931
Minahan Jean L of Joseph A and Agnes June 23 1933
Minahan Martha F of Joseph A and Agnes June 4 1932
Minasian Deloris of Seth and Giovannina Sept 29 1934
Minasian Joan M of John and Maria July 4 1933
Miner Gerald of James J and Mae M Apr 23 1931
Miner June A of Ernest F and Ida M June 4 1932
Miner Lois A of James J and Mae M Jan 14 1934
Miner Palmer N of Palmer W and Mary Mar 29 1931
Miner Roland C of Roland C and Josephine Nov 24 1931
Miner — s of Eveline D Jan 25 1931
Ming Frank (chi) of Fook Ming and Yoke Eng See Feb 2 1932
Ming Rose (chi) of Fook Ming and Yoke Eng See Feb 27 1933
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ming William C (chi) of Fook Ming and Yoke Eng See Mar 21

1934 ......................................................... 31:167

Minicucci John of Giovanni and Emily Apr 21 1932 .... 30:191

Minicucci Pasqualina B of Vincenzo and Elena July 10 1931 ... 30:79

Minix George (c) of George and Beula Nov 16 1931 ........... 30:128

Minix Gloria (c) of George and Beula Apr 15 1933 ........... 31:39

Minkin Florence L of Joseph L and Evelyn E Feb 3 1931 .... 30:14

Minnihan Ellen M of John and Jessie Oct 16 1934 ....... 31:244

Minor June L of Ida A July 16 1934 ..................... 31:209

Minor Vivian (c) of Robert and Nida Mar 2 1935 ...... 32:23

Minton (c) —— s of Elmer E and Evelyn A Oct 14 1934 ... 31:244

Minuto Barbara J of Domenico and Christine Sept 4 1935 ... 32:97

Minuto Marie D of Domenico and Christine Dec 5 1933 .... 31:126

Miraldes Harrison R of Manoel A and Emma May 7 1933 .... 31:49

Miranda Edward of Joseph F and Virginia Sept 4 1931 .... 30:101

Miranda Gerald F of Jose F and Virginia Nov 12 1932 .... 30:272

Mirando Barbara A of Felix A and Irene Nov 18 1931 .... 30:129

Mirando Robert of Felix A and Irene Jan 18 1934 ....... 31:144

Mirarchi Barbara R of Vincenzo and Lucia Sept 5 1935 ... 32:97

Mirarchi Gaetano C of Vincenzo and Lucy Apr 7 1934 .... 31:173

Miroff Elena of Maurice and Laura A Aug 27 1935 ....... 32:93

Miroff Ernestine of Morris and Laura A Jan 9 1933 ....... 31:3

Miroff Malbalino of Morris and Laura A Feb 24 1934 .... 31:159

Misale Concetta of Salvatore and Rosa Feb 3 1933 ....... 31:13

Misch Marion R of Walter P and Ruth C Jan 29 1931 ....... 30:11

Mischler Robert H of Frank F and Genevieve E Mar 19 1932 .... 30:178

Misto James of Stefano and Ida Feb 28 1931 ....... 30:23

Misto Ralph L of Ralph L and Theresa A May 29 1934 .... 31:190

Misto Teresa of Ralph L and Theresa A Nov 16 1935 ....... 32:124

Misunas Dorothy M of Joseph J and Mildred H Aug 27 1935 .... 32:93

Mitchell Boyce V of Mary H June 4 1932 ........ 30:208

Mitchell David W of James R and Thelma H Nov 21 1931 .... 30:130

Mitchell Dianne A of Clifford B and Ruth J Jan 26 1935 .... 32:9

Mitchell Elliott A of Ambrose E and Marion E Dec 27 1932 .... 30:287

Mitchell George E of Harry and Helen M Feb 22 1933 ....... 31:20

Mitchell George J of Charles and Hazel Dec 25 1935 ....... 32:137

Mitchell Jacqueline of Josephine Dec 24 1933 ....... 31:132

Mitchell James J of Charles P and Edna Feb 17 1932 ....... 30:166

Mitchell James W of Rosanna F Sept 1 1934 ....... 31:274

Mitchell John J of Joseph H and Theresa E Mar 8 1933 .... 31:26

Mitchell John L of Ambrose E and Marion E Oct 6 1934 .... 31:241

Mitchell Laurina D of Carl R and Gertrude July 28 1932 .... 30:229

Mitchell Louis W of Leonard and Mabel M A Mar 29 1932 .... 30:181

Mitchell Mary L of John R and Grace May 25 1933 ....... 31:58

Mitchell Richard H of Horace E and Dorothy Jan 19 1931 .... 30:7

Mitchell Robert A of Samuel G and Marion E Aug 3 1934 .... 31:217
Mitchell Samuel L of Samuel L and Abbie L Apr 3 1932........ 30: 184
Mitchell Sarah W (c) of Elliott T and Alfreda L June 4 1934.. 31: 194
Mitchell Stephen A of Francis R and Marguerite C Dec 13
1933. .............................................. 31: 129
Mitchell William of Charles and Hazel May 24 1931........... 30:  59
Mitchell William P of Francis R and Marguerite C Apr 11
1931. .............................................. 30:  42
Mitchell —— d of Francis W and Mary J Aug 2 1935........... 32:  84
Mitson Ann E of George H and Eliza R Feb 7 1933............. 31:  14
Mitson Claire of Peter H and Alice June 4 1932.............. 30: 208
Mitson Edward J of Joseph E and Helen M July 4 1933........ 31:  70
Mitson Helen M of Joseph E and Helen M June 15 1933....... 30: 212
Mitson Jean P of Peter H and Alice Sept 4 1933.............. 32:  97
Mitson Patricia of Joseph E and Helen M Mar 18 1935........ 32:  28
Mizen Bernice C of Ralph F and Ellenor F Sept 20 1932..... 30: 250
Mlodzianowski Eleanor of John and Sophie M July 1 1932.... 30: 219
Mlodzianowski John of John and Sophie M Oct 18 1934...... 31: 245
Mlodzianowski Walter of John and Sophie M Oct 25 1933.... 31: 112
Moan John P of John J and Irene C Nov 17 1934.............. 31: 256
Moan Mary T of Catherine Sept 3 1932......................... 30: 244
Mobilia Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Elvira Apr 1 1932......... 30: 184
Mobriant George of Leo J and Antonetta Aug 9 1935......... 32:  87
Mockler Edward J of Edward J and Genevieve M E Jan 30
1932. .............................................. 30: 159
Moeller Julie R of Robert C and Eleanor Sept 25 1934...... 31: 236
Moffat Kenneth M of William E and Violet V Nov 30 1932.... 30: 278
Moffett James E of Howard T and Lillian I Mar 10 1933..... 31:  26
Moffitt Lloyd V of Lloyd V and Jeanne A Dec 15 1934...... 31: 266
Moffitt Marlene of Walter R and Eva L Nov 9 1931.......... 30: 126
Moglia —— d of Andrew C and Anna July 9 1931.............. 30:  78
Mohammed Alice of Harry A and Alice M Oct 3 1931......... 30: 111
Mohammed Lillian F of Harry A and Alice M Mar 13 1934.... 31: 164
Moia Arnold C of Charles L and Ida July 20 1931............ 30:  82
Moia Ona I of Francesco and Fedora Apr 17 1931............. 30:  45
Moise Carolyn L of Francesco M and Lillian July 9 1933.... 31:  71
Moitoso Catherine M of Joseph P and Catherine M May 12
1934. .............................................. 31: 185
Mojkowski Helen M of Frank J and Helen A May 17 1932...... 30: 201
Molineaux Jane R of Robert E and Ethel M Apr 19 1935...... 32:  41
Molis Ruth D of Dominikas and Antonetta Nov 2 1931....... 30: 124
Mollerberg Joyce M of Gustave S and Mary A July 24 1934... 31: 212
Mollicone Anna of Eleuterio and Assunta Apr 17 1931....... 30:  45
Mollicone George W of Alessandro and Maria F Apr 10 1933.. 31:  38
Mollicone Giovanni of Alessandro and Maria F Jan 25 1932... 30: 156
Mollicone Joseph of Eleuterio and Assunta Oct 10 1933..... 31: 107
Mollicone Luigi M of Luigi and Margaret July 27 1933....... 31:  78
Mollicone — s of Giovanni and Florinda Jan 12 1933....31:  4
Mollo Barbara R of Joseph and Angelina June 22 1933....31:  65
Mollo Edna M of Joseph F L and Angelina May 6 1931....30:  52
Mollo Ettore of Giuseppe P L and Maria Nov 11 1932....30:  272
Mollo Joseph A of Antonio and Lucy M Dec 28 1932....30:  287
Mollo Michael G of Anthony and Lucy M Nov 17 1934....31:  256
Mollo Ruggero A G of Ruggero and Caterina R Jan 13 1932. 30:  153
Mollo —— d of Antonio and Lucy M Dec 24 1931............30:  146
Molloy Amy E of Henry W and Amy E Oct 31 1931............30:  121
Molloy Eleanor R of Edward D and Catherine G Dec 15 1931. 30:  140
Molloy Cynthia A (Twin) of Henry W and Amy E July 8
1934 ..................................................31:  207
Molloy James T (Twin) of Henry W and Amy E July 8 1934. 31:  207
Molloy Robert W of Timothy J and Mary M July 22 1935....32:  79
Molyneux Joseph T of Joseph and Winifred May 15 1931....30:  56
Monacchio Teresa A of Anthony and Melia Dec 16 1932....30:  284
Monacelli Generoso of Vincenzino and Agnesina E July 27
1934 ..................................................31:  213
Monacelli Ovid L of Ovidio and Anna Sept 11 1933........31:  97
Monaco Elena of Angelo and Gilda Jan 7 1933..............31:  3
Monaco Gilbert A of Angelina June 19 1934.................31:  199
Monaco Giovanna of Angelo and Gilda Apr 30 1931.......30:  49
Monaco Mario of Joseph and Elisabetta Feb 20 1934........31: 156
Monaco Nina M of Carmelo and Anna Nov 10 1932.........30:  271
Monaco Vilma A of Joseph and Elisabetta Dec 5 1932.....30:  281
Monaghan Andrew T of Andrew T and Mary Mar 23 1935....32:  30
Monaghan Sheila of John J and Helen J Apr 1 1935.......32:  35
Monahan Donald R of William H and Ora I Oct 5 1933....31: 106
Monahan Edward J of Jerome E and Margaret F July 16
1933 ..................................................31:  74
Monahan Hugh R of John T and Anna Jan 7 1931..........30:  3
Monahan John M of John E and Florence A Aug 10 1932..30:  235
Monahan Margaret R of James B and Marje A June 15 1933.31:  63
Mondella Olga of Raffaele and Natalina Feb 21 1934....31: 157
Mondello Lucia of Salvatore and Elizabeth Feb 13 1931...30:  18
Mondello Salvatore of Salvatore and Elizabeth Nov 13 1932.30:  272
Mondi Mary A of Anthony and Rose M Jan 29 1934.......31: 147
Mondillo Elvira C of Pasquale and Angelina Sept 14 1933.31:  98
Monente Leonardo of Pasquale and Florence Aug 5 1932....30: 233
Monette Joan J of Ernest L and Janet E Jan 3 1933.......31:  1
Mongeau Lois H of Albert and Hazel M June 18 1932......30:  213
Mongodby Ernest A of Ernest A and Myra A Aug 12 1935...32:  87
Moniz Eleanor of Albino and Alice July 16 1935............32:  77
Moniz Frank J of Margaret Sept 27 1932..................30:  253
Moniz Robert F of Frank and Gilda July 18 1935.........32:  78
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Moniz Victoria S of Antonio and Victoria June 19 1931...30: 70
Monk John J of John J and Jennie Feb 1 1935...........32: 12
Monk John J of John J and Jennie Dec 26 1935.........32: 157
Monroe Donald H of Percy H and Helen G Mar 26 1934...31: 168
Monroe Doris E of Walter B and Edna D Oct 13 1933....31: 108
Monroe Helen E of Halbert and Helen Apr 30 1931......30: 49
Monroe Henry J of Henry J and Johnina M Nov 2 1932...30: 269
Monroe Jean E of Walter B and Edna D Dec 17 1931....30: 140
Monroe John T of Henry J and Johnina M Apr 26 1934...31: 179
Monroe Lyle G of Walter B and Clara Sept 5 1932......30: 245
Monroe Margaret E of Parker E and Margaret Jan 13 1931...30: 5
Monroe Marion B of Edwin M and Anna Feb 6 1934......31: 151
Monsarrat Nicholas T of Nicholas G and Phyllis W Dec 20
1934 .......................................................31: 268
Monsini Anna of Giuseppe and Maria G Nov 11 1932....30: 272
Monsini Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria G May 16 1931...30: 56
Monsour Madeline E of Harry D and Hilda M Feb 4 1931..30: 161
Monsour Robert S of Harry D and Hilda M Sept 23 1935...32: 103
Montanari Alessandro of Carmine and Pasqualina July 19
1933 .......................................................31: 75
Montanaro Louis of Luigi and Carmella July 3 1935....32: 72
Montanaro Rita G of Raffaele and Teresa Dec 17 1933...31: 130
Montaquila June A of Sabatino and Jennie June 11 1935...32: 62
Montaquila Thomas G of Thomas D and Jeannie Mar 20 1935.32: 29
Montaquila — d of Sabatino and Rose Aug 10 1934......31: 219
Montecalvo Anna of Antonio and Concettina Jan 9 1933...31: 3
Montecalvo Anthony of Raffaele and Reginalda Sept 20 1935..32: 102
Montecalvo Barbara D of Luigi R and Anna L Mar 29 1935..32: 32
Montecalvo Domenico G of Domenico and Rosaria Mar 20
1932 .......................................................30: 178
Montecalvo Dorothy of Michele and Caterina June 27 1932..30: 216
Montecalvo Nicholas J of Giovanni and Domenica Mar 7 1933.31: 26
Montecalvo Richard J of Michele and Caterina May 4 1934..31: 182
Montecalvo Rose M of Giovanni and Domenica Apr 27 1935..32: 44
Montecalvo Vincenzo of Raffaele and Reginalda Nov 8 1931..30: 126
Montefusco Carolina of Giuseppe and Annunziata Sept 21
1931 .......................................................30: 106
Montefusco Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Annunziata Feb 13
1933 .......................................................31: 17
Monteiro Abraham (c) of Charles and Francisca Feb 12 1933.31: 16
Monteiro Adelino (c) of Charles and Francisca Dec 16 1931..30: 140
Monteiro Angelina R (c) of Charles and Frances Sept 11
1934 .......................................................31: 292
Monteiro Charles (c) of Charles and Francisca Feb 2 1931..30: 14
Monteiro Dolores M (c) of Joao and Marion Aug 8 1934....31: 219
Monteiro Elizabeth V (c) of Peter V and Amelia July 8 1933. 31: 71
Monteiro George of Hilda May 18 1933............................ 31: 52
Monteiro Georgiana (c) of Bernardo and Inez Apr 23 1934. 31: 178
Monteiro Geraldine (c) of Charles and Frances Nov 1 1935.... 32: 119
Monteiro John B (c) of John and Marion Sept 11 1935......... 32: 99
Monteiro Peter V (c) of Peter V and Amelia Oct 12 1935..... 32: 112
Monteleone Michael R of Benedetto and Angelina May 5 1931. 30: 52
Montella Barbara J of Peter and Anna B July 28 1935........ 32: 81
Montella Elaine B of Giuseppe and Elvira S Aug 26 1935..... 32: 93
Montella Lucio of Lucio and Rosa Oct 16 1931................... 30: 116
Montella Maria D of Vincenzo and Caterina Apr 22 1932..... 30: 191
Monti Nuzio G of Vincent G and Lillian Jan 16 1931......... 30: 6
Montella Palma of Raffaele and Natalina Mar 20 1932........ 30: 178
Montella Shirley V of Giuseppe and Elvira S May 15 1932.... 30: 200
Montepara Iolanda D of Elviro and Leonora June 18 1932..... 30: 213
Montepara Lavinia F G of Elviro and Leonora June 5 1933.... 31: 60
Monti Antonio E J of Emilio J and Teresa H Aug 15 1931.... 30: 93
Monti Concetta A of Raffaele and Loreta Dec 17 1931........ 30: 140
Monti Filippo S of Onofrio and Emelia Aug 11 1931......... 30: 91
Monti John J of Raffaele and Loreta June 25 1935........... 32: 67
Monti Marie G of Vincent G and Lillian June 18 1932........ 30: 213
Monti Marie S A of Emilio J and Teresa July 18 1932........ 30: 225
Monti Rosalia E of Giuseppe and Marietta June 16 1935..... 32: 64
Monti Rosina of Nicola and Annina July 1 1931............. 30: 76
Montiero Florence B (c) of Augustus and Sadie Apr 14 1933.. 31: 39
Montigny Madeline W of Homer and Winifred V Mar 6 1931.... 30: 28
Montigny William H of Joseph H and Winifred V Mar 2 1935. 32: 23
Montini Antonio G of Carlos and Rosa Sept 1 1933.......... 31: 94
Montini — s of Carlo and Rosa June 12 1932................. 30: 218
Montle Donald F of Francis and Rita E Mar 16 1933......... B-1: 800
Montuori Giuseppe of Carmine and Rosa C Mar 19 1932....... 30: 178
Mooch Nancy C of John T and Vincenza Jan 8 1932........... 30: 151
Mooch — d of John T and Vincenza June 9 1933............. 31: 61
Mooch — s of John T and Vincenza June 10 1934............. 31: 196
Moody Dale N of Clyde F and Beatrice Feb 25 1932.......... 30: 168
Moody Marjorie of Clyde F and Beatrice C Apr 1 1934....... 31: 172
Moon David L of Leon F and Lillian M Aug 20 1934......... 31: 223
Moon Jean F of Leon F and Lillian Aug 10 1931............. 30: 91
Mooney Albert J of Lawrence H and Odette July 8 1932..... 30: 221
Mooney Dolores L of Owen E and Dorothy B June 20 1934... 31: 199
Mooney Margaret of Rose M Sept 22 1934....................... 31: 235
Mooney Owen E of Owen E and Dorothy B Apr 28 1932....... 30: 193
Mooney Patricia A of Laurence A and Mary P July 8 1931.... 30: 78
Moorachian Gerages N of Nishan and Zartar July 6 1931.... 30: 77
Mooradian Arshaveir of Nishan and Mary Oct 8 1932........ 30: 259
Mooradian Moorad of Paul and Nazly July 27 1935 ......... 32: 81
Moore Alice L of Ellery L and Lucy G June 30 1932 ....... 30: 217
Moore Carol J of William A and Lillian Mar 29 1934 ....... 31: 169
Moore Carolyn F of Raymond F and Dorothy M Jan 29 1934 .... 31: 147
Moore Chester W of Chester E and Elizabeth Sept 25 1931 .... 30: 108
Moore Darrell S of Robert S and Doris M June 28 1933 ....... 31: 67
Moore Dawn L of Chester A and Margaret June 8 1932 ....... 30: 209
Moore Dolores G of William A and Lillian Apr 2 1932 ....... 30: 184
Moore Donald E of William A and Lillian Mar 19 1935 ....... 32: 28
Moore Doris of Albert H and Eva V July 18 1932 ......... 30: 225
Moore Herman A of Herman A and Mary I June 19 1934 ....... 31: 199
Moore James H of Thomas and Catherine I Aug 8 1932 ....... 30: 234
Moore Jane W of John L and Ethel P Mar 11 1934 ....... 31: 164
Moore Jeanne M of Herman A and Mary I Aug 25 1932 ....... 30: 240
Moore Kenneth F of Kenneth F and Albertine June 7 1932 ....... 30: 209
Moore Marilyn of Harry and Amelia Oct 5 1935 ....... 32: 109
Moore Paul of Paul E and Vivian Nov 10 1931 ....... 30: 127
Moore Preston M of John L and Ethel P Apr 14 1932 ....... 30: 189
Moore Raymond A of Arthur R and Mildred Nov 12 1935 ....... 32: 122
Moore Virginia M of Eva Feb 20 1931 ....... 30: 20
Moore William R of Joseph and Giovanna Jan 22 1932 ....... 30: 156
Moorhouse Kay of Thomas E and Daisy M July 10 1931 ....... 30: 79
Moorhouse Frederick M of Frederick M and Bertha L Mar 30
1934 ....... 31: 169
Moorhouse Mary D of William E and Mary A June 8 1932 ....... 30: 209
Moorhouse Shirley A of Frederick M and Bertha L Jan 11
1931 ....... 30: 4
Mooshioian Shirley of Roxy E Mar 18 1935 ....... 32: 28
Moquin Claire E of Arthur A and Antonetta M May 14 1932 ....... 30: 205
Moquin Dolores E of Victor E and Marie R Dec 6 1931 ....... 30: 137
Morabito Giuseppina A of Santo and Maria Oct 22 1934 ....... 31: 246
Moran Alfred C of Alfred C and Mary M Jan 24 1931 ....... 30: 9
Moran Charles F of Charles F and Violet V Feb 22 1931 ....... 30: 21
Moran Francis of Joseph H and Elizabeth Aug 28 1934 ....... 31: 228
Moran James F of James T and Catherine A Mar 6 1933 ....... 31: 25
Moran Mary A (Twin) of Terence H and Alicia A R May 8
1932 ....... 30: 198
Moran Patricia of James T and Catherine A Mar 18 1932 ....... 30: 177
Moran Patricia J of Martin P and Catharine June 22 1935 ....... 32: 66
Moran Philip J of Alfred C and Mary M Mar 13 1933 ....... 31: 27
Moran Robert B of Bernard P and Jean June 26 1932 ....... 30: 216
Moran Robert H of Edmund A and Doris E Feb 3 1934 ....... 31: 150
Moran William of James T and Catherine A Mar 25 1935 ....... 32: 31
Moran William J of William J and Ella L Feb 5 1932 ....... 30: 162
Moran —— (Twin) d of Terence H and Alicia A R May 8
1932 ....... 30: 198
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>DOB, Event, Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morgan</td>
<td>1932, June 30:208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morencéy</td>
<td>1932, June 30:208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morencéy</td>
<td>1935, Apr 32:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moratto</td>
<td>1932, Jan 30:158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau</td>
<td>1933, June 31:62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau</td>
<td>1931, June 30:74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau Elbert</td>
<td>1931, Mar 30:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau Lucille</td>
<td>1934, Sept 31:234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau Patricia</td>
<td>1933, Mar 31:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Joseph</td>
<td>1931, Feb 30:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Rose</td>
<td>1934, June 31:198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Edith</td>
<td>1931, Apr 30:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Francis</td>
<td>1932, Sept 30:253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Teresa</td>
<td>1935, July 32:79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Dorothy</td>
<td>1935, Apr 32:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Robert</td>
<td>1933, May 31:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel Vincent</td>
<td>1933, Lidia 31:97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morel M. of Ebald Carolina</td>
<td>1934, Feb 31:160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreno Richard</td>
<td>1934, Apr 31:177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morenzi Viola</td>
<td>1931, Dec 30:138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretta Adelina</td>
<td>1932, Feb 30:156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretta Giovannina</td>
<td>1933, June 31:60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretta Maria</td>
<td>1934, Aug 31:223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Alberta</td>
<td>1935, May 32:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Anna</td>
<td>1932, Feb 30:165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Anthony</td>
<td>1935, Dec 32:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Arthur</td>
<td>1934, Sept 31:235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Arturo</td>
<td>1931, Oct 30:118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Dorotea</td>
<td>1931, Dec 30:138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Edward D.</td>
<td>1934, June 31:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Giovanni</td>
<td>1933, Aug 31:82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Gloria</td>
<td>1933, Nov 31:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Maria</td>
<td>1932, Mar 30:173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Rita</td>
<td>1935, Jan 32:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Viola</td>
<td>1931, Apr 30:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti Virginia</td>
<td>1933, Dec 31:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti William</td>
<td>1932, Aug 30:233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti (s)</td>
<td>1931, Oct 30:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti (d)</td>
<td>1934, Mar 31:165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moretti (d)</td>
<td>1935, Sept 32:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morey Frank</td>
<td>1932, May 30:198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morey Helen</td>
<td>1935, Feb 32:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Beverly</td>
<td>1934, Jan 31:148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Edward</td>
<td>1932, Dec 30:286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Elizabeth A (Twin)</td>
<td>1935, May 32:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan James F.</td>
<td>1931, Aug 30:98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Morgan Janice E (c) of Gladys Nov 26 1932 .................. 30: 292
Morgan John P of John L and Marion C May 6 1933 ........ 31: 48
Morgan John W of George A and Elizabeth June 23 1931 ... 30: 72
Morgan Marilyn E of William and Dorothea E July 29 1934 .. 31: 214
Morgan Robert E of John and Mina July 12 1932 .......... 30: 230
Morgan Robert Y of Philip and Ruth E Dec 21 1932 ....... 30: 285
Morgan Rose H of Ernest F and Blanche Feb 9 1932 ...... 30: 163
Morgan Thomas W (Twin) of John A and Mina May 17 1935 .. 32: 3
Morganstein Annette R of Harry and Fannie Mar 12 1931 ... 30: 30
Morgenthal Paul O of Walter P and Beatrice C Oct 6 1932 ... 30: 258
Morgera Frank R of Salvatore and Gertrude L Oct 14 1934 .. 31: 244
Morgera Norma D of Giuseppe and Dorotea M Jan 7 1935 ... 32: 3
Morgera Vincent of Frank and Elena Aug 7 1935 .......... 32: 86
Morgerto Vito J of Vito and Josephine Jan 19 1935 ....... 32: 7
Morgo Charles P of Emily June 19 1934 .................. 31: 274
Moriarty Darwin L of Kermit R and Annabelle Nov 9 1933 .. 31: 117
Moriarty Elenore M of Raymond J and Mary C Apr 3 1934 .. 31: 172
Moriarty John J of John J and Katherine F Jan 17 1932 ... 30: 154
Moriarty Mary L of John V and Mary M Sept 21 1931 ...... 30: 106
Moriarty Maureen T of Daniel E and Olga M Aug 8 1934 ... 31: 219
Moriarty Robert W of John J and Katherine F Sept 9 1934 .. 31: 231
Moriarty —— s of Thomas L and Lillian H July 3 1933 ..... 31: 81
Morin Beverly M of Victor L and Mildred L Jan 23 1933 .. 31: 8
Morin Elizabeth A of Leo E and Elizabeth E Sept 28 1935 .. 32: 105
Morin Felix J of Felix J and Mary L Sept 27 1932 ....... 30: 253
Morin George E of George and Mary Dec 16 1935 ......... 32: 134
Morin Gerald L of Leo E and Elizabeth E Nov 10 1932 .... 30: 271
Morin Jacqueline M of Norris N and Marie May 20 1932 .. 30: 202
Morin Jacquelyn M of Hector and Eva Mar 21 1934 ....... 31: 167
Morin Jeannette L of Norris N and Marie L June 5 1934 .. 31: 194
Morin Joseph A W of Joseph A W and Zilpha Jan 12 1932 .. 30: 152
Morin June H of Arthur A and Ruth H July 1 1932 ....... 30: 219
Morin Mary L of Felix J and Mary L Sept 3 1931 ....... 30: 100
Morin Nancy M of Norris N and Marie July 8 1935 ...... 32: 73
Morin Raoul J of Raoul and Christina July 15 1935 ....... 32: 76
Morin Richard of George H and Marie B Nov 18 1935 ...... 32: 124
Morin Rita of Eva Jan 24 1932 .................. 30: 156
Morin —— d of Samuel Z and Adelina R Aug 26 1931 ...... 30: 99
Morin —— d of Raymond C and Margaret R Oct 5 1934 .... 31: 241
Morin —— s of Germaine Oct 21 1934 .................. 31: 250
Morin —— s of George J and Eva C Nov 25 1934 ....... 31: 259
Morissette Wilfred J of Joseph W and Flora M Apr 21 1935 .. 32: 42
Morley Joseph F of Thomas J and Annie Dec 6 1931 ....... 30: 137
Morley Peter W of William F and Elizabeth C Sept 13 1935 .. 32: 100
Morley Suzanne of William H and Blanche Mar 2 1932 ...... 30: 172
Moroney Gladys E of James W and Gladys L Sept 2 1933 .... 31: 94
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Moroni Ciriaco of Ciriaco and Teresa June 16 1933. .... 31: 64
Morpeth Claire R of Clarence R and Effie Feb 25 1931 .... 30: 22
Morra Adelina of Michele and Adeline Aug 8 1935 .... 32: 86
Morra Gloria of Angelo M and Maria Mar 1 1935 .... 32: 23
Morra Joyce E of Rocco and Ernestina A Sept 23 1933 .... 31: 101
Morra Michael J of Lawrence and Margaret Apr 14 1934 .... 31: 175
Morra Salvatore M of Michele and Adeline Jan 25 1932 .... 30: 157
Morra Shirley E of Rocco and Ernestina A Sept 27 1931 .... 30: 108
Morra William J of Lawrence and Margaret July 7 1935 .... 32: 73
Morrell George E of John M and Maria Feb 16 1931 .... 30: 19
Morrell John M of John M and Maria Oct 16 1932 .... 30: 262
Morrell Richard A of George R and Grace E Dec 19 1932 .... 30: 285
Morris Alfred T of Alfred T and Alice Feb 16 1934 .... 31: 153
Morris Audrey E of Joseph A and Imelda May 4 1932 .... 30: 197
Morris Barbara E of John E and Pearl I Aug 27 1934 .... 31: 226
Morris Bernardine F of Edward L and Mary May 6 1935 .... 32: 49
Morris Carol R of Harold and Elizabeth Dec 28 1935 .... 32: 138
Morris Catherine M of Edward L and Mary Apr 15 1932 .... 30: 189
Morris Catherine M of John and Mary Mar 25 1934 .... 31: 168
Morris Charles E of Charles E and Eleanor June 5 1933 .... 31: 60
Morris Daniel R of John A and Mary E Oct 16 1932 .... 30: 262
Morris David J of David and Agnes Oct 15 1933 .... 31: 138
Morris David W of Edward W and Enniece Jan 10 1931 .... 30: 4
Morris Donald E of David E and Agnes M Mar 7 1935 .... 32: 24
Morris Eleanor B of Manuel and Mary M Sept 17 1933 .... 31: 99
Morris George H of George H and Violetta M Nov 8 1931 .... 30: 126
Morris Gilbert C (c) of John and Adeline Jan 6 1934 .... 31: 140
Morris Harold G of Harold G and Mary C Feb 21 1931 .... 30: 21
Morris James H of James H and Lila B Oct 20 1931 .... 30: 117
Morris Joan D of Arthur and Mary T June 16 1931 .... 30: 69
Morris Judith A (c) of Paul L and Alice R May 30 1935 .... 32: 57
Morris Marilyn D of Antone and Doris July 26 1932 .... 30: 228
Morris Martha of Thomas and Ida Jan 14 1932 .... 30: 153
Morris Mildred E of Mildred E Mar 26 1931 .... 30: 35
Morris Paul J of John A and Mary E Oct 17 1931 .... 30: 116
Morris Peter of Peter J and Sadie V June 30 1931 .... 30: 74
Morris Phyllis of Thomas and Ida Dec 30 1935 .... 32: 139
Morris Raymond F of John A and Mary E Dec 14 1935 .... 32: 134
Morris Richard E of Abraham and Ruth June 9 1931 .... 30: 66
Morris Robert E of Harold G and Mary C May 2 1933 .... 31: 47
Morris Robert H of Peter J and Sadie V July 16 1932 .... 30: 224
Morris Ronald L (c) of Paul L and Alice R Oct 23 1933 .... 31: 111
Morris Shirley M of Albert and Martha L Feb 9 1932 .... 30: 163
Morris Thomas A of Nora Dec 14 1931 .... 30: 148
Morrison Barbara M of Archibald H and Lillian M Feb 5 1931.30: 15
Morrison Earl J of Earl J and Eva M Mar 29 1933 .................. 31: 33
Morrison Gordon E of Everett and Jean L Dec 15 1933 ........... 31: 129
Morrison Grace J of Isaac W and Grace R June 13 1933 .......... 31: 63
Morrison James R of John A and Mary Sept 8 1932 ............... 30: 246
Morrison John F of Herbert A B and Anna F J Oct 9 1934 ...... 31: 242
Morrison John H of John H and Marchessa Sept 22 1934 ....... 31: 235
Morrison Joseph J of Herbert A B and Anna F J Mar 19 1931  . 30: 33
Morrison Mary F of Belle Feb 15 1934 ........................ 31: 154
Morrison Robert G (Twin) of Alexander F and Mary Jan 4 1931 .................................................. 30: 2
Morrison Robert L of Robert L and Evelyn Nov 13 1932 ......... 30: 272
Morrison Thomas D of Thomas R D and Elizabeth D July 3 1931 .............................................................. 30: 76
Morrissett — (Twin) d of Alexander F and Mary Jan 4 1931  . 30: 2
Morrisroe Mary J of Joseph M and Beatrice M June 21 1934 ... 31: 199
Morrisroe Richard J of Joseph M and Beatrice M Dec 24 1935  . 32: 137
Morrissey Mildred E of William and Mary A Oct 16 1935 ...... 32: 113
Morrissey Catherine M of John and Ida Jan 22 1935 .......... 32: 7
Morrissey Helen I of Leo A and Helen July 14 1932 ............ 30: 224
Morrissey Jane A of Earl W and Mildred H Sept 14 1933 ...... 31: 98
Morrissey Joan of William J and Marion M Nov 14 1934 ...... 31: 255
Morrissey Joseph of Daniel L and Rosalind M Mar 14 1931 .... 30: 30
Morrissey Joseph of Leo A and Helen C Apr 27 1935 ............ 32: 44
Morrissey Ramond J of Joseph C and Mary M Sept 5 1934 .... 31: 230
Morrissey Rosalind M of Daniel L and Rosalind M July 2 1932 .. 30: 230
Morrissey — d of James J and Ella Sept 1 1931 ................ 30: 100
Morrocco Daniele of Daniele and Maria Jan 29 1932 ........... 30: 158
Morrocco Marie T of Joseph J and Marie D Aug 14 1935 ....... 32: 88
Morrocco Robert E of Joseph and Mary Nov 30 1934 ........... 31: 260
Morrone Francesco G of Emilio and Adolorata Dec 31 1931 .... 30: 144
Morrone — d of Guglielmo and Marie A Apr 14 1934 ............ 31: 175
Morrow Carolyn J of Lowell K and Phoebe May 15 1934 .. 31: 186
Morrow Cynthia J of Earle L and Julia Sept 4 1935 ......... 32: 97
Morrow John R of Lowell K and Phoebe July 7 1935 .......... 32: 73
Morrow Thomas H of Thomas and Annie Aug 17 1934 .......... 31: 222
Morse Avis M of Violet Apr 21 1933 .......................... 31: 42
Morse Dorothy M of Orrin J and Florence E Oct 11 1935 ..... 32: 111
Morse Elizabeth A of Lester F and Beatrice R June 15 1931 .. 30: 68
Morse Jacqueline L of Alfred L and Annette Mar 6 1933 ....... 31: 25
Morse James J of Joseph J and Josephine M Apr 29 1934 ..... 31: 180
Morse Jane E of Theodore and Evelyn May 9 1933 ............ 31: 50
Morse Janet V of Louis E and Catherine V Oct 6 1931 ......... 30: 112
Morse John L of David and Marion July 17 1932 ............... 30: 225
Morse Maurice A of Theodore A and Evelyn May 7 1931 ....... 30: 53
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Morse Norman B of Max and Betty Apr 29 1933 ............... 31: 45
Morse Shirley I of Clayton M and Vera M Jan 21 1934 ........... 31: 145
Morse Suzanne of Clarence E and Janette Mar 30 1935 ........... 32: 32
Morsilli Francesco P of Pietro A and Clementina Aug 3 1931 ... 30: 88
Mortensen Allan L of Lawrence and Lena M Sept 29 1935 ....... 32: 105
Mortensen Richard A of Detlef G and Ellen E Apr 20 1931 ....... 30: 46
Mortensen Eric R H of Eric R H and Dora Apr 2 1933 .......... 31: 35
Mortensen Norma J of Eric R H and Dora Apr 2 1931 .......... 30: 39
Mortenson —— s of Gunnar and Ella D July 26 1931 ........... 30: 84
Mortimer-Maddox Ann (Twin) of Richard and Rosalind Apr 18
1931 ........................................ 30: 45
Mortimer-Maddox Joan (Twin) of Richard and Rosalind Apr 18
1931 ........................................ 30: 45
Morton Arlene E of Thomas A and Erna Feb 7 1935 ............ 32: 14
Morton Beverly I of Norris T and Lillian M Feb 12 1931 ....... 30: 18
Morton Charles W of Charles W and Emma S Sept 5 1935 ...... 32: 97
Morton Leland H of Harold and Evelyn L Oct 24 1933 .......... 31: 111
Mosca Dolores of Concetta Aug 16 1935 ........................ 32: 89
Mosca Virginia of Antonio and Giovannina Apr 17 1933 ....... 31: 40
Moscatelli —— s of Eligio and Maria Feb 27 1935 ............ 32: 22
Moscicki Dorothy R of Jan and Stasia Oct 16 1932 ............ 30: 262
Mosco Andrea G of Nicolo and Maria Aug 20 1931 ............ 30: 94
Mosco Dolores A of Nicolo and Maria May 23 1934 ............ 31: 189
Mosher Barbara A of Everett B and Bertha Mar 8 1932 ...... 30: 174
Mosher Carolyn J of Earle W and Elsie M Apr 4 1931 ......... 30: 52
Mosher George R of George E and Edna F Sept 28 1935 ...... 32: 105
Mosher Kay of Raymond E and Mildred Aug 23 1933 ............ 31: 89
Mosher Meredith J of Earle W and Elsie M June 23 1934 ...... 31: 200
Mosher Norman E of Frank K and Pearl Aug 24 1933 ......... 31: 89
Mosher Richard E of Everett B and Bertha Jan 14 1934 ...... 31: 143
Mosher Thelma S of Ernest W and Olive May 26 1935 ......... 32: 56
Moskol Ann E of Maurice and Eva Mar 11 1931 ............... 30: 29
Moskol Marjorie D of Maurice L and Eva Apr 17 1932 ...... 30: 190
Moskowitz Herbert I of Benjamin and Nettie Dec 9 1935 ...... 32: 132
Moss Donald R of Raymond E and Antonetta J May 17 1931 ... 30: 56
Moss Rosella M (c) of Walter J and Helen L Dec 25 1935 .... 32: 137
Mossman Edna D of Dennis G and Mary J Apr 12 1932 ...... 30: 188
Mossop —— d of Dennis and Mary Nov 7 1932 ............... 30: 279
Mossop Wallace L of Wallace L and Lillian E May 9 1934 .... 31: 184
Motherway —— (Twin) d of Henry W and Elizabeth V Aug
15 1933 ........................................ 31: 86
Motherway —— (Twin) s of Henry W and Elizabeth V Aug
15 1933 ........................................ 31: 86
BIRTHS

Motian Varter R of Stephen and Alice Aug 12 1935............32: 88
Mott Chester B of Chester B and Florence Mar 2 1933..........31: 24
Mott Donald VanS of Howard VanS and Frances L June 19
1932.................................30: 213
Mott Edgar A of Edgar N and Hazel Mar 8 1931..................30: 28
Mott Shirley G of Chester B and Florence Nov 3 1931..........30: 124
Mott Winifred A of Edgar N and Hazel W Oct 7 1935............32: 110
Motta Amedeo L of Amedeo and Leona Jan 29 1935..............32: 10
Motta Joan D of Joseph R and Emily Mar 29 1931...............30: 36
Motta Roberta H of Joseph R and Emily A May 30 1935..........32: 57
Mottola Carmela M of Francesco and Maria S May 12 1934......31: 185
Mottola Riccardo U of Umberto and Giovannina Mar 20 1932...30: 178
Mottram Janice R of Russell and Georgiana June 24 1933......31: 66
Mottram Thomas H of Thomas H and Frances R M Oct 23
1933.................................31: 111
Moulton Harriet M of Edward Q and Harriet M Jan 24 1935....32: 8
Moulton Joseph C of Joseph C and Mary E Aug 20 1932.........30: 238
Moulton Mary M of Joseph C and Mary E June 29 1933..........31: 67
Moulton Robert A of Joseph C and Mary E June 15 1935.......32: 64
Moulton Wilfred E of Wilfred E and Doris June 8 1932........30: 209
Mountain Pearl I of Charles A and Pearl I June 12 1932......30: 211
Monra Thomas J of John and Concetta M Nov 7 1932............30: 271
Mouradjian Aram of Mirijan and Yeghsa Sept 30 1932.........30: 254
Mouradjian —— d of Varasdad and Marinos Dec 8 1931......30: 146
Mourine David J of John J and Agnes M Aug 31 1934...........31: 227
Monrine Ethel M of John J and Agnes M May 6 1932............30: 197
Mournigham Winifred L of Walter E and Winifred B June 5
1931.................................30: 65
Moverman Phyllis A of Samuel and Rose Dec 20 1931...........30: 141
Mowry Alfred E of Grace Apr 3 1935..........................32: 35
Mowry Barbara L of Derrell C and Catherine L Oct 24 1931....30: 119
Mowry Betsy A of Whipple F and Betsy May 20 1932.............32: 202
Mowry Carolyn A of Sidney B and Rachel M June 5 1935....32: 60
Mowry Clarence A of Clarence A and Ruth L June 9 1934......31: 195
Mowry Cynthia E of Elwood F and Mary B July 8 1934........31: 207
Mowry Evelyn L of Leon and Odina E Nov 24 1934..............31: 258
Mowry George R of George R and Isabel M Dec 7 1931.........30: 137
Mowry Helen A of William H and Ruth Apr 22 1934.............31: 178
Mowry Joan of Harley A and Ruth M July 28 1933..............31: 78
Mowry Kenneth F of Kenneth M and Grace M May 6 1935.......32: 49
Mowry Mahlon H of George R and Isabel M Oct 6 1933.........31: 106
Mowry Reginald I of Reginald I and Isabel Feb 20 1932........30: 167
Mowry Roger P of Reginald I and Isabel June 14 1934.........31: 197
Mowry Shirley M of Delmar E and Rita B May 20 1934.........31: 188
Mowry —— s of Clarence and Ruth Jan 10 1932.................30: 160
Moylan Carol A of Charles D and Catherine July 25 1935....32: 80
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Mozarsky Norman T G of Gustave and Johanna Aug 14 1933 ...31:  86
Mozzetta Josephine of Adriano and Sara Jan 6 1934 ...............31: 140
Muccillo Betty J of Salvatore and Carmella G R Oct 4 1934 ...31: 241
Muccillo Vincent J of Vincenzo G and Christina Mar 6 1932 ...30: 173
Muccino David of Frank and Mary Aug 12 1934 ......................31: 220
Muccino Elaine of Frank and Mary Sept 19 1931 .................30: 106
Muccino Marion of William and Assunta Apr 29 1931 .........30:  49
Mucha Ellen P of Rudolf E and Mary July 12 1935 .............32:  75
Muciaro Dorothy of Luigi and Angelina Aug 19 1934 ..........31: 223
Mudge Claire M of Howard A and Euphemia C Mar 22 1935 ...32:  30
Muff —— d of Charles and Lucy Sept 30 1932 .................30: 254
Muir Carol E of John P and Lillian C Dec 24 1933 ..........31: 132
Muir Dorothy E of Douglas F and Dorothy E July 28 1933 ....31:  78
Muir —— d of John P and Lillian C May 10 1932 ..............30: 206
Muirise Donald J of Joseph J and Teresa M Sept 25 1935 ...32: 104
Mukisan Bagdasar A of Armenag and Victoria Oct 4 1932 ...30: 257
Mulcahey Alice R of William T and Mary E Apr 13 1935 ....32:  39
Mulcahey George K of William T and Louise V July 24 1932 ...30: 227
Mulcahey Helen R of William T and Mary E May 29 1931 ....30:  61
Mulcahey Joan M of Vincent P and Stephania B Feb 26 1932 .30: 169
Mulcahey Marie R of William M and Anna E Jan 22 1933 ...31:  8
Mulcahey Raymond J of William T and Mary E Jan 23 1933.31:  8
Mulcahey William M of William M and Anna E Nov 7 1931 .30: 126
Mulcahy Donna M of Thomas F and Anna C Jan 31 1935 .......32:  10
Muldoon Edward T of Christopher J and Mary E Apr 14 1931.30:  44
Muldoon Robert F of Christopher J and Mary E Aug 3 1932 ...30: 233
Muldowney Jean A of John F and Ethel V Mar 2 1932 ......30: 172
Mulhall Bernard A of Bernard A and Norma F Feb 25 1934 ...31: 158
Mulhern Theresa H of Thomas B and Katherine E Oct 16 1931.30: 116
Mulholland Carolyn M of Samuel and Caroline M Sept 8 1935.32:  98
Mulholland Edward of Mary Oct 24 1932 ......................30: 264
Mulholland Eileen G of Mary E May 2 1934 ..................31: 182
Mulholland Joanna of Joseph L and Rose A Aug 1 1934 ......31: 217
Mulholland Joseph of Samuel P and Caroline M June 15 1934.31: 197
Mulholland Rosalyn of Joseph L and Rose A Apr 11 1931 ...30:  42
Mulholland Shirley A of Mary R Aug 15 1934 ..................31: 221
Mullaney Colleen R of John J and Rose M Sept 13 1935 ....32: 100
Mullaney Eleanor of John W and Viola G May 17 1931 .......30:  56
Mullaney Joan of John W and Viola G Mar 30 1934 ..........31: 169
Mullaney John J of John J and Mary C July 6 1935 ......32:  73
Mullaney John R of Edward A and Helen M Feb 11 1935 ..32:  15
Mullaney Leo F of Edward A and Helen M Mar 10 1931 ...30:  29
Mulleady Norman E of John J and Marion M June 11 1932 ...30: 211
Mulleedy Philip A of John J and Marguerite C Nov 4 1933 ...31: 115
Mullen Beverly J of Earl T and Marion E Mar 5 1931 ....30:  27
Mullen Catherine A of John E and Mona B May 5 1933........31: 48
Mullen David P of David P and Mildred E Sept 29 1934........31: 238
Mullen Elizabeth of Leo D and Agnes T Apr 26 1931..............30: 48
Mullen Elsie M of Owen and Elsie Nov 14 1935..................32: 123
Mullen Frederick of Owen and Elsie June 13 1933.................31: 63
Mullen George A of Margaret E Feb 24 1935.....................32: 20
Mullen Jacquelin F of Edward and Mildred B June 5 1935......32: 60
Mullen John D of William W and Ruth E Feb 27 1933............31: 21
Mullen John J of John J and Angela May 23 1931.................30: 59
Mullen John R of Francis and Elizabeth May 5 1935..............32: 49
Mullen Mary M of John E and Mona B Sept 24 1934.............31: 236
Mullen May E of Thomas G and Marie July 24 1932..............30: 227
Mullen Robert of John J and Emily F July 12 1933.............31: 72
Mullen Roland P of Edward C and Mary E Sept 14 1932.........30: 248
Mullen Thomas B of Thomas O and Frances J L Feb 20 1932....30: 170
Mullen Thomas G of Thomas G and Melenia M Jan 26 1934......31: 146
Mullervy James F of James F and Genevieve K June 5 1934.....31: 194
Mullery Robert J of Charles E and Mary Apr 21 1931.........30: 46
Mulligan Maureen of Nicholas J and Clare L Jan 12 1933....31: 4
Mulligan Nicholas J of Nicholas J and Clare L Nov 3 1931...30: 124
Mulligan Nicholas R of Genevieve Nov 16 1935................32: 124
Mulligan Norma M of Genevieve V Nov 25 1933...............31: 138
Mulligan Robert M of Matthew J and Elizabeth Dec 16 1935...32: 134
Mulligan Roberta A of Joseph E and Natalie W May 23 1934...31: 189
Mullin James M of James A and Alice Apr 18 1935.............32: 41
Mullooly Marjorie T of Martin J and Mary E Mar 7 1931........30: 28
Mulvaney Edward R of Hugh J and Jettie B Nov 26 1934.......31: 259
Mulvany Brenda M of Thomas A and Helen L Apr 13 1935....32: 39
Mulvey Anne L of Frank M and Agnes June 30 1931............30: 74
Mulvey Dennis E of John R and Edith M May 23 1935........32: 55
Mulvey Donald (Twin) of Everett J and Hazel L June 26
1934...........31: 201
Mulvey Dorothy L of John J and Dora B Sept 20 1934.........31: 234
Mulvey Janet L of John R and Edith M Mar 2 1934..............31: 161
Mulvey Joan M of John R and Edith M May 20 1931..........30: 58
Mulvey Joan M of Peter and Nora P Feb 3 1935.................32: 12
Mulvey John R of John R and Edith M Sept 6 1932.............30: 245
Mulvey Marie I of Henry F and Marie Dec 8 1931..............30: 137
Mulvey Richard D of Henry F and Marie Apr 9 1935...........32: 38
Mulvey Robert (Twin) of Everett J and Hazel L June 26 1934.31: 201
Mulvey Theresa of Joseph E and Mary L G Feb 15 1931........30: 19
Mulvey Thomas F of William J and Emma S Nov 7 1934.......31: 253
Mulvey William G of William and Doris May 13 1933........31: 51
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Mulvev William M of Howard F and Margaret E June 7 1934.31:195
Mulvey William R of John J and Dora July 29 1931........30:85
Muhlviill Harriet of William E and Mary C Apr 9 1932......30:187
Mumford Marilyn R of Everett T and Helen L Aug 22 1934...31:224
Mumford Rita A of George B and Adelina Apr 16 1934.....31:176
Mumford —— s of Kent C and Cynthia P Feb 4 1934......31:160
Muncey Joseph E of Herbert R and Stella I Jan 18 1932....30:154
Munro Carolyn J of Ernest W and Lillian F Mar 28 1932...30:181
Munro Rhoda V of Harry A and Helen G Sept 7 1933....31:96
Munroe Dale B of Leroy L and Jewel M Nov 27 1933....31:122
Munroe Irving of Earle R and Mollie June 4 1931........30:65
Munroe Lorraine Y of Harry E and Anna M June 1 1932...30:207
Munsie Robert E of Edward S and Hazel E Aug 29 1931...30:98
Munson Barbara A of Ralph W and Doris July 16 1932....30:224
Munz Dolores H of Hans and Gertrude Jan 30 1931........30:11
Murald Melvin M of Melvin M and Alice M May 18 1934...31:187
Murasecchi Elena of Giovanni and Consiglia July 31 1933..31:80
Muratorone Elaine J of Ferdinand and Raffaele July 8 1933..31:71
Muratorone Vincent of Sebastiano and Illuminata Sept 24 1933.31:101
Murchelano Lola E of Angelo and Iole M Dec 12 1935.....32:133
Murchelano Robert A of Angelo and Iole M Feb 7 1934....31:152
Murchison Arlene C of Joseph F and Agnes M Nov 2 1935...32:119
Murchison Peterina A of Neil and Alice C Sept 7 1932....30:245
Murdock Kenneth A of Kenneth A and Marion Jan 29 1931.30:11
Murgio Barbara E of Giovanni and Elena M May 10 1935...32:50
Murgo Giovanni of Giovanni and Elena M Oct 7 1932.......30:258
Murino Giuseppe of Luigi and Maria Dec 5 1934.........31:263
Muro Barbara A of Rocco and Maria C Aug 29 1932....30:241
Muro Eileen A of Carmine L and Margaret Mar 16 1934....31:165
Murphy Alice M of John K and Alice M Mar 19 1932.....30:178
Murphy Aloysius L of William A and Mary V Dec 8 1934...31:264
Murphy Anita I of Timothy J and Gertrude M M Nov 26 1935.32:127
Murphy Ann of Joseph E and Ann H Mar 27 1935........32:31
Murphy Ann E of George M and Elizabeth A Jan 12 1935...32:4
Murphy Anna L of Thomas J and Louise A Dec 11 1933...31:128
Murphy Anne of Leo D and Anna Dec 11 1934........31:265
Murphy Anne N of Neale D and Mary K Dec 21 1933........31:131
Murphy Arthur J of Arthur J and Elizabeth A Nov 25 1933.31:122
Murphy Barbara A of John F and Bertha R July 4 1934....31:205
Murphy Betty A of Edward J and Marie A C Apr 25 1931...30:47
Murphy Beverly J of Thomas G and Helen J June 29 1934...31:202
Murphy Carole B of James C and Mildrena E Dec 14 1932...30:283
Murphy Carolyn T of Bernard J and Helen M Nov 15 1935...32:123
Murphy Catherine E of John K and Alice M May 11 1934...31:185
Murphy Charles of Henry H and Mary E Feb 26 1935.........32:20
Murphy Charles A of Charles A and Martina F Oct 8 1934...31:242
Murphy Claire L of Edmund F and Anna I Apr 29 1934...31:180
Murphy Daniel J of James C and Hannah Oct 28 1931...30:120
Murphy Dermot M of Michael J and Clara Feb 25 1931...30: 22
Murphy Dorothy M of James W and Dorothy June 21 1931...30: 71
Murphy Dorothy T of William J and Helen V Oct 14 1935...32:112
Murphy Edmund E of John F J and Angela E Apr 10 1933...31: 38
Murphy Edward L of John J and Marion A Feb 28 1932...30:169
Murphy Eileen D of Francis M and Louise B Nov 4 1933...31:115
Murphy Eleanor I of Matthew C and Susanna M June 14
1935 .................................................................32: 63
Murphy Francis of John J and Marion A May 28 1934...31:190
Murphy Francis M of Francis J and Hope C Oct 21 1931...30:118
Murphy Franklin A of Alfred A and Dorothy C Oct 4 1933...31:105
Murphy Frederick J of Frederick J and Mary R Mar 31 1932...30:182
Murphy George E of George E and Carmela Jan 11 1933...31: 4
Murphy Gordon L of George P and Hilda M Aug 11 1933...32: 87
Murphy Helen of Bernard J and Helen M Aug 31 1933...31: 92
Murphy James F of James and Katherine Mar 30 1931...30: 37
Murphy James J of John J and Mary J May 27 1933...31: 55
Murphy James N of James O and Madeline C Mar 15 1935...32: 27
Murphy James T of James T and Margaret M Dec 23 1935...32:136
Murphy Jannice of James C and Mildreda E Jan 22 1935...32: 7
Murphy Joan G of Neale D and Mary K Aug 31 1935...32: 94
Murphy Joan P of Thomas J and Filomena A Mar 4 1934...31:162
Murphy John A of John A and Margaret H July 20 1935...32: 78
Murphy John F of John F and Lola M Aug 13 1933...31: 85
Murphy John F of Edward L and Emily L May 13 1934...31:186
Murphy John J of Thomas E and Helen Dec 5 1934...31:263
Murphy John P of John J and Mary J Aug 20 1931...30: 94
Murphy Joseph L of Joseph L and Elizabeth A Oct 29 1932...30:266
Murphy Kevin P of Daniel and Irene T Oct 2 1934...31:240
Murphy Madeline J of Matthew C and Susanna M June 7 1931...30: 66
Murphy Margaret M of James and Anna Dec 12 1934...31:265
Murphy Marguerite L of James T and Margaret M Oct 16 1934...31:244
Murphy Marianna of Herbert A and Constance S June 29 1934...31:202
Murphy Mary A of James W and Dorothy M Feb 13 1933...31: 17
Murphy Mary A of Matthew C and Susanna M July 23 1933...31: 76
Murphy Mary J of John G and Genevieve C Dec 16 1934...31:267
Murphy Mary P of Peter and Josephine M May 5 1935...32: 49
Murphy Mary T of William J and Elizabeth B Apr 20 1934...31:177
Murphy Maureen of Denis A and Mary F Apr 23 1932...30:192
Murphy Maureen of Joseph H and Mary C June 29 1934...31:202
Murphy Mildred A of James E and Mildred G Nov 7 1934...31:253
Murphy Nancy of Thomas H and Martha E Nov 6 1934...31:252
Murphy Nancy A of William T and Edna Feb 27 1935...32: 21
Murphy Patricia A of Thomas G and Helen J Dec 18 1935...32:135
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE. 415

Murphy Pearl S of Wayne and Pearl June 23 1932 30: 215
Murphy Natalie I of John K and Alice M Aug 26 1935 32: 93
Murphy Raymond J of Peter and Julia J July 13 1932 30: 223
Murphy Richard of Bernard J and Helen M Nov 26 1931 30: 131
Murphy Richard E of Richard E and Joanna T Oct 9 1935 32: 111
Murphy Richard T of John J and Marion A Dec 21 1935 32: 136
Murphy Robert E of Edward J and Marie A C June 29 1933 31: 67
Murphy Robert E of Charles A and Carmella B Aug 30 1934 30: 227
Murphy Robert J of Kenneth C and Mary Dec 23 1931 30: 142
Murphy Shirley A of James H and Dorilla B Dec 19 1935 32: 135
Murphy Thomas D of Edward L and Catherine G Feb 18 1932 30: 166
Murphy Thomas H of Thomas H and Martha E Nov 21 1935 32: 125
Murphy Thomas J of Thomas J and Filomena A June 13 1935 32: 63
Murphy Thomas L of Timothy E and Gertrude I May 21 1932 30: 202
Murphy Virginia E of Joseph A and Elizabeth I Mar 18 1931 30: 32
Murphy William of Daniel and Irene T Dec 3 1932 30: 280
Murphy — d of Frederick J and Mary R Apr 11 1934 31: 175
Murphy — d of Wayne and Feb 28 1935 32: 22
Murray Barbara A of James J and Mary E June 2 1931 30: 64
Murray Barbara J of Henry F and Mary M Dec 5 1934 31: 263
Murray Bernard F of Bernard F and Gladys M Dec 24 1933 31: 132
Murray Charles W of Thomas F and Catherine A Aug 18 1934 31: 222
Murray Daniel G O of Joseph R and Gladys M Feb 12 1932 30: 164
Murray Dorothy M of David W and Elsie D Mar 2 1931 30: 26
Murray Edmond of William and Louise Dec 15 1931 30: 140
Murray Frances M of John H and Mary A Jan 28 1931 30: 11
Murray Gerald P of Thomas F and Catherine A Oct 15 1932 30: 261
Murray Gerald W of Harold J and Violet M June 9 1935 32: 69
Murray Grace D of John A and Grace T Mar 19 1932 30: 178
Murray James H of James H and Anna July 19 1931 30: 87
Murray James J of James J and Mary E Oct 3 1933 31: 105
Murray John of Stephen J and Emily I Jan 13 1932 30: 153
Murray John P of John P and Evelyn C Feb 2 1932 30: 161
Murray John P of Edward J and Helen L June 24 1933 31: 66
Murray Lawrence E of Bernard L and Meredith A May 9 1932 30: 198
Murray Peter J of Peter J and Julia J Mar 19 1932 30: 178
Murray Rachel G of Thomas F and Susan June 22 1932 30: 214
Murray Roger E of John V and Mary V Aug 12 1935 32: 88
Murray Sheila A of Bernard L and Meredith A July 24 1935 32: 80
Murray — (c) d of Ruby May 5 1931 30: 63
Murray — d of Harold J and Violet M Apr 15 1932 30: 195
Murtagh James of Lawrence and Mary Oct 12 1931 30: 115
Murtagh John F of John J and Evelyn M Nov 25 1934 31: 259
Murtha Philip of Philip J and Gertrude Jan 2 1933 31: 1
Murtough John W of John E and Louise M Nov 30 1933......31: 123
Musameci Rosario of Alfredo and Maria July 10 1931......30: 79
Muscatelli Janet C of Vincent and Palma June 11 1934......31: 196
Muscatelli Thomas A of Thomas A and Lillian O June 17 1935.32: 65
Muschiano Evelyn of Antonio and Filomena Aug 30 1935......32: 94
Musco David P of Carmelo and Lucia Sept 10 1931......30: 103
Musone Rhoda J of Samuel R and Anna Sept 30 1933......31: 103
Mushnick Betsy R of Israel and Selma Jan 15 1934......31: 143
Mushnick Jerome H of Albert and Betty July 10 1933......31: 72
Mushnick Norman of Albert and Betty Sept 16 1935......32: 101
Musonecelle A of Harold S and Marcella Apr 13 1931......30: 43
Musomeccio Viola E of Alessandro and Domenica Apr 26 1933.31: 43
Muto Angelo A of Andrea and Lattanina Nov 3 1934......31: 251
Mutter Elizabeth E of Harry C and Etta L Nov 29 1934......31: 260
Muzzy Agnes M of Walter and Mary A Feb 18 1934......31: 155
Muzzy Alice M of Joseph R and Opal Aug 1 1932......30: 232
Muzzy Donald F of Joseph R and Opal Aug 16 1931......30: 93
Muzzy Harvey E of Joseph and Opal Oct 27 1934......31: 248
Muzzy John T of Joseph R and Opal Aug 23 1933......31: 85
Muzzy Richard H of Walter and Mary A July 21 1932......30: 226
Myerhoff Claire F of Walter J and Mary E Oct 4 1933......31: 106
Myers Frank E of Herbert V and Katherine T Aug 13 1932......30: 236
Myers Shirley A of Sameul F and Catherine Apr 14 1932......30: 189
Myers Barbara H of Herbert E and Leola H Jan 9 1933......31: 3
Myers Judith A of Charles A and Henrietta Aug 16 1931......30: 93
Myers Loretta M of Mary J Apr 21 1934......31: 274
Myers Shirley E of James C and Hazel Sept 29 1933......31: 103
Myers Thomas B of Harold W and Mary Sept 29 1932......30: 254
Myles Barbara A of Edward F and Dorothy R Aug 10 1934......31: 219
Myles Richard of Edward F and Dorothy R Apr 4 1933......31: 36
Myrick A of Herbert W and Amy L G Dec 11 1932......30: 283
Myrick Beverly A of Herbert W and Amy L G Sept 8 1935......32: 98

Nace Giogio R of Eugenio and Rosa Oct 1 1931......30: 111
Nace Roberta R of Eugenio and Rosa May 20 1934......31: 188
Nacci Alfredo P of Domenico and Diamante June 5 1931......30: 65
Nacci Carlo B of Domenico and Diamante Aug 24 1934......31: 225
Nachbar Leon J of Nathan H and Bessie Feb 12 1931......30: 18
Nachbar Milton W of Nathan H and Bessie Aug 11 1933......31: 85
Nadeau Doris L of George E and Marie H H Dec 7 1933......31: 127
Nadeau Evelyn B of Alfred A and Eva M Aug 29 1935......32: 94
Nadeau Irene L of George E and Marie H H Nov 3 1931......30: 124
Nadeau Margaret A of Leo J and Lura Mar 24 1933......31: 31
Nadeau Marion E of Leo J and Lura Feb 19 1932......30: 166
Nadeau Murial A of Jeanette May 13 1932..............................30: 291
Nadeau Richard L of Alfred A and Eva M June 22 1933......31: 65
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Nadeau Ruth E of Joseph A and Margaret Dec 30 1933........ 31:134
Nadrowski Virginia P of Andrew J and Pasqualina Jan 2 1932...30:149
Naedele Dolly A of Alwin F and Beatrice M Nov 23 1935......32:126
Nager Diane C of Irving and Ruth Aug 6 1935................32:86
Nagle Agnes of John J and Agnes Oct 27 1934................31:248
Nagle Catherine A of Joseph M and Mary L Feb 18 1931......30:20
Nagle James W of James W and Emily F Apr 5 1932..........30:185
Nagle Ruth J of Clifford J and Dorothy M Mar 1 1934......31:161
Nagle William J of William J and Louise V Apr 20 1933.....31:41
Nagy Karl E of Elmer and Elizabeth Mar 20 1934...........31:166
Nahabedian Zepour of Dickran and Yeghsa Oct 23 1931......30:119
Nahigian Barbara J of Moses K and Sadie Aug 11 1932.....30:236
Naigur Marvin A of Woolf and Blanche Apr 23 1932........30:192
Najarian Anahid of Hovsep and Santouk May 20 1933.......31:53
Najarian Arlene E of John G and Lucy G Sept 2 1933.......31:94
Najarian Beverly E of Benjamin and Mabel Jan 22 1935.....32:7
Najarian Gasper J of John G and Lucy G July 12 1931......30:79
Najarian John W of John and Jane Aug 9 1932..............30:235
Nalbandian Albert S of Garabed and Louisa July 3 1933....31:69
Nalbandian Armand M of George and May May 19 1931......30:57
Nalbandian Greta of Kevork and May June 20 1932...........30:214
Nalbandian Hovsep of Martin H and Annie Nov 26 1932.....30:277
Nalbandian Macrouhie of Garabed and Aghavni Dec 23 1932...30:286
Nalbandian Serpoohy of Kachig and Azbar Oct 22 1932.......30:264
Nalbandian Sirouhi of Kachig and Azbar Dec 20 1933.......31:131
Nalivika Stella M of Peter and Barbara Aug 3 1931........30:88
Nameika Helen of Mary B Nov 15 1935.......................32:123
Namejka Irene L of Joseph and Eleanora Feb 20 1933.......31:19
Namener Norman S of Max and Anna Apr 3 1931.............30:39
Nangle William P of George B and Leonora E July 3 1931...30:76
Nani Donald T of Edward H and Anna M July 6 1933........30:70
Nani Robert D of Edward H and Anna M Dec 23 1931........30:142
Nani Roger W of Alberto G and Elvira July 8 1931.........30:78
Nanni Enrico G of Gaetano and Maria M Nov 17 1934.......31:256
Nanni Robert C of Gaetano and Maria M Dec 30 1931........30:144
Nannig Olive J of William H and Pearl Jan 29 1933........31:12
Nannig William I of William H and Pearl Nov 2 1934.......31:251
Nantais Richard S of Stanford J and Ethel A Mar 17 1931...30:32
Napolillo Angelina of Giovanni and Maria June 17 1932.....30:213
Napolillo Norma of Giovanni and Antonia Feb 6 1934........31:151
Napolillo Ralph of Giovanni and Maria Jan 18 1935.........32:6
Napolitano Angelo of Angelo and Fortunata July 18 1932....30:225
Napolitano Anna C of Lorenzo and Giuseppina July 22 1931...30:83
Napolitano Anna S of Nicola and Luisa Feb 21 1935........32:18
Napolitano Arnold S of Domenico and Filomena Jan 21 1935..32:7
Napolitano Doris A of Silvio and Anna Oct 24 1935.........32:115
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Napolitano Fausto of Fausto and Amalia Jan 16 1933........ 31: 6
Napolitano Raffaela S of Anthony and Assunta Mar 2 1933... 31: 24
Napolitano Rita of Vincenzo and Maria Jan 25 1934......... 31: 146
Napolitano —— s of Giovanni D and Maria May 6 1933...... 31: 48
Nappi Alfredo of Giuseppe and Giovanna May 7 1933....... 31: 49
Nardella Angela E of Edmondo I and Genoveffa Apr 30 1933... 31: 45
Nardella Edmondo A of Edmondo I and Genoveffa June 19
1931.......................................................... 30: 70
Nardi Barbara J of Albert J and Helen M May 21 1934.... 31: 188
Nardolillo Angelo of Angelo and Mary Mar 18 1932...... 30: 177
Nardolillo Anna D of Sandie and Vincenza Apr 1 1933.... 31: 35
Nardolillo Constantino M of Sandre and Vincenza Sept 29
1934......................................................... 31: 238
Nardolillo Elaine L of Thomas and Esther Nov 22 1934.... 31: 258
Nardolillo Robert S M of Julius and Lucia Aug 29 1935... 32: 94
Nardone Giorgio of Mario and Maria R May 19 1931........ 30: 57
Nardone Philip G of Gerardo and Giuseppina July 25 1934.. 31: 212
Nardone Pietro of Filippo and Concetta Jan 23 1932...... 30: 156
Narducci Gilda I of Cosimo and Marianna Apr 24 1931..... 30: 47
Nascenzi Nunziata M of Felice and Angelina July 23 1934... 31: 212
Nascimento Joan D (c) of Antonio and Matilda Dec 11 1934... 31: 265
Nash John W of John W and Norma M Apr 13 1933.......... 31: 39
Nasif Eleanor of John and Annie Mar 28 1931................ 30: 36
Nason Lyman A of Lyman and Josephine L Apr 15 1935..... 32: 40
Nason Stephen T of Howard and Eileen Dec 11 1935........ 32: 133
Natale Francesco L of Antonio and Josephine Nov 25 1934... 31: 259
Natale Giovannina of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Sept 28 1932.. 30: 253
Natale Giovannino of Marciano and Assunta Oct 11 1932.... 30: 260
Natale Lorenzo of Lorenzo and Francesca Mar 5 1933....... 31: 25
Natale Margherita M of Salvatore and Mary Nov 20 1935.... 32: 125
Nathanson Paul L of Maurice and Sonia Sept 26 1935....... 32: 104
Nathanson Rachael of Joseph F and Anna Mar 10 1934...... 31: 164
Nathanson Shirley R of Joseph F and Anna Aug 13 1932..... 30: 236
Natilizia Lucia M of Louis and Cora Sept 11 1931........ 30: 103
Naughton Eileen T of Anthony B and Catherine M Dec 23 1931.. 30: 148
Nault Lillian of Mary Dec 6 1932................. 30: 292
Nault Priscilla J of Angus J and Dorothy Apr 19 1931..... 30: 46
Nault —— d of Angus J and Dorothy Jan 2 1934........... 31: 149
Navach Ernest of David and Mary S June 26 1935.......... 32: 68
Navaretta Anna P of Malio and Damiama July 7 1931...... 30: 78
Navaretta Virginia M of John and Veronica May 26 1933.... 31: 55
Naylor Lillian M of Willard J and Marguerite R Dec 2 1935.. 32: 130
Nazareth Nathaniel J of Alfred and Anna R Apr 9 1933...... 31: 37
Nazarine Anna of Hagop and Mary July 16 1934........... 31: 209
Nazzaro Carolyn J of Michael and Mary L Oct 12 1935..... 32: 112
Neal Judith S of Granville M and Bertha Sept 15 1935....... 32: 100
Neary Anthony of Joseph T and Jessie M Dec 1 1931........ 30: 135
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Neary Elizabeth M of John and Bessie T Aug 27 1931........ 30: 97
Neary Florence C of Francis M and Florence H Jan 14 1931.... 30:  5
Neary Francis J of Francis M and Florence H Mar 22 1934...... 31: 167
Neary Joan A of Francis M and Florence H Feb 10 1932........ 30: 163
Neary Joan T of John and Bessie T July 7 1934.............. 31: 206
Neary Mariann of John and Bessie T May 2 1933.............. 31:  47
Neary Marie J of Ruth Mar 7 1933.......................... 31:  26
Needham Claire L of Lawrence and Ann Apr 5 1934......... 31: 173
Needham — d of Alfred A and Mildred J Aug 20 1932........ 30: 238
Needham — s of James E and Mary E Feb 20 1935.......... 32:  22
Neidorf Barbara J of Murray and Retha June 24 1934.... 31: 200
Neil Elizabeth F of William H and Margaret L June 14 1931.. 30:  68
Neilan James J of James J and Mary T Oct 17 1931........ 30: 116
Neilan Richard of Robert E and Helen T Nov 24 1932...... 30: 276
Neinchel Harriet P of Herman and Jeanette Jan 18 1934..... 31: 144
Neinchel Norman G of Herman and Jeanette Oct 19 1932..... 30: 263
Neirincx Roland J of Gustave and Marie Jan 25 1931...... 30:  10
Nellis Stephen N (c) of Stephen and Anna Sept 23 1935.... 32: 103
Nelson Albert DeF of Albert DeF and Gladys M July 3 1932.. 30: 240
Nelson Arlon E of Edward W and Esther Oct 1 1934......... 31: 240
Nelson Carolyn A of Nils T E and Jeanette J T Dec 7 1934... 31: 264
Nelson Charles L of John I and Beatrice Dec 9 1933..... 31: 127
Nelson Charles V of Carl E and Rosella C June 16 1932.... 30: 212
Nelson David D of Carl L and Evelyn C July 10 1934...... 31: 207
Nelson Edith A of Milton R W and Ellen C May 27 1931...... 30:  60
Nelson Edward H of Henry A and Dorothy Oct 22 1932....... 30: 264
Nelson Esther E of Carl L and Evelyn C Dec 9 1932...... 30: 282
Nelson Glen E of Harry W and Gladys Feb 22 1932........ 30: 167
Nelson Gloria M of Albin and Marie E Apr 1 1935......... 32:  35
Nelson Harold J of Burt W H and Dorothy L May 4 1931..... 30:  52
Nelson Hope B of Johan W and Mildred Apr 3 1935........ 32:  36
Nelson Irene A of Norman J and Irene Oct 12 1933....... 31: 108
Nelson John of John and Hilma S Oct 8 1932............. 30: 259
Nelson John T of John I and Beatrice Aug 30 1932......... 30: 242
Nelson Marcia M E of Harry N and Marguerite J Nov 9 1933... 31: 117
Nelson Melvin E of Henry F and Florence May 2 1931...... 30:  51
Nelson Myni O of Thure and Helma S Oct 19 1931......... 30: 117
Nelson Nancy E of Albert R and Lillian G D Oct 20 1934... 31: 246
Nelson Nila L of Thure and Helma S July 2 1933.......... 31:  69
Nelson Richard L of Albert DeF and Gladys M Dec 31 1933... 31: 134
Nelson Ronald B of George A and Vivian Sept 4 1933....... 31:  95
Nelson Roscoe L (c) of Roscoe L and Emily July 16 1931.... 30:  80
Nelson Russell H of Harry R and Anna V Nov 22 1935..... 32: 126
Nelson Sheila E of Harold S and Eleanor K Apr 22 1935........ 32: 42
Nelson Shirley E (c) of Roscoe L and Emily Aug 13 1935........ 32: 88
Nelson Verna D of Henry A and Dorothy Jan 10 1935......... 32: 4
Nelson William I of Ralph A and Leeoll M July 15 1933...... 31: 73
Neri Anna of Demetrio and Barbara Dec 17 1935............. 32: 135
Neri Anna F of Fioravanti and Angela Oct 25 1932.......... 30: 265
Neri Anna M of Anthony and Irene Apr 22 1932.............. 30: 191
Neri Barbara M of Pasquale and Angelina Aug 8 1932....... 30: 234
Neri Davide A of Fioravanti and Angela June 27 1931...... 30: 73
Neri Dolores of Demetrio and Barbara Feb 27 1932........ 30: 169
Neri Dolores A of Pasquale and Angelina Dec 20 1935.... 32: 136
Neri Grace R of Anthony and Irene Dec 16 1934..... 31: 267
Neri Phyllis E of Lorenzo and Doris E May 6 1931...... 30: 52
Neri —— s of Amelia Feb 18 1931.......................... 30: 25
Neri —— d of Antonio and Lucia Dec 1 1932......... 30: 289
Nerney Edward R of Edward A and Rose G Sept 7 1932.... 30: 245
Nerney Irene M of William H and Agnes E Aug 2 1934.... 31: 217
Nerney Sylvia R of Edward R and Rose G May 14 1935.... 32: 52
Nero Arlene D of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Apr 18 1932.... 30: 190
Nero Ernest A of Ernesto and Victoria T Sept 17 1935... 32: 101
Nero Norman L of Domenico and Angelina Feb 7 1935.... 32: 14
Nero William of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Feb 1 1935..... 32: 12
Nerone Ann M of Augustine B and Anna May 7 1935...... 32: 49
Nersesian Nerse of Harry and Ardemis Mar 9 1931....... 30: 29
Nersesian —— d of Harry and Ardemis Sept 1 1932........ 30: 244
Neubry Margaret E (c) of Ida Aug 19 1933............. 31: 88
Neves Eugene E of Joseph and Alice S Sept 13 1934.... 31: 233
Newberg Theodore L of Axel G and Rosanna Aug 6 1932.... 30: 234
Newberry Carl R of William L and Evelyn E Aug 18 1935... 32: 90
Newberry Evelyn L of William L and Evelyn E Jan 15 1932.. 30: 153
Newbury Jeremiah D of Nathan and Elizabeth July 23 1934... 31: 212
Newbury Samuel P of Nathan and Elizabeth Aug 21 1931.... 30: 95
Newcomb Kathleen of Gordon M and Mary A Oct 17 1932.... 30: 262
Newman Barbara P of Eric W and Elizabeth Nov 3 1931.... 30: 124
Newman Basil I of Basil A and Mildred V Feb 9 1933...... 31: 15
Newman Harriet V of Morris H and Marion Dec 8 1932.... 30: 282
Newman Justin W of George L and Lillian E Jan 2 1935..... 32: 1
Newman Kenneth L of Everett W and Irene M May 23 1933... 31: 54
Newman Michael P of Louis and Bertha May 31 1931........ 30: 62
Newman Miriam H of David and Sara Oct 2 1935............. 32: 108
Newman Raymond V of Walter J and Mary A Feb 28 1932.... 30: 169
Newman Shandell S of Percy and Gertrude July 31 1935..... 32: 82
Newman Theresa M of Thomas and Margaret Oct 26 1932.... 30: 265
Newman Virginia M of Robert and Mildred C Aug 19 1935......... 32: 90
Newman William of Thomas A and Margaret M Oct 7 1934.... 31: 250
Newman William E of Basil A and Mildred July 31 1931...... 30: 86
Newman —— d of Charles and Rose M Jan 10 1932........... 30: 151
Newman — d of Charles and Rose M July 17 1934 ........ 31: 210
Newsham John W of John A and Emily F July 26 1932 .... 30: 228
Newsum William C of William A and C Lucille Mar 4 1931 .... 30: 147
Newth Letty C of Frank H and Letty Sept 24 1935 .... 32: 104
Newton Albert E of Albert E and Clara Mar 31 1933 .... 31: 33
Newton Frederick A of Wilbur N and Marian L Mar 12 1933 .... 31: 27
Newton Harold of Harold and Angiolina May 18 1932 .... 30: 201
Newton June A of Leslie P and Alice June 3 1934 .... 31: 193
Newton Paul B of Oscar A and Anna C Sept 21 1932 .... 30: 250
Newton Walter A R of Walter P and Alice Jan 16 1932 .... 30: 154
Newton William F of Walter J and Ethel M Sept 8 1933 .... 31: 96
Newton — d of Harold and Angiolina Feb 26 1931 .... 30: 22
Nicastro Donato A of Thomas and Nomina July 10 1934 .... 31: 207
Nicastro Vincenzo of James and Dora A Jan 2 1931 .... 30: 1
Nicholas Bernice O (c) of Walker S and Mildred B Apr 12 1934 .... 31: 175
Nicholas Jean L (c) of Walker S and Mildred B Apr 1 1935 .... 32: 35
Nicholas Leona E (c) of Walker S and Mildred B Apr 3, 1932, 30: 184
Nichols Barbara of George L and Frances E Dec 18 1933 .... 31: 130
Nichols Chester R of Chester R and Marian Feb 22 1931 .... 30: 21
Nichols Diane M of Harold V and Nora A May 25 1933 .... 31: 54
Nichols George C of George L and Genevieve R A May 17 1935 .... 32: 53
Nichols Gordon F of James S and Marguerite E Dec 31 1933 .... 31: 134
Nichols Janice C of Leslie P and Maxine July 16 1933 .... 31: 74
Nichols Jean M of George L and Genevieve R Mar 1 1934 .... 31: 161
Nichols John L of Albert R and Nan Aug 13 1932 .... 30: 236
Nichols Mae A of James S and Marguerite Feb 8 1932 .... 30: 163
Nichols Paul R of Thomas W and Agnes M Sept 12 1932 .... 30: 247
Nichols Thomas M of Ira and Elizabeth June 2 1935 .... 32: 59
Nichols William E of Waldo A and Catherine May 16 1931 .... 30: 56
Nichols — s of Roland G and Anna M Mar 19 1931 .... 30: 38
Nicholson Thomas E of Peter J and Mary July 6 1931 .... 30: 77
Nicini Graziana S of Alfredo and Maria V Jan 23 1933 .... 31: 8
Nickerson Edith M of Linwood C and Elmyra E Apr 18 1933 .... 31: 41
Nickerson Robert D of Leon B and Anna L Feb 13 1934 .... 31: 154
Nicoll Richard A of John E and Muriel A Aug 18 1934 .... 31: 222
Nicoll William V of Chester B and Marion F June 10 1932 .... 30: 210
Nicolls James W of James W and Elsie M Nov 11 1935 .... 32: 122
Nicolo Carolyn H of Anthony and Emma Nov 24 1935 .... 32: 126
Nicolo Norma M of Anthony and Emma July 19 1933 .... 31: 75
Nicolo Vilma A of Benedetto and Fortunata Apr 1 1931 .... 30: 39
Nicotera Sylvia A of Angelo and Teresa May 14 1934 .... 31: 186
Niebels Richard C of Alva C and Alice L Nov 26 1935 .... 32: 127
Niebuhr Shirley A of Herman E and Esther A July 6 1931 .... 30: 77
Niederberg —— s of Samuel and Vivian Jan 2 1931...........30: 1
Niederberger Betty M of Wilhelm and Elisabetha Nov 7 1933.31: 116
Niedzwiacki Eveline I of Wladyslaw and Mary July 19 1933...31: 75
Nieforth Leander J of Lee and Emily July 27 1934...........31: 213
Nield Donald W of Harry V and Florence M June 5 1935....32: 60
Nielsen George E of George O and Nora Aug 13 1931........30: 92
Nieradko Helen of Piotr and Adela Jan 2 1932.................30: 149
Niewiecki Theresa M of Leon and Mary T Nov 21 1935......32: 125
Nightingale Shirley F of Walter A and Frances P Oct 1 1934..31: 240
Nightingale —— s of Earl C and Loretta A Mar 15 1935......32: 27
Niles Dolores of Ernest B and Florine May 25 1932...........30: 203
Nilsen Randolph M of Finn and Dorothy J June 23 1935....32: 67
Nilson Norma R of Sherwood E and Ellen B Dec 18 1932....30: 284
Niven Gerald R of John C and Anastasia R Feb 12 1932.....30: 164
Niven Gertrude A of John C and Anastasia R May 4 1935....32: 48
Nixon Richard L of George C and Ruth M June 16 1931......30: 69
Noack Claire C of Arthur C and Catherine Dec 31 1933....31: 134
Nobile Edward R of Giuseppe and Adelina May 19 1933....31: 52
Nobile Irene D of Giuseppe and Adelina Dec 22 1931......30: 142
Noble Joan E of Joseph A and Catherine I Oct 17 1932....30: 262
Noble Joseph of Joseph A and Catherine I July 17 1934....31: 210
Nobre —— d of Antone V and Ludovina Mar 5 1935............32: 34
Nobrega Antone of Joao and Adelina Apr 20 1932.............30: 191
Noel Joseph H of Arthur and Alberta Jan 12 1931.........30: 5
Noel Maurice J of Omer and Irene Dec 17 1935..............32: 135
Noel Philip W of Seraphin J and Emma B June 6 1931....30: 66
Noel Richard A of Albert E and Grace F Jan 16 1932.......30: 154
Noft Dorothy of Nicola and Grazia Dec 21 1933............31: 131
Nolan Frederick A of Frederick A and Sarah A Aug 4 1935...32: 85
Nolan Gail M of Joseph E and Alice A May 2 1934..........31: 182
Nolan Guy E of John F and Angela Mar 2 1931..............30: 26
Nolan Robert F of James H and Henrietta M Feb 7 1933....31: 14
Nolan Stephen of William L and Geraldine Aug 4 1931....30: 89
Nolan William H of Miriam July 6 1933......................31: 70
Nolan —— d of Daniel J and Miriam E Mar 28 1932.........30: 183
Nolet Henry N of Alfred C and Rosanna Mar 6 1933........31: 25
Nolet Joseph L of Alfred C and Rosanna May 7 1931......30: 53
Nolin Barbara H of Everett W and Florence H Mar 31 1935..32: 33
Nolin Joan A of Everett and Florence Mar 17 1933.........31: 137
Nolin Robert A of Edward V and Marie Y V June 22 1932.....30: 214
Nolin Theresa Y of Edward V and Marie Y V Aug 30 1934....31: 227
Noon Arthur F of Arthur F and Margaret V Sept 4 1935.....32: 97
Noon Joseph G of Joseph F and Evelyn M Dec 4 1934.......31: 262
Noon Lois M of Vincent DeP and Sarah E June 11 1933.....31: 62
Noon Patricia M of Margaret Nov 11 1935....................32: 122
Noonan Helen M of John J and Ellen M Apr 17 1933........31: 40
Noonan James L of Charles W and Genevieve L Dec 7 1933...31: 127
Noonan Joseph of Martin J and Mary E Dec 27 1934.........31: 270
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Norato Alberto E of Alberto and Prudenza Dec 10 1931
Norato Alfredo T of Alfredo and Maria Sept 15 1935
Norato Concetta E of Paolo B G and Anna T Apr 14 1931
Norato Ilena M of Alberto and Prudenza Dec 23 1933
Norato Mary J of Thomas and Rita Feb 23 1934
Norato Michael R of Michele and Enrichetta Dec 9 1933
Norato Richard R of Michele and Enrichetta Aug 20 1931
Norberg Dorothy L of Carl H and Beatrice Mar 23 1932
Norberg James L of Herbert G and Anna July 16 1932
Norberg William G of John H and Mary E June 2 1933
Norcia Barbara A of Angelo and Susie June 28 1933
Norcliffe Robert L of Leslie and Martha Mar 10 1931
Noed Charles D of Charles and Ruth E Nov 17 1934
Nordberg Carl A of Carl A and Elizabeth M Dec 21 1934
Nordby Elizabeth M of Olaf and Elizabeth N Mar 27 1935
Nordin Evelyn E of Russell A L and Viola July 4 1932
Nordquist Donald C of Clarence E and Mabel M May 6 1935
Nordquist Paul J of Clarence E and Mabel M May 4 1933
Nordquist Virginia A of Harry O V and Hildur E July 11 1933
Norigan Avedes of Peter S and Satenig Feb 14 1932
Norigan Geragos of Peter S and Satenig Apr 29 1934
Norigan Kasper of Manoog and Martha Aug 11 1934
Norigan Nuvart of Manoog and Martha Apr 2 1932
Norigan Sara of Manoog and Martha June 12 1933
Norigan Shirley H of Avedes and Margaret July 26 1935
Norman Howard M of Simon and Florence H July 21 1931
Norman James W of James E and Gladys C Apr 5 1935
Norman Ruth C of Aaron and Cecelia E Apr 27 1931
Norman Seymour of Harry and Rebecca Mar 28 1931
Norman — s of Nathan and Rose Y Mar 29 1935
Normandin Roland A of Armand A and Evelyn M May 31 1935
Norstern Virginia P of Reidar L and Hazel H Aug 17 1933
Northrop John F of John F and Georgiana Nov 30 1935
Northup Anne L of Walter I and Rosemary Aug 17 1935
Northup Charles H of Charles H and Marie B L June 18 1932
Northup Ruth A of John C and Marion Sept 3 1933
Norton Daniel B of Daniel J and Mary G May 1 1935
Norton Dorothy A of James L and Helen C May 21 1935
Norton Eleanor J of Helen H L Jan 13 1932
Norton Frederick A of Frederick A and Mary R Sept 16 1933
Norton Frederick E of Damon E and Roberta June 14 1931
Norton Ruth M of Ray A and Gladys E Sept 1 1933
Norton Thomas F of Malcolm and Dorothy H Oct 3 1931
Nota Mary F T of Alberto and Anmina V Oct 10 1931
Notarantonio — s of Giuseppe and Enrichetta Jan 8 1932
Notarianni Louis of Louis and Sofia Feb 4 1934
Notarianni Sofia M A of Louis and Sofia Apr 3 1932
Notarpippo Dalia of Sabatino and Maria July 7 1931
Noti Eugene C of Berardino and Rosina Jan 17 1935 ........ 32: 6
Notorantonio Anna M of Gaetano and Graziella A Jan 27 1932 30: 157
Notorantonio Beverly A of Ferdinando and Maria Jan 31 1935 32: 10
Notorantonio James A of Ferdinando and Maria Aug 9 1932 30: 235
Nottage Robert F of Edmund J and Mildred E Jan 23 1931 30: 9
Notte John A of John A and Marie June 28 1935 ........ 32: 68
Notte Nancy L of Nicholas and Blanche May 30 1934 .......... 31: 274
Nourie Joan F of Leo A and Eileen F June 19 1931 .......... 30: 70
Nourie Richard F of Joseph P and Josephine M May 22 1933 31: 54
Nourie s of Leo A and Eileen F Aug 16 1933 .......... 31: 93
Nourse Elizabeth C of Ralph G and Elizabeth Oct 28 1933 31: 112
Nourse Ralph G of Ralph G and Elizabeth M Apr 3 1935 .......... 32: 36
Novek Barry S of Charles and Ruth June 30 1934 .......... 31: 202
Noviello Alfredo A A of Alfredo and Josephine Aug 20 1932 30: 238
Noviello Carmina F of Antonio and Viola A Mar 15 1933 .......... 31: 28
Noviello d of Antonio and Viola A Feb 5 1935 .......... 32: 22
Novogroski Barbara J of Irving A and Mildred June 28 1932 30: 216
Novogroski Lois R of Irving A and Mildred Mar 8 1935 .......... 32: 25
Noyes Frank L of Frank H and Ethel M June 23 1934 .......... 31: 200
Noyes Frederick C of Frederick C and Mae L Dec 26 1933 .......... 31: 133
Noyes Nancy L of Frederick C and Mae L Jan 12 1931 .......... 30: 5
Noyes Sydney W of Sydney E and Marion S Feb 17 1934 .......... 31: 155
Nugent Kathleen M of Henry F and Kathleen M Dec 28 1932 30: 287
Nulman Thelma M of William and Elizabeth June 10 1931 30: 67
Nunes Anita C of Edwin N L and Mary A Mar 30 1931 .......... 30: 37
Nunes Anthony S of Anthony S and Julia Jan 11 1934 .......... 31: 142
Nunes Dolores B of Francis and Irene Oct 14 1934 .......... 31: 244
Nunes Edward B of Joseph V and Rita M Nov 26 1933 .......... 31: 122
Nunes Elaine F of Manuel and Olive D July 13 1934 .......... 31: 208
Nunes John S (c) of Edwin N L and Mary A June 12 1934 .......... 31: 196
Nunes Raymond of Manuel and Maria L Aug 16 1934 .......... 31: 222
Nunes Ronald E of Henry S and Madeline E Oct 29 1933 .......... 31: 113
Nutini Joan E of John and Catherine Sept 28 1933 .......... 31: 102
Nuttall Claire E of Norman I and Elsie L July 22 1935 .......... 32: 79
Nylen David W of Clarence V and Caroline May 3 1931 .......... 30: 51
Nystrom Dorothy E of Frans A and Hilma C June 7 1931 .......... 30: 66
Nystrom Gilbert G of Samuel A G and Ruth F May 9 1934 .......... 31: 184
Nyzio Barbara S of Stanley and Nellie Dec 25 1935 .......... 32: 137

Oakes Frank W of Frank W and Irma H Mar 23 1935 .......... 32: 30
Oakes Margaret A of Willard B and Margaret A Aug 19 1933 31: 88
Oakes Stephen H of Willard B and Margaret A Sept 3 1931 30: 101
Oakland Conrad R of Conrad R and Eleanor P Jan 12 1934 31: 142
Oakland Eleanor M of Conrad B and Eleanor P June 24 1935 32: 67
Oatley — s of Harold and Pasqualina Apr 29 1932 ........... 30:194
Oates Maureen J (Twin) of Thomas F and Evelyn K Feb 9
1931 .................................................. 30: 17
Oates Patricia A of James M and Edna Jan 14 1931 .......... 30:  5
Oates Thomas F (Twin) of Thomas F and Evelyn K Feb 9 1931. 30: 17
Oatley Robert N (Twin) of Charles H and Gladys E Oct 22
1932 .................................................. 30:292
Oatley Ronald F (Twin) of Charles H and Gladys E Oct 22
1932 .................................................. 30:292
O‘Beirne Mary of Mary Jan 24 1933 ................................ 31:  8
Oborne John S of John S and Helen May 8 1932 .............. 30:198
O‘Brien Alice B of Thomas J and Genevieve M May 3 1933 .... 31: 47
O‘Brien Allen E of Floyd L and Bertha Feb 9 1932 ........... 30:163
O‘Brien Anne B of Patrick D and Rose Sept 5 1934 .......... 31:230
O‘Brien Barbara A of Michael J and Mary A Feb 1 1933 ....... 31: 13
O‘Brien Barbara A of John J and Annie H July 13 1933 ....... 31: 73
O‘Brien Beverley M of Daniel G and Hazel L Nov 19 1933 .... 31:120
O‘Brien Corinne E of John J and Anna E Feb 16 1933 ......... 31: 47
O‘Brien Eileen J of Michael J and Mary June 24 1931 .......... 30: 72
O‘Brien Elizabeth A of James J and Rachel M Jan 4 1933 .... 31:  2
O‘Brien Ellen M of John F and Jennie C June 20 1934 .......... 31:199
O‘Brien Francis W of Genevieve L May 12 1934 ............... 31:185
O‘Brien George P of Frances I July 17 1934 .................... 31:215
O‘Brien James A of James P and Dorris A L Feb 18 1934 ...... 31:155
O‘Brien James E of Joseph M and Helen M Mar 14 1933 ...... 31:  8
O‘Brien Joan F of Raymond F and Lillian F Nov 7 1935 ...... 32:121
O‘Brien John B of Patrick E and Mary E Dec 29 1931 ......... 30:144
O‘Brien John D of Thomas J and Mary E Jan 6 1933 .......... 31:  2
O‘Brien John E of Thomas E and Mary G May 9 1932 .......... 30:198
O‘Brien John F of Nicholas E and Anna L Jan 6 1931 ........ 30:  3
O‘Brien John F of John F and Jennie C Aug 18 1932 .......... 30:238
O‘Brien Martin T of Martin T and Regina Nov 25 1932 ........ 30:276
O‘Brien Mary M of Thomas E and Mary G Nov 16 1933 ....... 31:119
O‘Brien Maureen of Francis J and Marguerite M July 31 1932.30:230
O‘Brien Maureen P of Maurice A and Delia T Nov 20 1935 .... 32:125
O‘Brien Norman F of William H and Bertha F Jan 23 1931 .... 30:  9
O‘Brien Paul M of Fred E and Doris E Oct 1 1933 ............ 31:105
O‘Brien Paula J of James P and Dorris A L July 18 1931 ...... 30: 82
O‘Brien Regina M of Martin T and Regina Mar 22 1931 ........ 30:  4
O‘Brien Richard E of Merrill and Jennie June 25 1931 ........ 30: 74
O‘Brien Robert E of Edward W and Gertrude L Apr 28 1931 .... 30: 49
O‘Brien Robert E of Joseph F and Blanche Y Nov 10 1932 .... 30:271
BIRTHS 30:118
Robert J of Fred E and Doris E Oct 21 1931
O'Brien Robert J of James A and Anna L Dec 7 1934 31:264
O'Brien Robert R of Patrick D and Esther Sept 30 1932 30:254
O'Brien Sally A of James E and Sarah C Jan 19 1935 32:7
O'Brien Suzanne M of James W and Margaret M Dec 26 1935 32:137
O'Brien Thomas of Thomas J and Dorothy M Jan 22 1932 30:156
O'Brien Thomas F of Francis J and Katherine A June 1 1931 30:65
O'Brien Thomas J of Thomas J and Dorothy M June 2 1934 31:193
O'Brien Thomas J of Thomas J and Genevieve M July 31 1934 31:215
O'Brien Thomas W of Patrick D and Esther Sept 7 1931 30:102
O'Brien Veronica A of John J and Marion V Mar 1 1931 30:26
O'Brien Virginia E of John A and Hazel Nov 27 1932 30:277
O'Brien William G of Francis J and Katherine A Apr 8 1933 31:37
O'Brien Winifred M of Harold J and Winifred June 10 1931 30:67
O'Brien — d of John A and Mildred A May 6 1934 31:192
O'Connell Calvert T (c) of Rudolph and Carlene H Feb 22 1933 31:20
O'Connell Barbara A of Thomas L and Florence July 10 1931 30:79
O'Connell Celestia H of William and Celestia Apr 3 1935 32:36
O'Connell Charles of Robert J and Mary R May 26 1933 31:55
O'Connell Charles G of Charles and Geraldine Jan 7 1935 32:3
O'Connell Charles W of Charles F and Stella E Aug 21 1933 31:88
O'Connell Dorothy L of Louis B and Jennie V June 25 1931 30:72
O'Connell Edward of Jeremiah E and Madeline L July 17 1932 30:225
O'Connell Eleanor M of Joseph C and Eleanor Apr 1 1933 31:35
O'Connell Ellen of George J and Catherine A July 9 1935 32:74
O'Connell Francis D of Francis D and Margaret M Aug 13 1935 32:88
O'Connell Frederick E of Frederick E and Anna L Sept 1 1931 30:100
O'Connell George G of Joseph C and Eleanor F Mar 1 1932 30:172
O'Connell Harold R of Harold and Viola Mar 17 1934 31:165
O'Connell James P of John A and Leah L Feb 29 1932 30:170
O'Connell James R of Joseph E and Mary W Sept 28 1933 31:102
O'Connell Jeremiah E of Jeremiah E and Madeline L Nov 3 1934 31:251
O'Connell Joseph B of James I and Loretta Nov 21 1931 30:130
O'Connell Joseph E of Thomas L and Florence E July 10 1934 31:207
O'Connell Joseph G of James F and Josephine E June 16 1932 30:212
O'Connell Madeline A of George J and Catherine A Aug 12 1933 31:85
O'Connell Patricia A of Edmond J and Katherine G Oct 14 1934 31:244
O'Connell Richard L of Richard L and Alice E Nov 4 1933 31:115
O'Connell Rita L of James I and Loretta Dec 29 1934 31:271
O'Connell Robert J of Thomas F and May Aug 24 1932 30:240
O'Connell William of Jeremiah E and Madeline L July 2 1933 31:69
O'Connell — d of Frederick W and Sophie Aug 7 1931 30:99
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

O'Connell —— d of James P and Catherine M July 26 1932...30: 231
O'Connell —— s of Francis D and Margaret M June 9 1933...31: 61
O'Connell —— s of William L and Helen M Oct 12 1934...31: 243
O'Connor Ann B of Joseph A and Margaret F July 16 1934...31: 209
O'Connor Charles of John J and Margaret M Dec 6 1933...31: 126
O'Connor Charles D of Charles D and Gertrude F June 26 1934...31: 201
O'Connor David G of George A and Gertrude A Dec 15 1934...31: 266
O'Connor Dorothy A of Edward D and Madeline Sept 25 1934...31: 236
O'Connor Dorothy H of Stephen A and Anna V June 25 1931...30: 72
O'Connor Dorothy M of Russell H and Edith L Mar 5 1931...30: 27
O'Connor Dorothy M of Edmund B and Dorothy July 14 1932...30: 224
O'Connor Edward D of Donald E and Madeline Aug 12 1932...30: 236
O'Connor Edward DeV of Edward G and Elizabeth G Mar 4
1935...32: 24
O'Connor Gerald J of Jeremiah and Lucille Aug 16 1933...31: 87
O'Connor James E of James V and Ella M Aug 29 1932...30: 242
O'Connor Jean E of Edward A and Ellen M Sept 16 1935...32: 101
O'Connor Jeremiah J of John J and Mary B Dec 1 1933...31: 125
O'Connor Joan of John F and Mildred A June 22 1934...31: 199
O'Connor Joan F of John F and Geraldine E May 12 1935...32: 51
O'Connor John F of John J and Mary B Apr 16 1935...32: 40
O'Connor John P of Charles W and Kathleen Apr 2 1933...31: 35
O'Connor Kathleen of William H and Blanche May 21 1931...30: 58
O'Connor Lawrence of William T and Ethel A Jan 2 1934...31: 139
O'Connor Madeline A of Edward D and Madeline R Oct 25
1935...32: 115
O'Connor Marion of William H and Blanche H Oct 9 1933...31: 107
O'Connor Maurice F of Maurice F and Agnes Aug 12 1933...31: 85
O'Connor Patricia A of Edward C and Lucy Sept 9 1934...31: 231
O'Connor Raymond R of Joseph A and Margaret F Aug 13
1935...32: 88
O'Connor Richard H (Twin) of Stephen A and Anna V July 18
1935...32: 78
O'Connor Robert of James E and Katherine M May 3 1931...30: 51
O'Connor Robert C of James A and Agnes V May 2 1935...32: 47
O'Connor Robert J (Twin) of Stephen A and Anna V July 18
1935...32: 78
O'Connor Roberta A of Joseph M and Evelyn C Oct 10 1934...31: 243
O'Connor William A of William W and Beatrice M Jan 10
1932...30: 151
O'Connor William B of Jeremiah J and Lucille July 28 1934...31: 214
O'Connor William N of William H and Blanche June 16 1935...32: 64
O'Connor —— s of Michael J and Helen M Jan 30 1932...30: 160
Octaviano Gerard H of Gerard H and Ida May 8 1933...31: 49
Ocťeau Douglas F of Forrest and Lena Sept 4 1933...31: 95
O'Day —— s of John J and Angelina Sept 10 1935...32: 107
Oddi Adrian Q of Joseph and Rita Apr 17 1934...31: 177
Oddi Giuseppe of Donato and Assunta June 16 1932...30: 212
O'Dea Patricia of James F and Mary T Mar 27 1934................. 31: 169
O'Dell Bruce M of Kenneth H and Ruth A July 10 1935........... 32: 74
Odell Patricia A of Earle W and Margaret V Dec 14 1932...... 30: 283
Oden Charles R of Bertil W and Rita Mar 6 1934............... 31: 162
Oden Lillian R of Harold C R and Florence E Feb 5 1931...... 30: 15
Odette Joseph F of Cecilia Ang 17 1932....................... 30: 237
O'Donnell Barbara M of John A and Mildred I July 29 1933... 31: 79
O'Donnell John B of John B and Gertrude E Jan 10 1934..... 31: 264
O'Donnell John P of John and Gertrude D Dec 15 1935...... 32: 134
O'Donnell Milton H of Edward StB and Evelyn M Apr 6 1931.. 30: 42
O'Donnell Patricia of Charles H and Mary A Mar 15 1931..... 30: 31
O'Donnell Shirley A of Alan E and Shirley L Dec 8 1934..... 31: 264
O'Dowd Doris P of Joseph F and Velma D Apr 10 1933........ 31: 38
O'Dowd Edward J of Edward F and Lillian Dec 6 1934........ 31: 263
Oelbaum Dorothy R of Henry and Clara B Aug 25 1932........ 30: 240
Oelbaum Edith of Charles H and Ruth Oct 21 1931............. 30: 118
Oelbaum Ira J of Benjamin and Esther Feb 18 1932........... 30: 166
Oelbaum Leonora of Charles H and Ruth Mar 15 1935......... 32: 27
Oelbaum Suel M of Henry and Clara B Nov 11 1935............ 32: 122
Ofley Emily F (c) of Ethelyn C Dec 25 1935.................. 32: 137
Ofley Robert G (c) of Desdemona Jan 6 1934.................. 31: 140
O'Gara Donald J of John F and Helen June 3 1934............ 31: 193
O'Gara Kenneth J of Leo R and Mary M May 21 1931........ 30: 58
O'Gara Raymond V of Vincent P and Harriet D Nov 3 1935... 32: 119
O'Gara Robert W of Leo R and Mary M Feb 21 1934............ 31: 157
O'Garr John F of John T and Alice L Apr 26 1934............ 31: 179
Oglen Richard F of George C and Alice C May 29 1932...... 30: 205
O'Gorman Mary H of Patrick C and Bridget A Nov 8 1934.... 31: 253
O'Grady Daniel of Daniel M and Catherine Oct 26 1935...... 32: 115
O'Grady Mary E of James R and Elizabeth H Nov 12 1933.... 31: 118
O'Grady Patricia A of James R and Elizabeth H July 24 1932.. 30: 227
Ogren Frances M of Nels E and Prudence M Apr 30 1934..... 31: 180
O'Halloran Mary F of William T and Agatha B May 19 1932... 30: 201
O'Hara Francis W of James B and Mary C Sept 22 1933...... 31: 100
O'Hara George of John and Clara Dec 3 1931............... 30: 135
O'Hara James of Patrick and Ellen T Apr 12 1931........... 30: 43
O'Hara John of James B and Mary June 12 1931............. 30: 67
O'Hara John of John and Helen Oct 10 1931.................. 30: 114
O'Hara Joseph T of James B and Mary C Mar 16 1935........ 32: 27
O'Hara Leo of Patrick and Ellen T Sept 27 1933............. 31: 102
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

O'Hara Robert J of John and Clara Feb 9 1933 .......... 31: 15
O'Hara Wilfred of Thomas and Lavina Nov 25 1934 .......... 31: 259
O'Hearn Eunice A of James and Ennice R Aug 27 1931 .......... 30: 97
O'Hearn James T of James T and Eunice R Aug 8 1933 .......... 31: 84
O'Hearn Sara F of John P and Dorothy M Apr 11 1933 .......... 31: 38
O'Hearn d of Joseph M and Mary May 24 1933 .......... 31: 58
O'Hern Anne J of Joseph C and Susanna F Sept 27 1933 .......... 31: 102
O'Hern Margaret H of Joseph C and Susanna F Nov 29 1934 .......... 31: 260
Ohsberg Edward A of John E and Margaret E Apr 23 1933 .......... 31: 42
Ohsberg Hazel A of John E and Margaret E Mar 8 1935 .......... 32: 25
O'Keefe John of Nora Sept 7 1933 .......... 31: 96
O'Keefe Michael of Thomas C and Mary R May 28 1933 .......... 31: 56
O'Keefe William D of Dennis F and Catherine J Oct 28 1931 .......... 30: 120
O'Keefe s of Dennis F and Catherine J Apr 23 1934 .......... 31: 181
O'Kelly Corinne F of John M and Corinne F Mar 2 1932 ....... B-I: 501
O'Kelly John M of John M and Corinne F Aug 16 1933 ....... B-I: 501
O'Kelly Mary A of John M and Corinne F Oct 30 1934 .......... 31: 249
Oken Henry S of Joslin L and Thelma F June 10 1935 .......... 32: 62
Okerblom Betty A of Lawrence L and Gladys E Nov 20 1932 .......... 30: 275
Okerblom Marie M of Albert E and Eugenie E D May 2 1934 .......... 31: 182
O'Koomian Carole A of Charles H and Anna N July 23 1933 .......... 31: 76
Okulavicius Paul E of Vladas and Veronica Nov 27 1932 .......... 30: 277
O'Laughlin d of Charles E and Ethel J Feb 18 1933 .......... 31: 18
Olausen Edward H of Edward H and Florence E May 6 1935 .......... 32: 49
Olch Joan L of Jacob B and Jeanette July 19 1932 .......... 30: 226
Olean Barbara A of Anthony and Marie G Nov 26 1934 .......... 31: 259
O'Lean Irma F of Joseph and Frances Aug 1 1935 .......... 32: 84
Olean James F of Thomas and Alice Oct 10 1931 .......... 30: 147
O'Leary Donald C of John P and Mary T June 8 1935 .......... 32: 61
O'Leary George R of Edward and Dorothy Oct 2 1932 .......... 30: 292
O'Leary James P of John P and Mary T July 26 1933 .......... 31: 78
O'Leary Joan C of John F and Gertrude E Jan 21 1933 .......... 31: 8
Oleinchen Helen of Adolf and Sophie June 20 1931 .......... 30: 71
Oleinchen Tadeusz of Adolf and Sophie July 1 1933 .......... 31: 69
Olevson Samuel A of Elliott R and Helen Oct 1 1932 .......... 30: 256
Olink Arthur S of Michael and Eugenia E Dec 10 1931 .......... 30: 138
Oliva Anna of Antonio and Carmela E Apr 13 1931 .......... 30: 45
Oliva Anna E of Pasquale and Ida M Aug 20 1932 .......... 30: 238
Oliva Carmela of Antonio and Carmela Nov 12 1932 .......... 30: 272
Oliva Raymond A of Giuseppe and Brigida Sept 13 1934 .......... 31: 233
Oliveira Jose of Jose and Maria daG July 30 1931 .......... 30: 86
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Oliveira Joseph of Jose and Maria daG Apr 29 1934............. 31: 180
Oliveira —— s of Adifico and Maria July 22 1934............. 31: 216
Oliver Alfred of Alfred and Mary E Sept 26 1932............. 30: 252
Oliver Alice M of John and Alice C Aug 1 1935............ 32: 84
Oliver Antone of Antone T and Laura Sept 5 1935........ 32: 97
Oliver Florence of Frank M and Mariana Jan 31 1934..... 31: 148
Oliver Gladys A of Joseph and Anna G Apr 10 1935..... 32: 38
Oliver Helen M of Manuel and Giovanna Dec 30 1935.... 32: 139
Oliver John E of James E and Catherine W Feb 1 1934.... 31: 150
Oliver Joseph D of John S and Christine Feb 19 1934... 31: 156
Oliver Philip of Philip and Serafina Mar 14 1931......... 30: 31
Oliver Walter of Philip and Serafina Sept 14 1932... 30: 248
Oliver Jeanne E of Vigor O and Lucia Oct 29 1931.... 30: 121
Oliver Lucien L of Jean L and Lauretta Dec 15 1931.... 30: 140
Oliver Pauline V of Vigor O and Lucia V Nov 23 1933.... 31: 121
 Olivieri Leonardo of Lorenzo and Giuseppina Jan 2 1934... 31: 139
Olivo Anna M of Francesco and Maria I Nov 4 1932.... 30: 269
Olivo Edith M of Antonio F and Artina Nov 14 1935..... 32: 123
Olivo Helen A of Antonio F and Artina Jan 7 1934..... 31: 141
Olivo Maria of Stefano and Giovanna Mar 3 1931......... 30: 27
Olivo Paul F of Fortunato A and Mary June 24 1935.... 32: 67
Olivo Raffaele of Sabino and Carmela May 17 1931... 30: 57
Ollen Eugenia H of Albert M and Eugenia June 9 1931... 30: 66
Ollen Richard A of Albert M and Eugenia Sept 29 1932... 30: 254
O'Loughlin Barbara E of Leo G and Theresa Jan 9 1934... 31: 141
O'Loughlin Carole A of William C and Josephine E Nov 21
1934........................................... 31: 258
O'Loughlin John B of John J and Isabel Feb 22 1933... 31: 20
O'Loughlin Patricia A of Charles E and Ethel J Jan 26 1934.. 31: 146
O'Loughlin Raymond J of John J and Isabel V June 11 1935.. 32: 62
Olsen Barbara L of Raymond Mar 25 1933................... B: 1: 83
Olsen Donald G of Philip and Mary July 27 1931.... 30: 85
Olsen George E of George M and Mary W Aug 11 1934.... 31: 220
Olsen Howard F of Margaret July 18 1933............ 31: 75
Olsen Sylvia I of Edwin E and Louise Dec 8 1934......... 31: 264
Olsen Walter H of Walter H and Claire E June 11 1935.... 32: 62
Olsen —— s of Edwin E and Louise M July 9 1931.... 30: 78
Olsen Birgit M of Hilmer and Hermina Aug 26 1933... 31: 90
Olsen Donald V of Victor H and Myrtle T Feb 16 1934... 31: 155
Olsen Harry W of Harry W and Dorothy A July 10 1935... 32: 74
Olsen Herbert E of Eric H and Hilma M Nov 27 1933.... 31: 122
Olsen John J of Nels W and Anna J July 19 1932.... 30: 226
Olsen Kenneth P of Gustav F and Beatrice E June 26 1935... 32: 68
Olsen Margery J of Carl T and Mildred E Oct 7 1932.... 30: 258
Olsen Marjory M of Arthur J and Marguerite M July 16 1935.. 32: 77
Olsen Norman F of Frederick H and Sadie Jan 30 1932.... 30: 159
Olsen Richard C of Eric H and Hilma July 27 1931..... 30: 85
Olsen Robert V of John E W and Lucy Sept 18 1932.... 30: 249
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Olson — d of Victor H and Myrtle T Apr 1 1931.............30: 50
Olsson Shirley A of George W and Anna V Jan 16 1932........30:154
Olszewski Alberta L of Leona Oct 9 1932.......................30:259
Olszewski Felix F of Jennie Jan 5 1932.........................30:150
Olton Tinley L of Tinley and Bertha L Apr 10 1935............32: 38
O'Malley Austin J of Austin J and Marguerite Feb 8 1932.....30:163
O'Malley Betty A of Patrick and Elizabeth Sept 10 1931.....30:103
O'Malley Patricia A of Austin J and Marguerite Aug 16 1934..31:222
O'Malley Robert E of Austin J and Marguerite Aug 25 1933..31: 90
O'Malley — s of James J and Beatrice M Mar 21 1935...........32: 34
O'Mara Claire A of William J and Catherine T Jan 17 1934..31:144
Ondrasek Anna M of Peter and Anna V Nov 22 1931.............30:130
Ondrasek Edward R of Peter and Anna Sept 3 1935..............32: 96
Ondrasek Richard of John and Mary M Nov 12 1935..............32:122
Ondrasek Robert J of John and Mary M June 29 1931..........30: 73
O'Neil Charles E of Charles E and Catherine E Oct 22 1935..32:114
O'Neil Elizabeth S of Edward J and Elizabeth Sept 25 1932...30:252
O'Neil Francis R of Francis M and Helen R July 29 1932.....30:229
O'Neil Henry R of Henry S and Hermana C July 25 1933.....31: 77
O'Neil James E of John and Margaret I Mar 25 1935..........32: 31
O'Neil Jean of Edward H and Mary T Jan 6 1934.................31:140
O'Neil John E of John E and Rosemary Oct 12 1931............30:115
O'Neil Joseph V of John and Margaret I Mar 2 1933............31: 24
O'Neil Margaret M of John and Margaret I Oct 27 1931........30:120
O'Neil Patricia A of Francis C and Rita G Aug 12 1935.......32: 88
O'Neil Rosemary of John E and Rosemary Oct 31 1934..........31:249
O'Neil Helen C of James J and Mary A May 21 1931..............30: 58
O'Neil James E of James H and Mary E Nov 11 1931............30:127
O'Neil James W of William J and Winifred June 10 1931......30: 74
O'Neil John J of John F and Anna Jan 20 1931..................30: 8
O'Neil Leonard R of James J and Mary E July 31 1933........31: 80
O'Neil Mary E of Owen F and Elizabeth V Sept 26 1932.......30:252
O'Neil Owen of Owen F and Elizabeth V Jan 21 1934............31:145
O'Neil Robert A of James J and Mary T Oct 3 1931.............30:111
O'Neil Robert E of James H and Mary E Aug 2 1935............32: 84
O'Neil William C of John C and Eugenie M Jan 20 1931........30: 8
O'Neil William H of James F and Mary E Dec 4 1931..........30:136
O'Neil — s of John V H and Agnes M June 26 1935..............32: 68
Onorato Antonio W of Antonio R and Estella May 13 1935.....32: 51
Opiekuns Irene I of John and Vanda Apr 28 1931...............30: 49
Opiekuns Leona T of John and Vanda Dec 19 1933..............31:131
Opielawski Esther J of Joseph and Henrietta Aug 9 1934.....31:219
Opito Géraldo A of Luigi G and Maria C Dec 10 1933...........31:128
Opperman Alice T of Charles E and Bertha M Oct 14 1931.....30:115
Orabona Barbara A of Francesco and Michelina Aug 10 1935..32: 87
Orabona Marlene J of Francesco and Carolina June 9 1933...31: 61
### BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Orleck Irwin A</td>
<td>Frieda</td>
<td>Louis</td>
<td>Sep 25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Orlowksi Sonia B</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Idavita</td>
<td>Mar 28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Ormond d</td>
<td>Andrew J</td>
<td>Elizabeth E</td>
<td>Jul 21</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Ormond John P</td>
<td>John P</td>
<td>Helen M</td>
<td>Jun 16</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Ormond Robert E</td>
<td>Joseph X</td>
<td>Catherine E</td>
<td>Jun 8 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Ormandyroid Herbert L</td>
<td>Herbert L</td>
<td>Emily C</td>
<td>Jun 18 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Ormsbee Jean L</td>
<td>Samuel O</td>
<td>Harriet</td>
<td>Mar 29 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Ormsbee Matilda L</td>
<td>Frederick M</td>
<td>Gertrude E</td>
<td>Jan 13 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Ordenker Eunnyce</td>
<td>Samuel D</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Jun 18 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Donogh Norman G</td>
<td>Samuel D</td>
<td>Anna Aug</td>
<td>13 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Barbara A</td>
<td>Thomas J</td>
<td>Ethel V</td>
<td>Jul 31 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Claire M</td>
<td>Hubert H</td>
<td>Alice C</td>
<td>Feb 27 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Constance A</td>
<td>Leo C</td>
<td>Katherine M</td>
<td>Apr 28 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Dorothy M</td>
<td>John L</td>
<td>Lydia L</td>
<td>Dec 19 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke James B</td>
<td>Eugene</td>
<td>Minerva</td>
<td>Aug 6 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Jean M</td>
<td>John L</td>
<td>Lydia L</td>
<td>Jul 31 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Joan A</td>
<td>John O</td>
<td>Gertrude E</td>
<td>Jan 27 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Kathleen L</td>
<td>Raymond J</td>
<td>Marion E</td>
<td>Oct 29 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Lillian E</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Feb 25 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Louise of</td>
<td>Raymond J</td>
<td>Marion E</td>
<td>Apr 24 1934</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Martha M</td>
<td>Patrick I</td>
<td>Elizabeth L</td>
<td>Apr 4 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Mary of</td>
<td>Leo C</td>
<td>Katherine M</td>
<td>Jul 3 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Mary J</td>
<td>Ambrose I</td>
<td>Mary H</td>
<td>Sept 28 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Maureen A X</td>
<td>Hubert H</td>
<td>Alice C</td>
<td>Dec 3 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Patricia M</td>
<td>Hubert H</td>
<td>Alice C</td>
<td>Jan 22 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Paul J</td>
<td>Hubert H</td>
<td>Alice C</td>
<td>Oct 6 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Peter A</td>
<td>Ambrose</td>
<td>Mary H</td>
<td>Apr 17 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Robert E</td>
<td>Robert E</td>
<td>Veronica H</td>
<td>Nov 8 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke Vincent E</td>
<td>Vincent E</td>
<td>Grace L</td>
<td>Oct 15 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>O'Rourke —— d</td>
<td>Vincent E</td>
<td>Grace L</td>
<td>Apr 1 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Orr Thomas B of Charles S and Ellen T Oct 24 1932 ................ 30:265
Orrs Shirley A of Lawrence T and Ann D May 28 1935 ............. 32: 56
Orsi Violet S of Eugenio and Giovannina Mar 25 1931 .............. 30: 35
Orsinelli Luca of Domenico B and Rosina Apr 21 1933 .............. 31: 42
Orsini Dolores J of Lorenzo and Teresa Mar 18 1931 .............. 30: 32
Orsini Gilda R of Lorenzo and Teresa Dec 11 1932 ................. 30:283
Orsini Nicola R of Almerindo and Giacouda June 18 1931 .......... 30: 70
Orsini Teresa M of Lorenzo and Teresa Sept 3 1934 ............... 31:229
Orsio Anna R of Eugenio and Giovannina July 22 1932 .......... 30:227
Ortleva Doris A S of Roberto S and Francesca Dec 17 1931 . 30:140
Orton John E of John E and Irene G Sept 19 1931 ............... 30:106
Osborn Donald D of Donald D and Virginia May 12 1932 ....... 30:199
Osborn Jane (Twin) of Donald D and Virginia Sept 30 1934 .. 31:238
Osborn Joan (Twin) of Donald D and Virginia Sept 30 1934 .. 31:238
Osborne Celine F of Clarence E and Sarah F July 9 1933 .... 31: 71
Osborne Edith F of Alfred J and Frances B June 29 1935 .. 32: 69
Osborne Jacqueline F (c) of Clarence J and Wanita M July 21
1932 ........................................................................ 30:226
Osborne Janet K (c) of Clarence J and Wanita M June 20
1933 ........................................................................ 31: 65
Osborne Joan J (c) of Clarence J and Wanita M July 5 1934 . 31:206
Osborne John of Annie July 22 1935 ............................... 32: 79
Osborne Richard G (c) of Clarence J and Wanita M May 15
1935 ........................................................................ 32: 52
Osborne William J of William J and Elsie H Nov 12 1933 .. 31:118
O'Shaughnessy Hugh P of Hugh and Ellea May 9 1933 .......... 31: 50
O'Shea Evelyn F of Cornelius P and Florence M Sept 9 1934 .. 31:231
O'Shea Mary P of Daniel and Celia Apr 16 1932 .............. 30:189
O'Shea — s of Denis J and Catherine Nov 25 1932 ............ 30:276
Oshepsky Stanley of Stanley W and Mary A Sept 22 1933 ... 31:100
Oshepsky Victoria of Stanley W and Mary Oct 16 1931 .... 30:116
Osirkro Nannette of John and Olga June 11 1935 .......... 32: 62
Osmansky Dorothy V of Joseph and Veronica Feb 4 1934 .. 30: 15
Osowiecki Gloria C of Stanislaus and Mary J Mar 22 1934 .. 31:167
Osowiecki Madeline I of Stanislaus and Mary J June 8 1931 .. 30: 66
Oster Jason G of David I and Leah I Apr 3 1932 ............. 30:184
Osterlund Donald A of Florence Apr 4 1932 .................. 30:185
Osterlund Frederick of Frederick G and Ruth M Dec 12 1931 .. 30:138
Ostiguy Antonio H of John H and Teresa Aug 17 1933 .... 31: 87
Ostiguy Joseph H of John H and Teresa Mar 24 1935 .......... 32: 30
Ostrofsky Donald M of Aaron J and Etta R Mar 18 1935 .......... 32: 28
Ostrofsky Judith of Aaron J and Etta R Dec 4 1932 .......... 30:280
Ostrofsky Norman S of Nathan and Rose R Oct 23 1933 ... 31:111
O'Sullivan Anne (Twin) of John F and Agnes B Aug 1 1932 .. 30:232
O'Sullivan Dennis G of John F and Agnes B May 10 1934 ... 31:184
O'Sullivan Rose (Twin) of John F and Agnes B Aug 1 1932 .. 30:232
Oswald Beverly A of William and Alexandrina June 17 1932 30:213
Oswald Emma B of William and Lucille Dec 26 1931 30:143
Otis Henry of Helen June 7 1932 30:209
Otis Joan of Edward O and Charlotte Jan 28 1933 31:137
Otis Muriel E of Dexter L and Lillian Feb 9 1934 31:152
Otis Samuel A of Samuel A and Jeanette M Apr 7 1935 32:37
Otrando Giovanni S of Giovanni S and Marietta Feb 23 1931 30:24
Ottaino Dolores B of Salvatore and Carmela Feb 3 1935 32:12
Ottaviano Ascanio of Ascanio A and Giuseppina Feb 8 1934 31:152
Ottaviano Tommaso G of Ascanio A and Giuseppina Mar 25 1932 30:180
Otte Richard E of Elliot A and Grace V Aug 9 1935 32:87
Ottiano Raimondo D of Salvatore and Carmela Sept 11 1931 30:103
Ouellet Joseph P A L P of Philippe and Albertine Apr 2 1931 30:39
Ouellet Marie C Y B of Philippe and Albertine Jan 21 1933 31:8
Ouellet Marie G L of Philippe and Albertine July 5 1935 32:72
Ouellett Marie R Y of Charles and Marie Y Oct 26 1932 30:265
Ouimette Alice L of Edmund L and Mary J Mar 31 1932 30:182
Ouimette Helen A of Alvin A and Helen J Mar 20 1934 31:166
Ouimette Pierre A of Harold J and Eva May 4 1934 31:183
Ounoosian Goulezar of Boghos and Aznef Mar 4 1934 31:162
Ounoosian Hampartsum of Boghos and Aznef Jan 28 1931 30:11
Ousley Yvonne E of Eldridge C and Yvonne M E July 3 1934 31:205
Ovalles John S of Spiros G and Michelina Sept 3 1933 31:95
Overman — d of Lee C and Angie M Jan 11 1932 30:160
Overton Mary J of Patrick J and Mary Aug 16 1935 32:89
Overton Peter W of Patrick J and Mary Oct 9 1933 31:107
Overwood Garland A of Albert and Eleanor D Jan 21 1932 30:155
Owen Margaret A of Stephen C and Katharine L May 13 1934 31:186
Owen Stephen C of Stephen C and Katharine L June 6 1933 31:60
Owen Virginia C of David S and Lillian C Sept 21 1931 30:106
Owens — s of Terence P and Mary B July 23 1932 30:231
Oxnard Betsy of Bradford F and Estelle Oct 8 1932 30:259
Oxx Dorothy L of Hugh M and Isabel L July 14 1935 32:76
Oxx Elaine R of George H and Ruth E Aug 1 1935 32:84
Oxx Grace L of Hugh M and Isabel L Feb 8 1932 30:163

Pace Charles D of William F and Grace E Dec 28 1935 32:138
Pace Mary B of William F and Grace E May 4 1931 30:52
Pace William R of William F and Grace May 26 1933 31:55
Pacheco Barbara J of Laura Feb 4 1935 32:142
Pacheco Frank A of Frank A and Maria P Feb 12 1931 30:18
Pacheco Harry of Anna July 4 1933 31:70
Pacheco Joao of Antonio and Maria July 31 1932 30:230
Pacheco Joseph of Jose and Mary Oct 22 1932 30:264
Pacheco Raymond R of Joseph J and Mary D Feb 9 1935 32:15
Pacheco Richard J of Joseph M and Alice E Jan 22 1935 32:8
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Pacheco Robert J of Jose M and Olivia R Feb 5 1933........31: 14
Pacheco William J of Jacinto and Maria Feb 20 1935........32: 18
Pacheco —— s of Jacinto and Maria Nov 17 1931.............30: 128
Pacheco William E of William J and Evelyn M June 30 1931...30: 74
Pacheco —— d of Edward V and Katherine A Dec 8 1931......30: 146
Pacia Anna G of Angelo and Antonetta Sept 3 1934........31: 229
Pacia Dolores of Filippo and Filomena Nov 7 1934........31: 253
Pacia Filippo of Filippo and Filomena Nov 29 1931......30: 132
Pacia Pasquale F of Domenico G and Domenica A Nov 24 1933..31: 121
Pacifico Louis of Luigi and Elena A G Dec 22 1934........31: 269
Pacitto Natalina of Antonio and Marianna Dec 25 1933.....31: 132
Padula Domenic of Annie Jan 4 1934..........................31: 140
Padula Ralph H of Enrico and Santa Oct 5 1935...........32: 109
Pates George L of Samuel L and Emilia Aug 20 1934.......31: 223
Paesano Giovanni P of Giovanni and Concetta Nov 24 1933...31: 121
Pagano Anthony G of Attilio L and Francesca June 5 1933...32: 60
Pagano Joseph of Giuseppe and Antonetta Feb 28 1934......31: 159
Pagano Mario V of Nicola and Florinda Feb 19 1934.......31: 156
Pagano Nicola P of Nicola and Florinda Jan 31 1932........30: 159
Pagano Paul of Giuseppe and Antonetta July 31 1931........30: 86
Page Albert E of Albert E and Lillian G Oct 19 1932........30: 263
Page Barbara A of Frank H and Hazel E June 14 1933.......31: 63
Page Barbara J of Francis X and Catherine Nov 27 1932.....30: 277
Page Elizabeth A of Charles A J and Frances E Nov 30 1933...31: 123
Page George H of Harry G and Helen J Nov 2 1931...........30: 124
Page Josiah B of Bartlett and Josephine H Dec 20 1934.....31: 268
Page Normand of Francis C and Annie E Apr 25 1933.........31: 43
Page Ray H of Frank H and Hazel E Feb 28 1935...............32: 21
Page Robert K of Albert E and Lillian G Sept 19 1935......32: 102
Page Russell A of Henry G and Florence May 29 1933.......31: 56
Paglia Anthony J of Francesco and Anna V Inc 1933........32: 56
Paglia Giuseppe R of Luigi and Filomena Oct 18 1934........31: 245
Pagliarini Albert of Sozio P and Maria Dec 10 1934........31: 264
Pagliarini John A of John A and Angelina Nov 16 1934.....31: 256
Pagliarini Olive C of Marco and Angelina Oct 18 1931......30: 117
Pagliarini Samuel J of Alexander and Dorothy H Apr 25 1934..31: 179
Pagliarone Rocco A of Bernardino and Giuseppina Aug 25 1932..30: 240
Paglinca Eleanor M of Crescenzo and Rosina Jan 28 1931.....30: 11
Paglinca Nicholas A of Albert and Vincenza May 13 1933....31: 51
Pagnano Patrizia A of Pasquale and Frances June 18 1932....30: 213
Pagnoni James A of Arnold and Patrizia Nov 9 1935........32: 121
Pagnozza Maria G of Orlando and Eugenia Apr 12 1931......30: 43
Pagnozzi Onofrio of Orlando and Eugenia May 11 1932 30: 199
Pagnozzi Gloria A of Orlando and Eugenia Aug 20 1935 32: 91
Pagnozzi Onofrio A of Alfonso and Antonietta Feb 18 1932 30: 166
Pagnozzi Paolo of Alfonso and Antonietta July 7 1935 32: 73
Pahl Gloria A of Fredinand A and Florence E Aug 9 1931 30: 90
Paige Dianne of Donald S and Grace June 15 1932 30: 291
Paige Joyce G (c) of Samuel G and Felisco P Jan 18 1935 32: 6
Paine Burt M of Henry M and Irma H Dec 3 1934 31: 262
Paine Janet P of Philip S and Alice E May 6 1934 31: 183
Paine Joyce A of Waldo L and Helen June 19 1932 30: 213
Paine Mildred E of Charles L and Emily Sept 21 1931 30: 106
Paiva David L of John and Florinda Feb 19 1935 32: 18
Paiva John L of Joao daS and Eliza Dec 25 1934 31: 270
Paiva Phyllis A of Joseph and Margaret July 26 1933 31: 78
Pakradonian — s of Nishan and Elizabeth Dec 23 1932 B-1 77
Palazzo Angelina of Alfonso and Antilia May 2 1931 30: 51
Palazzo Angelina of Francesco and Giovannina June 20 1931 30: 71
Palazzo Carmela of Francesco and Giovannina Mar 7 1935 32: 24
Palazzo Leonardo of Francesco and Venere June 20 1931 30: 71
Palazzo Santino of Micheile and Arzilia Aug 15 1932 30: 237
Palenius Gordon of Frederick and Gertrude Sept 16 1931 30: 105
Palermo Cristina D of Domenic C and Anna May 22 1932 30: 202
Palermo June A of Domenic C and Anna June 7 1935 32: 61
Paletta Antonio G of Vincenzo and Caterina Sept 19 1932 30: 250
Paletta Pearl J of Vincenzo and Caterina Apr 16 1931 30: 44
Palian Dickran of Sahag and Victoria Dec 4 1931 30: 136
Palin Russell N of Milburn R and Barbara July 11 1934 31: 208
Palin Sebastian J (Twin) of Margerita J Jan 2 1935 32: 1
Palin — (Twin) s of Margerita J Jan 2 1935 32: 1
Paliotti Alberto G of Giuseppe and Conceita May 16 1934 31: 187
Paliotta Mary F of John and Florence Oct 10 1934 31: 243
Paliotta Walter A of Volantino A and Maria A Oct 12 1933 31: 108
Paliotta d of Angelo A and Liberina Jan 5 1931 30: 13
Paliotta d of Angelo A and Liberina Feb 21 1933 31: 23
Paliotti Angelo A of Angelo A and Liberina June 18 1934 31: 198
Paliotti Dorothy V of Micheile and Filomena Nov 11 1935 32: 122
Paliotti Robert W of Antonio and Maria C July 9 1935 32: 74
Paliotti Virginia M of Micheile and Filomena July 5 1934 31: 206
Paliotto Rosa of John and Filomena Apr 11 1932 30: 187
Paliotto Theresa of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 6 1934 31: 162
Pallante Michael V of Giuseppe and Violetta M Nov 16 1935 32: 124
Pallas Elene of Peter C and Maria Apr 20 1933 31: 41
Palleschi Donato R of Luigi and Carmela Jan 15 1933 31: 5
Palleschi Maria A of Rocco and Vittoria Apr 9 1935 32: 39
Pallotto —— s of Palmerino and Algisa May 26 1933............31: 55
Palma Stella C of Santo and Elena June 15 1932............30: 212
Palmer Edwin K of Edwin K and Evelyn June 18 1931........30: 70
Palmer Elizabeth M (c) of Alice Feb 14 1931............30: 18
Palmer Florence A of George D and Dorothy R Apr 26 1932...30: 193
Palmer Francis L of Francis L and Mary M Aug 5 1935......32: 85
Palmer John B of Raymon V and Cecelia G Jan 1 1935......32: 1
Palmer Lewis B of Lewis B and Frances F June 6 1935......32: 60
Palmer May A of James H and Mary A May 28 1935............32: 56
Palmer Norma A of George D and Dorothy R Oct 4 1933......31: 106
Palmer William R of Ernest and Bertha E June 16 1934......31: 198
Palmieri Amedeo V of Amedeo V and Laura C Sept 11 1931...30: 103
Palmieri Angela M of Amedeo V and Laura C Oct 18 1933....31: 110
Palmieri Angelina V of Vincenzo and Mary Mar 9 1935......32: 25
Palmieri Barbara E of William F and Doris M Dec 3 1935...32: 130
Palmieri Celia L of Antonio and Adelaida Mar 26 1933......31: 32
Palmieri Giovanni of Amedeo V and Laura C Oct 29 1932.....30: 266
Palmieri Giuseppe of Michael and Maria Dec 2 1931........30: 135
Palmieri Joseph N of Michele A and Agnes H Aug 24 1932...30: 240
Palmieri Michele of Michele and Angelina May 13 1932......30: 199
Palmieri Norma M of Carmine and Anna Dec 20 1934......31: 268
Palmieri Raymond P (Twin) of Michele and Angelina Jan 6

1934.........................................................31: 140
Palmieri Rosa A of Raffaele and Sadie Nov 22 1931........30: 130
Palmieri Thelma M of Silvio G and Eva E July 16 1932.....30: 224
Palmieri Thomas R (Twin) of Michele and Angelina Jan 6

1934.........................................................31: 140
Palmieri —— s of Joseph and Teresa Mar 25 1935............32: 34
Palmigiano Antonio M of Michele and Maria A July 27 1932..30: 228
Palmiotti Alessandra of Corrado and Carmela Apr 12 1932..30: 188
Palmisano Antonio of Rosario and Anna Jan 4 1932.........30: 150
Palmisano Frances of Anthony and Clara Jan 3 1935........32: 1
Palmisano Frances M of Francesco M and Mary May 17 1933..31: 52
Palmisano Joseph of Anthony and Clara Dec 15 1933........31: 129
Palmisano —— d of Francesco and Mary May 21 1932.........30: 206
Palockas William P of Frank and Casimira June 26 1934....31: 201
Palombo Giacomo of Domenico and Maria Feb 7 1933.........31: 15
Palombo Giovanni of Marco and Vincenzo Mar 23 1932.......30: 179
Palombo Richard L of Pietro and Laura July 23 1933........31: 76
Palreiro Rose M of Joseph and Mary G Oct 19 1934........31: 245
Palumbo Agostina of Francesco and Carmela Mar 16 1931....30: 32
Palumbo Anna of Francesco and Giulia Dec 2 1932..........30: 280
Palumbo Anna M of Gennaro and Liberata Jan 16 1933.......31: 6
Palumbo Antonio of Carmine A and Amelia O July 27 1932....30: 228
Palumbo Antonio of Antonio and Maria C A July 17 1933....31: 74
Palumbo Caroline of Francesco and Carmela Nov 30 1934....31: 260
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Palumbo Daniel of Daniele and Maria Aug 1 1931.............30: 98
Palumbo Filomena of Domenico and Maria Feb 7 1935........32: 14
Palumbo Frances J of Raffaele and Rose M May 29 1935.....32: 56
Palumbo Frank W (c) of Frank and Josephine A July 7 1933...31: 71
Palumbo Gennaro of Gennaro and Liberata Apr 30 1931.....30: 49
Palumbo Giovanni of Giovanni and Verginia M Sept 7 1932..30: 245
Palumbo Giuseppe A of Antonio and Maria C A Sept 22 1931.30: 107
Palumbo Giuseppina G of Marco and Teresa Sept 26 1932...30: 252
Palumbo Grazia of Francesco and Carmela Nov 12 1932.....30: 272
Palumbo Jean C of John F and Iola June 14 1932.........30: 212
Palumbo Margaret A of Raffaele and Rose M Dec 6 1933....31: 126
Palumbo Marie E of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 25 1935......32: 31
Palumbo Marjorie S of Anthony and Susie Apr 28 1933....31: 44
Palumbo Mary A of Michele and Sophie Aug 30 1935.......32: 94
Palumbo Onorato of Onorato and Crocifisa Jan 4 1934......31: 140
Palumbo Robert J of Gennaro and Liberata May 2 1934....31: 182
Palumbo Salvatore of Salvatore and Maria Aug 2 1935....32: 84
Palumbo Salvatore A of Antonio and Filomena Jan 7 1932.30: 151
Palumbo —— s of Ernesto and Maria June 9 1931..............30: 75
Palumbo —— s of Francesco and Giulia Aug 28 1931........30: 97
Palumbo —— s of Reno and Helen Aug 25 1934..............31: 228
Panarelli Joseph E of Carmine and Emma July 31 1934....31: 215
Panarelli Nicholas of Carmine and Emma Aug 18 1931.....30: 94
Pandolfini Henry of Enrico and Maria Jan 27 1933........31: 9
Pandolfini Thomas J of Enrico and Maria Dec 18 1934....31: 267
Pandozzi Marilyn D of Tomaso and Maria G June 8 1932...30: 209
Pandozzi Raymond E of Giuseppe and Concetta Aug 12 1933.31: 85
Pandozzi Rose of Peter and Rose Nov 2 1935...............32: 119
Pandozzi Vincenzo M of Giuseppe and Concetta Mar 1 1931.30: 26
Pandozzi —— d of Antonio and Giovannina Jan 10 1932...30: 160
Pangborn Joseph A of Joseph A and Cecelia I Aug 29 1933..31: 91
Pangborn Walter E of Joseph A and Cecelia I July 14 1935..32: 76
Pannone Anna L of Alberto and Teresa Apr 16 1934........31: 176
Pannone Maria A of Tomaso and Racheila May 28 1932.....30: 204
Pannone Raymond A of Nicholas and Anna C June 5 1934..31: 194
Pannone Richard V of Tomaso and Racheila Nov 30 1934..31: 260
Pannoni Barbara A of Nicholas and Florence B May 26 1933.31: 55
Pannozzo Romeo of Rosalina Apr 14 1935.................32: 142
Pansera Retta L of Gioacchino and Elvira May 27 1932....30: 203
Pansera Frederick T of Frederick T and Alice July 21 1934..31: 211
Pantalone John G of Gerardo V and Marie L Nov 17 1931...30: 128
Pantalone Norma C of Vincenzo G and Antonetta Mar 22 1933.31: 30
Panzarella Angelo J of Salvatore and Helen Aug 10 1935..32: 87
Paola Barbara E of Vincenzo and Mary E June 15 1932.....30: 212
Paola Ellen N of James and Mary E July 3 1934.........31: 205
Paola Francesco D of Antonio and Carmela Aug 4 1931....30: 89
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Paola Gasparo of Antonio and Maria C Feb 28 1933.............31: 22
Paola —— (Twin) s of Antonio and Carmela M June 6 1934..31: 194
Paola —— (Twin) s of Antonio and Carmela M June 6 1934..31: 203
Paolantonio Pasquale G of Alfonso and Velia Mar 29 1935...32: 32
Paolantonio Richard E of Gaetano and Angelina July 9 1934..31: 207
Paoletti Caroline A of Giovanni and Luigia Dec 21 1935.....32: 136
Paoletti Mary L of Giovanni and Luigia Aug 20 1934.........31: 223
Paolilli Lorraine B of Filippo and Maria Sept 4 1932......30: 244
Paolilli Mary E of Pasquale and Marie A Mar 26 1935......32: 31
Paolilli Shirley A of Pietro P and Romilda C Dec 30 1935...32: 139
Paolino Anna G of Nicola and Maria July 25 1935.........32: 80
Paolino Edward V of Anthony C and Ethel I June 8 1934...31: 195
Paolino Gerardo T of Arthur T and Concetta S Dec 14 1935..32: 134
Paolino Gerardo V of Ersilio and Carmela June 1 1933....31: 59
Paolino Gloria A of Nicola and Grazia July 24 1932......30: 227
Paolino Henry N of Henry J and Umilta Nov 19 1933......31: 120
Paolino John of Antonio and Filomena Dec 20 1934........31: 268
Paolino Loraine S of Ersilio and Carmela Dec 14 1934....31: 266
Paolino Richard A of Nicola and Angelina Mar 24 1932...30: 179
Paolino Roland S of Tancredi A T and Anna M May 23 1933..31: 54
Paolino Shirley T of Michele O and Maria Apr 20 1932......30: 191
Paolino —— s of Charles A and Kathleen June 15 1933.....31: 68
Paolissio Marie T of Luigi S and Celeste Dec 7 1935......32: 132
Paolucci Antonetta M of Domenico A and Pasqualina June 19
1932. ........................................30: 213
Paolucci Robert R of Vincenzo and Marion June 13 1934....31: 197
Paolucci Teresa of Donato and Theodora Feb 19 1931.......30: 20
Paone Anne B of John and Rosaline Aug 6 1935............32: 86
Papa Barbara R of John and Rena G Nov 1 1933............31: 115
Papa Dennis H of Enrico and Mary Jan 12 1933............32: 4
Papa Dolores of Giuseppe and Maria M Sept 15 1935.....32: 100
Papa Frank L of Francesco L and Clara July 28 1934......31: 214
Papa Robert D of Carmine A and Maria July 22 1934......31: 211
Papa Vincenzo of Nicola A and Francesca May 9 1933.....31: 50
Papaconstanty Theodora of Anthony and Mary Feb 1 1931..30: 14
Paparelli Jeanette J of Giovanni and Maria Mar 14 1931...30: 31
Papathanassakis Constantinos N of Nicholas G and Sophie
Mar 19 1933. ....................................31: 29
Papazian David J of Sarkis S and Kathleen P Nov 16 1934..31: 256
Papi Katherine P of Phillip and Caroline M Nov 16 1935...32: 124
Papitto —— s of Alfonso and Adalgisa Aug 4 1932........30: 243
Pappas Catherine of Peter A and Paulina Oct 29 1931.....30: 121
Pappas Constantine G of George C and Anastacia Oct 13 1931.30: 122
Pappas Florence E of George C and Anastacia Nov 22 1935..32: 126
Pappas Steleanos of Aleck and Ida Mar 23 1931..........30: 34
Paquet Elaine V of Joseph E and Antoinette E Sept 15 1933... 31: 98
Paquette Arthur G of Oscar and Elizabeth A Jan 31 1934... 31: 148
Paquette Edward R of Albini J and Mildred L Jan 18 1935... 32: 6
Paquette Frederick L of Frederick L and Irene M May 7 1935... 32: 49
Paquette Paul of Cecile May 20 1931......................... 30: 58
Paquette Raymond A of George A and Gladys M Dec 20 1935... 32: 136
Paquette Robert D of Wilfred J and Alida A Sept 2 1934... 31: 229
Paquette Robert J V of Victor and Louise May 19 1932... 30: 201
Paquette Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Alida A Aug 20 1933... 31: 88
Paquette —— d of Hubert and Eveline M June 4 1934... 31: 203
Paquin Alice A of Joseph P and Alice P Jan 23 1935... 32: 8
Paquin Bernice B of Ernest E and Dorice R Feb 3 1935... 32: 12
Paquin Cecile M A of Henry J and Blanche R Sept 3 1931... 30: 101
Paquin Donald J of Joseph W and Agnes B June 6 1932... 30: 208
Paquin Edmond G (Twin) of Nazaire J of Olivine Apr 14
1934........................................................................ 31: 175
Paquin Eugene E of Edouard L and Gertrude E Aug 12 1935... 32: 88
Paquin Jean L of Alfred J and Gladis E Sept 21 1932........ 30: 250
Paquin Joseph L of Joseph P and Alice P Jan 7 1933........ 31: 3
Paquin Joseph P A of Joseph P and Alice P and Olivine L June 24 1934... 31: 200
Paquin Madalyn M of Arthur and Florine Jan 2 1932... 30: 149
Paquin Mary A C of Henry J and Blanche R May 16 1934... 31: 187
Paquin Nicholas of Joseph and Irene May 19 1931... 30: 57
Paquin Noella M A of Henry J and Blanche R Dec 25 1932... 30: 286
Paquin Norman O (Twin) of Nazaire J and Olivine Apr 14
1934........................................................................ 31: 175
Paquin Raymond A of Arthur and Florine July 2 1934... 31: 204
Paquin Shirley J of Eugene and Gertrude Aug 3 1935... 32: 84
Paquin Viola I of Nazaire J and Olivine Feb 1 1932... 30: 161
Paquin Wilfred J of Wilfred J and Cecile H June 8 1933... 31: 61
Paquin William E of Edward E and Evelyn L Oct 28 1931... 30: 120
Paquin —— s of Nazaire J and Olivine Aug 27 1935... 32: 95
Paradis Arnold H of Hervey D and Ruth June 23 1931... 30: 72
Paradis Marie L B of Gerard and Hermine Oct 18 1933... 31: 110
Paradis Natalie R of Hervey D and Ruth E Dec 14 1933... 31: 129
Paradis Rolland J of Joseph A O and Marie E G June 18 1933... 31: 64
Paradis Yvonne G of Joseph A O and Marie E G Aug 30 1934... 31: 227
Paradise Lorraine M of Charles W and Mary R June 10 1932... 30: 210
Paraghamian Louise H of Paragham Y and Lillian Jan 23
1931........................................................................ 30: 9
Pardi Antonietta R of Angelo and Luisa June 13 1935... 32: 63
Pare Barbara A of Fred B and Ruth E May 31 1931... 30: 62
Parent Joseph G H of Joseph G and Georgette M May 30
1931........................................................................ 30: 61
Parent Norman J of Joseph and Virginia Oct 20 1934... 31: 246
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Parente Anna of Erminio and Rosa Feb 8 1933.................. 31: 15
Parente Thomas A of Joseph and Celia Feb 17 1932............. 30: 166
Parente ——— s of Thomas and Exina Sept 20 1935.............. 32: 107
Parenteau Joan E of Stuart N and Kathleen H Dec 10 1931.... 30: 138
Parenteau Philip I of Philip I and Emma Jan 28 1932........... 30: 158
Parenteau Richard R of Theode and Yvonne Dec 20 1932........ 30: 285
Parenteau Robert J of Alcide and Amanda Oct 26 1932......... 30: 265
Parenteau William D of William D and Rachel M Feb 23 1933... 31: 20
Parenteau William J of Stuart N and Kathleen H Oct 2 1935... 32: 108
Parenteau ——— s of Theode and Yvonne Jan 25 1931............. 30: 10
Parenteau ——— d of Arthur and Margherita Nov 30 1934........ 31: 261
Parenti Joan V of Guglielmo and Amelia E Nov 5 1935........... 32: 120
Parenti Maria E of Guglielmo and Amelia E May 16 1934........ 31: 187
Parenti Norma M A of Giuseppe and Vincezina June 26 1935... 32: 68
Parenteau Joseph J of Jacob and Minnie May 27 1932............ 30: 204
Pari Teresa L of Carmine and Angelamaria July 25 1932........ 30: 228
Pari Thomas A of Carmine and Angelamaria Aug 24 1933........... 31: 89
Pari Veronica of Joseph and Josephine July 11 1935............ 32: 75
Parillo ——— d of Sabatino P and Lucia Dec 11 1932............ 30: 283
Paris Anna L (c) of Joao and Ludovina Aug 26 1932............. 30: 240
Paris Mary L of Alphonse and Louise M Dec 12 1933............ 31: 128
Paris Raimondo of Gaetano and Filomena Sept 10 1933......... 31: 97
Pariseault Robert of Raymond J F and Freda E Dec 5 1934...... 31: 263
Parish Barbara L of Burnham E and Harriet L May 31 1935.... 32: 57
Parisi Luigi A of Antonio and Ida M Nov 16 1932.............. 30: 274
Parisi Rosina M of Vincezno and Mary A Sept 14 1933.......... 31: 98
Park Robert E of Robert E and Alice W Apr 17 1933............. 31: 40
Park William R of William I and Genevieve M Apr 28 1934...... 31: 180
Parker Agnes E of Thomas and Marjorie L June 22 1931........ 30: 71
Parker Cynthia M of Elmer G and Sarah H Jan 13 1934......... 31: 143
Parker Edmund E of James D and Catherine F July 7 1935...... 32: 73
Parker Eleanor C of Charles W and Veronica Jan 9 1933....... 31: 3
Parker Elizabeth M of Elizabeth May 6 1932................... 30: 197
Parker Gertrude E of Charles L and Emma L Feb 15 1934...... 31: 134
Parker Gilbert N of Elliot J and Norma E Aug 30 1932......... 30: 242
Parker Gordon L of Gordon L and Marie Dec 22 1933........... 31: 131
Parker Grace V of Raymond F and Grace V Mar 18 1934......... 31: 166
Parker Harrison W of Eugene L and Annie E Apr 22 1935...... 32: 42
Parker Joan P of Manley W and Harriette F Apr 2 1935........ 32: 35
Parker John E of Charles E and Harriett E July 18 1932...... 30: 225
Parker John F of John F and Evelyn E Sept 17 1932............ 30: 249
Parker Lois C of Olen H and Stella Oct 23 1933............... 31: 111
Parker Margaret E of William F and Christine Oct 14 1931... 30: 115
Parker Margaret E of Charles B and Etta June 10 1932....... 30: 210
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Parker Marjorie L of Thomas and Marjorie L Oct 6 1935... 32: 109
Parker Mildred I of Malcolm S and Margaret E Sept 7 1932... 30: 245
Parker Myrtle E of Charles L and Emma L Mar 1 1935... 32: 23
Parker Olen H of Olen H and Stella Aug 25 1932... 30: 240
Parker Raymond C of Raymond F and Grace V Mar 4 1933... 31: 25
Parker Robert M of Malcolm S and Margaret E Mar 14 1931... 30: 31
Parker Shirley A of Malcolm S and Margaret E Mar 29 1935... 32: 32
Parker Thornton J of Thornton J and Margaret Apr 25 1931... 30: 48
Parkhurst Everett E of Leroy and Florence Mar 14 1935... 32: 27
Parkin Robert W of George W and Ethel Jan 21 1932... 30: 155
Parkinson Arthur of Philip J and Ellen A Oct 22 1931... 30: 118
Parks Albert L of Albert L and Dorothy 1 July 18 1935... 32: 78
Parks Winfield I of Winfield I and Barbara Apr 24 1932... 30: 192
Parmelee Anna G of Rowland G and Dorothy T Nov 5 1934... 31: 275
Parmentier Anna A of Henry H I and Mary B F E Sept 9 1931... 30: 102
Parmentier Eva F of Henry H I and Mary B F E Apr 30 1933... 31: 45
Parmeter Joan E of Earle D and Mary E Nov 29 1931... 30: 132
Parnagian Yervant of Manoog and Heropsime Apr 5 1932... 30: 185
Parparian Carole of John A E and Margaret L Sept 14 1933... 31: 98
Parr Elizabeth A of George E and Grace E June 25 1935... 32: 67
Parr Marilyn J of Edward L and Madeline Jan 8 1933... 31: 3
Parr — d of George E and Grace E July 3 1931... 30: 87
Parravano Anna M of Grimaldo A and Antonetta Oct 20 1935... 32: 114
Parravano Grimaldo A of Grimaldo A and Antonetta Aug 18

1931... 30: 94
Parravano Lidia R of Grimaldo A and Antonetta Oct 20 1933... 31: 110
Parrella Erminio R of Erminio and Rosina Dec 19 1935... 32: 135
Parrella Norma A of Peter F and Benedetta G May 28 1931... 30: 61
Parrillo Angela B of Rinaldo and Laurentia May 24 1935... 32: 55
Parrillo Ann M of Giovanni and Berenicia July 19 1933... 31: 75
Parrillo Carlo A of Carlo A and Mary Jan 2 1931... 30: 1
Parrillo Carlo J of Carlo A and Mary I Nov 5 1934... 30: 260
Parrillo Jeanette N of Vincenzo and Genoffa Feb 27 1931... 30: 23
Parrillo John A of Fred and Florence Nov 15 1935... 32: 123
Parrillo Josephine A of Antonio and Carmella Dec 7 1935... 32: 132
Parrillo Lillian T of Alberto and Carmela A Nov 2 1934... 31: 251
Parrillo Robert M of Rocco and Susan A Aug 23 1934... 31: 224
Parrillo Rose M of Antonio and Carmella Feb 6 1934... 31: 151
Parrillo Thomas J of Thomas D and Mary J Apr 17 1935... 32: 41
Parrillo William A of Raffaele and Vincenza P Sept 24 1934... 31: 236
Parrillo William L of Alberto and Carmela A June 20 1932... 30: 214
Parrillo — s of Antonio and Dorodea Aug 2 1933... 31: 82
Parrillo — s of Raffaele and Vincenza P Oct 9 1935... 32: 118
Parrott Albert E of Albert E and Viola Aug 9 1934... 31: 219
Parrott Beverly D of Robert A and Zelia M Dec 23 1935... 32: 136
Parsons Carol B of Richard B and Gertrude Aug 6 1933... 31: 83
PARSONS Everett B of Everett B and Evelyn C Sept 11 1931...30:103
PARSONS John E of William F and Alice M Sept 16 1931...30:105
PARSONS Louise H of Richard B and Gertrude Apr 16 1931...30:44
PARSONS Robert J of William F and Alice M Sept 20 1934...31:235
PARTINGTON Dorothy of Stanley and Amy Jan 29 1931...30:11
PARTINGTON Thomas of Stanley and Amy Nov 18 1933...31:120
PARTRIDGE Nancy A of Matthew J and Ann June 18 1934...31:198
PASBACH Anna T of Earl F and Mary M Nov 6 1932...30:270
PASCALO Ann M of Ernest and Antonetta Sept 16 1934...31:233
PASCALO Anna M of Paolo and Francesca Apr 7 1935...32:37
PASCALO Dorothy of Ernest and Antonetta Sept 26 1933...31:102
PASCALO Evelina C of Antonio and Carmela M Jan 9 1931...30:3
PASCALO Michele A of Paolo and Francesca July 28 1932...30:229
PASCALO Peter P of Peter P and Catherine Dec 29 1932...30:289
PASCALO --- d of Eugenio and Antonetta Mar 22 1932...30:179
PASCICALI Anna M of Francesca A and Ida Nov 10 1935...32:121
PASCALLONE Anthony R of Nicola and Jennie July 5 1935...32:72
PASCAGLIA Filomena A G of Saverio and Filomena Sept 29 1932...30:254
PASCAGLIA Raymond R R of Saverio and Filomena May 15 1934...31:186
PASCUCCI Giuseppe M of Mario and Teresa Jan 5 1932...30:150
PASHLEY Elizabeth A of Claude L and Elizabeth Feb 4 1932...30:162
PASQUALE Angelo (Twin) of Angelo and Vittoria June 12 1934...31:196
PASQUALE Giuseppe A of Angelo and Vittoria Sept 1 1931...30:100
PASQUALE Rose-Maria (Twin) of Angelo and Vittoria June 12
1934...31:196
PASQUALE Domenico of Liborio and Matilda Nov 21 1931...30:130
PASQUARIELLO --- s of Gennaro and Rosa Feb 27 1934...31:158
PASQUARELLO --- s of Luigi and Arlinda May 29 1934...31:192
PASQUARELLI Anna C of Antonio and Adelina Apr 14 1932...30:189
PASQUARELLI Doris M of Michael and Susan July 3 1932...30:219
PASQUARELLI Edward A of Eduardo and Angala Mar 26 1935...32:31
PASQUARELLI Francesca A of Antonio and Adelina Apr 2 1931...30:39
PASQUARELLI Giro L of Antonio and Adelina Aug 31 1935...32:94
PASQUARELLI Henry A of Henry A and Amelia Oct 3 1932...30:256
PASQUARELLI Rocco of Anthony and Elizabeth Sept 26 1932...30:252
PASQUARELLI Rosario G of Antonio and Adelina May 15 1933...31:51
PASQUARELLI Filomena of Vincenzo and Rosina Apr 18 1934...31:177
PASQUARELLI Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Rosina Apr 27 1932...30:193
PASSMORE Earl M of Earl M and Myrtle L Jan 25 1932...30:157
PASTINA Giovanni A of Giuseppe and Carmela July 30 1931...30:86
PASTORE Luciano of Luciano and Ida Sept 9 1931...30:102
PASTORE Norma L of Lucio G and Doris I May 21 1935...32:54
PATALANO Pauline A of Vincenzo and Maria July 10 1935...32:74
PATE Doris A of Antonio and Anna Jan 9 1935...32:3
PATE Norma I of Giuseppe and Rosa Nov 14 1934...31:255
PATE Rita R of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 25 1933...31:90
Patenaude Joseph A N of Fulgence and Charlotte B Nov 14

1933 .................................................................31:118
Paterson Donald J of James F and Margaret H Aug 15 1932...30:237
Paterson Elizabeth J of Horatio R and Mary B Apr 17 1931..30: 45
Paterson James MacG of James MacG and Elsie M May 3

1932 .................................................................30:196
Paterson Marilyn J of Paul I and Mildred Feb 14 1931......30: 18
Paterson Patricia E of Horatio R and Mary B Oct 24 1934...31:247
Paterson Robert G of James MacG and Elsie M Aug 7 1934..31:219
Patenaude Alice C of John B and Harriette L June 28 1933..32: 68
Patenaude Anne E of Edmond T and Anna E Jan 26 1931......30: 10
Patenaude Clarice E of John B and Harriette L Apr 15 1931...30: 44
Patenaude Ernest B of Ernest B and Gladys L Sept 27 1931...30:108
Patenaude Jean N of John J and Harriette L Mar 12 1933...31: 27
Patenaude Mary O B of Ernest B and Gladys L Jan 23 1933...31:  8
Patenaude Patricia A of Alfred and Eileen July 26 1933....31: 78
Patenaude Patricia M of Edmond T and Anna E Apr 3 1933...31: 36
Paton Marcela R of Douglas and Emeline Feb 8 1931........30: 16
Patoto Leonardo of Domenico and Caterina July 19 1933....31: 75
Patriarca Anthony J of Bernardo and Geneffa Dec 17 1931...30:140
Patriarca Luigi of Francesco and Assunta Aug 21 1933......31: 88
Patriarca Saverio of Francesco and Assunta Nov 18 1935....32:124
Patrick Catherine of Daniel and Catherine Jan 2 1935.......32:  1
Patrick Constance A of Watson and Agnes V July 9 1931....30: 78
Patrick Daniel J of Daniel and Catherine July 15 1932....30:224
Patrick Donald N of Peter P and Eileen L June 18 1932.....30:213
Patrick Paul N of Peter P and Eileen L Oct 9 1933.........31:107
Patton Beverly J of Frederick J and Mary May 29 1932....30:205
Patt Ernest A of Ernest A and Florine G Dec 11 1934......31:265
Patterson George W of George W and Rose Dec 30 1933....31:134
Patterson John of William A and Justina W June 19 1931....30: 70
Patterson Lloyd I of Charles H and Elsie Mar 18 1932.....30:177
Patterson Maureen E of James and Susan Aug 11 1934.....31:220
Patterson Neal E of William A and Justina W Mar 1 1935....32: 23
Patterson Robert E of Margaret Feb 16 1934.................31:155
Patterson Russell L of Louis C and Theresa M Apr 11 1935...32: 29
Patterson s of William A and Justina W May 13 1933......31: 58
Patton Barry G of Robert and Doris Nov 14 1935............32:123
Patton Joan A of George A and Mary M Dec 10 1935.......32:133
Patton Raymond T of Joseph H and Mary Nov 9 1931....30:126
Paul Jeannette M of Joseph L and Doris L Sept 24 1931....30:108
Paul William E of Joseph L and Doris L Nov 1 1934.........31:251
Pauley Foster H of Foster E and Madelyn D Jan 27 1935....32:  9
Paulhus Barbara J of Roland and Gladys June 16 1935.....32: 64
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Paulhus Elizabeth A of Elmer J and Martha L July 1 1932...30:219
Paulsen Norman S of Kristian and Elsa May 7 1931...........30: 58
Paulson Betty H of Charles P and Jessie Sept 16 1932......30:249
Paulson Constance of Michael E and Mary V Oct 12 1932...31:108
Paulson Roger C of Conrad B and Helen E Jan 9 1933......31: 3
Pausley Alexander of Alexander and Elsie A Dec 6 1932....30:281
Paynseck Greta R of Robert W and Lillian M May 24 1931...30:105
Payton — — d of Mathew H and Matilda Oct 6 1931.........30:112
Payton — — d of Mathew H and Matilda Oct 6 1931.........30:112
Payton — — d of Mathew H and Matilda Oct 6 1931.........30:112
Payton — — d of Mathew H and Matilda Oct 6 1931.........30:112
Payton — — d of Mathew H and Matilda Oct 6 1931.........30:112
Payson Constence K of Herbert E and Constance M Nov 13 1932 ...........................................................30:273
Payette Adele G of Roland J and Adele G Aug 18 1933......31: 87
Payette Anita M of Alcide A and Margaret E May 20 1931...30: 58
Payette Claire C of Clarence E and Cecilia M July 19 1934...31:241
Payette Kenneth L of Leo L and Dorothy M Nov 1 1933.....31:115
Payette Margaret A of Alcide A and Margaret E Nov 30 1934..31:260
Payne Alfred E of Alfred E and Mary June 14 1935....32: 63
Payne Harry W of Harry W and Lillian A Jan 31 1931......30: 12
Payne Mary E of Alfred E and Mary Nov 24 1933.........31:121
Payne Richard S of Thomas L and Kathleen J Nov 27 1931..30:132
Payne — — (Twin) s of James and Lillian M Nov 12 1935...32:122
Payne — — (Twin) s of James and Lillian M Nov 12 1935...32:122
Payonseck Greta R of Robert W and Lillian M May 24 1931...30:105
Pazienza Francesco of Angelo and Concetta Sept 4 1934....31:230
Peabody Herbert W of Charles H and Anna J Feb 21 1935....32: 19
Peabody — — s of Robert W and Eleanor L Feb 23 1932......30:168
Pearlman Elaine M of Israel P and Ida E Mar 6 1934........31:162
Pearlman Elaine M of Israel P and Ida E Mar 6 1934........31:162
Pearson Edythe L of William and Annie June 27 1933.....31: 67
Pearson Eleanor M of George H and Anna C Mar 13 1935....32: 26
Pearson Ernest R of Ernest and Ethel B June 5 1935.......32: 60
Pearson Helen I of Gustaf A R and Nellie Feb 24 1931.....30: 22
Pearson Janet D of C Harold and Janet Aug 11 1934......30:220
Pearson Jeanette of William and Annie Jan 25 1931........30: 10
Pearson Linnea M of Albert E and Ethel L Feb 9 1933......31: 15
Pearson Margaret C of John J and Florence J Nov 20 1932..30:275
Pearson Patricia M of George E and Kathleen Dec 24 1934..31:269
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pearson Roy C of Oscar V and Anna E Nov 18 1934 ....... 31: 257
Pearson Ruth E of Ellsworth H and Ethel Jan 9 1932 ....... 30: 151
Pearson Sandra A of Paul V and Rose E Apr 1 1932 ....... 30: 188
Pease Gertrude M of Hamilton E and Marion E May 19 1934 .... 31: 188
Pece Anne D of Joseph and Maria May 19 1935 ....... 32: 53
Pece Federico G of Giuseppe and Nicolina Oct 22 1931 ....... 30: 118
Pece Joseph S of Joseph and Maria Feb 7 1934 ....... 31: 152
Peck Albert A of Albert H and Eldora Apr 8 1933 ....... 31: 37
Peck Albert E of Hector and Alice M June 18 1934 ....... 31: 198
Peck Cecile R of Hector and Alice M June 24 1935 ....... 32: 67
Peck Corinne Y L of Arthur J and Corrine M May 28 1932 .... 30: 204
Peck Earl R of George R and Eva G June 18 1933 ....... 31: 64
Peck Ernest E of Isadore and Irene June 17 1932 ....... 30: 213
Peck Frank L of Theodore T and Hazel Sept 23 1932 ....... 30: 251
Peck Jean B of Isadore and Irene O Aug 11 1934 ....... 31: 220
Peck June H of George R and Eva G July 2 1934 ....... 31: 204
Peck Marjorie A of Albert B and Bertha H Oct 28 1933 ....... 31: 112
Peck —— s of Walter and Mary E Sept 25 1934 ....... 31: 236
Peck —— s of Albert W and Marguerite C Sept 14 1935 ....... 32: 107
Peckham Virginia J of Thomas H and Rose L Feb 8 1931 .... 30: 16
Peckham Arlene M of B Franklin and Viola F Sept 17 1932 .... 30: 249
Peckham Edward L of Edward L and Ellen Feb 12 1932 ....... 30: 164
Peckham Janice J of Bernard M and Ferol Sept 20 1931 ....... 30: 106
Peckham June A of Lawrence T and Bessie E June 10 1935 .... 32: 62
Peckham Lura M of Robert G and Merilda Dec 4 1931 ....... 30: 136
Peckham William H of Everett W and Ruth G Apr 27 1933 ....... 31: 44
Peckman —— d of Morris and Minnie Feb 6 1933 ....... 31: 23
Pecoraro Pietro R B of Pietro and Elvira Feb 3 1931 ....... 30: 14
Pecorino Joan M of James and Jennie Feb 9 1934 ....... 31: 152
Pecorino —— d of James and Madeline Apr 9 1932 ....... 30: 187
Peckchenko Mary of Kosian and Josefa Aug 8 1931 ....... 30: 90
Pedder Barbara A of Horace and Helen Jan 16 1935 ....... 32: 5
Pedorella Americo J of Americo J and Argia W May 10 1935 .... 32: 50
Pedorella Angela L of Americo J and Argia W July 22 1931 .... 30: 83
Peet —— d of George H L and Elizabeth H Feb 14 1935 ....... 32: 22
Peirce Merilyn of Stanley and Sarah Aug 4 1934 ....... 31: 218
Pelchat Helen B M of William and Estelle Aug 18 1933 ....... 31: 87
PELLand George N of Oscar F and Mabel L Feb 7 1935 ....... 32: 14
Pellegroino Alfred R of Gerardo and Maria E Apr 14 1934 .... 31: 176
Pellegroino Diana of Giovanni A and Annunziata July 30 1932 .... 30: 229
Pellegroino Giovanni of Ignazio and Giuseppina Mar 27 1932 .... 30: 180
Pellegroino Giovanni R of Mariano and Vincenzo June 23 1932 .... 30: 215
Pellegroino Virginia M of Giovanni and Flora E Dec 24 1933 .... 31: 132
Pelletier Beradette B of Elphee U and Blanche E Aug 10 1932 ....... 30: 235
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Pelletier Ernest J of Albert F and Florence Nov 8 1934
Pelletier Jean R of Alfred J and Ellen L Dec 6 1933
Pelletier Joseph A of Joseph and Orese Apr 20 1933
Pelletier Joseph G R of Joseph D A and Marie L C Aug 27 1934
Pelletier Lorraine T of Joseph and Orese Feb 19 1932
Pelletier Marie A M of Robert and Helen M Sept 7 1934
Pelletier Marie M S of Joseph D A and Marie L C Nov 4 1935
Pelletier Mary of George E and Ellen Nov 13 1935
Pelletier Norman U of Elphege U and Blanche E Oct 4 1934
Pelletier Robert E of Joseph and Agnes L Sept 21 1934
Pelletier Ronald A of Alfred J and Ellen L Jan 27 1931
Pelletier Versaille C of Vital C and Olympe V Nov 17 1935
Pelletier Victor C of Vital C and Olympe V Mar 1 1933
Pelliccia Alfredo of Emanuele and Vincenzina Mar 31 1932
Pelliccia Emanuele of Emanuele and Vincenza Jan 15 1934
Pelopida Anna of Eliseo and Ida Feb 12 1931
Pelopida Jaunette of Eliseo and Ida July 26 1934
Peloquin Rita C of Noel and Rose A Sept 19 1933
Pelosi Giuseppe R of Raffaele and Utilia July 13 1932
Pelosi Gloria of Luigi and Rachela Aug 6 1931
Pelosi Rita R of Joseph and Rose M Mar 23 1935
Peloso Francis J of Michael and Helen K Jan 5 1934
Peloso Marianna of Vincenzo and Mariannina Oct 15 1931
Pelrine Isabelle R of Earl L and Irene V Nov 17 1933
Pelrine Lawrence E of Lawrence E and Verma 1 Aug 20 1935
Peltier Roger H of Edmond and Blandine Dec 10 1933
Pemberton Audrey A of Caleb H and Margaret Mar 2 1931
Pemberton Clifford E of Earl E and Lilly M Sept 13 1933
Pemberton Elsie J of Edgar L and Edna G Jan 14 1934
Pemberton Gilbert of William and Grace May 8 1932
Pemberton Lillie R of Earl E and Lilly Apr 16 1932
Pemberton Robert T of Caleb H and Margaret Oct 22 1935
Pemberton William of William and Grace A Feb 25 1934
Pena John F (c) of John and Margarida daL May 29 1935
Penacchio Antonetta of Giuseppe and Carmela July 14 1933
Pendergast James J of John J and Lillian Z Aug 2 1935
Pendergast Lillian R of John J and Lillian May 30 1933
Pendleton Ann F of Francis W and Florence Feb 20 1933
Pendleton Dale M of Millard D and Doris M Jan 18 1934
Pendleton Elaine F of William F and Florence M June 23 1934
Pendleton Phyllis K of Thomas and Kathleen Jan 7 1934
Penkethman Robert A of Alphonsum and Ceededia Nov 23 1931
Pennacchia Dolores G of Anthony and Celia May 6 1933
Pennacchia Jeanette of Americo and Ecledima Oct 19 1933
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pennacchia Luigi of Pasquale and Olga Sept 20 1935 .................. 32: 102
Pennacchia Luigi A of Pasquale and Olga Aug 14 1932 .................. 30: 236
Pennacchini Janet G of Paolo and Maria G Oct 11 1934 .................. 31: 248
Pennacchini Mary A of Edmond F and Celina May 9 1935 .................. 32: 50
Pennacchini Vincenzo of Michael and Raffaela Jan 2 1935 ............... 32: 1
Penney Hubert F of Alexander J and Bertha V Mar 27 1932.............. 30: 180
Penney John G of John G and Marjorie L Oct 13 1931 .................. 30: 115
Penno Patricia M of Arthur P and Blanche C July 6 1932 ............... 30: 221
Peno Barbara of Manuel and Gertrude Sept 26 1933 .................. 31: 102
Pensallini Helen B of Alberto and Idla May 5 1931 .................. 30: 62
Penta Anthony G of George A and Rosina Feb 26 1931 .................. 30: 22
Penta Antonio L G of Giulio B and Elvira A Dec 13 1934 ............... 31: 266
Penta Decola A of Luigi and Maria Aug 15 1933 .................. 31: 86
Penta Harold P of Pasquale and Giovannina Jan 14 1935 ............... 32: 5
Penta Robert J of Louis and Hilda Sept 5 1932 .................. 30: 245
Penza Ovidio A of Michele and Rosa Jan 2 1934 .................. 31: 139
Peotrowski Richard F of Francis J and Dorothy G June 22 1935 ........... 32: 66
Pepe Anthony of Antonio and Carmen May 4 1933 .................. 31: 48
Pepe Giuseppina of Alberto and Elvira Feb 26 1934 .................. 31: 158
Pepin Gladys B of Lester L and Mary E Mar 19 1932 ............... 30: 178
Pepin Raymond R of Lester L and Mary E Mar 9 1934 .................. 31: 163
Pepin William D of Lester L and Mary E Oct 4 1935 .................. 32: 109
Pepper Carlton W of Carlton and Dorothy L May 12 1935 ............... 32: 51
Pepper Phyllis L of Leonard and Dorothy Oct 31 1933 ............... 31: 113
Pereira Agostinho A of Agostinho and Maria E P May 17 1934 ............ 30: 57
Pereira Albert of Antonio and Elizabeth Dec 10 1934 ............... 31: 264
Pereira Camila of Joaquim T and Aurora Jan 19 1931 ............... 30: 7
Pereira Daniel of Manuel and Mary Apr 1 1934 .................. 31: 172
Pereira David of Antonio and Anna F Jan 19 1935 ............... 32: 7
Pereira Doris A of Manoel and Irene Feb 2 1931 .................. 30: 14
Pereira Inez of Antonio and Anna F Nov 12 1933 .................. 31: 118
Pereira Madeline M of Edwin G and Madeline R June 26 1935 ............ 32: 68
Pereira Robert E of Seraphine and Adelina Oct 23 1935 ............... 32: 115
Pereira —— s of Agostinho and Maria E P Jan 4 1935 ............... 32: 11
Perelman Carl E S of Charles and Eva Oct 22 1931 .................. 30: 118
Perelman Samuel W of Charles and Eva Dec 2 1935 .................. 32: 130
Perelman Sandra E of Bernard A and Bessie B Dec 8 1931 ............... 30: 137
Peretzian Martin of Dickran and Mariam Nov 11 1933 .................. 31: 117
Perez Albert F of Joseph and Viola G Sept 13 1932 .................. 30: 247
Perez Celestina of Joseph and Viola G May 2 1935 .................. 32: 47
Perez Raymond J of Joseph and Viola G Apr 16 1934 ............... 31: 176
Perillo Alessandro of Alessandro and Letizia June 27 1934 ............ 31: 201
Perkins Barbara A of Earl W and Esther E Mar 21 1933 ............... 31: 31
Perkins Donald W of Walter E and Alice O Dec 30 1931 ............... 30: 144
Perkins Earl P of Earl P and Frances J July 22 1934 ............... 31: 211
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Perkins Earle R of Conrad M and Marion M July 4 1935... 32: 72
Perkins Keith Mae I of Carl K and Josephine Oct 12 1931... 30: 115
Perkins Kenneth A of Albert M and May G Oct 19 1932... 30: 263
Perkins Lee M of Conrad M and Marion M Apr 18 1933... 31: 41
Perkins Nita C of Forrest A and Lillian C July 7 1934... 31: 206
Perkins d of Joshua and Ethel H Dec 2 1932... 30: 280
Perkins d of George C and Emily M Dec 26 1932... 30: 286
Perley Joan I of Joseph R and Mary D Apr 2 1933... 31: 35
Perlorca Giovanni of Augusto and Carmela June 6 1932... 30: 208
Perlow Marilyn J of Charles and Mollie Sept 9 1931... 30: 102
Perlow Morris R of Nathan and Anne I Mar 20 1934... 31: 166
Permanenti William A of Ruggiero G and Amy F Sept 7 1932... 30: 245
Perrea Anthony A of Angelo and Teresa R Aug 21 1935... 32: 91
Perniorio Vittorio D of Settimio and Carmela Jan 31 1934... 31: 148
Perreault Dorothy E of Joseph E and Dorothy D Oct 14 1934... 31: 266
Perreault Audrey F of Rudolph E and Clara V Sept 27 1934... 31: 237
Perreault Donald of Charles A and Minnie M Nov 30 1931... 30: 133
Perreault Janet of Rudolph E and Clara V Dec 24 1935... 32: 137
Perreault Joseph W of Joseph E and Dorothy E Dec 7 1932... 30: 281
Perreault Leo R of Vertume and Blanche July 12 1932... 30: 230
Perreira Benvinda (c) of Manuel and Leopaldina Apr 17 1931... 30: 45
Perreira Bernice G (c) of Antonio and Elizabeth Sept 28 1932... 30: 253
Perreira Hilda of Manuel and Belmira Feb 21 1933... 31: 19
Perreira s of Jose and Diolinda Oct 18 1931... 30: 123
Perriello Joan H of Binigno D and Marcella H Nov 30 1935... 32: 128
Perrier Dolores A of Charles E and Ida Aug 21 1933... 31: 88
Perrier Jeanne M of Charles E and Marie B I Nov 6 1934... 31: 252
Perrin Earleen J of Earl C and Marion Jan 17 1931... 30: 6
Perrin Elliot W of Earl C and Marion Apr 26 1932... 30: 193
Perrin George A of George D and Margaret L Dec 18 1932... 30: 284
Perrino Albert P C of Albert C and Maria L Oct 26 1934... 31: 248
Perrino Barbara A of Antonio and Olimpia Feb 2 1935... 32: 12
Perrino Joseph A of Francesco and Dolorosa Apr 11 1931... 30: 42
Perrino Robert A of Antonio and Olimpia Jan 29 1933... 31: 10
Perrino Thomas W of Francesco and Dolorosa Oct 22 1935... 32: 114
Perroni Concetta of Giuseppe and Rosa May 23 1931... 30: 59
Perrotta Anna M of Modestino and Antonia Oct 13 1933... 31: 108
Perrotta Antonetta of Antonio and Catarina Sept 22 1935... 32: 103
Perrotta Greta L of Peter and Raffaele Sept 24 1932... 30: 252
Perrotta Josephine J of Giovanni and Maria Dec 5 1934... 31: 263
Perrotta Leopoldo L of Giovanni and Filomena Sept 9 1934... 31: 231
Perrotta Modesto J of Modestino and Antonia Apr 25 1935... 32: 43
Perrotta Raffaele G of Giovanni and Filomena May 24 1933... 31: 54
Perrotti Angela A of Adolfo and Luisa Nov 18 1935... 32: 124
Perrotti Anthony T of Pietro and Luigia Sept 22 1933... 31: 100
Perrotti Carmino E of Emilio and Palma July 2 1933... 31: 69
Perrotti Dolores A of Alfredo P and Donetta L Oct 26 1931... 30: 120
Perrotti Giuseppe M of Mariano M and Livia Mar 29 1931... 30: 36
Perrotti Helen D of Pietro and Luigia June 1 1935............. 32: 59
Perrotti June A of Coradino and Francesca A Mar 8 1931... 30: 28
Perrotti Lewis A of Alfredo P and Donetta L Oct 22 1933... 31: 111
Perry Ada L (c) of Elinore July 19 1933....................... 31: 137
Perry Agnes H (c) of Chester E and Harriet J Feb 9 1932... 30: 163
Perry Albert A (c) of Chester E and Harriet J Apr 10 1934... 31: 174
Perry Anthony C (c) of Anthony C and Amelia Feb 1 1932... 30: 161
Perry Audrey (c) of Beatrice July 6 1935...................... 32: 73
Perry Benjamin of Benjamin and Maria R Aug 26 1934...... 31: 226
Perry Bernard A (c) of Ambrose and Miriam Aug 20 1934... 31: 223
Perry Bernice J (c) of John S and Lula July 31 1932...... 30: 230
Perry Carolyn H of Roger P and Arlinda Dec 13 1933....... 31: 129
Perry Catherine M of Gertrude July 23 1933.................. 31: 80
Perry Dolores M of Louis and Mary Aug 21 1935............. 32: 91
Perry Dolores M of Jesse and Mary T Sept 16 1935......... 32: 101
Perry Donald E (c) of Silver and Alberta Apr 23 1932..... 30: 192
Perry Donald F of Charles H and Marion F Aug 10 1933.... 31: 85
Perry Donald P (c) of Silas and Luella Apr 18 1935....... 32: 41
Perry Doris H of Frank A and Yvonne M June 30 1932..... 30: 217
Perry Doris J of William A and Irene F May 11 1932...... 30: 199
Perry Dorothy of Manuel H and Balmira Mar 7 1935.......... 32: 24
Perry Elaine M of John W and Madalyn R Mar 6 1932........ 30: 173
Perry Ethel E of Arthur E and Annie E Feb 12 1934....... 31: 133
Perry Gardner W of Gardner W and Frances Mar 18 1932.... 30: 177
Perry George F (c) of George F and Calara E Jan 15 1933.. 31: 5
Perry Gordon W (c) of Silas and Luella Jan 7 1934......... 31: 141
Perry James R (c) of Robert and Anna M Nov 2 1932....... 30: 269
Perry James T of Joseph H and Mary V Jan 31 1931........ 30: 12
Perry Jane A of Frank and Anna July 7 1934............... 31: 206
Perry Jennie E (c) of John and Beatrice Jan 7 1931....... 30: 3
Perry Jesse of Jesse and Isabel Oct 29 1931................. 30: 121
Perry Joan S (c) of George F and Clara E July 1 1934..... 31: 204
Perry John A of Joao and Florence May 23 1931............ 30: 59
Perry Joseph of Clara Aug 8 1931......................... 30: 90
Perry Loretta J (c) of Joseph and Mary G Mar 22 1934..... 31: 167
Perry Lorraine I of Joseph L and Marguerite A Oct 28 1933 31: 112
Perry Luiz of Luiz S and Mary Apr 13 1933.................. 31: 39
Perry Manuel S (c) of Manuel and Julia May 21 1934...... 31: 188
Perry Marie W of William A and Irene F Aug 30 1935....... 32: 94
Perry Mary E of Arthur E and Annie E Sept 14 1932...... 30: 248
Perry Mary I of John and Catherine Dec 25 1931........... 30: 143
Perry Melvin J of Catherine E Dec 10 1932.................. 30: 292
Perry Nancy A of Stephen and Laura Jan 13 1931........... 30: 5
Perry Natalie of Joseph S and Emilia Dec 17 1931......... 30: 140
Perry Norma B (c) of Robert and Anna M Apr 26 1931....... 30: 48
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Perry Raymond A of Anthony A and Gloria July 29 1933........ 31: 80
Perry Richard of Cristine Mar 23 1933.......................... 31: 31
Perry Richard A of Anthony and Laura May 9 1934............. 31: 184
Perry Richard A of Anthony A and Gloria May 2 1935........... 32: 48
Perry Robert of Octave and Louise M May 11 1932.............. 30: 199
Perry Robert K of Hiram C and Bessie Apr 26 1934............ 31: 179
Perry Robert N of Robert and Jeannette Aug 21 1934........... 31: 224
Perry Rose E of Arthur E and Anna July 9 1935............... 32: 74
Perry Russell N of Russell H and Elvira Jan 16 1932........... 30: 154
Perry Shirley A of Bento and Mary Aug 14 1935............... 32: 88
Perry Shirley E of Frank and Mary Feb 1 1934............... 31: 150
Perry Shirley L (c) of Robert and Annie M June 11 1934..... 31: 196
Perry Shirley M of Roger P and Arlinda Jan 14 1935........... 32: 5
Perry Silas J (c) of Silas and Luella Dec 10 1931........... 30: 138
Perry Virginia L of Frank and Anna June 18 1935............ 32: 65
Perry — s of Manuel W and Maria V May 9 1931............ 30: 63
Perry — s of Emma June 6 1934.......................... 31: 194
Perry — d of Joseph A and Isabello July 29 1935............. 32: 83
Persechino Anna F of Francesco and Giovannina Jan 5 1933... 31: 2
Person Arlene J of Frederick H and Gladys A Jan 29 1934.... 30: 8
Person Edward A of Ernest I and Agnes Dec 5 1932............ 30: 281
Persson Edward H of Edward H and Ethel B Nov 19 1934...... 31: 257
Persson Victor H of Edward H and Ethel B Mar 8 1932........ 30: 174
Pesare Elisabetta L (Twin) of Giuseppe and Agata Jan 30
1932........... 30: 159
Pesare Joseph of Giuseppe and Assunta Aug 22 1933............ 31: 89
Pesare Joseph of Giuseppe and Agata Dec 8 1933.............. 31: 127
Pesare Maria P (Twin) of Giuseppe and Agata Jan 30 1932..... 30: 159
Pesare Theresa of Giuseppe and Assunta Aug 27 1935........ 32: 93
Pesaturo Louis J of Luigi and Margherita Nov 24 1933....... 31: 122
Pescarino Emilio of Emilio and Ida Aug 27 1933............. 31: 90
Pescatore Constance of Alfredo S and Maude Nov 21 1931..... 30: 130
Pescione John P (Twin) of Salvatore and Virginia Mar 3 1935 32: 23
Pescione Paul J (Twin) of Salvatore and Virginia Mar 3 1935 32: 23
Peskin Myron J of Irving and Rahil Sept 5 1935.............. 32: 97
Petchesky — s of Bertram and Jean Oct 16 1935.............. 32: 118
Peters Albert A of Antonio and Victoria Mar 14 1931........ 30: 31
Peters Antonio of Antonio and Vittoria July 29 1932......... 30: 229
Peters Charles of Charles and Antonetta Feb 19 1933........ 31: 19
Peters Elaine E of Richard and Evelyn Mar 27 1934........... 31: 169
Peters Elizabeth A of Frederick E and Helen V July 25 1934.. 31: 212
Peters Jeanette M of William and Bella Feb 5 1932........... 30: 170
Peters Joseph D of Arthur and Aldona May 30 1933............ 31: 56
Peters Richard of Charles and Antonetta May 27 1931........ 30: 60
Peters — s of Manuel C and Maria C July 8 1932............. 30: 221
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Petersen John H of John H and Ida A Nov 19 1934..............31: 257
Petersen Barbara A of George N and Esther E Aug 19 1934...31: 223
Petersen Carol A (Twin) of Ellsworth W and Clara A Dec 18
1932. .................................................................30: 284
Petersen Celia L of Clyde A and Bella C May 18 1934........31: 187
Petersen David G (c) of Flora July 20 1931......................30: 82
Petersen Esther A E of Philip E and Catherine E Dec 5 1931.30: 136
Petersen Francis of Harold and Helen Feb 29 1932..............30: 170
Petersen Gary R (c) of Marion C Nov 3 1935......................32: 119
Petersen George S of Anthony and Josephine Dec 14 1931.....30: 139
Petersen Harold A of Harold A and Helen M Nov 18 1935.....32: 124
Petersen Harold I of Clyde A and Bella C Sept 19 1935.....32: 102
Petersen Henry G of Gustaf and May G E Oct 3 1932.........30: 256
Petersen Herbert E of Herbert A and Avis L Aug 30 1935.....32: 94
Petersen Irving E (Twin) of Ellsworth W and Clara A Dec 18
1932. .................................................................30: 284
Petersen Kenneth W of Anna A Nov 17 1933......................31: 119
Petersen Nancy L of Howard E and Olga E Feb 3 1933........31: 13
Petersen Nancy O M of Arthur F and Victoria B Feb 2 1933..31: 13
Petersen Phyllis L of Albert E and Alice Nov 4 1931......30: 125
Petersen Raymond J of Fredrick G and Nellie A Jan 2 1933...31: 1
Petersen Richard G of Over G and May G E Sept 5 1931.....30: 101
Petersen Richard G of Albert V and Gladys Sept 6 1931.....30: 101
Petersen Richard L of A Louis and Dorothy M May 6 1934...31: 183
Petersen Robert of Henry and Catherine L Jan 1 1931........30: 1
Petersen Robert E of Clyde A and Bella C Nov 23 1932......30: 276
Petersen Ronald G of Gustaf and May G E Jan 18 1934......31: 144
Petit Dolores M of Philogene and Yvonne May 5 1933........31: 48
Petit Edward B of Joseph and Jeannette Oct 2 1931.........30: 111
Petit Joseph F of Frank and Yvonne Aug 13 1933.............32: 88
Petit Joseph L (Twin) of Philogene and Yvonne Feb 1 1932..30: 161
Petit Joseph N (Twin) of Philogene and Yvonne Feb 1 1932..30: 161
Petit Louise B (Twin) of Joseph and Jeannette Feb 24 1934..31: 157
Petit Richard R (Twin) of Joseph and Jeannette Feb 24 1934.31: 157
Petit Robert E of Eugene P and Catherine H Dec 16 1931.....30: 145
Petorelli Angela D of Giuseppe and Francesca M Sept 11
1934. .................................................................31: 232
Petorelli Anna P of Giuseppe and Francesca M Sept 12 1932..30: 247
Petracca Elvira of Mauro and Dolorata M May 12 1933.......31: 50
Petracca Giovanni F of Antonio and Filomena May 20 1932..30: 202
Petracca Mario A of Mauro and Dolorata M Nov 6 1934......31: 252
Petrangelo Anthony J of Giulio and Maria June 14 1934.....31: 197
Petrarca Alberto A of Pietro and Giuseppina Feb 6 1932.....30: 162
Petrarca Alberto G of Rosario and Aurelia Oct 21 1931...30: 118
Petrarca Amalia of Pietro and Giuseppina Feb 8 1935.........32: 14
Petrarca Anna C of Giovanni and Serafina A Mar 9 1934....31: 163
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Petrucci Antonio of Domenico and Luisa Feb 6 1934 .......... 31: 151
Petrucci Dolores R of Rosario and Aurelia Mar 3 1934 .......... 31: 161
Petrucci Elio of Giovanni and Adelina May 16 1932 .......... 30: 200
Petrucci Giovanni V G of Giovanni and Rose M Aug 12 1934 .. 31: 220
Petrucci Julia A of Alfred D and Thelma A Nov 6 1934 .......... 31: 252
Petrucci Marylin L of Pierino and Nancy G Feb 11 1933 .......... 31: 16
Petrucci Robert O of Horace L and Amy B Feb 26 1933 .......... 31: 21
Petrucci Stella C of Domenico and Luisa Nov 30 1931 .......... 30: 133
Petrarco William of Giuseppe and Rosina Apr 4 1934 .......... 31: 172
Petricone Anna F of Ernesto and Della Nov 30 1931 .......... 30: 133
Petricone Vincenzo U of Tomas and Assunta G Dec 4 1932 .... 30: 280
Petrillo James A of Alberto and Hilda M Apr 4 1932 .......... 30: 185
Petrillo Rose M of Domenico and Antonetta Aug 15 1933 .......... 31: 86
Petrillo —- d of Vittorio and Rose V July 27 1934 .......... 31: 216
Petrocchi Genevieve A of Alfred and Justine A Feb 26 1934 .. 31: 158
Petrolina Armand of Armand and Mary E Mar 16 1931 .......... 30: 32
Petronc Albert A of Angelo A and Mary E Sept 29 1935 .......... 32: 105
Petrone Caterina of Luigi and Maria R Mar 18 1932 .......... 30: 177
Petrone Ethel G of Antonio A and Maria G June 8 1931 .......... 30: 66
Petrone Joseph A of Angelo A and Mary E Feb 1 1933 .......... 31: 13
Petrone Raymond T of Nicola L and Augusta Nov 1 1935 .......... 32: 119
Petrone Richard L of Frank B and Margaret A Aug 5 1933 .......... 31: 83
Petronella Daniel F of Antonio A and Maria G Sept 8 1935 .......... 32: 98
Petrosinelli Alfred V of Alfred and Katherine May 15 1934 .......... 31: 187
Petrosinelli Doris E of Federico F and Adelina Apr 21 1935 .......... 32: 42
Petrosinelli Federico F of Federico F and Adelina Oct 13 1932,30: 261
Petrosinelli Lawrence R of Federico F and Adelina Feb 15 1934 .......... 31: 154
Petrosinelli Raymond P of Francesco and Rose M Nov 20 1934,31: 257
Petrozello Doris M of Frank C and Gemma Apr 16 1932 .......... 30: 190
Petrozello Frank A of Frank C and Gemma Sept 3 1934 .......... 31: 229
Petrozzi —- s of Pasquale and Maria G Apr 4 1931 .......... 30: 50
Petrucci Adelina S of Rocco and Maria Dec 28 1932 .......... 30: 287
Petrucci Dorotea M of Francesco and Elisa Dec 12 1932 .......... 30: 283
Petrucci Gloria E of Domenico and Palma Jan 13 1932 .......... 30: 153
Petrucci Luciano R of Domenico and Anna M Sept 15 1932 .......... 30: 248
Petrucci Maria A of Nicholas and Margaret Mar 15 1935 .......... 32: 27
Petrucci Richard G of Antonio and Teresa Jan 30 1931 .......... 30: 12
Petrucci Rosa M of Giuseppe R and Maria R July 6 1931 .......... 30: 77
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pezzullo Americo G of Giovanni A and Concetta M Feb 17 1931 .................................................. 30: 19
Petrusalo Giuseppe P of Giuseppe and Giulia Aug 9 1931 .... 30: 90
Petsching Barbara L of Raymond F and Martha G July 14 1933 .......................................................... 31: 73
Petschke Janet E of Walter C and Helen E Nov 11 1933 .... 31: 117
Pett Mary I of Alfred W and Mary I Apr 26 1934 ................ 31: 179
Peterson Lewis W of Lewis W and Mary A July 30 1934 .... 31: 215
Petteruti Barbara J of Carmine and Maria May 1 1935 .... 32: 47
Petteruti Carmina of Carmino and Rosa Apr 30 1935 .......... 32: 45
Petteruti Grace M of Joseph and Josephine May 27 1931 .. 30: 60
Petteruti Pasquale C of Carmino F and Rosa Dec 29 1933 .. 31: 134
Petteruti Raffaele of Alessandro and Etta Sept 2 1931 .... 30: 100
Petteruti Richard A of Anthony and Anna May 30 1935 .... 32: 57
Petteruti Thomas R of Alessandro and Etta Dec 12 1935 ... 32: 133
Petteruti — d of Joseph A and Elvira M Sept 30 1933 .... 31: 104
Petteruto Michele of Guerino and Adeline June 11 1935 .... 32: 62
Petteruto Raimondo O of Domenico and Eva June 4 1932 .... 30: 208
Petterutti Alfredo G of Antonio and Anna Aug 16 1932 .... 30: 237
Petterutti — d of Antonio and Anna Mar 8 1931 ............. 30: 38
Petigrew Norman C of Norman K and Florence Dec 25 1931 .. 30: 143
Petigrew Shirley R of William H and Helen D Nov 21 1935 . 32: 125
Petigrew — d of William H and Helen D Mar 26 1934 .... 31: 171
Petine Paula E of G Fred and Florence Jan 25 1935 .... ... 32: 8
Petine — s of Stefano G and Annunziata June 11 1931 .... 30: 67
Petine — s of Stefano G and Annunziata Nov 12 1934 ....... 31: 254
Pettis George A of George A and Elizabeth Apr 15 1935 .... 32: 40
Pettis James J of Walter A and Myrtle K Apr 10 1934 .... 31: 174
Pettis James S of Ellen June 18 1935 ......................... 32: 65
Pewsey Barbara F of Norman and Beatrice Dec 29 1932 .... 30: 287
Pezza Bartolomeo of Anthony and Mary Feb 8 1931 ......... 30: 16
Pezza Luigi G of tomatoes and Amelia G Sept 2 1932 .......... 30: 244
Pezza Thomas of Benjami and Donata Feb 21 1933 .......... 31: 19
Pezzelli Edward of Pasquale and Josephine Mar 24 1935 .... 32: 30
Pezzillo Gilda B of Vito and Caterina Apr 10 1933 .......... 31: 38
Pezzulli Vilma J of Doris E Sept 28 1932 ........................ 30: 292
Pezzullo Barbara E of Edward A and Katherine Dec 12 1935 .. 32: 133
Pezzullo Barbara L of Sylvester A and Lilia A E Aug 27 1934 . 31: 226
Pezzullo Caroline B of William J and Nancy Apr 16 1935 .... 32: 40
Pezzullo Luigi S of Salvatore and Maria Sept 26 1933 ........ 31: 102
Pezzullo Martin L of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 15 1933 .... 31: 28
Pezzullo Maureen A of Giovanni and Iola M I Nov 3 1934 .... 31: 251
Pezzullo Richard E of Edward A and Katherine June 28 1932 30: 216
Pezzullo Ruth N of Domenico and Maria July 5 1931 ....... 30: 77
Pezzullo Sylvia L of Sylvester A and Lilia A E May 17 1932 .. 30: 201
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Pezzullo Tomaso G of Giovanni and Iola M May 12 1932... 30:199
Pfanstiehl Ernest H of Louis J M and Nellie F July 17 1932... 30:225
Pfeiffer Carol L of J Norton and Lillian Oct 24 1932... 30:265
Pfeiffer Gilbert N of Joshua N and Lillian M Aug 18 1931... 30:94
Pfeiffer Priscilla E of Joshua N and Lillian M Nov 21 1935... 32:125
Pfeifer Donald V of William F and Veronica Jan 7 1935... 32:3
Pfeifer Frank T of William F and Veronica Oct 3 1932... 30:256
Pflister Barbara A of August and Millicent F Oct 9 1931... 30:148
Phalen George J of George J and Mary U Feb 1 1933... 31:13
Pharnes Beverly J of Olaf C and Bertha Mar 25 1932... 30:180
Phelps Harold W of Harold G and Beatrice Mar 17 1935... 32:28
Phelps June S of Thomas F and Isabelle June 2 1932... 30:207
Phelps Nancy H of Winston and Dorothy Aug 3 1934... 31:217
Phenes Frederick H of Samuel S and Ethyl E Feb 26 1931... 30:22
Philbin Marilyn C of James H and Frances J Oct 5 1932... 30:257
Philbrick Paul E of John and Laura June 3 1932... 30:207
Philbrick s of John E and Laura M July 25 1934... 31:212
Philip Sven H of Ake and Helen K Mar 19 1934... 31:166
Phillips Robert P of Theresa July 22 1931... 30:83
Phillips Barbara A of Lester F and Dorothy M Sept 13 1935... 32:100
Phillips Dorothy of Paul and Esther Sept 25 1934... 31:236
Phillips Dorothy M of Howard and Grace May 22 1931... 30:59
Phillips Dorothy M of Lester F and Dorothy M July 9 1932... 30:222
Phillips Edward of Manuel and Maria G Nov 8 1934... 30:260
Phillips Edward B of Edward B and Mary E Feb 17 1933... 31:18
Phillips Elva L of Ernest W and Thelma M June 2 1931... 30:64
Phillips Gerald of Manuel and Mac E Mar 17 1933... 31:29
Phillips Gerald H of Howard A and Florence Mar 1 1931... 30:26
Phillips Gladys G of Oliver A and Grace Aug 26 1931... 30:96
Phillips Harriet A of Chester and Helene Aug 18 1934... 31:222
Phillips James P of James P and Elizabeth E July 21 1935... 32:79
Phillips Jay R of Manuel and Marie Sept 20 1935... 32:102
Phillips Kenneth A of Wendell and Florence E June 9 1933... 31:61
Phillips Louise of Albert G and Louise G July 28 1932... 30:229
Phillips Manuel of Manuel and Maria G Aug 31 1932... 30:242
Phillips Manuel C of Samuel and Julia May 13 1932... 30:199
Phillips Michael J of Michael J and Alice Aug 7 1931... 30:90
Phillips Miriam M of Charles R and Mary T Dec 1 1931... 30:135
Phillips Raymond L of Joseph L and Bertha M Oct 25 1934... 31:247
Phillips Shirley L of Melbourne S and Bertha E Sept 29 1935... 32:105
Phillips Walter L of Edmund W and Jane T Nov 23 1934... 31:258
Phillips d of Howard A and Lillian E Oct 8 1932... 30:259
Phinney Frances M of Stanley F and Grace F Apr 24 1935... 32:43
Phipps Nancy H of Leslie W and Elsie July 21 1933... 31:76
Phipps William L of Leslie W and Elsie Oct 5 1931... 30:112
Piacente Augustino of Biagio and Hilda F Sept 20 1932... 30:250
Piacitelli Joan S of George and Josephine V Apr 25 1934.....31: 179
Piacitelli Loretta A of Luigi A and Anna M Apr 30 1933.....31: 45
Piascik Helen A of Ceslaw and Albina Jan 28 1935.............32:  9
Piatik Agnes M of Justina Jan 16 1931.............................30:147
Picard Audrey A of Nelson E and Beatrice A July 29 1932.....30:229
Picard Barbara D (Twin) of Joseph F and Irene L Apr 24
1934 .................................................................31: 179
Picard Cecile A of Emile and Alexandrina Nov 28 1935....32: 128
Picard Edward J of Edward and Mary July 27 1934...........31:213
Picard Eugene J of Roland W and Anna C May 29 1935.....32:  56
Picard Florence M of Roland W and Anna C July 14 1933....31:  73
Picard Gloria M of Joseph N and Olivine M Feb 21 1935....32:  19
Picard Joan M of Nelson E and Beatrice A Dec 24 1935.....32:143
Picard Muriel P of Joseph R and Amelia M Nov 29 1935....32:128
Picard Norman C of Madrick and Vallenda Oct 7 1935......32:110
Picard Norman D of Joseph A and Linda C July 30 1935.....32:  82
Picard Raymond V of Adrien D and Beatrice Sept 2 1933....31:  94
Picard Richard P of Joseph A and Linda C Aug 29 1933.....31:  91
Picard Robert J (Twin) of Joseph F and Irene L Apr 24 1934.179
Picard Roger II of Paul and Colombe B July 15 1935........32:  76
Picard Stanley W of Madrick and Vallenda Aug 15 1932.....30:237
Picchione Norma C of Nicholas and Lillian Aug 17 1932....30:237
Picchione _______ s of Vincent and Fanny Dec 3 1934.....31:262
Piccirilli Antonio of Gerardo N L and Chiara May 30 1931....30:  61
Piccirilli Assunta C of Gerardo N L and Chiara Mar 20 1934..31:167
Piccirilli Belisario of Francesco C and Beatrice Oct 24 1933..31:111
Piccirilli Louis A of Louis and Filomena Nov 4 1932........30:270
Piccirilli Maria of Gerardo N L and Chiara Sept 8 1935.....32:  98
Piccirilli Rose B of Francesco C and Beatrice Nov 10 1931....30:127
Piccirilli Vincenzo of Serafino and Lucia July 20 1932.....30:226
Piccirillo Francis R of Antonio and Marie A May 23 1933....31:  54
Piccirillo Joseph of Serafino and Mary I July 5 1935.......32:  72
Piccirillo Peter C of Antonio and Marie A July 21 1934.....31:211
Piccirillo Virginia of Serafino and Mary I Jan 30 1933.....31:  11
Piccirillo William T of Antonio and Marie A Apr 19 1932....30:190
Piceoci Elvira E of Carmine and Fiorina June 12 1934.....31:196
Piccoli Henry of Henry and Rose May 3 1933..................31:  47
Piccolo Alfonso G of Vincenzo and Antonetta Aug 28 1932....30:241
Picerno Anita V of Basilio P M and Esterina Apr 7 1933.....31:  37
Picerno Constance A of Romeo S and Rose Jan 24 1935.....32:  8
Piche Thomas V of Joseph and Ethel D May 15 1935...........32:  52
Pichette Joseph D of Gedeon and Alpheda Sept 17 1931.....30:165
Pichikonis Helen of John and Victorena Apr 13 1931.........30: 43
Picillo Edna A of Francesco and Alfonzina Oct 29 1935........32: 116
Pickering Gilbert R of Howard and Gertrude G Mar 8 1932.....30: 174
Pickering —— d of James and Winnifred Aug 26 1931.......30: 99
Pickett Francis J of Francis J and Amelia C Apr 27 1935...32: 44
Pickett Roberta A of Francis J and Amelia C July 18 1935...31: 75
Pickles Ann of Wilfred and Marian G June 25 1931...........30: 72
Pickles Lucille A of Frank H and Mildred July 11 1935.....32: 75
Pickles Ray E of Frank H and Mildred Dec 18 1933.........31: 130
Pickthall Russell G of Charlie and Ina E Jan 26 1935.......32: 9
Pickthall —— s of Charlie and Ina Mar 23 1932..............30: 179
Picone Evelyn of Luigi and Maria May 17 1933...............31: 52
Picone Thelma of Vincenzo and Giuseppina Mar 2 1933......31: 24
Picozzi Alberto of Alberto V and Anna May 10 1931........30: 54
Picozzi Anna F of Gennaro and Teresa Mar 12 1933.........31: 27
Picozzi Paul A of American B and Anna Mar 15 1931........30: 31
Picozzi Rosa of Tomaso and Angelina Apr 7 1931.............30: 41
Picozzi Virginia of Tomaso and Angelina Feb 15 1933......31: 17
PiekarSKI Albert S of Stanley S and Rose J Oct 30 1932....30: 267
Pickut Arline M of Charles and Stasia Oct 11 1932.........30: 260
Pieramunzi Cornelia of Guglielmo and Donata A Dec 3 1933...31: 125
Pieramunzi Gene C of Oreste and Yolanda Sept 2 1931......30: 100
Pierce Arthur N of William B and Janet R July 17 1935....32: 77
Pierce Benton of Max and Gussie Nov 19 1933................31: 120
Pierce Bernard of Max and Gussie July 31 1932..............30: 230
Pierce Betty J (c) of Ruth July 23 1931.....................30: 84
Pierce Diane E of Frederick L and Sara E Dec 21 1933......31: 131
Pierce Edward A of James G and Mary C Jan 12 1933........31: 4
Pierce Edward F of Jesse E and Anne H Mar 10 1932........30: 175
Pierce Elizabeth M of Mary Jan 21 1931.....................30: 8
Pierce James E of William H and Alice Mar 20 1932.........30: 178
Pierce Joan of James E and Rose A Apr 29 1935..............32: 45
Pierce Lillian M of Charles E and Lillian M Apr 12 1932....30: 188
Pierce Margaret M of George H and Anna M Aug 26 1932......30: 241
Pierce Nancy L of Frank W and Hope L Mar 28 1932..........30: 181
Pierce Nora A of John and Nora A Apr 1 1935.................32: 35
Pierce Norman A of Arthur W and Mary Jan 1 1935...........32: 1
Pierce Sally W of Frank W and Hope L Oct 5 1933............31: 106
Pierce Stephen B of William E and Lillian M Aug 16 1934....31: 222
Pierce Sylvia F of Lester C and Anna R Feb 6 1934...........31: 151
Pierce Theresa M of John and Nora A Mar 25 1934............31: 168
Pierce —— s of Frank E and Sarah E June 12 1932...........30: 218
Pierce —— s of John and Nora A Oct 2 1932.................30: 268
Pierce —— s of Albert E and Hope Feb 20 1933...............31: 23
Pierson Harold L of Harold L and Miriam R Oct 11 1931.....30: 114
Pietrangelo Ida M of Antonio and Adelina Nov 20 1931.......30: 130
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pietrantonio Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Filomena Feb 6 1932

Pietrantonio Olga of Emilio and Carmela Sept 12 1931

Pietrantonio Paolo of Emilio and Carmela Sept 19 1934

Pietrast — s of Casimirus and Olga June 3 1934

Pize John W of Karl A and Margaret Mar 17 1932

Pigeon Joseph R M of Adolphe and Olevina Oct 12 1935

Pigeon Marie A G of Adolph L and Olivina E Apr 8 1931

Pigeon Mary R Y of Adolphe L and Olivina E Apr 25 1934

Pigeon Patricia A of Edmund A and Gertrude J Nov 14 1935

Pigeon — d of Adolphe and Olevine Sept 9 1932

Pignatelli Domenic R of Pampino and Assunta M June 23 1933

Pignatelli Doris A of Giovanni and Amelia Apr 27 1933

Pike Charles R of Charles A and Stella M May 3 1933

Pike Edward J (Twin) of Frank E and Evelyn M Oct 27 1932

Pike Frank E (Twin) of Frank E and Evelyn M Oct 27 1932

Pike Joan M of James W and Mary J July 3 1934

Pike Nancy M of James W and Mary J Feb 13 1931

Pilavin Faye B of Albert and Selma Z Mar 13 1932

Pilblad Albin E of Albin E and Elizabeth Sept 22 1934

Pilecki — d of Edward and Dorothy M June 18 1932

Pilkianiis William J of Wincenty A and Veronica E July 27 1934

Pilkington Alice A (c) of Mary C A Dec 19 1933

Pilkington Jane A of Thomas and Nellie J Mar 26 1932

Pilkington William K of Robert and Ada E Feb 3 1935

Pilla Crestina T of Agostino and Adeline Mar 11 1932

Pilla Nicholas D of Agostino and Adeline July 18 1935

Pilling Anna E of LeRoy G and Natalie Apr 24 1933

Pilon Florence E of Charles E and Eva Oct 6 1932

Pilon Irene C of Charles E and Eva Apr 13 1934

Pilon Jane G of Arthur R and Vera P Nov 11 1935

Pilon Joan M of Albert J and Marie E Oct 4 1932

Pilon — d of Albert J and Marie E Jan 18 1935

Pilz Barbara R of Henry E and Margaret T Sept 10 1934

Pimental Dorothy J of Raymond and Dorothy J June 8 1935

Pimental Genevieve of Jono and Mary Feb 28 1932

Pimental Joyce of Jose J and Emily Oct 14 1934

Pimental Raymond of Raymond and Dorothy J Apr 20 1934

Pimental Vivian F of Joao C and Maria Oct 28 1934

Pimentel Daniel R of Manuel and Maria Sept 10 1931

Pimentel Eileen J of Joseph J and Emily June 2 1933

Pina Barbara M (c) of Arthur and Theresa May 8 1935

Pina Eleanor M (c) of Domingo and Ida Nov 20 1934

Pina George (c) of Jose L and Laura M V Jan 7 1931
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Pina Richard E of Richard and Helen July 2 1935.........32: 71
Pina Stanley (c) of Adeline Jan 18 1934..................31:144
Pina Thomas L (c) of John T and Annette June 2 1933...31: 59
Pina —— (c) d of Joao and Clara Aug 23 1931............30: 99
Pincince Edward of Hector and Vitaline Aug 19 1935.....32:143
Pinelle Gilbert L of Emile and Lucia M Dec 16 1935.....32:134
Pinelle Mary O D of Emile and Lucia M Mar 15 1932.....30:176
Pinelle Maurice of Albert and Eva Apr 4 1935............32: 36
Pinelle Normand of Albert and Eva July 1 1932...........30:219
Pinelle Theresa M of Ferdinand and Irene Feb 18 1932....30:166
Pinelli Diana F of Arthur and Ursula Feb 1 1932........30:161
Pinelli Francesco R of Francesco and Florenza M July 7 1931.30: 78
Pinelli Joan U of Arthur and Ursula Sept 18 1934......31:234
Pingitore Edward of Giuseppe and Rosaria Oct 3 1934....31:240
Pingitore Eileen of Giuseppe and Rosaria Sept 15 1932...30:248
Pinkerson Alan L of Harry and Fanny Mar 20 1931......30: 33
Pinkowski Edward V of John II and Alice Oct 5 1933....31:106
Pinkowski Thomas J of John H and Alice May 21 1931...30: 58
Pino Evelyn J of Michele and Gaetana Aug 4 1935.......32: 85
Pino Francesco A of Michele and Gaetana Aug 8 1932....30:234
Pinsonault Thomas G of Blanche E Aug 26 1933...........31: 90
Pinto Pearl C of Augustus and Julia Apr 22 1934.......31:178
Piro Anna of Anselmo and Maddalena Sept 28 1932........30:253
Piro Maria G of Pietro P and Emilia June 27 1931.....30: 73
Pirolli Ariosto M of Michele and Domenica Nov 1 1932...30:269
Pis —— d of Jose and Alice May 21 1932................30:206
Pisanelli Maddalena of Saverio and Brigida Feb 28 1931...30: 23
Pisanelli Theresa A of Saverio and Brigida Mar 10 1935...32: 25
Pisanelli Vincenzo S of Saverio and Brigida Feb 10 1933..31: 15
Pisani Luigi E of Roma Mar 31 1934......................31:170
Pisani Phillip A of Antonio and Raffaela Nov 8 1933.....31:117
Pisano Giuseppina N of Giuseppe and Carmela Dec 24 1932..30:286
Pisano Gloria M of Antonio and Maria Sept 7 1932.......30:245
Pisano Helene A of Alessio P and Giuseppina M July 30 1935.32: 82
Pisano Reynolds of Matteo and Genoffa Oct 11 1931......30:114
Pisarewicz John of Joseph and Gabryela May 21 1932.....30:202
Pisaturo Lucille C of Romeo and Carmima June 18 1931...30: 70
Pisaturo Marianna of Domenico and Angelina Feb 7 1933...31: 15
Piscione Anthony R of Silvestro and Adelina May 13 1931...30: 55
Piscitelli Giuseppe G of Gelsomino and Lucia Apr 17 1931..30: 45
Piscopieppo Federico of Michele and Maria Nov 11 1933....31:117
Piscopieppo Saveria of Michele and Maria Feb 22 1931......30: 21
Piscopo Gloria G of Giovanni and Maria May 30 1933......31: 56
Piscopo Pasqualino E of Giovanni and Maria Apr 13 1932...30:188
Pistacchio Joseph F of Joseph and Philomena Nov 1 1935...32:119
Pistocco Louis F of Guglielmo P and Assunta Oct 9 1931....30:113
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pistocco Louise C of Thomas and Concetta E</strong> Feb 22 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pistoni Raymond G of Guido and Margherita</strong> May 10 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pistorio Petrina R of Domenico and Assunta</strong> Jan 23 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pinotti Antonio of Antonio and Jean E</strong> Dec 8 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitassi Dorothy M of Antonio and Jean E</strong> Sept 22 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitassi Elaine S of Nicola and Maria</strong> Sept 13 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitassi Roberto A of Nicola and Maria</strong> July 6 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Piti Caterina of Carmelo and Vittoria</strong> Nov 25 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Piti Eleanor A of Tindoro and Francesca</strong> Oct 26 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitti Giuseppe T of Salvatore and Anna</strong> Mar 9 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitti Giuseppina of Salvatore and Anna</strong> Apr 8 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitti Maria of Carmelo and Vittoria</strong> Dec 16 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitti Tindaro S of Carmelo and Vittoria</strong> Mar 28 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocchelli Anne E (Twin) of Nicandro and Romilda</strong> Nov 10 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocchelli John P of Paul J and Annie</strong> May 17 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocchelli Marie G (Twin) of Nicandro and Romilda</strong> Nov 10 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocco Anne M of Agostino and Josephine</strong> Dec 10 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocco Dolores of Giovanni and Eva M L</strong> Oct 29 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocco Dorothy C of Alberto and Theresa</strong> June 20 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocco John of Giovanni and Eva M L</strong> Mar 12 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitocchelli Anthony R of Anthony and Esther A</strong> Mar 21 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitochillo Edward J of Ernest and Clara</strong> Apr 29 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitrone Joseph N of Nicola and Rose</strong> May 20 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pizzi Thomas of Tomaso and Filomena</strong> Jan 10 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pizzi Tomaso of Tomaso and Filomena</strong> Apr 28 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pizzo Dorothy B of Paolo and Sophie</strong> June 6 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pizzo Giuseppe A of Paolo and Sophie</strong> June 8 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pizzuti Marie L of Louis and Teresa</strong> Nov 21 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Alice S of Frank S and Irene</strong> Sept 21 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Claire A of Clinton and Loretta</strong> Oct 6 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Eileen E of William J and Eleanor L</strong> Feb 14 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Graham B of Samuel A and Muriel</strong> Jan 29 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place James W of Frank S and Irene E</strong> May 24 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Joan A of Frank E and Margaret A</strong> Aug 10 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place June A of Charles G and Elena</strong> June 22 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Shirley M of William J and Eleanor E</strong> Dec 5 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place Vincent J of William J and Eleanor E</strong> Jan 17 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place —— s of Frank S and Irene E</strong> Oct 14 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Placido Catherine T of Pasquale and Anna</strong> Dec 27 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Placido Pasquale A of Pasquale A and Anna</strong> Dec 4 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plackett —— d of Ronald S J and Margaret E</strong> July 10 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plaisted Robert O of Albert L and Josephine M</strong> Nov 12 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant Jacqueline B of Albert and Elizabeth A</strong> May 15 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant Joan of Joseph F and Margaret A</strong> Jan 28 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant Marilyn of George J and Ellen E</strong> July 6 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant Robert J of George J and Ellen E</strong> Oct 18 1932</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plante Alice E of Harry J and Adela Apr 29 1933.............. 31: 45
Plante Barbara of William C and Catherine C Feb 11 1931...... 30: 17
Plante Clarence E of Aram and Catherine E June 26 1931...... 30: 72
Plante Daniel R of Albert L and Isabella B Feb 22 1935...... 32: 19
Plante David H of Hormisdas and Georgiana A Oct 8 1933...... 31: 107
Plante Dorothy R of Aram and Catherine E Dec 6 1934.......... 31: 263
Plante Elizabeth M of Albert and Emma M Sept 7 1931.......... 30: 102
Plante George J of Rene M and Annie E Mar 8 1932.............. 30: 174
Plante Gerard J of Ulric J and Burnadette G Mar 30 1935..... 32: 32
Plante Joan E of Harry J and Adela Mar 20 1935............... 32: 29
Plante Joseph D of Aram and Catherine E Sept 22 1932........ 30: 251
Plante Joseph G R of Roumulld D and Marie L June 4 1932.... 30: 208
Plante Joseph H of Joseph H U and Helena I Apr 7 1934...... 31: 173
Plante Margaret L of Clarence and Rose A July 11 1934....... 31: 208
Plante Pauline G of Omer and Lucille Dec 5 1934.............. 31: 263
Plante Richard J of Joseph H U and Helena I May 13 1931..... 30: 55
Plante Robert L of Antoinette Sept 9 1932.................... 30: 246
Plante Roland L of Anaclet J A and Albina July 1 1931...... 30: 76
Platt Jane (Twin) of Joseph W and Bertha E Dec 16 1935...... 32: 134
Platt Joan (Twin) of Joseph W and Bertha E Dec 16 1935...... 32: 134
Platt Richard A of George A and Catherine C Sept 26 1935.... 32: 104
Pleshaw — s of Albert and Mildred Aug 16 1933............... 31: 93
Plentus Anne H of Ernest and Anna H Aug 27 1933.............. 31: 90
Pliaka Theodora A of Andrew G and Kaliope Nov 11 1931..... 30: 127
Pliakas Nicholas J of John and Florence July 23 1931...... 30: 84
Plourd Eugene R of George E and Ann June 8 1932.......... 30: 209
Plummer — s of Walter S and Margaret M F Dec 16 1932...... 30: 259
Plunkett Ann L of Thomas and Margaret A Mar 24 1932....... 30: 179
Plunkett Thomas J of Thomas and Margaret A Sept 28 1933.... 31: 102
Pobirs Adelle N of Abraham E and Sophia Apr 24 1932........ 30: 192
Pocciio Arthur R of Antonio and Concetta Sept 18 1933...... 31: 99
Pockar Sylvia B of Samuel B and Mollie Nov 4 1931......... 30: 125
Pockar William N of Nathan E and Augusta Oct 16 1933..... 31: 109
Podedworny Lee R of Stanley and Anna July 5 1935.......... 32: 72
Podmoska Stanley P of Wladyslaw and Nastula Oct 27 1934.... 31: 248
Podmoska Walter J of Wladyslaw and Nastula Sept 19 1932.... 30: 250
Poń Marie R of Americo and Rose Jan 23 1934.............. 31: 146
Pointdexter Claire J (c) of Charles D and Annie E Oct 12 1931. 30: 115
Pointdexter Doris A (c) of Charles D and Annie E May 29 1933. 31: 56
Point Lillian of Manuel L and Virginia M Jan 3 1934........ 31: 139
Poirier Ann M D of Julian and Aldona July 19 1932......... 30: 226
Poirier Donald J of Edward and Margaret C Dec 9 1931....... 30: 138
Poirier Joseph R A of John and Aldona Mar 14 1934.......... 31: 165
Poirier Norman of Earl and Loretta May 7 1931............... 30: 53
Poirier Raymond J of Earl and Lauretta Nov 22 1935......... 32: 126
Poirier Robert E of Alphonse E and Elizabeth Feb 11 1933.... 31: 16
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Poirier Walter H of Henry and Ethel Aug 5 1931 .................. 30: 89
Pokras Patricia A of Philip and Freda Mar 11 1931 ............... 30: 30
Poladian Shmoehig of Bedros K and Mariam Dec 3 1931 .......... 30: 136
Poland Joseph of James J and Mary F Nov 23 1934 ............... 31: 258
Polece Adolfo A of Giovanni and Marietta Mar 18 1931 .......... 30: 32
Poli Barbara M of Luigi and Ida Nov 9 1934 ..................... 31: 254
Policelli Antonette B of Guido and Brigia May 15 1934 ........... 31: 186
Policelli Paolo of Paolo and Albina Jan 15 1932 .................. 30: 153
Politelli Eduardo G of Carmine and Vincenza Aug 5 1933 ......... 31: 83
Politelli Pauline M of Errico and Palmira Aug 28 1935 .......... 32: 93
Politelli Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Adele Mar 1 1934 ............ 31: 161
Polito Rose I of Antonio and Concetta May 3 1934 ............... 31: 182
Polke Janice W of Fred F and Edith F Sept 8 1933 ................. 31: 96
Pollack Anita of Solomon and Minnie July 26 1935 ............... 32: 80
Pollack Cema of Charles and Bessie Apr 4 1932 ................... 30: 185
Pollack David L of Charles and Bessie Dec 31 1933 ............... 31: 134
Polleys William V of William V and Rose M Feb 25 1931 ......... 30: 22
Pollitt James of James and Florena M Oct 12 1933 ............... 31: 108
Pollock Claire W of David and Jennette Apr 13 1932 .......... 30: 188
Pollock Harry L of Ira L and Irene Dec 27 1935 ................. 32: 138
Pollock Malvina D of Edward and Stasia Jan 12 1931 ............. 30: 5
Pollock Richard of Reginald J and Elizabeth F Apr 4 1934 ...... 31: 173
Pollock Samuel J of Hyman L and Ida May 1 1932 ............... 30: 196
Pollock Theodore E of Edward and Stasia Jan 6 1932 ............. 30: 150
Polofsky Carole A of Peter and Victoria A Sept 24 1935 ......... 32: 104
Polofsky Gordon Z of Joseph and Anna Jan 10 1931 ............... 30: 4
Polofsky Sheila of Joseph and Anna Aug 17 1935 ................. 32: 89
Polouski Andrew J of Michael and Mary E Dec 3 1935 .......... 32: 130
Polouski Anna M of Michael and Mary E Feb 11 1931 ............. 30: 17
Polouski Michael E of Michael and Mary E Nov 25 1933 ......... 31: 122
Polselli Barbara A of Alfonso and Concetta July 3 1932 ......... 30: 219
Polselli Giuseppe L of Rocco and Carolina Apr 17 1935 ......... 32: 41
Polselli Lillian A of Rocco and Carolina Feb 18 1933 .......... 31: 18
Polselli Vilma S P of Louis and Louise Feb 9 1934 ............... 31: 152
Polseno Anna E of Antonio and Emily Feb 20 1931 ............... 30: 20
Polseno Anthony F of Anthony and Emily Sept 4 1935 .......... 32: 97
Polseno Gertrude M of Anthony and Emily Sept 4 1933 .......... 31: 95
Polworth Janet E of Herman F and Beatrice E Dec 28 1934 ...... 31: 271
Pombo Melvin M of James S and Lydia H Oct 20 1934 ............. 31: 246
Pomerantz Marjorie S of Jules and Esther May 12 1933 ......... 31: 50
Pomorsansky Annie B of Bohdan and Madonna X Jan 31 1932 .... 30: 159
Pompa Camella L H of Julia Oct 5 1932 ......................... 30: 292
Pompa Clelia A of Eugenio and Gilda July 18 1934 ............... 31: 210
Pompa Norma O of Pietro and Linda Apr 30 1931 ................. 30: 49
Pompeoi Cristina A of Antonio and Fiorinda May 24 1933 ...... 31: 54
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Pompeii Dorothy B of Donato and Antonetta June 20 1933... 31: 65
Pompeii Giovanni A of Giuseppe and Antonetta Nov 15 1932... 30: 273
Pompeii Giovanni A of Antonio and Fiorinda Sept 25 1934... 31: 236
Pompeii Norma R of Donato and Antonetta Feb 20 1935... 32: 18
Pomroy Richard A of Gorham A and Edna Oct 10 1932... 30: 239
Pona Charles E (c) of Victor and Annie Nov 20 1935... 32: 125
Ponce Dorita of Abraham H and Jessie E Sept 27 1935... 32: 105
Ponia Carmela F of Vincenzo and Giuseppa Aug 5 1932... 30: 233
Ponia Dolores A of Vincenzo and Giuseppa May 11 1935... 32: 51
Pono Antonio of Domenico and Marietta Apr 25 1931... 30: 48
Pono Gloria A of Cesario and Lucia F Apr 26 1932... 30: 193
Pono Jane L of Cesario and Lucia F Mar 3 1935... 32: 23
Pontarelli Anna D of Carmine and Amelia Aug 8 1933... 31: 84
Pontarelli Lois A of Harry V and Mabel L July 28 1933... 31: 78
Pontarelli Vito F of Francesco and Elvira P A Mar 11 1935... 32: 26
Ponte Berta of Antonio and Alina July 30 1932... 30: 229
Ponte Dolores of Jose and Emma Apr 1 1931... 30: 39
Ponte Hene of Joseph and Laura Jan 6 1933... 31: 137
Ponte Joseph of Jose and Emma May 22 1933... 31: 54
Ponticelli Arthur R of Arturo and Giuseppina July 29 1933... 31: 79
Ponticelli Gloria F of Salvatore and Filomena Dec 20 1935... 32: 136
Ponticelli Salvatore R of Pasquale and Antonetta May 17 1934... 31: 187
Ponticelli Shirley A of Arturo and Giuseppina Oct 21 1934... 31: 246
Ponticelli William A of Pasquale and Antonetta July 2 1932... 30: 219
Ponto Joseph A of Giuseppe and Domenica Sept 1 1935... 32: 96
Pontrelli — s of Pietro and Carmela July 19 1933... 31: 75
Pontus Delores M of Joao and Maria M Feb 18 1934... 31: 155
Pontus Helen of Joao and Maria M Mar 17 1931... 30: 32
Pontus Manuel S of Manuel M and Mary S June 26 1931... 30: 72
Poole Joyce C of Ernest H and Ethel F Jan 21 1935... 32: 7
Pope Timothy S of Robert E and Mary Oct 20 1931... 30: 118
Poraro Mary R of Rose Dec 15 1932... 30: 284
Porcaro Charles E of Michael and Rose A Dec 6 1931... 30: 137
Porcaro Dorothy I of Charles M and Ida Nov 4 1931... 30: 125
Porcaro Elsie M of Edoardo and Margaret Nov 13 1935... 32: 123
Porcaro Florence M of Felix and Regina Apr 12 1931... 30: 43
Porcaro Irene M of Attilio and Margherita Oct 23 1931... 30: 119
Porcelli Anna M of Vincenzo and Alvera Apr 14 1931... 30: 44
Porcelli Luigi of Luigi and Anna G May 19 1932... 30: 201
Porcelli Raimondo M of Giuseppe and Filomena Sept 19 1931... 30: 106
Porcelli Rita A of Domenico and Adelina A July 25 1933... 31: 77
Porocki Michael of Michael and Mary Aug 2 1932... 30: 232
Porrarro Elaine B (Twin) of Felice and Adeline C Aug 13 1935... 32: 88
Porrarro Marie J (Twin) of Felice and Adeline C Aug 13 1935... 32: 88
Porrazzo Margaret J of Pasquale and Eileen M Mar 23 1934... 31: 167
Porrazzo Marianna S of Celestino and Antonetta Nov 1 1931... 30: 124
Porrazzo Vilma G of Celestino and Antonetta Jan 24 1934... 31: 146
Porrazzo Vincent F of Vincenzo and Domenica May 19 1935... 32: 53
Porrazzo Virginia M of Pasquale and Eileen M Jan 6 1931...30: 3
Porrecia Rachel B of Antonio and Elisa Dec 14 1934.........31: 266
Porrecia Rosalie F of Domenico and Maria Jan 5 1931.......30: 2
Porretta Giulia of Giuseppe and Vincenza Jan 25 1932....30: 157
Porretta Giulio C of Cesare and Rosa Feb 28 1934.........31: 159
Port Alfred J of Alfred J and Alice M Dec 21 1931.........30: 141
Port Andrew H of Edward and Evelyn R Apr 2 1935.........32: 35
Port Simon J of Samuel H and Mary R Nov 2 1931...........30: 124
Portella Anthony of Raffaele and Maria L Mar 12 1931....30: 30
Portella Rose V of Manuel V and Antonette Nov 13 1934....31: 255
Porter Beverly A of William M and Bertha D Jan 18 1935....32: 6
Porter Donald R of Louise May 3 1935......................32: 48
Porter Dorothy R of Jonathan R and Florence M Feb 8 1934..31: 152
Porter Helen M of Jonathan R and Florence M Jan 1 1933....31: 1
Porter Jonathan R of Jonathan R and Florence M Aug 8 1931.30: 90
Porter Malcolm B of John and Frances R May 20 1933.......31: 53
Porter Russell I of Leslie C and Della July 19 1931........30: 82
Porter Shirley A of John A and Mary L Sept 4 1931........30: 101
Porter Vernon N of Elmira E Mar 5 1933....................31: 25
Portnoy Eveline R of Bradford M S and Rebecca G Jan 3 1935.32: 1
Portnoy Jacob D of Bradford M S and Rebecca G Jan 8 1932..30: 151
Posner Michael L of Eli and Minnie Jan 15 1932..............30: 153
Post Patricia E of Edgar C and Genevieve Aug 14 1932......30: 236
Posta Giulia G of Pietro and Rosina Sept 23 1932...........30: 251
Potelho Myron of Myron and Louise Aug 22 1935..............32: 91
Pothier Armand O of Armand C and Rita I Jan 22 1935.......32: 8
Pothin Paul F of Alfred J and Katherine D Aug 4 1934......31: 218
Potter Priscilla M of George F and Frances Oct 7 1931.....30: 113
Potter Alice S of Fred A and Irene May 22 1935.............32: 55
Potter Donald A of Justin A and Alice R Feb 25 1932.......30: 168
Potter Donald H of Donald H and Lila E May 20 1934.......31: 188
Potter Dorothy V (c) of Harry LeR and Grace I Oct 14 1934.31: 244
Potter Elizabeth M of Chester A and Florence M Apr 17 1932..30: 190
Potter Frances L of Harold F and Ruby G Feb 25 1931......30: 22
Potter Genevieve R of Lucius W and Genevieve M Mar 26 1935.32: 31
Potter Harriet F (c) of Harry LeR and Grace I Nov 19 1931...30: 129
Potter Joyce M (c) of Herman R and Ethelyn F Oct 26 1931....30: 120
Potter Judith M of Alfred L and Merle M Apr 13 1932.......30: 188
Potter Kenneth C of Henry C and Jessie Nov 30 1933........31: 123
Potter Marilyn A of Charles F and Rosella D Feb 21 1934....31: 157
Potter Marjorie A of Clarke M and Lillian M Aug 30 1933....31: 91
Potter Mary E of Israel T and Elizabeth E Dec 16 1931.....30: 140
Potter Nancy W of Lewis E and Helen F Jan 22 1931........30: 8
Potter Patricia A of Ralph W and Elizabeth Sept 15 1935....32: 100
Potter Phyllis E of Ralph W and Elizabeth Jan 26 1934......31: 146
Potter Richard A of Henry I and Alice M June 22 1934.......31: 199
Potter Robert A of Harris H and Marie L Jan 19 1935.......32: 7
Potter Robert W of William F and Theora P Apr 24 1934....31: 179
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Potter Sara B of Harold F and Ruby G Dec 14 1932 ........... 30: 283
Potter William J of William J and Beatrice L A Nov 9 1933 .... 31: 117
Potts Alfred A of Arthur W and Barbara W Jan 26 1931 ....... 30: 10
Potts Wallace R of Arthur W and Barbara W July 30 1934 ....... 31: 215
Poulter —— s of Michael and Evangelina Feb 5 1932 ........... 30: 162
Poulos Jean L of Charles and Mary L Oct 18 1931 ........... 30: 117
Poulos John C of Charles and Mary L May 7 1933 ........... 31: 49
Poulos Vassil of Demetrios N and Eleftheria D Dec 31 1933 .... 31: 135
Poulten Arthur of Ben and Pauline May 14 1935 ........... 32: 52
Poulten Douglas W of Ernest and Barbara May 21 1932 ....... 30: 202
Powell Arlene R of Edward E and Thelma B Sept 12 1931 ....... 30: 103
Powell Beryl I of Harold K and Alma Nov 11 1932 ....... 30: 272
Powell Joan N of Walter W and Lillian W Mar 25 1932 ....... 30: 180
Powell Marguerite of Robert J and Mary T Nov 6 1934 ....... 31: 252
Powell Richard J of Walter W and Lillian W Oct 30 1933 ....... 31: 113
Powell Therese M of Robert J and Mary T Sept 10 1933 ....... 31: 97
Powell —— s of Robert and Mary Sept 11 1934 ....... 30: 147
Powell —— d of John E and Evelyn B Dec 10 1934 ....... 31: 265
Power Vincent L of Vincent L and Catherine S Sept 29 1934 ....... 31: 238
Powers Albert F of Albert E and Frances Sept 22 1934 ....... 31: 235
Powers Beverley A of Virgil M and Bernadette A June 26 1931 ....... 30: 72
Powers James F of Walter J and Mary G Apr 2 1934 ....... 31: 172
Powers Joan C of William F and Cecilia E Apr 7 1932 ....... 30: 186
Powers John D of John F and Marie F Apr 27 1935 ....... 32: 44
Powers Marilyn R of William F and Cecilia E Dec 30 1933 ....... 31: 134
Powers Nancy C of William R and Alice C July 22 1932 ....... 30: 227
Powers Patricia A of Patrick J A and Margaret E June 7 1932 ....... 30: 209
Powers Paul of Jeremiah F and Pauline Nov 7 1934 ....... 31: 253
Powers Raymond L of Walter J and Mary G Feb 1 1932 ....... 30: 161
Powers Richard A of Joseph F and Marion G Dec 1 1931 ....... 30: 135
Powers Robert J of George A and Margaret F May 19 1933 ....... 31: 53
Powers Ruth B of James L and Ruth A Nov 16 1934 ....... 31: 256
Poznanski Eugene E of Eugene and Jennie R July 13 1935 ....... 32: 76
Pozzi Joanna of Angelo and Victoria S June 9 1935 ....... 32: 62
Prayer Thomas R of Raymond L and Enniece M Mar 15 1934 ....... 31: 165
Piearrie Evelyn E of Vernaul and Blanche Mar 29 1931 ....... 30: 36
Prata Evelina E of Antonio and Elisa June 7 1932 ....... 30: 209
Prata John B of Giovanni B and Iolanda May 4 1933 ....... 31: 48
Prata Josephine A of Joseph and Francesca M Sept 14 1934 ....... 31: 233
Prata Loraine A of Giovanni B and Iolanda Aug 2 1934 ....... 31: 217
Prata Norma L of Giovanni B and Iolanda Dec 13 1931 ....... 30: 145
Prato Anthony of Daniele and Anna July 5 1932 ....... 30: 220
Prato Daniele of Daniele and Anna Dec 17 1933 ....... 31: 130
Prato Domenico of Daniele and Anna May 20 1931 ....... 30: 58
Prato Nicola of Daniele and Anna May 14 1935 ....... 32: 52
Pratt Donald E of Edwin K and Martha E Apr 28 1935 ....... 32: 45
Pratt Dorothy A of Curtis and Adeline Apr 28 1935 ....... 32: 45
Pratt Frank J of Frank J and Cora May 4 1931.................30: 52
Pratt Imogene R (Twin) of Robert W and Caroline R Mar 11
1931...........................................30: 30
Pratt Kenneth N of Alma M May 3 1931.........................30: 51
Pratt Ralph L of Walter M and Lydia A Sept 20 1933........31: 100
Pratt Robert K of William K and Anna Nov 18 1931........30: 129
Pratt Robert W (Twin) of Robert W and Caroline R Mar 11
1931...........................................30: 30
Pratt Shirley A of Fredrick J and Lillian F Oct 19 1934.....31: 245
Pratt Shirley R of Harold A and Ruth F May 19 1933.......31: 53
Preblod Joel D of Julius I and Lillian N July 8 1934.......31: 207
Preblod Lois S of Julius I and Lillian N Apr 27 1931......30: 48
Preiss Evelyn J of John W and Elsie Aug 18 1933..........31: 87
Preiss Phyllis M of John W and Elsie June 9 1935........32: 62
Prendergast David of Thomas E and Marjorie June 29 1931..30: 73
Prentiss Richard L of Maxwell M and Louise Dec 9 1931...30: 138
Presciutti Jean of Frances and Giulia Apr 25 1934.........31: 179
Prescott Harold S of Harold S and Anna M Nov 25 1931....30: 131
Presel Merilyn of Moritz and Rose Oct 23 1932..............30: 264
Press Robert M of George and Evelyn Oct 7 1935.............32: 110
Press Sondra B of George I and Evelyn May 12 1933........31: 50
Pressey Alice (c) of Laura Dec 15 1931......................30: 140
Pressey Jean F of Paul E and Jeanie Oct 30 1935............32: 117
Pressley Donald B of Alexander J and Mae Mar 12 1931...30: 30
Pres Dorothy E of John H and Dorothy V Aug 29 1934......31: 227
Preston Evelyn L of Bernard V and Evelyn F Apr 21 1935...32: 42
Preston Joseph F of Joseph F and Helen M July 26 1935....32: 81
Preston Margaret of Robert S and Eleanor C May 10 1933...31: 50
Prete Betty A of James and Anna Aug 17 1932..............30: 237
Prete Eileen A of Giuseppe and Anna Aug 14 1932........30: 236
Prete James G of James and Anna July 25 1931..............30: 84
Previte Anthony P of Domenico and Angelina Apr 16 1933...31: 40
Previte Antonetta of Domenico and Angelina Jan 2 1931....30: 1
Previte Antonio F of Antonio and Domenica Sept 25 1931...30: 108
Previte Elena R of Domenico and Angelina Jan 9 1935......32: 3
Previte Rosa M of Francesco and Maria G May 28 1932......30: 204
Prew Elaine D of Norman F and Edna A July 31 1935........32: 82
Price Anita M (c) of Hazel I Dec 27 1934....................31: 270
Price Belle F of Louis and Bessie L Oct 26 1932............30: 265
Price Beverly R of Wayland and Ella T June 12 1932.......30: 211
Price Clifton R (c) of Clifton R and Louise R July 1 1933..31: 69
Price Everett R (c) of Clifton R and Louise R May 2 1935..32: 48
Price George A (c) of George A and Ruth Aug 24 1934......31: 225
Price John E (c) of Marion J Feb 22 1934.................31: 157
Price Marguerite M of Thomas C and Anna Aug 14 1932......30: 236
Price Mary R of Otis C and Rose A Apr 29 1931............30: 49
Price Thomas W of James and Aurelie Mar 5 1935............32: 24
Price Yvonne C (c) of Clifton R and Louise R Mar 27 1931..30: 35
Priest Burton H of Irwin and Janette June 30 1931..............30: 74
Priest Richard N of Herman M and Bertha Mar 3 1931...........30: 27
Priestley Dorothy of Hector and Gladys Oct 30 1932...........30: 267
Priestley Elizabeth A of Albert and Alice W May 9 1935........32: 50
Priestley Helen M of Albert and Alice W Nov 12 1932...........30: 272
Priestley Nancy A of Carlos A and Mary Feb 25 1931.............30: 22
Priestley Norman of Hector and Gladys E A Aug 18 1935........32: 90
Priestley Philip W of Edwin W and Violet July 25 1935...........32: 80
Prignano Lucy A of Benedetto and Rose July 19 1935............32: 78
Prignano Mary A of Mario and Elvira Oct 4 1932.................30: 257
Prignano Teresa M of Mario and Elvira Jan 9 1934..............31: 141
Primack Beverly R of Nathan and Sadie Feb 5 1935.............32: 13
Primack Harriet A of Nathan and Sadie Apr 13 1931............30: 43
Prime Joan B of Russell L and Gladys J Nov 29 1935............32: 128
Primiano Angelamaria of Vittorino and Filomena July 6 1933.31: 70
Principe Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 28 1931...........30: 120
Principe Giuseppe L of Francesco and Francesca July 25 1934.31: 212
Pringle Willis D of Charles A and Elizabeth F Feb 23 1934....31: 157
Prior Alice E of Hugh and Catherine Feb 18 1934..............31: 155
Prior Ann K of Thomas C J and Anna Aug 6 1934..............31: 218
Prior Mary F of Hugh and Catherine Sept 28 1935.............32: 105
Prior Richard of Thomas B and Irena Oct 12 1932..............30: 260
Prior Richard C of Thomas C J and Anna Dec 29 1932...........30: 287
Prior Thomas J of John J and Elizabeth M Jan 18 1931........30: 7
Pristley Suzanne of Frederic A and Gladys Feb 10 1932........30: 163
Pritchard James E of Charles W and Elizabeth Nov 4 1933....31: 115
Pritsker Anita C of Myer A and Rose Aug 29 1935..............32: 94
Pritsker Hope I of Meyer A and Rose Oct 17 1932..............30: 262
Procaccini Concetta A of Anthony and Susie Dec 8 1934.......31: 264
Procaccini Domenico of John J and Emma Mar 31 1932...........30: 182
Procaccini John R of Gemaro and Anna Sept 12 1934...........31: 232
Procaccini Lucia of Francesco and Cosma S Oct 14 1931.......30: 115
Procaccini Theresa B of Anthony and Susan Mar 16 1934.....31: 165
Procaccini Sabina of Enrico and Giuseppina Oct 8 1932......30: 259
Procter Craig A of Henry and Alyce Oct 10 1935..............32: 111
Proctor William R of Earl H and Helen Dec 3 1931...........30: 145
Proffit Charles C of Charles C and Esther M Apr 10 1935.....32: 38
Proffitt Dorothea E (c) of George R and Camilla O Mar 13
1933 ..........................................................31: 27
Proodian Takonhi A of Martin D and Anna Apr 2 1933........31: 35
Propatier Helen of John and Maria L Nov 5 1935..............32: 120
Prosper Paul H of George H and Marion F June 4 1931.......30: 65
Prosper — s of George H and Marion F June 24 1934........31: 200
Protena Agnes S of Anthony and Carmella July 7 1933........31: 71
Protena Teresa C of Anthony and Carmella Nov 7 1934.......31: 253
Proto Elena E of Emily Apr 4 1935..........................32: 36
Proulx Dolores of Joseph A R and Agnes May 8 1931........30: 62
Proulx Irene N of Joseph R A and Catherine Oct 1 1931.....30: 111
Proulx Mary D of Mary Mar 29 1933..........................31: 33
Proulx Nancy C of Joseph R A and Catherine Jan 8 1933....31: 3
Prout Donald J of Earle F and Rita Jan 10 1931.............30: 4
Prout Earle F of Frederick E and Margaret H July 26 1933..31: 78
Prout Gloria R of Harold T and Edna M Sept 17 1935........32: 101
Prout Harold T of Harold T and Edna June 9 1933............31: 61
Prout Joan M of Harold T and Edna Aug 17 1931...............32: 93
Prout Theodore R (c) of Theodore R and Lillian M Aug 8
1934 ....................................................................31: 274
Prout —— (c) d of Frances Jan 19 1934.........................31: 149
Provencal Louis G of Louis G and Eldora M May 14 1935...32: 52
Provencal Richard J of Cleophasa E and Louise A Aug 4 1934.31: 218
Provenchel Mary H L of Armand R and Hazel P Nov 10 1933..31: 117
Provonsil Norman J of Clifford D and Ida I Apr 23 1932.....30: 192
Provost Helen E of Adelard J P and Julia P Jan 7 1935....32: 3
Provost Margaret A of Henry N and Bernice A Dec 12 1934..31: 265
Provost Marguerite A of George O and Rosemonde E Aug 23
1932 .....................................................................30: 239
Provost Paul DeF of George O and Rosemonde E Mar 1 1931..30: 26
Provost —— s of Amie and Ida Jan 1 1935.....................32: 1
Prudhomme Gloria A of Albert J and Maria Sept 19 1933....31: 99
Pryor Edmund P of John F and Annie M May 3 1932........30: 196
Pryor Eleanor M of Peter L and Ida B Aug 6 1931.........30: 89
Ptaszek Daniel of Maryon P and Helena Oct 13 1935........32: 143
Puchter Myrna L of Nathan I and Zelda May 2 1935........32: 48
Pugh Lewis J of Harry and Emily M Nov 13 1932............30: 273
Pugliesi Angela L of Teodorro and Elilde Oct 1 1934......31: 240
Puhacz John P of Nicholas and Della Jan 15 1932..........30: 153
Pulchano Patricia A of Pasquale W and Cecilia July 18 1935.32: 78
Puleo Antonetta of Giuseppe and Giovanna Mar 10 1931.....30: 29
Puleo John V of Rosario and Rosina Aug 14 1931.............30: 92
Puleo Stefano of Giuseppe and Giovanna May 24 1934........31: 189
Pullano Albert E of Ernest and Maria G Apr 5 1934.........31: 173
Punobile Maria of Vincenzo and Anastasia July 5 1931.......30: 77
Pupella Joseph D of Giuseppe and Alice Jan 3 1933........31: 1
Purcell Arthur J of Arthur F and Mary J Dec 8 1931........30: 137
Purcell Kathleen L of Arthur F and Mary J June 13 1933....31: 63
Purrier Raymond E of Raymond A S and Ida Nov 3 1931.....30: 125
Purro Kathleen A of Pasquale and Santorella Nov 26 1931...30: 132
Pusateri Elena M of Agostino and Angelina Nov 15 1932....30: 273
Putnam —— s of Charles H and Effie Mar 13 1932............30: 183
Putney Robert F of Frederick A and Grace I Oct 2 1932.....30: 256
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Pyanowski Wanda C of Anthony and Helen May 19 1933...31: 53
Pyers Margaret E of Edward L and Alice M May 31 1934...31: 191
Pyers Robert F of Edward L and Alice M Feb 26 1931...30: 22
Pyers —— d of Edward L and Alice M Nov 14 1932...30: 279
Pyle Everett J of Everett J and Grace A June 22 1935...32: 66
Pyle Jane E of Everett J and Grace A Oct 18 1933...31: 110
Pyne Elwood A of Clarence E and Rose E Apr 10 1935...32: 38
Pyne James L of Charles H and Helen D Nov 14 1935...32: 123

Quagleiri Americo of Ernesto and Maria T July 31 1931...30: 86
Quaglia Louis J of William and Marie Mar 28 1933...31: 32
Quaglietta Dino G of Angelo and Erminia Nov 17 1931...30: 129
Quaranta Grace A of Michele and Annunziata Apr 15 1934...31: 176
Quaranta Nilda M of Ralph and Mary July 3 1934...31: 205
Quaranto Amadeo J of Amadeo G and Anna Jan 27 1935...32: 9
Quaranto Franklin A of Amadeo G and Anna Feb 1 1934...31: 150
Quarnstrom Elizabeth A of Francis J and Margaret E Apr 29 1934...31: 180
Quarnstrom Mary C of Francis J and Margaret E Oct 20 1935...32: 114
Quarnstrom Ruth of Carl H and Ruth A Nov 1 1933...31: 115
Quarto Francesca of Giovanni and Maria June 10 1933...31: 62
Quarto Michele of Giovanni and Maria July 7 1931...30: 78
Quattrocchi Robert A of Alli and Mary M Oct 29 1934...31: 249
Quattrocchi —— d of Giovanni and Maria May 9 1931...30: 54
Quattrucci Alfred of Alfred and Carmela Apr 11 1933...31: 38
Quattrucci Evelyn B of Anthony and Florence Dec 10 1932...30: 282
Querceto Dino of Palmino and Alice M Sept 20 1934...31: 235
Querceto Olga M of Palmino and Alice M Nov 1 1931...30: 124
Querceto Velia of Palmino and Alice M Mar 13 1933...31: 27
Quesnel Claire J G of Ernest and Gracia Jan 20 1931...30: 8
Quesnel Frances R of Ernest J and Gracia M Nov 3 1934...31: 251
Quick Clayton H of Glen H and Mary L Nov 3 1932...30: 269
Quick Stanford L of Glen H and Mary L Oct 19 1935...32: 114
Quigley Edwin J of Edwin J and Anna B Sept 18 1931...30: 105
Quigley Jean A of James A and Florence L Nov 19 1934...31: 257
Quigley Patricia A of Charles J and Margaret E May 18 1935...32: 53
Quigley Robert of Matthew J and Mary E May 25 1931...30: 60
Quigley Robert N of Richard C and Mary A Oct 18 1934...31: 245
Quigley Thomas R of Thomas W and Edna C Apr 17 1933...31: 40
Quilitzsch Robert O of Otto F and Harriet May 16 1931...30: 56
Quilty John T of John T and Florence A May 28 1932...30: 204
Quilty John W of John T and Florence A Aug 17 1933...31: 87
Quinlan Joan C of Clarence H and Catherine H Aug 9 1933...31: 84
Quinn Anna M of Francis J and Mary D Dec 20 1931...30: 141
Quinn Cameron P of Robert E and Mary May 1 1932...30: 196
Quinn Charlotte T of Henry L and Eleanor F May 14 1933...32: 52
Quinn Cynthia R of Roy L and Anne K Dec 15 1935...32: 134
Quinn Edward H of Edward H and Mildred E June 13 1932...30: 211
Quinn James N of John H and Helen T Mar 8 1934................31: 163
Quinn Janice C of Christopher and Signe B Apr 3 1933...........31:  36
Quinn John C of Andrew P and Margaret V Apr 15 1935...........32:  40
Quinn John J of John J and Elsie M May 5 1932..................30: 197
Quinn John J of John C and Bridget M Nov 26 1932.................30: 277
Quinn Joseph F of Joseph C and Eleanor Apr 2 1935...............32:  35
Quinn Judith of Alonzo W and Alice Mar 20 1933..................31:  30
Quinn Mary E of Edmund A and Mary R Mar 31 1932.................30: 182
Quinn Mary L of Thomas J and Margaret M May 25 1931............30:  60
Quinn Richard F of Charles F J and Laura M May 15 1932........32:  200
Quinn Robert E of Timothy E and Alice V Nov 7 1934.............31: 253
Quinn Robert H of Henry J and Ruth M Dec 14 1931................30: 139
Quinn Robert J of John E and Lena L May 6 1934.................31: 183
Quinn Robert W of Walter M and Janet B July 5 1935.............32:  72
Quinn Rosalyn of Timothy E and Alice V Aug 29 1932.............30: 242
Quinn Russell W of Ernest R and Marjorie Mar 20 1933...........31:  30
Quinn — d of Christopher and Signe B Apr 19 1932..............30: 195
Quinn — s of Robert E and Sadie July 28 1933.................31:  78
Quinn — s of Hugh A and Mildred R Aug 20 1935...............32: 143
Quinn — s of Joseph F and Bertha Aug 21 1935..............32:  95
Quinterno Anna C of Giuseppe and Fortuna Nov 16 1931........30: 128
Quinton Jane M of Gerard J and Dorothy F June 27 1932........32: 216
Quinton Joseph G of Gerard J and Dorothy F May 24 1931.......30:  59
Quinton Nancy of Gerard J and Dorothy F Mar 21 1935..........32:  29
Quirini Rita M of Marie A July 28 1934.....................31: 214
Quirini — s of Attilio G A and Marie A Sept 7 1931........30: 102
Quirk Barbara M of Richard J and Eleanor R Aug 2 1932... B-1: 800
Quirk Daniel J of Daniel J and Nora A May 19 1931..............30:  57
Quirk Edward W of Edward W and Virginia G May 25 1933...31:  54
Quirk Eleanor F of James E and Violet Sept 14 1932............30: 248
Quirk Elizabeth of Harold D and Elizabeth F Sept 2 1934.......31: 239
Quirk John E of Robert E and Anna May 16 1931.............30:  56
Quirk John F of Daniel J and Nora A Apr 3 1933.............31:  36
Quirk John H of James E and Violet July 24 1935............32:  80
Quirk Raymond of William J and Anna C Feb 13 1931..............30:  18
Quirk Raymond W of James E and Violet Apr 23 1934............31: 178
Quirk Richard R of Mortimer J and Anna M July 18 1935......32:  78
Quirk Robert F of Robert E and Anna M Mar 9 1934.............31: 163
Quirk Walter R of William J and Margaret R Oct 23 1932......30: 264
Quito — d of Albert and Antoinette Mar 25 1934........31: 168

Rabaiotti Gaetana C A of Bartolomeo and Maria Jan 25 1933.31:  9
Rabinowitz Charles of Louis and Rose Nov 28 1932.................30: 278
Rabinowitz Ina B of Sidney and Minna July 22 1935.............32:  79
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Rabinowitz Melvin S of Perry and Hilda June 8 1935........32: 61
Raccio Lucia of Pasquale and Antonetta Jan 10 1931........30: 4
Racewicz Virginia M of William J and Sophie May 14 1934...31: 186
Rachele Angelo J of Raffaele S and Regina Apr 12 1935.....32: 39
Rachele Elena of Angelo and Angelina Dec 3 1933........31: 125
Rachele Maria R of Angelo and Rosa Dec 4 1931........30: 136
Raczkowski Neil P of Philip T and Mary Z Mar 1 1934......31: 161
Raczkowski Richard J of Anthony T and Sabina L Apr 2 1934.31: 172
Radcliffe James E of LaForest F and Alice V Aug 4 1934...31: 218
Radcliffe Robert LaF of LaForest F and Alice V Nov 22 1931.30: 130
Radford Joan B of Vernon and Constance M June 29 1931...30: 73
Radican Helen L of Joseph A and Dorothy M Oct 6 1931.....30: 113
Radigan Arlene J of Bernard F and Bertha Mar 31 1934.....31: 170
Radigan Arthur E of Arthur E and Agnes M June 9 1932.....30: 210
Radigan Helen M of Bernard F and Bertha Jan 25 1932.....30: 157
Radigan Janet L of James E and Margaret Jan 15 1933.....31: 5
Radigan Jean M of Arthur E and Agnes M Dec 17 1934.....31: 267
Radtke — d of Fredrick K and Mildred E Nov 1 1935...32: 119
Radziewicz Irena of Wincenty and Jadwiga Feb 15 1931....30: 19
Raffa Gloria L of Giovanni and Antonia Dec 11 1931......30: 138
Rafferty Anna M of Francis L and Mildred I Apr 7 1935...32: 37
Rafferty John E of Patrick H and Agnes D Jan 8 1932.....30: 151
Rafferty Richard J of Mary G June 17 1934........31: 274
Rafferty William J F of William J F and Faith E Apr 18 1932.30: 190
Rafferty Joan C of John E and Mildred M Jan 16 1932.....30: 154
Rafferty Maureen of John E and Mildred M Dec 14 1934....31: 266
Ragosta Anna E of Angelo and Domenica July 25 1931.....30: 84
Ragosta Eleanor S of Ernesto and Teresa Aug 10 1931.....30: 91
Ragosta Janet of Emilio and Crestina Apr 11 1931.........30: 42
Ragosta Joanna J of Alberto A and Gineppina E Mar 23 1935.32: 30
Ragosta John A of Emilio and Crestina Dec 25 1933.......31: 132
Ragosta Norma V of James and Virginia D Aug 16 1935.....32: 89
Ragosta Salvatore of Emilio and Crestina Aug 15 1932.....30: 237
Rahman Cerpoohie of Mardiros and Rose Sept 8 1934......31: 231
Rajf Richard F of Arthur F and Mildred V Oct 17 1935.....32: 113
Raimondo Tomaso of Giuseppe and Giovanna July 1 1934...31: 204
Raines Susanne of Everett B and Doris Aug 16 1935........32: 89
Raines — s of Everett B and Doris July 24 1934........31: 216
Rainey Catherine P of Thomas and Alice Feb 27 1931......30: 23
Rainey Clarice L of Alfred A and Clarice C Aug 19 1932....30: 238
Rainey Norman A of Norman A and Virginia Jan 14 1934...31: 143
Rainey Richard N of Richard N and Dorothy May 26 1931...30: 60
Rainey Shirley M of Richard N and Dorothy A May 11 1935..32: 51
Rainone Concetta of Raffaele and Anna M Aug 18 1931......30: 94
Rainone Costantino of Giuseppe and Rosa Mar 24 1934.....31: 168
Rainone Costanzo of Raffaele and Anna M Oct 5 1935...........32:109
Rainone Frederico of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Mar 6 1933...31:25
Rainone Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Elvira Apr 20 1931......30:46
Rainone Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Rosa Sept 21 1932......30:250
Rainone Maria E of Antonio and Angelina June 17 1933....31:64
Rainone Mary A of Angelo and Giovanna June 19 1935......32:65
Rainone Michelangelo of Antonio and Michelina Apr 30 1931.30:49
Rainone Robert G of Joseph and Teresa Feb 7 1934.........31:152
Rainone Teresa E of Antonio and Maria Apr 23 1931.........30:47
Rainville Vincenzo of Giovanni and Carmela May 20 1932...30:202
Rainville Arthur J of Arthur J and Marie D July 9 1935....32:74
Rainville Eileen V of Fred and Rose Mar 17 1934..........31:165
Raiola — s of Domenico and Esther Aug 15 1932..........30:237
Rakatansky Herbert of Nat S and Ray Nov 4 1934........31:252
Rakatansky Louis C of Philip and Frances Aug 17 1935....32:90
Rakatansky Ruth H of Philip and Frances Feb 20 1931....30:20
Rakutis Beverly A of Joseph A and Clara M Dec 30 1935....32:139
Raky Aram of Louis and Mary June 13 1934............31:197
Raky Haig of Louis and Mary Dec 3 1935..................32:130
Raleigh Elmer F of Elmer F and Violet M Jan 2 1933.....31: 1
Raleigh Leon E of Elmer F and Violet M Oct 3 1935.......32:109
Raleigh William C of John F and Helen M Feb 20 1931....30:20
Ralph Earle K of Earle K and Mamie K July 12 1935......32:75
Ralston Joan M of George W and Mary J Oct 26 1935......32:115
Ralston Rodney of William H and Beatrice M July 9 1933...31:71
Ralston — s of George W and Mary J Oct 17 1932........30:268
Ramaglia Angelina A of Donato and Luisa A July 29 1934...31:214
Ramaglia Peter T of Thomas D and Elizabeth C June 4 1935,32:60
Ramaglia Philomena M of Thomas D and Elizabeth C Jan 12
1934 ..................................................31:143
Ramieri Giovanni B of Giovanni and Giacinta Sept 22 1932..30:251
Ramieri Vincenzo R of Giovanni B and Giacinta Nov 19 1933.31:120
Ramm Barbara J of William E and Elsie June 11 1935......32:62
Ramos John M (c) of Isadore and Laura July 22 1931.......30:83
Ramos Manuel (Twin) (c) of Agostinho A and Maria Dec 19
1932 .............................................30:289
Ramos Maria S (Twin) (c) of Agostinho A and Maria Dec 19
1932 .............................................30:289
Ramos Robert J (c) of Peter F and Louise Aug 11 1931.....30:91
Ramos — (c) s of Alfred A and Anna Sept 1 1935........32:96
Rampini Barbara A of Rocco and Anna R June 20 1935......32:66
Rampini Theodore L of Rocco and Anna R Jan 8 1934.......31:141
Rampone Henry F of Nicholas and Anna Nov 29 1931.......30:132
Rampone Patricia M of Frank and Nunziata May 30 1935....32:57
Ramsay Janet N of Robert McA and Janet MacK Apr 5 1935.32:37
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ramsay Samuel H of Samuel H and Beatrice Jan 29 1931...30: 11
Ramsdell Benjamin E (c) of Edward F and Edna M Mar 21
1935 .................................................................32: 29
Ramsdell Charles R (c) of Edward F and Edna M Aug 3 1932-30: 233
Ramsdell Floyd T (c) of Edward F and Edna M Nov 5 1933..31: 116
Ramsdell Gilbert H of Gilbert F and Dorothy Dec 29 1932...30: 287
Ramsdell Hope E of Gilbert F and Dorothy F Dec 22 1933...31: 131
Ramsdell William F (c) of Edward F and Edna M Aug 14
1931 .................................................................30: 92
Ramsden Herbert A of Herbert A and Margaret E July 10
1935 .................................................................32: 74
Ramsden Herbert E of Earl and Catherine Jan 31 1933...31: 11
Ramsden Robert A of James and Grace I Oct 12 1935...32: 112
Ranaldi Angelo P of Domenico and Maria P Jan 17 1935...32: 6
Ranallo Albert D of Tomas and Giacontina Nov 3 1934...31: 251
Ranallo Lillian F of Domenico and Giocondina May 30 1934..30: 61
Rancourt Edmond J of Ovide E and Eva Dec 16 1931...30: 140
Rancourt Theresa J of Ovide and Eva Mar 9 1934...31: 163
Randall Benjamin J of Chester J and Gertrude May 21 1931..30: 58
Randall Bruce A of Norman E and Olive Nov 13 1931...30: 127
Randall Courtland W of Courtland W and Lucy F July 18
1932 .................................................................30: 291
Randall Curtis E of Charles and Marjorie Dec 10 1934...31: 275
Randall Elizabeth M of Fredrick W and Mabel L June 25
1935 .................................................................32: 67
Randall George of George J and Loretta M July 22 1931...30: 83
Randall James R of James R and Katherine J May 24 1933...31: 54
Randall Joan of Horace H and Lorine July 15 1931...30: 81
Randall Loretta of George J and Loretta M July 23 1935...32: 80
Randall Richard M of Raymond M and Meredith F Sept 13
1933 .................................................................31: 97
Randall Robert H of Elmer and Helen M June 6 1932...30: 208
Randall Clive W of Richard T and Mary E Nov 29 1931...30: 132
Randall Edna A of Richard T and Mary E July 26 1934...31: 213
Ranger Sue E of Percy W and Olga R July 20 1932...30: 226
Ranguette Joseph A of Joseph A and Margaret L Mar 18 1935..32: 28
Rankin Andrew M of Walter M and Eleanor Apr 11 1935...32: 39
Rankin Marjorie E of Harry C and Edna May 25 1935...32: 55
Rankine Carolyn K of James C and Helen May 19 1933...31: 53
Ranone —— d of Pasquale and Angelina May 29 1935...32: 56
Ranucci —— s of Vincenzo P and Vincenza Oct 15 1931...30: 116
Rao Barbara A of Domenico E and Laurina Feb 21 1934...31: 157
Rao Francesco T of Tindaro and Angelina Apr 26 1934...31: 179
Rao Josephine J of Antonio L and Teresa Oct 5 1934...31: 241
Rao Raimondo G of Giovanni and Assunta Nov 12 1932...30: 272
Rao Roberto G of Antonio and Angelina Aug 7 1931...30: 90
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rao</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rappa Barbara I</td>
<td>June 16, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapaport Renee H</td>
<td>Jan 8, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raponi Annunziata of</td>
<td>Oct 16, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raponi Antonio of</td>
<td>Sept 19, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raposa Barbara of Vera</td>
<td>Jan 1, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raposa Frank L of Jose L</td>
<td>Jan 24, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapoza Raymond of Michael</td>
<td>Nov 23, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rappoze Celeste B of</td>
<td>Jan 6, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapp Silvia E of Nathan</td>
<td>May 27, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapp Antonio G of</td>
<td>Sept 17, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapp Paulina of</td>
<td>Dec 23, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapp Paulina F of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Sept 12, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rappa Rudolfo E of</td>
<td>Aug 31, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rappoport Harold of Leo</td>
<td>Apr 22, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rascher Caroline O of</td>
<td>Nov 7, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rascher Patricia A of</td>
<td>Mar 2, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasmussen Norman L of</td>
<td>Mar 27, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raso Eduardo of Stefano R</td>
<td>July 29, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raso</td>
<td>Aug 4, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspallo Domenico of</td>
<td>Feb 17, 1932</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspallo Salvatore</td>
<td>July 22, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rastelli John A of</td>
<td>Mar 27, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rastelli Evelyn D of</td>
<td>Dec 27, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratcliffe Dawn M of</td>
<td>Aug 17, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratcliffe Dianne M of</td>
<td>Sept 24, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratcliffe Shirley J of</td>
<td>Aug 23, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn Everett B of</td>
<td>Mar 13, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn Forrest O of</td>
<td>Mar 31, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn Grace V of</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn Janet M of</td>
<td>Aug 14, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn Lois A of</td>
<td>Oct 27, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn Shirley E of</td>
<td>July 20, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathburn George W of</td>
<td>Jan 25, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathosis Christos N of</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raughtigan John A of</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rave Arthur A of</td>
<td>Feb 17, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravita Joyce L of</td>
<td>Sept 19, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravo Giuseppina M of</td>
<td>Dec 29, 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravo Mary of Rocco and</td>
<td>Feb 1, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravo Raffaele F of</td>
<td>July 5, 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlings John G of</td>
<td>May 26, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlings Ruth M of</td>
<td>Jan 2, 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlinson Beverly J of</td>
<td>May 5, 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlinson Muriel L of</td>
<td>June 29, 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Rawlinson William R of William R and Emma A Nov 30 1931..30:133
Rawson Carol A of Joseph H and Doris A Mar 16 1934.......31:165
Ray Barbara of John R and Nora T Dec 18 1932.........30:284
Ray Edward A of Mark A and Betsy I May 3 1933.......31:48
Ray Evelyn of Frank J and Mary Nov 13 1931............30:127
Ray Evelyn M of John W and Ruth W Nov 1 1935.......32:119
Ray Jerome H of Louis J and Eva Apr 9 1933............31:37
Ray Matthew B of Matthew B and Mary D Nov 1 1933....31:115
Ray Nelly R of Al T and Daisy E Mar 6 1935..........32:24
Ray Thomas J of Matthew B and Mary D Jan 23 1935....32:10
Ray —— s of Matthew B and Mary D Nov 19 1932......30:279
Raybold Arthur W of Arthur W and Dorothy V Feb 23 1931..30:21
Raymond Arthur R of Arthur R and Anna E Feb 25 1933...31:21
Raymond Dorothea V (c) of Alice May 17 1931........30:57
Raymond Patricia A of Eugene A and Anna C Dec 4 1931..30:136
Raymond Paul L of Omeride J and Elizabeth V Oct 6 1934..31:241
Raymond Rodney D of Clarence D and Edith L July 11 1931..30:79
Razza Carol A of Edoardo A and Maria Jan 26 1935....32:9
Razzino Mary M of Pasco and Carolina Feb 2 1935......32:12
Rea Anna E of Federico and Emilia C Aug 18 1935......32:90
Rea Federico of Federico and Emilia C Apr 5 1934......31:173
Rea Lila M of Harry and Marie E July 9 1931........30:78
Rea Lillian L of Harry and Marie E July 17 1932.....30:225
Rea —— s of Federico and Emilia C Mar 12 1931........30:38
Rea —— s of Federico and Emilia C Aug 22 1932......30:243
Read Ada E of Clifford B and Mary L Aug 29 1932....30:242
Read Alice of Henry and Amelia D June 16 1933.......31:68
Read Beverly D of Ellsworth H and Doris A Jan 31 1934...31:148
Read Donald W of Frank R and Gertrude Aug 1 1931....30:88
Read Edward of Henry and Elizabeth V Dec 5 1932......30:281
Read Edward W of Edward W and Dorothy M Oct 20 1934...31:246
Read Harvey W of Ellsworth H and Doris A Apr 6 1935....32:37
Read Jean B of Arthur W and Alice V May 28 1933......31:56
Read Margaret C of Michael W and Edna M Nov 4 1934...31:252
Read Pasquale W of Walter A and Anna Feb 9 1935.......32:15
Read Robert H of Harold and Alice Sept 15 1934.......31:239
Read Rodman C of Charles H and Mildred June 2 1931....30:64
Read Wallace W of Charles H and Mildred Sept 5 1932....30:245
Read William T of William T and Christina A Sept 26 193331:102
Read —— s of William J and Eva B Feb 10 1933.........31:15
Reading Beverly M of Charles A and Dorothy M Apr 10 1934..31:174
Reading George L of Charles A and Dorothy M Nov 5 1935...32:120
Reading Helen J of Charles A and Dorothy M Jan 9 1931....30:3
Reading Louise R of Clifton I and Mildred R May 1 1931........30: 51
Reading Mildred B of Clifton I and Mildred R May 22 1933...31: 54
Reading Ruth J of Charles A and Dorothy M Sept 3 1932.....30: 244
Reakes Dorothy M of Herbert C and Ada Feb 26 1931......30: 22
Reall Carole M of William F and Jeannette H Jan 14 1935...32: 5
Reall Elizabeth A of Henry B and Loretta G Jan 26 1935...32: 9
Reall Lawrence E of Alfred J and Claire V Nov 29 1935...32: 128
Reall Robert J of Harold E and Margaret A Sept 20 1932...30: 250
Reall —— s of James F and Edna V July 13 1932.............30: 223
Reardon Carolyn L of William H and Gladys E Dec 17 1933..31: 130
Reardon John F of John F and Anna M Apr 26 1935........32: 44
Reardon Marjorie R of Edward W and Doris I Dec 3 1933...31: 125
Reardon Michael of Michael E and Rosa M Mar 18 1933.....32: 28
Reardon Nancy J of Vincent T and Margaret M Oct 30 1933..31: 113
Reardon —— d of Edward J and Hazel G Jan 21 1933......31: 12
Reavey Edward K of Edward K and Helen G Oct 12 1934....31: 243
Reavey Helen T of Edward K and Helen G Mar 20 1931.....30: 33
Reavey John H of Henry T and Mary A June 8 1932......30: 209
Reavey Louise M of Harry T and Mary A Aug 24 1933....31: 89
Reavey —— s of Edward K and Helen G June 18 1933......31: 64
Rebello Joan of Manuel and Mary T Jan 23 1931..........30: 9
Rebello Jacqueline A of Joseph and Maria Apr 24 1933....31: 43
Rebello Joseph of Manuel and Mary Mar 1 1931...........30: 26
Rebello Norma A of Charles P and Ada Jan 3 1935.........32: 1
Rebello Ronald of Manuel and Mary T Aug 21 1932.......30: 239
Recchia Edmund of Edmund and Elena A Nov 30 1934.....31: 260
Recchia Richard O of Orlando R and Maria R Mar 9 1935...32: 25
Rececko Julius J of Julins and Gertrude I Dec 23 1935...32: 136
Records David P of Lawrence A and Alzada Nov 3 1935...32: 119
Records Harry T of Lawrence A and Alzada Apr 9 1932...30: 187
Rector Mary K of Herman E and Mary L Nov 24 1934....31: 258
Redding Robert M of William F and Marguerite July 3 1932..30: 220
Reddington Ann E of James F and Mary A July 4 1933.....31: 70
Reddy Esther K of George O and Dorothy Feb 20 1935.....32: 18
Redfearn Alec F (Twin) of Alec and Annie L Aug 17 1934..31: 222
Redfearn Betty J (Twin) of Alec and Annie L Aug 17 1934..31: 222
Redfearn Calais of Harry and Agnes Aug 12 1932.........30: 236
Redfern Eugene C of Newton C and Lillian I Apr 29 1934...31: 180
Redihan Gloria E of Bernard F and Irene E Nov 25 1931...30: 131
Redihan Patricia A of Bernard F and Irene E Nov 13 1932...30: 273
Redinger Charles F of Charles F and Lillian A Dec 30 1934..31: 271
Redinger Julia A of Charles F and Lillian A July 26 1933..31: 78
Redlack Charles K of Theodore R and Ruth Apr 10 1932....30: 187
Redlack Shirley A of Theodore R and Ruth Nov 27 1935....32: 127
Redlich Harold (Twin) of Sam and Dora Oct 14 1931.......30: 115
Redlich Leonard (Twin) of Sam and Dora Oct 14 1931.....30: 115
Redlich Raymond of Sam and Dora Jan 26 1935.............32: 9
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Reed Arlene C of Albert R and Grace E Feb 23 1932 ............ 30:168
Reed Barbara E of Charles L and Eva Mar 26 1931 ............ 30:35
Reed Edward of William and Mabel July 7 1934 ............ 31:206
Reed Frederick D of Frederick S and Gertrude Sept 10 1934 ... 31:232
Reed Howard S of Stephen A and Ruth July 11 1932 ............ 30:222
Reed Isabell M of Flavius C and Georgiana May 31 1931 ............ 30:62
Reed Stephen of Stephen A and Ruth H May 14 1935 ............ 32:52
Reed Wallace P of Martin and Clara Jan 4 1931 ............ 30:2
Reed William of William and Mabel Jan 31 1932 ............ 30:159
Reeds Virginia M (c) of Chester A and Beatrice M Nov 12 1934 ... 31:254
Reeves Alvin J of Alvin E and Flora M Mar 23 1935 ............ 32:30
Reifkin Alan D of Joseph and Edith Mar 20 1935 ............ 32:29
Refino Michael R of Michael R and Adalina Jan 23 1934 ............ 31:146
Refino —— s of Nicola and Phoebe Nov 22 1935 ............ 32:129
Rega Anthony J of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 29 1935 ............ 32:45
Rega Barbara of Eracio and Lattania Apr 3 1932 ............ 30:184
Rega Evelyn A of Giuseppe and Francesca Oct 29 1932 ............ 30:266
Rega Frank of Domenico and Elvira July 29 1934 ............ 31:214
Rega Henry of Giuseppe and Francesca G Dec 25 1935 ............ 32:137
Rega John A of Antonio and Giuseppina May 1 1933 ............ 31:47
Rega Joseph A of Giovanni L and Anna Mar 5 1934 ............ 31:162
Rega Joseph A of Louis A and Angelina May 24 1935 ............ 32:55
Rega Lucy A of Louis A and Angelina Oct 11 1933 ............ 31:107
Rega Robert D of Domenico and Elvira Feb 2 1933 ............ 31:13
Rega —— s of Antonio and Maria Apr 15 1931 ............ 30:50
Regan Barbara A of John J and Christine Oct 22 1935 ............ 32:114
Regan Barbara M of George A and Gladys M Dec 10 1933 ............ 31:128
Regan Charles W of Charles W and Elizabeth Apr 11 1932 ............ 30:188
Regan Christine of John J and Christine June 1 1932 ............ 30:207
Regan Elizabeth L of Celia Jan 30 1932 ............ 30:159
Regan Gerald L of Charles W and Elizabeth Apr 23 1933 ............ 31:42
Regan Joseph T of Joseph F and Eileen Mar 8 1932 ............ 30:174
Regan Mary C of Michael L and Winifred T Apr 27 1934 ............ 31:180
Regan Mary M of John J and Christine Feb 16 1934 ............ 31:155
Regan Patrick J of Patrick J and Ella Mar 2 1931 ............ 30:26
Regan Robert of Francis E and Anna C Aug 29 1932 ............ 30:242
Regan —— d of Michael L and Winifred T Dec 10 1931 ............ 30:146
Regester James B of Warren M and Beatrice Feb 6 1935 ............ 32:13
Regine Anna M of Vito A and Anna Jan 18 1934 ............ 31:144
Regine Anthony of Antonio and Elisabetta June 14 1933 ............ 31:63
Regine Giuseppina M of Vito A and Anna Aug 17 1931 ............ 30:93
Regine Joan M of Joseph and Mary July 30 1934 ............ 31:215
Regine Raphael E of Luigi R and Maria G Aug 22 1932 ............ 30:39
Regine Rosa T of Michele and Anna Sept 15 1932 ............ 30:268
Regnante Diana V of Domenico and Elmerinda May 28 1932 ............ 30:204
Regnier John of Ralph J and Lillian A Aug 26 1932 ............ 30:241
Regnier Philip G of Louis A and Adelia M Sept 10 1934 ............ 31:232
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth Details</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rego Antonio</td>
<td>Ida June 19 1933</td>
<td>31:65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Fernanda</td>
<td>of Antonio and Gilda Sept 18 1932</td>
<td>30:249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Helen</td>
<td>M of Anthony D and Maria D Sept 23 1932</td>
<td>30:251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Joan</td>
<td>of Antone and Maria Apr 19 1932</td>
<td>30:191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Louis</td>
<td>J of Louis J and Louise Oct 21 1933</td>
<td>31:110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Mary</td>
<td>D of Antonio and Gilda Aug 20 1935</td>
<td>32:91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Rose</td>
<td>of Antone and Maria May 3 1934</td>
<td>31:182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehill Gladys</td>
<td>of Patrick and Mabel Jan 23 1933</td>
<td>31:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehill Antonio</td>
<td>of E and Delvina June 13 1934</td>
<td>31:197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehill Carolina</td>
<td>of Antone E and Delvina Jan 18 1932</td>
<td>30:154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reichen Alfred</td>
<td>Jacob and Celia July 12 1932</td>
<td>30:223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reichheld John</td>
<td>N of Manford A and Elizabeth A Jan 16 1932</td>
<td>30:154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid David</td>
<td>B of James C and Helen E Jan 2 1932</td>
<td>30:149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Ennice M of Tyler A</td>
<td>and Winifred M May 4 1933</td>
<td>31:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Joan</td>
<td>B of Tyler A and Winifred Sept 9 1931</td>
<td>30:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Kenneth</td>
<td>J (Twin) of Matthew A and Katherine M</td>
<td>30:174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 9 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Margaret</td>
<td>A of William A and Georgiana Oct 26 1933</td>
<td>31:112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Martha E</td>
<td>of William I and Elizabeth H Sept 14 1934</td>
<td>31:233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Mary E W</td>
<td>of Henry W and Elizabeth Sept 6 1935</td>
<td>32:97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Robert</td>
<td>of William and Ruth E Mar 21 1933</td>
<td>30:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Ronald P</td>
<td>(Twin) of Matthew A and Katherine M</td>
<td>30:174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 9 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid William I</td>
<td>of William I and Elizabeth H Nov 23 1931</td>
<td>30:131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid William J</td>
<td>of William J and Mary M July 11 1934</td>
<td>31:208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid d</td>
<td>of Aaron and Annie May 7 1931</td>
<td>30:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reidy Anne C</td>
<td>of Edward P and Mary F Jan 13 1934</td>
<td>31:143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reidy Jane</td>
<td>of Edward P and Mary F Jan 9 1933</td>
<td>31:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reidy Nancy</td>
<td>of Edward P and Mary Aug 1 1931</td>
<td>30:88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reidy Robert</td>
<td>of Edward P and Mary F May 15 1935</td>
<td>32:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiff Louis W</td>
<td>of William and Frances E Sept 19 1934</td>
<td>31:234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Elizabeth A</td>
<td>of Walter F and Margaret A Aug 11 1934</td>
<td>31:220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley John J</td>
<td>of John J and Elizabeth M June 15 1935</td>
<td>32:64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Walter G</td>
<td>of Walter F and Margaret A Apr 30 1932</td>
<td>30:194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley d</td>
<td>of Walter F and Margaret A July 7 1931</td>
<td>30:87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Beverly A</td>
<td>of Sylvester J and Annette M July 14 1932</td>
<td>31:800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Beverly A</td>
<td>of John A and Georgiana B June 1 1934</td>
<td>31:193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Catherine M</td>
<td>of William C and Mary Jan 6 1932</td>
<td>30:150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley David R</td>
<td>of James E and Catherine I Mar 7 1934</td>
<td>31:163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Eileen L</td>
<td>of Francis E and Mary A Apr 20 1935</td>
<td>32:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Eileen M</td>
<td>of Peter P and Margaret M Apr 22 1934</td>
<td>31:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Eileen T</td>
<td>of James H and Madeline H Feb 15 1932</td>
<td>30:165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Frances P</td>
<td>of Peter S and Frances I Nov 7 1934</td>
<td>31:253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley George Q</td>
<td>of Felix Q and Lillian G Nov 30 1933</td>
<td>31:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley Janice M</td>
<td>of Francis B and Mildred F June 12 1933</td>
<td>31:62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley John E</td>
<td>of Sylvester and Alma M June 22 1934</td>
<td>31:199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilley John J</td>
<td>of Terrence J and Gertrude C June 11 1934</td>
<td>31:196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reilly Joseph T of George A and Margaret M June 19 1933 ... 31: 65
Reilly Lillian E of George J and Elizabeth A Dec 4 1933 ... 31: 126
Reilly Margaret A of Henry F and Irene M Apr 21 1933 ... 31: 42
Reilly Mary E of Henry F and Irene M Aug 22 1931 ... 30: 95
Reilly Raymond W of Frank E and Mary A Nov 17 1931 ... 30: 129
Reilly Robert B of Robert K and Evelyn V Oct 31 1933 ... 31: 113
Reilly Robert F of John J and Florence D Jan 27 1935 ... 32: 9
Reilly Robert J of Robert J and Isabel M Dec 20 1932 ... 30: 285
Reilly Thomas F of William C and Mary Ang 20 1935 ... 32: 91
Reilly Thomas P of Felix Q and Lillian G Nov 28 1932 ... 30: 292
Reilly Thomas W of Thomas and Sadie Dec 22 1931 ... 30: 142
Reilly Walter F of William C and Mary R Apr 16 1933 ... 31: 40
Reilly William F of Peter P and Margaret M July 15 1932 ... 30: 224
Reilly William F of William F and Mary E Dec 14 1934 ... 31: 266
Reilly — d of Vincent B and Irene V June 10 1933 ... 31: 68
Reiners Francis E of Charles J and Ellen M Feb 4 1933 ... 31: 13
Reis Agnes of Antonio S and Maria Apr 20 1933 ... 31: 41
Reis John of John J and Maria T June 3 1935 ... 32: 59
Reis Malcolm (c) of Pedro and Regina Aug 23 1932 ... 30: 239
Reis Shirley C of Joseph V and Olive R Nov 24 1935 ... 32: 126
Reisman Barbara W of Frederick C and Waity S Mar 14 1931 ... 30: 31
Reisman Beverly I of Frederick C and Waity S Sept 5 1932 ... 30: 245
Reitan Stanley H of Benjamin and Anna Aug 1 1935 ... 32: 84
Reilli Jenny E of Giuseppe and Elvira May 30 1935 ... 32: 57
Remarski Maureen M of Vincent and Mary G Apr 5 1934 ... 31: 173
Remieres Samuel B of Thomas W and Eva M Dec 9 1931 ... 30: 138
Remington Andrew W of Eugene A C and Anna Feb 27 1931 ... 30: 23
Remington Frances E of Frederick T and Gladys M Apr 16 1931 ... 30: 44
Remington Francis E of Eugene A C and Anna Mar 26 1935 ... 32: 31
Remington Frederick T of Frederick T and Gladys M Aug 15 1932 ... 30: 237
Remington Joan I of Frederick A and Beatrice F June 5 1932 ... 30: 208
Remington Richard A of Chester P and Laura R Jan 17 1931 ... 30: 6
Remington — d of Walter T and Mary A Feb 23 1933 ... 31: 23
Remington — s of Albert A and Charlotte R Apr 21 1933 ... 31: 137
Remington — s of Walter T and Mary A Dec 21 1934 ... 31: 273
Remus Arline S of Francesco E and Eva M Jan 12 1934 ... 31: 143
Remy Virginia A of Noe H and Leah A Feb 11 1934 ... 31: 153
Renaldi Joseph T of Mario and Celia Sept 7 1931 ... 30: 102
Renaud Armand of Armand and Vera M Aug 2 1932 ... 30: 232
Renaud Armand R of Richard E and Rose A May 15 1931 ... 30: 56
Renaud Emile E of Emile R and Gertrude W Oct 8 1934 ... 31: 242
Rendine Alberto M of Alberto and Pasqualina Apr 10 1932 ... 30: 187
Rendine Alfred J of Alfred and Edith R June 18 1934 ... 31: 198
Rendine Angelo A of Angelo and Anna M Nov 1 1932 ... 30: 269
Rendine Frances A of Anthony M and Serafima May 2 1935 ... 32: 48
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rendine Frank A of Francesco and Carmella May 5 1935........32: 49
Rendine Joseph E of Angelo and Anna M July 13 1935........32: 76
Rene Candida (c) of Tiofelo F and Mary Jan 6 1931.........30: 3
Rene Lawrence F of Juliette Oct 29 1934....................31:249
Renehan Francis D of Edmund M and Anna M June 19 1931..30: 70
Renfree Robert S of Robert F and Evelyn Mar 8 1934......31:163
Renfree William E of Frank O and Marion Mar 22 1931.....30: 34
Renier Grant J of William S and Kathryn E Oct 24 1935...32:115
Renigaldi Anna of Michelangelo and Francesca July 23 1932.30: 227
Renquin Ann of Leander L and Mary Feb 24 1935............32: 20
Renquin Lawrence M of Leander L and Mary May 27 1931...30: 60
Renshaw Doris P of James and Pearl A June 19 1931........30: 70
Renzi Addolorata L A of Libero and Angelina Jan 1 1932...30:149
Renzi Alfonso of Americo and Rosina Oct 24 1932..........30:265
Renzi Frances M of Francesco and Giaconda Mar 26 1933...31: 32
Renzi John of Camillo and Carmella Jan 22 1933.............31: 8
Renzi Margarite A of Pasco and Maria Jan 1 1934.........31:139
Renzi Vilma L of Oreste and Luisa Nov 21 1933..............31:121
Renzi — s of Joseph and Rosa Jan 16 1935.................32: 11
Renzulli Alphouse of Alfonso and Maria L Dec 30 1935....32:139
Renzulli William of Pasquale and Maria Aug 13 1933......31: 86
Reo Alfredo of Luigi and Maria Nov 4 1932................30:270
Replogle Barbara H of William B and Margaret P Aug 12 1931.30: 91
Reposa Ernest R (Twin) of Ernest and Marion Nov 28 1932..30:278
Reposa Joan M (Twin) of Ernest and Marion Nov 28 1932...30:278
Resnick Frank I (Twin) of Samuel and Edith Apr 29 1933..31: 45
Resnick Leon A (Twin) of Samuel and Edith Apr 29 1933....31: 45
Resnick Pearl M of Israel and Elizabeth July 21 1934.....31:211
Resnick Richard of Israel M and Mollie May 20 1933........31: 53
Resnik Beverly A of Nathan and Fanny Jan 1 1934.........31:139
Ress Ellen J of Joseph W and Anne Apr 1 1933...............31: 35
Restivo Edmund A of Mariano S and Pasqualina Mar 9 1935.32: 25
Restivo Raymond J of Filippo and Elvera July 14 1933....31: 73
Restivo Richard of Antonio and Loretta July 28 1932........30:229
Rettenmeyer Charlotte U of Charles J and Anna M June 10

1932..................................................30:210
Rettenmeyer Pauline L of Charles J and Anna M Mar 14 1935.32: 27
Retzloff John D of Harry R and Isabelle C May 3 1935.....32: 48
Reusch Ann L of Walter A and Leonora A Mar 8 1932.........30:174
Reusch Walter T of Walter A and Leonora A Jan 31 1935....32: 10
Reuter Gerald L of Herbert and Tillie Mar 16 1934.........31:165
Reuter Seymour H of William and Lillian May 19 1931......30: 57
Revens Francis of Martin J and Clarissa G Jan 26 1931....30: 10
Revens Robert E of Martin J and Clarissa G Dec 28 1934...31:271
Reynolds Anne L of Thomas A and Anne May 20 1933........31: 53
Reynolds Barbara A of Thomas K and Kathleen C Nov 12 1934.31:255
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Reynolds Carolyn B of Adelbert B and Edith M July 26 1931 .30: 84
Reynolds Carolyn H of James J and Caroline M Mar 3 1931.30: 27
Reynolds Charles F of Charles F and Sarah J Oct 24 1931.....30:119
Reynolds Cynthia E of John and May Dec 20 1935...........32:136
Reynolds Harry L of Lewis W and Caroline A Oct 9 1933....31:107
Reynolds John E of John E and Rita E Jan 29 1934.........31:147
Reynolds Joseph S of Charles F and Sarah J Mar 24 1935....32: 30
Reynolds Lee M of Elwood A and Christina Mar 3 1934....31:162
Reynolds Lester F of Edward A and Rose A June 20 1934....31:199
Reynolds Margaret H of Joseph H and Ellen Mar 10 1932....30:175
Reynolds Margaret T of Henry A and Mary E Mar 1 1932....30:172
Reynolds Mary P of Edward F and Winifred T July 16 1932 .30:224
Reynolds Nancy G of Joseph H and Ellen Sept 13 1934.....31:233
Reynolds Nancy H of John W and Susan B Nov 24 1934....31:258
Reynolds Norma J of John and Eliza J Sept 27 1931........30:109
Reynolds Paul E of Eugene F and Helen A July 11 1933.....31: 72
Reynolds Philip of Harry J and Mary F May 20 1935.........32: 54
Reynolds Raymond W of Raymond J and Ida E June 16 1935..32: 64
Reynolds Richard W of Harvey S and Helen May 2 1932.......30:196
Reynolds Robert of Eugene F and Helen A June 15 1935.....32: 64
Reynolds Robert A of Howard H and Jeanette A Mar 25 1933..31: 31
Reynolds Robert J of Bridget Apr 13 1932....................30:291
Reynolds Robert L of Lester J and Dorothy E Oct 6 1931....31:113
Reynolds Rose M of Edward A and Rose A May 14 1932.......30:200
Reynolds Rose V of Edward F and Winifred T Jan 7 1935.....32: 3
Reynolds Ruth C of Carl and Virginia E May 20 1931........30: 58
Reynolds Sylvia D (c) of Hector and Lenora A Jan 12 1934..31:143
Reynolds Thomas J of Robert J and Dorothy E June 8 1935...32: 61
Reynolds —— s of Joseph F and Martha I Oct 30 1931.......30:121
Reynolds —— d of Charles F and Sarah J Oct 31 1932.......30:267
Reynolds —— s of Charles F and Sarah J Oct 19 1933........31:110
Reynolds —— d of Dorothy Aug 20 1934..................31:223
Rezendes Anthony of Anthony and Mary Aug 22 1935........32: 91
Rezendes Edward J of Jose and Maria Jan 13 1934..........31:143
Rezendes Gerald T of Mannel and Irene Dec 14 1935......32:134
Rezendes Gloria A of John J and Mary C June 19 1935......32: 66
Rezendes Richard of Antone and Rose May 28 1933..........31: 56
Rezendes Robert L of Alfred R and Elsie M Sept 5 1931....30:101
Rezoski Marion of Anthony C and Ella Sept 10 1931......30:103
Rezza Liliana M of Manin and Deinora Jan 29 1934........31:147
Rheame Donald H of Francis A and Anna C Apr 3 1935......32: 36
Rhian Barbara F of Morris and Eleanor Nov 7 1932.........30:271
Rianna Arnolda A of Stefano and Giuseppina Feb 28 1932...30:169
Rianna Eleanor D of Giuseppe and Angela Aug 21 1932......30:239
Ribasi Dolores of Carmine and Antonetta Aug 23 1931.......30: 95
Riberdy Richard W of Azellus A and Marie Mar 10 1935....32: 25
Riberdy Viola I of Azellus A and Marie Jan 16 1934........31:144
Riccard Barbara R of Albert N and Ruth Dec 27 1935........ 32: 138
Ricard Robert J of Joseph S and Mary Feb 20 1934........ 31: 156
Ricchinti Phillip A of Filippo and Dolorata June 7 1933... 31: 61
Ricci Ann C of Francesco D and Anna G Oct 18 1934........ 31: 245
Ricci Ann D of Pietro and Maria D Dec 19 1935.............. 32: 135
Ricci Anthony of Cosmo J and Lattanina Aug 4 1934........ 31: 218
Ricci Arthur of Arthur and Esther Apr 17 1931.............. 30: 45
Ricci Arthur L of Arthur L and Dorothy Feb 12 1935........ 32: 16
Ricci Beverly M of William A and Esperalda P Apr 23 1931.. 30: 47
Ricci Bibiana M of Giuseppe and Maria June 22 1935........ 32: 66
Ricci Constance H of Benedetto and Irene Sept 22 1933..... 31: 100
Ricci Dino F of Domenico and Ines Aug 17 1932.............. 30: 237
Ricci Dolores M of Alfredo C and Rose Aug 8 1932.......... 30: 234
Ricci Domenico C of Domenico C and Maria P R July 24 1932.. 30: 227
Ricci Doris R of Panfilo and Anna May 28 1935.............. 32: 56
Ricci Elvira of Querino F and Ettay May 6 1933............. 31: 48
Ricci Evelyn C of Thomas and Clara Dec 16 1932............. 30: 284
Ricci Féliece A of Giovanni A and Maria G Feb 14 1932..... 30: 165
Ricci Frank R of Antonio and Anna Nov 10 1933.............. 31: 117
Ricci Giosuele G of Antonio and Angelina May 18 1934...... 31: 187
Ricci Giuseppina of Giacomo and Giuseppina Mar 1 1932..... 30: 172
Ricci James of Bartolomeio J and Agnes Feb 25 1931........ 30: 22
Ricci James J of Francesco A and Mary A Dec 5 1933....... 31: 126
Ricci John of Giovanni and Rosa Jan 17 1933............... 31: 6
Ricci John of Felice and Adeline Oct 30 1933.............. 31: 113
Ricci John A of Giovanni A and Maria G Apr 29 1934....... 31: 180
Ricci John B of Giovanni B and Mildred M Feb 17 1934..... 31: 135
Ricci John J of Giovanni and Laura K May 25 1931......... 30: 60
Ricci Joyce L of Ernesto and Adelina Mar 28 1934......... 31: 169
Ricci Kenneth of Arthur and Esther Nov 26 1933.......... 31: 122
Ricci Maritta of Filippo and Genoveffa Feb 21 1932....... 30: 167
Ricci Mary C of Tomaso and Maria A Aug 28 1933.......... 31: 91
Ricci Pietro of Pietro and Maria D Oct 11 1931............ 30: 114
Ricci Richard of James V and Florence May 6 1931......... 30: 52
Ricci Richard D of Ottaviano and Elena Oct 3 1934....... 31: 240
Ricci Robert L of Vittorio and Clara June 4 1934......... 31: 194
Ricci Robert O of Ottaviano and Elena Mar 27 1931....... 30: 35
Ricci Rosa M A of Tomaso and Rosa Nov 5 1932........... 30: 270
Ricci Sylvia A of Giovanni N and Laura K May 12 1934..... 31: 185
Ricci Teresa A of Pietro P and Annita Oct 22 1931....... 30: 118
Ricci Thomas of Antonio and Lillian Mar 31 1932.......... 30: 182
Ricci ——— s of Giovanni B and Iolanda M Dec 16 1931..... 30: 140
Ricci ——— d of Benedetto and Irene Feb 25 1932......... 30: 171
Ricci ——— d of Tomaso and Maria A July 20 1932......... 30: 231
Ricci ——— s of Antonio and Angelina Mar 27 1933........ 31: 34
Ricciardi Anna of Giuseppe and Anna Jan 2 1930.......... 30: 1
Ricciardi Anna T of Paolo M and Maria July 8 1932.............30:222
Ricciardi Guido P of Pasquale and Maria Dec 5 1935...........32:131
Ricciardi Joseph N of Paolo M and Maria Nov 5 1934...........31:252
Ricciardi Maria A of Pasquale and Maria Apr 3 1932...........30:185
Ricco Marilyn L of Angelo A and Muriel L Feb 1 1933...........31:13
Ricco Willis H of Ugo and Rose M Feb 12 1934.............31:153
Ricciotti Concettina of Camillo and Teresa Apr 25 1933........31:43
Ricciotti Gino of Camillo and Teresa Dec 1 1935.............32:130
Ricciotti Logisa of Camillo and Teresa July 21 1934...........31:211
Ricciotti Mary of Antonio and Maria May 17 1935..............32:53
Riccitelli Anna J of Giovanni L and Anna Mar 30 1934........31:169
Riccitelli Constantino F of Constantino M and Margherita Jan
27 1935...............................................32:9
Riccitelli John F (Ind) of Giovanni L and Anna June 6 1932..30:208
Riccitelli Michael D of Michelangelo D and Maria Apr 17 1935.32:41
Riccitelli Vincent M of Michelangelo D and Maria Apr 27 1931..30:48
Ricciuti Anthony L of Anthony and Dusalina Aug 18 1931.......30:94
Ricciuti Antonietta of Costantino and Maria T Jan 7 1933....31:3
Ricciuti Costantino of Costantino and Maria T Mar 1 1935.....32:23
Ricciuti Marie A of Anthony and Dusalina Mar 29 1935........32:32
Ricco Ronald H of Henry and Eva M Aug 12 1935..............32:88
Rice Alvin S of Fred S and Goldie May 12 1932..............30:199
Rice Barbara L of Walter L and Mildred June 9 1931.........30:66
Rice Edward J of Justin W and Annie A Apr 5 1933...........31:36
Rice Faith B (c) of Albert S and Helen Jan 26 1932.........30:157
Rice Herbert M of Alvin and Ida July 11 1933..............31:72
Rice Howard C of Howard C and Alice L Oct 28 1934........31:249
Rice Jordan L of Alvin and Ida Nov 20 1931..............30:130
Rice Judith J of Irving and Florence Sept 14 1932.........30:248
Rice Kay B of Charles F and Lillian M Oct 29 1935.........32:116
Rice Loretta of Alexander J and Anna T July 3 1934.........31:205
Rice Marilyn F of Walter L and Mildred H May 10 1933......31:50
Rice Norma V of Ernest E and Evelyn Mar 20 1933...........31:30
Rice Patricia L of Clifton L and Constance May 22 1931....30:147
Rice —— s of Mills and Olga M Nov 28 1932..............30:278
Ricevuto Lorenzina of Salvatore and Maria Oct 14 1931.....30:115
Rich Chester H of Chester H and Honora V Jan 19 1933......31:7
Rich Jane A of Leroy A and Sarah L Dec 27 1931...........30:143
Rich Robert T of Cecil and Elaine Jan 19 1931..............30:12
Richard Jean A of Nemese A and Evelyn M Aug 6 1932........30:234
Richard Jean M of Charles A and Mary Z July 17 1934....31:210
Richard Joseph A of William H and Margaret J Nov 19 1932..30:274
Richard Marjorie F of George J and Violette E Apr 29 1931..30:49
Richard Norman E of Charles A and Mary Z Sept 24 1932...30:252
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Richard Patricia A of Mary M Oct 6 1935.......................... 32: 109
Richard Raymond of Theodore J and Anna V Feb 23 1935........ 32: 19
Richard Therese of William H and Margaret J July 29 1931.. 30: 85
Richards Barbara M of Wilbur E and Louise C Mar 23 1933.. 31: 31
Richards Carol E of Wilbur E and Louise C Mar 7 1935...... 32: 24
Richards Doris M of Arthur H and Mary Mar 29 1932......... 30: 181
Richards Dudley S of Byron U and Ruth Feb 4 1932........... 30: 162
Richards Helena M of Francis and Emily J Nov 14 1933.... 31: 118
Richards Hugh F of Joseph and Anna May 13 1934........... 31: 186
Richards Joan E (Twin) of Arthur H and Mary A Apr 5 1935.. 32: 37
Richards John D of Wilfred and Anna M Apr 15 1934......... 31: 176
Richards Joseph D of Matthew L and Victoria D June 6 1931.. 30: 66
Richards June E (Twin) of Arthur H and Mary A Apr 5 1935.. 32: 37
Richards Kenneth of Walter J and Esther May 20 1935...... 32: 54
Richards Laura of Harry and Aurora July 5 1934............ 31: 206
Richards Lenwood G of Charles H and Estelle Nov 17 1932... 30: 274
Richards Loretta of Harry and Aurora Aug 25 1931............ 30: 96
Richards Patricia of Walter and Esther Mar 21 1932......... 30: 178
Richards Patricia M of Joseph and Anna Oct 18 1935....... 32: 113
Richards Robert R of Everett S and Leonie A Oct 12 1935... 32: 112
Richards Ruth M of Charles H and Gladys S Oct 6 1931..... 30: 113
Richards Thomas E of Charles H and Estella F Dec 11 1934.. 31: 265
Richardson Clark A of Charles A and Marjorie Dec 22 1935.. 32: 136
Richardson Dorothy J of Preston R and Margaret Apr 13
1931 ......................................................... 30: 43
Richardson Earl W (c) of Madeline A June 24 1933......... 31: 66
Richardson Edward F of Francis E and Mildred M Mar 13
1931 .................................................................. 30: 30
Richardson Frederic B of Leigh H and Bessie A Dec 21 1933.. 31: 131
Richardson John D of Justin B and Marion A Aug 13 1934.. 31: 221
Richardson Kenneth L of James H and Margaret A July 18
1934 .................................................................. 31: 210
Richardson Leo J of Edward F and Melena July 30 1932.... 30: 229
Richardson Lionel of William F and Alfrida E Sept 21 1935.. 32: 103
Richardson Lynford M of Lynford M B and Edith M Nov 14
1932 .................................................................. 30: 273
Richardson Margaret A of James H and Margaret A Oct 3
1932 .................................................................. 30: 256
Richardson Robert J of Francis E and Mildred M Nov 13 1934.. 31: 255
Richardson —— d of Jack C and Charlotte July 31 1931.... 30: 87
Richman Sol M of Harry and Sonia June 14 1932............ 30: 212
Richmond Caroline of Frederick R and Adelaide B Feb 9 1934.. 31: 152
Richmond Dolores M of John and Theresa Jan 21 1934.... 31: 145
Richmond Marilyn D of Dennis T and Alice O June 16 1931.. 30: 69
Rickard Patricia H of William A and Helen May 25 1935... 32: 55
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Rickey Marjorie I of David J and Edna C Mar 10 1933. . . . . .31: 26
Ricottilli Evelyn of Giovanni and Antonetta Dec 17 1934. . . . .31: 267
Ricottilli John of Giovanni and Antonetta Jan 8 1933. . . . . .31: 3
Riddell Arline S of Samuel and Pauline Dec 18 1933. . . . . .31: 130
Riddell Jane G of Charles and Catherine Dec 13 1934. . . . . .31: 266
Rider Caroline M of Albert C and Edna M Nov 4 1932. . . . . .30: 270
Rider Earl J of Earl J and Mary E Apr 10 1934. . . . . .31: 174
Rider James E H of Albert C and Edna M Jan 11 1934. . . . . .31: 142
Ridgewell Eleanor C of Robert W and Carmella Jan 22 1931. .30: 9
Ridgewell Robert W of Robert W and Carmella Jan 7 1933. . . .31: 3
Ridgewell Thomas C of Norman A and Mary G Jan 28 1932. . . .30: 158
Ridyard Natalie J of Albert H and Ann D July 29 1933. . . . . .31: 79
Riel Donald F of Edwin G and Mary E Apr 27 1934. . . . . .31: 180
Riel Evelyn R of Simon H E and Evelyn M Feb 21 1934. . . . . .31: 157
Riel Ronald J of Simon H E and Evelyn M Aug 13 1935. . . . . .32: 88
Rielly George J of Joseph P and Rose H July 20 1931. . . . . .30: 82
Rielly James W of James W and Katherine E Dec 22 1935. . . .32: 136
Riendeau —— s of George W and Ellen B Sept 20 1933. . . . . .31: 138
Riess Claire A of Warren A and Irene Oct 27 1931. . . . . .30: 120
Riggi Filippo of Guido A and Concetta Feb 24 1933. . . . . .31: 20
Riggi Maria of Guido A and Concetta Feb 25 1934. . . . . .30: 22
Rigley John J of John and Assunta Feb 8 1931. . . . . .30: 16
Rigley Marie T of John J and Assunta June 3 1932. . . . . .30: 207
Rignanese Lorenzo of Biagio and Maria Nov 7 1932. . . . . .30: 271
Rignanese —— d of Biagio and Maria June 7 1931. . . . . .30: 75
Rigney Helen of Daniel A and Ellen V Aug 8 1934. . . . . .31: 219
Rigney John J of John J and Margaret Sept 16 1931. . . . . .30: 105
Rigney Mary of Daniel A and Ellen V Aug 18 1932. . . . . .30: 238
Rigo Victor of Victor and Esterina June 2 1932. . . . . .30: 207
Riley Ann M of George V and Margaret A May 9 1934. . . . . .31: 184
Riley Bernard J of Bernard J and Eva P Oct 14 1933. . . . . .31: 109
Riley Charles J of Charles R and Charlotte Jan 8 1933. . . . . .31: 3
Riley Constance A of Charles E and Eleanor W Apr 24 1935. .32: 43
Riley Daniel of Daniel A and Mary Nov 15 1932. . . . . .30: 273
Riley David A of Eric A and Estelle Sept 22 1931. . . . . .30: 107
Riley Donald A of Donald A and Lillian Oct 7 1934. . . . . .31: 241
Riley Dorothy M of Edward and Gladys Sept 4 1932. . . . . .30: 244
Riley Francis N of Frank N J and Isabelle M Nov 21 1934. .31: 258
Riley Helen of James F and Helen T June 21 1931. . . . . .30: 71
Riley James A of Edward and Gladys E Apr 23 1931. . . . . .30: 47
Riley Jane D of James D and Adeleene M Oct 20 1935. . . . . .32: 114
Riley Joan A of Bernard A and Edith M Sept 11 1935. . . . . .32: 99
Riley Joan E of James E and Gertrude M Oct 14 1934. . . . . .31: 244
Riley Joan E of Jefferson R and Kathryn B Mar 2 1935. . . . .32: 23
Riley John F of Bernard J and Evelyn L Dec 13 1935. . . . . .32: 134
Riley Lee A of James D and Adeleene M Oct 3 1933. . . . . .31: 105
Riley Margaret A of Daniel and Mary Mar 19 1931...........30: 33
Riley Raymon S of Raymon F and Louise Mar 15 1932........30: 176
Riley Richard J of James L and Dorothy M Apr 3 1935.....32: 36
Riley Walter of Bernard J and Eva P July 22 1931...........30: 83
Riley William J of William J and Madeleine E Oct 19 1931..30: 117
Riley — d of Donald A and Lillian Oct 18 1931............30: 123
Rinaldi Daniel A of John and Alvena Nov 22 1932...........30: 275
Rinaldi Elsie R of Salvatore and Francesca Nov 8 1932.....30: 271
Rini Joseph of Camella Feb 22 1931.....................30: 21
Rinn Dorothy F of Edward P and Addie B Mar 29 1932......30: 181
Rinn John J of Edward P and Addie B Dec 17 1934.........31: 267
Rioles Anthony V of Paul A and Matilda Apr 15 1935......32: 40
Rioles Elenor T of Paul A and Matilda Apr 7 1931.........30: 41
Rioles Frederick A of Paul A and Matilda May 16 1933.....31: 52
Rioles Richard L of Nicholas and Nancy G Apr 4 1934.....31: 173
Rioles — d of Ralph F and Rosa July 25 1932..............30: 228
Riordan Beverly R of Frank H and Sybel Mar 1 1932........30: 172
Riordan Patricia of James H and Bessie V June 3 1931.....30: 147
Rioux — d of Lillian Dec 25 1934..........................31: 270
Ripley Patricia A of Orville W and Frances Dec 10 1932...30: 282
Rison Carolyn A of Clarence H and Ebba E June 18 1935...32: 65
Rison Mildred G of William H and Mildred A Jan 13 1931...30: 12
Rison William II of William H and Mildred A Jan 2 1933...31: 1
Ritacco Esther A of Salvatore and Pasquela Oct 27 1932...30: 266
Ritacco Michael A of Michele A and Francesca Jan 22 1933..31: 8
Ritchie Celia A of Russell E and Virginia Feb 17 1934.....31: 155
Rittmann George L of George M and Mary Sept 7 1932......30: 245
Ritzau William P of Walter J and Mary E Feb 10 1933......31: 15
Rivard Arlene M of Louis and Anna Apr 30 1931............30: 49
Rivard Charles E of William H and Margaret H Dec 16 1934..31: 267
Rivard Clare A of Louis P and Anna V Nov 27 1933...........31: 122
Rivard Janice M of Emil J and Alice M Aug 14 1935.........32: 88
Rivard John C of William H and Margaret H Aug 6 1933.....31: 83
Rivard Roger C of Oliver C and Nora July 30 1933.........31: 79
Riveglia Edward A of Giovanni A and Caterina June 2 1934..31: 193
Rivelli Joan C of Anthony and Elizabeth A Aug 12 1932.....30: 236
Rivelli William R of William and Virginia L May 10 1935...32: 50
Rivera Eugenio F of Eugenio and Giuseppina May 1 1933.....31: 47
Rivera Francesco D of Francesco and Raffaela May 29 1932..30: 205
Rivera Francesco D of Francesco and Raffaela Jan 14 1934..31: 143
Rivers Anna J of Ralph and Mary Feb 2 1935................32: 12
Rivers Louise E of Charles E and Frieda May 28 1934........31: 190
Rivet Claire L of Antoine S and Dora A Feb 6 1934..........31: 151
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Rivet Clarence E of Antoine S and Dora Nov 22 1931...... 30:130
Rivet Evelyn T of Ovila A and Evelyn M Oct 19 1935....... 32:114
Rix Nancy A of William B and Alice F Oct 29 1934........ 31:249
Rizeman Regina R of Max and Gertrude June 21 1932...... 30:214
Rizzi Leila L of Pasquale and Maria R May 13 1934....... 31:186
Rizzini William H A of William C and Frances Mar 28 1932.. 30:181
Rizzo Carole A of Emilio and Maria A June 22 1935....... 32: 66
Rizzo Gloria of Gaetano and Giovannina Sept 6 1933....... 31: 95
Rizzo Guido G of Pietro E and Angelina Mar 10 1935....... 32: 25
Rizzo John J of Giuseppe and Annunziata June 24 1933..... 31: 66
Rizzo Lillian of Giovanni and Amelia Oct 29 1931........ 30:121
Roach Dolores A of Anthony J and Mary T Apr 12 1935..... 32: 39
Roach Jane P of Christopher L and Abbie J Aug 23 1934... 31:225
Roach Richard M of Richard M and Irene M May 27 1932... 30:204
Robalewski Joseph of Boleslaus and Mary A Feb 8 1931..... 30: 16
Robb Merrill H of Merrill H and Gladys H Feb 20 1934.. 31:156
Robbins Arline K of Alfred A and Albertine M Dec 2 1933. 31:125
Robbins Edward P of Louis P and Marie P July 13 1933.... 31: 73
Robbins James F of Russell V and Dora M Mar 3 1932.... 30:173
Robbins Sarah M of Charles P and Vina Oct 9 1935....... 32:111
Robbins Shirley A of Garland N and Bertha June 5 1933.... 31: 60
Robbins —— (c) d of Dorothy Feb 18 1931.............. 30: 25
Robbins —— s of Russell V and Cora M Feb 17 1933....... 31: 23
Robbio Donald F of Liberato and Agnes E Apr 21 1932.... 30:191
Robenheimer —— d of Arthur and Anore May 9 1932..... 30:206
Robenheimer Doris R of Joseph L A and Marie A Oct 22 1933. 31:111
Robenheimer Joseph W R of Wilfred W and Maria Nov 9 1933. 31:117
Roberge Claire A of Ernest and Emelia Nov 12 1933..... 31:118
Roberge George E of George E and Viola M Aug 18 1932... 30:238
Roberge Joseph E of Virgil E and Lillian A June 28 1935.. 32: 69
Robert Arthur of Arthur and Antoinette Nov 17 1933..... 31:119
Robert Roberta M of Ernest and Antoinette July 12 1935.. 32: 75
Robert Carlo of Carlo and Lucia May 24 1934........... 31:189
Roberti William T of Nicola and Adelina July 22 1933.... 31: 76
Roberti Joseph A of Antonio and Antonetta June 11 1935... 32: 62
Roberts Doris I of Charles and Naomi June 28 1933....... 31: 67
Roberts Elaine A of George B and Irene C Sept 15 1934... 31:233
Roberts Ellen R of Earl W and Kara May 21 1933....... 31: 53
Roberts Georgia J of George J and Mildred Nov 14 1931... 30:128
Roberts Helene M of Raymond F and Margaret Jan 13 1931... 30:  5
Roberts Herbert H of Herbert and Frances Apr 23 1935.... 32: 43
Roberts John E of John E and Margaret W Feb 1 1931..... 30: 14
Roberts Kenneth D of Caleb W H and Gladys M Dec 22 1932.. 30:285
Roberts Leonard E of Leonard and Louise Dec 26 1931..... 30:143
Roberts Robert F of Robert and June Feb 26 1933......... 31: 21
Roberts Roberta of George F and Ethel A Dec 26 1932........30:286
Roberts — d of Theresa Feb 12 1935.......................32:16
Roberts — d of Dorothy C Apr 18 1935...................32:41
Robertshaw Joseph E of Frank A and Marie F Apr 19 1934...31:177
Robertson Charles C of Andrew E Q and Grace E May 1 1934..31:182
Robertson Clyde (c) of Willie and Bessie Apr 27 1933........31:44
Robertson Edward of Archie E and Anna L Aug 18 1931......30:94
Robertson Helen M of Frederick W and Helen F Nov 18 1932..30:274
Robertson Ian J of John and Jean Aug 22 1933...............31:89
Robertson John W of Alexander W and Elvira Dec 4 1931....30:136
Robertson Kenneth W of William and Ethel Jan 20 1932......30:155
Robertson Richard of William and Ethel Apr 8 1933.........31:37
Robertson Robert of Robert A and Catherine H Feb 9 1932...30:163
Robideau Joseph H of Wilfred J and Alice R June 16 1931...30:69
Robideau Norman F R J of Wilfred J and Alice R Sept 23 1934.31:236
Robidou — s of George E and Madeline J Apr 28 1933........31:46
Robidone Doris M of Samuel F and Rose V Jan 3 1931........30:1
Robidoux Lucien A of Arthur L and Beatrice Jan 6 1933.....31:2
Robidoux Maurice of Arthur L and Beatrice May 31 1931....30:62
Robillard Oscar L J of Oscar J and Jeanie Feb 2 1933.......31:13
Robillard Richard G of Edward W and Harriet E Apr 3 1933..31:36
Robillard Shirley E of Edward W and Harriet E Dec 5 1931...30:136
Robin Liebert M of David and Ida Mar 20 1933...............31:30
Robin Rachel of David and Ida Jan 6 1931..................30:3
Robinson Albert L of Albert L and Helen II May 4 1932.....30:197
Robinson Allan P of Clifton F and Esther M Oct 26 1932....30:265
Robinson Andrew J of Andrew J and Marjorie M Aug 5 1934..31:218
Robinson Angeline R of Peter J and Angeline C Aug 19 1931..30:94
Robinson Carol E of William and Mary Jan 14 1935..........32:5
Robinson Charles F of Harold H and Evelyn M Aug 22 1934...31:224
Robinson Claudia C of John H and Adeline Dec 24 1935.....32:137
Robinson Donald E of Elijah and Ruth P Jan 19 1931........30:7
Robinson Dorothy R of George and Dorothy Feb 6 1935.......32:13
Robinson Edward H of Edward H and Blanche D Mar 23 1935..32:30
Robinson Evelyn M of Harold H and Evelyn M Mar 29 1933....31:33
Robinson Frances V of Edgar D and Alice B June 23 1932....30:215
Robinson George R of Norman and Elizabeth Dec 1 1931......30:135
Robinson Harold H of Harold H and Evelyn M May 1 1932.....30:205
Robinson Harry H of Christopher P and Margaret M Oct 11 1932.30:260
Robinson Howard E of Howard A and Ruth Mar 23 1935........32:30
Robinson Howard H of John H and Adeline June 10 1933.....31:62
Robinson Jacqelyn A of Edgar D and Alice B Oct 7 1933.....31:106
Robinson Jean C of Thomas W and Leonor J Apr 15 1932......30:189
Robinson Libby of Fred and Fannie July 2 1931..............30:76
Robinson Lloyd A of Lloyd A and Anna T June 12 1935......32:63
Robinson Lois II of Lester E and Margaret M June 5 1932....30:208
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Robinson Marcia B of Marcus J and Millie Mar 5 1932........ 30: 173
Robinson Margaret R of Thomas F and Leona Sept 15 1933.... 31: 98
Robinson Muriel H of Peter J and Angelina C Mar 24 1935..... 32: 30
Robinson Norma L of Robert and Lillian Mar 10 1931......... 30: 29
Robinson Olive L of Royce A and Olive B I Apr 18 1932..... 30: 190
Robinson Pauline of David and Sadie Aug 12 1931............. 30: 91
Robinson Phyllis J of Henry and Rose May 18 1931.......... 30: 57
Robinson Richard T of Elmer E and Sarah G Sept 2 1931..... 30: 100
Robinson Royce A of Royce A and Olive B I Dec 19 1935...... 32: 135
Robinson Samuel S of Charles A and Celia H June 28 1932..... 30: 216
Robinson Shirley M of Edgar D and Alice B Dec 7 1934....... 31: 264
Robinson William of William and Delia Mar 8 1931.......... 30: 28
Robinson William A of Arthur and Helen T Nov 18 1934..... 31: 257
Robinson —— s of Virgil M and Eunice L Aug 14 1933....... 31: 93
Robinson —— s of Virgil M and Eunice L Sept 26 1935...... 32: 107
Robishaw William L of William L and Dorothy A June 2 1934.. 31: 193
Robitaille Ellen M of Walter J and Helen M July 19 1934..... 31: 211
Robitaille Joseph F of Samuel and Agnes M Oct 11 1935...... 32: 111
Robitaille Louis E of Louis E and Lena Feb 25 1931......... 30: 22
Robson Myrtle A of Christopher and Carolyn Jan 3 1934..... 31: 139
Rocha Jane M of Carlo and Guglielmina May 24 1932.......... 30: 203
Roechio Alberta C of Alberto R and Adelina July 17 1934.... 31: 210
Roechio Barbara S of Anthony V and Seraphine Aug 19 1935... 32: 90
Roechio Pasquale J of Michael and Mary A July 14 1934...... 31: 209
Roechio Pasquale R of Berardino M and Eva May 18 1932....... 30: 201
Roechio —— s of Giulio E and Victoria June 6 1935......... 32: 70
Rocha David L of David and Martha Aug 10 1932............ 30: 235
Rocha Delores of Joseph F and Helen Sept 5 1935............ 32: 97
Rocha Frank of Joao A and Maria Mar 31 1933................. 31: 33
Rocha Patricia of John B and Mildred E Mar 7 1934........... 31: 163
Rocha Raymond M of Manuel E and Mary May 24 1935......... 32: 57
Rocha Anne M of George and Lillian G Sept 13 1933........ 31: 97
Rocha Catherine A of James J and Catherine F Jan 13 1935.... 32: 5
Rocha Frances M of James J and Catherine F Oct 10 1932..... 30: 259
Rocha Lawrence D of Edwin J and Sarah Mar 29 1931......... 30: 36
Rochford Allan V of Arthur W and Hazel B Jan 21 1934...... 30: 8
Rochford Anne M of Theodore J and Anna M Dec 28 1932...... 30: 287
Rochira Luigi of Luigi and Antonette July 22 1935.......... 32: 79
Rochira Luigi R of Giuseppe and Teresa Jan 24 1935.......... 32: 8
Rochon Elmer A of Charles LeR and Margaret M Sept 30 1931... 30: 109
Rochon Leonard F of Charles LeR and Margaret M May 17 1933... 31: 52
Rock Eleanor E of Max and Annie Apr 3 1931................. 30: 40
Rock John H of John H and Clara E June 20 1933.............. 31: 65
Rock John S of John F and Martha A Sept 30 1932............ 30: 254
Rock Lyman R of John H and Clara E Sept 15 1934........... 31: 233
Roczelowski Sheila of Joseph and Madeleine Apr 24 1931..... 30: 47
Roddy Janet H of Vincent J and Helen A Mar 9 1933............. 31: 26
Rodeck Anne (Twin) of Charles A and Annie V Apr 26 1934......... 31: 179
Rodeck Carole (Twin) of Charles A and Annie V Apr 26 1934......... 31: 179
Rodensky Barbara S of Maury and Fagle D Sept 9 1934............. 31: 231
Roderick Barbara A of Charles and Eleanor Sept 7 1931............. 30: 102
Roderick Dolores D of Frank and Gertrude Mar 20 1932............. 30: 178
Roderick Dolores J of Joseph and Mary Feb 15 1934................. 31: 154
Roderick Dorothy P of Manuel and Helen B Nov 19 1935............. 32: 125
Roderick Isabelle of Joseph and Mary May 22 1933................. 31: 54
Roderick Jean M of John C and Alvira C Oct 12 1934................. 31: 243
Roderick Margaret C of Charles and Eleanor June 19 1935......... 32: 66
Roderick Richard of Joseph and Mary June 12 1931................. 30: 67
Rodgers Edward D of Edward and Mildred E Jan 29 1933............. 31: 10
Rodgers Joan C of John F and Mary H June 16 1935................. 32: 64
Rodgers John F of John F and Mary H Nov 18 1932................. 30: 274
Rodgers Richard J of George F and Anna M Mar 28 1934............. 31: 169
Rodgers — d of George and Anna May 18 1931................. 30: 63
Rodri Anna L of Alfred and Lucy Jan 1 1933................. 31: 1
Rodri James V of Pasquale and Annie B Nov 28 1934................. 31: 260
Rodri Robert T of Alfred and Lucy June 2 1934................. 31: 193
Rodri Sylvester F of Louis and Mary Aug 22 1934................. 31: 224
Rodin Marshall of Jacob and Evelyn June 19 1934................. 31: 199
Rodinsky Helen R of Carl and Frances July 16 1934................. 31: 209
Rodinsky — d of Carl and Frances Aug 8 1933................. 31: 84
Rodio Armando V of Pasquale and Oliva Jan 14 1931................. 30: 5
Roditakin Constantine of George M and Jennie Dec 23 1935........ 32: 136
Roddlund Frances of Frank L and Mary Mar 3 1933................. 31: 24
Roddlund Mary C of Frank L and Mary Dec 12 1934................. 31: 265
Rodorelewicz Norman D of Peter and Yvette J Jan 28 1934........ 31: 147
Rodrigues Abel M (c) of John and Pauline 1 Apr 9 1934............. 31: 174
Rodrigues Edith of Mario and Palmida Mar 3 1935................. 32: 23
Rodrigues Lewis P (c) of Joao P and Clara Jan 20 1934............. 31: 145
Rodrigues Luiz of Manuel and Anna M Dec 13 1933................. 31: 129
Rodrigues Marianna P (c) of Joao P and Clara Aug 22 1932........ 30: 239
Rodriguez — s of Camillo and Margaret Dec 30 1932............... 30: 287
Rodriques Maria (c) of Sylvester and Esther Nov 3 1931........ 30: 125
Roentsch Charles E of Elmer A and Mary C Jan 24 1934............ 31: 146
Rogers Bertha M of Daniel A and Mildred H Mar 10 1935........... 32: 25
Rogers Carleton I of Carleton I and Celia July 7 1931............. 30: 78
Rogers David H of Herbert L and Jane Oct 15 1932................. 30: 261
Rogers Edith B of George W and Jennie Feb 20 1933................. 31: 19
Rogers Ethel M of George W and Jennie Dec 1 1931............... 30: 135
Rogers James E of William K and Katherine M Feb 19 1933........ 31: 19
Rogers John L of John W and Anna M Feb 12 1935............... 32: 16
Rogers Joseph A of William L and Margaret K Mar 10 1935........... 32: 25
Rogers Joyce M of Frank J and Hazel G Sept 10 1935............... 32: 99
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Rogers Lois A of Louis M and Madeline E Sept 3 1935...........32:  96
Rogers Mabel C (c) of Joseph G and Mabel C Mar 7 1932........30: 174
Rogers Martha G of Walter L and Maude E Mar 4 1931...........30:  27
Rogers Patricia A of Harry A and Frances Jan 6 1932...........30: 150
Rogers Robert (c) of Joseph G and Mabel C Jan 26 1935........32:  9
Rogers Robert M of Louis M and Madeline E Nov 25 1933........31: 122
Rogers Theodore W of George W and Jennie Jan 16 1931........30:  6
Rogers William F of Malachi J and Catherine A May 11 1931 30:  54
Rogers —— s of William H and Margaret E Mar 26 1934........31: 171
Rogin Harriet E of Morris S and Sadie May 27 1931............30:  60
Rogler Dorothy F of Walter H and Esther R May 3 1933........31:  48
Rogler —— d of Walter H and Esther R July 10 1931............30:  79
Rogoze Stephanie A of Peter and Mary July 21 1935............32:  79
Rogue Kenneth O of John O and Mary O June 15 1933...........32:  64
Rohan Barbara J of Vernon F and Adelaide G Nov 30 1931.....30: 133
Rohner Charlotte M of William and Ethel G May 18 1932........30: 201
Rohrig Janet C of Raymond G and Aurore M Dec 4 1932........30: 280
Roliff Robert L of Samuel and Freda Dec 7 1933..............31: 127
Roles Dora M of Frederick J and Violet M Feb 18 1933........31:  18
Roles Shirley F of Frederick J and Violet M Aug 16 1931.....30:  93
Roles Warren W of Frederick and Violet Nov 19 1934.........31: 257
Rollins Allen H (c) of Irving and Gertrude Dec 17 1931.....30: 140
Rollins Catherine R (c) of Irving and Gertrude Aug 25 1933..31:  90
Rollins Clarence (c) of James A and Rachael J Dec 11 1933..31: 128
Rollins Joseph L (c) of James A and Rachael J July 26 1935..32:  81
Rollins Mary C of John A and Mary C Feb 16 1934.............31: 155
Rollins Paul M of John A and Mary C Mar 28 1932.............30: 181
Rollins Phillip G of Lewis and Maude June 9 1931............30:  66
Rollins Robert L (c) of James A and Rachael J June 14 1932..30: 212
Rollins Shirley A (c) of Raymond G and Alma D Nov 28 1934..31: 260
Rollins Vivian E of Raymond G and Alma D July 26 1933......31:  78
Rollins —— s of Louis and Maude June 12 1934.................31: 203
Rolsvaag Evelyn M of Fred A and Christine Mar 13 1931.....30:  30
Romagnano William K of Giuseppe and Gilda Dec 19 1935.....32: 135
Romanelli Anita A of Germano and Emily K Sept 22 1935.....32: 103
Romanelli Lucille A of Germano and Emily K Jan 27 1934....31: 147
Romanelli Rita M of Giuseppe and Felicia Feb 11 1932.......30: 164
Romano Anna C of John and Carmela Dec 30 1935..............32: 139
Romano Barbara V of Rocco and Carmela I Sept 29 1934......31: 227
Romano Carmela M of Giovanni and Concetta May 17 1933....31:  52
Romano Cecelia A of Michele and Adelina Apr 7 1934.........31: 173
Romano Cynthia of Caesar and Mary E Mar 21 1934..........31: 167
Romano Donald A of Alessandro P and Maria A Mar 24 1932..30: 179
Romano Dorothy L of John A and Edith J Feb 7 1935........32:  14
Romano Drusolina M C of Michele and Concetta May 17 1931..30:  57
Romano Florence of George A and Florence Mar 21 1932......30: 178
Romano Ida A of Carmine and Clotilde Dec 2 1933..........31: 125
Romano John J of Giovanni and Concetta July 14 1935.....32: 76
Romano Joseph of Joseph and Mary Mar 15 1934.............31: 165
Romano Joseph A of Rocco and Carmella I June 1 1932......30: 207
Romano Louise A A of Rocco and Carmella I July 17 1933...31: 74
Romano Michael of Michele and Adelina Sept 4 1931.........30: 101
Romano Nicholas E of Nicholas and Anna Nov 24 1935......32: 126
Romano Randolph E of George A and Florence May 19 1935..32: 53
Romano Raymond A of Nicandro and Angelina June 15 1932..30: 212
Romano Roberta A of Eraclio and Theresa L Apr 9 1933.....31: 38
Romano Robert L of Louis and Lucia Aug 15 1935............32: 89
Romano Robert V of Domenico R and Eva R Dec 20 1932....30: 285
Romano Shirley B of Ernesto M and Concetta Feb 3 1935....32: 13
Romano Thelma E of Bernardino and Italia M Jan 5 1934....31: 140
Romano —— s of Ernest J and Freeda J Aug 28 1935........32: 95
Romano —— s of Bernardino and Italia M Sept 17 1935.....32: 101
Romanouski Donald of Helen Mar 12 1934.....................31: 164
Rombough Dolores L of William E and Pearl June 17 1932...30: 213
Rombough Elza L of William E and Pearl Dec 23 1933.....31: 131
Romeo Jean E of Giovanni A and Alfreda A Oct 3 1932.....30: 256
Romeo —— s of Domenic W and Mary Sept 30 1934.........31: 238
Romes James H (c) of William F II and Esther F Sept 27 1932..................................................30: 253
Romes Walter (c) of William and Esther Apr 29 1935.......32: 45
Rommonoff William of Bill and Filomena June 30 1934.....31: 202
Ronci Antonetta B of Ferdinando and Maria Feb 3 1931....30: 15
Ronci Maria A of Filippo and Caterina A Dec 17 1931.....30: 140
Ronco Joseph A of Joseph A and Elaine E Nov 28 1932....30: 278
Rondeau Janet A of Joseph O A and Georgiana K June 17 1934.................................................................31: 198
Rondeau Robert of Eugene and Rose Aug 8 1932..............30: 235
Rondeau Robert A of Joseph O A and Georgiana K Mar 3 1932.................................................................30: 173
Rondeau —— (Twin) d of Joseph N and Fabiola E V Aug 14 1935.................................................................32: 88
Rondeau —— (Twin) d of Joseph N and Fabiola E V Aug 14 1935.................................................................32: 95
Rondina Blanche A of Charles A and Bruna E Oct 27 1933...31: 112
Rondina Dolores M of John F and Marie Y May 25 1931....30: 60
Roney Clare F of Walter T F and Elizabeth U Dec 20 1934...31: 268
Roney Elizabeth L of Walter T F and Elizabeth U July 5 1931.30: 77
Roney John F of Walter T F and Elizabeth U Oct 21 1932...30: 263
Ronio Domenico of Domenico and Fortunata Jan 1 1931.....30: 1
Ronio Frances of Italo and Maria July 7 1933..............31: 71
Ronzio Susan of Italo and Maria Apr 3 1931...............30: 40
Rook Marilyn of George and Nancy Nov 24 1932..............30: 292
Rooney Barbara A of Albert E and Mary J Sept 24 1932....30: 252
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Roosey Edward J of James C and Anna April 10 1931........ 30: 42
Roosey Edward J of John A and Anna J September 20 1935.... 32: 102
Roosey Francis N of James and Mary February 11 1931.... 30: 17
Roosey Jean F of John J and Mildred March 1 1931...... 30: 26
Roosey John F of John A and Anna September 22 1933..... 31: 136
Roosey John T of John L and Agnes September 6 1933.... 31: 95
Roosey Martha J of Irene G February 13 1935......... 32: 16
Roosey Maureen E of John L and Agnes March 20 1932..... 30: 178
Root Diana of Charles A and Helen July 8 1934........ 31: 207
Root Marjorie M of Omer J and Antonetta January 12 1934... 31: 143
Root Sybil A of Charles A and Helen April 19 1931.... 30: 46
Roose Gerald W of Warren E and Mary L July 31 1933..... 31: 80
Rosa Angelo M of Angelo and Giuseppina January 21 1932... 30: 155
Rosa Dolores of Joseph G and Ignacia January 12 1935.... 32: 4
Rosa Elisabetta of Joseph and Nancy December 2 1931..... 30: 135
Rosa Francisco G of Francisco G and Mary September 22 1932. 30: 251
Rosa Mary G of Francisco G and Mary March 3 1935....... 32: 23
Rosa Raymond of Manuel and Gertrude November 22 1931... 30: 130
Rosa Rosa C of Angelo and Giuseppina January 10 1931.... 30: 4
Rosa Salvatore of Angelo and Giuseppina January 6 1933... 31: 2
Rosa Vincent of Angelo and Giuseppina October 20 1934.... 31: 246
Rosario John A (c) of Antonio J and Carolin September 25 1934... 31: 236
Rosario Luisa G (c) of Antonio J and Carolin December 2 1931.... 30: 135
Rosario Margaret M (c) of August F and Alice June 9 1935... 32: 62
Rosario Nancy C of John D and Clara October 28 1934...... 31: 249
Rosati Maria C of Vincenzo and Grazia July 26 1934....... 31: 213
Rosbottom Richard E of Ernest and Katherine December 12 1935... 32: 133
Roscoe Robert L of Buell B and Helen E June 16 1932....... 30: 212
Rose Agnes M of Gladys March 19 1932.................. 30: 291
Rose Bettie S of Harold W and Mildred June 6 1934........ 31: 194
Rose Beverly of Samuel A and Virginia W July 30 1931..... 30: 86
Rose Carl of Arthur and Helen February 5 1932........... 30: 162
Rose Carolyn M of Ernest and Lillian March 29 1935....... 32: 32
Rose Clara R of Manuel M and Bella C January 19 1934.... 31: 145
Rose Cynthia T of Solomon D and Clara June 28 1931....... 30: 73
Rose David C of Wells H and Helen E January 28 1935...... 32: 9
Rose Donald J of Celia September 21 1935........... 32: 103
Rose Esther R of George and Fannie March 26 1931......... 30: 35
Rose Frank J of Frank J and Bertha September 29 1935..... 32: 105
Rose Jacqueline A of Henry L and Mary A December 19 1931... 30: 141
Rose Joan R of William H and Mary February 25 1933....... 31: 31
Rose John D of George H and Sarah February 11 1931...... 30: 17
Rose Lawrence C of Cornelius C and Marion November 4 1933... 32: 120
Rose Lester G of Antonio G and Marion May 9 1931........ 30: 54
Rose Marguerite E of Frank M and Mary C July 30 1931..... 30: 86
Rose Nancy E of Lewis A and Dorothy January 16 1932...... 30: 154
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father Name</th>
<th>Mother Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rose Patricia L</td>
<td>Manuel W</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>15 1931</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Richard R</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>25 1935</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Robert II</td>
<td>Henry E</td>
<td>Eleanor</td>
<td>28 Aug 1934</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Robert J</td>
<td>Manuel W</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>4 Jan 1934</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Shirley A (c)</td>
<td>Manuel B</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>19 May 1935</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Thelma M (c)</td>
<td>Manuel B</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>23 June 1933</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose William J</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>1 Jan 1934</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Arlene of Harry</td>
<td>Harry R</td>
<td>Sadie</td>
<td>14 May 1933</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Debra of Leo H</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Leila</td>
<td>12 July 1931</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Harris N</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Gertrude</td>
<td>24 Oct 1932</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Melvin G</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>21 Mar 1932</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Miriam L</td>
<td>Harry R</td>
<td>Harriet</td>
<td>27 Sept 1932</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Myrna H</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>11 Oct 1933</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen Ronald B</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Bessye P</td>
<td>7 Aug 1932</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenberg Elaine L</td>
<td>Raymond</td>
<td>Miriam</td>
<td>26 Dec 1933</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenberg Inez L</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Adeline</td>
<td>4 Oct 1932</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenberg Lawrence M</td>
<td>Raymond</td>
<td>Miriam</td>
<td>17 Sept 1932</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenberg</td>
<td>d of Hyman</td>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>19 Apr 1932</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenblatt Harry</td>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>Fannie</td>
<td>3 Sept 1932</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenblatt Henry N</td>
<td>Sigmund</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>3 Oct 1932</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenfeld Donald A</td>
<td>Nathan</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>29 Apr 1935</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenfeld Arnold</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Eva</td>
<td>17 Mar 1931</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenfeld Thomas H</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Rebecca</td>
<td>16 Sept 1932</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenhirsch</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Ruth T</td>
<td>22 Apr 1934</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenquist Mark</td>
<td>Harold A</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>7 Dec 1932</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenthal Bertrice</td>
<td>Jean R</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>8 Aug 1934</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenthal Selma L</td>
<td>David H</td>
<td>Sadie</td>
<td>1 Jan 1932</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosewell Mary M</td>
<td>Thomas E</td>
<td>Leona</td>
<td>12 Apr 1932</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosiak Lena</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>25 Apr 1934</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosmond Mary L</td>
<td>Clifford L</td>
<td>Edna</td>
<td>9 May 1933</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Albert J</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>18 Jan 1931</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Barbara A</td>
<td>Charles H</td>
<td>Selma</td>
<td>25 Mar 1933</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Beverly H</td>
<td>Arthur P</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>31 Jan 1931</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Constance F</td>
<td>John A</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>3 Apr 1933</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Dianne M</td>
<td>Neil F</td>
<td>Marguerite</td>
<td>17 July 1935</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Donald A</td>
<td>Alfred O</td>
<td>Helen M</td>
<td>24 Aug 1932</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Donald J</td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>19 Oct 1934</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Dora B</td>
<td>John B</td>
<td>Palmyre</td>
<td>10 Nov 1933</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Edward H</td>
<td>Margaret M</td>
<td>4 Aug 1933</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Gloria H</td>
<td>John B</td>
<td>Palmyre</td>
<td>19 Oct 1935</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross James F</td>
<td>James J</td>
<td>Teresa M</td>
<td>9 Oct 1931</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross John C</td>
<td>John B</td>
<td>Palmyre</td>
<td>29 Mar 1931</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Mary of Edward H</td>
<td>Margaret M</td>
<td>Sept 17 1931</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Paul D</td>
<td>Alfred O</td>
<td>Helen M</td>
<td>12 Oct 1933</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Raoul D</td>
<td>Dona L</td>
<td>Lydia</td>
<td>3 Aug 1931</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Richard N</td>
<td>Louis A</td>
<td>Gladys W</td>
<td>8 June 1934</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ross Theodore J of Sol and Maria G Dec 4 1935 .......... 32:131
Ross —— s of Louis A and Gladys W Sept 8 1931 .......... 30:102
Rossetti Antonio of Antonio and Antonia Sept 2 1934 .......... 31:229
Rossi Albert M of Felice and Maria May 22 1935 .......... 32: 55
Rossi Alfredo of Angelo and Pia Sept 10 1934 .......... 31:232
Rossi Anna M of Giuseppe and Mary Dec 13 1931 .......... 30:139
Rossi Anna M of William and Maria July 19 1935 .......... 32: 78
Rossi Anthony of Luigi and Angelina Oct 28 1934 .......... 31:249
Rossi Antonio of Andrea and Esterina June 13 1931 .......... 30: 68
Rossi Antonio F of Felice and Maria Feb 18 1932 .......... 30:166
Rossi Arthur W of Angelo A and Bernice Nov 27 1933 .......... 31:123
Rossi Carmine of Gaetano and Giuseppina July 16 1933 .......... 31: 74
Rossi Charlotte M of Giuseppe F and Elisabetta May 1 1934 .......... 31:182
Rossi Concetta I of Pietro and Maria Oct 25 1934 .......... 31:247
Rossi Dolores R of Anthony and Maria Feb 29 1932 .......... 30:170
Rossi Domenic J of John and Angelina Oct 8 1934 .......... 31:242
Rossi Dorata A of Nicola and Angelina Dec 20 1932 .......... 30:285
Rossi Gene A of Antonio and Emma Aug 10 1932 .......... 30:235
Rossi George A of Nicola and Lucia Jan 15 1932 .......... 30:153
Rossi Jean C of Eracilio and Maria E June 8 1935 .......... 32: 61
Rossi Jean R S M of Mariano and Fedora June 6 1931 .......... 30: 66
Rossi John A of Arthur W and Josephine C June 14 1934 .......... 31:197
Rossi Joseph of Alfredo and Ida Oct 7 1934 .......... 31:241
Rossi Joseph W of Luigi and Bertha A July 20 1931 .......... 30: 82
Rossi Joy M of Gabriele and Mary T Dec 18 1932 .......... 30:284
Rossi Louis V of Vincenzo and Maria June 22 1933 .......... 31: 65
Rossi Marie A of Antonio and Emma Apr 7 1935 .......... 32: 37
Rossi Marie M of Dante and Anna L Feb 7 1935 .......... 32: 14
Rossi Marlene H of Luigi and Bertha A Apr 29 1935 .......... 32: 45
Rossi Michael A of Michelangelo and Margaret Jan 5 1934 .......... 31:140
Rossi Nicolino G of Giovanmì and Luigia June 23 1931 .......... 30: 72
Rossi Norma F of Carmine and Domenica July 3 1932 .......... 30:220
Rossi Rachela of Guglielmo R and Maria Jan 7 1931 .......... 30: 3
Rossi Riccardo of Antonio and Rosa Apr 1 1932 .......... 30:184
Rossi Richard E of Michelangelo and Margaret Mar 16 1935 .......... 32: 27
Rossi Roberto M of Enrico and Nicolina Jan 27 1931 .......... 30: 11
Rossi Rosa M of Amelia Aug 13 1932 .......... 30:236
Rossi Rose M of Crescenzo and Amelia May 30 1935 .......... 32: 57
Rossi Vilma M of Pietro and Maria Oct 14 1931 .......... 30:115
Rossi Vincenzina of Guglielmo R and Maria Sept 14 1932 .......... 30:248
Rossi William V of Pasquale and Rosa Dec 13 1933 .......... 31:129
Rossi —— s of Pasquale and Rosa Aug 26 1932 .......... 30:243
Rossi —— s of Vincenzo and Maria Dec 14 1933 .......... 31:129
Rossi —— s of Domenico and Ida Sept 17 1934 .......... 31:234
Rossignoli Maria G of Giuseppe and Anna June 14 1932 30:212
Rossignoli Paul L of Paolo R and Amelia Oct 13 1933 31:108
Rosskam Eleine J of Charles A and Madeleine Aug 5 1933 31: 83
RossKam Hope E of Charles A and Madeleine E Mar 2 1935 32: 23
Rotella Riccardo S of Riccardo and Angelina July 21 1933 31: 76
Rotella — s of Giuseppe and Angelina Mar 17 1934 31:171
Rotelli Thomas J of Thomas and Josephine Sept 22 1935 32:103
Rotenberg Alvin G of Leo and Hilda B Jan 30 1934 31:148
Roth Richard M of Louis and Irene Jan 20 1932 30:155
Rothemich Alexander F of Albert P and Henrietta J Mar 31
1933 31: 33
Rothenberg Sylvia J of Jacob R and Sadie Aug 31 1932 30:242
Rothermel Donald R of John and Isabel May 12 1935 32: 51
Rothermel Edith W of John and Isabel Mar 15 1932 30:176
Rothermel Herbert P of John and Isabel Sept 17 1933 31: 99
Rothman Joan K of Charles and Jessie Oct 30 1931 30:121
Rotmer Beverly A of Samuel and Bessie May 15 1933 31: 51
Rotondo Anthony (Twin) of Raffaele and Nunziata R Aug 24
1933 31: 89
Rotondo Antonio A of Antonio and Vincenzina Aug 4 1934 31:218
Rotondo Arthur G of Arthur and Mary F Apr 14 1932 30:189
Rotondo Assunta M of Giuseppe and Elisa Aug 15 1933 31: 86
Rotondo Beatrice F of Delomino G and Beatrice M July 28
1935 32: 81
Rotondo Gaetano of Gaetano and Anna Dec 22 1934 31:269
Rotondo Giuseppina of Antonio and Vincenzina Mar 19 1933 31: 29
Rotondo Joseph (Twin) of Raffaele and Nunziata R Aug 24
1933 31: 89
Rotondo Nancy R of Raffaele and Nunziata R Dec 6 1935 32:131
Rotondo Roberto of Raffaele and Nunziata R June 27 1931 30: 73
Rotondo (Twin) — s of Delomino G and Beatrice M Nov 12
1933 31:118
Rotondo (Twin) — s of Delomino G and Beatrice M Nov 12
1933 31:118
Rotondo — s of Guido and Beatrice M July 13 1934 31:208
Rotter Dorothy of Charles J and Flora M Jan 17 1933 31: 6
Rougas John A of Andreas and Eugenia Apr 21 1931 30: 46
Rougas William A of Andreas and Eugenia June 22 1934 31:199
Rougas — d of Angelos and Lefky Nov 10 1932 30:272
Rougrie Nancy A of Andrew W and Dorothy Jan 26 1933 31:137
Roule — d of Albert R and Edwina Nov 30 1931 30:134
Rouleau Albert J of Joseph F and Yvonne July 8 1931 30: 78
Roun Beryl E of Clifton L and Thelma M Apr 25 1931 30: 48
Round Beverly A of Ai and Myrtle A July 22 1932 30:227
Round David W of Merrill D and Emily J June 11 1933 32: 62
Round Gerald P of Alvah W and Martha Dec 23 1935.............. 32: 136
Round Wendell P of Merrill D and Emily J June 5 1932........ 30: 208
 Rounds Clinton F of Clinton F and Sarah R Sept 18 1932..... 30: 249
 Rounds Fredric A of Archie H and Louise E June 1 1933...... 31: 59
 Rounds George R of George I and Irma Jan 18 1934......... 31: 144
 Rourke Anthony J of John J and Margaret Nov 9 1931....... 30: 126
 Rourke Joan of John L and Josephine M Oct 11 1933......... 31: 108
 Rourke John of John L and Josephine M Sept 7 1932......... 30: 245
 Rourke Margaret H of John J and Margaret E Nov 16 1934... 31: 256
 Rourke Shirley A of Joseph R and Edith L Dec 26 1934..... 31: 270
 Rouse Marion M of Frank P and Violette F Apr 11 1931.... 30: 42
 Rouse Thomas A of Frank P and Violette F Sept 22 1932.... 30: 251
 Rouse —— d of Gaylor L and Mildred A Jan 19 1934......... 31: 149
 Rouslin Carolyn S of John J and Annette H Mar 28 1932.... 30: 181
 Rouslin Tobey D of Paul H and Sarah June 26 1934......... 31: 201
 Rousseau Helene S of Napoleon A and Dorothy Aug 9 1933.... 31: 84
 Rousseau Margaret M of George L and Catherine F July 17 1931.................................. 30: 81
 Rousseau Paul S of Napoleon A and Dorothy Sept 27 1935.... 32: 105
 Rowan Margaret C of William F and Mary F Dec 18 1931..... 30: 141
 Rowan Robert C of William F and Mary F Aug 28 1933...... 31: 91
 Rowan Robert E of Albert J and Agnes E Nov 29 1933...... 31: 123
 Rowan Thomas P of William F and Mary F Sept 30 1935.... 32: 106
 Rowe Frank J of Frank H and Viola R July 18 1932........ 30: 213
 Rowe Harold P of Frank and Viola R Nov 18 1934........ 31: 257
 Rowell Beverly M of Thomas F and Catherine C June 1 1935.. 32: 59
 Rowland Everett E of Edward W and Maude M July 23 1932... 30: 227
 Rowland —— s of Philip and Lelia S Sept 15 1932.......... 30: 255
 Rowles Lewis B of Louis B and Maria June 7 1933.......... 31: 61
 Rowles Raymond H of Raymond E and Dorothy F July 3 1934.. 31: 205
 Rowney —— s of Walter H and Annunziata Dec 19 1932...... 30: 289
 Roy Barbara J (c) of Joseph S and Dorothy W Sept 6 1934..... 30: 101
 Roy Donald (Twin) of Edward F and Marion Nov 30 1935..... 32: 128
 Roy Douglas B of Thomas G and Janet Jan 24 1931.......... 30: 9
 Roy Edward F of Edward F and Marion Dec 21 1931......... 30: 141
 Roy Francois R of Francois R and Blanche Apr 3 1935...... 32: 36
 Roy George E of George W and Eveline C Mar 3 1933....... 31: 24
 Roy Jeannine R B of Alfred J F and Bertha L Dec 11 1934... 31: 265
 Roy Joan M of Oliver J and Margaret G Sept 14 1931...... 30: 104
 Roy Joseph E L of Joseph H and Marie L Apr 21 1935....... 32: 42
 Roy Lucille M of Hervey and Rose Y Oct 8 1933............ 31: 107
 Roy Madlyn of Fred F and Amelia M July 19 1932............ 30: 226
 Roy Marjorie A of Avila J and Marie L June 13 1935....... 32: 63
 Roy Mary B T of Francois R and Blanche Oct 20 1932...... 30: 263
 Roy Philippe G of Philippe A and Celia Nov 1 1931......... 30: 124
 Roy Raymond G of George E and Irene M L Mar 2 1932....... 30: 172
 Roy Ronald (Twin) of Edward F and Marion Nov 30 1935.... 32: 128
BIRTHS

Roy Vincent R of Joseph H and Marie L May 8 1933........... 31: 49
Royal Hope M of Boardman A and Grace V May 28 1932........ 30: 204
Royster Beverly E (c) of Archibald and Dolly F June 25 1933.31: 66
Royster June B (c) of Archibald and Dolly F Mar 2 1931.......30: 26
Rozen Edward R of Albert F and Viola June 28 1935............32: 69
Rozpad — s of Arthur P and Mary O Apr 16 1935..............32: 46
Roztoizki Elizabeth J of Sophie Apr 3 1932..................30: 291
Rozzi Marco A of Marco and Maria May 12 1933...............31: 50
Rubery Joan L of Warren E and Ruth H Aug 3 1934............31: 217
Rubin Estelle L of David and Zella C Dec 7 1934...............31: 264
Rubin Gerald S of Louis and Goldie Nov 16 1932..............30: 274
Rubin Joel S of Leo and Yetta Nov 16 1933.................31: 119
Rubin Morris J of Abraham J and Elizabeth Jan 15 1932......30: 159
Rubin Rose Y of Alexander and Leah Aug 1 1935..............32: 84
Rubin — d of Louis and Mildred Apr 22 1932.............30: 195
Rubycko Barbara A of Stephen and Mary H Mar 22 1934......31: 167
Rubycko Jean (Twin) of Stephen and Mary H Feb 27 1935....32: 21
Rubycko Joan (Twin) of Stephen and Mary H Feb 27 1935.....32: 21
Rubycko Roberto N of Vito D and Carmela Jan 7 1935.......32: 3
Rudacevsky Arnold N of Samuel and Annie May 17 1934....31: 187
Rudis John M of Mathew and Hedwig Jan 20 1932..............30: 155
Rudis Peter R of Peter and Pauline Mar 21 1931..............30: 33
Rudowski George of Victor and Annie Apr 7 1935...........32: 37
Rudowski Marion of Victor and Annie Dec 13 1931.............30: 139
Rufful Nuckley J of Thomas and Rose Dec 9 1933..............31: 127
Rufo Antonio L of Pietro and Giovannina Dec 2 1933........31: 125
Rugg Arthur F of Arthur F and Helen Feb 2 1935...........32: 12
Ruggeri Peter of Bambino and Lucia July 15 1932..........30: 224
Ruggeri Rita of Giuseppe and Barbara Sept 3 1934........31: 229
Ruggeri — d of Giovanni and Angelina Nov 30 1932........30: 278
Ruggiano John R of Michele and Lena U June 3 1935........32: 59
Ruggieri Alexander of Alexander and Cristina July 12 1932..30: 223
Ruggieri Anthony G (Twin) of Francis P and Harriet Jan 10 1932 ........................................30: 152
Ruggieri Anthony R of Raffaele and Adelina Feb 6 1935....32: 13
Ruggieri Antonette J of Raffaele G and Annina C Mar 10 1934.31: 164
Ruggieri Dolores M of Giovanni and Angelina Sept 22 1932.30: 251
Ruggieri Domenica of Carlo and Grazia July 17 1932.........30: 225
Ruggieri Eduardo of Luigi and Rachela Jan 6 1935...........32: 2
Ruggieri Francesco E of Raffaele and Anna Aug 27 1932.....30: 241
Ruggieri Francis P of Francis P and Harriet Jan 10 1932....30: 152
Ruggieri Gerard P of Gerard and Mary Dec 2 1935.........32: 130
Ruggieri Graziella of Vincenzo and Rosina Apr 9 1934.....31: 174
Ruggieri John of John and Angelina Oct 28 1935............32: 116
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ruggieri Luigi of Luigi and Rachela June 7 1932...........30:209
Ruggieri Martha L of James and Lillian C Feb 10 1934........31:153
Ruggieri Pasquale of Filippo and Liza Mar 21 1933...........31:30
Ruggieri Ralph J of James and Lillian C Feb 4 1932........30:162
Ruggieri Robert R of Frank P and Harriett S Sept 25 1933..32:104
Ruggieri William C of James and Lillian C Dec 4 1935.....32:131
Ruggiero Alessandro G of Giovanni and Olive Mar 21 1931...30:33
Ruggiero Angelo W of William and Angelina May 24 1932...30:203
Ruggiero Anna A of Biagio and Brigida Feb 11 1932........30:164
Ruggiero Carmine N of Nicholas M and Virginia E Sept 8
1935 .............................................................32:98
Ruggiero Carolina F of Biagio and Brigida Nov 1 1933......31:115
Ruggiero John R of Nicholas M and Virginia E July 23 1933..31:76
Ruggiero John S of Giovanni and Olive June 19 1934.......31:199
Ruggiero Lorraine of Eduardo L and Celeste Aug 19 1933...31:88
Ruggiero Marian R E of Antonio and Giuseppina L Dec 11
1935 ..............................................................32:133
Ruggiero Mary D of James and Margaret Jan 5 1935.........32:2
Ruggiero Peter A of Pietro and Emilia Dec 15 1933.........31:129
Ruggiero Rosa G of Vincenzo and Rosina June 23 1935......32:67
Ruizzo Edward J of Eduardo E and Isabel Sept 1 1935......32:96
Ruizzo Gladio of Gladio J and Lucy Aug 21 1931...........30:95
Ruizio Robert G of Gladio J and Lucy May 16 1933.........31:52
Ruizzo Vivian of Eduardo E and Isabel June 18 1931.......30:70
Rusack Ernest G of Herman and Elly Dec 9 1935............32:132
Rusakovich Mildred of Petear and Catherine Feb 19 1931....30:20
Rusakovich Raymond of Petear and Catherine June 23 1932..30:215
Rush Ellen C of Raymond A and Emma C June 28 1934.......31:202
Rush Robert J of James J and Josephine V Jan 29 1933.....31:10
Rushe Gerard of Frank and Beatrice M June 27 1933.........31:67
Rushworth Barbara A (Twin) of John and Ada Dec 30 1934..31:271
Rushworth — (Twin) d of John and Ada Dec 30 1934.........31:273
Russ Anita M of Julius B and Beatrice Oct 16 1931........30:116
Russas Virginia R of Stanley and Ellen Aug 29 1935.......32:94
Russell Alan K of Harrison K and Fern Apr 22 1932........30:192
Russell Anna G of Harold A and Gertrude A Dec 29 1932....30:287
Russell Anna M of Bernard A and Helen W Dec 18 1931.....30:141
Russell Arlene R of Francis R and Arline R Aug 14 1933....31:86
Russell Bernard A of Bernard A and Helen W Nov 11 1934..31:254
Russell Carole A of George F and Gladys I Aug 20 1931.....30:95
Russell Charles A of Albert I and Ernestine T Oct 18 1934..31:245
Russell Dorothy A of Christopher J and Annie T June 26 1932.30:216
Russell Edith A (c) of Howard and Elsie I Apr 21 1934......31:177
Russell Elinor B of Harold A and Gertrude A Dec 10 1931...30:138
Russell Francis of Christopher J and Annie T Nov 27 1933..31:122
Russell Francis J of John J and Irene B Aug 22 1932.......30:239
Russell Frederick H of Howard E and Grace W June 20 1931.30: 71
Russell Harold A of Harold A and Gertrude A July 16 1934.31: 209
Russell Harry R of Harry R and Grace E Jan 10 1934.31: 142
Russell Helen of Henry C and Helen T Dec 26 1933.31: 133
Russell Howard (c) of Howard and Elsie I Aug 27 1935.32: 33
Russell Jean E of Howard F and Mildred E Aug 5 1931.30: 89
Russell Marcia A of Harrison K and Fern J June 15 1933.31: 63
Russell Mary A of Christopher J and Annie T Apr 27 1935.32: 44
Russell Nancy A of Edward and Gladys July 9 1933.31: 137
Russell Nancy A of C Edward and Olive M Apr 18 1934.31: 177
Russell Raymond J of Harold A and Gertrude A Sept 17 1935.32: 101
Russell Richard R of Francis R and Arlene R July 29 1935.32: 82
Russell Roger H of Howard F and Mildred E Sept 13 1935.32: 100
Russell Shirley A of Clarence J and Marian E Oct 4 1934.31: 241
Russell William J of William J and Nora June 21 1931.30: 71
Russell William W of William W and Amy Dec 10 1933.31: 128
Russell s of Francis R and Arlene R Jan 15 1932.30: 160
Russell d of Joseph M and Helen M Mar 22 1932.30: 179
Russen Herbert F of Anthony E and Elizabeth M Dec 5 1934.31: 263
Russillo s of Gennaro and Elvira June 15 1931.30: 75
Russillo d of Giuseppe A and Elena E Sept 17 1933.31: 104
Russo Adrian M of Giovanni and Rose M Oct 10 1933.31: 107
Russo Alice M of Joseph and Mary A Sept 8 1934.31: 231
Russo Anna of Francesco and Teresa Mar 12 1932.30: 175
Russo Anna E of Antonio and Giovannina July 22 1932.30: 227
Russo Anthony J of Ernest and Iola Oct 7 1935.32: 110
Russo Anthony P of Nicola and Filomena Jan 16 1935.32: 5
Russo Antonio of Antonio and Antonietta Aug 10 1931.30: 91
Russo Antonio R of Eugenio and Pasqualina Aug 16 1932.30: 237
Russo Concetta of Donato and Maria Dec 7 1935.31: 127
Russo Dolores M of Leonard and Mary Dec 23 1933.31: 131
Russo Dolores M of Antonio and Giovannina May 8 1935.32: 50
Russo Elena R of Giuseppe and Angelina Nov 26 1931.30: 132
Russo Eugenio A of Pasquale and Amalia July 7 1932.30: 221
Russo Francesco S M of Pietrantonio and Angelina Jan 25 1931.30: 10
Russo Frederick M of Federico and Theresa Jan 7 1935.32: 3
Russo Giacomo of Giovanni and Maria Feb 27 1935.32: 21
Russo Giovanni of Giovanni and Rose M July 11 1932.30: 222
Russo Giovanni of Giovanni and Maria Mar 13 1934.31: 164
Russo Grazia A of Giuseppe and Grazia Apr 27 1931.30: 48
Russo Joseph M of Joseph and Mary G Aug 3 1935.32: 84
Russo Joseph P of Francesco P and Rose Sept 28 1934.31: 237
Russo June C of Joseph A and Ruth Feb 9 1932.30: 163
Russo Luca of Giovanni and Maria Jan 6 1931.30: 3
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Russo Madeline C of Anthony and Maddalena June 3 1933... 31: 59
Russo Marian R of Domenico and Clotilda June 17 1932........ 30: 213
Russo Mary M of Giovanni and Rose M Nov 19 1935............ 32: 125
Russo Michael of Michele and Rose July 15 1935.............. 32: 76
Russo Michele G of Celestino and Grazziella June 18 1934.... 31: 198
Russo Natalina of Giovanni and Maria Dec 25 1932............ 30: 286
Russo Pietro M of Antonio and Antonietta Nov 25 1933....... 31: 122
Russo Raimondo F of Francesco and Maria Sept 6 1931........ 30: 109
Russo Shirley A of Anthony and Angelus M Aug 5 1935........ 32: 85
Russo Simone of Eugenio and Pasqualina Jan 16 1931.......... 30: 6
Russo Thomas J of Domenico and Clotilda Mar 20 1934......... 31: 167
Russo Vincenzo of Giovanni and Immacolata Aug 12 1932...... 30: 236
Russo Vincenzo E of Michele G and Vincenza Dec 30 1932..... 30: 287
Russo Virginia R of Joseph A and Ruth Jan 15 1934.......... 31: 143
Russo Vito of Celestino and Grazziella Nov 3 1931............ 30: 125
Russo —— s of Domenico and Maria Jan 23 1932.............. 30: 160
Russo —— d of Pompeo and Angelina Apr 9 1933.............. 31: 46
Rust Muriel E of Walter E and Margaret L Oct 22 1931....... 30: 118
Rustigian Arthur of Arthur and Beatrice E Mar 7 1931....... 30: 28
Rustigian Elizabeth of Arthur and Beatrice Feb 17 1932...... 30: 166
Rustigian Henry of Henry and Mary Sept 24 1933............. 31: 101
Ryszal Anthony J of Anthony and Mary Nov 20 1934......... 31: 257
Rutana Irene L of Francis and Jennie July 3 1935........... 32: 72
Rutkowski —— s of Victor and Anna Mar 8 1934............. 31: 171
Rutledge Ruth E of William D and Annie Dec 4 1931........ 30: 136
Ruttenberg Bruce R of Benjamin F and Hilda B June 7 1932.. 30: 209
Rutter John P of John P and Elizabeth Oct 2 1933......... 31: 105
Ruvelas Mary of Nicholas and Stella Mar 21 1933............ 31: 30
Ruzzo Alberto D of Albert and Domenica Sept 17 1934...... 31: 234
Ruzzo Anna M of Domenico and Maria Jan 7 1934............. 31: 141
Ruzzo Arthur J of Domenico and Maria Apr 2 1931........... 30: 39
Ruzzo Girard A of Peter and Martha J Feb 23 1933.......... 31: 20
Ruzzo Grace T of James J and Blanche E June 30 1935...... 32: 69
Ruzzo Nicola G of Domenico A and Martha Nov 22 1932..... 30: 275
Ryan Ann M of Thomas A and Anna Jan 17 1932.............. 30: 154
Ryan Carol A of Francis J and Helen E May 7 1935........ 32: 49
Ryan Cecile Y of Vivian Aug 8 1934....................... 31: 219
Ryan Charles F of George A and Madeline Apr 23 1935.... 32: 43
Ryan Christopher A of John M and Cornelia R Dec 25 1934. 31: 270
Ryan David A of Edward J and Lillian May 1 1934......... 31: 182
Ryan Earl E of Edwin J and Earl M Feb 7 1934............. 31: 152
Ryan Edward J of Edward J and Mabel Apr 11 1932......... 30: 188
Ryan Edward T of Cornelius H and Margaret A Nov 24 1934.. 31: 258
Ryan Frances of Edward J and Charlotte E Aug 23 1934.... 31: 225
Ryan George M of George M and Mildred Feb 10 1931....... 30: 17
Ryan George W of George W and Laura E July 3 1932....... 30: 220
Ryan Jacqueline of Thomas A and Anna M Apr 11 1935....... 32: 39
Ryan James F of George A and Madeline Sept 14 1931........30:104
Ryan Jane E of Russell E and Elizabeth M Feb 21 1934........31:157
Ryan John of Walter F and Josephine A Feb 6 1934........31:151
Ryan John of John and Katherine M June 5 1935............32:60
Ryan John J of John M and Cornelia R Nov 28 1933........31:122
Ryan John W of James W and Rachel B Dec 4 1933........31:126
Ryan Joseph F of Edward J and Mabel C Mar 11 1931........30:30
Ryan June E of Ernest J and Della M Sept 5 1935........32:97
Ryan Kathleen M of George M and Mildred Nov 7 1933........31:116
Ryan Margaret F of George W and Laura F Sept 15 1932.....30:261
Ryan Marguerite L of George E and Grace L Dec 2 1935.....32:130
Ryan Marie E of Cornelius H and Margaret A Sept 28 1933...31:102
Ryan Mildred C of George M and Mildred May 6 1932........30:197
Ryan Patricia of Catherine Mar 17 1933..................31:29
Ryan Patricia M of John M and Cornelia R Mar 18 1931.....30:32
Ryan Richard W of James M and Agnes J Feb 7 1934........31:152
Ryan Robert B of John and Edith Sept 18 1935............32:101
Ryan Shirley E of George W and Laura F Sept 15 1934.....31:233
Ryan Terrence A of Terrence A and Frances B Mar 25 1931...30:35
Ryan Walter F of Walter F and Josephine A Mar 26 1932....30:180
Ryan William E of William L and Margaret June 5 1931.....30:65
Ryan —— d of Catherine Nov 21 1933......................31:124
Ryan —— d of Terrence A and Frances B Feb 10 1934.......31:160
Ryden Faith A of Harold G and Mildred Dec 16 1932........30:284
Ryden Fern H of Harold G and Mildred F Apr 3 1934........31:172
Ryder Frederick A of Frederick A and Anna C Dec 4 1931...30:136
Ryder Martha G of Harold E and Violet E Feb 16 1932.......30:165
Ryder Richard F of Arthur J and Anna V Sept 6 1933.......31:95
Rylands Dorothy of Clifford S and Marcia C June 13 1933...31:63
Rynn Joseph of Joseph P and Lillian L Feb 3 1932.........30:161
Rynn Marguerite D of Aloysius R and Sarah R Dec 28 1933...31:133
Ryskervitch Rita A of Matthew L and Victoria D Nov 15 1933,31:119

Saacke Emma L of Walter and Madeleine F Sept 22 1931.....30:107
Saart Albert O of Albert O and Fairfax R Feb 8 1932.......30:163
Saart Richard J of Albert O and Fairfax R Dec 2 1935.......32:130
Sabatini Elaine G of Luigi and Genoveffa O Oct 2 1935......32:108
Sabatini Lydia G (Twin) of Raffaele and Rosina Sept 23 1934,31:236
Sabatini Vilma E (Twin) of Raffaele and Rosina Sept 23 1934,31:236
Sabatino Grazia M of Filippo A and Carmela July 28 1932...30:216
Sabato David G of Gennaro and Lucia Sept 4 1935..........32:97
Sabella Nicola S of Nicola and Maria M A Nov 1 1931.......30:124
Sabetta Anna C of Filippo and Carmela Aug 13 1931.........30:92
Sabetta Arduino of Arduino and Anna Apr 27 1932..........30:193
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Sabetta Barbara A of Bernardo and Maria C Sept 23 1934...31: 236
Sabetta Bernardo of Bernardo and Maria C Jan 16 1931...30: 6
Sabetta Giacomo J of Filippo and Carmela Dec 5 1933...31: 126
Sabetta Eugenio G of Giovanni H and Luisa Apr 21 1933...31: 42
Sabetta Luigi of Giovanni H and Luisa Apr 8 1935...32: 38
Sabetta — s of Giovanni H and Luisa Feb 21 1931...30: 25
Sacchetti Maria F of Giuseppe and Berardina July 27 1933...31: 78
Sacchetti William R of Antonio and Annunziata Mar 28 1935...32: 32
Saccoccia Anthony M of Francesco and Maria T Oct 20 1935...32: 114
Saccoccia Benjamin of William and Ernestine May 18 1934...31: 187
Saccoccia Maria A of Francesco P and Luigia Oct 8 1931...30: 113
Saccoccia Virginia A of Joseph and Adelina Oct 25 1935...32: 115
Saccoccia Jeannette R of Joseph and Theresa May 3 1932...30: 197
Saccoccia Jerry J of Jerry and Emma Apr 16 1934...31: 176
Saccoccia Madeline A of Anthony and Catherine Sept 19 1933...31: 99
Saccoccia Nancy M of Michael A and Irene M Sept 22 1934...31: 224
Sacone Ronald F of Nicola and Anita M June 19 1935...32: 65
Saecs Robert G of James G and Ellen C May 7 1931...30: 53
Sadler Leland R of Walter C and Marion E Sept 22 1932...30: 251
Sadlier Jeanne M of James R and Marion June 13 1931...30: 68
Sadlier Margaret M of James R and Marion Sept 7 1933...31: 96
Sadlier Marion of James R and Marion Sept 14 1932...30: 248
Safe Louise K S of Kenneth S and Louise Sept 26 1934...31: 237
Safford Mary S of Truman S and Naomi Feb 4 1931...30: 15
Safstrom Robert C of Joseph Y and Grace W Apr 24 1933...31: 43
Sagar Lloyd W of William H and Hazel F Jan 29 1931...30: 11
Sagat John A of Alex and Patronia Feb 17 1932...30: 166
Saglio Jack W of Henry J and Lucy S July 3 1931...30: 76
Saglio Richard J of Henry J and Lucy S Jan 12 1935...32: 4
Sahagian Bedros (Twin) of Bedros and Agnes Mar 19 1935...32: 28
Sahagian George I of Irving and Theresa Oct 28 1934...31: 249
Sahagian Mary of Avedis and Zabelle June 26 1935...32: 68
Sahagian Sahag (Twin) of Bedros and Agnes Mar 19 1935...32: 28
Sahagian Sylvia of Haig and Irene Sept 29 1931...30: 109
Sahakian Audrey A of Fred T and Helen Jan 18 1932...30: 154
Sahakian Erwin D of Leon and Sirarp Y Jan 10 1932...30: 151
Sailal Hortense of Jose and Julia Nov 29 1932...30: 278
Sailal Januario of Jose L and Ortena May 23 1932...30: 203
Sailor Emeline (c) of William and Gladys E Mar 16 1935...32: 27
Sailor Nena L (c) of William and Gladys Mar 15 1933...31: 28
Salaman Angelina T of John and Elsie June 17 1935...32: 65
Salandra Lorraine A of Pasquale and Beatrice June 22 1935...32: 66
Salem Janice C of Manuel S and Dorothy Aug 13 1934...31: 221
Salera Gloria of Biagio and Concetta Oct 31 1933...31: 113
Salerno Doris M of Salvatore and Maddalena May 9 1931...30: 54
Salerno Lester P of Salvatore and Maddalena Apr 1 1934...31: 172
BIRTHS

Salerno Thomas A of Domenico A and Giulia Apr 14 1934...31: 176
Salises John J of William E and Alice M Feb 13 1933....31: 17
Salises Vincent D of Vincent D and Anita R May 23 1932..30: 203
Salisbury Ann of Lloyd L and Julia July 3 1933..........31: 69
Salisbury Ann (Twin) of Everett A and Margaret July 1 1935.32: 71
Salisbury Carl B of George K and Dorothy May 31 1934....31: 191
Salisbury Carol A of Joseph F and Dorothea F July 28 1935..32: 81
Salisbury Donald C of Donald C and Josephine E Oct 15 1933.31: 109
Salisbury Hope P of Joseph F and Dorothea F Apr 9 1932....30: 187
Salisbury Lawrence D of Donald C and Josephine E Dec 31
1935 .........................................................32: 139
Salisbury Lois I of Ernest F and Harriet A July 31 1934....31: 215
Salisbury Lynn H of Howard C and Agnes M Oct 21 1933....31: 110
Salisbury Margaret (Twin) of Everett A and Margaret July 1
1935 .........................................................32: 71
Salisbury Robert A of Ernest F and Harriet A Aug 4 1933....31: 83
Salisbury —— s of Donald C and Josephine E June 8 1932...30: 218
Salk Harold of Samuel H and Ruth July 5 1932...........30: 220
Salk Judith of Louis and Belle Apr 28 1934..............31: 180
Salk Kenneth H of Reuben and Stella Dec 7 1931.........30: 137
Salk Lewis N of Gabriel and Frances Mar 2 1931........30: 26
Salk Lois D of Max and Mollie June 1 1932...........30: 207
Sallander Lloyd R of Anna E Aug 27 1933............31: 137
Sallet Carol E of Jonas and Selma Feb 2 1934........31: 274
Salley Doris V of Harvey W and Phoebe A June 21 1934...31: 199
Salmon Mary A of Thomas P and Julia H Sept 26 1932....30: 253
Salonen Barbara I of Astrid Feb 23 1933...........31: 20
Salonia Sebastiana A G of Salvatore and Maria Nov 29 1933.32: 128
Salqueira Louis G of Adelino and Natalie Apr 4 1932....30: 185
Saltonstall —— d of Glenn H and MIllicent Dec 13 1934...31: 273
Saltysiak Wallace J of Valentine and Veronica Sept 22 1932.B-1: 78
Saltzman Ruth L of Sigmund and Sadie Dec 10 1933....31: 128
Saltzman William B of Dave and Florence Feb 17 1933....31: 18
Salvador Matilda J of Jose A and Alicia A Dec 1 1935.....32: 130
Salvadore Michael A of Andrea and Frances Feb 19 1934....31: 156
Salvaggio Maria A of Alfredo and Lena Feb 6 1932........30: 162
Salvagna Paolina of Domenico and Margherita May 12 1931...30: 55
Salvagno Maria E of John D and Linda M Jan 18 1933....31: 7
Salvati Dolores J of Francesco and Annunziata June 25 1932.30: 216
Salvati Elena A of Francesco and Annunziata Aug 27 1935....32: 93
Salvati Lucia A of Luigi and Ida Feb 7 1933................31: 15
Salvatore Betty A of Joseph and Elisabetta Feb 9 1931....30: 17
Salvatore Jerome G of Alfred C and Assunta Mar 6 1931....30: 28
Salvatore Pietro of Giuseppe and Clementina Oct 6 1933....31: 106
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Salvo Amalia A of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 7 1932 30:162
Salway June D of Peter D and Ella V June 12 1931 30:67
Salzillo Arturo of Gaetano and Alberina A Apr 27 1931 30:48
Salzillo Edmundo M of Mario and Marianna May 11 1934 31:185
Salzillo Joseph V of Alfredo and Rosa A Mar 19 1933 31:29
Salzillo Raimondo A of Mario and Marianna Aug 1 1931 30:88
Sammartino Alessandro of Alessandro and Rosa Oct 12 1931 30:115
Sammartino Alessandro G F of Alessandro and Rosa May 8 1933 31:49
Sammartino Alfred J of Pasquale and Maria G A Nov 3 1934 31:251
Sammartino Everett C of Pasquale and Maria G A Apr 19 1931 30:46
Sammartino Maria E C A of Achille and Emilia Mar 11 1932 30:175
Sammartino Robert C of Rocco L and Lucia Sept 25 1934 31:236
Sammet Robert J of Francis and Sarah E Nov 4 1932 30:270
Sammis Clifford W of Clifford W and Marjorie R Oct 31 1933 31:113
Sammis Kathleen P of Ronald P and Marjorie Jan 18 1934 31:144
Samos Barbara A of Christopher and Mary A Sept 13 1933 31:97
Samos Gregory J of John and Anna Feb 20 1934 31:156
Samos Mildred of Peter and Mae May 9 1931 30:54
Samos Veronica of Archondellis and Merope A June 14 1932 30:212
Samos Charles A of Arthur and Merope May 30 1934 31:191
Samson Annabelle E of Clifford W and Annabelle F Jan 21 1933 31:8
Samson Bernice R of George H and Elsie R Aug 10 1932 30:235
Samson Lois C of Francis B and Muriel II Dec 7 1933 31:127
Samuelian George of Kevork and Ruth G Apr 18 1932 30:190
Samuelian Gloria R of Kevork and Ruth G Nov 15 1934 31:256
Samuelian Richard of Kevork and Ruth G July 6 1933 31:70
Samuels Elaine C of Ralph W and Dorothy July 18 1935 32:78
Sanchez Concetta A (c) of Mariano and Lena July 20 1933 31:76
Sanchez Dolores E (c) of Mariano and Lena Oct 9 1934 31:242
Sanchirico Leonard A of Paolo and Antilla R May 16 1933 31:52
Sanchirico Pauline A of Paolo and Antilia R Feb 15 1931 30:19
Sanchirico —— d of Antonio and Filomena E Sept 8 1935 32:98
Sandberg Carolyn J of John B and Lillian R Nov 18 1934 31:257
Sandberg Joyce A of Walter J and Mary G Nov 28 1932 30:278
Sanders Charles II of Henry M and Patrocinio Dec 4 1932 30:281
Sanders Ruth P of Alfred S and Mabel C Jan 18 1933 31:7
Sanders Shirley M of Alfred S and Mabel C Oct 6 1934 31:241
Sanders Violet M of Earl H and Lillian M Jan 18 1931 30:7
Sanderson Alan T of Thomas and Margaret Apr 7 1931 30:41
Sanderson Harold A of Harold A and Priscilla Dec 21 1934 31:268
Sanderson John P of Page and Harriet Mar 25 1935 32:142
Sandler Jerald X of Harry and Rebecca June 13 1931 30:68
Sandperil Charles of Isadore and Sophie P Sept 30 1931 30:109
BIRTHS

Sandstrom Betty M of Herbert J and Sarah E Feb 19 1932...30:166
Sandstrom Dag C G of Gustav L and Sigrid L Oct 28 1932...30:266
Sanford Clifford B of Clifford B and Emma M Aug 7 1932...30:234
Sanford Glenna C of Ralph L and Gladys June 9 1931...30:66
Sanford John H of Robert R and Alice Sept 26 1935...32:104
Sanford Martha of Milton D and Virginia Mar 8 1933...31:26
Sanford — s of Robert R and Alice July 25 1931...30:84
Sangermano Barbara J of Pietro and Sarah A Sept 13 1931...30:104
Sangiuiliano Lorenzo of Lorenzo and Doralice Aug 14 1932...30:236
Sangster Earl R of Morton D and Ora J May 5 1934...31:183
Sangster Richard D of Morton D and Ora J July 13 1932...30:223
San-Juan Leopold of Leopold and Jennie Jan 15 1932...30:154
Sano Lucrezia E of Francesco and Maria Apr 17 1932...30:190
Sano Peter F of Francesco and Maria Aug 14 1935...32:88
Sano Rosa M of Francesco and Maria Apr 10 1931...30:42
Sandquist Alden of Arthur F and Mildred V July 2 1931...30:76
San-Soucie Barbara J of Francis and Victoria Oct 16 1935...32:113
San-Soucie William B of Camille W and Edith P Oct 19 1934...31:245
Santagata Anthony M of Elviro and Rose A Sept 23 1935...32:103
Santagata Elia D of Ferdinando and Ilda Sept 16 1934...31:233
Santagata Everett H of Antonio and Lilian Jan 1 1931...30:1
Santagata Harry E of Vincenzo and Angelina Oct 6 1931...30:113
Santagata Jean of Marie Oct 24 1931...30:119
Santagata Joanne M of Lino and Restituta June 5 1935...32:60
Santagata John L of Antonio and Lillian Dec 18 1932...30:285
Santagata Luigi A of Andomieglio and Susie Feb 4 1931...30:15
Santagata William J of Tomaso and Margareta June 24 1934...31:200
Santagato Marie J of Crescenzio and Giuseppina Jan 18 1934...31:144
Santamaria Anna of Giorgio and Rosa C Nov 16 1931...30:128
SantaMaria Anthony of Antonio and Lucia Oct 10 1933...31:107
Santamaria Gloria of Giorgio and Rosa C Mar 23 1933...31:31
Santamaria Mildred E of Alessandro and Rosa July 14 1933...31:73
Santananastasio Rita M of Francesco and Maria Dec 19 1931...30:141
Santanastaso Pasquale N of Giustino and Luisa Sept 19 1931...30:106
San-tanelli Gemaro P of Anthony D and Olga Feb 22 1932...30:167
Santanelli Thomas of Thomas and Adeline Dec 9 1935...32:132
Santangelo Clemente A of Antonio and Maria Aug 9 1935...32:87
Santangelo Elena A of Domenico and Filomena Aug 22 1932...30:239
Santangelo Maria D of Agostino and Della Dec 21 1932...30:285
Santangini Louise E of Alessandro and Rose Jan 2 1935...32:1
Santangini Paul A of Ernesto and Alice Jan 5 1934...31:140
Santangini Raymond of Gaetano and Mary Apr 11 1934...31:175
Santaniello Anna M of Antonio and Domenica M July 8 1931...30:78
Santaniello Anthony of Antonio and Domenica M Nov 15 1932...30:273
Santaniello Barbara J of Carlo and Olinda Feb 28 1933...31:22
Santaniello Gloria E of Antonio and Maria C Apr 13 1933...31:39
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Santaniello Lena of Domenico and Adelina May 16 1932....... 30: 200
Santaniello Peter A of Francesco and Luisa Oct 28 1931..... 30: 120
Santaniello Richard C of Carlo and Olinda July 25 1934..... 31: 213
Santaniello Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Gilda M G Oct 26 1932. 30: 265
Santantonio James E of Vincenzo and Charlotte May 11 1934. 31: 185
Santiano Antonetta G of Giuseppe and Luisa Mar 31 1931..... 30: 37
Santilli Angelina of Luigi and Tomassina Mar 13 1934...... 31: 164
Santilli Anna M of Peter and Mary July 23 1935............ 32: 80
Santilli Gertrude A of Michele and Alberta Apr 25 1932..... 30: 192
Santilli Pasquale D of Pasco P and Victoria H Feb 10 1935.. 32: 15
Santois Gloria M of Louis and Caterina July 21 1932....... 30: 226
Santois Louis of Louis D and Caterina Apr 18 1934......... 31: 177
Santopadre Anna L of Arduino O and Rosina Sept 23 1934... 31: 236
Santopadre Eleuterio (Twin) of Eleuterio and Giulia Sept 5
1935 ........................................................................ 32: 97
Santopadre Laura (Twin) of Eleuterio and Giulia Sept 5
1935 ........................................................................ 32: 97
Santopadre Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Luisa Dec 22 1933.... 31: 131
Santopietro Aristito V of Giovanni B and Antonetta Mar 31
1933 ........................................................................ 31: 33
Santopietro Maria of Giovanni and Giovannina Feb 24 1934.. 31: 157
Santopietro Renato A V of Rocco and Matilda Sept 7 1931... 30: 102
Santoro Alberto C of Alberto C and Rosa May 13 1931...... 30: 55
Santoro Angelo R of Salvatore F and Bettina Nov 30 1933.. 31: 123
Santoro Anna M of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 13 1933......... 31: 27
Santoro Antonetta of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 20 1931..... 30: 130
Santoro Giuslina G of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 1 1931...... 30: 26
Santoro Giuseppe S of Giuseppe and Anna Oct 19 1934..... 31: 245
Santoro Guglielmo E of Giuseppe and Maria July 13 1935... 32: 76
Santoro Joseph P of Paul L and Lucy M R Sept 30 1934.... 31: 238
Santoro Joseph P M of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 9 1933..... 31: 26
Santoro Maria T of Giuseppe and Maria May 28 1933....... 31: 56
Santoro Norma M of Ottavio and Lois X Sept 1 1935....... 32: 96
Santoro Teresa B of Giovanni and Assunta July 6 1932..... 30: 221
Santos Alice C of Manuel C and Jorgelina Nov 18 1931..... 30: 129
Santos Anthony of Manuel and Gorgina May 3 1935......... 32: 48
Santos Carlos R of Carlos R and Maria Oct 21 1932....... 30: 263
Santos Eva (c) of Joaquin and Maria Jan 25 1932......... 30: 157
Santos Flora of Lucy Oct 8 1935................................. 32: 110
Santos Frederico of Frederico and Beatrice June 21 1934... 31: 199
Santos George R of Charles R and Mary Sept 7 1933....... 31: 96
Santos Gloria R (Twin) of Carlos R and Maria Aug 21 1931.. 30: 95
Santos Joseph (c) of Antonio J and Julia M Mar 3 1934.... 31: 162
Santos Joseph R of Carlos R and Maria Nov 9 1934........ 31: 254
Santos Lawrence (c) of Jose M and Rosa A May 12 1931.... 30: 55
Santos Lenora M (c) of Mary R Mar 7 1932............... 30: 291
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Santos Lillian M (c) of Joaquin and Maria Oct 22 1934...... 31: 246
Santos Manuel R of Manuel R and Maria Aug 31 1934...... 31: 227
Santos Manuel R of Manuel R and Beatrice C Mar 22 1935...... 32: 30
Santos Maria D of Francisco C and Donatila Feb 29 1932...... 30: 170
Santos Maria R (Twin) of Carlos R and Maria Aug 21 1931...... 30: 95
Santos Olga L of Francisco C and Donatila Apr 28 1935...... 32: 45
Santos Priscilla M of Jose and Ernestine June 7 1932...... 30: 209
Santos Victor A of Victor and Clotilda Dec 20 1935...... 32: 136
Santucci Dora G of Benigno and Giuseppina Feb 25 1931...... 30: 22
Santucci Paolina G of Gennaro and Anna June 27 1931...... 30: 73
Santurri Ettore L of Romeo and Sylvia Mar 15 1934...... 31: 165
Santurri Helen L of Rocco and Helen May 7 1935...... 32: 49
Santurri Pasco R of Pasco and Carmella Apr 23 1935...... 32: 43
Sanzi Marjorie of Eugene N and Helen M Oct 13 1932...... 30: 261
Sanzi Richard of Eugene N and Helen M July 18 1934...... 31: 210
Sapko Robert L of Mary F Nov 29 1934...... 31: 275
Saracino Luigi of Luigi and Carmela Oct 29 1931...... 30: 121
Saratian Mardiros of Dickran and Pailoun Jan 30 1932...... 30: 159
Sarao Irene of Gennaro and Anna June 27 1931...... 30: 73
Sarasino Barbara A of Antonio and Sylvia Sept 15 1934...... 31: 233
Sarayo — d of Gennaro and Margherita Aug 22 1931...... 30: 99
Sarcione Diana G of Ermino A and Caterina Mar 18 1931...... 30: 32
Sarendson Esther M of Julius and Minnie Jan 2 1934...... 31: 139
Sargeant Barbara R of Irvin A and Mildred May 6 1932...... 30: 197
Saritelli Genovelfa A of Savino and Antonietta Jan 14 1932...... 30: 159
Sarkisian Levon of Garabed and Akaby Sept 23 1934...... 31: 236
Sarkisian Shahin of Shahin and Elizabeth June 13 1931...... 30: 68
Sarmento Edward P of Antone P and Annie Mar 18 1934...... 31: 166
Saroian Aram S of Sarkis H and Zarouhy S Jan 19 1932...... 30: 155
Saroka Joseph A of Stanley B and Josephine E Sept 18 1934...... 31: 234
Sarow Sidney of Louis and Sema June 18 1933...... 31: 64
Sarracino Janet A of Rocco and Ida A July 18 1934...... 31: 210
Sarracino Joanna P of Tomasso and Anna Apr 27 1934...... 31: 180
Sarty Peter G of Lee W and Mildred M Dec 17 1933...... 31: 138
Sarvinio Jean M of Jean M Aug 16 1935...... 32: 89
Sasso Elizabeth of Lewis and Rosina Sept 28 1931...... 30: 108
Sasso Giuseppina of Salvatore and Antonina Feb 14 1935...... 32: 16
Sasso Giuseppina I of Salvatore and Lima Mar 8 1931...... 30: 28
Sasso Laura J of Giovanni and Rosa Mar 16 1935...... 32: 27
Sasso Louis A of Lewis and Rosina Aug 6 1934...... 31: 218
Sasso Margherita of Mario E and Luisa Apr 29 1932...... 30: 194
Sasso Maria of Salvatore and Antonina Jan 2 1933...... 31: 1
Satchell Francis J of Francis J and Marion K Aug 9 1933...... 31: 84
Satchell Marion of Francis J and Marion K Dec 11 1934...... 31: 265
Saucier Gloria B of Wilfred and Beatrice Feb 15 1932...... 30: 165
Saucier Jeannette B of Wilfred and Beatrice Feb 19 1935...... 32: 18
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Saucier — s of Wilfred A and Lucille M Nov 16 1934....31:261
Saulnier Theresa of George and Margaret Oct 1 1931....30:111
Sault Irene M of Lewis N and Hazel M Jan 10 1933....31:4
Saunders Albert D of Albert D and Viola Dec 3 1933....31:125
Saunders Barbara C (c) of James A and Martha Oct 14 1933....31:109
Saunders Carol of Lloyd C and Madeline June 24 1933....31:66
Saunders Dorothy C (c) of James A and Martha June 19 1935..32:66
Saunders Dorothy J of Leon W and Marion V Apr 18 1935....32:41
Saunders Nancy V of Albert D and Viola May 29 1935....32:56
Saunders Timothy K of Walter M and Ruth H Mar 19 1932....30:178
Saunders Veronica of Leon W and Marion V June 14 1933....31:63
Saunier Francis E of Alfred A and Georgiana C Apr 4 1931....30:40
Saunier Gerald of Nelson J and Mary L Apr 4 1932....30:185
Sauriol Alexander J of Joseph A and Marie B Nov 11 1935....32:122
Sauro Angelo E of Giovanni and Catarina Nov 29 1933....31:123
Savage Bertha B of Irving J and Loretta T June 16 1934....31:198
Savage Everett A of Everett A and Reba E Apr 21 1932....30:191
Savage Loretta M of Irving J and Loretta May 26 1932....30:204
Savage Marjorie J of William G and Viola May 8 1934....32:184
Savage Robert A of William G and Marjorie C May 14 1932....30:200
Savage Rose I of Joseph and Inez G Aug 27 1933....32:93
Savard Beverly S of Ulysses A and Edith Aug 28 1933....31:91
Savard Patricia A of Ulysses A and Edith M Sept 5 1935....32:97
Savarie Louis R of Louis P and Marie A May 18 1934....31:187
Savastano Anthony J of Carlo A and Ida June 24 1934....31:200
Savastano Charles E of Carlo A and Ida Nov 5 1935....32:120
Savastano Ernest J of Ernesto and Gaetana Feb 7 1935....32:14
Savastano John R C of Giovanni S R and Emilia V Aug 29 1931........30:98
Savastano Marie G of Giovanni S R and Emilia V Dec 20 1934.31:268
Savastano Mary M of Nella Mar 9 1934....31:163
Savastano Orlando of Orlando and Antonia R Apr 15 1931....30:44
Savastano Raymond R of Orlando and Antonia R July 10 1935..32:74
Savastano Rose M of Emilio and Irene Dec 14 1935....32:134
Savickis Vitantas J of Joseph and Marciana Nov 20 1931....30:130
Savino Bettina D of Angelo and Antonetta June 9 1932....30:210
Savino Francesco A of Angelo and Antonetta July 6 1934....31:206
Savoie Marie G A of George H and Marie E July 12 1931....30:79
Savoie Joseph F of Falien J and Marietta F Oct 10 1932....30:259
Savvides Dorothea S of Savvas and Sophie Dec 25 1931....30:143
Sawtelle Nancy J of Prescott B and Lola Jan 20 1931....30:8
Sawyer Evelyn E of Lester B and Mary J Feb 6 1933....31:14
Sawyer Ilene L of Lester B and Mary J July 3 1935....32:72
Sawyer Jean M of Lester B and Mary J Dec 26 1931....30:143
Sawyer Joane C of Edson W and Constance Feb 12 1933....31:16
Sawyer Joseph F of Warren B and Agnes E Mar 27 1933....31:32
Sawyer Laurence of George L and Patricia C Feb 22 1933....31:20
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sawyer Leonard E of Warren B and Agnes E Apr 13 1934 31: 175
Sawyer Lester B of Warren B and Agnes E Apr 6 1935 32: 37
Sax Myer S of Samuel A and Sarah M Aug 12 1931 30: 91
Saxe Arlene R of Isadore and Martha July 30 1933 31: 79
Saxe Noah of Jacob and Belle N Jan 2 1935 32: 1
Saxl Irving J of Irving J and Gertrude Apr 4 1935 32: 36
Sayer Barbara A of Edmund A and A Ruth Aug 25 1934 31: 225
Sayer Edmund A of Edmund A and A Ruth July 2 1931 30: 76
Sayles Horace W of Horace and Margaret M Oct 2 1931 30: 111
Sayles Marcia L of Ralph L and Corinne M May 5 1934 31: 183
Sbardella Dolores A of Sossio and Teresa Oct 5 1932 30: 257
Sbardella Giuseppe L of Rocco and Matilde Oct 18 1931 30: 117
Sbardella Rocco A of Rocco and Matilda Jan 27 1935 32: 9
Sbraccia Louis A of Luigi and Giulietta Nov 1 1934 31: 251
Scaglione Carmela T of Pasquale and Francesca Feb 20 1934 31: 156
Scaglione Dolores of Pasquale and Francesca Apr 21 1932 30: 191
Scalzi Dolores J of Riccardo and Antoinetta June 24 1932 30: 215
Scalzi Robert P of Pietro and Maria G Nov 14 1933 31: 118
Scalzi — s of Pietro and Maria G Feb 20 1931 30: 25
Scalzi — s of Pietro and Maria G Mar 20 1932 30: 183
Scatzo Dolores T of Nicola and Emilia Sept 25 1931 30: 108
Scandariato Teresa of Giovanni and Cristina Dec 9 1931 30: 138
Scanlan John R of John M and Ethel M Feb 21 1933 31: 19
Scanlon Marilyn S of Thomas E and Mary V Oct 16 1934 31: 244
Scanlon Patricia A of Thomas E and Mary V Dec 6 1932 30: 281
Scannapieco Rachelina R of Gildo and Celia Sept 12 1932 30: 247
Scaramuzzi Francesco of Francesco and Letitia Mar 25 1932 30: 180
Scaramuzzi Joan A of Francesco and Letitia Aug 12 1933 31: 85
Scarborough Richard O of Elmer T and Bessie B Oct 22 1931 30: 118
Scarborough Robert A of Elmer T and Bessie B Mar 1 1933 31: 24
Scarciglia Shirley A of Pietro and Sophie Nov 19 1935 32: 125
Scarciglia — s of Pietro and Sophie Oct 4 1931 30: 112
Scardera Michael of Giovanni and Anna May 11 1935 32: 51
Scarduzio Dolores C of Michele G and Olga G Dec 9 1933 31: 127
Scarduzio Elvira C of Raffaele and Caterina Oct 11 1935 32: 111
Scarduzio Norma A of Michele G and Olga G July 6 1932 30: 221
Scarpaci Richard W of Frank and Mary Oct 26 1935 32: 115
Scarpelli Lodovico S of Stefano and Maria V Mar 13 1933 31: 27
Scarpellino Michael J of Giovanni B and Anna E Aug 24 1935 32: 92
Scavitti Andrea W of Pasquale and Matilda July 30 1934 31: 215
Scavitti Domenico of Pasquale and Matilda Dec 27 1932 30: 287
Scavitti Pasquale A of Pasquale and Matilda Aug 23 1931 30: 95
Scavitto Francis J of Francesco and Antonetta C Oct 1 1934 31: 240
Scavitto Pauline E of Francesco and Antonetta C Mar 20 1931 30: 33
Sceles Virginia I of Raymond P and Marion Oct 5 1931 30: 112
Scetta Georgina of Serafino and Tomasina Aug 11 1934 31: 220
Schacht Robert M of Robert H and Clara H Dec 16 1934... 31: 275
Scharf Albert H of Albert H and Catherine J Feb 4 1931... 30: 15
Scharf Donald F of Albert H and Catherine J June 25 1933. 31: 66
Scharf John H of Henry J and Cora July 19 1933. 31: 75
Schaubhut Janet R of Albert and Freida May 30 1933. 31: 56
Schaukel Agnes F of Emil A and Elsie M Sept 18 1933. 31: 99
Schechter Adele of Samuel and Irene Nov 22 1934. 31: 258
Schechter Barbara S of Mandel and Irene Jan 3 1935. 32: 2
Schechtman Morries of David and Rose Feb 9 1934. 31: 152
Scheck Marylin R of Irwin and Hazel July 31 1933. 31: 137
Scheibe Violet E of Waldemar M and Sophie L May 21 1933. 31: 53
Scheipsi Paolina of Giuseppe and Rosa Feb 27 1932. 30: 169
Schettini Robert of Biagio and Emilia May 24 1934. 31: 189
Scheuren Mary T of Clarence V and Catherine H Aug 15 1933. 30: 242
Schiano Janet M of Giacomo and Fiorenza A July 22 1932. 30: 227
Schiano Marie B of Vincent and Lena May 12 1934. 31: 185
Schiavio Gugina R of Pietro and Hilda July 21 1933. 31: 76
Schiavio Mary E of Pietro and Hilda M Apr 1 1935. 32: 35
Schiavio Peter J of Pietro and Hilda Apr 27 1932. 30: 193
Schiavio — s of Pietro and Hilda Jan 2 1931. 30: 13
Schiavulli Alessandro U of Michele and Amalia July 22 1932. 30: 227
Schiavulli Alfredine of Rodolfo and Albina E Jan 29 1935. 32: 10
Schichten Robert J of Elizabeth T July 16 1935. 32: 77
Schiedlein Elsie M of Harry L and Elsie M Jan 24 1932. 30: 156
Schifino William J of Pasquale and Catharine May 9 1933. 31: 50
Schiff Nancy of Arthur and Dorothy R Jan 11 1935. 32: 4
Schiffer Eleanor M of Gotthold O and Elsbeth D Feb 5 1932. 30: 162
Schifferman Elizabeth A of Bernard J and Mary M Oct 24 1931. 30: 119
Schifferman John R of Alger C and Rose Nov 23 1933. 31: 121
Schifferman Monica R of Victor A and Elizabeth M July 28
1934. 31: 214
Schifferman Richard F of Alger C and Rose June 16 1932. 30: 212
Schifino Madeline of Carmine and Ethel M Sept 12 1932. 30: 247
Schlink Adelaide F of Robert F and Elizabeth A Oct 9 1934. 31: 242
Schlink Elsie M of Robert C and Elizabeth A Oct 21 1931. 30: 118
Schlosberg Janet E of Harold and Elizabeth Dec 15 1934. 31: 266
Schlosser Joan of Harry A and Thelma Nov 21 1932. 30: 275
Schmanska Philip G of Joseph W and Hazel Oct 22 1932. 30: 264
Schneider Patricia A of Earl H and Rose U May 7 1933. 31: 49
Schmeller Erwin M of Max A and Elvira M Mar 23 1931. 30: 34
Schmieder Pauline H of Earl H and Rose U Oct 3 1934. 31: 240
Schmidt Caroline E L of Otto A and Karoline Nov 2 1934. 31: 251
Schmidt Evert A of Hans M and Anna I Mar 11 1933. 31: 27
Schmidt Hans R of Hans M and Anna I July 13 1934. 31: 208
Schmidt Howard J of Frederick and Bertha Feb 4 1932. 30: 162
Schmidt — s of Charles and Mary Aug 26 1932. 30: 241
Schmieder Marilyn R of Earl H and Rose U Nov 22 1931... 30:130
Schmith Albert T of Albert F and Nora G Feb 28 1934... 31:159
Schmith Catherine T of George U and Kathleen T Aug 2 1933... 31: 82
Schmith George U of George U and Kathleen T Jan 28 1935... 32: 32
Schmitt Mary E of Albert F and Nora G Apr 11 1932... 30:188
Schmitt Barbara A of John and Amelia A May 4 1932... 30:197
Schnaars Roberta K of Frederick and Roberta May 24 1935... 32: 55
Schneider Robert A of Albert A and Marguerite Dec 7 1934... 31:264
Schnell Joan A of Henry A and Kathleen Dec 3 1931... 30:145
Schnell Rita M of Henry A and Kathleen Apr 30 1934... 31:180
Schofield Dorothy C of Robert T and Freda J Apr 7 1934... 31:173
Schofield Elinor A of James B and Mary Aug 14 1932... 30:236
Schofield Raymond T of Thomas and Elsie May 22 1934... 31:189
Schofield Richard E of Harold and Florence B June 2 1934... 31:193
Schofield Robert A of Samuel and Mary E Aug 29 1931... 30: 98
Scholl Barbara P of Anthony J and Mary E Mar 28 1933... 31: 32
Scholl Dorothy M of Anthony J and Mary E June 13 1931... 30: 68
Scholl John H of Anthony and Mary E Jan 16 1935... 32:  5
Schonfield Burton D of Reuben and Anna I Apr 19 1934... 31:177
Schonfield Harvey M of Reuben and Anna I Oct 17 1931... 30:116
Schooley Florence R of Walter P and Anna Apr 1 1934... 31:172
Schoonmaker Robert N of Charles N and Frances Aug 13 1931... 92
Schortmann Arthur C of Edward C and Emma L Jan 17 1931... 30:  6
Schott Charles W of James C and Dora C Mar 9 1931... 30: 29
Schott James T of James C and Dora C Mar 17 1934... 31:165
Schott Rudolph F of James C and Dora C July 11 1935... 32: 75
Schotter Albert F of Albert F and Ruby A Jan 21 1933... 31:  8
Schretter Howard A of Israel and Rebeca May 7 1933... 31: 49
Schroeder Paul A of Edward and Clara Dec 20 1931... 30:141
Schueler Joanne R of Reginald F and Dorothy B Aug 9 1931... 30: 90
Schuler Erich E of Emil F and Erna E Feb 13 1934... 31:154
Schuler William E of William and Emmy June 18 1931... 30: 70
Schultheiss William O of George R and Helene E Nov 29 1933... 31:123
Schultz William B of William B and Alberta Sept 7 1934... 31:231
Schulze Robert H of Henry T M and Emma Jan 16 1932... 30:154
Schurman Audrey of Charles A and Margaret L Apr 25 1932... 30:192
Schuster Byron of Isadore and Clara July 18 1932... 30:225
Schuster Joseph J of Benjamin and Pauline Dec 5 1932... 30:281
Schuster Pearl E of David and Minnie Aug 4 1931... 30: 89
Schuster Rose M of Erwin F and Elvira E July 18 1934... 31:210
Schwab Louis E of Louis J and Mildred L Aug 2 1933... 31: 82
Schwab Nancy L of Louis J and Mildred L Apr 28 1935... 32: 45
Schwartz Adele I (Twin) of Louis and Annie Feb 21 1934... 31:157
Schwartz Barbara J of Louis and Esther Dec 25 1933... 31:132
Schwartz Charles of Leo and Mata June 19 1932... 30:213
Schwartz David S of Hyman and Bessie Nov 11 1933... 31:117
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Schwartz Dorene S of Harry M and Esther F Apr 21 1932........30:191
Schwartz Efrem of Maurice and Joyce July 12 1933..............32:75
Schwartz Harriett B of Julius S and Sarah Jan 23 1931.........30:156
Schwartz Herman G of Maurice and Joyce Feb 12 1933............31:16
Schwartz Marion of Harry A and Frances Dec 27 1931.............30:143
Schwartz Rosilyn of Louis and Mary May 22 1933..................31:54
Schwartz Samuel of Leo and Martha May 6 1934...................31:183
Schwartz Shirley (Twin) of Louis and Annie Feb 21 1934........31:157
Schwartz William of Morris and Martha May 6 1933..............31:48
Schweit Frana of Michael and Sally Apr 20 1931..................30:46
Scialdone — s of Antonio and Angelina Jan 8 1935..............32:11
Scialdone Frank of Frank and Viola May 10 1931................30:54
Scialdone James of James and Mary C July 24 1935..............32:80
Scialdone Mary E of James and Mary C Mar 19 1934..............31:166
Scialdo Luigi A of Luigi and Adele E Sept 27 1935..............32:105
Sciarracce Rocco R of Girolamo and Adelina Mar 27 1933.......31:32
Scianna Maria A of Loreto and Giuseppina Aug 5 1934...........31:218
Sciarratta Peter R of Pietro and Lila Feb 25 1935.............32:20
Sciarretta William B of William and Antoinette Aug 2 1934....31:217
Scialto Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Francesca Aug 19 1931.......30:94
Scicciotta Maria of Domenico A N and Margaret T Mar 25

1931........................................................................30:35
Scicciotta Robert A of Fred and Anna Feb 2 1931..............30:14
Scicciotta Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 15 1931......30:44
Scicciotta Rose M of Antonio and Sylvia L Apr 11 1933.......30:38
Scicciotelli Anthony A of Anthony and Lena July 1 1933......31:69
Scicciotrelli Rinaldo B A of Giuseppe and Elvira Nov 16 1931..30:128
Scicciocco Nazzareno of Nazzareno and Teresa July 20 1932....30:226
Scoicciottti Maria A of Giacomino and Amarinda Apr 13 1931....30:43
Scola Bernard V of Vincenzo and Elisa F Mar 20 1931.........30:33
Scola Francis H of Vincenzo and Elisa F Apr 9 1935............32:38
Scola Joseph A of Aristide G A and Angela Oct 11 1934.......31:243
Scola Vincenzo A of Aristide G A and Angela Nov 22 1935......32:126
Scolardi Anna S of Antonio and Antonetta Mar 21 1932........30:179
Scolardi Antonio of Antonio and Antonetta Jan 1 1934........31:139
Scoliard Sheldon R of Elisha and Esther D July 25 1935.......32:80
Scopel Ottavio A of Emilio and Maria Nov 9 1931..............30:126
Scopellitti Etta R of Pasquale and Michelina June 30 1932.....30:217
Scopellitti Helen A of Arturo and Mary June 22 1932...........30:214
Scopellitti Norma T of Pasquale and Michelina Oct 25 1933....31:112
Scorobogatay Alexander of Stephen and Nellie Mar 20 1933....31:30
Scorpio Ada of Giuseppe and Francesca May 19 1931............30:57
Scorpio Anthony O of Anthony and Mary Sept 17 1934.........31:234
Scorpio Carmela of Anthony and Mary Sept 13 1932............30:247
Scorpio Giovanna C of Angelo and Elsa F C Dec 3 1931........30:136
Scorpio Gloria M of Pietro R and Sarah Aug 22 1931. . . . . 30: 95
Scorpio Jean A of Francesco and Giustina June 13 1935. . . 32: 63
Scorpio Marilyn F of Frank and Mary D Jan 6 1935. . . . . 32: 2
Scorpio Nicolina L of Louis and Agnes Mar 3 1935. . . . . . 32: 23
Scorpio Raphael M of Angelo and Elsa F C Dec 17 1934. . . 31: 267
Scotland Jean A of Ralph and Hazel May 11 1932. . . . . . 30: 199
Scotland Ronald P of Ralph and Hazel Nov 9 1934. . . . . . 31: 254
Scott Barbara A of George M and Alena Feb 24 1934. . . . . 31: 157
Scott Benjamin A of Benjamin A and Marion M Apr 8 1935 . . 32: 38
Scott Carol A of Walter and Margaret Oct 6 1935. . . . . . 32: 110
Scott Charles of Charles and Alice M Aug 21 1934. . . . . . 31: 224
Scott Charles H of George M and Alena Feb 29 1932. . . . . . 30: 170
Scott Cynthia A of Henry B T and Nora Mar 27 1935. . . . . 32: 41
Scott Diana F of Kenneth A and Lillian F Aug 11 1934. . . . 31: 274
Scott Ethel M of Benjamin A and Mary Nov 23 1933. . . . . . 31: 121
Scott Georgia A of George and Louise A Apr 19 1933. . . . . 31: 41
Scott Gerald D of Elmer W and Bianca C Apr 17 1935. . . . . 32: 41
Scott James P of James R and Elizabeth H Mar 21 1933. . . 31: 30
Scott Janet G of Everett C and Agnes M June 12 1931. . . . . 30: 67
Scott Janice L of James McL and Ruth A July 17 1935. . . . . 32: 77
Scott John G of John J and Eleanor R Sept 16 1932. . . . . . 30: 249
Scott Mary E of David and Mary E Dec 6 1933. . . . . . . 31: 126
Scott Patricia A of Clarence H and Alice M Oct 7 1931. . . . 30: 113
Scott Phyllis L of Everett G and Helen V July 20 1932. . . . . 30: 226
Scott Robert of Mary June 10 1932. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30: 210
Scott Robert J of Robert S and Annie Oct 26 1931. . . . . . 30: 129
Scott Thomas G of John J and Eleanor R July 8 1935. . . . . 32: 73
Scotti Anna L of Anthony T and Victoria Jan 22 1934. . . . . 31: 145
Scotti Corrine E of Pasquale and Angela N Jan 28 1932. . . . 30: 158
Scotti Joanne N of Giovanni and Concetta Aug 17 1933. . . . 31: 87
Scotti Rose M of Anthony and Victoria H Apr 2 1935. . . . . 32: 35
Scotti — d of Ottavio and Clara Aug 25 1933. . . . . . . . . . . 31: 93
Scuruvani Anna C of Lorenzo and Concetta July 25 1933. . . . 31: 77
Scullian Nancy M T of Daniel A and Albertine E Mar 5 1931 . 30: 27
Scully Agnes N of John E and Helen M Feb 7 1931. . . . . . 30: 16
Scungio Antonetta T of John J and Alice Feb 9 1931. . . . . . 30: 17
Scungio Edward L of Joseph and Vincenzina Feb 12 1935. . . 32: 16
Scungio Jane A of Giuseppe and Vincenzina Mar 18 1933. . . . 31: 29
Scungio Albert L of Luigi and Marie J D Oct 30 1935. . . . . 32: 117
Scungio Angela A of Angelo and Mary Oct 22 1935. . . . . . 32: 115
Scungio Ann A of Joseph and Carmela G July 13 1934. . . . . 31: 208
Scungio Elaine C of Luigi and Clara Mar 18 1933. . . . . . . 31: 29
Scungio Elizabeth A of Angelo and Maria Oct 11 1933. . . . . 31: 108
Scungio Giovanni A of Angelo and Maria Apr 26 1932. . . . . 30: 193
Scungio Marion L of Luigi and Clara May 11 1935. . . . . . . 32: 51
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Scungio Veronica J of Ferdinando and Maria J Jan 13 1932...30:153
Seaberg Marilyn W of Rudolph E and Florence A E Apr 7
1931...........................................................................................30:41
Seabury Ellen G of Albert E and Florence M July 5 1934....31:206
Seals William P of David D and Mary June 2 1931........30:64
Seaman Deborah J of Harold R and Louisa B Jan 9 1931..30:3
Seamans Lawrence W of Andray M and Elizabeth A Mar 31
1933.............................................................................................31:33
Seamans Willard L of Walter I and Dorothy L May 11 1934..31:185
Searle Joan W of Dormon W and Myrtle June 10 1931....30:67
Searle Marjorie R of Wilfred B and Marjorie M Apr 26 1931..30:48
Searles Donald F of Charles F and Elizabeth V Aug 27 1932..30:241
Searles Joanne of Henry R and Dorothy June 2 1931......30:64
Searles William H of William H and Leona May 23 1932...30:203
Searls —— s of Edward and Estelle Mar 26 1933.............31:34
Sears Henry J of Peter F and Mary E July 12 1933.........31:72
Sears Janet of Roland J and Maria C Nov 27 1931...........30:132
Sears Robert V of Harry and Della R Apr 21 1932...........30:191
Sears Stephen N of Stephen N and Alice Feb 24 1934......31:157
Sears Thomas of Peter F and Mary E Sept 26 1934...........31:237
Seaton Catherine G of John and Isabelle F Feb 17 1933....31:18
Seavor Charles E of George A and Catherine E Mar 15 1935..32:27
Seavor John S of George A and Mabel O Feb 5 1934.........31:151
Seavor Lawrence E of Lawrence E and Ruth G Jan 15 1934..31:144
Seavor Thomas W of Thomas W and Genevieve T Mar 9 1933.31:26
Seavor —— d of George A and Catherine E Dec 20 1933...31:136
Secor John F of Elmer F and Lillie S Nov 18 1933............31:120
Seddon Robert C of Robert C and Dorothy E May 15 1934...31:186
Sedgwick —— s of Alfred and Mabel Oct 3 1932..............30:257
Sedzik Patricia V of Eugene and Katherine J Sept 13 1935..32:100
See Steven H of John H and Marion E Oct 5 1935............32:109
Seed Harriet A of Harry and Maria Jan 7 1932...................30:151
Secley Marilyn J (c) of Clarence and Ruth Aug 23 1934....31:225
Sefskin Maureen A of Stephen and Mary E July 18 1934....31:210
Sefton John E of William H and Lillian Mar 4 1932.........30:173
Sefton Norman H of Edwin and Mary M June 11 1934......31:196
Sefton William G of William H and Lillian June 21 1935...32:66
Sefton —— d of Edwin and Mary M Oct 19 1932..............30:263
Segrella Barbara A of Giovanni and Lucrezia Nov 10 1933.31:117
Seidman Harriet V of Philip and Ida May 16 1935.............32:52
Seinfeld Ina of Saul and Jennie Feb 22 1935..................32:19
Selby Bernard A of Bernard A and Hettie D Feb 21 1935...32:19
Selengut Joan L of Louis and Adele Apr 24 1931............30:47
Seltzer Melvyn of Paul and Bertha J June 10 1932..........30:210
Selwyn Alice A of Joseph F and Estelle I Aug 19 1933....31:88
Selwyn Joan C of William J and Florence A June 22 1934..31:199
Selwyn Raymond W of William J and Florence A Nov 8 1935.32:121
Selya Bruce M of Herman C and Betty May 27 1934.........31:190
Sencal Simeon J of Samuel and Mary June 23 1934.........31:200
Senecal Arthur A of Arthur A and Ora C July 14 1934....31:209
Senecal Jean M of Joseph O and Marie M Nov 11 1934...31:254
Senecal Lillian T of Walter A and Evelina H Jan 28 1932..30:158
Senerchia Gloria A C of Antonio and Angelina M Nov 28 1934.31:260
Senior Jean D (Twin) of Norman W and Edna G Apr 18 1931.30:45
Senior Joan R (Twin) of Norman W and Edna G Apr 18 1931.30:45
Senior Norma M of Norman W and Edna G Aug 29 1932....30:242
Senna Anita L of Louis J and Anna M Nov 3 1934.........31:251
Sepe Alberta of Francesco and Matilda C May 12 1933.....31:50
Sepe Alberta M of Alberto and Enrichetta July 1 1935....32:71
Sepe Anna M of Francesco and Matilda C Jan 12 1935....32:4
Sepe Gerard L of Alberto and Enrichetta Sept 6 1931....30:101
Sepe James J of Paul P and Pauline A Apr 27 1933........31:44
Sepe Mathew of Ethel W Nov 6 1935........................32:120
Sepe William R of Paul P and Pauline A Jan 30 1935.....32:10
Sepe —— d of Nicholas and Mary E Oct 31 1933...........31:113
Sequino Francis M of William and Carolina Sept 20 1932..30:250
Serabian Vahan of Mardiros and Annie Oct 20 1932.......30:263
Serapiglia Agostino G of Agostino G and Maria A Nov 18 1932.30:274
Serapiglia Antonio D of Agostino G and Maria A May 3 1934.31:182
Serapiglia Morris E of Morris E and Anna Sept 29 1935...32:105
Serbst Dolores A of Frederick W and Dorothea Dec 31 1934.31:272
Serbst William L of William L and Mary M July 30 1933...31:79
Serdjenian Hermine M of Michael D and Nevart Oct 26 1932.30:265
Serdjenian —— d of Michael D and Nevart Apr 8 1931.....30:50
Sergiacomi Luigi of Luigi and Adelina Apr 7 1935.......32:37
Sergy Arthur I of Harry and Lena June 27 1934.........31:201
Serpa Eugene R of Leo and Frances Aug 12 1935........32:88
Serpa Joseph P of Joseph P and Anna Feb 29 1932.......30:170
Serrecchia Evelina M of Pasquale and Maria Mar 10 1931.30:29
Servant Priscilla L of Romeo H and Edith Feb 7 1931....30:16
Setian Araks A of Paul and Varvar Mar 11 1932.........30:175
Severance Frank R of Frank R and Evelyn R Oct 6 1932...30:258
Severance Muriel R of Frank R and Evelyn R Feb 11 1931..30:17
Sevigny Helen P of Adlord J and Delina M Jan 22 1935....32:8
Sevigny Leo W of Adlord J and Delina M Apr 2 1933......31:35
Sevigny Robert N of Alva J and Lillian M Aug 15 1935....32:89
Sewall Charles S of Egbert M and Edith H May 10 1934....31:185
Sewall Edgar K of Edgar K and Hilda June 11 1931.......30:67
Sewall Marcia O of Edgar K and Hilda Nov 5 1935........32:120
Seward Gordon B of Ralph P and A Lucy July 8 1931......30:78
Seward Marjorie D of Ralph P and A Lucy Aug 18 1933....31:87
Sewell Robert M of Egbert M and Edith H July 22 1931....30:83
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Sexton Elizabeth J of Patrick J and Maureen E Oct 20 1934................31: 275
Sfameni Annina of Antonio and Caterina Apr 23 1931....................30: 47
Sgambato Ada of Ralph and Ada July 20 1935............................32: 78
Sgambato Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Maria G A July 21
1931 ..........................30: 83
Shaal Robert K of Lester F and Kathryn E June 11 1933........31: 62
Shadeck Richard E of Louis and Myra July 24 1931.....................30: 84
Shaeveitz Frederic M of Frederic G and Florida Apr 1 1931........30: 30
Shaeveitz Murray of Samuel and Ida May 1 1932.......................30: 196
Shaeveitz — d of Samuel and Ida Feb 27 1931..........................30: 23
Shaghalian Martha A of Arman M and Beatrice H July 26
1931 ..........................30: 84
Shailer Leora of Russell C and Roma M June 20 1932.................30: 214
Shakel Eleanor J of George A and Estelle B Sept 28 1931........30: 109
Shane Robert W of William A and Catherine A May 28 1935........32: 56
Shane Shirley M of William A and Catherine A Aug 19 1931........30: 94
Shanley Barbara A of William F and Anastasia May 20 1932........30: 202
Shanley Edith R of William J and Edith R Nov 30 1935.................32: 128
Shanley Eleanor M of Thomas W and Lillian E Jan 14 1934........31: 143
Shanley Jeanette M of Henry C and Lena F Nov 26 1932..............30: 277
Shanley John J of Henry C and Lena F Apr 14 1935....................32: 40
Shanley Mary A of John J and Anastasia M Apr 8 1933...............31: 37
Shanley Patricia A of Daniel J and Ella M Sept 10 1933............31: 97
Shanley Richard J of James E M and Dorothy E Dec 7 1935..........32: 132
Shanley William F of William F and Anastasia C June 1
1934 ..........................31: 193
Shannon Donald F of Joseph L and Ruth M Oct 7 1931.................30: 113
Shannon James H of James H and Maria Aug 30 1935..................32: 94
Shannon Margaret M of John P and Nora A Oct 17 1935...............32: 113
Shannon Robert of James H and Albertine Mar 31 1931...............30: 37
Shannon William N of Francis E and Helen E Dec 31 1933........31: 135
Shapiro Elaine S of William and Sophie June 8 1935.................32: 61
Shapleigh Deborah D of Theodore D and Marjorie Nov 24
1935 ..........................32: 126
Shapleigh Enniece H of Theodore D and Marjorie Oct 16 1931........30: 116
Shapleigh — s of Theodore and Marjorie Nov 3 1934.................31: 251
Sharbuno Barbara H of Albert R and Mildred A Sept 28 1932........30: 253
Sharbuno Frank L of Harry and Evelyn Sept 2 1935..................32: 96
Sharbuno Norma J of Harry and Evelyn Dec 2 1932....................30: 280
Shardlow Priscilla of Norman and Agnes S July 16 1935...............32: 77
Sharfstein — s of Samuel and Bessie Jan 2 1932.......................30: 152
Sharkey Peggy A P of Howard and Margaret L Dec 7 1932...........30: 282
Sharp Dean E of Benjamin S and Charlotte J Aug 26 1931........30: 96
Sharp Frank E of Edwin and Florence M Apr 25 1931................30: 48
Sharp Helen L of Ezra A and Sarah L Sept 12 1934.................31: 232
Sharp Richard M of Benjamin S and Charlotte J Jan 1 1935 32: 1
Sharpe James W of Arnold and Ethel M M Oct 18 1932 30: 262
Sharpe Kenneth A of Arthur J and Dora Oct 22 1931 30: 118
Sharpe Laurence N of Henry F and Harriet B Dec 4 1932 30: 281
Sharpe Robert J of Joseph B and Hazel Apr 8 1935 32: 38
Sharpe Ronald J of Arnold and Ethel M M July 12 1934 31: 208
Sharpe — d of Arnold and Ethel M M June 3 1933 31: 59
Sharplexes Leroy R of Thelma Mar 22 1935 32: 30
Sharplexes William R of Roland W and Florence M Dec 3 1935 32: 131
Sharrocks Catherine of James and Margaret Feb 14 1934 31: 154
Shaset Lucille of Bernard and Ida Mar 7 1934 31: 163
Shatkin — s of Bernard and Ida Aug 31 1932 30: 242
Shatkin Aaron J of Abe and Beatrice Feb 27 1932 30: 169
Shatkin Aaron J of Morris and Doris M July 18 1934 31: 210
Shatkin Louis J of Simon and Carrie June 25 1935 32: 67
Shatkin Sandra of Abe and Beatrice Feb 4 1934 31: 151
Shatkin Selma P of Simon and Carrie Dec 16 1933 31: 130
Shatz Edwin J of Morris and Rena Jan 22 1934 31: 145
Shatz Goldie P of Harry and Flora S Oct 3 1931 30: 111
Shatz — s of Harry and Flora S Feb 17 1933 31: 18
Shatzman Jean A of Ruth Feb 23 1932 30: 168
Shaw Barbara A of John M and Antonina June 27 1933 31: 67
Shaw Clinton F of Clinton F and Gladys T Dec 26 1934 31: 270
Shaw Clinton R of Arthur M and Katherine M Oct 2 1931 30: 147
Shaw Edward M of Francis W and Agnes R Apr 15 1934 31: 176
Shaw Elizabeth M of Edward C and Frances E July 4 1931 30: 77
Shaw Faith E of William and Minnie Apr 6 1931 30: 40
Shaw Howard G of Elliot A and Catharine H Feb 14 1933 31: 137
Shaw James of James E and Margaret I Feb 15 1933 31: 17
Shaw James P of John B and Viola M Nov 14 1935 32: 123
Shaw Joan C of Edwin and Edna July 22 1933 31: 76
Shaw John T H of William and Minnie June 6 1932 30: 208
Shaw Madeline M of Allan R and Lena V Nov 15 1934 31: 256
Shaw Margaret L of James E and Margaret I June 26 1934 31: 201
Shaw Margaret M of Victor H and Mary M May 30 1934 31: 191
Shaw Nathan R of Alton and Eleanor May 24 1932 30: 203
Shaw Norma M of Thomas A and Ada Aug 27 1931 30: 97
Shaw Robert A of Stephen A R and Olive Sept 15 1932 30: 248
Shaw Robert A of Ralph S and Ruth E Mar 12 1935 32: 26
Shaw Ronald E of Henry and Ethyl I July 30 1932 30: 229
Shaw Sally A of Elliot A and Catharine H Dec 25 1934 31: 275
Shaw Victor H of Victor II and Mary M July 30 1932 30: 229
Shawcross George II of Harold L and Dorothy July 13 1933 31: 73
Shawcross Roger K of Howard W and Helen A Mar 30 1931 30: 37
Shea Blanche V of Philip and Ida July 27 1932 30: 228
Shea Daniel S of Daniel S and Yvonne Jan 6 1932.........30:150
Shea Dodona of Thomas and Mary Jan 3 1931..............30:2
Shea Donald R of Daniel M and Celia J Dec 8 1933........31:127
Shea Edward H of Edward S and Jessie M Oct 9 1932.....30:259
Shea George M of George M and Helen M Feb 17 1932......30:166
Shea Harold A of Harold A and Mary G Sept 1 1933.....31:94
Shea James E of James E and Kathryn R Nov 5 1935.....32:120
Shea Joan F of Daniel M and Johanna Jan 4 1931.........30:2
Shea John J of Clement P and Alice E Aug 20 1933......31:88
Shea Marjorie A of John J and Rose E Apr 22 1935......32:42
Shea Mary E of John J and Rose E Apr 7 1932............30:186
Shea Nancy G of Harold A and Mary G Jan 6 1932.........30:150
Shea Quinlan J of Quinlan J and Angela Feb 26 1935.....32:20
Shea Rita M of John F E and Mary R L Sept 13 1931.....30:104
Shea William J of William J and Ethel M Feb 26 1933....31:21
Shearman Alfred C of Alfred T and Lina Jan 27 1932.....30:157
Shears Walter W of Benjamin W and Flora L July 1 1934..31:204
Shechtman Stanley of Jacob and Dora Dec 2 1931........30:135
Sheedy William M of William M and Florence E June 27 1932.30:216
Sheehan Frederick W of John J and Claire R Mar 1 1932..30:172
Sheffler Ralph M of Joseph and Mollie D Oct 7 1935.....32:110
Sheffres Adele M of Samuel and Rose Nov 10 1935.......32:121
Sheffres Ezra of Samuel and Rose Oct 29 1931............30:121
Shein Frederic R of Stanley E and Thelma Sept 5 1934....31:230
Shein Harvey M of Stanley E and Selma May 10 1933.....31:50
Shein Irving L of Howard C and Mary Jan 1 1931.........30:1
Sheinberg Cynthia L of Jacob and Jean Feb 15 1934.....31:154
Sheeldon Barbara E of Harold L and Beatrice Jan 6 1933.31:2
Sheeldon Rose M of William and Anna Oct 8 1934.........31:242
Sheeldon Walter G of Walter P and Ruth Oct 13 1935.....32:112
Sheeldrick Harold A of Harold W and Harriet V July 8 1933.31:71
Sheilton Rose M of Joseph A and Catherine J Dec 15 1933..30:140
Shepard Chester A (c) of Jeremiah J and Ruth J Oct 19 1933.31:110
Shepard Dorothy J (c) of Jeremiah J and Ruth J May 30 1935..32:57
Shepard Jeremiah J (c) of Jeremiah J and Ruth J Mar 1 1932.30:172
Shepherd Robert E of Earl R and Gertrude Y June 10 1934..31:196
Shepherd Walter E of Earl R and Gertrude Y Oct 30 1932..30:267
Sherberg Janet P of Albert N and Anna W Sept 30 1933....31:103
Sherblum Gertrude M of Carl A and Gertrude Dec 20 1933..31:131
Sheridan Barbara of Joseph E and Josephine Dec 9 1932....30:282
Sheridan Francis P of James and Mary E Sept 18 1931.....30:106
Sheridan Jean L of John J and Sarah M May 31 1934.......31:191
Sheridan Joan E of William J and Irene A July 24 1934....31:212
Sheridan Richard B of Richard J and Alice B Dec 6 1932..30:281
Sheridan Richard J of Edwin J and Mary B Mar 29 1934....31:169
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sheridan  
Rosemary of Thomas and Mary H May 3 1935......32: 48
Sheridan  
Shirley A of William J and Irene A Mar 16 1932....30:176
Sheridan  
Terence J of Terence and Bridget C Oct 1 1935....32:108
Sheridan  
William J of William J and Irene A Sept 6 1935....32: 97
Sheridan  
----- d of James M and Irene G Aug 12 1932....30:236
Sherlock  
Louise of Raymond and Marie L L June 28 1932....30:217
Sherlock  
Raymond of Raymond and Marie L L Aug 16 1935....32: 89
Sherman  
Alden M of Albert S and Mildred E May 12 1934....31:185
Sherman  
Alice L of Prague W and Mildred I Nov 30 1935....32:128
Sherman  
Alton R of Albert S and Mildred E Jan 1 1931....30:  1
Sherman  
Beverly H of Samuel and Dora Feb 4 1932........30:162
Sherman  
Daniel W of Robert A and Audrey D Feb 11 1934....31:153
Sherman  
Donald E of Everett W and Ida E Aug 26 1935....32:  93
Sherman  
Frank R of Theodore and Sara Sept 4 1931......30:101
Sherman  
Genevieve M of William R and Annie E Jan 3 1931..30:  2
Sherman  
Irene S of Frank E and Nellie M Aug 7 1935.....32:  86
Sherman  
Joann M of Howard E and Esther C Nov 30 1932....30:278
Sherman  
Louise C of Howard E and Esther Oct 14 1931....30:115
Sherman  
Mildred H of Frank E and Nellie Oct 15 1931....30:116
Sherman  
Raymond W of Raymond W and Ruth L Mar 3 1934..31:162
Sherman  
Robert E of Robert A and Audrey D Mar 16 1932....30:176
Sherman  
Sandra F of Joseph and Sylvia Nov 11 1933....31:118
Sherman  
William H of William H and Lea Mar 22 1934....31:167
Sherrill  
Eva R of George H and Inez R Dec 6 1933....31:126
Sherrill  
Florence E of George H and Inez R Aug 6 1935....32:  86
Sherrill  
Lillian I of George H and Inez R Mar 17 1931....30:  32
Shevlin  
John J of John and Margaret M Oct 28 1935....32:116
Shevlin  
Margaret of John and Margaret Sept 23 1933....31:101
Shields  
Francis B of Edmund P and Rose A Nov 9 1934....31:254
Shields  
Joseph of Joseph and Elizabeth I Dec 18 1933....31:130
Shields  
Mary A of Frank J and Anna E Jan 2 1932....30:149
Shields  
Raymond N of Edmund and Rose A Jan 1 1932....30:149
Shierson  
Margaret A of William H and Katherine A Feb 13
1931. ...........................................30:  18
Shiffer  
Edward R of Harry A and Mary E Oct 31 1933....31:114
Shippee  
Carolyn D of Earl R and Martha E June 17 1932....30:213
Shippee  
Joan I of Newell C and Iva E July 29 1934....31:214
Shippee  
Raymond O of Minnie E May 3 1932.............31:197
Shippee  
Roger W of Lloyd F and Elsie M Mar 7 1935....32:  24
Shippee  
----- s of Fred R and Hannah Apr 27 1932....30:195
Shirley  
Herbert E of Alfred and Gladys E Apr 14 1931....30:  44
Shishmanian  
Leo N of Peter N and Virginia May 13 1931....30:  55
Shlavin  
Judith of Samuel and Etta Jan 9 1932....30:151
Shogren  
Constance E of Clarence R and Gertrude A Oct 16
1932. ...........................................30:262
Shogren  
Sally I of Russell T and Irene G July 29 1933....31:  79
Shola  
Dionisi S of Spiro A and Thomaida G Nov 7 1932....30:271
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Shola Vangel S of Spiro A and Thomaida G June 14 1934..............31:197
Shola —— s of George P and Alice Feb 12 1932......................30:164
Shore Hubert of Sam and Jennie Feb 7 1931............................30:16
Shore Marjorie A of Albert and Ethel Nov 23 1935....................32:126
Shore Ruth L of Oscar and Teresa Mar 6 1931...........................30:28
Shoren Bernice A of Herbert O and Ann T Apr 29 1935...............32:45
Short James R of James E and Beatrice Mar 25 1931...................30:35
Shortall John F of Thomas F and Elizabeth M Nov 24 1932...........30:276
Shortall Thomas P of Thomas F and Elizabeth M Jan 12 1931.........30:5
Shortle Barbara of Thomas J and Genevieve J Feb 12 1931..........30:18
Shorty Raymond of Raymond and Helen Apr 18 1932....................30:190
Shprecher Gertrude H of Samuel and Marian July 16 1934..........31:209
Shroeder Lorraine of Martin A and Rose M Aug 6 1931...............30:89
Shroeder Shirley of Mary R Nov 4 1935...............................32:120
Shuman Martha J of Nancy E June 6 1934..............................31:194
Shurtleff Donald J of Edwin L and Blanche C June 12 1934........31:196
Shurtleff Herbert F of Herbert F and Aline M Nov 28 1932.........30:278
Shurtleff Jeanne of Herbert F and Aline M Mar 13 1931..............30:30
Shurtleff Ruth C of Edwin L and Blanche C Feb 12 1932............30:164
Shuster Bernard W of Charles and Belle May 12 1933................31:50
Shuster Mathew D of Ralph and Clara Dec 31 1933....................31:135
Shute Dorothy C of Ernest W K and Edith M Dec 28 1934..........31:271
Shute Ernest W of Ernest W K and Edith M Jan 26 1933..............31:11
Sicard Albert J of Albert and Ida Dec 8 1932.......................30:282
Sicard Arthur R of Alfred J and Marie B Apr 7 1933...............31:37
Sicard Doris L of Joseph W and Regina M Oct 26 1931..............30:120
Sicard Francis W of Alfred J and Marie B Oct 19 1934..............31:246
Sicklers Porter F of George H and Jane May 3 1931................30:51
Siddall James F of Lynton H and Cecilia E June 14 1932............30:212
Siddall Shirley of Roland V and Dorothy M May 13 1931............30:55
Sidelinger Lois A of Wallace A and Gladys I Mar 17 1934.........31:165
Sidelinger Shirley E of Wallace A and Gladys I Apr 18 1932......30:190
Sidlik Barbara H of John J and Margaret H July 31 1933..........31:80
Sidlik John of John J and Margaret H Mar 14 1932..................30:176
Sidote Charles F of Jerome J and Lucy C Sept 4 1932..............30:244
Sidote Lucy M of Jerome J and Lucy C June 15 1931...............30:68
Sieber Ruth D of William M and Dorothy M Jan 6 1935..............32:2
Siedzik Margaret of Stanley S and Hedwig M Nov 29 1934..........31:260
Siedzik Raymond C of Ceslaw and Stanislava Dec 23 1932...........30:286
Sief Myrna J of Abraham and Gertrude Aug 23 1935...............32:92
Siegel Sara L of Louis and Fannie M Oct 3 1933....................31:105
Siegel Sheila J of Israel H and Ida Aug 2 1935....................32:84
Siegel Joyce T of Charles and Hilda T Nov 24 1933...............31:122
Siena Marcia A of Frank E R and Ruth Sept 16 1933.................31:98
Silberlust Allan of Louis and Hilda June 11 1931.................30:67
Silipigni Giovanni of Andrea and Angelina Oct 13 1931...........30:115
Silipigni Lucrezia of Andrea and Angelina Feb 11 1935 .................. 32: 15
Silipigni Pasquale of Andrea and Angelina Oct 19 1932 .................. 30: 263
Silva Alfred of John E and Maria F May 4 1931 .................. 30: 52
Silva Barbara A of John M and Mary E July 23 1934 .................. 31: 212
Silva Benjamin (c) of Benjamin and Mary Aug 7 1935 .................. 32: 86
Silva Beverly I of Frank and Bertha Dec 22 1934 .................. 31: 269
Silva Carolina (c) of Joseph and Marian Nov 13 1935 .................. 32: 123
Silva Christina of Mariano and Ernestina Oct 24 1934 .................. 31: 247
Silva Claudette of Claude M and Georgina Aug 24 1934 .................. 31: 225
Silva David B of Joseph A and Esther Apr 29 1931 .................. 30: 49
Silva Dolores of Manuel J and Helen E Apr 1 1933 .................. 31: 35
Silva Domingo (c) of Domingo and Mary Dec 30 1932 .................. 30: 287
Silva Domingo L (c) of Benjamin L and Margaret L Jan 18 1931 .................. 30: 7
Silva Dorothy of Manuel M and Mary L Aug 22 1931 .................. 30: 95
Silva Dorothy (c) of Peter and Minnie Aug 6 1933 .................. 31: 83
Silva Elsie V of Jesse and Anna Oct 26 1934 .................. 31: 248
Silva Ernest P of Antonio P and Egidia Mar 23 1931 .................. 30: 34
Silva Ernestine M of Mariano J and Ernestina July 29 1931 .................. 30: 85
Silva Eugene of David and Clara July 21 1931 .................. 30: 83
Silva Engel of Manuel S and Emily A June 9 1933 .................. 31: 61
Silva Evelyn of Alexander E and Mary C Jan 15 1933 .................. 31: 5
Silva Everett J of Manuel and Virginia July 6 1934 .................. 31: 206
Silva Francis (c) of Peter and Minnie Mar 21 1931 .................. 30: 33
Silva Gerald J of Joseph and Emma M Mar 20 1935 .................. 32: 29
Silva Gilbert L of Guilherme and Emma M Oct 5 1934 .................. 31: 241
Silva Gladys M of Jesse and Anna July 31 1933 .................. 31: 80
Silva Guillaume of Manuel and Julia Apr 10 1931 .................. 30: 42
Silva Helen M of John V and Florence D July 15 1933 .................. 31: 73
Silva Hilda of Joseph and Julia Oct 11 1934 .................. 31: 243
Silva James D (c) of Domingo and Mary Apr 17 1934 .................. 31: 177
Silva James R of Jesse and Anna Feb 26 1932 .................. 30: 169
Silva Janet of Frank E and Ann June 30 1933 .................. 31: 68
Silva Joan of John and Anna July 30 1933 .................. 31: 79
Silva Joan C of John M and Mary E Apr 11 1933 .................. 31: 38
Silva Joan C of Anthony and Carmella June 15 1935 .................. 32: 64
Silva Joan E of Joseph K and Mabel Sept 15 1931 .................. 30: 105
Silva Joan J (c) of Antonio and Archangel Aug 14 1934 .................. 31: 221
Silva Joan M of Thomas K and Mary J June 20 1934 .................. 31: 199
Silva Joaquin of August and Mary G May 8 1935 .................. 32: 50
Silva John of John A and Bella H Aug 19 1934 .................. 31: 223
Silva John of John and Josephine J Oct 7 1934 .................. 31: 242
Silva John A of John and Amelia July 12 1932 .................. 30: 223
Silva Joseph of Jose and Sophie G Nov 5 1933 .................. 31: 116
Silva Joseph F of Thomas K and Mary J May 1 1932 .................. 30: 196
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silva Judita of Agostinho and Maria</td>
<td>Dec 4 1931 ... 30:136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Kenneth C of Andrew C and Florence E</td>
<td>July 13 1935 ... 32:76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Lionel M of Manuel and Helen</td>
<td>Sept 20 1931 ... 30:106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Luiz of Rosa</td>
<td>Sept 22 1931 ... 30:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Manuel of Manuel C and Flora</td>
<td>Jan 14 1932 ... 30:153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Mary of Anna</td>
<td>Apr 23 1934 ... 31:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Mary E of Manuel and Virginia</td>
<td>June 11 1933 ... 31:62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Mary T of Anthony and Carmella</td>
<td>Feb 15 1934 ... 31:154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Mildred of Jose and Sophie G</td>
<td>Aug 29 1931 ... 30:98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Olga of Jose M and Julia</td>
<td>June 7 1931 ... 30:66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Raymond of Joao P and Maria</td>
<td>J Mar 17 1931 ... 30:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Richard J of John and Elsie</td>
<td>June 26 1934 ... 31:201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Richard L (c) of Severino and Angelina</td>
<td>Oct 21 1935 ... 32:114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Richard P of Joao P and Maria</td>
<td>J June 22 1932 ... 30:214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Rita O of Jesse and Anna</td>
<td>Dec 1 1935 ... 32:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Robert of Joseph S and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 30 1935 ... 32:94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Roy L of Manuel and Dorothy</td>
<td>Sept 23 1931 ... 30:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Shirley A of Margaret E</td>
<td>July 17 1934 ... 31:210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Thomas R of Thomas K and Mary</td>
<td>J June 25 1933 ... 31:66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva Virginia of Francisco P and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 5 1931 ... 30:125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva — d of Anna</td>
<td>Jan 18 1933 ... 31:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silva — s of Nasemento and Elizabeth</td>
<td>May 29 1934 ... 31:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvaggio Margherita I of Francesco and Teresa</td>
<td>A Sept 16 1932 ... 30:249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Audrey of Jordan K and Georgiana</td>
<td>A Sept 5 1935 ... 32:97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver John of John and Mary</td>
<td>J Jan 11 1935 ... 32:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Ronald F of Jordan K and Georgiana</td>
<td>A June 6 1932 ... 30:208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silveria James E of Joseph M and Olive M</td>
<td>Feb 26 1933 ... 31:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Alfred H of Max and Ida</td>
<td>Apr 8 1931 ... 30:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Allen H of Fred and Jean</td>
<td>Dec 19 1931 ... 30:141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Barbara T of Abraham H and Sema</td>
<td>F Feb 26 1934 ... 31:158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Bernard of Joe and Rose</td>
<td>May 5 1935 ... 32:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Carol T of Charles L and Lillian C</td>
<td>Apr 21 1933 ... 31:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Franklin H of Meyer and Rebecca</td>
<td>Aug 16 1933 ... 31:87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Gerald A of Max and Esther</td>
<td>May 19 1934 ... 31:188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Irving B of Herman and Rose</td>
<td>June 11 1931 ... 30:67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Michael H of William and Mildred</td>
<td>M Oct 21 1935 ... 32:114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Perry J of Samuel and Annette</td>
<td>Mar 21 1932 ... 30:179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Sarah Y of Herman and Bess</td>
<td>Apr 2 1931 ... 30:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman Shirley A of Charles S and Mildred</td>
<td>Aug 10 1935 ... 32:87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman — s of Herman and Fannie</td>
<td>Apr 3 1934 ... 31:172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman — d of Ezra and Leola</td>
<td>Dec 22 1934 ... 31:263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverstein Michael A of Barney and Pearl</td>
<td>Sept 28 1933 ... 31:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestre Anna D of John M and Lucinda</td>
<td>D July 2 1934 ... 31:204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestre Robert of Pasquale and Rosa</td>
<td>May 22 1933 ... 31:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestri Dorotea M of Celestino and Angela</td>
<td>M July 30 1932 ... 30:229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Silvestri Eduardo of Michelangelo and Carmela Feb 16 1931...30: 19
Silvestri Francesco of Tito V and Antonetta Aug 19 1931....30: 94
Silvestri Francesco of Francesco and Carolina Nov 22 1933...31: 121
Silvestri Ronald J of Carlo A and Fiorina June 24 1933....31: 66
Silvestri Vera G of Mariano and Bambinella Nov 16 1933....31: 119
Silvestro Dolores L of Nicola G and Maria G Apr 5 1934....31: 173
Silvestro Edward F of Eduardo and Maria Dec 15 1933....31: 129
Silvestro Richard N of Nicola G and Maria G June 4 1935....32: 60
Silvestro —— d of Giacomo and Maria Feb 28 1933.......31: 23
Silvestro —— d of Gennaro and Helen Apr 4 1934.....31: 181
Silvia Bette A of Anthony and Mary Jan 21 1935...........32: 7
Silvia Dolores M of Thomas H and Alice E Apr 25 1931....30: 48
Silvia Elizabeth A of Anthony and Olive M Feb 27 1932....30: 169
Silvia Frank R (Twin) of Thomas R and Katherine May 28
1931 ..........................................................30: 61
Silvia Joao N (c) of Jose M and Joanna O Dec 24 1931...30: 142
Silvia Joseph R (Twin) of Thomas R and Katherine May 28
1931 ..........................................................30: 61
Silvia Patricia D of Alfred and Georgianna May 27 1933...31: 137
Silvia Robert A of Anthony and Olive M Nov 5 1933.......31: 116
Silvia Robert J of Anthony L and Helen Feb 8 1931......30: 16
Silvia Robert J of Jose and Maria J Dec 27 1935........32: 138
Silvia Robert L of Thomas H and Alice E Jan 16 1933....31: 6
Silvia Ronald of Anthony L and Helen M Sept 18 1933....31: 99
Silvia —— s of Frank J and Ella M Aug 12 1932........30: 236
Silvia —— d of Manuel and Mary Aug 4 1935.............32: 142
Silvio Ernesto A G of Ernesto and Luigia Mar 21 1932....30: 179
Silvio Frank A of John and Flora F June 13 1935........32: 63
Simas Joseph of Kasemir and Maria Feb 24 1933.........31: 20
Simas Joan M of Augustus P and Margaret M Jan 23 1932..30: 156
Simas Leonora M of Anthony and Maria Dec 7 1932.......30: 282
Simeone Angelina G of Rocco and Carmela June 14 1933...31: 63
Simeone Anna S of Agostino and Carmela July 14 1935....32: 76
Simeone Francesco of Francesco and Rosina Dec 7 1931....30: 137
Simeone Giovannina of Eduardo and Concetta Mar 13 1934..31: 164
Simeone Giuseppe of Eduardo and Concetta Mar 12 1931....30: 30
Simeone Joseph T of John and Mary June 8 1935.........32: 61
Simeone Maria of Agostino and Carmela June 4 1932.....30: 208
Simeone Robert B of Anthony and Mary Oct 28 1935......32: 116
Simeone William J of Giosue and Vittoria May 20 1935....32: 54
Simeone Giulietta G (Twin) of Giuseppe and Amalia May 15
1932 ..................................................................30: 200
Simeone Maria L (Twin) of Giuseppe and Amalia May 15 1932.30: 200
Simmers Ruth J of William A and Maude M Jan 14 1934..31: 143
Simmonelli Antonio of Raffaele and Maria C July 1 1934...31: 204
Simmons Albert T of Albert T and Florence R Feb 18 1935..32: 17
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Simmons Annie M of Roscoe N and Signe E M Nov 6 1934.... 31:252
Simmons Arthur E of Herbert J and Lillian Mar 28 1931.... 30: 36
Simmons Arthur E of Everett LeR and Minna L Sept 28 1935.... 32:105
Simmons Beverly C (c) of Raymond E and Mary Oct 8 1932.... 30:259
Simmons Carolyn R of George and Ruth Jan 12 1931............ 30: 5
Simmons Dorothy M of Everett LeR and Minna L May 10 1932 .................................................. 30:198
Simmons George R of Charles E and Elsie Nov 30 1932.... 30:278
Simmons Harriette N of Richard J and Helen M Aug 17 1931. 30: 93
Simmons Henry E (c) of Herbert H and Marion F Aug 11 1931 ............................................................. 30: 91
Simmons Howard C of Howard K and Ann Nov 16 1932.... 30:274
Simmons Joseph (c) of Beatrice Dec 24 1935................. 32:137
Simmons Judith A of Herbert J and Lillian Aug 28 1933.... 31: 91
Simmons Marilyn of Harry F and Bertha May 15 1934.... 31:187
Simmons Mary A of Charles E and Elsie Aug 27 1931.... 30: 97
Simmons Nancy J (c) of Beatrice July 6 1933................. 31: 70
Simmons Phyllis A of Harry F and Bertha H Sept 28 1935.... 32:105
Simmons Robert L of Howard K and Ann July 10 1934.... 31:207
Simmons Russell of Harry F and Bertha Jan 12 1931.... 30:  5
Simmons Selma J (c) of William M and Ada June 30 1932.... 30:217
Simmons Thomas A of Thomas A and Annina Sept 21 1934.... 31:235
Simms Fred T of Fred W and Elsie R Feb 9 1935.... 32: 15
Simms Thomas W of Fred W and Elsie R Oct 28 1933.... 31:113
Simoes Jose of Kasemir and Maria Jan 13 1932.... 30:153
Simoes Raul of Raul C and Adelaide July 8 1935.... 32:  74
Simoli Velia G of Giuseppe A and Anna Feb 24 1932.... 30:168
Simon Barbara of Antonio F and Anna A June 20 1934.... 31:199
Simon Catherine M of Sam and Alma May 18 1933.... 31:  52
Simon Genevieve of Antonio F and Anna A Jan 14 1933.... 31:  5
Simon —— s of Maurice and Alice Aug 17 1933.... 31:  87
Simonds Carla G of Godfrey B and Mary C June 13 1932.... 30:211
Simone Adele A of Salvatore and Adelina Aug 27 1932.... 30:241
Simone Alfred R of Anna M Nov 20 1934.... 31:257
Simone Antonetta M of Matteo and Maria Dec 28 1931.... 30:144
Simone Antonio of Francesco and Vincenza May 3 1934.... 31:182
Simone Charles N of Carlo and Giovannina June 18 1933.... 31:  64
Simone Elizabeth J of Giuseppe and Giulia Nov 17 1933.... 31:119
Simone Josephine of Vincenzo and Filomena Mar 18 1935.... 32:  28
Simone Marenda of Giacinto and Giovannina May 30 1932.... 30:205
Simone Norma E of Joseph and Mildred H Dec 14 1932.... 30:283
Simone Norma J (Twin) of Carlo and Alice May 5 1931.... 30:  52
Simone Rosa C of Vincenzo and Filomena Aug 27 1931.... 30:  97
Simone Thelma J (Twin) of Carlo and Alice May 5 1931.... 30:  52
Simone —— s of Angelo and Maria May 21 1931.... 30:  63
Simoneau Charles J of Gladys Apr 7 1931.... 30:  41
Simoneau George A of Everett T and Bronislava June 4 1935.... 32:  60
Simoneau Jack E of Everett T and Bronislava Feb 27 1934...31: 158
Simoneau Marie C L of Antonio and Irene D Dec 11 1935...32: 133
Simoneau Mary D of Alex R and Mary D July 18 1933...31: 75
Simoneau Raymond E of Joseph A and Delia A Feb 7 1935...32: 14
Simonelli Alfredo of Pasquale A and Alfonsina Aug 2 1932...30: 232
Simonelli Beatrice A of Arturo and Adelina Apr 25 1931...30: 48
Simonelli Elsie of Alessandro and Mariana Jan 3 1931...30: 2
Simonelli Giuseppe of Alessandro and Mariana Sept 7 1932...30: 245
Simonelli Hilda B of Raffaele and Maria C Feb 3 1931...30: 15
Simonelli Jewel of Victor A and Marion H Jan 3 1933...31: 1
Simonelli Wilma L of William F and Mary R Jan 31 1933...31: 11
Simonelli —— d of Ernesto and Addolorata Oct 20 1932...30: 263
Simonetti Antonio V of Antonio V and Elisabetta M I July 30
1933...31: 79
Simonetti Lilia T of Silvio and Argentina Apr 13 1935...32: 39
Simonian Elizabeth of Markar and Bayzar Jan 31 1934...31: 148
Simonian Oshoge of Kumyk and Elizabeth July 11 1932...30: 222
Simons Barbara F of Francis L and Dorothy S Oct 8 1931...30: 113
Simons Robert L of Clement W W and Matilda B July 18 1934...31: 210
Simpson Catherine M of Donald G and Barbara Nov 4 1934...31: 252
Simpson David C of Thomas N and Ethel M May 8 1935...32: 50
Simpson Frederick R of Fred N and Julia Apr 15 1933...31: 39
Simpson Janet R of Donald G and Barbara June 23 1932...30: 215
Simpson Richard V of Vernon S and Elsie Oct 31 1935...32: 117
Sims John B of John B and Mary E Dec 9 1931...30: 138
Sims Margaret A of James H and Margaret Apr 2 1933...31: 35
Sinapi Frank P of Francesco P and Francesca May 29 1934...31: 190
Sincero John R of Giovanni and Wanda C June 17 1935...32: 65
Sindoni Anne of Joseph and Leonilda D Feb 18 1935...32: 17
Siner Peter L of Albert J and Elinor July 25 1932...30: 228
Sinervo Nancy G of Francis R and Eleanor G July 31 1933...31: 80
Singer Robert B of Lewis and Hetty Sept 15 1935...32: 100
Singleton Florence E of Roderick and Jane Dec 5 1932...30: 281
Singleton Robert B of Roderick G and Jane Dec 30 1934...31: 271
Singleton Roderick G of Roderick G and Jane Jan 27 1931...30: 11
Sinnott Alice M of James W and Alice H June 8 1934...31: 195
Sinnott Ann of Martin J and Anna May 9 1931...30: 54
Sinnott Martin J of Martin J and Anna R Feb 14 1935...32: 16
Sinnott Sara E of Martin J and Anna Aug 3 1933...31: 82
Sion James A of Antonio P and Teresa Sept 16 1931...30: 105
Sioncke Shirley A of Bertrand and May V Mar 26 1935...32: 31
Sionni Edna of Francesco and Filomena Dec 26 1931...30: 143
Sionni Elena of Francesco and Filomena Mar 28 1933...31: 32
Sionni Raimondo of Francesco and Filomena July 18 1934...31: 210
Siperstein Laura of Harry and Clara Jan 24 1931...30: 9
Sipples Donald F of Leo J and Mary E Dec 28 1932...30: 287
Sipples Harold J of Harold J and Winifred G T June 16 1934...31: 198
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Sipples Lois W of Harold J and Winifred G T Feb 20 1933........31: 19
Sirabella Anthony G of Antonio and Marion E May 21 1932........30: 202
Sirabella Marian P of Antonio and Marion E Nov 29 1933........31: 123
Siravo Beatrice V of Pasquale and Viola J Jan 9 1932..........30: 151
Siravo Claire I of Salvatore and Maria June 9 1933........31: 61
Siravo Elaine M of William and Jennie Dec 18 1934........31: 267
Siravo Luigi V of Vincenzo R and Emma Mar 2 1932........30: 172
Siravo Rita L of Salvatore and Maria Apr 10 1932........30: 187
Siravo —— s of Martin and Adeline Feb 25 1933........31: 21
Sirimalis Elaine K of Emanuel J and Ada A July 14 1932........30: 224
Sirimalis John E of Emanuel J and Ada A Dec 11 1934........31: 265
Sirois Lillian E of Wilfred J and Mildred L July 25 1934........31: 213
Sisk Mary O of James B and Mary Oct 27 1932........30: 266
Sisker Dorothy A of Anna Sept 9 1931........................30: 102
Sisker Michael of Michael and Cora F Mar 8 1934........31: 163
Siskind Lois S of Samuel and Sadie June 29 1931........30: 74
Sisson Catherine L of George P and Kathryn L Sept 21 1934...31: 235
Sisson Howard A of Howard A and Grace B Mar 21 1932........30: 179
Sisson Paul of Frederick R and Susan S Sept 15 1931........30: 105
Sisson Robert B of Frederick R and Susan S Dec 16 1932........30: 284
Sisti Salvatore of Gerardo and Assunta Apr 8 1933........31: 37
Sisto Alice M of Giovanni and Maria C May 25 1933........31: 54
Sivo Eugenio of Eugenio and Assunta Oct 25 1934........31: 247
Sivo Evelyn of Carlo and Dalia May 5 1934................31: 183
Sivo Giovanni A of Eugenio and Assunta Oct 9 1931........30: 114
Sivo Maria of Carlo and Dalia July 15 1931................30: 81
Sizer Robert W of Winston and Barbara Dec 24 1932........30: 286
Sjoberg Clifford W of Clifford W and Elsie M Apr 4 1931........30: 40
Sjogren Carolyn L of Wilton F and Doris E Aug 9 1932........30: 235
Sjogren Charles A of Arthur and Gladys B May 15 1932........30: 200
Sjogren James E of Arthur and Gladys B Nov 2 1933........31: 115
Sjogren Janice of Wilton F and Doris E Feb 24 1935........32: 20
Sjogren John A of William C and Edith H July 25 1934........31: 213
Sjogren Lillian C of William C and Edith H June 4 1931........30: 65
Sjogren Theodore W of Theodore W and Hildegarte May 20
1932........................................30: 202
Skees Thomas P of Walter X and Sybil S June 3 1933..........31: 59
Skees Walter F of Walter X and Sybil S Feb 27 1935........32: 21
Skeffington James F of James F and Bertha C June 8 1933....31: 61
Skeffington Joann M of William G and Mary E Nov 13 1935....32: 123
Skeffington Louise M of James F and Bertha C Feb 2 1932.....30: 161
Skelly Edwin N of Roy P and Evelyn T Nov 15 1933........31: 119
Skelly Lois P of Roy P and Evelyn T Oct 11 1934........31: 243
Skelly Richard R of Roy P and Evelyn Jan 21 1932........30: 155
Skerry Barbara R of Hilton H and Hope R Nov 25 1935........32: 127
Skerry Raymond H of Howard N and Caroline Jan 21 1931 30: 8
Skiera Lois (Twin) of Archie and Mary V Dec 19 1934 31: 275
Skiera Shirley (Twin) of Archie and Mary V Dec 19 1934 31: 275
Skipworth Frances M (c) of Andrew J and Wilhelmena F

June 17 1934 31: 198
Sklaroff Jerry H of William and Anna May 6 1931 30: 52
Sklaroff Madeline T of William and Anna Aug 9 1933 31: 84
Sklut Stanley J of Israel and Sophie Mar 10 1931 30: 29
Skober Aileen K of Jack and Julia Aug 17 1935 32: 90
Skog Richard W of Albert E and Gwendolyn M Sept 29 1933 31: 103
Skouras Helen of James and Bessie Mar 8 1931 30: 29
Skurka Ann M of Joseph E and Marie P July 14 1934 31: 209
Slade Celia P of George P and Frances P Oct 18 1932 30: 262
Slade Deborah of Benjamin H and Bessie Aug 3 1931 30: 88
Slade Ruth T of George P and Frances P Aug 31 1934 31: 275
Slader Helen M of Everett A and Agnes H Mar 27 1934 31: 169
Slaney Sandra G of Howard A and Elsie Apr 15 1934 31: 176
Slater Joan M of Arthur and Elsie M July 27 1934 31: 214
Slater Lester P of Lester P and Mary E June 9 1932 30: 210
Slater Rita E of Charles J and Amelia July 14 1931 30: 80
Slater William B of William B and Marguerite July 7 1933 31: 137
Slater — d of Joseph J and Mary L June 2 1931 30: 75
Slater — d of Joseph J and Mary L Sept 24 1932 30: 255
Slattery Anna M of John E F and Virginia A Sept 29 1931 30: 109
Slattery Mary E of John A and Margaret Nov 7 1932 30: 271
Slavin Charles P of Charles H and Grace Mar 17 1931 30: 32
Slayton — d of William A and Louise E Mar 9 1934 31: 163
Sleboda Chester of Chester and Genevieve Aug 26 1935 32: 93
Sleight Elizabeth A of William E and Esther L Dec 31 1933 31: 135
Slenzak — d of Stanley and Rose Oct 21 1933 31: 111
Sloan Anna M of George W and Anna M Oct 15 1935 32: 112
Sloan Beverly A of Gerald W and Edna M Dec 6 1935 32: 131
Sloan George W of George W and Anna M Aug 10 1934 31: 219
Sloan Janet I of Samuel H and Nettie July 1 1932 30: 219
Sloan Joseph of Joseph D and Alice H Oct 21 1934 31: 246
Sloane Arthur G of Herbert F and Gertrude Apr 21 1935 32: 42
Sloane Raymond D of William E and Rose M Aug 23 1934 31: 225
Slobin Shirley of Morris and Mollie May 7 1931 30: 53
Slocum Henry M of Henry M and Hope Jan 17 1932 30: 154
Slocum Norma A of Arthur N and Alice McK Jan 11 1933 31: 4
Slocum Priscilla B of Henry M and Hope Dec 13 1933 31: 129
Slocum Virginia M of Forest E and Esther Oct 1 1932 30: 256
Slowikoski June of Jeanie Oct 4 1931 30: 112
Small David R of John R and Mary L July 19 1935 32: 78
Small Evelyn V of David E and Anna F May 1 1932 30: 196
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Small Marion F of David E and Anna F Jan 6 1934............. 31:140
Small Norman B of Arthur B and Estelle W Apr 14 1931......... 30:44
Small —— d of Eldredge A and Anna F Nov 6 1935............. 32:129
Smallwood Norma K of Walter H and Josephine May 4 1932... 30:197
Smedley Richard W of Wallace A and Florence C Sept 26 1932.30:253
Smethurst Donald C of Norman and Georgina L June 13 1934.31:197
Smiley Alvin of Albert F and Ada E Apr 3 1934............... 31:172
Smith Albert C of Edward C and Helen Apr 13 1931............ 30:43
Smith Albert L C of Albert L C and Catherine E July 14 1933.31:73
Smith Alfred E of Elphege and Erma L Dec 30 1932............ 30:287
Smith Ann T of Thomas F and Gertrude E May 27 1933......... 31:55
Smith Arline I (c) of Harold A and Ruth P May 20 1933....... 31:53
Smith Audrey J of Charles E and Evelyn F June 6 1932...... 30:209
Smith Barbara A of John H and Anne L Oct 10 1931......... 30:114
Smith Barbara A of Elmer F and Mary Aug 26 1934........... 31:226
Smith Barbara A of Edwin H and Madonna July 30 1935...... 32:82
Smith Barbara B of Earl S and Cathleen L Jan 31 1931...... 30:12
Smith Barbara E of Coomer G and Gertrude Apr 1 1931...... 30:39
Smith Barbara J of Russell E and Maria Feb 8 1932......... 30:163
Smith Barbara J of Coomer G and Gertrude Nov 3 1933..... 31:115
Smith Barbara M of Waldo A and Gertrude W Apr 14 1935.... 32:40
Smith Barry M of Elmer and Muriel May 19 1931............ 30:58
Smith Bradley W of Edwin A and Dorothy M Mar 27 1935..... 32:31
Smith Carol A of George W F and Katherine T Dec 26 1934... 31:270
Smith Carol A of Baker V and Kathryn H Mar 31 1935...... 32:33
Smith Carolyn J of George H and Catherine C June 1 1933... 31:59
Smith Charles E of Henry I and Annie Sept 15 1932....... 30:248
Smith Charles E of Charles E and Catherine A Nov 4 1934... 31:252
Smith Charles S (c) of Lewis N and Mildred 1 Sept 26 1932.. 30:253
Smith Charlton A of Charlton A and Blanche E May 29 1932... 30:205
Smith Christina A of Edward P and Helen L Dec 25 1935..... 32:137
Smith Claire E of Ed S and Adah Jan 15 1935............... 32:5
Smith Claire H of Harold H and Dorothy Sept 1 1933........ 31:94
Smith Clara J of Benjamin T and Dorothea J Dec 26 1935.... 32:137
Smith Clinton L of Clarence L and Mabel H Nov 14 1931.... 30:128
Smith Constance C of Alexander and Carolina Dec 29 1931... 30:144
Smith Cynthia E of Charles A and Elise May 24 1935........ 32:55
Smith Cynthia M of George H and Mary C June 5 1931...... 30:65
Smith Daniel L of Charles L and Eileen L Nov 20 1933...... 31:120
Smith David F of David F and Mary A July 12 1931......... 30:80
Smith David T of Richard L and Edith E Mar 12 1931....... 30:30
Smith Dexter D of Charles E and Evelyn F Apr 26 1935..... 32:44
Smith Donald of Charles and Edith June 13 1932........... 30:211
Smith Donald F of Frank R and Anna Aug 30 1934........... 31:227
Smith Dorothea V of Benjamin T and Dorothea J Apr 1 1932... 30:184
Smith Dorothy F of Malcolm H and Margaret L Nov 30 1934.. 30:260
Smith Edward J of Edward J and Margaret L Feb 6 1933..... 31:14
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Smith Edward T of Patrick J and Elizabeth L Aug 4 1935. . . . .32: 85
Smith Edwin A of Edwin A and Dorothy M Dec 3 1932. . . . . .30: 280
Smith Eileen C of Frederick and Maude V Mar 3 1933. . . . . .31: 24
Smith Elaine E of Herbert and Mary E Oct 27 1933. . . . . .31: 112
Smith Elaine H of Daniel B and Bernice H Jan 16 1934. . . . . .31: 144
Smith Ethel A of Francis J and Catherine M Dec 2 1934. . . . . .31: 262
Smith Everett F of Everett F and Louise E Nov 29 1935. . . . . .32: 128
Smith Everett G (c) of George E and Rebekah Aug 9 1933. . . . .31: 84
Smith Flora L (c) of Oliver S and Louise M Apr 8 1933. . . . . .31: 37
Smith Frances of Francis C and Catherine S Feb 1932. . . . . .30: 163
Smith Francis of Francis J and Mary E Jan 26 1931. . . . . .30: 10
Smith Francis of George R and Elizabeth Oct 12 1932. . . . . .30: 260
Smith Fred R of Warren E and Sophie July 10 1934. . . . . .31: 207
Smith Frederick B of Frederick B and Lucy Aug 23 1932. . . . .30: 239
Smith Gale L of Lester E and Ethel M Feb 23 1935. . . . . .32: 19
Smith Garry B of Charles F and Margaret A Oct 14 1931. . . . .30: 115
Smith George D of George V and Frances H Nov 16 1932. . . . .30: 274
Smith George E of George H T and Helen T Nov 2 1935. . . . .32: 119
Smith George T of William O and Olga Nov 14 1932. . . . . .30: 273
Smith George T (c) of George T and Ruth A Feb 26 1933. . . . .31: 21
Smith Gloria H of George A and Margaret Mar 27 1932. . . . .30: 180
Smith Gordon K of Clinton T and Lyna A Feb 23 1931. . . . . .30: 21
Smith Gordon R of James A and Barbara F July 4 1933. . . . . .31: 70
Smith Graham J of Graham J and Florence M May 20 1934. . . .31: 188
Smith Harold A (c) of Harold A and Ruth P Dec 6 1935. . . . .32: 131
Smith Harold F (c) of Earle F J and Marion I Jan 4 1931. . . . .30: 2
Smith Helen F of Ed S and Adah Nov 9 1933. . . . . .31: 117
Smith Helen L of Frederick T and Mary A Feb 21 1931. . . . . .30: 21
Smith Henry A of Henry L and Helen Feb 16 1931. . . . . .30: 19
Smith Henry L of Henry L and Marie A Y Mar 2 1932. . . . . .30: 172
Smith Horace T of Horace T and Beatrice June 19 1933. . . . .31: 65
Smith Howard A of William O and Olga Nov 7 1935. . . . . .32: 121
Smith Isabel McA of Stanley N and Isabella P Apr 24 1934. . .31: 179
Smith Isabelle M of George F and Eunice M Aug 26 1932. . . .30: 241
Smith James A of James A and Barbara F Aug 5 1931. . . . . .30: 89
Smith James M of James T and Marguerite C Mar 7 1932. . . . .30: 174
Smith Janet E of Ernest G and Vera E Dec 12 1934. . . . . .31: 265
Smith Janet M of Clinton T and Lyna A Sept 15 1933. . . . . .31: 98
Smith Janet V of John H and Doris V Nov 30 1932. . . . . .30: 278
Smith Janice W of Chester D and Martha Nov 8 1935. . . . . .32: 143
Smith Janis C of George E and Lillian L Aug 12 1933. . . . . .31: 85
Smith Jean H of Peter C and Hope Feb 1 1931. . . . . .30: 14
Smith Jean L of Harris and Lillian July 23 1932. . . . . .30: 227
Smith Jeanette C (c) of George T and Ruth A Feb 25 1931. . . .30: 22
Smith Jeanne C of Earle S and Cathleen L Apr 3 1935. . . . . .32: 36
Smith Jerome B of Wilbur V and Marion L Nov 21 1933. . . . .31: 121
Smith Joan A of James N and Dorothy E Sept 7 1935. . . . . .32: 98
Smith Joan C of Roland L and Lillian Mar 21 1931. . . . . .30: 33
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Smith John J of Arthur D and Marguerite Jan 7 1932 30:151
Smith John R of John R and Mae E Apr 19 1934 31:177
Smith Joseph E of Joseph E and Edna G Nov 20 1931 30:130
Smith Joseph E of Joseph E and Lily F Oct 19 1935 32:114
Smith Joseph F of Henry I and Helen J Apr 30 1935 32:45
Smith Joseph R of Joseph H and Hazel H Oct 29 1933 31:113
Smith Joyce A of Joseph E and Lily F July 13 1933 31:73
Smith Joyce E of James A and Anna C July 22 1931 30:83
Smith Joyce L of Frederick H and Dorothy L Oct 28 1931 30:120
Smith Joyce T of Donalda Apr 20 1934 31:177
Smith Judith I of Livingston G and Ruth Feb 29 1932 30:170
Smith June of Irving G and Ruth Aug 21 1932 30:239
Smith June M of Albert J and Ruth E Jan 30 1933 31:10
Smith Karyl K of Ed S and Adah June 3 1932 30:207
Smith Kevin W of Edward J and Margaret L Oct 1 1935 32:108
Smith Langdon S of Otho F and Ruth W Oct 31 1934 31:249
Smith Leo F of Leo F and Mary Dec 17 1933 31:130
Smith Leo W of Leo and Cecelia M Aug 15 1932 30:237
Smith Leslie J of Orland and Mary Nov 15 1935 32:124
Smith Louis N (c) of Lewis N and Mildred I Sept 28 1933 31:102
Smith Mabel L of William H and Delma L July 11 1935 32:75
Smith Madeline A (c) of Eugene B M and Kathleen D July 5 1933 31:70
Smith Margaret E of Joseph and Matilda Sept 21 1933 31:100
Smith Marion E of Walter S and Mary M E Sept 16 1932 30:249
Smith Marjorie A of Evane A and Anna M July 30 1933 31:79
Smith Marjorie A of Daniel B and Bernice H Aug 16 1935 32:89
Smith Marjorie E of Harry L and Mable L Aug 26 1935 32:93
Smith Marlene A of Richard C and Marion J Feb 1 1935 32:12
Smith Mary E of William J and Edith Aug 20 1932 30:238
Smith Mary E of Walter C and Marion F H Dec 8 1935 32:132
Smith Mary K of Leo F and Mary F Feb 2 1931 30:14
Smith Maurice R of George A and Margaret Aug 10 1933 31:85
Smith Mildred E of Joseph G and Mary C Jan 16 1933 31:6
Smith Nancy A of Edward J and Gertrude C Jan 4 1932 30:150
Smith Nancy D of Earl N and Dorothy A Sept 7 1934 31:231
Smith Norma E of Frank S and Hazel R Feb 16 1933 31:18
Smith Norma J of Edward M and Ida E Nov 16 1931 30:133
Smith Norma V of James and Vivian E Dec 28 1935 32:138
Smith Odias of Odias and Beatrice Jan 16 1934 31:144
Smith Oliver S (c) of Oliver S and Louise M May 15 1931 30:56
Smith Orville O of Orville O and Gabrielle C Aug 29 1931 30:98
Smith Philip S of Frank S and Hazel Feb 2 1932 30:161
Smith Priscilla A of Abbott A and Louise Sept 21 1931 30:106
Smith Raymond of Royal and Laura H Mar 13 1935 32:26
Smith Richard J of Henry I and Helen J Sept 4 1932 30:244
Smith Richard L of Clayton B and Mildred E Nov 24 1933 31:122
Smith Robert A of Eddie and Ivy Sept 19 1932 30:250
Smith Robert C (c) of Earle F J and Marion I Feb 28 1934......31:159
Smith Robert J of Joseph P and Matilda B Sept 17 1932........30:292
Smith Robert J of Jesse K and Euphemia P Sept 22 1932........30:251
Smith Robert J of Frank J and Catherine M May 6 1933........31:48
Smith Robert L of Willard F and Catherine M F June 18 1934....31:198
Smith Robert W of Frederick R and Fenella Sept 30 1935.......32:106
Smith Roderick L of Roderick L and Gladys Mar 1 1932........30:172
Smith Roger C of Frank B and Marion May 3 1931..............30:51
Smith Roland L of Roland C and Ethel May 8 1932..............30:198
Smith Ronald F of Raymond E and Mary P Aug 17 1932..........30:237
Smith Ronald R of Raymond V and Bertha Mar 1 1932.............30:172
Smith Ruth C of Raymond L and Amicie July 2 1932..............30:219
Smith Ruth L of John H and Ruth Jan 22 1931..................30:9
Smith Ruth L of Joseph and Clara Nov 28 1933................31:138
Smith Sandra A of Phillip M and Elizabeth A Aug 12 1934.....31:220
Smith Sarah E of Isaac R and Margaret R Nov 24 1935........32:126
Smith Sharon of Robert A and Edith L Dec 4 1935...............32:131
Smith Shirley A of Willard F and Catherine M F July 28 1935...32:81
Smith Shirley E of Ernest G and Vera E Oct 10 1932...........30:259
Smith Shirley E of Mildred and E R Mar 3 1935.................32:23
Smith Sylvia D (c) of Oliver S and Louise M Dec I 1935.......32:130
Smith Thelma R of Thomas F and Mabel V June 11 1933........31:62
Smith Thomas K of Joseph E and Edna G June 10 1935...........32:142
Smith Walter O of Walter B and Gladys E Apr 14 1932........30:189
Smith Warren L of James R and Edith M Dec 30 1933............31:134
Smith William of Charles J and Gertrude E Apr 16 1931.......30:44
Smith William A of Augustine W and Alice B Aug 23 1933......31:89
Smith William B of William H and Margaret D Oct 27 1931.....30:120
Smith William C of Henry L and Marie A Y Apr 18 1933........31:41
Smith William E of James A and Barbara F Oct 20 1934........31:246
Smith William G of William G and Ruby I Apr 8 1934.........31:174
Smith William J of James H and Marie L Jan 2 1934..............31:139
Smith —— d of Lester S H and Nora W Apr 15 1931..............30:50
Smith —— s of Edward F and Georgiana I June 18 1931........30:70
Smith —— s of Albert J and Ruth E Sept 12 1931..............30:103
Smith —— d of Herbert and Mae M Dec 10 1931.................30:146
Smith —— s of James H and Marie L Oct 19 1932..............30:263
Smith —— s of Lauriston McK and Ruth E July 14 1933.........31:81
Smith —— d of Orland F and Mary Dec 3 1934................31:262
Smith —— s of Abbott A and Ella L Mar 27 1935............32:34
Smosna John M of Michael K and Stasia Feb 21 1933...........31:19
Smosna Margaret M of Michael K and Stasia July 2 1934......31:204
Smyth Christopher L of G William and Ada L Jan 4 1935.......32:2
Smyth Helen of Daniel J and Ann R Apr 21 1932.................30:191
Snead Doris F (c) of Cushion and Marshie F July 12 1935.....32:75
Snead Helen (c) of Cushion and Marshie F Aug 15 1931... 30: 93
Snead Richard G (c) of Herman G and Dorothy M Feb 8 1931. 30: 16
Snead Walter E (c) of Herman G and Dorothy M Oct 11 1932. 30: 260
Snell William of Nathan and Mollie Feb 22 1933... 31: 20
Snider Sylvia C of Ernest and Rebecca Jan 4 1932... 30: 150
Snoparsky Jacob G of Louis and Jennie Nov 18 1931... 30: 129
Snoparsky Miriam I of Louis and Jennie Sept 18 1933... 31: 99
Snow Bradford D of Russell M and Arlene Apr 26 1933... 31: 43
Snow Dorothy of Alice Aug 24 1933... 31: 89
Snow Douglas W of Ralph L and Marjorie Jan 24 1933... 31: 8
Snow George B of Alice July 22 1935... 32: 79
Snow Joanne A of Franklin D and Doris Sept 14 1931... 30: 104
Snow Leonard of Max and Esther Sept 23 1931... 30: 107
Snow Ray D of Ray D and Bertha E B Oct 29 1932... 30: 266
Snowling George R of Helene May 29 1931... 30: 61
Snyder Shirley of Benny and Gertrude Mar 18 1932... 30: 177
Snyzyk Madelyn C of Peter and Annie M Jan 17 1931... 30: 6
Snyzyk Peter II of Peter and Annie M Jan 1 1935... 32: 1
Snyzyk — d of Peter and Annie M Sept 27 1932... 30: 255
Soares Antonio J (c) of Jose M and Ina Mar 1 1935... 32: 23
Soares Everett of Alvano and Maria E Jan 7 1931... 30: 3
Soares Freeman M (c) of Manuel J and Antonia Oct 15 1935... 32: 112
Soares Jack A (c) of Jose and Ida Apr 15 1932... 31: 189
Soares John F of Joao P and Alice V Oct 31 1933... 31: 114
Soares Luiz (c) of Manuel J and Antonia Sept 26 1931... 30: 108
Soares Robert M (c) of Manuel J and Antonia Oct 23 1933... 31: 111
Soave Antonio G of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 23 1932... 30: 286
Soccio Anthony R of Giovanni and Carolina Mar 10 1931... 30: 29
Soccio Doris M of Nicola and Giovanna May 27 1933... 31: 55
Soccio Edward V of Giovanni and Carolina Oct 9 1932... 30: 259
Soccio Elaine R of Nicola and Giovanna Aug 16 1935... 32: 89
Soccio June M of Giovanni and Carolina June 10 1935... 32: 62
Soderberg Norman R of Arthur E and Gertrude A Mar 16 1931... 30: 32
Soderstrom Lorraine A of Lillian Apr 25 1935... 32: 43
Soifer Morton M of Harry and Esther Dec 24 1935... 32: 137
Soifer — d of Harry and Esther Aug 19 1934... 31: 223
Soito Joseph P of Frank P and Isabel S Dec 15 1932... 30: 284
Soito Theresa G of John P and Angelina G Aug 6 1931... 30: 89
Soito — s of Frank P and Isabella D Dec 26 1933... 31: 133
Sokolow Seena B of Albert and Dorothy Apr 18 1935... 32: 41
Sokolow — d of Albert and Dorothy Jan 11 1934... 31: 142
Solaas Evelyn of Mathias P and Laura Aug 2 1932... 30: 232
Solaas Raymond M of Matthias P and Laura Sept 19 1934... 31: 234
Solbrig Rita II of Ernest A and Helen E Nov 14 1931... 30: 128
Soldano Matthew S of Domenico and Frances L May 13 1934... 31: 186
Solinger Miriam C of Morris and Eva Apr 30 1931........... 30: 49
Solitro Anna M of Michele and Nunzia M Dec 5 1934........ 31: 263
Solitro Armando of Michele and Francesca Oct 29 1934....... 31: 249
Solitro Bella of Michele and Nunzia M Jan 27 1933........... 31: 9
Solitro John of Matteo and Amelia Oct 23 1934............. 31: 247
Solitro Lorenzo of Michele and Francesca Sept 14 1931...... 30: 104
Solitro Michele of Michele and Francesca Jan 10 1933........ 31: 4
Sollecito Elsie A of Thomas and Alice Aug 28 1934.......... 31: 227
Sollecito Stella A of Nicola and Maria Jan 3 1933.......... 31: 1
Solmonese Maria D of Raffaele and Angela Dec 22 1932....... 30: 285
Solmonese Ralph of Raffaele and Angela July 1 1935......... 32: 71
Solomon Alvin A of Moses I and Cecile R Sept 8 1933....... 31: 96
Solomon Anthony of Joseph and Nasza Apr 1 1932............ 30: 184
Solomon John of Joseph and Nasza May 19 1934............. 31: 188
Solomon Stanley of Max S and Norah Mar 27 1931............ 30: 35
Solty's Leona M of Walter S and Margaret M July 11 1934... 31: 208
Solty's Walter S of Walter S and Margaret M June 8 1933... 32: 61
Sondler Robert G of Samuel H and Julia E Sept 3 1932...... 30: 244
Sonnia Leo of George and Margaret Jan 18 1935.............. 32: 6
Sonn Howard M of Samuel and Faye July 20 1931............. 30: 82
Sonner George R of William C and Jeannette D Dec 18 1933... 31: 130
Sonner Mildred F of William C and Jeannette D Oct 16 1932.. 30: 262
Soprano Dorothy of Antonio and Maria C Aug 11 1935....... 32: 87
Soprano Theresa of Benedetto and Antonetta Feb 1 1935..... 32: 12
Sorbo Isabelle of Pietro and Maria Jan 14 1934............. 31: 143
Sorbo Walter of Pietro and Maria Sept 24 1931.............. 30: 108
Sorel Bernadette R of Herman J and Marie L G June 19 1934.31: 199
Sorensen Carl W of Carl W and Elizabeth Feb 27 1931....... 30: 23
Sorensen Dorothy C of Harold A and Elsa V June 17 1935... 32: 65
Sorensen Eleanor M of Frederic O and Grace E Feb 26 1934... 31: 158
Sorensen Margaret E of Frederic O and Grace E July 2 1932..30: 219
Sorgel Robert W of Bertram P and Sarah A Mar 19 1932..... 30: 178
Sormanti Gerald A of Alberto and Agnese July 25 1934....... 31: 213
Sormanti Richard P of Alberto and Agnese July 12 1931..... 30: 80
Sorrentine Margaret of Domenico R and Rose A Mar 19 1935..32: 28
Sorrentino Anita P of Antonio and Onesta Mar 29 1931....... 30: 36
Sorterup Beverly A L of Gerald B and Myrtis Apr 25 1932... 30: 192
Sorterup Joan M L of Arthur C L and Gladys M May 19 1931.30: 57
Soscia — d of Alfonzo and Beatrice May 19 1934............ 31: 192
Sotnik Helen A of Vincenty and Ludwika Feb 26 1931........ 30: 22
Soucy Jeanne D of Louis A and Jeannette M June 6 1935..... 32: 60
Soucy Raoul A of Raoul and Irene Nov 3 1932.............. 30: 269
Soucy — s of Cyril J and Annie Feb 11 1931............ 30: 25
Soucy — (Twin) s of Donat and Margaret A Aug 19 1931.... 30: 94
Soucy — (Twin) s of Donat and Margaret A Aug 19 1931.... 30: 94
Soule Elizabeth A of Meldon H and Florence Jan 8 1931..... 30: 3
Sousa Elizabeth D of Frank and Rosaline June 11 1935........32: 62
Sousa Carolyn M of Manuel and Leonora Feb 12 1932........30: 164
Sousa George R of George R and Dora E July 10 1934........31: 207
Sousa Jose of Jose O and Helen Feb 9 1931...............30: 17
Sousa Maria P of Manuel T and Maria da C June 26 1934....31: 201
Sousa Mary of Joseph and Anna Dec 1 1933................31: 125
Sousa Mildred G of Manuel and Leonora Oct 23 1934.....31: 247
Sousa Paul of Manuel and Maria Oct 19 1932.............30: 263
Sousa Raymond of Raymond and Louise Oct 25 1932.....30: 267
Sousa Richard J of Jose and Rosina Oct 6 1934.........31: 241
Sousa Ruth of Manuel and Mary Aug 23 1934.............31: 225
Sousa Shirley-Ann of Manuel and Mary D Sept 21 1935...32: 103
Sousa —— s of Peter and Maria Apr 7 1931..............30: 49
Sousa —— s of John and Mary Dec 21 1934..............31: 273
South Dolores J of Harold A and Ruth July 1 1932......30: 219
Souther Jacquelyn A of Thomas E and Regina A Feb 16 1932.30: 165
Southland Robert A of Robert A and Gertrude M Feb 18 1935.32: 17
Southwick George of George and Rosanna Dec 5 1931....30: 136
Souza Alexandrina of Frank M and Guilhermina May 6 1935.32: 49
Souza Alvera M of Joseph V and Anna Nov 21 1935......32: 125
Souza Anna of Manuel S and Angelina Nov 7 1932.......30: 271
Souza Anna M of Raymond and Louise Aug 11 1934.....31: 220
Souza Anthony W of Anthony and Katherine R Sept 1 1934.31: 229
Souza Barbara A of Anthony and Mildred Aug 29 1932....30: 242
Souza Dennis R of Albert P and Louise E Oct 3 1935.....32: 109
Souza Diana of Joseph V and Anna Sept 3 1934.........31: 229
Souza Joan B of Joseph and Bernice M June 29 1935.....32: 69
Souza Joseph of Manuel and Magdalena Mar 10 1931.....30: 37
Souza Joseph G of Joseph and Sarah T Feb 4 1934.......31: 151
Souza Joseph S of Manuel S and Angelina Mar 24 1931...30: 34
Souza Lawrence A of Manuel and Maria Sept 6 1932......30: 245
Souza Linda M of Joseph and Mildred May 21 1933........31: 53
Souza Louise M (Twin) of Joseph F and Maria L Aug 3 1935.32: 85
Souza Mary S of Manuel and Maria Dec 22 1935........32: 136
Souza Norma J of Antonio and Vera Nov 10 1935.........32: 121
Souza Patrick of Joao and Anna G Mar 17 1932........30: 177
Souza Priscilla of Francisco and Hilda P Sept 9 1935....32: 99
Souza Raymond J of Joseph and Cecilia C July 24 1932....30: 227
Souza Ronald W of Walter F and Palma M Dec 1 1933.....31: 125
Souza —— s of Manuel C and Maria May 15 1931.........30: 63
Souza —— s of Manuel C and Maria July 11 1932........30: 231
Souza —— s of Daniel J and Dimondina Sept 10 1935....32: 99
Spadaro Felicia G of Francesco and Nunzia May 13 1932...30: 199
Spader Elliot N of Max and Zelda L May 17 1931...........30: 57
Spadeerti Pietro A G of Pietro and Antonetta June 14 1933....31: 63
Spain Michael F of Charles G and Ida June 8 1935...........32: 61
Spain —— s of Charles G and Ida Feb 21 1934.............31: 160
Spano Richard A of Michael and Regina Feb 4 1931..........30: 15
Spardeo Joan N of Daniel and Anna Feb 14 1934............31: 154
Spardello Margaret of Eleuterio and Mary Feb 4 1934......31: 151
Spardello Raimondo of Eleuterio and Mary T Nov 17 1932...30: 274
Sparfven Patricia L of George A and Leda M May 26 1934...31: 190
Sparfven Richard D of George A and Leda M July 5 1932....30: 220
Sparfven Sandra M of William T and Margaret M Dec 13 1935..32: 134
Spargo Donald F of William T and Margaret M Apr 3 1931...30: 40
Spargo Edward J of William T and Margaret M Dec 6 1932...30: 281
Spater Florence (Twin) of Samuel and Pauline Aug 23 1932..30: 240
Spater Ruth (Twin) of Samuel and Pauline Aug 23 1932....30: 240
Spaulding Helen M of Harry A and Mabel I Mar 9 1932....30: 174
Spaulding Marion A of Harry A and Mabel I June 19 1933...31: 65
Spaulding Mary E of Frederick and Violet Nov 16 1935.....32: 124
Spaziano Ann of Davide and Anna Aug 28 1935.............32: 93
Spaziano Anna E of Giulio and Rosina Jan 27 1932.........30: 157
Spaziano Dolores of Guerino and Clelia M E Jan 24 1931....30: 9
Spaziano Eleanor D of Alfredo E and Concetta Oct 13 1935..32: 112
Spaziano Giovannina E of Francesco and Potenzina June 23
1932..................................................30: 215
Spaziano Maria T of Alfredo E and Concetta June 19 1931..30: 70
Spaziano Marie N of Evelyn Mar 25 1935....................32: 31
Spaziano Richard of Rocco and Domenica Nov 8 1934....31: 253
Speaks Robert E (c) of Annie C July 11 1933.............31: 72
Spellman Caryl J of Lawrence D and Grace M Jan 19 1931...30: 7
Spellman James E of Edward N and Helen Mar 5 1935.......32: 24
Spellman —— s of John and Beatrice Nov 30 1932............30: 278
Spelman Anna E of James E and Gladys Jan 15 1933.......31: 5
Spence Joan of Willard H and Dorothy Jan 29 1932........30: 158
Spence Lewis D of Lewis J and Emily Nov 13 1934.........31: 255
Spence Willard L of Willard H and Dorothy A Mar 16 1935..32: 27
Spencer Ann V of Donald S and Dorothy Nov 18 1933......31: 120
Spencer Anne E of Joseph R and Mildred B July 27 1933....31: 78
Spencer Claire E of William T and Dorothy Nov 21 1932....30: 275
Spencer Edwin H of Edwin H and Frances E Aug 31 1933....31: 92
Spencer George W of George W and Mildred Nov 10 1931....30: 127
Spencer Gloria J of Lydia Jan 9 1931.......................30: 3
Spencer Herbert F (c) of Arthur E and Caroline O Sept 4
1932................................................................30: 244
Spencer Jean C of William T and Dorothy Jan 23 1931....30: 9
Spencer Mary of Joseph R and Mildred B Nov 27 1935.....32: 127
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Spencer Norman K of Milton K and Myrtle E Mar 18 1931......30:32
Spencer Priscilla P of Harry P and Edith M Oct 31 1934......31:249
Spencer Rhoda A of William E and Alice E Nov 28 1933......31:123
Spendolini Joyce G of Guerino and Sadie Nov 6 1933......31:116
Spengler Walter E of Ernest C and Ethel Jan 3 1931......30:2
Spense — d of Willard H and Dorothy Dec 29 1932......30:287
Sperduto Giuseppina G of Luigi and Lucia June 10 1932......30:210
Sperry Lenora of Henry N and Dorothy June 12 1933......31:62
Spertini Genevieve T of Defendente G and Eliza V Apr 1 1932.30:184
Spertini Sylvia M of Defendente G and Eliza V Apr 6 1935......32:37
Spetruini Vilma R of Michele and Francesca Apr 29 1932......30:194
Spetrino Marie J of Luigi and Angelina June 17 1933......31:64
Spetrino Raymond of Paolo and Leontina Sept 26 1933......31:102
Spicer Dorothy L of Arthur E and Marion Apr 17 1933......31:40
Spicuzza Agostino of Bartolo and Angelina R July 1 1931......30:76
Spicuzza Salvadora of Bartolo and Angelina R Dec 24 1932......30:286
Spiegel Barbara J of Murry and Clara Feb 14 1931......30:19
Spiegel Norma of Nathan and Clara Feb 18 1934......31:155
Spielmacher Marilyn L of John LeR and Katharine L Sept 14
1931......30:104
Spielmacher Stephen J of John LeR and Katharine L Nov 1
1935......32:119
Spigell Barbara A of Donel T and Anna M July 11 1932......30:222
Spiliotis Pola of George and Catherine Feb 11 1933......31:16
Spiller Harvey E of Irving and Hattie B Oct 25 1931......30:119
Spina Luigi I of Lorenzo and Filomena Aug 30 1931......31:98
Spina Ruggero A of Ruggero and Filomena July 13 1934......31:208
Spina — d of Michele and Anna Apr 7 1934......31:181
Spindle Ethel M of William and Marianna Sept 26 1933......31:103
Spinella Carmine G of Carmelo and Francesca Apr 8 1931......30:41
Spinella Leo I of Frank and Hazel B Sept 25 1933......31:101
Spink — s of Harry E and Ruth F Dec 21 1932......30:289
Spinks Edmund L of Leonard M and Jane I Aug 2 1935......32:84
Spinks Eleanor J of Leonard M and Jane I Apr 2 1933......31:35
Spinney Dorothy L of Ronald T and Vera A C Jan 29 1931......30:11
Spinney Ronald T of Ronald T and Vera A Mar 13 1934......31:164
Spinney Willard S of Herman A and Sara Feb 13 1933......31:17
Spino Anna E of Michele and Anna May 19 1935......32:53
Spirito Arlene S of Carlo and Antonette Feb 16 1935......32:17
Spirito Camillo J of Camillo and Onesta A July 2 1934......31:204
Spirito Luigi G of Alfredo and Annunziata July 11 1932......30:222
Spitznagel Francis W of Fredrick and Ruth M Nov 9 1932......30:271
Spizzirri Joseph of Joseph and Verna Aug 8 1933......31:84
Spizzirri Michael LeR of Joseph and Verna Apr 1 1932......30:184
Spizzirri Norma J of Joseph and Verna May 4 1935......32:48
Spoerer William H of William J and Ida Apr 14 1931......30:44
BIRTHS

Spoerri Louise B of Raymond L and Lorraine July 23 1934...31: 212
Spooner Charles E of Helen C Jan 4 1934.........................31: 140
Spooner Nancy C of George and Mildred H Aug 31 1933.........31: 92
Spooner Ralph W of Ralph M and Winifred Oct 11 1932........30: 260
Spooner Shirley J of George and Mildred H Dec 31 1934........31: 272
Spooner — s of Ralph M and Winifred M Aug 14 1934..........31: 228
Sprague Alton W of Henry F and Ivah Apr 8 1931..............30: 41
Sprague Barbara A of George A and Gladys M May 15 1932.....30: 200
Sprague Beverly A of Richard L and Ethel May 5 1933.........31: 48
Sprague Gertrude M of George A and Gladys M Apr 24 1931....30: 47
Sprague Lawrence E of Forrest R and Ethel M Aug 4 1932......30: 233
Sprague Robert M of Charles M and Dorothea Nov 26 1931.....30: 132
Sprague Robert W of George A and Gladys M Aug 31 1933......31: 92
Spreacencere June C of Antonio C and Laura May 1 1935.....32: 47
Spremulli Giuseppe of Luigi and Costanza Feb 20 1932........30: 167
Spremulli Louise C of Luigi and Costanza Feb 22 1935.........32: 19
Sprigg Marjorie E of Howard and Norma Dec 7 1935...........32: 132
Sprigings Jean A of David A and Helen A Nov 7 1933.........31: 116
Springer Janet A of Franklin H and Marion Dec 19 1933......31: 131
Springs Richard D of James D and Florence B Aug 26 1932....30: 241
Sproul Virginia L of Lee E and Edith M June 9 1932..........30: 210
Sproul — d of John and Jessie Apr 13 1932.....................30: 188
Spungen Gardner M of Abraham and Goldie July 2 1935........32: 71
Spunt Barbara N of David and Reva Mar 13 1932..............30: 175
Sqatrito Josephine A of Ferdinand and Elizabeth Nov 5 1934..31: 252
Squeo Joseph of Giovanni and Antonetta Feb 1 1934..........31: 150
Squillace Filippo of Nicola and Leonilda Aug 23 1931.........30: 95
Squillante Mary A of Andrea and Ethel M June 16 1932. B 1: 78
Squillante Philomena J of Andrea and Ethel M Aug 10 1933...31: 85
Stabile Beverly A of Thomas and Ethel Apr 20 1933..........31: 41
Stabile Delores T of Antonio and Maria C Oct 3 1933........32: 109
Stabile Dorothea C of Antonio and Maria C Mar 16 1932......30: 177
Stabile Jennett N of Antonio and Maria C Sept 21 1933.......31: 100
Stabile Joan D of Thomas and Ethel May 31 1935...............32: 57
Stabile Ronald A of Alfredo and Elizabeth Dec 21 1934.......31: 268
Stachowiak Joseph of Joseph and Minnie S Feb 21 1933.......31: 19
Stacy Donald B of Roland B and Dolores C Aug 23 1932.......30: 240
Staff Edgar F of Edgar J and Edith E Feb 7 1932..............30: 163
Stafford Barbara N of Orrin L and Ella E Mar 10 1933.......31: 26
Stafford Charles C of Thomas J and Jennie Sept 15 1932......30: 248
Stafford Dorothy A of Joseph H and Mary A Dec 24 1934......31: 269
Stafford Elaine T of Carlton L and Florence C Jan 9 1931....30: 3
Stafford Joseph H of Joseph H and Mary A May 31 1931.......30: 62
Stafford Marie G of Joseph H and Mary A Dec 30 1932........30: 287
Stafford Philip C of Philip S and Nina A Apr 19 1931........30: 46
Stafford William T of Carlton L and Florence C Aug 14 1934..31: 221
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Stahl Evelyn of Theodore E and Frances Apr 16 1931........... 30: 44
Stalter —— s of Raymond J and Ruth Mar 13 1931........... 30: 38
Stamatakos —— d of George and Iphigenia Aug 21 1931........... 30: 95
Stamatakos —— d of George and Iphigenia Oct 7 1932........... 30: 258
Stammers Barbara J of Walter H and Natalie Aug 9 1933........... 31: 84
Stamp Arthur A of William E and Louise May 26 1932........... 30: 204
Stamp Wilhelm M of Martin and Maria Dec 15 1933........... 31: 129
Stamp —— s of Martin and Marie Sept 20 1932........... 30: 292
Stanchi Mary of Celia Aug 31 1931........... 30: 98
Standish John H of Charles E and Priscilla Apr 8 1933........... 31: 37
Standing Harry of Arnold L and May July 12 1934........... 31: 208
Standing Royal C of Royal C and Mary J Dec 31 1931........... 30: 144
Stanek Frank E of Frank and Mary P July 8 1935........... 32: 74
Stanclen Joseph of Joseph and Helen May 28 1932........... 30: 204
StAngelo Astilldore of Giovanni and Florence Dec 6 1931........... 30: 137
StAngelo Dorothy A of Charles and Angelina Mar 18 1935........... 32: 28
StAngelo Frederick W of Frederick W and Palmira J Mar 6 1934........... 31: 162
StAngelo Giovanni M of John and Florence May 30 1934........... 31: 191
StAngelo Joseph L of Michael and Margaret Feb 20 1931........... 30: 20
StAngelo Nicholas of Michael and Margaret May 24 1932........... 30: 203
StAngelo Raffaele A (Twin) of Giuseppe and Teresa Sept 28 1932........... 30: 253
StAngelo Robert R of Richard D and Erminia L Mar 21 1933........... 31: 30
StAngelo Vincenzo G (Twin) of Giuseppe and Teresa Sept 28 1932........... 30: 253
Stanfield Robert L of Henry A and Elizabeth T May 22 1935........... 32: 142
Stanley Arthur D of Harold B and Blanche May 2 1931........... 30: 51
Stanley Bessie E of LeGrand T and Sophie Nov 7 1934........... 31: 253
Stanley Helen of Charles and Dama Dec 26 1931........... 30: 143
Stanley John M of Thomas and Annie Dec 24 1933........... 31: 132
Stanley Joseph P of Joseph T and Mary J Mar 14 1934........... 31: 165
Stanley Richard M of Henry M and Alma H Aug 18 1934........... 31: 222
Stanley Samuel R of Thomas and Emma May 1 1935........... 32: 47
Stantial Priscilla J P of Doris Sept 3 1931........... 30: 101
Stanton Barbara A of Daniel L and Bertha E July 25 1934........... 31: 213
Stanton Robert R of Daniel L and Mildred L Aug 12 1931........... 30: 91
Stanzione Michael of Vincenzo G and Maddalena Oct 26 1934........... 31: 248
Stapelton Joan F of Byron J and Doris Feb 5 1932........... 30: 162
Staples Elizabeth A of George E and Anna E Nov 5 1935........... 32: 120
Staples Lois C of Richard N and Marjorie Jan 6 1931........... 30: 147
Stapleton Sarah E of Louise B Dec 7 1934........... 31: 275
Staplins Ermenia M of Francesco and Maria C Feb 11 1935........... 32: 15
Staplins —— s of Francesco and Maria C Aug 22 1931........... 30: 95
Stark Howard A of Howard G and Myrtle I May 25 1933........... 31: 54
Stark Joan A of John and Maude May 25 1935........... 32: 55
Stark Nancy A of Howard G and Myrtle I Apr 8 1931........... 30: 41
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Additional Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stark Ronald A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 14 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkey Byron G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>June 24 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starks Frederick A (c)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 18 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starks Hilda L (c)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 19 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starks James T (c)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct 10 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starnino Eolia A of Giuseppe and Carmela</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 29 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staton Bernard B of Cecil B and Gladys</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 19 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay Beatrice M of James A and Gertrude</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 10 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StCyr Adrienne L of Joseph and Emily M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 16 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StDenis Joseph M of Mary B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 9 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StDenis Pauline L of Arthur J and Cecile Y</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 26 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StDenis Vivian A of Arthur J and Cecile Y</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 31 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stearns Jeannette F of Granville W and Hazel M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 18 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stechauner Richard E of George and Edith B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>July 22 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steedman Charles of Charles R and Elise G</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 3 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele Carlton A of Carlton A and Anna H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb 25 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele —— s of George H and Rose</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 13 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steen Kenneth F of Alfred L and Frances V</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct 29 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steen Robert A of Alfred L and Frances V</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 23 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Beverly J of Seth H and Lottie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 11 1931</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Beverly J of Milton P and Gladys</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 6 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Clarence L of Clarence L and Dorothy A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 29 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Harle of Phillips B and Beatrice</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 6 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Joyce E of Job R and Lorretta E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 25 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Muriel C of Merrill S and Flora</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 23 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steere Norman M of Milton P and Gladys</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 25 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steeves Norma M of J Gordon and Marion</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 3 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefano Ann R of Vincenzo C A and Rose</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 31 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steffel Dorothy A of Michael W and Mary H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 14 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stein Leila M of Irving and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 5 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinbrenner Frederick J of Frederick J and Frances A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 28 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steiner Georgia A of George J and Edith M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 3 1933</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steiner Marion F of George J and Edith M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 4 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steingold Kenneth H of Charles and Rose</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>June 25 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steingold Reva S of David and Tillie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 18 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinkamp Marjorie I of Alvin J and Marion</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 23 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinman Arnold E of Abraham and Esther</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 26 1932</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steitz Doris E of Oscar L and Doris</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 6 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stell Barbara A of Jack and Dorothy E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 26 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella Catherine M of Alfonso and Armen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 25 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelle Thomas X of Edward and Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 10 1935</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelznner Douglas P of Paul R and Frieda</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>June 12 1934</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelznner Hermann G of Paul R and Frieda</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dec 31 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stender Haroldine C of Harold C and Elsa L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 1 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Stender Marilyn A of Harold C and Elsa L E Sept 2 1933........31: 94
Stepanian Stevens of Harry and Clara Nov 25 1932.................30: 276
Stephan Erick G of Martin and Paula A Jan 12 1932..............30: 152
Stephens Barbara C of Joseph M and Alice V June 17 1934......31: 198
Stephens Marion F of Joseph M and Alice V Mar 30 1932........30: 182
Stephenson Ellsworth N of Waldo V and Georgia A Apr 26 1931.............................................30: 48
Stephenson Mildred A of Charley and Lillian M Sept 6 1932.....30: 245
Stergios Joan of Charles and Phoebe Nov 15 1933.................31: 119
Stetson Bancroft E of George A and Leona B Sept 20 1934.....31: 275
Stetson Joan of Charles T and Madeleine A Feb 7 1933..........31: 15
Stewart Florence H of Alfred F and Barbara M June 15 1935...32: 64
Stevens Albert M of Albert E and Mary Jan 15 1932.............30: 154
Stevens Charles W (c) of Ida M Sept 25 1932......................30: 252
Stevens Charlotte B of Charles H and Louise Dec 22 1935......32: 136
Stevens Diana J of Philip D and Edith K July 9 1934...........31: 207
Stevens Dorothy A of Phillip and Alice May 11 1933.............31: 50
Stevens Dorothy L (c) of Ida July 9 1935.........................32: 74
Stevens Henry of John O and Sophie Nov 22 1933................31: 121
Stevens Jambert W of Charles H and Louise June 12 1934.......31: 196
Stevens Jean I of Artemus and Sarah E Apr 10 1931..............30: 42
Stevens Raymond E of Raymond E and Myrtle Jan 28 1931........30: 11
Stevens Richard H of Philip D and Edith Aug 22 1935...........32: 91
Stevens Robert E of Henry H and Phyllis Sept 20 1933...........31: 100
Stevens Roberta R A of Robert W and Ruth I Aug 3 1935.......32: 85
Stevens —— d of Phillip and Alice Sept 24 1931................30: 108
Stevenson Andrej J of William S and Emma P Jan 11 1935.....32: 4
Stevenson Joan E of Walter J and Alice Feb 10 1935.............32: 15
Stevenson Raymond P of Walter J and Alice Feb 15 1932.......30: 165
Stevenson Robert E (Twin) of Victor J and Mary A V July 27 1935....................................................32: 81
Stevenson William E (Twin) of Victor J and Mary A V July 27 1935....................................................32: 81
Stevenson —— d of Stanley T and Elizabeth Aug 2 1935..........32: 84
Stevos Carmela M (c) of Manuel J and Henrietta May 28 1932..30: 204
Stevos Valerie J (c) of Manuel and Henrietta July 2 1935....32: 71
Stewart Carolyn E of Lewis N and Emma L Oct 17 1932.........30: 262
Stewart Dorothy L of George A and Lillian M July 1 1935.....32: 71
Stewart Emily M of John and Emily Mar 2 1933...................31: 24
Stewart John F E of Thomas J and Mary R June 16 1931........30: 69
Stewart Madelyn E of Erwin W and Alice E July 17 1935.......32: 77
Stewart Orion C of Charles and Cecilia Dec 29 1931..........30: 144
Stewart Ronald A of John and Emily Apr 25 1934................31: 179
Stewart Rosalie I of Adele July 25 1934.........................31: 274
StGermain Janine of Clovis H and Janet A Sept 16 1933.........31: 98
BIRTHS

31: 21
Stickley Ann B of James B and Margaret M Feb 25 1933...
32: 18
Stickney Martha J of Carl M and Marie M Feb 18 1935...
31: 21
Stiehler Eugenie E of Walter W R and Gertrude July 1 1932...
32: 126
Stifano Joan A of Filippo D A and Emilia Nov 24 1935...
32: 92
Stigalt Richard A of Mary Aug 23 1935..................
32: 234
Stiles Arlene I of Cecil E and Hazel Aug 7 1932...
32: 26
Stiles Elizabeth P of Ernest W and Jeanette Mar 12 1935...
31: 131
Still Kay M of Carlisle K and Mary C Dec 19 1933...
32: 110
Stillman Louise J of Orville P and Marion L Oct 6 1935...
32: 220
Stillson Doris M of Ernest C and Daisy B July 5 1932...
31: 109
Stillson Ernest C of Ernest C and Daisy B Oct 15 1933...
32: 54
Stillson Robert H of Ernest C and Daisy B May 20 1935...
32: 255
Stilson — s of Richard J and Rosia M Sept 20 1932...
31: 112
Stiness John H of Samuel G and Reina May 12 1931...
30: 127
Stirling Beatrice C of Robert W and Edith B Nov 9 1931...
31: 195
Stirling Maybelle T of James and Agnes B June 8 1934...
30: 98
StJean Raymond T of Joseph and Mary Aug 30 1931...
31: 169
StJohn Richard J of Harold F and Mary A Oct 25 1933...
30: 175
StJohn Richard J of Harold F and Mary A Feb 28 1932...
31: 118
StLaurent Joseph A L of Antoinette Nov 11 1933...
31: 233
StMartin Pauline M A of Ovide A and Jean A Sept 15 1934...
30: 93
StMartin Rudolph A of Rudolph J and Alexandria Aug 17
1931 ........................................... 30: 179
Stock Marie C of Russell F and Alice F Apr 24 1934...
32: 69
Stock Russell F of Russell F and Alice F June 28 1935...
31: 123
Stockford Cedric K of Cedric L and Lilly J Nov 28 1933...
30: 75
Stockford —— s of Cedric L and Lilly J June 12 1931...
30: 213
Stoddard Joan C of Charles E and Blanche G June 19 1932...
30: 205
Stoddard Mary L of Earl R and Flora July 3 1934...
31: 42
Stoehrer Betty A of Herman W and Lillian M Apr 22 1933...
30: 91
Stokes Betty L of Albert E and Minnie E Aug 11 1931...
31: 245
Stollerman Judith of Maurice and Hannah Oct 18 1934...
30: 103
Stonberg Raymond L of Victor and Elizabeth Sept 11 1931...
30: 30
Stone Annamae of Clement J and Anna M Mar 13 1931...
31: 101
Stone Betty of Bennie and Freda Sept 25 1933...
31: 265
Stone Carol of Francis R and Catherine M Dec 12 1934...
32: 82
Stone Catherine E of Earl and Eleanor July 30 1935...
30: 241
Stone Edward A of Clinton E and Emmalene A Aug 28 1932...
30: 34
Stone Gilbert G of Clarence J and Elsie K Mar 22 1931...
31: 144
Stone Grace M of George A and Elizabeth A Jan 16 1934...
32: 111
Stone Janet A of Raymond F and Martha R Oct 11 1935...
32: 234
Stone John J of George A and Elizabeth A Aug 7 1932...
31: 101
Stone Judith A of Malcolm E and Dorothy M Sept 25 1933...
31: 62
Stone June F of Francis R and Catherine M June 11 1933...
32: 63
Stone Marilyn A of Edgar F and Loyola M June 14 1935...
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Stone Sandra R of Samuel M and Ruth M June 15 1935......32: 64
Stone William E of Malcolm E and Dorothy M Feb 22 1931...30: 21
StOnge Ronald R of Joseph R E and Eva D Aug 13 1933....31: 86
Stonstrom Robert M of Adolph B and Ethel M July 23 1935..32: 80
Stoppard Allan J of Allan W and Alice June 10 1931........30: 67
Stoppard William E of Allan W and Alice July 5 1934.......31: 206
Storti Carol B of Vincenzo and Flora Dec 14 1933..........31: 129
Storti Raymond R of Querino and Helena A Mar 11 1934....31: 164
Storti Richard T of Querino and Helena A July 26 1931...30: S4
Storti —— s of Vincent W and Helen M Jan 31 1935.......32: 11
StOurs Helen M of James and Dora Oct 28 1932.............30: 266
Stowell Barbara A of Charles O and Evalina L Jan 8 1935...32: 3
Stowell —— s of Charles O and Evalina L May 12 1931....30: 55
Stowick Genevieve of John and Stella Apr 7 1935.........32: 37
Stowik Elizabeth A of Stanley and Annie Aug 25 1933.....32: 92
StPere Barbara V of Joseph R O and Alice M Sept 11 1933.31: 97
StPere Raymond H of Joseph R O and Alice M Sept 27 1932.30: 253
StPeter Albert (Twin) of Earle C and Ellen R Feb 10 1934.31: 153
StPeter Arthur (Twin) of Earle C and Ellen R Feb 10 1934.31: 153
StPeter George F of John and Rose May 10 1931............30: 54
StPeter Shirley L of Hormidas J and Bella Mar 15 1931....30: 31
StPierre Alvini W of Alvini and Jean Aug 3 1934............31: 217
StPierre Barbara A of Alexander J and Katherine E Feb 1
1932 .....................................................30: 161
StPierre George L of Joseph L and Julia F July 5 1931....30: 77
StPierre Jeanne L of J Archie and Marie A July 30 1931....30: 86
StPierre Marie T V of Samuel and Beatrice Apr 16 1931...30: 44
StPierre Walter of Walter E and Rose J July 8 1933.......31: 71
Strack Paula G of Alice G July 11 1935....................32: 75
Straight Clifford A of C Aubrey and Eva Feb 24 1933....31: 20
Straight Geraldine of Edward H and Isabell Sept 7 1931...30: 102
Strain William of Patrick and Catherine Oct 8 1935.....32: 110
Strashnick Judith L of Louis and Evelyn Dec 23 1933.....31: 132
Straub Judith L of Earl L and Charlotte Jan 19 1932......30: 155
Strauss Arthur D of Charles A and Miriam Apr 23 1935....32: 43
Strauss Bernard H of Abraham and Bessie June 6 1933....31: 60
Strauss Doris J of Conrad A and Gertrude Dec 28 1931.....30: 144
Strauss Justin J of Allen J and Minnie E Jan 19 1933.....31: 7
Strauss Richard G of Conrad A and Gertrude July 31 1933..31: 80
Strauss Sondra W of Conrad K and Marsha May 23 1934....31: 189
Stravato Carmela of Ernesto and Angelina Jan 20 1932....30: 155
Stravato Gloria M of Luigi and Rosa Dec 7 1931............30: 147
Stravato Robert A of Luigi and Rose June 9 1935............32: 62
Straw Joan of William C and Izetta B Mar 28 1935.........32: 142
Streker Jacqueline of Edward T and Doris L July 6 1934....31: 206
BIRTHS

Strembicki Edward S of Frank and Anna Apr 28 1933......31: 44
Stringer Nancy C of Robert and Margaret P Feb 21 1933...31: 19
Strobel Barbara J of Alice E Nov 26 1935..................32: 127
Strobel Earle H of Arthur W and Ilene V May 9 1932....30: 198
Strobel Harold E of Arthur W and Ilene V May 10 1934..31: 185
Strobel Madeline M of Roy E and Eva M Oct 20 1935....32: 114
Stromberg Ann G of Gunnar W and Mary V Oct 5 1933....31: 106
Stromberg C of Gunnar W and Mary V Mar 9 1931..30: 29
Stromberg Richard E of Gunnar W and Mary V Sept 3 1935..32: 96
Strong Edna E of Howard R and Edna I May 13 1934......31: 186
Strong Winifred E of Frederick C B and Helen E June 12
    1931 .................................................................30: 67
Strumar Nathalie of Charles and Blossom Jan 22 1931....30: 9
Strumar Phyllis of Louis and Lillian Apr 26 1932.......30: 193
Strumar Sheldon L of Charles and Blossom Aug 12 1934..31: 220
Strumolo George of George B and Grace R Nov 13 1934...31: 255
Strumolo Shirley H of George B and Grace R Feb 15 1933..31: 17
Strumski Sandra C of Chester J and Anna B July 20 1935..32: 78
StSauveur Leo J of Leo J A and Yvonne D Sept 28 1933..31: 102
StSauveur Normand L of Leo J A and Yvonne D Apr 20 1935.32: 42
StSauveur Richard E of Leo J A and Yvonne D May 15 1931.30: 56
Stuart Gordon W of J Warren and Mary Mar 8 1935........32: 25
Stuart Nancy A of John R and Mildred Aug 6 1932........30: 234
Stuart — d of George H and Lydia A Mar 13 1933......31: 28
Stubbs Augustus F of William F and Mary E Mar 27 1933..31: 32
Stubbs Donald C of Edward J and Margaret E Mar 6 1935..32: 24
Stubbs Donald J of John F and Mary R June 21 1932.....30: 214
Stubbs Nancy E of Thomas F and Millie A Sept 5 1934....31: 230
Studley Veronica A of Joseph A and Veronica M Oct 22 1934..31: 246
Stumper Mitzie H of Fred and Clara July 4 1934.........31: 205
Sturges Dorothy of Benjamin R and Sandol Nov 21 1935...32: 125
Sturtevant Barbara F of Frank E and Hazel L Aug 16 1932.30: 237
Sturtevant Donald E of Frank E and Hazel L Feb 9 1935..32: 15
Sturtevant Frank E of Frank E and Hazel L Sept 26 1933..31: 102
Sturtevant Shirley L of Frank E and Hazel L June 22 1931..30: 71
Stutts Courtland L A (c) of John and Minnie M J Jan 13 1935.32: 5
Stutts Hazel M (c) of John and Minnie M J June 13 1931....30: 68
Stutts Robert A (c) of John and Minnie M J Jan 22 1933.....31: 8
Stutzinger Eric J of Joseph P and Sophia Sept 16 1934...31: 233
Stuwe Bernard O of Bernard O and Freda C Dec 24 1931...30: 142
StVincent Louise E of Gertrude Mar 22 1932...............30: 179
Sugarman Louis of Max and Estelle V Sept 6 1933...........31: 95
Sugrue Mary P of Patrick J and Mary T May 19 1931......30: 58
Sugrue Thomas F of Patrick J and Mary T Sept 13 1932...30: 247
Suibielski — s of Kasimier J and Josephine M Aug 26 1934.31: 228
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Sui tor Earl J of Robert T and Kathryn L Feb 23 1935... 32: 19
Sui tor Robert T of Robert T and Kathryn L Dec 7 1931... 30: 137
Sulley Robert L of Joseph E and Ruth V July 7 1933... 31: 71
Sullivan Alvin J of Alvin J and Anna G June 6 1934... 31: 194
Sullivan Andrew J of Andrew A and Emilda A Oct 6 1932... 30: 258
Sullivan Ann M of Michael and Julia Dec 15 1933... 31: 129
Sullivan Anna J of Robert P and Marguerite M Sept 14 1934... 31: 275
Sullivan Anna M of John J and Anna Feb 1 1935... 32: 12
Sullivan Charles L of Charles A and Leona A Sept 23 1932... 30: 251
Sullivan Daniel H of John F and Vera E Oct 6 1933... 31: 106
Sullivan Daniel L of Andrew A and Emilda A Feb 21 1934... 31: 157
Sullivan Dennis J of Dennis J and Helen I Jan 19 1935... 32: 7
Sullivan Donald E of Jeremiah T and Belle B Feb 28 1933... 31: 22
Sullivan Doris M of Dennis J and Alice M July 5 1932... 30: 220
Sullivan Dorothy F of Edwin L and Agnes L Sept 28 1933... 31: 102
Sullivan Edward of James J and Evelyn Mar 25 1933... 31: 31
Sullivan Elizabeth of Mortimer A and Jane W Dec 21 1931... 30: 114
Sullivan Frances C of Everett and Winifred G Sept 27 1932... 30: 253
Sullivan George V of Patrick and Mary C Dec 5 1931... 30: 136
Sullivan Gerald T of James P and Mary K Dec 7 1935... 32: 132
Sullivan Hazel F (Twin) of Joseph D and Hazel Sept 18 1932... 30: 249
Sullivan Henry R of John L G and Marie R A Aug 21 1934... 31: 224
Sullivan James of James J and Evelyn May 12 1932... 30: 199
Sullivan James F (Twin) of John F and Elizabeth C Dec 18 1932... 30: 285
Sullivan James F of Joseph J and Mary G June 19 1933... 31: 65
Sullivan James M of James P and Mary K Feb 22 1933... 31: 20
Sullivan Jean M of Thomas P and Mary H Oct 9 1931... 30: 114
Sullivan Joan A of Thomas A and Cecelia M Oct 22 1932... 30: 264
Sullivan John F (Twin) of John F and Elizabeth C Dec 18 1932... 30: 285
Sullivan Joseph of Jeremiah J and Mary G Sept 12 1931... 30: 103
Sullivan Joseph D of Joseph D and Julia M Dec 22 1932... 30: 285
Sullivan Joseph E of John L and Marie R Mar 8 1932... 30: 174
Sullivan Joseph F of John F and Eva Aug 5 1935... 32: 85
Sullivan Joseph J (Twin) of Joseph D and Hazel Sept 18 1932... 32: 249
Sullivan Kenneth W of Francis W and Stella Mar 7 1932... 30: 174
Sullivan Kenneth W of Mary J May 22 1934... 31: 189
Sullivan Leo J of Leo C and Helen L Mar 4 1931... 30: 27
Sullivan Letitia V of John B and Letitia V June 10 1935... 32: 62
Sullivan Margaret M of Jeremiah J and Mary G Nov 16 1934... 31: 256
Sullivan Marion J of John J and Margaret M Jan 25 1934... 31: 146
Sullivan Mary C of John S and Catherine T May 31 1933... 31: 57
Sullivan Mary E of Joseph D and Julia M Feb 22 1935... 32: 19
Sullivan Mary L of Gabriel A and Mary E Nov 8 1932... 30: 271
Sullivan Mary P of Patrick and Mary C Jan 6 1935...........32: 2
Sullivan Mary T of Patrick J and Hannah Sept 16 1932........30: 249
Sullivan Maureen C of Thomas A and Cecelia M Feb 13 1934....31: 154
Sullivan Patricia J of Cornelius J and Elizabeth A Mar 19
1932 .................................................................30: 178
Sullivan Paul V of William H and Anna P July 24 1932.....30: 227
Sullivan Philip P of John P and Elizabeth J Mar 30 1934...31: 169
Sullivan Raymond F of William H and Lena M Apr 26 1932...30: 193
Sullivan Raymond J of Patrick and Mary C June 13 1933.....31: 63
Sullivan Richard of John P and Mary A Oct 26 1932.........30: 265
Sullivan Robert of Marcus J and Sarah T May 8 1935.......32: 50
Sullivan Robert C of Eugene H and Sarah F May 10 1932....30: 198
Sullivan Robert D of Robert R and Catherine Apr 5 1931...30: 40
Sullivan Robert E of Clarence G and Mary Oct 12 1932.....30: 260
Sullivan Robert G of Patrick E and Madeline M Sept 20 1931..30: 106
Sullivan Ronald of John F and Agnes J Dec 8 1934.........31: 264
Sullivan Rosemary of George A and Madeline R Aug 2 1931..30: 83
Sullivan Theodore S of John T F and Agnes E F Jan 19 1931..30: 7
Sullivan Thomas C of George W and Elizabeth July 27 1933..31: 78
Sullivan Walter F of Walter F and Mabel Nov 17 1934......31: 236
Sullivan William F of Michael and Julia June 30 1935.....32: 69
Sullivan William F of Timothy F and Mary M Aug 3 1935....32: 85
Sullivan — s of William and Victoria Apr 9 1931..........30: 42
Sullivan — s of Joseph A and Alice E A July 26 1932.......30: 231
Sullivan — s of William H and Vittoria Sept 3 1932......30: 244
Sullivan — d of Michael G and Mary E May 22 1934.........31: 189
Sullivan — s of Edward S and Mildred June 17 1935........32: 65
Sullo Frank of Francesco and Rosina Apr 2 1935............32: 35
Sullo Rosina of Francesco and Rosina Sept 5 1932.........30: 245
Sumgena Charles of Chet and Arena May 19 1933............31: 53
Summer Sheldon of Morris and Bertha June 2 1932.........30: 207
Summerfield Lesta of Samuel J and Edythe Aug 11 1933.....31: 85
Sumners Nancy H of Joseph H and Pauline M Oct 21 1931....30: 118
Sumption Anne E of Albert E and Mary T Mar 26 1933.......31: 32
Sumption Carole J of William J and Amelia P Aug 6 1934....31: 218
Sumption Hope A of Albert E and Mary T Mar 19 1935.......32: 28
Sunderland Barbara J of Charles A and Lilla N Jan 16 1931..30: 6
Sunderland Kay G of Frederick and Ruth G Dec 12 1933.....31: 128
Sunderland Ronold L of Charles A and Lilla N May 22 1933..31: 54
Sundgren Barbara A of Edward A and Mildred C June 7 1933..31: 61
Sundgren Henry F of Arthur and Lillian Jan 4 1931.........30: 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sundin Miriam G</td>
<td>June 29 1934</td>
<td>Oct 31 1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundin Theodore C A</td>
<td>Oct 27 1931</td>
<td>Apr 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supino Pietro L</td>
<td>Apr 4 1931</td>
<td>Apr 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supsky Frederick R</td>
<td>Dec 7 1933</td>
<td>Dec 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supsky Joseph S</td>
<td>June 13 1932</td>
<td>Jun 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supsky</td>
<td>Nov 24 1935</td>
<td>Nov 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surabian Gilbert D</td>
<td>Oct 3 1932</td>
<td>Oct 30 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprenant Therese C</td>
<td>June 2 1933</td>
<td>June 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susi Sonya C</td>
<td>Oct 24 1934</td>
<td>Oct 31 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susio Edith M</td>
<td>Mar 8 1931</td>
<td>Mar 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutcliffe Joyce E</td>
<td>Feb 7 1932</td>
<td>Feb 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutcliffe Sally A</td>
<td>Aug 22 1932</td>
<td>Aug 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutcliffe William T</td>
<td>Mar 15 1931</td>
<td>Mar 30 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suter Albert E</td>
<td>June 19 1931</td>
<td>Jun 30 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suter Mildred R</td>
<td>Apr 9 1935</td>
<td>Apr 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suter Ruth V</td>
<td>Oct 19 1933</td>
<td>Oct 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Barbara A</td>
<td>Jun 6 1933</td>
<td>Jun 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Bertha L</td>
<td>Mar 23 1932</td>
<td>Mar 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton David P</td>
<td>Dec 23 1933</td>
<td>Dec 30 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton John J</td>
<td>Apr 5 1932</td>
<td>Apr 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Julius G</td>
<td>Sep 14 1932</td>
<td>Sep 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Norma R</td>
<td>Jan 19 1932</td>
<td>Jan 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Patricia A</td>
<td>Sep 11 1934</td>
<td>Sep 31 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Roberta R</td>
<td>Feb 3 1935</td>
<td>Feb 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Thomas F</td>
<td>Apr 22 1933</td>
<td>Apr 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaine Isabella J</td>
<td>Sep 19 1932</td>
<td>Sep 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaine Joan E</td>
<td>Aug 16 1933</td>
<td>Aug 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallow Dorothy L</td>
<td>Apr 10 1931</td>
<td>Apr 30 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallow George J</td>
<td>Jun 17 1934</td>
<td>Jun 31 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallow Richard F</td>
<td>Sep 30 1935</td>
<td>Sep 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan Henry M</td>
<td>Oct 3 1934</td>
<td>Oct 31 1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan Mary B</td>
<td>Dec 13 1933</td>
<td>Dec 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanlund</td>
<td>Dec 10 1933</td>
<td>Dec 31 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Barbara E</td>
<td>Mar 31 1932</td>
<td>Mar 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Barbara J</td>
<td>Dec 3 1935</td>
<td>Dec 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Beverly A</td>
<td>Apr 4 1931</td>
<td>Apr 30 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Carl R</td>
<td>Oct 27 1932</td>
<td>Oct 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Carol L</td>
<td>Mar 22 1935</td>
<td>Mar 32 1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Claire A</td>
<td>July 6 1935</td>
<td>July 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Edith M</td>
<td>May 6 1932</td>
<td>May 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Janice E</td>
<td>Jun 29 1932</td>
<td>Jun 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Judith A</td>
<td>Jun 29 1932</td>
<td>Jun 30 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Karen R</td>
<td>Dec 10 1935</td>
<td>Dec 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Kenneth H</td>
<td>Jul 30 1935</td>
<td>Jul 32 1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson Kenneth R</td>
<td>Sep 2 1931</td>
<td>Sep 30 1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Swanson Mary L of William and Margaret Oct 26 1934 .......... 31: 248
Swanson Preston L of Leonard P and Astrid I Aug 8 1933 .... 31: 84
Swanson Ronald G of Clarence A and Edna M Jan 26 1935 .... 32: 9
Swanson William C of William and Margaret Nov 7 1933 .... 31: 116
Swanson — s of George K and Helen M Sept 12 1935 .... 32: 107
Sward John R of John A and Beryl May 25 1933 ............... 31: 54
Swartz Allan L of Jack and Anne S May 6 1935 ............... 32: 49
Swartz Sandra E of Jerome and Anne June 4 1933 ............ 31: 60
Swartz — s of Herman and Minna Apr 25 1932 ............... 30: 195
Swartz — d of Herman and Minna May 17 1935 ............... 32: 53
Swedberg Robert W of Gustave H and Hazel M Mar 18 1931 .... 30: 32
Sweeney Ann C of Robert A and Genevieve C May 14 1933 .... 31: 51
Sweeney Audrey A of Milton E and Ina Aug 10 1935 ........... 32: 87
Sweeney Carol O of Arthur W and Mabel Apr 13 1932 ....... 30: 189
Sweeney Eugene A of Arthur W and Mabel May 30 1935 ....... 32: 57
Sweeney Gerald F of Edward and Helen Aug 22 1932 ........... 30: 239
Sweeney Jane of Robert A and Genevieve C Oct 19 1931 ....... 30: 117
Sweeney Janet A of Charles E and Janett A May 17 1934 .... 31: 187
Sweeney Joan M of James F and Annie M Mar 22 1931 ....... 30: 34
Sweeney John F of Francis and Svea Aug 7 1931 .............. 30: 90
Sweeney John M of Michael E and Ellen M Feb 10 1932 ....... 30: 163
Sweeney Kenneth J of Milton J and Dorothy M Aug 7 1933 .... 31: 84
Sweeney Mary T of Matthew W and Marion C Jan 7 1931 ....... 30: 3
Sweeney Robert E of Robert A and Genevieve C Mar 6 1935 .... 32: 24
Sweeney Robert H of Francis H and Svea Aug 8 1935 ......... 32: 86
Sweeney Shirley C of Francis H and Svea M Feb 8 1934 ....... 31: 152
Sweeney Virginia M of William L and Regina L July 31 1934 .. 31: 215
Sweeney William B of William B and Mary Sept 27 1934 .... 31: 237
Sweeney William J of William E and Anna T Mar 23 1933 .... 31: 31
Sweeney — s of Patrick M and Louise H Oct 22 1931 ....... 30: 147
Sweeney — s of Patrick and Catherine Apr 29 1932 ....... 30: 195
Sweet Albert K of Albert K and Ethel M July 11 1934 .... 31: 298
Sweet Barbara E of Walter Y and Esther Apr 2 1931 ....... 30: 39
Sweet David F of Milton B and Marion F Aug 3 1935 ....... 32: 85
Sweet Donald B of Benjamin S and Sylvia P Feb 22 1935 .... 32: 19
Sweet Genevieve M of Milton B and Marion F Mar 3 1932 ....... 30: 173
Sweet Helene C of John and Sarah Oct 16 1931 ....... 30: 116
Sweet James Y of Theodore L and Margaret Feb 15 1931 .... 30: 19
Sweet Janice A of Lynton W and Hazel I Apr 22 1932 ....... 30: 192
Sweet Joan C of Albert K and Ethel M Nov 21 1935 ....... 32: 125
Sweet Robert J of Percy A and Hazel E May 12 1935 ....... 32: 51
Sweet Ronald H of Ronald H and Clara G July 26 1935 ....... 32: 81
Sweet Thomas of Theodore L and Margaret May 2 1935 ....... 32: 48
Sweet William G of Percy O and Hazel E Dec 25 1931 ....... 30: 143
Sweet Zara of Nilla Sept 19 1934 ............... 31: 234
Sweet — s of William and Addie M Oct 11 1935 ....... 32: 118
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Sweeting William W of William W and Marion July 4 1932...30:220
Sweetland Peter of John and Mary Sept 19 1935..................32:102
Sweetland William H of William H and Esther W June 8 1934.31:195
Swenson Dorothy L of Philip L and Lydia D Feb 8 1932......30:163
Swenson George J of George C and Kathryn L June 7 1931.30:66
Swenson Olive E P of Carl R and Edla May 3 1935............32:48
Swerling Claire B of Abraham and Etta July 14 1932...........30:224
Swift Francis R of Francis R and Lola D E Nov 15 1931....30:128
Swift James J of Christopher A and Elizabeth M Nov 3 1932.30:269
Swift Joseph R of Joseph E and Helen G Jan 26 1935............32:9
Swift Sonia P of Richard A and Mary Dec 31 1931.............30:144
Swindells Norman M of Norman M and Rachel E Apr 18 1935.32:41
Swiszcz Helen of Stanley and Helen Mar 11 1931.................30:30
Sydlowski Barbara A of John P and Helen R Mar 2 1934...31:161
Sydlowski Jeanette M of William and Margaret Oct 25 1935.32:115
Sydlowski William E of William and Margaret June 10 1933.31:62
Sydney Irwin L of Jacob T and Ada Mar 17 1934.................31:166
Sydney Stanley H of Jacob T and Ada Jan 30 1931..............30:12
Sykes Brooke N of William H and Villa H May 11 1934....31:185
Sylvia Christine C of Frederick and Bertha Dec 4 1931......30:136
Sylvia Marion R of Frederick and Bertha June 19 1933...31:65
Sylvia Richard F of Anthony R and Virginia July 6 1933....31:70
Sylvander Roy A of Roy W A and Elsie J June 21 1931....30:71
Sylvestor Annette M of Leo and Juliet July 15 1933.........31:73
Sylvestor Daniel D of Joao M and Lucinda Feb 23 1932....30:168
Sylvestor Marie T of Arthur J and Mary Sept 26 1935.......32:104
Sylvestor Richard M of Alfred J and May E Aug 14 1931...30:92
Sylvestor — s of Alfred J and May E June 8 1934.............31:293
Sylvestre Doris C of Joseph A O and Francoise L Nov 2 1935.32:119
Sylvestre Ernest D of Joseph A O and Francoise L Apr 21
1934 ........................................................................31:177
Sylvestre Françoise of Joseph A O and Francoise L Mar 24
1933 ...........................................................................31:34
Sylvia Edward J of Joseph and Marion Oct 2 1932.............30:256
Sylvia Janice I of Joseph and Frances B July 23 1935.......32:80
Sylvia Louis of Louis and Irene July 3 1932......................30:220
Sylvia Louise C of William and Margaret J July 22 1933...31:76
Sylvia Priscilla B of Anthony and Priscilla C Oct 24 1933..31:111
Sylvia Rexford A (c) of John B and Dorothy M May 29 1934..31:190
Sylvia Rita of Frank and Mary Feb 7 1934.......................31:152
Sylvia William F of William F and Hazel F Dec 6 1935....32:131
Sylvia — s of James J and Jeannette Jan 10 1931..............30:4
Symonds Allan E of Louis J I and Agnes May 20 1932.......30:202
Symonds Donald E of Donald E and Walburg V Sept 1 1931.30:100
Symonds Eunice C M of Donald E and Walburg V Jan 11
1934 .......................... 31: 142
Symonds Richard M of Donald E and Walburg V Oct 21 1932. 30: 264
Symonds Robert W of Donald E and Walburg V Sept 18 1935. 32: 101
Szarek Milton L of Louis W and Josephine Feb 26 1935. 32: 20
Szarko Shirley M of Albin and Susana Jan 8 1935. 32: 3
Szczuroski Frances of Francis and Mary A June 1 1935. 32: 60
Szetela Dorothy F of Henry W and Dorothy H Apr 10 1934. 31: 174
Szlachetka Eugene J of Joseph A and Loretta M Sept 8 1934. 31: 231
Szlachetka Fay E of John E and Ruth E Feb 15 1934. 31: 154
Szlachetka Irene S of John E and Ruth E Mar 19 1935. 32: 28
Szlachetka Marion R of John E and Ruth E Mar 16 1933. 31: 28
Szymanski Henry of Bertha June 23 1932. 30: 215
Szymanski Jozef of John and Sophie Aug 14 1934. 31: 221
Szymkowicz Joanne H of Felix J and Helen A Apr 25 1932. 30: 192

Tabele Jean F of Francis A and Elizabeth V Feb 16 1933. 31: 18
Tabellario Angela L of Vincenzo and Margherita June 28 1935. 32: 69
Taber Wileen J D of Philip and Eleanor Dec 22 1933. 31: 131
Taber s of William H and Lucille R July 19 1932. 30: 291
Taberner Patricia L of George R and Marion R Nov 4 1935. 32: 120
Tacelli Anthony J of Alatino M and Angelina July 14 1935. 32: 76
Tacelli Domenico of Olindo P F and Concetta Jan 2 1934. 31: 139
Tacelli Domenico G of Guido and Lena July 9 1935. 32: 74
Tacelli Rosa M of Olindo P F and Concetta Dec 27 1931. 30: 143
Tacey Virginia R of Ralph H and Ruth H Jan 11 1934. 31: 142
Tade Marylyn M of Joseph and Amelia Feb 14 1935. 32: 16
Tafe Dorothy E of John F and Ethel Aug 4 1933. 31: 83
Taft Beverly C of Esther L Oct 2 1934. 31: 275
Taft Eleanor E of James L and Katherine July 12 1934. 31: 208
Taft Minter E F of Royal C and Mary A M July 1 1935. 32: 71
Taft Robert F of James L and Catherine Jan 9 1932. 30: 151
Tagliaferri Augustus of Eduardo and Maria M Feb 11 1935. 32: 16
Tagliaferri Gina of Alfonzo and Lucia July 29 1934. 31: 214
Tagliaferri Robert A of Paolo and Zelinda Feb 26 1935. 32: 20
Taglione Dolores A of Domenico and Domenica Sept 25 1931. 30: 108
Tainsh Anne M of John G and Helen E June 8 1932. 30: 209
Tainsh Marilyn J of John G and Helen E Oct 28 1934. 31: 249
Talacko Barbara A of Joseph J and Lucy A Apr 13 1931. 30: 43
Talacko Joan A of Joseph J and Lucy A Sept 21 1933. 31: 100
Talaman Alexander F of Alexandre and Catherine F Jan 3
1933 .......................... 31: 1
Talaman Catherine A of Alexandre and Catherine F Mar 11
1935 .......................... 32: 26
Talan Shirley of Israel and Bessie Aug 28 1934. 31: 227
Talanian Elizabeth of Kerop H and Tarvez H July 15 1933. 31: 73
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Talbot Elizabeth A (Twin) of Martin J and Elizabeth A May
13 1933 .................................................. 31: 51
Talbot Hene R of Napoleon and Yvonne July 12 1935.......... 32: 75
Talbot Joan of Edward A and Ruth May 23 1932................. 30: 203
Talbot Martin W (Twin) of Martin J and Elizabeth A May 13
1933 .................................................. 31: 51
Talbot Paul R A of Paul L and Lucille Dec 14 1935........... 32: 134
Tallo Ferdinando of Crescenzo and Adelina July 1 1932...... 30: 219
Tallo Henry of Crescenzo and Adelina July 10 1934........... 31: 207
Tallo Pasquale of Pasquale and Cecilia May 11 1932......... 30: 199
Tally Joseph V of Joseph V and Anna M Sept 12 1931........ 30: 103
Tally Mary L of Joseph V and Anna M May 19 1934........... 31: 188
Tally William E of Joseph V and Anna M Feb 1 1933......... 31: 13
Tammaro Raymond F of Michele and Olive Aug 18 1933........ 31: 87
Tambarino — s of Pietro and Lena Mar 18 1932............... 30: 183
Tamboe James A of James A and Margaret M June 19 1931..... 30: 70
Tamboe Patricia A of John P and Catherine Sept 24 1934..... 31: 236
Tamboe Richard J of Ernest J and Mary Apr 27 1935.......... 32: 44
Tamboe Robert F of James A and Margaret M Oct 23 1933..... 31: 111
Tamborelli James J of Hugo and Concetta Nov 27 1934........ 31: 259
Tamborelli Michael H of Hugo and Concetta M E Aug 1 1933. 31: 82
Tamburrini Alfred of Alfred and Matilda Sept 6 1934........ 31: 230
Tamburrino Anna of Giuseppe and Frances M Apr 13 1934..... 31: 175
Tamke John B of Henry J and Eunice S May 21 1932........... 30: 202
Tammaro Antonio G of Gaetano and Antonetta Oct 31 1931.... 30: 121
Tammaro Dorotea E of Francesco and Gena Oct 25 1932....... 30: 265
Tammaro Frank of Francesco and Inez May 19 1933............ 31: 53
Tammelleo Anthony D of Antonio and Theresa C Aug 9 1935. 32: 87
Tammelleo Clara N of Luigi and Aurelia Jan 16 1932......... 30: 154
Tammelleo Joan A of Giovanni and Alvera Apr 17 1934....... 31: 177
Tammelleo — s of Giuseppe and Luisa M July 5 1934........... 31: 206
Tanenbaum Basil S of Harry M and Rena A Dec 1 1934....... 31: 262
Tanenbaum David of Harry M and Rena A Aug 2 1932......... 30: 232
Tanger Morton L of Harry and Hilda R July 3 1931........... 30: 76
Tanger Sondra L of Harry and Hilda Sept 19 1932............. 30: 250
Tanish Jeanine L of George and Mary J June 6 1934......... 31: 194
Tanenbaum Donald C of Charles H and Anna M July 17
1935 .................................................. 32: 77
Tanner Arthur A of Arthur and Mary May 16 1931............. 30: 56
Tannor Charles A of Charles A and Margaret A Jan 16 1935.. 32: 5
Tanner Dale L of Charles S and Charlotte Oct 22 1935....... 32: 115
Tanner Francis D of Daniel A and Cora F Apr 1 1935....... 32: 35
Tanner Marie T of John C and Catherine T Sept 10 1934..... 31: 232
Tanner Martha G of Kenneth J and Barbara June 6 1932..... 30: 208
Tanner Robert E of Robert E and Elizabeth V Feb 16 1932.... 30: 165
Tanimonaco Gaetano of Gaetano and Rosaria F Oct 11 1933. 31: 108
Tantimonoico Frederick of Pasquale and Dorothy M Aug 10
1934 .................................................. 31: 226
Tantimonoico Leo of Pasquale and Dorothy M Sept 14 1932 .... 30: 248
Tanzi Giovannibattista of Giovannibattista and Adele Dec 25
1932 .................................................. 30: 286
Tanzi Lola A of Emilio and Filomena Oct 12 1933 ............. 31: 108
Tanzi Michele C of Costantino and Lucia Aug 3 1932 ......... 30: 233
Tanzi Rodolfo A of Emilio and Filomena Jan 20 1931 ......... 30: 8
Tanzi —— s of Michele and Carolina Dec 7 1931 ............. 30: 146
Taraborelli Giovannina E of Francesco and Teresa Feb 5 1931 . 30: 15
Tarantanti Tourvanda M of Barsam and Hougouse Feb 11 1934 . 31: 153
Tarantaing Elenaora of Amedeo and Carmela Sept 1 1931 .... 30: 100
Tarantaing Italia of Amedeo and Carmela Mar 14 1933 ....... 31: 28
Tarantino Joseph of Giovanni and Anna July 24 1933 ....... 31: 77
Tarantino —— s of Amedeo and Carmela Aug 29 1934 ....... 31: 228
Tardie Patricia M of William J and Millie A Jan 5 1934 .... 31: 140
Tarlaian Harry A of Harootune S and Anna June 21 1931 .... 30: 71
Tarlaian Ronald C of Harootune S and Anna May 7 1934 .... 31: 184
Tarro Robert D of Antonio and Rose May 9 1935 ......... 32: 50
Tarro Ronald L of Antonio and Rosa Aug 21 1932 ........ 30: 239
Tarsa Louis E of Louis and Blanche R July 28 1932 ......... 30: 229
Tarsa Virginia A of Louis and Blanche R Dec 23 1933 .... 31: 132
Tarsa —— s of Louis and Blanche R Jan 16 1931 ........ 30: 6
Tarsky Joyce M of Samuel and Louise M June 28 1934 .... 31: 202
Tartaglia Irene A of Antonio F and Elvera Nov 21 1934 .... 31: 258
Tartaglia Salvatore B of Salvatore and Isabell Aug 10 1933 . 31: 85
Tartaglia Vincenzo of Antonio F and Elvera Aug 31 1933 .... 31: 92
Tartaglia William M of Angelo and Maria Feb 7 1931 .... 30: 16
Tartaglia Elenor J of Salvatore and Isabell Feb 9 1935 ...... 32: 15
Tartaglione Francesca of William and Turina Apr 10 1935 . 32: 38
Tartarian Mildred of Michael and Mary Oct 2 1934 ......... 31: 240
Tashian Elizabeth A of Michael H and Luisa O May 9 1931 . 30: 54
Tashian Marilyn L of Michael H and Luisa O Jan 17 1933 .... 31: 6
Tashjian George W of Mulkon and Annie Feb 22 1933 ....... 31: 20
Tashman Samuel A of Herman J and Minnie Feb 26 1933 .... 31: 24
Tash Carole of Ernest and Eva Oct 11 1934 ........ 31: 243
Tasho Ernest S of Ernest and Eva Sept 17 1933 ........ 31: 99
Tasillo James P of Donato and Vincenza F Sept 28 1933 .... 31: 102
Tasoni —— s of John and Filomenza Sept 28 1934 ........ 31: 237
Tassone Jeannette R of Francesco and Della Mar 22 1932 .... 30: 179
Tassone Valeria R of Francesco and Della July 15 1935 .... 32: 76
Tassoni Frank A of Bruno and Rose May 3 1932 ........... 30: 197
Tassoni Giovanni G of Giovanni and Amelia E Oct 6 1931 .... 30: 113
Tassoni Giuseppe of Giuseppe V and Elizabeth June 21 1932 . 30: 214
Tassoni Joseph G of Giovanni and Amelia E Nov 27 1935 .... 32: 127
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Tasconi Robert D of Giovanni and Amelia E May 9 1933... 31: 50
Tata Antonetta M of Angelo M and Elisa June 23 1932... 30: 215
Tatarian Irene A of Michael and Mary Dec 13 1935... 32: 134
Tate Dorothy A of William W and Astrid H May 25 1933... 31: 55
Tate June M of Knight W and Esther M Aug 28 1932... 30: 241
Tate Robert of Benjamin and Ruth Y Feb 13 1934... 31: 154
Tate Sheila J of George H and Lily Sept 25 1934... 31: 236
Taterosian Marion of George and Siranush Apr 21 1934... 31: 178
Tatevosian Charles G of Garabed and Mariam Mar 12 1934... 31: 164
Tatevosian Ovannes of Garabed and Mariam Feb 3 1932... 30: 161
Tatolo Tomasina S of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 9 1935... 32: 121
Tatro Barbara J of George E and Ivy A Apr 12 1934... 31: 175
Tatro Carole A of George E and Ivy A Dec 24 1935... 32: 137
Tattersall Nancy A of Frederick S and Dorothy M Feb 14 1934... 31: 154
Tattlebaum — d of Max and Elizabeth Sept 11 1934... 31: 239
Taudvin Dorothy M of Mildred M June 17 1935... 32: 65
Taudvin Leone N of Joseph T and Leone E Jan 9 1935... 32: 3
Tavani Richard F of Flore and Margaret Oct 2 1932... 30: 256
Tavares Abel of Abel and Amelia Feb 24 1935... 32: 19
Tavares Alice of Miguel and Anna Apr 7 1931... 30: 41
Tavares Anna D (c) of Valentino and Mary Aug 8 1934... 31: 219
Tavares Antonio R (c) of Antonio E R and Maria Oct 13 1932... 30: 261
Tavares Doris of Francisco and Mary July 6 1933... 31: 70
Tavares Edward G of George and Edna M Mar 17 1932... 30: 177
Tavares Francis of Albert and Angela Mar 22 1932... 30: 179
Tavares Francisco E (c) of Frank and Emelia Dec 15 1932... 30: 284
Tavares Helen D of Manuel D and Helen Dec 7 1932... 30: 282
Tavares Henry (c) of Frank and Emilia Mar 16 1935... 32: 27
Tavares Jose (c) of Frank and Emelia Nov 16 1931... 30: 128
Tavares Jose R (c) of Antonio E R and Maria July 18 1935... 32: 78
Tavares Josephine of Albert and Angela Jan 12 1931... 30: 5
Tavares Julia A of Albert and Angela Dec 13 1934... 31: 246
Tavares Manuel (c) of Valentino and Mary Nov 4 1935... 32: 120
Tavares Matilda (c) of Manuel D and Annie Oct 26 1931... 30: 120
Tavares Miguel of Miguel and Anna Dec 8 1933... 31: 127
Tavares Nathalie E (c) of Antonio S and Ersalen C July 21 1932... 30: 226
Tavares Norma of Albert and Angela Oct 31 1933... 31: 114
Tavares Riccardo C of Annibal and Sophia P Aug 16 1931... 30: 93
Tavares Theresa S C of Annibal C and Sofia P Oct 15 1932... 30: 261
Tavares Wynette E (c) of Antonio S and Ersalen C Nov 9 1935... 32: 121
Tavares — (c) s of Manuel D and Annie Oct 26 1932... 30: 267
Tavone Antonia M of Domenico and Marie July 5 1932... 30: 229
Taylor Albert H (c) of Frederick S and Clara L Aug 23 1933... 31: 89
Taylor Barbara A of James E and Madeline Sept 8 1933... 31: 96
Taylor Barbara A (c) of Andrew and Lulu M May 29 1935... 32: 56
Taylor Betty J of Charles F and Irene Sept 8 1931... 30: 102
Taylor Bruce H of Albert L and Amy F Dec 22 1932 .......... 30: 285
Taylor Daniel H of Daniel H and Gertrude Apr 28 1935 .......... 32: 45
Taylor Donald E of Earl C and Alice B June 17 1935 .......... 32: 65
Taylor Donald J of Ernest W and Evelyn R May 8 1934 .......... 31: 184
Taylor Earl of Loretta Mar 18 1931 .......... 30: 32
Taylor Edward L (c) of Edward L and Eva G Apr 27 1933 .......... 31: 44
Taylor Edwina M (c) of Edward L and Eva G Aug 30 1931 .......... 30: 98
Taylor Eileen M of Willfred H and Maria C Sept 1 1932 .......... 30: 244
Taylor Eleine B of Edgar B and Bernice L Dec 10 1935 .......... 32: 133
Taylor Ethelyn M of Earl C and Alice B Nov 19 1932 .......... 30: 274
Taylor Eugene F of Albert F and Florence Feb 10 1933 .......... 31: 15
Taylor Francis C (c) of Frederick S and Clara L July 24 1935 .......... 32: 80
Taylor Frederick W of Frederick and Evelyn Apr 8 1932 .......... 30: 186
Taylor George G of George G and Margaret Jan 13 1934 .......... 31: 274
Taylor George H of Howard G and Lillian C Jan 21 1935 .......... 32: 7
Taylor Helen B of Raymond H and Doris May 27 1931 .......... 30: 60
Taylor James B of James B and Margaret L Mar 6 1931 .......... 30: 147
Taylor James E of James E and Madeline Jan 4 1932 .......... 30: 150
Taylor James E of James H and Mary C Aug 22 1932 .......... 30: 239
Taylor James R of Harold A and Gertrude E Jan 18 1934 .......... 31: 144
Taylor Janet D of James D and Josephine E Aug 28 1931 .......... 30: 97
Taylor Joan B of Leo J and Blanch Feb 18 1933 .......... 31: 18
Taylor John R of John L and Gladys Aug 7 1933 .......... 31: 84
Taylor Joyce M (c) of William C and Jessie E Jan 5 1933 .......... 31: 2
Taylor June of Wright and Eva M June 29 1931 .......... 30: 74
Taylor Lenore C of Edgar B and Bernice L Nov 30 1931 .......... 30: 133
Taylor Leslie N of Philip P and Dorothy Jan 16 1931 .......... 30: 6
Taylor Lettice A of Catherine E Feb 12 1934 .......... 31: 274
Taylor Margaret J of Ivon R and Helen June 7 1932 .......... 30: 209
Taylor Marilyn F of Clarence S and Bessie G Jan 28 1935 .......... 32: 10
Taylor Marjorie J of Phillip G and Sarah June 4 1934 .......... 31: 194
Taylor Norman W of Edgar B and Bernice L Mar 23 1934 .......... 31: 167
Taylor Pauline A (c) of Frederick S and Clara L Feb 4 1932 .......... 30: 162
Taylor Robert E of Gustavus and Mary Mar 22 1931 .......... 30: 34
Taylor Ruth C of Thomas and Christina E Dec 19 1934 .......... 31: 268
Taylor Winifred S of Dwight K and Mary G Dec 9 1933 .......... 31: 127
Taylor —— (c) s of William C and Jessie E Feb 2 1934 .......... 31: 150
Taylor —— d of Rufus and Regina M Aug 19 1935 .......... 32: 95
Taylorson Raymond B of Raymond B and Gertrude June 10 1932 .......... 30: 210
Taylor Teacher Ralph L of Max and Sadie L Mar 24 1934 .......... 31: 168
Teague Margaret V of Francis and Mary A May 8 1934............ 31: 184
Tebrow Melvin E of William and Bessie Oct 18 1931............. 30: 117
Tedeschi Albert M of Alberto and Josephine Nov 4 1932........ 30: 270
Tedeschi Anna M of Celestino and Lucia Dec 16 1932........... 30: 284
Tedeschi Eleuterio of Celestino and Lucia Jan 14 1931......... 30: 5
Tedeschi John R of Victor and Ruth A June 13 1933............. 32: 63
Tedeschi William V of Ralph E and Lucy Jan 28 1933............ 31: 10
Tedesco Anthony D of Antonio and Giovanna Feb 16 1934....... 31: 155
Tedesco Eduardo F of Antonio and Giovanna Mar 4 1931........ 30: 27
Tedesco Emilia M of Giuseppe and Maria E Nov 19 1932......... 30: 274
Tedesco Francesco G of Michele and Domenica July 13 1931.... 30: 80
Tedesco Lillian T of Alfonso and Antonetta Dec 6 1933........ 31: 126
Tedesco Maria A of Ernesto and Maria Aug 7 1935.............. 32: 86
Tee Marilyn E of Charles O and Mildred E May 8 1935......... 32: 50
Tefft Ethel M of Roland F and Marion J May 9 1935............. 32: 50
Teixeira Geraldine of Anthony S and Ermina Jan 30 1933....... 31: 10
Telford — s of David and Laura Aug 26 1932................... 30: 243
Tella Alfred J of Alfredo G and Cletia F M June 19 1933..... 31: 65
Tella Anthony G of Luigi and Lucietta Jan 6 1933............. 31: 2
Tella Dolores A of Ernesto G and Amnina Jan 17 1933......... 31: 6
Tella Emelia C of Nicola and Jennie June 7 1933.............. 31: 61
Tella Nicholas R of Alfred L and Giuseppina Apr 21 1935..... 32: 42
Tellier Raymond E of Joseph E and Cecelia M Feb 23 1933..... 31: 20
Temkin Beatrice D of Lewis J and Betty Apr 7 1932.......... 30: 186
Temkin Joan S of Samuel and Ruth E Apr 12 1935.............. 32: 39
Temkin Noah of Charles and Rose Mar 22 1932................. 30: 179
Temple Aranda E of Fred and Aranda Aug 1 1935.............. 32: 84
Tenbrink Myrtle H of Joseph W and Edwina L Oct 16 1932..... 30: 262
Tenerelli Nanette of Anthony and Mary Jan 7 1934........... 31: 141
Tenner Richard B of Henry B and Eleanor R Jan 2 1935...... 31: 1
Tennett Russell F of Russell F and Marie Aug 6 1932....... 30: 234
Teplitzky Stanley of Max and Sara R Nov 13 1931........... 30: 127
Terra Anne J of Manuel and Isabelle Nov 11 1935........... 32: 122
Terranova Beverly F of Anthony and Clare Mar 25 1931...... 30: 35
Terranova Dolores of Giovanni and Maria Jan 12 1932...... 30: 152
Terranova Paul of Paul and Lena July 29 1934............... 31: 244
Terranova Pietro A of Gerardo and Maria Mar 15 1931...... 30: 31
Terry Charles W of Charles P and Bridget J Nov 28 1935..... 32: 128
Terry John E of John and Evelyn M Feb 11 1935.............. 32: 16
Terzian Anna of Charles K and Mary Jan 28 1933............. 31: 10
Tessaglia Luisa S of Armando and Arminia Jan 19 1931...... 30: 7
Tesseris Antonia of Nicholas S and Mary Mar 1 1934........ 31: 161
Tesseris George N of Nicholas S and Mary July 4 1931...... 30: 77
Tessier Albert E of Joseph and Marie June 5 1932......... 30: 208
Tessier Anne M R of Ernest J and Adrienne May 24 1935...... 32: 55
Tessier Joseph H R of Ernest J and Adrienne June 16 1931... 30: 69
Tessier Maurice J W of Ernest J and Adrienne Jan 3 1933.... 31: 1
Tessier Wilfred J of Arthur and Rose Aug 10 1935.......... 32: 87
Testa Antonio D of Antonio and Assunta July 8 1932........ 30:222
Testa Filomena A of Carmino A and Matilda M Aug 18 1932.. 30:238
Testa Henry A of Enrico M and Filomena Feb 13 1933...... 31: 17
Testa Maria F of Felice and Maria May 9 1935............ 32: 50
Testa Maria L of Carmino A and Matilda M Dec 28 1933... 31:133
Testa Nicola S of Vincenzo and Domenica July 7 1935.... 32: 73
Testa Norma A D of Carmino A and Matilda M Aug 17 1931. 30: 93
Testa Sophia C of Armando and Filomena May 18 1933.... 31: 52
Testa William E of Aurelio S and Angelina M May 7 1933.. 31: 49
Testoni Livio L of Luigi and Maria May 30 1931......... 30: 61
Tetresco Chorina C of Vito A and Santina July 16 1934... 31:209
Tetesco Frances of Vito A and Santina Sept 12 1935..... 32: 99
Tetley Edward D of Edward D and Elsie W Sept 13 1933... 31: 98
Teto Joseph of Giuseppe and Adelina Nov 10 1934....... 31:254
Teto Robert R of Rocco and Maria C June 15 1935...... 32: 64
Tetreault George of Alfred P and Gladys M July 9 1933... 31: 71
Tetreault Gladys M of Alfred P and Gladys M Apr 15 1932.. 30:189
Tetreault Joan E of Alfred P and Gladys M Aug 23 1934... 31:225
Tetreault Joseph A of Conrad W and Elizabeth F Sept 18 1931.30:106
Tetreault Raymond L of Conrad W and Elizabeth F Jan 5 1935... 32: 2
Tetreault Robert E of Clifford V and Rosanna D Oct 21 1932... 30:264
Tetreault —— s of Clifford V and Rosanna D June 15 1931... 30: 68
Tetreault —— d of Alfred P and Gladys M Oct 11 1935.... 32:111
Tetreault Arthur R (Twin) of Clifford V and Rosanna D May
18 1935 ........................................... 32: 53
Tetreault Helen E of Henry L and Eltina Aug 26 1933..... 31: 90
Tetreault Irving E of Irving and Lucy A Apr 15 1931..... 30: 44
Tetreault John A of Irving and Lucy A Apr 5 1932........ 30:185
Tetreault Joseph A of Joseph and Clara Aug 27 1935..... 32: 93
Tetreault Marion J of Eugene P and Marion L May 8 1933... 31: 49
Tetreault Maybelle J of Emile A and Emily J Nov 18 1932... 30:274
Tetreault Thomas A (Twin) of Clifford V and Rosanna D May
18 1935 ........................................... 32: 53
Teubert Ann B of Bernard J and Bertha M July 31 1934... 31:215
Teubert Anne P of Bernard J and Betty Sept 4 1932..... 30:244
Teutonico Anthony R of Francesco and Maria Dec 21 1931... 30:141
Teutonico Louis A of Antonio and Regina F Dec 3 1934... 31:262
Teuyaw Nancy A of Carmi C and Yvonne Mar 20 1932.... 30:178
Teuyaw Robert J of Carmi C and Yvonne Feb 5 1931.... 30: 15
Tewksbury Judith A of William STC and Helen M Jan 9 1934... 31:142
Tewksbury Robert L of William S and Helen M Mar 27 1935... 32: 31
Texter Raymond M of James R and Ethel G May 22 1931.... 30: 59
Tgoroglou Eulalia P of Christos and Eusebia Sept 22 1931... 30:107
Thacker Gertrude L of Ernest L and Anna L May 7 1933... 31: 49
Thacker —— s of Albert E and Loretta Mar 8 1931........ 30: 29
Thayer Alan J of Walter R and Esther July 23 1932........ 30:227
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Thayer Dale A of Walter R and Esther Sept 16 1934............. 31: 234
Thayer Elizabeth A of Frederick B and Catherine Sept 20 1934, 31: 235
Thayer Ellen D of Frederick B and Catherine Dec 14 1932... 30: 283
Thayer Frederick A of Frederick A and Martha V Dec 4 1933, 31: 126
Thayer Mary C of Frederick A and Martha V Jan 4 1935........ 32: 2
Thayer — of Percy E and Marjorie Nov 2 1933............. 31: 188
Theaker Lois L of Gladys W July 15 1934.................. 31: 209
Theberge Claire R of Joseph E and Victoria R Mar 18 1934... 31: 166
Thedorson Carl B of Knuth E and Ruth F Oct 5 1931........ 30: 112
Theriault Gerald J of Joseph G and Margaret M Oct 25 1931.. 30: 119
Theroux Archie J of Archie and Anna R Mar 1 1933......... 30: 24
Theroux Barbara M of Arthur and Doris Aug 7 1931.......... 30: 90
Theroux Dorothy M of Arthur and Doris Feb 8 1935........ 32: 14
Theroux Elaine B of Ernest and Blanche M Dec 18 1933..... 31: 130
Theroux Joan E of Dona and Stella Aug 7 1931............. 30: 90
Theroux Kenneth W of Arthur A and Gladys W Dec 7 1931... 30: 137
Theroux Marie C H of Louis J and Madeline C Apr 14 1932... 30: 189
Theroux Marie L J of Louis J and Madeline C Nov 14 1933... 31: 118
Theroux — of Jennie M Mar 31 1935.................. 32: 33
Therrien Joseph J of Ambrose A and Rose Sept 30 1931..... 30: 109
Thibault Adrienne R of Adeoda and Gisele Sept 17 1935..... 32: 106
Thibault Robert of John B and Yvonne June 5 1935........ 32: 60
Thibault Robert M of Rodolphe and Yvonne May 30 1932.... 30: 205
Thibeault Robert G of Wilfrid and Agnes Jan 2 1931....... 30: 1
Thibert Shirley A of Joseph G and Rose A Sept 4 1932..... 30: 244
Thibodeau Lois O of Arthur and Mary M Dec 1 1934......... 31: 262
Thibodeau Patricia A of George M and Gertrude F Aug 9 1933.. 31: 84
Thibodeau Raymond O of William W and Ernestine May 12
1931.............................................. 30: 55
Thill Bernard A of Bernard A and Leona E Apr 29 1934...... 31: 180
Thoene Evelyn E of Milton H and Hope E Mar 19 1933....... 31: 29
Thollesen Joan U of Raymond P and Mary J Aug 7 1931...... 30: 90
Thomas Alice of Samuel and Margaret J June 19 1931....... 30: 70
Thomas Barbara A of Charles E and Emma A Sept 12 1934.... 31: 222
Thomas Barbara L of Julia C July 13 1935............. 31: 73
Thomas Beverly A of Leo H and Mary Oct 5 1933........... 31: 106
Thomas Carolyn J of Evan A and Carolyn Nov 5 1933....... 31: 116
Thomas Charles W (c) of Charles W and Gladys A Mar 15
1935.............................................. 32: 26
Thomas David C of Charles C and Alice P Nov 11 1931...... 30: 127
Thomas Edward J of George C and Lillian V Mar 3 1934..... 31: 162
Thomas Frank E (c) of Frank E and Queen J Dec 12 1932... 30: 283
Thomas Hollis A of Hollis M and Dorothy M Nov 30 1931... 30: 133
Thomas Joyce S of Walter L and Beatrice Aug 21 1931..... 30: 95
Thomas Margaret L of Samuel W and Margaret E May 30 1931, 30: 61
Thomas Mary E of Samuel and Margaret J Apr 27 1933...... 31: 44
Thomas Richmond H of Evan A and Carolyn Oct 19 1935...... 32: 114
Thomas Ronald J of Joseph M and Mary I B Mar 24 1935 .... 32: 30
Thomas Russell F of Manuel M and Hildur Jan 24 1933 .... 31: 9
Thomas Shirley W of Manuel M and Hildur Apr 30 1934 .... 31: 180
Thomas Silvio of Silvio C V and Angelina Mar 26 1934 .... 31: 168
Thomas Virginia E (c) of Warren and Mildred July 23 1931 .... 30: 84
Thomas Willard S of Evan A and Carolyn Feb 26 1932 .... 30: 169
Thomas William J of William J and Harriet May 30 1933 .... 31: 56
Thomas —— (c) s of Adelbert and Elizabeth L Nov 6 1932 .... 30: 279
Thomas —— s of Josef and Sarah July 23 1934 .... 31: 212
Thomason Paul A of Armenag and Beatrice Mar 10 1933 .... 31: 26
Thompson Douglas B of Callie and Minnie July 31 1932 .... 30: 230
Thompson Douglas E of Hugh L and Doris M Nov 29 1934 .... 31: 260
Thompson Edmund R of Edmund P and Mary E Mar 28 1932 .... 30: 181
Thompson Frances D of Frank E and Sarah E M Dec 12 1934 .... 31: 265
Thompson Geraldine A of Gerald F and Anna J July 10 1934 .... 31: 208
Thompson Gordon B of Gordon R and Irma W Oct 31 1934 .... 31: 249
Thompson Joan of Harold J and Mona D Apr 28 1935 .... 32: 43
Thompson Joan E of Lowell K and Dorothea Sept 6 1932 .... 30: 245
Thompson Rollie R of Rollie R and Monica E May 7 1931 .... 30: 53
Thompson Sue O of Frank E and Sarah E M Oct 13 1931 .... 30: 115
Thompson Virginia A of Ernest J and Marion I Dec 18 1931 .... 30: 141
Thompson —— d of Edgar and Ruth May 4 1931 .... 30: 52
Thompson —— s of Henry W and Helen M May 14 1932 .... 30: 206
Thomson Carol A of Alexander and Gertrude A Apr 24 1934 .... 31: 179
Thomson Charles E of Albert and Isabel R Dec 30 1932 .... 30: 287
Thomson George A of George G and Anna E Feb 20 1933 .... 31: 19
Thomson George D of George M and Irene R Dec 27 1931 .... 30: 143
Thomson Helen L of George and Chrissy Dec 16 1934 .... 31: 267
Thomson Joan A of Henry G and Imelda F Oct 2 1932 .... 30: 256
Thomson Joan T of Alexander and Gertrude Apr 20 1932 .... 30: 191
Thomson Nancy G of William G and Mabel B May 20 1932 .... 30: 202
Thomson Paul D of Alexander and Gertrude A Aug 15 1935 .... 32: 89
Thornburn Laura L of John J and Iva M Apr 21 1935 .... 32: 42
Thoresen Ina C of Thomas and Adah B Apr 24 1932 .... 30: 192
Thorn John J of John and Dorothy C May 10 1934 .... 31: 185
Thornber Joan M of Edgar H and Gertrude L July 28 1934 .... 31: 214
Thorndike Carol F of Richard and Marjorie Oct 10 1931 .... 30: 114
Thorndike Carolyn A (Twin) of Albert L and Edith M May 7 1935 .... 32: 49
Thorndike Joan M of Wallace Y and Isabelle July 15 1933 .... 31: 73
Thornley —— (Twin) s of Albert L and Edith M May 7 1935 .... 32: 49
Thornlimb Everett B of Edmund H F and Ellen E Feb 28 1931 .... 30: 24
Thornlimb Normand E of Einar E T and Irene I Feb 1 1935 .... 32: 12
Thornton Claudette L (c) of Claude F and Marion L Mar 15 1932 .... 30: 176
Thornton Irene C of Warren F and Alice G Feb 19 1934 .... 31: 156
Thornton Jean S of George W and Elizabeth B Nov 18 1931 .... 30: 129
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Thornton Joan C of John A and Ida July 21 1933...............31: 76
Thornton Marilyn L of George E and Anna M Feb 21 1931...30: 21
Thornton Marilyn S of Thomas I and Solveig O Sept 11 1933..32: 99
Thornton Raymond J of Gray L and Veronica July 25 1931...30: 84
Thornton Richard A of Richard A and Bertha E Oct 19 1934..31: 246
Thornton —— d of Warren F and Alice G Oct 16 1931........30: 116
Thornton —— (c) s of Claude F and Marion L Aug 18 1933...31: 87
Thorpe Carmela of Luke E and Carmela July 6 1933.........32: 73
Thorpe Christine M of Mary Dec 14 1934................31: 266
Thorpe Elizabeth A of Anna July 18 1935................32: 78
Thorpe Gill E of Walter R and Nora Aug 2 1931.........30: 88
Thorpe Jacqueline of John J and Margaret M May 6 1933....31: 48
Thorpe Patricia of William H and Veronica D Aug 26 1931...30: 96
Thorpe —— (Twin) d of John J and Margaret M Mar 29 1931.30: 36
Thorpe —— (Twin) d of John J and Margaret M Mar 29 1931.30: 36
Thorsen Robert I of May V Feb 26 1933................31: 21
Thorson Joyce E of Thure and Dorothy Jan 3 1933..........31: 1
Thovmasian Marilyn of Arthur and Gladys May 2 1932........30: 196
Thresher Henry G of Dean and Mildred E Feb 14 1932.....30: 291
Thrift Russell H of Ralph D and Marie M Aug 3 1935......32: 85
Thunot Norman A of Rodrique A and Gertrude C Aug 11 1934.31: 274
Thurber Frank R of Charles F and Genevieve July 30 1932...30: 229
Thurber Harold W of Charles F and Genevieve H Feb 6 1935..32: 13
Thurber June C of Albert D and Lillian M Apr 19 1935.....32: 41
Thurston James E (c) of James E and Louise SeD Feb 27 1931........30: 23
Thurston Peter M of Everett B and Mary J Nov 29 1934....31: 260
Thurston Russell E (c) of James E and Louise SeD Jan 17 1934..................31: 144
Tibbetts Joy A of Austin C and Angelina M Apr 18 1935....32: 41
Tibbetts Albert C of Albert A and Dorothy Feb 2 1932.....30: 161
Tibbetts Joyce M of Gifford C and Doris W Apr 7 1935.....32: 37
Tiberi Gaetano G of Gaetano and Ursalina Apr 21 1934....31: 178
Tiberi Giuseppe A of Gaetano and Ursula July 5 1932......30: 220
Tiberi Maria C of Gaetano and Ursula Feb 12 1931.........30: 18
Tiberi —— s of Giuseppe and Paolina A Feb 10 1932........30: 163
Tiberio Norma A of Filippo and Antonetta Sept 12 1933....31: 97
Tidd Barbara J of Clifton E and Gladys M Dec 1 1933.....31: 125
Tidd George A of Llewellyn H and Elsie R July 27 1935....32: 81
Tidd Robert H of Harvey and Violet Apr 2 1934........31: 172
Tidswell Charles L of Stanley and Ethel M Aug 13 1934...30: 221
Tidswell Norma M of Stanley and Ethel M Sept 13 1931....30: 104
Tiernan Edward F of Edward F and Anna C Aug 2 1933.....31: 82
Tiernan James of Joseph J and Mary E Apr 7 1934.........31: 174
Tiernan James J of Joseph E and Marguerite May 31 1932...30: 205
Tiernan James J of Edward F and Anna C Aug 27 1934....31: 228
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Agnes E</td>
<td>James G</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Jan 11 1933.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Aileen P</td>
<td>James G</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Jan 11 1933.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Catherine V</td>
<td>James G</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Apr 8 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Eleanor F</td>
<td>Richard J</td>
<td>Florence L</td>
<td>June 19 1934.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Francis L</td>
<td>Edward L</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Mar 12 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Helen E</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Apr 23 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney James J</td>
<td>James G</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 26 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney James J</td>
<td>John J</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>May 22 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Joan M</td>
<td>Walter F</td>
<td>Josephine A</td>
<td>June 21 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney John F</td>
<td>John F</td>
<td>Evelyn</td>
<td>Aug 10 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Joseph P</td>
<td>Joseph P</td>
<td>Ruth E</td>
<td>May 13 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Mary A</td>
<td>James G</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Dec 26 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Michael J</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>and Stella Dec 8 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Pauline of</td>
<td>Matthew R</td>
<td>Gertrude A</td>
<td>Oct 8 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Raymond W</td>
<td>Walter J</td>
<td>Anna D</td>
<td>Sept 8 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney Rosemary of</td>
<td>John J</td>
<td>Susan E</td>
<td>Sept 22 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tierney William J</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>and Edith</td>
<td>Dec 31 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigiti Tinsley</td>
<td>Artenag</td>
<td>Dorothy</td>
<td>Mar 23 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tikoian Bedros</td>
<td>Nazareth</td>
<td>Surpig</td>
<td>Apr 12 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tikoian Kevork</td>
<td>Vartan</td>
<td>Elmas</td>
<td>Mar 28 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tildin Beverley A</td>
<td>Vernon A</td>
<td>and Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 4 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilldives Barbara E</td>
<td>Joseph W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>and Dec 28 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillis Paul A</td>
<td>Thomas H</td>
<td>and Jessie</td>
<td>Feb 23 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Edward K</td>
<td>Donald F</td>
<td>and Dorothy B</td>
<td>Oct 10 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Elaine A</td>
<td>Byron</td>
<td>and Thelma</td>
<td>Aug 22 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Frances A</td>
<td>Earl S</td>
<td>and Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 17 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Georgina L</td>
<td>Gardner</td>
<td>and Katherine L</td>
<td>May 18 1933.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Howard R</td>
<td>Donald F and Dorothy</td>
<td>June 20 1931.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham James E</td>
<td>Earl F</td>
<td>Ethel M</td>
<td>Jan 21 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Mary E</td>
<td>Earl F</td>
<td>Ethel M</td>
<td>Feb 27 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillingham Shirley M</td>
<td>Earl S</td>
<td>Margaret A</td>
<td>Jan 14 1932.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillis Edith of</td>
<td>Benjamin and Ethel</td>
<td>Jan 25 1935.32</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timberlake Charles J</td>
<td>Charles F J</td>
<td>and Ruth F</td>
<td>Dec 1 1932.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timberlake Raymond A</td>
<td>Charles F</td>
<td>J and Ruth F</td>
<td>Dec 21 1935.32</td>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timberlake Ruth E</td>
<td>Charles F J and Ruth F</td>
<td>Aug 22 1931.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timpani Maria A</td>
<td>Antonio L and Antonetta</td>
<td>Feb 6 1932.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timperley John B</td>
<td>John W</td>
<td>and Ruth W</td>
<td>June 21 1933.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timperley Polly C</td>
<td>John W</td>
<td>and Ruth W</td>
<td>Apr 20 1935.32</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinge Richard O</td>
<td>Harold C</td>
<td>and Ruth</td>
<td>May 18 1932.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tingley Arthur M</td>
<td>Edgar B</td>
<td>and Irene</td>
<td>July 12 1931.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tingley Frederick M</td>
<td>Harleigh V S</td>
<td>and Margaret</td>
<td>C E July</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tingley Nicholas</td>
<td>Harleigh V S</td>
<td>and Margaret</td>
<td>C E July</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tingley Robert D</td>
<td>John W</td>
<td>and Gertrude</td>
<td>Nov 19 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinsley Janet G</td>
<td>Samuel H</td>
<td>and Anna M</td>
<td>June 3 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Tipple Donald B of Donald B and Phyllis M Feb 16 1932........... 30:165
Tipple William R of William R and Catherine L July 8 1934....... 31:207
Tipple —— s of Donald B and Phyllis M Jan 10 1934............. 31:142
Tirino Evelina C of Pasquale and Concetta Dec 8 1932.......... 30:282
Tirocchi Giovannina L of Angelo and Anna Apr 14 1933......... 31:39
Tirocchi John of Giovannina and Concetta M July 14 1934..... 31:209
Tirrell Donald W of Charles E and Doris July 12 1932......... 30:223
Tiscione Lillian V of Anthony and Viola Mar 27 1933.......... 31:32
Tiscione Maria C of Carmine and Ida Oct 17 1932.............. 30:262
Tiscione —— s of Carmine and Ida Nov 18 1931................. 30:129
Tisdell Thomas F of Thomas R and Esther E Dec 5 1932.... 30:281
Titherington Barbara L of Leonard and Gertrude A Dec 8 1932. 30:282
Titherington Jean of David and Christina Apr 6 1931.......... 30:40
Titus Shirley J of Leonard W and Pearl O Sept 29 1931..... 30:109
Tobey Diana M of Norman and Mary Sept 25 1934............ 31:236
Tobey Dorothy L of Norman M and Mary Nov 16 1935......... 32:124
Tobin Edward J of Bernard L and Theresa M Apr 10 1934...... 31:174
Tobin Kathleen J of Thomas E and Edna C Aug 13 1934...... 31:221
Tocci Lucia G of Raffaele and Angelina Feb 21 1931......... 30:21
Tocci Luigi of Raffaele and Angelina Feb 13 1932........... 30:164
Tocco Joseph R of Guglielmo P and Antonetta M Mar 22 1935... 32:30
Toczko Joseph E of Stanley J and Anna Jan 28 1933........ 31:10
Todd Margaret A of John J and Margaret D Oct 18 1932...... 30:262
Todisco Barbara E of Severino and Leonora C Aug 29 1933... 31:91
Toegemann Barbara L of Henry and Caroline L Nov 5 1933... 31:116
Toegemann Eleanor C of William and Emma C Jan 28 1933... 31:10
Toegemann Robert H of Henry and Caroline L Nov 27 1932... 30:277
Tofani Marie E of Angelo and Hortense M July 8 1935........ 32:74
Toher Patricia of John P and Genevieve R Jan 8 1934..... 31:141
Toher —— s of Thomas F and Anna J Oct 7 1932.......... 30:268
Toher —— s of John P and Genevieve R Jan 28 1935........ 32:11
Tolchinsky Sheldon of Nathan and Nettie Sept 6 1933........ 31:95
Tolchinsky Stanley A of Harry H and Minnie Oct 13 1931... 30:115
Tomao Michael M of Michael and Margaret Oct 28 1931..... 30:120
Tomasi Elizabeth of Setrag and Satenig Feb 4 1931......... 30:15
Tomasi Mary P of Dakas and Ruth L Aug 1 1932............ 30:232
Tommaso Richard of Bernard and Irene Feb 10 1932........... 30:163
Tomasso Alexander A of Alexander and Viola July 1 1935.... 32:71
Tomasso Edward R of Rocco and Elvira Feb 17 1934......... 31:155
Tomasso Robert B of Sabatino and Antonetta Nov 28 1934.... 31:260
Tomellini Carol L of Peter J and Mildred R Oct 3 1935.... 32:109
Tomero Theresa A of Antonio and Mary M Aug 31 1935.... 32:95
Tominski Hope of Henry J and Josephine Aug 6 1933........ 31:83
Tomlinson Florence B of George and Alice M Jan 29 1931.... 30:11
Tommasiello Anna R of Ernesto and Carmina May 29 1932..... 30:202
Tommasiello Pasquale of Ernesto and Carmina Jan 25 1933... 32:8
Tomolillo Edward A of Luigi and Santa Sept 1 1935......... 32:96
Tompkins Madeleine T of Charles E and Fernende July 23 1932. 30:227
Tondreau Leo J of Leo J and Eva B M July 24 1933 ............ 31: 77
Tondreau Marguerite J of Eugene J and Marguerite L Apr 11
1934. .......................................................... 31: 175
Toner Mary E of Henry and Mary Jan 24 1932. ............... 30: 156
Toner Mary P of Patrick J and Mary L Feb 11 1933. ....... 31: 16
Toner Michael H of Hugh and Ida A July 26 1933 .......... 31: 78
Tonge James L of James L and Mary L Sept 17 1933 ....... 31: 99
Tongue Brian G of H Alfred and Clara Dec 17 1932. ...... 30: 284
Tongue Charles W of Charles W and Jennie M Aug 6 1934. 31: 218
Tongue Rose H of Charles W and Jennie M Oct 1 1935. .... 32: 108
Tongue Walter E of Walter L and Ruth A Jan 16 1933. .... 31: 6
Tooher Paul B of William and Muriel Oct 17 1934 ......... 31: 245
Toohey Elizabeth C of Michael E and Helen Oct 23 1932. 30: 264
Toohey Helen D of Thomas J and Anna E Mar 29 1931 ... 30: 36
Toohey William J of Peter J J and Mary K Aug 2 1933. .. 31: 82
Toolan Richard E of James F and Helen V Apr 29 1931. .... 30: 49
Toole Ann K of Austin A and Mary M Jan 19 1931 ......... 30: 7
Toole Helen G of Austin A and Mary M June 9 1933 ...... 31: 62
Toole John E of Harry C and Gertrude M Feb 4 1934 ....... 31: 151
Toole Lawrence E of Austin A and Mary M Feb 4 1935 .... 32: 13
Toole Philip B of Frank J and Clare Feb 13 1931 .......... 30: 18
Toolin John F of John F and Adelina J Nov 28 1935 ....... 32: 128
Toombs Barbara E of Leith P and Elsie G June 17 1933 ... 31: 64
Toombs Sidney L of Leith P and Elsie G July 20 1935 .... 32: 78
Toomey Charles T of Charles T and Margaret M Nov 11 1932. 30: 272
Toomey Edward G of Charles T and Margaret M May 20 1934. 31: 188
Toomey Ellen M of Joseph M and Hellen M June 21 1933 .... 31: 65
Toomey Kathleen M of Joseph M and Hellen M Oct 22 1931 .... 30: 118
Toomey Roslyn M of Martin J and Rose A June 27 1931 .... 30: 73
Toonder — d of Frank E and Tarqueh June 18 1935 ....... 32: 65
Topalian Anne of Garabed and Tarviz Jan 15 1932 ......... 30: 154
Topolewski Helen M of Stanislaus and Statia June 27 1932. 30: 216
Topolewski Irene T of Stanislaus and Statia July 3 1934 .... 31: 205
Toppi Elaine F of Edward and Madeline F Apr 22 1935 .... 32: 42
Toppi Joseph E of Edward F and Madeline June 7 1933 .... 31: 61
Tordoff Norman J of John and Viola M Sept 6 1931 ....... 30: 101
Torgan Barbara D of Seymour I and Anna M Apr 16 1931 .... 30: 44
Torgan Hillard L of Nathan and Genevieve May 23 1932 .... 30: 203
Torgan Philip A of William and Jessie Apr 30 1933 ....... 31: 45
Torigian Janace T of Michael and Palazam Oct 28 1934 ....... 31: 249
Torigian Marion A of Michael and Palazam May 7 1931 .... 30: 53
Torigians Sona of Souren and Arsaki Mar 16 1933 ......... 31: 28
Torman Samuel L of David and Lenia Jan 12 1934 ....... 31: 143
Torman — s of Jacob and Dora Jan 11 1931 ......... 30: 13
Tornquist Marjorie of William R and Ethel M Sept 20 1935 .... 32: 102
Toro Anna C of Vincenzo and Maddalena Jan 15 1931 ......... 30: 6
Toro Emanuel F of Vincenzo and Maddalena Mar 10 1935 .... 32: 25
Toro Eugene F D of Herman and Doris L July 9 1933 ........ 31: 71
Torpey Joan M of Edward F and Beatrice N Mar 28 1933........ 31: 32
Torregrossa Elaine of Antonio and Ida Aug 13 1935........... 32: 88
Torregrossa Rose J of Christopher A and Anna R May 24 1935... 32: 55
Torres Arline of Angelo and Anna Nov 6 1935.................... 32: 121
Torres Maria R of Francisco and Rita Jan 27 1934............. 31: 147
Torrey Dorothy L of Roland H and Olive June 11 1932......... 30: 211
Torrisi Carol H of William C and Grace O Jan 21 1933........ 31: 8
Torrisi Serafina of Vito and Pietrina May 30 1931............. 30: 61
Torromeo Guglielmo A of Consilia June 5 1935.................. 32: 60
Torromeo —— d of Filomena F A Sept 13 1933.................... 31: 138
Torti Ann of Salvatore and Susie June 14 1935................. 32: 63
Torti Antonio of Benedetto and Maria July 22 1931............. 30: 83
Torti Eleuterio of Eleuterio and Angelina Oct 14 1933......... 31: 109
Tortolani Concetta A of Luigi and Mariannina Aug 2 1935....... 32: 84
Tortolani David V of Domenico and Annina Feb 26 1931......... 30: 23
Tortolani Diana M of Domenico and Annina A Aug 22 1934....... 31: 224
Tortolani Donald F of Francesco and Elena Sept 15 1933....... 31: 98
Tortolani Ferdinand of Emelio A and Rose Sept 1 1934........ 31: 229
Tortolani Raymond M of Domenico and Annina A June 29 1933.... 31: 67
Tortolano Elena of Domenico and Angelina Apr 14 1931......... 30: 44
Tortorella Alfredo G of Domenico and Lauretta Mar 12 1932.... 30: 175
Tortorella Raimondo R of Vincenzo and Oliva Oct 22 1934....... 31: 246
Tortorella Riccardo of Domenico and Lauretta Oct 21 1933....... 31: 111
Torzi Antonio of Amalia and Amelia May 27 1934............... 31: 190
Toselli —— s of Riccardo and Annina Mar 14 1932.............. 30: 183
Toth Robert E of Charles J and Margaret A Feb 20 1935........ 32: 18
Toto Jerry J of Giovanni and Anna A Aug 17 1933............... 31: 87
Toto —— d of Charles and Angela M Aug 12 1932............... 30: 243
Totololo Matteo of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 18 1931....... 30: 129
Totolo Robert A of Christopher and Attilia Nov 16 1934....... 31: 256
Totten Henry L of Henry L and Helen L Feb 23 1935.............. 32: 19
Toolumjian Dickran of Toros and Vartanoush Mar 8 1932........ 30: 174
Tourangeau Shirley of Earl and Mary Apr 4 1935............... 32: 36
Tourtellot Cecily of Samuel S and Iris H Nov 12 1933.......... 31: 118
Tourtellot Cynthia H of Roger S and Adelaide M Nov 6 1934..... 31: 252
Tourtellot Marion E of William H and Angelina S Oct 14 1931. 30: 116
Tourtellot William H of William H and Angelina S Oct 30 1934.. 31: 249
Tourtellott Barbara C of Albert F and Anna C July 18 1931.... 30: 82
Tourtellott Harold G of George E and Lula M Aug 8 1935....... 32: 86
Toutoian Hagonhy G of Garabed K and Anna Apr 26 1932......... 30: 193
Tovmasian Towmas of Bagdasar and Rose Dec 3 1935.............. 32: 131
Tower Helen L of Arthur F and Alice E June 18 1934............ 31: 198
Towle Kidder of E Thurston and Caroline Oct 15 1931.......... 30: 116
Townend Andrew K of Ira B and Ellen F Jan 8 1932............. 30: 151
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Townsend Dorothy O</td>
<td>of William T and Olley</td>
<td>Apr 29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townsend Robert F</td>
<td>of Howard J and Tessie A</td>
<td>Mar 15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townsend William E</td>
<td>of George C and Mildred I</td>
<td>Aug 6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toye Judith J</td>
<td>of William J and Amev</td>
<td>June 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toye Gerald R</td>
<td>of Robert and Doris</td>
<td>Nov 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toye James T</td>
<td>of James T and Mary C</td>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toye John J</td>
<td>of John J and Anna</td>
<td>Jan 25</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabucco Giuseppina A</td>
<td>of Luigi and Teresa</td>
<td>June 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabucco</td>
<td>d of Luigi and Teresa Aug 31</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabucco</td>
<td>d of Francesco and Raffaella</td>
<td>Sept 6</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Jacqueline</td>
<td>of John and Anne C</td>
<td>Nov 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Ronald W</td>
<td>of Joseph L and Grace</td>
<td>Nov 7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Barbara R</td>
<td>of George E and Bernice L</td>
<td>Aug 13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Bernard F</td>
<td>of George E and Bernice</td>
<td>Sept 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Harvey T</td>
<td>of Harvey T and Ruth</td>
<td>Aug 7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Jacob K</td>
<td>of Claude C and Stella E</td>
<td>Sept 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy John F</td>
<td>of John and Lucy</td>
<td>Oct 13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Joseph F</td>
<td>of Francis J and Margaret</td>
<td>Nov 17</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Latham E</td>
<td>of Leslie L and Helena A</td>
<td>July 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Lucille E</td>
<td>of John F and Lucy</td>
<td>Sept 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy</td>
<td>s of Dorothy R</td>
<td>Nov 27</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafford Harold L</td>
<td>of Harold L and Catherine T</td>
<td>Sept 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafford</td>
<td>d of Harold L and Catherine T</td>
<td>Mar 2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traficante Charles</td>
<td>of Gelardo and Ersilia</td>
<td>Apr 25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traficante Daniel</td>
<td>of Frank and Marion</td>
<td>July 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragar Irving</td>
<td>of Max and Etta</td>
<td>July 1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traghella</td>
<td>d of Mario and Rita</td>
<td>Dec 26</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Edward K</td>
<td>of Edward H and Emma</td>
<td>Aug 20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Emmet J</td>
<td>of Walter D and Elizabeth G</td>
<td>May 9</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Emmett G</td>
<td>of Emmett G and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Francis P</td>
<td>of Francis P and Margaret</td>
<td>Jan 7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Helen T</td>
<td>of Joseph F and Helen A</td>
<td>Oct 6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Henry F</td>
<td>of Henry F and Winifred H</td>
<td>Mar 7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Jeanne M</td>
<td>of Emmett G and Mary</td>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor John J</td>
<td>of John J and Helen A</td>
<td>Apr 26</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Joseph A</td>
<td>of Walter D and Elizabeth G</td>
<td>Apr 22</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Mary L</td>
<td>of William T and Ellen C</td>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Paul T</td>
<td>of Edward H and Emma</td>
<td>June 6</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Raymond E</td>
<td>of Raymond E and Marie B</td>
<td>Apr 27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor Sally A</td>
<td>of Stephen E and Helen A</td>
<td>Oct 10</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor William J</td>
<td>of William J and Mary K</td>
<td>Feb 22</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor</td>
<td>s of James P and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 6</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor</td>
<td>s of Francis P and Margaret</td>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tramonti Bernard G</td>
<td>of Joseph and Lillian</td>
<td>July 22</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tramonti Jane R</td>
<td>of Bernardo and Maria</td>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tramonti Robert D</td>
<td>of Joseph and Lillian</td>
<td>Feb 27</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Tranque Donald O of Eugene and Florence Sept 9 1931...........30:102
Tranque — d of Eugene and Florence Nov 26 1934.............31:259
Trapassi Theresa D of Domenico and Bertha B Aug 4 1933......31: 83
Trask Lily-Ann J of Spencer M and Dora-Lys C Aug 28 1934...31:227
Trask Marilyn A of Henry H and Adeline May 29 1931........30: 61
Trask Nancy J of John F and Hazel Oct 19 1931..............30:117
Trask Richard E of Harry H and Adeline June 13 1932.......30:211
Traud — d of Emir and Annie Sept 12 1932..............30:255
Travaglini Vera A M of Ennio and Maria Feb 12 1932........30:164
Travaglio Giuseppe A of Antonio and Nunziatina Jan 6 1931..30: 3
Travasano Gloria O of Waldo and Ruth Sept 6 1932..........30:245
Travelyn Raymond F of Pasco and Mary July 31 1935......32: 82
Travelyn Theresa A of Pasco and Lena July 1 1932.........30:219
Travers Frances of James and Gertrude Jan 31 1932..........30:291
Travers James E of Manuel R and Margaret H Aug 3 1932...30:253
Travers Loretta of Joseph and Mary Mar 14 1934...........31:165
Traverse Barbara L of Angelo and Bella Apr 28 1932.......30:193
Traverse Louis of Angelina June 23 1933........................31: 66
Travis Robert of Everett and Camella May 9 1934.........31:184
Travis — d of Everett and Camella Oct 17 1932...........30:262
Travisano Gaetano R of Gaetano and Filomena Oct 9 1931...30:114
Travisano Joseph J of Gaetano and Filomena May 30 1933...31: 57
Traynor James of James P and Marie Feb 6 1934............31:151
Traystman Harry R of Samuel and Viola L Apr 16 1935.....32: 40
Trefrey Leonard L of Wilbur A and Bertha F Apr 19 1931...30: 49
Tregaskis James A of Hubert B and Helen L Oct 28 1932...30:266
Tregaskis John F of Hubert B and Helen L Oct 8 1934.....31:242
Tregaskis Kathryn M of Herbert B and Helen Sept 11 1931..30:103
Tremblay Doris A of Alfred and Regina M Sept 25 1934....31:236
Tremblay Eleanor R of Joseph R and Mary Apr 8 1931.....30: 41
Tremblay Eugene F of Joseph J and Madelina E Dec 20 1933..31:131
Tremblay Irene G of Alfred J and Regina M Oct 20 1931....30:118
Tremblay Lucille of Norbert and Laura H K Aug 20 1934....31:224
Tremblay William E of Joseph R and Mary Sept 19 1935....32:102
Tremblay — s of Joseph and Rose A Sept 27 1931........30:110
Tremblay — d of Joseph U and Rose A Apr 19 1935.......32: 46
Trembley Thomas of Mary Jan 27 1934........................31:147
Trembly Dorothy M of Mary Dec 10 1931.................30:148
Trementozzi Frederick J of Angelo M and Mabel E Nov 1 1931..30:124
Trementozzi Janet G of Angelo M and Mabel E Mar 25 1935..32: 31
Trementozzi Joseph G of Giuseppe and Domenica Mar 30 1933..31: 33
Trementozzi Peter A of Pietro and Fortunata Aug 26 1933....31: 90
Trementozzi Ronald J of Giovanni and Nicolina Mar 18 1931..30: 32
Trenteseaux Mireille M of Henry E and Pamela July 17 1932..30:225
Tresca Girolomo of Angelo and Anna G Apr 24 1931........30: 47
Tresca Salvatore of Angelo and Anna G Oct 9 1933........31:107
BIRTHS

Trewella Janet S of Donald and Margaret A June 18 1933...31: 64
Tria Giuseppe R of Giuseppe and Chiarina Sept 24 1931.....30: 108
Tria Paolo G of Giuseppe and Chiarina Feb 26 1933........31: 21
Triangolo Daniel A of Daniel W and Sophie Mar 21 1935...32: 29
Triangolo Linetta of Francesco and Letizia Nov 4 1931.....30: 125
Tribelli Anthony C of Eligio and Ida Oct 5 1934..........31: 241
Tricarico — d of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 14 1932.....30: 248
Tridenti —- s of Antonio and Elena L A July 3 1935...32: 72
Tridento Antonio of Antonio and Lattanina Sept 25 1932...30: 252
Tridento Michele C of Antonio and Lattanina Jan 15 1935...32: 5
Tridetti Alberto of Francesco and Bernardina Mar 22 1932..30: 179
Triedman Herbert L of George and Ruth June 24 1933.....31: 66
Trigno Maria S of Saverio and Giovanna L Nov 8 1932.....30: 271
Trigno Teresa of Saverio and Giovanna L May 22 1935.....32: 55
Trimble William W D of Joseph G and Magdalen E Feb 7
1932 ..................................................30: 163
Triquenne Pierre R of Pierre and Anna Nov 12 1931.....30: 127
Tripoli Dorothy of Domenico and Angela Oct 29 1933.....31: 113
Tritendi Norma T of Custoro and Ida May 27 1935.....32: 56
Trivisonno Gennaro G of Francesco and Bianca Nov 11 1931.30: 127
Troberman Shirley A of Eugene L and Dorothy K Apr 17 1932.30: 190
Troccoli Anna of Angelo and Margaret Apr 19 1933.....31: 41
Troccoli Michele of Angelo and Margaret Jan 26 1935...32: 9
Troccoli Sylvia of Angelo and Margaret May 20 1931.....30: 58
Trofi Salvatore of Salvatore and Angelina Dec 3 1935....32: 131
Troia Pasco of Pasquale and Ascenza Mar 11 1934......31: 164
Troiano Antonio of Leonardo and Maria Sept 2 1933....31: 94
Troiano Giuseppina A of Luigi and Wliana Mar 25 1932...30: 180
Troiano Joan of Leonardo and Maria July 20 1935.......32: 79
Troiano Margherita G of Leonardo and Maria Oct 25 1931...30: 119
Troiano — s of Luigi and Wliana Apr 4 1935........32: 46
Troino Rocco J of Rocco and Carolina Aug 17 1935......32: 90
Troino Teresa C of Rocco and Carolina Nov 28 1932.....30: 278
Troll Anna B of Richard and Anna Oct 14 1932.......30: 261
Troll Barbara E of Richard and Philippina Dec 21 1932...B-1: 77
Troll Richard W of Richard W and Anna B Jan 4 1934....31: 149
Troll William D of Richard W and Anna B May 31 1935...32: 57
Tromba Luigi G of Nicola and Carmela June 25 1931....30: 72
Tromba Maria G of Nicola and Carmela May 1 1933....31: 47
Trombetta Elenora A of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 23 1934...31: 269
Trombetta Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria May 15 1931....30: 56
Trombetta Salvatore of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 7 1933....31: 15
Trombley Shirley I of Harry L and Marie O July 19 1935...32: 78
Tronni Elizabeth of Ferdinando and Benedetta Mar 23 1933.31: 31
Tronni Eugenio L of Ferdinando and Benedetta Nov 17 1931.30: 129
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Tronni Marie N of Ferdinando and Benedetta May 19 1935...32: 53
Troppoli Jane W of Daniel V and Catharen B Nov 24 1935...32:126
Trott Peter R of George R and Carolyn L May 12 1933...31: 50
Trottier Claire E of Joseph L and Lillian M June 28 1933...31: 67
Trottier Joseph A of Joseph and Margaret E Dec 6 1935...32:131
Trottier Lillian A of Lillian Oct 25 1931...30:119
Trotto Irene F of Erasmo and Vincenzo Apr 2 1933...31: 35
Troublefield Mary A of Obie E and Elizabeth Sept 2 1931...30:100
Trow Kenneth of William M and Mary M Aug 22 1935...32: 91
Truax Jane E of David and Marjorie July 21 1931...30: 83
Trudeau Joseph R R of Horace E and Irene Nov 25 1932...30:273
Trudel June L of Oscar H and Emma L Sept 8 1931...30:102
Trudel Marie T R of Albert and Rose Oct 30 1931...30:121
Trudel Mildred Y of Eva L Apr 17 1934...31:177
Trudel Nancy L of Oscar H and Emma L July 28 1933...31: 79
Trudell Carolyn M of Rock E and Martha C Nov 5 1935...32:120
Trudell Elisabeth A of Peter E and Mary M June 17 1931...30: 69
Trudell Richard E of Peter E and Mary M Oct 27 1933...31:112
True Barbara E of H Murray and Madeleine E Nov 3 1931...30:125
True Mary E of Irving J and Katherine Nov 28 1932...30:278
Trunedale William P of William P and Diana H Apr 13 1931...30: 43
Trumbull Doris A of Frank S and Dorothy Nov 23 1933...31:121
Trump — d of Freeland L and Mary L July 19 1934...31:216
Truppi Antonio of Francesco A and Catherine June 2 1932...30:207
Trusdale Beverly A of Forrest A and Rose H Jan 13 1934...31:143
Trusdale Elaine R of Forrest A and Rose H June 16 1935...32: 64
Tsagarakis Ronald G of Mitchell and Margaret Mar 1 1935...32: 23
Tsoumakas Alexander C of Constantine and Constance Aug 30
1933...31: 91
Tucci John P of Bruno and Rose June 15 1935...32: 64
Tucci Joseph of Raffaele and Brigida Feb 12 1934...31:153
Tucci Thomas D of Bruno and Rose Mar 18 1931...30: 33
Tucker Arthur R of Frank N and Amelia July 11 1932...30:222
Tucker Barbara E of Jesse F and Bertha Mar 27 1934...31:169
Tucker Barbara S of Ralph W and Hilda July 10 1932...30:222
Tucker Charles W of George W and Edna L Aug 22 1935...32: 91
Tucker Dale of Wilson G and Lucy M Feb 5 1935...32: 13
Tucker Dorothy R of Warren F and Mary M Oct 19 1932...30:263
Tucker George W of George W and Stella Feb 15 1935...32: 17
Tucker Grace A of Henry J and Jeannne M Oct 15 1934...31:244
Tucker Irene M of Warren F and Mary M Jan 2 1934...31:139
Tucker Irving H of Stuart H and Ardelle C June 28 1934...31:202
Tucker Lois L of Ralph W and Hilda V Nov 24 1933...31:122
Tucker Marion L of Ernest L and Almerinda Apr 11 1932...30:188
Tucker Mildred M of Warren F and Mary M Sept 27 1931...30:108
Tucker William M of Percy E and Lillian Apr 25 1935...32: 43
Tucker Wilson H A of Wilson G and Lucy Feb 3 1932......... 30:161
Tuckerman Warren P of Ernest W and Edith E Nov 3 1934..... 31:251
Tudino Eduardo of Michele and Teresa Oct 6 1932........... 30:258
Tudino Francesco A of Giuseppe and Maria G Mar 20 1932.... 30:178
Tudino Giovanna of Oreste and Teresa Oct 21 1931.......... 30:118
Tudino Mattia E of Mattia and Carmela May 25 1932......... 30:203
Tuell Robert C of Harry A and Marion Nov 15 1935......... 32:124
Tufano Rita A of Sebastiano and Maria Oct 19 1932.......... 30:263
Tuhey Joyce H of John S and Winifred 1 Oct 7 1934....... 31:242
Tulli Irene M of Arcangelo and Irene Feb 9 1934............ 31:152
Tulli Rita A of Annibale and Amalia Jan 16 1935............ 32: 6
Tullie Leonore A of Cosmo T and Angela Jan 4 1932.......... 30:150
Tully Benjamin S of Benjamin S and Marian H May 10 1932.. 30:199
Tully David H of Benjamin S and Marian H May 12 1933..... 31: 51
Tully Richard J of Stuart M and Irene B June 10 1934..... 31:196
Tunnicliff Robert F of Dorothy M Mar 5 1931.............. 30: 27
Tunstall Charlotte L (c) of Luke A and Rosella R Jan 17 1933 31: 6
Tunstall Loris H (c) of Luke A and Rosella R Aug 6 1934.... 31:218
Tunstall Luke A (c) of Luke A and Rosella R Sept 14 1935... 32:100
Tupper Isabel A of Charles W and Isabell Jan 16 1933..... 31: 6
Turbit Arlene F of Robert A and Mary A Jan 26 1935........ 32: 9
Turbit Carol A of Edward J and Cecelia G Aug 27 1935....... 32: 93
Turbit Joan B of Daniel E and Mildred M July 16 1935..... 32: 77
Turbit Virginia M of Robert A and Mary A Feb 20 1932...... 30:167
Turbit Walter J of William J and Claire E Mar 10 1933.... 31: 27
Turchetta Alfonso of Pio and Caterina May 3 1931......... 30: 51
Turchetta Anna of Giuseppe A and Maria G Oct 13 1932..... 30:261
Turchetta Annunziata of Giovanni and Maria C Mar 25 1931.. 30: 35
Turchetta Dorotea A of Giovanni and Antonetta May 23 1931. 30: 59
Turchetta Dorothy of Giuseppe A and Maria G Dec 3 1934.... 31:262
Turchetta Edith C of Pio and Caterina Dec 26 1935........ 32:137
Turchetta Norma of Pio and Caterina Sept 2 1933........... 31: 94
Turchetta Norma R of Giovanni and Antonetta Nov 27 1933... 31:122
Turcotte Mary F of Joseph O and Irene Mar 4 1933......... 31: 25
Turgeon Florence E of Henry O and Mary Apr 16 1932....... 30:190
Turgeon Frederick W of Frederick H and Margaret Feb 23
1931. ............................................. 30: 21
Turgeon Gerald W of Frederick H and Margaret Sept 25 1934. 31:236
Turgeon Irene M of Mary June 13 1934...................... 31:274
Turgeon Joanne T of George A and Frances C Feb 10 1933.... 31: 15
Turgeon Raymond J of Emile J and Lillian E Jan 26 1932.... 30:157
Turgeon Rita of Emile J and Lillian E Mar 1 1934......... 31:161
Turgeon Virginia R of Samuel H and Mary R July 22 1931.... 30: 83
Turk Lillian of Fritz and Josephine Oct 20 1934........... 31:246
Turnbull Barbara A of Ernest A and Mary V Apr 27 1934.... 31:180
Turnbull Ernest A of Ernest A and Mary Mar 20 1933.........31: 30
Turnbull Henry G of Henry J M and Esther V June 7 1931....30: 66
Turnbull Margaret of Robert D and Margaret A May 4 1933...31: 48
Turnbull Roberta E of Robert and Edna M Dec 13 1934......31: 266
Turnbull Vivian J of Ernest A and Mary Feb 17 1932........30: 166
Turner Charles W (c) of Calvin E and Pauline B Aug 20 1934...31: 224
Turner Dorothy A (c) of Everett M and Corrine M C Feb 13

1935. ............................................................32: 16
Turner Everett M (c) of Everett M and Corrine M C Jan 25

1934. ............................................................31: 146
Turner Gladys A of Ellsworth and Doris B July 26 1931....30: 85
Turner Glenn H of Preston E and Naomi L Aug 11 1935.....32: 87
Turner Joan of Frederick A and Kathryn Mar 23 1932......30: 179
Turner Joan P of Bertram F and Grace P May 21 1934.......31: 189
Turner Joseph F of Joseph and Bertha C Aug 21 1934.......31: 224
Turner Josephine X of Ralph F and Ruth Oct 12 1932.......30: 260

Turner Leroy C (c) of Leroy and Ardelle Aug 3 1935.......32: 85
Turner Lester C of Arthur H and Julia Aug 20 1934.......31: 224
Turner Margaret M of Margaret Feb 28 1932.................30: 169
Turner Marguerite L of Ralph F and Ruth Feb 27 1931.......30: 23

Turner Marilyn E of Carl H and Doris E July 5 1932.......30: 220
Turner Marilyn E of Arthur S and Winifred Feb 13 1934...31: 154
Turner Marjorie J (c) of LeRoy and Ardelle Apr 10 1934...31: 174
Turner Melvin R of Henry A and Clarabelle Apr 20 1932...30: 191

Turner Mildred A of George and Anna Mar 9 1932............30: 175

Turner Nancy A of Howard K and Charlotte Apr 21 1931....30: 46
Turner Nathaniel F of Joseph and Bertha C Mar 11 1933...31: 27

Turner Neil B of Bertram F and Grace P July 16 1935.......32: 77

Turner Patrick H of William A and Helen J Mar 6 1934....31: 162

Turner Richard N of James and Ruth E Sept 18 1932.......30: 249

Turner Robert H of Everett H and Julia M Feb 19 1935.....32: 18

Turner —— (c) s of Calvin E and Pauline B Sept 14 1932...30: 248

Turoff Eleanor A of Henry and Ruth Apr 27 1935..........32: 44

Tutalo Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria T A June 16 1935...32: 64

Tutless Helen M of Peter and Viola E Mar 27 1935...........32: 31

Tutless Peter of Peter and Viola E June 9 1933.............32: 62

Tuttle Chester R of Chester R and Laura W July 23 1934...31: 212

Tuttle Phyllis of Bertha Jan 29 1932........................30: 158

Twarog Alice J of Adam F and Mella J May 8 1933.........32: 50

Twarog Frances P of Adam F and Mella J Sept 19 1931....30: 106

Twigg John W of John W and Margaret C Jan 20 1935.......32: 7

Twigg —— s of John W and Margaret C July 7 1933.........31: 81

Twist Jean C of Alfred L and Ruth C Sept 27 1934.........31: 237

Twist —— s of Irene E May 11 1933..........................31: 50

Twite Dolores I of Henry and Helen Nov 17 1932............30: 274

Twohig Patrick J of Jeremiah and Eileen May 12 1934....31: 185

Twohig —— d of Jerry and Eileen Sept 17 1932.............30: 292
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father/Surname</th>
<th>Mother/Surname</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Day of Birth</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twombly Anita E</td>
<td>Vinton E</td>
<td>Hattie E</td>
<td>Aug 30 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twombly George R (Twin)</td>
<td>Vinton E</td>
<td>Hattie E</td>
<td>Mar 20 1934</td>
<td>31:167</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twombly Robert G (Twin)</td>
<td>Vinton E</td>
<td>Hattie E</td>
<td>Mar 20 1934</td>
<td>31:171</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyas Andrey of Henry W</td>
<td>Beatrice C</td>
<td>Dec 9 1931</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Beverly C</td>
<td>Leonard A</td>
<td>Estella M</td>
<td>Dec 22 1934</td>
<td>30:269</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Charles S</td>
<td>George P</td>
<td>Marjorie H</td>
<td>Apr 3 1932</td>
<td>30:195</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Lewis D</td>
<td>Lewis F</td>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>May 20 1931</td>
<td>30:58</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler (Twin)</td>
<td>John W</td>
<td>Anna July 5</td>
<td>30:87</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler (Twin)</td>
<td>John W</td>
<td>Anna July 5</td>
<td>30:87</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyring Nels A</td>
<td>Nels L</td>
<td>Edith June 11</td>
<td>30:67</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrell David J</td>
<td>David J</td>
<td>Dorothy Apr 11</td>
<td>30:188</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzitzouris John T</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Mary L Nov 16</td>
<td>31:256</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ucci Rose J</td>
<td>Amedeo</td>
<td>Jennie A</td>
<td>June 24 1935</td>
<td>32:67</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udell Alice M</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Alice L</td>
<td>Jan 29 1933</td>
<td>31:11</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udell George M E</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Alice Feb 16</td>
<td>30:19</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udelson Maurice of Joseph</td>
<td>Dorothy Oct 14</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>30:261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ueding Elizabeth L</td>
<td>William R</td>
<td>Kathleen L</td>
<td>Apr 26 1935</td>
<td>32:44</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ueding Helen M</td>
<td>William R</td>
<td>Kathleen L</td>
<td>Mar 3 1933</td>
<td>31:24</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uffer Lawrence H</td>
<td>David Edith</td>
<td>Dec 7 1934</td>
<td>31:264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulson Shirley A</td>
<td>Kenneth E</td>
<td>Ruth F</td>
<td>Dec 7 1934</td>
<td>31:264</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umberto Anna of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Elida Jan 9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umberto Giuseppe of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Elida Oct 23</td>
<td>30:264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood Claire F</td>
<td>Frank M</td>
<td>Claire Jan 22</td>
<td>32:8</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood Olive E</td>
<td>Frank M</td>
<td>Claire Oct 8</td>
<td>30:113</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood Richard B</td>
<td>Fred W</td>
<td>Stella L</td>
<td>July 15 1932</td>
<td>30:224</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood Walter J</td>
<td>Hazel L</td>
<td>Apr 1 1935</td>
<td>32:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unger s of Rudolph W</td>
<td>Helen R</td>
<td>Aug 20 1933</td>
<td>31:93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown s of May 24 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>31:192</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsworth Jane E</td>
<td>John A</td>
<td>Mabel Jan 11</td>
<td>30:152</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsworth Keitha A</td>
<td>Walter J</td>
<td>Evelyn A</td>
<td>May 5 1931</td>
<td>30:52</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsworth Walter J</td>
<td>Evelyn B</td>
<td>Sept 7 1933</td>
<td>31:96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upham Robert W</td>
<td>Robert W</td>
<td>Villette Apr 29</td>
<td>31:45</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upshall Kenneth G</td>
<td>Cecil and Annie V</td>
<td>May 13 1932</td>
<td>30:199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upton Nancy of Nancy</td>
<td>July 8 1933</td>
<td>31:71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbank Marguerite A</td>
<td>Walter T</td>
<td>Anna June 26</td>
<td>30:72</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbano Rena V</td>
<td>Alfonso</td>
<td>Antonetta Apr 22</td>
<td>30:46</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urquhart Donald M</td>
<td>Wilfred S</td>
<td>May 5 1935</td>
<td>32:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursillo Albert G</td>
<td>Guido and Ida</td>
<td>Aug 11 1935</td>
<td>32:87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursillo Anthony E</td>
<td>Ernest S</td>
<td>Julia R</td>
<td>Aug 16 1934</td>
<td>31:222</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursillo Antonio of Michele</td>
<td>Maria Mar 20</td>
<td>30:178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursillo Doris of Ernest S</td>
<td>Julia R</td>
<td>July 12 1933</td>
<td>31:72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursillo Giacondina of Giovanni and Carolina</td>
<td>July 11 1934</td>
<td>31:208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ursillo Liberata F of Antonio and Etta C Dec 22 1934........31:269
Ursillo Madelina B of Giovanni and Carolina Oct 31 1935.....32:117
Ursillo — d of Michele and Maria June 17 1934..............31:203
Urwin Barbara M of Catherine Feb 6 1935....................32:13
Urwin Dorothy L of Robert and Mary L B Apr 9 1933........31:38
Urwin John H of John McCa and Mary E Jan 7 1933...........31:3
Usco Stanislaw M of Wladyslaw and Frances Jan 8 1933......31:3
Usenia Alexander of Mike and Paulina Aug 8 1931............30:90
Usher Gertrude L of George II and Gertrude E Oct 21 1931..30:118
Usher Robert O of George H and Gertrude E Jan 21 1933.....31:8
Uskovich Barbara E of Johanna Feb 11 1933..................31:16
Uttley Donald H of Frederick E and Adelaide Aug 31 1932..30:242
Uttley Kenneth F of Frederick E and Adelaide Jan 10 1931..30:4
Uttley Donald M of Percy B and Alice G Aug 24 1931.........30:96
Uva Alfredo of Paride and Elisa Apr 1 1931..................30:39

Vacca Vincent F of Vincent M E and Carmella M Feb 22 1935.32:19
Vaccaro Anna of Carlo and Rosina Jan 16 1931...............30:6
Vacccaro Anna M of Antonio and Luisa Oct 13 1934...........31:243
Vacccaro Barbara A of Anthony and Ledia Apr 28 1935.....32:45
Vacccaro Giuseppe of Pasquale and Chiarina Sept 8 1935....32:98
Vacccaro Pasquale of Antonio and Luisa Aug 2 1931.........30:88
Vacccaro Richard P G of Domenico and Ginlietta Apr 30 1935.32:45
Vachon Anita T of Stanislas and Alice Sept 13 1931.........30:104
Vachon Leo A of Stanislas and Alice M Feb 7 1935...........32:14
Vachon Lucille D of Stanislas and Alice M Mar 12 1933.....31:27
Vagnini Richard A of Espedito G and Mary July 6 1931......30:77
Valcarenghi Eugenia A of William and Jessie Mar 27 1935...32:31
Valcarenghi William P of William and Suma June 25 1933...31:66
Valente Davide R of Paolo and Maria July 19 1932...........30:226
Valente — d of Pasquale and Filomena Feb 25 1931...........30:25
Valenti Alice M of Pasquale and Grace Mar 7 1931..........30:28
Valenti Grace A of Pasquale and Grace Oct 25 1932.........30:265
Valentini Walter R of Roberto F and Gelsomina Sept 23 1931.30:167
Valentino Luigi V F of Luigi and Rosalia Aug 6 1931........30:89
Valentino Viola D R of Luigi and Rosalia Apr 15 1935.......32:40
Valequelette Raymond F of Stephen F and Margaret Feb 17
  1931..................................................30:19
Vales Cecilia of Manuel and Cecilia Aug 29 1934.............31:227
Valin Fleurette C of Leo and Irene L Mar 25 1932..........30:180
Vallante Anna T of Alfredo and Filomena Aug 26 1931......30:96
Vallante Carmine R of Carmine and Ersilia L Jan 15 1932...30:154
Vallante Eleanor B of Edmondo P and Giovanni C Oct 15
  1931..................................................30:116
Vallante John R of Carmine and Ersilia L Mar 30 1933......31:33
Vallante Raymond V of Alfred and Filomena Oct 23 1935....32:115
Vallanti Barbara A of Michelangelo and Marie G Nov 24 1932.30:276
Vallanti Donald M of Michelangelo and Marie G Mar 26 1931
30:  35
Vallanti Francis M of Michelangelo and Marie G Nov 11 1935
32:  122
Vallarione — s of Giovanniantonio and Antonia R Mar 17
1935 .......................................................... 32:  34
Vallee Norma J of Edward A and Louise E Jan 10 1933
31:  4
Vallee Robert A of Joseph W and Louise Jan 30 1932
30:  159
Vallee — s of Cecil W and Lillian B Mar 5 1934
31:  162
Valley — s of Terrence P and Grace V July 22 1935
32:  79
Valles Barbara of John V and Lillian B Mar 5 1934
31:  162
Vallely Richard of Alice Mar 29 1934
31:  169
Vallely — s of Terrence P and Grace V July 22 1935
32:  79
Vallese Rosemarie of Alberino and Vincenza Aug 27 1933
31:  90
Vallesi Melvina N of Arturo and Rosa June 21 1932
30:  214
Valletta Anna H of Giovanni and Chiarina July 23 1933
32:  80
Valletta Tomaso G of Giovanni and Chiarina Sept 25 1931
30: 108
Valletta Virginia C of Giovanni and Chiarina May 31 1933
31:  57
Vallette Elizabeth J of Edward J and Bernice June 10 1935
32:  62
Vallevona Gloria A of Antonio and Angelina Oct 9 1932
30: 259
Valley George P of George and Daisy May 24 1931
30:  59
Valley Retea J of Arthur J and Eva M May 27 1933
31:  55
Valley — d of Edward A and Louise E July 5 1934
31: 216
Vallier Alfred P of Leon P and Lea Oct 16 1934
31: 244
Vallier Raymond T of Thomas and Marie A Mar 12 1935
32:  26
Vallier Richard J of Alonzo J and Marie C Nov 13 1935
32: 123
Vallone Anthony V of Anthony V and Maria Sept 20 1932
30: 250
Vallone Lillian R of Anthony V and Maria A Nov 18 1934
31: 257
Valois Ronald of Edgar and Maria May 9 1935
32: 142
Vanasse Charles T of Pierre and Marie A Apr 20 1932
30: 191
Vanasse Donald A J of Albert L and Marie A Apr 1 1932
30: 184
Vanasse Edna C M of Albert L and Marie A A Mar 18 1931
30:  33
Vanasse Hervin P A J of Albert L and Marie A A Aug 12 1934
31: 220
Vanasse Jacqueline M of Elmer L and Blanche Jan 14 1932
30: 153
Vanasse Robert J of Arthur G and Loretta M June 12 1934
31: 196
Vanasse Rogers R of Albert L and Marie A May 7 1933
31:  49
Vance Beverly E of John W and Alice I Oct 11 1931
30: 114
Vance Robert W of Albert M and Doris R Jan 16 1932
30: 154
Vandal George W of Reno O and Aurelia Jan 26 1934
31: 146
Vandal Joseph E of Edouard and Bella Nov 13 1934
31: 255
Vandall John F of Armand L and Mary L Nov 15 1935
32: 143
Vandall Richard E of Edward F and Mabel E Oct 9 1935
32: 143
Vandergeynst Doris R A E of Ivan and Valerie Nov 29 1933
31: 123
Vanderlaan Bernard A of Bernard and Irene June 6 1932
30: 209
Vandersip Henry of Henry and Julian Feb 6 1933
31:  22
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Vandersloot Jeanette of James and Theresa Oct 18 1931 .... 30:117
Vanderveelde William F of William F and Yvonne M May 28
1934 ........................................ 31:190
VanDorpe Jeanette V of Cyril R and Georgina A Nov 12 1932 30:272
VanDusen Albert W of William J and Frances M July 28
1931 ........................................ 30:85
VanHoecke Barbara C of Roger E and Mary E Nov 12 1933 .... 31:118
VanHoesen Janice M of Herbert E and Irene Apr 6 1932 ... 30:186
VanLoon Charles A of Charles B and Mary K May 27 1932 ... 30:204
VanLuvan Marlene S of Kenneth E and Anna M M Aug 15
1934 ........................................ 31:221
VanLuvan Kenneth E of Kenneth E and Anna M M Jan 4 1933 31:2
VanLuvan Wilma A of Kenneth E and Anna M M July 29
1931 ........................................ 30:86
Vannelli Carolina M of Domenico and Vittoria Sept 9 1931 .... 30:102
Vannelli Michael J of Domenico and Vittoria Jan 1 1934 ... 31:139
Vanner Dorothy J of Charles G D and Marion Jan 17 1932 ... 30:154
Vanner Virginia A of Harold R and Helen H Aug 27 1934 ... 31:226
Vanner William E of John R and Grace July 10 1931 ... 30:79
Vanner — s of Harold R and Helen H June 1 1933 .... 31:68
Vanni Eleanor J of Giovanni E and Alvera Nov 19 1935 ... 32:125
Vanni John H of Gladys M Dec 6 1935 ... 32:131
VanNieuwenhuyze Robert R of Roger D and Alice Oct 6 1934 31:241
VanNieuwenhuyze William R of Roger D and Alice Aug 18
1932 ........................................ 30:238
VanOlinda Mary E of Frank E and Effie Apr 7 1933 .... 31:37
VanRye John N of Orie and Agnes Dec 27 1931 ... 30:143
VanRye Mary H of Orie and Agnes Aug 16 1933 ... 31:87
VanVoast Phyllis of Harold R and Catherine Feb 12 1933 ... 31:16
VanWart Elna J of Roy D and Elna A Jan 27 1931 ... 30:11
Vaphiades Basil of Peter W and Theoni Dec 27 1933 ... 31:133
Vaphiades Theodore E of Peter W and Theoni Nov 1 1935 ... 32:119
Varadian Dickranouhi of Sarkis and Mary June 9 1934 ... 31:195
Varadian Hovhannes of Sarkis and Ramela Aug 4 1931 ... 30:89
Varadian Zarouhie B of Garabed and Baidzar July 31 1932 ... 30:230
Vardner Marilyn E of Omer E and Eilizabeth M Mar 8 1932 ... 30:174
Varela Mary E (c) of Theresa May 21 1933 ... 31:53
Vares John B of Constantine J and Isabel Feb 1 1932 ... 30:161
Vargas Gloria M of Frank G and Mary I Apr 17 1935 ... 32:41
Vargas Rita M of Anthony K and Mary D Dec 24 1935 ... 32:137
Varin Joan M of George T and Mary C Sept 10 1934 ... 31:232
Varin Joyce F of Joseph G and Florence G Jan 16 1931 ... 30:12
Vario Lorenzo A of Ambrogio and Clara M June 14 1931 ... 30:68
Vario Raffaele P of Ambrogio and Clara M Sept 6 1935 ... 32:97
Varone Giovanni A of Giovanni and Elvira Feb 23 1931 ... 30:21
Varone Giuseppe of Pasquale and Maria Jan 3 1932 ... 30:149
Varone Guglielmo G of Giovanni and Elvira Sept 28 1933...........31: 102
Varotta Rose M of Adolph and Rose Dec 30 1931.................30: 144
Varrica Maria J of Francesco and Giuseppina June 20 1933.......31: 65
Varrica Salvatore of Francesco and Giuseppina Feb 5 1932......30: 162
Varrica s of Francesco and Giuseppina Jan 13 1931.............30: 5
Varrin Barbara E of Charles H and Agathe J Apr 5 1935.........32: 37
Vars Bertha M of Charles I and Annie C Mar 2 1934...........31: 161
Vars Charles I of Charles I and Annie C June 19 1932.........30: 213
Vartabedian Viola A of Garabed and Armenoosh June 12 1931...30: 68
Vartan Gregory S of Monroe M and Sonia Jan 15 1931.........30: 6
Vartanian Moorad of Dakes and Hripsime Jan 20 1933..........31: 7
Vasconcellos Webber D of Webber D and Silvina Nov 14 1932.B-1: 78
Vassilopoulos William A of Arthur and Panagiota July 28
1931.........................................................30: 85
Vastano Margarite L of Joseph J and Maria L July 1 1934....31: 204
Vatcher Ruth M of Edgar C and Mary J July 22 1932.........30: 227
Vanghan Elizabeth A of Ernest M and Hughetta Aug 20 1932..30: 238
Vaughn David H of Daniel S and Elizabeth May 31 1934.....31: 191
Vaughn Robert J of Reginald W and Helen C Mar 30 1933.....31: 33
Vaughn Shirley E of Irving N and Edith Dec 14 1931.........30: 139
Vaule Sven A of Sven A and Rae Feb 7 1935...................32: 14
Vaz Dolores dos of Marciano and Agueda Sept 28 1935.........32: 105
Veader John R of John and Adelaide Apr 23 1935.............32: 43
Veader Louis D of Lewis E and Madeline F June 16 1933......31: 64
Veatch Robert W of Charles W and Eleanor C July 31 1934....30: 215
Vecchio Francesco of Francesco and Domenica Nov 12 1932....30: 272
Vecchio Violanda R of Francesco and Domenica Oct 17 1931...30: 116
Veevers Barbara L of Arthur and Mabel G L Sept 16 1932....30: 249
Veillette Edouard of Donat and Adrienne Apr 17 1931........30: 45
Veitch William J of Joseph A and Mary Feb 6 1933...........31: 14
Vekeman Russell S of Gaston A and Eva A Sept 23 1931.....30: 107
Velino d of Pietro and Maria Apr 4 1933......................31: 46
Velleca Carl of Vincenzo and Rosa June 1 1931.................30: 64
Velleco Antonetta of Luigi C and Lena Mar 26 1932...........30: 180
Velleco Arline E of Vincenzo and Rosa Aug 18 1933...........31: 87
Velleco Lucrezia of Luigi C and Lena Apr 4 1935.............32: 36
Vellieti Dolores of Luigi and Dragaretti A Dec 11 1933.....31: 128
Vellieti Giuseppe O of Onorato and Teresina Jan 6 1931....30: 3
Vellucci Thomas B of Tomaso and Caribita M Feb 10 1935.....32: 15
Veltri Domenico J of Giuseppe and Vincenza Mar 13 1933.....31: 28
Veltri Giovanni F of Giuseppe and Vincenza Nov 24 1934.....31: 259
Vendettuoli Angelina P of Nicola and Nellie Apr 15 1933....32: 40
Venditelli George of Antonio and Gelsomina Feb 3 1933.......31: 13
Venditti Beverly R of Francesco and Immacolata M Feb 3 1933,31: 13
Venditti Nicola E of Nicola and Lucia Apr 10 1931...........30: 42
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Venditti Peter A of Pietro and Letizia Aug 23 1932.........30:240
Venditti Virginia of Vincent and Malchiore Oct 11 1935.....32:111
Venditto Alfredo P of Alfredo P and Mary M Aug 25 1931.....30:96
Venditto Celia M of Giuseppe and Teresa June 1 1933.....31:59
Vennberg Barbara L of George V and Florence Dec 12 1931....30:138
Venter Armond S (c) of Armond S and Sarah F Aug 30 1931.30:98
Venter Howard A (c) of Armand S and Sarah F Mar 21 1935...32:29
Venter Louise P (c) of Armand S and Sarah F May 6 1933.....31:48
Vento Dolorata L of Oreste and Daria Sept 15 1935........32:100
Vento Helen of Olindo and Filomena June 30 1934..........31:202
Vento Vilma A of Olindo and Filomena June 19 1932.........30:213
Ventre Antonio of Nicandro and Maria Jan 8 1931.........30:3
Ventre Josephine A of Nicholas and Maria July 26 1932.....30:228
Ventriglia Elaine T of Rosento A and Maria M Nov 3 1934...31:251
Ventriglia Joseph A of Rosento and Maria M Jan 15 1933....31:5
Ventriglia Luigia A of Rosento and Maria M Mar 24 1931....30:34
Ventura Catherine of Antinonio and Agostina Feb 13 1933...31:17
Veradit Anna A of Henry J and Catherine S June 19 1935....32:66
Veradt George A of Henry J and Catherine Dec 10 1932......30:282
Veradt Joan F of Charles J and Rita M F Feb 3 1933.........31:13
Verardo Silvio F of Giovanni and Fosca June 24 1934.......31:200
Verdecchia Anna R of Massimo and Giuseppina Feb 19 1933..31:19
Verdecchia —— d of Massimo and Giuseppina June 3 1934...31:193
Verdecchio Viola of Massimo and Giuseppina Mar 9 1931.....30:29
Verdelotti Barbara L of Angelo and Teresa May 17 1931.....30:57
Verdelotti Elaine B of Eduardo and Antonetta Jan 6 1935...32:2
Verdelotti Marie A of Domenico and Anna Dec 22 1934.....31:269
Verdelotti Raymond A of Angelo and Theresa F Dec 25 1933..31:132
Verdi Barbara M of Arthur and Mary Oct 15 1934........31:244
Verdi Eileen A of Giovanni and Letizia Nov 21 1935.......32:126
Verdi Louis of Louis and Annie M Sept 1 1933........31:94
Verdi Teodoro R of Natalie Dec 14 1931................30:139
Verdone Frank J of Ennio A and Girolama June 30 1932.....30:217
Verducci Anna M of Antonio and Decolia Aug 28 1933.......31:91
Verducci Domenico of Antonio and Decolia Oct 20 1931.....30:118
Verducci Henry A of Antonio and Decolia July 13 1935.....32:76
Verducci Isabelle R of Giacomo V and Fiorentina July 7 1934.31:206
Vere John A of John A and Hazel Mar 26 1931........30:35
Verino Barbara E of Vincento and Gismonda L T Aug 18 1935.32:90
Vermette Jean M of Norman J and Josephine Oct 3 1931.....30:111
Vernava Arturo G of Arturo G and Livia M May 6 1932......30:197
Verney Diane of Gilbert and Virginia Aug 26 1934........31:226
Verno Carolyn V of Nicola and Giuseppina Apr 22 1935......32:42
Vernon John D of John and Florence Sept 14 1931.........30:104
Verona Letizia M (Twin) of Eugenio and Maria T May 26 1932.30:204
Verona —— (Twin) d of Eugenio and Maria T May 26 1932....30:204
Veronean Janine L of Ralph B and Lucille Aug 17 1932.....30:237
Verrechia Mary J of Antonio and Viola A Mar 25 1931... 30: 35
Verrengia Rudolfo A of Antimo and Rosina Apr 13 1933... 31: 39
Verrengia Salvatore A of Carlo and Assunta July 30 1933... 31: 79
Verria Joseph M of Frank M and Ida E Apr 10 1932... 30: 187
Verria Lawrence M of Frank M and Ida E Dec 27 1933... 31: 133
Verrier Armand of Donat E and Julia Mar 25 1931... 30: 35
Verrier Elaine G of Donat E and Julia June 18 1935... 32: 65
Verry Daniel E of Daniel E and Ida C Apr 17 1935... 32: 41
Verry Kenneth F of Herbert F and Harriett Jan 17 1931... 30: 6
Very Frederick of Frederick and Louise W Nov 6 1932... 30: 270
Vescera Nicola of Michele and Lena Oct 31 1931... 30: 121
Vescera Rosina of Michele and Lena Mar 25 1935... 32: 31
Vespia George J of Giovanni and Florilda July 13 1932... 30: 223
Vespia Giovanni of Giovanni and Alfonsina Apr 13 1932... 30: 188
Vespia Shirley D of Charles A and Celia E July 3 1935... 32: 72
Vessella Anna S of Giuseppe and Filomena Aug 18 1935... 32: 90
Vessella Evelyn J of Antonio G and Catherine Nov 22 1933... 31: 121
Vessey Shirley R of George B and Gladys I Dec 10 1933... 31: 128
Vestri Giuseppina E of Ernesto and Maria S Mar 2 1931... 30: 26
Vestri Letizia G of Giovanni P and Letizia Mar 28 1931... 30: 36
Veyera Joyce E of John F and Ethel Jan 17 1934... 31: 144
Vezina Raymond J L of Eugene J and Bertha Apr 15 1932... 30: 189
Vezina Roger E of Eugene J and Bertha C Feb 2 1931... 30: 14
Vezina Shirley J of George and Eva A Sept 5 1934... 31: 230
Vezinho Elaine of Manuel and Sarah Aug 24 1933... 31: 89
Viall Bradford H of William B and Rebecca June 14 1931... 30: 68
Viall Carol A of Carleton G and Florence M Jan 28 1933... 31: 10
Viall Carol K of Frederick F and Helen K Sept 29 1935... 32: 105
Viall Nancy F of Frederick F and Helen K Sept 30 1934... 31: 238
Viall Richard E of William B and Rebecca E Aug 1 1934... 31: 217
Viall — d of William and Clara Oct 3 1934... 31: 250
Vialton Robert J of Salvatore J and Maria Mar 30 1931... 30: 37
Vial Beverley A of Gertrude Aug 2 1935... 32: 84
Vian H of John L and Elmira M Jan 28 1932... 30: 158
Vican George of Andrew B and Helen July 12 1933... 31: 72
Vicario Olga M of Ferdinando and Maria June 10 1931... 30: 67
Viccione Anthony of Antonio and Ersilia July 15 1933... 31: 74
Vicedomini Anna P of Vincenzo and Matilda May 7 1934... 31: 184
Vicedomini Anthony of Vincenzo and Matilda Mar 29 1931... 30: 36
Vickers Allen C of Allen and Helen M Jan 19 1935... 32: 7
Vickers Irene H of James W and Mary May 4 1933... 31: 48
Vidler Margaret M of Alfred and Edith M Dec 12 1933... 31: 128
Vieira Aida of Joao and Carmina G Feb 7 1932... 30: 163
Vieira Americo of Joao and Carmina G Feb 1 1933... 31: 13
Vieira Bernice (c) of Harry and Jennie Jan 23 1934... 31: 146
Vieira Betty of Manuel and Nunziata Apr 4 1935... 32: 36
Vieira Catherine M of Manuel and Nunziata Nov 21 1933... 31: 121
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Vieira Dorothy of John and Marion Apr 20 1935.............. 32: 42
Vieira Frances J (c) of Julia Feb 2 1934...................... 31: 150
Vieira Joseph of Joseph and Evelyn Mar 22 1931................ 30: 34
Vieira Louis T of Joseph and Evelyn Apr 15 1933.............. 31: 39
Vieira Maria of Manuel and Maria L Feb 19 1932.............. 30: 166
Viens Florence M C of Cecile Nov 22 1931...................... 30: 130
Viens Jeanne of Charles R and Rose Feb 1 1933................. 31: 13
Viens Maria L D of Noc and Melina M Dec 16 1931.............. 30: 140
Viens Robert O of Charles R and Rose Jan 22 1935.............. 32: 8
Viera Charles R of Frank and Mary June 18 1935.............. 32: 65
Viera — d of John F and Mary F Jan 31 1933.................... 31: 12
Vierra Elizabeth (c) of Julia July 1 1935...................... 32: 71
Viera Gilbert of Manuel and Maria L Feb 14 1933.............. 31: 17
Vigeant William of William and Exilda Nov 8 1935............. 32: 121
Vigliotti Alfred A of Alfredo and Margherita Oct 15 1933...... 31: 114
Vigliotti Michael S of Eduardo and Marianna Oct 17 1933..... 31: 109
Vigneau Irene C of Clarence A and Lillian July 15 1935...... 32: 76
Vigneau Margaret M of Harry R and Mary A Sept 8 1934........ 31: 231
Vigneau Norman R of Frank R and Rose A Mar 17 1932........... 30: 177
Vigneau Virginia of Charles W and Margaret M June 13 1934.. 31: 197
Vigorito Francesco A of Antonio and Maria A Nov 22 1934..... 31: 258
Vileno Barbara J of Giuseppe and Mary Nov 21 1933........... 31: 121
Vileno Maria E of Giuseppe and Mary Sept 29 1931.............. 30: 109
Vileno Nita H of Giuseppe and Mary Feb 9 1935................ 32: 15
Villa Anthony of Anthony J and Maria July 7 1934.............. 31: 206
Villa Mary A of Silvestro E and Anna Dec 16 1931............. 30: 140
Villani Alice V of Alessandro and Carolina May 10 1933...... 31: 50
Villani Consiglia M of Alessandro and Carolina Dec 14 1931... 30: 145
Villani Daniel J of Alessandro and Carolina July 9 1935..... 32: 74
Villari Letteria of Frank A and Maria Sept 17 1932........... 30: 249
Villella Frank of Vittorio and Filomena Mar 7 1934............ 31: 163
Villella Raymond D of Domenico and Angelina Apr 14 1933..... 31: 39
Villucci Alice J of Antonio and Thelma F Oct 6 1933.......... 31: 106
Villucci Arthur W of Antonio and Thelma F Apr 20 1932........ 30: 191
Villucci Luigi of Luigi and Filomena Jan 20 1931................ 30: 8
Vinaccio Antonio of Luigi A and Lucrezia Dec 11 1934........ 31: 265
Vinacce Evelina of Luigi A and Lucrezia July 8 1932........... 30: 222
Vinacce Frederick of Frank C and Margaret L May 24 1934...... 31: 189
Vinacce Giuseppe of Pietro and Domenica Apr 16 1932......... 30: 190
Vinacce Rosa P of Cosimo D and Maria C Feb 15 1932........... 30: 165
Vinagro Elena A of Giuseppe and Anna Feb 16 1933.............. 31: 18
Vincent Frank M of Frank M and Angelina Oct 21 1935......... 32: 114
Vincent George J of Harold A and Anna E Aug 3 1932......... 30: 233
Vincent Harry L of Harold A and Anna E Feb 7 1931............ 30: 16
Vincent John A of John A and Abbey E Sept 3 1931............. 30: 101
Vincent Joseph of Joseph and Irene A Jan 15 1933............. 31: 5
Vincent Kenneth A of Alexander F and Myrtle M Jan 14 1935... 32: 5
Vincent Lorraine C of Joseph and Irene A Oct 7 1935.............32: 110
Vincent Nancy J of John and Nellie Jan 10 1935.............32: 4
Vincenzo Cecilia of Antonio and Fortunata Jan 18 1931........30: 7
Vine Celine F of John W and Josephine E Nov 22 1932........30: 275
Vine Marion E of John M and Anna I Oct 1 1933.............31: 105
Viner Marilyn R of Max and Sarah H Mar 2 1931.............30: 26
Vingi Giovanni L of Giovanni and Sara C Dec 17 1934........31: 267
Vingi Vincenza of Giovanni and Sara C Aug 13 1933...........31: 86
Violante Phyllis H of Orlando C and Rosaria July 29 1934....31: 214
Violanti Jennette L of Carmino G and Stacia Sept 23 1935....32: 103
Violet Mary of Steve and Athena May 23 1932..................30: 203
Violette Anne of Rudolph J and Mary R Jan 21 1931...........30: 8
Violo Maria C of Federico and Conceolina June 30 1932.......30: 217
Virgilio Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Rosa July 10 1934.........31: 208
Virgilio —— s of Giuseppe and Rosa Aug 29 1931.............30: 98
Virian Edward J of Walter A and Ellen A Mar 17 1932.........30: 177
Virian Joseph C of Walter A and Ellen A June 22 1933.......32: 66
Virian Lois A of Walter A and Ellen A June 17 1933..........31: 64
Viscione Joseph of Salvatore and Lillian July 5 1933........31: 70
Viscolosi Luigi A of Luigi and Filomena Oct 3 1932...........30: 257
Viselli Joseph of Giuseppe and Dorinda Mar 17 1934...........31: 166
Visser Albert of Albert and Elizabeth S Nov 25 1931........30: 131
Vita Eduardo A of Giuseppe A and Teresa Nov 26 1932.......30: 277
Vita Lidia R of Giuseppe and Antonetta Sept 12 1933........31: 97
Vita Roberto D G of Giuseppe and Antonetta Feb 16 1931.....30: 19
Vitale Celestino of Antonio and Vincenza July 27 1932.......30: 228
Vitale Italia M V of Raffaele and Erminia Sept 17 1932......30: 249
Vitale Raffaele of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 6 1933.........31: 14
Vitale —— s of Nunzio and Mariannina Feb 24 1933............31: 20
Viti Attilio D of Attilio and Amelia E Sept 4 1932...........30: 244
Viti Marie A T of Attilio and Amelia E July 12 1935........32: 75
Viti Robert A of Alfredo and Elisabetta Aug 16 1935.........32: 89
Viticente John F of Giovanni and Assunta A May 16 1931.....30: 56
Vito Carmella A of Donato and Teresa Apr 4 1935.............32: 36
Vito Frances M of Donato and Teresa Nov 20 1933............31: 120
Vito Gloria R of Antonio and Mary Apr 20 1932...............30: 191
Vito Luigi of Antonio and Maria C Nov 17 1933..............31: 119
Vittorioso Antonio of Vincenzo and Rosina Aug 21 1935......32: 91
Vitucci Teodoro of Teodoro and Ursula M May 14 1934........31: 186
Vitullo Eugene J of Rose June 30 1932.........................30: 217
Vitullo Evelyn A of Giovanni and Natalina July 10 1933.....31: 72
Vitullo Joseph A of Patsy and Elizabeth Dec 28 1935........32: 138
Vitullo —— s of Giovanni A and Antonia A Jan 9 1931.......30: 13
Viveious Alvin S A of John A and Elsie M A May 26 1931.....30: 147
Vivier Jeanne M of Joseph W and Honore L Apr 23 1933.......31: 42
Voccio Aileen J of Pasquale and Louise Aug 1 1932..........30: 232
Voccio Angelina of Aniello and Anna R Apr 15 1932..........30: 189
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Voccio Angelina J of Giuseppe and Fortunata Sept 7 1933...31: 96
Voccio Arnold C of Aniello and Anna Feb 21 1931..........30: 21
Voccio Domenico of Carmine and Angiolina Feb 20 1931....30: 20
Voccio Joseph B of Peter and Mary Jan 18 1932............30:155
Voccio Josephine of Giuseppe and Fortunata Jan 21 1931...30:  8
Voccio Peter J of Peter and Mary May 1 1935..............32: 47
Voccola Ernesto of Ernesto and Teresa Dec 6 1931........30:137
Voccola Ernesto R of Ernesto and Teresa Feb 27 1933....31: 22
Voccola Joseph of Joseph and Amelia A Jan 24 1935.......32:  8
Voccola Joseph of Giovanni and Maria T Aug 3 1935.......32: 85
Voccola Roberto A of Ernesto and Teresa May 20 1934.....31:188
Vochler Sandra R of Philip L and Ethel E Jan 4 1935.....32:  2
Vogel James H of James H and Elizabeth G July 26 1933....31: 78
Vogel Sarah L of Frank C and Charlis H Aug 27 1934......30:274
Vogel Stefan of Frank C and Charlis H Oct 17 1932.......30:292
Vogel Victor B of Victor H and Gertrude A Oct 19 1933...31:110
Vogt Walter O of Walter and Goldie Jan 31 1931.........30: 12
Volante Giulio of Giovanni and Anna June 4 1932..........30:208
Volante Josephine C of Amita M G Feb 25 1933............31: 21
Volante Louis A of Giovanni and Anna Sept 13 1933......31: 98
Volatile — d of Matthew F and Iolanda F F July 14 1935...32: 83
Volino Francesco A of Joseph P and Maria L June 7 1931...30: 66
Volino Rita M of Alberto and Arcangela Sept 19 1934....31:234
Volpe Ann E of Rosario A and Marinta Sept 27 1933.....31:102
Volpe Arlene D of Elia and Eugenia C July 27 1933......31: 78
Volpe Cosmo V of Gennaro and Albina Dec 5 1933.....31:129
Volpe Dolores A of Gaetano and Vincenzina Sept 21 1934...31:235
Volpe Jeanne M of Elia and Eugenia C Feb 19 1932.......30:166
Volpe John A of John A and Maria Feb 24 1935.........32: 19
Volpe Lawrence of Nicola L and Eva M Aug 15 1934.....31:221
Volpe Maria of John A and Maria Feb 5 1931...........30: 15
Volpe Ronald R of Arturo and Flavia Oct 12 1932........30:260
Volpe Rosario of Rosario A and Marinta July 7 1932....30:221
Volpe — s of Ernesto and Francesca Apr 15 1931.......30: 50
Volpi Joseph W of Ubaldto and Elda M Nov 15 1933.....31:119
Vona Anna J of Vincenzo and Sabina Aug 11 1935.......32: 87
Vono Sebastiano of Antonio and Filomena Jan 1 1932......30:149
vonStorch Ronald A of Frank R and Ruth M Dec 24 1934...31:269
Voorhees Vera of Richard and Mary I Apr 24 1931......30: 47
Voorneveld Nancy A of Frederick J and Susan C Oct 29 1934..31:249
Vosburgh Nora E of Charles and Florence S Apr 19 1935...32: 41
Vota Anna N of Antonio and Elisa July 26 1931..........30: 86
Votolato Dolores of Arthur N and Mary V June 16 1933....31: 64
Votta Barbara A of Gaetano and Antonetta Mar 2 1931....30: 26
Votta Edward T of Gaetano and Antonetta May 27 1932....30:204
Votta Eleanor C of Cosmo and Victoria Oct 3 1934.......31:240
Votta Francis S of Cosmo and Victoria May 5 1933.......31: 48
Votta Reno P of Giuseppe and Lucia Sept 25 1933.............31:101
Votta Virginia M of Louis J and Virginia Dec 6 1932..........30:281
Vowles Esther R of George H and Alice A Sept 13 1931........30:104
Vowles William T of Allen and Irene Mar 11 1933.............31:137
Vucci Charles R of Charles and Mary July 22 1935.............32:79
Vucci Michael J of Charles and Mary Aug 29 1932.............30:242
Vuocolo Maria G of Leone and Anna Jan 12 1931..............30: 5
V-Vila Richard E of Emerito J and Estelle G Apr 26 1931.....30:48
Waddington Barbara J of John and Bertha D Aug 14 1933......31: 86
Waddington Donald J of John and Bertha D Aug 14 1934......31:221
Waddington Janet L of John and Bertha D July 20 1935......32:79
Waddington Jaquelyn A of Nathan J and Evelyn B Jan 22

1932 .................................................................30:156
Waddington William H of Arthur J and Edna S June 15 1931.30:69
Wade Beverly E of William R and Martha L July 2 1935....32:142
Wade Carlton E of Harry C and Edith M May 16 1934........31:187
Wade Joan M of James W and Edith Dec 11 1934..............31:265
Wade —— (c) s of William H and Daisy Feb 6 1932...........30:171
Wagman Eleanor R of Benjamin and Rose July 1 1934......31:204
Wahl Albert (Twin) of Albert A and Mary A Dec 5 1934....31:263
Wahl Anna M of Albert A and Mary A Oct 17 1932...........30:262
Wahl Claire E of George W and Alice M Mar 27 1935......32:31
Wahl Eleanor T of Walter J and Josepha Sept 11 1933....31:97
Wahl Frank A (Twin) of Albert A and Mary A Dec 5 1934...31:263
Wahl George W of George W and Arshaloose Aug 8 1931....30:90
Wahl Henry H of Howlen and Amelia F Mar 29 1932........30:181
Wahl Margaret of Howlen and Amelia F Feb 15 1934......31:154
Wahl Marjory of Howlen and Amelia F Feb 11 1935......32:21
Wahl Mary F of Walter J and Josepha Aug 22 1934........31:224
Wahl Norman F of Adolph and Fannie May 14 1932.........30:200
Wahl Virginia E of George W and Alice June 24 1933......31:66
Wahlerberg Marilyn A of John R and Esther July 13 1931..30:80
Wainwright Allan H of Edward G and Ada M Jan 13 1935...32: 5
Waite Constance A of William A and Edith R Oct 5 1935...32:109
Walik Joseph M of Wakim M and Nahlah M Jan 30 1934....31:148
Waksler Jerome of Israel and Eva July 17 1933...........31:74
Walcott Joan M of Frank D and Florence July 17 1932....30:225
Waldman Dianne M of Joseph and Prudence Apr 13 1934...31:175
Waldman Elizabeth J of Samuel and Rosamond M May 8 1935.32: 50
Waldman Martin E of Morris S and Dorothy Jan 17 1935....32: 6
Waldron Charles E (c) of William H and Lenora Feb 20 1931.30: 20
Walker Deborah F of James J and Myrtle R Aug 26 1934...31:226
Walker Evelyn R of William J and Virginia Mar 25 1935...32:31
Walker Gladys O (c) of Ella E June 11 1932..............30:291
Walker James K of Robert K and Edith Mar 14 1931....30:31
Walker Jane MacL of Donald M and Sara June 17 1933....31:64
Walker Jean L of Sidney E and Doris E July 12 1931......30:80
Walker Kenneth C of Leroy F and Evelyn E Jan 13 1935...32: 5
Walker Leonard E (c) of Frank R and Lillian M June 15 1935...32: 64
Walker Meredith F (c) of Georgie E Oct 16 1935.............32: 113
Walker Mildred L of William W and Hazel M June 29 1932...30: 217
Walker Nancy MacL of Thomas W and Madeline I G Aug 12 1932 ...........................................30: 236
Walker Nathan E of Nathan E and Lena June 24 1931......30: 72
Walker Peter M of Raymond E and Ellene Feb 18 1935......32: 18
Walker Raymond A of Fred and Salome Oct 27 1931.........30: 120
Walker Shirley M of Henry B and Myra Jan 25 1931........30: 10
Walker Thelma O of Florence June 22 1932..................30: 214
Walker William T of Ian M and Frances G Sept 11 1931...30: 193
Walker —— d of Gerald and Lillian July 24 1933...........31: 77
Wall Barbara A of Robert P and Ruth C Aug 1 1933........31: 82
Wall James J of Arthur B and Elizabeth F Aug 10 1935....32: 87
Wall Mary E of Margaret V May 25 1934.....................31: 189
Wall Sara J of John C and Sarah E July 20 1934............31: 211
Wall William R of Robert P and Ruth C June 17 1931......30: 69
Wall —— s of James H and Anna C Nov 10 1934..............31: 261
Wallace Carolyn S of Gordon E and Gwendolyn Aug 17 1935..32: 90
Wallace Christine A of Frederic A and Christine Oct 18 1935..32: 113
Wallace Francis E of Francis E and Alice May 13 1932.....30: 199
Wallace John A of John and Ellen May 17 1932..............30: 201
Wallace John J of John and Isabel Nov 28 1932............30: 278
Wallace Margaret C of Samuel L and Henrietta Oct 12 1933..31: 108
Wallace Sarah A of George and Charlotte Feb 14 1931.....30: 19
Wallace Thomas J of Thomas J and Anna M Sept 23 1931....30: 107
Wallace —— s of William and Beatrice Oct 3 1931..........30: 123
Wallace —— d of Thomas J and Anna M June 26 1935.......32: 70
Wallin Irene of Irene F Jan 4 1933..........................31: 2
Wallin Walter R of Walter W and Irene F July 31 1931....30: 86
Wallin —— s of Roy E C and Mary M Sept 7 1933..........31: 96
Walmsley Ernest E of George H and Annie July 8 1934....31: 207
Walmsley —— s of William and Lena July 23 1933.........31: 76
Walsh Albert J of Albert J and Elsie M Feb 20 1934.....31: 156
Walsh Barbara A of Raymond J and Estelle A July 14 1931..30: 80
Walsh Bella G of George E and Bella A July 24 1934.......31: 212
Walsh Bernadette M of John F and Margaret H May 18 1934..31: 187
Walsh Carol A of Edward F and Louise July 14 1935....32: 76
Walsh Carol R of James E and Helen M Nov 30 1934........30: 260
Walsh Claire M of David F and Mary R Nov 17 1933........31: 119
Walsh Constance L of Walter J and Dorothy Mar 22 1932....30: 179
Walsh Donald E of James J and Anna A Feb 22 1934........31: 157
Walsh Donald F of David F and Mary R Dec 19 1931.......30: 141
Walsh Francis A of Francis A and Ellen L June 17 1932....30: 213
Walsh George B of George C and Pauline Feb 12 1935.......32: 16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walsh James A</td>
<td>James A and Margaret J</td>
<td>Aug 19 1932</td>
<td>30:238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh James T</td>
<td>John F and Margaret H</td>
<td>Oct 27 1931</td>
<td>30:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Janet</td>
<td>William J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 9 1933</td>
<td>31:96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Janice E</td>
<td>Leo A and Laura T</td>
<td>Sept 21 1931</td>
<td>30:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Jean L</td>
<td>Edward Mck and Elizabeth L</td>
<td>Apr 15 1933</td>
<td>31:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Joan A</td>
<td>John and Anna C</td>
<td>Nov 11 1934</td>
<td>31:254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Joan M</td>
<td>Joseph M and Marie Y</td>
<td>Jan 28 1933</td>
<td>31:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh John A</td>
<td>John H and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 9 1933</td>
<td>31:96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh John F</td>
<td>Maurice F and Rita M</td>
<td>Mar 31 1934</td>
<td>31:170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh John L</td>
<td>Edward V and Agnes C</td>
<td>Aug 16 1932</td>
<td>30:237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Joseph H</td>
<td>Joseph H and Marcella</td>
<td>June 16 1934</td>
<td>31:198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Joseph L</td>
<td>John F and Margaret H</td>
<td>Dec 23 1935</td>
<td>32:137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Joseph R</td>
<td>Joseph M and Marie Y</td>
<td>Aug 23 1931</td>
<td>30:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Judith</td>
<td>Raymond J and Helen G</td>
<td>Mar 26 1934</td>
<td>31:168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Madeline</td>
<td>John F and Margaret H</td>
<td>Mar 18 1933</td>
<td>31:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Margaret</td>
<td>John J and Annie M</td>
<td>Oct 17 1931</td>
<td>30:116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Mortimer</td>
<td>H (Twin) of Mortimer H and</td>
<td>July 25 1932</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Patricia</td>
<td>A of Leo A and Laura T</td>
<td>Nov 19 1932</td>
<td>30:274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Patricia</td>
<td>A of James A and Margaret J</td>
<td>Oct 30 1933</td>
<td>31:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Patricia</td>
<td>A of George C and Pauline M</td>
<td>Mar 14 1934</td>
<td>31:165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Patricia</td>
<td>L of John B and Cecilia M</td>
<td>Sept 28 1934</td>
<td>31:237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Patricia</td>
<td>S of John H and Arzelia M</td>
<td>June 15 1935</td>
<td>32:64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Robert</td>
<td>of Raymond A and Doris A</td>
<td>Aug 19 1932</td>
<td>30:238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Robert</td>
<td>A of Leo A and Laura T</td>
<td>Jan 31 1934</td>
<td>31:148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Rose A</td>
<td>of John F and Raffaela R</td>
<td>Sept 11 1932</td>
<td>30:247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Shirley E</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Mabel V</td>
<td>Nov 20 1933</td>
<td>31:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Shirley M</td>
<td>of Henry J and Ann C</td>
<td>Aug 15 1935</td>
<td>32:89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Thomas J</td>
<td>(Twin) of Mortimer H and</td>
<td>July 25 1932</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh William M</td>
<td>of Lawrence M and Albina T</td>
<td>Aug 6 1932</td>
<td>30:234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh — s</td>
<td>of Patrick H and Lillian D</td>
<td>Dec 24 1931</td>
<td>30:146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh — d</td>
<td>of John C and Ernestine M</td>
<td>Jan 11 1935</td>
<td>32:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walters Carolyn F</td>
<td>of Raymond P and Yvonne V</td>
<td>Feb 4 1933</td>
<td>31:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walters Clifford</td>
<td>of Clifford and Salvatora</td>
<td>June 7 1934</td>
<td>31:195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton Donald C</td>
<td>of Donald and Ebba</td>
<td>Apr 11 1934</td>
<td>31:175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton George H</td>
<td>of George H and Ethel M</td>
<td>Dec 14 1933</td>
<td>31:129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton Joan P</td>
<td>of Henry E and Frances A</td>
<td>Oct 8 1931</td>
<td>30:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton Joyce</td>
<td>of George H and Ethel M</td>
<td>Sept 13 1932</td>
<td>30:247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton Lewis</td>
<td>C of Lewis H and Catherine M</td>
<td>May 13 1934</td>
<td>31:186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton Margaret</td>
<td>E of George H and Ethel M</td>
<td>Oct 19 1935</td>
<td>32:114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warburton Robert G</td>
<td>of Robert G and Margaret</td>
<td>Oct 22 1934</td>
<td>31:275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warcup James W</td>
<td>of James W and Catherine E</td>
<td>Oct 18 1934</td>
<td>31:245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Alfred H</td>
<td>of Luther H and Vendula C</td>
<td>Aug 28 1933</td>
<td>31:91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Anne L</td>
<td>of Chester W and Louise M</td>
<td>Mar 7 1934</td>
<td>31:163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Ward Barbara J of John R and Carol Jan 29 1935...........32: 10
Ward Dorothy A of John J and Anastatia C Jan 10 1934........31: 142
Ward Edward J of Thomas B and Melvina E Feb 10 1932........30: 163
Ward Eileen C of Francis J and Anna E Dec 9 1931...........30: 138
Ward Francis C of Michael E and Mary A July 31 1932........30: 230
Ward H Blair of H Blair and Mary E Sept 7 1935...........32: 143
Ward John L of Frederick J and Marguerite V Feb 11 1931....30: 17
Ward Leo F of Annabell T Jan 19 1933..................31: 137
Ward Marilyn R of Paul V and Ruth K Apr 30 1935...........32: 45
Ward Mary E of Anthony F and Mary E July 6 1933...........31: 70
Ward Norman A F of George F and Esther M Nov 20 1932.......30: 275
Ward Richard D of Richard W and Margaret Oct 22 1933.......31: 111
Ward Robert E of Frederick J and Marguerite V Jan 1 1934...31: 139
Ward Robert F of George F and Esther M July 18 1931.........30: 82
Ward Shirley A of Michael E and Mary A Feb 7 1935...........32: 14
Ward William D of Edmund and Alice Aug 22 1935...........32: 91
Ward William J of William M and Mary M July 15 1931........30: 81
Ward William W of Francis W and Maude R June 23 1932.......30: 215
Ware Robert J of Thomas F and Nellie Sept 17 1933.........31: 99
Wareham Mildred J of Amos and Gladys P May 16 1932.........30: 200
Warhurst Alfred E of Alfred E and Edythe Sept 1 1935.......32: 96
Waring William C of William C and Dorothy E Nov 30 1933....31: 123
Warner Carolyn H of Edwin L and Mildred Nov 26 1932........30: 277
Warner Edna E of Roswell and Doris M Feb 24 1935...............32: 142
Warner Helen V of George F and Pearl Apr 25 1935...........32: 43
Warner Ida H of Roswell W and Doris Nov 12 1931...........30: 127
Warner Marion H of Edward and Lena M Jan 19 1933.........31: 7
Warner Nancy C of Stanley L and Thyra C July 13 1931........30: 80
Warner Rachel E of Hiram C and Patience Nov 16 1932........30: 274
Warner Robert E of Robert E and Minnie June 13 1932........30: 211
Warner Robert LeR of Herbert LeR and Lillian June 11 1933...31: 62
Warner Roswell W of Roswell W and Doris M Jan 27 1934.......31: 147
Warner Walter D of Hiram C and Patience Sept 11 1931.......30: 103
Warner —— d of Roswell W and Doris M Oct 19 1932...........30: 263
Warnick Elizabeth A of Hans C and Marion Jan 13 1932.......30: 153
Warnock Charles P of Charles F and Janie M Oct 13 1931.....30: 115
Warnock Claire J of Charles F and Jane M June 14 1934.......31: 197
Warr William B of James and Margery June 24 1933...........31: 66
Warren Anne M of Raymond C and Margaret A Nov 5 1935.......32: 120
Warren Elizabeth V of Fletcher H and Irene Jan 22 1934.......31: 146
Warren Joan R of Joseph and Alvena W July 10 1931...........30: 79
Warren John T of Joseph W and Dorothy Sept 6 1932...........30: 245
Warren Nancy J of Fletcher H and Irene Oct 5 1932...........30: 257
Warren Ruth L of William E and Ruth A Feb 18 1934........31:155
Warren — d of Frank L and Mary T Nov 9 1931..........30:127
Warrender Malcolm of Clarence A and Olive J Mar 26 1931...39:35
Washburn Carolyn K of Robert F and Viola June 15 1935....32:64
Washburn Elizabeth A of John C B and Eleanor T Mar 13 1935.32:26
Washburn Robert F of Robert F and Viola Dec 23 1931....30:142
Washington Barbara A (c) of Andrew W and Christine C Jan
25 1933. ..................................................................31: 9
Washington Beverly A (c) of Milton F and Mildred H May 4
1933. ..................................................................31: 48
Washington Booker T (c) of Booker T and Helen M June 30
1935. ..................................................................32: 69
Washington Edward H of Robert O and Marion D Feb 27 1931.30:23
Washington Gerald W (c) of Andrew W and Christine C Dec
12 1931. ..................................................................30:138
Washington Janice C (c) of Warren A and Christine C Dec 6
1934. ..................................................................31:263
Washington Jennette A (c) of Milton F and Mildred Dec 1
1935. ..................................................................32:130
Washington Leonard A (c) of Robert O and Marion D Nov 13
1934. ..................................................................31:255
Washington Mildred F (c) of Milton and Mildred H Oct 17
1934. ..................................................................31:245
Washington Morton G (c) of Harry B and Elizabeth M Oct 3
1933. ..................................................................31:105
Washington Norman F (c) of Harry B and Elizabeth M Nov 17
1931. ..................................................................30:129
Washington Robert P (c) of Milton F and Mildred H Nov 7
1931. ..................................................................30:126
Washington Rudolph B of Benjamin and Susetta Mar 26 1931.30:35
Wasilewski —— (Twin) d of Stanislaw and Sophie M Feb 28
1931. ..................................................................30: 24
Wasilewski —— (Twin) d of Stanislaw and Sophie M Feb 28
1931. ..................................................................30: 24
Wasilins Ruth J of Dennis and Eva Dec 24 1932.............30:286
Waska Alice G of Anthony and Alice G F July 18 1935....32: 78
Waskiet Dorothy I of Anthony J and Wanda M Apr 19 1934...31:177
Waterhouse Albert H of Albert H and Vera L Feb 20 1931....30:20
Waterhouse Frances of Richard E and Mary Mar 22 1931....30:34
Waterhouse Richard E of Richard E and Mary K Sept 11 1934.31:232
Waterman Albert P of Frederick E and Gladys L Aug 16 1931.30: 93
Waterman Byron A of Byron A and Louise Jan 10 1933.........31: 4
Waterman Carol N of George W and Helen L Sept 27 1931....30:108
Waterman Edward C of Byron A and Louise B July 16 1933....32: 77
Waterman Gail of Lewis A and Katherine June 14 1934..........31:197
Waterman Gideon B of Gideon B and Hazel M Nov 2 1933....31:115
Waterman Harriet R of Allen and Ruth M Apr 30 1934.........31:180
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.
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Waterman John C of Charles S and Anna L May 4 1935........32: 48
Waterman Marjorie G of Ralph B and Beatrice L Mar 25 1932.30: 180
Waterman Nancy E of Gideon B and Hazel Dec 15 1932........30: 284
Waterman Nancy J of Frank M and Dorothea M Sept 26 1931.30: 108
Waterman Ralph B of Ralph B and Beatrice L May 5 1933....31: 48
Waterman —— d of John F and Dorothy R May 6 1935........32: 49
Waters Barbara J of Joseph F and Mary C Sept 22 1933........31: 100
Waters Charles H (c) of Allen and Adele Oct 29 1932........30: 266
Waters Dorothea I of James M and Laura Mar 17 1933........31: 29
Waters Jane A of George W and Gertrude M July 10 1934....30: 79
Waters Raymond F of Robert R and Delia Aug 2 1932.........30: 232
Watkins Barry A (c) of Perry R and Naomi May 6 1933....31: 49
Watkins Garet H (c) of Perry R and Naomi I Sept 10 1935....32: 143
Watkins —— (c) s of Perry R and Naomi I Apr 7 1934........31: 181
Watson Betty E of Arthur F and Edith M Dec 31 1931........30: 145
Watson Beverly A of Louis A and Doris Feb 15 1932........30: 165
Watson Charles R of William and Lydia A Jan 21 1931....30: 8
Watson Donald B of Vernon A and Vera B Apr 23 1933........31: 42
Watson Donald E of Howard J and Sara Apr 26 1934........31: 179
Watson Douglas H of Louis H and Jennie E Sept 12 1931....30: 103
Watson John A of Arthur S and Grace T July 16 1935........32: 77
Watson Lloyd R of Raymond K and Vera Apr 24 1931........30: 47
Watson Marjorie A of Elhanan G and Nellie Aug 17 1931....30: 93
Watson Paul J of Raymond K and Vera Jan 8 1933...........31: 3
Watson Ralph G of Ralph G and Winifred Jan 18 1933.......31: 7
Watson Robert J T of William and Margaret J G Aug 23 1931.30: 96
Watson Shirley A of Harry and Mary E May 3 1933.........31: 48
Watson Ural D (c) of Clarence and Julia Jan 23 1932....30: 156
Watson Vera M of Latham T and Caroline July 17 1934....31: 210
Watson —— s of Philip S and Irene E Mar 6 1935...........32: 34
Watterson Charles E of Joseph F and Estelle M Dec 7 1935..32: 132
Watts Carol Y (c) of Carlyle E and Nellie F Feb 29 1932....30: 170
Watts Gertrude A (c) of Russell P and Louise E Jan 5 1935..32: 2
Watts Gladys M (c) of William J and Gladys Apr 4 1932....30: 185
Watts Harriet M (c) of William J and Rebecca E Oct 7 1934..31: 242
Watts John F of John F and Helen E Aug 19 1934...........31: 223
Watts Katherine (c) of Andrew and Mattie Aug 24 1932....30: 240
Watts Margery F of Raymond N and Dorothy H Feb 14 1935..32: 16
Watts Raymond N of Raymond N and Dorothy H Feb 20 1932.30: 167
Watts —— d of Ruth M Aug 14 1933.........................31: 86
Watts —— s of Walter H and Alice E Feb 25 1934...........31: 158
Waugh —— s of Richard and Ethel Sept 24 1935..............32: 107
Way Joan M S of J Harold G and Daisy C Mar 26 1931....30: 35
Way Phyllis M of J Harold G and Daisy C Nov 2 1932.......30: 269
Wayne Barbara A of Gordon and Helen May 30 1931........30: 61
Wayner Gloria J of Clifton H and Elizabeth J Sept 14 1931.30: 104
Wayss Karl L of Charles and Margaret Nov 26 1934........31: 259
Weakley Maureen J of Vincent H and Mary E June 17 1933 ...32: 65
Weaver — d of Doris Mar 13 1931 ..................30: 38
Webb Dorothy B of Walter H and Atthea Dec 10 1931 ........30: 138
Webb James T of William J and Mary I Nov 5 1932 ..........30: 270
Webb Jevons A of George A and Mildred L Mar 3 1931 ....30: 27
Webb John R of Wesley H and Marjorie June 1 1934 ..........31: 193
Webb Mary P of George H and Iris Nov 12 1932 ............B-1: 78
Webb Philip K of George D and Valerie A Apr 22 1933 ....31: 42
Webb Richard E of William B and Madeleine F Jan 28 1931 ..30: 11
Webb Robert L of Victor K and Mary H Dec 10 1933 ....31: 128
Webb Ruth M of John M and Bessie F May 14 1933 ..........31: 51
Webb Sabra of Wesley H and Marjorie Nov 16 1931 ........30: 128
Webb Shirley D of William B and Madeleine F Jan 3 1933 ....31: 1
Webb — s of John M and Bessie F July 7 1931 ............30: 87
Webb — d of William J and Mary I Nov 12 1932 ........30: 272
Webber Georgette of Albert F and Marion E Apr 8 1933 ....32: 38
Webber Richard A of Edmund H and Luella R Feb 4 1933 ....31: 14
Webber Sidney K of Edmund H and Luella R July 31 1935 ....32: 82
Webber William F of Albert and Marion Oct 3 1932 ....30: 257
Weber Arthur H of Henry D and Emma E May 17 1931 ....30: 57
Webster Barbara R of William H and Ruth E Feb 7 1931 ....30: 16
Webster Betty E of William H and Ruth E July 10 1934 ....31: 208
Webster Clifford R of Sadie May 27 1933 .................31: 137
Webster David X of Clifford H and Eleanor B Mar 31 1934 ...31: 170
Webster Janet R of Richard and Alice Sept 10 1934 ....31: 232
Webster John E of John E and Grace E May 5 1934 ....31: 183
Webster Margaret A of Clifford H and Eleanor Jan 28 1932 ...30: 158
Webster Raymond J of Joseph S W and Annie E June 29 1931 ...30: 74
Webster Raymond L of Raymond L and Elsie W Apr 3 1934 ...31: 172
Webster Robert E of John E and Grace E Aug 18 1931 ........30: 94
Weddell Carolyn of James H and Martha A Dec 5 1935 ....32: 131
Wedge Raymond J of Allie and Celia May 20 1935 ..........32: 54
Wedlock Bruce D of Eldon D and Madelyn B Mar 20 1934 ....31: 167
Weeden Andrew J (c) of Andrew J and Viola E Mar 10 1935 ...32: 25
Weeden Barbara J of Harold P and Dorothy E Aug 23 1932 ...30: 240
Weeden Dorothy L (c) of George F and Celie May 25 1934 ...31: 189
Weeden Elaine H (c) of James H and Fannie I Oct 6 1931 ....30: 113
Weeden Hope A of Amos M and Margaret Aug 23 1933 ....31: 89
Weeden James H (c) of James H and Fannie I Aug 24 1934 ...31: 225
Weeden Jane A of Alvin H and Iva S Oct 4 1931 ..........30: 112
Weeden Mary L of Amos M and Margaret F July 27 1934 ....31: 214
Weeden Nancy E of Alvin H and Iva S May 9 1933 ....31: 50
Weeden Shirley A (c) of Otis E and Viola Jan 12 1932 ....30: 152
Weeks Barbara T of Robert N and Doris T Oct 1 1935 ....32: 108
Weeks Joan A of Richard A and Alicia A Dec 6 1932 ....30: 281
Weigner Robert A of Arthur C and Helena B Nov 6 1933...... 31: 116
Weigner Rosamind A of Walter C H and Alleen May 2 1934...... 31: 182
Weinbaum Burton D of Abraham D and Sarah Nov 24 1931...... 30: 131
Weinbaum Edith C of Morris and Anna Jan 22 1931............. 30: 9
Weinbaum Eugene S of Abraham D and Sarah Oct 4 1933...... 31: 106
Weinbaum Irma R of Abraham D and Sara Feb 25 1935...... 32: 20
Weinberg June of Max and Anna Dec 13 1935................. 32: 134
Weinberg Paul I of Harry and Deba Dec 31 1933............ 31: 135
Weiner Janet E of Max and Sophie Oct 5 1934............. 31: 241
Weiner Marion of Israel and Sarah M Jan 9 1932........... 30: 291
Weiner Sheldon D of Alexander and Nettie May 24 1933..... 30: 54
Weinstein Alvin of Isaac M B and Fannie Mar 19 1932..... 30: 178
Weinstein Edwin M of Samuel and Rose Aug 13 1932...... 30: 236
Weinstein Gerald of Herman and Ethel July 24 1934....... 31: 212
Weinstein Harris of Joseph and Gertrude May 10 1935..... 32: 50
Weinstein Ira G of Harry and Florence J June 30 1935....... 32: 69
Weinstein Sandra of Abe and Lillian Aug 18 1932...... 30: 238
Weinstein Sheila of Abe and Lillian Jan 8 1934............ 31: 141
Weinstein — d of Herman and Ethel Oct 23 1932......... 30: 268
Weinstock Elissa J of Alfred O and Ruth A Oct 26 1934...... 31: 248
Weinstraub — d of Joseph and Lillian Nov 6 1932....... 30: 279
Weiser Abram of Fred and Esther Feb 24 1933............. 31: 20
Weiser Alan L of Sam and Sarah Nov 25 1934............. 31: 259
Weiser Chaim M of Philip and Rose Feb 15 1932........... 30: 165
Weiser Cyril N of Isaac I and Ida Dec 31 1932........... 30: 288
Weisman Irwin of Florence May 15 1934................... 31: 187
Weiss Carole C of Samuel and Florence E Apr 12 1934..... 31: 175
Weiss Harriet L of Samuel and Florence E Nov 10 1931.... 30: 127
Weiss Hilton M of Leo and Sophie R May 15 1935........ 32: 52
Weissblum Walter B of Jacob and Tillie Jan 22 1935..... 32: 8
Welch Edgar A of George T and Eleanor A Apr 16 1931.... 30: 44
Welch James E of William J and Ann V Feb 24 1933....... 31: 20
Welch John V of William J and Ann V Jan 30 1932......... 30: 159
Welch Martha I of William H and Anna F Sept 19 1934..... 31: 234
Welch Patricia C of John A and Mildred W July 30 1933.... 31: 79
Welch Robert J of Lloyd J and Alice M Jan 25 1934...... 31: 146
Welch Stephen J of William H and Anna F Mar 6 1931....... 30: 28
Weller Richard A of George H and Catherine B Oct 11 1931.. 30: 114
Wells Albert T of Veronica C Dec 24 1935.................. 32: 137
Wells Doris E of Roland E and Mary J July 7 1933....... 31: 71
Wells Judith C of Guy W and Ruth Nov 26 1932........... 30: 277
Wells Leon F (c) of Veronica June 26 1934............... 31: 201
Wells Margaret C of Leonard J and Veronica C Sept 30 1932.. 30: 254
Wells Robert E of George P and Helen G Aug 24 1933........ 31: 89
Wells Sondra A of Roland E and Mary J Apr 18 1935....... 32: 41
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Wells — s of Edward F and Alice M Dec 1 1932............30: 289
Wemett Carol of Henry and Alice Mar 22 1935.............32: 30
Wendelschaefer Joan R of Amos D and Rose J May 13 1935....32: 51
Wendoloski John M of Mathu J and Nicolina Feb 21 1931....30: 21
Wendoloski Joseph of William F and Margaret M Aug 14 1934..31: 221
Wendoloski Robert C of William F and Margaret M Nov 23
1932 .............................................................30: 276
Wenik Joseph B of Harold W and Fernande T Apr 15 1933..31: 40
Wentworth Barbara L of Wilbur A and Alice R Jan 10 1931.30: 4
Wentworth Donald I of Irving and Mary Apr 21 1932........30: 191
Wentworth Elaine C of Edwin W and Mary G Oct 26 1931....30: 120
Wentworth Shirley E of John F and Winifred V Feb 22 1935.32: 19
Weremay Arthur R of Peter A and Bertha Dec 28 1931....30: 144
Weremay James J of Peter A and Bertha Apr 27 1933.........31: 44
Wereszko Evelyn of Joseph and Anna Feb 27 1934..........31: 138
Wereszko Romuald E of Joseph and Anna Aug 22 1935.....32: 91
Werfelman James R of Joseph A and Winifred H May 21 1933.31: 53
Werfelman Lily E of William and Lily June 21 1933.........31: 65
Werner Miriam of Joshua and Lena Oct 21 1932.............30: 264
Werner Moses of Joshua and Lena May 3 1934...............31: 182
Wescott John W of George W and Nancy May 22 1933.......31: 54
West Albert B of George J and Julia R July 26 1933.......31: 78
West Barbara A of Adelbert K and Ruth T Aug 20 1931....30: 95
West Charlotte J of Herbert and Florida Feb 9 1932........30: 163
West Donald R of Arthur and Elsie Mar 6 1931................30: 28
West Dorothy M of Kenneth F and Sarah R June 5 1935.....32: 60
West Edward J of Edward J and Dorothy Aug 19 1934......31: 223
West George J of George J and Julia R Apr 3 1931.........30: 40
West Helen A of Mason P and Helen M Nov 22 1935.........32: 129
West Jean A of Herbert and Florida Jan 26 1935..........32: 9
West Louise M of Joseph T and Kathryn L Mar 31 1934....31: 170
West Margaret H of George J and Julia R Jan 4 1935.....32: 2
West Marjorie M of Warren W and Amy R Jan 2 1935.......32: 1
West Priscilla W of Thomas H and Priscilla May 30 1931....30: 61
West Richard A of Harry A and Maria M July 11 1933.....31: 72
West Richard L of Lloyd W and Florence L July 31 1934....31: 215
West Richard W of Adelbert K and Ruth T Jan 14 1935.....32: 5
West Robert K of Harry A and Maria M Oct 2 1931.........30: 111
West William E of William E and Mary Nov 2 1935........32: 119
Westbury Clifford S of Joseph C and Mabel F Mar 22 1933..31: 30
Westcott Deborah of Alfred J and Marjorie July 12 1933....31: 72
Westcott Earl J of William E and Joan July 30 1931.......30: 86
Westcott Keith of William E and Joan Nov 10 1932.........30: 272
Westerman Ellen M of George and Ellen E Sept 8 1931.....30: 102
Westerman Robert C of Robert H and Evelyn M Sept 27 1935.32: 105
Westgate Clifford R of Joseph K and Hilda L Jan 3 1935....32: 2
Westgate Florence E of Gordon H and Evelyn G May 16 1933.31: 52
Westgate Ralph G of Gordon H and Evelyn G May 29 1934...31:191
Westnedge Charlotte M of Ralph and Marie C Feb 22 1933...31: 20
Weston Barbara A of Frederick J and Mary May 10 1934...31: 191
Weston Carl W of Fredrick J and Mary Dec 1 1935.............32:130
Weston Henry F of Fredrick J and Mary Oct 29 1931.............30:122
Wetzelaer Myrna J of Peter J and Gladys July 28 1935.32: 81
Wexler Lois M of Charles L and Gussie June 23 1934.........31:200
Wexler Stephen J of Abraham and Anne M Mar 29 1935....32: 32
Whalen Barbara A of William F and Mildred E Apr 20 1931.30: 46
Whalen Barbara M of Francis R and Madeline A May 24 1931.30: 59
Whalen Francis E of Francis R and Madeline A May 14 1934.31:186
Whalen Joan M of James N and Mary A Sept 11 1934........31:232
Whalen John J of John J and Alice K June 19 1932.........30:213
Whalen Richard of Francis R and Madeline A July 25 1935.32: 80
Whalen Richard H of James S and Macie L Oct 29 1933....31:113
Whalen Sandra L of James J and Edith L Mar 21 1934........31:167
Whalen William of Thomas A and Catherine Sept 16 1932..30:249
Whalen William A of John T and Mary C F Apr 18 1933..31: 41
Whatley Bertha A of Merton L and Virginia E Sept 10 1934.31:232
Wheat Patricia (Twin) of Raymond C and Ruth M Feb 26
1935 ..................................................32: 20
Wheat Priscilla (Twin) of Raymond C and Ruth M Feb 26
1935 ..................................................32: 20
Wheaton Barbara M of Childs J and Dorothy June 19 1931..30: 70
Wheaton Virginia C of Childs J and Dorothy July 9 1935..32: 74
Wheeler Addison H of Addison H and Anna H July 8 1934..31:207
Wheeler Edward G of Florence Jan 12 1934..................31:143
Wheeler Elizabeth of Richard E and Wilhelmina C May 15
1931 ..................................................30: 56
Wheeler Frances D of Frank and Vera A Dec 25 1932....30:286
Wheeler Joan B (c) of Earle D and Hannah R July 1 1935...32: 71
Wheeler Lenore C of Joseph A and Hannah A Jan 27 1934..31:147
Wheeler Melvina A of Florence B Oct 7 1932.................30:258
Wheeler Natalie E of Roland A and Ellen Dec 13 1935....32:134
Wheeler Richard A of Irving W and Madeline G Aug 13 1932.30:236
Wheeler —— s of Charles B and Abbie M Mar 6 1934....31:171
Wheatman Cyril C of Cyril L and Jessie M Aug 22 1935...32: 91
Wheatman Ruth M of Reginald A and Ruth E Feb 20 1933...31: 19
Wheatman —— d of Reginald A and Ruth E Mar 25 1932..30:183
Whelan Janet E K of David J and Margaret K Sept 27 1932..30:253
Whelan William J of William L and Josephine E July 5 1933.31: 70
Whent Muriel J of Edwin R and Ruby U Nov 6 1935........32:121
Whipp Carolyn A of Kenneth and Helen B Mar 15 1935...32: 27
Whipple Alice M of Wilfred J and Alice Jan 9 1935....32: 3
Whipple Carol J of Arthur A and Gladys A Dec 16 1935...32: 134
Whipple Charles G of Wilfred J and Alice Feb 14 1932...30: 165
Whipple Charles H of Charles H and Emma A Aug 9 1932..30: 235
Whipple Elizabeth L of Stephen A and Sarah E June 4 1933.31: 60
Whipple Kingsley A of Harvey A and Marion W Feb 20 1932.30: 167
Whipple Lois A of Wilfred J and Alice M Sept 24 1933....31: 101
Whipple Margaret C of Henry B and Vendla H Mar 21 1933.31: 137
Whitaker Bethana H of Harold E and Bethana E May 1 1933.31: 47
Whitaker Charles O'N of Robert R and Margaret Feb 9 1931.30: 17
Whitaker Martha of Wharton O and Esther Jan 26 1934....31: 146
Whitaker Nancy J of Alfred J and Isabel D July 3 1933....31: 69
Whitaker Robert B of Walker F and Harriett Jan 24 1931....30: 9
White Alfred J of Albert T and Rose A July 7 1935....32: 73
White Anna of Anthony S and Maria Nov 26 1932....30: 277
White Anthony of Anthony and Maria Oct 15 1934....31: 244
White Barbara M of John S and Margaret M Feb 25 1935....32: 20
White Carol A (Twin) of Frederick B and Helen July 18 1932.30: 225
White Carolyn F of LeRoy and Miriam A Jan 27 1933....31: 9
White Charles E of Charles L and Edna Aug 15 1932....30: 237
White Charlton of Walter and Mildred Oct 4 1932....30: 257
White Clinton D of Clinton L and Gayce June 4 1931....30: 65
White Daniel J of Hugh D and Mabel J Apr 6 1933....31: 37
White David A of Joseph N and Gladys May 19 1934....31: 188
White Deborah A of Fred O and Elizabeth L Dec 31 1931....30: 145
White Diane P of Harold B and Helene C Apr 23 1934....31: 178
White Donald T of John C and Elizabeth E May 13 1932....30: 199
White Dorothy C of Dorothy C June 8 1934....31: 195
White Ernest C of Roger and Doris H Aug 31 1934....31: 227
White Gerald A of David J and Mary A June 7 1933....31: 61
White Grace A of Henry T and Marjorie C Jan 6 1934....31: 140
White James A of John J and Rose A June 13 1932....30: 211
White Joanne H of Roger and Doris H July 9 1931....30: 78
White John R of John R and Marion L Feb 16 1934....31: 155
White Joseph J of Joseph H and Mary C Feb 20 1933....31: 19
White Lawrence M of Maurice L and Laura M Nov 15 1932....30: 273
White Margaret A of Herman S and Margaret M July 18 1935.32: 78
White Mary of John F and Giulia May 20 1935....32: 54
White Mary J of Arthur M and Isabel M Aug 3 1934....31: 217
White Nelson C of Nelson C and Lila M July 14 1931....30: 80
White Patricia of Reginald J and Grace July 31 1933....31: 80
White Patricia A of Hugh D C and Mabel J June 22 1934....31: 200
White Patricia M of Anna E Sept 24 1933....31: 101
White Priscilla L of Fred O and Elizabeth L Nov 14 1934....31: 255
White Robert J of Patrick J and Josephine M Mar 30 1931....30: 37
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event/Date Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Robert L</td>
<td>of William F and Marion U Mar 19 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Robert S</td>
<td>of Joseph S and Mary Nov 17 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Roy H</td>
<td>of LeRoy and Miriam Apr 21 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Russell D</td>
<td>of Edward D and Marion Jan 11 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Sarah W</td>
<td>of William W and Lilla C Jan 14 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Stanley A</td>
<td>of Clarence A and Lonella Sept 25 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Theresa A</td>
<td>of Alfred J and Mabel G May 12 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Thomas E</td>
<td>of Albert T and Rose A June 28 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Thomas E</td>
<td>of Thomas E and Mildred McL Mar 24 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Thomas F</td>
<td>of Wilfred J and Eva E Aug 29 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Thomasina M</td>
<td>(c) of Elizabeth Oct 10 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White William T</td>
<td>(c) of William T and Eliza A June 1 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White William W</td>
<td>of William W and Lilla C Nov 8 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White—s John and Sarah</td>
<td>June 28 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White—(Twin) d of Frederick</td>
<td>and Helen July 18 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White—s of Wilfred J</td>
<td>and Eva E Nov 19 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White—s of John B and</td>
<td>Margaret July 31 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitefield John H</td>
<td>of Martin A and Mary V Feb 22 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitefield Richard M</td>
<td>of Martin A and Mary V Sept 4 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead Audrey J</td>
<td>of Lloyd and Gertrude Feb 13 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead Barbara H</td>
<td>of Philip K and Wilhelmina Mar 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead Edith</td>
<td>of Wilfred H and Hilda Dec 25 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead Jane L</td>
<td>of Albert A and Ellen J Jan 17 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead Neil T</td>
<td>of Philip K and Wilhelmina Apr 9 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead William H</td>
<td>of Edward J and Anna May 12 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteley Edna M</td>
<td>of George and Grace M Dec 11 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitford Arthur W</td>
<td>of Arthur W and Mable G Aug 27 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitford Eugene H</td>
<td>of Eugene H and Hope E Mar 4 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting David</td>
<td>of David and Alice D July 21 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting Frances E</td>
<td>of John C and Evelyn R Mar 20 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting Stewart L</td>
<td>of Elmer H and Esther A Oct 3 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Frank A</td>
<td>of Dorothy M Apr 28 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Harold C</td>
<td>of Harold C and Ruth Aug 2 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Joan E</td>
<td>of Andrew H and Mildred Feb 17 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman John A</td>
<td>of Ralph H and Pauline M Oct 19 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Lawrence A</td>
<td>of Harry D and Elsie Jan 13 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Marilla B</td>
<td>of Prescott A and Marilla L Oct 28 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Richard F</td>
<td>of Harry D and Elsie May 2 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Ronald B</td>
<td>of Clinton P and Mildred E Dec 28 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitmarsh Lucy M</td>
<td>of Lester W and Flora G Mar 18 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Evelyn J</td>
<td>of Willard A and Dorothy Sept 21 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Gerald G</td>
<td>of William P and Mabel A Oct 14 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Phillip R</td>
<td>of Roy F and Dorothy F Nov 10 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittaker Constance A</td>
<td>of Edwin S and Constance Mar 4 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittaker Marion E</td>
<td>of George C and Mary J Apr 18 1932</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whittaker Mary of Dorothy May 3 1932............................. 30:197
Whittaker Roger E of Joseph H and Alice Aug 8 1931.......... 30: 90
Whittaker —— s of Fred and Gladys A May 21 1935.............. 32: 54
Whitten Jane E of Albert N and Mary M Mar 6 1934............ 31:162
Whittingham Ruby C of Joseph H and Ruby July 8 1934........ 31: 207
Whittingslow Thomas of Thomas and Rita G Dec 3 1934......... 31:262
Whittingslow —— d of Thomas and Rita G May 11 1933......... 31: 58
Whittington —— d of Joseph C and Cecilia K Jan 2 1931...... 30: 13
Whittle Loraine M of Henry and Ethel M May 4 1934.......... 31:183
Whittum Helen C of Raymond T and Catherine Feb 10 1934.... 31:153
Whitwam Francis E of Francis E and Bernadette Jan 8 1932... 30:151
Whitwam Helen of Clarence E and Genevieve E Nov 19 1935... 32:125
Whitworth Francis J of Francis M and Ethel J Aug 12 1935.... 32: 88
Wholey Judith A of Edgar J and Ruth Aug 29 1933............. 31: 91
Wiatrowski Stephen of Stephen and Louise July 14 1934...... 31:209
Wiatrowski Wanda of Stephen and Louise Sept 8 1932......... 30:246
Wiberg Elizabeth A of Edward W and Mary E Aug 22 1934..... 31:224
Wickham John S of Raymond and Roseanna M Apr 4 1933....... 31: 36
Wicklund Jane A of Carl L and Ellen L Sept 19 1933......... 31: 99
Wicklund Robert A of Edwin H and Hildur M June 20 1935..... 32: 66
Wicklund Weston G of Milton E and Mildred R June 5 1931.... 30: 65
Wiegand Frederick C of Frederick and Annie F Apr 12 1935... 32: 39
Wiegand Phyllis L of Frederick and Annie F Apr 1 1933..... 31: 35
Wiener Howard B of Henry and Mildred Feb 1 1931............. 30: 14
Wieselquist Alyce M of Franz R and Laura Jan 26 1932....... 30:157
Wiesner Charles E of Charles E and Alfreda M Mar 21 1935... 32: 29
Wiggins Frances E of George E and Mary A Apr 14 1933....... 31: 39
Wiggins George E of George E and Mary A May 30 1931........ 30: 62
Wiggins Robert A of John W and Elizabeth F Dec 11 1935..... 32:133
Wigglesworth Nancy J of Alfred and Helene July 13 1932..... 30:223
Wight Walter T of Everett E and Edith M Nov 30 1931....... 30:133
Wightman Barbara A J of Annie M May 4 1934................. 31:182
Wightman Elizabeth A of Clinton A and Alice M Feb 8 1934... 31:152
Wiktorowicz Walter E of Adolf and Stella Aug 14 1933....... 31: 86
Wilbert Michael A of William C and Rose M June 5 1935...... 32: 60
Wilburn David S of Henry C and Florence M May 11 1934..... 31:185
Wilbur Anna L of Mary Sept 18 1931......................... 30:106
Wilbur Everett W of Everett W and Margaret R June 30 1931.30: 74
Wilbur Katherine L of Alton G and Katherine Oct 17 1932.... 30:262
Wilbur Leona R of Leo and Mary Jan 25 1932................... 30:157
Wilbur Melvin W of Warren H and Zeletta G Feb 16 1933...... 31: 18
Wilbur William L of George L A and Doris R July 16 1931.... 30: 81
Wilbur William M of Charles J and Vera F Nov 18 1934....... 31:257
Wilby Langdon of Arthur and Alden A Feb 23 1933............. 31: 20
Wilcox Anna F of Frederick G and Fannie May 30 1931........ 30: 62
Wilcox David E of Ernest L and Grace Aug 1 1932............. 30:232
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Wilcox Evelyn J (c) of Joseph and Fannie E Apr 15 1932 ......... 30: 189
Wilcox George O of George O and Amelia Mar 2 1934 .......... 31: 161
Wilcox Hope A of Arthur E and Mabel G May 16 1933 .......... 31: 52
Wilcox John F of John I and Alice E June 15 1932 .......... 30: 212
Wilcox Lauriston A of Lauriston A and Daisy V May 4 1933 .. 31: 48
Wilcox Lydia L of Will E and Judith A Aug 1 1934 ...... 31: 217
Wilcox Paul J of Ernest L and Grace Apr 22 1931 .......... 30: 46
Wilcox Richard A of Byron S and Anna C June 22 1931 ...... 30: 74
Wilcox Robert I of Henry C and Gertrude F Jan 30 1932 ...... 30: 159
Wilcox Russell E of Russell E and Mary G Feb 4 1935 ....... 32: 13
Wilcox Sally W of Harold F C and Catherine June 16 1934 .. 31: 198
Wilcox Theodore E (c) of Joseph and Fannie E Aug 15 1933 .. 31: 86
Wilcox — d of Raymond and Edith Nov 22 1931 .......... 30: 134
Wilde Paul R of Leo J and Mary E Mar 29 1931 .......... 30: 36
Wilde Robert A of Leo J and Mary E June 13 1933 ...... 31: 63
Wilde Roberta M of James and Eleanor May 31 1932 ...... 30: 205
Wilde — d of John W and Emma C Jan 29 1931 .......... 30: 13
Wilde — d of Leo J and Mary E June 20 1935 ...... 32: 66
Wildprett William R of Richard E and Margaret Apr 26 1934 . 31: 179
Wiley Gertrude M of Edward B and Charlotte Jan 29 1931 .... 30: 11
Wilk Shirley M of Joseph and Rose Feb 6 1931 .......... 30: 16
Wilkes Alfred B of Alfred B and Angelina M July 17 1932 .... 30: 225
Wilkes Claire M of William J and Mary Nov 19 1935 ...... 32: 125
Wilkes Rita M of William J and Mary Oct 18 1932 ......... 30: 262
Wilkins Blanche M (c) of Charles W and Marion E M Sept 2 1934 ........................................ 31: 229
Wilkins Caroline S of Orrin E and Victoria M July 4 1931 .... 30: 77
Wilkins Cornelia W (Twin) of Samuel E and Cornelia E Apr 23 1931 ........................................ 30: 47
Wilkins Richard L (Twin) of Samuel E and Cornelia E Apr 23 1931 ........................................ 30: 47
Wilkins Thomas C (c) of Charles W and Marion E M Sept 26 1932 ........................................ 30: 253
Wilkinson Alan M of Percy C and Gladys M Nov 4 1931 ....... 30: 125
Wilkinson George D of George D and Edna L July 20 1933 .... 31: 76
Wilkinson James A of James H and Mary E Aug 13 1933 .. .. 31: 86
Wilkinson Jane of Charles N and Frances Oct 28 1932 ....... 30: 266
Wilkinson John E of George D and Edna L June 19 1931 .... 30: 70
Wilkinson Kenneth L of Raymond and Velma V May 31 1933 .. 31: 57
Wilkinson Margaret R of Adelbert and Nettie Oct 23 1931 .... 30: 119
Wilkinson Robert E of Robert E and Amey B Aug 15 1931 .... 30: 93
Wilkinson Shirley A of Vernon D and Ruth Oct 23 1933 ....... 31: 111
Wilks Beverly of Arthur E and Ruth G Nov 14 1932 ....... 30: 273
Wilks Elizabeth A of Arthur and Louisa Oct 10 1934 ....... 31: 243
Wilks Mildred L of Arthur and Louisa Feb 16 1931.........30: 19
Wilks —— s of Arthur E and Ruth G May 2 1935.........32: 48
Willan Donald of Francis and Mary Jan 22 1935.........32: 8
Willard Lawrence M of Milton and Marion Jan 29 1933.....31: 10
Willett Eleanor M of Ernest E and Eleanor M July 16 1931..30: 81
Williams Abram A (c) of George and Bertha June 25 1932..30: 216
Williams Albert L of Berris and Marjorie D Apr 18 1933...31: 41
Williams Alden H of Allen P and Simonetta May 28 1931...30: 61
Williams Alfred B of Benjamin J and Muriel Dec 1 1933...31: 125
Williams Annabelle of Robert H and Harriet July 19 1934..31: 211
Williams Anne P of Harold P and Elsie F Mar 8 1933......31: 26
Williams Arthur B (c) of Arthur B and Eleanor June 25 1935.32: 67
Williams Bailey S of Fay B and Adele B Aug 2 1934........31: 217
Williams Barbara A of Francis B and Catherine F V Mar 26 1933........................................31: 32
Williams Beverley E (c) of Wesley and Gladys May 26 1935..32: 56
Williams Charles of Leo T and Marie A May 3 1931........30: 52
Williams Charles K of Huber S and Marietta May 4 1933...31: 48
Williams Charles V of Charles V and Winifred M Oct 17 1931.30: 116
Williams DeRose E (c) of Fidel DeR and Emily A Apr 21 1932.30: 191
Williams Eleanor M (c) of Robert and Grace M Jan 3 1934..31: 139
Williams Francis E of James H and Marie E Nov 29 1935...32: 128
Williams Francis J of James C and Elizabeth June 26 1932..30: 216
Williams Harold of Harold W and Mary V Feb 12 1934.....31: 133
Williams James A of Claude D and Mildred Apr 22 1931.....30: 47
Williams James A of Howard E and Irene D Jan 26 1935.....32: 9
Williams Jane of J Harold and Charlotte E June 19 1931...30: 70
Williams Joan A of Willard J and Elsie M Apr 24 1934.....31: 179
Williams Joan M of Alvin N and Evelyn M Feb 17 1931.....30: 20
Williams John C of James C and Elizabeth H Oct 17 1934...31: 245
Williams Kendall G of Charles V and Winifred M Aug 11 1933.31: 85
Williams Kenneth J of Wilson S and Dora A Nov 5 1933....31: 116
Williams Loris M of Herbert W and Minnie C Aug 29 1934...31: 227
Williams Margie E of Howard E and Irene D Dec 21 1933....31: 131
Williams Mary K of Prescott J and Mabel July 6 1933......31: 70
Williams Norman H (c) of Robert B and Grace July 9 1931..30: 78
Williams Peter M of Claude D and Mildred July 11 1935.....32: 75
Williams Ralph E of George E and Janet L Feb 15 1934.....31: 154
Williams Robert H of Thomas H and Charlotte A Feb 4 1933..31: 14
Williams Robert W of Edgar R and Charlotta Dec 6 1932.....30: 281
Williams Roger B of Alonzo B and Lesley M Oct 22 1934...31: 246
Williams Roy R of George E and Viola R Apr 28 1935......32: 45
Williams Ruth (c) of Bill and Belva R Oct 16 1934.........31: 244
Williams Ruth E of John S and Florence A July 12 1931....30: 80
Williams Selina of Berris and Marjorie D Dec 28 1931......30: 144
Williams Sue M of Robert C and Dorothy I May 12 1934.....31: 185
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.  

Williams Thelma M of Noah and Mazie Sept 22 1932 .......... 30: 251
Williams Walter E of Frank J and Elsie M Jan 24 1932 .......... 30: 156
Williams Warren J (c) of Robert B and Grace Oct 28 1932 .......... 30: 266
Williams Willard J of Willard and Elsie Sept 17 1932 .......... 30: 249
Williams William T of William T and Mary Nov 6 1932 .......... 30: 270
Williams — d of John N and Mary R Sept 8 1933 .......... 31: 96
Williamson Edward of Edward A and Helen V Oct 28 1933 .......... 31: 113
Williamson Hugh C (c) of Rebecca Oct 25 1931 .......... 30: 119
Williamson Jean of Robert B and Grace May 28 1931 .......... 30: 61
Williamson Nancy A of Dorothy Sept 17 1931 .......... 30: 105
Williamson Norma H of Edward and Helen V Apr 23 1931 .......... 30: 47
Williamson Robert K of Kenneth H and Grace Feb 21 1932 .......... 30: 167
Williamson Sandra E of Roy B and Bessie H Aug 26 1935 .......... 32: 93
Williamson Violet N L of Roy B and Bessie H Feb 19 1933 .......... 31: 19
Williamson Wanda M of William H and Idamae M May 16 1935 .......... 32: 52
Williamson Yvonne (c) of Philip and Veletta G Dec 30 1934 .......... 31: 271
Willis Barbara L of Edgar G and Ester L Dec 9 1931 .......... 30: 138
Willis Carol A of Francis S and Bertha Oct 4 1933 .......... 31: 106
Willis Clifford J of Francis S and Bertha E Nov 11 1934 .......... 31: 254
Willis Freda A of George P and Freda A Dec 28 1932 .......... 30: 287
Willis Frederick J of Frederick J and Katherine H Nov 30 1932 .......... 30: 278
Willis Jean of Herbert F and Janet MacP May 11 1931 .......... 30: 54
Willis Philip J of Raymond T and Gladys Feb 12 1931 .......... 30: 18
Willis William V of George C and Evelyn Nov 8 1931 .......... 30: 126
Wills Dorothy M of Levi M and Marion V Aug 4 1931 .......... 30: 89
Wills Elmer A of Raymond and Anna Nov 21 1931 .......... 30: 133
Wilson Alan B (c) of Cecil J and Miriam G Apr 20 1932 .......... 30: 191
Wilson Alan S of Victor N and Marion May 14 1934 .......... 31: 186
Wilson Anna of Mary G Feb 9 1933 .......... 31: 15
Wilson Barbara A of Francis H and Anna Nov 22 1931 .......... 30: 130
Wilson Barbara G of William M and Dorothy O Feb 4 1933 .......... 31: 14
Wilson Barbara R of Harold N and Vera M Nov 15 1934 .......... 31: 256
Wilson Bruce E of Richard A and Marion July 5 1935 .......... 32: 72
Wilson Carol H of Francis H and Anna Apr 7 1934 .......... 31: 174
Wilson Craig E (c) of Cecil J and Miriam G Sept 24 1933 .......... 31: 101
Wilson Curtis C of Lloyd C and Irene B Apr 16 1934 .......... 31: 176
Wilson Faith A of Leonard E and Frances Feb 18 1932 .......... 30: 166
Wilson Frederick W of Henry W and Margaret A P June 4 1933 .......... 31: 60
Wilson Gerald A of Clyde and Mildred M Sept 16 1935.......32:101
Wilson Herbert E of Herbert E and Arline Mar 26 1933.......31:22
Wilson Joan A of Robert G and Doris A May 20 1932.......30:202
Wilson Lorraine C of Clyde and Mildred M Mar 16 1933....31:28
Wilson Robert L of Daniel A and Bertha June 19 1931.......30:70
Wilson Rodney C J of Rodney L and Agnes Apr 30 1932....30:194
Wilson Sandra A of Harold N and Vera M Dec 17 1935....32:135
Wilson Virginia A of Harold J and Hilda Dec 6 1931....30:137
Wilson William E of William E and Ellen J June 4 1934....31:194
Wilson William J of Thomas P and Margaret H Mar 30 1932....30:182
Wilson —— s of James and Elizabeth June 25 1934........31:203
Winans Sandra E of Joseph R and Romola E Feb 25 1934....31:158
Winchell Patricia A of Wilford B and Hazel Sept 24 1932...30:252
Winckler Leonid E of Edgar R and Elaine Aug 10 1934....31:220
Windle Edward W of Edward W and Margaret Oct 28 1932...30:266
Windsberg Sigmund of Eske and Leona July 18 1935.......32:78
Wine Frances S of Louis H and Julia Oct 20 1933.........31:110
Winfield Ann M of James R and Mary H May 3 1934.......31:182
Winfield Robert of James R and Mary H Aug 5 1935.......32:85
Wing Priscilla A of William R and Joan July 26 1935.......32:81
Wing William R of William R and Joan Nov 3 1932.........30:269
Winiker Seymour M of William and Minnie Aug 21 1933....31:88
Winkleman Murry B of Abraham and Lenore Nov 22 1935...32:126
Winkleman —— d of Abraham and Lenore Aug 10 1934.....31:220
Winman George E of Charles E and Alice M July 25 1933....31:77
Winman Helen P of George and Helen M Aug 22 1935.......32:91
Winman Mildred I of Frank H and Mildred E May 7 1933....31:49
Winn Ann W of Matthew F and Annie W May 30 1931.......30:62
Winn Arlene M of James L and Henrietta V Aug 3 1933....31:82
Winn Pauline L of Henry A and Pauline D Nov 7 1933.....31:116
Winograd Howard L of Samuel H and Sarah L Oct 2 1934...31:240
Winoker Bella of Harry and Rose June 24 1932.............30:215
Winoker James R of Israel and Sarah July 14 1931.......30:80
Winslow Flora E of Frank E and Dorothy G Mar 25 1933....31:31
Winslow Nevann of Harold B and Jane O Jan 16 1935....32:6
Winslow —— d of William H and Eleanor June 24 1932.....30:215
Winsor Ann S of Edward and Mary McD Jan 14 1935.......32:5
Winsor Benjamin T of Andrew DeW and Elizabeth F June 8
1934 ........................................31:195
Winsor Dorothy E of Irving P and Mildred E Feb 13 1934...31:154
Winsor Dorothy F of Irving M and Ethel M July 23 1933....31:76
Winsor Howard E of Irving M and Ethel M Nov 9 1935....32:121
Winsor Irving M of Irving and Ethel Sept 9 1934.........31:231
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Winsor Jean L of William R and Margery E June 8 1932........30: 209
Winsor Lloyd H of Arthur E and Ethel Jan 23 1935..........32: 8
Winsor Marion E of Irving M and Ethel M Jan 6 1931........30: 3
Winsor Robert P of Ralph T and Elizabeth C Feb 4 1935....32: 13
Winsor Ruth A of Harold B and Assunda A Aug 19 1935....32: 90
Winsor —— s of Ralph T and Elizabeth C July 8 1933.....31: 81
Winsor —— d of Roland A and Annie V June 9 1934.........31: 203
Winston Anderson J (c) of Anderson J and Ethel B Apr 7
1934 ........................................31: 174
Winston Walter W (c) of Anderson J and Ethel B July 28
1935 ........................................32: 81
Winter Charles W of Charles P and Isabell C Mar 29 1935...32: 32
Winter Meredith C of George A and Ada E Apr 10 1935.....32: 38
Winterbottom Warren A of Warren C and Elizabeth C Oct 17
1935 ........................................32: 113
Winters Catherine R of Raymond C and Jane R Oct 30 1932.30: 267
Winters James J of Albert P and Amie L Apr 18 1934......31: 177
Winters Mary of Albert P and Amie L June 28 1935.........32: 69
Winters Robert E of Albert P and Amie L Nov 17 1931.....30: 129
Winthrop Edward S of Raymond and Mollie June 4 1935.....32: 60
Wintter Eileen of John F and Gertrude A Sept 6 1931.....30: 101
Wisdom Roberta O of Everett L and Melvina M Dec 3 1934..31: 262
Wiseman Charlotte R of Charles J and Catherine M Jan 16
1933 ........................................31: 6
Wisgo Joseph J (Twin) of Walter J and Rose Jan 11 1932...30: 152
Wisgo Walter (Twin) of Walter J and Rose Jan 11 1932....30: 152
Withey Jeannene M of William W and Helen July 1 1934....31: 204
Wnuk Adela of Joseph and Julia Feb 8 1932................30: 163
Wnuk —— s of Joseph and Julia Dec 7 1933...............31: 136
Woiciechowski Doris M of Nicholas J and Amelia Apr 6 1931.30: 40
Wojciechowski Irene B of Mieczyslaw and Rose Oct 26 1935..32: 115
Wojciechowski —— d of Mieczyslaw and Rose June 18 1934.31: 198
Wold Thomas E of Anna T Feb 6 1934.........................31: 151
Wolf Francis H F of Jacob and Dora W May 19 1931......30: 58
Wolfe Edward of Thomas II and Genevieve Sept 16 1931...30: 105
Wolfe Marie E of Patrick J and Sarah M Nov 15 1934.....31: 256
Wolfenden Madelyn R of Charles F and Edna M Dec 20 1935.32: 136
Wolfenden Marilyn R of Charles F and Edna M Aug 20 1934.31: 224
Wolferseder Joseph D of Frank X and Caroline E May 19 1931.30: 58
Wolkoff Maureen S of William and Julianna June 14 1931..30: 68
Woloff Denise of Benjamin and Celia Dec 21 1933..........31: 131
Wolechojian Harry of Harry and Aghavni June 8 1935....32: 61
Wolslegel Walter W of Walter W and Myra T Mar 1 1933....31: 24
Wolstencroft James H of Harold and Esther L Dec 5 1932..30: 281
Wolstencroft Walter F of Harold and Esther L Apr 11 1931..30: 42
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolstencroft</td>
<td>23 Feb 1931</td>
<td>30:25</td>
<td>d of John W and Ethel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong</td>
<td>12 Jul 1934</td>
<td>31:208</td>
<td>(chi) of Dick G Wong and Alice M E Sen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>2 Apr 1931</td>
<td>30:39</td>
<td>L of Alexander A and Ruth I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>17 Jul 1933</td>
<td>31:137</td>
<td>F of Wilfred E and Mary W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>14 Feb 1934</td>
<td>31:154</td>
<td>F of Alexander A and Ruth I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>8 Mar 1931</td>
<td>30:41</td>
<td>Evelyn of John and Jennie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>30 Jun 1933</td>
<td>31:113</td>
<td>C of George E and Adeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>22 Sep 1931</td>
<td>30:107</td>
<td>Hazel M (Twin) of Walter W and Margaret R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>22 Sep 1931</td>
<td>30:107</td>
<td>Helen T (Twin) of Walter W and Margaret R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>27 Mar 1935</td>
<td>32:44</td>
<td>James of John and Jennie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>26 Feb 1934</td>
<td>31:158</td>
<td>Jane E of Charles H and Ellen J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>13 Mar 1935</td>
<td>32:26</td>
<td>Joan D of Lester L and Regina I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>23 Feb 1932</td>
<td>30:168</td>
<td>Joan M of Walter S and Charlotte V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>17 Mar 1931</td>
<td>30:105</td>
<td>John F of Robert and Lucy D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>17 Dec 1931</td>
<td>30:140</td>
<td>Joyce K of George W H and Blanche E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>26 Aug 1931</td>
<td>30:97</td>
<td>Laura A of Arthur W and Amelia E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>13 Mar 1931</td>
<td>30:30</td>
<td>Lois F of Wilfrid E and Mary W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>9 Nov 1935</td>
<td>32:121</td>
<td>Margaret A of Clinton E and Anna E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>22 Mar 1934</td>
<td>31:269</td>
<td>Nancy of Walter S and Charlotte V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>23 Sep 1935</td>
<td>32:103</td>
<td>Rosa E of Alexander A and Ruth I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>11 Sep 1932</td>
<td>30:247</td>
<td>Russell A of William H and Gertrude E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>12 Mar 1935</td>
<td>32:39</td>
<td>Sheila E of Samuel E and Rose A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>10 Mar 1931</td>
<td>30:29</td>
<td>Shirley M of Charles A and Annie E M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>14 May 1935</td>
<td>32:52</td>
<td>Wilfred H J of Wilfred H and Elizabeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>11 May 1933</td>
<td>31:108</td>
<td>d of Thomas T and May E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodard</td>
<td>17 Apr 1931</td>
<td>30:45</td>
<td>Robert L of Lewis E and Bernice Apr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbine</td>
<td>28 Feb 1934</td>
<td>31:159</td>
<td>Robert of Mitchell and May C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbury</td>
<td>13 Jan 1931</td>
<td>30:5</td>
<td>Elizabeth A of George and Edna Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcock</td>
<td>28 Feb 1935</td>
<td>32:21</td>
<td>Carol E of Thomas F and Bertha B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcock</td>
<td>12 Mar 1933</td>
<td>31:108</td>
<td>Deones A of George L and Velma B Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcock</td>
<td>1 Sep 1933</td>
<td>31:105</td>
<td>Gertrude J of James J and Mary E Oct 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcock</td>
<td>1 Jul 1933</td>
<td>31:71</td>
<td>Thomas A of Thomas F and Bertha B July 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden</td>
<td>14 Mar 1931</td>
<td>30:92</td>
<td>Hazel J (c) of LeRoy N and Audrey B Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden</td>
<td>29 Aug 1935</td>
<td>32:94</td>
<td>LeRoy N (c) of LeRoy N and Audrey B Aug 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden</td>
<td>10 Feb 1934</td>
<td>31:153</td>
<td>Marie C (c) of LeRoy N and Audrey B Feb 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodhouse</td>
<td>16 Mar 1932</td>
<td>30:177</td>
<td>Carolyn L of Edwin C and Louise A Mar 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodlock</td>
<td>14 Jul 1935</td>
<td>32:76</td>
<td>Carol A of James H and Juliette A July 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Woodman Elaine L of Edwin W and Ruth P May 13 1935........32: 51
Woodrow Priscilla J of John C and Doris C Jan 5 1931........30: 2
Woodruff Barbara J of Stuart A and Edna M Oct 23 1933.......31: 111
Woodruff Jane C of Gerald B and Helen Feb 22 1933.........31: 20
Woodruff Robert E of Stuart A and Edna M Apr 1 1935.......32: 35
Woods Margaret M of Francis J and Emma C Apr 14 1935.......32: 40
Woodward Carol of Albert L and Florence M Dec 24 1932.......30: 286
Woodward Patricia A of Emit and Mary R Nov 14 1934........31: 255
Woodward Russell E of Russell E and Rebecca M Oct 6 1931....30: 113
Woolf Richard of Irving L and Sadie Aug 13 1932.............30: 236
Woolf Sheldon M of Benjamin M and Fannie July 13 1932......30: 223
Woolfall Frederick J of Frederick J and Ursula P Oct 7 1933..31: 106
Woolhouse Barbara C of Arthur H and Esther Oct 7 1932......30: 258
Worcester Carolyn E of Carleton E and Vivian M May 26 1935.32: 56
Wordell Elizabeth A of Herbert F and Bena B May 2 1933.....31: 47
Worden Elbert D of Charles C and Dorothy F Dec 16 1932.....30: 284
Worden Elizabeth of Jarret C and Violetta Jan 30 1932.......30: 159
Workman Joan L of Samuel H and Rebecca R Oct 17 1934.......31: 245
Worrell Kenneth (c) of Vivian July 10 1931..................30: 79
Worrell Richard DeW of Lee A and Edith R July 4 1934.......31: 205
Worsley John A of William and Ethel Sept 12 1934...........31: 232
Worthington Dorothy V of George C and Ruth Oct 31 1931.....30: 148
Worthington Edward W of Edward and Margaret D June 16
1933........................................31: 64
Worthington John M of Norman T and Mae L June 20 1931....30: 71
Wortman Barbara E of Benjamin J and Gertrude M Oct 31 1931........................................30: 121
Wortman Robert S of Benjamin J and Gertrude M Jan 17 1934..31: 144
Wotton Charles W of Frederick B and Irene C Nov 8 1934.....31: 253
Wotton Mary R of Frederick B and Irene C Dec 5 1935........32: 131
Wotton — s of Frederick B and Irene C June 4 1933.........31: 60
Wrath Robert A of William J M and Ellen T July 20 1933......31: 76
Wrath — s of Shelton J and Evangelina M Nov 25 1934.......31: 275
Wrenn Ann J of John F and Katherine F Sept 6 1932.........30: 245
Wright Allan McL of John W and Catherine M Aug 21 1932....30: 239
Wright Allen G of Carlos L and Virginia July 18 1932.......30: 225
Wright Bernice C of John K and Marie F May 8 1934........31: 184
Wright George of James and Joan Apr 4 1934..................30: 40
Wright Harry W of Harry W and Helen Oct 28 1931.............30: 121
Wright Ian G of Alexander and Jane Feb 10 1935..............32: 15
Wright Janice E of James E and Harriet E June 19 1934......30: 70
Wright Jeanette M of Leslie A and Alice T Nov 25 1932.......30: 276
Wright Joan M of Raymond M and Marjorie June 9 1933.......31: 62
Wright Leslie X of Leslie A and Alice T Apr 8 1934.........31: 174
Wright Matthew D of James and Joan Dec 17 1933.............31: 130
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Wright Robert C of Walter C and Beatrice M Aug 7 1933........31: 84
Wright Robert L of Basil L and Ruth E Jan 11 1932...........30: 152
Wright Russell J of Russell J and Mary T Dec 15 1934........31: 266
Wrigley Ronald L of Fred and Margaret Jan 29 1932...........30: 158
Wroth Lawrence K of Lawrence C and Barbara July 9 1932....30: 222
Wujcik Dorothy of Walter J and Mary Feb 25 1935..............32:20
Wulff Richard H of Hans E F and Violet B Sept 14 1935....32:100
Wuraafft Bertha E of Isadore and Mabel Aug 19 1932.......30: 238
Wyatt Marjorie B of Otis C and Prudence D Jan 14 1933.....31:  5
Wylie Norma A of Thomas F and Lula M Mar 17 1931..........30: 32
Wyllie David E of Hugh Y and Agnes D Aug 1 1932............30:232
Wyman Elwood T of Howard and Dorothy Jan 25 1931.........30:  10
Wynnaught Carolyn A of Harris C and Evelyn H June 15 1935.32:  64
Wynkoop Alden J of John G and Gladys L Apr 3 1934.........31:172
Wynn Dorothy L of James V and Florence M Jan 7 1933......31:  3
Wynne Brian F of John B and Florence H July 8 1935.......32:  74
Wynne James E of Thomas V and Dorothy Jan 4 1931.........30:  2
Wynne Joan L of Thomas V and Jeanette C Dec 31 1935......32:139
Wynne — s of Walter V and Luella I July 29 1932.........30:231
Wyrostek John of John and Agnes June 7 1934..............31:195
Wysocki Robert P of Peter W and Dorothy M Aug 21 1935....32:  91
Xavier Albert P of Manuel and Angelina Sept 21 1933.....31:100
Xavier Edward of Frank and Maria Apr 26 1933..............31:  43
Xavier George of Joseph F and Emily Aug 14 1934.........31:221
Xiarchos — d of Nick and Eva Nov 4 1931.............30:134
Yaghjian Beverly J of Varsh B and Hilda Sept 21 1935....32:103
Yaghjian Menas R of Menas and Agnes Jan 5 1935.........32:  2
Yalian Anna of Kachig and Vartouhi Feb 4 1931.........30:  15
Yalian Satenig of Kachig and Vartouhi Jan 25 1934........31:146
Yanunder Israel L of Nathan L and Sarah R May 13 1935....32:  51
Yanunder Miriam of Nathan L and Sarah R Dec 12 1931.....30:139
Yapchaian Anna of Harry and Margaret Aug 15 1932........30:237
Yaremchoak Irene of Peter and Mary A Nov 9 1932........30:271
Yaremchoak — s of Peter and Mary Nov 22 1931........30:134
Yarish Constance V of Josephine Oct 15 1931.............30:116
Yarlas Donald M (Twin) of Lewis and Rose Aug 24 1934....31:225
Yarlas — (Twin) s of Lewis and Rose Aug 24 1934....31:225
Yasnoff Blossom L of Alfred B and Belle G June 14 1931....30:  68
Yatciewicz Joyce A of John and Mary L Apr 26 1935.......32:  44
Yates Alice C of Charles S and Annie Dec 24 1934.........31:269
Yeaton Judith W of Clair A and Helen Aug 29 1932.........30:242
Yeaton Paul E of Clair A and Helen Oct 31 1934........31:249
Yeaw Carolyn M of Earle C and Marjorie G Sept 20 1933....31:100
Yeaw Harold D of Harold D and Ivy E Feb 16 1933.........31:  18
Yeaw Richard E of Willis K and Esther June 16 1931.......30:  69
Yediaries Angelo of Thomas and Christina May 10 1931.....30:  54
Yediaris — s of George and Theona Nov 8 1933........31:117
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Yehle Walter G of Walter G and Mary E Feb 28 1934 ........ 31: 159
Yeremian Garabed of Peter and Haras July 26 1931 .......... 30: 85
Yeremian Mary H of Souren P and Anna H June 6 1931 .... 30: 66
Yeremian Varsenig A of Souren P and Anna H Mar 18 1934 . 31: 166
Yerrington Preston D of Preston D and Dorothy A Jan 22
1931 ........................................................................ 30: 9
Yolin Marilyn S of Samuel and Edith Jan 3 1932 ......... 30: 150
Yorston Patricia L of James E and Ethel M Aug 30 1935 . 32: 94
Yosinoff Richard L of Peter and Lena July 16 1934 .... 31: 209
Young Alice M of Donald W and Barbara G Dec 16 1935 . 32: 134
Young Arlene E of Elmer W and Madeline V May 28 1935 . 32: 56
Young Barbara A of Raymond L and Catherine A Oct 5 1932 . 30: 257
Young Barbara G C (c) of Anna L July 9 1935 .......... 31: 74
Young Barbara J of Samuel J and Ida Jan 17 1933 .......... 31: 6
Young Beverly A of Norman and Anna June 30 1934 .... 31: 202
Young Carla A (Twin) of Frederick L and Pruda A July 24
1935 ........................................................................ 32: 80
Young Charles A of Charles A and Florabel M July 23 1932 . 30: 227
Young Charles M of Charles M and Mertis S May 7 1934 . 31: 184
Young Charles W of Charles W and Josephine K Feb 29 1935 . 32: 18
Young Dorothy J of Ralph E and Dorothy Nov 23 1935 . 32: 126
Young Dorothy L (c) of Levi H and Rose G Jan 22 1933 ..... 31: 8
Young Edward R (c) (Twin) of Edward R and Gwendolyn A
July 4 1932 ................................................................. 30: 220
Young Florabel G of Charles A and Florabel M June 9 1931 . 30: 66
Young Frank E (c) of Levi H and Rose G Sept 23 1934 .... 31: 236
Young George N of George N and Catherine T Jan 26 1934 . 31: 146
Young Greta A R (c) of Edward R and Gwendolyn A June 16
1931 ........................................................................ 30: 69
Young Joan F of Ralph J and Alice A July 29 1932 ....... 30: 229
Young John A of John A and Ethel M May 27 1932 ..... 30: 204
Young John A of John A and Ariel Oct 17 1935 .......... 32: 113
Young Kathryn A of William H and Catherine U Feb 1 1935 . 32: 12
Young Leanna C of Harold H and Esther May 11 1935 ........................................ 32: 51
Young Lois M of Charles M and Mertis S Sept 11 1935 . 32: 99
Young Loretta A of Byron E and Adeline M Jan 21 1933 ..... 31: 8
Young Madelyn A E (c) of Edward R and Gwendolyn A
17 1934 ..................................................................... 31: 198
Young Marilyn F of William H and Catherine U Feb 29 1932 . 30: 170
Young Maureen T of George T and Miriam Mar 2 1934 . 31: 161
Young Otis E (c) (Twin) of Edward R and Gwendolyn A
July 4 1932 ................................................................... 30: 220
Young Paul of Samuel and Rebecca Jan 18 1935 .......... 32: 6
Young Porter A of Waldo W and Margaret Aug 15 1931 . 30: 93
Young Raymond F of Raymond L and Catherine A July 20
1935 ........................................................................ 32: 79
Young Richard A of John H and Mabel M Jan 4 1934 . 31: 140
Young Richard F of Leo E and Agnes Mar 27 1932........ 30:180
Young Robert E of John and Marie U Nov 14 1932........ 30:273
Young Robert H of Norman E and Madaline M Apr 13 1933... 31:39
Young Ronald A of Horace and Margaret C Oct 26 1933.... 31:112
Young Rose G (c) of Levi H and Rose G Apr 3 1931......... 30:40
Young Ruth A of Byron E and Adeline M Apr 3 1931........ 30:40
Young Sandra M (Twin) of Frederick L and Pruda A July 24
1935. ....................................................... 32:80
Young Sarah V (c) of Raymond P and Mary C Nov 2 1931... 30:124
Young Shirley A of Gilbert and Frances M Jan 4 1935..... 32:22
Young Shirley A of John A and Ethel M June 4 1935....... 32:60
Young ——— d of Samuel J and Ida Aug 29 1931............ 30:99
Youngberg Marjorie A of Arthur E and Laura F Aug 3 1934... 31:217
Youroski Eleanor M of Michael J and Sophian May 27 1934... 31:190
Youroski Regina R of Michael J and Sophian Mar 4 1931... 30:27
Youroski Robert M of Michael J and Sophian Mar 17 1932.. 30:177
Ysenbaert Donald J of Robert H and Rose F Aug 24 1934.... 32:225
Ysenbaert Roland F of Robert H and Rose F May 23 1931... 30:59
Yuettner Clifford A of Clifford O and Mabel V Apr 22 1934... 31:178
Yuettner Eugene J of Eugene O J and Eleanor R Aug 17 1935.. 32:90
Yuill Lois M of Leslie G and Lottie May 25 1932........... 30:203
Yula Barbara C (Twin) of Ralph W and Charlotte Feb 27
1934. ................................................................ 31:158
Yula Patricia G (Twin) of Ralph W and Charlotte Feb 27
1934. ................................................................ 31:158
Yuloff Evanne M of 1 Harry and Celia Dec 30 1933........ 31:134
Yuppa Thomas of Thomas and Amelia July 10 1933........ 31:72
Yurgelon Eleanor J of Stanley and Eleanor Mar 1 1934..... 31:161
Yurgelon ——— s of Stanley and Eleanor Apr 16 1933...... 31:40
Zabatta Carolina of Frank and Clara June 25 1934........... 31:201
Zabatta Joseph W of Frank and Clara Feb 4 1933........... 31:14
Zabbo Anunnziata A of Alberto and Maria G Dec 14 1932.... 30:283
Zabbo ——— s of Vincenzo and Teresa Oct 5 1932........... 30:268
Zaczkiewicz Lillian T of John and Julia June 7 1932...... 30:209
Zadanoff Walter R of Samuel and Mollie June 22 1935..... 32:67
Zagarella Eugene of Eugene and Margaret Nov 29 1935.... 32:128
Zaidman Norman S of Abraham A and Eveline Oct 5 1933.... 31:106
Zaidman Seymour of Isidore M and Minnie Feb 12 1933..... 31:16
Zaidman Sherwin of Abraham A and Eveline Dec 23 1934..... 31:269
Zaino Frank of Nicola and Anna A Nov 28 1933.............. 31:123
Zaino Frank N of Nicola and Anna A Feb 24 1932........... 30:168
Zakoff Marcia of Harry and Jennie B July 4 1932............ 30:220
Zalk Irving D of Philip and Dora Aug 5 1931................ 30:89
Zambarano Antonio of Antonio and Maria Aug 11 1931....... 30:91
FROM 1931 TO 1935 INCLUSIVE.

Zambarano Riccardo L of Alfredo P and Agnese M Jan 12 1931. 30: 5
Zammarelli Eileen T of Carmine S and Adelina Feb 9 1933 .... 31: 15
Zammarelli Robert C of Carmine S and Adelina May 23 1934 .. 31: 189
Zampiello Maria C of Eugenio and Maria June 3 1931 .......... 30: 64
Zangfagna Barbara J of Alberto A and Adelina Jan 9 1934 ..... 31: 142
Zangfagna Marion E of Emilio and Edith A June 23 1931 ...... 30: 72
Zangari Francesco N of Mario and Consolata Sept 19 1931 ..... 30: 106
Zangari Norma L of Antonio and Serafina Nov 14 1932 ....... 30: 273
Zanghi John W of Michael and Kathryn V Dec 26 1932 ...... 30: 286
Zanni Dorothy of Pietro and Arsilia May 27 1933 .......... 31: 55
Zanni Giovanna of Angelo and Teresa Aug 7 1932 .......... 30: 234
Zanni Giovanni of Giovanni and Speranza July 3 1932 ....... 30: 220
Zanni Laura of Angelo and Teresa Sept 29 1934 .......... 31: 238
Zanni Lily of Pari and Annunziata Apr 25 1931 .......... 30: 48
Zannini Chiara of Carmine and Maria Aug 6 1931 .......... 30: 89
Zannini Orsola M of Antonio and Maria Aug 22 1931 ..... 30: 95
Zannini —— s of Carmine and Mary L Apr 30 1931 .......... 30: 49
Zarechen Arlene M of Louis H and Myrtle June 3 1932 ....... 30: 207
Zarechen Shirley L of Samuel and Eva Jan 1 1934 .......... 31: 139
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